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Every person who maliciously

cuts, defaces, breaks or injures

any book, map, chart, picture,

engraving, statue, coin, model,

apparatus, or other work of lit-

erature, art, mechanics or ob-

ject of curiosity, deposited in

any public library, gallery,

museum or collection is guilty

of a misdemeanor.

Penal Code of California,

1915, Section 623.
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THE ARCHITECTS' DIRECTORY

Dairy -~
Barn Jy^-JP-

Architecture
\ FOl . « lin i rt-nuni/r tin- importance "I

* correct H'irntihi- jml sanitary con-

itniction of the dairy barn, will find a

(jrrat deal of intcreitintc information in

II li I. otter's new book

The Modern Dairy Barn
Thu hook pictures minv of the count ry'i miwt
modrfn dairy hsrni. contain* much valtmhlr
inhumation and rtplam* how rasilv ynu may re-

tain I hi wnitriol niir .«l Vmuii j'i I.m< mo*t jr. In

rrrts, apevialmng in tanitai v omitmet ion for

idxk ami dairy farms.

The honk will he «rnt grant, on reqtieit. to tHoie
interested. Address

HENRY G. LOTTER
Architect

Milwaukee Wisconsin

POSITIONS WANTED
By experienced estate superintendents.

farm managers, heat 1 gardeners, etc.

OIM'OR I I MTY to enter into active

business relations as Vice-president

and Treasurer of an established )<ioo,ooo

orchard corporation. I 5,000 trees planted,

6,000 full bearing. Plans for a cold storage

and cannery adjunct are being made.
Here is a clean, healthful, permanent place

with large business booked and an unlim-
ited future. References given and re-

quired. £1 4,000 will purchase half con-
trol. £10,000 cash, balance from profits. Sal-

ary Si.ooo with advancement. Address Staple.

Box S;;, Care of Country Life,Garden City, N.Y.

POSITION WANTED
as Farm or Estate Manager hv an educated middle aged man.
44 vears old, married, no family. Life experience with the

better class of Farms and Estates* understands thoroughly the
care and raising of horses, cattle, calves, hogs, poultry* incuba-
tors, raising of all kinds of farm and garden products, flowers,

fruits, grapes, etc., on a large scale. Greenhouses, hotbeds,

etc.; all kinds of machinery, everything pertaining to a large

Estate. Handling of Help to the best advantage; Book-
keeping, etc. Was for 13 years Superintendent of a large

institution and am still in the same capacity. Am desirous

of making a change and can furnish excellent references. Will

not consider any proposition with a salarv of less than jti.Soo

per year to start, with house, etc. Address Box 804, care of

Country Life, Garden City, Long Island.

WANTED
A position by an experienced poultryman.

20 years' practical experience. Good refer-

ences given. A gentleman's place preferred.

Address C. James Kelley, Dalton, Mass.
P. O. Box 692.

UNIVERSITY student desires position driv-

ing a car during vacation, June, July and

August. Five years' experience and am strictly

temperate. Box No. 826, care of Country Life,

Garden City, New York.

The New Country Life Readers
are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

RED GUM •AMKKWA-S FINKXT VAMNKT WOO//' RID GUM
laaaaaa

RED Qt'N trtm prmut* throughout thvt rrwiiUn
hm&wwxt Ifrtvm. W*M*n, Chiraoa. Mr. A

Gum Lumber Manufacturers Assn.
1306 Dank of Commerce RIdg., Memphis, Tenn.

Enjtryb*nutyt Writg/m

If you intend 1 build and wish your new home to be expressive

of your own individuality and different from the commonplace,
you will be interested in my proposition in regard to special
•ketches nnd in the two publications described below.
"COLONIAL HOUSES" containing floor plans, perspectives

and descriptioni and estimates, with new Designs for 1917. Price
by express prepaid %i
STUCCO HOUSES'* containing perspectives, I in scale

floor plans, and showing designs suitable for this imperishable
construction. Price by express prepaid $5.

In ordering give brief description of your requirements and ihey
will have earnest coniideration. Plant furnished for the alteration

of old buildings to the Colonial and Stucco styles. Fireproof
dwellings a specialty. Address

E S. CHILD. Architect. Room 1017. 29 Broadway, New York City

DO YOU WANT TO O
BUY A YACHT •

Over zoo Yachts are Listed Kor Sale in the March, 1917, Fitting-Out

Number of THK RUDDER—Steam Yachts. Schooners, Yawls,

Sloops, Cats, and all tvpes of Power Yachts from Seagoing Cruisers

to 15-ft. Power Tenders. It contains a ifVpage Art Section, 120

pages on Fitting-Out Plans. Cruises and Stories.

Handsomely illustrated throughout. Price 25 cents.

Order from
your Newsdealer,

THE cPo

RUDDER
254 Wat
}4th Street

New York City

I

An Efficient System Which You Can Install Yourself

FOR HOME, FACTORY AND INSTITUTION

S Designed by an expert to eliminate the

CV^SLffC Cgaspool. Thorough in const ruci ion, ab-
solutely odorless, self-operating, perman-

Dicrtncal ent and inexpensive.
l.-'lo^JUoO.! Costs Nothing to Operate.

Our booklet No. 2 tells all about it.

ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL CO., 28« Fifth A«., N. Y.

/•arm Buitaings— Brookvilte, L. I. At/red Hopkins

Br
> HO

Arc hit eel

FOR SPRING BUILDING (OR REPAIRING) USE

Wo.
LUMBER BECAUSE IT'S "THE WOOD ETERNAL"
& LASTS & LASTS & LASTS & LASTS

Country Houses, Gardens and
Service Buildings

The Complete Development of Country Estates is Our Specialty

Frederick N. Downer, Engineer and Architect

Painesville, Ohio

Located in the heart of the finest residence district of the
Western Reserve.

O. PERRY SARLE, cS£f
146 Westminster Street Providence, R. I.

Water Supply. Sewage Disposal, Land Drainage
Piers, Sea Walls, Shore Front Protection

Topographical Surveys; Lawns and Drives

"Modern Farm Building" A™ p̂nNS

How to build practical, sanitary and artistic farm
buildings is shown in the pages of the above volume
which deals in detail with the construction and arrange-
ment of the garage, farm barn, horse stable, cow
stable, sheep fold, ice-house, dairy, chicken houses,
piggeries, etc. Second edition, just out.

Illus. 7}xiotn. $2.50 net, postage 20c.

The book may be purchased direct from the author

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect. 101 Park Avenue. N. Y.

BUILDING PLANS
At Lower Prices

\\7E will now make plans and specifications according to your
ideas for 11% of building cost (instead of regular 2!' for

same service as by all architects). Includes preliminary sketches,

2 sets blueprints. 2 sets specifications.

Plans including preliminary sketches and 2 sets of blueprints for

1% of building cost.

UNIVERSAL STUDIO ARCHITECTS
55 Broadway New York

Designing of Country Houses Our Specialty

THE READERS' SERVICE gives
information regarding Poultry. Ken-
nel and Live Stock.

SAN MATEO COUNTY
Free library

Rbdwood City, CAU,

JAPANESE GARDENING
Gardens and rockeries planned and .

develop] in surprisingly short time. IL^^K. -at
Delightfully artistic Summer and 1
Winter. Perfectly adapted to most

'

=

^^^Tf-l3
of U- S. and Canada. My specialty ~ \
for thirty years. Now is the most " * JWg
appropriate time.

T. R. OTSUKA, 300 South Michigan Ave-> Chicago, III.

51293
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NEWS o/ the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
COMING SALES

Guernseys—The entire Elmpines Herd, owned
by Mr. J. (I. Sherman, Greenwich, N. Y., and
headed by Imp. Fanny's Sequel, will be sold May
1 2th. Imported and home bred females and a

son of Landwater Stars and Stripes are included.

Florham Farm, Madison, N. J., announces

an auction sale of Guernseys for Thursday,
May 17th, to be conducted by Leander F. Her-

rick. Both home-bred and imported animals

will be offered.

The Chestnut Hill Farms Herd, will be sold

at Youngstown, O., on May 19th, and the Maple-
hurst Farm Guernseys owned by the Geo B.

Tallman Estate, West Grove, Pa., on May 22nd.

Berkshires—Elmendorf Farm of Lexington,

Ky., will dispose of the rest of its herd, consisting

of sixty sows, gilts, and a few boars at public sale

in June. This is an opportunity to get hold of

representative animals that hitherto have been

available only at private sales.

Jerseys—On May 3d, the day after

the annual meeting of the American
Jersey Cattle Club in New York
City, Mr. Edmond Butler of Guard
Hill Farm, Mt. Kisco, N. Y., will

hold his first annual auction sale of

imported Jerseys, totalling more
than 100 head. Sunray's Son, who
won first prize over the Island of

Jersey in 1916, is at the head of the

string. On May 28th, Mr. W. R.

Spann will make his annual offering

of choice Island stock. Decoration

Day will bring around another note-

worthy Cooper Sale at Coopersburg,

Pa., also of imported cattle.

On account of the war and its

effect upon the Island, where the

herds have been seriously depleted

because of the scarcity of feed, it is

highly probable that it will be some
time before any more importations

of Jerseys are made to this country.

191 7 Holstein- The schedule of

Friesian prizes to be offered

Prizes "J f9i7 by .

the

Holstein-r nes-

ian Association of America, des-

ignates seventy -nine fairs in

forty-two states as recipients of

various trophies and premiums.
The National Dairy Show at

Columbus, Ohio, is to receive

#1,500 in cash. Interesting

features of the schedule include

prizes offered for dairy butter

and cheese made from the milk

of registered Holstein-Friesian

herds, and for exhibits of milk

and cream. A recent resolu-

tion adopted by the Board of

Directors of the Association

provides that prize money be
paid only if certificates of reg-

istry establishing identity, and
transfers showing ownership of

contesting animals, have been
presented and proven at the time
of showing the animals. The
pamphlet giving this data lists

also the forty-five judges forHol-

stein-Friesian cattle designated

for the 191 7 show season.

Countrywide A correspondent actively inter-

Live-stock ested in live-stock affairs and

Activity closely in touch with matters re-

latingespecially to cattle breeding,

writes us as follows: "I have just completed a
very pleasant and interesting three months' trip

across the continent. Conditions throughout the

country as I observed them reveal a great future

for the live-stock industry and the breeder. The
slogan of the West is fewer cattle but more weight
and better quality. The heavy snowfall in the

Northwest has caused a 20 per cent, loss of lambs
and old ewes. Farmers have been forced to feed

their range stock all winter, which has constituted

a very heavy expense. There is a big call all

through the West for pure bred cattle, which will

mean the shipment of several carloads of regis-
*

tered stock into the far West at an early date.

"The South, I am glad to say, is coming into

its own. The banks and railroads are cooperat-

ing in a splendid spirit to encourage the Southern
farmer to put more and better stock on his farm.

The Eastern breeder will be called on to supply

the demand for registered cattle in the South as

well as the West, and he who prepares now for

that trade by raising as much stock as possible

on his farm will be laying a solid foundation for

future business."

A Promising Pearl Rose of the Glen 47,414,

Guernsey owned by H. W. Howe, Bedford

Youngster Hills, N. Y., has recently entered

the ranks of the junior two-year-
old class leaders by completing a first lactation

period record of 12,378.8 pounds of milk, 711.43
pounds of fat, which lands her in third place.

Her milk averages around 5.75 per cent, fat, and
in addition she has gained some 200 pounds while
making the record—which suggests that she has
not been overtaxed, and is liable to accomplish
more worth-while achievements in the future.

A Remark- Dosoris Park Lily, owned by the

able Jersey Pratt Estate, Glen Cove, N. Y.,

Record nas recently completed an accom-
plishment that puts her second in

the list of world's record Jerseys, and gives her
the distinction of holding both the seven- and

thirty-day, and the twenty -five-

month records for Jerseys. In two
consecutive years she has produced
a total of 2,200.3 pounds of butter, or

in terms of butter fat, 957.4 and 930
pounds respectively, which effec-

tively prove her persistence as well

as her ability. The average yearly
individual yield of the Dosoris herd of
forty-six head is 8,751 pounds of
milk, 563.9 pounds of fat.

Guernsey
Club
Meetings

Langwater Dairymaid, daughter of Jethro Bass and Imp. Itchen Daisy 3d; for whom Mr.

C. L. A. Whitney paid $6,150 at last fall's Langwater sale; and who has recently become one

of the eighty-four Guernsey cows with three yearly records to their credit. Her latest perform-

ance was 16,949 pounds of milk, 812.66 of fat

Dosoris Park Lily, of the Pratt Estate herd, holder of three Jersey records, for seven days thirty days, and

twenty-five months, respectively

20

The Annual Meeting
of the American
GuernseyCattle Club
will be held in New

York City, Wednesday, May 16th.

For information address Secretary
Caldwell, Peterboro, N. H.
As usual this will be preceded, on

the 15th, by the meeting of the New
York State Guernsey Breeders'

Association. Both will be held at

the Hotel Imperial.

The Waukesha County Guernsey
Breeders and the Western Guernsey
Breeders will meet jointly at the

farm of Geo. McKerrow and Sons,

Pewaukee, Wis., on June 6th,

one day in advance of the first

named organization's annual
sale of purebreds at Waukesha.

A Notable West Virginia is

Contribution rejoicing inwhat

To West Vir- ls described as

giniaAgricul-
"
the most ™-

° portant public
LU1C 1 r

benefaction 1 n
the history of the state," and
all who are interested in, and
anxious for, the promotion of
modern agriculture will rejoice

with her. The occasion is the

gift to the State Agricultural Ex-
periment Station of part of the

Lawrence A. Reymann Estate,

comprising 931 acres of im-

proved farm land in Hardy
County, complete farm and
dairy buildings, machinery and
work teams, a fully equipped

cheese factory and ninety-two

head of pure bred Ayrshire

cattle—three mature bulls, thir-

(Continued on page 24)
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What Thev Aft

Langwatcr Farms
GUERNSEYS

Tht Kind Langwattr Products

I anovatrr Pair>-niaiil sold for Jt6.150.oo at sale

>>n October 10. 1916— tht hiuhcst price ever paid

for a Gucrn\i\ I'ow Her blood is being con-

tinued at I .incu .Hi 1 barm through her son,

I. ant" hi 1 Steadfast.

75 head of Langwater (iuernseys sold, October
loth at auction made an average of 1075; es-

tablishing a record in the dairy world.

Hull calves of this blood for sale.

For particulars apply

William Grant, Supt. North Faston, Mass.

GUERNSEYS
I lir ( iiirtltirv Uirnl. in rrpfr»« lift .t » if t tin* |i.iyr

at* rrt'iimnirmlril l»v Country l.ifr. Km tnfnr-

| m.if .in 1 1 iiiiik rlir ( iiirrniry lurr-il, jddrrM

" Country I. iff. R lADIRf' Ssnvici DlPARTMIHT
( i.irtl* 11 ( my New York

The Oaks Farm
(iuernseys

Senior Herd Sire

MAY KING OF LINDA VISTA, 17946

Junior Herd Sire

DON IAGO OF I. IN DA VISTA, 28387

^8
NtiKgrts I'rimrotr, 4H835

The Leading Two-yfar-oltl Milk Record of the Breed

15,436.10 lbs. Milk 705.56 lbs. Fat

Several Bull Calven anrt a frw Young Hrifrn of
choice breeding for tale

THE OAKS FARM, COHASSET, MASS.

S//nny • bro k Guernseys

A distinct family of

hi^h producing ani-

malsof correct t\|H-.

A . K Records average

199 47 lbs fttt with in-

creases in pmitrt-ss

A few chtuce animals
usually for sale

Junior Champion at Xat tonal Shotf Herd regularly tiihrrni-

Brtii at Sunnybrook hn tested

CHARLES D. CLEVELAND
Box 21 Eatontown, New Jen y

Harbor Hill Guernseys
Clarence H. Mackay, Otintr

I
A Healthy Herd of

High Producers

Young Bulls of A.

R. Breeding, for sale.

For pedigrees and
prices address

C H. HECHLER, Supt., Roslyn, New York

Gerar Guernseys
Herd founded 1890. A. R. /fori started 1912

We have in our herd four females with average records of 600
lbs. fat. all now over twelve years old. all safe in calf, three carry

ing their twelfth calves, and all with two or more A. R. daughters.

We are offering bull calves from daughters of two of these cows.

LOUIS McL. MERRYMAN, Cockeysville, Md.

The Mixter Farm
300 Guernsey Females

Young bulls for sale at reasonable rates.

pay you to visit our herd.

J. S. CLARK, Supt., Hardwick, Massachusetts

C. W. BARRON, Owner Addrrtl W. S. KKRR, VI r

Guernseys
represent in the dairy world a

combination of

Productiveness and Prolificacy, Beauty
and Vigor, Quality and Ruggedness

and for their owners

Profit and Pleasure

Write for free illustrated descriptive booklets

THE AMERICAN GUERNSEY
CATTLE CLUB

BOX C. L. PETERBORO, N. H.

Edgemont Farms
Offers yearling Guernsey herd bullof
May Rose breeding—his dam, two
granddams, and four great grand-
dams all A. R. and the records of the
seven average 729 lbs. fat—also few
females. Write for 1

>- 1.-
! . 1 5 and prices.

T.E.HYDE, Bloomsburg.Pa.

Woodland Farms

Herd sires, King Masher 11084,

King Masher 8th, 20973. We
have for sale bull calves out of

A. R. cows. For further partic-

ulars inquire of

W. B. JONES, Supt.

Drawer O. White Plains, N. Y.

The alwive photograph .how. the prize winning tiir of Sir*

Group exhibited at the National Dairy Show of 1916

Upland Farms offers bull calves

sired by show winning bulls of

distinctive breedings.

We have a few females for sale from
time to time

Our herd won more prizes at the National

Dairy Show than all the other (Juernsey

Breeders of New England.

Kihlions won at the 1016 Show Circuit

UPLAND FARMS
IPSWICH MASS.

Bert). F. Barnes, Mgr. F. P. Frazier & Son, Proprietors

BEAVER RIDGE FARM
GUERNSEYS

HERD BULL:
Modele's Jolly Lad 20552

Grandson of King of the May and Masher's
Sequel. Dam, Imp. Modele 26628—626.66 fat.

Pearl Rose of TY\ Glen 47414
12,378.8 lbs. milk, 71143 lbs. fat.

The third holiest producing two year old

in the United States.

HENRY W. HOWE WM. H. SANDERS
Owner Manager

Bedford Hills (Westchester County) New York

«3
ALBAMONT
GUERNSEYS
Campton, New Hampshire

Home of Albamont Ever-
bearing Strawberries

100 Strong, Hardy Plants, either

Superb or Progressive, sent post
paid on receipt of $2 cash with order.

Fresh Family Cows
and small herds for the estate or farm of the Guernsey.
Jersey or Brown Swiss breeds, combining beauty and
utility. Be prepared for summer by buying your cows now.

WILLIAM S. DUNN Poughkeepsie. New York

New York Office. 90 West Broadway

SARNIA
I have imported

over 1,000 Guernseys
and 70 of them have
made records over 500
lbs. fat. Have made
125 A.R. records in my
own herd.

My 14th importation of over 100 head of cows,

heifers in calf, and younger heifers will arrive in

New York in April.

Write for sale lists and state vour wants.

CHARLES L. HILL
Rosendale Wisconsin
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The Readers' Service is prepared to

advise parents in regard to schools The New COUNTRY LIFE May, 1917

Third Annual Sale by Auction of About One Hundred
Head of Imported and Home-bred

GUERNSEY CATTLE
At Florham Farms, Madison, New Jersey

THURSDAY, MAY 17, 1917
(The day following the Annual Meeting of The American Guernsey Cattle Club)

The pick of the progeny of all the Florham Herd Sires will be represented and one of the

latter, Wardem Ultra King, a grandson of May Rose King and Ne Plus Ultra, will be offered.

Special mention may be made of 7 daughters of Ne Plus Ultra 15265 whose get have hitherto

been keenly contested for: they were especially prominent at last year's National Dairy Show,
Florham Princess being first prize three year old, Ultra Lady, first prize four year old and Flor-

ham Minuet, 2nd prize in aged class: moreover they were first, second and third in the Advanced
Register class under five years, and, with the addition of Florham Monarch, securr 1 for their

sire, the most coveted of all—the First Progeny Prize.

The imported contingent comprises the best that could be bought and in Honoria's Sequel
II the Island will be represented by one of its best sires. This bull among other prizes, won the

King's Cup in 1913 : first progeny prize at Guernsey Farmers' Show 1916 and the Peer Challenge
Trophy for Bull and Progeny, September 1916. For catalogues address

LEANDER F. HERRICK, Auctioneer or J. L. HOPE, Owner
Worcester, Mass. Madison, N. J.

Purebred Holsteins

Beyond Successful Competition
Purebred Holstein cows hold all world's records for milk and butter-

fat production, but the great and growing popularity of the big "Black
and White" cattle is wholly due to the high average production of Holsteins

as a breed, and to their size, health, vigor, and economy of maintenance.

During the fiscal year ending April 30, 1916, records of the Holstein Ad-
vanced Registry Office show official tests of

1 1,868 Holstein cows, which produced jointly

4,483,885 pounds of milk containing 170,91

1

pounds of butterfat. These authentic records,

wherein the average seven-day production of

milk was 408.1 pounds, or over 27 quarts a

day, are farinexcessof results attained byany
other breed, and deserve the careful consid-

eration of the farmer who seeks the best.

HOLSTEIN - FRIESIAN ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
F. L. HOUGHTON, Sec'y. 60-H AMERICAN BUILDING, BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT

The Readers' Service gives information

about Poultry

Have You Gardening Questions? Experts
will answer them free. If a plant fails, tell us about
it and ask help from the Readers' Service.

Over a

Million

Users!

Made by the oldest

and largest separator

factory in America

SHARPLES
Famous Suction-Feed

S
"Skims clean at any Speed"

EPARATOR
Experiment stations and separator manufacturers all admit that all

separators (except Sharpies) lose considerable cream when turned

slow or unevenly. Thousands of investigations have proved that 19

people out of 20 turn their separators too slow. Sharpies is the only

separator that:

—skims clean at widely-varying speeds.

—gives cream of unchanging thickness— all speeds.

—skims your milk quicker when you turn faster.

—has just one piece in the bowl—no discs.

—has knee-low supply tank and once-a-month oiling.

Over a million Sharpies users in every dairying country of the world.

Write for catalog to Dept. A

The Sharpies Separator Company, ^Eft^ifcS
Sharpies Milkers—used on over 300,000 cows daily

teen calves, and the rest milking cows, every ani-
mal being registered or eligible for registry.

In making this munificent gift, the trustees of
the Estate express the belief that under the
ownership and control of the Experiment Station,
the farm and herd can be brought to a higher
state of development, and can prove of more
value in advancing farming interests in the state,

than if they were maintained as private enter-
prises. And as it was those two aims that ani-
mated the late owner of the Estate in all his

generous and far-sighted work for better farming,
so it is the same two purposes for which the
property has been and is to be maintained.

It is probably unnecessary to remind Ayrshire
breeders and Eastern dairymen generally that the
Reymann Estate is the owner of the widely
known Hilltop Farm near Wheeling, where the
famous bull Nox'emall spent much of his pro-
ductive life, and where much of the most sys-

tematic and efficient farming that is found in the
state was first practised. Nothing was needed
to perpetuate the name of Reymann in the an-
nals of West Virginia agriculture; but now that .

this noteworthy transfer has been made, the
state, the nation, and especially the exponents
of the Ayrshire cow, can extend and receive

among themselves expressions of pride and gen-
erous satisfaction.

Ayrshire
Breeding on
A Sound
Basis

Clover Home Farm ofGouverneur,
N. Y., has a well established pol-

icy of never using anything but

mature bulls in its breeding opera-

tions, and never having less than
two of these at the head of its herd. At present

Jack Macdonald 10,259, Imp. Howie's Ring-
leader 12,582, Great Combination 13,583, and
Nancy Kate's Pilot 16,726 share the responsi-

bility and honor of this important role. Each of

these has admirable connections in addition to

the qualities that can produce offspring worth
owning. The average butter fat content of the

milk of the entire herd of seventy head, for the

past year, was 4.3 5 per cent.

Jerseys Among recent interesting trans-

For fers °f cattle to South America

Venezuela may De noted the sale of a founda-

tion Jersey herd by Meridale
Farms, Meredith, N. Y., to his Excellency Vi-

centi Gomez, President of Venezuela. It in-

cludes the four-year-old bull Rockwood Interest,

Rockwood Interest, the four-year-old son of Oxford Fern's

Lad and Interest's Lass, recently sold by Meridale Farm to the

President of Venezuela

bred by Mr. Wm. Rockefeller, and the six-year-

old cow Noble's Financial Pansy, who with a

year's fat record of 321. 1 pounds begun as a two-

year-old, has been producing more than fifty

pounds of milk a day during a recent test.

The Maxi- The accepted answer to the ques-

mum Milk turn, "What is the best breed

Makers of dairy cow?" is "There is no
best breed; each has its place, pur-

pose, and appeal to certain individuals." But

if we go a little deeper than this and set up the

making of milk and butter fat records as a stan-

dard, the Holstein-Friesian certainly steps up and

walks ofF with the laurels. The six highest re-

cords for one year's milk production are held by

the following pure bred black-and-whites:

Lutscke Vale Cornucopia 81,246.9 i ads or 1 1,533 qts.

Winnie Komdyke Cornucopia DeKol 31,034.8 "14,435

Tilly Alcartra 80,451.4 " "14,163
"

Queen Piebe Mercedes 30,230.2 " ' 14,0lil
"

Kovalton DeKol Violet 29,949.6 " "13,980
"

LiEth l'iebe DeKol 29,599.4 " " 13,7(i7
"

Furthermore, Duchess Skylark Ormsby, whose

27,761 pounds of milk for 365 days doesn't quite
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Shorthorn In I'M". ^70 Shorthorns sold .it

Salt s .mil public .uu tion for Jsi.oooor mora

1*1 ICCS cub, the hmhrst pun- hrinn

#>,<>oo. |i.nd hv tin- MilUr &:

M.iwmII Cittlr v'o , Str.nnbo.it Spring". Colo.,

for Maxwclton I'ridr :nd, hist pm/c two-vi-.ir-old

at tin- 1 <> 1 (> lntcin.ition.il. I- 1 \ t- public s.dt-s

axrramd from )t 1.000 in Si,:oi |n 1 he.id, sixti-in

Itmij from JC^OO to £1,000; and fifty-three

lnnn tioo to J»?oo. Ytt there has been no in-

ilin.ition in i nuage in spectacular price making!
Sales in other countries have .dsn shown de-

cided action. In Scotland the Duthu- bull calves

Waged j<t.oto; in the iwtd Scottish spring sales

two calves exceeded S'/m'. one In ,<:;o<>, tin-

other by £750; and four brought an average of
#>,000 apiece.

At the fiftieth anniversary of the Argentine
Rural Society! forty-thru Shorthorn bulls .sold

for an average of £8,000 (Argentine money).
The reserve champion of the show brought the
record puce for a reserve champion J^O.ooo
(approximately £:i,ooo United States gold).

An offer of £75,000 (Argentine money) as an
opening bid was made to the owner of the grand
champion if he would include him in the sale,

hut was declined. At the recent Palermo Fat
Stock Show m \rgentm.i, the champion Short-

horn steer sold for £26,000 (£11,300 United
States gold).

The 1 cj 1 7 demand for Shorthorns is already
greatly in excess of the 1916 trade, and indica-

tions are that 10.17 will surpass any vear in the
history of the Shorthorn breeding business in the

matter of trade activity. During the twelve
months ending March 1, 1917, the receipts at

the office of the American Shorthorn breeders'

Association for pedigree registrations slightly

1 KO 1 Jed .<i 30,000, and those for transfers slightly

more than £14.500. These figures alone sug-

gest the activity in Shorthorn affairs.

New lorsev's Mr. Charles 1). Cleveland, Sun-

Record ny brook Farm, Fatontovvn, N. J.,

Guernsey reports a record of 14,717 pounds
of milk, 810.43 pounds fat, made

on a re-test by his Alphea of Pinehurst 2d,

29,725. This is the highest year's production
ever recorded in New Jersey, and also the best

performance made by any daughter of Stan-
ford's (.tlenwood of Pinehurst, Alphea's sire.

Jersey Calf
And Bull

Clubs

During the past month great

activity has been shown in many
states in the formation of Jersey
farm boys' and girls' calf clubs.

There are already eleven in Missouri, four in

Utah, two in Pennsylvania, one in Wisconsin,

and others under way elsewhere. Their twofold
object is, first, to develop and encourage active

interest in farm affairs in country youngsters;

and, second, to advance the dairy industry by
familiarizing farmers with good cattle and in-

ducing them to raise more and better cows.

Bull clubs are helping toward the same end,

especially in sections of the South and Southwest
where dairying is being newly taken up. Ordin-
arily about twenty farmers make up a club and
contribute toward the purchase of four or five

bulls, each of which is kept in one district or block

for two years. Each member thus gets the use

of good bulls for eight to ten years without danger
of inbreeding.

Shorthorn No more popular classification

Futurities ln the live-stock shows has been
made than that of the futurity-

classes, admitting junior and senior bull and
heifer calves, established by the American
Shorthorn Breeders' Association. For four of

the leading shows, viz., the Iowa and Ohio
State Fairs, the American Royal, and the Inter-

national, the Association has appropriated for the
futurity classes alone a total of £7,000. At the

Royal and International, the prizes range from

£65 for the first winner to £20 for the twentieth.

1 hese prizes are in addition to the appropria-

KDMONI) BUTLKR
IMPORTER .INI) IIH 1:1:1)Eli

GU \ K I > HILL I' ARM, M mini Kisco, West clu-ster County, New York
( \(\ miles from New York City 011 the Harlem Division of the New York Central Railroad)

It ILL M.IKE IIIS FIRST ANNUAL SALE OF

IMPORTKD JERSEYS
AT THE FARM ON

I HUR S I) AY, M AY 3, 1917
(The day following the annual meeting of the American Jersey C attle Club;

The offering is headed by SUN RAY'S SON P. 5240 H. C. First priu over the Island, igi6

I lie females represent the cream of Island breeding in performance at the pail and in the Show Yard.
M;iny of them are prize winners in the Island Mutter Tests, and are by such distinguished sires as:

OXFORD MAJK.STY I* 4057 H.C. OXI-OKI) YOU'LL IK) P.4075H.C. (JAM HOOK'S KNIOIIT V. 3645 H.C.
(OLDEN KERN'S NOBLE P. 4S70H.C. OOLDEN MAID'S PRINCE P )oz 7 H.C. GENERAL COWSLIP P. 4743 H.C

FOR CJTAIOGUM APPLY TO

Lkandkr F. IIf.rrick, Audionrcr Worcester, Massachusetts

rELMPINKS GUERNSEY HERD=
THK PROPERTY OF MR. J. (J. SIIKRMAN, WILL BE SOLD AT

ELM PINES FARM, Greenwich (Washington Co.),N.Y.
ON SATURDAY, MAY 12, 191

7

The ,ntirr h,rd k,ad,d by IMP. FANNY'S SEQUEL 19563 A. R.
will he offered. Imported animals of the hesr Island hreeding, including a numher of cows who have
made very crcditahlc \dvanced Register records, and a splendid son of Langwarer Stars and Srripes
21872 are included in the sale, along with some choicely hred heifers.

FOR CATALOGU F. APPLY TO

Leander F. Herrick, Auctioneer, 405 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

Husky Pigs-
Plenty of Them
Are you Retting large litters of thrifty,

hustling pigs? If not, trv the Berkshires.
They are prolific breeders; the little fel-

lows grow like weeds and soon rustle for

themselves. They are splendid grazers
needing but little grain during the grow-
ing period.

BERKSHIRES
can be easily fattened at any age. Make
that tasty, marbled bacon that commands
fancy prices. Strong of bone and firm on the
feet, Berkshires never break down. The
sires are strongly pre-potent stamping qual-
ityon the offspring. Unexcelled for crossing.

Send to-day for our fret booklet "Berkshire Hogs,"
and get better acquainted with this money-making
breed. Do it now!

American Berkshire Association
534 East Monroe St., Springfield, 111.

est.

1 st Single Harness^Chicago, 1916

LUPTON FARM
Hartford City - Indiana

Shetland Ponies won first Saddle,
Single Harness. Tandem, Second
Team and Four-in-Hand. Interna-
tional, Chicago, 1916.

Shetland, Welsh and Hackney
Ponies

Send stamp for Circular

Anchor Post Fences
Pasture Fences Stock Paddocks— Poultry Run
Enclosures Piggery Enclosures— Kennel Yard
Enclosures, etc.

We are specialists in designing and
building modern fences and enclosures

of all kinds, for live stock, poultry and
game. Owners of farms and country-

estates will find our Catalogue inter-

esting reading.

Write for special farm fence Catalogue No. 4

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt St., (13th floor) New York

ABSORBINE
f * TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

Reduces, Strained, Puffy Ankles, Lym-
phangitis, Poll Evil, Fistula, Boils, Swell-
ings; Stops Lameness and allays pain.

Heals Sores, Cuts, Bruises, Boot Chafes.
It is a Safe Antiseptic and Germicide.
Does not blister or remove the hair and
horse can be worked. Pleasant to use. $2.00

a bottle delivered. Describe your case for special in-

structions and Book 5 M free.

ABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic liniment for mankind,
reduces Strains, Painful, Knotted. Swollen Veins.

Concentrated—only a few drops required at an appli-

cation. Price $1 per bottle at dealers or delivered.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 41 Temple Street, Springfield, Mass.

Belle Meade Ponies for Children
Write for our Illustrated catalogue. Tells all

about famous Belle Meade pet pontes. Shetland,
Welsh and other pedigreed breeds.
Very gentle and chummy with
children. Inexpensive to keep.

$75 UP- Satisfaction guaranteed.

Belle Meade Farm
Box 6, Belle Meade, Va.

Let Them Lick

Coif As The?
WCll L Want It!

No one can salt your food to suit your taste. No one can st

food rieht for horses.' Let them salt themsehxs—they'll do it as
best suits their condition.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks
in handy holders enable them to have re-

fined dairy sait—all natural impurities
taken cit/. No more forgetting. Saves
time and work. Ask dealer and write for

free booklet.

Belmont Stable Supply Co.
Patentees and Manufacturers

S89 Fnlton Strrtt Brooklyn, V \.
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Radiant

Pinecrest Farm Stud
Tyringham, Mass.

P. O.—Lee, Mass. Telegraph—Lee, Mass.

Hackney, Welsh and Shetland Ponies

for Sale and at Stud

OFFICE: PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Agricultural National Bank Bldg.

First in America, Best in the World, are

Jacobs' Bird-Houses

Over 34 years' continuous indorse-
ment by birds

Direct from our factory to user, the most
successful bird-houses in existence at low -

est factory prices—and JACOBS PAYS
THE FREIGHT to your nearest railroad
freight station.

Twelve beautiful designs of colony houses
for the Purple Martin. Individual Nest-
boxes for Wrens. Bluebirds. Swallows.
Chickadees. Flickers, Titmice, Wood-
peckers, etc.

Sheltered Feeding Devices and Food
Tables. Cement Bird Baths and Drinking
Fountains. Genuine Government Sparrow
Traps.
Over 34 years' experience by the President-
Manager.
Mention this magazine and send ioc forour
beautifully illustrated bird-house booklet.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE CO.
404 South Washington St.

WAYNESBURG Penn'a.

War is Killing Off Much Bird

Life in Europe
Let Us Give Them Homes in America

Your choice for $1.25. 3 of either group for $3.50. A 14
roomed Martin House for $20.00. "Everybody is garden-
ing this spring. Let the birds assist you."

CRESCENT CO.,"Birdville" Toms River, N. J.

Put Up This Flicker House
One of the handsomest, most ornamental houses

Mr. Dodson builds, eagerly sought by the flicker

(otherwise known as the golden winged wood-
pecker). This interesting variety of woodpecker is

most easily attracted to your garden by this snug'
safe home.

Built of best Norway, cypress shingle roof,

copper coping. Artistic and very popular.
Price $5.00.
Dodson wren and blue-bird houses, 4 rooms,

very ornamental, $5.00. Martin house. 28 rooms,
and attic, (12.00. There's a Dodson house for
every bird. Prices $1.50 up.

Valuable Bird Book Free
"Your Bird Friends and How to Win Them" is a new

book by Mr. Dodson. Tells how to attract and protect
our beautilul song birds. Illustrates full Dodson line.

Gives prices. Sent free with bird picture in colors tor
framing.

JOSEPH H. DODSON
Vice-President and Director. American Audubon Ass'n

704 Harrison Ave., KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS

The Readers' Service gives information
about Gardening

Ideal Bird Houses
For Wrens and Blue birds are the

most artistic made in this coun'

try regardless of price. 3 for

$1.00 free to third zone.

Wrilt for Circular

IDEAL BIRD HOUSE CO., New Windsor, Carroll Co., Md.

7 • 1
"7

tions offered in the regular Shorthorn classifica-

tions, which aggregate $50,000. The purpose of

these futurities; as suggested by the number of

prizes offered, is to encourage breeders to exhibit

their calves at these important shows and obtain

thereby substantial advertising. In order that

the small breeder may have an equal chance with

the larger breeders and experienced show men,
the rules do not permit substitution after the

entries have been made.
As recently announced, entries for the senior

futurity classes closed March 1st; the junioi

futurity entries close May 1st. Entry blanks

and full instructions may be obtained from the

Association office. 13 Dexter Park Ave., Chicago,

111.

Through Five Duroc-Jersey barrows bred

College on and fed by the Texas Experiment

Five Hogs Station and shown at the Feeders'

and Breeders' Fat Stock Show at

Fort Worth in March, have three interesting

achievements to their credit. First, they won
the championship for a pen of five, over all

breeds represented at the show; second, they were
then sold on the open market for the record price

of $16.10 per hundred; and third, their care,

together with that of the rest of the College herd,

provided sufficient employment for J. W. Luker,

a student in the college, to cover all his expenses

during his course. Incidentally, these same
animals were used as experimental material in

tests with various forage crops, and also as

demonstration material for much of the class

work in several animal husbandry courses.

From The intimate relation between

Farm c ' ry anc^ country is often over-

To Table looked. The majority of the pa-

trons of the sumptuous Copley
Plaza Hotel in Boston may not realize to what an
extent at least one phase of their comfort is due to

Upland Farm, of Ipswich, Mass. This 200-acre,

thoroughly modern establishment with its pure

bred Guernseys, Tamworth hogs, Leghorn and
Plymouth Rock hens, etc., is maintained solely to

provide the hotel with finest and freshest milk,

cream, butter, eggs, bacon, ham, and pork in

unlimited abundance. Incidentally the farm
dairy has been scored 100 per cent, by the State

Health Department. It is interesting to note

that another farm to which this supreme seal of

approval has been affixed is also a Guernsey
establishment, namely The Oaks Farm, Cohasset,

Mass., owned by Mr. C. W. Barron of Boston.

The Status Bulletin 6 of the American Kerry

Of Dexter and and DexterCattleClub, published

Kerry Cattle m February, contains a brief

but interesting statement by
Secretary C. S. Plumb as to the history of

the organization and the status of the little

Irish cattle in America. Organized in 191 1,

largely through the efforts of the late Joseph
E. Wing, the club records thirteen paid up
memberships, though at present there are but

twelve living members and only six that still own
animals of either of the breeds. An excellent and
worthy opportunity is offered those who own or

are interested in Dexters or Kerrys to assist in

increasing the strength and scope of the club.

The bulletin contains also some interesting

data concerning representative animals in the

herds of Elemendorf Farm, Kentucky, and the

Castlegould Estate, New York. In regard to

desirable weights of Dexters, excellent individ-

uals in the latter herd weigh 720 pounds for a 2

year old bull, 700 pounds for an eleven-year-

old cow, and 680, 590 and 600 pounds for

other cows four, four and three years old

respectively. Records made by Kerry cows

range from 3,885.9 pounds of milk during an

uncompleted test of 216 days to 6,261 pounds,

testing from 4 to 5.6 per cent, fat, produced

at Ohio State University in 1913 by Bognut
of Waddington. Dexter records range from

2,791.7 pounds in 263 days to 9,046 pounds for a

year. Two cows in the Castlegould herd averaged

7,315 and 5,446 pounds respectively for the years

191 1 to 1914 inclusive.

The Lightning-Sanitary
CHURN AND MIXER

Makes butter in less than
ten minutes.
For making a perfect salad

dressing it has no equal.

Prices 1 qt. size $1.00
2 " " 1.25
3 " " 1.50

4 " " 2.00

Write for new catalogue

J. S. BIESECKER
Dairy and Creamery Supplies

59 Murray St., New York

Pony Facts
Bunn breeds more winners, shows more winners, owns more winners,
than any other breeder in America.
The greatest Shetland sire known to the world PRINCE OF WALES,
his son Champion PRINCE PATTON, winner of first. New York and
Chicago, 1916; NIPPER, JR.. the greatest living Hackney Ponysirein
America, sire of MIGHTY MITE and others. Champion Welsh Stallion

IOHN BROWN, are all in use in this herd. 250 head for sale. Also
breed pure bred HAMPSHIRE Swine and SHETLAND Sheep.
Write your wants. Charles E. Bunn, Peoria, Illinois.

BROAD MEADOWS FARMS
Pawling. N. Y.

?flfl Hnlctoine The new home of "Pietje 22d's Son"
L\]\j flOlSlclUS a bun we believe second to none. Now
has 29 A.R.O. daughters. Four 30-lb. to 34-lb.

Other herd sires "King Pontiac Lyons DeKol" and "Sir
Pieter Lyons." Write us.

PAUL T. BRADY, Owner; HENRY E. LEE, Herdsman

Get
this

FREE

BOOK

The Cleverest Young

Qualified Lady's Hunter
in Virginia

Chestnut mare—white points—perfect mouth and man-
ners. By Woolwich—Dam \ bred. For sale by

J. B. SKINNER, Middleburg, Virginia

Well-bred Ponies at War Prices

Strong, sweet-tempered, for children or coun-
try place, saddle, cart or garden, from 30 to

56 inches high.

L0NGLANDS FARM, Grosse He, Mich. (Near Detroit)

American Hampshire Sheep Association
Hampshires are the best mutton sheep in the world.

Hampshire wether lambs won Grand Championship over all

breeds and all ages at 1916 International. Write the secre-

tary for information. We have a dandy little bookletforyou.

ROBERT BLAST0CK. President, Donerail, Kentucky

COMFORT A. TYLER, Secretary, 36 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Pinehurst Shropshires
BEST BREEDING FLOCK IN AMERICA
FOUNDATION STOCK FOR SALE

Send for illustrated catalogue to

H. L. WARDWELL, Box A, Springfield Center. N.Y.

Chester Whites and
Large Yorkshires

Boars ready for immediate service. These are good, large,

vigorous animals of correct type and conformation.

Also booking orders for Large Yorkshire pigs of either sex

farrowed in Fall of 1916.

Heart's Delight Farm, Chazy, New York

Rd KIPLING ft
Master War Correspondent
"Few writers are better equipped to write about the war, and not

one of them has his genius. He has made the new conditions of

warfare live so that the man who does not fight shall know all

about it."—London To-Day.

Have you read his two books on the war?

Sea Warfare. Net, $1.25

France at War. Net, 60 cents

Ft)

All Bookstore*

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York Ft
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KISH-KK-KOSH KOLLIES

The New col! N TRY LIKE Ihe Hctulrrt' Xtrvlir «/'"•

liiliirmiillnn iilmut Imrtlmrnh V)

l.win ruinnl, inlcllinriii

working si,.»k, ideal plav

mates ami (rotcclors for

vour home ami family.

Raised with children.

H'nar 1— liil .iml Sriiei

Mrs. J. A. .Seaman. Albia, Iowa

tit

COCKER SPANIKLS
lt.«hl,«hiir.l 1. U

Have f.t ...!> a f»» ..«»< .«lrr <|ianleli

l«.ih malt ami fruialr. In t».l. I.laik an.
•attl vol..* All .Ivan, hrallhv \< tin
th.ni |vl>« •Innln k thai maka

Rsaiah.rst K....I..GI.. H«d.Lav l.land

The Midkiff Kennels

lilt Kll>kl»> ^"•^•SSBBBBBBBB^a^l^asBBBBBBBBBBBBa

SPANIELS COCKERS
Krai VAtac'i. keal /A..r,.„4-AArr.f i fnrE poppu^ MdjaSatBaawl .i.'.

,

„,' «i, ilUe*
"

VAN DYCK KENNELS „„,,

Newton Lower Falls. Man. * "*"

1 he most unt«ur ontV acceptavit gift to

your twrttheart or child. The ideal

BOSTON IKRRIERS
AND

FRENCH BULLDOGS
SenJSlame lot Catalogue

SQUANTUM KENNKLS
r'WuM., /.<-./ W7 Atlantic. Mast.

Boston Terriers
l oung house broken dogs. Also
puppies and stud dogs. All blue

1

blooded stock.

rfli
J. MURRAY
Long Acre Hotel

157 W».t 47th St. New York City
Ttl 7790 Pryant

Russian Wolfhounds

Valley Farm Kennels

tork
Umest

• New
Ih *t. The
restful exhib-
in the world.
fur sale. For
ion, anil profit 1

Let us send you

Polk Miller's
Dog Book— Free
America's greatest authority on dogs and
how to treat them. Originator of the
world-famous Sergeant's Dot Remedies.

Polk Miller Drug Co. Inc.
DeDt. 204 Richmond, Va.

DELCREO for DISTEMPER
The Most Effective Treatment for

Canine Diseases

A non-poisonous germicide for internal use that

is immediately destructive to the distemper bacilli

and other harmful bacteria.

UNEQLALLED AS A CONDITIONER
Price SI.SO per 4 oz. bottle

THE DELSON CHEMICAL COMPAMY. INC.
Dept. F 13 East 16th Street. New York City

' Reuben Clarke
I National and International

Judge and Exhibitor for

I over 25 years

Largest Stock of

GOOD DOGS
Every known breed that |
can be had in America.
My Kennels are convenient-
ly located out of the HIGH
RENT SECTION: |

Moderate Prices _
It is generally known by the B
dog-loving public that I give

the best values in any breed
—imported or domestic.

|

NEW YORK KENNELS .

113 East 9th Street '
(Near Wanamakers) a

TeitfihoneJSSo Stuyvesant

A WHITE SCOTCH COLLIE
lli no <- < 1 1 1 .1 1 .is .in .ill .Kiiiiiid dug. The appeal of their beauty, grace,

faithfulness .mil intelligence mucin s the In . ill .mil sins the symp.it li i< s of

n i l vinir.

Partner Playmate Pet Protector
White Srnf 1 h I'nllir* rm hotly -ill <l*ig vntur* I dry are i-r .. • fill hratJtifnl, «rn*lfivr, torn-

1 Ji tie Iim tuiiiiii Uiliri a protection and anlace fnr thr olrl who are mm h alonr »yrnpathrt ir,

knowing inmiMnimi fitr men ami women. II v thrir playful diipoiifion while collie* keep the
kiddie* out of door* where frnh air and hralf h abound*. Thene ariitorrat* of dogdom, Itrhe

and active, are nor only an adornment to a city or country home, a pel of thr entire hoii«rhold,
hut of practical worth f»e*i<le< " .

.
.

.|. ,,
j . I thr ( 'olhr fnr herding Sheep, Cattle, ( foati,

1'ig* and Chicken*, nor a* guard* of the home and rhr defencelean. Our collie* thrive m any
climate and will rai*e $ lOO.oo worth of puppiri a year. We have a few choice litter* m id /

for shipment now. Write for photograph*.

ISLAND WHITE COLLIE KENNELS, Dept. B, Oshlcosh, Wisconsin

A

Just What You Want
One of my lovely Pekingese

Puppies. Bright, healthy,

eligible, unexcelled pedigree.

MRS. L. B. GOODRICH
Taunton Massachusetts

Scottish Terrier Puppies
For Sale

Excellent quality and healthy
Prices reasonable

Hielan Terror at Stud

JOHN WOLSTENCROFT
120 E. Rock Ave Pawtucket. R. I.

Scottish Terriers, Puppies—For Sale

All stock first class quality only
Prices reasonable

RINGWOOD KENNELS
Springfield Centre P. O.

OTSEGO COUNTY NEW YORK

SCOTTISH TERRIERS
For Sale and at Stud—Make
JUst Companions. Equally
at Home in House or Stable.

Walescott Kennels
Bernardsville New Jersey

PRIDES HILL KENNELS
WIRE HAIRED FOX TERRIERS

For sale—three puppies, six weeks old, by Vickery

Salute, out of Prides Hill Frolic. All white, with black

and tan on head. Fifty dollars each.

Q. A. Shaw McKean, 12 Ashhurton Place, Boston

V
J

Leedx Kennels

BULL TERRIERS
Not the fighting breed but a loyal

sporting dog for grown ups or children.

Home of Imported "Roy Lavender"
sire of Madison Square Garden prize

winners. Standard bred, housebroken

grown dogs our specialty. Puppies

always on sale. Nothing better obtain-

able. Public stock dogs.

EUGENE E. THOMAS
Anawan Kennels. Anleboro, Mass.

For Sale—High Class Winning
Wire-haired and Smooth Fox
Terriers, Irish Terriers, Aire-

dale Terriers, Manchester Black

and Tan Terriers, Bull Terriers

and mostly all breeds for sale,

Apply
ALF DELMONT

Wynncwood, Pa.

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels

of Berry, Kentucky
offer for sale. Setters and Pointers, Fox and
Cat Hounds. Wolf and Deer Hounds. Coon
and Opossum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit
Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale

Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser

to judge quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or

money refunded. Sixty-page, highly illustra-

ted, instructive and interesting catalogue nr
ten cents in stamps or coin.

Use Perfection Dog Food
At Our Expense

Send S3.50 for lot) pounds, use 25 per cent, and if not the best

you ever used, send it back; your money will be refunded and
we will pay the return freight. Cooked, ready to feed; a

perfectly balanced ration—feeding instructions sent with each

shipment. Order to-day.

PERFECTION DOG FOOD CO.. Dept. A
165 Gladstone Ave., Detroit. Mich. Factory. Battle Creek

Your Dog is Your Friend

When he has worms give

Daniels' WORM EXPELLER
Costs 50 cents. Does the trick. At your dealer's

or by mail. Dog book sent on receipt of 4c postage.

DR. A. C. DANIELS. 172 Milk Street. Boston. Mass.

BLUE BLOODS OF THE
CAT FANCY

A limited number of choice chinchilla

kittens for sale, from imported prize

winning stock. I'riccs#2C,#35 andj?$o.

MRS. GEORGE BRAYTON
Leicester Street Brighton, Mass.

PEKINGESE
l lfty grown <log« and frnfftm, all ajn,
colors, large number Importer!. Many
"aleevc"' «|»e< Imenv All ( hamirion Irrerl

ami .1. i. i from the first Kennels of

nsssss and America. Some as low as
taj. Write for <lex rlptions ami frlctures.

MRS. H. A. BAXTER
Great Neck, L. I., Telephone 418, or
l«» l .in. ».-. I. l. |,h..n.. 12*11 VanAVrblll

A. K. C. S. D. No. 131794
FlKRPl.V

Pomeranian Dogs
and Persian Cats

The Argent Kennel* have for dUpoaal exnufa-
fte Toy Pomeranians, all colour*, bred from
noted prize dinner*. Prize winning longhaired
Cat* and Kitten*, celebrated Argent strain of
silver*, al*o the rare dark orange rolour.

Dog* and cat* from these kennel* are all un-
usually hardy.

6. B. CHAMPION
V' ' II V.rlhr.,1,. fl ... limrorH.

Htalrn Ulanit, R, V. Tel. 1381 Tompkinstllle

"A Litter of Scottish Terriers"

All Stock Pedigreed. Ideal companions for

children. Some fine young and grown stock
available at present.

No dog like them

A. G. HERTZLER Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Griffon Bruxellois

Three tiny show Dogs for

sale, very perfect types,

over distemper.

PEAPACTON KENNELS
Far Hills New Jersey

Irish Terriers
Fearless, dead-game, best pal on earth, faithful to

death. Ideal guard. Rich red-coated, handsome

auto dog. Est. 20 years.

COAST NATIVE KENNELS, Tacoma, Wash.
Strictly high-class bench-show stock

Brookwood Kennels
The Property of Mr. W. Ross

Proctor

Sealyham and Welsh
Terriers

Address all communications to

HENRY A. PHILLIPS
120 Broadway, New York

trr>

Mrs. Byron Rogers'

Sealyham and
Cairn Terriers

- Ready for immediate delivery.

Y eight Sealyham puppies 3 and 4
. months old. Also two litters ready

l^B ^ _*— ' for delivery in 8 weeks. Can be

Two Home Bred Puppies b«fked now.
Three litters of Lairn puppies

ready for delivery in 8 weeks.

Thr first " American bred " Cairns.

Send stamped envelope for full descriptions and pedigrees

or can be seen at any time.

Llandoyley Kennels
Park Avenue Telephone Connection Port Washington, L I.
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THE FRENCH BINDERS, GARDEN CITY

Probably the best bookbinding in the world

has been done in France, and this has been true

for generations. Since the war these old fami-

lies of binders who have carried on the craft

have been broken up and the art has suffered

great changes.

With the purpose of bringing together dis-

tinguished members of the craft, to afford them
opportunity to work under conditions which

will sustain their highest ideals, Doubleday,

Page & Company have invited three French

binders, whose families have been famous

among the best binders in France, to make
their home and continue their work in Garden

City, where we plan to build up a department

under the charge of these gentlemen. They
are MM. Henri Hardy, Leon Maillard and
Gaston Pilon, and under their care we hope to

add other experts of reputation and distinc-

tion from France.

We shall have occasion to speak further of

this enterprise, which will use as its imprint

THE FRENCH BINDERS, GARDEN CITY

and we hope to see this imprint upon the bind-

ing of books as fine as any done in France or

England in any age. Surely this country has

reached a position where it will' welcome the

best that can be accomplished in any art, and

in this field we hope to aid in making a con-

tribution of value and artistic interest.

BOOKS ON BIRDS

Among the books in which we are most in-

terested and take great pleasure in publishing,

are good books about birds. These and garden

books have always been favorites with us here

at Garden City, so it is an especial pleasure to

announce one this season by Gene Stratton-

Porter
—"Friends in Feathers," a revised and

greatly enlarged edition of "What I Have Done
With Birds," which contains some of the au-

thor's newest and best photographs.

Of this book Mrs. Porter herself says:

This is the record of how I made friends with the

birds until I could picture them. Many of the birds

here shown never have been photographed in their

natural positions by any one else.

Here are birds playing, singing, courting, nest-

building, showing fear, anger and greed plainly on their

faces. These are not coast and sea birds that can be

pictured in flocks; they are for the greater part shy,

wild song birds, that must be taken singly and can be re-

produced only after days of patient work and waiting

among them, until they become so friendly that it is

possible to enter the bird family and cause no disturb-

ance. This volume represents "the hardest and most

difficult field work I have done.

Another bird book, bv one who speaks with

authority, is "The Bird Study Book" by T.

Gilbert Pearson, Secretary of the National

Association of Audubon Societies. Here is a

little volume by an expert, for the beginner or

the child who can use it as a manual for the

rudimentary and fundamental facts of bird

study. In this fascinating and valuable book,

Mr. Pearson takes up a multitude of subjects,

including bird boxes and how to make them.

However, we shall be content by quoting just

one short passage from his chapter on "First

Acquaintance With Birds":

When one starts out to hunt birds it is well to bear

in mind a few simple rules. The first of these is to go

quietly . . . stopping to listen every few steps.

Make no violent motions, as such actions often frighten

a bird more than a noise. Do not wear brightly colored

clothing, but garments of neutral tones which blend well

with the surroundings of field and wood. It is a good
idea to sit silently for a time on some log or stump, and
soon the birds will come about you, for they seldom

notice a person who is motionless.

Before leaving this interesting subject of

nature books we should like to refer back to

Mr. James Oliver Curwood's "The Grizzly

King." This book was published last season

but it is one of those pieces of fictional nature

study which go on through the years ever

gaining in popularity. "The Grizzly King"
has just come out in England and we want to

take just a few lines of our precious space to

quote from a review of the book.

The Sunday Times, of London, compares

Mr. Curwood's work to that of Jack London
saying:

Now that, to the universal sorrow of all lovers of

fine fiction, Jack London has passed from among us, Mr.

James Oliver Curwood is perhaps the one living writer

of stories who is entitled to rank as an expert in the

fictional handling of animal psychology. "Thor," the

giant bear who is the eponymous hero of "The Grizzly"

is as real and as interesting a person as Mr. Curwood's

former hero, "Kazan, the Wolf-Dog;" which is to say that

he stands beside Jack London's "Buck" and "White

Fang " as a study of animal life, than which higher praise

could hardly be given.

THAT PREACHER

Mr. Ernest Thompson Seton's new novel,

"The Preacher of Cedar Mountain," of which

we have spoken in these columns several times

before, is ready. At last this first novel by an

author known the world over for his nature

books, is out and is proving highly Dopular.

WAR POEMS BY "x"

This book of poems voices the cry of Eng-

land's heart in her death grapple with Ger-

many, and contains perhaps the most stir-

ring verses written in England since Rupert

Brooke's death.

The author, who wishes to remain unidenti-

fied, has given his own flesh and blood (two

sons) to the War. The echo of this sacrifice

rings a poignant undertone in many of the

poems. "X" is master of the sure and merci-

less word that bites like a knotted thong: his

lines have behind them the leaping force and

impact of the mature man roused to furious and

supreme expression.

DR. HALL'S GREAT STUDY OF JESUS

Dr. G. Stanley Hall's "Jesus, the Christ, in

the Light of Psychology" (two volumes,

octavo, 733 pp.) is a book of extraordinary in-

terest. It is the outcome of twenty years' de-

voted study and research, andjs a gold mine of

philosophy and inspiration to the thoughtful

reader. Dr. Hall reinterprets Christ to the

modern world in the light of modern psycho-

analysis, and sums up the teaching and specula-

tion of all the centuries as to the personality of

Christ. ' The problem of the divine-human is

the most august one known to men: Dr. Hall's

treatment, employing the lens of modern psy-

chology, succeeds in revivifying Christ for the

modern world in a vital and inspiring presenta-

tion.

We look forward with extreme interest to

hearing what ministers will say about Dr. Hall's

work. The conclusions he reaches after years

of thought are of considerable interest:

I believe I can now repeat almost every clause of the

Apostles' Creed with a fervent sentiment of conviction.

My intellectual interpretation of the meaning of each

item probably differs from that of the average orthodox

believer. To me not a clause of it is true in a crass,

literal, material sense, but all of it is true in a sense far

higher, which is only symbolized on the literal plane.

The change from my boyhood belief in it all has been to

me all gain and no loss.

ADVENTURES OF AN AUTHOR

William McFee, the author of "Casuals of

the Sea," is on a British transport in the Med-
iterranean. For some time past his letters

have been prophesying a collision, on account

of all the supply ships moving at night and

without lights, to avoid the notice of sub-

marines. Recently the expected happened,

and Mr. McFee describes it in a letter:

During the night, however, one of the blackest I

have ever known, being in fact as black as a coal cellar

for there was no moon and the thick roof of cloud was

built over in a solid arch from island to island, the in-

evitable happened and we collided with another trans-

port comingup. Each doing i4or is knots, our sister's

stem cut deep into the forecastle, ripping it into ribbons

and killing two men in their bunks, besides other

casualties. Then, our anchor cable, which had got en-

tangled in her flukes brought her up against our star-

board bulwark with another crash, destroying a boat,

uprooting the davits and making a horrible mess of bul-

warks, stanchions, awning deck beams and machine

room bulkhead. Naturally I woke up.

The scene on the boat deck, where I was late in arriv-

ing owing to getting tangled in the mess outside, was

depressing. A cold wind was blowing, the engines were

stopped and the safety valves were roaring so that

nothing else could be heard. In the faint rays that

came from the engine room skylight I observed a

stealthy swarm of Asiatics running past me with im-

mense bundles of clothes. These were they piling into

the boat of which I was the only officer present. One, I

may say, to show the abnormal sense of property ex-

hibited by these gentlemen, was also bringing up a

mattress and some musical instruments. I fell over ;i

mandolin in the dark. The uproar went on and I be-

came very forlorn. The boat was so full of clothes and

gear there was no room for mere human beings.

Well, of course it came out all right as soon as we sot

some orders, but you can understand that incidents like

this interfere with the revision of novels ! So if it should

unluckily happen that I am late delivering the goods, be

charitable and try to believe, as I do, that the book will

be the better for the adventures it is having.
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Delightful adaptation of painted Italian furniture to a modern breakfast room where yellows, with blue, dominate

the color scheme. Yellow-and-white striped linen, colorful chintz, and blue Spanish jars in iron stands are interesting

and decorative details

FURNISHING and DECORATING
the SUMMER HOME

By AGNES ROWE F AIRMAN
Photographs by Jessie Tarbox B e a l s , The Johnston-Hewitt Studio, Alman & Co., and others

Color drawings by W. Fletcher White

i HE summer home is essentially a place where we
should rest, relax, and refresh both the body and

the spirit. To this end it must possess the three

cardinal virtues of comfort, simplicity, and

artistic interest, in the last named of which lies

its chief distinguishing features. For the charm
of the summer home depends largely upon how

well we succeed in putting it in tune with the spirit of summer-
time itself, and in harmony with the out-of-doors. And the two
factors which contribute most conspicuously to this end are, first,

a feeling of lightness and gaiety in summer furnishings; and
second, a somewhat lavish use of color in our decorations.

But at the outset let us make plain that in speaking of the sum-
mer home we do not necessarily refer only to the cottage or the cas-

tle by the sea, or to that place equipped with every luxury and con-

venience of a city residence which goes by the humble name of

"mountain camp," nor yet to the country house, large or small,

which is occupied as a dwelling exclusively in summer months.
We are speaking as well to those whose home is the same house

twelve months of the year, or who, reversing the old order of things,

fly into town for a brief sojourn in midwinter but live in the coun-

try for the greater part of the year. The point of our argument is

briefly this: as surely as "there is a time and place for all things,"

the time is nozv at hand for the summer home, for each and every

one of us, regardless of where the place may be.

It may happen that we live under the same roof all the year

round, but that is no reason why we need live in precisely the same
environment, amid exactly the same furnishings, winter and sum-
mer alike. Even though we have wisely given our winter bedrooms
and living rooms a touch of summer in the decorative use of chintz,

let us, in that event, put away or cover up for a while these familiar

prints and bring out something distinctly different for summer use,

if only for sake of a change. It is not a matter of fashion or senti-

ment but of common sense; for a change in our daily surroundings,

if only a change in the appearance of our rooms with the advent

of May or June, is not only as welcome as the fresh green of the

grass and trees, but as refreshing as that change of air which we find

so necessary once in awhile for our well-being; as beneficial as that

change in dietwhich wise folk makewhensummerdays come 'round.

And not alone yourself and your family, but your home as well,

will profit in the end, for when things go back to their accustomed

places in the fall, on that day of first impressions you will see your

house as others see it; both the good points and the bad; all the lit-

tle and the big mistakes that you never noticed before, or that you

had let slip by, because you had looked at the picture too steadily

and too long and had grown accustomed to its faults.

Copyright, 1917, by Doubleday, Page & Co.
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Albert Herter, decorator Autochromes by the Johnston-Hewitt Studio
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So, though your individual

prohlem be not to furnish a

summer home, but only to put

your home in summer dress,

you will go about it very differ-

ently from the way your mother
did not so many years ago, when
taking down formal draperies

and putting the heavy furniture

in slip covers meant making a

room as cheerless and as color-

less as a garden nipped by frost.

A cousin far, far removed, in-

deed, is the slip cover of to-day

from the prim, respectable linen

furniture cover of yesterday!

Some in stripes and some in

plaids and some in bright array,

no wonder that with all the

irresistible chintzes and luscious

summer silks at our command,
it not infrequently happens that

a drawing room or living room
is made a more liveable, love-

able sort of place in summer
months than at any other time

of the year. And the change
in this one respect is indicative

of the change which now marks
the whole attitude of the home-
maker toward her summer home
furnishings, for it points, first

of all, to a wholesome and stead-

ily increasing yearning for color

in our homes, especially at the

time when the whole world is

full ofgladness and color without.

With the very thought of summer comes an instinctive desire for

strong, warm, bright color. We must have, of course, our white

frocks and our cool lingerie pillow covers; but we yearn also

for gay and festive ribbons and furbelows, and for more or less of

those bright-colored, whimsical decorations which, in the greater

Mrs. A. Van R. Barnwell, decorator

Excellent grouping of painted furniture showing pieces well related to each other and to

their background. An effective touch is the green taffeta binding of the chintz curtains which

emphasizes the green and gold of the color scheme, the upholstery showing green stripes on
an ivory ground

sobriety and formality of the

winter home might easily be
out of place. Cool grays and
blues, restful creams and greens,

and all the quiet tones which
blend in with the background of

the out-of-doors, seem naturally

to belong to the color scheme of

the summer home. But the

fresh, buoyant life which is the

very essence of the spirit of sum-
mertime cannot be expressed in

a monotonous repetition of

quiet harmonies and neutral

tones. Even nature gives us

startling touches of strong color

to relieve the serenity of a pic-

ture in close harmonies— the

gorgeous butterfly poised on a

gray-green stalk, sunset clouds

trailing their splendor over an
amethyst sea, or the flaming bit

of orange in the cool, green vista

of the summer woods. And
just so, without the vitalizing

touch of strong color some-
where in its plan of furnishing,

our "cool" summer room be-

comes as insipid as salad with-

out salt; as tiresome as the

person who always speaks in

the one tone of voice or says

the expected thing.

But, of course, as with strong

perfume, so with strong color, a

little bit goes a long, long way.

The wise use of gay-painted

furniture and bold-colored fabrics for the sake of achieving some-

thing individual or out of the ordinary is by no means the same as

the misuse of such things for the sake of being different or merely

because they are smart. The faddists and extremists, like the

poor, we must ever have with us, but, despite the sad mis-

A living room whose large proportions have made possible the use of a very decorative chintz, with excellent results. Note especially the gathered shades of glazed chintz which, under less

favorable circumstances, might appear too conspicuous or bring too much decoration into a room, but which here are hung with good effect

9
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Mrs. Boardinan Robinson, decorator

The acme of simplicity, yet a dining room of real distinction is this in an unpretentious country home. Scarcely two of its chairs are even alike;

yet by painting and oiling and toning down, a promiscuous assortment of furniture has been made to blend harmoniously together until it all falls

into the same low key which governed the choice of a dark floor and the black-ground chintz, with its red flowers, blooming again in the plants on the

window sills

takes and mad absurdities to be seen on every hand, now that the

home has come in for its share of this "brave use of color" which

has revolutionized every field of art, there is at least no longer

danger that our homes will suffer as they have in the past from too

much sameness, or that we shall weary of washed-out blues and

Ascherman Studio, decorators

A bachelor's living room furnished after a man's own heart—comfortable furniture, uncrowded tables, sensible lamps in the right places, ample pro-

vision for magazines as well as for books, and no ornaments to break if not handled with care. Note especially how almost every detail of decoration

has been made either a structural part of the room, as the painted medallions in orange and black on the gray-paneled walls, or a vital part of its fur-

nishing. Orange-colored casement curtains bound with black, an orange table runner with centre of turquoise blue rimmed with black, and the broad

orange-painted bands faintly outlined with turquoise blue which mark the wall panels, give pleasing touches of color against the gray of the woodwork,

furniture, rug, and walls

silly pinks in the flowers

which bedeck our summer
prints.

And as for the gaily

painted furniture, with its

contrasting colored lines or

stripes on legs and rails

and posts, and the black-

painted pieces with their

quaint nosegays of old-

fashioned or new-fashioned

flowers, so charming for

summer bedrooms and
breakfast rooms, or for in-

cidental furnishings— can

we help but welcome these

things as we welcome the

bright-hued crocuses and
hyacinths and the saucily

striped tulips which Nature
knowingly gives us after

sombre winter grays? Yet
the choice in this matter of

colorful furniture is by no
means confined to pieces of

quaint orsimple character,

for our modern designs are

as much inspired by Classic

tradition as by the so-called

"peasant styles."

Dipping into historic

precedent, we find that

painted furniture dates

back to the Middle Ages

in Europe, when the lavish use of rich scarlet and blue with

gilding and bright heraldic devices on cabinets and chests, all

attested the passion for gorgeous color. From here on down to

the second half of the eighteenth century—when in England the

Brothers Adam, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton gave fresh impetus

to the vogue for painted

furniture (only that the

Classic influence of the

day was evidenced in a

taste for paler and more
subdued and refined color-

ing)—there has scarcely

been any time, excepting

the sterile years of the

nineteenth century, when
the aid of the pigment has

not been employed to sup-

plement the craft of the

cabinetmaker. Back to

the days of Queen Anne

—

who gives name to so much
good art and good furni-

ture that she was person-

ally not in the least re-

sponsible for—and to the

first half of the eighteenth

century we turn for our

lovely lacquered pieces of

brilliant hue— vermilion,

scarlet, apple green, bright

blues, and yellows, all con-

tributing to the colorful

resources of the period.

It is the reproduction of

such pieces that the modern

decorator uses so effec-

tively for the spot of vivid

color to lend distinction in

a handsomely furnished

room, to give emphasis to

the color scheme.
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G. Bovard McBride, decorator

There is something particularly summery in the bamboo pattern and bright yellow color

of this charming breakfast room furniture, to which a few pieces of deep blue Venetian glass

lend added interest. Note especially the blue glass candlesticks on the sideboard, with yellow

candles simulating ears of corn

But it is rather to the painted furniture of humbler origin that

we look for the antecedents of present-day styles so popular for

summer homes; to the quaint and gaily decorated furniture re-

discovered, as it were, by the modern decorator comparatively a few

years ago in the peasant homes of the art-loving countries of Eu-

rope, when their peoples found time to create and to produce,

rather than to despoil, beautiful things. Among the French,

Italian, Dutch, and Bavarian peasantry the tradition of furniture

painting has been kept alive from early times, though this kind of

painted furniture—which, incidentally, inspired the so-called

Colonial painted pieces of other American days—is not, of course,

to be classed with that of the English, French, and Italian periods

to which we have just referred, and of which characteristic pieces

appear on pages 35 and 46. It is nevertheless highly decorative

in character and, in its various modifications and adaptations

has a charm quite its own, many such pieces possessing an artistic

value far in excess of their commercial worth.

Indeed it has taken but the space of a few seasons to overcome

the prejudices of conservative American home-makers who looked

upon those first examples of peasant styles exhibited in our shops

G. Bovard McBride, decorator

Suggesting delightful possibilities for a summer bedroom. The painted day-bed, which

savors of the popular peasant styles, is all the more attractive when used together with an
upholsterer's dressing-table instead of the conventional piece of furniture. In this instance,

taffeta, which is at once cool looking and distinctive, has been chosen as the upholstery fabric

and studios, with amazement, or amusement, according to the

individual sense of humor, but never with serious intent. Yet
to-day the demand for reproductions and adaptations of the pic-

turesque foreign pieces is such that it is quite fashionable to be

peasant-like in almost anything pertaining to the summer home.

In fact there are decorators who make a specialty of performing

operations upon and bringing to new life all sorts and conditions

of odd and old and ugly pieces of furniture, rescued from attics and

top story spare rooms, and the charming things which leave

their shops under the friendly guise of "Colonial" or "peasant"

styles put to shame the average inexpensive bedroom suite.

And since even Marie Antoinette liked to play at being a shep-

herdess or a milkmaid when it suited her fancy to lay aside the

dignities of royalty, why should not we, who flee to the country for

relaxation from the strain of city life, furnish at least one bedroom
in the quaint manner of the simple peasant styles?

Canary yellow, usually lined and decorated in black, and a

warmer orange tone, with generally a bright complementary blue

somewhere in the scheme of things (as in the breakfast room set on

page 42), or deep, bright blues with yellow bands, and again a fresh

The decorative use of chintzand growing plants can make of almost any room a delightfully summery place. In this dining room, note the absence of thin curtains, which would detract

from the decorative value of the diamond-paned windows; also how the shape and size, as well as the number, of the flower-pots and boxes on the window sill have been carefully studied

for composition
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spring green— these are the colors

most in vogue at the moment, with

black, of course, always a favorite

since people have come to understand

that rightly used, with colorful ac-

cessories or against a colorful back-

ground, it has exactly the opposite of

a sombre or funereal effect. Every
woman knows what the telling touch

of black means to almost any costume,

and with decorating as with dress-

making, there is much in knowing
when and where to introduce the

note of black which will bind together

some part of a composition or give

snap to your color scheme. More-
over, the stunn ng black -ground
chintzes used with such wonderful

effect by the decorator to-day may
be made to give a particularly cool

appearance to a summer room, as the

hall, for example, on page 34.

Finally is this new attitude toward

color and what we might almost call

"spirited furnishings" in the summer
home, evidenced in a hundred and
one different ways when we come to consider the minor decora-

tions and small accessories which often play so important a

part in its success. It is not that the things to which we refer

are all designed exclusively for country homes, but, because the

artist has taken the common utilities of the home and made them
so attractive that they may serve as its chief ornaments in any

simple scheme of decoration, that they seem especially well suited

for summer use. For illustration, take the lamp shades of painted

parchment which hold such a conspicuous place in any up-to-date

exhibition of summery things, and, with their prim or fantastic

flowers and bright-plumaged birds, are not to be gainsaid. Or take

the endless novelties in painted tole—which in its plebeian state is

nothing more or less than an alloy of iron and tin; by a process of

enameling, and with hand-painted decorations it is transformed

into truly charming pieces, running the gamut from garden baskets

and scrap-baskets to desk sets and bread dishes, book ends, fruit

compotes, and what not, suggesting another revival of an old, old

Nicholas & Hughes, decorators

This corner of a very attractive—and incidentally a very up-to-date—bed-

room shows the effective combination of chintz hangings and upholstery

with taffeta used elsewhere in the decorations. The distinct decorative

value which both furniture and draperies possess in this instance is enhanced

by the restful simplicity of the plain walls and floor, and the commendable

restraint in the matter of minor ornaments

art which beautified the plain and
simple fitments of the home.

Again, witness theomnipresent bird

cages and gold-fish bowls which a few

years ago we had supposed belonged

to the nursery and the sun parlor, but

which nowadays we must have on a

decorative stand or a painted table

right in the summer home living or

dining room, if we would be up to

date. We may go to certain extremes

in such matters in the furnishing of

our summer homes without over-

stepping the bounds of good taste,

just as we mayleave behind us certain

conventions of the city when we take

up country life. The woman who
has not an inborn sense of the fitness

of things can never be taught where

to draw the line, but the others know
without being told.

Finally forget not the painted

flower baskets which the woman who
wisely makes plants and flowers a

conspicuous decoration of her summer
home is careful to provide in all manner

of .shapes and sizes, and not only in wood-browns and grays but in

odd and brilliant colorings, since flowers in baskets lend themselves

to so many charming arrangements—as do also decorated boxes and

painted flower pots on casement window sills. What, for example,

could be a more effective and appropriate midsummer decoration

in a dining room in old ivory and mahogany, or one furnished in

English oak, if the dominant color note is blue, than two wide-

brimmed orange-colored baskets, one on each end of the sideboard

or console table, filled with nasturtiums or other flowers of orange

or brilliant blue? The exquisite charm and rich or delicate color-

ing of Venetian glass is also especially prized for summer dining

rooms and, while fragile compotes or bowls filled with colored porce-

lain fruits is a fad of the hour, a few choice flowers in a vase of

Venetian glass, with their cool green stems in the water showing

through, make as beautiful a table decoration as one could wish

on a hot summer day.

So much, then, for the things with which we furnish or decorate;

Nicholas & Hughes, decorators

While all of the furniture here is heavy in character, an informal summery atmosphere is given by the use of chintz coverings. Again the decorative value of chintz against a severely

plain background, with careful restraint in the lesser ornaments of the room, is well illustrated, suggesting how easily one might change the entire appearance of even a winter living room by putting

it in a summer dress and eliminating all superfluous things from its decoration
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and now as to the choice of a color scheme for the various rooms of

the summer home. This could so often be more happily accom-
plished if we would think to make the interior of a house related to

its environs by bringing into our rooms some of the outdoor
coloring as seen from its windows. Often the outlook from a room
is an open book to the decorator, telling just what the color scheme

example, on pages 43 and 45 a combination of violet and yellow
is worked out in two different ways for a bright and a shaded
room, as explained in the captions.

Orange, again, is at the other extreme from the category of

cool colors, vet orange is a favorite color for summer decorations.

M any a room, deliciously cool in effect because of the use of soft

grays and blues or summery greens, would be
utterly uninteresting were it not for a redeem-
ing touch of strong orange in its composition,

as in the bedroom done in old ivory and
soft yellow greens on page 39, where the finish-

ing touch, without which all would be lost, is

the bit of flame colored taffeta in candle and
larnp shades and sofa pillow, all edged with

black. Or again take the very unusual living

room on page 40, where the warm contrast of

orange casement curtains and vivid orange

notes in minor decorations, with just a sug-

gestion of light turquoise blue to give dis-

tinction, and a binding note of black, appears

Miss Swift, decorator

In making its minor accessories dis-

tinctly decorative yet essentially simple

lies much of the art of furnishing the

country home; and in the decorated

parchment shade shown here, the

painted kidney-table, and the hand-

wrought metal bowl upon it. both of

these qualities are obvious. Even the

painting on the wall, a flower study, is

especially suitable for the summer home

should be in order to give

the best possible effect, as

illustrated in the case of the

Herter house at Easthamp-
ton, views of which appear

on pages 36 and 37.

It is true, of course, that

the sunshine colors—orange

and yellow in bright hues

—

and all the warm rose tones

belong by right of reason to

those rooms which the sun

does not cheer to any great

extent—-in rooms with a

northwest exposure or

heavilv shaded by foliage;

and that the field of blues

and grays and violets and
greens belongs to the bright,

light rooms of a house.

And while this is obvious,

and so generally understood

as to need no comment here,

it is also true that the qual-

ity ofka color has as much
importance in practical decoration as its given name; or perhaps we
might put it that the way in which one uses a color is as important

as the color used. Once this is understood, we can bring almost any
desired color into the scheme of a room without disastrous effects,

so that some relation may be established between an interior and
its outlook even though the coloring of the latter might not at first

seem suitable for the furnishing of that particular room. For

This cabinet serves as an excellent example of that other

kind of painted furniture, as suitable for country as for city

homes, which owes its Classic inspiration to the masters of the

eighteenth century

Miss Swift, decorator

It happens that here the candlestick is of hand-wrought metal, the work

of a famous artist, that the rose lies in a golden bowl, and that the budding

branches are held in an antique jar—striking examples of costly simplicity.

Yet had these things but a fraction of their commercial worth they would still

command attention by sheer beauty of line and form

against a background of soft, luscious gray

and makes, withal, a delightfully cool-looking

room.

So, whether in the greater or lesser furnish-

ings, let us not be afraid of bright color in

our summer homes. Let us merely handle

them with care, remembering that to-day, as

of old, discretion is the better part of valor.

The successful decorator is one who dares

much, but, with the wisdom born of experience,

or by the saving grace of intuition, knows
where to call a halt.

And not alone in the choice of a color

scheme, but in that all-important matter of

curtaining the windows, we should be gov-

erned largely by the outlook. In other words

the location as well as the style of the in-

dividual window, and its height and size in

relation to the rest of the room, should be

determining factors in deciding the question

of suitable summer draperies. For where the view from its

windows is a desirable asset, and the use of the room does not

demand the protection of close-hanging curtains, we may either

dispense altogether with those which go next to the glass, or keep

them looped back in the simplest possible manner. Or, if the

unbroken line of a full gathered curtain is more in keeping

with the style of the room, we may use those sheerest of nets,



shades, wall pockets, and other decorative details

pillows ^
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Lucy Abbot Throop, decorator Trowbridge & Livingston, architects

The furnishing of this room affords an unusually striking example of the dignity as well as beauty oftentimes to be found in an exquisitely simple scheme. Of sufficient character to give

distinction to any year-round country house, this dining room is still so delightfully informal, restful, and gay as to be among the most inviting summer rooms in one of Long Island's many
beautiful homes

striped or plain, which hang as little more than a transparent

film before the glass, or a coarse filet net which, from a practical

viewpoint, as a curtain is little more than a farce, but from a dec-

orative viewpoint, is often an agreeable finishing touch.

There is always the temptation to overdrape our windows, and,

winter or summer, there is no excuse for committing this sin against

good taste and common-sepse, but anything which savors of fussy

curtaining in a summer home seems par-

ticularly out of place. An excellent style

of treatment for the thin curtains is the

double pair of sash curtains, those on the

upper half of the window being drawn
across the glass while those on the lower

sash are kept pushed far back at each side,

thus giving a free outlook from the room.

This plan also recommends itself where

dust is an unending source of trouble, be-

cause when the window goes up, the cur-

tain on the lower sash goes up with it and
so keeps clean for a longer time.

Often when a window with small panes

of glass is decorative in itself, and so may
be left uncovered with better effect, draw-

curtains with pulley cord attachment and

made of soft-toned silks, or sunproof

stuffs, or casement cloths, are used in

place of sheer curtains. These not only

afford practical protection when drawn at

night, but, if carefully chosen with regard

to the color scheme, can become a most

effective means of throwing any desired

color tone over a whole room. Sometimes
these simple curtains of silk or cloth make
unnecessary any side-hangings of other

stufFs, as well as the glass curtains; and

wherever one set of curtains can be made

to answer the practical and decorative purpose of two in a

summer home, let that suffice.

There is one ugly feature of home-furnishing which in the sum-
mer home can often be happily made an attractive instead of an

objectionable detail, and that is the window shade. For it often

happens that a glazed chintz shade may be used with good effect,

either striped, as in the breakfast room on page 35, or with decora-

tive design, as in the gathered shade on

page 38. Sometimes chintz shades are

used to supplement the furniture cover-

ings, while soft, unlined silks are preferred

for the curtains of the room. There is a

subtle, elusive charm about a curtain that

catches the faintest breeze on a hot day,

which the decorator often takes note of in

furnishing a summer room, and, as if to

remind us of this fact, the manufacturers

have put forth this season a wealth of

soft, colorful silk stuffs—some in patterns

exactly matching a chintz in coloring and

design—which need only the efFect of sun-

light shining through to make them irre-

sistible. And finally* taffeta is as popular

for summer hangings as for summer
frocks; soft, lustrous, possessing refine-

ment and elegance without being in any

way pretentious, it is much used for bed-

room curtains despite the good old theory

that these should not fear the tub.

Indeed, the trouble is not where shall

we find attractive things for our summer
homes, but heaven give us strength to re-

sist the many, many things in every de-

partment of country house decoration

which are well-nigh irresistible these

days!

•
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/// FOOD PRODUCTION
I IK readers »>!' this maga-

xinc, we .ire prom! to say,

include very many ctti-

/. n> i»l ti^- affairs. Kor

ihc m.^i part I'm ntry
I.in lias concerned itself

with the joys of country living rather

than with its duties.

We are hoiuul t«> believe that our

readers will he acme in a large-minded,

public-spirited way in their desire to

lulp our countryj and Country Life

wishes to call then serious .mention to

wavs in w Inch thev can d>> it.

I In world i> rapidly approaching the

Itarvation point in many lands, food-

stuffs cost double what thev did .1 year

ago. and people of the Old World are

often unable to buy at any pine.

Let e\cr\ reader use unemployed land

to grow any of the following crops.

They arc not difficult to plant and culti-

vate; the elemental rules set down here

will suffice, with 1 few suggestions from

local authorities. Note also the prices

before the war. and the present prices:

Potatoes—Plant in rows 3 feet apart,

1: to finches apart 111 rows, and ? inches

deep. Cut seed to two eves. Cultivate

five times, first w hen 2 inches high and

thenev crv two w ecks. [deal soil is a rich,

loose loam, sandy or gravelly. Plant

as early as possible for early crop; lor

late crop plant up to first of June; har-

vest in August and later. Seed per acre,

1 ; bushels. Yield per acre \ aries greatly;

it averages 100 bushels, but should be

twice that. Average price April I,

101 s, 4S cents .1 bushel; \pnl 10. 1017,

Jt:.?4 lh< world's potato crop for

IQ|6 was 66 per cent, below avenge,

Wheat —Does not requiredeep plowing,

bur needs a light, fertileclay, well drained.

Sow broadcast or in drills 6 inches apart,

6 to 8 bushels of seed per acre, ''i ield,

30 bushels, average. Price, April I,

IOi c, £1.31; April 16, 1917. $1.2} per

bushel. Sow spring wheat as early as

possible; winter wheat can follow pota-

toes or mav be interplanted among corn.

A'\r—Grows in very poor soils. Sow in

well drained, light land. Only the winter

crop is of importance, but it can also

be sown early. Excellent as manure

crop. ,and follows corn or potatoes. Can

sow in corn at last cultivation at rate of

i\ bushels per acre, or sow on fresh

land at rate of 3 bushels. More easily

raised than wheat, especially in cold

climates. Average yield 25 bushels per

acre. Price, April I, 1915. £1-004;

April 16, iqi7, $1-35' ..

Corn—Generally adapted to thewidest

area of the country. Average production

40 bushels to the acre, but is easily

FROM THE PRESIDENTS PROCLAMATION

• Thesk, then, are the things we must do, and do well,

besides fighting—the things without which mere fighting

would be fruitless:

He must supply abundant food for ourselves and for our

armies and our seamen not only, but also for a large part

of the nations with whom we have now made common

cause, in whose support and by whose side we shall be

fighting.

We must supply .... muHtf, horses, rattle JOT

labor and for military service. ...
Without abundant food, alike for the armies and the

peoples now at war, the whole great enterprise upon which

we have embarked will break down and fail. The world's

food reserves are low. Not only during the present emer-

gency but for some time after peace shall have come both

our own people and a large proportion of the people of

Europe must rely upon the harvests in America.

Upon the farmers of this country, therefore, in large

measure, rests the fate of the war and the fate of the na-

tions. May the nation not count upon them to omit no

step that will increase the production of their land or that

will bring about the most effectual cooperation in the sale

and distribution of their products? The time is short.

It is of the most imperative importance that everything

possible be done and done immediately to make sure of

large harvests. I call upon young men and old alike and

upon the able-bodied boys of the land to accept and act

upon this duty—to turn in hosts to the farms and make

certain that no pains and no labor is lacking in this great

matter.

Let me suggest, also, that every one who creates or culti-

vates a garden helps, and helps greatly, to solve the problem

of the feeding of the nations; and that every housewife

who practises strict economy puts herself in the ranks of

those who serve the nation. This is the time for America

to correct her unpardonable fault of wastefulness and

extravagance. Let every man and every woman assume

the duty of careful, provident use and expenditure as a

public duty, as a dictate of patriotism which no one can

now expect ever to be excused or forgiven for ignoring.

WOODROW WILSON

doubled or even trebled under can-

Some growers average 75 bushels.

Plant generally I inch deep, or up to 3

and 4 inches on very lighr soil. Sow in

rows 3 feet apart, I foot in rows. Seed

required per acre, 8 to 10 quarts. Price,

April 1, IOI& 7^ cents; April 16, 1017,

#»-30.
,

'• •
Buckwheat— -K avors a cool, moist cli-

mate. Suited to wide range of soils, pre-

ferably rather light and well drained.

Will give a fair crop on land too poor or

too badly tilled to produce other crop..

Do not plant on very rich land. Plant

after spring work is over, rill first of July.

Matures in three months. Seed per acre,

4 pecks, drilled or broadcast. Average

yield 25 bushels. Price, per bushel, April,

1915, 85 cents; April 16, 191 7, #1.28.

There is not enough skilled or un-

skilled labor to supply the need for

agricultural work. There are several

things you can do to help:

Defer building of ornamental fences,

walls, roads, etc., until this planting

season is over.

Gather labor to cultivate intelligently,

using the young and old to help, in-

cluding members of your own family.

Induce them by example, extra pay,

persuasion, or forceful pressure to work

longer hours to get seed planted.

Help to develop in those about you an

attitude of mind calling for earnest self-

sacrificing participation in this great

patriotic movement—even to going to

the extreme of working with your own
hands.

Grow crops not to make money or to

"make the place pay," but to supply

the starving or the half nourished.

High authorities are advising prep-

aration by doing setting-up exercises

night and morning. Do your setting-

up exercises in the field; it will be better

for you and better for crops.

Don't get too much wrought up.

There is no need to plow up lawns, as

some enthusiasts are talking of doing,

no need to touch the fair green of the

golf links. There is plenty of good land,

but a terrible scarcity of willing workers.

Be a sensible patriot and spread the

Sensible Patriot gospel in your neigh-

borhood.
Grow things!

We are taking our own medicine here

in Garden City. We have plowed up

land, and editors, clerks, bookkeepers,

and printers are growing things. If you

want any more information, write to

our Readers' Service Department, Gar-

den City, L. L, N- Y.

WHAT is the ESTATE OWNER'S BIT?

j|VEN if we had not decided to take

part in the World War, we would

have been threatened, as we are

to-day, with an alarming shortage

of food, due among other things to

the enormous exports of staples to

the Entente Allies, and in some measure to the

shortage of farm hands, which existed last year.

Added to this, came crop failures in several sec-

tions, culminating in the expected shortage of

51,000,000 bushels of winter wheat.

Since we have entered the War, our responsi-

B EDGAR L . SMITH

bility to produce food has increased, for while as a

neutral we would have no direct obligation to

provide food for more than our own citizens, yet

now that we are allied with other nations strug-

gling for existence, it is our duty not only to feed

our own citizens, but to provide a great surplus of

staple food available for export whether the war

continues or comes to an end. This food must be

produced so that starving millions may be saved.

Our country is at last aroused to the situation and

is taking steps to meet it by mobilizing its agricul-

tural resources— in particular its man power.

48-rt

At first the cry of those who realized that more-

crops must be grown was for greater acreage.

Every piece of vacant land in the country was to

be plowed. Some recommended that a fine of #5

an acre be placed on every idle acre of farm land.

Aside from the difficulty of determining w hether

an idle acre was farm land or not, the imposition of

a fine might bring in revenue, but would not neces-

sarily increase the number of men, skilled in agri-

culture, w ho were farming. And surprising as it

may seem, the volume of crops fluctuates more in

proportion to labor applied to them than to the
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acreage available for planting. Indeed such a

plan of penalizing idle land might very well have
drawn away from the farmer, hands that he re-

quired to till his fertile soil, and have placed them
on infertile lands under inexperienced manage-
ment, with the ultimate result of reducing rather

than of increasing the total crops produced.

Soon those who gave study to the situation were
able to focus their attention on the most import-

ant item, namely, that the experienced farmer
with fertile land must be provided with all the

hands needed properly to farm this land. Then
if there is any surplus of labor, it can be used to

advantage on land that has been out of cultivation

for some time.

In approaching the question of what he can

best do, the country estate owner must fully

appreciate the vital factor in the problem sug-

gested above. He must first curtail all effort

on his place that calls for labor that is unpro-
ductive, such as grading, decorative planting,

the .planting of orchards which will not bear
for several years, the reshingling of a building

which can be patched to do for another year,

the conversion of a gravel path into a concrete

walk, the erection of a fountain, and all im-
provement work of this sort, unless these

undertakings can be so timed that they
merely use the unproductive labor of men
whose prime efforts are devoted to the pro-

duction of crops.

On the other hand, the erection of silos,

the acquisition of labor-saving machinery,
and all other factors which tend to reduce the
number of men necessary to grow crops on the
estate are to be encouraged. It is well known
that a silo is the least wasteful way of preser-

ving the full feed value of a com crop.

If in ordinary times there may be doubt
as to whether it is better to use tractors than
horses, in the present crisis there is none,
because the fuel to run tractors does not reduce
the fodder supply of the country, leaving it

available to feed the army horses, cows, and
other live stock that will indirectly increase the
supply of food. Hence the use of the tractor not
only tends to reduce the number of men needed
for farming, but leaves a larger proportion of
the farm produce in a form that contributes to

human nourishment.
The State of New Jersey has issued an appeal to

all owners of private estates with extensive lawns
to allow these lawns to grow. It should be a

badge of merit this year, rather than a source of
shame, for an estate owner to have a lawn which
has not been cut. 1 hink of the acres and acres of
lawns which are given as much attention and re-

quire as much man and horse labor to keep in con-

dition as an equal number of acres planted in corn.

You will see at once that it is well worth while

to release the man power consumed in this

unproductive labor of trimming lawns, to other
more productive agricultural pursuits. Besides,

in many instances, a short, low-grade hay will re-

sult, which will have sufficient value to pay for the
cost of mowing it when it has attained its full

growth, even though it can not be regarded as a

successful hay crop. Of course the lawn may
have be to reseeded, but that can wait till the
present food crisis is forgotten. Or, if areas de-

voted to extensive lawns are fenced against the
intrusion of dogs and the escape of the flock,

nothing could be better than to secure a number of

sheep. They would help preserve the appearance
of the estate and turn the growing grass into

mutton.
I here are numerous land owners who are not

farming their land nor are they able to supervise

its operation to advantage. Many of these have
asked what is best for them to do. If they have
really fertile land they should first seek a neigh-
boring farmer and offer him the use of this land
without rental, if thereby his expert knowledge in

the art of growing crops can be made effective

over a larger area than he owns, or if he can use
this land as a pasture for live stock, which will re-

duce the amount of feed that he has to purchase.
This is the simplest procedure, and if the owner of
such land make reasonable stipulations with the
farmer as to its use, he can be sure that his con-
tribution is effective in increasing the food supply
of the nation.

If no adjoining farmer exists to whom this

proposition can be made, let the owner secure a
share tenant from a distance, on a basis more
favorable to the tenant than would appear to be
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according to sound business principles in or-

dinary times.

It is hoped that by the time this article ap-
pears, many of the forces—local, country, state,

and national—will have been so organized that
such land may be ofFered to properly constituted
authorities who, if need be, will organize a farming
unit to go on to the land and farm it. Such pro-

cedure is worth while only in the case of the larger

areas. If no one is at hand to cultivate a small
plot, it is best to leave it idle.

It was to deal with such problems and the wider
problems of mobilizing all farm labor throughout
the country, that the Senate on April nth
adopted a resolution calling upon the Council of
National Defence to consider a plan for bringing
into one great national organization the men now
employed by the Federal and State Agricultural

Departments, to the end that every man able to
perform effective work on farm land could be di-

rected through this organization to a point where
such work was needed.

I he plan contemplates the mobilization not
only of men, but of farm supplies and equipment,
materials, and even money, and the diagram
on this page shows in brief the functions of the or-

ganization as then proposed, and the means by
which it would carry out its policies.

I he whole is put under the War Department,
because in times of strife military ideals have
more power than the purely civic to move men to

action; and in addition, certain factors of the plan
could be carried out only with the authority now
vested in the War Department.

Other plans have emanated from almost every
corner of the agricultural world. But all of them
lay emphasis on the necessity for bringing man
power to bear on acres that are in proper tilth to
yield maximum crops, rather than on bringing
additional acres under the plow. The estate owner
must keep this thought foremost in his mind. See
to it that you do not over-man your property.
If you hire a man to tend your plot of five acres,
who in a farming section could care for twenty
acres, you are not helping the situation. If, on the
other hand, you have to keep a certain number of
men, see to it that they are handling a propor-
tional acreage, by renting neighboring land if the
owners will not offer it to you rent free.

One estate owner in New Jersey has met this
condition by offering to plant and cultivate one or
two adjoining farms with his teams and equip-

ment, on the understanding that he will keep
track of the time of his men and horses and
the cost of seed. If, when the crop is sold,

there is a surplus over the actual cost of grow-
ing it, he will divide"* with the owner of
the land.

As to crops, everybody seems to have
planted potatoes this spring—at least every-
body that could get seed. But at this season
the main reliance must be on corn. Corn
grows well on land that has been in sod, and
is comparatively easy to grow, requiring less

labor than many other crops. Besides it

stores well. Let us then plant every avail-

able acre to corn, and put in winter wheat or
rye with the last cultivation of the corn.

Grow crops best adapted to your neighbor-
hood and to the degree of skill and experience
of the man who will have charge of the work.

After the crops are grown, see to it that
they are harvested and not wasted.
Very soon now, the first green vegetables

will be maturing, and whether they are the
product of your own garden, or whether
you have to go to market and buy them,
see that your cellars are well stocked with

rows upon rows of well filled glass jars. Let
your daughters get from the Department of
Agriculture the bulletins issued in the interest

of inspiring farmers' daughters to form Girls'

Canning Clubs. These bulletins will tell them
how to preserve for winter use a surprising

variety of succulent vegetables and fruits. Not
only will you increase the nation's store of
foodstuffs, but you will add to the pleasure of

many a January meal of your own.
All of these are measures that will help the im-

mediate situation and can be put into effect by
owners of country estates. But in all probability

the nation, no matter how it strives, will not pro-

duce enough food in 1917 to meet the world's

deficit, and those estate owners who have addi-

tional funds at their disposal after paying the

heavy costs of what, at best, must be considered

fancy farming, are urged to investigate the

question of forming corporations which under ex-

pert guidance may acquire large tracts of low-

priced land in more favorable climates, with a

view to organizing and equipping them for the

commercial production of crops on a large scale.

This form of corporate activity is new to the East,

but has long been well regarded in the West. Only
recently, numerous large tracts of Southern land

have been taken over for operation rather than for

land speculation by New York investors, and
present economic conditions render them particu-

larly attractive. The value of the dollar has

shrunk, other industries are subject to legislative

attack, but land and agriculture must always re-

main the foundation of the nation's prosperity.

•



ON ffo TWO HORNS of the GAMBREL
By AYMAR EMBURY, II

The gambrel-roof houses of early American builders showed a beautifully proportioned gable

end but a fine disregard for bedroom comfort. The modern house of this type, with

steeper pitch and plentiful dormers, too often secures head room at the expense of beauty

T IS a remarkable fact that the oldest existing

house in America has a gambrel roof, and this

is especially remarkable in a house which we
should expect to find closest to English precedt

ent. because the gambrel roof is commonly
regarded as an American invention. Of course

this was not the case; we find in England, in

France, and especially in the more northern Furopean countries

of Germany and Scandinavia, occasional buildings roofed in this

peculiar fashion, but in no part of Europe was its use sufficiently

common to mark it as characteristic of any style. In this country,

however, apparently the earliest settlers saw at once its avail-

ability for American conditions, and it came into early and con-

tinuous favor.

Just why this should have been is one of the mysteries for which

no satisfactory explanation can be found. It has been plausibly

suggested that, as one of the earliest taxes of the Colonies was the

hut tax—a tax imposed upon the owner of every house—and

as this tax \\as considerably greater in the case of a house of two
stories than for one of a single story, the Colonists (exhibiting

Yankee shrewdness at an early date) evaded the tax by making a

one-story house with two floors—hence the use of the gambrel roof.

And indeed, the greatest value of the gambrel roof has always

been that it gives a spacious second story with the appearance of a

one storv building, a thing very desirable in small houses where

the long, low effect is so earnestly sought for by our designers.

As the apparent height of a house is from the ground to the cornice,

and not from the ground to the ridge of the roof, the lower the

cornice the lower will be the effect of the house; and by comparison

with the height, the apparent length will be increased. The lines

of the gambrel roof, except when the house is seen directly from the

front or rear, appear to flow down to the ground, thus tying the

house into the landscape, and there is no question but that an ap-

parent intimate connection between the house and its surround-

ings is of distinct artistic importance. This can never be more
beautifully illustrated than in the case of the Fairbanks house,

which we have quoted as the oldest house in America, and which
is supposed to have been built in 1636.

The gambrel roof early became common in all parts of the United
States, although only in the Dutch settlements around New York
was it used in a majority of cases; indeed its great prevalence in

these settlements has led to the adoption of another and perhaps
more common name for it—the Dutch roof—which is a misnomer,
since the type was neither originated in Holland nor confined to the

Dutch colonies. In New England the gambrel roof was extremely
common; in the district around Philadelphia it was rare but not
unknown, and farther south it was not so unusual as to be especi-

ally remarkable. There are in Annapolis several houses with
gambrel roofs; in Maryland and Virginia they are not infrequently

found, and I have even seen examples in Louisiana, among a

crowd of other buildings of types distinctly Spanish in origin.

With the other features of architecture developed in Colonial

times, the gambrel roof disappeared in the early part of the nine-

teenth century, and its first revival was in the 8o's of the last

century, when architects began dimly to perceive the appropriate-

ness of the roof shape to houses set among the sand dunes of our
coasts. In consequence, many of the earlier of our seaside cottages

were made with gambrel roofs, although of rude and clumsy shapes

and much broken up with dormers, balconies, railings, and the like.

Of late years there has been a very genuine and intelligent re-

vival of interest in the study of Colonial precedent, and architects,

now endeavor to find out the causes which produced the lovely

quality of all Colonial work, rather than content themselves with

copying the effects, and one of the things which has been most
carefully studied by a number of modern designers has been the

gambrel roof. We have begun our study by realizing two things:

first, that we must devise gambrel roofs of forms which give con-

siderable space on the second floor without cutting off too much of

49
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A representative old Dutch house at Tenafly, N. J. The
lower slope was usually 45 degrees and the upper one 225

degrees. A dare at the eaves helps to increase the impression

of flatness

In the famous old Fairbanks house at Dedham,
Mass., the lower slope is approximately 60 de-

grees and the upper 30—a precedent followed in

the New England gambrels of later date

the ceiling diagon-

ally; second, that we
must light and ven-

tilate the second

story more fully than

was the custom in

Colonial times, since

most oftheold houses

had no windows ex-

cept in thegahleends.

\\ e have also real-

ized that we were set-

ting a good deal of a

problem for ourselves

in thus introducing

two new factors into

the treatment of the

gambrel, if we were
tosecurethequietand

simple dignity of the old work,
and it cannot be said that thus far

we have completely succeeded,

-v Wehavefound that the shapes

of the roofs in the old work vary
considerably in the several local-

ities; also that various shapes

were used in the same localities

at different times. We are ac-

customed to regard the oldest

roofs as being the flattest, but

the oldest roofof which we know
anything is that of the Fairbanks

house at Dedham, which is as

steep as any of themodernwork.
If the drawing of the wing of the

Fairbanks house be compared
with the photograph, we can
realize how much steeper it is actually than in appearance.

Since the roof is not pierced by dormer windows, there are no ver-

tical lines to indicate the true slope, and the mental picture which
we form of the house is of a long, sloping roof, without any very

exact realization of the pitch; if the roof were broken up by dor-

mers as are modern roofs of the same type, we would at once realize

the truth of the matter and the house would lose a considerable

portion of its charm. This steep-pitched roof was in general

characteristic of New England work, as opposed to the work in the

Dutch colonies, although in later New England work the pitches

of the upper and lower portions of the roof were somewhat modified,

as well as the relations between the lengths of the two portions.

In the Fairbanks house the lower slope is slightly steeper than 60

degrees and the upper slope is slightly flatter than 30 degrees;

comparing the lengths, the lower slope bears to the upper

the relation of three to two. In later New England work N
T
Y
he^^f^-

, , ° N. Y., is representative

of the same type, the roof pitches were laid out so near to of modem work, where

60 degrees for the lower and 30 degrees for the upper slope, the steePer New E"g-

, 111 1 1 • 11 r 1 land pitch and the addi-
tnat it is probable that they were intended to be of these tion of dormer windows

degrees; indeed, we find in all old work that slopes were laid are responses to the de-

out in accordance with the natural divisions of the circle—
ma"d for

f
eater/°°m

. and comfort above
30, 45, and 60 degrees, with stairs

the halves of these numbers.
Thus in the old house on the

Larz Anderson estate, the

lower slope is approximately

60 degrees, while the slope of

the upper roof is approxi-

mately 15 degrees, and the

slope of the long portion in

the rear, 22§ degrees (a half

of 45 degrees). The use of

different pitches in the roofs

of the front an4 rear of a

house was not uncommon in

New England houses, but
the front was invariably the

steeper. This was often

t Photographic Co.

done in single-pitch roofs, but very rarely in gambrel roofed houses,

so that the old house on the Larz Anderson estate is interesting as

a curiosity as well as a precedent.

In later New England work the tendency was to make the upper
and lower portions of the roof more nearly equal, and the result

is by no means as pleasant as in the older houses, where the upper

slope was flatter and the relation between the two was not so regu-

lar. On the other hand, it should be remembered that a roof

which pitches at an angle of less than 30 degrees will probably

leak, and one at less than 2i\ degrees is certain to leak. So hav-

ing learned these things by experience, we nowadays confine

ourselves to roofs the upper pitch of which is not much less than

30 degrees.

In the Dutch work near New York, we find houses with single
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I In' I.minus old Dyikrnan house at Hro;iflw;iy and 20!>th SI .,

New York The Hart: of the lower slope is projected as a porch

roof a common device among (he Dutch builders

Interesting as a curiosity as well as a precedent. An old

house on the Larz Anderson estate in Brooklinc, Mass.,

showing a difference in pitches between front and rear. This

practice was not uncommon in single-pitch roofs, and the front

was invariably the steeper, but it was a rare occurrence in

gambrel-roofed houses

pitched roofs, and gamble] roofs which share an interesting char-

acteristic that appears to have been practically confined to these

Settlements that is, the curve or flare of the bottom of the lower

slope. Sometimes this was a real curve and sometimes it was a

break with a third pitch introduced, but it was eminently char-

acteristic of all the Dutch houses. The old house at Tenafly,

illustrated here, is about as true to type as anything to be

found; there does not seem to have been any rule to govern the

lay-out of this curve, although the lower slope was almost invari-

ably at an angle of 45 degrees and the upper zz\ degrees, as may
be seen from the drawings of the elevations of all three of the

Dutch houses. 1 he relation between the lengths of the lower and
upper rafters, counting the lower rafters from the point where

they intersect the exterior wall, is substantially the same in all

lime cases; it is

about Iwu to one.

Around Philadel-

phia and in Mary-
land and Virginia,

the roof slopes more
nearly resembled

those of New Eng-
land than those of

New York, probably

because the Colonists

were of similar blood

to the New England-

ers and their artistic

appreciation was
likewisesimilar. The
few old examples

along the Gulf of

Mexico are much
flatter, and are simi-

lar to the Dutch
work rather than to

the New England; it

is not so surprising

to find that work in

the far South, where

there is no snow to

shed, should be flat,

as it is that around

New York such flat

roofs should have

been common.
For modern work

the New England

type is preferable,

although it has not

the quaintness and

charm of the Dutch, because it gives more room in the second

story, permits dormer windows to be inserted without so much
lost space, and because the roof over the second story being

more nearly vertical, the temperature of the rooms below the

roof is not so much affected by radiation of heat through it.

Therefore it will be observed in most of the modern houses that

the New England roof shape has been followed, and of this type

the Nye house is a very fair example, in which an additional

problem has been solved—that is, the raising of the roof

sufficiently to permit of servants' bedrooms in the third story.

Material changes in angle and proportion can be accomplished only

by very careful and thorough study of the roof slopes. I, for one,

approach each new gambrel roofed house with fear and trembling,

and until the work is actually constructed, with some doubt as to

the ultimate result.
\no.her modem gam- w infrequently introduce a third pitch at the lower

brel in which the lower ~
.

J r
r 1 a

slope is steep and rather end of the roof, taking to some extent the place of the flare

higher than usual. The on tne Dutch work, although no succession of straight
dormers have been sub- , , , r l L r> ^

ordinated by recessing, hnes can be quite so easy and graceful as the curve. But
excepting the central the Curved roofs are difficult and expensive to COn-
one which serves to em-

struct an(j can be covered only with shingles which are
phasize the axial en- J ... - . .

.

susceptible of bending to

the curve.

Still another difficult ele-

ment in the modern work

is the treatment of the

piazza. The old houses had,

as a rule, no piazzas, or at

most a narrow porch across

the front or rear of the house

below- the extended over-

hang of the roof. In modern
houses we find it necessary

to build piazzas of sub-

stantially the same shapes

as rooms.

We do not find in modern

examples of the gambrel
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roof that any fixed rule of pro-

portion has been observed; the

relations between the upper and

lower roofs are sometimes those

of New England work, some-

times of Dutch work, and fre-

quently neither; the lower slope

is always as steep as the architect

dares to make it, so as to secure

the greatest possible room inside.

The wonder is not that they

sometimes fail of the quaint and

lovely effect of the old ones, but

that we are ever able to secure

roofs which approach the old

work in charm, especially when
we remember how the clients of

to-day demand large window
openings and straight walls. In

the endeavor to please clients in

this respect, many architects have

combined the dormers into one sin-

gle long dormer running across the

whole front of the house, with but

two or three feet (and at times even

less) of what is supposed to be the

roof slope left on either end. This

treatment cannot be sufficiently de-

plored. It is theatrical in the

extreme, bad construction, and not

even successful in giving the de-

sired effect. One does not feel on

looking at a house of this character

that it is a gambrel-roof house with

a long dormer, but rather that it is a

square, two-story house, trimmed

with a gambrel. While there is

one house in this country where

such a dormer was introduced

without ruining the effect of the

The Vreeland house, Nordhoff, N. J., is particularly interesting because of its

perfect symmetry and because of the unusually graceful curve of the lower

pitch. Unfortunately the porch requirements of the modern country house de-

mand something much wider than 5 ft. 8 in.

building, the happy result is due
rather to the brilliant design of

other portions than to this fea-

ture. Unfortunately, perhaps,

the house has achieved a great

public success, and client after cli-

ent will come to the architects

with illustrations of this house,

clipped from magazines, demand-
ing a similar roof treatment,

without the will to pay for the

other elements which make the

house successful, or the ability to

realize that the success of the

house was not due to the roof,

but to the other features of the

design.

The gambrel roof is still of

utility to us, especially in the

small house; and from the many
experiments as to proportion which

have been made in recent years,

some are to be found which are

artistically correct and which pos-

sess practicality in plan; but no

one should forget that the exact

forms of the old Dutch roofs can-

not be used without an immense
sacrifice of space and air in the

second story, and that the pleasing

effects of the steeper roofs in New
England were due generally to their

unbroken surfaces. Modern work

of which a gambrel roof is a fea-

ture can be made quaint, charming,

picturesque, anything you please,

but it cannot be made to resem-

ble Colonial work and still be com-

fortable, as our modern standards

define comfort.

An excellent example of the gambrel roof starting above the second story instead of above the first. The dormers and roof balustrade are such as were used more often on the straight

gable roof of the New England Colonial house



An INTERVIEW with a

SUCCESSFUL TROUT
By ROBERT T. MORRIS,

Author of "Microbes and Men"

\W\.W\ spring day in town. Hie light south

wind watted my thoughts far away over hill

and valley to a place where yellow willow twigs

W ire becoming golden yellow, and red dog-

wood twigs were lighting up the thicket along

a stream with a cheery glow like the touch

that Sir Edwin Landseer loved to give to his

paintings. The jingling music of peepfrogs in the marsh. A
loosely strewn patch of crowfoot violets among the hellebores.

Song sparrows singing, singing, singing to Auster all day long. A
prett] spotted turtle in the spring brook. The odor of damp green

moss and ot maple blossoms. In the midst of a medley of mem-
ones belonging to the delightful distress of an attack of spring

fever, my head tell across my folded arms on the desk and in a

moment I was in dreamland.

The editor had given me an assignment to interview an old

acquaintance in the brook. This particular trout lived under a

boulder where a scraggy hemlock leaned over the bank, right

where the brook, emerging from a swamp full of the red-winged

blackbird s favorite bogs, paused a bit in order to make deep
flow in a dark, foamy pool. You know the place!

I submerged, and in the dim light beneath the boulder came
face to face with my acquaintance gracefully poised over the bot-

tom sand, waving his tail a very little in order to help the pectoral

fins maintain balance in the gentle side currents of his quiet room.

Said I to the trout, "We have known about each other for

several years but we have never happened to get together leisurely.

You don't appear to be particularly busy right now. Would you
object to giving an account of some of your experiences in life?"

Said the trout to me, "Why no! Events in life have been rather

full of action, and you might as well have some sort of an account

of a trout's ups and downs. This rock is mine. At least I found

the pleasant place beneath it about six years ago, and I have not

cared to allow other trout who might be foolish or nervous to

share it with me. There is plenty of room elsewhere in the brook.

"The Water Fairy, Rulee, who presides over our stream, tells me
a great many things. If you listen when in the right mood you
will hear her at almost any time calling in a softly modulated

voice, 'Rulee here! Here Rulee!' Most of the men who come
along the brook never hear her at all. They go stumbling past,

talking about business and all sorts of affairs, very much as the

diving beetle takes his own bubble of air with him when he goes

anywhere below the surface. There is one man, a poet, who
comes here at times, and he knows how to listen. Rulee says

that he is mostly spirit like herself, and she does not fear to talk

with him by the hour and to show him all of her treasures in the

beauties and forms and colors of the brook. Rulee, who is a

daughter of the Great Spirit and who was understood to be such

by the old pagan Greeks, knows everything.

"She tells me that my granite rock was brought down from the

north by a glacier several centuries ago. That same glacier car-

ried along some relatives of mine who were frozen in the ice but
still living. When the ice melted it left our cousin, the saibling,

in Sunapee Lake and another cousin, the grayling, in the Ausable
River in Michigan. Men do not seem to understand just why
one of our cousins should be found in a single water and no others

of that sort in the neighboring regions, but Rulee has told me
about the way in which cousins from the north were occasionally

brought down by force of ice and left among strange surround-

ings. She says that we brook trout are the only rightful rulers of

the streams hereabout, and that we have been here ever since the

sea waters were quite fresh and extended over a greater area than

at the present time. That explains why those of us who go to the

sea under the influence of wanderlust always return to the brook

in our season of brides.

"My friend Gorumpp, the bullfrog, keeps me pretty well in-

formed about current events out of water. He sits on a log and
makes observations all day long, but at times he comes down here

below for a visit. I love him as a companion although I would
devour him were he conveniently smaller. You think it strange

that I would like to dispose of a friend? As a matter of fact, I

wonder how long I could be powerful and handsome unless I were

to catch something a good many times a day. The minnows—

a

principal part of my diet—are engaged all day long in capturing

ephemerids and cyclops, and various other kinds of things which

in turn are catching something else.

"I suppose that right is might, and if it were not right for me to

be here I might be lost altogether. I asked Rulee about it, and
she says that one thing catches another, clear on down to the

microbes, and that microbes capture each other. Your Moliere

S3
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or Shaw might have written about the sentimental features of the

subject.

"We big trout even destroy little trout when they look very

tempting, but I am told that some men are not above doing

the same thing with people whom they get at a disadvantage.

We are pretty decent about it on the whole, but the European
brown trout that were put into the stream some time ago are

rascals. They eat our trout by preference, and Rulee tells me
that the menu is reversed when we are taken over to Europe.

Fishermen don't like us over there because we dine upon their

brown trout. Rulee says that this is a sort of law of nature and

that a dominant species of any kind has a natural impulse to dis-

pose of exotic competitors.

We brook trout understand each other pretty well and can ex-

plain things belonging to our ancestry which men don't seem to

know about. I have overheard them discussing the question why
some of us have pink flesh and others have white flesh, although

trout of both color sorts live in the same stream. Sometimes men
who sat on the rock said that this color difference was due to the

kinds of food which we ate, but we white ones and pink ones are

all eating the same food, and all doing the same sorts of things

which men imagine might give pink color to one and not to another.

" When fishermen wade in the stream wearing big rubber hip-boots, we do not seem to be so much afraid as when they

upon the bank"

"I spoke to Gorumpp about it. He sat on his log and pondered for

a long while, and then said that he had observed parallel facts, but

nothing which led to an explanation. He said he knew that the red

and gray screech owls were exactly alike excepting for a difference

in color, and sometimes the broods of young owls in the buttonball

tree down at the bend in the brook would consist partly of red

ones and partly of gray ones; that the ruffed grouse which

quietly step along the mossy bank of the brook, and which spring

into the air with such a roar when disturbed, were sometimes gray

and sometimes red, and that any brood of their young might contain

birds of both colors. The same thing was true of the gray and

black squirrels. When I asked Rulee about it she said, 'Oh!

that is no mystery at all to a Water Sprite. Away, way back in

olden times when Nature was not quite sure whether it would be

best to let the screech owl or the trout have one color or

another color, the cell nuclei in the egg carried variables ot

chromatin. On account of Nature's indecision, these variables

carried hereditary influence toward one color form or toward

another color form indifferently in various individuals. Every

living animal comes from an egg. The egg contains cell nuclei

and the chromatin of the cell nucleus carries hereditary influence.'

Men do not seem to understand. They always appear to stop

just short of knowing anything thoroughly.

"Oh, yes indeed, I have had many escapes from danger! When I

was little it was necessary to keep a good sharp eye on the herons

and kingfishers, and upon the eels and big trout.

"One day I saw a worm coming down stream attached to some-
thing long and thin. When I jumped at the worm and snatched

it, I suddenly found myself splashing about on top of the water
for a minute, and then fluttering among the ferns on the bank.

Next minute I was in the hands of a fisherman. He looked me
over, measured me, and said that I was agin the law, and threw

mt back into the stream again.

"That was no fault of mine, for I would not willingly have broker,

any law. After such an experience, whenever I saw a worm coming
down stream with a long string behind him I listened for unusual

sounds at the same time, and knew that it meant danger.

"The small boy with his worm catches a whole lot of us before

we become experienced, and he is not so particular about what they

call legal length. It appears to me that a boy feels that he has

more need for trout than he has for law.

"Another day, when I was bigger, three flies went skipping along

near the top of the water. Something appeared to be wrong about

them, but they were in motion and that always excites a certain

group of cells in the brain of a trout. Our great cousin, the salmon,

cannot get over the impression which flies

made upon a motor part of his brain when
he was a little parr. This permanent im-

print leads him to leap for flies when he

has grown far past the need for bothering

with small things. These flies which I saw

were fastened to a transparent string which

I could barely perceive, and I did not realize

that a fisherman might possess flies that

were trained to mind him. I jumped at one

fly which looked prettiest and found a hook

caught in the right side of my jaw, right

where you see this little scar. I pulled and

pulled like a good fellow, and would have

surely gotten into trouble had one of the

hooks not hung on a root of the hemlock

under water. That gave me a chance to

get a good purchase and I tore away from

the hook. The fisherman tugged pretty

hard for a minute until the hook in the

root suddenly gave way, and then all three

hooks flew up into the branches of the hem-

lock overhead and snarled there, while the

fisherman said several things that a well-bred

trout would hesitate about saying. After

that I was very careful about accepting any

sort of gift that had a string attached to it.

"One day, however, a fly which came up

from somewhere down stream alighted quietly

upon the water and made almost no move-

ment. This was such a natural thing for a fly to do that I sprang

at it before taking second thought or looking for a string. Then

came trouble indeed. I dived under a rock and ran up stream and

down stream and tried to rub this fly out of my jaw, but it held

fast and wherever I went there was a steady pull, a pull which

tired me until at last I could resist no longer. The fisherman

slipped a net under me and took me out in his hands. I had

saved up one good flop for emergency purposes, and while the fish-

erman and his friend were talking about my beautiful spots and

markings, I gave a first-rate jump and dived head first, by luck, into

a muskrat hole where I splashed about and made such muddy

water that the fisherman could not see me clearly until I had made

my way out into the stream again, and his claim was not valuable

after that.

"During the next two years I was amused very often by the

attempts of fishermen to get my attention. It was easy enough

to detect a worm with its liberties restricted, moving up stream

or crosswise in the most unnatural sort of way. Some of the

fishermen would present odd styles in flies that they probably had

chosen because of some personal fancy, with the idea that what

looked good to them would look good to a trout also.

"Tandem teams of flies were sent across the pool jerkily and in

odd combinations. One fisherman would have a Grizzly King
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th.il was being chased l>\ .1 Silvci Doctoi, .nitl tint in turn by .1

iillow |)iakc \nothci lishct 111.111 would have .1 tandem com-
bination "I 1 Professor, .1 Brown Hackle, and .1 Coachman.

"Circus prilortn.iin cs ol 1 Ins m>i t do not occur in nature. I am
t«'.ill\ .it 1 .1 id nl the ihv-flv tishcrnian, however, hecause lie steals

MB From behind and is likely as not will drop a llv quietly on top

of the watet where I cannot sir any attachment to the fly; and the

woist of it in that the men w ho develop this kind of skill have 1 lie

ItUM to put on a ll\ that looks vei\ much indeed like the ones

upon which wc happen to he feeding at pist that time. There are

times when no amount ol expetience will altogether protect one

against a skilfully placed dry fly unless one becomes an absolute

th prohibitionist.

"One day last May there had been a thunderstorm at night and
the watci was somewhat i.iised and roily. \ low, warm mist

hung over the pool, and the wind was in the southwest. At such

tunes m\ appetite is something tremendous and I dash out after

everything that promises to satisfy the lust of the chase, and to

complete its dinnei muinphs.
"

I lie dr] -tl\ fisherman was out that morning without my knowl-

edge and he dropped an absolutely perfect stone fly on the water

right where a number of stone flies had alighted that morning.

in a moment 1 had his fly and found out

the mistake. \s good luck would have it, a

verj small hook had simply hung on one of

m_\ crooked teeth, where 1 knew it could be

throw n out w henever 1 pleased, and the spu n

of sport came over me. I wanted to tan-

talize that fisherman and to see if it would

not be possible to break his rod or the line.

I he buxzing of the reel could be clearly lelt

w hen I ran quickly through the deep water,

and it was c.is\ to imagine the fisherman's

an\u t\ when 1 looped the loop and left him
with a slack line for a moment. Then I

ran down near to him and made a mighty

splash on the surface of the water and heard

him say that my weight w as at least two
pounds, although the other fisherman who
actually had me in his hands said that my
weight was one half that. Two or three

times I pretended to be getting pretty tired

and allowed the fisherman to reel me almost

within reach of his net, but whenever the

net was sunk down in the water about

where 1 was expected to give up, I laughed

and raced off in quite another direction.

After this sort of thing had gone on for a

long enough time I dropped the fly against a

branch of alderbrush under water, so that

the fisherman would imagine that I was
still on and weighing at least three pounds
when he pulled against that bending submerged branch

ran back to this quiet place for a good rest.

"How do I get rid of a trout that wishes to occupy this place

beneath the rock with me? Oh! that is easy. It is almost

always a younger and less experienced trout, because we older ones

have our places of residence pretty well fixed.

"When I see a baited hook or an artificial fly in the pool I make a

rush toward it, pretending that I want to get it first. The younger

trout depends upon me for knowledge and experience, and being a

little more alert, thinks that he will get the best of me and capture

what I have apparently set out to get for myself. Whenever one

trout depends upon the experience of another before he has ob-

tained it for himself in his own way, it makes him a lot of trouble.

"A good many trout that do not belong in our brook are easily

captured by fishermen. They are put in here in order to stock the

stream, but somehow they never seem quite to understand the

shadows and noises and the dangers of a brook that was not

theirs originally. Even when they marry with members of the

old patrician family of this brook, they do not seem to get quite

into the spirit of its institutions. It is probable that true har-

mony with one's environment comes from long hereditary im-

pression. There is something going on under water all day long,

and I never tire of w atching the helgramites and dragon fly larva?

and the little fish of different kinds thai ate so busy from morning
until night. I here arc plenty of dangers in tin brook at all turn

"( )ne day a i 1 11 111 sy, lumbering snapping tunic crawled under my
rock when I was away. Upon my return he looked so quiet and

disinterested that I moved up almost within reac h of his jaws be-

fore remembering how they could dart out like lightning. Snap-

ping turtles are increasing in numbers because the trappers canli

so mam foxes, skunks, and raccoons, (iorumpp says that when
snapping turtles crawl up to a sandy place on the bank in June
to lay their eggs, these animals follow their tracks and are so im-

patient to eat the eggs that they can hardy wait until all are laid.

"The minks are mean enemies because they watch for an op-

portunity when I am resting near the surface at night in the moon-
light. I hey slide up quietly and try to catch me from below.

They are most dangerous at the time of the year when I am in

love, because then I am away from familiar hiding places, and
worse than that, anybody in love is in what they call a psychic-

condition off guard and likely to get into no end of trouble.

"There are some annoyances that Rulee says are dangerous in

other streams. The young of the fresh-water mussels, for example,

swim about and attach themselves to our fins and gills so firmly

that we cannot get them off until they are ready to leave on their

• The fisherman . . dropped an absolutely perfect stone fly on the water right where a number of stone flies had
alighted that morning. In a moment I had his fly and found out the mistake "

Then I own account, in order to drop to the bottom and grow shells. In

this particular brook they do not make very much trouble.

"We bigger trout fear the fisherman least of all perhaps among
our enemies. Fishermen are apt to be noisy and in such a hurry

to get to the next trout that they go past a hundred of us during

the day. When we feel a little trembling of the bottom sand

or notice a shadow that is different from the shadow of waving
branches, we know that in all probability an enemy is approach-

ing upon the bank.

"When fishermen wade in the stream wearing big rubber hip-

boots, we do not seem to be so much afraid as when they are upon
the bank, and I have seen a number of trout get into trouble be-

cause they were not afraid of just a pair of legs under water. It

may be that the angle of refraction has something to do with it.

It is either that or else we have less hereditary fear of large brook

enemies than we have of large bank enemies.

"I asked Rulee why fishermen wore these big hip-boots. She

replied that it was for the purpose of keeping their clothes dry

when wading the stream, but very often the hip-boot fishermen

put one toe under the hemlock rootwhich sticks up from the bottom
at the upper end of the pool, and then they sit down in the cold

water, getting both boots full. Rulee says that men are always

doing things like that in all of their affairs."



In the Cooper house at Fieldston, N. Y., the garage arrangement on a level with the street is a particularly happy one, the house proper being a half story lower. Albro & Lindeberg, architects

THE GARAGE in the HOUSE
By JOHN TAYLOR BOYD, Jr

leesffisgOW has the automobile influenced the design of

^ country houses? That it has caused a few

changes is evident, but that these changes are

fundamental and will probably be extended

until they modify considerably our whole con-

ception of a country estate, is a fact that is

not yet generally perceived.

After all, there is nothing unreasonable in the idea. No new
feature such as this typical twentieth century device can come
into our lives without making a place for itself, causing readjust-

ments in our scheme of things. And such changes in ways of living

are bound to be reflected in architecture and landscape architecture

though it takes time for people to discover what they are and then

to develop them to their fullest possibility. Since the development

is not yet complete, one cannot predict absolutely what the final

results will be, but certain features of it are clear enough to be set

forth with some certainty.

Where the main readjustment occurs is in the tendency to sub-

stitute a group plan for the scattered arrangement of isolated

buildings hitherto in favor. Curiously enough, architecturally

the advance is really backward, retracing our footsteps back to

the fine old Tudor and Stuart mansions of England, to the chateaux

and hotels of old France. A strange paradox of history it is when
architects study ancient castles and farmhouses to find new ideas

for the proper housing of modern business men! Let me say at

once that the return to old precedents is not with the aim of blindly

copying archaic features or of reviving dead things that cannot

be revived, for we have long since passed the stage when mil-

lionaires insisted that architects cram their households into exact

reproductions of Florentine palaces or Touraine chateaux. The
need is to study old plans for elements of picturesque groupings,

•odd motives of gables and salients and terraces, or interesting

schemes of farm ells and sheds.

To be more specific, the tendency is to make the garage a part

of the house itself, usually attached somewhere near the service

wing. Stables, with their noise and dirt and odors, their comple-

ment of men and animals, with the desirability of placing them
adjacent to the farm or garden part of an estate, are correctly

kept away from the house, and people were entirely right in aban-

doning ancient arrangements in which stables were made a part of

the dwelling. In fact, medieval necessities of defense were the cause

of such concentrations, though, too, sanitary ideas were extremely

rudimentary in those times. The garage, on the contrary, has few
of the drawbacks of the stable, it is usually smaller, and reasons

of economy in construction and heating impel its attachment to

the house. Chauffeurs, as we all know, rank infinitely higher than

grooms in the social classification of the household, and they may
naturally expect quarters near the other servants. Besides, the

members of the family may want the cars conveniently near where
they make take them out for a spin without calling for the services

of the chauffeur. I know of a large country house where one car

is kept in the basement ready for the owner's personal use, and the

main garage is located some distance away.

The automobile has forced upon owners the more careful laying

out of their roadways, a feature which has been too often neglected.

The larger turn required for a car at once rendered obsolete many a

house entrance that had been carefully planned for horses and

carriages. It takes a space of fifty feet, at the minimum, to turn

an automobile, though more is desirable. Consequently an en-

trance in an angle is out of the question. This great bare space

required for the turn is unsightly near the garden side of the house,

and the turn naturally becomes an entrance court enclosed by a

wall or hedge or planting of some sort, affording room for a bed of

flowers or a pool or fountain in the centre. Naturally, the best

location for this entrance court is at the rear of the house or at the

end, preferably on the north where also the service elements such

as coat rooms, baths, pantries, stairs, etc., may preferably be lo-

cated, since such rooms do not need much sun. The garage itself

is better placed at the end of an outlying wing or projection of the

house, and a court behind it may form the opposite side of another

court for stables, sheds, or other farm buildings. Where a family

possesses automobiles seldom more than two or three horses are

kept, usually saddle horses. Consequently the stable, being so

small, may be nearer the house than if it were a large establishment.

Thus in the most obvious and reasonable manner we see how the

automobile has changed the whole character of the house, its en-

trance and garden, and both main and service portions of the

dwelling. Artistically, the different features are welded into a

most interesting whole, of picturesque groupings in roof slopes and

gables, projections and bays, contrasts of high buildings with low

ones, tied together with walls, gateways, and communication

loggias. Perhaps in time our liking for strict symmetry or formal

Classic effects will grow less and our ideas of decoration and de-

sign take a different direction. For precedents, if we prefer

S6
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In th» ens ntrgral iwrt ol thi ar Allen W Jackson, architect A connecting passageway could easily be added here Palmer. Hoop*, & Farley architects

Basement plan of house at the left

First floor plan of same. A very good small house

design to include garage, where the ground slopes

at the back so that the car can be housed in the

basement. Charles A. Piatt, architect

Illustrating the growing tendency to make the garage a

part of the house itself, by attaching it to the service

wing. First floor plan of the Swartly house (shown at

right). Great Neck, Long Island. Bates & How. architects
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Colonial types we may go to those fine old groupings of the New
England farmhouses where house wings, stables, and sheds ramble

along in the most fascinating way.

Nor should we think that these modifications apply only to large

mansions of the type indicated above. They concern even more
the small houses of the simplest suburban type, on a ioo-foot

front. In dwellings where there is no chauffeur it is most desirable

that the car be located where the owner, or thewomen of the family,

may reach it easily without going outdoors in bad weather. Artis-

tically also, small houses often appear top-heavy because they are

too high for their length. They gain immensely in appearance

if they can be stretched out by adding a low garage building.

As for the various details of garages, they vary greatly with

different owners, according to the number of cars, chauffeurs, and

chauffeurs' families. If the owner fancies that a kind providence

has endowed him above other men with what is called "mechanical

genius" there is no limit to the equipment of shops, plumbing,

pits, and mechanical devices that he may require. One man con-

ceived the happy idea of having his shop in a three-car garage sep-

arate from the other cars, and large enough so that, if the chauffeur

was engaged in repairing one car and was called away, he could

drop his work without putting anything away, lock up the room,

and leave it secure from disturbance by outsiders or by visiting

chauffeurs who might enter the garage.

Insurance regulations are to be considered. They are, roughly

speaking, four. The usual policy allows only three cars to be kept

unless a permit for more be obtained. The gasolene tank should

be kept at least ten feet away from the building, or more than two

feet below the lowest basement level. Also the piping from tank

to pump must drain toward the tank. The most important one is

that if a garage be located in a building, the whole building takes

the same—consequently higher—rate as the garage. The way to

overcome this last restriction is to make the wall between the ga-

rage and house—or the walls and ceiling of the garage if the garage

is in a basement—fire resisting; or of brick or terra cotta block with

a fire resisting door. If this is done, a special rate on the whole

An unusually good illustration of informal picturesque arrangement. The entrance is on the

front opposite- from the garden front. Mott B. Schmidt, architect

most of the ideal features advocated in the text. Note the shed for guests' cars, the outdoor

isolated workshop. Mellor & Meigs, architects

building is made, varying with each case, but likely to be slightly

higher than the minimum rate where there is no garage. This

added cost of insurance may easily be offset by the economy in

heating and construction. Another scheme is to separate the

garage from the house by a few feet and connect the two with a

covered passageway.

It is further forbidden to allow a fire of any heater or forge

in the same room as the cars. The best location for a heating

,
plant is in a small separate room with a single door outside. This

arrangement obliges the person who tends the fire to go outdoors to

reach the heater, and prevents any hot ashes, coals, etc., from

being brought near the cars.

Heating a garage is a troublesome problem. Where the garage

is separate, a separate plant is usually necessary, for it is difficult

and expensive to force steam or hot water through a long under-

ground main from the ordinary house heater. A hot-water plant is

apt to freeze if the fire goes out, with great resulting damage.

A steam system will hardly freeze except possibly for a pipe or two

at the bottom of the risers from the heater. A hot air plant run

by gas is probably most convenient, though perhaps not so econom-

ical as other methods. The plumbing should be carefully insulated

to prevent freezing and should run deep enough under the floor for

this purpose. One homely detail is that if there is a separate

cesspool for the garage, one should watch the wily plumber

lest he find it convenient to drain the water from the wash

into the cesspool, which will then be constantly overflowing.

The foundations should extend below frost line everywhere. Low
frame buildings may be carried on twelve-inch brick piers about six

feet apart, with the frame anchored into the piers by bolts through

the sill to prevent the wind overturning it. In wet ground the

foundations and floors should be drained. The floors must be

carefully laid, for they carry heavy loads. In England and on the

New Jersey coast it is the custom to have outdoor washes under a

shed roof or a porch. Here the floor should be carefully laid in

squares, sometimes with steel reinforcements and expansion joints,

if the wash is very large. A twelve-inch bed of cinders is necessary

A fine informal design, where the roof has been kept simple. House at White Plains, N. Y.,

designed by Caretto & Forster

Perspective, with sketch block plan, of a country establishment near Philadelphia which embodies

wash, covered access to garage from the house, and the
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Showing medieval prccedrnt- Knglmh type in the house and French in the garage The gable

.m<l outside si. ins .iir i, mini-..ml ol nlil Nornun farmhouse*. Alien VV Jackson, .irclntei I

under the Hoot , or a thicker bed if gravel is used. The edges of the

cinders should he faced with a plank and grouted with cement to

barden them and to prevent moisture from getting under the Boor.

1 here are vamnis w.i\s of making garage doors. Where a

garage is located near a Itable and the doors get heavy usage thev
are better hung on rollers to slide past theopening. The usual tvpc
is a double hinged door, though in small garages it is better to split

each of these doors again and fold them back against each other.

It m.i\ be well to renu mber that the standard space for a car

is lo x 20 It., inside measurement dimensions, which are often in-

1 louse at Kcw. Long Island, designed by Klectus D. Litchfield. Different levels in the lot allow

of picturesque terracing and making the garage a part of the terrace and basement

creased; eight feet headroom is sufficient; this is high enough for the

door opening, which should be at least eight feet wide. It is better

to have an opening for each car.

It will be interesting to see how far the tendencies of the auto-

mobile to change house design are carried. One never knows
what other innovations may affect our ways of living, but it will

he a gay trick of fate indeed if the automobile should be the means
of guiding us back to Compton Winyates, to Haddon Hall, to the

days of Elizabeth and Lord Leicester, or to Blois, Chenonceaux,
or Fontainebleau.

-W ' ' ~*vJi "•"1

f

1
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U..;.L.-
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Perspective and sketch plan of house and garage at

Locust Valley. L. I., designed by Dennison & Hirons.

The main garage is a quarter mile from the house,

the one incorporated therewith being for housing the

car used personally by members of the family

Sketch block plan of house and garage at St. Davids
Pa. (shown at right), where the garage forms one sidi

of the service court. Note location of garage, con

netted to the house by a small passage, and form

ing part of the group. Mellor & Meigs, architects



It would be difficult to imagine a more favored situation for the Japanese type of garden than is presented in

this little rocky canon near Hollywood, Cal.

A JAPANESE
GARDEN in

CALIFORNIA
Elmer Grey

Architect

Once at the upper end, either at the shrine or the teahouse, one turns to look back down the canon upon the Reminiscent, though upon a far smaller scale, of the tori and long flight of

wide valley far below stone steps leading to the temple at Shiogama

60



Tlw Inst turn of ihr drsrrndmg ivith. as our iiunsr*

the ird tir tttict- mi ihr wny to the garden's main

gatr

Thr thatched gateway into the gardrn. In Ihr design of fences and gates, bridges and steps there

Japanese craftsman's interesting methods

On the KSTATE of

Mr. G. W. WATTLES
HOLLYWOOD
Photographs by

Frederick If . Martin

Wc do not remember having seen a well in a garden of Japan, but this one is

equipped as a Japanese would probably equip it

Far up on the hillside, overlooking the garden and its dominating element—the brook—stands the teahouse

with its typical wistaria-covered balcony

61



The old Taylor house at Williamsburg

VIRGINIA
the NO-MAN'S LAND of TOURING

IN TWO PARTS PART TWO

By LOUISE CLOSSER HALE
Illustrations by Walter Hale

ing to these famous houses. Then, too, I wonder if my diatribe

is worth while. A few years more, perhaps, and we will consult the

timetable hanging on the porch of the Colonial Inn at Williams-

burg to see when wTe can get the airship to run over to Brandon or

to let us glimpse Westover. We need take into no account the

sandy paths over which w7e have to travel. And the Virginian,

ever courtly, ever kind, will look at me mischievously and tell me of

the splendid, currentless air that God has given Virginia—air free

from taxation and needing no improvements.

Tidewater Virginia did not fail us on the latter part of the run

up to Richmond. We needed neither tires nor springs, so well

equipped was the accommodation for our motor. The sand stopped

quite suddenly and the good way began near a town called Sisters-

ville. Indeed it is like leaving the ugly sister of a family to talk

to a pretty one—these sudden transitions from bad to good roads.

After a tour of some length I find myself entering into the family

life of these people about us who are the real controllers of the

roads. I see the elders of the township putting on their boots to

go to a meeting over the mending of a bit of bad road. I can hear

the member who doesn't own a car arguing against the expense

when the meeting has convened; the committee gladly adopting

his idea, and then going on to talk of the money for the soldiers'

monument.

T SEEMED that the assumption that our

troubles were over was right for awhile, we wTere

so comfortably conducted to Norfolk, so pleas-

antly led to Old Point Comfort and back over

the route as far as Newport News, with famous
Williamsburg for our journey's end. The road

was dirt a large part of the way after Newport
News, but such pacific, amiable dirt that no rock of Julius Caesar

could sneer at it. But the disposition of the dirt changed as we
neared Williamsburg, growing loutish and humping up its back.

It was unfortunate, and I wished that the Government would

break its spirit and mend its ways, for surely these roads leading

to \\ illiamsburg, Yorktown, and Jamestown should be a national

parkway. Every one who runs down by boat to Fortress Monroe
could then continue the even tenor of his way and motor over to

the very beginning of our national life.

Even with one's mind on the ruts, something clutches at the

heart of the American as he gets intothislocality. The air vibrates

with age, as does thcatmosphere of Tuscan Italy. There is a rich

formality about it that induces one to get out his best manners and

make low bows. Williamsburg is so attractive that one could well

make it headquarters for excursions to the great estates along the

James River; but I sigh as I put this down, for there is poor motor-
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\ 1 1 n MMM W mi 1l1.1t no monument could he inmc fitting to

tin imwwf) "I tin miMuis ul the Civil Wai tli.m .1 good road.

It was tin soldicts who pulled tluii bodies thiotigh the mile of

thcsi highways, \\ I10 lashed tluii horses, dragging the cannon in

and «>iit of the iitiidholes tin 11 own hoist s in many eases, lot the

Southern artilleryman gave his services and his mount .is well.

How even mou IhmK would he that line run from Richmond n>

I rederickshurg wen- one to read upon .1 shaft hy the wayside,
" This ro.nl i^ dedicated to |. I . B. Stuart, cavalryman," and

l.iitlu i on, perhaps, " lo the men who fell at Bloody Annie," or

in .11 Fredericksburg on .1 loft\ arch connecting the great ceme-

teries, "In memor) of the eighteen thousand dead of Marye's

Heights." The soldiei knows the heartbreak of the heavy road.

W v had intended to teach Charlottesville from Richmond, hut

we wete told there that it would have heen hetter had we tinned

q| oi the Shenandoah Pike after all, so in this way we missed the

Univcnit) of Virginia, and included Monticello only hy a side ex-

cursion that had nothing to do with automobiles. Yet in this

trip from Richmond to Fredericksburg we had. with the day of the

Shenandoah Vallc\ ,0111 two

Haw less runt. In neither

instance wen- they long,

and had we passed through

delightful Fredericksburg

without breaking the run.

we would base experienced

btyotld Dumfries a stretch

of swamp so dire that we
could only have looked

back upon the Shenandoah

as unalloyed happiness

Again Wt were magnifi-

cently conducted from out

the town as though the

home of Mary Washington

wished to do the best it

could for us. but again the

prttty sister road suddenly

turned US over to her ugly

kin—the ugliest kin that

cvri lay in the dirt and

kicked.

We are positively assured

that this eight miles of

Vesuvian crater has by
this time been bridged over,

thanks to private sub-

scriptions of citizens and

hotel men. so I feel a dis-

inclination to nag the men
of the township who for 200

years have put on their

boots, gone to the meetings,

and come away with no
solution of the evil. But

it is astounding that the

great artery leading to the

South could have gone so

long without proper en-

gineering.

We did not stick in this

slough for the reason that a

more insidious punishment

was reserved for us. Hun-
dreds of cither cars had

been mired, some to remain

till the mud dried out a

little, some to resort to

chains and mules; but we
chose our way very care-

fully and by the time we
had swung into the superb

thoroughfare which starts

near Occoquan and leads to

Washington, we had again

assumed that sensation of invulnerability which a motorist enjoys

whi n things are going well. Nothing could touch us nothing !

We wete so sure of this that we tinned oil the highway for a two-

mile 1 1111 up a side road up the only road at the time wliu h led to

Mount Vernon. Yet we did not tun tht* two miles we ran about a

mile and there we stayed lit inly in a mud hole from which there was
no escape without assistance. It was surely pride having its accus-

tomed, it slightly delayed, fall. OI course help came and this is

the In st t lung to grasp when one start s on a tour of our own or any
country: no matter what the predicament, there is always a way
out. As long as men have chains and beasts and motors and

he. iits, one can be pulled out of any hole, and I think that this

can be taken figuratively as well as literally. While a half-dozen

amiable motors buzzed about us fa little four giving directions, a

big twelve doing the work), the farmer who had contributed the

chains imparted to us with a good deal of pride that (Jeorgc

Washington himself knew that this road was bad. It was part

of the estate of Mount Vernon then, dubbed by the owner
"Muddy Hole Farm."

An imposing approach to Richmond
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The fine new highway into Lynchburg from the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountain

"Yes'm, knew it right along, George

Washington did," said the farmer boast-

fully.

I crept up to him. "And has every-

body remembered it since his time?"

I a'Sked.

"Yes'm. Muddy Hole Farm on ac-

count of the mudholes."

I stared at him bravely. "Why don't

they fill them up?"
He stared back. "Fill up George

Washington's mudholes? George Wash-
ington s !

So here I am describing my circle

again. It is a George Washington mud-
hole to a Virginian, and without de-

scendants wishing to motor small sons

to the ancestral estate, who is there to

fill up the gully on George Washing-
ton's farm? Unless—are we not all

children of our first president? And
do we not all draw our breath from

Like an avenue the splendid new road leads north from Richmond to

Fredericksburg

Seven Pines, the historic battlefield near Richmond—not to mention the mail boxes

those settlers of Jamestown? Let us,

with the Virginians, fill up all the

mud holes which bar us from our ear-

liest home. This might be done by
national subscription, if the local au-

thorities remain inactive. In making
the effort we must not listen to the

Virginian who has motored abroad.

He will tell us that the roads just out-

side Paris are the worst in France.

But, while Paris is a capital, it is also

a great commercial centre. Washing-
ton is a thing apart—the one city in

which smoky chimneys, grimy factories,

and other evidences of industrial activ-

ity have never taken root. If the

nation's capital has been kept invio-

late, so, for the benefit of that vast

army of pilgrims who would visit Mount
Vernon, the approach to the shrine

should be an evidence of our good

taste in road construction.

A by-way on Muddy Hole Farm, on the edge of George Washington's estate, which connects Mount Vernon with the new concrete road to the south. This bad spring-hole is only two

miles from Mount Vernon, and thirteen from the capital of the richest country in the world!
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and
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( filler the Stimulus

of

Country IJfe

This is m purl the wnv that Snmurl Mrrwin

strives to (urirrt thr literary (air thrust upon

him hv .in appreciative public and tiy being

born in Indiana and living iilnnnl in ll<r shadow

o( Hunker Hill

Henry Kculerdalil. whose one great trial is

1 1 1. 1

1 his name and ik < upat ion of pairil ink twit tie

shi|is rrmslarifly arrrusc the suspicion thai In

may I*- a German spy. likes his work because it

keeps him out in I he open air

Boardman Robinson practising the gixwc step

(unconsciously perhaps! on the tennis courts at

Forest Hills, prior to leaving (or the Russian

(runt and possible capture

Gene Slratton-I'ortcr's (avorite outdoor sport would seem like work to most people. In

the past two seasons she has personally located in the woods about Limbcrlost Cabin some

10,000 trees, shrubs, flowers, and (ems. moved them to her own home, and reset them

In spite o( his exaltation o( urban joys, Jesse

Lynch Williams seems to be enjoying himself

away (rom them—but perhaps rt is only m
retrospect or anticipation
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FROM A
COUNTUT WIND OIV

WHEN THE WILD HORSE left the Wet WUd Wood to go to

the cave of the first man, he became his servant, and time has

1/ INPS
nQt smce changed the relationship. The

„ r „,. n small boy, himself an animal, accepts him as
SECOND

, i i i • i i

FRIEND friend, and with snort legs astride the

horse's back and the wind whistling through

his ears, enjoys the happiest moments in the lives of both; but

with maturity, the man becomes the master and the horse re-

mains the servant. There is, of course, an interchange of

affection, evinced by the master in various ways and by the

horse in his eager whinny of recognition, but the latter refuses

the bit through instinct, and the former applies the whip on

impulse.

In the eyes of man's first friend there is a world of sadness

—

because the dog can understand so much and express so little

—

but it is not the sorrow of the servant's eye. That warm pathos,

deeper than the eye itself, which greets you in the horse's look

is the sadness of centuries of plodding servitude, bordering on

drudgery.

Yet it is not too much to hope that the horse will one day be

free; because a thing of steel, driven by an essence of the earth,

has come to do his work, panting and struggling in summer heat

and winter frost over the city streets, along the hard highway,

and in the farmers' fields. With his work done for him, will he

not become, with the dog, the comrade of man; the sharer, not

of his working hours, but of his leisure, learning to recognize the

bridle as the sign and symbol of an hilarious chase after baying

hounds, or the covenant of an aimless peregrination through

wooded lanes, when his tranquil mood becomes one with his

rider's?

Show a gun to your favorite pointer or a leash to the companion

of your twilight strolls, and you will find no suggestion of sorrow

in his eye. Perhaps, with the emancipation of the horse, his look

of luminous sadness will vanish at the sound of a huntsman's

horn or the sight of a polo mallet, and give place to that frequent

sparkle of delighted anticipation which is a token of the dog's

inalienable fraternalism.

KIPLING HAS SAID somewhere that there were many cities

—

London, Madrid, Calcutta, Hong Kong, and I forget what others

—that he could distinguish by their

peculiar odor, their " spicy, garlic

smells." If he were brought to one

of them blindfolded he would be able

to recognize his whereabouts by his sense of smell.

But odor is only one, and perhaps the least obvious, of the

methods by which cities proclaim their individuality. There is

the Philadelphia atmosphere, the New York atmosphere, the

Boston, Chicago, Washington, San Francisco, Pittsburgh, Savan-

nah atmosphere which every traveler recognizes though he would

be hard put to it to describe it.

And yet 1 am inclined to think that cities possess less of this

individual character than do smaller places. Big cities have more

the character of a crowd, small villages that of an individual.

I do not believe that there is any such thing as a typical New

England village or Western village or Southern village, often as

the expression is used, any more than there is a typical American

girl or typical college boy. We are very superficial when we

lump things that way. Every town and village and farming

community has a certain individual character, in some cases more

sharply defined than in others.

If you have never known a village of character and personal

temperament, known it intimately as a countryman knows his

ON CHARACTER
IN
PLACES

neighbor, you have missed something. They may exhibit strik-

ing idiosyncrasies, as highly individualized people do; you may

not like them; but your store of human wisdom is greater for

having known them.

I recall a meeting in an old Long Island village in which an

imported lecturer urged the laying out of an up-to-date park

system, and cited as- an instance what Pasadena had accomplished

in two or three years.

Up rose a bearded ex-postmaster, and quoth he: "That's all

right for Heaven or Pasadena, but in it couldn't be done."

There spake the very soul of that conservative old village. It

is an irritating conservatism, but somehow solid and likable,

after all.

Along the Connecticut Valley in Massachusetts there lie elm-

shaded villages which to the tourist look much alike, but in reality

they are as different as Jones the insurance agent and Brown the

blacksmith. It is all very well to go motoring through them,

admiring* their ancient houses and more ancient trees, and observ-

ing with amusement the shirt-sleeved Solons discussing politics

on the porch of the general store. If you set out to "see America

first," you have a big job cut out for you, without much chance

for loitering. But if you want to know the heart and soul of

America, skip a few middle-sized cities and large manufacturing

towns, even a few mountains and lakes if necessary, and get ac-

quainted with half a dozen villages. You will be repaid by that

feeling of friendship which surpasses the most desirable casual

acquaintance.

UNDOUBTEDLY the most powerful moral force in human life

is public opinion. Instinctively we shape our actions, not by our

desires, but by our fear of what people may say

about us. The reprobation of the community

has more to do with the repression of unworthy

desires than any innate virtue in the ordinary

frail human atom, in its present stage of evolution. This may
sound cynical, but it is unhappily true. What the processes of

evolution may be able to make of this rather uninspiring moral

material is another matter; the present fact remains.

For all its power, it is an uncertain affair, this public opinion,

this communal sentiment. It often fails when we expect it most

certainly to wield a potent influence. It tolerates wrongs and

condones evil at times, and again may frown on humble virtue.

Yet in the end its influence is salutary, for in the final analysis it

is the protective instinct of the community struggling for self-

preservation.

It is one of the anomalies of public opinion that it does not gain

strength with numbers. The voice of the city is infinitely less

potent than that of the village in its effect on the individuals of

the community. Evil is not only actually, but relatively, greater

in the city than in rural communities. Great masses of human

beings blunt the edge and diffuse the strength of the communal

sentiment. The individual is submerged, so to speak, in a vast

sea of his fellows, and the moral bonds tending to restrain each are

inevitably loosened. This often leads to a tolerance of evil that

is more than the mere act of minding one's own business. It

sometimes borders on a dangerous indifference.

For us who live in the open spaces, the danger lies in the other

direction. Our public opinion is concentrated instead of being

diffused. Each of us knows the other, his virtues and vices, his

strength and his weakness, under conditions of intimate obser-

vation. If we can but hold within bounds that debased hand-

maiden of public opinion that we call gossip, all will be well

with us.

VOX
POPULI
FOX . . . ?
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THR E E I) R A W I N G S O F

C()l N T R Y II OU S ES

By

Birch Burdette fyng

In tl.iv-> BOM by. when a home builder had nearly but not quite satisfied himself that his architect's

plans would nivc him the home he saw in his mind's eye, he would have made for him a perspective.

1 he perspective drawing of our national Dark Ages was a fearsome product — a drawing whose lines

\\< n- wire-drawn and hard as nails, a diaur.mim.itn product in which no softening touch of tree or shrub

was permitted to detract from the alleged architecture itself. In pleasing contrast is the architectural

drawing of to-day. A picture always, dealing with the existing environment as it is, or will be with the

caressing touch of tune, if* danger now is not that it will fall short of the reality in attractiveness, bur

rather that it portrays an ideal unattainable by a mere builder.
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AN ENGLISH MANOR HOUSE
Drawn from a photograph



ACCOUNTING the COST of FARMING
HERE had just been a rather stormy

scene between the owner and the

manager.
"What you say about rising

wages, and all that, may be true

enough," declared the owner,

bringing the interview to a close, "but the farm

is costing too much! We've got to find the

trouble! For as I said before, I tell you frankly

that I think you know farming, but you don't

know business methods! Now I don't want to

expect the impossible; but I'll tell you what I am
going to do. I am going to send our efficiency

expert out to the place, and let him study it and

work out a system that will keep track of every

cent! No more haphazard, half-kept records!

I am going to put the farm on a business basis

from A to Z. If I've got to lose money on it, I

am at least going to have the satisfaction of

knowing where every last cent of it goes! Every

bushel of feed, every pound of fertilizer, every

hour of time has got to be accounted for! That is

not the slightest reflection upon your honesty.

l'f I didn't think you were honest, I wouldn't keep

you twenty-four hours. But we've got to have a

business system of bookkeeping."

"That is all very well, Mr. Blank, but " the

manager, who was getting somewhat fidgety, at-

tempted to interrupt.
" No—I know you aren't an expert bookkeeper

—you needn't worry about that. We'll keep the

books here in the office. What I do want,

though, is your thorough cooperation. That, of

course, we must have; I expect it—in fact, shall

require it. I shall be out Friday with Mr. Sharp,

who is our accounting efficiency expert."

The manager started to say something, caught

the expression in the owner's eye,

and concluded that it was better to

keep still. He and his employer re-

garded each other highly, but there

were times when he knew that

silence was the better part of dis-

cretion. With a mental reservation

to do all that he could, but with his

heart heavy in his boots, he took

his departure.

Mr. Sharp was a shark at book-

keeping, no question about that!

As a corporation expert he had
practised single, double, front, side,

and back entry bookkeeping for

twenty years. He had made a

careful study of all the latest sys-

tems of speeding up unit opera-

tions, time checks, and every other

modern device for increasing rev-

enues and decreasing expenses. He
had also read with avidity numer-
ous articles in popular magazines

on "The Business Side of Farming,"
"The Use of Radium and Electri-

city in Agriculture," " Dry Farming
in Windy Sections," " Windy Farm-
ing in Dry Sections," and Govern-
ment bulletins on "How Worn-out
Farms Can Be Recuperated,"
"How Worn-out Farmers Can Re-

coup Themselves," etc., etc. His

special hobby was fruit. He con-

sidered himself, like a thousand out

of every ten hundred professional

men, rather hard to beat when
it came to real, cold-blooded, busi-

ness-edged, scientific farming. He
attacked with the greatest personal

interest the problem set him, and
while it was much more complicated

than he had anticipated, he suc-

ceeded in evolving a system of

accounting for that farm which left

nothing lacking. There were time

cards for every laborer, stock ac-

counts for grain and hay, machine
oil, wagon grease, and everything

else used; everything was accounted ^ set of farm

for down to the last cent and the last

By F. F. ROCKWELL
quarter of an hour so far as it was humanly
possible to do so.

The manager was nearly a nervous wreck;
he had lost fifteen pounds and his conscience

was so tender that it hurt him to lie down at

night because of the wild guesswork he had to

use in order to fill up every blank space on every
record designated, which were his orders; but
he carried it through to the end of the year. The
E. A. made up a report and recapitulation of the

year's farm expenses which was one of the

proud achievements of his life. For two or

three days the owner studied it every time he
thought that there was no one looking at him, and
then he sent for his manager. Net expenses were
#3,000 more than they had been the year before,

but that was not what bothered him.

"I had you come here," said the owner, when
they were again together, "so that we could be

far enough away from the farm to see things in

their true light. You have looked over your
copy of this report? So has the efficiency expert

who got it out. He points out to me several

things. Among others, that we've been losing

money on our cows. And the orchards have
paid better than anything else. His advice is

to sell all the cows—or all but two or three for

our own use—and to go in for fruit. What do
you think about it?"

The manager hesitated a moment, vainly try-

ing to read the unreadable face of his employer.
Then

"Well, if you want to know, I'd buy more
cows; and not plant another apple tree for five

years; and I would cut down two acres of the

trees you already have—-those old ones of mixed
varieties on the slope south of the old hay barn!

accounting blanks that has been simplified to the last degree consistent with the

information that it is required to record

There's no fortune in cows; but I knowyou haven't
got as many as you should have in proportion
to your buildings and the size of your place; and
as to fruit, that accounting system figures out a

profit of more than #100 an acre this year on the

young orchard that hasn't yet produced one box
of apples—money that was made on early

potatoes, beans, and strawberries grown between

the apple trees! And because early potatoes

brought a good price this year, you want to

plant more apples! Besides, the bearing orchard
has been credited with all the apples you kept for

yourself, or have given away, at the price that
fancy Western apples were bringing in the New
York market. Ben Davises put down at the
price of Oregon Delicious, when we couldn't

have gotten a third of that for them at the farm,
and which, if you had more of them, you couldn't

sell even to yourself, because you couldn't use
them. And what have you got out of this elab-

orate accounting system? I don't know what it

cost you all together—having those detailed

forms printed and the like—but I do know that it

has taken a good deal more time than it was worth
on the farm. I've spent nights and Sundays on it

to try to keep it up; every little expense has been '

kept track of—but what does it show you about
the business ?"

The owner made no comment.
"And now," he continued, taking an envelope

from his pocket, "much as I hate to do it, there <

is my resig
"

"Wait, just a minute," interrupted the owner,
" let me say a word. I called you in to tell you,

among other things, that I had decided to dis-

continue this accounting system, myself. It is 1

only another item to my farm bill; but we must;
cut down expenses ! You can keep

|

your accounts as you want to. I

guess I'll have to keep my farm 1

accounts in my check book. But
you've got to cut down on every-

thing. If that place can't be made
to cost less, I am going to sell it.

I'll be out for the week end. In

the meantime, look around and see

what expenses can be lopped off the

easiest and the quickest!"

I mention this incident—or rather

combination of several actual hap-

penings which have come in various

ways to my knowledge—because it

illustrates better then any number
of generalizations the experience

which many farm owners have in

what is usually termed, or mis-

termed, "applying business meth-

ods to farming." It is not an ex-

aggerated example. In most cases,

perhaps, the elaborate system of

accounting and records which is put

into operation is allowed gradually

to fall into disuse instead of being

deliberately terminated. But the

result is the same. The owner,

after experimenting with some

specially prepared ingenious system

which is supposed to leave literally

nothing overlooked in the way of

keeping track of expenses, finds

either that it cannot be made to

work, or that it is not worth the

trouble and the expense. It may
show him where his pennies went,

where before he had only known

where the dollars had gone, but it

does not prevent their going, or tell

him much of anything about how

to stop their going again. And as

a result he often swings to the other

extreme, and doesn't attempt to

keep any cost accounting whatever.

What then is the trouble? Is

there any such thing as a business

of farming? Is there any system of

farm accounting removed in degree,

and not in kind, from the slate on
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the Lit. Ii. n dom in. I (lie sto, king in

the cupho.iid, rli.it is l»'ili sinipli

enough otualls (<> work, aml mm
pk t< . nough to he of in\ list

'

I nsi i 'I ill, I think tli.it no one w ill

dein ili it •» btttci method of farm

account

i

iik is one of tin- most csm-ii

lul I. it hi • s .'I bcttci fanning, .mil

unquestionably, too, th.it in.nu pel

mils who wi n thoroughl\ ».>ni|H ti nt

accountants in. I well m im.I in husi-

nrw pinhleilis base attempted the

task >>l till IDC tills I. 'Ill', felt W lilt

.in.l have fallen down >>n tlic i"l>.

\\ hal has been the trouble'

Ptri <>l tin- trouble h.is hern th.it

the m.m who ncvci would have

thought foi .1 minute of sending Ins

tailot "lit to the f'.irm to design

working clothes tor Ins wot king nu n.

has Itivrn to Ins hookkcepci or his

efficient) expert the job of getting

up .i system tot Ins farm husiness

Hut the fund.imental trouble lies

much decpet than that. In the fol-

lowing paragraphs 1 hope to explain

what it is. ,m.l to m.ike cle.ir wb.it

the fundamentals of ,i practicable

.in. I worth-while f.irm accounting sys-

tem are. In doing so 1 lav claim to no
original discovery. I have seen a

good many elaborate systems and have worked

out a couple of my own. only to see proven in

actual practice that they were too intricate or

too cumbersome to work, and to realize later

where the trouble lay. Others have had the

same experience. I do not know of any one who
has an\ wide acquaintance with farm accounting
s\ stems in ice who would not agree to the first

postulate of farm accounting as follows:

The system must be a simple one; the simpler

the better. pro\ ided it shows the necessary

things.

The first step, like the first movement
of the Highland Hmg on skates, is easy.

It is afterward that one begins to get

tangled up or comes down hard. What
are the necessary items? Most farm ac-

counting systems are foredoomed to fail-

ure from the beginning because they fail to

recogni/e the differences that distinguish

three vers unlike things, and attempt to

combine that which cannot be combined.
Farm records, farm cost accounts, farm

bookkeeping —these are the three ends or

purposes of farm accounting. The value

of records and cost accounts lies in the

fact that they enable one —or should en-

able one. if properly kept— to analyze the

husiness; further than that they have no
raison <T?trt. Furthermore, in their very

nature, they cannot be exact, thev cannot
balance to a penny, and a pound, and an
hour; and many of the items put therein

must be estimated. Even in a manu-
facturing business, cost accounting can-

not be made an exact science; but much
less so can it be one on the farm, where
many of the factors entering into the cost

of production are not under the farmer's

control, and are continually varying. It

has to do with the affairs of the farm
itself, and may be thought of as internal,

ot business accounting.

1 he bookkeeping for the farm, on the
other hand—that is, the record of all ex-

penses, and of debits, and credits—is to

keep track of the relations of the farm as

a unit with other individuals or firms, and
may be termed external or personal ac-

counting. In contradistinction to the in-

ternal accounting, this can be, and should
be, exact, balancing to the last penny,
so that the expert bookkeeper in the
office can rule in his red lines at the end
of the month or year with as clear a con-
science and as jubilant a heart as he bal-

ances the city office account with the
towel supply company.

In short, any farm owner may easily
pick the important distinctions between
cost accounting on his farm and book-

it »*• m. Wfift*

In imr hook, thr Iriivm i>( whiih are cut li.u k n( I hi- total columns, rruiy !»• kepi all thf

I.iImk .li.iito's nr.rHN.irv t<> m.iki up I hi rni.il iii».ls ..I v.moils ii[nt.iI Hills

keeping accounts for his farm by remembering
that a recapitulation of the latter will show him
t.> .i nnr how much In h .is lost on Ins l.itm,

while the former shows how he has lost it!

Mut if it is plain that the most important, or

only important, thing about cost accounting is

the analysis and interpretation that it enables

the operator to make at the end of the year, to

serve as a guide in planning alterations or changes
that will be likely to prove more profitable, it be-

comes equally plain that whatever the system,

A fair sample of the lengths to which some farm accounting systems go.

unless the farm supports a bookkeeping department

it nhould, like the hind foot of a

mule being shod, "be shaped with

that end in view ", otjier wise there l»

likely to be trouble.

\l< > ide, liiM, tin ihing', that you
want to know about your farm busi-

ness, arid design your ,n < ountirig

system to give you that information

If you want to work out a system
of your own, probably the 'pinkest

way to decide just what them- things

.in will be to go over any record* or

account* you may have, and jot

down as they o<< ur to you the thing*

that you would like to know. They
will include, of course, the coat of

leading crops of the various depart-

ments, enterprises, or projects that

there may be on the farm.

Right here, before you make the

first outline of the forms to be used,

recollect that the system must be
simple, that it cannot be made ab-

solutely exact, and that as long as

you get the starter on which your
study of the farm business and the

variousfarm enterprises can be based,

all further records, subdivision of

expenses, and other minutia; which
would not affect the soundness of

your general conclusions are not

essentinl, and tend to make the system more
complicated, and therefore less desirable.

To give a more concrete illustration, however,
let us suppose that we will want to know what it

is going to cost to produce potatoes, and what
it has cost to produce potatoes. I hen we will

want to be able to charge against this crop all

expenses for work previously done, or materials

used of which this crop will get the benefit, man-
ures, fertilizers, and lime applied; seed used, use

of land, use of machinery, use of storage space,

and in addition all man labor, or horse

labor, or other items there might be,

such as draying material, and to be
accurate, interest on the money tied up
in producing the crop until it is paid

back by the crop; and to the credit of

this crop we should put down the number
of bushels sold, the number used for

seeding on the farm, the number saved

for seed, and manure and fertilizers (esti-

mated) left for succeeding crop.

But we are met here at once by several

problems. I he cost of the seed we can
probably get exactly; also fertilizer and
manure, approximately; rent of land and
building space can be arbitrarily esti-

mated; but how much does the man
hour, the horse hour, the machine or

equipment hour cost? These may be
estimated from previous experience, or

decided arbitrarily, but to get them to

any degree of accuracy, they should be
charged at actual cost, as near as it can
be determined, up until the end of the

season, when we have available the num-
ber of man hours and horse hours and
machine hours that have been utilized.

The year's expense of horses (or draft

animals of all kinds) divided by the total

number of hours worked will give the

cost per hour—but that cannot be de-

termined until the end of the year; there-

fore these charges at the time of entry

may be carried in farm terms, the num-
ber of man hours for planting, for culti-

vating, for harvesting, etc. Similarly in

getting up the credit, the crops can be
put down in farm terms, in this case

bushels, at the time of harvest, and trans-

ferred to dollars and cents when the crop

has been sold.

Most of these items will apply to all

crops to be grown. In the case of differ-

ent kinds of crops, each sort or enterprise

should be charged with the inventory
value of seed, etc., at the opening of the

account, the original stock bought, seed

bought or transferred from some crop or

department account, pasture, veterinary

service and medicine, use of buildings,
Useless
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use of machinery, or man labor or horse labor,

interest on inventory investment, etc.; and
credited with sale of products, sale of stock pro-

ducts used or transferred to other depart-

ments or enterprises, manure, and inventory at

end of year, or whenever the books are

closed.

Any system that will enable us to keep track of

these things, and is simple enough so that it will

be used, will "fill the bill" so far as giving a very
close approximation of actual costs, etc., is con-

cerned. But there is one other very important
thing to be considered, one which very generally

is overlooked, and one which I have found fre-

quently omitted in printed forms which I have
had occasion to see—that is, the time spent on
different kinds of work. This information is

most essential in planning the next year's work.
For the fitting in or dovetailing of different crops

or enterprises so that a demand for man labor or

horse labor will be evenly distributed through the

whole year is one of the most vitally important
considerations in abridged farm management.
If, to use again the illustration already employed,
the farm records merely showed that apples

proved profitable or that potatoes cost 49
cents a bushel to grow, one of the first things

to consider in determining whether or not to in-

crease either of these enterprises, would be

whether it could be done with the present labor

or horse force, and if so, if it would conflict with

something else equally important. Many of the

systems that I have seen seem to be devised on
the principle either that the manager or fore-

man would not have time to write down words or

that perhaps they could not be read if he did

write them, the entire sheet of paper being so

covered with intersecting red, green, and pink

lines that there remained in the interspaces only

room for figures It is small wonder that the

average farmer or practical farm manager takes

to the cyclone cellar when the twin terrors of

a scientific accounting system and efficiency are

sprung on him. He has seen them before, but
when he has an opportunity for knowing them
on a democratic footing, with their working
clothes on, he will take to them like long lost

friends.

I trust that I have said nothing which may tend

to discourage any poor farm owner who is not

possessed of unlimited means and a staff of pro-

:

1

fessional bookkeepers, and who has been thinking

of using business methods on his farm. This

whole matter of farm accounting is not a simple

one and it cannot be made so. It is a difficult

problem enough even for the average practical

farmer, managing things in person, and doing
much of the work himself. It is a hundred times

more so for the absentee owner who has to do
his farming largely by proxy, and keep track of

things from the other end of a telephone line or a

commuter's railroad. But for such there is en-

couragement in the fact that it is now possible

to hire one's farm accounting done professionally.

This does not mean the employment of the pro-

fessional farm accountant in addition to the

other expenses of the place. The record blanks,

which in a good system are not complicated, are

kept in duplicate by the manager or by the farm
bookkeeper where there is one, the originals being

turned in at the end of each week or month to a

central office, which does work for a large number
of farms, and therefore can do it most econom-
ically.

Intelligent interpretation, as I have already

said, is the thing that really crystallizes the
value of farm records and data into some-
thing tangible and valuable, and that can be
accomplished by having the accounts handled in

this way.

/

MY FRIEND H Y L A
By HUGH SPENCER

There are pets— and pets; devotees attest the superiority of alligators,

lion cubs, and bantams; hear the voice raised in behalf of the tree frog

HOUGH Hyla is the common name
for a tree frog, this Hyla is no com-
mon frog, whatever the science

of batrachians and herptology may
say to the contrary. She was born
on a Connecticut farm, just like a

great many other frogs; at least I suppose she was
born there, for there I found her when she was
still an infant. Even at that early age she had
acquired a taste for high living and had climbed

far above the rest of the farm frogs and sat

secure and happy in the uppermost branches of

an old apple tree. It was pippins, not Hylas,

that I was looking for, but I forgot all about
apples when I looked into her trusting eyes and
saw her white, palpitating throat.

It did not take me long to persuade her to

leave her happy home and go with me to the

great city. She soon made many friends in New
York, and now she is so popular that I never go
anywhere but what the first question I hear is,

"Did you bring Hyla?" and every letter I get

inquires how Hyla is getting along.

It is more than a year since we cast our lot to-

gether, Hyla and I, and in all that time I have
never heard a word of complaint from her. If it

is cold she never murmurs; if it is hot she does not
complain; if there is plenty to eat, all right; if not,

she is quiet and patient till there is. Sometimes
she goes for days without a bite. For a long time
she turned up her nose at meal worms but would
smile all over when I gave her a succulent cock-

roach or a fat, juicy fly. She has at last overcome
her scruples about meal worms and is growing fat

on an abundance of them.
Her home is a small globe with a perforated

cover, which she shares with two other Hylas,

cousins of hers, that were acquired later. Science

calls them Hyla Pickering, and they are popularly

known as "peepers." Individually they have

been named Louis and Fred. A little moist

moss for a bed, a ladder to climb when they need
exercise, and food occasionally is all that they re-

quire to keep them happy and healthy.

On the whole, frogs are a most accommodating
and convenient kind of pet. They take but little

room, they do not mind extremes of heat and

Some of Hyla's evolutions with a lead pencil, which prove her

possession of an aspiring nature

A little moist moss for a bed, a ladder to climb when they need

exercise, and food occasionally is all that they require

cold, and they can go long periods without food.

One thing they do require is moisture; they can-

not live long without that.

Once in a while, usually in the middle of the

night, the peepers will take a notion to sing,

and then for a few minutes there is a sound not
unlike the filing of saws. It is prettier to see than
to hear, for when they sing they expand their

throats like great bubbles almost as large as their

bodies, and with each expansion and contraction

they make that yeeping sound.
Now I want to say that tree frogs are not tree

toads as they are often called; and also that

peepers are not young bull frogs as some people

seem to think.

If you want to try keeping a frog for a pet, all

you have to do is catch your frog; any variety

will do, though the tree frogs and peepers are the

cutest, and next the wood frogs; after that there

are all sizes and colors of frogs from the spotted

leopard and pickerel frog up to the big bullfrog

a foot or more in length. Only don't keep a

little frog and a big frog in the same cage, for if

you do one of them will eat the other, and it is

sure to be the little frog that gets eaten.

If they have a place that is moist and are fed

occasionally they will live indefinitely For a diet

they will eat most any kind of live insect and can

be taught to eat bits of raw meat. Meal worms
make a good staple winter diet and can always

t, be secured at bird stores.

But this is beginning to sound like a live

stock bulletin.

Tree frogs are easy to catch if you can find

them, but they're mighty hard to find, though they

are common enough. Peepers can be caught in

the spring meadows, at night, with a flashlight

and net. Other frogs can easily be found and

caught, and with a little patience you can have

them eating out of your hand.



BUILDING an AMERICAN HOME
in the PHILIPPINES

IK home is forty miles from
Manila. Wrhw the native home*
arc built ol nipa palm leaves (for

tin- roof) .mil bamboo (fiii tin-

floors .ind supports), .ill tied to-

gether with stups of i.itt.m in-

stead of being nailed. I hese houses appear to

he Hinisy, hut m tin- months of out residence

hrrc. wr discov crcd wh\ tins lorin of construc-

tion is used like the paper houses of Japan, they

can c.tsilv he replaced So »r divided to htnld

in \iiuin.im/(d Filipino home, typical is far

as mil fastidious ideas would permit it fi> he

We selected .1 site, some 400 feet from our

neighbors on .ill sides, in the middle of .1 patch
o| cogon grass which had heen the hane of the

eommunity for some years. I Ins grass, in the

dry season. casilv catches lire, 1 ausing mm li

damage to life, homes, and land.

Living in .1 eollege eommunity where there is .1

large percentage of poor students who work their

mVi we obtained the help of some half do/en
Filipino boys who work for 10 eentavos an hour,

with their holos, cutting the six-foot grass by

hand. I In si student laborets .ire permitted to

work loo hours a month. The nolos which
thev use are long, heavy knives, the blades

about eighteen inches in length and nearly two
inches in width.

These bolus take the place of the inevitable

i.ickknifc of the handy man in the States, but
I must confess that the\ possess an edge unknown
to the sharpest i.ickknifc. and the work ac-

complished by them and the manipulation of

them by the natives, is something astounding.

\\ 1 had about .1 half acre cleared and then
staked out .1 rectangle :S v :S tt , within flu

bounds of which our biihui was to extend, and
were ready to begin operations.

When passing through Honolulu, we had seen

seed houses of the Hawaiian Bureau of Agricul-

ture built on cement bases with oil wells to keep
out the ants that infest everything in the Islands

- ants white, black, red, and combinations of

the three, large and small. The white ant es-

pecially is very destructive to all kinds of wood,
clothing, hooks, etc., its habit being to build its

nest inside of the wood, often leaving no visible

sign of its presence until one discovers, too late,

that a handsome piece of furniture or some of the

pillars which serve to support the heavy roof, are

hollow. This necessitates the replacing of sup-

ports, etc., every three or four years. We

It y M A k V M . M c L K A N

rr

1

One of the nntivr carpenters making bamboo nailft

therefore decided to follow the example of the

Bureau of Agriculture.

The first thing to be done was to procure our

materials for the cement bases. The cement
came from Manila, having been shipped from
China, the sand was dredged by a Filipino com-
pany out of the bottom of the lake near us, and
the broken rock for the concrete was carried

up by hand, from the creek bed a quarter mile

in front of the house, by natives who were paid
(1 pesos .1 square metre to ( r.i< k it and carry it

up the steep bank to the site. The most capable

cement worker in the neighborhood, a Chinaman,
was employed to set the bases, with the aid of

several Filipino assistants and a student who was
making a comparison between the different kinds

of house foundations. 1 he bases for the nine

pillars which support the roof are 18 inches

square; the pillars, 6 inches in diameter, were
set on top of the middle of these, being held in

place bv iron tongues on two sides, secured by two
heavy bolts. These irons were embedded in the

Cement about 6 inches. In setting the cement,
bamboo molds were made to set in the top of the

bases, making a continuous trough inches

deep and xyi inches wide around the pillars.

This trough is kept full of water and crude oil,

across which ants cannot pass. Thus we solved

the first problem of an ant proof house. There

n< oil wells in all the other banes used, such M
those under the support', foi the slips, loi tin

shower room unili 1 tin house, and for the kitchen,

which is in a separate building (onneited with

the house by a covered passage.

Most houses are strengthened by many |'" 1

under them, bur in order to avoid too many oil

wells to he cared for, crov, beams were nailed to

tin pillars below the floor level, which is on an

average of 5 feet above the ground, to brad- the

house .sufficiently against the typhoons which
occur. Of course, in any house, no matter how
constructed, earthquakes are felt, and we are

not immune from these shrieks and tremors.

I he beams and \olrras supporting the floor arc

of sawn timbers, and in this respect our house is

much more strongly and neatly constructed than

the average house which uses the irregular bam-
boo poles as beams and supports. As soon as

the foundation was braced properly and the top

of the pillars braced in place by the bamboo
beams used as foundation for the roof, we dis-

missed the Chinese laborer (who had been draw-
ing the excellent salary of 4 pesos and 50 eenta-

vos, or #2.2v per day) and nis assistants ('each

I peso a day), and took on our crew of five

Filipino carpenters of good repute as fast workers.

I hese five men began work on the roof the

first thing. Some natives have their roofs built

on the ground and then lifted on to the completed

wall supports by some fifty to one hundred men.
This is an interesting sight to watch, but the

process weakens the construction, so our roof

was built in place.

Two of the longest bamboos were selected

from the 200 which our student house-boy had
bought for us. In fact all materials used in the

construction of the house, such as the bamboo
poles, the nipa shingles, the rattan, and the nar-

row board strips which hold the swali on, were
purchased by our boy. The natives are clever

enough to raise their prices considerably when
dealing with Americans, so it was decidedly to

our advantage to have our boy do the buying.

The best bamboo should be two years old, and
it is cut at only one season of the year and in ac-

cordance with a Filipino superstition that the

proper time is during the Feast of the Three

Kings, being from the 1st to the 6th of January.
Incidentally, this is the proper time structurally

for the bamboo to be cut, as it is then thoroughly

mature and ripe, therefore stronger and more re-

sistant to the attacks of termites (which are called

The Americanized Filipino home. As with most dwellings in the tropics, the kitchen is separate from the main part of the house. The nipa shingli
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The building contingent at its favorite occupation — resting

" anay") and boring beetles (locally called "bok
bok"). Good building bamboo poles measure
from 40 to 50 feet in length and 4 to 6 inches in

diameter at the base. The walls of some of the

bamboo are thin; others are thick and can there-

fore be used for different purposes very readily.

At the right time of the year, bamboo car. be ob-

tained almost anywhere throughout the Islands,

as the natives make a practice of growing clumps
of it in convenient places near their homes.

These bamboo groves are extremely picturesque

as they tower and sway like tall, green, feathery

grasses above the low, brown, Filipino houses.

The bamboos sometimes measure a hundred
feet, from the base, which is often solid for a few

feet, to the tiny thread-like ends which are too

small to be used for commercial purposes. There
are many varieties of bamboo but the thorny
kind is most universally used for house construc-

tion. The rattan is procured from a thorny climb-

ing palm grown in wet forest land. The vine is

gathered, stripped of its leaves, and then pre-

pared for market at the homes of the natives.

Sometimes it is partially prepared, being split

only; in other instances it is split, stripped or

scraped, and sorted into bundles of various sizes;

the large rolls contain a hundred pieces three

to four metres long, and the small bundles

from one to three dozen; these can be obtained

readily in the local market. While these palms
grow throughout the islands, the business of

gathering them is restricted to certain barios.

Those which we used were shipped in from the

neighboring province of Batangas. The nipa

shingles are made from leaves of the nipa palm,

which grows in the salt marshes along the shores.

In some places the plant grows more luxuriantly

than in others, and from the plants of the most
luxuriant growth the largest and best shingles

are made. The szvali, as it is called, is woven
of strips of the hard, smooth, outer layer of the

two-year-old bamboo while it is still green and
pliable. A native weaves from six to eight

metres a day, weaving in all a strip some sixty

metres long and usually three metres wide.

Our boy bought selected bamboos for 5 pesos

a dozen, the rattan for 1 peso 20 centavos a

bundle, the nipa for 5 pesos 50 centavos a thou-

sand, and the swali for 40 pesos a roll.

The two long bamboos, already mentioned,
were put up about 12 feet apart, in a line

running north and south, in the middle of the

house. The house sets nearly square with the

points of the compass. This was the first bit of

scaffolding erected and it served as a direct tem-
porary framework for the construction of the roof.

Instead of being nailed in place, all scaffolding

was tied by long, green vines which the carpen-

ters gathered themselves, in the woods and
underbrush near by. Many of these are ex-

ceedingly strong and are used commercially.

Between these two bamboos, two parallel ones
12 feet long, one above the other, were fastened

together by huge bamboo nails made for that

particular purpose, by the carpenter. These
pieces served as ridge poles for the roof and
supports for the bamboos running to it from

ROOM

1
BOY £>

ROOM

Floor plan of the bungalow, with the outlying kitchen and
boy's room

the four corner pillars. The bamboo beams
or rafters set in the tops of the pillars, which
formed the outside of the house, were 9 feet

from the floor level, as the walls were 9 feet

high. From these top beams, bamboos were

tied in place, in a most unique design, by rattan

strips at convenient intervals, about 3 feet apart,

forming the pitched framework of the roof.

Across these, forming squares, others were tied,

and while this was being done by two carpenters,

the other three were splitting bamboos in

inch strips which were fastened from the bottom
to the top of the roof 8 inches apart, to serve as a

network foundation upon which the nipa palm
shingles were tied.

In order to have the roof completed, three nipa

layers, each paid 40 centavos a hundred for

laying the nipa, were employed, and they began
work immediately. To cover the roof of the

main house required 5,500 nipas. As in laying

ordinary shingles, they began from the lower

edge of the roof, worked across and then up-

ward, the spacing being 3 inches apart and
overlapping across from side to side several

inches. On the four corner ridges and the

ridgepole across the top, bamboo strips were
placed, side by side, lengthwise, and close to-

gether, and extra nipas tied over these particular

places to insure a tight roof. It took three men
four days to complete the roof.

The nipa palm leaf is long and wide like that of

the cocoanut palm, and in making the shingles, the

blade is stripped from the midrib. Several of

these are folded in half over a stout strip of the

palm and sewed in place by rattan, just below the

strip, making the shingles which we used approxi-

mately 24 inches long and 18 inches wide. These
nipas were tied on by narrow strips of green
bamboo, 18 inches long and 5 inch wide. These
are usually prepared the day before the laying of

the nipa is begun, so that they will be suffici-

ently pliable. The strips for tying are stiff enough
to be pushed through the shingles without any dif-

ficulty. The nipa layers sit under the roof while
working, holding the shingle in place with the left

hand, and pushing the tying strip through the
shingle with the right hand and directly to the
right of the narrow bamboo strip forming the lat-

A panel of the wall being lifted into place

tice, which has already been described. The left

hand then reaches out, draws the strip across and
up over the edge of the shingle, the two ends being
then placed together, twisted several times in the
right hand, and the twisted ends tucked down
under the edge of the shingle below. So, although
we speak of tying on the nipas, no actual tying is

done; the ends are twisted together instead and
. seldom come out of place.

While the roof was being completed, the bam-
boo was being split and stripped an inch wide
for the flooring, the thinner bamboo being used.

In splitting the bamboo, the pole is laid on the
ground and the bolo is forced into the top, then
turned slightly as a wedge to split the bamboo
open. The strong fibres run lengthwise of the
stem, so it is split easily in this direction. When
the pole is divided into two parts, each part is

divided again into the number of pieces required.

A medium sized bamboo will make eight narrow
strips. When the strips from a single bamboo
are split and stripped, they are all tied together,

one bamboo being entirely prepared for use by
one man.
The laying of these floors is quite an accomp-

lishment. The supports are 8 inches apart and
the strips are laid across them, and nowadays are

nailed at each support. Formerly, all floors were
tied down with rattan. The bamboo is apt to

split when the nail is driven in, so the laborious

task of boring a hole with the point of the bolo

becomes necessary, and this consumes much
time. After taking more than a week to prepare
enough bamboo to cover a space 30 feet square,

it took a week to lay it, three men working all the

time.

We naturally wanted our floors to be well laid

and decided that | inch space between each two
strips would make a pretty and practical floor.

The spaces would be too narrow to see through,
but wide enough to permit dirt to sift through.

This spacing is very particular work but it means
a cooler house and a very satisfactory floor if the
spaces are not too great.

With the roof and floor finished, we were now
ready for the walls to be made.

Before beginning clearing, we had drawn our
plans for the size and arrangement of our rooms,

but I found much difficulty in having the carpen-

ters construct the rooms the size that I wanted. In

the first place, we had to decide whether or not

our walls should be hollow, in order to avoid rats;

hollow walls are harbors for rats and are undesir-

able on this account, although they give a much
prettier and more finished effect. This had to be
determined upon before the numerous wall beams
were put in place, as with single walls greater care

must be exercised to have the bamboos of some-
what uniform size and appearance.

The general plan of arrangement which was
followed, and which proved most convenient for

our particular needs, is shown in the accompany-
ing sketch. The kitchens in the tropics, especially

in this country, are in separate buildings, some dis-

tance from the house, being connected to it by a

covered porch or passageway. Where there are

a number of bachelors or lone men in a comrnun-
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It\, l si'i I ..| COO|H'l.ltl\l sillillu Is lollowcd

iimilai to ili. eollcgi cluh« Ml tin' nun have
(Inn mess togrlhcl il miii house, shatlllg .ill

i X pi uses i
1

1 II. I IK , W llli II Mil hides I In I'm ill, w ages

i 'I nxik. house boy. nerving hoys, ItivtndtfH

(washerwomen) .mil iundr) othti incidentals.

I Ins im>|K-l.iti\( pi in Minis In wolk cxicptlon-

all\ well .mil it ia much more economical tli.in

running ncvrr.il kiti In ns

linn .or no celling* ill out huiisr, nor in fact

in tin 1 1 1 1 1 « 1 1 r \ o| bamboo houses, tins gives

added ventilation, but there is no privacy in

these houses, ol ionise, is in tin- ccilingcd looms
in tlir Stiles, our soon becomes accustomed to

the openness, howcvci. and it means foulness .mil

i M iisi- ol freedom which is delightful.

\\ c decided, .is I have mentioned before, to

Ii.im tin- outside \\ .ills double where the rain

would k apt to he. it in .ind to h.ive the two fhli k-

MSSes of m'tilt placed face to fair, with the
smooth side out and no span- he t ween ill which
to let I .its Inn Id then nests.

The Willi walls wen put up in panels or sets of

panels, an online to whether the walls were single

oi double One ol the photographs shows one of

the panels being earned into pi.ice al'tel being laid

on the ground and nit the si/e to ht. The rsculi is

easily sttctched, so il pulled out of shape b) thf

handling, it ran he shoved back again to ht the

pl.ue it w .is i lit for.

Ml the doors and windows are made of double
.ftt.i/i. fitted into a wooden framework, which
latter tmik much tune to make. One carpen-
ter could make the framework for only one
door MB one das, and it took almost another day
to cut ami ht in the latter and nail it in place, w ith

narrow strips of thin hoards to finish it on the
right side I hus they were mounted much as

the panels are in our hard wood doors at home. It

took constant watching on my part to see

that all the doors for one room were finished

alike, and after being finished, that thev were
hung as intended. I hese doors and w indows
are run on staples, which slide across grooved
strips level with the floor anil window sills.

1 hus it is possible to slide back the three doors
at the corner of the /<i/<< and make it and the

porch almost one big room. This is a great ad-
vantage in a small house when one entertains.

I he windows in the bedroom are only a foot from
the floor anil can therefore be used as doors most
coin eniently. besides giving added ventilation.

In hanging the doors and windows, the car-

penters made use of their curious bamboo nails;

the upper and lower grooved ledges of the win-
dows and the upper ledge of the doors were held
in place not by being nailed there by ordinary
large nails, of which we had plenty, but holes

were bored where necessary and these bamboo
nails were driven in. leaving the knobbed ends
protruding.

1 he porch, being high up from the ground, is

finished with a simple double row of bamboo
poles. 1 he upright supports, fitted into the
floor and tied to the eaves at the top, were run
through the parallel bamboos, and the graduation
in size holds them in place, the poles being larger

at the bottom than at the top.

W i i 'inside! oiiMclvcs exceedingly fortunate
iii having running water and electric lights. The
electricity in generated by the dynamo at the
college, .mil we have the line of it only between
S: to and 1 1 :oo in the evening. I his necessitates
our keeping on hand a supply of lamps and
candles, but as our entertaining is done in the
early hours of the evening, we usually manage
ver\ well. I he watel supply does not include
hot watei at hand; we have to heat it, unless, as
is sometimes the i ise, the intense heat of the sun
on tin exposed pipes does it for us. ( )ccasionally,

in using the shower-bath, one unexpectedly en-
joys hi si .i cool shower, then a hot one.
Our steps were put up last and left rough on

top, bet .him in the rainy season they become
dangerously slippery if made smooth. The steps
in the poorer native houses are more like ladders
'I.m il almost \ < 1 1 ii .ill y. Usually three strips of
Iamboo are used for the sides and between
these, .it each step, two horizontal strips on edge
are tied, ili< su p itself being thi s formed of two
bamboo snips It is astonishing to see how soon
the little babies learn to crawl up and down
these curious steps with perfect ease.

I he kitchen was the next thing on the pro-

gramme, and by this time the carpenters had
absorbed the idea of an anr-proof house. With
directions from us, they made the cement bases
and mounted the short pillars of hard wood
which reached only to the same floor level as the
house. To save expense, the kitchen was built

of bamboo only. Thus instead of the wood
supports, we used whole bamboos, and the split

bamboo floor is laid across these. As the nails

would soon work out of the flooring and supports,

the carpenters prepared heavy strips of bamboo
about : inches wide to lay between the bam-
boo supports to nail the flooring to. The passage-
way between the house and kitchen I knew would
have very hard usage; we consequently decided
to have the flooring both tied down with rattan

and nailed. I his makes a very secure floor.

Before nails were plentiful in this country, and
in fact in all the poorer homes, this method of

tying was employed exclusively.

As no woodwork was used in constructing the
kitchen, the doors and windows were made solely

of bamboo. I he bamboo strips, or small posts,

framing them extend at each side beyond the top

and bottom, and these pieces take the place of

the staples on which the wooden doors and win-
dows slide. A long bamboo is used for the win-
dow to slide through at the top, and a strip of

bamboo serves as guide and rest for the bottom.
I he grooved bamboo at the top of the windows
and doors is a whole tree with a strip one or

two inches wide split out of the entire length

and all the nodes except the end ones cut out

also, thus leaving a narrow groove into which is

fitted the top of the window or door.

Our endeavor has been to have our furnishings

in keeping with the bamboo construction. We
purchased bamboo, rattan, and bejuco furniture

for whatever and wherever we could make it

serve our purpose. It is quite out of the ques-

tion to invest in anything else but this style of

solid wood furniture, because any veneer soon

peels oil ,i'i i m Mill ol the d.imptnv. duimj/
the long rainy seasons. Many Anicru ,nm
have been fottunate enough to obtain old

solid Spanish pieces which are not only aiti in

hill diliahle, mills', the hoi- huh ('its mlo lliem

and eats out the heart. Many of the fine old

pieces which have been neglected show signs of
this pest. I he bamboo, rattan, and bejuco
Illinium i , veiy light weight, cool, and < ,i lo

move, thus making housekeeping easy.

Our walls needed a thorough scrubbing with
hot water, soap, and ammonia. I his removed
all accumulated dirt from long exposure to the
weather and whitened the iw/i/i somewhat.
Probably no other ( leaning of them will have to
In done; of ionise spnng or fall papering is un-
heard of. Some people tint the swalt, hut the

result is a mottled appearance altogether rather
unsatisfactory to the fastidious eye. The nat-
ural swali, as well as the bamboo, is straw color;

it is restful to the eye and makes an excellent

background for any sort of decoration.

It naturally becomes the fad out here to col-

lect all '.oils of i niios from the numerous tribes

throughout the islands, and therefore, instead of

pictures, which look almost out of place, one
decorates with Mogobo shields, spears, Moro
brasses of all sorts, and sundry other curious
things.

Water is seldom used on the bamboo floors ex-
cept when new, for it makes the dirt stick to them
more readily than if they are oiled with kerosene;
after several months of oiling, they acquire
a smooth, <1 irk polish. The oiling not onk
makes the floors dark and gives them a high
polish, but preserves the wood; and in houses
that are not ant proof it is the only means of
keeping the armies of ants out. These ants, to

do them justice, are not altogether a nuisance,
for they eat or carry away dead insects, lizards,

and refuse of various kinds.

Mosquitoes abound and to discourage them
there are spacious lawns around all the houses,
and most of the lawns on the hill adjoin. All the
space is not, however, devoted to lawn; we have
our own vegetables and fruit. The papaya is

the universal breakfast fruit in preference to

bananas, which are more often used for cooking,
and so we have planted more than forty papaya
trees. They produce fruit within the year and
continue to produce for about two years there-

after.

One shady spot in front of our house, we have
devoted to a fern bed and orchid shelter. Some
eight feet from the house and surrounding it, is a

flower garden of single English violets, cannas,
gardenias, calachuchi, and a lamandas. For
screening hedges we use heliconia, a banana-like
plant, and along the road is a hedge of bright
red spider hibiscus. My choice collection of
hibiscus is grouped to the right of the front steps
and adjoining the fern dell.

I his forms an attractive setting after our own
ideas of beauty, but there is none compared to

the bright green of the tropical foliage with a

background morning and evening of most gor-

geous sunrises and sunsets, wonderfully beautiful

and varied.

The split bamboo foundation of the roof, upon which the nipa shingles are tied In the sala or living room



Mr. Higginson's specifications (or an ideal kennels site are perfectly met in his own—"on the southern slope of some field. protected by trees from the north and east winds"

KENNEL MANAGEMENT
By A. HENRY HIGGINSON, M. F. H

.
, Middlesex Hunt

ET first the kennel be the hunts-

man's care," says Somerville in his

poem "The Chase", written in

1735, and he comes very near

the truth. If kennels are not

healthful be sure you'll never suc-

ceed in producing good hounds, or in keeping
the old ones in a state of health. Take as much
pains in choosing the site for your kennels, and
in the construction of them, as you do in your
choice of hounds to occupy them, and you will

never regret it. The best situation is on a little

rise of ground, the southern slope of some field,

and if this can be found on a spot which is

protected by trees from the north and east

winds, so much the better. A clay soil is said

to be the best for hounds, but this cannot
always be procured; perhaps it would be best that

I should describe my own kennels, which though
built in a country where sandy soil is the only one
to be found, have always been very healthful.

The main kennels are situated on the southerly

slope of a hill, on a small area of made land,

47 x 77 ft. in extent, on which are not only the

kennel buildings but also the airing courts.

Into a retaining wall built on the slope of the hill

were put first stone, graded from large ones
at the bottom to small broken ones near the top,

then ashes, and finally six inches of sand on
which to lay the concrete. This formed not

only a solid foundation for the brick walls,

but also an absolutely dry bottom for the

ground floor. In my opinion such a foundation

(or the alternative plan given*) is absolutely

essential in any kennels which are not situated on
clay soil, and even then it is a decided advantage.
By referring constantly to the plan, the reader will

be able to follow me during the detailed descrip-

tion of each room. The feeding room is situated,

as will be seen, in the main portion of the build-

ing, and it is here that hounds are fed daily. On
one side are stairs leading to the upper story, a

heater used only in winter weather, and the visi-

tor's "pew," where any one wishing to see the
hounds fed, may do so without fear of getting

dirty. On the other side are coolers for oatmeal,

and a sink to which is attached a washboard,
where the men can scrub their breeches and
kennel coats. A couple of cupboards on the

wall, used for drugs, medicines, and surgical

instruments, and a closet under the stairs com-

*A more economical way of producing a dry foundation for ken-
nels is to lay a concrete base, then put a layer of tar paper, and then
a two-inch layer of cement over the whole. This will be found to
maLe a very satisfactory foundation, though perhaps not quite so
good a one as that detailed above.

Floor plan of the kennel building and adjacent yards
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The second story floor plan

plete the appurtenances. This room is the
general room of the building, the only one
on the ground floor, in fact, that is used for

anything except cooking or lodging room for

hounds. At the front end a door leads to the

drawing yard, where the hounds are drawn in to

feed, while in the rear there are three doors, one
on each side leading to the passage behind the

lodging rooms, and the third to the boiling room.

The boiling room is the kennel kitchen, where
all food is prepared. One side is given up to two
great iron boilers, each holding ninety gallons,

and each of which has a fire space beneath, the

flues leading to the main chimney in the corner.

One of these boilers is used for oatmeal and the

other for flesh. On the other side are two tiers

of shallow wooden coolers for holding the pud-
ding when cooked, until it is fed to the hounds.
A toilet for the use of the men also opens off" this

room, while at the back is a door leading to

the rear of the kennels. On each side of the

feeding room are two lodging rooms for hounds,
accommodating about twenty couples each;

one side is used for the dog hounds, the other
for the bitches, young hounds being given a

separate room from the old ones. The floors of
all the rooms on the ground floor, and also of
the airing courts, are of granolithic construction

(concrete mixed with a great deal of gravel).

The surface drainage all leads to a common outlet

at the trap in the footbath. Low wooden benches
are indicated in the lodging rooms, and these

should not be more than eighteen inches from the

floor and made to fold up against thewall when the
room is not in use, or is being washed out. They
should never be solid, but made of slats nailed

a half inch apart, so that if hounds stale on their

beds, as they often do, the moisture will not re-

main, but drain through to the floor. Each
lodging room is provided with two doors, one
at the back opening into the passage, and one at

the front opening into the airing courts. The
courts in their turn will be seen to be connected
with each other, and with the passage at the

front of the kennels, from which opens the main
gate leading outside to the road.

Directly opposite this gate, and for a distance

of six feet on each side, this passage is dropped
six inches below the main level, thus forming a

footbath which may be filled with water through
which hounds must pass on their way in after

hunting, thus cleansing their feet from any dirt

they may have picked up during the day.

The partitions dividing these various courts

are perhaps worth a minute's attention. First

comes a brick wall two feet high, and on this is

a paling fence reinforced for three feet by heavy
wire, the whole forming a fence eight feet in

height.* In some kennels th„- brick wall is

much higher, the advantage being that hounds
are not able to see each other and are less likely

to quarrel. In England this is very well, but

in America where the summer heat becomes so

intense, I have found that such a hi^h wall

is prejudicial to the free circulation of air.

Upstairs in the rear of the building are sleeping

accommodations for the feeder or one or two of the

whippers-in. In the front, over the feeding room,

is a large apartment used as a trophy room and as

an office for the Master, wThere he can, if he
chooses, write up his kennel records, or doze in

*If it is preferred to make these partitions of hollow tile, the direc-

tions for construction would be the same; but if, for economical
reasons, any partitions in your kennel are of wood, they should be

covered with metal lath, which should in its turn receive a thin

coating of cement, which can be kept as clean and sweet as a par-

tition of brick.
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tiont of the fire after a good day's sport. I hi

space o\ cr the lodging rooms is reached by n ladder

from the passage, .nul is used .is .i loft in which

t<« ston st i .iw lor bedding
K.vcry kennel should have its hospital, ami

tins should be situated at least fifty varils away
from the mam kennel a hundred would he

battel I In onl\ thing to be noted in its con-

struction is that the floor should be of concrete

so laid that it will drain to a centre where a trap

should be provided to let out the water. I his

concrete floor should then be covered with a

movable slat floor which can be taken up when
the loom is being washed out, for a wooden floor

is much better for sick dogs than bare, cold con-

crete. I bis room should be hrtcd with benches

similar to those used in the regular lodging rooms.

A grass vard should adjoin the hospital, and
there should be a wooden platform on the south

side where convalescent bounds can lie in the

sun This building would be greatly improved
by being provided with a hot-water heating

system, as warmth, with fresh air, are absolutely

essential to sick hounds.

It will be found that a separate house in which
to keep flesh, situated at least a quarter of a mile

awav from the kennels, is a great advantage.

\nd I small building for the storage of oatmeal

at a convenient distance from the main kennels

is recommended. Of course, if it is inconveni-

ent to erect such a building, arrangements can

be made to store a small quantity of oatmeal in

bins which might be built in the feed room,

bur ir is a considerable saving if one can store

it in large quantities, so that it can be bought
in carload lots. .

Ir matters lirtle whether you have acquired

Knglish or American hounds, the details of

management are the same, for where kennel

management is concerned I think that no one
will question the efficacy of the Knglish system.

There is little doubt in my mind that if Ameri-

can hounds were handled, and disciplined, and
conditioned, as are their Knglish cousins, they
would be improved $o per cent. In fact, this

has been done in a good many kennels, with the

most satisfactory results. In Kngland, fox-

hunting is made such a business, as well as a

sport, that all little details have been looked

into and exnerimenred on with a thoroughness

hardly possible here where there is less time

devoted to the sport.

We will suppose that you have acquired your

pack, and engaged your hunt servanrs—two
whippers-in, besides your huntsman or kennel

huntsman (if you hunt your own hounds) and
a kennelman. If you wish ro do the thing econ-

omically you will perhaps have amateur whippers-

in, or let your men do stable work when not

in the actual discharge of kennel duties, but I

am speaking now of a full kennel complement,
enough to look after forty to fifty couples of

hounds.
Three things are essential to the well being of

hounds— cleanliness, fresh air, and exercise—and

unless proper attention is paid to these matters

you will not get the best results. I'eter Heck-

ford, whose "Thoughts on Hunting" is the

greatest work rhar has ever been wrirten on
kennel management as well as all rhar pertains

ro the sporr, has the following to say on the firsr

of these requirement: "As our sporr depends
entirely on that exquisite sense of smelling, so

peculiar to the hound, care must be raken ro

preserve it, and cleanliness is the suresr means.
The keeping of your kennels sweet and clean

cannot be too much recommended to your feeder;

nor should you on any account admit the least

deviation from it."

You may perhaps say rhat every one musr be

aware of rhis fact, but visit some of the kennels

in this country and see for yourself how many of

rhe men in charge of the packs neglect their

work in this respect. I he old saying " If you
want a thing well done, do ir yourself" is a

very sound one, and applies ro kennel manage-
ment as well as to all other things. I do not of

course mean that you should "muck out" your-

self, but I do mean that you should personally

see to it that your orders are properly carried

out. Lodging rooms and yards should be flushed

out each morning, and in addirion ro this, all

droppings should be picked up whenever hounds
are out walking or at exercise.

This leads to the question of excercise and
fresh air, and by rhe larrer I don't mean having
proper venrilation of the kennels (that you'll

have if you've followed my plans in the construc-

tion of your kennels), but having them frequently

walked out, not turned loose in a grass yard, for

that does not answer the same purpose at all.

The proper rule is to walk out the first thing

Mr. J. B. Thomas's kennel building, the home of the Piedmont foxhounds and beagled. The length of the main structure is 125 feet; of the wings (which form a court as shown above) 110

feet. Under the one roof are huntsman's living quarters, hound cook room, hound feeding room, courts before and after feeding, wash room, store rooms, hospital, lodging rooms, and whelping

rooms and courts. The kennel accommodates seventy-five couples of foxhounds and beagles
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Many huntsmen believe that hounds should have road work the year 'round, but Mr. Higginson advocates a three- months vacation. Exercising the Millbrook pack

in the morning, again directly after feeding, and
again for a considerable time in the afternoon.

See to it. that the hounds are always walked out

after feeding, no matter how late you come in

from hunting at night. The novice should note

the difference between walking out and road

work, the latter being more for getting hounds
fit for the hunting season than for anything else.

There are many huntsmen who think that

hounds should have road work the year 'round;

I don't; I think that too much of it is inclined

to make them stale. The months of June and

July are very hot in this country, and unless the

exercising is done early in the morning, it will

take a lot out of them. I begin cubbing early

in August, so that my hounds must be on the

road by the first of July, but I let them do with-

out it from the time they stop hunting, usually

about April 1st, till then, and I find them all

the keener for their three months' vacation.

When you do finally begin, you cannot give

them too slow work on the road. Keep them
out about an hour daily for the first week, and

then increase the length of time, but not the pace,

until they are doing from fifteen to twenty miles

every day. Long, slow work is most essential; it

hardens their feet and gets their respiratory organs

into good shape, so that when they do begin real

work, they will be able to run for two or three

miles at top speed without being blown. The
latter, by the way, is often the cause for hounds
checking after a sharp burst early in the season.

If you have made up your mind to hunt hounds
yourself, do as much of this road work with

them, as you can. It isn't essential after they

get to know you, but it is always a good plan

to do it whenever you can spare the time, as you
can't get too well acquainted with your hounds.

The better they know you the better they will '

work for you when the time comes.

And now as to feeding. Experience has proven

pretty conclusively that the best staple diet for

hounds is old oatmeal, the best that can be pro-

cured.* In the Old Country a great deal of

flesh is also used, but I have found from long

experience that it is unwise to use flesh in great

quantities in this country in summer, owing to

the fact that our climate is so hot that it is

impossible to keep meat fresh for any length of

time, and while I don't believe that tainted flesh,

if well boiled, is in any way seriously injurious to

hounds, I think that they are better off without

it. In cold weather when hounds are working

hard it is a different matter, but even then I

should advise making oatmeal the basis of the

food. The oatmeal is boiled until it forms a

thick pudding, when it is put into wooden coolers

and allowed to harden, after which it is broken

up into the feeding troughs as wanted. To this

in summer is added milk and a small quantity of

dog-biscuit; in winter, soup from the flesh boiled,

and a quantity of cooked meat. Both boiling

kettles should be cleaned daily.

It sometimes happens that thin, ailing hounds
will not do well on this regular summer diet, in

which case I have found that canned flesh, pro-

*There are some huntsmen and masters in this country who
prefer feeding cornmeal to oatmeal, and there is no question but

that it is a great saving in these days of high prices for feeds; but

I can only say that 1 have tried it, and that I do not find it as satis-

factory as good o'J oatmeal.

Dinner time in the feeding room at Mr. Higginson's kennels

curable at a small cost from any dealer in kennel

food, is a good addition.

The actual feeding of hounds should be done
with the greatest of care, as it is of immense im-

portance in their welfare. It is perhaps need-
less for me to say that hounds, like human beings,

vary in their appetites, one hound filling him-
self with a few gulps, while another will require

coaxing to get him to do himself justice. The
proper plan is for hounds to be called into the

drawing yard, and then when the feed is all ready
in the trough, have the feeder stand at the door
of the feeding room, and call them in one at a

time; first the dainty feeders who pick and lap

here and there, and lastly those gluttons who
would eat much more than was good for them, if

allowed to do so. When they have partly sated

their appetites call them out again, and repeat

the operation, first letting the kennelman thicken

up the food for the light feeders. Here again

as in the case of exercising, it is not essential

that you attend to the feeding, even if you hunt
the^hounds yourself. It is a well known fact that

they will always go to the man who shows
them sport in preference to any one else. Still

it is a good plan to feed them now and again,

as it will often give you an insight into certain

peculiarities of a hound that you may not know.

During the hunting season, feed your working

pack when they come in, if the weather is not

too hot; if it is, give them an hour to cool off"

before letting them at their food. Feed those

hounds whicb have not been out, about ten or

eleven o'clock. During the hot summer months
when you are not hunting, hounds are better

fed at four o'clock in the afternoon, as it is not

good for them to go about with a full stomach on

a hot day. As a rule they should be fed but once

a day, though the thin ones may have a lap at

odd times. In hot weather the feed should be

mixed less thick than in winter, and it may also

be fed quite cold, while in winter the chill should

always be taken off by mixing with warm broth

instead of cold. In summer, too, it is a good

plan to boil up greens for hounds, as these are

most excellent for their blood. I need not say

that hounds should never be fed on the same day
on which they hunt, until they are through with

their day's work. After feeding, or while they

are walking out, it is a good plan to brush the

hounds over with a dandy brush, particularly

in spring and fall vrtien they are changing

their coats. Don't use dressing if you can pos-

sibly avoid it, except in the case of young hounds
coming in from walk; immersion in sheep dip

will answer the purpose and is infinitely better in

every way. Of course you'll have cases of

hounds which you buy that may need a good

dressing, but your own should never be allowed

to get into that condition.

And now I come to the question of discipline.

Prompt and cheerful obedience from your hounds
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you must have It tin s won't iiuiiiI v>>u mi llu

Itfnnvbi iht) mm'i «l" wlui \«>u .isL them in m
tin held; hut von mustn't i ill tlu ir natural dash

01 lubdni entirely thnr spirit <>f independent

c

Some I nglndi hound* haw too little of tins, most

Vim Mt in houndi too much, and it must he youi

task M Mt nisi tiu right proportion ol bothi •mil

row pleasure to nuke them fund "t \uu that

tin v. "will Mv ti> vou like pigeons" when you

want them an easy enough thing when vmi

luxe dog*.

Punishment is unfortunately necessary n

nuns "Spare the rod. .itul spoil the tlnlil"

applies to a hound .is well as to .1 ho\ , hut

when von think that it must he done. be sine

tli.it \ .»ni hound knows uh.it he is being clias-

tiaed for. and don't extr do it yourself. Hounds
should alwayi li»>k on their huntsman .is a

friend, and feel that in Ins presenci tiny are safe

from chastisement, and while tins rule can't

always hi carried out to the letter, it should he

adhered to .is much as |x>vsihh 1 on must he

\n\ i ireful, however, not to let your nun kill

the natural dash and spirit, without which any
foxhound is worthless. Some hounds are nat-

urally timid and a single stroke of the whip

will cow them for some time, while others

take a Hogging .is if they liked it Personally-,

1 think that if a fault is committed anil the

offender can he reached in time, he'd hetter

have his Hogging, and if it nuns him lit him

he drafted.

In the case of young hounds lust coming in

iioni w.ilk. it is rathe antralt, and I think that

more will Ik- accomplished by patience and kind-

ness than by corporal punishment. Patience

with voung hounds will work x\ondcrs. and one

must alwayi tammibat that, just coming in from
yvalk. they feel very strange and lonely in their

m w surroundings when they first get a taste of

kennel life.

The care of bitches and young puppies is a

subject which should really have a considerable

amount of space devoted to it and I can only

touch upon it in the most cursory way here.

Foxhound bitches do not need any especial

care, but should be looked after during pregnancy

in much the same manner that one would look

after any bitch.

1 should advise breeding them so that they

will whelp between the rirst of April anil the

first of June wherever possible, as the weather

at this time of year is better suited to the

r.iiMiig of strong, healthy puppies. In tin-

South one may try to get them a month earlier.

Mr. KuK<-nc Kcynnl'ti Ix-iiglca taking their daily constitutional

but in all cases, as it is essential that both

mother and puppies should be outdoors as soon

as possible, it is unwise to have whelps horn while

the weather is too cold.

In any case, bitches should not be hunted
within five weeks of whelping time, hut they
should be allowed their liberty as, if they are

shut up, and do not get adequate exercise the

puppies are almost sure not to be healthy and
strong.

Most foxhound bitches have from eight to

twelve pups; needless to say, no bitch can look

after that many to the best advantage, and it is

far wiser to reduce the number at once. Five

pups are enough for any bitch, and some can

barely take care of three or four successfully.

It is a very difficult matter to give any rule

which can be followed undeviatingly for the

selection of puppies in such cases, hut unless you
desire a preponderance of one sex, or of a certain

color, the best rule is to keep the largest and

strongest of the litter.

Puppies should begin to eat at three weeks,

and they should be given all the new milk that

they can be induced to take. Never feed

skimmed milk; it is bad economy and will

kill more puppies than any other feed I know of,

as it invariably causes them to scour badly,

and very often brings on fatal dysentery. By
the time they are ten weeks old they should be

strong enough and well grown enough to be

ready to go out to walk, as it is called— i. e., to

live with some kindly farmer who is gfx>d-

naturcd enough to bring them up for you. I he
only instructions you can give him are to let

them have plenty of liberty and plenty to eat.

If he follows those instructions, you may be

sure that you will have a healthy lot of puppies

when they come back to you in the following

spring.

Breeding is a very interesting subject to any
one who has given any thought to the matter,

and about the breeding of foxhounds, the scien-

tific blending together of the different blood

lines in an effort to produce the perfect hound,

a book might be written, but here I have not

space to give it even cursory consideration, so

I have refrained from touching upon it even

lightly. I have tried merely to give my read-

ers an insight into the first principles of kennel

construction and kennel management, with

the idea of helping the novice, the man who is

just beginning with a pack of hounds. I o the

initiated, to my fellow M. F. H.'s, most of

what I have said is an old, old story and I

hope that they will forgive me if I have trod-

den on any of their pet theories. I here was
a time, when I first began to keep hounds, when
I should have been glad to have had at my com-
mand some of the information which I have tried

to impart, and if it proves a help to any begin-

ner, my attempt will have been justified.

£1 LI 1*1

1

1

The Middlesex Hounds leaving Thornedale. Mr. Oakleigh Thome's country home at Millbrook, N. Y. The central horseman is Mr. Higginson
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Encouragement
for

Conservationists

I wo recent presidential

proclamations will receive

the hearty commendation of

all interested in the pro-

tection of our national resources, whether floral,

faunal, or otherwise. The first of these has
turned the Pisgah National Forest in western
North Carolina into a Federal game preserve

—

the first of its kind east of the Mississippi River.

I he protection afforded while the property was
part of the George W. Vanderbilt estate has kept
the land fairly well stocked, and the continued
regulations combined with the contemplated es-

tablishment there of herds of elk, buffalo, etc.,

should insure a gradual restocking of adjacent
territory by a natural overflow process. The
second act creates the Old Kassan National
Monument out of thirty-eight acres of the

rbngass National Forest in Alaska, including the

abandoned Haida Indian village on Prince of
Wales Island. This relic of aboriginal life contains

some excellent totem poles, buildings,

and other specimens of great ethnolog-
ical value, but the ravages of time and
self-centred, souvenir-hunting tourists

have made essential the protection that
will rit>w be given by the Forest Ser-

vice, that the village and its environ-

ment may be preserved for the use and
edification of future generations.

01 . IB$ fU II'

A Montana has its Hon. Jean-
Massachusetts nette Rankin, M. C, and is

Maid justly proud therefor; but
Massachusetts has its Ruth

Wood and is consequently in line for some con-
gratulations of its own. Ruth is thirteen years
old, lives in Merrimac, and is a freshman in the
Essex County School at Hawthorne. She is,

moreover, a real farm girl with strong leanings
toward the study, management, and ownership
of live stock. Wherefore, early last fall she
entered the boys' and girls' cattle judging contest
that was held at the National Dairy Show in

( )ctuber. Refusing to be daunted by the fact
that she was the only girl among ninety-seven
contestants from eight states, she coolly judged
her four classes of Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, and
Ayrshire cattle, wrote out the reasons for her
choice well within the specified eighty minutes,
and walked away with second prize, scoring 485
out of a possible 600 points! Then she further

practised it, and the frequent warnings against
schemes of that kind in general. It will be even
more interesting, however, to watch the develop-
ment and application of this very same principle
as a method of fighting insect pests, now that it

has been discussed and even partially investi-
gated, on a true scientific basis, by scientists.
Messrs. W. Moore and A. G. Ruggles of Minne-
sota report experiments in which potassium
cyanide and hydrocyanic acid were inserted into
the stems of geranium plants and the trunks of
mature apple trees. In the latter instances the
results suggested that the method would be
useless in combating borers (the purpose for
which it has most often been recommended)
unless applied locally—that is, close to where the
insects are known to be. The other tests gave
rise to the conclusion that "in semi-woody
plants, like the geranium, where the cyanide
diffuses through the cortex, the method might
be useful against sucking insects." This,

though non-committal, will at least
hold the interest of horticulturists
and entomologists until further devel-
opments are announced.

Circus One of the definite landmarks

d la °f youth, masculine youth at

Mode least, is that happy occasion
when, parental objection hav-

ing been more or less vanquished, the
half-grown boy sits on the edge of the
station platform in the misty dawn
and watches his first circus train come
limping into the siding. Through life

no other sound will ever be filled with
quite the same awesome, goose-fleshy

quality of horror as the roaring of
the toothless lion bidding his keeper
remember that it is time for his bowl
of warm milk toast. No future grat-
ification of the wanderlust will ever
approach the quivering delight of that
primal sight of the familiar freight

yard filled with the strange bulk of copyright by w. ward smith

the elephant herd, the grotesque out- Miss Ruth Wood and the prize that she won in the cattle judging contest at the last National

lines of the camels, the inquisitive Dairy Show, held at Springfield, Mass.

enormity of the giraffes. Through the gray
dawnlight, uncouth men, stubbly of chin, vocifer-
ous of speech, rush to and fro, bellowing com-
mands, kicking elephants, hustling about solid

gold wagons with the nonchalance that marks
them heroes of romance and worthy of the arrows
of youthful vaulting ambition. On future occa-
sions this collection of wonders will be just a cir-

cus, but for the one impeccable first time it is

no mere show that creeps into the familiar siding;

it is romance, pure and undiluted.
And all this rhapsody because one, whose youth

lies with an older generation, happened on an item
that a great circus had purchased a hundred big
motor trucks, on which it will hereafter move
from town to town over the highways, dispensing
with the time-honored train. The motor circus

train is to be segregated in two divisions. One of
these will comprise the parade section, animal
cages, band wagons, etc., while the other will

consist of the baggage train and Pullmans to

carry the performers, workmen, and officials.

This new method of transportation will effect

enormous economies in administration, and
seems certain to rehabilitate the familiar form
of bucolic entertainment, which has latterly

fallen on lean financial times.

showed her longheadedness and acumen by
looking over the prizes offered and choosing a
registered Jersey bull calf by Sophie ioth's Tor-
mentor, out of Figgis Betsy, donated by Hood
Farm. That this most commendable accom-
plishment was no mere matter of luck, is indicated
by the fact that in two local contests in which
she participated earlier in the season, Ruth
won, respectively, sixth with 265 out of 400
points in judging two classes of cows, and one
each of hogs and horses, and first with 215 out
of a possible 300, in judging one class each of
cows, hogs, and horses. Furthermore, for the
past two years she has been a member of the
B^jys' and Girls' Pig Club in her state, turning
out in each instance a very creditable animal.

The Cost In one of the Texas
of counties, road condi-

Bad Roads t 'ons nave been so no-
toriously bad and the

inhabitants have been so entirely

indifferent to their shame that the
district was the despair of the good
roads men until the last election.

A practical joker had contrived to
present to the free and untrammeled
electorate a proposition to raise by
means of a bond issue some $500,000
for highway improvement. The gen-
tleman nominated for congress in

this district, however, refused to ac-

cept the matter as a joke. He made
a vigorous canvass of the district in

favor of the bond issue. He advanced
figures proving that the farmers of

the county lost, in actual cash be-

cause of their inability to get pro-

duce to market promptly and through
damage to produce shaken about on
its journey over the execrable roads,

enough to pay the interest on the pro-

posed bond issue. Mirabile dictu,

the bond issue carried triumphantly, and an-

other Texas county is to be pulled out of the

mud.

An Old
Fraud in a

New Light

It would be interesting to know
how many dollars have been
spent for, and how many trees

have been subjected to the won-
der working (?) treatment of having holes bored
in the stem and filled with marvelous, cure-all

preparations. And this despite the repeated
exposure of the quack tree doctors who have

A New Out in California, where the

Outdoor golden sunshine attends as strictly

Profession t0 business as O. Henry's one-

armed paper-hanger with the

hives, a certain youth is roaming the highways
about Los Angeles, regaining his lost health and
earning his living by grace of a brand new com-
mercial enterprise, of which he is the ingenious

originator. This novel business venture con-

sists of a perapatetip garage, mounted on a

second-hand commercial car chassis. The stock

carried by our commercial adventurer consists

of tires, standard tools, oil, gasolene, spark plugs,

and other small accessories. Many a stranded

motorist has had cause to thank his lucky stars

that one ex-bank clerk had the pluck and in-

genuity to work out a commercially remunerative

self-cure for the effects of confinement and

monotonous labor. Incidentally the idea might

be profitably applied in other parts of the

country.
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Dump>n% ,,one moping
uuto-truik

Lsvcli ng off tke road by use nl hand and tern plait

1^^
Filling tke bits

strteni ngs

Spreading tkt stone for tke tt'earing-cour<

^y if at

Distributing Ti caring-course

Distributing three-quarter inch stone over

tke first coat of Tarda

'Hie photographs here produced illustrate in

"movie style" the construe/ion of one type of
'Tarvia Road and the story follows:

Good Road.\ increase prnpcrtv values, decrease taxes,

in.iL( i .is\ .md long haulage possible. They know no
season, because their construction is such that they
.in lice from dust and mud and ruts in all seasons.

And good roads to-day very largely mean Tarvia Roads.

I'oi a n>ad that is built and treated with Tarvia has
all the pood qualities described above and its cost

of construction and maintenance Holies less per

year of service than any other type.

Preserves Roads
^ Prevents Dust

Had Roads, on the other hand, decrease property
\.dues and increase taxes. For instance, according
to Government estimates, it costs 23c. a mile to

haul a ton over bad roads and only 13c. a mile over
good roads.

I hey are hard on horses, destructive to vehicles,

and frequently wreck motor cars unfortunate enough
to travel over them. Furthermore, bad roads are

practically unusable during certain seasons of the

year, a road condition that is inexcusable and
unnecessary.

The use of Tarvia offers the real solution of the road
problem in this country outside of the most heavily-

traveled streets in the very large centers.

Many of the streets and parkways of New York,
Chicago, Boston, and a thousand smaller towns
have Tarvia roads because they give adequate serv-

ice at low cost.

Tarvia roads are a delight to owners of horse-drawn
vehicles and motor cars alike. They are easy on
the vehicle and easy on its occupants. They give

horses perfect traction. They annihilate distance
for the automobilist and reduce the cost of up-keep.

Towns on Tarvia highways are many, many miles

"nearer to things."

Send for illustrated booklet showing towns all

over the country that are using Tarvia successfully.

Special Service Department
In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well as road author-

ities, The Barrett Company has organized a Special Service Depart-
ment which keeps up to the minute on all road problems. If you
will write to nearest office regarding road conditions or problems in

your vicinity, the matter will have the prompt attention of

experienced engineers. This service is free for the asking.

The
New York Chicago Philadelphia
Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh
Kansas City Minneapolis Nashville

The Paterson Manufacturing Company, Limited: Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

5$

Railing the thrcc-//uarlcr inch stone into the

first coat of Tarvia

w 4. ~J *

Sweeping off excess of three-quarter

inch stone

Putting on seal-coal of Tarvia

Covering the seal-coat of Tarvia with

screenings

Rolling the road to finish

The finis

.tJTfi Company g™
Salt Lake City

ancouver St. John, N. B.

St. Louis

Birmingham
Seattle Peoria

Halifax, N. S. Sydney, N.

road



GRANDMOTHER'S FANCY CHAIRS
By WALTER A. DYER

Fancy chairs owned by the Misses Thompson, Hempstead, N. Y. The seats were originally of rush

ARLY in the

n i n eteenth
century there

were certain

types of
chairs popu-

lar in the United States

which were neither Empire-
Colonial, Sheraton or Phyfe
mahogany, nor yet Wind-
sors. They were derived
from the Sheraton style,

were usually rush-bottomed
or cane-seated, painted, and
decorated with painting or

stenciling, usually in yellow
or gilt. They were known
in those days as "fancy"
chairs.

I find that the term fancy
chair is not altogether fam-
iliar, either among collectors

or dealers. They are not
to be confused with the brightly painted chairs
of Pennsylvania, of Pennsylvania German origin,

which are now being sought and which sell for

$6 to-- $10 each. Nor are they the same as,

though akin to, the satinwood, curly maple,
and painted chairs, also of Sheraton derivation,
which were called "drawing-room" chairs and
which are now quite valuable.
The accompanying illustrations will serve, I

think, to place these fancy chairs most readily,
though some of them differed somewhat from
these types. Fancy chairs and sofas were lighter

than most of the contemporary styles, and be-
came very popular in some parts of the country,
particularly around New York, from about 1800
to 1820. The backs were light and open, usually
containing horizontal spindles and frequently
gilded ball ornaments. They were painted,
usually black, with some gilding. The top rail

of the back was generally stenciled in a pattern
of fruit, foliage, etc. The seats were of rush or
cane, square, or, more commonly, gracefully

shaped, with the front corners rounded. The
legs were turned in ornamental patterns, with a
slight outward concave curve. The arms of the
armchairs were of turned spindles or rods. Set-

tees were made in the same style, the backs re-

sembling chair backs in triplicate, and with arms
at the ends.

Sheraton designed a chair with turned baluster

legs, cane seat, and a painting on the ton rail

of the back, which was evidently the parent of
An American fancy chair of the early nineteenth century, in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art

the fancy chair. Mr. Lock-
wood doubtless refers to
this type of chair when he
states that a late form of
Sheraton painted chair is

often found in the United
States. It has groups of
upright spindles in the
back, and the top rail bears
a painted decoration.

I hat the manufacture of
fancy chairs was extensive

in New York, at least, is

indicated by a number of
old newspaper advertise-

ments unearthed by Miss
Singleton. The earliet men-
tion of fancy chairs is in a

New York advertisement
of 1797: "William Challen,

Fancy Chairmaker from
London, makes all sorts of

dyed, japanned, wangee,
and bamboo chairs, settees, etc., and every
article in the Fancy Chair line, executed in the

neatest manner and after the newest and most
approved London patterns." This suggests

that the first of our f;incy chairs was based di-

rectly on English—possibly Sheraton—models.

After 1800 there appeared in the New York
newspapers numerous advertisements of makers
of fancy chairs, as well as of Windsors and other
kinds, usually accompanied by anoffer torepaintor

regild old chairs in the new fashion. Here are two:
In 1802: "Fancy Chairs and Cornices—William
Palmer, No. 2 Nassau Street, near the Federal
Hall, has for sale a large assortment of elegant

well-made and highly finished, black and gold,

etc., Fancy Chairs with cane and rush bottoms.
. Old chairs repaired, regilt, etc. . .

."

In 1806: "William Mott, 51 Broadway, has a

large assortment of elegant and well-made fancy
chairs of the newest patterns."

These fancy chairs are not infrequently seen

in homes where old furniture is cherished, and
they are not without their decorative and
practical value. They appear to have been well

made and to-day are often as sound as when
new. English Sheraton chairs of this type are

worth perhaps $25 apiece. The American fancy

chairs are worth somewhat less, but seem to be

increasing in value. A pair of them were recently

sold by a dealer for $7.50 apiece, but the price

was probably a bit low. The best of them might
be considered worth from $12 to #15 apiece.

OLD FIREBACKS
Photographs from the Metropolitan Museum of Art

its own, and
iron castings of an elder

day to be had which
exhibit a considerable

degree of originality in

design and skill in

workmanship. Among
the more interesting of

these things are the
old firebacks.

The masonry of the

old English fireplaces

was such that it was
often injured by the

intense heat of the

wood fires; the mortar
tended to disintegrate.

This meant frequent

repairs, and some onai
conceived the idea of

protecting the back of

RON founding is one of the arts

which should appeal to collectors

and students of the antique more
than it does. It is not as fine an
art as cabinet-making or pottery,

but it possesses an interest all

there are

the fireplace with a slab of iron. These slabs

were doubtless plain and crude at first, but
with the development of the iron founder's

craft in England, they took on more and more
elaborate forms of decoration.

The oldest of these English firebacks come

Fireback of Dutch or German <

the Publican

origin, depicting the Pharisee and

Dated 1666

German fireback of rectangular shape and dating from the

eighteenth century

from Sussex. They were rectangular in shape,

wider than they were high, and showing in many
respects a similarity to the cast-iron grave slabs

which were also common in Sussex. The popu-
lar designs are believed to have developed natur-

ally here, during the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, before there

were any foreign im-
portations.

The earliest ex-

amples were molded by
pressing a board of

the required size and
thickness into a bed of

sand. Molten iron was
poured into the depres-

sion thus made, pro-

ducing, when cool, a

flat slab. To give the

front of this some sort

of decoration, various

objects were impressed

in the sand in the de-

pression, before cast-

ing, such as flowers,

leaves, mechanical ob-

jects, and even the hu-
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for the Summertime Li\>in^-Porch

ONLY willow furniture— cool,

comfortable, charming—can im-

part to the summertime living-

porch the cordial invitation to rest.

It looks cool, this craftsmen's furniture.

It it cool and clean and home-like.

But look into quality. For all "willows"

are not willows, and as they approach the

true willow reed they become cooler and

better to look upon and longer wearing.

These Lord & Taylor willows are made
of the very finest stalks. They will

last season upon season, and as they

gradually darken with age, they become
ever more "homey."

See these summertime glories on the

sixth floor—and there are draperies and

hangings, grass rugs and grandmother

rugs and every accessory that makes the

summer porch the most popular living

room.

38th Street

Lord & Taylor
FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
39th Street

i
ow

I

)
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HEI{CULES
Smokeless Shotgun

At this end of the shell

is the name of the pow-
der. Ask lor and look for

INFALLIBLE

or "E C."

Know Your
Shotgun Shells

YOU can't know too much about the

shells you shoot. The information

you should have is easy to obtain for

it is told on the shell itself. The two
ends give the story.

On the base you will of course find the

name of the maker and the loader of the

shell, and the gauge. At the other end,

on the top wad, are printed the size and
quantity of shot, the quantity of powderand,
last but not least— the name of the powder.

Hercules Smokeless Shotgun Powders,
Infallible and "E. C," may be obtained

in any standard make of shell. Undoubt-
edly the name of the maker of your favorite

shell is given in the column to the right.

The next time you order shotgun shells it

will pay you to see that they are loaded

with Infallible or "E. C." Powder. By so .

doing you will obtain a powder of the high-

est quality and of uniform quality—a pow-
der that gives unusually light recoil, high
velocity, and even patterns. You will find

the name of thepowderstenciled on the out-

side of the box, as well as on the top wad.

For a booklet on ammunition, of interest

to any sportsman, address

HERCULES POWDEl^CO.

On this end is the name
of the maker. Hercules
Smokeless Shotgun
Powders may be ob-
tained in shells made by
the following

:

PETERS

REMINGTON
SELBY

U. S.

WESTERN
WINCHESTER

1009 Market Street

Wilmington Delaware
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ROBERTS MOTORS FOR BOATS

v

16 H. P. Bore 3 1-2
inch Stroke 4-inch
Net Price S240. 00

8H. P. Bore 3 1-:

inch Scroke 4-inch
Net Price S12U.00

4H. P. Bore 3 1-2
inch Stroke 4-inch
Net Price $68.00

MORE power, more speed sums up the Roberts Motors for 1917. Three new
engines have been brought out, characteristically Roberts in design, appear-

ance and construction, with Roberts Dependability built right into them.

Get Your Boatbuilder's Advice Before Getting That New Engine

Your Boatbuilder is the man that knows by experience just what a Roberts
Motor will do for you, furthermore, his expert knowledge will enable him to advise
you as to which size is best adapted to your boat and the necessary equipment
required. He can tell you why Roberts Motors are so free from breakdowns, so
absolutely dependable, yet full of power which means speed for your bor

We have prepared a concise, clear description of the
new Roberts Motors, write for this description today.

2004 ROBERTS BLDG. SANDUSKY, OHIO

O

man hand. As the art progressed, these make-
shift objects were replaced by stamps made for

the pumose—decorative designs, coats of arms,
etc.

The final step was the making of a wooden
model or pattern all in one piece. A few of these

patterns are still in existence. The finest of

these bore the arms of the reigning sovereigns,

from Henry VII to James II. They were usu-

ally rectangular in form, with a semicircular

projection in the middle of the top which often

At the left a fireback of Dutch origin; at the right, fireback

bearing the English lion, rose, thistle, and fleur-de-lis, dated 1649

Part of the cipher of George II on a fireback dated 1736

Coat of arms of George II, dated 1750

* ' M
bore the figure of the crown. Seventeenth-

1

century firebacks of this type often show con-

siderable skill in design and execution, and are

highly valued by collectors.

Next came a great variety of shapes and de-

signs. There were square and rectangular

plates, with or without the curve at the top, al

few with the top corners cut down, and also nar-j

row panels which may have been used at the;

sides of the fireplace, or in pairs at the back..

Some of these bore the arms of noble familial

of Kent and Sussex; a few were commemorative!
of historical events. One, bearing the early date. 1

of 1588, carries a design of ropes, an anchor,",

fleur-de-lis, and roses, in honor of the defeaO

of the Spanish Armsda. Another, an excellent
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$1150
l o b

Mitchell Junior a 40 h. p. Six

120-inch wheelbase

$1460 I' M 11)1

SIX ICS

7-PaBsenger 48 Horsepower
127-inch wheelbase

One Type— in Two Sizes

Built Like No Other Car
This model plant—covering 45

acres was built ami equipped for

this tingle r\ pe,

It is designed to build this one type

at a cost \n hich none can match. John

W. Bate, the great erhcienc\ expert,

has spent millions of dollars todo that.

The savings go into extras. So

the Mitchell has a wealth of features

which other cars omit.

All Mitchell cars are designed by

our artists, and built by our own
craftsmen. So each style is exclusive.

A Distinctive Car
Mr. Hare has worked 14 years to

perfect this factory and this car. Every

building, machine and method shows

the last word in efficiency.

Ilis methods save us on this year's

output about £4,000,000. And all

that goes into Mitchell extra values.

Our latest models are the result ot

more than 700 improvements made
by Mr. Hate. He spent a year in

Europe to get some of the ideas.

So the Mitchell offers, in many
ways, what you cannot find else-

where.

Unique Features
The latest Mitchells embody these

distinct attractions:

.* I Extra Feature*

24 Per Cent Added Luxury

100 Per Cent Over-Strength.

There are 31 features, most of

which all other cars omit. Each is

something you will want. Go see

them. These are paid for by our

factory savings.

On this year's models we add 24
per cent to the cost of finish, uphol-

stery and trimming. Our new body
plant saves the money to do that.

This makes the Mitchell the luxury

car of its class.

In the past three years we have

doubled our margins of safety. Now
each important part shows 100 per

cent over-strength.

TWO SIZES
Mitchell-

a

roomv '
7-passenger Six,

with 127-inch wheelbase and a
highly-developed 48-horsepower motor.

Price, $1460, f. o. b. Racine

Mitchell Junior a 5-P«»»enger Six
on similar lines

with 120-inch wheelbase and a 40-horse-
power motor l

/4"mcn smaller bore.

Price, $1150, f. o. b. Racine

Also six styles of enclosed and convert-
ible bodies. Also new Club Roadster.

To Double Car Life

The object of this new standard

is to double car life. Over 440 parts

are built of toughened steel. Safety

parts are all oversize. Parts which

get a major strain are built of

Chrome-Vanadium.

Our engine test is 10,000 miles

without wear. Our gear test is

50,000 pounds per tooth. Our spring

test calls for limitless service. Not
one Bate cantilever spring has broken

in the two years we have used them.

One Size, $1150
Mitchell Junior is about like the

Mitchell, but a slightly smaller car.

Still it has a 1 20-inch wheelbase. It

is the marvel of Motordom this year

in the value that it gives. See which

size you like best.

You will want these extras. And,

when you know, you will want a

Bate-built car. It means a complete

car, a smart car and a lifetime car.

It is the last word in efficiency. Let

your dealer show it to you before

the spring over-demand.

MITCHELL MOTORS COMPANY, Inc.

Racine, Wis., L. S. A.
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THE recent rapid rise in

the price of most building
materials has not extended

appreciably to North Carolina
Pine. The supply is too abund-
ant; you can still obtain it, easily

and quickly, at a moderate cost.

Beautiful Interior Woodwork
And Bare Polished Floors

Valuable facts about this extra-

ordinary wood are contained in two
beautiful books—either or both of
which are yours for the asking.

The Homebuilders' Book containspictures
and floor plans of many attractive homes
which can be built of North Carolina
Pine at stated costs. The Book of In-
teriors is devoted to a discussion of North
Carolina Pine's peculiar fitness for all in-

terior purposes. Its great beauty and
the ease and smoothness with which it

takes all stain and enamel treatments are

fully illustrated in colors.

Whether you are planning to build or merely
to remodel your present home, you will profit

by reading these books. Send for them to-day.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand Central Terminal,
New York City, contains a bungalow built throughout of North
Carolina Pine.

North Carolina Pine Association

50 Bank of Commerce Bldg.

Norfolk, Virginia

Drainage in the home

should have a free and continuous escape from the

premises. The joints where the pipe and fittings come
together should be so tight that there will not be

any openings or crevices for foreign matter to lodge in.

CRANE DRAINAGE FITTINGS
are made with a shoulder against which the pipe

abuts so perfectly that all "pockets" are eliminated

so that the drainage may have an unobstructed flow

to escape to the sewer. That is important.

We invite inquiry.

FOUNDED BY R. T. CRANE, 18SS

CRANE CO.
836 S. MICHIGAN AVE.

CHICAGO

Branches in 52 leading cities.

c
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June 30th. 1916

Cyclone Fence Company. \Vaukcnan, III.

Hear Sirs: ltakeurr.it pit .imiti in In ri « ith en-

closing check for £5,258.89, being the amount of

your hill. I want to say that I am making this

payment with great satisfaction aiul that thr wik
as done is lully up to all your promises to me. I

would be irj.id at anv time to recommend your

Company to my friends, as being thoroughly reli-

able in the character of the work that they have

done. Very truly yours,

SAM'L. UNTKRMYER.

Cyclone Fence, from the standpoint of beauty, char-

acter, {Teat strength, durability and dependability, is

America's greatest fence, built by America's greatest fence

manufacturers.

The erection of a Cyclone Fence affords absolute

protection to public and private grounds. Eliminates

depredations and assures respect and care from the public.

No other means so fully conserves the beauties of nature

and the constructive work of man.

Property Protection Fencing Pays
Cyclone Fence is especially designed as a beautifying and safeguarding enclosure for large country

and suburban estates, public parks, club grounds, municipal and government grounds, cemeteries, etc.

Its unapproachable quality imparts distinction and charm to the grounds enclosed.

Our Engineering Department will freely assist and advise with you without charge.

Our free catalogue is one of our worth-while books we will be pleased to send you.

Write to office nearest you, or to home offices at Waukegan, Illinois.

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY
Waukegan, 111.

BRANCHES: New York,

(The Master Fence Builders)

Dept. 138

Detroit, Chicago,

Cleveland, Ohio
Oakland, Cal.

Cyclone Fence Co., Dept. 138,Waukegan, 111.

Please send me free illustrated catalogue on items checked below

Cyclone Property Protection Fence Cyclone "4 in one" Playground Outlits

Cyclone Ornamental Lawn Fence Cyclone Wall Gates and Drive Gates
Cyclone Chain Link Fence Cyclone Farm Gates
Cyclone Cemetery Fence Hy-grade Iron Fencing and Gates
Cyclone Vine Trellis and Arches Hy-grade W indow Guards and Grills

Cyclone Entrance Arches Hy-grade Iron and \V ire Work lor Kennels. Poultry

Cyclone Flower-bed Border Houses. Zoological Gardens, etc.

My Name

P.O. State.
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77ie Same Painter—
/Tie Same Labor—
the Same Cost—
can mean either a permanently beautiful

piece ofwork or a short-lived, mediocre "job."

The difference in results depends entirely on
what the painter uses on his brush—whether
he uses "any enamel" or Enamolin itself.

Enamolin is an enamel so white, so durable,

so porcelain-like that it not only beautifies

but protects any surface to which it is applied.

As for the floors of the Enamolin-fmxshed
room—there is Namlac Floor Finish, the

most durable floor varnish on the market.

Enamolin and Namlac are on sale at the

better paint and hardware stores. If you
cannot secure them, write to us.

Ask for free copy of "The White Spot" booklet.

A sample can of either Enamolin or
Namlac Floor Finish sent for 10c.

Address Suburban Dept.

EMAIL CALMAN frCQ
ESTABLISHED IN lgSO

100 William St., New York '

^/fittest.

Enamel
^iti the world

lycoson a
FEVER THERMOMETER-
MEANS IT S TRUST;//
WORTHY // Osk

l/our
Doctor

TaylorInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER N.Y.

There's a lycos or TaylorThermometer for Every Purpose

TO PARENTS
qlf you wish your children to have

wider opportunities and a more val-

uable school training than you your-

self enjoved, you will be interested

in "THE AMERICAN SCHOOL" by
Walter S. Hinchman, a master in

Groton School. A lucid and high-

minded discussion of the problems

that confront parents and teachers.

A line !o your bookseller or to the publishers

will bnng a copy with bill. Net, $1.00.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N.Y.

Hot and Cold Water
in Your Country Home

Anywhere, any time, no matter what your water supply problems, you can have running hot

and cold water for your country bath room, kitchen and laundry, and all the water you want
in your garage, barn, garden or for lire protection.

KEWANEE Water Supply System
is the original air pressure tank system meeting every need. Ready for a lifetime of service and sat

faction asuon as shipping crate is removed. Hasy to operate, hard to get out of order. Do not be s;

fied wid^ makeshift cailed a system. You cannot get Kewanee Quality in any but the Kewanee Water
Supply S^ stem. Write for complete information and booklets describing these Kewanee Specialties.

Sewage Dlspoial rianls Cowllne Enchics Electric Lighting Plnnti Choline Storage Plnnts

SO Church
St., New
York City

Formerly Kewanee Water Supply Company
Mr! South Franklin Arenne, Krwnnre, Illinois

121a Mar.
quelteBldg
Chicago

copied or adapted by English founders. The
imported plates usually differed from those of
English manufacture in design, shape, and pro-
portion, being generally tall, narrow, and thin,

and frequently having an arched top against

which dolphins rested. They were often richly

ornamented. There were also rectangular piates

hearing designs of the Dutch or German type.

I hese designs were often pictorial in character,

and included mythological and scriptural sub-
jects, such as the Nativity, Christ and the
Woman of Samaria, etc.

With the increasing use of coal, the practice

of employing firebacks gradually ceased, though
there are some examples which were evidently
designed to help support a grate. They are al-

ready somewhat rare, especially in this country,
though numbers of them were imported here in

the old days, and some were manufactured in

the foundries of Pennsylvania. These Penn-
sylvania firebacks often bear designs in which
the popular tulip motif is prominent.

Collecting old firebacks is not quite such an
absurdity as it may at first appear to one whose
taste runs rather to more delicate objects of
art. There is a place for an old fireback in

any modern fireplace, and they are not without
a certain quaintness and decorative charm.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES ABOUT
ANTIQUES

ILL you be so kind as to tell me the

K% 9 jrVl age >
style, probable value, and

anything else of interest concern-

ing the desk, a snapshot of which
I am enclosing? The desk is of

walnut and is in very good condi-

tion, with no patches except about four inches of

molding that has been replaced along the edge of

Walnut desk, with ogee bracket feet and Hepplewhite drawer

pulls. Owned by Mr. Charles M. Jones

the lid. The boards on the back are fastened on

with hand-made nails. Behind the door in the

centre of the desk are two small pigeonholes and

two small drawers. The compartment contain-

ing these drawers and pigeonholes pulls out, if

the door is opened wide, and back of them are

American Empire card table of the lighter type, also owned by

Mr. Jones
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Think ofJsmiary-TYien Build

DUNHAM
Radiator Trap

This device is one of the funda-
mentals of the Dunham Vapor
Heating System. It is the trap
known the world over to heat-
ing engineers as the device that
revolutionized Vacuum steam
heating. Leading architects
everywhere use it. It makes
impossible the presence of water
in radiators, it prevents their
pounding and knocking, reduces
fuel consumption, causes the
radiator to heat evenly and
quickly, eliminates the hissing

air valve and spurting water

BEFORE you break ground, provide against the biting, bitter

cold of January. Else the home you plan will yield but

scant comfort.

Install a Dunham Vapor Heating System. Then winter will

be welcome. In spite of coldest weather, home will be truly com-
fortable. Coal consumption will be low. Radiators will neither

knock nor oound.

About all the attention you'll give the boiler is to feed it coal.

It will be to bed each night without a cellar trip to shut the

damper doors. Neither need you get up before your rising hour
to open them. For, a feature of Dunham Heating is dependable,

automatic temperature control—any predesired degree of heat at

any hour is mechanically produced.

The Dunham is not the lowest priced heating equipment

—

but dollar for dollar it is splendid value. A steam fitter can

Dunhamize your home. Do not build until you have written for

full information. Write immediately, asking for our fine, free, vital

book—"The 3 H's."

Dunham^VAPOR HEATING SYSTEM

The C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa
DIVISION SALES OFFICES

:

Boston
Rochester
Albany
Philadelphia
Washington, D. C.

Branch Office9 :

Birmingham
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Detroit

Indianapolis
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

Chicago

BRANCHES :

New York

Davenport
Des Moines
St. Louis
Kansas City

San Francisco

Fort Worth
Dallas
Denver
Cheyenne

Salt Lake City
Spokane
Portland, Ore.
Seattle
Los Angeles

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Ltd., Toronto, Canada
Halifax Montreal Otta Wi,
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There never was a better time to show your

patriotism than now—and no better way than

flying "OLD GLORY" in a proper manner.

Walworth Steel Flag Poles
are not only durable and lightning proof but are

graceful—A worthy addition to any estate, club,

park or building. Furthermore the patented

Ball Bearing Revolving Top
allows the flag to swing with the breeze and

prevents it from fouling the pole. It flies free

at all times. Costs no more than wood—inex-

pensive to maintain. Booklet with details of

sizes, prices and full instructions for erecting,

gladly sent on request.

Walworth Manufacturing Company
Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK
19-21 Cliff St.

CHICAGO
220 N. Desplaines St.

W%rli

Roof stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains. Walls finished with

Old Virginia White. Roth (J Study, Architects, St. Louis

Cheaper and Handsomer than Paint
Good paint costs twice as much as Cabot's Stains and
painting costs twice as much as staining, on shingles, sid-

ing or other woodwork. The stains are softer, richer and
more artistic in color, and the Creosote penetrates and
preserves the wood. So you can reduce the high cost of
living and also gratify your artistic sense by staining

your woodwork with

Cabot's Creosote Stains
If your house is one of the beautiful Colonial types that
are now so popular, your color-scheme will be perfect if

you stain the roof with Cabot's Stains and finish the walls

with the brilliant, clean "Whitewash white" effect of

Cabot's Old Virginia White
You can gel Cabot's Products all over the country. Send

for stained wood samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemists, 147 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 523 Market St., San Francisco

Tapes

SAMPLE FREE
LORD MFG. CO. 100 W.40-ST.. N Y

Vaccination Against
Pessimism

"It will be possible some day to vaccinate against
the colon bacillus. Then we shall eliminate

some of our pessimism and this will be a more
joyful world." Dr. Robert T. Morris in

TOMORROW'S TOPICS SERIES
In Three Volumes

Microbes and Men
A Surgeon's Philosophy

Doctors Versus Folks

A well-known professor says, " 'Microbes and
Men' speeds ahead a little too fast for me, but I

am having a grand time reading it, galloping

along several pages behind, tongue out, panting

and enjoying mvself." The companion volumes
are equaily delightful. Each, Net $2.50. Three
volumes, Net #7.50. At all bookstores.

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New York

three secret drawers. On either side of the cen-
tre door are book-shaped compartments for the
filing of papers, etc.; they are pulled out by little

brass knobs. On either side of these are four
pim-onholes, below which are two small drawers.
Below these, in turn, is one large drawer. The
loc k is sjone from the door in the centre and from
several of the larger drawers. The brasses are

all original except the handle of one.
Will you also give me your opinion of the table,

a picture of which I am also enclosing? It is of
mahogany veneer, and the veneering is broken
on the top and along the edge of the top. Do
you think the table is old enough and of good
enough style to justify the expense of refinishing?

What style would you call it, how old is it, and
what is its value?

C. M. J., Bridgeton, N. J.

The desk is an interesting one, though, as is

frequently the case, the writing board is rather

high for modern needs. The walnut would in-

dicate a period about 1750, though some of the

details are of a later period, the Hepplewhite
handles dating about 1770. These, of course,

may have been a later addition. The desk
might bring $100, or even more.
The table is a rather good example of American

Empire, dating about 1830. The shape of the

top is unusually good, and the table might be
worth #65. It is well worth repairing.

I HAVE a hand-woven coverlet of a sort of

checker-board patterrf; similar to one you
illustrated as a late eighteenth century example.
Can you tell me its value?

Mrs. E. B. M., Jr., Huntsville, Ala.

I find that old coverlets of the ordinary pat-

terns have been selling for $10 to $15 apiece.

I WISH to inquire about the probable value
of an old tall clock which I own and which

has been in my father's family nearly 200 years.

The ancestor who then owned it removed from
Hampton, N. H., to Rye, N. H., about 1720, and
it was told by his descendants that he had the

clock in Hampton. It remained in the house in

Rye till about fifty years ago, when it fell into

my possession and has since been in my house.

It keeps excellent time and seems good for an-

other century. It has a brass face and works,

and the name W. Tomlinson, London, is inscribed

on the dial.

I find in a clock book that he became a member
of the Clockmakers' Company in London in 1699
and was a master in 1733, and I have been told

that there are not a dozen clocks in the country

as old as that.

E. G. R., Brookline, Mass.

It is difficult to place a valuation on a clock of

this kind, especially without seeing it. Tom-
linson clocks are valuable, but in this country

we reckon the value largely from the style of the

case. If this is of walnut, quite plain, and in

good condition, the clock might be worth #350.

If it is of some less beautiful wood, or not in

good condition, it would be worth much less.

If the case is an especially fine example of cabinet

making, with fine marquetry, etc., its value might
run as high as #500 or £600.

I think you have been misinformed, however,

about the rarity of clocks as old as this. They
are rare, but there are a great many more than a

dozen in this country.

T HAVE a camel's hair shawl which I am
anxious to dispose of, and if you can give me

any idea of its value I would be very grateful.

The shawl is an inheritance and I have no idea of

the original cost, but it must have been a very

valuable one and seems to be in perfect condition.

It is zyi yards square. The centre is black but

the plain color shows for only five or six inches.

Miss J. N. J., Watertown, N. Y.

I regret to say that cashmere and camel's hair

shawls are not bringing anything like what they

are worth just now. Shawls which cost several

hundred dollars originally have been offered for

sale recently at #25 to $50 apiece, and no one

seems to want them. I should advise you to

keep your shawl if possible, for I am sure there

will be a better demand for them some day.

W. A. D.
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Kodak, as you go
Kodak catalogue, free at your dealer's, or by mail.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.
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It's lucky their

mother used Valspar—
It matters little what the children do to your

floors and furniture if they are Valsparred.

Let them play as much as their little hearts

desire, without fear of a scolding if they hap-

pen to spill something.

Since Valspar has come into general use

worrying about your varnished woodwork and

furniture has gone out of style.

VALENTINE'S

SPAR
The Varnish That Won't Turn White

Valspar is not an ordinary varnish—it is abso-

lutely waterproof.

No amount of hot or cold water or other

liquids in general household use can turn it

white, or even spot it. It is real woodwork

insurance.

Valspar has put an end to the usual varnish

troubles on floors, doors, furniture, porches—in

fact, on all woodwork that should be varnished.

It can be always immaculate, bright and

cheerful, and kept so by merely washing with

soap and water.

Most good dealers sell and recommend VAL-
SPAR. If you should not find a Valspar

dealer in your town, write direct to us.

Special Offer

If you wish to test Valspar, send 20c. in stamps to Valentine &
Company, 442 Fourth Avenue. New York City, and we will send

you a four-ounce can, enough to finish a small table or chair.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
Established 1832

Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

New York ^ r* itiupm Toronto
Chicago
Boston

VAl
r
e
NTs

n
hES Londo

Amsterdam

W. P. FULLER & CO.. San Francisco and Principal
Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright /017 by Valentine O- Company

On your white
woodwork use

V}
VALENTINE S I

al Enamel
Starts white—
stays white

Ask your dealer

Stonelec, from the west. The lot itself is a hillside, 200 feet square, with a not too heavily

wooded front on Lake Keuka

A HILLSIDE SITE

By May Ellis Nichols .

EVERAL years ago we decided to build a summer home
which could with little change be turned into an all-

year-round house. Accordingly we looked for a place

that combined the advantages of country and town

—

a difficult requirement, truly—but one that was per-

fectly met.
The location selected was one mile from the thriving

town of Penn Yan, N. Y., on a trolley line, and within

the limit of city water, telephone, and electric light service. The lotitself is

a hillside 200 feet deep, with a 200-foot wooded front on lovely Lake Keuka.
A wooded gorge forms the boundary between us and our nearest neighbors.

The lot secured, the house became a fascinating problem. For months
we studied houses and books on architecture. Then, with our own loca-

tion in mind, we made a rough draft and took it to an architect whose
artistic houses had attracted our attention. This architect embodied
our desires in practical working plans.

The style of architecture selected was the English half-timbered type.

The gables and roof are sharply peaked; the front door opens directly on

the ground; and the diamond paned casements swing out.

From the beginning we hoped to build of stone and stucco. Judge
then, our dismay at being told that there was no suitable stone in the local-

ity. The fields all about us were thick with flat stones that were used for

cellar walls, but never for houses. But why not? Size, shape, color, all

exactly suited our purpose. They were purchased at 90 cents a perch,

measured in the wall—really the cost of delivering them—and our stone

first story, porch pillars, and large outside chimney are monuments to

their utility. The upper stories of the house are half-timbered stucco.

The timbering is stained brown and contrasts pleasantly with the gray of

the stone and stucco. The roof is stained a dull red.

The arrangement of the rooms is simplicity itself, yet every foot of

space is used to advantage. The half partitions between the dining and
living rooms give some seclusion without making it impossible to use the

two as one room. Bookcases and china closets are built in the partitions.

Even the space at the back of the chimney furnishes a china closet. The
stone wall, which is eighteen inches thick, makes all the windows on the

lower floor recessed, and some are fitted with seats.

The large porch is built in front of the dining room, that the long win-

dows on the lake side of the living room may not be shaded. This makes

The south side, showing the small latticed porch over the door into the living room
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Clean, safe, freshly-filtered Water

LOOMIS-MANNING FILTERS
have become nn emientinl part of every residence.

Why not hnve beautiful, clean water in your home?
Have your ciitthen waiihed and your food prepared
in water you know to be clean and safe.

Clean, Safe Water an Essential

It is as important as pure food. You an- only taking
partial precaution if you pay little attention to the
water used lor household purjx>scs.

Almost all water- can he improved by efficient filtra-

tion; and lor those ••perfect" waters, ;i filter provides
a safeguard against possible accidental pollution—

a

condition which has so often occurred.
People have told us. "I put in your filter as a pre-

caution but am amazed to see the dirt and other
matter it takes from our water supply which we
considered practically perfect."

Y6u can have attractive, dependable freshly-filtered

water for every purpose in your home because discolor-

ation, odor, taste, iron stain, danger from water-borne
disease can all !>e removed from even' drop of water
entering your home by a Loomis-Manning Filter.

The best solution for Water Troubles Hot or Cold

Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Co.
£sr4

f.^
5H£0

1445 South 37th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bathe in sparkling, refreshing
water.

Use filtered water in your laundry and the

linen will be free from that yellow stain.

The Filter Is Easy to Install and Care For
II r.in lie ca ily i

r

ih I .i 1 ]<< I in any house rillirr huill or building The largi i part will go
through ;iny or'lm;iry doorway Attached lo thr water m;uii, every drop of w;iter

I'. i • ihmtitfh I hr hltii with no appreciable loss in How or |iressurc. The w;ilrr system
not disturbed in any way. '1 he filter operate* splendidly unrler city prcswurc, pressure

from elevated or pneumatic tank or any system of water supply.

A Loomis-Manning Kilter is free from complications ami the simple care can lie given
hy anyone I'ocsnol require expei t attention.

The 'tnest construction most durable and efficient. Several nize» to meet large or
small requirements.

Semi lor Catalogue and Itooklcl.

One of the many beautiful homes
equipped with Loomis-Manning Filters

For Generations to Come
WOULD you roof for your children's children

—

roof with Vermont Sea Green Slate ! The one

roofing that will outlive you, that'll shield you 'gainst fire;

shelter you thru the worst of weather without costly

repairs and paint, and each year will add to its beauty.

Man-made roofs are temporary. They wear and you

repair and paint. Wood roofs encourage fire. But

Nature has made Vermont Sea Green Slate and it has

been thousands of years in the making. Yet it costs no

more than other roofings.

VERMONT
SEA GREEN SLATE

makes such wonderful roofing that we
really want you to know more about it.

Just fill out the coupon below and we'll

send you our book

—

"For the Genera-

tions to Come.
'

'

Full of worth-while facts and figures,

plans and actual photographs and tests.

The dollars-and-cents side is accurately

discussed.

If you have any specific questions,

please remember that The Vermont Slate

M anufacturers' Pub-
licity Bureau is al-

ways at your service.

Write us for partic-

ulars and we'll gladly

help you get the best

roof for your partic-

ular needs. The serv-

ice is free, of course.

'sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss/sssss/sssysssssssss////sssss//ss///ss,/

2
THE VERMONT SLATE MANUFACTURERS'

Publicity Bureau A Granville. N. Y.

Please send me FREE your handsomely illustrated book, *' For the Generations to

Come."
I am interested in roofing a (kind of buildine _
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Imported and

Domestic Lingerie

at
May is the month when our Lingerie depart-

ment is more than usually well prepared with

the newest and daintiest articles in Lingerie.

This year we have gathered together in many respects

the largest and most complete showing of Lingerie we
have been able to exhibit for years. This includes

Imported and American-made goods, but particularly

those of French manufacture.

Our new stocks from Paris are here; a very wide variety

including the latest models which, though not greatly

different from those heretofore shown, are sure to please.

Boudoir Gowns, Caps, Brassieres, etc., from the simplest

styles at moderate prices to the more elaborate and
costly, in satisfying variety.

Children's Wear
The Underwear and Dresses for Children, of which we
show a very comprehensive assortment in sizes up to

ten years, are all sturdy, sensible, well-made little gar-

ments in good taste.

The Dresses are made of our own Linens, Chambrays,
Japanese Crepes, Dimities, etc.

Suits for boys up to five years of age, also of Devon-
shire Cloth, Linens, Ginghams, etc.

Write for illustrated Booklet,
" Special Attractions for May"

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Ave., 34th & 33d Sts.

New York

the living room especially pleasant in cold or rainy weather. The porch
is reached l>v a door from the living room, French doors from the dining
room, and by steps from the outside. 1 here is a latticed porch at the

kitchen door with a seat and a hinged table. There is also a small latticed

porch at the living room door.

The interior finish of the lower floor is rough gray plaster. The joists

are arranged in groups of two, and boxed, giving a beamed effect. These
beams are stained brown, but the woodwork of the room is stained a soft

moss green. 1 he floor is Georgia pine; the stairs, oak. There is a fire-

place in the dark corner of the living room, with an ingle nook whose seat

is boxed to make a place for wood.

The kitchen is really a model of convenience. Three large south win-
dows give plenty of light, and the north door, also with a window in it,

gives cross ventilation. 1 here are large cabinets built in, stationary tubs,

a coal range with hot water attachment, and a blue-flame oil stove. A
back stairway, leading to the second floor, opens into the kitchen, and the

cellar stairs are directly below it, thus saving space. The whole house is

lighted with electricity.

Overlooking the large porch, topped by a balcony for outdoor sleeping

Reg. Trade Mark

The half partitions between the living and dining rooms give some seclusion without making it

impossible to use the two as one room

There are four bedrooms on the second floor, the two on the lake side

opening on Dalconies, which could be used as sleeping porches. Each bed-

room has its closet. There are two bathrooms, each fitted with porcelain

tub, seat, and bowl; and a good-sized store room.

The walls of the second floor are ceiled, but they could have been plas-

tered at the same cost. The foundation for a furnace was laid when the

house was built, so that the furnace can be put in at any time.

The place has several unusual features. In excavating for the cellar a

spring of delicious water was struck and piped into a cement tank

in the boat house. The garret stairs are weighted and swing up like

a trap door, thus saving the room of a staircase. As the house was

built in the side hill, the door at the end of the hall on the second floor

opens on the ground.
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| Ivory Py-ra-Iin

CXQUISITE in its mellow

tones with the delicate

graining of oloVelephant ivory

what could be more appro

priate more dainty for the

bride-to-be than a boudoir set

of Ivory Py-ra-lin ?

Our distinctive Du Barry

design epitomizes supremacy of

style and craftsmanship in this

charming all'American pro-

duct.

The better class stores show

a representative assortment.

Our Ivory Py-ra-lin brochure,

sent on request, depicts some of

the most desirable pieces.

The Arlington Company
New York25 Broadway

ara»MHnnimniwns

UNION METAL
PERGOLAS
"The Ones That Last A

Lifetime"
These pergolas with columns of galvanized
open hearth steel, will withstand the damp-
ness of vines and shrubbery and the heat of
summer sun as long as your house itself.

Wood columns placed on the open ground
soon swell and shrink, open up at the joints
and finally rot out . just as theclimbing vines
are reaching the perfection of maturity.

Union Metal Pergolas come in any length
complete with metal columns, beams, raft-

ers and trellis strips ready to put together
on the spot. Any workmen can erect it or
you can do it yourself and enjoy the work.

Ifrut for illustrated Pergola
Book No. 79

You look at the clock for the time of day

Look at a lycos for the kind of day
A BAROMETER is nearly as necessary as a clock. It gives you the weather, j

tells you of changes, forecasts sudden drops or rises, and prepares you for what ^yyi
is coming. An instrument which is scientifically correct is the S. & M. 7yccs /

No 2252 r» HOI/SB , /
lycos Barometer s

The best materials enter into its construction. Adjustable by anyone to 3,500 feet alti-
tude. In a 5-inch lacquered brass case with enamel metal dial.

S. A M. Weather Instruments are sold by yonr Optician and Scientific Instrument
Dealers. If yours does not have an S. A M . 7yco* House Barometer No. 2252 in stock send
us his name and address and $10 and we will ship yon one at once. Our 36-page Barometer
Booklet, which describes other styles, is yours on request.

J^/nstrvmcnfCcmpankj Rochester, New York
World's Largest Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments

C/mIIv/ porch shades
TRAOC MARK

Make your porch a cool refuge from stifling summer heat;

an airy sitting-room; a secluded sleeping-porch.

The Vudor exclusive Ventilating feature causes circulation

of fresh, cool air.

Vudors are staunch enough to give comfort for many
years. They cannot flap in the wind. They harmonize
with porch of cottage or mansion.
The Vudor Aluminum Trade Mark identifies the exclusive

Vudor features.

HOUGH SHADE CORPORATION, 232 Mill Street, Janesville, Wis.

Write for name of nearest Vudor
dealer and colored reproduction of
Vudor Porch Shades in actual use
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Mott Fountains

T^OR the formal estate
A or suburban garden
there is a Mott Fountain
that will add a charm to

the spot.

We make it our busi-

ness to supply the cor-

rect fountain for every

particular need.

We issue separate catalogues of

Display Fountains, Drinking

Fountains, Bird Fountains, Elec-

troliers, Vases, Grilles and Gate-

ways, Settees and Chairs, Statu-

ary, Aquariums, Tree Guards,

Sanitary Fittings for stables and

cow barns.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York

m::niii Mi:iui^iijjj:ijjijMiii!['iiHMiii;^^

Is Your Country Home for Sale?

The purchaser must be some one whose tastes and
means are on a par with your own. The best field

in which to find such a one is among the other
readers of The New Country Life. The only way
to reach them is through our Real Estate Direc-
tory. For information, address

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
The New Country Life 11 W. 32d St., New York City

Ocoppor
t wirp«s* *

The 2 Copper Wires in the sel-

vage identifies genuine G & B
PEARL Wire Cloth. They
certify your screening. A secret

process renders PEARL as near
rust-proof as metal can be
made—durable—easy to look

through—good to look at. In-

sist on PEARL with the 2

Copper Wires in the selvage

and the round tag.

Write our nearest office for samples
and literature. Address Dept. I.

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
NEW YORK, GEORGETOWN, CONN., CHICAGO,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

The best Hardware Dealer in your city sells "PEARL"

Plans forYour Garden
should include WHEATLEY GARDEN POT-

TER Y — B i r d
Baths, Shapely
Vases, and Pots
and Benches. Our
catalogue on re-

quest.

Wheatley Pottery

is weatherproof—and very in-

expensive. Or Jer direct from
the Pottery. We pay freight
on all purchases amounting
to $5.00 or over. (U. S.)

WHEATLEY POTTERY
242 S Reading Road Cincinnati

Established iByg. Dealers attention

Smoky

Fireplaces
Made to
Draw

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fultoif Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Reading Selma Lagerlof is like sitting in

the dusk of a Spanish cathedral—certainly

one has been on holy ground."—Hugo Alfv'en, the Swedish composer

THE NORTHLAND EDITION: nine of her
greatest works in limp leather binding now
ready. (Each, net, $1.75.) Send for booklet.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

if PAGE'SCHINACEMENT
STANDS HOT AND COLD WATER IO c

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS AND
THE STANDARD OF PERFECTION

]HE general public does not know-
that Barred Plymouth Rocks as

bred to-day, and for years and
years, are two distinct breeds
which are never cross bred, and
that the reason for this is because

of the erroneous Standard of Perfection.

I he two varieties might properly be called
Light and Dark Barred Plymouth Rocks, but
they are better known among the big Barred
Rock breeders as pullet and cockerel matings.

1 he reason for this double mating in order to
product a standard male and female as described
in the Standard of Perfection is as follows:

Barred Plymouth Rocks were originally pro-
duced by using a large infusion of blood of the
American Dominique, from which fowl they take
their color scheme of black and white barring.
This same Standard of Perfection, in speaking of
the color of the male and female of the Dominique,
says, "The male may be one to two shades lighter

than the female," and the illustrations in the
Standard show the male bird to be several shades
lighter in color than his mate. Now that is as
it should be and is according to nature. Turning
in the same Standard to the color description of

'tit i _'5*Qf

The dark-colored Barred Plymouth Rock male required by the

present erroneous Standard, as described by Mr. Prescott

Barred Plymouth Rocks, we read that the color

of male and female is the same, and the illustra-

tions show the same color for both sexes. Now
that is all wrong, as it is against nature, and two
such Barred Rocks of the same shade of color

when bred together will not produce their like;

the males will be considerably lighter in shade
than the females; consequently in order to pro-

duce males and females of the same shade of
color it is necessary to have two distinct matings,

one with the Standard male mated to very dark

—

almost black—females to produce exhibition

males; the other with Standard-colored females

mated to a very light-colored male, which will

produce females of the same shade of color as the

Standard male in the other mating.
It is the practice in the show rooms to exhibit

only Standard bred Barred Rocks, and the

public does not see or know of the other mates of

these birds left at home and which are necessary

in order to produce their like. To make the de-

ception still greater, the shows have classes for

breeding pens in which the Standard Barred
Rock males and females are shown penned to-

gether, whereas they* are never so penned except
in the show room. The public, coming to the

shows for education as to the proper color of

Barred Rocks and how to mate them to produce
Standard specimens, are misled, and go home to

practise wrong principles in breeding. If per-

chance they purchase a pair of fow ls or a breeding

pen as exhibited, these have no breeding value

as they cannot be thus bred to produce exhibition

specimens.

The Barred Rocks are the oldest American
made breed and were once the most important,

but by this error in the Standard they are

gradually going back and one sees fewer and
fewer at the leading poultry shows. Take, for

instance, the 1916 Madison Square Garden
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Smooth
The Eight

Seren Passenger Touring. $1950

The Fours

Seven Passenfj Towing. $1395
Four Passenger Coupe. $1650

Seren Passenger Touring-Sedan. $1950
Seren Passenger Limousine. $1950

All prices f. o b Toledo

Subject to change uithout notice

Think of eight-cylinder smoothness— the
suoer-smootrtness of the sleeve-valve

motor— and its freedom from the unevenness
caused by wear and tear of valves and cams.

Think of eight-cylinder smoothness— the
super-smoothness of the sleeve-valve

motor—and its freedom from carbon
troubles.

Think of eight-cylinder smoothness—not now
and then when you have just cleaned up
and tuned up the motor

—

But the super-smoothness of the sleeve-valve

motor— smoothness that endures— even
impro%-es—and is the normal performance
of your motor at all times.

Think it over.

Doesn't the Willys-Knight Eight completely

answer vour desire for smoothness—without

the drawbacks that have heretolore deterred

you Irom satislying that desire with some
other eight ?

When you know all about t h e exclusive

advantages of the Willys-Knight Eight

—

when you have experienced the thrill of

its quiet smoothness, you will have the

answer to your longing for the different

—

the better car.

The Willys-Knight Eight is a luxuriously

comfortable, easy riding, seven passenger

car of beautiful new design.

See the Willys-Overland dealer and let him
tell vou some remarkable truths about
the Willys-Knight Eight—and let him
show you the car and demonstrate it.

The Willys-Overland Company. Toledo. Ohio
Manufacturers of Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars

"Made in U. S. A."
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The Ideal "house-warming"
Everyone will be eager to

see your new house. Your
friends want to enjoy the

cleverness of your very

original plan and decora-

tions. But they'll never

forgive you or the architect

if, with all its unique and
artistic features, the place

has the chill and drafti-

ness of a barn. No matter what else is agreed upon, everyone now-a-
days knows that no house can be a home without the genial, cozy,

cleanly warmth of

AMCANftlDEAL
i\ Radiators ^Mboilers

These outfits free you from
ancient pests of hod-lifting, fire-

poking, ash - sifting, coal - gas
breathing, blackening, annual
storing, repair bills, fire-risk, etc.

IDEAL SMOKELESS Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators save so much in coal

and cleaning, in time and temper, in health and happiness, and without rusting or
repairs, that they quickly repay their cost.

In all the world they have no equal—hence their use in over a million
stores, schools, churches, offices, public buildings, farm and city homes,
old or new, etc., at home and abroad.

The ideal bargain in heating
All real estate men and architects will tell you that IDEAL. SMOKELESS Boilers andAMERICAN Radiators will attract and hold best tenants at 10% to 15% higher
rental ; or property sells quicker and
owner gets back full cost of the
heating outfits—which never wear
out. Money put into these outfits
is therefore an investment—not an
expense. Accept no substitute!

A No. 6-19-S IDEAL Boiler and
210 sq. leetol 38-inch AMERICAN
Radiators, costing the owner
$200, were used to heat this cot-
tage. At this price the goods can
be bought of any reputable, com.
petent Fitter. This did not in-
clude cost of labor, pipe, valves,
freight, etc., which vary accord-
ing to climatic and other condi-
tions-

To save heating-dollars to the
end of your days, ask for free,
valuable book: "Ideal Heat-
ing." Best possible time to
buy. Write today!

$175 stationary Cleaner

Ask for catalog of ARCO
WAND Vacuum Cleaner
with iron suction pipe run-

ning to each floor. Sold
on Easy Payments.

Showrooms and ware-
houses in all large cities flMERICANTfoPIATOB, COMPANY

Write Department 25
816-822 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago

DoYouWant a BusinessofYourOwn?
The desire of most every man and of every woman who earn
their living is to have a business of his or her own.

Doesn't this idea appeal to you? Are you not interested in the
freedom attached to being your own "boss" and knowing that
all of the energy you put in the work is for yourself and the
greater enthusiasm you have the sooner you enjoy a handsome
income?

We will give you the opportunity now to start your permanent
business and to safeguard yourself against the unfortunate cir-

cumstances of so many who in their declining years are depend-
ing on the generosity of someone for a living.

We have opened the door of success for a great number of men
and women who are PROSPEROUS, and we will show you how
to lay the foundation for an assured future.

If you are not satisfied with yourself or your income— WRITE
US NOW.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

poultry show which is said to be the leading show
in America; there were but 86 single Barred
Rocks shown, and of these 69 were sent in by one
prominent breeder so that there might be a better
showing, as without his entry there would have
been but 17 single birds shown. White Ply-
mouth Rocks were present with 100 single birds
sent in by twenty or more exhibitors; Single
Comb R.I. Reds were present with 120 single birds
and twenty-five or more exhibitors. The reason
for this dropping off in the exhibition of Barred
Plymouth Rocks is that hundreds of breeders are
getting tired of being allowed to show only one
half the birds as bred and being obliged to leave
the other birds at home. Some of them are also

refusing to send their birds to the shows mated
differently from the way they are mated at home.
At the next to the last meeting of the American

Poultry Association this error in the Standard
was practically admitted, for they voted to try
to right it by making a still further error. It was
voted to issue a separate breed Standard of
Barred Plymouth Rocks and to describe the
double mating necessary in order to produce
exhibition specimens; but two wrongs never made
one right; and this new breed Standard does not
admit to the Standard the very light males used

Showing the light-colored Barred Plymouth Rock male required

in the double mating system

in the pullet line and the very dark males used
in the cockerel line; they will have to stay at home
as hitherto, and those who do not purchase the
new breed Standard will continue to be misled.

The results of this error in the Standard are

very far reaching; for instance, a purchaser sends

to any breeder of Barred Rocks for a setting of

eggs, twenty-five or more day-old chicks, or a

pair or pen of fowls. What shall the breeder

do? Write his customer and say that Barred
Rocks are two distinct varieties and that in

order to breed Standard males and females he
must double his order and keep "two matings,

or shall he send from one mating only and the

customer be satisfied to breed but one half the
breed as described in the Standard ?

Again the purchaser receives a pair of fowls that

he has ordered to exhibit at some local s|iow, and
the breeder has picked them out for this purpose;

they are a Standard bred male and female and
they cannot be bred together and will not pro-

duce their like if so bred. The purchaser finds

this out to his cost after a year's time.

To-day the general public is ignorant of what
Barred Rocks should be, and is breeding them re-

gardless of color description, with the result that

therearedoubtless fewer Barred Rocks of real show
quality than of almost any other popular breed.

This error in the Standard does not exist alone

for Barred Plymouth Rocks, but for Brown
Leghorns, Dark Brahmas, Silver Penciled Wyan-
dottes, Silver Penciled Plymouth Rocks, Blue

Andalusians, and several other breeds, in all of

which double mating is required to breed Stan-

dard males and females. As a result, all of these

breeds are waning in popularity and the single-

mated breeds are being sought in preference.

Some day this error will be righted and the

Standard will describe birds as they are mated
and bred to reproduce their like. The next

revision of the Standard will be in 1923, and with-

out doubt a movement will be made to do some-
thing in that line at that time. In the meantime
the public and the double-mated breeds will suffer.

F. M. Prescott,
New Jersey State Vice-President of the Barred Plymouth Rock Club.
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ATCH the Bay Stater put a good complexion on this

house. His paint is Bay State Brick and Cement Coating.

His work is quick. The result is a masterpiece.

When he is thru, your house is ready for all kinds of weather

—

it's waterproof. The bright, smooth, sparkling walls tickle your pride.

Bay State Coating is made in white and a variety of tints. Its sole

purpose is to make brick, cement and stucco walls new and proof

against wear and weather. It fulfills these duties worthily.

Write us and we will send you a sample of any tint you want.

Then you will know exactly what it will do. Ask for Book No. 1 at

the same time—it's full of interesting facts and photographs.

Bay State Cement Crack Filler is the first-aid treatment to

walls that crack. It is easily applied and not detectable.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers
BOSTON, MASS. New York OfSce: Architects' Building

BAY STATE
Brick, and Cement Coating
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ANCHOR POST FENCES

EVERY form of Wire or Iron Fence and
Gate required for country homes and

—, grounds may be obtained from us.

Low Fences to protect your hedges and keep

out children and dogs; Unclimbable Fences to

prevent trespassing of any kind; Ornamental
Iron Entrance Gates that make the ap-

proaches to your home more attractive;

Special Fences for Tennis Courts, Poultry,

Dogs, etc.

The superior design and workmanship of

Anchor Post Products is an estab-

lished fact—one that is demon-
strated by thousands of existing

installations. The service they

are giving others is proof of

the service they would give you.

CATALOGUE. We invite you to send for

any of the following interestin; Catalogues:
Lawn and Garden Fences—1 ennis Fences

—

Iron Railings and Gates— Poultry, Dog and
Special Fences— Farm Fences— Arbors,
Arches and Trellises.

ANCHOR POST
IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt St., {13th floor) New York

Philadelphia—Cleveland—Boston—Hartford—Newark

Unclimbable Fences '

Entrance Gates

Tennis Fences

A Summer Camp
FOR YOUR BOYS OR GIRLS?

Thinking about what's best for them next
summer? Then turn to the Camp Section of

HARPER'S MAGAZINE
for it is in Harper's Magazine that you
find the widest, the best, and most depend-
able selection of summer camps, as well as
private and preparatory schools and colleges.

The Readers' Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us

your questions.

Arches
Seven ft. high and

four ft. wide

EXTRA-HEAVY
RUST-PROOF
$12.00 each

PAINTED
$8.50 each

Porch Trellis

and Arches

All sizes and shapes

made to order

Brook Trellis Co.
Maker and Builder

Fence, Tennis-courts,

Do% and Chicken Runs,
Tennis Net Posts, etc.

37 Barclay St.. N. Y.City

Write for Circular

THE POLLEN OF FLOWERS
WO essential processes are associated

with the final stages of the develop-
ment of the flower. These are the
maturing of the stigma or female
organ, and the preparation of those
wonderful grains which play such

an important part in the scheme of reproduction.

In most cases the anther lobes are two in number
and, at a certain stage, these open wide so that
the golden pollen which they contain may escape.

To the unaided vision the pollen looks like so

much yellow dust, but on a close examination with

a microscope each grain is disclosed as a highly

complicated arrangement. Generally speaking,
the wall of the pollen grain is composed of three

layers; these are the interior or intine, the middle
or extine, and the external or perine. In the

centre of the grain is the tiny spot of protoplasmic
matter which makes the pollen effective as a

fertilizer.

The shape of pollen grains shows a considerable

variation in the different species of plants, al-

///$. Mfh

How pine trees produce their pollen. It is borne by the male

flowers, in huge quantities, as shown by the pile of pollen at the

right

though in a very large number of cases the form
is ellipsoidal. Of these the grains of the calla

lily and the dead nettle (Lamium) are typical.

A goodly number of pollen grains are spherical,

and examples of this type are to be found in the

pollen of the mallow (Malva) and gourd tribe

(Cucurbita). A considerable group of plants

bear pollen of a crystalline design, which may be

regular in shape as with the pansy (Viola) or

extremely uneven, an example of which is the

grain of the dandelion (Taraxacum).

In the case of most examples of pollen it is the

outermost layer which arrests attention. This

is not always the same thickness in every part,

the layer being in some places quite thin, some-

thing like little windows. Now and again the

thin places resemble actual openings, and in the

past have been wrongly considered as such. In

the pollen of the phlox the patches look very

much like the port-holes of a ship. Even more
strange is the manner in which the thin places

are arranged in the pollen of the marrow. At
certain points in the covering, excrescences arise

and these are surmounted with little cap-like

processes. When the time comes for the emerg-

ence of the pollen tube from the grain, one of

these caps is detached, which enables the tube to

grow outward and plunge down through the tissue

of the style. This give us an indication of the

purpose which is served by the thin places on the

pollen grain. Briefly, the chain of happenings

after the settlement of the pollen grain on the

stigmatic surface is as follows: the first event is

the taking up of moisture from the surface of the

stigma. This causes a great increase in size of

the grain, which mayswell to four times its original

dimensions. Then begins the development of

the matter within the grain, which leads up to the

formation of the pollen tube. This tube, which

consists of the whole contents of the cell, makes

its way to the thin place which is nearest to the

stigmatic surface. At this point the tube emerges,

and from thence travels down the stalk of the

style until the ovule at the base is reached.

In nearly all cases where the pollination of the

flower is dependent upon insect agency the pollen

is of an adhesive nature. It is likely that all the

sculpturings on the walls of the grains are directed
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Any temperature
—at the turn of a lever

Suppose you wish a bath or

shower at, say 90°:—You get

it by swinging the lever-point-

er to 90° on the valve-scale.

TT will pay you to look into

A this businesslike little instru-

ment—the Leonard Thermostatic

Valve—which automatically con

trols temperatures.

Protects against scalding or

chilling. Gives bathing a new

peace-of-mind comfort. Easily

installed and reliable inoperation.

Think! The temperature you

wish at the mere turn of a lever.

Write for special booklet.

Mott's new 138-page "Bathroom
Book" shows 22 model bathrooms,

with full descriptions and prices of

latest plumbing fixtures. Mailed for

4c postage.

Any plumber can give you an esti-

mate on Mott's plumbing fixtures in-

stalled complete.

The J. L. MOTT Iron Works
Fifth Ave. and 17th St. New York

iSsB—Eighly-uineyears of Supremacy—1917

tlioston Dallas Minneapolis

Pittsburgh (Detroit tNew Orleans

tchicago tDes Moines Denver
Atlanta tToledo tSan Francisco

tPhiladelphia Portland. Ore. ISt. Louis
Seattle t Washington, D. C. tMontreal. Can.
Cleveland Columbia, S. C San Antonio

Los Angeles

^Showrooms equipped -with model bathrooms

toward this end. In many instances it is found

that the pollen is covered with spines. Good
examples are to be found in the grains prcduced

by the daisy tribe, and also the mallows. 1 hese

spines make it quite certain that the pollen will

hang together in masses and, as well, readily

attach themselves to some part of an insect

visitor. One may feel almost certain that the

adhesive character of this pollen is connected

with the insect visitors to the flower, for such,

feature is wanting in the case of wind-pollinated

plants. The pollen produced by a large number
of trees such as oaks, beeches, hazel, etc., is quite

smooth so that the grains float away individually

and, by their very lightness, secure a dispersal.

A very singular device for the joining together

of a number of grains of pollen is that to be

observed in the case of the rhododendron and

—I1IB1I1M1

Horsford's* Our customers tell us that

our Vermont-grown stock

stands transplanting better

than stock from farther

south. Old - fashioned

Flowers, Wild Flowers, Lilies, Shrubs, Vines, Trees,

etc. A small line of selected Fruit Stock, the Hardiest

Varieties, are also offered. Prices very low for the

quality of stock. Ask now for catalogue M.

F. H. HORSFORD.Charlotte.Vermont

Cold Weather Plants
Lily Bulbs and
Flower
Seeds
That
Grow

WILL MORE MONEY HELP ?

As a member of our agency organization, securing subscribers

for the World's Work, the New Country Life and the Garden

Magazine, you can increase your earnings — many are doing it.

Send your name to the Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company

Garden City New York

TERRA COTTA TILES for ROOFING|

ill!

Architects—Matzinger & Jeffry, Cleveland, Ohio

are endorsed by leading archi-

tects because of the wonderful

beauty and character they give

to a building. The Tiles

in roof of this handsome
residence of F. C. Werk,
Cleveland, Ohio, are the

pattern known as Imperial

Spanish (See border of

advertisement for detail).

Your archilecl will help you to

select a pattern. Our illustrated

booklet, "The Roof Beautiful," in

colors, is sent free to any pros-

pective builder on request.

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.
Mfrs. of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles

General Offices
|

1108-18 Monroe Bldg.,Chicago
'"

*****

m

Pollen grains of the gourd under the microscope. Pollen

grains differ greatly, but many of them are spherical like these

azalea. Here the grains are banded together with

viscin—a substance not unlike the bird lime ob-

tained from mistletoe berries. The effect of this

material is that at a touch the whole contents of1

the anther lobe is removed.

In considering the question of the pollen of
(

plants, one cannot well avoid a reference to the

pollinia which take the place of the fertilizing

grains in some species. In this case the whole of
j

the grains produced from the sack in the anther!

remain joined together. A pollinium may con-

sist of a dozen grains, or even several hundreds. ,

These are present in the flowers of the asclepiads
j

and in orchids. In the latter instance the pol-l

linia often terminate in a little disc which, being
j

of an adhesive nature, readily becomes attached

The pollen grains ofthe azalea are found bound together in

numbers by a thread-like substance

to any object which it touches. In such cases

the insect visitor carries the pollinia away. In

other instances the flower may be self-pollinating,

and at a certain stage the pollinia fall down and

touch the stigmatic surface. This is notably

the case with the bee orchis.

Pollen grains vary considerably in size. Thus

the grains produced by the forget-me-not, for

instance, are extremely small when compared

with those of the gourd tribe, which are nearly

one hundred times larger. As well, too, thd

amount of pollen produced by the different species

varies greatly. A single flower of the common
balsam will not bear more than 200 or 300 grains.
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100 dahlias in full color
Illustrate Country Life *s Color Manualfor June

More gorgeous than roses, more varied than orchids, more
easily grown than potatoes, the subject of the June Color

Manual is rapidly coming into its own. One testing garden

in New York has more than 1,600 varieties of dahlias,

ami further possibilities arc- unlimited. Read the Little

Manual for June, look at its magnificent color illustrations

and you will see how easy it is to put these flowers into your

garden and bring them to successful maturity this year.

Besides this manual with its color illustrations, there are

more than a dozen other articles that will enable you to

get more out of life in the country.

tit

he next three color
MANUALS,

Tie Waterman's Manual

JULY

he Tree Manual
AUGUST

hiding Horses and Ponies

SEPTEMBER

The special introductory offer

The New COUNTRY LIFE is fifty cents a

copy—five dollars a year

We also make a short term introductory offer.

If you w ant the June, July and August num-
bers with their beautiful color illustrations and
useful manuals, use the coupon at the right.

T/h? M>iv

Country Life

Garden City, New York

The New COUNTRY LIFE
Garden City, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Send me the

June, Julv and August num-
bers of The New COUNTRY
LIFE, for which I enclose

one dollar.

Name

Address
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Pitcairn Floor .t'par

A varnish value. How long

does it stay new looking ? Does
it grow old beautifully?

Don't worry about the floors

—if they are finished with Pit-

cairn Floor Spar. They will

not scratch white. They will

not be harmed by the many
household accidents. For en-

during richness of your wood-
work finish use Pitcairn Fin-

ishing Spar—the varnish that

is enriched by age.

PITCAIRN
BANZAI
ENAMEL

For the immaculate finishing

of beautiful interiors, or for

hard service on the porch col-

umn, or front door, Pitcairn

Banzai Enamel is the enamel
of distinctive elegance and
durability.

Pitcairn Varnish Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Distributing stocks in 25 of the leading
jobbing centers of the U.S., and sold

by retailers everywhere

Piifrtim lloor Spar

"There were moments
during which I sat con-
centrated on this tale with
all the interest a man
might feel in his own win-
ning hand at poker,

'

9

Alexander Harvey in "The Bang"

THE BALANCE—Francis R. Bellamy
Net $1.35. All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

The Readers' Service gives information

about Greenhouses and Sash

9h&
Lord ^Taylor

Bookshop

Conducted by

Doubkday Page & Company
Fifth Ave. and 38th St., New York

ROOFING TIN
Manufactured from KEYSTONE COPPER STEEL—highest quality plates obtainable
for city, suburban, or country homes. Supplied in all grades up to 40 pounds coating,

k
Stamped "Keystone Copper Steel" in addition to regular brands. Accept no substitute.

We also manufacture APOLLO-KEYSTONE Copper Steel Galvanized r*

Sheets— fireproof, durable, unexcelled for Booting. Siding, Culverts, KftVCTmir
Tanks, and all forms of exposed sheet metal work. Look for the added » tu Jl unt
Keystone stencil—it insuresserviceand rust-resistance. Send for booklet. \ /

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa. ^P£R sTttV

On the other hand it has been estimated that a
dandelion head of blossoms will be responsible
for not less than 365,000 grains; that produced
by the peony has been figured out as anything
between three and four millions! In the case
of wind-fertilized plants the yield of pollen is

simply prodigious. Thus we have it on the
authority of Professor Ainsworth that, in the
year 1858, the dust in the neighborhood of some
fir woods in Invernessshire, Scotland, covered the
ground to the depth of half an inch.

1 lie length of time over which a grain of pollen
will be effective as a fertilizing agfnt has been
determined in a few cases. With the pollen of
the wallflower (Cheiranthus) it is stated that the

vitality is lost after fourteen days. In the case

of the peony the period is as long as two months.
It is known that the pollen of some palms will if

kept in a dry state last in good condition for a
considerable while. The Arabs who artificially

pollinate the female blossoms of the date palm
are in the habit of putting aside a quantity of the

pollen from one year to another. This is done
to provide against the chance that the male
flowers might not develop properly in the suc-

ceeding season. Leonard Bastiv

PHOENIX FOWLS
APAN has sent us many rare and

curious things, some of them more
ornamental than useful, others

combining: both those qualities.

The Phoenix fowls belong to the

latter class. Harrison Weir said:

"They are an adornment; as a flower is to a gar-

den, so are they among poultry."
Some of their breeders in this country declare

them to be excellent layers, one saying "the best

of all the sitting breeds with which I have had
experience." They are said to lay most of the

time when not sitting, and to begin laying again

while still brooding their chicks. They are also,

claimed to be good sitters and mothers.
The chicks must be very precocious, for the

eggs hatch in twenty days instead of the regula-

tion twenty-one. American breeders say that

An eight-months-old Phoenix cockerel bred by Dr. C. A. Shore.

,

At twelve months of age the tail was six inches longer

the chickens are very active almost immediately

after hatching, and if the weather is warm, the

best care that can be given is a big range. 1 hey

stand the cold well if protected from dampness

till well feathered. The chicks learn to use their

wings early, and the adult birds have the power

of flight equal to the pea-fowl or turkey. 1 hey

are, however, easily tamed, and exhibit none of

the nervousness of many breeds of fowls.

The colors dojiot seem to be very uniform or

firmly fixed, though black, silver gray, yellow or

white predominate. Authorities have differed;

as to combs, though the majority seems to favor

the single comb.
The striking and distinguishing feature is the

long tail. In Japan, under the most extreme

care, the tails of the cocks attain a length of ten

feet, it is said. But no American would spend

the time necessary for caring for such birds. At,

least six inches increase in length of tail may bee

counted on for each molt.

The illustration gives a good idea of the gen-

eral appearance of the birds. The Phoenix

are a very interesting breed, and are not only

beautiful but quite rare in this country.

F. H. Valentine. 1
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Grand
exjnen o£aton

[ THE CORRECT WRITING PAI'l-R
]

is a writing paper that conveys

subtle distinctions of good form

and good taste Its use is a

gracious acknowledgment of your

correspondent's social equality

EATON. CRANE V PIK.E CO
Now York. Titt.licia Mut

The Selection of Plumbing

Fixtures for Your Home deserves serious consideration. How
serious depends upon the kind you select. The proper kind will

outlast a life time with reasonable care. The life of the other

kind may be very, very limited.

The Trenton Potteries Company

Bathrooms ofCharacter

'

representS the best in plumbing. Glaze The harder you bake the Harder the object.

• 11 1 1 1 -J - 1 hat in why "Bathrooms of Character n%-
baked on clay give, a much harder .ur- tum „f „

y
mur|) mort unllarv >nd „ mlh

face than the same glaze baked on cleaned. Gritty aoapa cannot scratch their

other materials. The heat applied to our surface, medicine and common acid stains

ALL ( LAY products would melt other plumb- will not adhere. A permanent investment—*
a beautiful one.

Convince yourself of what we say by making the Utile exptrimenU
described in our Catalogue P-9, "Bathrooms of Character " It tcill

give you a great deal of help in selecting the proper plumbing fixture*.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
TRENTON. NEW JERSEY. U. S. A.

World't Largest Makeri of AI]-CUy Plumbing Fixtures
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GROWING TREES ON
FOREST

FARM AND

The plumhing ware you select for your new home is to he
a permanent part of it. For this reason it is important to con-
sider quality and beauty.

In choosing KOHLER WARE you are sure of the highest
quality, because that quality goes into all KOHLER products.

always of one quality—the highest

"It's in the
Kohler
Enamel"

WhileKOHLER BathTubs, Lav-
atories and Sinks are selected for the
finest homes and apartments, manu-
facturing economies enable us to
make these high quality products
available for less expensive houses,
cottages and bungalows.

One-piece construction and other
hygienic features of KOHLER
WARE make cleansing easy.

Write for a free copy of our interesting
book, "KOHLER OF KOHLER." It has
illustrations of the many different patterns
of KOHLER WARE and tells you aU
about them. Address Dept. L 5 .

KOHLER CO. Founded 1873 Kohler, Wis.,
Boston New York Philadelphia Atlanta Pittsburgh Detroit Chicago Indianapolis

St. Paul St. Louis Houston San Francisco Los Angeles Seattle London

The star indicates the location of the KOHLER permanent trade-mark in faint blue.

Columbia Lavatory, K-20SA

He was more at home on a
horse, than in the pulpit.

STABLE boy in his youth, a match in strength and skill for most prize-

fighters, schooled by hard knocks, the only theology he knew picked

up, after his conversion, during a year's course in a seminary! Was
ever a stranger preparation for a minister of the Gospel? This was the

Reverend James Hartigan when he accepted his first call as preacher at

Cedar Mountain!

<I Remember the time of the whiskey spree at Bylow's when Jim, inside of

five minutes, had them all on their knees praying for fear of their lives?

<J Or the day of the horse race that was the talk of the West in the late

70s, when the Preacher's "Blazing Star" won in disguise?

<J Jim's life story is a record of human failings and of big things achieved

with a woman's vision to guide him.

The First Time Ernest Thompson Seton
Has Written a Novel About Humans

IF YOU READ ONLY ONE NOVEL A YEAR, DONT MISS THIS

Color wrapper by James Montgomery Flagg. Fronlis. by Clarence Rowe

Net, $1.35

AT ALL BOOKSTORES Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

LL areas of land which are not suit-

able for profitable agriculture

should be growing trees. The pres-

ent annual cut of forest products
in the United States is probablv
twenty billion cubic feet of wood.

To supply this demand without impairing the
forests requires that about seven hundred mil-

lion acres of woodlands must produce thirty

cubic feet per acre yearly. It is safe to say that

our forests are now growing only ten cubic feet

per acre annually, consequently we are using our
forests three times faster than we grow them.
Nature is making a valiant effort to grow trees,

but as a general rule her methods are wasteful

and do not produce desired results. The area

An old farm field coming up naturally to white pine. This area

should grow three times as many trees

is either covered with trees and shrubs of no
commercial importance, or the trees stand so

far apart that the land grows only one half or

one third of the timber that it should.

Practically the same general principles apply

in the growing of trees on the farm as in the

forest. The first thing to do is to determine

what kind of tree to plant, and when. 1 his

depends in a large measure on the ultimate object

of the planting and also upon the climate, soil,

altitude, slope, and other factors. It would be

wise to obtain expert advice as to the species and
the best time to plant before deciding definitely.

As a general rule, conifers do best when planted

in the spring and hard woods in the fall.

Best results are always obtained by planting

trees grown in nurseries. Small seedlings or

transplants from one to five years old are generally

The main thing to demand in seedlings for planting is a good

root system. These are three-year-old Norway spruce seed-

lings, nursery grown

used. Experience has shown that nursery-

grown stock is hardier and has a more fibrous

and well developed root system than trees taken

from the woods, consequently, such trees can

better withstand the shock of transplanting to

the permanent location. The main thing to

demand in the trees to be planted is a good root

system. Upon the arrival of the trees from the

nursery, they should be removed to the site of the

permanent planting and unpacked. Shallow

trenches should then be dug in a shady spot and

the bundles of trees laid in the trenches and the

roots covered with earth. This will keep the

seedlings for a short time, at least until they are

permanently planted. The trenches, however,

should be watered lightly every evening so as

to make sure that the roots do not become dry.

The tools needed for the actual planting con-

sist generally of ordinary wide-bit mattocks,

buckets, and preferably some kind of wood mallet

for setting the tree. Such mallets can be easily

made at practically no expense. Under hard

and continued usage, however, the ends of the

mallets become crushed, and it is advisable to

place an iron band around the head and set a

PRXACHEry

CEDAR,
MOUNTAIN

. >

JVotfef

ERNEST
THOMPSON

SETON
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Every Reader of The New Country Life Needs

L. H. BAILEYS BRAND NEW

Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture
Six large quarto volumes. More than 3,600 pages. 24 full page exquisite color plates. 96
beautiful full page halftones. More than 4,000 text engravings. 500 Collaborators. Approx-

imately 4,000 genera, 20,000 species and 40,000 plant names.

Douhleday. Page A Company have hattened to make arrangement* with Mettr*. Macmillan to supply a limited
edition of thiM Met to their reader* on monthly term* see coupon and we can unqualifiedly recommend the work.

THE Now Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture has been freshly written in the light of the mosl

recent research and experience. It is not merely an ordinary revision or corrected edition of the

old Cyclopedia, but it is a new work from start to finish with enlarged boundaries geographically

and practically; it supersedes and displaces all previous editions or reprints of every kind whatsoever.

It is the fullesl, the newesl, the mosl authoritative of all works of its kind and constitutes the most

conscientious attempt that has ever been made to compress the whole story of our horticultural

thought, learning and achievement into one set of books. The owner of the Standard Cyclopedia of

Horticulture will have at hand in this work a means of quickly satisfying his need for authoritative

information. It is both an Encyclopedia and a Manual. Amateur and professional alike may
quickly identify any plant, shrub or fruit contained within the set, and then receive expert instruc-

tions for its cultivation.

A Few of the Many Important New Features

Key to

Identification

of Plants

This is a device to enable one to

find the name of a plant. The
name thus found is quickly referred

to under its alphabetical location,

where full information will be found in regard to it.

The key is so simple that it is useful to the veriest

amateur and to the botanist or commercial expert.

Synopsis
of Plant
Kingdom

This is one of the most important fea-

tures of the new edition. It constitutes

a general running account of the classes,

orders, and groups of plants, with a brief

sketch or characterization of 215 of the leading families

comprising those that yield practically all the cultivated

plants. These family descriptions give the botanical

characters: the number of genera and species and the

ranges: a list of the important genera; brief statements in

regard to the useful plants; and diagrammatic illustrations.

Illustrations There are 24 colored plates; 96 full

page halftones; and more than 4,000

engravings which serve as guides in the text. These

color plates constitute the best possible combination

of expert horticultural color photography and color

printing, with a mastery in selection such as only Dr.

Bailey's knowledge can supply.

The Glossary This is an analysis of all technical

terms that are used in the work
and in similar works. It comprises botanical and hor-

ticultural terms with brief definitions.

Translation
and Pronunciation
of Latin Names
giving the English

the pronunciation.

In Volume I is inserted a

list of between 2,000 and
3,000 Latin words used as

species— names of plants,

equivalent or translation and

Class Special effort has been made to secure the

Articles ^est cu 'tura l advices for the plants requiring

peculiar or particular handling. Here are

some of the titles of these articles: Ants; Autumn Gar-
dening; Bedding; Diseases; Drainage; Floral Designs;

Formal Gardening; Hotbeds and Coldframes; Insects;

Landscape Gardening; Lawn Planting; Orchards; Rock
Gardening; Subtropical Gardening; Tools and Imple-

ments; Village Improvements; Window Boxes, etc.

General The final volume contains a complete

Index index to the entire work, enabling

the reader to locate volume
and page of any subject he has in mind. / &

/ A?

The complete set of six volumes, bound in decorated buckram, will be

delivered to you for only $3.00 down and $3.00 a month for 11 months,
until the full amount of $36.00 has been paid. Cash price is $35.00. / <J*^*?&^

2?'

FURTHER PARTICULARS SENT ON REQUEST

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, New York
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The test of Yale Quality

The name Yale is never placed upon
any Yale Product until that product

measures up to the Yale test.

And that means not only
every provable valuable test of

material, quality and highest

grade artisanship. It means that

each Yale Product is built to

meet the Yale Standard—the

standard of superior service. To
serve its purpose indefinitely; to

be not only good, but to be the

best that experience, skill and
knowledge can produce.

Forty-nine years of knowing
how, forty-nine years of leader-

ship have endowed Yale with

ripe experience and supreme
skill.

You get the test of Yale

Quality in every Yale Product

—in night latches, padlocks, door

closers, builder's hardware and
chain blocks. For sale by hard-

ware dealers.

Looi\ for the name "Yale"

on the product

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

9 East 40th St., New York City

Chicago Office: 77 East Lake Street

Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd ,

St. Catharines, Ont.

uee&>
GA6ftlE£tA
The Storey of a, I

CGonvarvs Courage^

Ellen Glasgow
tAatkoy/S^'ViRGiNiA

"

What the N. Y. Event ig Sun says:

". . . brave in its message,
well told, full of rare feeling, it

is the sort of book which makes
character and cheers and
strengthens it.

"Ellen Glasgow has made a
book for modern women: she has
made it %f good stuff, so that it

will be a spur towards courage
and hope to those who need
those attributes." Net $1.35

At all Bookstores. Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.

The RussianAdvance
is immensely interest-

ing. Stanley Wash-
burn has had the abil-

ity to choose those salient

things that really present

the picture of the army, the

country, the strategy, the

people, the occurrences great

and small of Russia 's part
in the war; we have a real glimpse

of the Russian advance as a

whole, and an actual sense of

what, in Russia and in Austria,

lies behind it."— New York

Times. At all bookstores. Il-

lustrated, Net $1.25.

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., New York

piece of flat iron slightly sharpened along the
pointed end. The iron gives more weight and
the sharp end serves to cut away any briars or
weeds which may remain in the hole made by the
men with mattocks.

1 he spacing of the trees varies, but as a general
rule it is advisable to plant them from three to
ten feet apart. This serves to stimulate height
growth and shades out the lower limbs, prevent-
ing the formation of knotty timber. Further, it

makes allowance for those trees which will die
in the struggle for light and air and will provide
revenue in the way of thinnings and improve-

Scotch pine planted in 1906. Some of these trees are twenty-
five feet high and six inches in diameter. This pine is practically

free from insect and fungous attacks

ment cuttings in a short time. As a general
rule it is not necessary to clear the area of briars

and weeds before planting. The young trees

will withstand some shading at first, and in most
cases will eventually overtop the undergrowth
and shade it out completely. The expense of
clearing should be kept to a minimum. The
lower the initial cost of the plantation, the less

the interest and other charges will be, and
obviously, the greater the profit at the final

cutting. The cost of the plantation should not
exceed $10 or $15 per acre under ordinary
conditions.

When all is ready for the planting of the trees,

fill the buckets about half-full of water and add
enough earth to make the mixture about the
consistency of ordinary flour paste. Remove
enough trees from the trenches to fill the buckets,

Planting mallets can be made at practically no expense. The
central one shown has an iron band to prevent splitting

being careful not to get the tops muddy. This is

known generally as "puddling the trees" and is

done to prevent the roots from drying out during

the planting.

The men with mattocks then arrange them-
selves in roughly parallel rows at about the

distance apart that the trees are to be spaced,

and each makes a hole slightly larger than the

tree to be planted in it. After these holes are

made they move forward and repeat the opera-

tion. The men with the buckets of trees follow

and place one tree in each hole. 1 he men with

the planting mallets then plant the tree, one

man following each mattock-man. The tree

should be set slightly deeper than it stood in the

nursery bed and the earth around it should be

packed tight enough with the mallet so that a

fight pull will not remove it. Care should be

taken also not to injure the tender tree in the

planting, and the roots should not be turned up-

ward. Have the mattock holes deep enough.

Under ordinary conditions, one man can plant

from forty to sixty trees an hour. It is possible,

however, to better this, but carefulness and good

planting should not be sacrificed for speed.

Practically the only care that such plantations

require is protection from fires always, and from

grazing at least until the trees are ten or twelve

feet high. It might bte better to exclude grazing

alw ays, but the desire of the owner will generally

dictate his policy in this matter.

Walter D. Ludwig.
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The Friends of "TheMost
BeautiM Qr inAmerica
Talk for ten minutes with any man who owns a

Paige car. You, then, will realize that the

most priceless assets of this company do not

appear on our financial statement as "Bills

Receivable" or "Plants and Machinery."

The loyalty of our owners; the implicit confi-

dence of our owners; the warm friendship of

our owners—these are the things that have

made the Paige Company what it is to-day.

These are the assets that money cannot buy.

These are the assets that fire and flood can-

not destroy. These are the assets that have

built an impregnable bulwark of Reputation

and Prestige around the name Paige.

Call them intangible, if you will, yet these are

the things that have made possible "The

Most Beautiful Car in America."

Stratford "Six-51" seven-passenger

Fairfield "Six-46" seven-passenger

Linwood "Six-39" five-passenger

Brooklands
,-

Six-5l" four-passenger

Dartmoor "Six-39" 2 or 3-passenger

$1495 f. o. b. Detroit

$1375 f. o. b. Detroit

$1175 f.o. b. Detroit

$1695 f. o. b. Detroit

$1175 f.o. b. Detroit

Complete line of enclosed cars

Paige -Detroit Motor Car Company, Detroit, Michigan
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A CHECK LIST /or HIM WHO BUYS
By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON

HE average cost of American motor
cars is nearly $1,000 each, and
there are 4,000,000 of them in ser-

vice at the present time. This

represents a grand total invest-

ment in motor cars of some four

billion dollars, a sum greater than the national

debt of either England or France before the pres-

ent interchange of amenities began. Beyond a

shadow of doubt no other investment of similar

size ever was made with quite the reckless

abandon that has characterized the buying of

motor cars in this country. In other words, the

average automobile buyer makes his purchase

altogether too casual an affair and seemingly
\\ ith supreme indifference as to whether the car he

is getting is likely to prove a satisfactory and
profitable investment.

When the ordinary business man purposes to

make-an investment involving $1,000 or more he

is careful to investigate the proposition from all

sides. He finds out the standing and character

of the concern with which he is about to do busi-

ness; he examines with scrupulous care the possi-

bilitiesof gain or loss. If he is at all doubtful in re-

gard to hisownqualifications for passing judgment
in the matter, he consults some one whose advice

he has reason to respect. When the same man de-

cides to invest $1,000 in a new automobile, he

takes his wife on his arm, and the pair of me-
chanical imbeciles paddle off down automobile

row to pass judgment on something about which
they know rather less than nothing at all. In

view of this state of affairs, a brief examination

of certain essentials that ought to be considered

by every purchaser of a motor car, before he

finally sadldes himself with the vehicle, may not

be unprofitable.

The least of the troubles of the motor car buyer
is the matter of price. He will perforce decide on
the sum that he is able to spend for his car and
will then make a list of the vehicles coming within

his field of interest. That much being accom-
plished with enforced accuracy, the intending

purchaser proceeds to pick out with appalling

casualness, as we have suggested, the car that

appeals to him for various superficial and inade-

quate reasons, and plumps down his money for

it. Thus the first phase ends and the foundation

of future trouble is laid.

As a matter of fact, the prospective owner
should first investigate the financial status of

the manufacturer who stands behind the car he

intends buying, something that not one pur-

chaser in a hundred considers. 1 he organization

behind the car must be financially sound 01 there

is a possibility of the vehicle's becoming an
"orphan", in w^hich case the matter of replace-

ments assumes serious proportions. It should

also be ascertained what sort of a service depart-

ment the factory maintains. Some large manu-
facturers have been so busy building up produc-

tion and engineering departments that they have
neglected the very important matter of bringing

their service departments up to a coordinate de-

gree of efficiency.

Having ascertained that the manufacturer is

solvent and maintains a reasonably efficient

service department, the next step is to look into

the reputation of the dealer. Has he ample fa-

cilities for taking care of the repairs and re-

placements that inevitably occur? It may seem
rather like croaking to ask the purchaser of a new-

car to look ahead to the time when the vehicle

will be laid up for repairs, but it is better to be

careful beforehand than to have the car laid up
for a month in the midst of the touring season

by some comparatively simple job that the deal-

er's inadequate facilities forbid his completing

promptly. A few inquiries among some of the

dealer's actual patrons will readily establish his

status, as customers of this class are notoriously

critical.

So far there is no inquiry necessary that the

most unmechanical intending purchaser of .a

motor car cannot make for himself. A commer-
cial agency rating and a few inquiries among
owners of the make of car under consideration

will very quickly establish the manufacturer and
the dealer in their proper places.

When it comes to considering the mechanical

desirability of the car, unless the purchaser is

wholly qualified himself to pass on this phase of

the matter, he should seek the advice of some
one on whose judgment he feels safe in relying.

Even here some knowledge of certain points that

even the mechanically qualified may overlook

will not come amiss.

First we must be sure that the car in question

is reasonably adapted to the intending owner's

particular needs. A grave and reverend min-

ister, purchasing a car to carry him on parochial

visits, will not appear altogether to advantage

in a sporting runabout with bucket seats. The
bride and groom will scarcely need a seven pas-

senger touring car, unless they are buying for

posterity. The dweller in a hill country should

be sure that his car is a good hill climber. It

scarcely seems necessary to suggest such ob-

vious qualifications as these, and yet some
purchases that we have seen made are little less

ridiculous.

Next in order of importance, from the fact that

it is so commonly forgotten, I would place the

matter of convenient location of the various parts

of the mechanism that need frequent attention.

Not only is this important in saving the owner
trouble, but if these parts are located in out-of-

the-way places, they are apt to be overlooked and

actually neglected, to the infinite prejudice of

said parts. Now accessibility of parts is a some-

what involved matter. Every salesman will

expatiate on the notable degree of accessibility

of parts to be found in his particular car. In no

one vehicle is maximum accessibility pres-

ent in every respect, but the purchaser of a car

should be sure that a reasonable degree of con-

venience exists in the machine that he intends to

buy. The valves at least should be easy to get

at, and the lubricating system should not have its

inlets tucked away in a sort of mechanical game
of hide and seek, which was common a few years

ago, but is not generally found to-day. In one

type of gearset location, it is five minutes' work
to get at the gears; in another it is a half day's job

for two mechanics. Certain cars have a construc-

tion enabling the main bearing to be reached in

about three minutes; in others the lower half of

the crank case has to be taken off. Undoubtedly
accessibility should weigh heavily in the selection

of the new car.

Next in order for critical examination, we
should consider the engine. If, as is extremely

likely, it is not the product of the maker of the car

but of one of the specialist engine manufacturing
concerns, find out which one of them turned it

out and make sure that it has a reputation for

ic8

putting out a reliable product. The fact that

various parts of the mechanism are not produced
by the company which gives its name to the car

as a whole, is not to be held against the vehicle.

In fact, one is quite likely to get a superior part

from a specialist, who devotes his entire time and
attention to doing one thing well; this is a devel-

opment quite in keeping with the ideals of this

specializing age. The individual points about
the engine which should be examined include

the number of cylinders and method of cooling,

by which latter we mean the circulation of the

water by pump or the thermo-syphon method
or by air alone. The importance of having en-

gine parts readily accessible has already been

noticed. The style of piston employed is also

worth considering. It is very important to note

whether the cylinder head is removable, as this

type of construction renders comparatively easy

the inspection and repais of the parts inside.

For the benefit of intending buyers unequipped
with mechanical knowledge of the vehicles they

are examining, we reiterate the advice previously

given, to obtain expert advice on which they can

rely, in selecting the product embodying a maxi-

mum quantity of the best practice in all the fea-

tures we have mentioned. Individual prefer-

ences, of course, will differ with regard to almost

any of the parts mentioned, but each buyer

should certainly get the type he likes best.

Another point to be considered in connection

with the engine is the relation of the power plant

to weight and load capacity of the car. A ten-

horsepower motor would not become a seven

passenger touring car. There is a certain logical

relationship between power and load which must
be accorded due consideration. Piston displace-

ment and gear ratio will come under this classifi-

cation, with the weight of the car, size of the

wheels, and the wheelbase. As a matter of fact,

however, in our modern American cars this prob-

lem has been carefully weighed by the manufac-

turer, and in the main we may trust his judgment.

The next part of the mechanism that is open to

casual inspection by the ordinary buyer is the

rear axle. By far the greater number of car

manufacturers prefer to buy rear axles from

specialists. Now most of these axle manufac-

turers put out an entirely creditable product,

some better than others, but there are a few whose
products are extremely poor. Our hypothetical

buyer will do well to find out what make of rear

axle is used in his selection and be governed ac-

cordingly. And make no mistake, a defective

rear axle can give more trouble than we would

care to wish on any nation except one.

Having covered in detail the mechanical parts

of the car, the person interested should next con-

sider the riding qualities of the vehicle. The
type and dimensions of the springs should be

considered in connection with the wheel base

and tire sizes. The unsprung weight should be

taken into consideration, and the depth of the
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Tirestone
MOST MILES PER DOLLAR

1 - Am

Tires
STRENGTH for the emer-

gency, with the reserve

power and endurance there to

insure a lon& life of full serv-

ice, that is the comfortable,
confident feeling that be-

longs to those who ride on
Firestone Tires.

In every country the name
Firestone has come to mean
tire satisfaction and economy.
And now the standard is

raised to even a higher plane

by the remarkable service of

Firestone Cord Tires.

With Firestone engineering,
ability applied to Cord Tires,

motorists expect more. And
they &et more. The Firestone

design, the Firestone stand-

ards of quality and care in

materials, workmanship and
inspection produce not only
the safe, carefree, luxurious
ride, but Most Miles per Dol-

lar. Your dealer and the

nearby Firestone Branch unite

to &ive you prompt, econom-
ical service.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
Branches and Dealers Everywhere
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GILLETT'S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers
For Dark, Shady Places

Plant your native ferns,

plants and bulbs NOW. It

is not too late to get good
esults if you do your

planting immedi-
ately.

Send for descrip-
x

tive catalogue of over
80 pages. It's FREE.

EDWARD GILLETT
5 Main Street, Southwick, Mass.

The-
Farm Mortgage
Handbook
By Kingman Nott Robins

Treasurer . Associated Mortgage Investors, Rochester, New
York. Vice-President, Farm Mortgage Bankers'

Association of America

A book of facts regarding the methods" by which the
farmers of the United States and Canada are financed.
Especially intended for investors seeking information re-

garding investments in farm mortgages. Net, $1.25

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., New York

ARE YOU CONSIDERING A PRIVATE SCHOOL
FOR YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER?

If you will tell us the sort of school you would like—the location you prefer, the tuition you are

prepared to pay, and whatever you can about the special needs of jour son or daughter—we will imme-

diately put you in touch with schools that answer your requirements.

Write us as definitely as possible. This service is free. We are only too happy to assist you.

Address:
Mr. Guy C. Howard, A. B., (Bowdoin) . (Principal of several preparatory schools before assuming

charge of Doubleday, Page & Company's Readers' Service eight years ago.)

The New Country Life Readers' Service—School Department, Garden City, New York

cushions is so obvious an inspection to make that
it is almost needless to mention it.

Another thing that should not be forgotten is

to ascertain that there is plenty of leg room in

both front and rear compartments. Unless one
h;is endured it, he cannot realize the acute dis-

comfort of having to sit habitually in a car

wherein he is cramped and uncomfortable.
There should also be a careful inspection of

the parts of the car that indicate the strength and
wearing qualities of the vehicle. For instance

the depth and construction of the frame should be
carefully examined. It should be seen that the
axles are heavy enough to promise long life under
the rather trying conditions of our highways.
Wheels must be soundly built and of reasonable

weight. Fenders should possess as much strength

as is consistent with this extremely vulnerable

part.

The auxiliaries, starting and light system, etc.,

will generally receive an undue amount of con-
sideration from the car buyer, so we shall not
enlarge upon it here. Some consideration may
profitably be devoted to the type of fuel feed used
on the car. The old-time method of feeding the
fuel by gravity, may serve very well for one
motorist's needs, while for the service another
owner will ask his car to perform, vacuum or

pressure feed is practically a necessity. The
speedometer and dash equipment is somewhat
a matter of personal taste, and the possibility of

adding anything desired to this extra equipment
will prevent the purchase of a car hinging on the

installation of some small instrument dictated

by individual fancy.

One further suggestion we shall add, which may
seem far-fetched to the buyer standing in the full

glamor of the glistening finish of the new car that

he purposes acquiring. It is that he examine the

second-hand value of the particular make of car.

It sounds rather ravenish to talk about selling

a used car before one has bought the new one,

but the owner will be glad that he took the pre-

caution, when he comes at a later date (may it be

a dozen years away) to dispose of the vehicle in

its ultimate condition. Different makes of cars

vary widely in the price they command in the

second-hand market, even when condition is the

same. By finding out what average price each
model of the particular car brings in the used

car market, the buyer can readily tell just what
percentage he must charge off to depreciation.

In this same connection it is well to find out how
many models each year the manufacturing com-
pany is in the habit of bringing out, and whether
succeeding offerings differ radically from their

predecessors. Rapidly succeeding models de-

press the second-hand price of a make. And in

the final analysis, could there be a better, a more
inevitably accurate commentary on the desir-

ability of a car as a new buy, than its customary
value in the second-hand market?
We have purposely couched this humble treat-

ise in rather elementary language for the benefit

of the man who lacks the mechanical equipment
to pass on the constructional features of his new
car for himself. From w7hat we have said, such a

non-technical buyer may indicate the parts of

the car on which he desires advice. Even the

mechanically competent buyer will possibly

find some suggestions that may prove helpful,

for mistake it not, many veteran motorists

purchase cars without proper consideration of all

the numerous points that one desires to find in the

car he uses constantly. No car exists that offers

every single feature considered desirable by any
buyer. The best that we may hope for is to get

the car that embodies the greatest number of our

individual preferences.
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|0 THE FRANKLIN CAR Q

SCIENTIFIC LIGHT WEIGHT
HOLDS THE ROAD

APROMINENT Aeronautical Engineer, recently cmplo>ed by the United States Govern-

ment, writes to the Franklin Company:—
"Isn't it remarkable how the idea sticks in some people's heads that a heavy car holds the

road better? They don't seem to know that unsprung weighl is the principal factor to be

considered. By reducing this unsprung weight to the minimum in the new Franklin, you

have a car that hangs to the road I Bttflf tMfl anything I have ever ridden in.

"P. S.—Problem: Since I got 15,000 miles out of my tires on my old Franklin, weighing

2()00 pounds, how many miles will I get with my new Franklin, weighing 2280 pounds?"

THERE is much in this question of scicn*

tific light weight that the average motorist

does not seem to grasp.

For example, the light, flexible car

may be stronger than a rigid, heavy car.

It is free from so much dead weight.

Picture two cars side by side: one weighs

approximately 2200 pounds, the other 3000

pounds. Each is designed to perform the same

task- carry an average load of five people,

about 750 pounds of live weight.

• i •

Now remember that dead weight is the killing

thing on automobile mechanism. That's why

the average Truck is pounded to pieces.

Your light, flexible car starts on its work free

from nearly a thousand pounds of dead weight.

Wherever it goes and for all its life, it moves

free from that sagging, grinding load.

Your heavy car from the minute it starts

and as long as it runs, carries a thousand extra

pounds of dead weight—an excess nearly twice

its average live load.

Think what that does to the tires! Think

what it costs in gasoline! Think what it means

in repairs and depreciation!

And what does it give you in return?

More road ability? No!

Greateraverage speedfrom place to place? No

!

More comfort and reliability? No!

Any rough road tells the story!

Every obstruction raises the heavy, rigid car

bodily off the road—a constant hammering ac-

tion that affects alike the car and its passengers.

While the Franklin, with its light unsprung

weight and full-elliptic springs, holds its wheels to

the road. Vibration and bump are absorbed by

flexible construction. The body of the car

with its passengers, rolls along with easy un-

broken motion.

• • •

Keeping the road is a matter of balance and

light unsprung weight.

No matter what your horse-power, a Franklin

will pass you, over any thirty miles of winding

country road. It will leave you when you slow

down at the first sharp curve or rough place.

And the next time you see it, it will be rounding

the curve ahead, hugging the inside of the

track at thirty miles an hour.

Try to follow it with your heavy car, and

your rear wheels will skid clear across the road

and over into the ditch, if you are not careful.

Whereas the Franklin, with its scientific light

weight, its resiliency and easy-rolling caster

action, holds to its course.

Watch any Franklin owner handle his car. He
will tell you it is the easiest, simplest car he ever

drove—with a comfort, safety and economy that

yougeton/i/from this Scientific-Light-WeightCar.

Touring Car 2280 lbs. $1950.00 Cabriolet 2485 lbs. $2750.00 Town Car 2610 lbs. $3100.00

Runabout 2160 lbs. 1900.00 Sedan 2610 lbs. 2850.00 Limousine 2620 lbs. 3100.00

Four-passenger Roadster . 2280 lbs. 1950.00 Brougham 2575 lbs. 2800.00 All Prices F. 0. B. Syracuse

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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Outdoors This Summer

BY THE side of your tennis court, at the edge of a
1 polo field, as a play house for the children or a delightful spot to

have tea on a summer's day, this garden house is ideal. It is one of

the specialties in the complete line of

Bosscrt Houses
It is open to the sunlight and the summer breezes, is compact, sturdy and well built,

and fits in beautifully with its surroundings on a country place.

Economies effected by the Bossert method of buying and construction at the

factory enable us to offer this house for

Three Hundred and Seventy-Five Dollars
F. O. B. Brooklyn

Can be put up quickly by unskilled labor, not even a nail to buy

LOUIS BOSSERT & SONS,Inc, 1302 Grand Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The ALL-YEAR Car

Kissel's original idea that

changed the motoring habits

of a nation. Open in sum-
mer—closed in winter.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Hartford, Wisconsin

Buying or Renting Country Property Is

a Ticklish Business
More than in any other transaction, you must be sure that you are light
before you invest. Before making up your mind, you ought to see all the
best properties that are on the market. We have collected them for you
in the Real hstate Directory at the front of this magazine. If you don't
find what you want there, write to the

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT, Country Life, 11 West 32nd St.. N. Y.

What Would You
Think of a Man—

MT[ who broke down with tuberculosis at twenty-two; fought hard for every day

m\\ of life he had; lived forty-one years, half of which "contemplating the ceil-

ing", as he styled it; and died at sixty-three having saved thousands of lives,

built the most famous sanitarium in the Western world and inaugurated the open

air treatment? This same man preached OPTIMISM and contended that real vic-

tory came only to those who fought with broken swords. The fellow who was fully

equipped, he said, didn't have a fight on his hands but a walk-over. . . .

You'd like to know more about this man.

"AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY"
By EDWARD L. TRUDEAU, M. D.

His Story Has More Real Stuff In It Than

Seven Efficiency Books Rolled Into One

Many intimate and interesting illustrations Net, $2.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

A WONDERFUL PARASITE

N THE world of vegetation par-
asitism is to be found in a variety

of forms, but the robber plants differ

to a marked degree in their depend-
ency upon their unwilling hosts.

For instance, a large number of
species such as the lousewort (Pedicularis) at-

tach themselves by means of suckers to the roots

of grasses. These partial parasites have green

leaves and are able to form starch in their foliage.

In addition to the roots which bear suckers, they
have a plentiful supply of others which seem able

to withdraw nutritive substance from decaying
vegetable matter in the soil. Evidently the food

supply which they draw from the grasses is only
an extra means of livelihood adopted by these

plants. Much more remarkable is the case of

those plants in which parasitism is to be seen at

its worst. Of all the robber plants there are none
more singular than the dodders (Cuscuta). The
common dodder {Cuscuta Gronovii) is widely

distributed throughout North America, making
its living at the expense of a number of species of

shrubs and herbs.

The life story of the dodder is one of the most
fascinating in the book of nature. Almost all the

A dodder plant in the first stage of its career, and a little later

as it starts out to find a victim

species of Cuscuta which have been described

are annuals, but before the plant disappears in

the fall there is an enormous distribution of seed.

All through the winter the seeds lie in the ground
waiting for genial spring weather. The little

plants make rather a late start at this season,

which is an advantage, for the dodder is entirely

dependent upon its host plant after the first few

weeks.

The germination of the seed of the dodder is

worth following rather closely. First of all there

appears on the scene a little club-shaped root

which at once plunges down into the soil. This

1 m/

\l Jo'

c—

l

(m A1 1 J

v" H Jr.
At the left the dodder has secured a foothold. At the right it 1

is shown when it has given up an independent existence

acts as a kind of an anchor, and it is also likely

that a certain amount of moisture is absorbed by

the process. The seed of the dodder has noj

cotyledons, yet there is an abundant supply of

food material stored away in the embryo itself.

On this account there is plenty of energy in the

growth of the thread-like shoot which extends

upward.
The writer's cbse study of the habits of this

remarkable parasite shows that the dodder is

able to live for a much longer period than has

been supposed. Some plants which he raised,

and purposely kept away from any hosts, lived

for many weeks on the store of nutriment which

was contained in the embryo. During this time

the shoots grew to the length of two or three feet,
;

and subdivided many times. All the while the

stems were twining around in the apparent hope

that at last a suitable subject for a host might
j

be discovered.

If some plant happens to be within reach

of the dodder, an attachment is quickly secured.

No sooner has the victim been seized, and the

curious sucker-like processes which are borne on

the stem have penetrated to the tissues of the
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f.o.b. To Ivdo

Long Continued Success

When a car is undeniably the most successful

of its kind over a continuous period of

years, you may be sure that there are

fundamental reasons for the preference it has

won.

The Milburn, the modern light, low hung electric

is the easiest riding, easiest handled, safest car

in the world—and the least expensive to

operate. Its beauty is exceeded only by its

"good behavior."

Established 1848

The Milburn T&xn Cm—outside driven—inside rapacity
jour passengers—a beauty—$1995 /.oA ToleJo

Send for beautiful new catalogue

THE MILBURN WAGON COMPANY
AUTOMOBILE DIVISION

Toledo, Ohio

The Milburn Charter solves the home charging

problem—inexpensively—evidently
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Safety Surrounds This House!
It is built—walls, floors, ceilings and partitions—so that the most dreaded
of all dangers cannot touch the family it protects. It is more than a
beautiful house— it is safe— absolutely fireproof— built throughout of

DTDNATCO -HOLLOW-TILE
When this owner was building of Natco, by

the wise advice of his architect, he found it

essentially economical—although Natco quality

is such that it is widely specified for the great-

est of skyscrapers. And when his house was
done, he found it warmer in winter—saving

his fuel bills, and cooler in summer—saving

the health of his family. Natco is the most
modern of all building materials.

If you are thinking of building, think just a

little beyond mere beauty. Think of comfort

and economy—and most of all think of safety.

For without that the most beautiful house in

the world is in constant danger of destruction,

with all it contains.

Call upon the Natco Service—free to archi-

tects, engineers, contractors—and.you. It will

save you time and money, and enable you to
avoid mistakes and waste. Send ten cents in

stamps or coin for the new book, "Natco
Houses"—and see what beautiful dwellings

have been built of Natco—for wise people who
think of safety as well as comfort and beauty.

NATIONAL FIRE 'PROOFING-COMPANY
424 FEDERAL STREET, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Offices in All Principal Cities
23 Factories in the United States Also at Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

DR. HUGO MUNSTERBERG
worked hard to interpret Germany and America to each other. His career is part of
the tradition of German Scholarship in America," said the New York Evening Post.

These three books by this eminent scientist, late Professor of Psychology,
Harvard University, are considered standard.

On the Witness Stand
A study of some problems with which psychology and law come in contact, dealing with the

mind of the witness on the witness stand, and considering the influence of Psychology in the

prevention of crime. Net, $1.50.

The Americans
In this book Dr. Miinsterberg has put in a nutshell the characteristics of American life in

politics, religion, commerce, literature, and art. It is a brilliant piece of work which is here

supplemented by a preface that is an interesting commentary upon his earlier opinions. New
popular edition. Net, £1.00.

Psychology and Social Sanity
Some of the problems discussed are: Women and the Jury System; Investors and Wild Cat

Schemes; Publicity and the Sex Problem; Social Sins in Advertising; and other subjects of

great present day importance. Net, $1.35.

These books are for sale at all bookstores

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New York

plant where the nourishment is to be found, than
the root of the parasite withers up. Thence*
forward the dodder has no attachment with the
earth and relies solely upon that which it can
withdraw from its host. A close examination of
the suckers shows that the final processes de-
veloped are rootlets, and these plunge into the
host in such a manner that they are able to tap
the great store of nutrient matter which is present
in the sap.

In these early days the dodder is a mere speck,
often not much larger than a pin's head. Yet
directly the attachment is complete an astonish-
ing change comes over the parasite. It starts

to grow prodigiously, sending out shoots in all

directions, each one of which increases the en-
tanglement which will soon overwhelm the host.

The dodder is entirely destitute of foliage, and
in its stems there is no trace of chlorophyl. At
almost every point where the stems touch the

Showing the remarkable growth made by the dodder in ihe

space of a few weeks

host plant suckers are produced, and these hold

on so tightly that it is very difficult to bring about
a separation.

In the photographs is shown the attack of a

species of dodder (C. epithymum) which has

traveled to many parts of the world with sendings

of agricultural seed. Some specimens which
the writer grew half smothered strong-growing
clover plants by the sheer weight of the masses of

the twining stems. The host plants were bowed
to the ground, and even such foliage as they were

Photomicrograph of dodder attacking a clover stem

able to produce was poorly developed, owing

principally to the fact that a great deal of light

and air was screened away by the parasite.

With the full development of the stems of the

dodder, which in the different species vary from

yellow to pink, the flowers are produced. These

are of a dull white, rather small in themselves, but

being borne in dense clusters they stand out con-

spicuously. The blooming season lasts through-

out the summer, and the seeds are being pro-

duced while the plant is still flowering freely.

When one considers the vigorous habit of growth

of the dodder, it is really a wonder that the plant

is not a more serious menace to vegetation than

is the case. But something seems to keep the

plant in check. Of course, the dodder often

suffers because it is too exacting in its demands.

Thus it is not an uncommon thing to find that the

host plant is killed. When this happens in the

middle of the growing season, the dodder simply

transfers its attentions to another plant, and a

single parasite may bring about the downfall of

a number of hosts. S. Leonard Bastin.
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FAIR- LIST PRICES

US

GOODRICH
YERTOWN

TIR
Patriciarv irv Look
\feomaiv irv Service

^^HOUGH you make sure o/
\*J Silvertown. Cord Tires
by their Red -Double-Diamond

i trade mark , you can always >
\ pick them by their Patrician
\look— their generous J/
\ yet symmetrical

You cannot afford to be without their smarter
appearance, smoother riding COMFORT

and ultimate ECONOMY.WHer* You S«* Thi» Sign
Goodrich Tim Jt. Stocked.

Ask Your Dealer for TKem

The B.F.Goodrich Rubber Company, Akron,Ohio

^ilsoMakeroftheI&rnousFabricTire
GoodrichBlackSafety Tread

SILVERTOWNS MAKE ALL CARS HIGH GRADE
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Saves 1-3 or More
On Your Ice Bills

That's only one worth-while reason why
there should be a "Monroe" Refrigerator in

your home. The most sanitary and most

easily-cared-for refrigerator made. Its beau-
tiful snow-white food compartments molded
in one piece of genuine porcelain ware, over an
inch thick assure this. Every corner rounded. No joints.

N
cracks or crevices to fill up with dirt or germs. Your
food is always kept clean and wholesome.mm
po& REFRIGERATOR

will earn its price several times over. Reduces ice bills

J or more because the perfect insulation and the thick

air-tight walls and doors lock out the heat. Saves food

watte because of absolute cleanliness; saves on repair

bills because of the solid construction throughout; saves

in time and labor because the food compartments are

clean and stay clean.

No other refrigerator is built like thefamous "Monroe."
That is why it is used in the home of such men as John
D. Rockefeller, George J. Gould, C. L. Tiffany—and is

found in leading hospitals and institutions everywhere.

You should install a "Monroe'' in your home.

Not Sold in Stores—Shipped Direct from Factory

—

Freight Prepaid—Easy Monthly Payments if Desired

Monroe
Refrigerator Co.

85 Benson St.

LOCKLAND OHIO
Write to-day for the free "Mon-
roe" Book on Home Refrigera-

tion. Advice in selecting a re-

frigerator you should have. A
guide to real household economy

.

5LATE5° QUALITY

IN ONE OR VARIED COLORS AS MORE FULLY ILLUSTRATED
SWEET'S CATALOGUE. STANOARD SIZES AND THICKNESS OR

VARYING LENGTHS,. RANDOM WIDTHS. GRADUATED THICK
SSES MANUFACTURED BY

THE AULD & CONGER CO.
ESTABLISHED 1870 CLEVELAND, OHIO

POSSIBILITIES OF THE TRUFFLE
INDUSTRY IN AMERICA

N THESE days when Americans
are looking toward the expansion
and development of home indus-

tries, it is quite fitting that 'lie

truffle probk n should be brought
to the attention of the public.

While truffles are usually looked upon as a

delicacy, and may be unknown to the average
person in America, the collection and sale

of these interesting edible fungi is an occupation
of considerable importance in European coun-
tries. In France from #6,000,000 to $7,000,000
worth are sold annually at from $1 to $2 per

pound. Fresh truffles shipped to New York
often sell as high as $6 to $8 per pound.

I he truffles are the most valuable of all of the

edible fungi and are at the same time the most
difficult to collect, since they occur buried from
two to eight inches in the ground. In Europe
where these fungi are collected and sold as a

commercial article, they are collected with the

aid of trained animals such as pigs and dogs.

American truffles collected with the aid of dogs

These animals are able to detect the presence of

the fungi by their odor, and are trained to hunt

and dig them. Europeans coming here,

who are familiar with the habits of these

fungi in Europe and the means employed there

to collect and put them on the market, are

naturally interested in finding them in this

country in sufficient quantity to bring financial

returns.

The recent importation of truffle hunting dogs

from Europe and their use in the vicinity of

New York City has revealed the presence

A truffle-hunting dog and his master. With the help of this

dog several different species of truffles have been located in the

vicinity of New York City

of several species of truffle, but in no case have

they been found in sufficient quantity to be of

practical value. The frequent collection of

these plants, however, would suggest the possibil-

ity that they may be found in quantity if the

search is persisted in long enough to discover

those localities which have exactly suitable

conditions for their growth.

The occurrence of truffles in close proximity

All the World
and His Wife

are in these plays—for you to

know at first hand. The whole
gamut of human passions and
ideals, is reflected in

The Drama League
SERIES OF PLAYS

Twenty interesting plays by modern
dramatists, in this country and
abroad, in an attractive, low priced

edition.

Two Volumes Recently Published

Vol. XIX Malvaloca
by Serafln and Joaquin Alvarez
Quintero. Tlje Quintero Brothers
enjoy a wide European reputation,

although this is their first play to be
put before English readers.

Vol. XX Washington Square Plays

Four one act plays by American au-

thors: The Clod, Overtones, Eugen-
ically Speaking, Helena's Husband.
Both on the stage and as reading

plays these have proved striking suc-

cesses in New York.

OTHER VOLUMES
Kindling Kenyon The Thief Bernstein

A Thousand YearsAgo My Lady's Dress
MacKay

e

The Great Galeoto
Echegaray

The Sunken Bell

Hauptmann
Her Husband's Wife

Thomas
Mary Goes First Jones The Apostle

Change Francis Youth

Knoblauch
The Trail of the Torch

Hervieu

A Woman's Way
Buchanan

Hobson's Choice
Brighouse

Loyson
Ualbe

Patrie! Sardou A False Saint Curel

Marta of the Lowlands The Mothers
Guimerd Hirschfeld

Each in Brown Boards, Net, 75 Cents

For Sale at All Bookstores

published Doubled^ Page & Company

Springtime
at Mayfair

means meadow and woodland gay with Daf-

fodils, gardens glorious with the stately

Tulips. Your own personality—not the

salesman's, nor the catalogue's, not even

your neighbor's—will be expressed in your
garden, if you spend an hour at Mayfair
choosing the varieties you wish to have
next spring.

The Flowers Wait for You
and I will gladly tell you when to come.

If you are too far away, my Blue Book
is the best substitute for a personal visit.

If you cannot come, my Blue Book will

go to you.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
MAYFAIR

Dept. D Little Falls, N. J.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Lawn Mowlrs

T!
\c easy running aclion ol

'PENNSYLVANIA"
Qualitu Lawn Mowers is

proof of per fect mechanism,

therefore, little Wear.
Self-sharpening blades insure per-

fect cutting at all times without the

trouble and expense of regrinding.

Every blade is a cutting knife, made
of crucible tool steel, oil-hardened and

water-tempered, and cuts like a pair of

fine shears.

l iioi invnlal"

tmiuTNtno. Jr.
1*

M-.a AbMrb«r"
"Mr

I intercut Trimmer"
"Br*un Gtfts* l"»tch«

*'L**n C1»«n*r"

"PENN-
SYLVANIA"
Qualify Mowers
are not only

the cheapest in

thr end. but by far

the most satisfac-

tory in operation.

Your hardware

dealer or seedsman

will show you the

various sizes and

types.

^i»nf Froo """" to .,i>/ i.<r

rree lltt Lawn " u (,,,„..

html bookirt bv mn autkottty. mailtj
mm 'tfutsl.

Pennsylvania Lawn Mower

EVERGREENS
FOB

FORMAL EFFECTS
f^RAY CEDAR

—

Jiuiiperus rinjiniana
VI (//(i«<-(i. S>ft gray-blue-green in color and
losely columnar. Quito like the Italian Cypress
n its beautiful play of light and shadow. Our
*atalo£

—

"SiitKirsthms for I'.ffi rtire I'lmifiny"—
borates on Evergreens for Formal Effects and

•ontams many other helpful departments. It

groups the tri es, plants and shrubs best suited

"or each purpose, and enables you to rind what
> ou want

—

quickly and intelligently. We will

tladly mail it to you on request. Anticipating

t you may want to plant immediately, we
]uote our prices on Gray Cedar:

—

Juniperus virginiana glauca
I Each to

S to St ft $«.50 $«3.50

5 to 5j ft 5.00 47.50

6 to 7 ft 7.50 70.00

8 ft. liJO

ndorra Nurseries
William Warner Harper, Proprietor

Box 60, Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

I'l/nilf. Until ( mini iv Club
- /.nun I timid, New York

The Material Advantages of Goodyear Cords

Many motorists tell us that once
a man uses Goodyear Cord Tires
on his car, he will no more go
hack to the fahric kind than he
would to driving a horse.

They say the additional comfort
and riding-ease delivered hy
these flexible tires forever spoil

one for the earlier stiff type.

Perhaps they exaggerate some-
what, out of an excess of enthu-
siasm; or again, perhaps not.

Certainly Good ye a r Cords are

much spryer and livelier than
ordinary tires.

But even if they were not, and
were merely equal in comfort

to others, there would still be

reason for preferring them.

For the extra mileages they de-

liver, the extra speed they give

your car, the extra distances

they exact from fuel, the free-

dom from trouble they insure

—

these are material advantages of

dollars-and-cents value.

Altogether, they make the
higher price of Goodyear Cords
the part of economy, and the

tires themselves the quality prod-

uct of the tire industry.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron, Ohio

Goodyear Tires, Heavy Tourist Tubes and "Tire Sa<ver" Accessories

are easy to get from Goodyear Service Station Dealers everywhere.
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aT pringTmio is

'^pro^ Lilac Tim©
—and Lilac time is Spring time at its best, with the air
heavy with fragrance, and every bush a mass of glorious color—seemingly
perfect. But the master hybridizer, M. Victor Lemoine, touched them
with his hand, and, lo, from the purple and white a multitude of new
forms and colors appeared. Ellen Willmott, with long pointed snow-
white trusses of flowers nearly an inch in diameter; Madam Buchner,
flushed with soft rose; Belle de Nancy, soft lilac pink; Leon Gambetta,
with semi-double flowers almost as large and as perfectly formed as

tuberoses; Waldeck Rosseau, great trusses of dark violet, are but a
few examples of the more than one hundred new kinds in my garden at

Wyomissing.

Now is the time to study Lilacs and make a selection
for your own garden. Make it a point to visit the comprehensive col-

lection at Highland Park, Rochester, The Arboretum, Boston, or come
to Wyomissing— it is worth while. Here I grow Lilacs on their own
roots, which is the proper way, as plants budded on privet are short-lived.

Select now, while they are in bloom, the varieties that appeal to you, for

fall planting. If impossible to come here, let me select a few of those I

know to be the very best.

The prices of the best new Lilacs range from $1.00 to
#1.50 for plants on their own roots. To readers of Country Life
I make the following offer for fall delivery:

6 plants, in 6 varieties, my selection $6,50

12 " "12 " " " 12.00

25 " "25 " " " 22.00

A complete list of my collection of Lilacs will be found in

Fair's Hardy Plant Specialties

(Sixth Edition, 1917-18) which describes Lemoine's Lilacs, Deutzias,
Philadelphus, Japanese and German Iris, more than 500 varieties of
Peonies, Evergreens and Rock-plants. 112 pages of text, 30 full page
illustrations (13 in color.) A book of distinct value to garden lovers.

It will be sent on request to all interested.

Bertrand H. Farr—Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
103 Garfield Avenue Wyomissing, Penna.

H0D0DENDRONS-HARDY FLOWERSV
The Most Beautiful

Flowering Shrubs
Catalog describes colors according: to
the color chart of the French Chrysan-
themum Society. You can make har-
monious color combinations. Thou-
sands to select from, grown here sev-
eral years and have large root systems.
You can plant now and have a beauti-
ful show June first. Beautiful foliage.

Grown in Pots and Now
Ready to Transplant
We have a large stock of hardy per-
ennials which will give your old-
fashioned garden a riot of color and
fragrance this year. Phlox,
Sweet William, Hollyhocks,
Blue Bell, Larkspur and all the
old favorites. Prices are 15c, 20c,
25c. Most of them 15c

Send for list of trees and 8hrub:t prepared in boxes or big baits ofearth for late planting.
Want them nowt Have them now. Satisfactory groicth guaranteed or replaced free.

Hicks Nurseries, Westbury, l. i. Box L, Phone 68

to certain kinds of trees, especially oaks and
willows, has given rise to the theory that they
are in some way associated with the roots of
these trees. This knowledge of their habitat
is a valuable aid in locating them. Attempts
to cultivate the plants artificially have been un-
successful, so that, for the present at least, we
must depend upon nature to furnish the supply,
the only problem being to locate their natural
haunts. Those who are familiar with these
plants in Europe can see no reason why they
should not occur in this country in the same
abundance as in Europe.
The truffles are roundish, rather solid, and

have very much the appearance of an ordinary
potato, the external surface being either smooth
or rough according to the species. When cut
through, the cut surface has a mottled appear-
ance. The odor is characteristic and pleasant.
1 hey vary in size according to age, often reach-
ing the size of a walnut or occasionally even
larger.

The truffles belong to the genus Tuber. Three
species have been reported in the Eastern United
States, in addition to the two recently collected,
the exact identity of which is uncertain. While
some of the species of Tuber collected in this

country are similar to those usually eaten in

Italy, we are not certain that those most com-
monly eaten have yet been discovered in America.
1 hirteen species have been collected in Cali-
fornia, none of which has been found in sufficient

quantity to be of economic importance.
Knowing that the truffle industry is one of

considerable importance in the various countries
of Europe, and knowing that the same or similar

plants occur in this country, we have a reason-
able right to hope that they will yet be found
here in sufficient quantity to make America
independent of the European supply.

The most favorable time for collecting truffles

is in the autumn up to the time the ground freezes.

When dogs are used, they are taken to the general
locality which appears to be favorable to the

growth of these plants, and put on the scent.

After scenting the ground for a time the animal
stops to dig at frequent intervals until the

plants are located. The animal is then taken
away and the plants dug with an implement
which is suited for shallow digging. Unless

the dog is taken away he will eat the plants,

since they are regarded as a great delicacy

not only by man but by the lower animals as

well. The dogs used for this purpose are especially

trained and seem to take as much interest in

locating these underground plants as does the

average hunting dog in trailing wild game.
Pigs are often used for the same purpose in

European countries, but though they are es-

pecially keen in locating the plants, they have
the disadvantage of not being able to travel long

distances and are not able to cover the ground
as rapidly as dogs.

While truffles are no doubt often found by
accident, unless one is familiar with them and
has some knowledge of their uses as food, they

would attract no attention and might even be

overlooked entirely or mistaken for a ball of

dirt. Any one suspecting the presence of

these valuable plants should refer specimens

to some scientific expert who will have no trou-

ble in determining their identity, since they are

easily recognized by their microscopic characters.

Fred J. Seaver.

THE MAGIC OF LIME-SULPHUR
EFORE the days of lime-sulphur,

fruit growers were uprooting and
burning their orchards. Like an

epidemic, the San Jose scale had

spread through our land. In Aug-
ust, 1893, it was discovered for

the first time east of the Rocky Mountains, yet

in less than three years it was ruining valuable

orchards in every state in the East. It had been

imported from California, but came originally

from northern China. The^nly reason why it had

not there completely exterminated every grow-

ing thing was because of the parasites which

kept it in check. Here the same parasites were

slow to become acclimated and effective, and

meanwhile the prolific scale had everything its

own way among us, and our Department of Agri-

culture, with a long face and puckered brow,

published these cheerful recommendations in its

Bulletin of 1896:

"(1) In all cases of recent or slight attack the
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May is None Too Late

For Planting Evergreens and Hardy Flowers

In Truth, it's Quite the Ideal Time

Evergreens

NO T until along in June
1 1 the new growth in

iwrgreens so far advanced

as to be harmed by trans-

planting.

Right up till then, plant-

ing can be carried on with

positive BUCCeSS.

The fact that the ground
is now warmed down so

deep, causes the roots to

quickly start growing,

largely overcoming the

usual retarding of top
growth.

Another thing to not lose

sight of, is the surprising

variety of foliage formation

and color gradation in pres-

ent day evergreens. In-

stead of a half dozen recog-

nized kinds, we now have
right in our Nursery, at

least forty.

For securing immediate
effects and lasting satis-

faction, what can ever com-
pare with evergreens?

Our catalogue includes

them all, and even shows
some in color. Our Helpful

Hint Booklet gives group
collections for various places

and purposes.

We will be glad to send

you both.

Four Desirables
Mr. Davis, our hardy Aowct expert from England, is enthusi-

astic about the following four. You can't go wrong in securing

every one of them .
* * J _**

In Oriental Poppies, we have six new ones. A collection of two
each, of the six. you can possess for so little as 53.50.

Six truly won terful Larkspurs. $7.50 buy's two each." of them -all.

Likewise Heltopsis (Hybrid Sunflowers 2 to, 3 feet ) in unusual

colorings and formations: charming for cutting—$5 for 12, which

includes a each, of 6 kinds.
Verbascums. in pritnro-te, buff, apricot and bronzy yellow. Here

indeed is a find. They remind you of the stately field Mullein,

very much -dolled up." $3 buys 8; 2 each of the 4 kinds.

JsTuliuy "RgehrS* Cor
^1 At Thg Si6~n ofThe Tree

rford N.T.

Hardy Flowers

IF YOU want to be sure

of free blooming results

from your hardy flowers, it's

too late for plants secured

by dividing roots. They
resent the rough treatment.

If you plant seed, you
must also wait until next

year for blooms; besides

having no surety of their

trueness to color and habit.

By far the most satis-

factory way is to secure

from us, potted plants

grown direct from cuttings.

They will come to you with

all their ball of earth pre-

served, insuring successful

transplanting.

They will be full-rooted,

vigorous plants, each hold-

ing first year bloom prom-
ise.

Besides the usual old

time favorites, we have a

few exceptionally choice var-

ieties, grown direct from
cuttings of mother plants

imported from England.

For the most part, they are

gold medal winners. They
are described in our cat-

alogue. Our English hardy
flower expert will be glad

to suggest collections for

various uses.

28a

T.ik.V.Ui>.
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TheHEAD GARDENER'S BEST ASSISTANT
The new "Coldwell Clipperbuilt" Model J is the head gardener's best helper.

It makes the lawn beautiful and healthy. Cuts like a razor—does not pull or

tear the turf.

Rolls evenly—not too heavy, just heavy enough. A 4-cylinder 1917 Continental

automobile engine drives the machine up any grade to 25%. Coldwell cutters,

Mayo radiators, Cleveland worm drive.

All gears run in dust-proof cases, insuring easy draft and little wear.

Coldwell Walk Type Motor Mower is particularly popular with owners of country estates.

Easily operated. Upkeep light. Moderate price.

Coldwell Horse Lawn Mower with demountable cutter unit. The cutter section is an in-

dependent unit, removable from frame. Coldwell construction relieves knives of twist and strain

on rough ground. A scientifically made machine.

Coldwell Hand Mowers have been marketed for nearly fifty years. Made in 150
sizes and styles. Uniformly high grade in materials and workmanship. Write for

catalogue and specifications.

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER COMPANY
Offices & Factory

NEWBURGH, N. Y

Chicago Office

62 EAST LAKE ST.
CHICAGO, ELL.

In building tke foundation, selecting the fertilizers, preparing tke

soil, cKoosing tke proper seeds, and producing tke turf, as vJell as

providing for its maintenance, tke scientific and practical exper-

ience of our engineers and tke results guaranteed by us are

invaluable.

Our new booklet, "Turf Engineering," should interest every estate

owner. Mailed on request

affected stock should be promptly uprooted and
burned.

" (2) In cases of long standing and wide extent
the affected stock should be cut back severely
and treated with winter soap wash. Stock
badly encrusted with scale should be cut out at

once and burned."
A many-sided genius is this San Jose scale.

The mosquito carries her poisoned lance, the
cotton weevil its coat of mail, and the tiny plant
lice multiply with a rapidity that defies the com-
petition of the lightning calculator. But lance,

and armor, and breeding record find their climax
in the San Jose scale. Its armor-like, waxy scale

usually imitates the color of the tree, and not only
shields the insect itself from sight, but protects
it from almost any spray material that will not
also kill the tree. It is as proof against poi-

soned food as against law and reason, for it sucks
its sustenance from within the tissues of the tree,

where poisons cannot penetrate. On the other
hand, it seems, mosquito-like, to carry its own
poison, injecting it wherever it enters its beak
to stimulate the flow of its liquid food to the

point where it feeds. Poor tree, it responds for a

time, but death comes to relieve it in a very few
years. Unlike those of most insects, the young

Enlarged photograph of San Jose scale on a Japan quince twig

of this scale are not hatched from eggs but are

born, a provision which greatly increases its

possibilities for rapid breeding. Kill off 97 or 98

per cent, of this pest every year, and the remain-

ing 2 or 3 per cent, will not only make up the

loss but actually gain on the game.
But when Nature turned out the San Jose scale

as a finished product, guaranteed to defeat all

enemies and make sure the conquest of the or-

chard, the one thing it left out of account was

lime-sulphur solution. When this material

touches an infested limb it works as though some

ubiquitous imp had pounced simultaneously upon

every scale, and had gone at its task armed with

vacuum pump, poison bottle, and soldering iron.

It makes each scale temporarily air tight, while

it pumps out from beneath every vestige of life-

sustaining oxygen. Not content with this, it

evidently substitutes a poisonous gas for the

oxygen, and it solders the waxy scale covering

down tightly over the luckless creature beneath.

Nor does it stop even now. When all life is ex-

tinct beneath the scale, now a death trap instead

of a protecting armor, it breaks loose the waxy

covering, so that the winds and rains may carry

it away and restore to the pores of the tree free

access to the life-giving air.

To attribute this seemingly purposeful and

well-planned work to a mere yellow solution may

sound like the dream of a patient in a padded cell.

In reality it is the voice of science. Technically,

autopsy determines that Aspidiosus pemiciosiu,

a vivaparous coccid of the sub-family Diaspinac,

meets death by asphyxiation, due to the absorp-

tion of oxygen and simultaneous generation of

hydrogen sulphide, a reaction product of carbon

dioxide upon lime-sulphur; with the concomitant

ensealing of said Aspidiosus in its own sar-

cophagus. In plain English, the insect is suf-

focated and poisoned, and then disposed of with

a concluding kick.

These facts were worked out by the untiring

patience and scientific skill of Dr. George D.

Shafer on the research staff of the Department of
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Robbink £ Alkins

Special rYahir n i: Hunting

ROSES
FLOWERING SHRUBS

HARDY OLD FASHIONED FLOWERS
OUR GIANT FLOWERING MARSHMALLOW

SHADE AND FRUIT TREES
VINES AND CLIMBERS
RHODODENDRONS
EVERGREENS

and 150 other specialties

500 acres of Nursery; half a million feet under grass.

Visit our Nurseries, only 8 miles from New York, or

write for our complete Illustrated Catalogue.

Rutherford.New Jersey
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Let Meehan I

Plan Your Planting
A planting plan of your home grounds, your I

garden or your entire estate made and executed by t

.

Meehan, insures a tasteful, harmonious and artis-

tic effect.

Thousands of Beautiful American Homes owe
their charm to Meehan Service and Meehan Stock.

Our professional men take the ground in the

rough, consult with you, survey, lay out, map and
design according to your individual tastes and de-

sires. Everything is taken care of—engineering

problems, draining, sewage disposal, grading and
planting. We attend to every detail—furnish

experienced superintendents, foremen, laborers and
material—and even our large, well stocked nurser-

ies are available from which to select the plants.

We will gladly quote rates.

Our 62 years of cumulative experience is at

your command and will be found invaluable.

Write to-day for the Meehan Handbook of Trees and Hardy

Plants. It outlines our service and methods.

N»«<l>l»m 4£ Horticulturist*

Complete Gardening Service

6716 Chew Street, Mt. Airy Philadelphia, Pa.

r

To gamble with
the weather is to

play a losing game

YOUR beautiful lawns and

gardens, on which you have

expended so much money, time

and labor, should not be left to

the mercy of the scorching dry

spells of summer when it is so

easy to protect them with the

Sy&tems of Irrigation

An Underground System of piping in con-

junction with the Cornell Rain Cloud Nozzles

sends the water evenly in a fine spray over

every foot of your lawn or garden. A turn

of the control valve and you have an arti-

ficial rain which can be regulated at will in

duration or quantity.

The Underground System, adapted for

lawns can be installed without disfigurement

of the turf and does not interfere with
mowing.

The Overhead System for Gardens is sup-

plied from underground piping and upright

nozzles which do not interfere with culti-

vation. The Cornell Portable Sprinkler is

recommended for small areas of 1 5 to 45 feet

diameter.

Write for illustrated literature.

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Plumbing, Healing, Lighting,Automatic

Sprinklers. Water Supply Systems,

Sewage Disposal Plants, Automatic
Sewage Ejectors.

Everett Building New York

Chicago Boston
Railway Exchange 334 Shawmut Ave.

Washington Baltimore

923 1 2th St., N.W. Munsey Bldg.

Newark Cleveland

86 Park PI. Leader-News Bldg.

Kansas City, Mo.
Commerce Trust Bldg.

Rain Cloud Nozzles
$2.00 to $3.00

f. o. b-iNew York

1
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Floors that look new
Some people seem to think there is no use trying to

have smooth, clean, beautiful floors. Yet who ever saw
a thoroughly satisfying house without them? Floors that

keep looking like new are as easy to have as floors that get

shabby. Have your floors finished with good varnish and
they will smile. But be sure it is good varnish, because
poor varnish is a lot of bother and doesn't last.

Murphy Transparent
Floor Varnish
"the varnish that lasts longest"

makes you realize how much beauty there is in the grain and
color of natural wood. It will not scratch white and can be kept
free from dust with a damp mop or cloth. But the great thing

about it is the way it wears—long enough to put off for months
the expense and annoyance of refinishing, and it looks well to

the very end.

Your painter or dealer can furnish Murphy Transparent Floor

Varnish and any of these Murphy finishes for beautifying the home

—

Murphy Transparent Interior Famish Murphy Univernish

Murphy Transparent Spar Varnish Murphy White Enamel

Send for our interesting and handsomely illustrated book,

"The House That Found Itself."

Murphy Varnish Company
Franklin Murphy, jr., President

Newark New Jersey Chicago Illinois

Dougall Varnish Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canadian Associate

TOWNSEND'S

TRIPLEX
The Public is warned not to purchase

mowers infringing the Townscnd Patent

No. 1.209.519, Dec. 19th, 1916

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S.P.TOWNSEND&CO.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day

than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between

hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer as does

the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS.

Entomology of the Michigan Agricultural Col-
lege. His experiments covered a period of many
months. He found that beetles and tomato
worms suffered only slight irritation and soon
completely recovered after havine been sub-
merged for two minutes in lime-sulphur solution.

On the other hand, when scale insects were
treated with the solution, after one day some
of them were already dead and many others
were in a comatose condition. After one week,
moreover, both the number of dead and of dor-
mant was greatly increased; and, scarcely less

important, large numbers of young, born after

the application of the spray, were imprisoned with
their mother beneath the scale covering. This
literal packing of the tiny creatures within a

sealed enclosure greatly increases the chances of
the death of all by suffocation.

Dr. Shafer found conclusive experimental
proof of the two main factors in the suffocation
process—the absorption of oxygen and the seal-

ing down of the scale. When he dipped either

filter paper or wool glass into the lime-sulphur
solution and then placed it under a bell jar, he
found that after about sixteen hours all the

oxygen was absorbed from the air under the jar.

The battle with the armored foe. Spraying high-headed

sixteen-year-old peach trees, after close pruning of all dead and

weak wood

There are several steps in the chemical process,

in each of which oxygen is consumed. 1 he lime

and sulphur first form polysulphids of calcium,

which change to calcium thiosulphate, then, upon
further oxidation, to calcium sulphite, and
finally, perhaps, to calcium sulphate forms.

Dr. Shafer also found that after a scale was
once treated, he could detect a wet circle of the

solution around the scale margin for two hours or

more, even under favorable drying conditions.

He discovered, too, that after be ng in contact

with the waxy scale for a time the solution soft-

ened the wax all around the margin in contact

with the bark, thus making a temj ' ary air-tight

seal; but after three or four weeks, v' en the solu-

tion had become completely oxidized, a v. !-ite

crust stooled up around the margin and loosened

the scale from the bark. In experiments, Dr.

Shafer further found it easy to show that

when carbon dioxide comes into contact with

lime-sulphur, the reaction gives rise to hydrogen

sulphide, a gas poisonous to insects; and, seem-

ingly, this must take place under the scale cover-

ing, due to the carbon dioxide given off in the

breathing of the insect. To go under the tiny

scale itself for the proof was of course not feasi-

ble.

In this way has been solved the magic of lime

and sulphur solution. Unlike the magic of the

stage performer, it loses none of its fascination

now that its methods are explained. Lime and

sulphur are both simple things of themselves,

but when combined in proper proportions their

solution seems to take on intelligence and pur-

pose, and nothing from the mind of man could

take advantage more ingeniously of every possi-

ble weakness of the*foe, the once dreaded insect

scourge of the orchard.

H. R. Bowles.
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Dreer's Roses for
Garden

Strong two-year old ((rowing plants (hat will bloom profusely this year.
The vei v line . I staiiflatfl sorts as well as the latest introductions of the
world's most famous hybridi/ei Koms lor every pnr|x»se for cuLtiri«,
Im heddiiin, for |kim In ,, loi Indi'is, lor pergolas, for hardy borders.

The Dreer Dozen
Hardy Everblooming Hybrid Tea Roses

will furnish a constant supply of blrxmis throughout the summer and autumn, and
include t he best of every color.

glol hi

friiKr.il

Klllarnay: Olir of I ho nsisl popular
of garden rimr*. Spnrkhng brilliant

Lady Athlown t

Caroline Taatnuti
liriKhl satiny row. very fragrant.

C*n*ral M«< Arthur i Kiih crimson scarlet.
Ilenllhy. vigorous grower, producing lis

sweetly scented Mowers of good form in e» .il

profunion.

Jonlthaar J. L. Mockt Ono of Iho best
bedding varieties The Mowers, on long, sliff

Produces nor fort

nlonrrw unrlor all weather corwlii ions

The Mowers nro large, double with
high tiointed rrnlrr. and nro prt>-

dtnoil on lonn stems, splendid for

cutting, in color n not! roar, shading
(o yellow at the bast of the petals.

Laurent Carl*: I'riwluoos lis large.

Mm*. L«on Palm Entirely distinct
in color, a silvery salmon, with
deeper orange- vel low, shaded centre,
the reverse of the petals being a
salmony pink, flowers large, full, and
well formed, very fro- flowering.

stems, large size and | n-r f«-< I form, of a deep
imiierial pink, Ihe oulsirle of tho pelafs
silvery rose white.

Kalaarln Augusta Victoria! Soft pearly
white, I mo d with just enough lemon in the
centre to relieve the white; remarkably fra-
grant, beautifully formed flowers on long,
graceful stems.

Mrs. Aaron Ward: The flowors which
are of splendid form, full double, are
equally attractive when full blown
as in bud; in color a distincl Indian
yellow, shading lighter loward the
edge-,.

Mma. Ravary: Color, a rich, deep
iwly scented, brilliant carmine nankeen yellow, becoming lighter as
Ihroiighoul ihe so.wm. marly the flowei expands The (lowers are

I in hot. dry weather as under of splendid form, full double and very
avornble weather conditions. fragrant.

tO CENTS EACH; tt.00 PER DOZEN; 1.5.00 PER 100

Ophelia: Is admirorl by ovory ono, ils

Mowers arc hold erect on long si iff

stems, are of perfect form, large size;
anrl of a most pleasing delicalc shade
of salmon flesh, shaded with rose.

Dreer's Garden Book

publication.

s and illust

ne) but is tf

and VMtta

5cs for every purpose
ished for the amateur
if you mention this

The New American Hybrid Tea Rose "Los Angeles"
has created the greatest sensation of anv rose ever introduced.
Long stemmed blooms of luminous flame pink, toned with coral and
shaded with translucent gold at base of petals; fragrant as a Marechal
Neil. Strong two year old plants that should give a full crop of
flowers this year. $2.00 each.

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

KUI the Weeds- once for all

Beautiful grounds can be kept beautiful—free
from weeds—without paying the almost pro-
hibitive cost of hand-weeding.

Owners of estates and
homes, country clubs,

municipalities and rail-

roads all over the country
employ Atlas Chemical
Weed Killer, instead of
costly hand-labor.

Atlas comes in highlycon-
centrated liquid form.
You mix it with 20 parts

water and apply in ordi-

nary sprinkling can or

cart. Atlas enters the

plant at the surface and
soaks down to the deep-
est root. Weeds die in a

few days and the ground
round about is sterilized

for all season.

One gallon of Atlas Weed
Killer keeps 600 sq. ft.

clean for the whole vear.

Compare this with costly
hand-weeding which
must be done over and
over again.

Sample Offer ,

W e will furnish you a trial * .

2 qt. can of Atlas on re-

ceipt of $1. and this * / /
coupon—postpaid, if /' / /
you mention your ' ..•'"C?

dealer's name. /

TL45 W££D-KILL£R
3ZE3
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Get More Flowers this Season
The more light, air and moisture your vines have the

better they will grow and produce blossoms, and
leaves. They get all they need if they have an

RUST PROOF
TRELLIS

on which to climb and spread their glory to the elements. They are made of extra

heavy, strong steel wires, held at every intersection by the Excelsior steel clamp, which
is a patented feature. This gives them rigidity and strength to withstand heavy winds
and sudden shocks.

Dip-galvanized AFTER making. This completely solders the whole trellis into one
rigid fabric at the same time making it completly rust-proof.

The arch at the entrance, porch-end trellis and fence shown here are all made in the

same manner and of the same materials. They are truly economical necessities for the

home grounds.

Interesting catalog A mailed for the asking.

We also make a full line of Excelsior
tree guards, bed guards, fences,
railings, gates, etc.

WRIGHT WIRE CO.
Worcester, Mass.

THE
STANDARD
WOOD

OAK INTERIOR TRIM FOR HOMES AND
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

(and for the corresponding FURNITURE) is desired by the well-informed not only because

of its historic excellence as a cabinet-wood and its inborn trait of "staying put," but also

because, by reason of centuries of respectful familiarity, there is an inbred accuracy in handling

OAK among those who work in woods. They know how to get the best results without

the experimentation required for less standard cabinet-woods.

The American Oak Manufacturers Association
know the whys and hows of OAK. Ask them any sort of questions. Please address

Room 1407, 14 Main Street Memphis, Tenn.

THE LAST DAY OF THE SEASON
N MY calendar there are two all-

important dates, and neither is

Christmas or the Fourth of July.
They are—draw near while I

whisper—the Day on which the
Trout Season Opens and the Day

on which It Closes—to be exact, April 1st and
June 30th in Connecticut.
Of the two, the opening day is by far the

more important. It comes just after old Winter
has tucked his gray robes about his thin shanks
and scurried off into the discard, while Gentle
Spring waves a fly swatter after him; when the

roads—in many places, at least—are just getting
in suitable condition to hold a studded tread,

for—let me whisper again—all my trouting is

done by aid of a good, husky, twin-cylinder
motorcycle.

While the first day of the season is a big day
to a motorcycle angler, it still has its disadvan-
tages. The air is usually colder than Green-
land's icy mountains, and the poor deluded
specimens of brook trout that you catch are so

chilly that they can't even wiggle. Trout and
people are different, you know. The colder

we get, the more we shiver; but the colder a

trout gets, the less he shivers. Then, to add to

the discomforts of the opening day, you're just

as likely as not to get into a mud hole on the

road, where the bus sinks to her hubs, and you
work and swear and churn goo as the rear wheel
spins. And when you aflast get home, both you
and the boat look as though you'd been holding

down a dispatch-riding job in the rainy season.

That is the day you've looked forward to for

months, however, and you have a royal time,

whatever happens. I do, at any rate.

But the last day!
Roads are fine then, and the fishing is usually

fine too, though that depends upon the weather.

An excess of rain may make the streams too

high, while a lack of it may make them fatally

low. But the trout are gamy and full of fight;

and then, if weather conditions are exactly

what you would call for if the weather were

made to your order—well, if you felt any better

it would hurt you!
The last part of June, 1916, was so fine that it

really seemed a shame to take advantage of the

opportunity. I planned to end the season

by a trip into the northwest section of the Nut-
meg State, sixty-five miles from home as the

motorcycle chugs. And that the last day of

the season might be a sure success, I allowed

myself two days; that is, I decided to go on

June 29th. If the weather was poor, I had June
30th to fall back on. If June 30th was below

par, I would go anyway.
Well, June 29th was the one day of the year.

I think it was the day the poet had in mind

—

"What so rare as a day in June!"
It was about 5:30 when I pushed the motor-

cycle out of its shed and gave the shove at its

kick starter that sent the gasolene vapor coursing

through the two gray cylinders. There was a

good breakfast stowed away inside my ribs, for

it doesn't pay to start off with your own oil

and gas tanks empty any more than the ma-
chine's. Skipping meals is a mighty poor way
to save a little time, when you've a substantial

day's work cut out for you.

Two and a half hours later I was climbing a

hill with a grade steeper than the roof of a New
England farmhouse. It led up to a crude sort

of bridge across my brook. The road was in

exceptionally poor condition, as it was hardly

ever traveled by anything except cows to and

from pasture—just the sort of road that makes a

rider thank his lucky stars that motorcycles

have passed the single speed stage.

Half way up I came upon a good sized herd of

cows being driven to their pasture by a couple of

young chaps. It was too narrow a place to

pass without risking a bovine panic, so I pulled

up to let them keep ahead, and the "cowboys"

stopped to talk a minute. They knew little

about motorcycles save from hearsay, and right

there I did a bit of missionary work for the two-

wheeler. Then I rode up a young precipice for

their edification.

I hid goggles, lunch, gloves, etc., under the

low branches of a clump of small evergreens,

put my fly rod together, and prepared for busi-

ness. My fishing was done with flies exclusively.

As a sporting proposition, fly casting is as far

ahead of all other forms of angling as stalking
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No two nrrrnhouw problems an exactly alike.

This is apparent when mhi stop to consider tin-

many variable factors entering into the problem,

such as latitude. 1-lunar i . pr< \ ailint: winds; amount

of smoke or saltiness in the air; shape and size of

site and its position with reference to direction of

sunlight; excavation or hllintt for rhe foundation,

whether rock, earth or sand; natural or artificial

drainage under greenhouse; shadows Irom trees or

structures, surrounding landscape, architecture of

nearby structures; purpose for which the greenhouse
is in he used, fuel available, etc I hesr an liv no
means all the problems that accompany each in-

stallation.

The Wm. II. I.utton Company's staff of architects

and practical horticultural experts have been study-
ing these problems for years. They design green-

houses to txactly fit your needs and meet your taste.

I.UTTON Greenhouses fit into their surroundings
— they never have the appearance of having been

pushrd into the landscape. And they are noted

for their productiveness and wearing qualities.

In a word— the name LUTTON signifies Green-

house Individuality. You will be surprised at the

long list of people of national prominence—men
and women of individuality—who own I.UTTON
Greenhouses. This list and full particulars about

the unique features of LUTTON construction

are yours for the asking.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
261-267 Kearney Avenue

Jersey City, N. J.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
Horticultural Architect! and Builder* of

Modern GrctnhouHi
Conservatories Sun Parlors Glaaa Gardens Cold Frames

SHOW ROOM
3rd Floor, Crand Central Terminal, N. Y. City

WESTERN OFFICE
710 Sykes Block. Minneapolis, Minn.

Earth Holds Much Beauty: These Books Will Help You Find It

Aristocrats of the Garden, by Ernest H. Wilson, of the Arnold Arboretum
This volume represent:, the result of Mr. Wilson's years of search in Europe, Asia and America for beautiful material in hardy shrubs and plants, suitable for American Gardens.

Some accounts of personal experiences, particularly in his quest of the Dove Tree, are included. "The most important contribution to garden literature in recent years."

The Edition is Limited to 1 .200 Copies

Boxed. Net. $5.00

Index Contains Oder 800 References to Plants

16 Full Page Illustrations
The Bird

Study Book
By T. Gilbert Pearson

The Secretary of the

National Association of

Audubon Societies here

tells the fundamental

facts of bird life for be-

ginners in a way to kindle

enthusiasm. Many illus-

trations. Net. $1.25.

The Garden
Bluebook

By Leicester B. Holland

A comprehensive manual
giving all the needed in-

formation about the 200

hardy perennials. Net.

$4.00.

Woodcraft
Manuals

By ErnestThompsonSeton

Manual for boys and
manual for girls, detail-

ing sports, games and
woodcraft lore suitable

for each. Net, 50 cents,

each.

Something New in Garden Books: THE DOCKET GARDEN LIBRARY
Garden Flowers of Spring, Garden Flowers of Summer, Garden Flowers of Fall, Flowers of Winter—Indoors and Out. The series contains more than 800 colored illustrations.

Pocket size, 3J x5J. Edited by Leonard Barron. Flexible linen, each, net, $1.25; flexible leather, each, net, $1.50.

Den'l For get the Other Pocket Nature Guides: Lsnd Birds, Wster snd Game Birds, Flower Guide, Butterfly Guide, Tree Guide, How to Make Friends with Birds. Each, flexible linen, net, $1.00; flexible leather, net, $1 .25

FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES PUBLISHED BY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

in order to appreciate Nature. The big, fundamental facts, the

really interesting things that make every walk seem different, are told in the new

Worth Knowing Series
THESE books give a comprehensive and new familiarity with the out-of-doors; the everyday things

of Nature without burdening you with detail useless except to the trained naturalist. They are

midway in scope and appeal between "The Pocket Nature Guides" and the larger "New Nature

Library"; not as condensed as the former nor as detailed as the latter. They solve the problem of the

average person, who wants to know just the things worth knowing in the nature world about him. 192

illustrations. 144 of them in color.

BIRDS WORTH KNOWING
By Neltje Blanchan

BUTTERFLIES WORTH KNOWING
By Clarence M. Weed

TREES WORTH KNOWING
By Julia Ellen Rogers

FLOWERS WORTH KNOWING
Adapted from Neltje Blanchan's Works by Asa Don Dickinson

Each Volume, Net, $1.60

My Garden
By Louise Beebe Wilder

A book at once practical

and inspirational, which
shows the possibilities of

the seasons in turn

through the year. Net,

$1.50.

Book of
Garden Plans
By Stephen F. Hamblin

An aid to the garden

planner and one which

enables him to approach

his work intelligendy

from the standpoint of

the landscape gardener.

With many pictures and
20 blue-print plans.
Net, $2.00.

The Farm
Mortgage
Hand Book

By Kingman Nott Robins

Everything the investor

needs to know about farm

mortgages. Net, $1.25

PUBLISHED
MAY 15TH
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Li-
To ihe well man, every day is a feasl day

The key to

the situation

Business Men. The daily grind and the nightly
fag—the meagre appetite which makes fasts of
feasts and unpleasant duties of what should be
enjoyable dinners. Such a regime must even-
tuate in a soggy brain.

W REC.U.S.PAT. OFF. TRADE MARK

Liquid-Food-Tonic

was made for just such as you. It helps the
appetite, aids digestion, strengthens, builds

—

a tonic in the best sense of the word.

Lightens the burden that over-work, over-play,
years or sickness may place on one's shoulders.
Take at each meal and before retiring.

All Druggists—Most Grocers
Malt-Nutrine declared by U. S. Internal Revenue Depart-
ment to be a pure malt product—not an alcoholic beverage.
Contains 14.50 per cent malt solids— 1.9 per cent alcohol.

Interesting booklet on request.

Anheuser-Busch St. Louis, U. S. A.

YOU Should Plant

A Old Fashioned
FLOWERS

Larkspur, Foxgloves, Hollyhocks, Phlox. Columbines,
Poppies. Etc. Because they represent a wonderful va-
riety. Because they increase in size and beauty each suc-
ceeding year, and with the proper selection you can have
a handsome garden with an ever changing color from May
to December. New catalog just out, lists more than 200 va-
rieties, beautifully illustrated, tellsyou how to get more pleas-
ure out oj your garden. Send for catalog and special offer.

W. E. KING
Box 326

Specialist in Hardy
Old Fashioned Plants

Little Silver, New Jersey

"BOGALUSA" is the name BY WHICH TO BUY
the BEST LONG-LEAF PINE THAT GROWS.
BOGALUSA is the name of the city where the
best long-leaf pine that grows is cut into every
size from great bridge timbers to little laths.

BOGALUSA, in lumber, is more than a name

—

itfcis ta symbol of superiority and responsibility.

FOR ALL STRUCTURAL USES, SPECIFY
"BOGALUSA"—that is your guaranty. And if

you don't see "Bogalusa" stamped on EVERY
PIECE or bundle you'll refits* it as "not per order."

WRITE US. (Cutting 1,000,000 feet a day still

leaves us time to lake an interest in YOU.) There's
a real value for you in the Bogalusa Book. (Free.)

GREAT SOUTHERN Lumber Co., Dept. I. Boealusa, La.

SHARONWARE
IHIillinillHiCi!:!: II III! lllllllilllllllllJIIIIIllllBllllili

Rarely attractive in design, Sharonware
Bird Baths are constructed to insure the

safety of the birds when bathing. As the

bowl slopes very gradually toward the cen-

tre, varying the depth of water from j to

several inches, thev quickly and easily

regain a footing. Because of this fact,

Sharonware Bird Baths are endorsed by all

the Audubon Societies.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP
ciiiaiisiiniiiuic.'iii ..'Muinmni

BIRD BATHS
iMiiiHifiiytBfoiiiii iiniejiiHiHiiiinitiiiiiii

Sharonware Garden Furniture adds charm 1
and distinction to any lawn or garden, 1
large or small. Visit our workshop where
are displayed bird baths, fountains, sun-

dials, benches, flower boxes, gazing globes,

vases, jardinieres, etc.

Tripod Bird Bath, height 33 inches, * 1 O AA 1
bowl 24 inches ------ •plO.VV

|
Price (F. O. B., N. Y.)

SEAD FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

82-84 Lexington Avenue, New York City 1

deer is ahead of butchering steers. To deceive
a wary trout with an imitation insect and tc

sink the hook into his jaw in the fraction of a

second before he spits out the feathered deceit,

is nothing short of an art. Izaak Walton

—

peace to his bones—said so ages ago, and all fly

fishermen will back up his opinion. For a

tail fly 1 started with a Coachman, and for the
dropper a small fly of unknown name but at-

tractive appearance that I picked up one day in

a tackle store. On the very first cast a trout

gobbled the Coachman, and a minute or so

later a second did the same—surely a glorious

start for the morning's sport.

That brook of mine is wonderfully beautiful.

For several miles it flows with moderate speed
until it comes to the Valley of the Housatonic,
when it abruptly drops several hundred feet in a

succession of falls, one after another. Under
each fall is pounded out in the native rock
a deep pool, and each of these contains a sprink-
ling of good trout. But the water is so deep
and dark, shaded also by the overhanging
branches of numerous evergreens, that these fish

rarely rise to flies, though an occasional good one
can be picked up by plugging with bait. The last

pool of all, not so deep and more in the open,
provides a notable exception to the general rule.

I scrambled down the steep descent, hanging
on with arms, legs (I was almost going to add
teeth, as well), doing little fishing until the lowest

pool was reached. Several casts brought no
results, and I stopped to change the dropper
fly, putting on a gray gnat. Then, in quick
succession, I took four beautiful trout from the
pool itself, and another just below it, hooking
and losing two or three others in the process,

after which, as I was close down to the big river,

I ascended the precipitous slope to continue my
fishing on up the brook.

There is probably no need to describe my ex-

ploits of the morning in detail. Every pool and
riffle on the stream contained trout, and, what
was much more important, they were in a

feeding mood.
On one or two occasions they stopped rising

to the flies that I was using, but each time a little

experimenting quickly determined a pattern

that met their approval. By noon I had thirty

fine fish— all that the game laws of Connecticut
allow to one angler in a day—and was well

satisfied to stop. My last trout was taken at

the very crest of the upper fall, just before the

water plunges down fifty feet to the rocks below.

There only remained the double duty of

eating dinner and cleaning the catch—for in hot

weather fish soften all too quickly. Then I

set forth down the cow road toward home, with a

farewell glance down the beautiful little stream,

which I would not see again until the following

year. George M. Johnson.

THREE YEAR-ROUND
VEGETABLES

HREE or four months of the year
every properly planted home gar-

den will yield a supply of fresh

beans; the other eight or nine

months will be provided for by the

invariable surplus that comes from
overlapping sowings or an especially productive

season. This surplus should be salted, not

canned. Canned beans do not always keep, even

when apparently done under the best conditions

and with the greatest care. Salting is a safer

and saner method. The beans, of course, should

be fresh picked and clean, fairly young, straight

and even in size, for the sake of the eye as well as

the palate. The brine is made of clean rock salt,

the sort that is sold in ten pound bags at the

grocer's. In our own kitchen we start the brine

the night before, by putting perhaps a pint of salt

in two or three quarts of fresh clean water—the

proportions do not matter, as the object is to give

the water all the salt it can take up. In the morn-
ing we boil the brine and if it absorbs more
salt all the better. The brine is skimmed and
strained and when cold is ready for the beans.

We have used stone jars and glass preserve jars

for salted beans, but favor the glass jars, if they

can be spared for the purpose, as they are cleaner

and easier to store, also they need no weight to

hold the beans under the brine, and they contain

about the right amount for an ordinary meal.

In the winter, when the beans are to be used,

twenty-four hours' soaking, in fresh water, is

none too much to remove the salt taste. If that
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HPHK erection of a Harrison Memorial is an ap-

propriate and permanent tribute. We have

successfully served our clients for 72 years, and
should lv pleased to send references.

Write for Booklet F

HARRISON GRANITE CO.
200 Fifth Avenue New York City

Resident Rrf>resentalires:

It. LAWSON. I'C, <<>k-< Av.imr. I1iiliiilt'l|ihu

II. L l>\Vls. O C S H lluilitirtK. Svi.misr
C.KORt.K SIMfSON. I ."1 Kr.^Kt- HuiIiIiiik. Driri.ii

K. S MORRISON. Kim- \rt» Nuililinu. Chicago
HENRY MYERS, 508 North IVnrwylvanio Street. Iraluiiuipulw

WORKS: I1AKKK. VKHMONT

MEMORIALS OF CHARACTER.
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MILITARY j
andNAVAL W
AMERICA

At all

Book
Stores

is one of the first of the

new order of histories of

this country, which

Tell the Truth

The IVhole Truth

And Nothing
but the Truth

About the U. S.

Army and Navy

It is by
Captain H. S. Kerrick

U. S. Army
Erery chapter in the book has been prepared at Washington with

the assistance of Government officiab

Maps, Diagrams, Illustrations, etc. Net $2.00

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

The conrrelr on the < r, „u I ,,, I /„,, 1 Road. Niagara Ctiuntv. N. Y.. is one 11) the

many example! of this durable construction in New York Slate limit
by Ihr Slalr lliyhunv Ih/ia'trnenl. Edwin IhtUry, Commis-

sioner; H. M. Cowles, Rochester, N. Y., Contractor.

TransportationGoesBack
to Public Roads

Railroads built up a great commercial empire in this

country and developed a volume of traffic which has out-

grown their facilities. Our country requires greater flex-

ibility in its transportation facilities. It cannot be
limited to tracks, yards and trains. It must have
broader avenues of trnffic—country roads strong

enough and extensive enough to carry the short distance

traffic, which is least profitable to the railroads. Already
there are three million motor cars in the United States
with a carrying capacity in passenger miles far in

excess of the railroads.

The Building of Permanent Roads
in connected systems, is one of the most important
undertakings confronting the American people. The
nation is awakening to its needs. The good roads
movement is growing. The national government has
appropriated #75,000,000 for federal aid. States are

spending millions to improve highways.

People are realizing the need for immediate action

on broad, constructive lines, the building, not only
of county roads, but also of state roads which connect
important towns by a continuous highway system.

A bond issue, preferably a state bond issue, is the

adequate and fair method of financing the undertaking.

Concrete Fulfills All Conditions

This is just as true of concrete roads as it is of the

use of concrete in many other forms of engineering con-
struction where strength and durability are necessary. No
road surface less durable than concrete will stand the con-

stant pounding, thrusting and shearing of power driven

vehicles. It is hard and unyielding; even, but not slippery;

rutless, dusdess, mudless. Concrete roads have the added
advantage of moderate first cost, being within the finan-

cial reach of any community. They require very little

maintenance; the maintenance is built into the road.

This Association has facts and figures about the construc-

tion, service, and financing of concrete roads. Some of them
are given in the interesting illustrated booklet, "Concrete
Facts About Concrete Roads." A free copy will be mailed

to you on request. After you have read it pass it on to your
neighbors or road officials, or send us their names and we
will take the matter up with them direct. Write today for

Bulletin No. 136.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

ATLANTA
Hurt Building

CHICAGO
111 West Washington St

DALLAS
Southwestern Life Bldg.

DENVER
Ideal Cement Building

Offices at

INDIANAPOLIS
Merchants Bank Bldg.

KANSAS CITY
Commerce Building

MILWAUKEE
First Nat l Bank Bldg.

NEW YORK
101 Park Avenue

PARKERSBURG
Union Trust Building

PITTSBURGH
Farmers Bank Building

SALT LAKE CITY
Kearns Building

SAN FRANCISCO
Rialto Building

SEATTLE
Northern Bank & Trust Bldg.

CONCRETE FOR PERMANENCE
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Walls
of Lasting Beauty

Ceilings

That Endure

15he

WASHABLE FLAT
WALL FINISH

<I An oil-base wall covering for

residence interiors. Dries en-
amel hard, and without sheen or
lustre. Provides a rich "velvety"
surface, dignified in appearance
and pleasing to the eye.

«I LIQUID VELVET walls can
be washed repeatedly without
danger of harming the Finish.

Water does not affect it in any
way, and its use insures clean,

sanitary interiors without the ne-

cessity of frequent redecoration.

<I No home is so elaborate that
LIQUID VELVET is not ideally

suited for the walls and ceiling

of every living-room. Its wash-
able, hygienic qualities also com-
mend its use in nursery, pantry
and kitchen.

<I Whether you contemplate a
new home or plan to redecorate
old walls, LIQUID VELVET
provides the utmost in beauty,
economy and durability.

q LIQUID VELVET is made
in White and a variety of attrac-

tive tints, affording color schemes
hitherto unexcelled except by
master mural artists.

Booklet and color chart designed
to aid home-builders in the solu-
tion of decorative problems will

be sent on request.

The O'BrienVarnish Co.

2200 Johnson St., South Bend, Ind.

Manufacturers of

FLEXICO WHITE ENAMEL
PYRAMID FLOOR FINISH
AND MASTER VARNISH

"Standard for half a century"

is not enough they can be cooked in more than
one water, or the water can be changed several

times while they are soaking. We rarely use the
beans alone as they are well liked with peas, either

driedorcanned, samp, carrots, canned corn; or any
Other vegetables that have an affinity for beans.

1 here is an old fashioned dish that we make as a

reminder of our great grandmother's cooking.

The beans are put over to cook with a piece of
salt pork and some finely sliced carrots and on-
ions, later peas, corn, and potatoes (if wanted)
are added. If some of the string beans are old

enough to shell they are considered an addition
to the dish. This combination is good for winter
or summer. In late summer and early fall it is

an excellent way to use up the garden odds and
ends. In winter all the ingredients are obtain-
able, either home stored or bought. Salted

beans, in the opinion of one famous cook, are

"far better than canned." There seems to be no
doubt about their keeping qualities. A jar filled

in early fall was as good as new a year from the
following March and that after being kept under*
unfavorable conditions.

To our minds there is one kind, and only one
kind, of bean for salting, and that is the old-

fashioned Lazy Wife. Other sorts, although pre-

ferable to bought beans, are somewhat fibrous

and tasteless when salted, but the Lazy Wife is as

tender and delicate as when fresh picked. This
is not a fancy bean, in name or appearance, but
has most excellent qualities. We have had peo-

ple come twenty miles to beg for a few more of

"those delicious beans" from our garden. They
are a productive sort of pole bean, yielding four

quarts in one picking, from a twelve foot row.

The bush varieties can be sown, in the neigh-

borhood of New York, from late April to early

June, at intervals of two or three weeks. If pole

sorts are sowed late in May, other sowings of

bush beans will not be needed until late July or

the first of August, which sowing is frequently

the best of the summer.
It is a convenient provision of nature that so

useful a vegetable as the carrot can be kept in

its original state, to round the year by so simple a

process as storing in sand and keeping in a cool

place. Our box in the cellar has provided us with

fresh roots in June, at the time that the garden

supplied us with new carrots. By sowing seed

every month from March to August first, we
have young carrots for the table from early June
to late November. A sowing made at the end

of October will germinate early in the spring

and produce an early crop, thus saving time in

the spring. We use Early Scarlet Horn for

those we wish to cook while young and tender,

and for storing in sand we sow the Early Half

Long Scarlet. We pull them before frost decays

the foliage, and cut the stems, leaving perhaps

an inch of stem, so as not to cut too near the root

itself. We next lay them, without touching each

other, in layers of clean sand, taken from a bank
by the roadside. They have remained in good

condition, so treated, until August. For winter

storage a temperature of thirty-six degrees is best.

Carrots should not be scraped, as it is so much
easier (and they also look so much more attrac-

tive) simply to boil them with the skins on, cool

a little, and rub off the skin. Young carrots are

excellent both creamed and chopped. Pickled

carrots are a good addition to potato salad. Small,

even sized roots, such as are often pulled out when
the rows are thinned, are the best for pickling.

Another useful vegetable which can be ready

to the housekeeper's hand the year through is

parsley. The plants from seed sowed this sum-
mer can be mulched for the winter and will send

out fresh leaves in March. This will continue

in good condition until the earliest of next year's

planting is supplying leaves large enough to use.

In the fall, fresh, vigorous plants should be

potted for winter use. If cut back when potted

and trimmed often enough to keep them stocky

tliev will make house plants that are useful and
ornamental too. A couple of pots in a sunny
window provided all the parsley we needed till

the wintered roots outdoors were sending up their

new leaves. Parsley may also be dried and pick-

led for winter use. The whole plant is pulled up
and hung in a dry place. When seasoning, and

not appearance, is desired this is all-sufficient.

To pickle we refer to the cook book rule
—

"Select

perfect, curly heads of parsley, wash thoroughly

in salt water, drain, and shake till dry. Put into

jars of cold vinegar and to each quart allow two
tablespoons chopped horse radish. Cover and

stand away for use." I. M. Angell.

A Better Lawn
—At Less Expense

THE Fuller & Johnson Motor
Lawn Mower is designed for

the large lawn with numer-

ous flower beds, shrubs and trees,

where great flexibility as well as large

cutting capacity is required.

This wonderful Mower is large enough to

cut five acres a day yet Kght enough not to

mar the turf, and so extremely flexible that

it will cut close up to, and around trees,

under shrubbery and along walks and

driveways, thus entirely eliminating the

necessity for cleaning up afterwards with a

hand mower. The

Fuller & Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

is backed up by 70 years' reputation of the

Fuller & Johnson Mfg. Co. for the highest

manufacturing integrity. It is scientifi-

cally designed and built as a complete

unit. Indeed, its balance and the de-

tails of the mechanical features of the

mower have received as close consideration

as has the motor itself. If it were possible

to dismember this wonderful Motor Lawn

Mower before you, you would marvel at

the extraordinary thought and study given

to the planning of its smallest feature—

the infinite care used in the finishing and

adjusting of its smallest part—yet its

greatest characteristic is simplicity.

Write us now for full information and a copy of

"A BETTER LAWN."

Manufacturers Distributing Co.

454 Publicity Bldg.
St. Louis, Mo.

"I am reading 'The Balance'
all over again from the begin-
ning just to renew my youth."

Alex. Harvey in *'The Bang"
Every bookstore has this new novel

Net $1.35. Doubleday, Page & Co.

Stable HorseManure
WELL ROTTED

Dried and Pulverized or Shredded
In Bags or Bulk in Box Cars

Odorless, nutritious, conveniently packed.
For use of Florists, Landscape Gardeners,
growers and general farming purposes. For
grass and lawn, vegetable and flower gar-

dens, also potted plants. Long Island

trade a specialty.

M. McGIRR'S SONS COMPANY
264 W. 34th Street New York City
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Portable
HOUSESHODGSON

Till', thoughts of a new cottage, garage or playhouse for the children give you
a pleMtnl 1

1 irill . But the thought of plans, builders' bills, infinite little worries
.md expenses s(M)n put a damper on your enthusiasm.

Now, if you want to know the exact cost of your building; if you want to be
sure of no "extras" and no worries; if you want to see a photograph as it will look

all before you are obligated in the least—do this: Gel a Hodgson Catalog.

In it you will find photographs, plans and prices of portable cottages, garages,
playhouses, bungalows, screen houses, tent houses, chicken houses and lots of other
kinds of houses. Pick out the one that suits in price and proportion. Then order.

By paying 25% of the price of your house we will prepare and hold it until

wanted. This saves you money and insures you prompt delivery.

Send for a copy of our catalog

E. F. HODGSON CO., Room 201, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
6 East 39th Street, New York City

MOUNT VERNON
^ashmgtoris 7/ome and the

Jwktioris Shrine

THE STORY of the best-beloved home in

the United States from the first deed of

gift to the land lying on the Potomac down
through the days of the Revolution and after-

ward when it became the veritable capital of

the Nation. A number of new and hitherto

unpublished facts are included.

CMr. Wilstach has been closely associated with Mr.
Dodge, custodian of the mansion for the Ladies'

Mount Vernon Association, and with Mr. Lawrence Wash-
ington, now connected with the Congressional Library.

Handsomely Illustrated. Net $2.00

At all Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

For you who take pride in

your home, Alice Burrell

Irvine has written this book

SEND for "Shade Craft and Harmonious Dec-
oration." Compare your home with the
beautiful interiors described in this book.

See how—by the right color schemes—proper
groupings—harmonious arrangement and appro-
priate furniture, rugs, pictures—you can make your
home more attractive.

In "Shade Craft and Harmonious Decoration"
Mrs. Irvine tells bow to choose wall coverings and
draperies that will brighten a dark room and suit-

due one too glaring—how to take a bit of inexpensive tapestry and do wonders with
it in adding a smart touch to a chair or a table square—how to avoid discords id

your melody of color.

Your windows—and how to dress them
Your windows are the essential part of your

decorative plan. You want shades made of fine mus-
lin, heavy, flexible, opaque, closely woven-of a color

to harmonize with your furnishings and of a qual-
ity that will look crisp and fresh from the outside.

You want shades that will not fade, crack, tear
wrinkle or ravel at the sides. You want shade
that hang straight and smooth—beautiful, durable,
fine-textured cloth shades on rollers that realf>
roll. And this is what you get when you ask foi

SHADE ™«™ ROLLER

With OSWEGO and

CEOV. IGUEN SHADE CLOTH
You have known Hartshorn Shade Rollers all

vour life as the standard. And now the Stewart
Hartshorn Company controls the large factories

in which we make Oswego Opaques, Tints and
Chouaguen Shade Cloth, so that a superior shade
of fitting quality can be supplied with the world-
known Hartshorn Roller.

STEWART HARTSHORN CO.
250 Fifth Ave., New York C.L.M.

Please forward a free copy of your book, "Shade
Craft and Harmonious Decoration."

Name
Address

City State.

Make sure that you get Oswego or Chouaguer
(Shoo-a-gen) Shades on Hartshorn Rollers—tlx
kind that will add beauty to your window. Tel
your dealer this is what you want. He has them
or will get them for you. Oswego and Chouajruec
Shade Cloth come in a wide variety of rich, mellow
colorings and you can easily find one that will

harmonize with your rooms.
Send the coupon to-day. If you have any special

decorative problems write to Mrs. Irvine and she
will give you helpful advice and suggestions.

STEWART HARTSHORN" COMPANY
*50 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

DEALERS: We hare special plant to

cooperate with you. Write us.
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You will find the finest dairies the

world over equipped with

Cream Separators
FOR nearly forty years men who take pride in having the best and

most efficient equipment procurable for their dairies have used De
Laval Separators.

Men prominent in industrial and public life who have every means of ascer-

taining what equipment will give the most satisfactory service, are found among
our large list of De Laval users.

The fact that such men as those whose names are given below have equipped
their dairies with De Laval machines is very convincing proof of the supe-

riority of these separators.

Andrew Carnegie
John D. Rockefeller
George J. Gould
Clarence H. Machay

Chas. L. Tiffany
W. H. Wanamaker
George Eastman
Charles Af. Schwab

S. R. Guggenheim
John Hays Hammond
B. F. Yoakum
J. Ogden Armour

New Catalogue mailed upon request to nearest office

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
165 Broadway, New York 29 East Madison Street, Chicago

50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

"7b read Selma Lagerlof's

'Jerusalem' is to look deep

into the folk heart of the Swed-

ish nation* It is as national

as a song by Grieg or a play by

TchekhoV, '
Walter Trichard Eaton

Now in its Eighth Printing. Net, $1.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

Irises, Hardy Plants, Lilies and
Japanese Garden Specialties

Send for our new 1917-18 Catalogue

Over 500 fine varieties of Irises

1978 Montreal Avenue
St. Paul, Minn.Rainbow Gardens

"Jesus, the Christ,
in the

—Light of Psychology"—^
in which Dr. G. Stanley Hall publishes

the results of his twenty years' profound

research, and vindicates the Divine Christ

for the world to-day. It is the striking

evidence of a great scientist.

Two Volumes, Boxed, Net, $7.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York

The Readers' Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

k. :i^d^:M»3fM Underground Garbage Receiver
iynn TR/«&„ K mass.

instaiied at your home in the early Spring Clean-up—means less

danger from infantile paralysis germs. Eliminate the dirty garbage pail. Before buying

send for our catalogue. It will pay you.
12 years on the market Look for our Trade Marks Sold direct factory

C. H. STEPHENSON, Manufacturer, 26 Farrar Street. Lynn, Massachusetts

PREVENTING AND FIGHTING
FIRE IN THE HOME
HE most common cause of fires in

the home is a defective flue or an
overheated furnace—terms capa-
ble of concealing a multitude of

common sins.

A defective flue in the majority
of cases is simply a dirty flue; or one in which the

mortar between the bricks has worked out, thus

admitting the flames directly to the woodwork
of the house. Sometimes the fire is confined

to the chimney, and no great damage is caused.

In New York and many other cities a fine is im-

posed upon all house owners when a fire starts in

the chimney. If dirt and soot are kept out of the

chimney, it can not catch on fire.

The old chimney-sweep of Dickens's day has

passed into history, partly because of our new
way of building chimneys, with separate glazed-

tile flues for each fireplace. The glazed sur

face does not permit the soot to collect on it

very readily, and so chimney sweeping is of less

importance than it used to be.

But all chimneys should be cleaned at least

once a year, to prevent fires and to improve the

draft of furnace and range. With a long rope

and a round iron attached to the end, it is a sim-

ple matter to scrape off" all the accumulated soot

by lowering it from the roof and pulling it up and
down. The loosened soot falls below where it

can be shoveled out by"Yemoving the pipe at the

chimney breast. Most chimneys have one or

more turns in them, and the iron weight should

not be lowered so far as to get caught in one of

these bends. Below the bend the chimney can

be swept from the opening near the furnace with

a long-handled brush with stiff bristles. Clean-

ing the chimney in this way in fall and spring

will absolutely prevent chimney fires.

Where a great deal of wood is burned in furnace

or kitchen range, the creosote, found in most
wood, eats away the mortar between the bricks.

The flames may thus come in direct contact with

the interior of the house. It is quite important

that all such chimneys should be examined care-

fully for loosened joints, and a good quality of

cement used to fill up the crevices. These weak-

ened mortar joints are usually found near the

smoke pipe that enters the chimney from the

furnace, and can thus be readily reached and re-

paired. The top of the chimney is another weak
point, and it is not unusual to see the top row of

bricks loose and ready to fall off in the first heavy

wind storm.

An overheated furnace is always a source of

danger. Usually this means a furnace insuffi-

cient in capacity to heat the house, and it must

be continually forced in cold weather. If the

furnace is too small for the house, it should be

discarded for a larger one before it causes a fire,

or if you must put up with it, a wise solution in

cold weather would be to add other heating

units to the rooms, such as oil stoves, open fire-

places, or even gas stoves.

The chief danger from an overheated furnace

comes from the smoke pipe leading to the chim-

ney. This gets so hot that it ignites the wood or

plaster of the ceiling. A prevention is to line

the ceiling and woodwork all around with double

sheets of asbestos, and the pipe itself can be

covered with asbestos. This precaution will

largely nullify the danger.

The use of sheet asbestos for other danger

points will often be worth more to the house owner

than an insurance policy. Where furnace pipes

or steam pipes enter and pass through the ceilings

and floors, they should be wrapped with asbestos.

Few heating companies take this trouble, and

they leave exposed places that are particularly

dangerous. By pulling down a few inches of the

plaster where the pipes enter floors, you ca

easily get at them and cover them with sheets

asbestos. Then the opening can be closed up

with new plaster, and no further anxiety need

be felt.

Radiators and heating pipes passing near wood-

work may not actually start a fire, although

they may damage the woodwork itself. On the

other hand, so many inflammable materials are

used in mixing paints and varnishes, that it is not

entirely certain that some fires have not been

started behind radiators and steam pipes, ror

instance, if you place an oil-soaked rag beneath

a hot radiator, spontaneous combustion may be

started. In a lesser degree the same may happen
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cities. No obligation.no
matter what tires you use.

You are cordially invited
to avail yourself of this
exceptional service.
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These Beautiful Terraced Gardens
owe much of their beauty to the pure, marble-like whiteness of the
concrete work which was finished with Medusa White Cement.

These Gardens are unique in that they are terraced up instead of down, a
great hole having been cut in the hill back of the house to allow for the elaborate
and beautiful system of concrete terraces, walls and steps.

And this pure white finish is permanent because

^EDU^^ITE CEMENT

does not stain or discolor, but stays white permanently

It is especially adapted for exterior

stucco, steps, balustrades, columns,
pergolas, etc.; and for every interior

use where a permanent, white finish

is needed. Some of the most attrac-

tive white houses in the world are
finished with Medusa.
White cement can be made perma-

nently waterproof with
Medusa Waterproofing,
which is not a paint or
surface mixture but the
original, integral water-
proofing—a material that
becomes an inseparable
part of the Portland
cement.

These illustrations show the

Terraced Gardens of G. W . Wattles,

Hollywood, California.

Medusa Waterproofing (paste or powder)
makes a stucco or concrete mortar absolutely
waterproof and damp-proof without affecting
the setting, strength of color of the Portland
cement.

It absolutely prevents efflorescence, the
cause of discoloration in cement.

Whether you contemplate building im-
mediately or not, find out about Medusa pro-
ducts now.

Write for free illustrated

booklets, "The Medusa White
House," and "Medusa Water-
proofing," a book that describes
the integral method of water-
proofing. These books tell you
how to permanently beautify
your home, gardens, etc.

THE SANDUSKY CEMENT
COMPANY

Dept. B, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Elmer Grey and Myron Hunt—
Architects— Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.

PocketKIPLING Edition

BOUND IN FULL FLEXIBLE RED LEATHER
Light and convenient to carry, easy to read. Each, net, $1.75

Puck of Pook's Hill.

Traffics and Discoveries.
The Five Nations.
Just So Stories.
Kim.
The Day's Work,
Stalky & Co.
Plain Tales from the Hills.

Life's Handicap; Being Stories of Mine
Own People.

Under the Deodars, The Phantom
Rickshaw and Wee Willie Winkie.

Songs from Books.

The Kipling Birthday Book.
The Light that Failed.
Soldier Stories.
The Naulahka (With Walcott Balestier).

Departmental Ditties and Ballads
and Barrack-room Ballads.

Soldiers Three, The Story of the
Gadsbys and In Black and White.

Many Inventions.
From Sea to Sea.
The Seven Seas.
Actions and Reactions.
Rewards and Fairies.

Just Out: A Diversity of Creatures
The first book of Kipling's short stories to appear since Rewards and Fairies

Published by the CENTURY COMPANY (Uniform with this Edition)

The Jungle Book Captains Courageous The Second Jungle Book

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

when fresh varnish has been applied to woodwork.
To be on the safe side, all woodwork very close

to a steam pipe or radiator should be protected
either by sheet tin or sheet asbestos. Radiators
in new houses are not as a rule placed near wooden
partitions and wainscoting, but in many old
houses they are found so close that they often
touch. These are danger points and should be
remedied in the manner described.

Spontaneous combustion causes many a fire,

but it simply means that some one has been care-

less in leaving oil soaked rags or cloths near a pipe
or furnace. They should be kept in some tin-

lined or asbestos-lined box where there can be no
such risk of ignition. One can only be abso-
lutely sure of this by insisting that every one
who uses such rags shall replace them in the box
after using.

Precautions in the use and storage of gasolene,

benzine, and naphtha have frequently been pub-
lished. The surest way of avoiding accidents

and fires from these is never to have any of them
kept permanently in the house. Buy only so

much as needed for each time, and then do all

the cleaning with them in the day time and pref-

erably out of doors. Many a fire of a disastrous

nature has been started from the careless use or

storage of these inflammable materials.

Matches likewise should be carefully used and
stored. Safety matches are the best, but if the

others are used they should be kept only in metal
receptacles with a self-closing cover. This will

keep rats and mice from">gnawing the heads and
starting fires.

Hot ashes have caused many fires. When a

furnace or kitchen range is shaken down, the

ashes should not be removed for fifteen or twenty
minutes afterward. They should be put only in

metal cans or pails, and these should be stood on
concrete or dirt floors and well away from wood-
work or papers. The best thing is to stand them
outdoors until they are thoroughly cooled off.

Hot ashes will retain their heat sometimes for

five or six hours, and they are a menace to the

house all the while that they are in the cellar,

unless particular precautions are taken. The
dangers from open gas flames are still with us,

and will remain so until electricity has entirely

superseded gas for lighting purposes. Every
gas jet should be surrounded by a glass globe,

to keep curtains and other articles from blowing

directly into the flame.

There is one other common cause of fire that

is perhaps more noticeable in the spring and fall

of the year. It is the open fireplace. Beautiful

and homelike as a crackling open fire is, it is

always a source of danger unless carefully

guarded in every way. No open fire should be

left a minute without a strong, substantial, all-

inclosing wire screen in front and on the two sides,

so arranged so that it cannot easily fall down.

Hot coals or burning wood should never be

left in an open fireplace at night when retiring.

No matter if there is a screen in front there is

danger. The fire should be entirely extinguished

with water and a little salt. Then replace the

screen or front hood, and you can retire with a

peaceful mind.

Fighting fire in emergencies should be in-

cluded in precautionary measures. A fire just

started can often be easily put out and great

damage avoided. If a chimney takes fire, salt

is one of the best extinguishers. Climb to the

roof with a pail of salt and throw it down the

chimney in great handfuls. Use force in throwing

it, and the fire will soon yield. Then a few buckets

of water poured down will complete the work.

Burning oils, gasolene, naphtha, or similar ma-

terials cannot be extinguished with water.

Instead of putting the fire out, the water tends f
spread it and make it worse. Use sand if you

have it, or salt, or smother it with rugs or heavy

clothes. A hand fire extinguisher is always an

excellent thing to have ready for such emergen-

cies. If a fire starts in a room, and you wis

to fight it with water or chemicals, close all doo

and windows to keep down drafts. An ope

window or door fans the flames into greater activ

ity. Water will extinguish fire burning amon

papers or wood, but a heavy blanket soaked in th

water is still better. You can beat out a fire

easily this way, and then by throwing the wer

blanket over it keep it from starting up again.

If caught in a room on fire, the best way to ge~

out of it is to crawl out on hands and knees, keep-

ing the head as near the floor as possible. Th
air is always the purest here, and the smoke and

heat less stifling. George E. Walsh.



// hen you build your

garage, be sure to have

swinging doors

r'lllS type of construction

permits all entrances to

be opened at the same time.

STANLEY
.GaragE
V^/HARDWARE

h;is heen especially designed tor

p.ir.icr iim . Doors hum; on Stan-

ley Hinges close weather tight

—

anil Stanley Fastenings keep them
so.

Swinging doors equipped with
Stanley Hinges take no inside

space and open and dose easil\

and smoothly, without sagging or

sticking.

Write to-tlay for booklet P-.'i on
Stanley Garage llardtrttre. It

trill be of interest to you. All ihe

better llanlirare Dealer.i carry

Stanley Garage llartltrare in
flock or will gladly get it for you.

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

New York:
100 Lafayttm St.

Chicago:
73 East Lain St.
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Of Value To You Is Our
Greenhouse Service Department

THIS Service Department was
organized for two distinct

things:

One, to give you all possible helps in

,m advisory way, as to the house best

adapted to your particular needs and
location; both with the present and
possible future requirements in mind.

Second, to be in the years to come, of

genuine assistance to you, in making
suggestions to overcome greenhouse

problems that may arise, even to the ex-

tent of securing a competent gardener.

In the preliminaries, before you
decide to place the order, you will find

us rendering a most valuable, full

measured Service.

Du r ing t h e process of e rec t ion , t h e Ser-

vice will not cease. It simply broadens.

After erection, and the bill is paid,

you will still find our Service Depart-

ment holding a continued interest.

In short, our interest does not cease

with the securing of the order, or its

payment.

The idea, of course, is not new. Its

fulfilment, however, is.

Right now, our Service Department
is at your service.

Our catalogue, you are welcome to.

Hitckings <gs^^Comparty
General Offices and Fac

NEW YORK. 11 70 Broadway; BOSTON, 49 Federal

tory Elizabeth, N. J.

Street; PHILADELPHIA, 40 South 15th Street

TAe
BIRD HOUSE
MAN

By Walter Prichard JEgion

yiTde of a flewjpglond

Wage,the love ^Stories

o/ils Inhabitants andof
T7ie BIRD H0U5E MAN
Matchmaker and Mendtro/ Hearts

At All Bookstore*

Illustrated Net*1.35
DOUBLEDAY PAGE frCO.

RUDYARD KIPLING
For nearly a generation the acknowledged master of the

short story in the English-speaking world. A new volume,

A Diversity of Creatures"
Contain tug 14 new stories, with as many new poems, the first col-

lection to appear since " Rewards and Fairies," nearly seven years ago.

Cloth, net $1.50. "A Diversity of Creatures''' is also issued in the red leather

Pocket Edition, which already includes the following titles:

Actions and Reactions
Birthday Book
The Days Work
Departmental Ditties

The Five Nations
From Sea to Sea
Just So Stories

Kim
Life's Handicap
The Light that Failed

Many Inventions

The Xaulahka
Plain Tales from the Hills

Puck of Pook's Hill

Under the Deodars

Rewards and Fairies

The Seven Seas
Soldier Stories

Soldiers Three
Songs from Books
Stalky and Co.
Traffics and Discoveries

Each, Net, in Limp Leather, $1.75

At all Bookstores DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
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A Dozen
Prominent
Skinner

System Users

I. P. Morgan,
Glen Cove, New York

John Wanamaker.
Wyncote, Pa.

James B. Duke,
Somerville, N. J.

Alfred I. Dupont,
Wilmington, Del.

Authur Brisbane,
Allaire. N.J.

T. A. Havemeyer,
BrookvUie, L. I.

Samuel Untenneyer,
Yonkers. N. Y.

C. Oliver Iselin.

Glen Cove, N. Y.

Herbert Pratt.

Glen Cove. N. Y.

J. D. Forgan.
Chicago. III.

Carroll L. Post,
Battle Creek. Mich.

Thomas Fortune Ryan,
Oak Ridge. Va.

One of the Skinner System sprinkling lines in garden of Alfred I. Dupont. Wilmington, Del.

The Skinner System Will Banish Your Watering Worries

'pHE Skinner System makes you the weather

To spend those delightful Summer evenings
lugging a hose around is no fun!

It's still less fun to stand by and see the

drought shrivel up the garden or lawn that you
set such store by.

Luckily you needn't do eitherl

With one turn of the hand, you can bring down
on your garden crop a finely broken-up-spray

like the gentle rains of heaven. Will not pack

or puddle the soil. Will not injure the finest

foliage. Not only waters abundantly, but waters
correctly and ttnifortnly. Not only protects
your crop against the toll of drought, but adds
surprisingly to your garden returns.
By a simple attachment fitted to the standard

sprinkling line you can make it automatic.
You have only to turn it on. Sprays turn slowly
across the garden. // turns itself offwhen the
garden is completely watered.
Send for our Booklet. It blazes the way to

botherless, worryless watering.

The Skinner Irrigation Co.

218 Water Street TROY, OHIO

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

" Couldn't We Have
A Lawn Like That?"

Certainly you may. But after you've invested in

plants and seed, don't depend on fickle showers or

careless attendants for the necessary moisture. The
secret of beautiful grounds is plenty of water, evenly

distributed whenever needed. Owners of handsome

grounds everywhere have found that

A Campbell Oscillator

Keeps the Grass Green
This remarkable device automatically waves a ser-

ies of nozzles to and fro, saturating the ground

thoroughly and evenly. The gentle, rain-like shower

cannot injure tenderest foliage, nor pack the soil.

Grass and plants respond by developing luxuriantly.

Adjustable instantly to various sized areas. Waters

in straight lines up to edge of walks. Guaranteed

satisfactory.

Write for our booklet "Artificial Rain,"

describing full line of irrigation de-

vices at prices to fit every purse

THE GEORGE W. CLARK COMPANY
259-T Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.

We Have the Book
You Want

^"[T Long Islanders will

^ 1 find convenient

'Uhe {Bookshop

Arcade, Pennsyl-

vania Station. Books

of all publishers up to

the minute. You pass

the door.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Open Evenings

Have You Read
TheLightningConductor

Discovers America
By C. N.& A. M. Williamson

The Authors of "The Lightning Conductor, " etc.

Fully Illustrated. Net, $1.50

toJ^&[**

The London Times recently said

of this woman, winner of the Nobel

prize, "she is among the half dozen

leading, living writers of the world.

Miss Lagerlbf's new novel,

"THE EMPEROR OF
PORTUGALLIA"

is the story of a father's Idbe—a Swedish "Pere Goriot."
Translated by Velma Swanston Howard

Net, $1.50 New leather edition, net, $1.75

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

MY BIRD BUNGALOW
ECAUSE some one was always

bringing me an injured wild bird

or a nestling whose parents cot M
not be found, and because I had no
suitable place in which to keep

them until they could again be

liberated, I had the bird bungalow built. It

is placed at the top of a 5-foot post and is in-

accessible to cats. The base is 38 x 24 in., with

a 10-inch porch in front, on which food is kept

for the garden birds. It is 25 inches to the

eaves, which project 6\ inches beyond the sides.

The back, and 15 inches on each side, is finished

with narrow strips of siding, just as a real bunga-

low would be. The remainder of sides and

front is covered with a strong square-mesh wire.

FroUt view of the bird bungalow

The front of the little house is adjustable, being

held in place with buttons, which when turned

and the front removed, make house cleaning

easy. A small door at the bottom of this port-

able front is used in the ordinary way. The

inside is fitted with a swinging perch and station-

ary ones at varying heights.

Several times I have had injured birds that

I have been able to nurse back to life in this

bungalow-hospital. Two of them were dis-

tinguished members of the feathered tribe.

Side view, showing open-air compartment

One a glossy black phainopepla, or silky fly-

catcher, as it is sometimes called, which is W
distinctively Western bird, and the other

gorgeous red-headed Western tanager.

Just recently the bungalow has served another

purpose. Our«Anthony towhees have a way of

jumping from the nest long before they can fly.

Their legs are well developed and they are able

to hop over the ground at a remarkable pace

but are, of course, at the mercy of every prowling

cat.

When, one day in May, I found three young

towhees on the ground, it seemed best to put

them in my bird house and fix it so that they

could not jump out but the parents could get

in. And so I turned the front upside down,

which brought the little door at the top, and

soon the old birds were feeding away as if they

were used to these conditions. To keep_^J
nestlings warm at night I put straw on the

and tacked curtains across the open sides.

Harriet Williams Mykrs.
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Hernia Need Not Keep You

From Your Favorite Sport
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tot-njoN when phvMcally
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'
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Ih- IouiuI m I he Brooks

Rupture Appliance.

Main .1 ruptured jvi m>ii. with

this aid. i s following practic-

alh all ol the pursuits «>i .m

entirely well individual.

IVvausr UM Brook* Rupture Appliance is m i l'
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Ordered by War Department
[The Brook* Rupture Appliance has rxvn ordered

lor the tvisl nine \ cars h\ tin- t nihil Slates I Vpai I

merit of War. The Surgeon-General in referring to

the Appliance states that the (examining Surgeons

nave "certified m each ease that the \ppliaiue was

katislactoi \
" lluiulteds ol Brook* Ruptura Vp-

pliance* have been sold to the War IX-partrnent,

put never has one been returned to us as unsatis-

factory. It will be very easy for you to obtain one

nf these appliances on orr trial to test its worth.

If you are not entirely satistied with it your money
a ill Ih- cheerfully refunded. And the price you w ill

jind to be remarkably low. Remember, we are a

sanitarium, not a factory.

Use the coupon. U»e it now.

BROOKS APPLIANCE COMPANY
Manufacturer i of (ttihoi-r.li.il Appliance*

77 State SltMl Marthall. Michigan, U. S. A.

should like to rrcriw. in a plain wrapper and without obllgat-

IK myself in any way. (ull letails concerning the Brooka
lupcuro Appli
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A Book of Permanent Value

The Financial Chronicle says of

Cost of Living
By Fabian Franklin

Associate Editor of the
New York Evening Post

"In the whole United States it is doubtful if

there be another man as capable of enlightening
the popular mind on economic and financial

problems as this brilliant writer. . . . The
book is popular . not in the common sense of being
frivolous and slipshod, but in the better sense of
freedom from unexplained technicalities. . . .

The book is so interesting that he who begins it

will not lay it down till he has finished it. The
style is like that of John Stuart Mill for clearness."

"Cost of Living"' is a clear illuminating

discussion of the problem of rising costs

for the average household. It is unique
among books of its kind, for—it con-

tains NO STATISTICS.

All Bookstores. Net $1.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York

c
:^>ua«BT5 ^P^^^^r^f^jtojfl^^rWH/^* Vaw

Cont/nalonrt trtrted In? J. M. Cudahy, ICtq.,

IAiii r f owl, lllmoit.

Just the Greenhouse for You
Tl [ERE is only one greenhouse that will exactly meet your

particular requirements, and so afford you the utmost in

pleasure and service. It should he of just the right design to

harmonize with your house and grounds, of just the right

construction to provide the proper growing conditions for

your plants and flowers, and of just the right size to insure

the cost proving acceptable to your pocketbook.

During the fifty years we have
In-en building greenhouses, it has

always been our aim to make
every Moninger greenhouse just

the right one for each owner, and
we believe our experience would
help you to secure thegreenhouse
best suited to your individual

needs. The Moninger method

of greenhouse construction com-
bines beauty of design with
strength and durability, as well

as all practical features which
make for successful greenhouse
gardening. We will be glad to

submit sketches and estimates

on anygreenhousework you have
in mind without any charge.

Send to-day for our new booklet which contains interesting and
useful information on growing under glass

John C. Moninger Company
CHICAGO: 920 Blackhawk Street

CINCINNATI: 2312 Union Trust Building NEW YORK: 810 Marbndge Building

Tennessee. Nashville. Box 35. Belmont Heights.

Ward-Belmont f°r girls and young women.
A school of national patronage and prestige, located in the South. Strong

Faculty and half million dollar equipment, affording superior facilities for

physical, intellectual, social and moral development. Ideal climate and health

record. Opened Sept. 20. For catalogue and book of views address as above.

Landscape Architecture
Summer Course, June 25—August 4

Special summer courses for owners of private estates, stu-

dents in professional schools and all interested in gardening

and city planning. Instruction by Ralph R. Root. Charles

Mulford Robinson. N. P. Hollister. Ideal location on
grounds of Lake Forest College, near Chicago. Two ex-

cellent arboreta used for plant study. Opportunity to

study unusual variety of private estates, gardens and pub-
lic grounds. Also three weeks' course in City Planning.

Correspondence invited. Descriptive circular free. Address

LAKE FOREST COLLEGE, Lake Forest, Illinois

MRS. MARSHALL'S School for Little Girls. A home-like boarding
and day school for girls under fifteen, affording an abundance of

healthful recreation and fitting pupils for the leading boarding

schools of the East. Tuition $1,000. Briarcliff Manor, New York.

ARE you wastingyourson's
vacations—one-quarter of

these vital yearsthat willmake
or break him as a man? Send
him this summer to one of the

ULVER^ Summer Schools

Naval Cavalry Woodcraft

to keep his mental machinery oiled up and get him on his toes physically. Stamina and alertness are the

by-products of such a great vacation. Write to-day for catalogue of whichever school interests you most.

Naval School—minimum age 14; tuition and board $165. Cavalry—14 years; $200. Woodcraft— 1-2

years; $165. Uniforms and equipment, $30.63 to $53.48. Address

PRESIDENT'S AIDE, CULVER, INDIANA (On Lake Maxinkuckee
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SELECTING WALL PAPEKS
THE selection of suitable wall paper seems

a staggering proposition to so many
people it may be profitable to show a

feu of the new patterns in this season of house-

cleaning and decorating. Notwithstanding the

fact that this business seems to reveal to us

more plainly than any other thing the mote in

our artistic eye, it is really a very simple matter.

It means that one has only to resolve on a pat-

tern that will be fitting to the needs of the room
and within the range of one's taste.

For instance, a large room can carry a paper

with large pattern, provided the ceiling is high;

Not only is the large woven flowered design good in this

pattern, but also the small gray vine which gives depth to the
whole

small-figured paper whose strength is 1

stripes
en in its medallion-like

for a low room a stripe would better be chosen;

although here one should be careful to select a

narrow, inconspicuous stripe, as a too bold design

will prove annoying, and because its chopped
off effect will not add to the ceiling height. This
effect is better obtained by the finer lined stripes,

particularly the column patterns having flowers

intertwined.

For a large room with high ceilings, that is,

where the ceiling seems too high, an all-over

pattern in self colors is much the best. And it

should be remembered always that the question

of lighting is as important as the pattern itself.

Certain it is that the papers must be bright and

"The June Morning" is the name of this fresh looking
pattern which comes in several colors, although the pink and
yellow are best

Gorgeous is the word which describes this superb pattern

copied from an old one in a famous Salem house. The blue

water, distant green mountains, and gray hamlets are framed
with brilliant blossoms

cheerful in all cases. I do not believe in putting

sombre tints on a wall to tone down the sunlight.

That is nonsense. If there is too much light for

comfort, then shade with added curtains and
hangings. However this is accomplished, keep
the walls cheerful.

A good many new houses have dados of woo J

paneling in the rooms of the lower floor. Thi
is, of course, seen most often in the Georgian
or Colonial type of house. It is a really beauti-

ful form of finish—simple yet with a classic rich-

ness that never fails to satisfy. With this kind

of interior one has a far wider scope for artistic

The soft rose pink and greens of this quiet interlacing vine
pattern are imposed on a warm crisscross ground that adds
to its daintiness

Covered entirely by tiny green leaves overlain by a slender

tan trellis. Small berries give the pattern an occasional touch

of warm color

Splendid in its classic purity of design and cool grays, this

Adams' paper needs no extolling other than to commend
its perfect balance

expression. Here the scenic papers are pa

ticularly effective. Here, too, the plain bro

stripe may be employed successfully, and t

irregular climbing vine that smacks somewhat

the Chinese or the Dutch influence.

One frequently sees very formal and ve

ornate papers used over dados, giving an effr

of very beautiful wall decorations. This I co

sider their condemnation, for, to my min

nothing in the house should give the impression

being a decoration. Do not misunderstand me
say that Adams' papers are not generally satisfac-

tory—quite the reverse—but in this instance I feel

that the less formal patterns will be more satisfying.



W. &. J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK

WASHINGTON. D. C. SAN FRANCIXO. CAL.
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BY APPOINTMENT

TO THEIR MAJESTIES

THE KING AND QUEEN

CRICHTON BROS,
of London

GOLDSMITHS and,

SILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue
In London: 22, Old Bond Street

A REMARKABLY FIN E SILVER CUP AND COVER. MADE IN LONDON

IN 1693 BY PETER HARACHE. THE CUP STANDS 9 INCHES HIGH.

AND THE LEAFAGE DECORATION IS BEAUTIFULLY EXECUTED.

THE ABOVE HALL MARKS APPEAR ON THE CUP

SILVER CUPS
made by Crich-

ton Bros, of London
areheld inhighesteem
throughout the United
States. A selection ofSilver

Cups will be sent on ap-

proval to any Club in this

country. The House always has,

in the New York and Chicago

Galleries, rare old English Silver

Cups, as well as Cups of their

own make. Silver Presentation Ser-

vices and Bowls are also to be had at

all times — ready for immediate de-

livery.

All goods purchased of
Crichton Bros, are delivered

express charges prepaid
throughout the United States.

New Tableware for the Summertime

ONE of the many surprises of this terrible war is that through alt

the frightful ordeal, business in the warring countries not only is.

carried on, but export trade is well attended to, orders being filled

with amazing swiftness. This last statement seems questionable when one

Rarely does a modern ceramic artist get a good red out of his bake. This tea-set is a
splendid exception to the rule, for not only is its shape unusually graceful but its color is

genuine bullock's blood which is charmingly set off by narrow gold bands

considers the long waits for imported goods. However, these delays are

occasioned by lack of shipping facilities and not by the factory.

The English wall-paper firms have established new records in printing,

while the French china manufacturers not only continue to make beau-

Enameled ware always sets off the table as well as the food it carries. This fascinating cluster

of dishes will be equally good for sweets and hors d'oeuvre

tiful wares, but have, I am told, entirely new designs which are now ready

for exportation that will astonish as well as please.

The American chinas are forging to the front of popular fancy and will

eventually find and hold a place for themselves. The American Beleek

is as good as any and takes decorations in color charmingly.
'

_ ,
There is a grow-

ing taste among
American women
of culture to have
china, service

plates in particu-

lar, painted with,

scenes of Ameri-
can life. This
seems bizarre, al-

though really not
so. It is only

what the English

and French did

200 years ago,,

when theyj
covered the en-

tire dish with gro-

tesque scenes
from their own
history.

There are also-

some very pretty

lustre sets that]

equal the old lus-

tres, while the china itself is better. Then, too, there is a dainty type of paint-

ing that gives the effect of jewel insets around the edges. All the new chinas

indicate that the heavy lined and highly colored New Art influence is passing.

Who ever heard of the price of anything being reduced these days?
Yet these superb service plates exquisitely painted have been reduced,

some of them to $350 per dozen. The left one is dark blue and gold,

the upper, all gold with cobalt flecks; the one to the right gold with pink

There is sprightly cheer in this yellow and black and white after-dinner set, which has

for cakes, nuts, and bonbons to match
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Glimpse of Subtle 6leijance

at the Ijampton Shops

PROBABLY your attention would anywhere

be attracted by this bowed fronted Cabinet of

gleaming Satinwood which owes the nicety of

its proportions and the delicacy of its decoration to

the brothers Adam. But you must see it in the

Hampton Shops Galleries, in the setting there pro-

vided for it if you would appreciate, to the full, its

fascinating charm.

Here its effect is enhanced by the shield-back Chairs

whose Prince of Wales feathers point unerringly to

Heppelwhite, by the slenderly curving Jardiniere stand,

by the Adam Candelabra of silver and by the Frame

of carved and gilded wood which hangs above.

It is all very delightful and suggests the cultivated

taste and discriminating knowledge which are a part

of the Hampton shops.
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Appropriate Furniture

For the Country House

hat the charm of its rustic environ-

ment may be fully realized, the modern

country house, with its many-windowed

rooms and broad vistas of green lawn,

requires fine discrimination in the
selection in its furnishment.

J7T In this interesting establishment, for

^ two-score years devoted exclusively to

Furniture, there are gathered together

those appointments which will impart

to each room decorative distinction and

a pleasing sense of appropriateness.

JTj The reproductions and adaptations

^ of Old World Cabinetry on view here

recall every notable epoch in Furniture

history and include many unusual pieces

not elsewhere retailed—available here,

withal, at no prohibitive cost.

Mil Suggestions may be gained from de luxe

^ prints of well-appointed interiors, sent

gratis upon request.

Grand Rapids furniture Company
INCORPORATED

34~36 West 32 n
-2 Street

New^Vbrk City

American kidney tables are handsome as well as practical,
this mahogany one being suitable for many uses

This realistic, gaily painted cocktail tray with glasses is

veryjolly proof that there is something new under the sun

New Tables for Old Uses

THERE are a

greater number of

good looking and
practical tables of vari-

ous types and sizes to be

found this spring than

usual, a condition that is

very gratifying to the

housekeeper who is

looking for odd pieces

of this description for

her house as well as for

the poor bachelor in

search of useful wed-
ding gifts. Certainly

nothing is more accept-

able than a comfortable

table, as there can never

be too many in any
home to please a man.
Of the new ones the best, of course, are copies of the old. The various

English types, the curved-legged, cow-footed Dutch ones and the simpler

Italian patterns being

equally popular. Yet
there are some good
ones that might be
called Amercan—in

truth they are Ameri-
can adaptations—such

as the small kidney-
shaped one pictured at

the top of this column,
which is plainer than
the old ones and much
reduced in size. The
antiques almost always

were used as writing

tables. This one, how-
ever, is more suitable

for sewing, reading, the

playing of solitaire, or

individual tea, and has

a trim appearance.

The custom of the

last few years of placing small tables or tabourettes at the ends of sofas

and lounges—a nice one it is—is responsible for some the daintiest pieces

of furniture we have
to-day-. These small

tables are very con-

venient and can now
be had in any form
and at any price.

One of the most inter-

esting of these that I

have seen is built for

games of chess, dom-
inoes, cards, etc., in

console shape. It has

a folding leaf that

conceals the green

beige facing, with

hollowed spaces in

the wooden rim for

beverage glasses
which form a part of

the fluted edge when the leaves are folded together.

Apropos of consoles, I recently saw the most superb example of this ty

m^^^^^h in modern work that I h ax-

ever seen. Made in Boston,

of the finest light mahogany
with a satinwood top, it ranks

high with even the best old

ones. The top surface was

beautifully decorated with
hand-painted rose garlands

that were kept well to the

centre,leaving some free spaces

to give a happy sense of bal-

ance. On the face of the

•frame, that is, underneath the

top, was a running garland of

leaves in rare gray-gold, which

was also the color of the down
curving acanthus leaves on the

round, tapering legs. It was
jj

work of art and fully worth

the price asked.

Another interesting table for

flowers stands about eight

inches higher than usual, and

is about a foot square. Its

heigh t is relieved by urn-sh a ped

designs set under the top.

Thismahogany tete-a-tete coffee and liqueur table is The slender, square legs taper

as trim as it is convenient. Although very new gradually to spade feet,
it is sure of success

Checkered oilcloth makes a sanitary card table cover, but is made
smarter by the great bouquet painted in the middle of it
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C46*. 20" in diameter, on a stand
'JO" high, M f*f> jcmv frrra < i> i bird
felt* Price. $10.00.

C405. Every real garden should have its

sun dial. This one is of bronze ($10.00)

,

mounted on a gray terra cotta pedestal.
36" high. $25.00. Complete. $30.00.

t 104* Ik,

the l.,h.. i

C°3M. Foi /*. Mf«V
Mtltfnj An/* tun i annul
find anvthmg »i»'r u/

/-«<(!»» (nf v«m> (atiirn

than /An t/»ri imrii i»l hnr

I'nv letia colla 14 in

diameter on a >land JI,

( it.

,1

will tell vou <iN>u/ Ihr

weather if he is a
toteeou* Mattel Tanavet
uealhi'ranr. H" huh
and 15 ' ton*. $7.50.

A1 Ovington's, you will find

the things which you need

to make your country house liv-

able and your garden lovable—no

matter whether it happens to be

an imposing chateau and a large

estate or a tiny cottage and a

flower bed or two. For, these

things for the house and garden

are as moderately priced as they

are charming.

C36. Monsieur le Chanticleer

is the chirhen in the straw to

show which way the wind
blows. Made oj metal, you
can have the wealhervnne
either as a while Leghorn or

a Rhode Island Red — 164"

high—jor only $7.50.

Send for the

new Ovington

Gift Book—
ready May I

.

C2047. Very handsome is this

hand-made floor lamp, oj wrought
iron. The parchment shade, either

yellow or brown, is 22" in dia-

meter. The lamp is <>9" high.

Price, complete, $60.00.

OVINGTON'S
312-3 14 Fifth Ave., New York

C476. An exquisite bench of carved Carrara marble fits beautifully in a rich setting of green

verdure. This splendid garden piece is 17" high and 395" long; and its price is only $30.00.

C192. Gray terra cotta pedestal for a gaz-

ing ball; 36" high: price. $27.50. A 14

silvered gazing ball is $10.00. Complete.

$35.00. Very distinctive in the garden
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IMPORTED CHINA AND CRYSTAL
The newest productions of all the celebrated English and French
makers, including a profusion of beautiful patterns especially suitable

for country homes.

INDIVIDUAL MONOGRAM AND CREST DECORATIONS
ORIGINAL DECORATIONS FOK YACHTS AND CLUBS

Expressing the highest artistry ever attained in the decoration of
China and Crystal—a specialty of this establishment for thirty years.

Sketches and estimates submitted upon request.

FOUNDED I 887
(JHINA AND GLASS MERCHANTS

9-11 EAST 3715 STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Vases in the Garden of Mrs. F. H. Hiscock, Syracuse, N. Y.

Do you want to add charm and dignity to your home grounds?
Nothing will help to accomplish the result quite so well as gar-

den ornaments. carefull)uelected. In our studios we are show-
ing a wide range of unuSOally attractive designs reproduced in

Pompeian Stone, a composition that is practically everlasting.

Send/or latest illustrated catalogue

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
221 Lexington Avenue New York City

At The Family Table
For the complete, correct and perfect
illumination of your home, specify

S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

Danersk
Furniture
is true to lasting

principles of good
taste. Made from log

to finished object in

our own factories to

sell direct to the user.

Quick delivery of
sets for single rooms
or the whole house
worked out for you in

harmony with your
individual scheme
from pieces held ready.

New block prints for curtains and coverings. Special

upholstered pieces made for any space.

Beautiful in line! Individual
in appeal! Modest in price!

Write fully about your needs, and we will give them
immediate and detailed attention.

complete Catalogue "D-5."
xhibition Rooms.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

Some Porch Things

IT
IS remarkable how appreciative the

American public has become of wrought-
iron decorations and, what is still more

pleasing, how well this work is being used. Of
the many good
small things in

the market, the

wall bracket
seen at the top

of the column is

especially com-
mendable. The
scroll is grace-

fully wrought
and tinted a soft

gray-green that

will blend with

any wall to
which it may be

fixed. It costs

£12.50.

Interest ing
too is the amber glass bowl in its black wrought-
iron stand seen in the third picture. This charm-
ing piece will be excellent for porch use to hold

either flowers or fruits.

While not
iron, the
painted tin

wall bracket

with trellis

shown here

is a practical

as well as a

dainty bit

that should

find a hearty

welcome on
many a ve-

randa, since

it may be
used with or

without the
trellis and
foreithercut

or growing
flowers.
Painted with
warm-col-
ored flowers

on a green

ground it

sells for #4.75.

Fully as important as a table, is a dog basket

for the porch. At last has appeared one large

enough for a good-sized animal to find comfort.

Both the pets ensconced in the one shown here

are full grown, hence you may judge the size.

It comes in any finish.

J. C. M.
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WICKER FURNISHINGS
for the Summer home in town or country contribute an attractive note

to the display on the Fourth Floor. Included are Settees, Chairs, Tea

Wagons; Tea, Telephone and Card Tables; Desks; Book and Magazine

Stands; Serving and Breakfast Trays; Muffin Stands and Sandwich Trays;

Window Boxes, etc., all moderately priced.

Many of the pieces mentioned may also he obtained in solid mahogany,

or in black lacquer with Chinese decoration.

Jtftlj Aurmw-UIaiitHOtt Awmw, M>to fnrk
cliirtu-t mirth &trfft telephone 7000 murray hill

Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies & Upholsteries

DRAPE your sunniest windows with Orinoka Guar-
anteed Sunfast fabrics. Select your favorite colors,

no matter how delicate. The strongest sun, and even

rain, cannot fade them, and they may be washed freely

with no effect on their lustrous finish or lovely colorings.

Every color is absolutely guaranteed not tofade.

To get genuine sunfast draperies and upholsteries insist

upon the name "ORINOKA. " A wide variety of

weaves and colors in light, medium and heavy fabrics.

Write for our booklet, "Draping the Home," and name

ofnearest dealer.

ORINOKA MILLS, 153 Clarendon Bldg., New York
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Lighting fixture and
furnishings in perfect

harmony

WHY shouldn't your lighting fixtures

harmonize with the decorative

scheme of your rooms, just the same
as the rugs and hangings? The most
beautiful room is hopelessly marred by
"misfit" lighting.

In homes where good taste prevails, com-
plete unison is established between illumina-

tion and furnishings by means of the trans-

formable

"QfieUtyt ofYour Personality"

Any piece of transparent fabric may be inserted between the two bowls of this unique fixture,

producing the effect of delicate color etching on frosted glass.

When you change your furnishings, as the seasons swing around, you change the fabric in the

Decolite also—lighting and interior decorations always in the same motif. We furnish beautiful

silk patterns, or if you desire, you may use fabric of your own selection to exactly match your
furnishings.

Due to its scientific construction most of the rays from the Decolite strike the ceiling, which
diffuses them broadly throughout the room. This gives you a superior reading or working light,

absolutely devoid of glare.

The Decolite is only one of many Holophane units which mean better and more economical
lighting for the home.

// your Dealer cannot supply you write us for Free Booklet, "Decolite,

the Light of Your Personality," giving helpful suggestions in color

HOLOPHANE GLASS COMPANY, INC.
Department E-S

340 Madison Ave. New York City

1

Reed. Trade-Mark
OK AME-SAN

Thrfiirl of Good Lurk

If You Want Special Wallpapers
Ask your Decorator to show you the DAVIDGE ACADEMY DECORATIONS.

Hand Colored and made up to 110 inches iwide, giving you a seamless and unfading
wall. Border and Frieze Designs drawn and executed by MR. LUDWIG L. BLAKE.
If your Decorator has not our Stand send us his name and we will send you samples.

F. C. DAVIDGE & COMPANY, 28 Wellington Street West, Toronto, Ontario

ANTIQUES
Court cupboards, carved Bible box. Jacobean
press, gate-leg table, panelled settee, inlaid corner

cupboard, English make. Chippendale chairs, rush

seated chairs, spindle and ladder backs. Dressing

minors, tea caddies, pewter platters, china, glass.

MRS. G. A. WATERS HOLYOKE, MASS.

Marble=
-Mantels .Benches—,

CSun Dial Pedestals
[

Fountains Consoles '

S.K'
LABER&CO.

Established 1849

21 West 39th St., N. Y.

WE WILL HELP YOU
We have helped many young men and women to make money.

If you have the time we have the opportunity. We want new sub-
scribers to the World's Work, the New Country Life and the Gar-
den Magazine. For particulars address Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

Priscilla Foldaway Table
To place our catalogue of colonial

style furniture in the hands of dis-
criminating buyers we offer this
portable, folding, solid mahogany
table, 26 inches high — your
choice of oval or rectangular top,
26 by 20 in., at the remark-
able bargain
price of

$6 79

postpaid, East
of the Missis-
sippi.

Write for Catalogue

This beautiful

table, so light
that a child can

carry it without ef- _
fort, is a "right-hand man" in living room, dining room,
nursery, sewing room or library. Exactly ri-jht for a card

table; rich in appearance; sturdy. An ideal wedding gift.

We guarantee to delight you.

Colonial Furniture Specialties Co.
Dept. £. 8 Beacon Street, Boston. Mass.

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chel
JJ 8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY

ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

Some New Old Things for Country

Houses

HAVE you a key box, as your grandmother
had? If not, it's quite time you had one,

for they are now to be had, as the one seen

here will attest, in very interesting and decorative

guises. Painted,

^ mi
of course, and
made with or

without locks,

but of such con-

struction as to

make them for-

midable-looking

—and for this,

as in most other

instances, ap-

pearance is half

the battle. This
one is capacious

enough to suit

all purposes and
sells at $$.

Fully as at-

tractive for the

smaller country
house is the
quaint porce-

lain-faced clock

with gay flow-

ered decora- -

tions, weights,

etc., that is reminiscent of olden days. This will

fit in nicely with early American furnishings and

the plainer types so popular to-day. This one

costs $10 and is a steady time keeper.

_____^ Not«
__ ____ the relief

p,

—

1 showing
sleeping
birds. It

is one of a

pair; the

other
shows
the birds

awake
and twit-

tering;
these are

done by
the fa-

in o u s

sculptor,

T h o r-
waldsen.
Of dull

black
pottery and framed by the same dull material,

the fine modeling of the birds is intensified by the

curious but highly decorative background of gold

leaf broken by fine black lines, that makes it

seem a mosaic of gold. These panels are ideal for

overmantel use; measuring 9 x 26 inches, they

sell at 27 cents each. They may be had singly

but cannot be duplicated. The hand wrought

leather magazine cover and marker are very good.

J. C. M.
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1JAYDKiN COMFAW
B\RK AVENUE AT 57^' STREET

REPRODUC-
TIONS of old

English carved and pan-

eled rooms are made \y$

The H ayden Com-
pany in which is re-

tained even? detail of

carvingand construction

of me famous originals.

Very often the old

\tfoods employed are

from fhe same period.

A MANTEL BREAST OF EARLY njDOR DESIGN WITH AN ASSEMBLAGE
OF OLD FURNITURE AND HAYDEN REPRODUCTIONS

Yamanaka £r Co,
254 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

I H I S graceful, distinctive

lamp, plain white porcelain

with loose rings on either side

and the soft old cedar shade with

antique silk gauze, is beautiful

and a necessary thing for the

home decoration as well as a gift.

Peking

Shanghai

London

Boston
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Queen Anne

BARTO DAY BEDS
Luxurious single beds at night, decorative couches by

day. Ideal for cottage or bungalow. More attrac-

tive, convenient and sanitary than the old-fashioned

convertible box beds or davenports. Designs to match all styles

of decoration. Can be finished or painted any color and uphol-

stered to match furnishings. Beautifully executed in every detail.

QUEEN ANNE— An artistic BARTO SPECIAL—Made^ in

and popular model. Cane pan
els. cabriole legs: mahogany or

painted. Price, $40. Uphol-
stered Springs, $40. Down
rolls, $IOpair.

Other Designs. $30 up

Write jot illustrated foUer

Edw. R. Barto & Co.
45
^Vyork"'

Specialists in Interior Furnishings

II finishes. Price. $33. Box
springs and mattress. $32- We
have bedroom and living room
furniture to match this and

other models.

Immediate Delivery

LION OFTUNIS

TRADE MARK

USE TUNIS TILES
This beautiful hand painted sun

dried product is admirably adapted
for mantels, panels, lamps, tables,

window boxes, fountains, floors,

and roofs. See practical exhibit

at studio.

AFRICAN TILE CO., of Tunis
18 E. 37th St. New York

PORTFOLIO OF MODEL ROOMS sent upon
receipt of 20 cents in stamps or coin.

BERKEY & GAY
FUR.NITUKE COMPANY
180 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.

113-119 West 40th Street, New York

STOP BUYING
BY ELIMINATION AND REARRANGEMENT
AN ARTIST CAN MAKE YOUR HOME OVER

Services by the hour

EDITH VAN BOSKERCK, Decorator
PLAINFIELD NEW JERSEY

When You Build
please bear in mind that there is still plenty of

White Pine
Send for our free booklet "White Pine in Home-Building."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
2215 Merchants' Bank Builcing ST. PAUL, MINN.

N
Some Decorative Novelties

OVEL-
TI E S
for the

house are usu-

ally interesting,

though not al-

\\ aj 5 such that

one would wish

to use them as

permanent dec-

orations, and
when one is

found that
combines both
these qualities,

it is an added
pleasure to the home lover to adapt it to his

use. The various articles shown here are all dis-

tinctly worth while in

this respect, and it gives

me considerable plea-

sure to introduce them
to our readers.

Of these, the most
remarkable are the
lower two. Here we
see the Royal Copen-
hagen porcelain vase

converted into lamps of

the ultra-modern, ultra-

American type. To
those who know and
appreciate this exquisite

art, it will seem as

though something royal

had stepped down. Yet
it is quite the reverse,

for by merely introduc-

ing electricity inside

these fine though some-
what cold porcelains,

they seem to live; the

water moves, the ship sails, and the whole takes

on a warmth unbelievable; the same feeling is

sensed in the land-

scapes, and as
lamps they really

serve very well in

places requiring

only a little light.

As will be seen,

both pedestal and
capital are carved

teak, and set off

the vases charm-
ingly.

The dainty little

shade at the top of

the column is the
work of a young
artist who prom-
ises to make amark
in the business of

lighting and shad-

ing. It is of silk

embroidery, gold

braid, and fringe,

made large enough
to be used as a

droplight, sus-
pended by a silk or a velvet wound cord. Properly

made, it has a white silk bottom to spread the

light downward, and sells for the small sum
of $12. This
lamp with a slight

change in shape is

fitted to a slender

but firm upright

for floor use. 1 he

top is a trifle more
peaked and instead

of a flat bottom

there is a down
curving one with

6 flat faces to

spread the light for

reading. It is very

good looking.

On the score of

beauty, the lac-

quered mirror
speaks for itself,

and it is also very

practical. It sells

at $24.50.

J. C. M.
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TKe Oriental Store FuiTliskingS

WE cannot, even by picture, convey to you the true atmosphere of the goods that

rare combination of art and usefulness which appeals at once to y"our sense of com-

fort and artistic repose.

It is for this quality1 that the Oriental stands out alone—silhouetted against the vJorld s

background of commercialism. In no other quarter of the globe is the artistic furnishing

of the home gWen such consideration.

WRITE FOR A COPY OF THE VANTINE CATALOGUE
This book contains many of the newer arrivals from the Orient—things which you can purchase

by mail With the same assurance of satisfaction as though >>ou personally selected in our store.

ADDRESS DEPT. 10

A. A. VANTINE & CO., Inc.
FlftK A^&

rlt
Street

Importers of " Tilings Oriental" for MO half a century

ncdve-3nteriors
press cfndividuafity

LEED INC.
681 Uiftfi^lvenuQ
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"The Home of Redwood" at San Francisco Exposition 1915. Contains 14 rooms. Designed
by Louis Christian Mulgardt to show the splendid adaptability of Redwood for every purpose
in the home. Awarded Grand Prize the highest possible recognition.

Your 66Home of Redwood"
When you have the house-warming in your new "Home of

Redwood," with what pride you will tell your guests the entire

house is built of California Redwood—from the famous "big
*

trees" of California, the oldest living things in the world.
You will speak of your feeling of security because Redwood is

the fire resistant wood, hard to ignite, slow -burning, easily ex-

tinguished.

And of the wonderful, inborn living power of Redwood due to

its containing a natural preservative that resists decay. Also
that Redwood does not shrink, swell or warp.
How your friends will admire the interior finish. Such panels!

Every one of solid Redwood, not a thin veneer—no need to worry
about shrinking, cracking or blistering.

Such home satisfaction can be secured only by owning a "Home
of Redwood "

California Redwood
Resists rot and fire

Let us tell you more about it. Don't build until you consult us. A "Home of Redwood"
will cost little, if any, more tban a borne built of other material.
Give us the name of your architect and retail lumber dealers. We want to send samples

of the wood and the wonderful stains.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION
715 Call Building, San Francisco

Ask for the child's story of the "big trees" of California—there's a copy for every child in the nation

92^

Have a Business of Your Own
Are you secure in your position; do you i\now yourfuture is assured, or are you

and yourfamily going to suffer ifyou are some day replaced by a younger man?

Prevent this by owning your own business. You do not need cap-

ital to start; only ambition to be independent. There are several men

in our subscription organization who are making from #1,000 to

$10,000 a year. The difference in the earnings is the difference in

the time and energy put into the work. We are publishers of seven

magazines, some one of which should be in every home.

If you will break away and start in business for yourself, or if you merely

want to lay up a reserve fund for the inevitable rainy day, write us now

for full particulars.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY Garden City, New York

MODERN FISHING FOR TROUT
HIRTY years ago, on the Never-

sink River, I met Progressive

Piscator. He was sloshing care-

lessly down the stream, chucking
a heavy line, to the leader of which
was strung a giddy fly and a hook

baited with a wiggling worm. He was clothed

in a ragged business suit and on his head was a

tattered straw hat of the farmer variety.

"I always give 'em a double hand-out," he
said. "If they don't want a fly there's a wiggler

right next door. That's the way to do it and
it lifts 'em every day."

Progressive's creel was heavy; there was no
question but that he lifted them. Those were
the days of plain, old-fashioned fishing, but those

days have gone, just as Progressive's big straw
hat has gone, and his ragged business suit.

Last June I ran across P. Piscator, Esq., the
angling veteran. He was clothed in a natty
sportsman's rig. He was sneaking up against

the current, almost as if he were the shadow of

an angler. He was using a dry fly, flicking it

back and forth in the air. In appearance, in

dextrous up-stream approach of his quarry, in

every detail of his craft, he was no more like the
Piscator of the days when I first knew him than
a modern golf expert on a crack course is like a
villager of Queen Elizabeth's day, in ragged
smock, playing skittles before his hovel.

Progressive slipped ashore and showed methefly
that he had been using. He opened a seal leather

case, with tiny compartments, celluloid covered,

and my eyes gloated over the dainty devices.

These so simulated natural insects that if you
lifted one you could almost imagine that you
could hear the wings flutter. Progressive is a
member of an angler's club. During the fall

months he practises fly casting on the lake in

Central Park.

"A dry Wickham's Fancy, or a Whirling Dun,
dropped so that it hits the water with the wings
full cocked—that's what lifts the big ones," he

said. "Deer's fat is the best floater for leaders,

and I spray my flies with an oil that I have im-
ported from England."
He pulled from one of the numerous pockets

of his natty fishing coat a device which looked

like a minute perfume atomizer. With this

instrument Progressive sprays his flies, thus

causing them to float.

In the last twenty years fly fishing for trout

has become as technical as modern surgery. It is,

indeed, rather difficult to write concerning the

modern craft of fly fishing without peppering

the pages with terms which are unknown to

many sportsmen. Yet, notwithstanding the

changes which have taken place, and the growing
technique of the craft, I will be so bold as to

give a little instruction to the man who has not

time to practise fly casting in parks nor to master

the intricacies of the art as practised by experts.

And although fly fishing is very different from
what it was a score of years ago, yet it is possible

for the novice to master the modern methods,

to the extent at least that on his next trouting

holiday he can, if the conditions are favorable,

take a fair number of the educated fish of our

Eastern streams.

But it should be acknowledged by those who
desire to catch a decent creel of trout in waters of

civilization that trout to-day are altogether unlike

thetroutofmy boyhood, and that modern methods
must be followed. And in most of our streams

at the present day we have the European brown
trout. A fish whose ancestors have been familiar

with every angling device, the brown trout for

some 2,000 years has been completing its educa-

tion.

I know a du«k puddle in a brook in the Cat-

skill Mountains. This tiny pond is within a

hundred feet of a highway where strings of

automobiles pass, day and night. Children sail

their boats on the puddle and fling in sticks and
stones. During the summer the bit of water is

almost as much frequented by trouty enemies

as if it were in a city park. Yet that puddle

holds many large brown trout, and when the

conditions are right a modern fly fisherman can

take not one but half a dozen or more magni-

ficent fish. With ancient methods the fly fisher-

man would never see even a hint of a trout.

As it were, let me jump right into the water
j

of modern angling with the fly for brown trout.

For if brown trout of fair size and in fair num-
|

bers can be taken by the angler, he will have no'
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Are You Looking

for a House?
Turn to the Real Estate Di-

rectory at the front of this

magazine and choose from the

selection of country and subur-

ban properties there offered for

sale or rent. If you don't see

what you want, write to the

Manager of the Real Estate

Department and he will give

you his personal assistance in

finding one. Whether he finds

it or not (and the chances are

that he will) there will be no

obligation or cost on your part.

May, 1917

difficulty in taking on the fly any of the varieties

of our native American trout. And the angler
who cannot take brown trout of fair size and
in fair numbers on a fly is under a great handicap
in the race for sport when he swings his rod over
almost any American river.

By no means, however, does the modern fly

fisherman jump into the river. He slips in as
quietly as a muskrat slips from a t^ift of grass
into a mill pond. The silent approach, as silent

as is humanly possible, is what must be mastered
by the angler who desires to take many brown
trout. Nor is this difficult. Haste is not
necessary, and the object of a silent approach
will be attained if the feet are moved slowly

and slid forward carefully. And it must be
remembered that any shock to submerged stones
will convey the sound to a considerable distance
and frighten the fish. Of course, in heavy riffs,

trout will be but slightly disturbed by shocks
against submerged rocks. But everywhere and
at all times the silent approach is of immense
advantage.
Up-stream fly fishing—fishing against the cur-

rent—is the only method that proves successful

in a campaign against the brown trout. The
reason is clear. Fish do not have eyes in their

tails, and" trout always lie with their heads against

the current. In approaching a trout from its

tail end, the sportsman is in exactly the same
relation to his quarry as if he were stalking from
its rear a deer or moose. But fish do not scent

their enemies, so in stalkrhg fish from below, the

angler is in even better relation to his quarry
than the hunter is when he is at the rear of his

game.
The silent approach and up-stream fishing can

be mastered in a few hours by any one, and
adherence to the additional instruction herein

will enable any one to take brown trout in much
fished waters and under many conditions of

stream and weather.

Difficulties in the use of the dry fly need not
deter those who wish to make a trial of this

delightful lure. Even a fishing tyro can flick

the fly back and forth in the air until it is dry, and
flies are now dressed so that they will float with

but little drying. Nor is there need that the

angler who wishes to use the dry fly should

have an enormous assortment of flies. Many
dry-fly experts do carry an army of winged lures,

but the short list given below will take brown
trout and will take them in numbers, if fish are

rising to the fly. These flies should be dressed

dry-fly fashion—that is when buying them the

dealer should be told that dry flies are desired.

The flies absolutely necessary pre Cahill, Queen
of the Waters, Beaverkill, Whirling Dun, and
Wickham's Fancy. If a larger assortment

of dry flies is desired, the following can be added:

Soldier Palmer, Gray Hackle, Black Gnat,

Hare's Ear, Evening Dun, Jenny Spinner, and
Iron Blue Dun.
As to sizes, the dry-fly angler should have an

assortment of flies dressed on both number twelve

and number ten hooks. For high water and

unusual conditions, and for late in the evening,

a few dressed on number eight hooks should be

added.

In dry-fly fishing, a long cast is not necessary;

indeed a long cast is generally altogether use-

less. But the fisherman should attempt to

flutter his fly to the surface of the water so that

it will make the minimum of disturbance. This

is not difficult. It is only necessary to watch

carefully the falling fly. If it makes a visible

spat as it falls, too much energy has been put

into the forward cast. With the next trial, the

fisherman should use less arm power. A little

attention riveted on the fly will in a short time

bring a neat and light cast.

Dry-fly experts speak of the "drag" of fly and

leader. By this is meant that the current gains

a grip on the leader and the fly is dragged too

quickly along the surface. A dry fly should

float downward toward the angler and without

this drag. Still, a free rising trout will

frequently take a dry fly with such quickness

that the leader has no opportunity to develop

the warning drag. Let the dry-fly novice not

trouble himself much concerning drags and

the higher technique of the craft. He is to

drop his lure as lightly as possible before him

and to retrieve his line for another cast, after

the fly has floated, toward him a short distance.

What this distance should be depends upon the

length of cast. At first he should retrieve before

the fly has drifted more than a yard at most.

Do you see the radiator?

It's there- -right in front of the window. But it is concealed

by the Ja-Nar'—a beautiful radiator cover which is finished to

match any wood or any enamel, harmonizing with your furniture

and decorations.

Beside covering the radiator, the

Ja-Nar' is also an automatic heat

control which keeps the temperature

just right—no turning the radiator

on or off—it is complete in itself and can be installed in old

homes as well as new, in one room or several, without cutting

into the walls or floor—without connections, wires or pipes.

Simply place the Ja-Nar' over the rad-

iator. Costs nothing to operate.

Send the coupon for Catalogue A.

Please give the name of your furniture

dealer or dealer in heating supplies.

c /ac/var-
(An automatic heat control)

The Fulton Company
32 Broadway
New York

Knoxville
Tennessee

Insurance Exchange
Chicago, 111.

THE FULTON CO., New York, Knoxville or Chicago. Send Catalogue A, to name and address on margin.

My dealer's name and address

"/ can remember nothing

so poignant in all the fic-

tion I have read as the

tale of the rise and pro-

gress of an ideal in the

soul of Tappy.

"The author's knowledge

of the heart of woman
fills me with awe. His

Carrie is the perfect hero-

im"
(Francis R. Bellamy's new novel

"The Balance" inspired this com-
ment.) Net $1.35. All Bookstores.

Doubleday, Page & Co.
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A Bronze Lamp to light your Gateway
An original cr«»non without * duplicate anywhere

Fach and vttr) design i< copyrighMdt thus assuring you of

absolute protection against commonplace duplication

We ilt-siitn and execute original work in brass or bmn /<

Catrwa\ I .imps. Porch I amps, tiarden Fountains, Wall

Fountains Portraits, Hiist\, etc

Nothing whatever of a stock naturr is carried. Fach piece

of work m made to meet your ideas or those ol your architect.

We will he pleased to estimate on any special work, and

suggest that \ou send photos to enahle us to suhinit appro-

pnati >K

We absolutely guarantee and assure you of the highest

quality of work possible.

Our kookltl "(."' outlines cm unit anil strritt. Wntt for il

HUNT METAL SPECIALTIES CO.. Inc.

118 East 28th Street New York

HANDEL/

NO matter how simple or elaborate the decorative scheme, there is a

Handel Lamp which fits in as an inseparable part of the picture.

A distinctive object in a lighted room, this table lamp is a thing of rare

beauty, with the light glowing through the browns and yellows of a wood-

land scene and shining down upon the dull copper standard. A new pattern

with all the distinction of Handel craftsmanship.

Ask your dealer lo show you lamp A'o. 6482 or write for illustrated booklet.

THE HANDEL COMPANY, 382 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn.

Wire Vegetable Rack
— I'ermits a full circula-

tion of air around and
under the vegetables,

which keeps them from
rorring. Comes in two
sizes, 4 feet I inch high,

$ 19.00. S feet 3 J inches

high, £28.50.

Steel Kitchen Cabi-
net I in 1 -In < I in white

porcelain enamel; work-

ing top of opal glass,

equipment includes:

Tilting flour bin; glass

sugar container; coffee

and tea jars; glass rolling

pin; five spice jars;

measuring cup; bread

board; receptacles for

tickets, slips, pans,

etc.; cake drawer
and bread drawer
each with covered
sliding top. Price

complete, $46.50.

AT Lewis & Conger's you will find the real stuff

* * of which housekeeping is made. Practical

household utilities include everything from the least

expensive tinware in the kitchen to the richest

china in the dining room; and you will find them

all here—all in one shop.

Jewis&X^ongefi
45th Street & Sixth Ave., New York

r
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Iced From Outside
You don't need to be bothered
with the iceman's muddy
tracks and ice drippings on
your kitchen floor. He can
ice your refrigerator from the
pore h—whether you are
home or not. It's a great
convenience.

In cool weather the outside
icing door may be left slightly

ajar which greatly reduces
your ice bill. In connection
with the McCray system of
circulation, leaving your out-
side door open gives you per-
fect outside refrigeration

without ice. The food com-
partments cannot be reached
from the outside and the in-

side door is locked—making
it safe from theft.

are lined throughout with snow-
white, opal glass—stain and acid

proof—the cleanest and most sani-

tary material known.
Our large illustrated catalogs,

mailed on request, show a great
variety of sizes at prices from $30
up for almost every requirement.
Special sizes and finishes to conform
to floor plans and match interior

finish are built to order. Ask for
catalog.

No. 92 for Residences.
No. 70 for Grocers.
No. 51 for Hotels, Clubs and Restaurants.
No. 74 for Florists.
No. 62 for Meat Markets.

MCCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO.

722 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.

Agencies in all principal cities

Mail Coupon for Catalog

MCCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO.
722 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.

Please send me Catalog Ao..

L

Name .

Street .

City... State.

.J

For those who do not care to master the art

of presenting the fly dry, let it be said at once
that many skilled anglers affirm that ordinary
wet-fly fishing will take as many and as large

brown trout as the dry-fly method. And when
using the wet-fly there are numerous advantages.
One of these is that, unlike his dry fly brother,

the wet fly angler can present his flies quite in-

differently up and across the current. He can
also present the lure both on the surface and
below. When not rising to the surface, trout will

frequently take a deeply sunken fly.

1 he wet-fly fisherman should follow the mod-
ern mode and fish up the water. He should
make short casts in front of him, and he should
also fish the water diagonally above and in turn
tow ard both shores. Indeed, in fishing with the
wet fly, the object is to cover as much water as

possible, before the angler slips stealthily for-

ward a few yards to his next stand.
Flies for wet fly fishing should be dressed for

that purpose, and dealers sell flies which are so
constructed. The list already given is an ex-
cellent list for the wet-fly angler. But for wet-
fly fishing the Coachman should be added.
I sed wet, the Coachman is so productive a lure

that there are some anglers who seldom make up
a cast without including it.

When fishing with the wet fly two flies should
be used. The tail, fly or stretcher, is the
lower fly on the leader. The Coachman should
always be strung on the leader as the stretcher
fly. It is difficult to say why the Coachman is

more killing in this position than when u'sed as

the dropper, or second fly, but it is certain that
this is the case.

In a short article it -is impossible to cover the
technique of modern fly fishing. But I have
given as clearly as I can the principles which
underlie the art. In brief, these principles are

up-stream angling, with dry or wet fly; the silent

approach; a short, light cast; and, when using
wet flies, the Coachman as a stretcher.

And now a word as to the strike. The
modern angler does not hang his hopes for hook-
ing his fish on any element of chance. Except
by accident, trout do not hook themselves.
\\ hen a trout takes into its mouth something
that is not recognized as food, the error is soon
corrected. The something is rejected, and al-

most instantly. Those of us who have thrown
to trout in ponds bits of matches, wadded colored
paper, and scraps of tinsel have observed that
trout take these deceptions into their mouths,
but that the deceptions are almost immediately
ejected, and with a force which propels the ob-
jects to the distance of a few inches. The lesson

conveyed to the experimenter is that although by
accident a trout may hook by itself, unless at

the offer of a rising fish the angler retrieves his

line, and retrieves it with considerable prompt-
ness, he will lose nearly all of the trout which a

prompt strike would bring to net.

Promptly hitting the rising fish is not easy,

particularly when using the dry fly. However,
let the fly fishing novice remember what is, per-

haps, the greatest aid for achieving a prompt
strike. It is this: he should always make a
recovery of line, even if his intuition tells him
that he is too late. After he has become con-
scious that a fish has risen to the lure, the tyro
will always find it possible to swing his rod
back smartly. At first he will frequently be
too late, but the determination never to omit
the strike will soon cause him to retrieve in

time.

Let me repeat, for it is of immense importance:
when conscious that a trout has risen, even if

some seconds before, the rod should be swung
back smartly. This should never be omitted.
1 hough delayed, the act will train the eye and
hand, until before long the angler who is too slow,

but always strikes, will be the angler who gen-
erally does hit his rising fish.

As to playing a hooked trout, the important
rule is never to let a big fish get down stream
from the angler. Every effort should be made
to keep below a big fellow. And no attempt to

use the net should be made until a large trout is

completely exhausted. Not until the trout is

gasping inertly on the surface should the angler

slip the landing net under his prize. And do
not allow a trout to gasp away its life in the creel.

One quick blow at the back of the head with the
handle of a heavy jackknife will be a merciful

ending for a fish which is so worthy of a painless

passing toward the frying pan.

Ladd Plumley.

Classic Simplicity is typical of the many
beautiful designs in our Collection

Galloway Pottery is everlasting Terra Cotta. made in a
variety of forms, including Bird Fonts. Sundials. Flower
Pots and Boxes. Vases. Benches, Gazing Globes and other
interesting pieces that recall the charm of Old World
Gardens.

Catalogue icill be sent upon request

GmjowayTerra GoTta Gb.
32 16 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

REIBER BIRD HOMES
Theonly Bird Houses that actually attract the Birds

j

because they supply the natural nesting conditions. I

The only Bird Houses that really protect and A
conserve bird life.

Scientifically constructed. The inner nesting
|

chamber, entirely independent of the outer walls, 1

maintains an even degree of temperature and moist-

'

ure—an absolute necessity- for successful hatchinf—fl
whether the house is placed in the sun or shade. J

Prices from iftl.50 to *S(LOO.
Reiber Bird Homes, Feeding. Watering and_

Supply Stations are the result of the Life-long study }!
of E. H. Reiber, "The Bird Man, " andareprotected
by U. S. Patent.

Designing and executing of Bird Gardens
a specialty. We will gladly send you our book .

describing these exceptional Bird Homes.

REIBER BIRD HOMES WEST WEBSTER, \. Y.

Two Stoves Are
"One Too Many"
No more need for a coal range for Winter

and a Gas or Oil stove for Summer use.

Two stoves is "one too many"—for the

DUPLEX ALCAZAR is two ranges in one
and does more and better work than the

two could or would.

In this wonderful stove we find two
complete ranges in one, burning a combin-
ation of fuels either together or single; re-

quiring no change or removal of parts.

The DUPLEX ALCAZAR is made in

two types: One using coal or wood and
Gas; the other designed for coal or wood
and Oil.

If you want year-'round kitchen comfort,

better cooking results and decreased fuel

bills, use the DUPLEX ALCAZAR. The
best dealer in your vicinity is displaying

the DUPLEX ALCAZAR. See him or

write us, mentioning whether you are in-

terested in the Gas or Oil types.

Alcazar Range & Heater Company
383 Cleveland At. Milwaukee, Wit.
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LIGHTING and decorating your country

home with individual lamps from my
comprehensive collection of really distinctive

Chinese lamps, will render it immeasurably

more charming, more interesting.

From scores of rare porcelains and richly embroidered

shades, you may combine lamps to perfectly express

your own ideals for each and every room.

A lighlrd lump is iht most conspicuous ohjtcl

In a room . II should ht a thing of hcautv

in camplttr harmony with lis surroundings

EDWARD I. FARMER
CHINESE ARTS AND DECORATIONS
Five West Fifty-sixth Street. NEW »YORK

3>

FLINT'S FINE FURNITURE

FLINT & HORNER FURNITURE
FOR SUMMER HOMES OF
EVERY SIZE AND STYLE

The furnishing and decorating of Summer
Homes of every description, the spacious

country house, and seaside bungalow or the

mountain camp have been considered in our

exhibit for Spring and Summer.

Those who desire exclusive designs may
select rare pieces of exceptional beauty.

Others who seek first economy and durability

will find that Flint & Horner Furniture also

fulfils these practical requirements.

ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC RUGS
AND DRAPERIES

FLINT & HORNER CO.,

20-26 West 36th Street

New York

Inc.

OC&ION NUMBER 13493

Refreshing
\HOME thai is decorated with the spirited

wall papers of the modern designers at once

reflects a new note of Beauty and Cheerfulness;

its whole atmosphere is refreshing.

Send for Booklet B, a color folder showing main

attractive interiors.

RICHARD E. THUSAIT, inc.

MADISON AVENUE and 3zd STREET
NEW YORK

For more than fifty years

the Kranich & Bach piano

has had the unstinted
approval of a discriminating cli-

entele. Among the world's
most distinguished musicians and

in homes of culture it has won a

friendship probably without a

parallel in the history of the

piano industry.

For more than fifty years we have had but one ideal— Grand Pianos

to create a piano of such rare tonal beauty and true ^gL^Ttf*
,nm

all-around value that its friendship among musicians,

and in homes of culture, will grow and endure forever.

MRANICH-ff-BACH
^^^^^"tfltra-Quatity PiANOS
L and Player Pianos
235-245 East 23d Street NEW YORK CITY
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Cover Your Walls With Cloth
The walls of a well-furnished room should be rich in texture, quiet in coloring and sub-

dued in pattern to form the perfect background for pictures, furniture and hangings.

FAB-RIK-O-NA Interwovens
A heavy cloth wall covering with characteristic cross weave is the ideal material for this pur-

pose. It is hung like wall paper. A wide variety of fast-to-light plain shades and artistic designs.

Send for samples. We will gladly help you with your decorating problems

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS COMPANY, 483 Arch Street, Bloomfield, N. J.

ttCDo not miss reading Selma
Lagerlof's 'Jerusalem, * It is,

on the surface, only one of the

simplest stories in the ivorld—
the story of some Swedish
farmer folk; yet in some strange

tvay it is the story of us all—
of our finenesses and failings,

our faiths and fears and fool-

ishness, A child may read

'Jerusalem' or a sage, and be

equally enthralled"—J. B. Kerfoot
Net, $1.50 Leather, net, $1.75

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

'Caumer Lighting Everywhere
Follows the Evening Glow"

Distinction
in

Lighting

Fixtures

THIRTY-
FIVE years
of leader-

ship in making
Lighting Fix-

tures has given
GAUMER the
preferencewhere
quality is de-
manded.

T,«ok for fchli

(riiariintep tag

Gaumer Guaranteed Fixtures are
sold and recommended by respons-
ible dealers everywhere and are
chosen by people who want indi-
viduality.

Ask Your Dealer and
Insist on Seeing

Gaumer
Guaranteed

Li^htin^ Fixtures
The Gaumer Guarantee Tag on every Fixture iden-
tifies the genuine. Write us for name of nearest
dealer. Address Dept. C.

Biddle-Gaumer Company
3846-56 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia

Are You Looking

for a House?
Turn to the Real Estate Directory

at the front of this magazine and
choose from the selection of country
and suburban properties there offered

for sale or rent. If you don't see

what you want, write to the Mana-
ger of the Real Estate Department
and he will give you his personal as-

sistance in finding one. Whether he

finds it or not (and the chances are

that he will) there will be no obli-

gation or cost on your part.

LATTICE FENCES
GARDEN HOUSES
GATES AND
ARBORS

When writing enclose 20c and ask for

Pergjla Album "E-JO"

HARTMANN- SANDERS COMPANY
Elston and Webster A-Oenue - - - CHICAGO
New York office: 6 East 39th St., New York City

A MODERN LOG CABIN

BUILD a log cabin for oneself

in the midst of a virgin forest,

through whose long aisles of

pines few but the Indians, the

prospector, and an occasional

cowboy have ever passed, is an

experience which but few are permitted to enjoy

in these days. It was my privilege to help in

the erection of such a cabin in the heart of the

Laguna Mountains about sixty miles east of San

Diego, Cal., during the fall of 1914.

The opening by the Forest Service of a mag-
nificent tract of country comprising some 4,000
acres, covered for the most part with splendid

forests of pine and mountain oak, as a sort of

Putting up the walls. The trees used were straight young

pines about forty feet in height

national park, prompted its erection as a place

of rest and entertainment for ourselves and occa-

sional guests.

From the felling of the first tree to the hanjiin;.

of the kettle on the old-fashioned iron crane buili

into the three-foot fireplace, the cabin was com-

pleted without outside help, and though the work]

was often hard and our muscles stiff and tired, m
enjoyed it thoroughly.

The trees used were straight young pines aver

aging about forty feet in height. They wen
selected by the local forest ranger, under the ap-,

proved methods of forestry which carefully re-

moves only such trees as can not grow to perfect'

The openings for^oors and windows were cut out after the 1<H

were in place and the roof on

maturity. In marking them, the ranger used

peculiar hatchet having the raised letters I

on the head, with which he stamped each trt

close to the ground. This mark must show

the stump after the tree is removed.

It was interesting to count the rings, whic

indicate the age of a tree; some of them I foun

were so nearly my own age that it seemed almos

like cutting down my own brothers. By th

difference in the width of the rings I could easill

identify the seven dry years, of which old Cal

fornians often tell.

The cabin is 12 x 18 feet inside and the logs wn
cut three feet longer than these dimensions t

allow for the corners. About fifty were n
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For every flower, every plant, there

is "just the right" piece of Fulper

POTTERY
Exquisite forms. Wonderful colors,

Individual. Decorative. Enduring

Moderate Cost

Sold by best stores everywhere

Halftone portfolio on request

FULPEK
New York Studios. 333 4th Avenue

Old Tiffany Studio Building

Potteries at

Flemington. N. J.

L
P
e

Medal of Hoooi—Highest Award

—

Panama Pacific International Exhibition

San Francisco. 1915

DREICER&C
.
/>" </ 1

Fimi AV'r.NI I. .,i I ( HI I Y SIXTH

- NKW VOUK -

ecklacab

THE I >REICER COLLECTION OF
Oriental Pearls,which is large

AND EMBRACES NECKLACES OF
ALL SIZES AND PRICES, OFFERS
A WIDE RANGE FOR SELECTION.

THE GREATEST VALUE IS ASSURED

AT CHICAGO

si* £hrich (Galleries
Dealers in "Old Masters" Exclusively

707 FIFTH AVENUE at SSth Street NEW YORK

(1711-1787)
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TAe ARISTOCRAT of BUILDING MATERIALS

Porches, Pergolas
- 1. 1.

—

Garden Ornaments
One of the reasons wky the dignified natural beauty of

Indiana Limestone is no obstacle to economy is that 'The Aristo-

crat of Building Materials" is so easily worked. Porch and
pergola columns, balusters, urns, pedestals, bird baths, fountains

—a thousand beautiful objects of Indiana limestone—are turned

on a lathe (as in the picture below) with ease and perfection—and
so, at low cost. Indeed, a lar&e, circular Indiana Limestone
column usually costs less than a built up wood or steel one.

And so, since the genuine costs even less than the imitation,

it is quite as unnecessary to permit your &ood taste, to be violated

by your pocketbook in building a pergola or a porch as in build'

in& a whole house.

PLEASE WRITE. There are three shades of Indiana

Limestone, &ray, buff and variegated; all of wonderful natural

beauty. Sample showing several finishes, and a sensible as well as

beautiful booklet, Vol. I, on request. We shall be happy to

advise with you concerning your special problem if you wish.

INDIANA LIMESTONE QUARRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Box 507, Bedford, Indiana

Indiana Limestone column over 30 feet long and 4feet in diameter

being turned on a lathe.

Selma Lagerlqf
The Swedish woman novelist whose
fame has spanned the world.

KipUng The Northland Edition Comad
A new volume of short stories

the first by this master since "Re-
wards and Fairies," nearly seven
years ago.

Jl Diversity

of Creatures
containing fourteen new stories, with
as many new poems, is one of the
literary treats«of the year. (Net,
$1.50. Pocket Red Leather Edition,
Net. $1.75.

presents for the first time in uniform
binding, nine volumes of her works.

Translated by Velma Swanston Howard:
The Emperor of Portugallia: Jerusa-

lem; The Wonderful Adventures of

Nils; The Further Adventures of Nils;

The Girl from the Marsh Croft.

Translated by Pauline Bancroft Flach:

The Miracles of Antichrist ; The Story
of Gbsta Berling ; Invisible Links.

Translated by Jessie Brochner:

From a Swedish Homestead,

(in limp leather, each tel., net, $1.75.
Also in cloth editions.)

Send for Free Lagerlof Booklet

Conrad has written a tale which
ranks with the great sea master-
pieces—"Typhoon," "Youth," and
"Nigger of the 'Narcissus.'

"

The Shadow Line
is the dim border line between youth
and manhood which a young cap-

tain is three weeks in crossing: with

a fever-stricken ship in the Gulf of

Siam and no quinine in the medi-

cine-chest! (Net, $1.35. "Deep
Sea" Leather, Net, $1.75.

Send for Free Conrad BookletSend for Free Kipling Index

Your Bookseller Will be Qlad to Show You the Works of These Authors

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City. New York

quired to complete the cabin. Those intended
for floor joists were hewed flat on the upper side

,

and put in place with the bottom logs. No
broad ax could be found in San Diego, so a large

|

hand ax was used for this work.
We were, however, fortunate enough to secure !

two old-fashioned cant hooks, which we found in-

dispensable in rolling the logs into place. The
logs were first rolled to approximate place with

the inside faces perpendicular and then the lower
log was carefully notched with an ax until the
upper one came down to within a half to one and
a half inches of the log below. This space was
necessary to hold the chinking of adobe with which
all crevices were filled later.

Owing to the difficulty of finding a suitable

tree for making shakes, the roof was made of

inch boards and two-ply roll roofing brought from
San Diego. For rafters we used some dry pine

tops which had been left from trees cut a year or

so before. These were easily peeled of their

bark and were much lighter and stiffer than

green timber. Their weather stained, worm
eaten surfaces together with the rough, irregular

The finished cabin with its big stone chimney

ends which were not recut but used at the eaves

just as we found them, helped to give the effect

of age and primitive simplicity.

The openings for doors and windows were cut

out after the logs were all in place and the roof on.

Frames of 2 x 6 pine were slipped into place, and

large spikes driven through these into the ends

of the logs, thus making all secure.

An immense stone chimney with a splendid

fireplace having an arch three feet wide and a

mantel six feet across, the latter made from one

single slab of stone, gave the cabin its final touch

of comfort. The mortar used in building the

chimney as well as for the chinking between the

logs was made from adobe found near-by. The
fireplace and chimney were later pointed with

cement and the hearth made of the same ma-

terial.

Two double beds are arranged so as to fold up

against the wall and the addition of a curtain

divides the cabin into two rooms. A tiny kitchen

was built on in the rear, using waste pieces of

logs and tree tops not large enough for the main

building.

From this cozy rendezvous we have made

many delightful saddle trips with gun or camera,

and we hope to take many more. Imagine, if

you can, the pleasure of coming home after a day

in the open to roast a wild duck or mountain

quail before the blazing log fire and, after satis-

fying the wants of the inner man, to rest in a

comfortable home-made chair, before the same

splendid fire and dream dreams as you watch the

embers!
Irving Lee Palmer.
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A Wealth of New Material for the

Gardens of America

Aristocrats of the Garden
By ERNEST H. WILSON, M A.,V. M. H.

Of the Arnold Arboretum. Author of "A Naturalist in Western China."

Mr Wilson in p.irtu ul.irls will i|ii.ililied to speak authoritatively on this subject.

He h.is ipcnl wveral years in searching remote regions of the world for hardy plants that would be not merely acceptable,

but ultimatel\ valuable lor the gardens of America.

" \,ristocr.its ol the Ciarden" Kivrs his conclusions as a result of his life travels and of his years of experience and research

work in the gardens and nurseries ol I urope. \sia. and America. Me tells of the wonderful and beautiful material in hardy
pUntS, trees and shrubs now mid* IvaOablC for American gardens and, at the same time, focusses attention on the most worth-
while plants known and tried out, but unfortunately not vet reallv popularized. Interwoven here and there are occasional

Recount] t.t In-, own experiences in plant hunting and travel.

I his book origmalh appeared .in ,i series of art icles in I he < iarden Magazine. A chapter of personal experiences in exploring

lor the Dove I riv has been added. \ valuable feature of the book is the index which includes over Hoo references to plants.

Kdition I imited to i ,j<m> Copies. Oown 8vo. Sixteen full page illustrations. Index. Boxed, net $5.00

GARDEN CITV

ORDER FROM YOUR ItoOKSKI.I.KK

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE y COMPANY NEW YORK

AS A READER of The New Country

Lite you are cordially invited to

make full and frequent use of the

decorating service rendered by this

Department of which Mr. James Col-

lier Marshall, Decorator, is the director.

You may be planning to redecorate or

replenish your present residence or to

decorate and furnish a new home this

season and in this connection Mr.

Marshall would be very glad to have

you consult him for ideas and sugges-

tions which he is prepared to give you

in a complete and comprehensive way.

And as a logical sequel to the service

of this Department we suggest and

earnestly recommend that in purchas-

ing supplies you patronize the emi-

nently reliable and splendidly equipped

shops whose announcements you find

in these columns from month to month.

"The Most
Vividly American Book

of Our Generation"

"LIFE" says:

" 'We' is about pretty much everything under
the sun. But first, last, and all the time, it is

about you and me, singly, jointly, and multi-
tudinously; and about our reactions and rela-

tions to war and peace—seven hundred and
eleven pages of cool-headed understanding and
warm-blooded faith in regard to human nature.
It is a book that no single human being (except
Gerald Stanley Lee) can possibly agree with
entire. But it is also a book, every sentence
and statement of which thousands of human
beings will agree with—often with fervor and
a passionate thankfulness that someone has
had the insight and the courage to express
them to themselves. I venture to pronounce
it, myself, the most vividly American book of
our generation."—J. B. Kerfoot.

We By GERALD
STANLEY LEE
Author of CROWDS

Net $1.50 At all Bookstores

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.
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LINDSAY GLEN
Of The Country) Life Advertising De-
partment's Service Bureau 'Will be glad

to furnisk further information or pur-

chase anj> of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

THE BUSINESS OF FLYING

WHEN Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney flew

from Palm Beach to Miami, a distance of

75 miles, it started the green-eyed monster

among the young and daring women, and flying

now bids fair to be added to the list of perma-

nent sports this summer on Long Island.

If we must fly we must dress the part smartly,

up to the minute in correctness and beyond in pre-

paredness. There are two sorts of

clothes needed by the birdwoman.

Tire regulation aviator's outfit, very

mannish in cut and with absolutely

no frills at all, beside which there

should be the practical sport suit for

the passenger.

A woman looks fetching in her role

of aviatrix. Her innate spirit of

coquetry will not allow her to throw

her looks entirely to the wind even

if she is up in the clouds. She endeav-

ors to give the practical and some-

what burdensome clothes of the

aviator a very feminine touch. She

wears, while driving the machine,

practically the same outfit as the birdman. The leather coat is short

and mannish in lines and has large pockets, those modern privileges to

women—the coat is strongly reinforced and snuggly belted and lined

with a soft warm flannel. Flying above the clouds, even in summer,
is a chilly sport I am told. This suit has leather breeches which

are long and closely fitted over the ankles. The boots are clumsy looking

affairs only because they are made to wear over the ordinary low boot and

may be removed on descending. They are built of soft leather, lined with

fleece, without heel and are laced over a flexible canvas tongue. The feet

and hands suffer most from the cold while flying. "Cold feet" is a

sad thing for the welfare of the aviator. Gloves are in tan suede or cape

with a knitted glove in a gray wool as lining. These inner gloves have a

woven wristlet which pulls up far under the cufF of the coat. The
cuff is belted with a smart strap.

The helmet, of the same soft leather as the suit,

fits securely down over the ears and neck and many
have a curtain which may be pulled down over the

face in which there are goggles made of isinglass

which protects the eyes while flying. This helmet

also has flaps which may be turned back from the

ears in case the hearing should need to be more keen.

JERSEY CLOTH SUIT

There is another suit which is very popular with

the aviator as well as to the sportswoman, made of

Jersey cloth either in an open skirt or a one piece

model. These suits come in a combination of

colors: such as dark blue and green, purple and
canary, or a combination of various colors. In that

case the coat is of a plain color with the collar and
cufFs combining all the colors of the skirt.

Among the belongings of the birdwoman is

the long full coat of tussor which she may
wear in her machine if desired or don just as

she is landing.

If flying is to become the popular mode of

traveling in the future, woman must add one
more costume to her complete wardrobe.

If she is merely a passenger for the out and
back trip she will be glad to add to the
trunk outfit a stunning fleece lined overcoat
which is built on the lines of the trench coat,

gives her a smart military appearance and
adds real comfort while traveling,

jg^- Boots and leather breeches, like those of
the pilot, may be worn by the passenger, but
are not essential, as the modern aeroplane

The correct aviation suit for carries its observer in a boat-like car in which
woman, in soft tan leather tne lower part of the body is sheltered much
Helmet and gloves in color and . . .

r
. , . . > r

material to match suit as it is in the driving seat of an automobile.

THE WAR-TIME SPORTSMAN

THE sportsman in war time shows the train-

ing and outdoor exercise which has kept

him in fit physical condition in time of

peace may be of great value in time of war.

This busy attention to work or pleasure is more
noticeable in America where anything which
looks like idleness is stigmatized as treason. A
modern sport and one which has gripped the

soul of man in a strange way is

aviation. The main traveled road

never quite -appealed to the spirit of

the real sportsman, so the idea of the

untrammeled freedom of the air is of

keen and constant excitement.

Driving one's own plane and flying

at will in any direction makes for a

glorious and appealing sport, and, in

w ar time, constitutes a most useful

branch of the service. Whether he

flies for fun or for duty the young
aviator must have suitable togs.

Leather suits are the most service-

-*la a °le f°r a" weather, as, even in the

hot days, the great heights where

the bird man's ambition takes him will be found cold. A short leather

coat in tan, lined with a green flannel and worn belted has large flap

pockets and is reinforced over the chest and under the side widths and

sleeves. The breeches are loose and quite long and tied at the ankles with

tapes. Heavy fleece lined boots in soft kid are worn over the tan low

shoes. Some aviators prefer the calf-skin boots and snug leather puttees.

The helmet is also of the same soft tan leather and fits over the head,

ears, and neck with a strap fastened under the chin. This keeps the hel-

met in place even in a high wind. Isinglass goggles are either worn separ-

ately or built in a piece which comes down well over the eyes. The gloves

are in a tan or black kid, with or without gauntlets, and some of the

gloves are warmly lined and have wristlets which pull up over the arm. 1 he

aviator's clothes are made more for comfort and utility than for beauty.

THE ONE-PIECE AVIATION SUIT

An innovation in aviation suits is the one-

piece model in tan leather. The breeches are

long and tying at the ankle, the collar and
cuffs are fitted with small straps to secure a

more snug fit if desired. The warm weather
suit for flying is made of jersey cloth and is

found most comfortable. Some of the models

are one piece effect, which gives the aviator a

strange harlequin look. Comfort and neatness

seem the two salient points to observe in

planning a birdman's outfit.

Khaki suits built on military lines in either

wool or cotton are also worn by the aviator.

As no sportsman is without a sweater this

garment is an integral part of the sport's be-

longings. The sweaters are seen in striped

wool effects, many have plain rolling collars

and knitted bands for cuffs. A popular

model is in black and red with a black collar

and cuffs and bands and plain red sleeves.

This sweater is of the slip-on model. Another
new model is in a coat effect in gray or tan.

Helmets in Khaki with heavily welded seams

have glasses built in the curtain which may
be let down over the face and fastened with

snaps to protect the eyes in swift flight.

The birdman's outfit is in a transition state.

He is adjusting his wardrobe to the necessities

which occur in each flight. New suggestions

are continually appealing to him. A long

coat in silk tussor is part of the aviator's

small kit as something may go wrong and
descent become imperative, then it is that the

careful aviator finds laurels more easily won
if he can appear in a spotless and well-cut

throw-over coat.

t lnternat'l Film Servic

An aviator just after landing.

His suit is of leather, which is

the most serviceable material
for flying
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ESTABLISHED IBIS

AiitlriurnS ^uraiarjing Goods,

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Uill SSoo

C'othing Ready made and to Measure

ranging in price from the

medium to the more expensive

Hats and Caps

Latest Styles from England and the Continent

Polo Caps and Helmets

All that is usual, much that is unusual

in Ready-made equipment for Motoring, Golf,

Fishing, Tennis, Polo and the Hunt

Shoes made on English and American models

according to individual suggestion

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue

BOSTON SALES- OFFICES
Tbemontcor. Boylston Street

NEWPORT SALES-OFFICES
220 Bellevue Avenue

jfranftltn Sfmon 8, Co.
Tifth Avenue, ,»7th and 38th sin.. New York

Featuring New Styl/'s in

Smocks and Middies

The new models

are practical as

they are charm-

ing for the sum-

mer out-door
pleasures.

For Women,

Misses and Girls

No. 300—Misses' and Girls' Middy Blouse of while English Drill

with Copen blue collar, cuffs, belt and piping; slip-over model pleated m eyf*
from shoulders, pearl buttons. Sizes 12 to 20 years. Special l.^O

No. 302—Women's and Misses' Smock of washable troucille

cloth in Copen, rose, green or white; hand smocked in front, white
cotton faille collar, fastened with pearl buttons and braid loops,

patch pockets, detachable slip-through belt. O C C
Women's sizes, 32 to 40 bust. Misses', 14 to 20 years. Special fc.OJ

No. 304—Women's and Misses' Smock of washable batiste in

rose or Copen, white collar; front of blouse, waistline in back and
pouch pockets hand embroidered and trimmed with French knots,

rie belt and pearl buttons. O AC
Women's sizes, 32 to 40 bust. Misses', 14 to 20 years. Special «J.C/D

Prompt Delivery Free, Anywhere in the United States

FUR STORAGE—Dry Cold Air Improved iMethod
FURS REMODELED AND REPAIRED At .Moderate Prices
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TABLE DELICACIES

I II l

The Descent of Man
ANN REMSEN

MAILLARtiS

^BREAKFAST

COCOA

ANEW delight added to your break-

fast and supper table. Delicious,

nutritious, palatable and economical.

Easy to make—good to take. Sold at

all good stores.

IN
THIS modern descent of man atanyhour

and from any distance, in an aeroplane, the

housekeeper finds a well stocked larder not

a luxury but a necessity. In days gone by, if

she lived in the country, on the arrival of the

11:15 the strain was over—for the day at least.

Not so in these hectic days. A guest may de-

scend upon you out of a clear sky, coming down
like a bolt from the blue and as lightly as an
eagle.

A charmingly capable housekeeper tells me
she prepares for a spring invasion by selecting

some good recipes and putting them in a linen

envelope marked: "Tried and not found

wanting."

FOR THE MEAT DISH
Roulade of Lamb Braised with Carrots:

Procure a tender shoulder of lamb, remove
blade bone as well as shank bones. Season
inside with teaspoon salt, three saltspoons

pepper, one saltspoon grated nutmeg, and
half teaspoon ground mixed spice. Finely

chop two ounces raw, lean veal, place it in

mortar with two tablespoons bread crumbs,
half bean chopped garlic, half teaspoon

chopped parsley, one egg yolk. Season with
three saltspoons salt and one saltspoon pepper,

then thoroughly pound to a smooth pulp.

Moisten with two tablespoons cream, mix
well, then evenly spread this force meat all over

inside of shoulder. Roll up and tie firmly with

string. Heat two tablespoons lard in braising

pan, add the roulade, and cook on fire until a

light brown all around. Add eighteen scraped
raw, new carrots, one onion with two cloves stuck
in it. Tie in a bunch two branches parsley, one
branch chevril, a sprig of thyme, and a bay leaf,

add to the pan, pour in one gill white wine, and
let reduce until nearly dry; then pour in one pint

broth and two gills demiglace. Season with half

teaspoon salt and three saltspoons pepper.

Cover pan, boil for ten minutes, then set in oven
for one hour. Remove, dress lamb on a dish, and
untie it. Lift up bouquet and onion, skim fat

from surface of gravy, boil ten minutes. Pour
the contents of pan over the roulade and serve.

Another delicious recipe was Entrecotes, Sauce
Poivrade, which appealed* hugely.

ENTRECOTES, SAUCE POIVRADE

Neatly trim and flatten two one-and-a-
quarter-pound cuts sirloin of beef. Mix on a

plate a tablespoon oil, teaspoon salt, and half

teaspoon pepper, and repeatedly turn steaks in

the seasoning; arrange on a broiler, and broil for

eight minutes on each side. Remove, dress on a

hot dish, pour a poivrade sauce, as below, over
and serve.

SAUCE POIVRADE

Finely chop a medium-sized onion, one carrot,

and fry in a saucepan with a level tablespoon

butter to a nice golden color, then add half ounce

Clysmic—
Of Course
What else — when those who
know most about table waters
drink only Clysmic—sparkling

for taste, lithiated for health.

15 grains of Lithia Salts

to the gallon.

Sold everywhere in splits,

pints and quarts only.

Don't accept ordinary waters.

Insist on genuine CTHE KING OF*StM£WaTERS)

The Oyimic Spring! it

WAUKESHA. WIS.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

Creamed Chicken ahKing
Prepared for you by our chef from the Paris Ritz

—ready to heat and serve on toast, in patty shells,

etc., in a moment.
Only 25c and 50c at all fine grocers

Or send us $1.45 or $2.85 for half dozen respective

sizes, delivery prepaid if you name your best grocer. Write,

mentioning fiim for booklet. In Canada, 35c, 65c, $2.00 and

$3-75 one balf dozen.

PURITY CROSS. Inc.
Model Kitchen Route 2 C. L., Orange, N. J.

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

The New Country Life, n W. 32nd
St, N. Y.
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finely mini til raw h.im, one saltspoon thyme, half
song b.i\ Icnf, one s.iltspoon marjoram, three
cloves, and a teaspoon fresh Iv crushed black
peppers. Moisten with a half gill tarragon vine-
gar, one gill hot water, and reduce to one half the
quantity. I hen add one pill demiglace and a
nkspoon cayenne pepper, gently stir for one
minute, then reduce for rive minutes. .Strain
through a cheesecloth into a bowl and use as re-
quired.

A dish which appeals, even to a man who is up
in the air much of the time is:

CHATEAU BRIAN!) WITH OLIVES
Trim a little of the fat from a two-pound piece

I tenderloin of beef, place in a coarse towel and
neatly flatten with a cleaver to the thickness of
one and one half inches. Mix on a plate a table-
spoon oil. tca-piHin salt and half teaspoon pepper,
repeatedly turn the hlet in the seasoning, arrange
on broiler, and broil on a slow tire for eight min-
utes on each side. Remove, sprinkle a little salt
all around, place on a tin. pour over a table-
spoon melted butter and squeeze the juice of half
a lemon over; set in oven for eight minutes, re-
move, dress on a hot dish, pour over an olive
sauce, as below, sprinkle a little chopped parsley
on top, and serve.

OLIVE SAUCE
Carefully stone twenty-four small olives and

place in a saucepan with two tablespoons sherry,
one gill demiglace. a half gill tomato sauce, half
teaspoon freshly chopped parsley, and a saltspoon
cavenne pepper. Mix well, let" boil ten minutes,
lightly mixing occasionally, and use as required.

Two alluring recipes for cucumbers appeared
among the tempting menus:

CUCUMBERS BECHAMEL
Peel three good-sized fresh cucumbers. Cut

them into quarters, lengthwise, remove the
seeds, then cut them into half inch pieces. Mix-
in a small saucepan one tablespoon butter with
one and a half tablespoons flour, pour in a gill
milk and a half gill cream, mix until it comes to a
boil, add cucumbers, a -d keep hot on a corner of
the range. To be served with pot roast. Chopped
mushrooms may be used instead of cucumbers,
then it is called Mushroom Bechamel sauce.

I he second cucumber recipe was.

CUCUMBERS ROMAINE
Peel two good sized sound cucumbers, cut in

halves, remove spongy parts, finely slice, place in
a quart cold water, with a teaspoon salt, for
thirty minutes, and drain thoroughly on a sieve.
Lightly butter a baking dish, sprinkle a table-
spoon grated Parmesan or Swiss cheese, and ar-
range a layer of half the quantity of cucumbers;
MMD w ith three saltspixms each salt and pepper,
a saltspoon grated nutmeg, and dredge a table-
spoon Parmesan cheese over all. Divide a half
ounce butter in very little bits on top, place bal-
ance of cucumbers in layer on top, season with
two saltspoons salt and one salt spoon pepper.
Sprinkle with a light tablespoon Parmesan cheese,
arrange again a few bits of butter on top of all,

pour one and a half gills tomato sauce all around;
set to bake in oven for forty-five minutes, remove,
and serve.

AN EMERGENCY SHELF

1 his shelf had neat little rows of fascinating
glass jars filled with things to be served quickly
when haste was necessary. A whole French
capon, roasted, in aspic; a tin of chicken liver

pates; a large bottle of" financier," which will give
the proper fillip to any meat course; a few^ cans
of vegetables; Miss North's peach chutney; toma-
to catsup; a jar of pimentos, w hich brought to mind
that famous dish—a pimento and cheese roast.

Put two cups of cooked lima beans with a
quarter of a pound of American cheese and three
canned pimentos through a meat chopper; add to

them enough bread crumbs to form all into a soft

ball. Add one beaten egg, salt, pepper, and a
little sugar. Form the mass into a roll, put into a
roasting pan and cook, basting occasionally with a
little butter and water. When done turn on to a
hot platter and serve with a smooth tomato sauce.

Buy Maple Syrup
direct from the woods

Send 15c for two-ounce samples east of the
Mississippi and 20c west.

JUSTAMERE FARM
Middletown Springs Vermont

CREME
YYETTE

Tor SmariDcsserts'
(Pronounced E-vet)

FOR your afternoon tea,

what is better than a
dainty Crime Yvette

tartc. charlotte or jelly? It
has the refreshing full-flavor

of violets and a delicate vio-
let color.

Crime Yvette is widely used by famous chefs and easily
served at home as well. Try this recipe

—

Tarte Yvette for Afternoon Tea
by Mr. Francois Schmitt. Pastry Chef of Waldorf- Astoria

Bake or buy two plain layers of sponge calce and put them to-
gether with following filling:

Beat up very stiff one-half pound sweet
butter, one-half pound powdered sugar and
three eggs yolks and flavor strongly with
Crime Yvette. Ice top of cake with Violet
Icing also flavor with Crime Yvette, and
decorate with rest of butter cream. Around
top of cake you may put a border of Can-
died Violets.

Crime Yvette (Pronounced E-VET) is

sold at 80c. and 81.50 per bottle, by fancy-
grocers and wine dealers. Book of recipes
by well-known chefs sent free.

Wriu for Booklet C

SHEFFIELD COMPANY
53 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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formation and advice

LACIER .NATIONAL PARR
VACATION GLORYLAMD. 1

<f
win the roof of the continent-the Continental Divide-

yt in the Montana Rockies — Visit Glacier Park this vaca-
tion. 5ee it's wonder-mountains, qlaciers, skyland lakes.
Horseback, motor, hiking parties. Write for aeroplane map

"folder, also illustrated descrip-
tive GLACIER NATIONAL PARK lit-

erature-Address C. L 5T0N E. Pass.
Traffic Mcjr. Great Northern
Rwy.— Dept.ll,5aint Paul.Minn

Modern hotels.
Alpine chalets.
Tepee camps.
Vacations-$l. to
$5. per day.

MASSACHUSETTS

U HOTEL PILGRIM
aivp PLYMOUTH. MASS.
JSI?Efcv Offers superior accommodations

jjSMjpC- at rates which are high enough
' fTT^K to insure the best in service and

cuisine. Golf course adjoining hotel grounds
iQpnr, j une !5th.1o September fijth.r^Z

HOTEL BUCKMLNSTER
645 BEAC OAI STREET.

Boston's largest. family hotel, beautifully

appointed Choice suites of any size

for motor parties at reduced rates from

June 1st. to October. Private garage.

Both hotels management of P. F. Brine.

BOSTON MASS.

HOTEL PURITAN
390 COMMONWEALTH AVE.BOSTON

Globe trotters call the PURITAN
one of Ihc most homelike and

aHradive holds in the world.

Desirable quarters of any size

at reasonable rates.

Good garages near by
Send for our booklet with guide

to Boston and lis historic vicinity

HOTEL BDYL5TDN STREET

THADUniVE OP? PUBLIC 0ARDtN
1 nUrtiXlJIlVL Send for Circular. BoaZI

SWEET SPRINGS WEST VA.
For Safety. Comfort, and Pleasure.

OldSweetSprbgs^^s^'no^
and most popular resorts in the Alleghanies. Table
unsurpassed, polite and efficient service. Golf,

Tennis. Motoring, Horseback riding, Dancing, large
swimming pools and mineral water baths. Under
new management; write for booklet. George O.

Taylor, Mgr. , SweetSprings, MonroeConnty, W.Va.

BAY VIEW MICHIGAN

0J(ET ?AY VIEW HOUSE-BAY VIEW. MICH.

Modern. Open June 1st. Rates reasonable

Oolf.Tenhis. Fishing. Boating, Bathing.

Pure Air a Water. Good food a Beds.

Quaint

Evangeline

Land

Nova Scotia

"Discovered" by Burton
Holmes last season.

Thi, teasnn, artists, writers and people of
all professions will seek pleasure and recre-
ation in this picturesque historic region.

Only a day's journey from New York

An overnight's tail from Boston

on *' Yarmouth Line" steamers connecting with

Dominion Atlantic Railway
Write/or particulars on Tonr No. 104

R. U. PARKER. Cen'l Passenger Agent

Halifax, Nova Scotia

LOUR LODGE
Free from flies, inosquitos and hay fever.
Golf, Tennis, Boating, Bathing, Fishing.
Garage. Write for booklet.

RANCELEY MAINE

One of Maine's finest inland resort hotels.
In the famous Rangeley region. Splendid
auto roads. Two garages. Excellent trout
and salmon fishing. No black flies or mos-
qultos. Golfand all sports on own grounds.
Spring water. Cuisine unexcelled. Steam-
boat trip across 5 lakes to White Mountains
starts at our door. Open June first.

INTERVALE—WHITE MTS. N.H.

IPJ/NTERVALE HOUSE
Bfel INTERVALE-WHITE. MT5. N.H. r~

8B&lBHBfe«.._ . „
: : : : ;:::s • ' A Summer Home of Refinement

—and Rest with Amusement-All Im
provements.Grand Scenery, Car-

T rraqe and Garage Liveries. Fine-
" Roads.AII 5porls,Orcliestra. Ex-

cellent Tdble-Booklgt-H.S.Mudqalt

CANADA
NEW BRUNSWICK.

LET U5 HELP YOU to decide where you will spend
your Summer Vacation by sending to you our 48-paqe
beautifully Illustrated booklet. descriptive ofthe River
St.Jonn-the Rhine of America-and (hr? huntinq.flsh-
ma.canoeing and campinq opportunities inthedeliqht-
ful climate of this country. Enclose 2 cents in stamps to

THE-FREDERICT0NT0URI5T-ASSOCIATION
B0X935 FREDERICTON.NEW BRUN5WICK.CANADA.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 25c.
Rooms$1.00up; withbatht2 OOup. Honiet-f.mfr.rt>
to the traveler. A CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Mgr.

OCONOMOWOC WIS.
Home for the ascert. A limited number
of cases. Childishness or old ladies and
gentleman of good family find a suitable
cheerful home and iir_l JL p„_|,
excellentattentionat Waianeilll rarK
Oconomowoc, Wis. For particulars address
Miss Mary L. Bird, Matron.

WHERE-TO-GO is the higheat class, most
effecti ve directory i n the world of publicity.

These plates appear in 10 magazines.

Forms for June Dept will close May 1st.

BUSINESS MEN'S HEALTH LIBRARY-FREE
If you want to Keep well- up to the Top-Notch-Stronq, Healthy,
Efficient; then you must know how to live.
Efficiency depends upon health and health is wholly dependant
upon proper daily habits of livinq. To live right is to feel nqht
and to work with the hiqhest deqree of efficiency.
It will pay you to read these condensed little booklets on vital
health subjects. This' HEALTH LIBRARY' contains many valuable health
sugqestions-hints that will enable you to maintain a hiqher standard
of health. Health Self-Gradinq Charts come with it.

The books are free. Write for your copies now.

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM, BOX 109, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.50 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

Is Your Country Home For Sale?
The purchaser must be someone whose tastes and means are on
a par with your own. The best field in which to find such a one
is among the other readers of Country Life. The only way to
reach them is through our Real Estate Directory. For infor-

mation, address

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
Country Life 11 West 32nd St., New York City

A NEW WAY TO PLAY THE
CHICKEN GAME
N THE Middle West there is t

woman who conducts a successful

chicken business along entirely

new lines. I made her acquaint-
ance early in November through a

poultry advertisement in the local

newspapers that read as follows:

"For Sale—200 choice pullets, guaranteed
laying. Telephone ."

This looked interesting; it was the only
advertisement of laying hens that had appeared
for a long time, the few breeders who possessed
laying stock considering it too valuable to dis-

pose of at this time when fresh eggs were bringing

50 cents per dozen.

I learned by calling up the number given that
the pullets were White Leghorns, the price $1.50
apiece, each one guaranteed to be in healthy con-
dition and laying. When I visited the plant I

found, in place of the customary poultry house,

a well roofed shed fourteen feet wide by twenty
two feet long, boarded up on three sides. The
long side facing the south was open and covered
with poultry netting. At the north end about
six feet of space was taken up by roosts. There
were no windows, the open side facing the south
giving ample light and air. There was a deep
bed of straw for scratching, and sixteen nest

boxes were fastened at various heights on the

two side walls. The place consists of but one
acre, but the chickens have free range over neigh-

boring woods and pastures.

The proprietress asked me to stand quietly

aside while she gathered the chickens so that I

might make my selection from the full flock.

With a small pail of feed in her hand she stepped
out into the open yard and sounded the dinner

gong by beating on the pail with a small rod.

Floor plan of the poultry shed, showing arrangement of brooders

and runs

From far and near came the Leghorn pullets,

many sailing in on the wing, and every one
answering the call promptly. In less than five

minutes they were all in the shed and the door

was closed. This impressed me as being a most
remarkable feat of poultry management. I was
told that the flock could be gathered in this way
at any time of the day, and I found this to be

true on subsequent visits to this poultry plant.

All of the pullets were so tame that any one of

them could be picked up and examined without

raising a commotion, the highest tribute that

could be paid to the manner in which this poultry

woman had reared her flock. There were no

cockerels or old stock among them.

It is a new poultry game that this woman is

playing, and she very kindly permitted me to

copy the figures from her ledger when it was

closed for the season, in December.
The start is made in April with 500 day-ola

chicks from choice stock. White Leghorns an
chosen for three reasons: they are a popular

breed, they cost less to feed, and they lay well

at an early age. The chicks are contracted for in

advance, from local breeders. Home-made fire-

less brooders are in readiness in the shed, and

consist of a simple hover, twenty inches square,

that stands on a beard platform or floor, two

inches larger all arouna than the hover. Over

the hover is placed a frame constructed of boards

on three sides, the fourth side being a wire-

covered door on hinges, arranged to swing up.

The top of the cover is of wire netting and fits

closely to the top of the ho ver. This cover is

twenty-two inches square (inside measurement)

.sfEmik:

^^^^^ —small

^ wounds and abrasions

should be immediately protected

against infection by the use of

LISTERINE
The Safe Antiseptic
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world knows and believes

about Christ f

DR. G, STANLEY 11 VLL'S
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1 ,ight of Psychology
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When Vou Move to

the Country
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New England Vacations
WhiteMountains Vacation Books Mount Desert

Of NI.W m i Mi".mm

C.olf, tennis, mountain

eUmbinft ipltndtd views

and Morions air.

l >• ii. Oil in! locitl lira

monji ptopra worth
IIMffUojt

12 Hour* from Naw York
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Give you information

bout 1000 New England
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ON THE MAINE COAST

A marvellous island on
which every kind of In auty
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li i' ' Urn limiiftht l"i;i tlirr.

Bar Harbor
Nnrthrast, Southwest. Sal
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Quaint Cape Cod Seashore
Country
Lakes

A Land of Vacation Sport and Rest—Fishing, Bathing, Sailing, Coif
Write Advertising Department, Hmm 472, New Haven, Ct., for Booklet
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Are You Trying To IseiX! a Country Home?
In cither i'. isf we t .in help you. Write, stating your problem.

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT, Country Life 11 West 32nd St., New York City

9

Keep Your Lawn Smooth
as Velvet

This season give your lawn the attention it deserves.

Use the Ideal Power Lawn Mower—it makes possible

double the usual amount of care with itaM labor and /wort?

economy— it insures a consistently beautiful sward.
The Ideal Junior is particularly designed for well laid-

out lawns and gardens. Cuts smoothly and swiftly on
level or grades. Cuts close to walks and flower beds.

Eliminates nuisance of horse drawn contrivances on
delicate turf and expense of squad of hand propelled
machines. Simple to operate and easy to care for.

Write for detailed information—now while the

season is young

THE IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER CO.
R. E. OLDS. Chairman

401 Kalamazoo St. Lansing, Mich.

$225.00

Junior J

Power LawnMower

jjllgr

Architectural Harmony
EVERY charming note of individual distinction revealed in

the architectural style of your house should have consis-
tent expression in the material and style of the surrounding

fence. Vou are fully assured of this happy result the moment
you specify

IRON FENCE^
TheStandardofthe Wor/d \J

Stewart's Iron Fence, Gates and Lawn Furniture for residences,
country estates, town houses, public buildings and commercial
institutions have won an international reputation. They are
backed by the world's largest and best known factory. They
carry the utmost assurance of permanence, protection, economy,
dignity, beauty, and service.

Get our 1917 Book of Modern Designs containing morethan 100 photo-
graphs showing Stewart Fence for every purpose and designed to har-
monize with every architectural style—a guide to good taste—a mine
of information. Sent free. Furnish your address today.

Representatives wanted to sell Stewart Fence in every community

THE STEWART IRON WORKS COMPANY
650 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio

World's Greatest Iron Fence Builders
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New Beauty for Your Home
You plan the interior of your house very carefully. Plan the

exterior the same way. The selection of the best material for

the outside will make a lot of difference in beauty, in individuality

— and in cost.

A new development for you to consider is—stucco, beautifully

toned with screenings of richly colored marbles or granites or with

warm tinted sand or gravel. These are mixed with Atlas -White

Portland Cement in the finish coat of stucco. The resulting color

effects are variegated—not monotones—and full of interest,

character and charm. Only two cubic yards of colored aggregates

are needed for the average-size home, so the added cost is

insignificant.

Your stucco home will be reasonable in first cost, and will need
almost no painting or repairs. It will be lasting, fire-resistant, damp
proof, comfortable, cool in summer and easy to heat in winter.

Ask your architect about color stucco for your home. Send
for our free book, " Information for Home Builders ", which
contains illustrations of the new stucco in actual colors. We
will mail you a copy on request. Use the coupon below.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company
Members 0/ the Portland Cement Association

30 Broad St., New York Corn Exchange Bank Bldg., Chicago

Philadelphia Boston St. Louis Minneapolis Des Moines Dayton Savannah

\Atlas-lVhite Stucco Home, Scarsdale, N. V.

IV. S. Phillips, Architect

ATLAS WHITE
The Atlas Portland Cement Co., 30 Broad Street, New York or Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago.

Send to name and address below illustrated book of Information for Home Builders. I expect to build a

$ Home; $ Bungalow; $ Garage. 1.G-5-17

By Ernest Thompson Seton
AN OUTLAW

HE was coal black and bright bay—so they named
him Coaly-bay. He lived in the Bitterroot

Mountains of Idaho, loved to race like the wind, and
had no use for comfortable stalls. At three years old

he was broken to ride, after a terrible battle. But
Coaly-bay was of the wild, free blood that man had never tamed. Sold for

five dollars, he was then sentenced to be shot for bear-bait. But he was

not shot. How he escaped from a world of oppression and found what his

haughty spirit craved, the storm wind and the open plain, is told in the

opening storv of

WILD ANIMAL WAYS

COALY-BAY, The Outlaw Horse

At all book stores Net $1.50Illustrated by the author

Have you read Ernest Thompson Seton's first novel about humans?

" The Preacher of Cedar Mountain." Just out. Ask your bookseller.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

so that there is a one-inch air space all around the
hover. The cover, the floor, and the hover are all

separate, a good arrangement for easy cleaning
and airing.

Each brooder holds fifty chicks, and the ac-

companying diagram shows how they are placed
for economy of space. For each little flock there
is a small wire yard with removable top, and in

this yard is placed the drinking water and scratch-

ing litter.

The south front of the shed is fitted with four

hot-bed sash over the netting. These sash are

used only while the chicks are very young.
After four or five weeks they are taken down and
ten long, narrow wire cages are placed outside

the shed. The chicks are allowed the use of

these outside yards as soon as they seem to

want more space.

After every rain the runs are pulled aside and
the ground is plowed up with a hand cultivator.

This keeps the runways clean and free from odor.

The proprietress does this plowing herself and
recommends it highly as a lung and heart strength-

ening exercise as well as a cure for round shoulders.

When the chicks become too large for the

hovers, blocks are added to the legs of the hover
and strips of a corresponding width are put on
the covers to raise the brooder to a comfortable

height. All of the daily work of caring for the

chicks is done under cover of the shed, an advan-
tage of special importance during a prolonged

rainy spell.

As soon as the sex can be distinguished, which
is quite early with Leghorns, the cockerels are

sorted out and placed in special small coops where
they are fed on fattening mashes and soaked

grains so that they may reach a desirable broiler

size as soon as possible. The small inside yards

are taken away and the pullets are given the free-

dom of the whole shed. They are not long in find-

ing and using the roosts.

The ledger shows that the sale of cockerels

commences early in June, and before the middle

of July every cockerel has been disposed of at

35 cents a pound, contracts for the whole lot

being made with the largest hotels in the near-by

city, while prices are at the top notch. Many of

the cockerels are fine ones but none are held over,

for this poultry woman believes in cancellation.

As soon as the pullets are able to look out for

themselves they have free range and are allowed

to grow without being forced for extra early eggs.

That is to say, they are fed rather sparingly.

This promotes a hardy constitution and full

growth. Too early maturity is undesirable and

would defeat the purpose of the game.
The egg forcing commences with September and

by the time that eggs are scarce and prices soaring,

the pullets are laying steadily. It is at this time

that laying stock is much wanted; there is little

competition, and the sale of the pullets is an easy

and quick process. It takes about six weeks to

dispose of all the stock. The purchaser is given

the privilege of selecting the birds that suit his

taste, but no reduction in price is made for any

quantity, no free crates or baskets are furnished,

and no shipping charges are paid or birds de-

livered. Some local fanciers of high repute take

advantage of this sale to acquire some fine pullets

to add to their their own stock and assist in filling

orders.

The eggs that are laid during this period form

quite an item in balancing the feed bill, for egg

prices are high in November, and if there are

indications of higher prices the eggs are kept

without risk for they are all infertile. However,

the egg profits are secondary, the main object

being to dispose of all the laying stock while the

demand is greatest.

The accounts are balanced in December, and

this poultry woman forgets all poultry cares and

troubles for four months. By April she has

renewed energy and enthusiasm to go at the

game afresh. This four months' rest is a clever

thought and is no doubt responsible for much

of the success and profit. From the following fig-

ures taken off the ledger it will be seen that there

was a profit of $376.90 for the eight months' work.

216 cockerels $ 96.42

196 dozen eggs 98.00

246 pullets 369.00

12 pullets 12.00

Total receipts

500 day old chicks 50.00

Feed and grit 145.72

Advertising 2.80

Total expenditure

Profit

357542

198 .52

$376.90
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Krnuh ikxr* ha\r always been used ex-

trnnM-ly by the lv ! .itvhitccM in hne

hornet. Totiay there tre few homes built

—latere or tnull—without French doort.

No other door* have ever enjoyed »uch
univcrs.il popularity.

And it i« not a passing fad. It is an
appreciation of their exceptional beauty
and all-around utility.

French Doors
are made in many designs, sizes and woods
—for the outside and inside of the home.

Discriminating buyers insist on Morgan
Doors for all uses, because of their beau-

tiful selected woods, their exclusive All-

White-Pinc Core and their patented
Wedge Dowel Construction. And became
tkty art guaranteed.

Suggestions
for Beautifying the Present

or Prospective Home
You don't need to build a new home to

enjoy the beauty and service of Morgan
Doors. " Adding Distinction to the Home"
gives suggestions for improving the

present home.

"Tka Door Beaatifal" is a book of sugges-

tions on doors, interior trim and interior

decorations for prospective builders.

Send for tither, or both booklets.

! Morgan Sash & Door Company
r>rp< C-44 Chkaaa

Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore
Marfan Co., Oahkosh. Wisconsin

Exkikitt 0/ finished Moetan Model Doors M all

principal cities. Ask for list.

Personal
Preparedness

En-

dorsed

by

the

Army
War
Col-

lege

What a Soldier

Should Know
The Soldier's Catechism

Compiled by

Major F. C. Bolles and
Captains E. C. Jones and

J. S. Upham

With an Introduction by

MAJOR-GENERAL HUGH L. SCOTT
Chief of Staff. U. S. A.

Illustrated Net. $1.00

Some of the subjects covered in simple,

non-technical language are:

Rifle Finac

Gaard Darr

Use ol the Baronet

Eatreachioi

Scaatiag

Sia-nallinx

Use sad Care of Arms and Equipment

Sanitation

How to Keep Fit on the March

The "Articles of War"
First Aid for Woonds
Strategy

THE DO V ER
A new design of CorbiO Wrought bronze and wrought steel hardware, which is dignified,

simple and pleasing. The deep modelling and high raised Ixirdcrs give an ap[>earance of

strength and weight. The sizes are appropriate for general use. The motives and
their treatment are modern.

Any Corhin dealer can give you full particulars—or write to

P. & F. CORBIN

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, New York

NEW YORK

The American Hardware Corporation, Successor

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

The Wrvj)s and Wherefores of Good Taste
The fundamental principles back of erJery decorative or furnishing problem are simply stated by a

master authority* in

INTERIOR DECORATION
Its Principles and Practice

FRANK ALVAH PARSONS
PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK SCHOOL OF FINE AND APPLIED ART

It tells what is good taste and how to achieve results under all conditions.

It explains the principles of color, form balance, the use of various textures, etc. It goes into the vex-

ing " little things " of modern house decoration.

It coders each Si bject so exhaustively" that professionals use it, y"et is Written in a style so plain and

dear that all may* understand and enjoy it.

WHAT AUTHORITIES YOU RESPECT SAY:
M
Tkis Work, written bp a recognized authori^, map be summed up as a standard book of information for the gen-

eral public. It is exceedingly simple in its explanations and its statements of basic principle. It is v'ery beautifully

illustrated with pictures of various kinds of rooms."— New York Times.
m

It is to be hoped that the readers of Frank Al-Oah Parsons' Interior Decoration will fully realize the superiority of

this -Oolume to the common -Oarietp of books on this much debated subject. The most conspicuous characteristic of Mr.
Parsons' Writing is good sense and that, We submit, is a rare thing in connection With interior decoration."

— Boston Transcript,

AT ALL BOOKSTORES ILLUSTRATED NET, t3.S0

I

1

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York
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The Readers' Service will give

information about automobiles The New COUNTRY LIFE May, 191I

"Live More Retired from Young Women"

George Washington's Version of
" Far From the Maddening Girls

"

The following is quoted from a letter written by George Washington in his senti-

mental salad days:

—

" My place of residence is at present at his Lordship's, where I might, was my heart disengaged, pass my time very pleas-

antly as there's a very agreeable young lady lives in the same house. But as that's only adding fuel to the fire, it makes me the

more uneasy, for by often, and unavoidably, being in company with her revives my former passion for your Lowland beauty;

whereas, was 1 to live more retired from young women, I might in some measure eliviate my sorrows, by burying that chaste

and troublesome passion in the grave of oblivion or eternal forgetfulness, for as I am very well assured, that's the only antidote

or remedy, that I shall ever be relieved by or only recess that can administer any cure or help to me, as I am well convinced, was
1 ever to attempt anything, I should only get a denial which would be only adding grief to uneasiness."

I Ins is only one of the many intimate pictures of Washington's home life found

in Paul Wilstach's charming book

MOUNT VERNON
Washington s Home and the Nations Shrine

The only adequate record of this historic mansion and of George Washington,

the home-loving country gentleman.

Fully illustrated with photographs and reproductions from old portraits and

drawings never before published.

Boxed. Net, $2.00. AT ALL BOOKSTORES

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

Join the

American

Red
Cross

Grass and clover cut with a lawn mower con-

stituted the green food while the chicks were
confined to the runs.

It is evident that the work of this poultnl
woman is mostly of the brain variety that covers
carefully planned housing, judicious feeding, and
quick disposal. A noteworthy fact is that 47J
out of the 500 chicks bought are accounted foe

on the ledger, showing that a loss of only 26 chicks]

was sustained.

P. B. Ruggles.

THE COOPERATIVE BEEF RING
AND THE SUMMER MEAT SUPPLY

NLESS the family is of unusual
size or there is a number of ten^

ants or resident farm laborers

to consume it promptly, the prob-

lem of obtaining fresh meat of

high quality, regularly and often,

is a serious one on the farm. For the average

farm cannot provide facilities for freezing car-

cases and keeping them for more than a week or

so at a time, especially in summer, and a steer

or even a sheep represents more meat than most
families can consume before it spoils. But there'

is a way to meet the difficulty, and a very simple

one, as we have found; all that it requires is a

little community team work.

What I refer to is a cooperative beef ring

such as we belong to. It provides us with about

twenty pounds of fresh beef every week or two

throughout the summer, at the very low price of

8 cents a pound; and it enables each of a group

of neighboring farmers to slaughter one or a few

head of yearling steers that he has raised, and

dispose of the meat more profitably and much
more easily than through the usual channels ofj

local butcher, near-by city, or wholesale cattle!

buyer. The week before we started our ringj

I bought ten pounds of mixed beef from a farmer,

who had killed a yearling independently, and H
had to pay 14 cents a pound. Since then I havel

saved 6 cents on every pound bought and havej

obtained better meat into the bargain.

The operation of our ring, and, I suppose of all

similar groups, is very simple. Each of our eighq

members raises a yearling steer and plans to]

have it in good condition so that it will dress]

about 170 or 200 pounds on or about a certainl

date, when it is to be slaughtered. The schedule]

of dates is arranged well in advance so that eachi

man can feed and manage his steer intelligently!

for the best results.

On the afternoon of the scheduled day—usually]

a Friday—the ring meets at the home of the mem-|

ber whose turn it is to furnish a steer. It does]

not take long to dress and cut up the carcassJ

since each member has had considerable experi-

ence in the work, and has, in addition, the help]

of the rest. The division of the carcass is intoj

eight approximately equal pieces—four from the]

fore quarters and four from the hind quarters.]

The owner of the animal gets a hind quarter cut,!

but the following week he gets a section of the

fore quarter; thus each member gets alternately!

fore- and hind-quarter meat, with fairness andj

benefit to all.

One member, previously elected secretariB

keeps an account of the number of pounds re-J

ceived each week by each member. At the end!

of the killing season the member who furnishedj

the lightest animal pays 8 cents a pound for the

j

difference between what he furnished and what]

he received. Frequently the members are such^

good judges of cutting and dividing the carcases!

that the final difference between the portions'

of the eight members is scarcely more than half

a pound.
P. C. Henry.
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Irresistible Advantages

The Fours
Seven Passenger Touring

1395
Four Passenger Coupe, $1650

Seven Passenger Touring-Sedan, $1950

Seven Passenger Limousine, $1950

The Eight

Seven Passenger Touring, $1950

All prices), o. b Toledo

Subject to change without notice

For sheer beauty the new
Willys-Knight Four is cap-

tivating.

But even the charm of its

beauty quickly yields to

sorcery of its completely
satisfying comfort.

Long forty-eight inch canti-

lever rear springs, seat

cushions with every spiral

separately encased so that

it is air cushioned and
checked against rebound,
together with long 121 inch

wheelbase, make it luxuri-

ously comfortable even
over rough roads.

Yet both its beauty and its

comfort yield to the wiz-

ardry of its sleeve-valve

motor.

We think you will consider

this four-cylinder motor
even when new, the equal

in power, smoothness and
flexibility of almost any
six you ever drove.

And it actually and very
noticeably improveswithuse

because it is constantly re-

vitalized by carbon, the

very deadly element that

devitalizes every other kind

of motor.

This means more constant

use without repair or ad-

justment; constant, instead

of intermittent, efficiency

and much longer life.

Let the Willys-Overland

dealer tell you more of the

advantages of the Willys-

Knight motor.

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio

Manufacturers of Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars
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Architects
1 Directory —Positions and Help Wanted

—

Real Estate, Continued

"Modern Farm Building" ur\"2°",N5

How to huild praituttl, sanitary anil artistic farm

bttikiinr* >* shown in I he imgc* of the nlmvc volutin-,

w hit li ilraU in ilrtail with t lie > i instruction and arrange-

ment of the garage, farm burn, horw stnlilc, cow
stable shirp fold, ice houw, dairy, chicken houses,

pigecrw rl Second edition, jutt out

Wm 7| s to in fl 50 net. |*Mtage tor

The hook may tic purchased direct from the author

ALFRED HOPKINS. Architect, 101 Park A.enu.. N. Y.

tnstal an Real TA WlItt" Cviefss

Ltxik lor this on every Ixxtnl

Accept no l\per»« a it rami tin- mark

Ah Krfxunl Si

FOR HOME,

bewage
Disposal

\lrm H»u» Yim Can Install You'irlf

FACTORY AND INSTITUTION
rued by an riis'il to eliminate ihc
oot TtMMinig.fi 111 mintruclton. nt»-

rly o<lorlc». self operating, iwrmnn

I
Costs Notluni! to Operate.

Oht f rVv 2 tells alt about it

ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL CO.. 2M Fiitk Art . N. Y.

color \i>o

FOR SALE
Tries desirable home wilh three acres located at 2000
South LoK.in Avenue. Denver. Colo Modern in every
way—attractive grounds with trees and shrubbery. For
particulars, box 148. Denver. Colorado

Colorado Springs
"Fairhoime" in Beat Residential
District For Sale at a Sacrifice

A charminc house delightfully located in this foremost re-

sort. Stone and frame construction with every modern
convenience of electricity, hot water heating, open fire-

places and outdoor sleeping porches. Ten minutes walk to
the station. The garage will accommodate 8 cars and is

fitted out with a repair shop equipped with motor driven
machinery Separate quarters for chauffeur. Excellent
sanitary conditions are installed in the stable which is

large and well-arranged for harness, wash rooms, box
ttaus, etc. Other features are a complete coachman's
cottage of six rooms and bath, and a child's large play
house. Die grounds are highly improved and the lawns,
gardens and shade trees are in perfect condition. For par-
ticulars and terms write

WILLS. SPACKMAN & KENT
Colorado Springs Colorado

VIRGINIA

Virginia and Maryland Country Homes
We know the climatic, social, agricultural and other
conditions obtaining in the best regions, so are prepared
to give intelligent information to those wishing to locate
in the country. Charlottesville. Keswick, and Greenwood
in Albemarle. Warrenton and The Plains in Fauquier.
Middleburg and Leesburg in Loudoun. Berryville in Clarke,
Green Springs Valley in Maryland, are favored districts.

Free Catalogues of Interior and Riper Properties

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY
816 Connecticut Avenue Washington, D. C.

H. W. Hilleary, Pres. Charles S. Robb. Vice-Pres.
Walter R. Tuckerman, Treasurer

If r<>» intend In tuiiM nml with ynui new home In lie espfessive

nl your >.v.i I .... 1. 1 « 1 .1 v and diflereril Irmn llie • uninvinplare.

Villi Mill lie interested in III v (Hi ifMitllii ill in regard In l|ierial

.V. i. lie. 1 1 1-
1 ,n id- Iw.i 1.11I.I1, .Imn. dr.. .,l.e.l Irel.iW.

"COLONIAL HOUSES" u line* plana pawdrwi
•ml .let. mil mi. I ..in... i.. with new Designs lnr I'M/' Price

hv esiwes. pieiinul %l
"SILICCO HOUSES" r'.nlaininf persiierlives, 1 in Kale
A.mii plan*, and ali.iwing designs iiiilahle lor ibis imiienilialile

In nrilenng give hrief deti riptiun i.l ymir requiremenls and lliey

will li«»e esine.l rnn.ifleiall'in Plan, fuiniilied lin llie alleralion

ni nlil buildings l.i ihe ( .ilrmral and Slurr.i styles. Kueprnol
dwellings a spensllv /Vldress

I S. CHILD. Arrhilnl. K 1017. 29 I: I-., New Yark City

SUITING
INEERO. PERRY SARLE,

146 WritmiiHtrr Sired Providrncc, R. !

Water Supply, S*. w.w Ditpoaal, I .ml Drainage
Pi#»ra, Wallt, Shor*- Front Pmlertion

Topniraphtcal Surveys: l.awna and Drivea

JAPANESE
TEA GARDEN

Miiile ill short lime in all

styles to liiiriimlii/.r wilh

AtMi rii mi ground.

T. R. OTSUKA
'» i Saulh Michigan Are., Chkago. III.

Write the Readers' Service

for information regarding

Live Stock

DISTRICT OK (OH M Ml A

Indian Spring Farm For Sale
la suburbs ol Washington, D. C. Thirty minutes

by auto to City over macadam roads. Magnifi-

ccntsitc for gentleman's country home. First class

agricultural Had Valuable timber boundary, bor*

tiers on large stream The spring is one of Ihe

finest in Southern Maryland. Water was at one

tine bottled, f arm house and outbuildings. One-
hundred and seventy acres, surveyed for subdivi-

sion Adjoining land held at twice the price. A
rare liargain. for immediate sale $25,000.00.

GLOVER & FLATHER
737 15th Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

MODERN COUNTRY HOME
FOR SALfcOR EXCHANGF.-Magnincrnc modem country

home, 10 acres, Ij rooms, gas, electricity, sewerage, fine warer

supply, t hathrooms. hot-water heat, servants' quarters,

individual phones; garage, stahle. barn, chicken-houses, in first

class condition; garden, asparagus, strawherrv beds, young
orchard, all fruits, flower beds, beaiiriful shade, overlooking
Wanliititfloii. v minutes U. S. Treasury hv electric cars; 18 minutes
auluinubile; 10 minutes steam rn.irl. I'rice J terms if desired.

O. B ZANTZINGER. Washington. D. C

MISCELLANEOUS

Money-Making Farms
tools, and crops

Write for Big
15 states, $10 an acre up; stock,

often included to settle quickly.

Illustrated Catalogue.

Stroct Farm Agency
Department 2718 New York

Tf* you have not read the

# 7" »s- best dog story ever writ-

*J ten—or if your boy has

not—buy "Bob, Son of Battle" at

your nearest bookstore and you will.

Published by

Doublcday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

THE LOVELIEST CABINET WOOD
IN ALL HIE WORLD "

NATIVE TO AMERICA HMNT1FUL
BEAUTIFUL. WORKABLE TRY IT

En/ou Beaulu >

Write for Samplet
With KnottleJtr >

Write for Bootl't

GUM LUMBER MFRS. ASSN
1306 Bank of Commerce Bldg

MEMPHIS, TENN.

The Readers' Service gives information

about Dogs and Kennel Accessories

POSITIONS WANTED
By experienced estate superintendents,

farm managers, head gartleners, etc.

Purchasing Agent for Gentleman's
Country Estate

Lady of experience, competent to assume full charge

Any discounts or commissions received, will be

allowed to estate. Address, Box No 837, care of

Country Life, Garden City, N. Y

Gardener Open for Engagement
Age 33, married, no family. Thoroughly expen-

enced in all branches. 20 years' experience on pn-

vate estates, 6 years' Canadian experience, first class

reference Nationality. English. H Phipps, 159
Ballantyne Avenue, Stratford, Ont , Canada.

WANTED
Position as farm manager Have had considerable

experience on a dairy farm where the principal

crops grown were potatoes, hay, cabbage, corn,

oats, and fruir. (Jraduare of Cornell Agricultural

College. Best references. Box 838. care of

Country Life, Garden City, N Y.

Position Wanted—For landscape gardener,

florist and horticulturist. First class green-

house man. Position preferred gentleman's sub-

urban or country' estate near Chicago or Mil-

waukee Advertiser now in prison, be released

June 26th, 1917. Address Rev. A. J. Soldan,

Chaplain U. S. Prison, Leavenworth, Kansas.

WANTED
Position? for my Dairyman and Farm Manager. Both mar-

ried. Can recommend either of them very highly as to honesty,

sobriety and being fully capable to assume full charge of either

Farm or Dairy. Large proposition preferred, or one where there

would be a chance of advancement.

CAPT. R. L LAW, Hotel Southland, Norfolk, Ya.

Superintendent of Country Estate
seeks position, has been employed for the past eleren years on one

of finest estates on Long Island Practical knowledge of all branches

of estate work. Specialist with poultry and dairy- stock, would
develop new estate under owner's instructions, very highest written

and personal references. Married, age 39, English. None but first

class position with good wages considered, where absolute integnty

and real service will be appreciated. Interview at your convenience,
Address F. H. Box 839, care of Country Life Garden City, N". Y.
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NEWS of the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
JUNE SALES

Guernseys — Waukesha County Guernsey
Breeders' Association, Waukesha, Wis., June 7th.

Ayrshires— New England Ayrshire Club,

Springfield, Mass., June 14th.

This sale, to be held in the Coliseum of the

Eastern States Exposition which housed the

National Dairy Show last October, promises

to be one of the choicest Ayrshire sales ever

held in this country. The offering will include

forty representative imported animals, a con-

signment from Canada, and others from some
of the best herds throughout New England.

All animals will be absolutely sound and
tuberculin tested. Catalogues giving further

details can be obtained from Mr. A. W.
Sagendorph, Spencer, Mass.

Ff-olstein-Friesians—Sale to follow the An-
nual Meeting of the Association, Fair Grounds,
Worcester, Mass., June 7th and 8th.

Brown Swiss—First American Consignment
Sale, Pottstown, Pa., June 26th. This sale will

be conducted by a group of Eastern breeders

and will include animals consigned by many
of the best known men in the work, from
some of the finest herds in the country.

other cow that has produced
pounds of butter in seven days

combined, no
more than 40
having approached her figures for milk. Ormsby
Jane Segis Aaggie was bred by Ernest M. John-
son, Richfield Springs, N. Y., and has been

developed by her present owner, Oliver Cabana,

Jr., Elma Centre, N. Y. M. S. Prescott.

HOLSTEIN CLAIMANT for

HIGH HONORS
RMSBY JANE SEGIS AGGIE

^f^j^Q I S°943 ,s candidate for the title

Y F )fl
°^

"
tne greatest producing cow

in the world." Her claims are

yg^g$yjyj based on the following facts:

she is the world's champion
producer of milk and butter combined, over all

ages and breeds in the short-time division; she

is world's champion over all ages and breeds

for the production of butter for 30, 60, 90,

and 100 days; she is the world's champion
four-year-old for the production of both milk

and butter for 30, 60, 90, and 100 days; and
she is the only cow of any breed that has

ever made two 7-day butter records above

40 pounds. She made her first bid for fame in

December, 1915, when she hung up the follow-

ing figures:

BUTTER
(80 PER

CENT. FAT)
MILK

AVERAGE
PER CENT.

FAT

7 days
30 days
60 days
90 days
100 days

44.42 lbs.

183 16 lbs.

360 31 lbs.

509 08 lbs.

565.61 lbs.

721.4 lbs.

3.241.0 lbs.

6,231.7 lbs.

9,188. 7 lbs.

10,151.7 lbs.

4 93 per cent.
4 52 percent.
4.63 per cent.
4.43 percent.
4 46 percent.

These entitled her to seventeen

world's records, as follows:

Over all ages and breeds for butter

production for 7, 30, 60, 90, 100, and
120 days (her 100-day record ex-

ceeding the performance of any other

cow for 120 days). Also for butter

production in the senior four-year-

old class for 7, 30, 60, 90, 100, and
120 days, and in the four-year-old

class for milk production for 30, 60,

90, 100, and 120 days.

In the year following^ th«--€em-

pletion of this test her 7-day record

was beaten no less than four times

by other Holsteins, while one cow
has in 120 days beaten her perform-

ance for 100. About thirteen months
later, however, she freshened again

at the age of six years, one month,
and proceeded to increase her pre-

vious figures for both milk and but-

ter, producing in her best seven days

46.33 pounds of butter from 879.4
pounds milk, which gives her a

world's record for milk and butter

TO THE BOYS AND FARM OWNERS OF NEW
YORK STATE

ON MAY 1, 1917, there were 14,686 fewer farm

laborers in New York than on May 1, 1916, and^i

greatly increased acreage of planted crops. Altogether

there is an estimated need for 52,000 hired men for the

coming season. A Farm Cadet Bureau has been or-

ganized under the State Military Training Commission

to bring together farm and estate owners who need help,

and all those boys from sixteen to twenty years of

age who by state law are required to take a specified

amount of military training each week or, as an alter-

native, to volunteer to do farm work during the sum-

mer. The Bureau is organizing camps, finding out

how much and what kind of labor is needed on every

farm in every community, and enrolling and distribut-

ing the boys who volunteer for service. Here is a

definite, practical, vital way for citizens and future

citizens to render patriotic service to the state, and

no less to the nation.

A The projected pure-bred sheep

Coming sale, ofwhich mention was made in

SheeD these columns two months ago, is

g aje
now practically assured. Repre-
sentatives of the leading sheep

breeders' associations have formed an organization

with Mr. C. A. Tyler, Secretary of the Hampshire
Breeders' Association, as President, selected

the Ohio State Fair Grounds at Columbus, and
Aug. 7th and 8th as the place and time of the
sale, and are now working out the remaining
details. Until a secretary has been appointed
and his name announced, information about
the Associated Pure-bred Sheep Sale, as it is to

be called, can be obtained by addressing Mr.
Tyler at 36 Woodland Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

BOYS

You must (unless es-

pecially exempted) do mil-

itary service or farm work.

The latter fulfils the re-

quirements, benefits the

farming industry, gives

you a vigorous, strength-

building summer, and a

chance to make money in

proportion to your skill

and industry. Later you
may be needed for army
work; now is your chance
to prepare for it and really

to help your state, your
country, and yourself—at

home.

FARMERS

Many of you want and
need help, but the

mature, experienced labor

that you would prefer is

not available. You can
serve your country and in-

crease your farming by
taking this labor that is

offered you, even though
it calls for a little extra

training and directing, and
perhaps some patience

and forbearance. Read-
ers of Country Life who
are dedicating hundreds of

acres to the cause, here is

another way really to help.

Details of this work, its methods and progress, can be

obtained from the offices of the Bureau, 68 William

Street, New York City, or from the Editor of The
New Country Life.

An
Awakening
In Schoharie
County

Schoharie County, long

known as the leading hop
section of New York State,

is going out of the hop in-

dustry and taking up dairy-

ing. To encourage greater activity among the
farmers in breeding and raising better animals,

the Schoharie County Breeders' Association

was recently organized. Already it has
secured the cooperation of local banks to the
extent that they have agreed to lend money
to farm boys with which to buy pure-bred
calves. It is thus going to give special atten-

tion to the interesting and educating of young
and coming farmers in the value of better

stock.

The Holstein
Association

Meeting

The annual meeting of the

Holstein - Friesian Association

of America will be held June
6th, not at Syracuse as in re-

cent years, but at Springfield, Mass. The
annual banquet will take place that evening
and the meeting of the board of directors the
night before, June 5th. On the 7th and 8th a

sale of Holsteins will be held at the Worcester
Fair grounds. A feature of the meeting will

be an address by Prof. E. V. McCullom of
the University of Wisconsin.

Leasing The sales prices and selling

A values of pure-bred sires are

Bull matters of fairly general

knowledge; the rental value of

such an animal is a somewhat more unusual
figure, but one none the less significant. To
illustrate, Mr. Frank Graham Thompson,
owner of Brookmead Farm, Devon, Pa., has

leased the Guernsey bull Anton's May King
for one year, from the Delaware State College

at Newark, for the sum of #1,500. Mr.
1 hompson owns a number of cows of May

Rose breeding, and the bull's sire and
dam were both by May Rose King, so

there are admirable opportunities

offered for the intensification of

blood lines.

The
Limiting of
Sales

Ormsby Jane Segis Aagie 150943, Mr. Oliver Cabana's Holstein claimant for the title of

world's champion producing cow, whose records, given in the text, supply convincing support

of her contention

Progressive S h r o p -

shire breeders have

adopted the rather

unusual policy of

limiting the number of animals that

they are willing to sell to any one

buyer. They feel, and rightly, that in

Mew of the limited supply of good

sheep, this practice will distribute

the available stock in the greatest

number of places and prove the

best possible means for meeting the

increased need for more and better

animals that is sure to come within

the next few years. To illustrate,

an Indiana breeder recently sent

half a dozen individuals into Kansas,

ten into Ohio, and an equally small

number out to Montana. From
the standpoint of the nation at

large and the sheep industry in

12
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"''»'''"' S'H'/i' will thhlh liif' "

V l\ < M ' ' ' I IN I K 1 I, I I' I'. Infntmnllnn ahnul l.i.ni J,,./,

yritfi.il, tins will i > v • > 1 1 1 1 < 1 1 1 1 In Minn ill.in if

n.>I.I in oik' htuuh to one !»»•« id i

Wlt.tt (nmhI I'" il.iitvimii "i Imk.Iii-. wh«>

(J,j,|,. n i.Ill o\ut pun hit «l t .lttlr will t .llt-

i'ji, |),, to do otherwise; for iIhhm* who
i.mnot in\r*c in rr(ti«trriil »fmk,

two |««'ttonn.int i'n irnitth i inniilt ti ll l>\ i>r.ulr

GurrnitrVN in tin- hml ol Mi 11 l> I'.trUr, ol

(in« li \. Colo,, mi|>|<I\ pli'tttv ol ri'.ison I'm lirinu

MtUhrd with ui .nit- i'own, />riirii/iNx '•*">' •'!»• of

iK. right t\ pt mil i|ti.tlits

.

I Ik Inst >o\\, Sin, prodniril sO,i 14 pounds of

milk v .1 1 1 \ mi: :.\<»t pounds of fal in the foul \ < in

between Jan. 1. 1911. and Jan. 1, 1917. and
avi-r.im il 1 ; ; pomuU >>l milk, ; 1; poninU of f.it,

for each twrh i-inonth pcriinl. The sceonil ani-

mal, Kilith. in tin time vc.irs hetween Jan. 1.

1914. and Jan 1, HM7. K-> v^ 34.141 pounds of
milk, t,;;; pouttds of far. The average pro-

duction per cow m Mr. Parker's herd of seventy-

ti\ < cr.iili ( iuernse\ s was. List year. 7.4: I pounds
of milk, !4'j of fat; the cows in milk the whole
year! .is craved io,17»j and 447 pounds of milk

and tat respectively.

A New A l.20O-acre tract of the Fhnen-

Shortliorn dorf Kami. Lexington, K\ ., form-

Brccder tr ' v "u,Ul ' bj tnc ' atc J- B.

H .i£j*m. has heen purchased from
his estate bv Mr. \. K. Macomher, .1 son-in-law

of the late L. V. Harkness, former owner of the
not far distant Walnut Hall f arm. Mr. Ma-
comber is interesred in Thoroughbred and
trotting horses but plans to devote the farm
chieHy to the raising of Shorthorns, starting with

a herd bought from the Harkness estate and a

number of animals obtained from Klmendorf.

information The National I) u roc- J e r sey
Bureau for Record Association with head-

Duroc- lersev l
l
uart<*s at Peoria. HI., has

Breeders established a Ser\ ice Department
m connection with the office ofMr.

R. L Hill its "held secretary" at Columbia, Mo.
All persons desiring information about hogs and
hog raising in general or Durocs in particular are

invited to make use of this Department, and to

send their inquiries either to Mr. Hill or to the
home office in Illinois.

Large Scale Among the Duroc-Jersey breed-

Success with ers of the Southwest, one of the

Duroc-Jersevs most prominent and popular,

not to say successful, is Mr. W. S.

Bell, ot Crowell, lex., farmer, banker, owner of a
grain elevator and an opera house, and member
of the State Legislature, At the Fort Worth Fat
Stock Show in March, he exhibited four carloads
or iq; head of pure-bred Durocs, bred and raised
by him. with which he took first for carloads aver-
aging 175 to 225 pounds, rirst and third for car-
loads averaging 225 pounds and over, and the
championship for carloads of fifty hogs. The
champion fifty hogs weighed 19,520 (an average
of 391) pounds and sold for $3,142.72 or 16 cents
a pound; they were twelve to fourteen months
old and were raised on a permanent pasture of
sorghum, Bermuda grass, and rye, wheat, or
oats until time for finishing. Such success is

not new to Mr. Bell, however; in 1916 he won
five out of seven carload premiums, and in the
last four years has won thirteen. He admits
that Durocs for market are his hobby, but
refuses to see why a hobby should not be

(Continued on page 18)

Brown Swiss Cattle
The First American Consignment Sale of

Selected from the Choice Breeding Herds of

Theodore N. Vail T. Coleman Dupont C. M. Marshall
Frank Freemyer Hull Brothers Dr. C. N. Dixon

POTTSTOWN, PA.
Tuesday June 26, 1917 at 1 P.M.

The offerings will comprise 38 females and two males, all good in-

dividuals and bred for production.

This is the first sale of its kind ever staged in this country and offers

all lovers of good Swiss cattle or those who contemplate the purchasing of
foundation dairy stock, an opportunity to buy the best American bred animals.

For the information of those who are not acquainted with the splendid

qualities of the Brown Swiss breed, the following information will be of interest.

1. Brown Swiss milk is the nearest perfect for human consumption.
2. A Brown Swiss cow holds the record over all breeds for the largest pro-

duction of milk and butter at a public test away from home. 3. The
Brown Swiss cows of Switzerland average over 6,000 pounds of milk per

year, while all dairy cows in the United States average less than 4,000

pounds. 4. A Brown Swiss cow showed the greatest net profit in a test

for economical production at the University of Wisconsin, 35 cows com-
peting; all dairy breeds were represented.

A dinner for all visiting breeders will be served at the Merchants Hotel

of Pottstown, Monday evening, June 25th. This is the occasion of a general

get-together rally of Brown Swiss men and all those who are prospective

Brown Swiss breeders. This sale offers a splendid opportunity for estate

owners to purchase foundation stock. Pottstown is 40 miles from Philadel-

phia and may be reached by the Philadelphia & Reading and Pennsylvania

Lines. Excellent service from Philadelphia. For catalogue and other

information, address

WILLIAM S. DUNN, Sales M anager
90 West Broadway Phone Barclay €092 New York City

A Pet Goat Wanted
The animal to be trained for driving and to be perfectly safe

around children. This goat is for a boy of six years who
wishes to purchase with the goat a small carriage and har-

ness. Address all communications to

Box No. 835, care of Country Life, Garden City, L. I..N.Y.

J. Victor Feather
The Live Stock Photographer

Expert on JERSEYS, AYRSHIRES
GUERNSEYS, HOLSTEINS

Stock Farm and Estate Photographer. Every-

thing pertaining to country life

Write at once {or terms and open dates

Address J. VICTOR FEATHER
GLEN COVE NEW YORK

WELL-BRED PONIES AT WAR PRICES
Strong, sweet-tempered, for children or country place, saddle
cart, or garden, from 30 to 56 inches high.

April hatched Pullets for winter layers. Barred Rock or Silver

Campine.

Belgian or New Zealand Hares of"delicately bred stock', that are
cheaper than chickens to raise and epicurean to eat

LONGLANDS FARM, Crosse lie. Mkh. Near Detroit)

B. C. A. SMITH. Sufi.

WALTER G. CHARD, M. A.

FARM ADVISER
Scientific training; Practical experience. Both

are needed to avoid mistakes in planning:

FARM BUILDINGS
COUNTRY ESTATES

SELECTION OF LIVE STOCK
Experience ranges from small Wisconsin home-

steader farms to big Eastern Estates; from Poultry

Plants to Residence; from Fox Terriers to Draft

Stallions. Owns and operates large dairy farm.

New York City Office or Meadowood Farms
Architect s Building, 101 Park Ave. Cazenoria, V T.
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What They Are ^HOLSTEINS
The Holstein Breeders represented on this page
arc recommended by Country Life. For infor-

mation concerning the Holstein breed, address

Country Life Readers' Service Department
Garden City New York

, 1
.
.'Nhiiiiiiiiiumimmi.

Where to Buy Them

.
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-
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Twenty Centuries

of Holstein Progress
Twenty centuries of careful breeding and expert development have
produced and preserved the magnificent size, vigor and vitality of the

purebred Holstein-Friesian cattle. They are such big, handsome,
healthy and kind looking creatures that they are the most attractive of

all dairy breeds on the gentleman's estate. To the owner who takes

pride in showing his animals, they are

a source of continual pleasure, for their

great characteristic virtues have not

been sacrificed for the abnormal
production of butterfat. Then, too,

their economic and large production
of milk and butter insures a sound,
financial basis for the dairy.

HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
F. L. HOUGHTON, Sec'y. 61-H AMERICAN BUILDING, BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT

VANDERKAMP FARMS
HOME OF

JUDGE SEGIS
Son of the Great King Segis whose
sons sired World's Champion 50
lb., 46 lb. and 40 lb. cows.

JUDGE SEGIS is the only sire

of the breed at 5 years of age to

have a Jr. 3 year old and a 21 lb.

yearling daughter. He has now 24
daughters, one Jr. 4 year old 3385,
one 2 year old 2855 and a yearling 2214. Judge Seg is

WE HAVE A NICE LOT OF BULL CALVES 2-5 MONTHS
OLD FOR SALE from good A.R.O. DAMS at prices low enough so

that you you can afford to raise one to serviceable age.

IVrite usfor description and prices

HERD TUBERCULIN TESTED ANNUALLY AND FREE FROM DISEASE

F. C. SOULE & SONS SYRACUSE, N. Y.

G RAY FIELD FARM
Greenwich, N. Y.

Has at the head of its herd one of the choicest sons

of Pontiac Korndyke. Sons and daughters for sale.

HARRY C. GRAY GREENWICH, N. Y.

BROAD MEADOWS
PAWLING. N. Y.

THE BEST IS CHEAPEST
OUR KIND of PURE-BRED HOLSTEINS

will put your farm on a paying basis.

We have bred and developed as many of the

cows producing over 40 lb. butter in a week as all

other establishments in the world combined.

OUR SADIE VALE FAMILY
stands on the top-most pinnacle of popularity

OUR HERD SIRE

KING KORNDYKE SADIE VALE 86215
is recognized as

THE LEADING SIRE OF HIS GENERATION
Send for proof of this statement and informa-

tion concerning his get and other relatives in our
herd

- QUENTIN McADAM
BROTHERTOWN FARMS, 23 South Street, UTICA, N. Y.

LORENZO FARM
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.

Inquiries asked for A. R. O. Cattle.

CHAS. S. FAIRCHILD

farms MEADOWOOD FARMS
900 ITnlcfpine The new home of "Pietje 22d's Son"iiuisuciiis

a buU we ^eve second to none. Now
has 29 A.R.O. daughters. Four 30-lb. to 34-lb.

Other herd sires "King Pontiac Lyons DeKol" and "Sir
Pieter Lyons." Write us.

PAUL T. BRADY, Owner HENRY E. LEE, Herdsman

PUREBRED
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN DAIRY HERD

High class stock at reasonable prices

W. G. CHARD, Prop., A. L. SHEPHERD, Mgr.
Cazenovia, New York

The National Guaranty Sale
WORCESTER, MASS., JUNE 7-8, 1917

150=Pure Bred Holsteins—150
THE CHOICEST LOT OF CATTLE EVER

OFFERED FOR SALE
Last year in our first sale at Detroit, Michigan, 140 Holsteins

were sold for $155,090, an average of $1, 107.78.

This year we have a higher class of cattle, the best selections that

could be made from the herds of over 40 leading breeders from a

dozen states.

FACTS WORTHY OF STUDY
In the National Guaranty Sale the following will be sold:

14 cows with records of 30 to 38 lb.

32 daughters of 30 to 46.84-lb. cows.

18 sons of 30 to 46.33-lb. bulls.

3 sons or daughters of 40 to 46-lb. cows.

15 head sired by sons of 40-lb. cows.

15 head sired by 5 different bulls, that have 40-lb. to 50-lb.

daughters.

A 60-day guarantee against tuberculosis covers all offerings in this sale. The cata

More 30-lb. cows and their sons and daughters than were ever

sold in any other sale.

More sons and daughters of 40-lb. cows than were ever sold in

any other sale.

Never before has a son or a daughter of a 46-lb. cow, or an ani-

mal whose two nearest dams averaged over 42 lb. been sold at either

private or public sale. We have a daughter of the world 's-record

46-84-lb. 4-year-old—the second highest record cow of the breed,

and a son of Ormsby Jane Segis Aaggie (46.33 lb. at 6 years; 44.42

lb. at 4! years), the world's champion milk-and-butter producer.

This young bull is sired by the $25,000 bull, Rag Apple Korndyke
8th (sire of the world's record 2-year-old, and a son of a former

w-orld's champion). He is the most outstanding youngster ever offered

for sale. He will make a fortune for the lucky purchaser, as he

represents an absolutely exclusive combination.

All the great sires are well represented in the sale.

The offerings have been personally inspected by the Sale Director,

and not a single poor individual has been accepted.

logue is now ready. It is illustrated profusely, and is Sent Only on Request. Address

H. A. MOYER, Sale Director, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
THE NATIONAL HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN SALE COMPANY OF NEW ENGLAND

Catalogue and Publicity by E. M. Hastings Company, Lacona, N. Y.
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Langwatcr Farms
GUERNSEYS

Tht Kind l.anguattr Products

MSI/*'

l.anitwatt-r P.iirvtn.ini s"M t«>i i ; ".oo at »alc

H Ottobtr IO, Hjl<>— the- highest price ever paid

for a Guernsey l*<>w. Mrr Mood is In-inu c«n-

tinurvl at I anitwatcr harm through her sun,

Ltagwitci Steadfast.

75 head of l.aniiwatcr Guernseys sold, October

10th at tUCtion made an average of 1075; es-

tablishing a record in the dairy world.

Bull calves of this l>lix>d lor sale

For particulars apply

Wilhani Grant, Supt. North Eaiton, Mass

S////nybrook Gu t rns i i 'J

GUERNSEYS
Ihr liiirtMH-v Hrvtilrri rrprrarnlril on *l,

t
. n->

air m iimimm inlrd hv Cminfiv l.tfr I'm intoi-

| niatMin tiMMfrniiiii tlir (iiirrnwy bmil, 4*I<Ih*«

' Coi'NtMY Lffl RlAMM' SlftVICI DlPAftTMIHT
( i.mli 11 ( 11 v Nrw Ymk

A distinct family of
high producing ani-

malsof correct type.

A. R Revnrils avrrat*
. •

1
• M'. fat. with in-

crease* in prucress

A frw chour animal*

Junior Ck*m pto* .it \*tion*l Slunr Herd regulatlv labaicu
B'rU *t Sunnyhrvok lin tested

CHARLES D. CLEVELAND
Box Eatontown, New Jersey

Harbor Hill Guernseys
Clarence H. Mackay, Owner

A Healthy Herd of

High Producers

Young Bulls of A.

R. Breeding, for sale.

For pedigrees and
prices address

C. H. HECHLER. Supt., Roslyn, New York

LABORATORIES Rat Virus
i« destruction of RATS. MICE, ami MOLES, by a special virus

. cvntets .% i« Hilarious .ii*e.vsr pr uliur t<> these animals. Him-
• human being*, domestic animals, poultry or game. Not a poison.

,lofi.$o. l.\TKi>l>l"Cl-0 BY I STHS YEARS AGO. Ifvour

PA8TK1 I \B«K\'r«KII> OK V M KKIC V
YurL. KH6 W. 1 Ilk St. i hloac". 1 » V I.a *alle St.

Laboratoire des \ aceins Pasteur pour 1'Etranger and
Instimt Pasteur. Paris Biological Products

The Mixter Farm
300 Guernsey Females

} soman's

King of Out

May, 17053

Sire Yeoman

A.R.

Dam Florkam

Daisy, A. R.

Full Sister

to King 0/ the

May

Young bulls for sale at reasonable rates. It will

pay you to visit our herd.

J. S. CLARK, Supt., Hardwick, Massachusetts

The Oaks Farm
Guernseys

Si hint I li til Sir i-

MAY KINC OF LINDA VISTA, 17946

Junior Herd Sire

DON IVOOOF LINDA VISTA, 2K3H7

Nuggets Primrasa, 4HH35

The Leading Two-year-old Milk Record of the Breed

15,436.10 lbs. Milk 705.56 lbs. Fat

Several Bull Calves anil a frw Young lleifertof

choice breeding lor tale

THE OAKS FARM, COHASSET, MASS.
CI U \ K Hi IN, IKrncr Aililrria W. S. MM'. Manager

Guernseys
represent in the dairy world a

combination of

Productiveness and Prolificacy, Beauty
and Vigor, Quality and Ruggedness

and for their owners

Profit and Pleasure

Write for free illustrated descriptive booklets

I NK AMERICAN GUERNSEY
C \TTLE CLUB

BOX C. L. PETERBORO, N. H.

Edgemont Farms
Offers yearling Guernsey herd bull of

May Rose breeding—his dam, two
granddams, and four great grand*
dams all A. R. and the records of the

seven average 729 lbs. fat—also few
females. Write for particulars and prices.

T.E.HYDE, Bloomsburg, Pa.

Woodland Farms

Herd sires, King Masher 11084,

King Masher 8th, 20973. We
have for sale bull calves out of

A. R. cows. For further partic-

ulars inquire of

W. B. JONES, Supt.

WIW/C Id BU) IIWIH

I II*' above photogr 4|ili «hows thi- prize winning fi»-t n-

Group eshihlfed at the National Oairy Show of

Upland Farms offers hull calves

sired by show winning hulls of

distinctive breedings.

We have a few females for sale from
time to time

Our herd won more prizes at the National
Dairy Show thai) Ml the other (Juernsey

Breeders of New England.

Ribbons won at tht I'ylo Show Circ

UPLAND FARMS
IPSWICH MASS.

BtHlj. P. Bimct, Mgr. F. P. Frazier St Son, Proprietors

HI AVER RIDGE FARM
dUERNSEYS

» • *

HKRD BULL:
ModtVi lolly Lad
205^2. Grandson of

K mi: 'if the May and
M aihfr'i Srqurl.
Oam. Imp. Modrlr
26628—626.66 fat.

Pearl Rott of thrGIrn
47414. I2,J78.R Ihi.

milk. 71 1.43 Iha. fat.

The third hishest prr^

_ ducinK two year old
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in the United States.

Y W HOWK.ftwr WM. H. SANDERS, Manager

Bedford H ills (Weatchester County), New York

Drawer 0. White Plains, N. Y.

C3
ALBA MONT
GUERNSEYS
Campton, New Hampshire

Home of Albamont Ever-
bearing Strawberries

ioo Strong, Hardy Plants, either

Superb or Progressive, sent post
paid on receipt of $2 cash with order.

Gerar Guernseys
Herd founded 1890. A. R. Work started 1912

We have in our herd four females with average records of 600
lbs. fat, all now over twelve years old, all safe in calf, three carry

-

ine their twelfth calves, and all with two or more A. R. daughters.

We are offering bull calves from daughters of two of these cows.

LOUIS McL. MERRYMAN, Cockeysville, Md.

SARNIA
I have imported

over 1,000 Guernseys
and 70 of them have
made records over 500
lbs. fat. Have made
125 A.R. records in my
own herd.

My iath importation of over 100 head of cows,

heifers in calf, and younger heifers arrived in

New York in April.

Write for sale lists and state vour wants.

CHARLES L. HILL
Rosendale Wis
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Anchor Post Fences
Pasture Fences—Stock Paddocks—Poultry Run
Enclosures—Piggery Enclosures—Kennel Yard
Enclosures, etc.

We are specialists in designing and building

modem fences and enclosures of all kinds,

for live stock, poultry and game. Owners of

farms and country estates will find our Cata-
logue interesting reading.

Write for special farm fence literature

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt St., (13th floor) New York

The Stamp
of Quality

A Berkshire sire will im-
print quality upon every
litter. Berkshire crosses

grow faster and fatten easier
than scrubs. A good sire will raise

the standard of your whole herd and pay for himself in a sin-
gle season. Berkshires are splendid grazers, making cheap
gains during the growing period—easily fattened at any age—breed uniform in type and dress'out well. That's why they
top the market. You should have our free booklet, "Berk-
shire Hogs." Write to-day.

American Berkshire Association
534 East Monroe Street, Springfield, Illinois

JOINT SHEEP SALE
OF

Registered Shropshire, Hampshire,
Rambouillet and Lincoln Sheep

AT PUBLIC AUCTION
On the State Fair Grounds, Columbus, Ohio

AUGUST 7th and 8th, 1917

This sale is held under the auspices of the Registry
Associations of the several Breeds above mentioned.

A BONA FIDE SALE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER,
of the best the world has to offer. For particulars or entry
blanks write

JOINT SHEEP SALE, 3« Woodland Are., Detroit, Mich.

American Hampshire Sheep Association
Hampshires are the best mutton sheep in the world.

Hampshire wether lambs won Grand Championship over all
breeds and all ages at 1916 International. Write the secre-
tary for information. We have a dandy little bookletforyou.

ROBERT BLASTOCK, President, Donerail, Kentucky

COMFORT A. TYLER, Secretary, 36 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Practical
Real Estate Methods

By Thirty New York Expert*

A unique symposium of some thirty odd chapters dealing with
every braoch of the real estate business.

Bnyhig, telling, ItMllljb renting. Improving, developing and
Hnaneing real rotate— thet»e and kindred tuples are divrutoed
by men of ability and knowledge.

Net, 2.50 (pottage SOe.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, New York

The Lightning-Sanitary
CHURN AND MIXER

Makes butter in less than
ten minutes.
, For making a perfect salad
dressing it has no equal.

Prices 1 qt. size $1.00
2 " " 1.25
3 " " 1.50
4 " " 2.00

Write for new catalogue

J. S. BIESECKER
Dairy and Creamery Supplies

59 Murray St., New York

{Continued from page ij)

profitable— which he finds that properly man-
aged Duroc-Jerseys certainly are.

Another representative Duroc-Jersey breeder,

and also a money-making rancher, is Mr. D. Schil-

ling of Chicago, erstwhile saddle-horse enthusiast

but now a breeder of Hereford cattle and Mam-
moth jacks as well as hogs. On his J. O. D.
Ranch at Aroya, Colo., Mr. Schilling handles be-

rw rt n three and four thousand hogs each year,

the outstanding individuals being kept in the
breeding herd, and the rest sent to market.
When he first went in for Durocs he purchased
registered animals, and he has kept the herd
registered ever since, with gratifying results. In

the last nine months he has put a new top on the
Denver market three times; on April 19th he
topped it by 30 cents, and the Chicago market by
10 cents. The methods that have brought such
results are thus summarized by Mr. Schilling:

"We try to run the herd like a factory; indeed
it is a factory for pork making, and expenses for

feed, labor, etc., have to be kept at a minimum, so

that we can show a profit at the end of the

year. We aim to breed two litters a year,

but it is usually thirteen months before the

cycle is finished. All our sows are numbered
and each one is put into a farrowing house
about a week before the time for the pigs to

come. Sows and their litters are put into large lots

two weeks after farrowing; the pigs are weaned at

ten weeks, then separated according to size, and
put, a carload or about eighty head at a time,

into pens 50 X 350 feet, supplied with water and
feed troughs, hayracks, and cement water basins

for bathing. Until they weigh 125 pounds we
feed corn chop, oats, shorts, and tankage in a

heavy slop; after that we use self-feeders, leaving

out the oats. Green alfalfa in the summer and
hay in winter is always before them, until two
weeks before marketing time. It is more econom-
ical for us to cut alfalfa for them, than to pasture
them. We dip our hogs every six to eight weeks;
also oil our sleeping houses, which are simple and
inexpensively constructed; and flush out all

farrowing pens, which are of cement, almost
daily. We take care to feed on time, weigh all

feed used, and keep accurate records of each pen
and each breeding animal."

Glen Alex Queen DeKol, Mr. A. C. Howie's world's cham-

pion senior two year-old Holstein. Her seven-day record of 603.8

pounds of milk. 42.26 pounds of butter exceeds the previous

record for her class by 1 1 pounds, and also those for junior and

senior three-year-old and junior four-year-old classes, and

makes her the first 40-pound daughter of a 40-pound dam

New From J. W. Clise's Willowmoor

Ayrshire Farm, Redmond, Wash., comes

Records t ^ie news or" a unique performance

in dairy cattle annals, namely the

making by twin cows, Willowmoor Blush and
Willowmoor Bloom, of two year's records that

averaged 14.509 pounds of milk and 671.95
pounds of fat.

Another good Ayrshire record finished about
the same time but on the other edge of the

continent, is that of 16,209 pounds of milk, 615
pounds of fat, made by Stonehouse Minnie at

.Mr. H. J. Chisholm's Strathglass Farm, Port

Chester, N. Y.

CALIFORNIA STOCK NOTES
HE holding of an annual live-stock

show in Los Angeles, Cal., is in a

fair way of being arranged for. A
number of leading citizens have
subscribed to its support.

THAT pure-bred cattle are coming into their

own in California is shown by some recent

purchases. Mr. J. V. De Leavaga, a promi-

nent attorney, has just purchased some registered

Jersey cows for his ranch; and Mr. William
Dimond, member of a large shipping corpora-
tion, has been purchasing Holsteins for his ranch.

Many shipments of registered cattle, sheep,
swine, and mules are being made to the
Hawaiian Islands, Mr Aubrey Robinson of
Makaweli being especially active along these
lines. Also many sales of California animals are
being made to South American points.

'"PHE Blackhawk Stock Farm of Burlinghame,
Cal., is preparing to move to its new and larger

breeding site at Diablo, Contra Costa County, at

the base of the mountains. Upward of #150,000
has been spent in developing this ranch, which is

now well known for its Shire horses and its dogs.

At the new ranch, Shorthorn cattle, Berkshire and
Mulefoot hogs, and Cornish Game and Black
Minorca poultry will be added to the breeding
stock.

pROBABLY the biggest California Holstein sale
* on record will be held June 5th, 6th, and 7th at

Vina, Tehama County, when the Leland Stan-
ford herd, numbering 400 head, will be dispersed.

]V/fARK REQUA, one of Oakland's prominent
men of affairs, paid #1,500 for the boar Star

Leader bought from the University Farm at

Davis, Cal. The boar won Junior Championship
at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition.

npHE well known Charles C. Moore Ranch, sit-

uated in what is known as Anderson Valley in

the extreme northern part of the Sacramento
Valley, will respond to the call of the United
States Department of Agriculture for increased

crops this year by growing a second crop of grain

and forage sorghums upon 400 acres now in

barley. The owner of this ranch was president

of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition.

M 1

V

R. E. A. Gammon, a highly successful pear

growerof Hood, Sacramento County, h as j ust

purchased from the D. O. Lively Stock Farm, a

pure-bred herd of Hampshire sheep.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
HE Broad Meadows herd of Holsteins,

at Pawling, N. Y., owned by
Mr. Paul T. Brady, has recently

been increased by the purchase

from the Rivers lew Fruit and Stock

Farms, Hartwick Seminary, of the

following: Butter Boy Buttercup Lady Perfec-

tion, Lady Buttercup Segis, Soldine Aaggie

Korndyke, Tops}', Korndyke Lass 2d, Lady
Buttercup Korndyke, and three other individuals.

*HE news that Maple Farm of Midlothian,

Tinley Park, 111., the estate of the late

Charles D. Eltinger and the home of a splendid

Guernsey herd, was recently bought by Mr. E. V.

Maltby of the Chicago Board of Trade, calls to

mind the additional information that Mr. Walter

A. Cook, formerly Manager of Mr. Eltinger's farm

but for the last two years Agricultural Agent for

Hartford County, Connecticut, has lately resigned

to become superintendent of Dr. B. A. Cheney's

Falcon Flight Farms, Litchfield, Conn. This is

also a Guernsey establishment in which the dairy,

as well as all the other farm activities, are on a

strictly business basis.

NORWOOD FARM, the estate of Mr.

Mortimer L. Schiff at Oyster Bay, Long
Island, suffered the loss of its main cow barn, horse

barn, hay barn, implement sheds, and herdsman's

cottage by fire garly in March. None of the

horses was destroyed and but one of the valuable

herd of Guernesys was lost; this was a young
bull calf which died from exposure.

rpLINTSTONE BELL BOY, a stalwart

* grandson of Doris Clay, who holds the

world's record for milk production among Milking

Shorthorns, has been placed beside the well known
bull Waterloo Clay, at the head of the large herd

on Mr. F. G. Crane's Flintstone Farm, Dalton,

Mass.

LTAWTHORN FARM, Lake County, Ilk,

owned by Samuel Insull, has purchased of

Walhalla Farms of Middleburgh, N. Y., the

Brown Swiss herd bull Octavius. He was sold by
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CHOW CHOWS—Disposal Sale of the Win Sum Kennels %Win Sum Krnnrl* tiller Ihr litlhtiulnu
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wrll ««»it

U it

Tnrw ,Kw> are ndnnl at lull Uwit value l«> ln»tit» rarlv

F. Li HUTTON

No. 5. Win Sum I'imi Ynlu iHo«^i liy Ch. V'iki Slum <•« lixrii nf Win Sum. A
wrll knnwn hIhiw iiml IipmmI liili h. I'rlir, %joo. Kr<l.

Nil '1 I iiii.iiiikI djii h liv ( li Miiik iilnrul ;i year ><l>l l)ark red and desir-

able iih it 1 11 ni 1 111 nil 11 1 or hrmid liili li. I'm r, $100
No. 7. lionl ol Win Sum l»y Ch, MiiiK ex llyiiiK l ux, wlnli*d Auk njio.

Dam of Ch. Win Sum Mm T'SlnK ami lnde|iendeiii < of Win Sum; an tin h

\ ulu.iUr ,1 > 11 liriinil lnl< li knl Price, fi 25.

No. 8. Win Sum Ko Kn liy I*'<m> Kwhv i-x Yohan, wlu-l|ied Nov. X, n,n.
» n un ami Utter ulster In Win Sum Him- Ilcrry. A high <la»w bitch "ml won
dcrful liiMt.il liili h. Triii' $100.

I hey may I* trrn at the krnnrU, SIMM Avenue, Ulip. Long W.in.l, N V., I.11I will ni.l Learnt on iipitrtiviil Atltlri'*i all it.ii.riiiir.it ..'lor.* l/t

Mm
ml a

>um,
«irr I'riir, Itoo.

in, whelped Nov. H,

in Sum III111 Herry

n Sum \\ hel|ieil

kg. A )ouiik <I"K

Kwliy ex Yolian,

Mm I >t>t|HiHii ii >n

wool. wok 1 11 iti;n.i>iN<; NKW YOKK CITY

SPANIELS, ()( Kl Hs

IKrr M> Mora w<»n hiw UK o(

VAN DYCK KENNELS
|Nvwton I MNI till- M ...

OLD ENGLISH
SHEEP DOGS
Pedigreed puppies frnm
Champion Muclc. Idral

playmates (or childrrn or

Companion* for Adulti.

Woodland Farm Kenncla
North Hampton N. II.

The Midkiff Kennels

COCKER SPANIELS
li.. krnnrU

Irish Setter Puppies
iy Champion ( on Law antl ( ham-

pion Sheila O'Brien

Born April .">•>.

Mah,. ttO Wk tit

Tha Arialacrala al Canina IMbU|
The Iriih Setter i» wnmlerful with

t h.ltlrrn antl the err-atett "pal"

in the worlr! for the Grown Upa.

I . ....I arawa .lit*. .1... far aal»

Charles Eaaelatyn
MMh't o/'Ar Pupplf HUDSON. N. Y.

Scottish Terriers, Puppies—For Sale

All stock first class quality only-

Prices reasonable

RINGWOOD KENNELS

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels

of Berry, Kentucky
n«Vr a>r tale. Sett*,* an.l Pointer*. Pna antl

Cat lloun.U. Wtilf and Keer lloumla, limn

Speingfield Centre P. O.
OTSEGO COUNTY

SCOTTISH TERRIERS
For Sale ami at Stud—Make
Best Companions. Equally
at Home in Mouse or Stable.

Walescott Kennels
Bernaxdsville New Jersey

NEW YORK

1 4 AYR KENNELS
SALISBURY. MARYLAND

have for immediate disposal several

promising

West Highland Terriers
of most fashionable breeding.

Nothing untler fifty dollars.

Scottish Terrier Puppies
bv Champion Walescott Maister W nllic, winner
of all the Specials awarded by the Scottish I er-

rier Club for igi 5.

Healthy, home raised, game little pups, already

accustomed to children.

GAEL KENNELS CUntcn. N. Y.

Boston Terriers
Young house broken dogs. Also
puppies and stud dogs. All blue

blooded stock.

J. MURRAY
Long Acre Hotel

157 Weat 47th St. New York City
Ttl 7790 Bmani

Beautiful, Aristocratic Irish

Setter Puppies

from prize winning registered

itoek, born in April and May.
Also two older females.

WALTER McROBERTS
1212 Knoxville Peoria. 111.

Scottish Terriers
HeslGet a "pal" and pet for the kiddies,

blood is here. Prices reasonable.

SANDY BROOK KENNELS
EXETER RHODE ISLAND

BULL TERRIERS
Not the fighting breed but a loyal I

sporting dog for grown ups or children.

Home ol Importid " Roy Lavender
-
' 1

winners. Standard bred, housebroken
{

grown dogs our specialty. Puppies I
always on sale. Nothing better obtain- *

able. Public stock dogs.

EUGENE E. THOMAS
Anawan Kennela. Auleboro. Mas*. L

Hemlock Hill Kennels
Clyde Street Brookline, Mass.

Sealyham Terriers

First Class Puppies for Sale

Boston Terriers
Handsomely marked. House

reared dogs of excellent breed-

ing. Suitable for companions
or show purposes. Also English

Bull dogs and Bull Terriers all

ages. Attractive prices.

Frank F. Dole, 119 W. 40th St., New York

SELL YOUR SPARE TIME
We will pay you well (or all you have—every spare hour can

mean money—by securing new subscribers to the World's Work,

Country Life in America, and The Garden Magazine. Write to

Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

Mrs. Byron Rogers'

A Sealyham and
M Cairn Terriers

Ready for immediate delivery,
"

r" eight Sealyham puppies 3 and 4
I. months old. Also two litters readyH _ for delivery in 8 weeks. Can be

Two Home Bred Puppies bo
2.

I

L
ed now

, ^Three litters of Cairn puppies

ready for delivery in 8 weeks.

The first
'* American bred " Cairns.

Send stamped envelope for full descriptions and pedigrees

or can be seen at any time.

Llandoyley Kennels
Park Avenue Telephone Connection Port Washington, L I.

BLUE BLOODS OF THE
CAT FANCY

A limifrd numl I i ' >i< . t liiui hilla

kitti ns fur s.ilr, ftnm imported nri/.e

winning stock. \'rkr%f>2^,^}^ and jtc/).

MRS. GKORGE BRAYTON
aatar Straat Brighton, Maaa.Lai.

A, K. C. S. II N«» 1
,

Two «f my
many \f\t%
winner*.

Pomeranian Doffs
and Persian Cats

\*<u* *n<l rat* from lh#*e kwtwli are all un.
11 . . .11

,
hardy.

D. B. CHAMPION
V.rlh'nlc II nn««>. Hnrlhfttr llaff, t'*m»nrA,

NUUfi Mind, N. T. Tel. r*i Trrmpklnavllle

PEKINGESE £sr,.-jf
(fiiaranter mv doga K'kmI h'»mea and
! v. ill you («*kI

at ihr right price Houa*-- broken,

hralthy. Raised in my own liomr,

not in a kennel. Shipped anywhere
/ and up. Mrs. ll. R Moomy

(C>wner of Nala'a Pekingeae^,
c } Bonner Avenue, corner I'oat

Road. Larchmont N. Y
Telephone 4-M Larchmont.

PEKINGESE

M anrl Am4rrk«. Some aa low aa
W rile for 'lew ri|4ion« an'l |rl<tiirea.

MRS. H. A. BAXTER
Great Naek. L. I.. Trlepkaaa 418. er

tall i in i. «>r. Telepfcea* l.'an v.n.l. ri.ill

Just What You Want
f)ne of my lovely Pekingese
Puppies. Bright, healthy,

eligible, unexcelled pedigree.

MRS. L. B. GOODRICH
Taunton Massachusetts

Mexican Chihuahuas
Smallewt and DaintieMt of all DogM

Idpal for pets and companion*; very affectionate
and faithful. Intelligence almoit human. Direct
importation*.. We are offering some choice stock
for sale, both puppies and grown doga.

Write /or Leaflet and Price*

ALAMEDA KENNELS
Box 236 C L«a Cruxes, New Mexico

Griffon Bruxellois

Three tiny show Dogs for

sale, very perfect types,,

over distemper.

PEAPACTON KENNELS
Far Hills New Jersey

Russian Wolfhounds

Valley Farm Kennels

Addre**
VorU Offl»
largest breet
itors of Rus*__
Pupj>i« and g

nications to Xew
l»th *t- The

st sucres*ful eahib-
tinds in the world,
nds for sale. Forruiipies anu yrow n nouncis ior siuc. rw

comfianionship, sport, exhibition, and profit

at prices that will interest you.

COLONIAL DOG MART
New York's Largest Dog Shop

All breeds of dogs at conservative prices.

Our long list of satisfied customers is your
guarantee. Write us your wants.

43 West 46th Street, New York City

Juat Weat of Thorley'a Telephone Bryant 5135.
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Keep Your Dog Well
ThroughHotWeather

It all depends on his food.
Feed him Austin's Dog Bread
twice a day and it will keep him in condit
through all seasons of the year, giving him a
glossy coat, firm flesh and a clear eye.

»D0G
READ

contains all the elements necessary to his diet—lean meat, cereals and bone meal.

Send us

your Name
and

Address and

your Dealer's

and we'll send your dog
a supper of Austin's Dog
Bread and you a delight-
ful little book—

"About Dogs"

AUSTIN DOG BREAD &
ANIMAL FOOD CO.

301 Marginal St., Chelsea, Massachusetts

WANTED
Kennel man for Long Island Estate. Address
with references

E. A. QUARLES
2273 Woolworth Bldg. New York City

Warren Kennels
Smooth Fox Terriers
We have for sale a few fine

young dogs and brood bitches

Mr. Winthrop Rutherfurd, Owner

DONALD CLARK, Manager
Allamuchy New Jersey_

(in

For Sale—High Class Winning
Wire-haired and Smooth Fox
Terriers, Irish Terriers, Aire-
dale Terriers, Manchester Black
and Tan Terriers, Bull Terriers

and mostly all breeds for sale,

Apply
ALF DELMONT

Leeds Kennels Wynnewood, Pa.

The Readers' Service gives information
about Dogs and Kennel Accessories

DELCREO for DISTEMPER
The Most Effective Treatment for

Canine Diseases

A non-poisonous germicide for internal use that
is immediately destructive to the distemper bacilli

and other harmful bacteria.

UNEQUALLED AS A CONDITIONER
Price $1.50 per 4 oz. bottle

THE DELSON CHEMICAL COMPANY. INC.
Dept. F 13 East 16th Street, New York City

BIRD HOUSES
Our Folder illustrating the best, most successful and largest
line on the market, is Free. Write to-day and compare values.

CHICAGO BIRD HOUSE CO., 709-11 So. Le«itt St., Chicago, III.

G. D. TILLEY, Inc.

Naturalist

"Everything in the Bird Line

from a Canary to an Ostrich '

'

Birds for the House and Porch
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary-
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park

Special Bird Feeds
I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer

in land and water birds in America and have on hand the
most extensive stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY, Inc., Naturalist, BoxC, Darien, Conn.

Reuben Clarke
National and International

Judge and Exhibitor for

over 25 years

Largest Stock of
^

GOOD DOGS
Every known breed that |
can be had in America.
My Kennels are convenient- |
ly located out of the HIGH
RENT SECTION: |

Moderate Prices _
It is generally known by the
dog-loving public that I give
the best values in any breed "
—imported or domestic.

|

NEW YORK KENNELS .

113 East 9th Street "
(Near Wanamakers) J

Telephone55&Q Stuyvesant

Brookwood Kennels
The Pro|>erty of Mr. W. Ross

Proctor

Sealyham and Welsh
Terriers

Address all communications to

HENRY A. PHILLIPS
120 Broadway, New York

The most unique and acceptahle gift to

your sztteetheart or child. The ideal
house pets and companions.

BOSTON TERRIERS
AND

FRENCH BULLDOGS
Send Stamp for Catalogue

SQUANTUM KENNELS
Established 1877 Atlantic, Mass.

Use Perfection Dog Food
At Our Expense

Send $4.00 for 100 pounds, use 25 per cent, and if not the best
you ever used, send it back; your money will be refunded and
we will pay the return freight. Cooked, ready to feed; a
perfectly balanced ration—feeding instructions sent with each
shipment. Order to-day.

PERFECTION DOG FOOD CO., Dept. A
165 Gladstone Ave., Detroit, Mich. Factory, Battle Creek

Insist on

SPRATT'S
For Your bog's Sake

Write for samples and send
stamp for catalogue

Spratt's Patent Limited

Newark, N.J.

Your Dog is Your Friend
When he has worm* give

Daniels" WORM EXPELLER
Costs 50 cents. Does the trick. At your dealer's

or by mail. Dog book sent on receipt of 4c postage.

DR. A. C. DANIELS. 172 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Let us send you

Polk Miller's
Dog Book— Free
America's greatest authority on dogs and
how to treat them. Originator of the
world-famous Sergeant's Dog Remedies.

Polk Miller Drug Co. Inc.
Dept. 204 Richmond, Va.

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address by the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.
118 West 31st Street, New York

The Readers' Service gives information
regarding Live Stock

First in America, Best in the World, are

Jacobs' Bird-Houses

Over 34 years' continuous indorse-
ment by birds

Direct from our factory to user, the most
successful bird-houses in existence at low-
est factory prices—and JACOBS PAYS
THE FREIGHT to your nearest railroad
freight station.

Twelve beautiful designs ofcolony houses
for the Purple Martin. Individual Nest-
l-oxes for Wrens, Hluebirds. Swallows,
Chickadees, Flickers, Titmice, Wood-
peckers, etc.

Sheltered Feeding Devices and Food
Tables. Cement Bird Baths and Drinking
Fountains. Genuine Government Sparrow
Traps.
Over 34 years' experience by the President-
Manager.
Mention this magazine and send 10c forour
beautifully illustrated bird-house booklet.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE CO.
404 South Washington St.

WAYNESBURG Penn'a.

(Continued from page ig)

horse breeding, had the temerity to exhibit a
Hackney stallion with a full tail in a large class of
docked entries, and the judges threw their inborn
prejudices to the winds to the extent of awarding
the horse second prize. This marks the initial

recognition of long-tailed Hackneys in English
horse-show history, although breeders of other
varieties, such as race horses, heavy carriage
and coach horses, hunters and "bloodline" saddle
horses, have, for many years, frowned upon the
pernicious custom of amputating tails. Inas-
much as the Prince of Wales hasgiven a fillip to the
new idea, we shall doubtless see in the near future
many long-tailed or, perhaps, bang-tailed Hack-
neys in competition.

The brutal disfiguration of riding and driving
horses has been in vogue since the time of Charles
II, and specifically dates from Lord Cadogan's
suggestion to that "Merry Monarch" which re-

sulted in the chopping off of tails of dragoon
mounts to prevent the splashing of gold-laced uni-

forms and, incidentally (or primarily) to harmon-
ize the equine caudal appendage with the short
wigs and pig-tails of the beribboned cavaliers in

the court of the Stuarts.

Next came the turning of bob-tails into

plug-tails, by cutting away all the hair from
the last two or three inches of the stump. To
balance this disfigurement of the hind quarters,

some monster then devised the additional barbar-
ity of cropping horses' ears. Coach horses were
frequently so mutilated during the halcyon days of
the "flying" mails (181 5-1840) when there were
as many as half a hundred coaches on the Great
North Road—literally a coach about every hun-
dred yards down Barnet way, where 194 went
clattering by the cosy old inns. The horses were
largely of the blooded type, and many a four-mile

"stage" was negotiated inside of twelve minutes.

The docking of riding nags and carriage high-

steppers has become common in recent years, and
even heavy draught horses have been deprived of

their tails with the object of giving them the
short, chunky appearance deemed acceptable by
some crack-brained horse "copers" and tricky

grooms. As a matter of fact, docking is ridicu-

lous, aside from the looks of the thing, in that any
animal with a cropped tail is as inefficient as a

ship without a rudder.

Gray Horses Another distinct departure from

In the the general order of things at the

Army London Show, which will no
doubt also find its reflection at

the New York National and other exhibitions in

this country, was the judicial approval of a gray
saddle horse as suitable for military purposes.

Again it was an entry made by the king's son

—

the powerfully built Hackney, Findon Gray
Shales—and again second prize was awarded.

It has long been customary totally to ignore ani-

mals of gray or white tint for army use because
they are too easily distinguished by enemy marks-
men. Under present war conditions, when many
miles intervene 'twixt gunners and their quarry, it

does not much matter what color horses may be.

The Present The wholesale slaughter of army
War Needs horses in Europe, and the scientific-

methods of warfare adopted, have
necessitated several changes in the character of

horses called for. At first light cavalry mounts
were assembled; then medium-weight horses

were wanted for the rapid movement of artillery;

of late mostly heavy weight draught horses and
mules have been requisitioned to haul immense
loads in the rear of contending armies. Thus,
what are known in our Western markets as

"chunks" have been shipped in vast numbers, in-

cluding many grays and steel roans.

The Canadian army remount authorities seem
to stick to horses of light racy or hunting pattern,

judging from information recently given out by
Colonel Sir Adam Beck, prominent exhibitor of

hunters at English, Canadian, and American
shows since 1894, and director of army mounts
when the war broke out. He recommends the

placing of thoroughbred and hunter sires at re-

mount depots throughout Canada, the permitting
of free stallion service to farmers' mares of trot-

ting and coaching types, the taking of offspring

(unbroken) when three years old at a uniform
price of $200, and the advising of farmers by com-
petent military inspectors as to whether or not
their colts, at two years old| are developing into

likely prospects for army use. This last pro-

vision would give farmers the chance to tr.iin
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In this department are printed the advertisements of reliable poultry breeders and dealers in poultry supplies. The Poultry Uepartment will send to readers any information
about poultry which they may desire. Address POULTRY DEPARTMENT, The New Country Life, ii-ij West jind Street, N. Y.

Dog Kennel No 4 Poultry House/or zoo hens—J units No. 3 Poultrv House for JO hens

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
The Hodgson poultry and dog houses enable you to take care of the stock with the least amount of trouble. This dog kennel is well-

ventilated, sanitary and storm-proof. The poultry houses are made of red cedar, vermin-proofed, and are absolutely complete inside.

All neatly painted and made in sections that can be quickly bolted together by anyone. Send for illustrated catalogue

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY Room 3n
-

xl^^^^J^y,}^^^

Improved Parcel Post Egg Boxes

New Flats and Fillers,

New Egg Cases, Leg

Bands, Oats Sprouters,

Butter Boxes, Poultry

Boxes, Shipping Crates.

Catalogue free on request

H. K. BRUNNER
49 Harrison Street New York

THE MACKENSEN
GAME PARK

Bob White

Pheasants

Partridges

Quail

Wild
Turkeys

Deer

Rabbits

Peafowl

Cranes

Swans

Ornamental
Geese and
Ducks

Foxes

Raccoons

Everything in wild animals, game and fancy birds for

parks, menageries, private preserves and collections
of fancy fowl.

WM. J. MACKENSEN
Yardley Dept. d Pennsylvania

P\0 YOU want to make your country

place more attractive? If so, we can

furnish you White, Java and Japanese Pea-

fowl, the most ornamental of all fowls.

CHILES & COMPANY, Mt. Sterling, Ky.

to three-eighths at edge.

Price $2.00

W. H. BAYLES

, A Charming Birdbath

of Artificial Stone

_0 -"^ fifteen inches square, three
inches thick, hollowed out
round two and one half

inches deep in centre sloping
Inexpensive, Practical, Artistic.

Three for $S.SO

Verona, New Jersey

Wild FowKr ; :

Cicesr; Swan; Quail; Cranes;
Peafowl; Rare and Orna-
mental Game Birds for im-
imediatc sale. Birds supplied
in large quantities for stock-
ing purposes. Write for prices

JOHN HEYWOOD
Box L Gardner, Mass.
Largest Game Farm in the East

Bob White Quail

Blue quail, Gamhels. Pheasants, Pea-

fowl. Wild Ducks, Geese. Swans.
Cranes, Wild Ttirltcvs, Parrots, t'.iti

aries. Cage Birds, Game Birds, Pet

stock, F.Ik, Deer, Buffalo. Silver

Foxes, Mink, etc. Big beautiful illus-

trated catalogue ;$c. Price lists free.

HORNES ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO
Kansas City, Mo.

Selling off in June all stock at half
price. All orders F. O B., none ac-
cepted under $1.00.

Fellows have enlisted and I have
offered the Plant to Government.

THE CRESCENT CO.
"Birdville"

Toms River New Jersey

Maplecroft

S. C. Rhode

Island Reds
Maplecroft Farms

Won 1st Pullet at both
New York Shows two
consecutive years. High
Grade utility breeding
stock a specialty. Eggs
for hatching.

Box L Pawling, N. Y.

1st Prize Cock, Palace Show, '15

HOMESTEAD SILVER
CAMPINES

The Vigorous Strain

HOMESTEAD

—

The Word that DOMINATES in

the world of Campiries.

Our beautiful new catalogue will

give you full description and
history of this remarkable breed
of fowl. Price 15 cents.

HOMESTEAD CAMPINE FARMS
Wayland Box C. L. Mass.

WM. COOK & SONS ^Tl'X'&rV.
1

Box 30, Scotch Plains, New Jersey

As we MADE all the Orpingtons it is natural we are RECOGNIZED
HEADQUARTERS for the Best. We have won over fifteen thousand
first prizes and many government laying contests in which our birds
each averaged 259 egjjs in a year.

SEND for our new Annual Catalogue and mating list, also hints on
poultry. Advice free. Ornamental land and water fowl for sale.

SQUAB BOOK FREE
Breed Plymouth Rock squabs; 191 7 prices for

killed squabs highest on record. Squab book
free, telling money-making experiences. How to

sell by parcel post, how to get $6 to $8 doz.

Many women customers. Write to-day for this

big free book and price list to the founder of the
squab industry.

PLYMOUTH ROCK SQUAB COMPANY
322 Howard Street Melrose Highlands Massachusetts

WANTED
Game keeper with experience in handling fancy
pheasants and waterfowl. Address

E. A. QUARLES
2273 Woolworth Bldg. New York City

How To Keep Bees
By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK

The most complete as well as the most in-

teresting manual on this subject. Gives full

instructions on everything to do with the care

of bees from the choice of tools to the re-

moval of the honey.

For Sale at all Book-stores. Net $1. 20
Doubleday, Page & Company. Garden City. N. Y.

"7

Ideal Bird Houses
For Wren* and Mine birds .ir the

most durable made in this country
rcgaidlrss or price, t, each differ-

ent style, for $1.00 free Co third

ironc.

Write for Circular

IDEAL BIRD HOUSE CO., New Windsor. Carroll Co., Md.

Anchor Post Poultry

Run Fences
These Modem Fences are used and

endorsed by a large number of the fore-

most poultry raisers, who recognize
their marked superiority to any ordinary
form of fence. They are practically in-

destructible, may be made rat and ver-

min-proof, and make it easier to keep the

birds in a healthy condition.

Wrife for literature describing them in detail

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt St., (13th floor) New York

Baby Chicks-
Hatching Eggs
White Wyandottes. R. I. Reds,
Light and Dark Brahmas, Barred
Plymouth Rocks. S. C. White and
Brown Leghorns. Utility and Show
quality. Our chicks live and grow
and satisfied customers come back
year by year. 10th year.

Illustrated catalogue with prices
gratis

Riverdale Poultry Farm, Box 665. Riverdale. N. J.

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Four Firsts, Four Seconds

Three Third Prizes, besides
other Awards have been wan
by us at a single Madison
Square Garden Show
Highest Grade Breedinff and

Exhibition Birds For Sale

—

New York Winners and Birds
Bred from Winners.

Four Firsts at Boston 1917

Illustrated Circular Free

BRADLEY BROS.
Box 811, Lee, Massachusetts

FirM PH/.t' IVm Pullet
(Bred ami Rated >>> us)

W!
rE ARE now booking orders

for eggs for Spring delivery on
following varieties of pheasants:

I Silver, Golden, Ringneck, Lady
Amherst. China. While Mongolian,
Swinhoe, Versicolor. Elliott. Impey-
an, Manchurian Eared. Melanotus.
Also in Wild Turkeys. Japanese Silkies, and

Longtails; Blue, White and Pied Peafowl, as well as wild
Mallards and other fancy ducks.

Send fifty cents in stamps for colortype catalogue of pheas-
ants and how to raise, together with our new supplement.

CHILES & COMPANY Mt. Sterling, Ky.

Make Your Garden Sins !

Lloyds in London will tnsun
vtur garden party against rain-
but that can't compete » ith Birr

Insurance in your garden-
Trees, plants, shrubs or vege
tables all are guaranteed under
the "Food and shelter Act" 0!

the bird lover. A folder aortl

Chickadee reading Is awaiting ) our call,

and bird rood
Universal

50c per pkff. M« Sain Mnrl, Kian.ldn. Ill

1 \ VN* BKOS.

The Readers' Service gives information

about Poultry Keeping

Ferris White Leghorns
Great layers. Pullets, hens, breeding
111.lies, eggs for hatching: day old chicks,

from hens laying 200 to 264 eggs. Prices

low, i]u.ility guaranteed. Free catalogue and prici

list explains all. Write for it.

GEORGE B. FERRIS. 931 Union. Grand Rapid*. Mich.
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MOVES
on the

War Board
Interpreted Through the New Books

Getting Together
By Ian Hay. If we measure our

literature by a yardstick—a small book.

In every other sense, it is large—large

in purpose, large in its friendly, broad-

minded view of our relations with Eng-

land. Only the author of "The First

Hundred Thousand," could give it that

readable, human twist. (Net, 50 cents.)

"
. . of unsurpassed importance," the

New York Tribune earnestly calls

The War of Democracy
and adds, "The book will be read with

intense interest now, and will be re-read

in years to come, as the best handbook
of the Allies' views and purposes pre-

pared by the very men who are most au-

thoritatively entitled to express them."

Viscount Bryce, David Lloyd George,

Viscount Grey, Balfour, Asquith, etc.,

contribute. (Net, $2.00.)

War Poems by "X"
"X" is an Englishman who has

given his own flesh and blood (two sons)

to the War.
England has been profoundly stirred

by this book. 1 1 has poems that would do

honor to any poet writing English to-day.

These are not the songs of the young
man who goes to the trenches, but of the

father who stays behind. They voice

a living, throbbing cry that is not easily

forgotten. (Net, 75 cents.)

Flying for France
The experiences of an American avia-

tor at Verdun: The morning sortie

—

Chapman's last fight—navigating in a

sea of clouds—Verdun, seen from the

sky—tactics of an air battle—pilot life

at the front. As told by Sergeant-Pilot

James R. McConnell. (Net, $1 .00.)

Rudyard Kipling compares the war to an ice-

berg: "We, the public, only see an eighth of it

above water."

Sea Warfare
is Kipling's picture of the other seven-

eighths, so far as it concerns the great

drama in the North Sea. Unforgettable

scenes these, of men and boats and
things not in the dispatches. In three

parts: "The Fringes of the Fleet,"

"Tales of 'The Trade' " and "Destroyers

at Jutland." Five new Kipling poems
included. (Net, $1.25.)

An Uncensored Diary
FROM THE CENTRAL EMPIRES

By Ernesta Drinker Bullitt

Von Bissing, was her dinner partner.

Zimmermann, "the busiest man in the

German Empire," discussed Peace and
the U-boat war with her.

Countess Von Berns/orjfaskedherto tea.

An American Woman sees official

Germanv in its more human moments.
(Net, $1.25.)

Doubled ay, Page & Company
Garden City New York

their colts, if not of army stamp, for ordinary

riding and driving purposes.

Canada having been practically denuded of

army remount prospects, the light horse situation

there has become alarming, and something must
be done quickly to encourage farmers to breed the

needed stock.

Hackney It needs no prophet to see that

Breeders' Hackney breeders can take the

Opportunity wmP nan<
!

in producing for army
purposes, if they can be awakened

to the actual situation. They have foundation

stock of the chunky, ride-and-drive pattern, that

can pull moderately heavy loads without apparent
effort, and trot away with them. Their stallions

give size, bulk, and character, aside from action

(which may or may not be desired) and their

mares being of good length and width and set on
short legs, are ideal breeding machines for supply-

ing medium weight military horses adaptable to

about every purpose. There should be found up-

ward of 5,000 Hackney mares and about 2,000

Hackney stallions of all ages in the United States

to-day, and probably many more can be imported

from England if buyers here are quick enough to

gather them in—always provided that English

army authorities have not already claimed every-

thing in sight as well as in utero.

Another The recent relegation to stud of

Retirement to the world-famed Hackney pony

Private Life stallion, Irvington Mode.1, who
was purchased about two seasons

ago for $3,000 from his breeder, Mr. W. D.

Henry of Sewickley, Pa., by Mr. James Cox
Brady, owner of Hamilton Farms,Gladstone, N.J.,

marks the close of a series of competitive trials

between imported and American bred ponies such

as may never occur again in this country. It is

well understood that quite a collection of Eng-
land's best ponies have been drawn away from the

mother country, and that nothing surpassing

what is already here can now be bought from
English breeders. This accounts for the wide-

spread interest taken in the private distribution

of Mr. Charles R. Hamilton's Fairview pony stud

of Devon, Pa., the best of which stock will doubt-

less find new owners at tip-top figures during the

current month, leaving perhaps only a few select

specimens for the Hackney Day sale on June 1st.

JUDGES' decisions at the Brooklyn and Dur-
land (New York) indoor horse shows in-

volved several surprises that are likely to in-

fluence competition all summer. The almost

total eclipse of the much heralded Kentucky
saddle horses, Johnnie Jones and Jack Barry-

more, was a lamentable setback for the advocates

of the long-tailed registered riding horse. But
after all, the former, though captivating and

flashy, seemed more inclined to rack and single-

foot than to walk, trot, and canter; while the

latter, although a striking individual of pro-

nounced substance and style, appeared stout

enough to warrant Percheron-Arab or even
" accident-out-of -pasture" ancestry in the sixth

remove.

THE Association of American Horse Shows,

of which the plans were outlined in the New
Country Life for April, has just completed

its incorporation. Its aims are, briefly, to

create universal acceptance of show conditions,

enforce uniform rulings, restrain balky exhibitors,

chronic protesters, and self-appointed "arrang-

ers," adjust dates, smooth out difficulties be-

tween authorities, and last, but by no means
least, assign either amateur or professional judicial

committees whose word will be accepted with-

out question as final. If this last and seemingly

Utopian project fails to achieve results, may the

writer suggest an appeal to some of the prime old

veterans whose nod is as good as their bond, and

whose quarter century or more of experience fits

them to pass upon the sensational pets of the

younger brigade? Whatever comes, save us from

the judges from over the water—this without the

slightest thought of disparaging those same men
who have done so much for American breeding

and showing. This country has long discarded

its swaddling clothes in the matter of horse,

cattle, and dog breeding generally; if we have not

also by this time produced a few judges with

courage, conviction, ability, and inspiration we
would better get out of the competitive field.

A. H. Godfrey.

THREE HUNDRED PEOPLE WITH
DAHLIAS AS A HOBBY

UST about two years ago, in fact in

May, 1915, a little band of twelve
dahlia enthusiasts met in New
York City at the suggestion of
Mr. Richard Vincent, Jr., of \\ hite-

marsh, Md., and founded the

American Dahlia Society, "for the purpose of

stimulating interest in and promoting d\e

culture of the dahlia; to establish a standard

nomenclature; to test out new varieties and give

them such recognition as they deserve; to study

diseases of the dahlia and find remedies for them;
to disseminate information relating to this

flower; to secure uniformity in awarding prizes at

flower shows; and to give exhibitions when
deemed advisable."

To-day the Society has a membership of more
than 300, and on its rolls are dahlia lovers from

every walk of life, from nearly every state in the

Union. A few from Canada, Holland, and other

countries add proof to the broad interest which

has been created.

The writer, who was one of the founders and
also the first Secretary of the Society, has been

amazed at the intensity of the enthusiasm that

has been manifested in it since its inception.

From the wealthy connoisseurs, having at their

disposal unlimited acres and means, to the

humble backyard gardener, the wave of interest

has spread.

In the two years since its organization tht

Society has held two exhibitions, the first a four

day show in September, 1915, at the Americar

Museum of Natural History, New York City

through the kindness of its trustees and in cr>

operation with the Horticultural Society of Nev
York—and this less than four months after th<

Society was organized. There were at that tim<

a total of 175 charter members.
In September, 1916, another exhibit was held 1:

New York through the cooperation of the Amen
can Institute.

Both exhibits were very well attended-

fact the writer believes that the attendance was ii

each case the largest of any dahlia exhibition eve

held in this country up to that time.

The Society has established a standard classiJ

fication of dahlias, by which the broad groups oi

horticultural flower forms, into which the specie;

divides, are defined by name. This has already

been adopted by a number of the more progressiv

dahlia merchants and growers, thus eliminatin;

considerable confusion which has heretofon

existed.

For the testing of both old and new varietii

and the elimination of incorrect and unnecessary

names for dahlia varieties, as well as the weedin

out of unworthy kinds that should always accom

pany nomenclatural work, trial grounds have bee

established at the New York Agricultural E>

perimental Station, Geneva, N. Y., in charge c

Prof. F. H. Hall, Chairman of the Nomenclatur

Committee of the Society; and at St. Paul, Minn

in connection with the Department of Agricultur

University of Minnesota, in charge of Le R<

Cady.
Plans are under way for other trial grounds

the Government Experimental Farm, Arlingto

Va.; and, through the kindness of a membt
another will be established at Berlin, X. J.

An affiliation plan has been introduced throiu

which other societies may become attached '

the American Dahlia Society, to help it in its wo

and to enjoy some of the results and beneh

accruing from it; a quarterly bulletin is pu

lished in which the activities of the Society a

reported to its members. A standard medal t

presentation to prize winners has been adopte

certificates and a registration scheme for ni

varieties introduced, and a Standard of points f

judging dahlias established. Annual meetim

are held at the same time as the annual exhibiti<

and usually there are several speakers of authori

present.

Nevertheless, the Society feels that it is on,

beginning its work. Among other things it

proposed to publish a list of 6,400 names of dahl

as a ready reference and guide to all growi

Correspondence is being instituted with otl

dahlia societies all over the world. The dues I

membership are $2 per year.

The present Secretary is Mr. J. Harrison Dn

1426 Seventy-third Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Joseph J. Lane. .
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Earth Holds Much FUanty ; These Books Will Help You Find It

Aristocrats Of the Garden, by Ernest H. Wilson, of the Arnold Arboretum

The Bird
Study Book
Bt T dilhvrl Prarson

TKr .Sr.rrt.rv ai ihr

NalHOul AtMH.atKHI «i

tr*(n>n>. Nrl. $1 IS.

The Garden
Bluebook

B» I nrnlrr R 11.11 ....I

A coniprrhrnsivc numnl
giving all thr nrrtlrd in-

formation about thr 200

hardy prrrnniali. Net.

Hp
Woodcraft
Manuals

B»Krnt>stTi*»mp«onSt>lon

Manual (or boy* and
manual for girls, detail-

ing sports, ganirs and
woodcraft lorr suitable

for rach. Nrt. 50 crnts.

rich.

of Mr. Wilton's yrars of irarrh in huropr. Asia ami Aim m ,1 I hi I.. ,mt if ul 1 < 1 1 .1 1 in Imply shrubs iiud plants, suitable for Amrrii an Oardrns.

irncrs. partu ularlv .11 ln< ijur.l ..I tin I >nu I i" nrr in. In. I. . I II.. nn.il 111
1

1 x .r 1 .1 1 1 1 . nnl f ll.ul inn In n«r'l'li III' rut up 111 ni 'ill y< nrt.."

Ike Edition

Ho

Index Conlaln.1 mure than HOI) Reference.1
! In Planh

16 Full Pate llltinlratiom

Have to Know Latin
in order to appreciate Nature. The big, fundamental facta, the

really interetting thing* that make every walk teem different, are told in the new

Worth Knowing Series
THESE bcoks give a comprehensive and new familiarity with the out-of-doors; the everyday things

of Nature without burdening you with detail useless except to the trained naturalifl. They are

midway in scope and appeal between "Thr Pocket Nature Guides" and the larger "New Nature
Library"; not as condensed as the former nor as detailed as the latter. They solvr thr problrm of the

average person, who wants to know ju.it the things worth hum in in thr nature world about him. 192

illustrations. 144 of them in color.

BIRDS WORTH KNOWING
By Ncltj* HI. 11. I. ii.

BUTTERFLIES WORTH KNOWING

TREES WORTH KNOWING
By Julia Ellen Roger*

FLOWERS WORTH KNOWING
By 1 I .1

. ... . M. W..d \.l>|,ir.l from Nrllj* Blanrhan'a Worka by An Don Dickinson

Each Volume, Net, $1.60

•u n 11 H Trn-nrrr Trir-n mrir n rr tt tt tt rr -31-

My Garden
By l/iuisf hWfi«- Wilili-r

A li'ink .il nni . [jrai 1 11 ..I

and inspirational, which

shows iIk- possibilities of

thr seasons in turn

through the year. Net,

$1.50.

Book of
Garden Plans
By Stephen F. Mamblin

An aid to the garden

planner and one which

enables him to approach

his work intrlligrntly

from the standpoint of

thr landscape gardener.

With many pictures and
20 blue-print plans.
Net. $2.00.

The Farm
Mortgage
Hand Book

By Kingman Nott Robins

Everything the investor

needs to know about farm

mortgages. Net, $1.25.

Something New in Garden Books: THE POCKET GARDEN LIBRARY
Gardrn Flcwrrs of Spring. Garden Flowers of Summer. Garden Flowers of Fall, Flowers of Winter Indoors and Out. The series contains more than 800 colored illustrations.

Pocket sue. JJ * 5J. Edited by Leonard Barron. Flexible linen, each. net. $1.25; flexible leather, each. net. $1.50.

Doo'l f*f* Ik* Othot Pork* Nalur* GbMmi Land BvdY Wain and Gam* Hilda. Moon Gulaks, Bull rr fly GaiaJa, TrMCatata, How lo Makr Frirnr)» wilhBirdl. Each, floiible linen, nel, $1.00; fltiihle lealher,nel, SI.Z5

FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES PUBLISHED BY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

AS A READER of The New Country

Life you are cordially invited to

make full and frequent use of the

decorating service rendered by this

Department of which Mr. James Col-

lier Marshall, Decorator, is the director.

You may be planning to redecorate or

replenish your present residence or to

decorate and furnish a new home this

season and in this connection Mr.

Marshall would be very glad to have

you consult him for ideas and sugges-

tions which he is prepared to give you

in a complete and comprehensive way.

And as a logical sequel to the service

of this Department we suggest and

earnestly recommend that in purchas-

ing supplies you patronize the emi-

nently reliable and splendidly equipped

shops whose announcements you find

in these columns from month to month.

"The Most
Vividly American Book

of Our Generation"

"LIFE" says:

"'We* is about pretty much everything under
the sun. But first, last, and all the time, it is

about you and me, singly, jointly, and multi-
tudinously; and about our reactions and rela-

tions to war and peace—seven hundred and
eleven pages of cool-headed understanding and
warm-blooded faith in regard to human nature.

It is a book that no single human being (except
Gerald Stanley Lee) can possibly agree with
entire. But it is also a book, every sentence
and statement of which thousands of human
beings will agree with—often with fervor and
a passionate thankfulness that someone has
had the insight and the courage to express
them to themselves. I venture to pronounce
it, myself, the most vividly American book of
our generation."—J. B. Kerfoot.

We By GERALD
STANLEY LEE
Author of CROWDS

Net SI.50 Arall Bookstores

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y.
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FRANCIS R. BELLAMY
Author of "The Balance"

GETTING STARTED

Do readers of

books, we often

wonder, realize how
difficult it is to get

attention to the

work of a new nov-

elist, no matter how
good? Thousands of

new books are pub-
lished each year, and
each publisher in-

sists in large type

(if he can afford it)

that his particular

book is vastly su-

perior to all the rest.

It is not to be

wondered at that the

dazed reader is worried and indifferent. Yet a

new author has got to make his way, and if

he deserves attention, he will, in the end.

Such a writer, in our opinion, is Mr. Francis

R. Bellamy, and his novel, "The Balance,"

will yet take its place among American
novels of a high order.

We could quickly tell you the story of

"The Balance," which has a real idea at its

base, but would that do any good? We should

like to ask the readers of this page if they

will not trust us to this extent: will you not

go to your bookseller and look at the book
and ask about it? We have two bookshops

—

one at the Pennsylvania Station in New York
(32nd Street), and another in the Lord &
Taylor store (38th Street & Fifth Avenue).

We mention these two places specially only

because our book people can tell you more
about this book than the clerks of most
bookstores can. Another place where the

book is well appreciated is in the bookstore

of Messrs. Marshall Field & Company,
Chicago. Some one there (Miss Burns can

tell you who) has a special interest in "The
Balance." If you have no bookstore near

you, send to us, or go to your library.

You will miss a genuine pleasure if you
do not find out about Francis Bellamy's

novel, "The Balance."

JOSEPH CONRAD

If you like this author's books as the best

literary authorities do, you will be glad to

know of a new novel called "The Shadow
Line." It is Conrad at his very best. In a

leading article in The New York Times, a

critic urges his readers to get this book be-

cause "the time is near when he shall come
into his own." This we have always be-

lieved, and we are proud to say that in the

last few years we have seen the sale of his

books double, and the end is by no means in

sight.

RUDYARD KIPLING

has just published a new book of stories, "A
Diversity of Creatures," the first for seven

years, when that exquisite book, "Rewards
and Fairies," was given to the world.

There are fourteen stories and many new
verses. The book is- entirely characteristic

and reveals a personality which hasnocounter-
part in our day.

THE PRESIDENT'S SPEECH

delivered on April 2nd, has been republished

by Doubleday, Page & Company in a form
which is suitable for keeping in one's library.

In boards, 50 cents; limp leather, $1.00.

THE BOY SCOUTS

are fast becoming a mo,st important element

in our social life. The official Handbook for

Boys is just going to press for the sixteenth

time, and the new edition is 100,000 copies.

The first, publication was in 1910. Since

then it has been revised and improved many
times, and when this new printing is off

press 865,400 copies will have been printed.

It contains more than 500 pages, is strongly

bound, covers every subject interesting to men
and boys, and sells for 35 cents.

"sea wareare"

What does a naval battle look like? Kip-
ling, in "Sea Warfare," gives a graphic

touch:
—"When a lot of big guns loosed off

together, the whole sea was lit up and you
could see our destroyers running about like

cockroaches on a tin plate." In "Sea War-
fare" Kipling penetrates to the kernel of the

English naval mind. Submarines, trawlers,

destroyers, scouts, cruisers—he knows them
all, and shows them in action. The men
that run them are a breed apart

—
"double-

jointed, extra-toed, with brazen bowels and
no sort of nerves." They face death more
readily than praise. The story of their deal-

ings with the Boches is more thrilling than

any fiction—and as Kipling says, " there might

be worse things in this world for decent people

to read than such records."

If you are interested in the Navy, ask your

bookseller to show you "Sea Warfare."

O. HENRY AGAIN

As Professor Leacock has said, "These are

O. Henry days." The large sales of O.

Henry's volumes in England and Canada re-

cently have led to the publication in London
of Professor C. Alphonso Smith's "O. Henry

Biography." The London Times in review-

ing Professor Smith's book comments on O.

Henry's universal appeal:

"We find him as acceptable to William Janus,
who called him 'bully,' as to the shop-girl who, no
doubt, called him a pragmatist."

IN PRAISE OF STEAM

"You know where you are with steam. Steam
is the friend of man. Steam engines are very human.
Their very weaknesses are understandable. Steam
engines do not flash back and blow jour face in. They
do not short-circuit and rive your heart with im-

ponderable electric force. They have arms and legs

and warm hearts and veins full of warm vapor. \\

1

all say that: give us steam every time. You know
where you are with steam."—William McFee in 7 In-

Atlantic Monthly.

The publication of Mr. McFee's novel,

"Casuals of the Sea," has been a peculiarly

interesting adventure. If Mr. McFee had
been among the haunts of literary folk last

winter his head might well have been turned

by the praises of the reviewers. But on

board his refrigerating ship, cruising between
Salonika and Port Said, keeping the troops

of the Allies supplied with frozen mutton,

he has had more urgent matters to think of.

But the reviews have been of great interest

to us. Hardly ever, in our knowledge, has a

novel by an unknown writer met such gener-

ous applause.

The prize contest for the best essay about

"Casuals of the Sea" brought in more con-

tributions than we had expected. Nearly 300
essays reached us. They are now in the

hands of the judges and the award will be

made as soon as possible. Looking over

these essays, this comment by one writer

stuck in our mind:

"If Abraham Lincoln could have written a Romance,
I think he would have written 'Casuals of the Sea,'

or something very like it."

OUR NEW GARDEN AT THE PRESS

This department devotes itself to saying

pleasant things about our own books and

magazines, in the hope of interesting others in

these productions which so greatly interest

us. Occasionally, however, we must have

a little respite, and such an occasion arises

now to tell our readers and friends that we

are just about? to complete at Garden City

an Evergreen Garden which we think is very

interesting. It contains in all about one

hundred and fifty different species and varie-

ties. The design was suggested by a favorite

garden friend and is modeled on the lines of

a famous European garden. We think it,

in its way, quite unique. It would be a

pleasure if you would come and see it, and

any questions which anybody wishes to ask

about it will be cheerfully answered.

Buy the Liberty Loan Bonds and Grow Things
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BURROWES
"Kiddie-Villa"

This portable, roomy, screened-in Summer \ louse

is a delight to Little Folks and a source of added sum-

mer comfort for Grown-Ups. It provides a cool, shady

spot, completely protected from flies and mosquitoes.

The Kiddie-Villa is manufactured by the world's

most experienced screen builders. It comes in four

wall sections, with a roof of stout canvas. You can set

it up without tools, in a few minutes. The green-

stained frame is very sturdy, the wire netting strong.

The door, which is wide enough to admit a baby

carriage, is closed tight by a Burrowes door spring.

The Kiddie-Villa is about 5 feet square and 5 feet

6 inches high.

Most good stores now sell th

your dealer has it in stock. If not. remit to us and we wil

see that delivery is made. If your Kiddie-Villa does not suit

Price $20. Free Trial
Monthly payments, if you prefer

"Kiddie-Villa *. Probably you. you may return it within a week and your

money will be refunded. Write for free Kiddie-

Villa circular.

Burrowes
Child's Table and Chair Set

Burrowes
Teeter Board and Merry-Go-Round

Finished forest green on oak. Table is 21 J inches
in diameter. 20 inches high. Chair Seat. Ill

inches. Height of seat. 13 inches: height
fcJ*^. of back. 26 inches.

^kh^^ Table, $3.00. Chair, $1.50

Substantial, safe and practical. Has a see-saw motion on metal bearings

and rotates on a metal pivot. Good smooth furniture finish

—

stained forest green on solid oak. Absolutely rigid and strong.

Can be set up in five minutes.

Price, $5.00

The E. T. Burrowes Co. are the makers
of the world-famous

BURROWES RUSTLESS SCREENS
These screens are used in the finest homes everywhere.

Communicate with the Burrowes representative in

your nearest city, or write us for particulars.

BURROWES CO.
Portland

OTHER PRODUCTS:
Burrowes Portable Billiard and Pool Tables
Burrowes Aromatic Red Cedar Chests
Burrowes Light-Weight Folding Card Tables
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In making a gift of silvermare to

the bride in celebration of the

event, the name of Gorham trill

make an event of the celebration,

for it is a tradition ofthe American

iredding that silvermare shoulcL

carry the Gorham trade-mark

STERLING

and uue violate no confidence in

saying that the bride raU look for it.

Sold by leading jeruelers everywhere.

THE GORHAM COMPANY
Silversmiths ©Goldsmiths

NEW YORK
Works -Providence ©New York
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Comet. An aster-flowered novelty which originated

on the Pacific Coast

H. Wearing. A typical Cactus type, with beautiful

autumn coloring

Marguerite Bouchon. At its best, this is probably

the finest straight-petaled Cactus dahlia

Conqueror. This incurved type is much admired by

the English breeders

Lawine. A most refined flower, and one that is

highly prized (or cutting

Miss Stredwick. Daintiest of flowers in striking

colors, but often late

Countess of Lonsdale is perhaps the best known of

the Cactus dahlias

Gelber Prinz is a splendidly colored flower—a great

German favorite

Marguerite Philips. An ideal exhibition flower ol

the utmost beauty and delicacy

26
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In Captain John Howell'* garden at Bayshore one of the largest private dahlia gardens on Long Island

A COLOR MANUAL of
MODERN DAHLIAS

By F. H. HALL
Chairman, Committee on Nomenclature, American Dahlia Society; Vice-Director, New York Agricultural Experiment Station

Color Illustrations drawn by Jane Donald, Maud H. Purdy, Mary Eaton, and Herbert Brown

they mentioned in nearly two centuries after Hernandez first called

attention to them in 1 61 5.

Not until 1789 did any of them reach Europe, but in that year

Vicente Cervantes, Director of the Mexican Botanic Garden, sent

seeds of acocotli to Abbe Cavanilles, Director of the Royal Gardens
at Madrid. The seeds sprouted and the plants thrived. The
brilliance of the flowers produced, and their lightness and grace,

pleased the Abbe, and he continued the culture of the new garden

ornaments.

A botanist as well as a flower lover, Cavanilles described the

newcomer, calling it "dahlia" in honor of Andreas Dahl, a noted

Swedish plant student, and pinnata, because its leaves are pin-

nate, or winged. He later named two other forms as D. coc-

cinnea and D. rosea; and several other species have since been

found in Mexico and South America. Indeed, the botany of the

group is very much involved, but horticulturists and florists have
taken an easy way out of the confusion and have used for the whole

collection of garden dahlias, as we have them to-day, Linnaeus's

name for part of the group, Dahlia variabilis, the changeable

dahlia. For changeable, in truth, the plants have proved to be!

S51ANY Americans may not know it, but the fact is

that we are indebted to Mexico for a wonderful

group of most brilliant flowers. When the

Spaniards first invaded that unfortunate land

they passed, on her mountain sides, probably
with little notice or none at all, some straggling

plants with red, yellow, or purple blossoms, small
hough bright, apparently little more promising than our roadside
eed, the beggars' ticks, to w hich these Mexican plants are closely

ll.ed.

Who would have believed, then, that from these insignificant

lossoms man could develop, in little more than a century and a

uarter after he first really sazi' them, such wonderfully differing

>rms, such striking variations in size, and such colors and color

ombinations as are at least suggested by the color plates which il-

istrate this article? Yet the Mexican acocotli—the ancestors of
ur beloved queen of autmn's open-air flowers, the dahlia—were so

ghtry regarded by both natives and invaders that so far as we
now no reference was made to them in all the literature of the
rst century of Spanish occupation of Mexico, and only twice were

27
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America. A popular, dahlia o( the 1 Cactus type,

typically variegated and' handsome

Rene Cayeux. "Cut and come again." One
*

our most reliable, and popular reds

Pierrot. A most exquisite color combination—deep

amber boldly tipped with pure white

Snowdon is 'pure white, and assuredly "a gem of

purest ray serene"

Mrs. H. Randle. An exhibition flower of the Cactus

type, beautiful, refined, and dependable

Richard Dean. It would be difficult to conceive of

a flower more strikingly handsome

Alpha. Of the Cactus type, this dahlia is particu-

larly useful for cut flowers.

Galathea. A typical hybrid Cactus of delicate beauty:

good for cut flowers or for garden decoration

Attraction.. This was one of the most admired types

of the past season
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George L. Stillmjn A striking American creation,

esproallv desirable (or exhibition .ind garden purpovs

Master Carl. A hybrid Cactus dahlia, broad pct.iltd

and substantial, and most wonderfully colored

r". K. Austin. Of the Peony-flowered type, equally
useful for garden decoration or for cut flowers

I hc Nrw COUNTRY L I F K

Uncle Tom ii well named, for it is one of our

darkest dahlias. Very pleading

Dr. H. II. Rusbyv Colorado presents this beauty

for'garden and vase

Dr. Peary. A wonderful dark flower, good in massive

or lighter form

2<)

Wodan. __Massive. but lightened by beautiful color-

ing, shading Irom salmon rose to old gold

Geisha Probably the best known of our modnn
dahlias. Striking and eminently satisfactory

t
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In Mexico, the flowers were, and are in the wild to-day, single

blossoms, small to medium in size, with from five to eight or more

so-called petals. These are really floral rays, for the dahlia blossom

is a compound one and each "petal" marks a separate flower in the

head. Cavanilles had grown the plants only a year, though, when

he noticed a tendency toward doubling; and since that time, change

after change has marked the history of the flower—a series of sur-

prises and of planned improvements that furnish the dahlia breeder

with all the excitement of treasure hunting, all the delight that lies

in creating new beauty.

The dahlia now shows blossoms an inch in diameter, single as in

its ancient home in Mexico, or doubled to a perfection and regularity

known in no other group. It also bears blooms three quarters of a

foot across, single, semi-double, or fully double. These giants may
have wide petals, rounded at the tips almost to perfect semicircles;

or narrow, straight, and pointed florets that make star-like flowers

—

stars conventional with but few rays, or stars hundred-rayed like

the twinkling beauties of the skies. On the other hand, the flowers,

large or small, may be built from curled, twisted, interlaced ribbons

or gracefully tubular petals of delicate beauty, making globes as

intricate as the most perfect chrysanthemum. Still other shapes are

shown, giving forms more diverse than those in any other group;

and each of these different forms may display practically every

Color in the rainbow except blue, with all the hues, tints, shades, and

combinations of these colors—without doubt our most brilliant

-floral gems. The dahlia is wider in color range than the chrysan-

themum, brighter in some hues than the rose, vies with it in deli-

cacy, and exceeds it in the number and striking effect of the colo 4

combinations. It also furnishes almost perfect duplicates, in form,

size, and color, of some types of cosmos, daisy, poinsettia, clematis,,

anemone, zinnia, aster, water lily, cactus, peony, cineraria, and

chrysanthemum, and adds to the wonderful collection some forms

and colors peculiar to itself.

Nor is it the flowers alone that vary; for the plants may range

from dwarfs a foot or so tall to giants that raise their heads twelve

or fifteen feet above the soil. The foliage may be soft, yellowish

green, possibly variegated with white, dark bottle green, or deep

reddish bronze. It may be as coarse as leaves of beet or cabbage or

as finely cut as those of ferns.

Some varieties produce only a few perfect blossoms late in

October, though they are well worth the long season of waiting, for

their beauty of color or perfection of form; other plants are a mass

of color for three months or more through summer and fall. Many
choice blossoms hide their loveliness beneath the foliage or modestly

hang their heads, so that it needs the hand of a loving grower

to bring them to light and reveal their beauties; with other var-

ieties the plants flaunt their glories on long, rigid stems, far above

the foliage, where they strike the eye from the very gate of the

garden, though rods away.

Some dahlias, like many of the delicate, graceful, airy Singles,

may hold their form and beauty for only a few hours after cutting;

others remain perfect, fresh and glowing for days or even weeks, on

the plant, in the vase, or made up in floral designs.

For every taste and for every use, then, the dahlia has some-

thing to offer. The amateur, growing the plants in rows through the

garden or in scattered groups about its borders, finds the flowers a

delight to the eye, and can be sure, from late July until frost, of

gathering material for table bouquets and other home decoration.

The landscape gardener can use the dahlia in many ways, because of

the wonderful variety of its sizes, types, and colors, whether it be

miniature Cactus, or Tom Thumb Singles for the closely massed
bed, profuse-flowering Pompons or Collarettes for borders, the in-

dividual specimen or group of brilliant Cactus, or the back row
luxuriance of some graceful Peony-flowered dahlia, tall-growing

Show variety, or giant-blossomed Decorative. The commercial

grower notes an increasing call for dahlias in many markets, and
finds tens or even hundreds of acres none too large to meet the de-

mand. Progressive florists and floral designers, in a time when
other outdoor flowers are scarce and forced stock not yet on the

market in quantity, find the formal types of dahlias indispensable

for many purposes; and they are beginning to use the newer, more
graceful forms in dozens of ways to beautify the social functions of

autumn. The exhibitor, dating back to the time of the Show dahlia

craze in England before the '50's, has made this flower a hobby, and
exhibition dahlias and dahlia exhibitions have probably attracted

more attention than the show flowers and shows of any other floral

group. The displays of the first half century of dahlia historv were
noteworthy mainly for the almost mathematical regularity of the

blooms which won the prizes, with range of color and brilliance as

m solidary considerations, but without the wide variety in size, type,

and shape that prevails to-day-—the wonderful color harmonies of

the modern Cactus dahlias, the striking beauty of the giant

Singles, or the graceful lightness and artistic appeal of the Peony-
flowered creations of Holland. These new features make the re-

cent dahlia shows, especially those of the past five years, a delight

to the eye and a treat to every faculty, except the sense of smell,

through which the flower lover secures pleasure. It may safely be

said, we believe, that the dahlia is, par excellence, the exhibitor's

flower; for displays of this wonderful group have a range in variety

and kinds of attractiveness unapproached by those of any other

flower. Rose shows are wonderful through the delicacy of coloring

and the appealing fragrance of the widely varying types; sweet pea

displays please thousands of admirers of these oddly shaped,

brilliantly colored, and delightfully scented blossoms; and chry-

santhemum exhibitions thrill the beholder, almost with awe, at the

magnificence of these wonderful flowers; but at none of these dis-

plays will one hear such a question as is often voiced at the modern
dahlia show: "But where are the dahlias?" So unlike are many of

the newer types of this flower to each other and to the formal ball-

shaped blossoms of the olden days, the stand-by of shows before

1880 and still the only type in many gardens, that the visitor, un-

acquainted with the dahlia changes of the past quarter century or

so, cannot believe that all the widely different, beautiful flowers he

sees are only dahlias.

Such a question as this, or the remark, "I never knew there were

such dahlias," shows a most regrettable, but undeniable, ignorance

of modern dahlias which it is hoped that this article and the illus-

trations which accompany it may do a little to lessen.

DEVELOPMENT of the DAHLIA
Shortly after their advent into Spain, seeds or tubers of dahlias

were sent to England, but they gained no permanent foothold in

that country until about 1804. Then enthusiasm for them soon be-

came greater and progress in their development more rapid there

than in either France or Germany, where they were introduced a

few years earlier. The Singles were popular for a time, but the

tendency of the blossoms toward doubling seemed to appeal most

strongly to English flower lovers, and for nearly fifty years the one

aim of breeders and exhibitors was to obtain flowers approaching

nearest to perfect regularity. First came flat, broadly hemis-

pherical forms, then true half-spheres, and finally globe-like blooms

almost as perfect in outline as croquet balls, nearly as firm in some

specimens, and about as attractive, to those with an artist's eye

for lightness and grace. Brilliant, as shown on one of the plates,

a reproduction from one of the illustrations in Hogg's "The
Dahlia" (1853), represents the type of flower then popular.

Indeed, this seems to be the only shape known, for the painter of

Hogg's plates might have used one drawing for the form of each of

the eight blossoms shown. Apparently they differ only in color.

In each, the outline from the front is practically a perfect circle,

every petal is like every other petal except in size, and each row of

petals is as true to its line as though mechanically produced. ^ et

from 1820 to i860 the enthusiasm in England for dahlias such as

these almost equaled that of the earlier tulip craze of Holland. Each

city and village of considerable size, and some that were hardly on

the map, held an annual dahlia show; competition was intensely

keen, and great sums (£200 in at least one instance) were paid for

promising novelties. These were the Show dahlias, and the name

still remains to indicate a present-day group. They are ball-shaped,

double dahlias, with petals fully quilled, or at least with the edges

rolled forward and inward. A purely artificial group of Shows was

also made—"fancy" dahlias—to include the bi-colored, or multi-

colored forms with lines, stripes, spots, or blotches of one color upon

a ground of distinct color or tint, and also those forms tipped or

bordered with a color lighter than the body of the flower. Where the

tips were darker than the body color, however marked the contrast,

the flower was still classed as a Show dahlia, not as a "fancy.'

These classes are not separated in the most recent American group-

ing of dahlia types, that of the American Dahlia Society, since the

distinction between the two classes is arbitrary and meaningless.
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Grrmania. Whether PupK \ it lYony llowrrrd. its

utility is not affected

John Wanamnker. ll the pink were a little purer,

this would be an ideal dahlia

j

Pennant. A most striking flower, enlivening the gar-

den with its bright red and white.

mm
Hampton Court. One of the most satisfactory of

the old Peony-flowered dahlias

King Edward. Not all admire the color of the

flower, but it is admittedly striking

John Green. An English Peony-flowered type that

is a strong rival. of. Geisha

Mondscheibe. An excellent peony-flowered bloom from

the German hybridists

Queen Wilhelmina. No queen: could have a more

charming namesake

P. W. Janssen. The plant displays splendidly the

oddly 'colored blooms
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Toward the close of the Show dahlia period, probably about

1850, and most likely from Germany, a small type of ball-shaped

dahlia appeared, practically identical with the Show type in all

respects except size, but in some cases more tightly quilled, and in

color even more brilliant. They are borne on relatively longer,

stifFer stems than the larger flowers, and the plants are usually more
floriferous. The advent of these little gems, the Pompon, Bou-

quet, or Lilliputian dahlias, with their adaptability to garden decor-

ation and to bouquet use, helped to prolong the period of dahlia

popularity, but the formalism of the types, the stiffness and

artificiality of the blooms, gradually ceased to appeal to any but a

few exhibitors. Dahlia interest sank to a very low point from i860

to 1870. A brief revival came with the introduction of two new
single dahlias and the reintroduction of the old D. coccintua, for

these were brilliant and graceful; and for a time the English gar-

dens and shows were gay with these attractive, strikingly colored,

single flowers.

In the '70's, however, there came, how or from whence, bio-

logically, no one knows, a new dahlia, which has in forty years done

more to make the flower loved than all that had gone before. In

1872 Mons. J. T. Van den Berg of Dunkelaar, Holland, received

from a friend in Mexico a miscellaneous lot of seeds and tubers.

Most of these were rotten or otherwise useless, but among them
was one dahlia tuber that produced a brilliant scarlet flower of a

shape altogether different from any other dahlia known. In color,

and somewhat in shape, the blossom resembled that of the

showy cactus, Cereus speciosissimus, so this variety was called a

"Cactus" dahlia, and the name is now applied to thousands of its

descendants. Some botanists have given the new group a species

name, D. Juarezii, from a president of Mexico, but other authori-

ties believe the original form to be only a sport, or culture-induced

mutation. As the illustrations of the type show, few of the blos-

soms now known by the name have any resemblance to cactus

flowers: but it would be difficult, probably, to select another name
more appropriate for a group of such diverse forms and colors.

The French make a dozen types of Cactus dahlias based on form

alone. Cactus dahlias are lighter, more graceful, more open than

the Show type, and by their openness they give opportunity for the

display of more varied color combinations. The petals at the

centre of the blossoms, or the bases of all the petals, may show
bright yellow, for example, the middle of the rays pink, and the tips

a suffusion of pink and yellow, or pure white. In some cases, even,

such a combination as this—only one of dozens similarly varied

—may be made more striking by lines or splashes of brilliant scarlet

or deep crimson.

The distinction between Cactus dahlias and the older types, how-
ever, lies in the outward, backward rolling of the edges of the

petals. In the earlier varieties of the type this revolute rolling of

the edges was not pronounced, the petals being flatter than in the

true, or fluted. Cactus dahlias of to-day—more like the Cactus

hybrids, Galathea or Master Carl. The English growers admired

the long, narrow-petaled forms, however, and have consistently

worked to secure the greatest length of ray, the closest roll of the

edges, and the most pronounced incurving of the tubes, until they

would seem to have reached the limit in such forms as Conqueror,

Marguerite Philips, or Miss Stredwick. The French have developed

star-shaped blossoms like Marguerite Bouchon, while the Germans
have preferred the more massive blooms, typified by Wodan and

Kalif. American growers have generally been content to profit

by the work of foreign breeders of the Cactus type, but some
splendid blossoms in this group have been produced on this side

of the water, among them three somewhat distinct forms, Comet,
Geo. L. Stillman, and Dahliamum.
Among the Show blossoms of the early days of dahlia history

were some very broad flowers, with petals only slightly quilled

or almost flat, less regular in the spiral arrangement of their florets,

and otherwise imperfect in the eyes of the exhibition grower; and,

as we have seen, among the Cactus dahlias were blossoms with

petals broadening out and showing little of the revolute rolling of

their edges. From these "degenerates," there has developed a

rather nondescript assortment of forms—the Decoratives, which in-

clude some of the largest, most striking, most useful, and most
beautiful flowers in the dahlia world. \\ e formerly owed to France

the best developed and the most attractive varieties in this group,

but just now American breeders must be credited with wonderful
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blossoms classed here. It would hardly be just to say that

Hortulanus Fiet, Delice, or Jeanne Charmet have been excelled in

America; but Henry Maier, Albert Manda, Portola, and Minnie
Burgle certainly prove that our breeders have nothing to learn from
foreign originators of Decorative dahlias; and a dozen other var-

ieties equallv good might be added to the list.

The next form to be made prominent, if not originated, is thatl
known as the Peony-flowered type. As with Cactus dahlias, the

name does not seem appropriate, since the best Peony-flowered
dahlias of the present period of exceeding great popularity for the

type resemble only remotely any known peony. A much better

name is one quite frequently used—art dahlias; for the true

Peony-flowered dahlias are most artistic and pleasing in their

graceful irregularity of form, and their harmonious colorings.

Peony-flowered dahlias first gained recognition in Holland, and the

honor of originating them surely belongs to that country; but

when they were first introduced, some English, and even American,
breeders claimed to have seen many flowers of that form among
their seedlings, which they had thrown on the refuse pile as un-

worthy of propagation. But the type struck popular fancy, and,

though less than twenty years old, probably stands first in public

esteem to-day. These dahlias undoubtedly originated from crossing

the Single and Cactus types, though many of those classed with them
now are developments, in reverse direction, of Decorative dahlias or

of the broader-petaled Cactus dahlias, without definite crossing

with the older Singles. The flowers are semi-double, with at least

part of the r.ow of petals nearest the centre distinctly curled or

twisted, and with more than one row beyond these of long, rather

narrow, graceful petals, flat, more or less rolled at the edges, ot

variously twisted in attractive spirals or curls. Probably the

greater number of our best Peony-flowered dahlias have come from

Holland, though breeders in every other country have striven to

"get on the band-wagon"; therefore the varieties of this type prob

ably exceed in number the Cactus dahlias introduced since 1900.

America has contributed her share, and is represented on the plates

by Dr. H. H. Rusby. F. R. Austin, and John Wanamaker. Un-

fortunately, material was not available for illustrating the creation!

of one of the leading American breeders, who has added scores o

names to the list of Peony-flowered dahlias. Many of the Ameri-

can varieties are noteworthy for their beautiful autumn-tints

coloring.

About the same time that Holland was bringing out the Peony-

flowered dahlia. America contributed an improved type of Single—

the Century group, or Giant Singles, developed from the largt

Decoratives and almost equaling them in size, but lighter, longer-

stemmed, more floriferous, and with delicate colors rivaling thos<

of the best Cactus dahlias.

Midway between these Singles and the Peony-flowered type i?

the Duplex dahlia, with more than one row of petals, these being

of the Single dahlia shapes and colors, and lacking the pleasing

curls and twists that make the Peony-flowered dahlias so attractjj

ive. However, many breeders and dealers do not recognize tha..-

distinction between Peony-flowered and Duplex dahlias, and havJ

introduced dozens of degenerate Decoratives as Peony-floweredL

which, if listed at all, should appear only in the Duplex groupfti

This has been unfortunate for breeders of true Peony-flowerecft

dahlias, for the flowers of Duplex type, though striking and use'

ful, do not approach the twisted-petaled varieties in popular app*-

preciation.

Latest of dahlia types to secure any general recognition is thlii

Collarette, a French creation. These are essentially single dahlia I

which add to their beauty an inner row of small, slender petal'

usually contrasting strongly, or at least differing, in color from th-tt

broad outer petals which they separate from the open centretti

The change in form from the Singles is slight, but it is app-

parently accompanied by some change in texture or composition

which makes the life of the Collarettes as cut flowers longer thai!

that of the Singles. This, with the striking contrasts in color be

tween the main petals and the collar, makes the Collarette a vail

uable addition to the list of vase flowers. They have become verj

popular in France, and even in England, but have not yet found

great favor in America.

Still another contribution, hardly known outside of France, wheri

it originated, is the Gloria, Anemone-flowered, or Pincushion dahlia

in which each disk floret of a Single dahlia becomes a small tubula

The New COUNTRY LIFE
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Albert M.indi Amenta may we I

IVcoi.Uur liki- this

L* Colosse. A wonderlul blossom of unique hut-

one of the leaders (or exhibition purposes

be proud of a Del ice. A lender in garden, ir

ihow bench

Papa Charmct. A most lustrous dark beauty, with

grace as well

vase, and on the Henry Maicr. The West contribute? its share to

dahlia progress

Mina Burgle. Mare Island, California, gives us

this wonderful flower

[Hortulanus Witte. Pure" white, and almost as fault-

less as it is spotless

Le Grand Manitou is one of the very best, of var-

iegated Decoratives,

Jeanne Charmet. If limited to the possession of one

dahlia, many would choose this
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flower, usually distinct in color from the outer petals. Like the Col-

larettes, this type undoubtedly has many decorative possibilities.

Other type names occur frequently in dahlia literature: Star or

Cosmos-flowered Singles have more than the eight petals of the

typical single flower; Cactus Singles have long, graceful petals with

revolute margins; Tom Thumbs and Mignons are Singles with

dwarf plants, the former only about a foot tall;" Bedders" or bedding

dahlias are floriferous dwarfs of any type, though frequently

Decoratives; Miniature or Pompon Cactus refers to varieties in

that group with very small flowers, borne on either dwarf or tall

plants; Cockade or Zonal dahlias are large Singles or Collarettes

with three bands of color between disk and tips; and Parisian

Singles have a distinct picotee edging.

DISTRIBUTION of the DAHLIA

England, France, Germany, Holland, and America have already

been noted as homes of dahlia interest, and these countries have

furnished most of our new varieties; but the plants have a world-

wide distribution, limited only by cultural requirements which are

not severe. Wherever maize will grow, dahlias stand a good show

Potted dahlia cuttings set in coldframes to harden off before planting out. Cuttings should be

trimmed to a joint below one or two pairs of good leaves

of success. We find them in South Africa and in Russia, in Argen-

tina and in British Columbia. The Japanese delight in the beauties

of the Cactus dahlias, and Australians show as great fondness for

Holland's Peony-flowered creations as do Connecticut Yankees or

Virginia's F. F. Vs. Even India has grown dahlias until they have
become wild, and Simla's glades, a mile above the sea, are glorious

from early June well into the rainy season, with magnificent, large

Singles of every tint and shade between pure white and deep

maroon.

In the United States, proximity to water seems to insure the

greatest success in dahlia culture, and the sea-coast states, from

Maine to the Carclinas in the Last, frcm V» ad.ingtcn to southern

California in the W est, contain by far the greater number of dahlia

growers. But inland states, as well, have many f r.e gardens, and
splendid varieties have originated in Indiana and in Colorado.

Few realize how extensive are the f elcs cf dahlias found necessary

by commercial growers to supply the demand fcr f.owers and for

stock. Possibly more dahlias are r rown in gardens and small fields,

for the number of these is legion, but farms of 40, Co, 75, ico, and

1 50 acres or more are known to the author, which are almost wholly

devoted to the culture of this one plant. Nothing can be more en-

joyable to the flower lover than an opportunity to vicit one of these

farms in September or early October, and growers are usually very

glad to see company. Most of them make a special effort to have
their collections in good condition, and elaborate displays of cut

flowers prepared for show days or weeks which are widely adver-

tised. Such farms are easily reached from Asheville, Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, New Haven, Newport, Boston,

Bar Harbor, Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Indianapolis, and Detroit.

At least one splendid plantation is found at Denver; and on the
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Pacific Coast, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Sacramento, and
Los Angeles are centres of large and rapidly growing dahlia interest.

CULTURE of the DAHLIA
Though corn has been given as a crop with whose range the dahlia

corresponds quite closely, the cultural requirements of the plant are

in some respects more like those of the potato. The dahlia is a

perennial, but tender to frost, so that it cannot be grown as a

perennial where the soil freezes, but must be treated as an annual.

That is, the tubers must be dug in the fall, stored where they will

not freeze or dry out, and planted again in late spring or early

summer. In replanting, though, the whole clump must not be

used, but only a single tuber, including enough of the collar or the

stem to have at least one good bud. Unlike the potato, the dahlia

tuber does not have eyes distributed over its whole surface, but onlv

on a collar which shows above a more or less marked neck; or, with

some varieties, on the base of the stem wholly above the tuber.

Owing to this peculiarity, a tuber broken off at the neck will not

produce a plant, although roots may form abundantly. In divid-

ing the clumps, therefore, it is always best for the beginner to wait

until the buds show, which will generally be as soon as the weather

warms up in April. Many varieties will force buds before this time

unless kept where it is very cool, while others may not sprout

for weeks unless they are subjected to added heat and moisture.

The planting of entire clumps has been a very common cause of

dahlia failures, or allowing too many buds to develop when only one

tuber is use<J; for where more than one"or two stalks grow in a

place, the plant runs to leaves, and few blossoms are produced.

Some growers, by their own peculiar methods, developed to pro-

duce special results or to bring flowers at particular times, plant

whole clumps or allow many shoots to a plant; but for one not an

expert, the safe rule is to plant but one tuber in a place and allow

but one shoot, or at most two, to grow from this tuber. Pull up

all suckers that appear later. Any soil that will grow corn or po-

tatoes will grow dahlias, but the chances of success are best on

rather light, sandy soils, loamy enough or well enough supplied

with manure to hold moisture, as the dahlia must be kept growing

steadily and not allowed to stop growth because of drought. Dry

soil or hot weather checks the development of the stems so that

they become woody. This is fatal to flowering, as dahlia buds

develop perfectly only on succulent, growing stems and branches.

In order to have the necessary supply of moisture, the soil should

be worked deeply—at least a foot deep, and a half more than that is

better—preferably during the previous fall. When ready to plant,

a trench should be dug at least six inches deep—or a wide hole

where the hill system is used—and the tuber, with a good bud,

placed on its side in the bottom of the trench or hole. If the ground

is very poor in fertility, it may be well to dig a little deeper and

place a small quantity of well rotted manure below the tuber, cover-

it with earth to prevent direct contact. An inch or two only of

earth should be placed over the tuber at first, filling in as the plant

grows.

This divided clump, or tuber, method of propagating the dahlia

is probably the most common among amateurs; but commercia

growers frequently use green plants for their own fields, and sent

them to their customers when the stock of tubers runs short

Many growers claim that these green plants give as many blossom:

as do those grown in the field from tubers—a claim with which wt

are inclined to agree, provided the green plants are properly grown

The cuttings to produce these plants should be taken only frort

good, vigorous clumps which have not been used too long or for toe

many slips, and should be started early enough so that well

grown, stocky plants can be furnished. The cuttings should b<

trimmed to a joint, below one or two pairs of good leaves, shouh

be calloused and rooted in clean or sterilized sand, with good bot

torn heat; and the plants should be grown, after transplanting

under conditions that will make "them hardy, stocky, and well

rooted. Under such conditions the plants will undoubtedly giv

as good results as tubers the first* year, if not better; no attentiot

need be given to suckering them; and in most seasons they wil

develop satisfactory clumps of tubers to carry over winter.

The growth of dahlias from seed, except with the Singles, Col

larettes, and possibly the Peony-flowered types, is too much of

gamble for the beginner. Some breeders are now sending out hand

pollinated seed from selected varieties, which probably gives a littl
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shown bv few flowers

Perle dc Lyon. As a rutting flower, this dahlia oc-
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better percentage of desirable flowers, but the usual proportion is

not more than one plant worthy to hold for testing to a thousand dis-

carded. Seeds started in the forcing house in March should give

plants that blossom the same season.

Varieties from England, France, and Holland usually come to

America as pot roots. These are produced from green plants

started as above described (or made later in the season from cut-

tings from the growing plants), which are carried through the sea-

son and flowered in small pots. They produce clumps of tiny tubers,

about the size of an acorn or a little larger, which can be easily

handled, stored in quantity in small space, and mailed or sent by

express at only a fraction of the cost for larger tubers. Started

in April or early May, in the forcing house, such pot roots produce

splendid plants in the field, and may even bring their buds to

maturity if set in the field at the same time as the large tubers.

Dahlias are large plants and need much room; but varieties differ

so much that specific directions as to distances between plants and

rows can hardly be given. With the taller kinds, however, four

feet between rows and three feet between plants in the row are

perhaps good distances for the beginner to try. Some varieties

In Captain Howell's garden the dahlia supports consist of wires stretched from posts at either
end of the row

will interlace their branches at these distances, but the collection

thus spaced is not liable to become an impenetrable tangle, nor to

show very much waste ground.

As to time of planting, authorities differ, but there can be no

question that planting as early as it is safe to put in corn, say mid-

May, has often proved unsatisfactory. Such early-started plants,

especially if from well-developed buds, are liable to come into

flower in July or August, when droughts are almost certain to

occur. The extra demand for water for flower production cannot

be met, so the whole plant is checked, the stems become woody, bud

formation ceases, and the disappointed grower gets no flowers for

six weeks or more, until fall rains come. Then frost soon takes

the plants and the dahlia season is over—a failure. The only re-

course in such cases, or whenever the plant becomes woody, is to

prune heavily, even cut the plant down to the ground, and depend

on the new shoots for the flowers. This often gives splendid re-

sults, since the roots force new growth rapidly.

On the whole-, we believe it better to plant late, for a large part of

the collection at least—that is two weeks, a month, or even six

weeks after corn-planting time. The vigorous young plants, still

small and not flowering, go through the midsummer drought and

heat without becoming woody, and, with moisture from the late

summer thunder storms, push along rapidly and give two months
or more of bloom.

As to the treatment of the plants themselves, two distinct meth-

ods are used. If allowed to develop unrestricted, many varieties

grow so large and produce such tender, heavy branches that they

fall prostrate when the ground becomes soft after a heavy rain, or

the branches break off and trail their beautiful blossoms in the dirt

and mud. Such plants must be staked and tied. Many growers
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drive a long, stout stake beside each tuber as soon as possible after

planting, so that there will be no danger of disturbing the roots or

newly formed tubers. As the plants grow, the stems and branches

are tied to the stakes with soft cord or raffia. Such stakes are ex-

pensive and decidedly unsightly unless painted green or some
neutral color. A system of staking used by the author at the Ex-

periment Station at Geneva, N. Y., proved very satisfactory last

season, being both neat and inexpensive, and furnishing a strong,

inconspicuous support for the plants which made tying up much
easier than with the single, square stake. Ordinary plasterer's

laths are used, particularly knotty or fragile ones being rejected, and

one is driven with a slight outward inclination of the top, on each

side of the plant, with flat sides facing. The tops are then forced

together for about six inches of their length and fastened with a

turn or two of small, tough w ire, the ends of the wire being twisted

together with pliers. This makes a support, vase-like in outline,

which is surprisingly rigid and so shaped that the cords to hold the

plant need only be passed about the support and tied. Two or

three such cords serve to hold quite firmly both stems and branches.

By the other system, the plants are grown without staking, a

necessary method in field culture. Distances in the row are re-

duced, so that the plants support one another to some extent; but

the main point is to make them short and stocky. When two or

three pairs of leaves are formed, the terminal bud between the top

pair is pinched out. This checks, though it does not stop, upward

growth of the plant, since the joints lengthen; but the stem thick-

ens, the branches below become heavier and seem to attach them-

selves more firmly to the stem, so that they stand much heavier

winds without splitting off. This process delays blossoming ten

days or two weeks, and removes what is usually the largest blossom

on the plant. By judicious disbudding, however, the blossoms

on each of the first two side stems may be made large enough to

suit all but the most advanced exhibition demands for size. With

many varieties, particularly free-blooming kinds, very free dis-

budding is necessary to secure size and perfection of blossoms; and

some growers hold that even Pompons, whose small size is a chief

recommendation, are all the better for disbudding.

The cultivation of the soil for dahlias should be about like that for

corn—constant stirring to conserve moisture, and, incidentally, to

keep down weeds, until buds begin to set. Then avoid disturbing

the plants as much as possible, using mulches of coarse material to

hold the moisture.

If growth early in the season is not quite satisfactory, even with

good moisture supply, it may be well to scatter about the plants a

little nitrate of soda, with a moderate amount of acid phosphate,

and work it in. Do not allow the fertilizer to touch the plants, even

the leaves, to avoid burning. Just before the flowers form, wood

ashes or some of the potash salts, similarly worked in about the

plants, sometimes prove helpful. It is surprising, though, what a

wealth of blossoms dahlias often give even on light, sandy loam

soils without any commercial fertilizer. Too much fertilizer, par-

ticularly nitrogen, is harmful.

Water is a necessity for the dahlia, but watering, unless very

judiciously done, is a bad practice. Refrain from it early in the

season, except in case of killing drought, unless you are prepared to

continue it indefinitely and increasingly. If the ground is deeply I

and properly fitted, and the tuber set where it should be, at least

six inches below the surface, the dahlia will care for itself unless

drought is severe. But if watering be begun, especially light

watering which wets only the surface, the roots will come up, not

go down, and the demand of the plant for artificial aid will become

insatiable. If watering is necessary during an especially dry time,

soak the ground thoroughly not oftener than twice a week. Sprink-

ling the tops of the plants, however, is often very beneficial.

In the fall, after frosts have killed the plants and they have stood

a few days to secure all possible benefit from the developed food in

the tops, the stems should be cut off" close to the ground and the

tubers dug, care being exercised to avoid breaking the necks.

Injury to the body of the tuber, like a spade cut or fork puncture, is

not serious, though such wounds occasionally serve as starting

places for rot. If the weather will allow, let the clumps dry out in

the field for a day or so, particularly the heavy-stemmed, succulent

ones, then place them, top down, in some cool, dry place, like the

corner of an unheated but frost-proof cellar. Put the smaller

clumps at the bottom, where they will not dry out too fast, with the

The New COUNTRY LIKE
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hybrid Show type beautiful and useful flower great beauty

pon dahlias, as brilliant as gems in coloring. Helvetia. This is the most brilliant and regularly A bouquet of Pompons. Many flower lovers prefer

and perfect in form marked of the bi-colored dahlias these small dahlias to the larger ones
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larger ones above, and cover with heavy paper or, if the place is

liable to become too dry, with sand or sifted coal ashes.

Dahlias, fortunately, suffer from few pests and practically no

diseases. Shell-less snails or slugs are sometimes a nuisance in wet

seasons, or where the dahlias are grown near grass. They eat the

young sprouts and the buds on the tubers below ground, later rasp

the stems so that they are practically girdled, and even make holes

in the leaves. Free use of freshly slaked lime or of wood ashes

about the plants protects them from the snails, but these materials

soon lose their efficacy in wet weather. Capturing the pests by aid

of a lantern or flashlight while they are at work in the evening is

often the only remedy. Cutworms sometimes eat off the stems, but

can usually be controlled by using poisoned bran baits among the

plants. Perhaps most annoying of all dahlia pests are the tarnished

plant bugs, which, when abundant, destroy the buds as fast as they

form by piercing the tiny stems that support them, or cause one-

sided blossoms by punctures at the base of the buds. But little can

be done against these insects except to lessen their numbers as far

as possible by burning all trash on or about the plantation in the

fall. Spraying is of doubtful efficacy, but a good coating of bor-

deaux mixture sometimes partially protects the plants. Fortun-

ately these pests usually disappear with the cooler nights.

CUTTING and KEEPING the FLOWERS
For satisfactory use in bouquets, dahlia flowers should be cut

early in the morning, with the dew on, or late in the evening.

Most varieties should be cut just before they are at their best on

the plant, though buds will not open as perfectly as those of the

rose after cutting. Single dahlias drop their petals very soon, and
are not suitable for lasting bouquets, so when used for a dinner Or

evening reception should be cut at their best, shortly before the

time of using. The stems of the cut flowers should be placed almost

their entire length in cold water as soon as cut, preferably in the

garden, and allowed to harden in a cool place. If the stems are not

too soft and tender, as when grown on very vigorous plants in a

moist season, the keeping quality of the flowers may be improved

by removing most of the lower foliage on the cut stem, plunging

the stem, as far up as the remaining leaves, in water as hot as the

hand can bear comfortably, leaving for a short time, and then
placing in cold water to which a teaspoonful or so of salt to the

gallon has been added.

DAHLIA VARIETIES

So numerous are the varieties of dahlias and so impossible is it

for one person or any limited number of persons to see, let

alone to know, more than a small fraction of the number,
that lists of the "best" dahlias, however selected, differ widely.

The author has just compiled a list of dahlia names, taking only

those found in American catalogues, mainly recent, which
reaches the surprising number of 6,500 entries. Of these varieties

he has seen probably one third, but has had opportunity really to

study comparatively few of them and therefore hesitates to mention
varieties. However full the list, better dahlias than are named are

quite liable to be omitted, and some varieties included which might

appeal to few tastes besides his own. Yet an article on dahlias

without a list of Varietieswould be rather pointless; so those selected

are named as at least worthy of consideration by any grower. For

many of these selections the author has also the vote in various

plebiscites and symposiums conducted by floricultural periodicals

within the past few years, as well as a personal compilation from

returns by twenty leading growers, which is included in Circular

No. 43 of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station.

In choosing those for garden decoration, which class probably

will appeal strongly to many readers of Country Life, some

extensive English tests give reliable information, so far as it goes;

for an English gentleman, Sir Reginald Cory, for two years devoted

large areas on his magnificent estate to tests of hundreds of var-

ieties sent by the leading growers of England and the Continent

as best suited for decorative purposes. These displays were judged

by a joint committee of the Royal Horticultural Society and Na-

tional Dahlia Society, including many of the most expert dahlia

growers and judges in England, and where their judgment falls

upon varieties also known to be good in America, the selection

should have much weight.

In this list the varieties are grouped primarily by color of flower,

secondarily by type, and are arranged alphabetically in the type.

RECOMMENDED DAHLIA VARIETIES

Use*

C 1 E G COLOR, TYPE, AND VARIETY

White, Cream, and Light Yellow

Cactus

1
Aviateur Garros
Bergmann's Silber

I Candeur
Carrie Hammond
Dahliamum

I Flora
Lawine
Marguerite Philips
Mrs. C. G. Wyatt
Mrs. Douglas Fleming
Mrs. E. C. Murray
PiusX.
Rheinkdnig
Schwan
Snowdon
Snowstorm

Peony-flowered

Aphrodite
Avalanche
Baron de Grancy
Elsa
Fraicheur du Matin
Lady Muriel Paget
Mrs. Geo. Gordon
Mrs. Jas. Grosvenor (Emma Slo
combe)

Mrs. T. G. Baker
Queen Augusta Victoria
Queen Wilhelmina
Riesen Edelweiss
Snow Queen
South Pole
White Flag
White Lady

Duplex

Frau Dr. Nebelthau

Decorative

Alaska
Blanche Charmet
Corona
Gigantea
Hortulanus Witte
Kaiserin Aug. Victoria
Madonna
Mrs. Winters
Nevada
Oakland
Perle de Lyon
Purity (Mrs. Henrietta W. Struck)

Use*
COLOR, TYPE, AND VARIETy'

Show

Arabella
Billy Sunday
Crowhurst's White
Dreer's White
Foster Barnes
John Walker
Mme. Heine Furtado*
Mme. Henrietta Scalabre
Storm King

Pompon

Snowclad
White Aster (Guiding Star)

Single

Alba Superba
Rebecca Mayhew
The Bride
White Star

Collarette

Valentine

Yellow and Orange

Cactus

Bridal Crown
Caradoc
Cockatoo
Conservateur Lefebvre
Dr. Roy Appleton
Gelber Prinz
(lenoveva
Glow
Hon. Mrs. Greville
Ibis

Lady Swaythling
Mrs. Stephens
Nantwich
Richard Box
Scorpion
Sequoia
Sovereignty
Success
Thos. Parkin

Peony-flowered

Berch van Heemstede
C odsall Gem
Dr. A. Kuyper
Dr. H. H. Rusby

•The X in lettered columns indicates whether the variety is suitable for cut flowers (C) exhibition (E), or garden decoration (G)

Use*

c E G
X X
X X X
x - X . X

X
X X X

X

X
X X

X
X X

X X
X
X X
X
X

X X
X X

X
X X X
X X X

X X
X X X
X X

X
X

X
X
X

X X X
X X

X

X X
X X X
X X

X X
X
X

X
X

X X

X X
X X

ition (E), or g.

COLOR, TYPE, AND VARIETY

HohcnstaufFcn
Jan Olieslagers

Mrs. J. C. Vaughan
Offenbach
Osceola
Pocahontas

Decorative

Albert Manda
Brentwood Yellow
Henry Maier
Mary Garden
Mme. Victor Vassier
Meadow Gold
Miss Adelaide M. Buttle
Mrs. Nathaniel Slocombe
Mrs. Richard Lohrmann
Orange King
Stunner
Sulphur King
Sulphurea
Yellow Colosse

Show

Chas. Lanier
Esti ll<' Christy
Gracchus
Magnificent
Mary D. Hallock (Queen Victoria)
Miss Browning
Miss Dodd
Mrs. Saunders
Princess Victoria
Ronald
Tom Jones

Pompon

Catherine
Id. -.1

Little May

Single

Blanche
Contraste (bronzy foliage^

Mildred
New Haven
Newport Cheer
St. George Improved

Collarette

Buttercup
Goldsterne

COLOR, TYPE, AND VARIETY

Autumn Tints

(Yellow and orange, shaded,
tinted, or suffusfd; and amber*
buff, apricot, terra cotta,

salmon, etc.)

Cacfus

A. R. Perry
Annie of Tharaw
Auburn Beauty
Aurora
Peauport Peauty
C hevrefeuille

Clara G. Stredwick
Countess of Lonsdale
Country Girl

Crepuscule
Dainty
Dr. Mene
Duchess of Marlboro
Edith Carter
Effective
Else
Colden Eagle
Golden Gate
Coldland
Johannesburg
Master Carl
Miss Stredwick
Miss W ilmott

M rs. Clinton
Rev. T. W. Jamitson
Wolfang von Goethe

Peony-flower^^

Amber Queen
Beethoven
Bettws
Copper
Corot

Dr. Henry Sewall
Hon. R. T. Borden
Juliet

Lady Norman
Mevrouw J. Phillips

Miantonomi
P. W. Janssen

Duplex

Sunshine

Decorative

Ayesha
Beatrice Slocombe

1
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Hrule Thu fine bl«««<im rival* the calln lily

in waxy »hitenr»*

iingles make charming bouquets, but they are

short-lived when cut

Wildlirc Century deck* the garden with great single

blixwomi on lung stem*

White Star. These modified Singles are especially

fine for massing

V I

I /

Row- Pink Century. A beautiful example of the

Giant Single type of dahlia

As cut flowers the Collarettes are striking, and in

vases they outlast the Singles

S3®

1 Single dahlias. The top one is Mrs. Joyson Anemone-flowered dahlias are new to America, but

s: middle. Cardinal: bottom one. Lady Bountiful they promise well

Typical Collarettes. Maurice Rivoire above, Gallia

below. The contrast of colors is effective-
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RECOMMENDED DAHLIA VARIETIES
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Use

i~YM MR TYPF ANDVARIFTY
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Use
COI OR TYPF ANDVARIFTY Use

^ POT OR TYPF ANin VADlrTV
1

^.uiyUR, i i rr., rtrtu vrtKlr.li
C E C K G c E G C E Jl
X X

[.
. .

Camellia X Etendard de Lyon X X Red Face X X X John Green

X X Golden West X Hoffnung-
Marjorierield

X X X Sunstar

X X X Hortulanus Viet X X Collarette

X X X J. M. Goodrich X X Mrs. Macmitlan
x Exposition de Lyon

Decorative

X X X John R. Baldwin X X Mrs. T. W. Willis
Chanteclcr
F'red Grinsted
Kakudu
Mons. Eenormand
Source de Feu
South Orange Surprise

X
X

x X
X
X

Kupferberg Gold
Lucero
Miss Edna L. Hathaway

X
X

X
Prima Donna (Ger.)

Ruth Forbes Dark Reds, Purple, and
Maroon

X X
X

X
X
X

x

X

X
X
X

Miss Minnie McCullough
Oban
Santa Cruz X

Peony-flowered

Andrew Carnegie Lc

Cactus

Advance

X
X
X

X

X 1'aroness de Turclchcim X X Amos Perry
dhowShow X X X ( hatenay X Australian

X Cream ot the Valley X
X

X X
X
X

Great Britain
H. Hornsveld
H. J. Lovinck

X
X
X

X

X

Beloit

Blaustrumpf
Centurion X

x
X
X

X
X

Buffalo Bill

Duchess of Albany
Gold Medal
John Bennett
Katser Wilhelm
Lucy Faucett
Peeress
Rev. J. B. M. Camm

Pompon

Pompon X x ] adysmith X X Claudius
Conquest
Elsie Bonnell
Fernand Olivet
Floradora
Galliard
Geo. L. Stillman

J. H. Jackson

A
X
X
YA

A
YA
X

X

Ganymede
Kleine Domitea
Neatness

Single

Beach Bluff

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Mrs. W. E. Whineray
Norah Lindsay;
Van Dyke (Dyck)
Zeppelin

Decorative

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
x
X

x

X

x
x
x

X X Color Card X X X Francis A. Butts VA A vA John Ridyig A X Cheerfulness

X X X Miss Ruth Thurston X X X Futurity X Miss Hicks X X Kitty Barrett

X Ouida X X Mme. Auguste Nonin X Mrs. Ferd. Jeffries X X X Little Beeswing

Pure Pink» X X Mme. D. Bijstein X Mrs. Fred Grinsted X X Rosalie
• X X Mrs. Helen Ladd Corbett X Mrs. Forester Paton

(Blush to rose red) X X
X

X
X

Sunburst
The Millionaire X

X
X

Phoenix
Rother x x

Single

Cactus X The Earl
mm j -j. .

Ivlrs. Joynson Hicks

Show X The Imp X X Mikado

X Armandine Desleins A X Tom Lundy
CollaretteX Crystal X X Acquisition X Valiant

X
X X

X Erecta
Extase

X
X X

Champion Rollo
David Johnson Peony-flowered

X
X

x
x

Cocarde Espagnole
Duchesse Melzi d'Eril
Gallia

Prince of OrangeX
X

X
X

Fascination
Galathea
Gwendoline Tucker

X
X
X

X
X
X

X Grand Duchess Marie
Mme. Le Mantenne
Margaret Bell

x x x
x

Dr. Peary
Dormouse

IVleyerbeer

Moza 1

4

X x x
X

X

X
X

H. L. Brousson
Jeanne Hardy
Kriemhilde

X
X

X
X

X
X

Maude ^dams
W. W. Rawson

x
x
A

x
x
A

Particolored, Ground Pink,
etc.

X X Mme. Henri Cayeux Pompon
Duplex

Big Chief

Cactus

X X
X

X Marguerite Bouchon
Mildred Slocombe X AlewHK X

X
X

x
X

America
Comet

X X
X

Mrs. C. H. Breck
Mrs. H. Randle X

X Dewdrop
Pure Love

X Variegated Liszt X x x Nashoon

X X
X

Pink Pearl
Stability

X X X Nerissa Decorative Decorative

X X Sweet Brier Single X X American Beauty X X Le Grand Manitou
X The Quaker X Black Beauty X X Maman Rozain

X Beauty's Eye X Boisduval

Peony-flowered X Imperialiano X Clarabel Show
X Kitty X X D. M. Moore X X Ethel Schmidtx x Blenheim X X Fire Rain

X
X

Chief Seattle
Garibaldi

Dark Orange to Bright Red X
X

X X
X

Giant or Royal Purple
Jack Rose X

X
X

X
X

Gen. Miles
Lottie Eckford

X X Hampton Court Cactus X X Le Geant
PomponX X X Loveliness X X X Navajo

X X Mrs. Chas. L. Seybold X Basilisk X X X Papa Charmet X X Highland MaryX X X Mrs. Frederick Grinnell X X Brisbane X X Tenor Alvarez

X X X Mrs. Warnaar X Chas. H. Curtis X X Ulysse
Single

X X X Mrs. Wm. Kerr X X X Conqueror
ShowX X Paul Kruger X X Coronation X Florence Dare

X X Porcupine X X r . W . r ellowes X X Eckford Century
X X

X
X
X
X

Queen Esther
Titian
Turner

X
X X

X

X

Gluckauf
Ignea
Kalif

X
X

x

x
X
x

Ansonia
Black Hussar
Cuban Giant
Edw. MawJev
Gloire de Paris

X X Lady Bountiful

Collarette

X X X Weber X
X

X
X

Mabel Needs
Miss Lucy Ashwell
Mrs. H. R. Wirth
Red Admiral

X
x
x

x
x x A Comtesse lei Hardegg

Duplex X
X

X X
x x

x
Sir Richard Wallace
Stradella

x Diadem

X X X Ruskin

Decorative

X

X
X

X
X
X

Reliable
Sportsman
Standard Bearer

x x V ictor

Pompon

Particolored, Ground Dark

Cactus

Bertha von Suttner
X X Thuringia X Bacchus x Firefly

Gen. BullerX X X X Vulkan X X X Belle of Springfield X X
X X X Delice

Peony-floweted
X X Capt. Boyton x Magpie

X
X Immense X X X Darkest of All X X Mrs. H. J. Jones
X Imperator X X Indian Chief X X X Nisi Prius

X X Jean Wood X X Balak X Richard Dean
X X X Jeanne Charrnet X X Beacon Single X Sea Gull

X Mile. Helene Charvet X X Lady Saville

X X Mrs. J. Gardner Cassatt X X X Liberty X Crimson King Peony-flowered
X Mons. Caprion X X Poinsettia X X Crimson Shower
X Nymphea; X X Prairie Fire X Fringed Maroon Century X X Cleopatra

X X Sylvia

Duplex
Particolored, Ground White X X X Pennant

DuplexShow Cactus

X X A. D. Livoni
X X Hortulanus Budde

X Alpha x X Fregolia
Frit/imannX X X Caleb Powers Decorative X X Leon Varigny X X

X X Dorothy Peacock
DecorativeX Grand Duke Alexis X X X Breezelawn Peony-fiowered

X John Thorpe X Catherine Duer
Electa

X Beaute Lyonnaise
X X Mme. Marika Anagnostaki X Chanoine Ducrot X X X Commandant Rivoire
X X Mrs. Gladstone X X Easton X Philadelphia X x Gaiety

Maid of KentX X Mrs. Roosevelt X Leviathan
Decorative

X X
X Pink Bedder X X Lyndhurst X Minnie O'Brien

X X Queen of the Belgians X X Manzanola
Gov Floyd

X X x Morocco
X X X X X Miss Minnie (Mrs. Mina) Burgle x x

X X Souv. de Mme. Moreau X X Mrs. A. I. Dupont X X Mme. Devinat Show
X X Triumphator X X Mrs. Fleers X X X Mme. Louis Perrier

X Virginia Maule X X Oregon Beauty X X Flachard

X X Vivian X
X

X
X

Sebastopol
Souv. de Gustav Doazon

Single X X
X

X
X

Frank Smith
l\ 1 M LI ,11.,Mrs. IN. Halls

Pompon X Fern-leaf Beauty X Peacock

Show X X X Helvetia X X Queen Mab
X X ' Allie Mourey X X Jennie Wren

PomponX Blush Gem X Duchess X Union Jack
X Crusoe X

X
John Elitch
Le Colosse Particolored, Ground Yellow x x Brunette

Little Herman
Montague WoottenSingle X X Leander

Merlin
Paul Burt

or Orange x
X

x
x

X Blush Century
X
X

X
Cactus X x Tommy Keith

A X Fringed 2oth Century A A Paul David
SingleX X X Newport Pink X Red Hussar X JX Electric

X X Sunbe am X Fireworks X
Shaded Pinks X X Gracie X X Praxiteles

Pompon X X Jupiter

(Pinks showing purplish shade; X Melody Collarette

ALSO LILAC, LAVENDER, MAUVE, X Mars X Miss Dorothy Oliver

HELIOTROPE, SALMON PINK) X X Pierrot X X Achievement

Single X X Rev. Arthur T. Bridge X X Comte Cheremeteff

Cactus X X Wunderkind X Doon
X Ami Barillet (bronzy foliage)

Peony-flowered

X Frogmore
X X Arthur Pickard X Brilliant X X X Louie Blackman

X X X Riant .i X X Cardinal Century X X X Maurice Rivoire

x Clincher X X Crawley Star X Alecto X
X

X Princess Louise

1 X Empress X 1 X Newport Star X X X Geisha X X Regularity



The SETTERS —
ENGLISH. IRISH, and SCOTCH
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few months.

part iculails

in connection

w nil work on
i be lubjtci of

field r ri.il>. so

c I'imu' to

regarding 'He
mam inquiries

m\ attention

different vattctics of setters

th.it it has seemeil to me de-

niable to pup. in- .in article

ID w hich these different bleeds

.>r varieties may be compared

.is conciseb as possible. I bat

mam interesting and import-

ant tlimc^ must be omitted

regarding the history, achieve-

ments, and points ol the set-

ters is untoitunate but inevit-

able; there is a compensating

i;.nn in ranging the main points

in close proximity.

How main breeds or var-

ieties of setters are there?

Which \ ariety is best for hunt-

ing? W hv is the English setter the only one that figures to any

extent in American held trials' W hat has become of the (iordon

setter? W hat is a I averack, .1 I lewellyn, a Helton? Ihese are

the questions that vmII shape the direction of this article.

In the hrst place let me sav that there are. roughly, three varie-

ties of setters extant in Great Britain and the United States

English, Irish, ami Scotch. The proper name for the last is the

black-and-tan or (Iordon setter, but since the Duke of (Iordon was

.1 Scotchman, we may so designate the black-and-tan breed for

cob> enience.

There was also .1 W clsh setter called the Llanidloes, but it is now

pncticall) extinct even in Wales. It had a hard, curly coat,

usiialb white, with a lemon-colored patch or two about the head

and ears. The head w as longer and less refined than rhat of the

Knglish setter. The tail \\ as curly, shorter than that of the English

setter, and with very little fringe or feather. It was once con-

sidered a smart, handy dog. with a good nose and a moderate

ipace. not as handsome as the other setters, but the hardiest of

them all. There was also a strain of black setters in Wales, now
quite extinct. Naturally,

these varieties do not figure

in our present consideration.

Of the three main branches

,if the family, the English

setter is far in the lead in

respect to popularity and
numbers. The English is the

>nly setter to compete suc-

.essfully with the pointers

or field trial honors in this

.ountry. and the one with

nuch the largest representa-

:ion at the bench shows. The
English setter is more ex-

rensively used by American
sportsmen than is the Irish or

oordon, though there are

irdent advocates of the other

:wo breeds who deny that

he English variety is in the

slightest degree superior for

Practical field work.

An iile.il head Mr Olio I'ulil's ini|«>rlr<l Irish seller, C h Rheola L'landerrick

The Setter, as painted by Reinagle. and published in John Scott's "Sportsman's Repository" in 1845.

illustrating the earlier type

I In lush setter is easily the

handsomest of the trio, and
this has worked somewhat to

his disadvantage, for it is in .1

mcasun responsible t<>i thi

fact that in late ycats Irish

setters have been bred fully

is much for bench-show points

as for working qualities.

The (Iordon is larger and

heavier than the other two,

and in some respects bettei

fitted to be a house dog and

companion, but he has friends

who insist that he is a hctt «
I

dog all around than the Eng-

lish setter, and worthier of

the attention of both sports-

man and fancier. He certainly

has a look of greater hardihood.

So there we have them

—

English, Irish, Scotch grand

dogs all, dogs of endurance

and nerve, gifted with wond-
erful powers of scent, remark-

ably intelligent, and capable of

a high degree of education and training. And now a little more
about their origin and characteristics.

All these setters undoubtedly had a common parentage, in

which the old land spaniel had the principal part. They belong

to the same family, possess the same traits, are trained alike,

differing chiefly in appearance and in minor characteristics.

The spaniel was originally brought to England from Spain for

hawking and finding game, but the breed's genealogy has been so

split up as to be difficult to trace. One of these old spaniels of

the larger type was probably taught to crouch when finding game,

and was therefore termed a setting spaniel or setter. It was
crossed with the Spanish pointer, and a disrinct breed was de-

veloped from which our setters are derived.

Setters have been trained and used by sportsmen for centuries

in England and on the Continent. The Duke of Northumber-
land, son of Queen Elizabeth's favorite, Robert Dudley, Earl of

Leicester, has usually been credited with being one of the first

to train setters in something like the modern manner. That
was about 1550, when the birds were not shot, but caught in a net.

During the seventeenth cen-

tury these dogs were very

commonly trained, as de-

scribed by Dr. John Caius, to

follow their masters' direc-

tions, to point the game w hen
found, and not to bark. They
were called setting spaniels

and setting dogs until about

1800, when nets went out of

fashion.

An account of the breed

in the "Sportsman's Cabi-

net," published in 1803, when
pointers, by the way, were

equally popular, describes a

dog much like ours—timid,

nervous, dreading punish-

ment, affectionate, unusually

intelligent, easily controlled,

trustworthy, generally obedi-

ent, of reliable temper, and
possessing a beautiful, soft

4'
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Ch. Babblebrook Joe, one of the best bird dogs in the field trial circuit. Winner of All

American Championship stake, five firsts in All-Age Stakes, and other places in field trials.

Owned by Mr. Edward D. Garr

I

—
1

Mr. C. H. Tyler's Willow Brook Drake Wind 'Em, one of the few English setters in this

country bred by Mr. Llewellyn. Shortly after his importation he won third in the Connecticut

Field Trials, and also special at the Boston show for the best placed field-trial dog

coat and an air of refinement and superiority. From that time

to this the breed has been kept pretty free from crosses with

pointers or other breeds.

The setter breed was probably pretty well developed between

1775 and 1800, and its improvement went steadily on in England

until about 1875, when the famous Laveracks had become the

standard type.

Good strains of setters were bred by various English and Scotch

noblemen, but the man who did more than an^,< odier to improve

the breed was Mr. Edward Laverack of Shropshire, a thorough

sportsman, who bred setters for more than fifty years and made
of them a life-time study. He started in 1825 with Ponto and

Old Moll, purchased from the Rev. A. Harrison, who had bred a

strain for thirty-five years previously. So superior were the

Laverack dogs that they carried everything before them, on the

bench and in the field, up to about 1870. Mr. Laverack developed

a distinct type and Standard, and put the setter in its proper

position as a field dog, in competition with the pointers. He died

in 1877, and the best of our modern dogs are descendants of his.

The English Setter Club, established in 1890, based its Standard

on Mr. Laverack's.

He was followed by Mr. R. Purcell-Llewellyn, of Lincolnshire,

who developed a strain that was half Laverack. It was a strain

of unequal merit, but was widely advertised in this country and
became very popular here, superseding our native-born setter to a

large extent. A large number of so-called Llewellyn setters,

some better than others, were imported into this country, and
there are many Americans who still associate the name Llewellyn

with all that is best in the English setter family. As a matter of

fact, Llewellyn did little to improve the Laverack strain, but he

increased and disseminated it, and perhaps strengthened it some-
what by the infusion of new blood.

During the last century there was some Laverack blood in this

country, before the importation of the Llewellyns, and a good
deal of cross breeding, producing what was known as the native

or American setter. With the coming of the Llewellyns, how-
i

ever, the native setter was obliged to take a back seat in the field

trials. On the show bench, Laveracks were first exhibited here I

in 1874, and won the lion's share of the honors for ten years.

Between 1884 and 1887 the Windholz and Blackstone kennels 1

imported and bred some good dogs. Then came the rather

reckless importation of so-called Llewellyns, and some ill-advised
I

breeding. Conditions improved about 1882, however, and there

was a return to the correct type about 1898, Dr. James E. Hair

taking an active part in bringing the setter back. By 1900 many
'

fine ones were being shown here. To-day we are always sure of a

large entry of English setters at the shows, including, usually, I

many first-class dogs. For example, sixty-six English setters

were entered in the New York show of 1917, as against thirty-

nine Irish setters, and two Gordons.

But it is not only on the bench that the English setter has won I

acknowledged superiority; he is still the favorite with sportsmen,

and is the only one of the setters to compete successfully with the

pointers in the field trials. Since the days of Gladstone and Count
Noble, in the '8o's, there have been many famous field-trial winners

among the English setters in America, including Count Noble's '

sons, Roderigo and Count Gladstone, IV. And their progeny is

still famous. Indeed, a complete list of the really wonderful

field-trial performers of the past thirty years would be too long

to include here.

The terms Laverack, Llewellyn, and Belton are much misused

and misunderstood. They are not distinct varieties, but are all

English setters and are so classed in the shows. On the other

hand, Llewellyn, a term now seldom used in England, is not a

proper synonym for English setter. The origin of the term

Laverack has already been explained; to-day, in this country, it

is often erroneously applied to a setter of the bench-show type,

with fine coat and head, and sometimes more notable for show

points than for field qualities. Llewellyn is a term even more

vaguely applied to English setters of the field-trial type, from the

fact that many of our best field-trial dogs, of the Gladstone, White-

stone, and other strains, are largely descended from dogs that were

imported as Llewellyns. Belton is merely a term used to describe

a color, when the white is largely mixed with flecks of color, pro-

ducing gray, blue, or lemon Beltons.

The question as to which of these types is the best is of long

standing. It is largely a matter of viewpoint. Partly because

of the differing points of view of sportsmen, field-trial followers,

and show exhibitors, and partly because of the inaccurate use of

the terms English setter, Llewellyn, etc., this controversy has

already become so involved that further participation in it would

be profitless.

It must be remembered, however, that the setter is primarily a 1

shooting dog, and his utility should be kept in view by all classes

of breeders. There appear to be two kinds of English setter

judges—those who lay emphasis on the classic type of head, etc.,

and those who look for working points. It is rather important

that these two views should be combined, for both features are

desirable.

On this point I would like to quote from a letter from Mr. Elmer

M. Simkins, secretary-treasurer of the English Setter Club of

America. "Our club," he says, "is endeavoring to encourage the

breeding of good-looking, high-class shooting dogs. I fully be- I

lieve that if our Standard were strictly adhered to by all judges
|

of English setters, it would soon be possible to place in the ring

dogs that would not only make a very good showing, but that

could be taken into the field and worked with great credit to I

themselves and their owners. As it is now, I venture to say

that at least 60 per cent, of the great bench-show dogs are ab-

solutely worthless in the field. At the same time, nine out of

ten of the great field-trial dogs would cause ridicule if placed in a

show ring."

Mr. Simkins also makes a plea for field-trial judging that shall

lay less stress on speed and more upon bird-finding ability, adding

that the past season has shown an improvement in this respect.

The English setter Standard calls for a long, lean head, with

well-defined stop, a high, rounded skull, square, deep muzzle,

flews deep and square; eyes dark; neck long, muscular, and lean;

body not too long, chest deep, ribs well sprung, back level; leg

strong, with muscular forearm, elbows well let down, feet wel
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rathrted between the tots, t.ul canird straight fioin I lie- body,

rith KK.nl fcathci beginning mil too m ,n the mnt, m.it long,

traighi and mIU I he iciogniml » < <l< «i -» an whitt and lil.u k,

hitr .nul Iim i. \\ hit c and lemon ni hi. i tiff, whin .huI t.m, 01 tri-

o)oi Mack, white, anil t.uv ticked well on the legs and flanks,

ith tan in tin « 1 1 n \ « i the eyes, and on the Hews. ( me or two

iifi black I'.iii In s are pet missihlc, hut flecking is preferred to

arches. Nearh pun white letters IN not uncommon, Hid even

•nisi winch .in l.irgelj hl.uk I In orange rod white rod the

leltons appeal to he the most populai among the lancicis.

I he lush setter, though nunc populai and numerous than the

lordon, is much less so than the I' nghsh setter. He is unqucs-

on.ihl\ the handsomest of the set tei s. His mini and lorm appeal

Mticularh to hench show fanciers, and Ins general heauty and

ngaging dispnsit ion aie s ch as to attract ow tiers \\ ho like medium-

ixed ilocs .is companions. Hut with all that, when properly hied

ad trained, he is a shooting dug from the ground up.

Ilu lush setter's origin is obscure, not much being accurately

noun ahoul h pi mi to |Soo. It was prohahly much the same .is

fiat of the Knglish setter, and the lush v.inets may have heen

efived from a liver-and-whitc Knglish setting spaniel. It was

tnsidered a hianch of the Knglish spaniel family, and used to

c known in Ireland as an Knglish setting spaniel, Some writi is

lain the lush setter to he an unmixed descendant of the old

Danish land spaniel, with less pointer hlood in its make-up than

, in the Knglish setter. All that we know certainly is that these

tiers were common in Ireland early in the nineteenth century,

nd were firml) estahlished there as a distinct variety.

Whether the first Irish setters were red and white, liver and

hite. or all red is not known, hut there were hoth red dogs and

d and white ones in Ireland heforc tSoo. They arc described as

u st nut red, with or without white, and with the nose and roof

f the mouth black. One theory is that the fed dog inhabited

lie north of Ireland and the red and white dog the midland and

icstern counties, and that they were later crossed. As late as

i<So white was allowed, though all red was preferred. Now the

cognized color is solid red. though some white is permitted.

In 1867 a noted Knglish writer who signed his name "Stone-

nge" published in "The Dogs of the British Islands" a descrip-

on of the Irish setter that breeders have been trying hard to

ce up to ever since.

Twenty-five or rhirn years ago the Irish setter was nearly as

|inimon here as the Knglish setter, but his popularity, especially

nong field-trial breeders, steadily declined, and they became less

imerous in this country. Of late, however, they seem to have

en coming back, at least as show dogs and companions, and to

ime extent as sporting dogs. In England the Irish setter is

ill valued as a held dog; in Ireland he is the most highly esteemed
'

all the varieties. The best of them there are said to be as good

speed and nose as the best pointers and Knglish setters. Here,

wvevcr. .is with the show type of Knglish setter, the breeders

jive too often sought for show points rather than working ability,

(id many of our title st Irish setters are practical!} worthless

the field. They are handsome, long, rangy animals, w ith classic

[ads, and fine coats of wonderful color, in whom bird sense has

rgely given place to beauty, so that there is a comparatively

liall demand for them now except as show dogs and companions,

jndoubtedlv the bird sense is still in the blood, however, as the

jhievements of occasional specimens prove. Only prejudice,

shion, and the chances of the game have kept them back. They
tserve to become more popular with sportsmen, and could be

; ought back to usefulness just as the pointer was.

I
In the early davs of field trials the Irish setter was prominent

j
both Kngland and America. In England he is still a factor.

I this country Irish setters were frequent winners in the late

io's and early 'So's, and again in the early '90's. Now the honors

e divided between the pointers and the Knglish setters.

As a show dog the Irish setter was most prominent some twenty-

re years ago, but is coming up again, and we now have some very

le specimens of this type. More than twice as many were

tered at the New York show this year as in 191 6. The show
»ints are now pretty well fixed, and the variety has been brought

a state of great uniformity as to type; it would seem desirable

r breeders now to seek to develop working qualities.

But, taking the variety as a whole, beauty is by no means the

Mr. John J. Connolly'* Gordon setter, Ch. Sir Robert C, first winner* at New York in 1917.

I he ( .unions in larger and heavier than either I hi- Knglish 01 Irish, ;m<l in some respect* are

liellri lilted lo In- house dogs and companion*

Willow Brook I.ingheld Kuperl, another of Mr Tyler'* English *etters. is the embodiment of

*tyle. a* well as a hunt inn dog pui rxcrllrrict Winner of first at Boston, first in Connecticut

Field Trials, and hrst in Membership and in All-Age Stakes

only noteworthy quality of the Irish setter. He is staunch, hardy,

and, when rightly trained, as good a dog for birds as there is. He
takes readily to the water, is a good retriever, and is therefore

invaluable for duck shooting. He has more dash and go than the

(iordon, and in most respects is the equal of the Knglish setter.

In e durance, none can surpass him. He is speedy, but his nose

is quicker than his feet. He often appears to be wilful and head-

strong, requiring more patience in breaking than the Knglish

setter, but once broken his energy proves an asset. He develops

somewhat later than the Knglish setter, and is consequently slower

to train up to his best form. As a field-trial dog he is perhaps not

so easily controlled as his Knglish cousin, but he is not impetuous

like a terrier.

The outlines and conformation of the Irish setter are much
the same as those of the Knglish, with the exception of the head,

which is somewhat different. The chief distinguishing feature is

the color, and this is the Irish setter's crowning glory. It is

called golden chestnut, deep red, and rich mahogany, but none of

these terms adequately describes it. It is a wonderful sienna or

red-brown, brilliant in the high lights with a golden tinge, shading

almost, but not quite, to black—a color worthy of the brush of a

Titian. No trace of pure black is allowed, but white on the throat,

chest, or toes, a small star on the forehead, or a narrow streak or

blaze of white on the nose or face does not disqualify.

Otherwise the official Standard reads much like that of the

Knglish setter. It calls for a long, lean head; long legs; deep chest,

not too broad; body long and lean, but slightly heavier than that

of the Knglish setter; coat flat and straight; fringe, long and silky.

The development of the black-and-tan or Gordon setter was

due largely to the interest of a Scotchman, and the variety, as

such, is not as old as either the Knglish or the Irish. Karly

in the nineteenth century the Marquis of Huntley, later Duke of

Richmond Gordon, owned a strain of setters which he used for

work upon the moors. Their color, before 1820, was not estab-

lished, but it is known that the strain differed in some respects
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from the other English setters, especially the Laverack strain.

There has been some controversy as to the color of the Duke
of Gordon's dogs. It has been said that he favored the black

and tan, but the evidence seems to point to the fact that most of

his dogs before 1820 were black and white and that after that he

owned as many tri-color dogs—black, white, and tan—as pure

black-and-tan, with a conformation in general resembling that of

the Irish setter.

While doubtless some of the later black-and-tan setters came
from the Gordon strain, not all did, and the name is to that extent

a misnomer, though it became almost universally applied to the

setters of that color. The British Kennel Club has since dropped
the name Gordon, and recognizes a separate variety, with points

of its own, known in England as the black-and-tan setter. In this

country we stdl call it the Gordon setter, and it is so classed in

the American shows.

The Duke of Gordon did not, therefore, develo a modern

endurance. Personally, I have no doubt of his innate ability.

What he needs is more intelligent breeding and persistent training,

and he deserves it. There is a good chance here for some group

of enterprising breeders.

In show judging, the Gordon's head is considered of great im-

portance. It should be heavier and stronger than that of the
j

English setter, with rounder skull, deeper and broader muzzle,

more breadth between the ears, and heavier lips and flews. The
forehead should be full, with a well-defined stop; the nose moder-

1

ately long, broad across the top, and not snipy, with nostrils well
j

distended; jaw neither overhung nor underhung. The eyes are

large, lustrous, and intelligent, sometimes showing the haw.

The ears are somewhat longer than those of the English setter.

The neck should be moderately long and strong, but not coarse. 1

The body should be heavier and stouter than that of the English'

setter, but is judged on the same general lines. The shoulders,

should look strong but not loaded; hind quarters strong. The tail

Two typical Irish setters; at left Mr. Pohl's Ch. Pat-a-Belle on a point on quail; at right, Mr. Charles Esselstyn's Ch. Sheila O'Brien, a well-known bench show winner

variety to the same extent that Laverack did, but he deserves

credit for conserving and bringing to notice setters of a distinct

type. In 1836, shortly after his death, his dogs were sold and other

breeders continued along the same lines, producing, at length,

the Gordon setter as we know it.

For a time the name Gordon was given chiefly to a tri-color

dog, mostly black, with some tan, and a little white. In 1872

Gordons were shown in England which were perhaps more like

the English setter than those of to-day, but with heavier head,

heavier ears, loaded shoulders, and thicker neck, and they were

black and tan. By 1880 the variety seems to have become
firmly established, with distinct characteristics. It made a good
showing in field trials and on the bench, and in some quarters

was highly esteemed for hunting.

The Gordon's bench-show career in this country has also been

somewhat erratic. Philadelphia had a number of good dogs in

the '8o's. About 1890 an attempt was made to get a lighter-built

dog to be called the American Gordon, but there was no real point

to the effort and it failed. The dogs shown as American Gordons
were never first-class.

The breed has not been favored with the attention of many
large fanciers here. Dr. Dixon's fine kennels were broken up in

1896 and Mr. J. B. Blossom retired in 1900. Since then a few good

dogs have been shown, but not many. For years the Gordon
entries have been small.

As a gun dog the Gordon is said to possess neither the speed nor

the endurance of the English or Irish varieties, in spite of his

look of strength. Sportsmen consider him nervous and say that

his color is not suitable for work in a rough country. He has

therefore been turned into a fancy variety by his best friends, to

an even greater extent than the Irish setter, and as such his heavier

build perhaps has its advantages.

Nevertheless, there are those who still stoutly maintain that

the Gordon can be made into the finest of bird dogs, that he pos-

sesses splendid intelligence, fine scenting power, strength, and

is somewhat shorter than that of the other setters, and simitar

shaped. The coat is stronger and not quite so long and fine a;

that of the English setter, straight, flat, slightly waved, but noi

curly. The Gordon has less feather than the English setter.

Color is perhaps the most important feature of all. It should bt

a pure raven or jet black, free from white or gray, with marking:

of a rich mahogany tan similar to those of the black-and-tan

Manchester terrier. There should be tan on the cheeks, ove

the eyes, on the feet and pasterns, and the points of the shoulders:

bright and clearly defined and not penciled with black. Feather

ing on the forelegs and thighs should also be tan. Diffusion

color on the belly and elsewhere is objectionable, and there shouli

be no trace of white on the chest or face.

Here we have, then, the three varieties of setters—English

Irish, Scotch. Their physical differences are easily distinguished

their general similarity is equally noticeable. Which variety I

preferable, when judged simply by appearance and general cha

acter, is all a matter of taste; there is no criterion by which an

one of them may be considered decidedly better than any othe

But when it comes to working qualities, utilitarian value, spe

ialized powers, the development of those abilities which distinguis

the bird dog, there is room for a most interesting difference (

opinion. We enter the field of actual experiment.

Just now the English setter has all the best of it. He is tr

favorite for field trial and for hunting. Why is this so? Does r

deserve this ascendency? If so, is there any hope for his defeate

rivals? These are subjects of interest not merely to setter fancie

and sportsmen; they concern all dog lovers. The answer m;i

mean the doom or the return of the Gordon; it may mean a

entirely different Standard for the English.

In searching the field for the answers to these questions,

have sought and obtained opinions of several authorities. Armt

with these, I plan to make a comparison of the three varieties 1

setters the subject of an article of importance in the next numb
of Country Life.



SOLITUDE
BEING LEAVES from a HERMIT'S LOG-BOOK

By ROHKRT VVADK
Illustrations b v the A ti r h u i

-JmRgklEPTEMBER \o\\\. Being Fair with a westerly

S"~^\J
breeae. Tins day begun my fourth week of soli-

\£j tude. I .mi lord of whatever I may survey,

possessions .Mr .1 low 1 1 IK of illllics facing

tin- si-.i. .i few plum hushes, miles upon miles ot

p3MZLgM| marshland, anil the road leading over the river

to the quiet old st .i town. My cattle, a little

Lbin originally built tor a (tunning shack. It is .i tight little place,

U pood to In- used foi shotgun injustice upon the wild fowl.

Desolate, perhaps, is my island possession, hut here where the

eel irch of the sk\ bends to its own fourfold bounds, here where

«e winds sing and the sea alone answers, here Repose has settled

id Peace reigns supreme.

This has been a quiet. smoky day. and I spent it wandering about

ie marshes through

tiich the river « inds,

ue as the blue ot sap-

lire. Three miles

oad they are. glow ing.

immering. red - gold

hd brown under the

rooding calm of early

(itimin. 1 love them

|r their long reaches

ting flat under warm
ins; I love the smell

hd the sounds of them,

ke rippling ot their

deS) the rummelling of

»eir little streams, the

Mt whispering of their

asses — and I love
Lem for their great

penness.

All last night there

is a heavy surf, and

,ider a big moon the

a drove his thunder-

g hosts against the si-

nt strengthoftheland,

ply to be shattered

I to a shower of moonlit

|>ray and a swirl of rip-

ling silver foam. Be-

andthis tumult the sea

y unbroken. Not a

?ht, not a sail, nothing

ut the white line of

imbling surf and the

ack of the moon. And
rider the moon the

lanes lay still and white. "The gelden evening

Far away the inland lulls rose black, and at their base twinkled

the lights of the town.

The enchantment of the moonlight here, mid flat sea and level

marsh, mile upon mile, is irresistible, so that with Solitude I walked

long, and a new day was begun when I at last turned homeward

and reached my cabin, wonderfully at peace with this open, silent

world.

To-day the sea is still high and under its blows, as under the

blows of Thor's hammer, the island quivers. North and south, the

coast is lost in white spray-smoke. Seaward, on the outer bar, the

surf is nearly as heavy as here on the beach, and the air vibrates

with the deep anthems of these antiphonal choirs.

Thus Time grows old, with warm days, with blue skies, and an

ocean ever bright and sparkling; with solitary, quiet days holding

within them the bigness

of the everlasting hills

and of the sea. I am
learning here what the

primitive peoples knew
so well. I am learning

to hear and to under-

stand the voice which

speaks from the clouds,

from the winds, from

the burning bush. It

is a wondrous voice; it

brings glad tidings of

great joy which is for all

people, but he who runs

may not read its mes-

sage; nor may he who
serves other gods hear

it. It takes time and

quiet.

Four fishermen have

been standing up and

down the coast all day,

their canvas now gleam-

ing in the sunlight, now
blue in shadow. They
are still out there a few

miles off shore, burning

great flares either on

their decks or in their

rigging, and are very

companionable.

October 4th. This

day, cold with a strong

wind from the north-

west. There are no calm

, . . .. ... davs now; always the
brightened in the west J '

4 s
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"The smoking dunes beat back the mighty rush of the North Atlantic"

wind sings. Most of my time to-day I spent in banking the house

with grass, 'gainst the roaring blasts of winter, and in making a sun-

dial with a broken oar and a red bottle for the noon mark. I didn't

mark the hours—there are no hours here; time consists only of "the
rising of the sun and the going down of the same." The evening

and morning make the day, and in reckoning by that rhythmic
swing, I feel conscious not so much of time as of eternity, and I

like it.

Yesterday I picked nearly a quart of cranberries in a deserted and

forlorn bed. They were spread over considerable territory, so that

I hunted long for them, but I had great sport in the hunting; and
they will make a bright spot in my rations, which are exceedingly

plain.

The yellow glow of autumn is now deep in the sunlight. This

afternoon when it lighted the western windows of my cabin and
streamed a golden flood into it, it brought back to me days long

since past. Days unreal, a dream of childhood; of golden skies and
brown lands; and the dream brings a loneliness here in this solitude.

Aye, "the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."

The day grew to a close mid towering clouds and a golden mist.

The sea was still; the wind, which had sung all day, was hushed.

Silently the great clouds rolled above, silently the glow deepened

as the shadows of departing day crept on. A great peace settled

over sea and marsh and river, into my soul; a peace as of Heaven

—

"Beneath whose contemplation
Sink heart and voice oppressed"

The glow died, deeper and deeper grew the shadows, the mists

crept over the land; night had come.

It was a wondrous moment, a moment such as comes often to

him who dwells with Solitude; a moment when the spirit seems to

have burst its bounds, to know the foundations of the earth, to join

in the singing of the stars, to be of the Infinite. May it not be true

actually? The sound of the wind crooning this moment about the

house helps me to believe that it may.

November 15th.

"The day is ending, the night is descending,
The marsh is frozen, the river dead,
Through clouds like ashes the red sun flashes

On village windows that glimmer red."

November—and a bleak November it is. All day from out a

leaden sky the north wind blows. It rustles the dune grass, now a

sere yellow; it whistles!

through the naked plumi

bushes and keeps the

sand steadily flying]

No longer is the sea

blue, but lighted only

by white caps; it is aa

cold and cheerless asl

the sky.

Grayer and grayei

grow the marshes, ant

the little pools which]

have shone so brighi

are frozen. Still th<

sand is golden, and tht 1

blue of the distant hill;

is clearer and mon'<

beautiful.

Every day now I gc

down the beach for fire

wood, bringing home a.)

big a load as I can carry

on my back, and lastinj

pleasure I get from
;{

long cruise. It is madV

up of everything, tha

load : a bright vermilioi',

lobster buoy, oak stave'j

from some cask—heav
1

as lead but best of a

driftwood for fires—an<|

now and then a re.

find, a piece of soliJ

timber from some shirl

with all the romance of voyages of discovery, of the old bucc;

neers of the sea, in it.

Down the island some little way is a space behind two dunt

where is a veritable museum of drift, and there I have found man
valueless treasures. Legend tells of other finds; of bleached bonei'i

of ancient coins and silver buckles, but with the exception of on

penny, no such reminders of former visitors here have come to m;

hand.

While on one of these cruises the other day, I followed for

couple of miles an old road as it wound along between the dunes am

the marshes. Its ruts were filled with sand, its twistings to avoii i

the cold tide were many. A forlorn road it was, lonely and desolate

its work done, left to its fate in the drifting sand.

But I like old roads, I have a fellow feeling for them, and s

made friends with this one. And in return it gave me much from it'

store of simple treasures—the sight of a blazing red plum bush,

peep at the sea, a pool glowing in the sundown. Simple treasure

indeed, but I love them for their very simplicity. I shall travt

that road often and become better acquainted.

'Twas late in the afternoon when I came along it, homewai

bound. In long streaks "the golden evening brightened in tr

west." Over the marshland, with its gleaming pools and river, tl

golden light shone. Unwarmed by the north wind, the dunes r

fleeted it with a cold, hard glow. In black silhouette stood tl

Newbury Hills, accenting with the dots of farmhouses alor

their ridge, the cheerlessness of my wind-swept world and tl

white-capped sea.

Four stumpy coal barges, once tall ships, came around the Ca|

this afternoon, a big, sea-going tow-boat hauling them along 1

their noses. A sad fate is theirs, with their memories of lofty spa

and bellying canvas, to be thus reduced. A sad fate indeed, b
one which is constantly meted out through the whole realm

nature. "Survival of the fittest," we say, and give it never

thought unless perchance in the case of some once prosperous ma

fallen on evil days. Then we take heed. For my part I confe

that I have less fellow feeling for a man whose horizon has bet

warped into the shape of a dollar sign, whose slogan is "Business
1

than I do for a green tree by the roadside, looking up to the sui

shine and the stars, whispering to the winds.

January 1st. A bright day on which to begin the new year. Tl
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Unlighl ghttcis "w l •' um " ,JM,,;
'

m " ,,, w "u
'

,s dancing

miiIi the in>on| 1 1 »
« dunei.

Nowmbei ""l Decembei grew old with nevw i ilack in th<

aorth wind till .1 last it began working around to the < inward I he

briahl wnlighi gave plaoi K> an all permeating gravness. I he fog

st,.|< in from th< -< '. shutting nut the distant land. I he whistler

on thr outci l>.«t. toi NX.-, k» silent, began t.. t....t Bil l>\ bit tlx-

Wind ion.', bil b\ bil tbr m m made.

Hv noon ol the da) befort Christmas, the wbistlei, .is be rolled

Ld l». iwung. wailed and whooped like .i thing demented. The

Mitt hammered and thundered on th< beach, whipping the foam

Eta thii k mawi i and ball*, to be driven inland bj the racing wind.

I'!,, -in was thu k with freezing sptax and .liixnm sand; with flying

sand tin .Inn. » sinok.-d

Prom tl» beach to the outei bar, two milei axx.iv. the tea was a

White Jmothcr, and through the ri.h atmosphere now and then a

lone cull xx heeled.

Unlightrd b> a sunset, thi dav grew to mghr. a fearsome night,

ild and black and xx it. The shutters rattled and banged.
NN

anil hanged. A

wirling slecl beat upon the windows, threatening their destruction.

Before the blasts the house ijuiv-

Htd, and from OUt the darkness,

like the wad of a lost soul, the

Voice of t hi' xx hist I.- 1 lode the gale.

\bove all. above the rattle of the

bouse, above the shriek of the

wind, rose the tcrribc thunder ol

the sea a thunder to make one

tiraid <<f the darkness, a thunder

to shake the ver\ soul.

In the earl> evening when the

chores were done and all made

mug for the night. I pulled on

oilskin- .mil sou'wester, lighted a

lantern, and started for town.

For, fair or foul, this was Christ-

mas Eve an.l I wished for a few

bright things, maybe a bit <>t

hollv to hang in my window, even

if 1 were to be the only one who

would see it.

What darkness! I'hiek. im-

penetrable, shutting down and

around and about me. and out of

it the biting sleet and

"The roll ami roar of ocean

And the sounding blast."

The wind was staggering. It

blew out my lantern, it beat the

breath from my body. Its shriek

was as the shriek of a host of

banshees. The tide driven high,

flooded the marshes. Hard it

was to hold the general direction,

almost out of the question to keep

to the road. The road seemed

gone.

Occasional trees, bending,

creaking, and wildly tossing their

branches, alone marked the way.

Under their lea. I stopped to re-

gain my breath and to listen to

the music of the gale. And music

indeed it was, such as that heard

at the laying of the foundations of

the earth—the source, I think, of

all our music. And full and deep
it roared that night to the accom-
paniment of the thundering sea.

But such derision it howled at

the w eakness of my bit of human-
ity, such a buffeting it gave me,
that I was glad w hen, the voyage
over, I was back in my snug
cabin, dry and warm.

So foi I hire days the gale roared, a gic.it, hoarse roai ol ( onfli. i

I hire .lavs ol sea thumb i and living wluM n< v.. I ln< < day. v. Ik ii

the island shook and cpiivcicd with the shock of battle, and the

smoking duni s beat back the mighty tush of the Noith Atlantic.

I Inn t Ik \x lath died.

The sea's roai has given place to a sullen muimui. Along the

tops of the gum dunes, a battered but still iiiKoiKpni.il lux ol

battle, the north wind dances playfully with the snow.

Kvcrywhcre the fury of the sea is evident. Some of the dunes

are all but swept away. The black timbers of some unfortunate

ship, long since battered to pieces here, have been washed from tli<

sand and stand like so many Druid stones, pointing toward the sun.

My cabin, in all this desolation, alone shows life. Ice- and

snow-covered ir is, almost beyond recognition, but from the

chimney its thin blue colors still fly.

Now once more the Pleiades rise from out the sea and th< great

Way of the Kings stretches across the wonderful, glirtering sky.

f ar awa\ t . the north, the light of Thor shimmers and shakes and

beckons. The strife is o'er, the battle's done; and once more Solitude

and I live quietly on this little island where Peace reigns supreme.

' Far away in the north the light of Thor shimmers and shakes and beckons

'



The HOSPITABLE HALL
By AGNES ROWE FAIRMAN

Photographs by John Wallace Gillies, the Johnston-Hewitt Studio, and Jackson & Whitman

S A rule we give too little thought to our entrance

halls. For the hall is to the home what the man-

ner of her greeting is to the woman you have just

met—an indication of what one may expect to find

on further acquaintance; a first impression by

which one instantly, though perhaps uncon-

sciously, forms an opinion—and first impressions

are always hard to erase.

W hat, then, should be the character of this introduction, or wel-

come, to your home as sounded by the hall and its appointments ?

Aside from the obvious fact that the treatment should be in keeping

with the general architectural plan and furnishing of the house,

what may we call the fundamentals of a well-furnished hall as

applied to homes of all styles, great and small?

First, there ought surely to be the attribute of dignity, to which

end we must lay especial stress upon the formal grouping and

symmetrical arrangement of hall furnishings. Second, there must

be an equally insistent simplicity, whether of a modest or a monu-

mental kind, since the hall is essentially a place to pass through,

~and its points of interest or beauty must, therefore, be compre-

hended at a glance, even though it happily be made so inviting as

to tempt one to linger on the way. And, finally, there must be

about the well-furnished hall an unmistakable note of hospitality.

However unpretentious or imposing its architecture, a cordial

reception must be suggested by its furnishings even before the

spoken word of host or hostess bids one welcome to the home.

With this in mind, we must see to it that our hall makes thoughtful

provision for the comfort and convenience of even the casual visitor,

so that where there is not an adjoining dressing room we shall

include among its essential furnishings not only a well-lighted

mirror but a table with a drawer to hold pincushions and other

requisites for small emergencies, not forgetting the pad and pencil

so often needed to write down a message or address.

Exactly what constitutes the appropriate furnishing of a hall

depends, of course, first upon its size and shape; but, as at best it is

seldom as well lighted as other rooms, light walls and woodwork

are in any event advisable, whatever color is employed on the former

being of some neutral tint that will not clash with adjoining

rooms.

As for its movable furnishings, these come down to a question

of formal tables and chairs, chests, settees or sofas, benches, mir-

rors, occasionally a highboy, or lowboy, or lacquered cabinet—in

fact, any piece of furniture designed to stand flat against the wall.

As for incidental decorations, we do well to make our chief orna-

ments the light fixtures, torcheres, umbrella jars, fire-irons—if

there be a hearth—jardinieres, and other receptacles for plants

and flowers, permitting the presence of little that serves not a

primarily useful purpose, except, perhaps, the conventional pair ot

candlesticks on a console table, or a pair of Oriental porcelain jars,

and some well-chosen decoration for the walls. Seldom can the

latter be a collection of prints or pictures, with good results, but

in many instances a portrait or a fine tapestry, a terra cotta bas-

relief or one of the colorful Italian plaques, may be hung to fine

advantage on an otherwise cold wall.

The things that we may use appropriately in the furnishing

of our halls are few in kind, but the possibilities of using and com-

bining them with real distinction are infinite, as suggested by the

widely differing types of halls here shown. In each case the method

of its furnishing, and the character of its decoration, have been

intimately related to the architecture of the hall itself, and in this

cooperation between architect and decorator lies much of the secret

of their individual charm.

Walker & Gillette, architects

Could there be a finer welcome as one enters this famous Long Island house, modeled after an early Italian vi.la, than the Jud.c.ously massed plants. wh.ch fol ow on «P the br^
theslrs> Not even the severe dignity of the fawn-colored plaster walls, vaulted ceiling, rough-t.led floor of reddish-brown, toned with the bncks of the sta>rs mass>ve oak ftoors and churchly

win^rcan mike this hall either cold or forbiddingly forma, because of this s.mple decoration of living greens, together with the warm texture and co.onng of the great tapestry pane!
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In this stately hall of Classic inspiration, the cold beauty of Italian marbles has been wonderfully offset by the rich coloring of the tapestry and plaques and by the warm-toned floor with its

Oriental rug. A hall of chaste simplicity, palatial in its style of architecture and treatment, yet withal unusually inviting as the entrance to a private country home
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n^wdpost wouM be ahappy addition, but on the whole this hall speaks well for the charm and hospitality of the rest of the house

John Russell Pope, architect

Nowhere in the house is there greater need for carefully balanced, symmetrical groupings of

furniture than in the hall. Note especially (at left) the shape and size of both clock and chairs,

and even the light fixtures, as related to each other and to the wall paneling which they are

placed against. In the picture above, note the broad console cabinet, the narrow high-back

chairs, and slender fixtures in relation to their respective wall spaces

Lenygon cVMorant, architects
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Walker fV Gillette, architects

The halt in a charming Ceorguin house which in furnished entirely with antique*. Against a background of biscuit -colored walls the antique Chinese wall-paper inset in panels above the

lairs, and again in the screen In-low. is wonderfully decorative, as is also the soft, rich coloring of the old Morcland painting in the mirror between the windows, and the needlework chair below it,

t the right. The plain blue ol the stair carpet, matching the dominant blue of the Chinese panels, is especially pleasing with the yellowish tone of the old Portland stone floor

"3 ^^^^l

Two other views of the hall shown at top of page. A fine pair of black Wedgewood urns,

the rare old black and gold mirror above them, the wrought iron stair rail, and the clever placing

otthe little bas-relief in one of the watl panels, are other features worthy of special comment in

a hall where architecture and furnishing have been made consistent and harmonious to the

last detail
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PERIOD STYLE in furniture and decoration has become a sort

of shibboleth or fetish. People who lay great stress on their cul-

ture and artistic education rave over it. Sun-

PERIOD
newsPa Pers > m sections devoted ultimately

SLUSH to t 'le display of special advertising, publish

half-baked articles in which much misinforma-

tion about the period styles is set forth in flamboyant journalese.

Hotels furnish and exploit "period" rooms, their "Italian Renais-

ance" and "Louis Quinze" apartments being about as appropri-

ate and as justifiable as their "college" and "sportsmen's" rooms;

and they get away with it. One is led to believe that the ideal

modern home, for a family of culture, should contain a Louis XIV
drawing-room, an Empire music room, a Georgian library, a Tudor

diningroom, a Mission den, and Colonial bedrooms. If my lady

can have a Japanese boudoir, so much the better.

She becomes conversant with the patter of the period cult; the

flush of enthusiasm tinges her cheek. You should see her new

Queen Anne highboy—just the thing for the William and Mary
room. My dear, it's a dream! The man said it was genuine, and

anyway it cost enough. And she has just bought a new Hiroshige

for her boudoir. She adores Japanese prints; don't you? Now
she's going to change her dining room. Chippendale has become

so commonplace, you know. She thinks she will have it done in

Jacobean. By the way, do you say JacoZvan or Jacobean ? And
so on, ad nauseam.

Furniture, wall papers, rugs, bric-a-brac, everything may now

be had in so-called period styles, if you have the price. Things

that were never dreamed of forty years ago may be had in authen-

tic period styles. You can get Elizabethan electric lighting fix-

tures that Sir Walter Raleigh would recognize as his own, tele-

phone booths that reproduce the sedan chairs of Madame Pom-
padour's time, and even Martha Washington bridge tables. The

manufacturers do their best to make it easy for us.

It is a sort of desecration—interior desecration, if you will.

These styles, the survival of the fittest from out the artistic

past, deserve greater respect. They should be lovingly employed

by the hands of those who understand their significance. They

cry aloud for consistency, harmony, and restraint, and we persist

in making an anachronistic hodge-podge of them. When we
cease thinking of the period styles as the fashionable thing, and

view them in the light of an artistic heritage, we shall perhaps

learn to use them with greater success in modern homes.

I ALWAYS HATED to milk. It is a tiresome, monotonous task,

yet like most purely mechanical operations, once mastered, it

affords regularly recurring opportunities

for thought—and dreams!

The cow herself is such stuff as reflection

is made of. To ruminate, to chew the cud

—

how plain is the derived meaning. Such an automatic act as

milking, since the very monotony of the repeated muscular con-

tractions is conducive to a certain dreaminess which leaves the

mind free to wander leisurely in pleasant speculative paths,

should provide one of the best means to calm contemplation.

However, this desirable facility in these two ancient arts is not

to be acquired at a single bound or, more properly, with a single

squeeze. Many of us are so engrossed in our daily occupations of

selling short, teaching school, driving nails, arguing cases, or

making shells, that we are likely to be forgetful of the fact that the

source of milk is ulterior to the shining glass bottle with its neat

label of certified cleanliness.

CHEWING
THE
CUD

Milking is, indeed, an art—and so is thinking! For the mastery

of each is required an unusual degree of tenacity of purpose coupled

with more than an average amount of vigor. While the veteran

milker takes little heed of the rude interruptions of vindictive

switchings, impatient side-steppings, and harmless punts of the

pail, to the amateur these are all possible perils to be encountered.

Cautiously he seats himself upon an unsteady, one-legged stool,

compresses the slippery pail between his legs, and, with head bent

forward as a possible buffer to furtive blows, reaches forward

to press out the "little dribbling stream" from udders that won't

give down.

The beginner tries gently and caressingly at first. Surprised

at not succeeding he tries, tries again, squeezing firmly, insistently,

vigorously. He perspires freely, his legs ache, his wrists become

nerveless, yet scarcely more than an occasional capricious spurt

rewards his painful efforts.

In vain does the patient Timothy, good-naturedly humoring

the whim of his thousandth summer visitor, endeavor to make
clear the complexity of the motion which causes the white stream

to flow easily, continuously, jinglingly, and then gushingly into

the pail.

Persistence is eventually rewarded by achievement, and with

this mastery comes the opening up of new vistas, as the novitiate,

no longer mindful of hands and legs, looks through the low western

door at distant gold-crowned hills, and beyond to the grandeur of

the end of day; or, in the early morning grayness, stares abstractedly

past the swaying lantern into the mystery of a cobwebbed ceiling

as yet unprofaned by sanitary regulations.

Likewise, if such a perspective could be granted to those high

in authority, if a few simple chores could form a part of the daily

regimen of statesmen with minds bent upon postmasters and pork,

what boundless national blessings might follow in the train of this

performance of simple, common tasks, which provide a time for

looking across peaceful valleys and into splendid sunsets.

ROADS MAY NOT have been made for dogs to lie on, but no

more were they originally intended for the speeding automobilist,

„ and since some of our best citizens of both
FRIENDS, ,

, f . ......
,

pTQj- classes make use of them, it is high time that

FOES these should come to an understanding. Some
people there are who consider every roadside

canine a nuisance, and it is not to be doubted that the dogs re-

ciprocate this feeling. Others, who have dogs at home, regard

them as true friends, and here again the dogs reciprocate, for

above all things they are experts in human nature.

Snarl at a dog and he'll snarl back, but call to him as he dashes

out and he'll make a spirited race of it instead of doing his best to

scare you to death. It is doggish instinct to chase anything that

moves, and as the forty mechanical horses of a touring car cannot

be frightened into the nearest stone wall, why not slow down and

let our dog friend think that he is winning the race? It will give

him great pleasure, for he can then go back and remark in

dog language to his less adventurous acquaintances, "You know-

that big yellow touring car that goes by here? Well, I clean

outran it to-day. I'd have been beating it yet, only I didn't

want to leave the house unprotected." Dogs, you know, have

a sense of humor.

And by the way, when you see a homeless dog slinking down

the middle of the road, sound your horn soon enough to let him

move aside unhurried. He'll appreciate your thoughtfulness

even if he is unable verbally to express his thanks.

I
1

' '

5^
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EXHIB1 I I ON of SC U L PT U R E

Hy

MARIO [COR B E L

Photographs by W. C. Ward

Group loaned to the exhibition by Mrs. Harry T. Johnson, a copy
of which is to be presented to the Cleveland Museum of Art
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Music and The Dance, consisting of two figures, one draped, the other nude. A beautiful

example of sculptural composition, for a conservatory or outdoor living room fountain

Representing Flora. The fountain throws two streams of water, which cross in front of the

figure. The column is exquisitely wrought in low relief

Youth—a fountain in bronze on a fluted marble column, with marble basin.

. bles up in a bowl held in the figure's outstretched hand

The water bub- Reflections. A quiet indoor fountain. The bowl, filling from the tiny dolphins at the base,

provides a calm pool in which the delicately modeled figure regards itselt
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DISSECTING the STRATEGY of TENNIS
By HENRY R. ISLEY and BURTON KLINE

A new system of scoring that reveals what has been obscured hitherto by mere figures

HE longest set ever played in lawn

tennis of the first importance oc-

curred in the match between

Maurice E. McLoughlin of the

United States team, and Norman
E. Brookes, captain of the Austral-

ians, in the challenge round of the Davis Cup
series of 1914, for the championship of the world.

The American won by seventeen games to

fifteen—in points to 98. Neither record nor

memory offers anything to equal it in generalship

and technical execution. Nearly 15,000 lovers

of lawn tennis witnessed this wonderful exhibi-

tion of brain and skill, of all that is brilliant and

thrilling in a highly dramatic game. What
record remains of it?

A populous gallery left Forest Hills, Long

Island, that afternoon with an apparently in

delible impression of each bit of strategy, of every

cunning stroke, every doughty smash and start-

ling recovery. Yet it is probable that to-day not

more than a handful of that audience could name

off-hand the critical stages of the contest. 1 he

bald score of the set reads:

McLoughlin
Brookes

NETS

13

OUTS
28
28

PLACES

43
28

S. A.

24

7

D. F.

4
3

Even to the mind of the tennis student these

figures convey nothing. They give no clue to

the subtlety and finesse of attack, the strategy

of defense that two of the greatest players in-

vented in one of the closest tests in a game of

brains. All that is forever lost. A few spectators

may still retain some faint mental picture of what

occurred during that fascinating battle of wits,

yet Mr. McLoughlin himself has proved the

tricks that may plague even the trained memory.

Recording in his interesting book his recollections

WW

A left-hander, Kurrmgae hits the ball with a peculiar lifting stroke

of his subtle generalship is shown in Figure 8

of one particular stage of that set, he says: "I

certainly wished never to be subjected to that

strain again. However, I soon discovered that

you cannot reckon without your host, for at 14-13

in games, Brookes, by a magnificent effort, again

went into a 40-15 lead on my service." But

Mr. McLoughlin's memory is in error. Our
point-score—probably one of the few in existence

—places the moment of doubt at the 26th game,

and not the 28th. And it went to Mr. McLough-
lin on two final nets by Brookes, after an anxious

deadlock at deuce. It is worth dwelling on this

bit of detail, if only to prove the failure of the

present system of scoring to reproduce and lecord

permanently the flights in an art that is none the

less genuinely an art because it is plied with a

racquet instead of a bow.
Followers of the game have had always to

bewail this sorry inadequacy of the score. Here

is a sport whose character should stoutly com-
mend it to the American audience. The strokes

of a skilled player are more difficult to execute,

and more fascinating to watch, than the moves in

any other game. The contest, always keen, often

rises to pitches of intensity, the tide of battle is

apt to shift with a suddenness that touches the

dramatic, and the players are a picture of grace

in action. With all these virtues to recommend
it, why should lawn tennis have been so slow in

gathering its admirers?

Chiefly because it is so badly advertised by its

records. In baseball the box score brings back
to the spectator every move that stirred him in

the game on the day before. The football chart

marks every advance of the ball across the lines.

In lawn tennis the score totally obscures the true

character of the game. Stupidly recording only

the strokes that decide the points, it leaves out of

reckoning altogether the tactical moves that led

up to these winning points, and
that form the real body of the

game. Often the most exciting

and skilfully fought rallies end in

forced misplays on the part of the

man whose wit has been, up to

that moment, superior. These
tactical brilliancies the score
leaves to thetricks of the memory,
while it stubbornly sticks to the

dead facts of the points won or

lost.

Toward the close of the past

season, at the opening of tbe
National Championship matches,

we were satisfied that a system

of scoring might be devised to

catch something more of this

inner heart of the game, and in

search for it we hit upon the idea

of tracing on blank diagrams of

the court the rallies in the more
important matches, by way of

test. Begun as an experiment

—

with some doubts as to the busy

life that would fall to the scorer

—the results obtained came as a

glad surprise. The strokes as

played were, it was found, unex-

pectedly easy to spot on the

blanks. Later redrawn at leisure,

they disclosed the fact that some-

thing besides the more stirring

periods of play had been snared.

It was not only that, rally by rally

and game by game, this real

heart of the sport had been bared;

these diagrams laid open to record

the whole strategy of the game;
still more, they tracked down each

individual master of the courts in

the secrets of his favorite style

of warfare.

Among those who saw the

Championship rrtatch last season
Something

there is complete accord on the point that MrJj

Williams and Mr. Johnston reached the sum-j

mit of skill in the sport thus far—and this

with all due consideration for the great contests!

of the past. It was not the most spectac-

ular of duels. The rallies were short, sharp, andll

decisive, for the reason that the stroking was scJ

clean and severe, the placing so accurate, and its:

direction so superbly conceived. But it w|s

magnificent tennis, and its loss in the barren!

point-score, like the wonderful set between)"

McLoughlin and Brookes, is a grief and a shame.

In our experiment with these diagrams it \\a>

manifestly impossible for a visitor to the court

side, whose mission it was also to write a running

review of the contest, to follow every rally, ever

in the sterner matches. The real test rested orjj

the Championship meeting, and scores of thesi 1

charts of it have fixed its really critical stages asJ

nothing short of a cinematograph could do.

Nothing, of course, but a complete file of suchl

charts would do full justice to the merits of the

match, to the clever surprises, the daring venture^

which the two young players sprung upon eaclj?

other that afterndbn. A few typical rallie

must suffice for illustration. Without question

Johnston entered the lists with his game sedulij

ously sharpened to its best for this particulaj

encounter. Williams, on the other hand, wa

ending a season of broken and various succes.^i

While he is undeniably the most thoroughl

grounded player of tennis strokes in America

or anywhere, for that matter—Williams was nc

in his finished form at the moment of the Chan
pionship tie. In spite of a disappointing expeij

ience in the Newport tournament just before, b

stuck to his convictions, and came on the cour

refusing to compromise with a twisted ank

and a wavering skill which, as it happened, rdl

turned to him in full measure only during th<

last two sets of the match. His courage am
resource in those two sets, however, finally woi

him the Championship crown.

By nature the most daring of modern players

Williams stakes his fortunes at all times on th

stroke of venture. Playing always in sereni

confidence, he strikes for the very chalk lines n

entire abandon, with the consequence that even

at his best he scores against himself a high per

centage of error. But it is always error by bar

fractions of an inch. His ground strokes an]

severe in the extreme, hit with a quick snap tha

gives his opponent no time to divine their diret

tion. Their trajectory is low, and they skim th-'

net and land within the lines by nothing but th

narrowest of margins. When Williams has on

of his best days, and these strokes, executed t

perfection, are flying true to their mark, his garr,

is absolutely unbeatable. A good example of h

method occurs in Figure 1.

In this rally, in the second set of the Champioil

ship match, Williams's service stroke reached tl 1

far corner of the service court. From his favon

position well within the court, he half-volleyi

Johnston's return of the service, and sent I

drive into the opposite corner of Johnstor

court. The only possible reply left to Johnst<

was a lob, for an easy smash. This lob a Ca

fornian of the true thundering style would ha'

killed off with pyrotechnic fire. Williams cho'

rather to conserve his energy, and placed I

smash with only the severity needed to land t

ball beyond any possible attempt at retui

The X marks the point where Johnston stood

the ball bounded beyond his reach, to end th

rally. With the modest expenditure of n<

strokes the new champion had registered a bit

superb tennis.

Another example of the forcing tactics whi

Williams used to wear down Johnston rinall

occurs in Figure 2, a rally in the 8th game of t

4th set.

Here, after crowding Johnston outside I

court and well behind the base line by means ol
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4lely placed nervier. Williams was content with

.vurrlv ililitiM\< iiiiuii to the opposite side of

I opponent's court I ho stroke was. however,

*rrr enough to reduce tin- power ol Johnston's

.kwet, off Ins backhand. 1 he winning stroke

f W illi.mis was th.it fav onto inaneruv tc ol Nil

J, icious backhander down Ins opponent's t<>i<-

Hul line this time resulting in a clean pass.

llV'hile the rallies themselves in this long en-

G inter were shoit and hitter .is a rule, a few of

Bin were prolonged .in J ol exceptional bril

icy. vmc especially dazzling passage oecurred

i'the ;i I game of trie last and deciding sot

km
i

llcre Johnston had the service. For speed and

fc.h the stroking here was fairly electrical, own-
ling recoveries so in.nU impossihh that tin

1st toughened of tennis spectators held their

rath as these rapid returns ran the gamut of

II. Volley, half-volley, every conceivable

soke was brought into play at lightning speed.

Iicing w as. of course, nearly out of the question

vih the pla\ going at such a pace. Kach player

.stitched what he needed, or what he could, ol his

all. to meet the riving hall. What wire the

dotal processes that led to Johnston's eventual

Vtnine Stroke, perhaps he himself could never

a. It may have been inspiration, it may have

Irn luck, that created a hole in \\ illiams's court,

I a short, sw it't shot out the side, w hen W illiams

s clearly expecting the attack to ornie, as it

Iqucntlv had. to his temporarily shaky back-

r\ few minutes later— in the ioth game of this

Jie last set—Williams retaliated in kind,

lure 4 provides a tine illustration of the variety

the new champion's service. I his rally he be-

at with a stroke close to the middle line. With
H opponent forced well back by the speed of the

Soke, W illiams came in to half-volley the return
qve. with Johnston also creeping in to entrench
liself in his favorite station at the net. Wil-

ns forestalled him in this move, with a return
the backhand that was too severe to be trifled

wh, and Johnston is seen trying for a cross-

vlirt to W illiams's ow n backhand, to gain time
I his run to the net. or perhaps gain the point

aright. Ordinarily it should have been a pay-
ij manuuvre. for Williams's play during the
son had betrayed a weakness new to his

tally perfect backhand stroke. In these last

t> sets, however, W illiams had conquered this

^lakness, and. darting across in uncanny antici-

|:ion ofwhat w as aiming, he met the ball w ith a

l:khand volley down the side line, that left

Jinston helpless, at X.
In Figure ; we find a vigorous smash, of the
*e_Calitornia-McLoughlin brand. In this rally

illiams himself was so cruelly forced that his

^>kes were defensively straight, for the excel-
mt reason that he was never allowed a moment's
Ve to place them. The third ball he drove—

a

jak floater—left Johnston an easy opportunity
* a hearty smash, which immediately ensued!
{at Williams feared the worst in that direction
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Williums lO) ;in<l Johnston (X)

may be gathered from his dash to the threatened
point at O, but not in time to deal with the flying

\ isllnt

One more typical passing stroke favored by
Williams occurs in Figure 6. In this instance

Johnston showed immensely good tennis sense,

with a rush across the court after returning the

service stroke. I he speed of his sprint may be

gauged by the fact of his safe arrival at the point

of his next return nearly up to the net, after

having been driven far back by the speedy ser-

vice. Though he reached the strategic spot, it

was not in time to bring off a strong placement.

I he best he could do was another stab at the back-
hand of Williams, in hopes of finding it faltering

once more. I hat Johnston did his best, after

making this stroke, to recover his proper defen-

sive position in mid-court is shown by the de-

tached X. Mut Williams's backhand refused to

fail, and he sent back a drive of such speed and
accuracy of direction as made it impossible of

return.

< >ther diagrams of other matches between still

other players prove, as

these do, that a way has

been found to penetrate

the strategy of any mas-
ter. No discussion of

tennis lore would be com-
plete, of course, without

a study of McLoughlin,
and we find a good

example of his style in

Figure 7.

When style meets style

the results are very like

the meeting of steel and
steel. It must be said

that the McLoughlin put

out of this year's cham-
pionships, though still

the idol of the tennis

fraternity, was by no
means the player he was
two years ago in his great

battle w ith Brookes, and
Church all too easily

blasted his hopes of a

recovery of champion-
ship honors. It was a

slugging match between
two heavy hitters of

similar style, for the

Easterner, Church, has

carefully copied the
smashing methods that

come naturally to the

Californians on their fast

asphalt courts. Figure

7, a typical rally between
rhem, though it went to

McLoughlin, shows the

characteristic manner of

the men.
Here was a battle at

short range, and the lines of the diagram clearly

reflect the mental and physical activity of the play-

ers. I p to the final forehand drive by the former
National Champion, every stroke is correct in

sound tennis tactics. There is no attempt at sur-

prise, but instead a regular variation of direction,

with the aim of driving the ball fast enough to

beat the sprinting of the other player. ( )n the final

stroke. Church evidently anticipated the obvious
and regular forehand stroke down his own back-
hand line, and was outwitted when McLoughlin
at last brought off a quick shift and sent a sharp-

angled cross-court out the unexpected side of

the court.

I his was McLoughlin at his best, serving well

out the side, in the old-time manner, hitnng his

slashing forehand with all the abandon that lends

so much dash to his game—and to his pictures

—with swift volleys to finish off and catch his

opponent running in the opposite direction.

One of the most interesting and engaging per-

sonages on the courts last summer was the

Japanese visitor, Ichiya Kumagae, whose career

With the retirement of W. A. Lamed, the courts lost an audacious and brilliant player.

An indication of his style is (riven in Figure 9, redrawn from memory of his game with Ward
at one of the Longwood tournaments
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Showing one of the many varieties of service employed by
Williams, the 1916 National Champion

among our players offered a delightful psychologi-
cal study. Coming to Longwood with no pre-
vious experience of grass courts, he instantly

showed himself a shrewd thinker and quick to

learn. Gathering new skill and experience in

each succeeding tournament, he reached the
height of his season at Newport, with the defeat

of Mr. Johnston, then National Champion. That
victory belonged to him deservedly there can be
no question, for he brought to bear as crafty a

bit of strategy as had ever been seen on the famous
grandstand court.

As usual, the point-score of this match shows
nothing of the cunning employed by the Japanese
in forcing Johnston into back-court play, the
very game that suits him best. Even after the

wavering Johnston had waked to the realization

that he was a trapped man unless he could play
from the net, and when he was making frantic

though wearied efforts to reach it, the wise man of

the East persistently forced him back with long
drives that everlastingly passed Johnston when he
gained the net, and kept him mercilessly on the

run when he chose to stay back. From side to

side he was raced, nearly always in the end to see

the Japanese send a long, deep forehand drive,

with a heavy top-spin and a high and awkward
bound, into a far corner beyond
his reach.

No score of nets, outs, or

places would reveal the effect

of the clockwork driving of

Kumagae. A left-hander, he

hits the ball at great pace, with

a peculiar lifting stroke that

gives it a curving flight and a

bound that seems to vary in-

finitely in height. Its force

and its puzzling bounce had the

champion constantly stanced

too close to deal with it effec-

tively. Time after time the

best he could do with it was a

soft return, when he did not
foozle it outright. Figure 8

has caught something of
Kumagae's subtle generalship,

in a rally that helped him to

victory.

After his service stroke, the

Japanese kept to the base line,

according to his habit, and
then returned Johnston's drive

first to his opponent's forehand
corner. As the match had now
reached its final stage in the

5th set, Johnston was ex-

hausted by his ceaseless runs

back and forth across the baseline. Sent first

to his forehand corner, he- was raced back at

once by a drive to his backhand corner. Tired,
he weakly drove straight into the deadly fore-

hand of Kumagae. The result was one more of
those finishing drives, final in its speed and ac-

curacy, again aimed at Johnston's forehand
corner. The X shows where Johnston was left

when the ball bounded unreachably beyond him.
Unfortunate though it is that we have no per-

manent record of the modern game, it is even more
so that tennis tradition is not enriched by lore of
the past. Lamed, Ward, Whitman, Davis,
Clothier, Wright—each of these left a priceless

legacy of strategy and good form, now an in-

fluence totally lost to their rising successors.

With the retirement of Lamed, passed a player
never excelled for sheer audacitv of idea and
brilliancy of execution. Whatever "inside"
craft he used was always concealed from the
spectator, who found himself blinded by the
glitter of a fascinating skill of stroke, and the
daring of an attack that consisted of endless sur-

prises. Other players are wont to adapt their

game to that of their opponents. Larned serenely

held to his own style and left the problems of
adaptation to his opponents. When the youthful
McLoughlin first came out of the West and won
the Longwood tournament, the prediction was
that the elder Larned would fall before his

smashing challenger. McLoughlin did win a set

from him. Otherwise he fell, as the others did,

before the flawless execution of an inspired attack.

It is possible that Larned himself never* deliber-

ately prepared his campaign beforehand. He
trusted to inspiration during the match, and the

inspiration seldom failed him.

Among the contemporaries who most bothered
Larned was Holcombe Ward. No man, not
even Kumagae, smote the ball with a more
baffling stroke, though Ward chose the soft

under-cut style, and he aimed the ball with a

diabolical and irritating cunning. His wickedest
shaft was a slow cross-court, with a low bound,
that dropped just under the net. The American
twist service, an invention of Mr. Ward, was an
annoyance new then to all but himself. Above
all, few players surpassed Ward's uncanny powers
of divining the intentions of his opponent.
Against Ward, even Larned's inspired surprises

were reduced in their ratio of the unexpected.

As a consequence a meeting of these two always

produced extraordinary tennis.

In one of their encounters at Longwood—where,

for some reason, Larned seemed always to play

his best—there occurred a passage that, for sus-

tained dramatic interest, has never been outdone.

One rally in particular, typical of the entire 5-set

match, lingers in the memory. Figure 9, re-

drawn from recollection, pretty faithfully repro-

duces what happened.

From left to right: Fig. 7, showing typical rally between Church (O) and

McLoughlin (X); Fig. 8, Kumagae's (O) victorious rally against Johnston

(X); Fig. 9, diagram of Larned (O) vs. Ward (X) match, from memory

The retiring 1915 National Champion, Johnston, the techniqi

of whose play4s diagrammed on page 57

In those days it was Larned's habit to rush ftj

the net on the instant after his service. I

make this safe, he nearly always served down tl

middle-line, since a ball so placed leaves the mir
mum margin for a passing return. In this ral

Larned served in his usual manner and made fi

the net. There, perfectly aware ofWard's facul

for anticipation, he made a quick feint at dartii

toward his backhand, as if expecting a return <

that side. As quickly, and precisely as Larnt

had figured, Ward shot the ball to the forehai

side, where Larned leaped back, ready to meet
His own reply was one of the familiar sharp

angled strokes into Ward's forehand cornt

As Ward tried now to pass Larned down his baa
hand line, another of the Larned-brand angli

came off—a swift volley far out the backhand sir

of Ward's court.

Here followed a play that stopped the breatj|

of the spectators. Racing like a deer across thj

court, Ward was able, by a prodigious effort, j
sweep his racquet wildly under the dropping bal

in the last desperate fraction of a second befou

it touched the ground. His back was turned uj

the court, but there rose from his frantic bat I

perfect defensive lob to mid-court. There, ha>H

ing been run so far out of court on one side, Wan
naturally expected the smash M
go as far into the un protects
area on the other side, and I

made for it on the run. Til

smash came instead square

into the corner that he h;I

just deserted, and the b.l

landed literally yards awl
from the point (at X) that 1
had reached in his sprint.

Of all this breathless play 1

I

point-score had nothing to si
except that Larned won tl
point on a placement. Yet J
had won it only after furiol

opposition, by the powers 1
quick surprise that made II

game what it was, and Wal
got no credit whatever fori

truly wonderful recovery.

An official scorer, gently J

lieved of his pathetic attat,

ment to nets, outs, and placr|l

and armed with a sheaf of bla*B

diagrams, might have preservjfl

to the game untold treasures

lore—actual pictures of playtl

instructive to players, an :jl

chive of important matches.jj

interest to the public, and va • ft

able to winners as records. '
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kl 1 IMXC, ,/ PKT COOK

OK most nt us,

I tnpia lies glim-

fMnng beyond the

r.n»K<* <»• "'" "ti-

m, tli in possibili-

ties W i stra\ out-

of our own confines and

rr, just ovei 'he border, is

htaven that «<• have no lone

limed about, the countn

It that have fatrl\ ached

Im in .ill fl>> -. \ < us I-'mm
I to time. Sunday* .md holi-

kwe go on |outne\ •> and v.iti li

line glimpses of lust the

Maces th.it fti' have longed

live in all our lives. I hey

I utuall> lovcl\ old manses

|« genuine lurner landscapes,

ling brooks. cosy groves,

J the air of remoteness w huh
llv permeates the recesses of

lour thought and makes us

ling to abandon home, friends, city, business,

lip transportation systems, dust, noise, bills

.entiling, in fact, that makes life satisfactory

i expensive and nist get out into the country

nit it you yield and there is no reason why

4 should not \ ield there is one thing that you

it do: you

rit taL along

lit cook. I hese

ft-rnge n eons
tures haw
i. \ abused, e\-

dd, analyzed.

iJectcd. a n d

nudged for

if. Now that

B are rapidly

irominu ex-

ih, we begin.

Hough in a

In, reluctant

nfcner. to ap-

wiate their vir-

al. We realize,

.V i a quaver in

throats, that

M all of them
aae left us the

ii jet morning,

trr they have
m all been vic-

iO, untidv . destructive, or alcoholic. We seem
ttyee them more in their true light—strug-

Rfc;. like ourselves, for better things; failing

"Junt the Hurt of place lh.il w.- have limited In livr in

all our live*"

"To love and feed and take aire of

and fuss over"

y times, no doubt, groping in the dark blindly,

still ever striving to reach a higher sphere,

t, 1 should say. is, broadly speaking, about
we feel toward all cooks at the present mo-
t. We would not turn any of them away from
doors, no matter what has happened in the

\\ e would not do anything willingly to stir

n to unpleasant recollections. We would, in

t, forgive and forget, and welcome with open
s almost anv cook that we have ever had. if

vould only come back to us now in the hour of

need.

kit if you have ever had a pet cook, then your
ngs are much more intense, and I urge every
without regard to race, age, weight, or pre-

ks condition of domestic servitude, not to

fe into that beautiful old manse in the country

|
I have feebly attempted to describe, unless

I have first secured your pet cook in such an
sterable manner that she cannot get away from

By THOMAS L. MAS SON
[lluitratiom by OlUTAI William*

you at a critical

moment, (Jrap-

ple her to your
soul with hooki
of steel, and then

off with fOUl
Modi st s III "in

domestic equip-

ment is not al-

\\.i\s tin result

of desire <>r of

parsimony, but
of stern neces-

sity. Breaking
away from your
old moorings and
living in the

country, as you
have now made
up \ Miir mind BO

do, must natur-

ally he accom-
panied by sacri-

fices. You cannot have a waitress in your new
heaven, nor an upstairs girl. You must bravely

and hlgh-mindedlv dispense with these luxuries.

Mut believe me when I say

that a cook you must have, and

a net cook at that. And you
will immediately ask me, I am

sure, what a pet

cook is .md why
she differs from
the common or

garden variety of

cooks; and I will

answer, I will tell

you. A pet cook
is precisely what
the name im-
plies. When you
have a pet cat or

a pet dog or a

pet elephant, you
nave it for cer-

tain purposes

—

mainly to love

and feed and
take care of and
fuss over and stave off lonesome-

ness with. And that is precisely

what you have a pet cook for

in the country. 1 ou must be

fairly well occupied with something, in addition

to many of the things that you like to be oc-

cupied with; and

a pet cook an-

swers this pur-

pose better than
anything else
you can get.

There is, of

course, this pe-

C u I i a r thing
about a pet cook
that differenti-

ates her from all

other varieties:

she has become
a pet gradually,

because you
have made many
sacrifices for her;

and you have
come to love her

because, in spite

of e v e r v t h ing

else, she is invar-
"In addition to doing all your housework, you would have

also to take care of the pet cook"

iahly faithful to you- You know that she will

always come back at night, and that you can
rely upon her to be prompt it nn .il ,, < . < 1 1 il

you have to serve those meals yourself. In

short, as you look into her trusting eyes, you
know that you couldn't get rid of her even if you
wanted to. No matter where you took her and
left her, she would always find her way home
again; and even if at times you wanted to

chloroform her, you wouldn't have the heart.

T he object of keeping a pet cook in the country,

therefore, and its obvious necessity, must now
begin to dawn upon you in all its simplicity and
grandeur. If you had no cook at all—that is, if

you were perfectly normal and commonplace

—

you would, or might probably, still have to do
your housework. Now this is all very well, but

—

to he secretK truthful it isn't enough. It In-

comes too monotonous. I here is no proper ro-

mance about it and not enough of the spirit of

sacrifice to make it worth while. One needs
something more than this. One needs a pet cook.

I hen, in addition to doing all of your own
housework, you will have also to take care of the

pet cook. T here she will be, always at your side,

dozing by the fire, eating out of your hand maybe,
romping occas-

ionally in the
kitchen on sunny
days, loyal and
true, a constant

occupation. You
will have your
books, your
walks, your com-
munions with na-

ture, and— to
make them all

quite real—your
pet cook. Aside
from taking oc-

casional trips to

the city to renew
your china, you
can live on there

forever, washing
windows, sweep-
ing floors, mak-
i n g omelettes,

mowing lawns,

and keeping your

pet cook down to a reasonable weight.

To amuse her and keep her mind occupied will

in itself be a source of recreation—that kind of

recreation which you need most when you are

working too hard—that kind of

recreation which makes you get

out of yourself, and puts your

thoughts on another. Just hard

labor, considered as a thing by
itself, is all very well—it s a

source of inspiration and all that

sort of thing. But to make it

count most, you must always

be working, nay, toiling, for

another.

It ought to be plain now, there-

fore, that the reason so many
people are disappointed in their

quest of country joys is that they

always forget this important ad-

junct—the pet cook. They are

too selfish. They want all of the

pleasures without a background.

Yet what would life at best be

without its background: And
what better background than a

pet cook!

" No matter where you took her

and left her, she would always find

her way back home ajcain"
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The rose wall in Mrs. Woodhouse's garden at Easthampton,

L. I., which breaks the long sweep of green lawn and hides

the less formal garden except for glimpses seen through open-

ings in the wall The WOMAN am
ST IS an anomaly that Disraeli

should have done so much to lead

woman's attention to the cultivat-

ing of her garden, for it has often

been said of him that no subject of

Queen Victoria was more ignorant

of the processes of horticulture. Had he been

questioned as to herbaceous plants, he would

have taken refuge in an epigram.

he attractive features of Mrs. Hoffman's Newport garden is the long rose arbor over a path leading down to the sea.

Additional interest is given by having the arbor's length broken by an open space containing a sun-dial
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By ISABELLE H. HARDI

Disraeli was keen enough, however, to pi

ceive that Mrs. Pollok's formal geranium b

and the ageratums of the Countess of Stair, \\

no more possible as an inspiration to affectu

than a Brussels carpet. So when he wished

appeal to the mind of the feminine gardener,

did so with a garden that she could love—ros

and old-fashioned flowers.

The beauty and adaptability of the rose ma

it the most appealing of all flowers to the femini

gardener. A beginner could not go far wrong

she made the rose the dominant note in her gard

in the earl)- summer months.

Growing roses is one thing, but to give tht

an attractive setting is quite another story. T

amateur must either have a cultivated taste 1

gardening, or wit enough to see that the worki

plan for a garden must be the same as for buildi

a house. The architect gives the plan with

lines of beauty, but the contractor must bui

One cannot succeed without the other.

In his book on rose growing, Mr. George

Thomas, Jr., gives some practical hints on locat

that the prospective gardener would do well

bear in mind when choosing the site for her r

garden. He warns against too much shade,

says that roses may be successfully grown wh,

they receive sunlight for at least half the d

While the ideal situation is one having a soutl

southeast exposure, roses will do well even

north slope if they get some sun. But w(

than a north slope is low land that cannot

drained.

Details of a few gardens which bear uitr

that their fair owners are devotees of the r<

are shown herewith. Especially notable is

rose walk at Armsea Hall, the Newport horn.

Mrs. Charles F. Hoffman. It is the espc

pride of Mrs. Hoffman, and demonstrates

what state of perfection the blooms may

brought bv one who knows the rose and its net

"The amateur does not realize the value c

wall in a garden, where it may be used m

effectively to break a long sweep of green, s

Mrs. Lorenzo Woodhouse in speaking of her •

garden at Hampton House, Easthampton, wl

the eye travels over the smooth green lawn to

rose wall beyond which hides the less formal :

den except for glimpses seen through the opem

in the wall.



her ROSE GARDEN
uuograph* by Jessie T\«box Heals and

the John ston- II e witt Stud os

This wall is built in tht- Italian manner; it is

lite hich. with light anJ graceful lines, and over

falls a mass of Dorothy Perkins roses. I he

rge arch opening in the centre is surmounted by
rare Chinese dog st.itue. whose odd green

>lor tones in well with the pink tinting of the

Mrs. Harold I. Pratt has two gardens at

febryn, her home at Cilen Cove, Long Island,

ne of them—the one adjoining the house— is of

he form.il sort, but the rose garden is her par-

cular care. It is charmingly situated in a little

L-ll apart from the other gardens, and follows

ic slope of the dell to a lily pool. The Hybrid
lea roses—and especially, the II. T. climbers

—

i' exquisite in this setting.

|

Mrs. Haley Fiske in speaking of the tea roses

I her gardens at Overcross, Hernardsville,

I. J., said

:

"ror the last two years I have tried a new
etbod, with such success that the loss has been

'irling. The winter of 1914-15, though mild.

as \ ery hard on roses, owing to constant thaw ing
hd freezing again; yet out of more than five

lindred l eas my loss was four. The winter of
j 1 s-16 was very severe. As late as March 1 8th
he thermometer registered eight degrees below
pro, yet my loss w as only nine roses, two of w hich
erestandards. The method is this: thebushes are
pt pruned in the fall, except that the suckers are
ktoff. The tops are left on and tied up as usual
\ straw.

I Manure is well worked into the soil and
|>me left around the roots. Then the bed is

Ilea to above the bud w ith sawdust, about three
r four inches deep. Cedar boughs are laid
anting on each side of the bed, with one on top
h form a roof beam, and we are ready for the
taviest storm or cold, for the melting ice and
how falls from the slanting cedar roof on to the
kwdust floor, and is absorbed and held from
ee/ing close to the bud.

I ' In the spring the covering is removed grad-
ually, as much as possible of the wet saw dust is

pken out with a hoe or rake, care being used not
b disturb the earth beneath. The rest is left to
wy out by the sun, and then a broom sweeps the
fcmainder away. The beds are well worked with
Night coating of lime, the bushes well pruned to
bout a foot above the ground, a good feeding of

bonemeal and humus, in the proportion of half

and half, is given the beds, and then commences
the constant watchfulness for rose-bugs. As soon

as the wealth of June bloom is over, the beds are

again gi\in a feeding of bonemeal and humus.
I Ins is repeated about every month or six weeks
all summer. About August 1st the bushes are

again cut back, but not severely, to prepare for

anothet glory in September."

In Mrs. Pratt's row garden at ( ilen Cove the scheme of plant-

ing along the bottom of the terraces provides a background

of green against which the exquisite, colors of the l;!os>oms

stand out in strong relief



an s voice

lErfc^CSJJ HIS morning I started peace-

, 'f/fYlSTl ^ll "v 8t*weward with the

.1 A intent to go and gloat over

my last new-planted alfalfa

field, with its rich nap of

sprouts shimmering velvet-

wise in the breeze.

"Head 'im! Head 'im!" came D;

breathlessly.

The clatter from the barnyard made it plain

that inquiry would be a waste of effort, so I stood

my ground in the narrowest part of the lane,

awaiting developments. Presently I could see a

large bay pony charging around my stable yard.

Twice he passed the green lattice gates which led

in my direction, to throw himself at the stallion's

woven wire. On the third round he paused,

collected his wits, and charged the lattice. I

heard a light tick from a hind foot as he came
over, but it was a very creditable performance
nevertheless.

As he came toward me I could see the strength

and purpose in his stride. He was close up before

my odor broke in on his preoccupation, and he

stopped, snorting, to solve this new dilemma.
As he wheeled about I got a good look at him.

There were circles of sweat about his active ears,

little trickles along his flanks, yet his breathing
was steady, considering the effort he had just

made. He looked sidewise at me, showing the

whites of his eyes, and lashed his tail anxiously.

Rough and gawky as he was, I could mark the
long, slanting shoulder, short back, long, up-
standing neck with a clean throat and a strong

curve where the head sets on; these things are the
indispensables for the rider's comfort. I esti-

mated the weight of his bone below the knee, and
the big, clean hock joint, low set but not sickled;

his pasterns were reasonably long but not weak

—

evidently he would wear well. I shied a little

clod at his nose to send him away from me. By
the wide set of his forelegs I knew that his front

was good, and his legs swung straight as he
traveled. But all these virtues he might have
and yet prove worthless were it not for that spice

of defiance, that courageous carriage. It would
make him harder to handle at the start, but it

would give willingness to endure, to meet the
hard strains of his lot unflinchingly. With-
out such a face toward vicissitudes, neither man
nor horse is a sure dependence or a safe working
partner.

I awoke to the fact that Dan had already
opened the gate, and my dog was dancing with
impatience for the word to send the colt back
whence he had come. I aimed the next clod at

the dog as a hint that she would chase him at her

peril, and followed him quietly. Once he wheeled
and made a dash in my direction, but the sound
of my voice made him reconsider; he turned back
and trotted quietly into the barnyard.

My first move was to send Dan for boards to

build up the gate. "Who is he, anyway?" I

demanded as soon as Dan had used the last of
the nails which impeded his conversation. He
carries them in his mouth, ejecting them handily
through the gap in his teeth otherwise occupied
by his pipe.

"Well, Dennis brought 'im. Full brother, 'e

says, to that brown mare, ye mind."
I did mind the brown mare. She had been

unsuccessfully broken, and it took a full six weeks
for her to forget the effect of one hour's mis-
handling.

"If he's tried any of those tricks on this one he
can jolly well take him away again." I snapped
irritably. I value a whole skin, and the mare had
damaged mine considerably, not to speak of what
she did to my dignity. Never have I known a
more inopportune bucker. That white rim to

the eye, the sole obvious inheritance from his little

Canuck grandmother, gleamed ominously.
"He ain't." Dan hastened to assure me.

"They're a-scairt to lay a hand onto him." As
he spoke he edged gingerly into the safety of the
saddle room, for curiosity was drawing the colt

within foot range.

I stood still, ostensibly busy scratching on the
gate with a forefinger, my consciousness centred

on the velvet nose sniffing closer and closer to my
sleeve. By the shadow he cast I could see the
conflicting emotions sway him. Presently he

THAT COLT
By E. C. A. SMITH

The hero and the author

lowered his head, blew a windy blast on my ankles,

and moved off.

"Bring me some oats," I called.

"What fer?" Dan felt it was rather soon to

venture out. "You ain't goin' to ride him yit!

Why he ain't been into a stable, even, let alone

seed a halter."

"So long as I don't tell you to mount him it's

nothing to you. Get those oats!'" I snapped
the harder, since I was none too confident myself.

But there was a fattish gray cloud, some hours
away, which grinned helpfully across the tree-

tops. And I needed a horse. I said so.

"Well, if you hadn't 'a' sold the mare w'en she

was just gettin' to be so's one could go about
her

"

"I'd not have bought that parcel of feed and
squared away some of our expenses," I finished.

To see Dan wash the legs of a fussy beast is one of

my favorite pastimes. It's nearly the only time
I feel that he earns his salt. It is the only time I

ever see him perspire freely.

I walked around the yard shaking the oats in

a pan and letting them slide through my fingers.

The bay watched me coquettishly over his

shoulder. Presently I strolled through the wide
door, set the pan into the manger, and came
out again. Mr. Curiosity was very shortly en-

gaged thereupon. When he had finished, he
discovered that the doors were closed, and tried

to tear the stable down. In about ten minutes
more the hysterics subsided. I could hear him
padding stealthily about, sniffing the comforting
horsy smells. Then I ventured in. Without
paying any attention to him I refilled the pan
he had just emptied and seated myself beside it.

A long wait followed; it was noon and I was hun-
gry myself, but still the colt wavered. At last

he reached a lip for just a taste; presently he
advanced a step, and then forgot his fear in his

eagerness. Even the touch of my hand did not
send him back for long. Two minutes more and I

had a broad strap, chained to a bolt in the wall,

buckled fast about his neck. Then I went to

lunch, departing over the side of the stall. It

sounded as though he disliked the strap.

I ate quite leisurely, strolling to the barn in the

best of tempers to collect my battle equipment.
I have one implement that is absolutely indis-

pensable, a mousseroia, bought off the bridle of a

Roman cab horse, owned by one Umberto Belli,

once of the Italian cavalry, and a thorough horse-

man, who appreciated my reason for wanting it.

The regulation cavesson is too big for yearlings

or ponies, and costs money. A mousseroia can
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be made by any blacksmith for a dollar, '.

narrow strap of iron, short enough to mi:
pinching the bit in the comer of the horsei

j. mouth, is bent to take the shape of a nos|

m| band. Two arms, a couple of inches Ion

bearing rings, are welded on, horn fashio]

and the nose piece is covered with leath

and continued so that it can be buckled tightl'

as low down as you please, on the creature
jaw. The lower down it sets, the greater w[
be the leverage, but when used with a bit I

must come high enough to avoid all chanJ
of pinching, and be loose enough to let the jj
yield. It is used to take the first fight out of'

colt and to teach obedience without the risk

establishing his mouth in bad habits. It al

can be used to drive one which takes the bit ti|

hard, as an auxiliary to fall back on whenever li

starts to bore.

The mousseroia was on its hook, but my ta

dem lines— ! I tore my hair. Dan insisted thai

had no tandem lines. I frothed. Then, as

some new idea was dawning on him, he mi
mured: "Oh, yes! Seems like them's the line-

let Sherman take fer the lawn mower—long-lil

You mostly don't use 'em."

Having a good chance to lose my temper wia
Dan is a distinct advantage. The minute
feels guilty enough to lose his serene self-con

dence he becomes willing and sedulous as nothi

but fear can make him. Only then can I ma,J

him more afraid orme than he is of a horse.

The colt had given over pulling on the lii

but he was still damp from his exertions. I go j
halter on him, settled the mousseroia at the vi

end of his nose and buckled it tightly, put oii.j

saddle without stirrups, and fastened side lines j
the girth from the mousseroia horns. This,

most easily done by one person, moving infl

quiet, matter-of-fact way that takes no appapfi

account of the youngster's performances, :rl

remembering that the closer you are to a lit

foot the less it hurts when it reaches you. "la

colt ought to be thinking and learning, not beij

distracted.

By this time the tandem line was at hand, j

buckled it on and walked out of the stable dc li

Partly because he saw the light, partly beca'-

he had unconsciously established the habit:

yielding to the line, partly because it's in ho:

nature to follow nearly anything that's hea(.

his way, he came meekly after me. Never tr;

the horse behind you, but never face him if ji r

expect him to lead.

When he discovered the constraints I had I
upon him, the Canuck came out with a vengear .

"Told you he'd buck!" shrilled Dan, scuttl

for cover.

"Help him!" I retorted. "Put that whip)

him!"
I kept my mind firmly on the project of lu<-

ing him in a ring. He kept his on the notion tt

such things as reins and girths and hard th s

over his nostrils simply couldn't be. I ward

his fight to hurt him all it could. Finally;*!)

balked. I came close and tried to lead him e

hitatme. Then I signaled Dan tousethewhip, i

the colt moved from his tracks—on his hind t;

I think I prayed for luck as I threw all my m it

against the rein. Anyway he came down I I

wrong side up. Both Dan and I were on*l

head in a flash. If he had not flopped we n it

have had to throw and hog-tie him, but this is

better. All his determination would leak 01 )f

his toes before we let him up. It's as if the t Ji

sealed up their grit on the soles of their feet; stj

break that seal and you empty them. Also w
|

give them time to get a new point of view.

Now he was willing to try our way. Igno I

ious, it might be, but more comfortable, *
1

disconcerting. Round and round we wofl
him. Never a rest, never a relief except to n

him the other way, never a chance to gatheWj

wits. If he stopped, Dan hit the ground cm
ously behind him. The cloud came up, eni|«>

itself, and passed on; still he pursued his vM
tread. He had stopped pulling on his side 1
I substituted in their places a snaffle-bridli I

the reins tied loosely. By now he came iM
have his lungeline snapped over for the I
direction. I could handle his head up near w

his ears. I began to think well of him. Hi ad
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>th. but n« > I >» «• i" »i" >•* • ' k ,v 1 |'l '»<
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A In n I dipped "ii the blimps, ili< » 11

irr docilt than the nun Mi- protest tn,ulr

in pail I looks .it rlir harness loom

*ou ain't ncvci R«»in' to tub im tiv-day'"

croaked nin'iii ikiiihIn "\\Ii\. c

'

.
i h.ul

li 'c w an '«• .tin t now .in s completed vit."

'Yimi hang >>ii to tli.it lint- .itul go "" doing

at I mill <>l you," I responded cliff rflllb

eincinhci. In in i\ ri> nir up right pictn

i»rv ht'i done, but «i li< docs, you II look .is

High VOuM hern d lagged actnss .i plowed

d undci .i opiki li ii on "
I don't like to

kc .i In inI ill oil nl mi , l>ut it's tin- only

tl\c tli.it Dan rrcngni/rs

'You i.nit make 'mi mmil il tln\ ain't

jut'" In w oiuil " \nil th.lt lin n 's hold .is

If only I'd gi\c not until D.in got .i

It used to hun' I'm- heard tins principli

01*. It always scents ridiculous to sim in

mil made obedient through lt.it id punish-

nt. that is. to the horse's tust ! ar, and he only

ibeha\rs through fear of some soft, is added

rof his mastt'i \l\ ou n notion is to cultivate

luhconscmus impulses into implicit submis-

sion, In i huki In had no consctoim idea id am thing
else, .iml lo seize nil the gregarious creatine N

instinct fm a leader, by becoming that source of
fcassiitani i , then when he gets in ,i tight place
In II wiit Im urden instead of lighting them.

I he wet hail not softened the ground that
would inevitably have started more pitching
hut it had un ased it nicely. I he pony made
those t in Its as tingrrly as a cat. It looked to me
as if whatever lira ins ne had were centred on his

feel I he next timi In topped to change leads

I i limbtd .iho.ird.

" If he holts I'll put him right over you!" urn
my last genial directioni to the man on the line.

I ss .in r
<

tl his entin attention on my side, not
\ iihIii atmr. Ins w .lining

lln colt trembled and roached his back. I

nit m .i purple moment Ver\ gently I turned
lis head along that trodden track, lie made a

plunge; I let him take it out on the lunge be
sun I ).ui met it with a desperate energy. Hut the

boiir-long habit reasserted itself; after all, nothing
w.is n .il hut that interminable round; he settled

back into sullen resignation.

I hen I began on the reins. Taking my grip
with m; fust two fingers and my thumbs I played

them gently with my fur lui|"i-., mahni' them
vibrate as 1 took a bold on bis mouth a mouth
fresh, unliiilt, nspoii'.is e. Winn I hit hun
looking to me fm guidamc I iinsnapped the h ad
lie was delighted In go no longei in that slip

pery traek, but straight anil easily! 'In loss In

head and get the cramp nut nf his ciest ! I here

was no defiance in tin fieedoin nf he. .inch,

mouthing, schooling, balancing, these would take
time, but my real fight was won. A few trips in

well-mannered company would make a gentleman
of my savage.

"Well, o' course, he was rpii't," I Jan com-
mented, somewhat regretfully, now that the
strain was ovei, sun e then- was so little to recount
up at the house no thrills, no glory. Perhaps he
dimly imagined that I shared bis disappointment.
I hat it may be a triumph to avoid battle M not

within his comprehension. " The most o' them
't slums a w'ite eye is awful!" He was even a

little contemptuous.
Mut why should I reply

?

For you see, in the next twenty minutes that
colt would have the first rub-dnwn of his life.

Anil then snuie one nnt I wnuld wash his

legs. |{ut I would be "among those present."

The M U T E SWAN
H j ROB E R T S I' A RKS WALK E R

HAT a great deal of dignity comes
from silence is particularly true

in the case of

have all the

inun.ils which
necessary organs

for being noisy, yet remain ui-

quiet. 1 his is perhaps

why the swan set ins so dignified.

tensely quiet, I his

jne reason

hid his near relative, the duck, quite otherwise.

I There are eight or ten species of swans, the
lost familiar to us being that known as the

Hite sw .m

I It is easy to distinguish a swan from other
Members of the duck family by its long, arched

leek, so constructed to en 'blc it to reach seeds

ind roots of water flowers lying at t .. Sot torn

If pools, and brooks. Not being accu mied to

living like the duck, swans swim ab >ut feeli-

ng onl\ in water shallow enough to enable them
reach food I hey are not strictly vegetable

feeders, for they are great destroyers of fish-

jpawn.

1 The mute swans so frequently seen adorning
rtificial bodies of water in the I nited States,

(hough half domesticated, when it

times to nest budding, make no effort

toward concealment. Their nests

Ire constructed of reeds, leaves,

neks, or other rude growth, often
(nrated in the most conspicuous
'lace, in which is laid an even half

lozen of greenish eggs.

I To the swan the ancients ascribed
lare musical powers, the general be-

kf being that the bird exerted
his power only as death approached
- hence the meaning of "swan
ong. ' In fact, its voice is very
>w and soft, and is heard more
tten as it swims along in the

h ater with its young.
' There is an old English law that
made the swan a royal bird. For
jenturies the mute swans were not
t'ermitted to be owned by any one
\cepting freeholders, xvho must at

fill times possess a license from the
rown. The license to keep swans

('(impelled the owner to mark each
|nrd with a cut through the Jskin
hn the beak, that its ow nership might
lever become a matter of dispute.
Even the king's swans bore these
marks of identification, and at one
nme the swanherd was a very im-
portant person. To this day, an

upon the river Thames will reveal these markings
upon their beaks. I'he process of marking is

known as "unping," and swans have to be
marked annually.

History indicates that swans were first intro-

duced into England from Cyprus by Richard I,

anil at one tune large swanneries were common;
at present. Imw ever, these large establishments
have practically been discontinued. Thirtv-
nine years ago the swannery of the Earl of II-

chesrer, near Weymouth, contained nearly 1,500
swans, but the number has been very greatly di-

minished.

A mature swan weighs about thirty pounds, the
male being larger than the female. The young
birds are called cygnets. The flesh is said to be
good, but it has never become generally used.
I hose who are financially able to afford the
flesh of swan highly prize the meat for food, but
to-day in England there is but one place where
swans are produced in a commercial way for

market; this is located at Norw-ich, id is known
as the St. I lelen's SWTO-pit, For su mg the pit

4M«
1

mination of the swans that live

The swan makes no effort to conceal its nest, but on the contrary often locates it in a most

conspicuous spot. Both male and female are fearless in defense of the nest and their young

visits are made to the neighboring rivers soon after

the young have hatched and several hundred
cygnets are caught. In the month of August,
the birds are placed upon a cut grass and barley
diet, being so fed until the Christmas holidays.
When ready for market they weigh about fifteen

pounds net, and bring about two guineas each.
Swan-pits are usually made of brick or concrete,
about six feet deep, in which the water is main-
tained at a depth of about twenty-four inches.

This keeps the birds closely confined to the area
desired.

While the semi-domesticated mute swan is the
only species with which most of us are familiar,

it is an interesting fact that swans exist in a wild
state and in considerable numbers. They are not
widely distributed; a few are to be seen on the
eastern end of Long Island, but great flocks

gather on Currituck Sound, North Carolina,
where about the middle of November they begin
to arrive from their breeding grounds in the
north. Mr. A. Radclyffe Dugmore thus describes
a visit to the swans at Currituck Sound.

" F lock follows flock, until the dan-
cing waters of the Sound sparkle with
their snow white plumage, and the
air is filled with their soft musical
notes. It is hard indeed to imagine
a more beautiful picture than a
large flock of these graceful crea-

tures lined up close together looking

in the distance almost like snow-
covered drift ice, and then to see

them rise. At last we can appreciate
their size as their great wings unfold
and noisily strike the air with power-
ful strokes in the effort to carry the
immense twenty-pound bodies clear

of the water. On a calm day they
rise with difficulty, using the feet

to gain momentum, and often cov-
ering a distance of seventy-five feet

or more before leaving the water.
With a fairly good breeze, how-
ever, they lift themselves with as-

tonishing rapidity by heading di-

rectly into the wind. . . . Once
the swans are fairly under way
their speed is amazing—nearly a
hundred miles an hour, and that,

too, with no apparent effort, for

the slow wing motion is very de-
ceiving. Their endurance is as sur-

prising as their speed, for they
are said to travel a thousand miles
without alighting."



COUNTRY LIFE FOLK
Mrs. ST. GAUDENS'S BIRD BATH

N OBJECT
of interest

to bird lov-

ers and garden
makers is the bird

bath designed by

Annetta Johnson St. Gaudens,

in commemoration of the Percy

MacKaye Bird Masque, given

at Cornish, N. H., in honor of

President Woodrow Wilson.

The bronze original is in

the Meriden Sanctuary—the

thirty-two acres of woodland
converted by the Meriden Bird

Club into a model preserve,

that sets the pace for American
bird conservation.

Aside from its artistic
beauty and historic recording

of a notable American produc-

tion, this bird bath, in its

^terra cotta dress, is des-

tined to quicken interest

in bird conservation.

Mrs. St. Gaudens, the

sculptor, is one of those

that make up the sum-
mer colonies of Meriden,
Cornish, and Kent. She
participated as a love

bird in The Masque, and
was so impressed by the classic grace of Miss
Margaret Wilson in hermit thrush plumage, Percy
MacKaye in a Chaucer gown, Witter Bynner,

plume hunter, Herbert Adams, cardinal, Kenyon
Cox, crow, and the ease with which the panto-

mime's personnel lent itself to sculptural treat-

ment, that she resolved to model it into a frieze

after the Greek manner.
To her Cornish hill studio the quasi-birds gaily

flocked to pose for her in their varied plumage,
with the result that they encircle—for the most
part in portraiture bas-relief—the erstwhile

Mexican water jar which Mrs. St. Gaudens
modeled, and which serves for the base of the bath.

Below the frieze, which covers the upper half of

the jar, are inscribed the names of the Bird

Masque cast, and the poet's epilogue, a plea for

bird conservation.

The bath is three feet high. Reinforced by a

stone or cement pedestal, it may be raised to any
height, as has been demonstrated in Mr. Charles

Piatt's Cornish garden.

Provision is made for renewal of water in

the bowl which fits snugly into the top of the

J
ar -

After much labor and many vicissitudes in

trying out the clay and imbuing the figures with

the clean-cut sharpness of the bronze original,

Mrs. St. Gaudens finally succeeded in reproducing

the bath in varied colored terra cotta, so that

other bird sanctuaries besides the one at Meriden
might be embellished with mementoes of the Bird

Masque. So far but six reproductions have been

made.
The terra cotta faithfully reproduces frieze

and inscriptions, for Mrs. St. Gaudens gives

i

her own personal finish to each bath, to presen

as far as possible the sculptural feeling. Traiv

lated into lovely Chinese jade, Chinese blut

Colonial yellow, terra cotta red or brown, or Gi

clay shot with autumnal tints, this uniqu

garden conceit has apparently come to stay, t

the conservation of the birds, enhancement ol

gardens, and the pique of future generation

that will haggle over it in auction marts!

Lida Rose McCabe.

An ENCLOSED TENNIS I

COURT
THE argument is frequently advanced

when the talk is of championship tennis

that the Pacific Coast players possess i

their climate an unsurmountable advantage ovt

tennis men of the East. On the asphalt courts <

California the younger men are brought rapidl

into tournament form through uninterrupte

practice.

Offsetting this advantage to a very sm:>

degree are the indoor courts that have been bui

in increasing numbers on the larger estates of tl

East. Several of these have been published

Country Life.

The adjoining illustrations show anoth'

indoor court recently built at his counti

home near Indianapolis, Ind., by Mr. Carl <

Fisher, president of the Indianapolis Speedwa

and founder of the Lincoln Highway.
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tin- Govtrnment foi the use of th< Navy, \

mil ii ictioo m.itkrd tin opening of the Spanish
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.lr in the New Noik N .n ht Club to-da\ I he
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nnai\ work among members ol the club who
nve craft worths, ol such transformation
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lee t u res, it h;is proceeded to demonstrate its use-

fulness by beautifying the surrounding grounds.

The construction of landscape work has been

carried out under the supervision of Mr. Arthur
I lerrington.

I In soi ial side is ;i feature of the work of tins

organization, which numbers a large membership
Of people prominent in New York City. During
the summer season it entertains at its Club I louse.

The gardens have been laid out in formal style,

and reliance has been had very largely on old-

fashioned annuals for quick effect. I here is also

in preparation a rose garden on a large scale, and
from rime to time the Club purposes the holding

of open air flower shows. One such event indeed

took place last summer, and only because of its

somewhat remote location, failed to attract the

attention of the public that its merits deserved.

The president of the International Garden
Club, who is largely responsible for its phenom-
enal success, is Mrs. Charles F. Hoffman, whose
own rose gatden at Newport is shown elsewhere

in this issue. Mrs. Hoffman is also president of

the Newport Garden Club, and to her enthusiasm

the garden clubs of America owe much of their

success.

The two views on this page of Bartow Man-
sion and the garden maintained by the Club are

eloquent of what may be accomplished by a

really determined and enthusiastic garden club

possessed of the right sort of president.

leanwhile the list grows day by day. Gover-
Lowden of Illinois followed close after Mr.

ics with the offer ol his yacht the f'tnice, now
Alexandria Hay. Mr. George F. Maker. Jr.,

tied over the steam yacht Wacouta, Mr.
cent Astor the Noma, while the motor boats
ilont, Sunbtari II. Cltrxton, Glenhallie, Edith

and the ff'ilfreda have been offered or already
en over for the Naval Reserve.

he Kanawha, a steam yacht, and Tarantula,

motor yacht, are both being equipped for

nee, and as this is written, the Alacrity, a

1-footer is being equipped for presentation to

Government by Mr. Paine Webber and his

n. \\ e hope to show in the next issue of
L'ntry Life pictures of these and other craft

ich have been turned over to the Government.

An OBJECT LESSON in

GARDEN CLUBS
rHE International Garden Club which has

its headquarters at the Bartow Mansion,
Pelham Bay Park, is setting a pace for

nilar organizations elsewhere. Having been
ccessful in securing the cooperation of the City
;partment to the extent of securing a permanent
me where it holds meetings and occasional



The SQUIRREL that FLIES

MONG the great host of nocturnal
animals of many kinds that spend
nearly all their waking hours in

moonlight or in darkness, none is

more interesting or truly attrac-

tive than our lively little flying

squirrels. There are a number of species and
subspecies of .these in the country—that is, in the
forests of the New England, Middle, and South-
ern States. They are very beautiful little

animals, with soft, furry coats, and provided
with lateral skin-extensions, by means of which
they can shoot through the air in a sort of para-

chute manner, but in a more certain style with
respect to points of destination.

To study these curious and gentle little crea-

tures, you must repair, after nightfall, to the
forest where many of them have their homes.
Here you must take up some favorable place for

observation, and patiently await the appearance of
your flying squirrels. They will not detain you
long; for, after snoozing all day in their nests or in

cavities in old tree trunks, theyare readyforafrolic
_and for their nightly exercise. In some forests,

these dainty little rodents live in great numbers;
but you might passthroughthese timbered sections
in the daytime, and never for a moment suspect
that a single flying squirrel lived in that locality.

But it is evening now, and the sun has been
below the horizon for nearly half an hour, so
your patient waiting will receive immediate
reward. A scene will soon be presented to your
wondering gaze which will surely be a treat in

the event of your never having witnessed the like

before. Out come these silent little volant ro-

dents; and if you chance to be in some wild and
little frequented part of the country, in a forest

but rarely visited by man, you will be surprised,

By DR.R.W. SHUFELDT
Photograph by the Author

for they may come by the dozens out of their var-
ious places of concealment in the tall trees, and
they at once commence flying from every quarter
within your range of vision.

Note the little chap on the very topmost twigs
of the tall chestnut tree, not thirty feet from where
you stand. He runs out on the end twig of the
limb where he suddenly appeared, and, quickly
stretching out all four of his legs, extending his

tail horizontally, and expanding the dermal mem-
brane extending between hind and fore limbs on
either side, he launches into the air with a sudden
little jump, and with as much confidence as a
dabchick takes to the water.

In his own little squirrel mind, however, he has
determined upon the point where he hopes to
land; for flying squirrels do not fly like bats and
birds—that is, in no end of different directions

when once in the air. They are confined to a
fixed trajectory: a long, downward curve, and a
shorter, more abruptly ascending one for the
latter third of their flight. Commonly the
distance thus covered equals from forty to fifty

yards, the animal, as a rule, landing flatwise on
the side of the trunk of the tree that he started

for, at a point much nearer the ground than the
tree top from whence he started.

Usually he will scamper with lightning rapid-

ity up the tree on which he lit, to go over the
same performance many times between the two
trees, apparently reveling in the fun of it, and in

the exercise it brings him amidst many others
of his kind similarly engaged. However, when
they desire to travel from one part of the forest

to another, they select trees in line, and, scamper-
ing up one, to fly from its top to another, and so

on through the sequence, they may pass over a
quarter of a mile in a similar fraction of an hour.

As is the case with many other nocturnal
animals, flying squirrels have large, dark eyes

that are very sensitive to the light; so, when kept

as pets—and they make exceedingly pleasant

ones to keep—they should not be taken often into

the glare of the sun. They invariably express

their disapproval of such treatment by rolling up
into a little ball and closing their eyes with a very

tight squeeze.

An old-fashioned writer on natural history,

who flourished during the middle of the last

century, comments thus upon nocturnal animals

in general: "We—animals of the daylight-
are apt to fancy that the whole world of animated
nature sympathizes with us, and that all go to

their repose as we do in the hours of darkness,

forgetting that to innumerable species the day
is the time of darkness and sleep, and night the

season of light and activity and enjoyment. It

is in the night that whole tribes of animals—foxes,

weasels, martens, skunks, lynxes, wild cats,

cougars, to say nothing of owls, goat-suckers,

and the multitudinous race of moths—wake from

their slumber and go joyously forth on their

various adventures,-, whether of love, feast, or

frolic. Whoever would comprehend the whole

field of nature, must not be content to look

merely upon the surface, and that by daylight

he must reflect upon what passes beyond th

reach of sight, whether in the shadows of night 01

in the recesses of the earth; in the soil and the sod

in caves and rocks and in the sea."

Many biologists have followed this suggestior

since 1850. Various species of flying squirrel

are also found in the forests of certain parts

Europe and Asia, and probably some specie:

yet remain unknown to science, awaiting th<

explorers of the future.

1



An
UN KNOWN

COLONIAL TYPE
B y CHRISTINA

L1VINSTON ROSE

The imprMing front of

Mi I » Il.unr-. . hutiM

mi l*rrcmpium KiniiI. (ien

rvn. N Y.

Iln wiiik fif Mr Barnea'i

In, II . I In in. ill |HMi ll

pillars arr rrphciis of the

hum- onm ;il thr fronl

U t >KCK \ltM)KK v,ss

th.it Ml is tic. i>l. killed

•bout 1S80 by case of

locomotion. No 1

1

again shall «r h.i\ c .irt

until modern civili/a-

has come to .in i'ihI. until com-
bnuntcmon between communities
.i.isis, uul scgicgation is restored.

As 1, .in ardent western New
forker. was endeavouring to digest

sentiments m .1 recent maga-
raddenly I thought, " V\ In I

jt means our cobblestone houses!

"

it more obvious example

irt produced by a segregated

;>le than this form of" decorative

er? Here are no bricks brought

England, to build the early

t-rs' homesteads, but shingle from the shores

their own Lake Ontario.

Knim Oswego to l.ewiston. .1 distance or 1 qo

liles. men of substance, during the first half of

le nineteenth century, built their houses of

>bblestones, beautifully rounded, water-worn,

ddish-hrown stones, from one and a half to

iree inches in diameter. Geologically it is

nown as Medina sandstone, and is found on
le shores of Lake Ontario. Simpler farmhouses

dlowed the fashion in a less costly way by
sing the larger, rougher cobblestones, lighter

town in color, and found almost anywhere in

lis glacier-belabored region of western New
ork. There are enormous deposits of them on
ie beaches of the ancient glacial lakes, which
receded Lake Ontario, or in eskars. which

re long, winding ridges, as steep as a hogback,

>rmed by streams in openings under the glaciers,

r in cracks in the ice. But even' one who lives

1 a cobblestone house—no matter how far from

view of thr Ar at IVnn Y;

Lake Ontario insists that his stones came all

the way from that body of water. One honest
woman 1 did find. "Where do you suppose they
got the stones for your house?" I asked her

casually.

"Oh, they just picked 'em up off the place,"

she answered.

The varied colors of the ordinary, common
cobblestone are far more satisfying to the eye

than the uniform reddish-brown of Lake Ontario's

more expensive variety.

I cannot discover who was the first man that

was indigenous enough to use these pebbles on
his own dwelling, but I'm sure he was a father.

One day he brought home some of the smooth,

round stones for the children to play with in

their sand pile, and later he was rewarded with

an idea. Near Lake Ontario they

claim that the pioneer of the art was
one Cyrus Wetherhill, Knglish car-

penter, stone-mason, and builder,

whose work was described in feb-

ruary, 1916, Country Life. The
fashion for these bejeweled dwellings

spread inland sporadically for twenty-

five miles. People may call it a

rude form of art, but it required ex-

pert know ledge of masonry to lay the

stones properly.

Most ofmy information about cob-

blestone houses I gathered from the

owner of a renowned cobblestone

house in the depths of the country.

"Don't you ever feel seasick when
you think how these stones were
tossed and rolled about before they

were worn round?" I asked, as I examined
minutely with her the lovely, smooth stones of

which her house was built.

She smiled and passed her hand caressingly

over the wall. "
\ hey're a pretty nice color,

aren't they?" she said proudly. Every stone

was glowing a rich, brownish red, snugly ensconced

in its bed of cream plaster. "You know," she

continued, "some folks think they're painted.

One lady, going by here in her car— I think she

was from Boston—stopped to look at the house;

she said they didn't have anything like it down
her way, and asked me why I didn't paint them
a different color. She was surprised when I

told her that that was their natural color."

"It must have been a terrific task to bring

these stones here all the way from Lake On-
tario," I said.

"Well," she replied, "the oxen used to make
the trip up to the Ridge Road of the lake [the

beach of the post-glacial Lake Iroquois] in a day

The cobblestones used for building are reddish-brown in color,

and they are beautifully rounded and water-worn

An old cobblestone church at Webster. N. Y. The temple-like

belfry is unusual

67

Another cobblestone church, whose austerity should be softened

by vines as in the case of the church at Webster
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The cobblestone farmhouse of Mr. L. A. Cooper, on Canandaigua State Road. New York

Looking across the front of the Cooper house

—that's about eighteen miles from

here; we've got the old yoke out in

rlic barn now. They'd buy the stones

by the bushel, and come back with

them the next day. The stones were

all put through a potato-sifter

—

ghat's why they're so perfectly even.

And you know the way they used to

build these houses, don't you?"
I confessed my complete ignorance

of masonry, and she continued.

"Well, first they built a wall of

fieldstone and plaster, eighteen inches

thick; when that was all done, they

began on the cobblestones, laying

the first row all around the house,

and letting the plaster get thoroughly

dry before they could begin on the next row."

"Are there nice old mantelpieces in the house?"

I asked.

"Oh, grand! But do you know, we haven't

a single real fireplace, except one down cellar.

Round 1850 they didn't build fireplaces [news to

me!]. The old lady, whose husband built the

house, was set on having a fireplace;

her husband built one for her down
cellar, and there it is still, with its

hooks and crane."

I found later that the "grand"

mantelpieces were very wonderful,

but not very beautiful — acorns

sprouting from all sorts of impossi-

ble places; 1850 was getting per-

ilously near 1880.

There are at least three distinct

styles in cobblestone bouses—the

Georgian, the Gothic, and the Jig-

saw. Examples of the last variety

we find with the most elaborate

details, replete with all the ugliness

Detail of corner, Cooper house

I came
"Car

Typical of the cobblestone schoolhouses found everywhere in the glacier-belabored region of

western New York

of a dying art. But always it is an ugliness full

of the mysterious charm that we find so endear-

ing in our ugly friends.

I had been told of a Georgian cobblestone

dwelling on a hillside above Seneca Lake. Two
spinster friends of mine had tried in vain to buy

it. I was searching for it one afternoon when

on a promising crossroad,

n you tell me if there's a cobble-

stone house up this hill?" I asked

two men who were repairing a fence

corner.

"Yes, keep straight up on this

road, and you'll find it," the elder of

the two told us.

"You're sure there is one?" I

asked again, conscious of my temer-

ity, but hating to leave the road

winding along the lake for a by-path

of doubtful charm.

"I certainly am," he answered, "I

live in it."

We climbed the steep ascent, and

found a heaven—somebody's heaven.

The house sat quite far back from the road. It

was not "embowered in lilacs," nor "nestling

under the lee of the hill"; cobblestone houses

leave those feminine characteristics to wooden

farmhouses; but it was all dignity and aloofness

—exactly the kind of house that ought to have

produced a great statesman or a president. Two
giant horse chestnuts guarded the

opening in the privet hedge, and

incidentally greatly impeded my
photographic operations. The
broad brick path, overgrown with

grass, led to a quaint paneled

doorway, without the usual side-

lights. The whole effect—the pro-

portions of the pediment, and of

the pillars supporting it—filled me

with delight.

The mistress, having heard us

snorting up the hill, emerged from

a Doric-pillared piazza that looked

down over broad and sloping pas-

tures to the blue lake.

All dignity and aloofness—exactly the kind of a house that ought to have produced a great states-

man or a president. The farmhouse of Mr. W. A. White, Geneva, N. Y.

Doorway of one of thetenant houses on the

Barden farm The H. B. Barden farmhouse near Hall, N. Y. There are three cobblestone houses on this farm

Showing construction; cobblestones are used

only as a veneer
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"It's thr "lil \imsflong pi. lit." she s.ilil 111

Linswcr ti< mi\ in<|uiiit's. "they were prominent

(people 1 1 <unff here a hundred years ago—there

EuWt any of "em left now. We haven't been

MR Iimic I otN nf petiple have wanted t'> buy

the place since we came, but we're not going t >

let it go
"

Inside, the misttcss of the house showed us

>\er k We found it .ill inttrattmfc but ad-

nued most perhaps the woodwork with its

o\el\ design of oak leaves over doorways and

modows \t last we reluctantly bade farewell

o the owner, and made our way down rhe

Cobblestone art died about

k86o. killed by the War pcr-

naps, or by the cityward move-

ment of those tinio. and never

revised beeause, meanwhile, Mr. Moore's fatal

|HSo had intervened.

Hut the uniipie beauty of these old houses

OUght tO be an inspiration to present-day builders

in sections where cobblestones abound. When
ivv urn rid —as they should be—the soft red and

MOW!) coloring of the stones seen through the

il.nk |fon <>f the vines gives an effect similar to

that of I Persian rug. It might tax the skill of

the modern mason, however, to duplicate the

mathematical precision of the earl\ work In

the best ol these old houses there is almost no

variation in the size of the stones; they are per-

fectly marched and blended in color, and the

mortar ridges between the courses are as regular

as if cast in a form. Some of them put their best

foot foremost by having the smallest and choicest

of the stones at the front of the house.

On my cobblestone expeditions, one thing

always puzzled me. I laid it before a wise na-

tive. "Why have I only once in all my explora-

tions found the third generation living in its

ancestral cobblestones?'

The wise man replied. "You never find a

cobblestone house on poor land. Only the rich

farmers could afford to build them. The third

generation usually finds itself

well enough off to retire to the

city, and thus you find most of

our beautiful old cobblestone

houses occupied by aliens."

>wing corner construction of school-

house. Gypson. N Y.

A cobblestone general store near Vic-

tor, N. Y.

Mrs. George Lewis's remodeled cobblestone house at Belwood

Farm, Geneva. N. Y.

Doorway of the Lewis house
Cobblestone gazebo at Belwood Farm



Should YOU be ALLOWED to run
YOUR OWN FARM?

By FREDERICK F. ROCKWELL
TRAM HOOVER SPUDGROWER

never lost his combined hankering

for and spite against farming. He
had left the old farm in early life.

Perhaps his main reason for doing

so was that his father—worn out

like the soil of his little New England farm—had

died of pneumonia, with a life-long mortgage of

$1,700 still sitting on his chest; while his city

uncle—no more capable a man than Hiram's father

—passed away of gout and apoplexy, leaving an

estate of some hundreds of thousands.

For many years H. H. Spudgrower success-

fully fought off the subconscious whisperings

urging him back to the bare brown soil, and
devoted himself with a single-track mind to

the one purpose of making the housewives of a

nation feel, deep down in their innermost souls,

that Spudgrower's Superlative Soaps were the

keystone of domestic economy and comfort.

Whatever their value for washing, they cer-

tainly were successful in lubricating Spudgrower's

way to fame and fortune. And he salted away
His hard-earned dollars with a worthy object in

view. Some day he would retire, buy a farm,

and make it pay if it took his last cent!

So in the course of time, Spudgrower bought
his farm. It wasn't a big one, for he was a

convert of modern intensive methods, and he

wanted to make it a model for the country-

side. He realized that the methods and the ways
of his father were out-of-date, so he determined

to apply to his farming some of the principles

which he had proven to be successful in business.

He spent weeks in picking out the best man he

could possibly get for each department of his

farm—an expert for his field crops, a prize winner
for his registered cattle, a national authority

for the extensive poultry yards, and for his

orchard a man who had captured blue ribbons

with red apples from Virginia to New York,
across to Oregon, and back again. He let these

men understand that they were to produce big

crops and big results with their live stock and
poultry; but that wasn't all. They were to

produce crops that would pay. He maintained
that any dunce could get big yields if he fertilized

the ground thickly enough with his check book.

But he wanted to show them something new—

a

farm that paid!

Well the years rolled by and the Spudgrower
farm became famous for many states around.
Experts from experiment stations, agricultural

colleges, and from the Department at Wash-
ington visited it and made notes and sugges-

tions, and acknowledged that they had never
seen better crops or better stock.

But Hiram H. Spudgrower grew thin and
worried. There was a deep mystery about his

farm that more and more got on his nerves.

Every department under the management of a

hand-picked expert showed a good profit accord-

ing to carefully kept figures; every project that

had failed had been carefully weeded out. And
yet the bank account that he had set aside for

his farming had to be replenished every year
from the revenues from Spudgrower's Super-

lative Soaps! He captured gold medals, cups,

and blue ribbons galore at cattle shows, fruit

shows, and flower shows; but—the farm would
not pay !

Spudgrower's nerves were beginning to get

frazzled at the edges. That was why, running
across a stranger in one of his fields one day, he
approached him with rapid strides and the irate

intention of requesting him to vanish into thin

air in the shortest time possible. In reply to

Spudgrower's question as to what he was doing
there, he replied that he was from the De-
partment of Agriculture; and to Spudgrower's
subsequent remarks he listened with a bored
patience that made Spudgrower still more ex-

asperated. But in reply to the latter's final

proud demand as to where he would find a better

managed farm, he came back with a reply that

took Spudgrower fairly between the eyes. Said

the stranger:

"On the contrary, Mr. Spudgrower, your farm
is one of the most perfect examples of intelligent

mismanagement that I have yet come across."

— what d'ye

demanded the dumfounded

" Wha— wha
management?"
Spudgrower.

"Well, for one thing," answered the young man
from the D. of A., "the crop yields that you are

getting are too big—too many bushels per acre!

And again, you are not growing enough corn,

and you plant far too many oats; you have too

many chickens and too few pigs; your silage corn

is in the wrong fields; you should be growing
about ten acres of

"Hold on!" remarked Spudgrower, mopping
his brow, for his informant seemed not only

quite sane but very much in earnest, "before

you tell me that my potatoes have too many eyes

and my corn ought to have more ears, I would
like to ask if you really know what you are talk-

ing about, and if so, how.

The young man explained that he had .been

over the records of the Spudgrower farm with

the farm manager; and while that in itself was
not of the greatest importance, the fact that he

had been for two years' making farm surveys of

some of the best farms in this section of the state

(having just completed an analysis of more than

400 farms), enabled him to know actually, not

theoretically, some factors which were likely to

make for profit and others that were pretty sure

to mean loss. Mr. Spudgrower was very much
surprised to learn that not one out of three of

the farmers around him who were making extra

big crops had as much money to show for his work
at the end of the year as farmers who got only

good yields, but who managed to realize a bigger

total income from their farms. Another shock
to his preconceived ideas was the fact that three

out of four of the farms making the biggest in-

comes in his section had some substantial cash

crop in addition to their income from live stock.

Another big fact, as proved by the hundreds of

records that had been made not only in this

section but in many other states, was that on
the average the most important factor in deter-

mining the net receipts of a farm was the number
of acres under cultivation. Two of his pet

theories
—

"a little farm well tilled," and exten-

sive pastures to enable him to feed his cattle

cheaply—seemed to be dealt a body blow by this

bit of information.

Never decide upon a single line of farming' effort without

knowing the basis of farm success in that particular neighbor-

hood. Here is a crop survey of 378 Chester County, Pennsylvania

farms, exclusive of kitchen gardens. Without a definite and

promising plan for developing new markets it would be suicidal

to stake all upon truck in this locality

SIZES OF
FARMS

IN ACRES

PRODU
WORK
PER f

MAN

CT1VE
UNITS
ARM

HORSE

CROP
ACRES
PER
MAN

VALUE
OF

LABOR
PER

MONTH
PER
MAN

CROP
ACRES
PER
WORK
HORSE

VALUE
OF MA-
CHINERY

PER
CROP
ACRE

13 to 40 184 82 13.7 $23.93 9.0 $15.11
41 to 60 299 140 20.2 26.60 11.9 12.57
61 to 80 372 177 23.2 27.12 13.9 11.92
81 to 100 475 226 25.2 28.30 14.5 10.79
101 to 120 551 259 25.6 29.22 15.0 11.80
121 to 160 582 286 29.0 28.50 16.8 9.20
160 + 856 444 31.1 33.77 17.4 8.94

All sizes 439 211 24.7 28.27 14.7 10.88

Notice the obvious relationship between the size of a farm

and its efficiency. The "small, intensively worked farm" is

more or less of a delusion

70

The upshot of the matter was that he spent

that afternoon and most of the next day with
the man from Washington. As a result he real-

ized that he had been going far on the wrong
track in concentrating his efforts on increased

crop yields and production, and ignoring the

organization of his farm business as a whole,

while paying no attention to what the actual

experience of his neighbors had proved to be

paying or losing policies.

The experience of Mr. Spudgrower is repre-

sentative of that of many farmers, and of nearly

all estate owners. The work which has been
done in improving cultural methods and varieties

in the fields, and the method of handling and

the strains of stock in the barn, is great; but

from the point of view of agricultural economy

—

of making the farm or the estate really pav its

way—it has been tremendously over-emphasized.

Farm management, in the modern sense, is a

comparatively new thing in farming, and it is a

more difficult problem than that of good farm

practice—getting good crop yields, high milk

production, etc. The former, while not dis-

connected from the latter, is quite distinct from it.

It is even more difficult and more dangerous

to attempt to formulate set rules for farm man-
agement than for farm practice. But the sur-

vey and the careful analysis of the business of

thousands of farms by the Federal Department
of Agriculture and by a number of states has

resulted in proving beyond a doubt that certain

practices tend to make the farm business pay,

while others do not. If, for instance, it is found

that more than 80 per cent, of the farmers mak-
ing above the average labor income in a vicinity

have several sources of receipts, or that only

20 per cent, of those making as much as the

average labor income have fewer than a certain

number of cows in proportion to their tillable

land, then it is not mere guesswork to say that,

in that region, diversified farming, with several

main sources of revenue and a certain number of

live stock per acre, will be more likely to prove

profitable than any other arrangement.

In the same way, general practical business

rules have been worked out as to the number ol

acres per man that should be tended; the ap-

proximate percentage of ground tilled that should

be devoted to each leading crop; and the mini-

mum yields per acre, or products per animal,

with which it is possible to show a profit at the

end of the y
rear.

No one who has been connected with this work

has implied or even supposed that it is going to

prove an automatic solution of the problem of

making the farm pay. While the farm survey

movement and the science of farm management
are of course designed to help the man who makes

his living from the soil, they are of just as great

importance and service to the man who has to

farm by proxy and is trying to make his farm or

estate at least pay its way; just as the estate

owner has been able to take advantage of the

experiments in field work and stock breeding

carried on by the agricultural colleges, and has

often been influential in introducing them into

his section of the country, so that he can both

benefit himself and be a benefit to his community

by utilizing and helping to introduce the prin-

ciples of real farm management.
While data obtained from the farms in any one

locality can not be safely used as a basis for

analyzing the business of farms in any other

locality, there are nevertheless certain general

principles which have been found to hold good

almost everywhere for the same general type of

farming. Thus the four most important factors

in making the farm pay a profit over expenses

have been very generally found to be: (1) the si

of the farm, (2) diversity of enterprises, (V

products per animal, and (4) yield per acre.

In connection with the size of the farm the

important thing of course is the number of acres
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most important factoi Even in dairying,
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m wlmh farm management investigation

brought out is that the farm profits not

qucntU come from the things on which,

rdmg to all methods of bookkeeping, the

icr is losing money! In other words, these

ircntls unprofitable enterprises are re. ills

mxlucts of the man lahor, horse l.ihor, and

head expenses of the farm, the cost of w hich

be about the same whether these by-products

eliminated or not. V moderate Hock of

Lens, a few pics or sheep, a small orchard,

une minor enterprise winch may he showing

ss according to the time and other items

ged up against it. may be bringing ima bigger

nuc than the amount which could possibly

timd b\ doing awaj with it altogether.

I is another fact usually not recognized, which

ics to the large place as well as to the work-

V farm, and is the explanation of why the

ing out of everything that does not show a

it sometimes increases the deficit on the

's operations instead of making it smaller.

1 this connection also may be mentioned the

ier in store for the estate owner who insists

iding a hohln to the limit. It is pretty sure

.ick a large bole through his bank account,

e is really anxious to make the place pay he

dd studv very carefully the crops grown
the proportionate amount of space allotted

n by the most successful practical farmers

ind him. Their general practice is the

onse. unconscious perhaps, but nevertheless

y accurate, to the economic pressure brought

•ear upon them by actual conditions, and he

ild hesitate a long time before making any
cal departure from their average well estab-

td conclusion as to what is best. At least

hould try it out in a small w ay first, and go

.'ly until he feels very sure that he has struck

sm opportunity that the others have not yet

1 smart enough to think of.

iclds per acre and products per animal are

likely to be too low on the estate farm. But
infrequently there is danger of their being

high! In other words, increased yields or

eased production beyond a certain point

s not carry increased profits with it, and if

ied still further means decreased profits. Far
often, for the sake of making a showing or

iblishing records, whether it be the owner's
It or the manager's, the point of maximum
tit is passed. Fancy priced cows and extra

vy feeding to push up the milk records, and
ravagant fertilizing to increase the crop

ds or to have tine looking fields, are two very
imon causes of the disease of chronic deficits

n which so many estate farms suffer. If the

ier chooses to consider his place as an ex-

sive luxury- over which he can throw out his

st when he shows his friends about, that is

thing; but if he wants the chance of a smile

satisfaction when in the midnight secrecy of

manor house study he contemplates the
n bank balance, that is another; and he should

set his sail accordingly. If he
s v •

.
1 1 1

< 1 judge his farm efficiency

as .1 on isiui ol 1 iiIh 1 his ow 11

or his manager's ability as ,1

I nun 1, he should compare not
Ins milk rtcordi or his yields

pel aire, but the cost of pro-

duction per unit With those

of his neighboring farmers.
W hen lie 1 an succeed in estab-

lishing new recordi on that
basis In will In making a very

important contribution to thi

tgricultUfl of Ins locality.

Ill addition to these main
MCton, there are several

others w hu h should alw a \ s be

considered, the neglect of

which often renders it impos-
sible to make the place show
a profit. Perhaps the most,

important of these is the mat-
ter of even distribution of

labor throughout the year.

I he crops grow n and the other
enterprises undertaken may
be of such a nature that the

maximum amount of work
required for one will not come
at the same time as that re-

quired for others. The owner
or manager who adopts a

system of farming that will

'pyramid" his man hours or

horse hours is headed straight

for a red-ink balance at the

end of the year. This is the
reason why diversified farming
is almost always more profitable than specialties,

DO matter how attractive the latter may look

when figured out on paper according to theoretical

cost and returns.

Another important thing is the working out
of a crop system and rotation which will produce
the greatest amount of food value or nutrients

per acre with the least and the most evenly
distributed amount of labor. 1 his is one of

the points where the wideawake owner or man-
ager is most likely to make an improvement
over the general farm practice of his vicinity.

I here are supplementary food crops that may be

produced on the farm which differ widely so far

as their culture is concerned. This offers the

opportunity for picking out those which best tit

in with the major crops, and fill up the low-

water mark in the season's distribution of labor.

Crops of this kind often help to increase the

profits on the farm, even if they themselves

do not show a profit on the time and the amount
of materials put into them.

Another thing to consider is the adoption of

a type of farming in keeping with the land

values of the farm. Often it is attempted to

make general farming show a profit on land

where the market gardener, with the most
intensive methods of culture and the highest per

acre value crops, would find it difficult to make

A graphic illustration of how oni' big farm spreads its eniTgies ovit various enter-

prises in such a way as to dovetail throughout the year as far as inmsihlc Ihc required

horse labor. The column at the left indicate* horsohour*

anything above interest on the investment.
Where the owner wishes to do this, the only fair

way is to charge off to the personal or estate

account anything above a fair estimate for the

agricultural value of the farm; on the majority

Of estate farms this principle applies to buildings

as well as to land.

The owner who is sincere in wishing to make an
effort to have his farm actually pay its way will

in most cases have to forego many of the things

which he would like to undertake. Frequently

he does not want to do this, and if he is willing to

pay the bills there is no particular reason why-

he shouldn't. But it is not fair to manager
or farm, under such circumstances, to hold them
responsible for the fact that the year's business

balances up on the wrong side of the ledger.

Where a genuine effort is undertaken, to cut

down or to do away with the annual deficiency,

a careful survey or study of the farm business

as a whole should be made, and this compared
with a similar survey of the average best farms
in the vicinity. I his is absolutely the best

method so far discovered as a basis for getting on
the right track. When this has been done, the next

step is to organize the farm so that it is not an

aggregation of more or less independent depart-

ments, but parts of a uniform whole, closely

cooperating, and working toward one definire end.

Showing graphically how much more likely it is that the big farm will be profitable than th? t the small acreage will bring large

returns. Lines in the upper block represent the farmer's net earnings from the size farm represented in the lower block in addition

to what the farm furnishes toward family living



A Sign Out in a small city in Kansas there was

Of the recently a hospital for animals, prin-

Times cipally horses, under the administra-

tion of a veterinary surgeon of wide

repute in that part of the state. If a resident

of that region were to return home after an ab-

sence of several months and were to lead his

ailing quadruped up to the door of the old familiar

hospital, he would find over the door a sign in-

forming him that the institution is now a garage

and repair shop, and beneath he would find the

name of the late veterinary as proprietor. The
village blacksmith of other days has frequently

turned his establishment into a repair shop for

motor cars, and the livery stable often becomes a

garage in the fulness of time, but this is the

first instance of which we have heard of a curer

of equine ailments turning his attention to doctor-

ing sick motors.

An Kansas is famous for many
Unconventional things, and to its other

Apiary boasted possessions it may
N now add a swarm of edu-

cationally inclined bees and a most ingenious

pedagogue.
When the scholars of a certain district school

in Kansas gathered after the long vacation,

they discovered to their bitter disappointment

that there must be a further delay in taking up
the pursuit of knowledge. During the summer
an enterprising swarm of bees had taken up its

residence in the wall of the building. These
industrious insects found that the processes of

primary education were incompatible with the

peace and quiet necessary for the efficient pro-

duction of honey, and like simple children of

nature they set about ousting those whom they
considered intruders on their domain. After

the advanced class in American history had been

chased into a neighboring pond, master and
scholars agreed that further pursuit of knowledge
was impossible until something had been done
about the winged interlopers. Many expedients

were tried to drive the bees out of their unwar-
ranted domicile, but all of them were painfully

unsuccessful, until the schoolmaster conceived a

brilliant idea.

Like most other residents of Kansas, this

ingenious pedagogue is a motorist. Driving his

car up to the side of the schoolhouse, he attached

a rubber tube to the vehicle's exhaust. Speeding
the engine up and feeding plenty of oil, he soon
had a fine blue cloud puffing out of his bit of hose.

He promptly thrust the end in the opening in the

wall where the bees were accustomed to go in and
out, and treated them to a dose of exhaust gas

and smoke, which quickly ended the activities of

the swarm. Since this happened in conscientious

Kansas, we have no doubt that the scholars

trooped back to their interrupted studies with

whoops of delight.

Drains Considerable progress in methods

Without °f draining farm lands has already

Dieeine been made in the almost universal

substitution of earthenware tile laid

beneath the surface, for open ditches. But still

further advance is promised by the International

Institute of Agriculture in a brief report of a

drainage implement built by a firm in Leeds,

England. This is a so-called "mole draining

plow," consisting of a heavy iron truck carrying

a beam that may be set at different heights, to

which is attached a sharp, very thin coulter with
a hard steel mole or core at its bottom end. This
core is shaped like a shell or projectile; when

dragged point foremost through the soil it crowds

the r.irth apart, leaving in its path a clean, circular

hole. The slit made by the passage of the coulter

quickly fills up, but the round opening or tunnel

remains as a regular channel or drain serving

just the same purpose as a line of tile. Presum-
ably this action is most satisfactory and perman-
ent in a stiff clay soil—but light, loose types

rarely need artificial drainage, anyway. The
machine is hauled to and fro across the field until

the requisite number and arrangement of drains

is completed. The "mole" may be set at any
depth .up to three and a half feet, and the

drains made, it is claimed, at a cost of "a few

shillings per acre." What is of still more im-

portance, the average duration of the tunneled

drains is said to be about ten years.

Salesmanship It almost involves triteness

And to comment upon the remark-

Service :'k'e development of the idea

of service in the field of modern
advertising. It is so common for large manu-
facturing concerns to create educational or

service departments for the use of the consumers

of its products, and others as well, that it was
almost possible to read of such a step by a prom-
inent manufacturer of barn equipment and fur-

nishings withoutgiving the item a second thought.

Yet it is exceedingly interesting to realize that

so wide has become that one field of agricultural

engineering, and so profitable the handling of its

materials, that it justifies the employment of

an expert, experienced dairyman, lecturer, in-

structor, and journalist to keep the public in-

formed of its developments and achievements.

Or is it that the average consumer is to-day

so sophisticated, so well informed and acquainted

with the requirements of his business that it

requires the combined energies of a scientist

and a salesman to deal with him? Or, on the

other hand, has the country become so full of

improved implements and up-to-date equip-

ment that a professor is needed to show the

farmers where they can put more? Whatever
the motive, the result is a good one and does

benefit many an individual, while it also marks
the upward march of human knowledge, progress,

and, inevitably it seems, the cost of living.

Motor Truck In its capacity as a freight trans-

Versus porting means, the motor vehicle

Railway ' s corr, ing to have a more and
more intimate interest for country-

lifers. The transportation problem is the all-per-

vading one in country life, be the form of the lat-

ter what it may, great country mansion or humble
one-man farm. Scarcely a day passes that some
new adaptation of the motor vehicle to country

freight transportation does not come to light.

Just the other day a cattle raiser of Harrison

County, Kentucky, where railway transportation

is somewhat tenuous at best, was unable to

obtain freight cars to carry away his spring allot-

ment of fat cattle. He solved the problem by
loading the shipment into a fleet of hired motor
trucks and carrying it more than 300 miles to

market. That cattleman will never again depend
on the railway. And now comes a New England
railroad, asking permission to discontinue its

branch line connecting Saybrook Point and Fen-

wick, the latter a fashionable summer resort.

The reason given is that the use of motor cars

among the Penwick colony is so general that

traffic on the railway line has been reduced to

negligible proportions. Another straw to show
the wind's direction: the Wisconsin Harness

Makers' Association recently met in Milwaukee
The most interesting feature of its proceeding:

was the adoption of a resolution urging member!
to carry motor car accessories and tires as pan
of rheir regular stock, to offset the loss of regulai

trade in the trappings of Dobbin, through the en
croachments of the motor vehicle.

Something Sooner or later every owner of ;

For motor car is approached with :

Nothing request to join some sort of at

organization which will give hin

insurance, legal advice, cut rates on tires, ac

cessories at prices below factory costs, immunitj
from the police, long life, curly hair, and a few

other providential blessings at the smal
cost of #10 per annum. Practically without ex

ception, these associations are frauds, unable t<

give a cent's worth of return for the dues thai

they exact. Several of the states have driver

these organizations outside their boundaries
and the wise motor car owner will refuse to heec

the blandishments of their agents. In motor
dom as elsewhere we never get anything wortl

having for nothing.

Controlling The possibility of artifici;

The ra in production has frequent!

'

Weather he\d the attention and monl
opolized the energies of en

thusiastic but unscientific investigators. Bu
until recently it has rarely, if ever, received th

recognition and support of governmental capit

and authority. Now the Electrician of Au
tralia reports that the New South Wales Goverr i

ment is to finance experiments to ascertain tl

value of a method, invented by a Mr. J.

Balsillie, for producing rain when desired and als

for causing the cessation of thunder storms. 1 h

principle of the invention hinges upon th

simultaneous discharge into moisture laded

atmosphere of high tension, direct electric curren;

and emanations from a "powerful Rontgen ra'i

tube." In the laboratory the method has giveij

entirely successful results; it now remains
duplicate them under natural conditions wit]

the help of "captive balloons coated witl

metallic paint," and other apparatus of corre

ponding dimensions.

Lovers Inhabitants of, and visitors tc,

Of Lobsters, various sections of the Ne\'

Listen! England coast who have of

served the striking shorta

of lobsters in recent years have doubtless wo
dered that no steps were taken to restore

luscious crustacean to its former state of pier

fulness. At last, as if in answer to their though

a definite step in this direction has been take

in the appropriation of #5,000 for the establis

ment of a lobster rearing plant by the Fede

Bureau of Fisheries. The lobster, like ma
marine organisms, is fairly well equipped

_

protect itself when mature, but in its earln

stages it lives a free, swimming, unarmored ex

ence, when it is liable to destruction by vario

fishes. Any attempt at rearing it requii

therefore, sufficient equipment to make it pol

sible to care for the lobsterlings until their she

grow or until they acquire the habit of hidii

under rocks^etc, to escape their enemies. It

just such conditions that the new plant «

provide "somewhere in New England," in rm

it is hoped, to look after a part of the 191 7 broi

and make that year a red letter one, and the b

ginning of a new era of prosperity in lobster J< «

«V>\f3 »IJ.
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Preserves Rowis
L i>rci eats Dust -

Marching Through Texas" How a great State learned its "good roads"

lesson from the soldier boys of Uncle Sam!

LL 1 \i- now knows that "good roads" pay I

All Texas ha» now Irarnrd the difference between

"food roads" and roads that wrrr supposed to

Bod.

Uncle Sam's boys came to camp in Texas and

d up and down its southern highways, many a

oscd-to-be good road went to pircrs under foot ami

and auto-truck tire.

Is that got the equivalent of years of travel in a few

i had to he "good roads" to stand the terrific strain.

|
the roads that did stand up under the test became

r famous throughout the State.

^'s why. exrrywhere you go in Texas, you find them

about, reading and writing about, and building.

Kind of Roads that Stood the Army Test!"

that means TARVIA ROADS'

The Great Troop Movement!
is what the Gainesville Daily Register had to say about

t of the great army maneuvers near Fort Sam Houston:

»s army movement, the greatest since the Civil War."
twelve miles long and required four hours to pass a

consisted of 13.000 infantrymen. 275 heavily loaded

motor-trucks. 600 wagons and 6.000 horses, in

to all the field artillery, machine guns, mountain
ties and other equipment.

'rmps passing oic Tarvia-ireated Government post road,

Travis County. Texas. Sept. 23. 1916

"It would seem that the passing of this division twice over

the road would be a severe test, but this was not all the

punishment it received.

"In order that the troops might have fresh supplies, the old

way of carrying three days' rations was discontinued, and

they were supplied by daily motor-truck service direct from

Fort Sam Houston. This kept a string of trucks constantly

in service between the two points.

Terrific Wear and Tear

"Also, the 6.000 horses were driven over a portion of the

Tarviated surface twice daily for five days, to which should

be added the ordinary traffic, which averages 1,500 auto-

mobiles per day. many horse-drawn wagons, etc.

"The entire post-road is about eighty miles in length, built

of gravel and was constructed under the supervision of a

Government engineer who was assigned to the work.

"Eleven miles of this road are in Travis County. This

portion was completed and accepted in February, 1916.

only seven months before, and at the time of the troop

movement was in process of being surfaced.

"Only thirty-six hours before the troops passed over it.

eight miles had been Tarviated under the Finley Method

and three miles were still with a gravel surface.

How the Tarvia Roads Stood Up

"It is remarkable that while the graveled portion was so

badly damaged that it required 100 cubic yards of gravel to

the mile to put it in condition to be surfaced, the Tarviated

section withstood this remarkable traffic without apparent

damage.''

The Austin American of September 23d reported the event

as follows:

"The post-road recently Tarviated resisted the hoof-beats

and apparently has not been damaged by the unusual wear

to which it is being subjected."

Judge Wm. Von Rosenberg and the Commissioners of

Travis County were so well pleased with the way the sur-

faced section withstood the traffic that on October 1 3th they

let a contract to the Finley Method Company for 8.3 miles

more of this work, making a total of 23.3 miles of their roads

in Travis County.

Tracts County Tarda -treated post-road after troops had been ocer it

Help Your Town Profit by This
Example!

The success of Tarvia in Texas has been duplicated all over

the country.

In all sections and under all conditions of climate, weather

and traffic, Tarvia roads have demonstrated

1st—That good roads pay.

2d—That good roads are within easy

financial reach of every community.

Get your neighbors together and talk over this "good

roads" question. Write to the Tarvia "Good Roads
Bureau" for expert and practical information and sugges-

tions. You will be surprised to know how easy it is to bring

good roads to a community if a few enterprising citizens

decide to go after them.

There are several grades of Tarvia and a dozen methods of

using the product.

Special Service Department
In order to bring the facts before taxpayers as well

as road authorities The Barrett Company has or-

ganized a Special Service Department, which keeps

up to the minute on all road problems. If you will

write to the nearest office regarding road conditions

or problems in your vicinity, the matter will have the

prompt attention of experienced engineers. This

service is free for the asking.

If you want better roads and lower taxes, this De-

partment can greatly assist you.

Illuslrakd booklet describing the various Tarvia treatments free on request

«ork Chicago Philadelphia

land Cincinnati Pittsburgh

*s City Minneapolis Nashville

Paterson Manufacturing Company, Limited

The Company

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver

Boston St. Louis

Detroit Birmingham

Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria

St. John, N. B. Halifax, N. S. Sydney, N. S.



T O M P I O N and his CLOCKS
HE name of Thomas Tompion

should be familiar to collectors of

the antique who desire to know
something of the craftsmen of
other days. He lived in England
from 1638 to 1 713, and he has been

called the "father of English watchmaking."
His life marked an epoch in the horological art.

At the beginning of his career the mechanism of

English timepieces
was very defective;

he made them the
best in the world

—

admirable both me-
chanically and artis-

tically. He was a

great man in his day,

and during his life was
associated with the
leading mathemati-
cians and philoso-

phers of the time.

He became the lead-

ingwatchmaker at the
court of Charles II

and his successors,

but though his
watches were famous,
and though he greatly

improved the art of
watchmaking, he was
primarily and by
preference a clock-
maker.

According to the
records of the British

Clockmakers' Com-
pany, Thomas Tom-
pion was born at

Northhill, Bedford-
shire, in 1638 (or,

according to some
writers, in 1639). It

is said that his fa-

ther was a farrier or

blacksmith, and that
Thomas first learned

this trade. But he
early became inter-

ested in the science

of the equation of
time, and his first essay in this field is said to have
been the regulation of a jack for the roasting of
meat.
He is believed to have attained local renown

as a maker and repairer of clocks and watches
as early as 1658. About 1664 he went to Lon-
don and was apprenticed to a clockmaker there.

The first reliable record finds him with a shop
of his own at 67 Fleet Street, corner of Water
Lane, Blackfriars, in the section now known as

Whitefriars. Here he remained till his death.
His shop was called the "Sign of the Dial and

A typical-long case clock by
Thomas Tompion, one of t he

few examples in this country

By WALTER A. DYER

"Thos. Tompion, Automatopceus," after the portrait painted

by Sir Godfrey Kneller

Three Crowns," and was on the site now occupied
by the offices of the Daily News.
He was accepted by the Clockmakers' Company

as an associate brother in 1671, became a free-

man in 1674, one of the court of assistants in

1691, warden in 1700, and master in 1704.
Tompion appears to have been commercially

successful from the first, and he did a remarkablv
large business. He opened his shop about 1673.
In 1676 he was chosen to make the clocks for the
Royai Observatory. He introduced the bal-

ance spring for watches. One of the first of this

sort made in England he presented to Charles
II, in 1675. He invented and constructed a

repeating watch as early as 1687.

Upon the accession of William and Mary to
the throne he continued in royal favor. He
made for the King a wheel barometer which is

still in place in the royal chamber at Hampton
Court, and an elaborate and complicated sun-
dial made for William in 1694 is still to be seen
in the Privy Garden. He also made for King
William a clock which was driven by a mainspring,
ran for one year with one winding, and struck
the hours and quarters. It cost £1,500, and was
made with a case of ebony and silver. This clock
is now owned by Lord Mostyn and is still running.

In 1695, together with William Houghton
and Edward Barlow, Tompion invented and

An old Tompion watch, with inner

case of silver and outer case of tortoise-

shell.

patented the cylinder escapement with horizontal
wheel which made flat watches possible. He also
improved and patented striking devices.
One of the most famous clocks of his later!

years was the one which he presented to Bath
in 1709—a thirty-day clock in an oak case ninel
feet high. It

still stands in

the grand
pump-room at

Bath and is go-

ing strong.

Many of
Tom pion's
clocks were
housed in cases

of excellent de-

sign. He was
one of the first

to place the
broken arch at

the top of the

hood. His
name is en-
graved on the
brass and silver

dials of many
of his clocks, usually in script—Thomas Tom-|
pion, or Tho. Tompion, London, fecit. At ont

time his clocks bore the firm name of Tompioi.

& Banger, and at another, Tompion & Graham
Little has been recorded of Tompion's private

life. He is not known to have married. II

died on November 20, 171 3, leaving a consider

able estate to his relatives, and his business ti

his partner and friend, George Graham. II

was buried in Westminster Abbey.
This George Graham, by the way, was als

an interesting character and, as a clockmaker,

worthy successor to Tompion. He tramped b

London when a young man and became an apprei

tice to Tompion. A strong attachment grew u

between the two, and Graham later marriei

Tompion's niece. Thirty-eight years after Tom-'

pion's death, Graham was buried in the samt

tomb in Westminster Abbey.
Tompion's clocks are to-day exceeding

rare and valuable. They are to be found chiefh

in the collections of wealthy connoisseurs and

in such places as the British Museum, the Vic-

toria and Albert Museum, and the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York. They are beyonc

the hope of the average collector. Nevertheless

because of the place which they hold in the his-

tory of English clockmaking, the average collected

should at least know something about them.

As to their value, it may be said that they an

worth more in England than here. In Englaru

the first importance is placed on the maker

here collectors are inclined to consider rathe

the style, age, and beauty of the case. Ai

authentic Tompion clock, however, is worth a

least #1,000 in America.

WHIELDON WARE
INTEREST in Whieldon ware has

been increasing of late among col-

lectors. This term is applied to
the work of the Staffordshire pot-
ter, Thomas Whieldon,
and is also used more

generally as a generic term cover-
ing all classes of earthenware of a
mottled, cloudy, or splashed char-
acter, such as tortoise-shell plates,

vases, figures, etc. The so-called

Whieldon school of pottery is repre-

sented by this tortoise-shell ware,
and also by various figures showing
a harmonious blending of colors and
glazes. They include animals and
birds, miniature musicians, such
classic figures a» Diana, Venus, and
the Madonna and Child, an early

Photographs from the Metropolitan Museum of Art

form of the Toby jug, and a satyr's head in

the form of a jug or cup.

Whieldon worked during the most active period
of British pottery, when porcelain manufacture

(HIS

We

Tea-pot, cat, hen, and rooster, by Whieldon, in his early manner

was being developed at Bow, Chelsea, Derb

Worcester, and elsewhere, and when Wedgwoi
was getting his start. Whieldon himself coi

tinued to work in the older manner, but wil

increasing excellence of techniqu

He was one of the prominent po

ters in Staffordshire in a contini

tis chain from Elers (1690-1710) tl

edgwood's best period alter ijkt

He produced much homely pottei

of a purely British type until it w;

superseded by the work of tin cla

sic school of Wedgwood, Turner, ani

Adams. Whieldon was the imrrt'

diate follower of Astbury.

The date of Thomas Whieldon|

birth is not recorded. He beg.'

making pots in a small way at Lift

Fenton in Staffordshire about 174

74
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1 T AND
in Old World Linens

NO longer do the sparkling waters ol

the River Lys reflect the happy faces

of the Courtai peasants, engaged in the work
that has made this district world renowned.

Belgium, Northern France and even the sun

kissed shores of"Erin" have felt the ravages

of war.

The Linen supply of the world is at low
ebh. The British Government is using vast

quantities of flax in the manufacture of

aeroplanes.

And there is little hope of betterment. The
battle-scarred Held of the "Western Front"

can not soon be transformed into that beautiful

picture—the flax held in full flower. Ireland

is doing her valiant best but it is all too little.

But here in the Lord 6c Taylor Linen
Section war has caused no scarcity. A beau-

tiful display of French, Irish, Scotch and
even German workmanship greets the eye.

A large part was assembled before the war.

Here are dainty, hand woven Table Cloths,

Serviettes and D'Oyleys, bleached to a daz-

zling whiteness on the lovely green fields of

the "Emerald Isle"; finely hem-stitched

Huck-a-Back Towels; Turkish Towels;
exquisitely embroidered Scarves and Lunch-
eon Sets from the far-away Madeiras; Italian

Filet Banquet Cloths, Selves and Sets of

almost incredible fineness.

All these and more present a picture as

interesting as it is unique.

To those planning the purchase of Linens for the Summer Home or the assembling

vt a Trousseau and to all lovers of fine Linens we extend a cordial invitation.

Lord & Taylor
38th Street FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
39th Street

J

I

I
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The Readers' Service wilt gladly furnish

information about Retail Shops The New C V N T R Y LIFE June, 1917

WHETHER you are actually

planning to build or just col-

lecting ideas for your dream-

home of the future, you will be interested

in two beautiful books on the subject

which are free for the asking. One of

these books contains valuable home-

building information, with pictures and

plans of model homes. The other
shows, in full color, many views of home
interiors in which wood has been used

extensively.

Solving the Problem of

High Building Costs

Of the really first-class woods, one of the

least expensive is North Carolina Pine.' At
the same time it is one of the most beautiful.

Its extremely fine figure, or grain, coupled

with the excellent manner in which it re-

ceives stains and enamels, renders it partic-

ularly desirable for interior woodwork and

flooring. It is the one best solution to the

high cost of building—yet you will find it in

homes of wealth and distinction.

The variety of uses to which this remarkahle mod
may be put and the beautiful effects which can be

achieved by its use are shown clearly in the books
mentioned above. Ask. for them by name—Home-
Builders' Book and Book of Interiors. Either or both

will be sent postpaid upon receipt of your request.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition Grand Central Ter-

minal, New York City, contains a bungalow built throughout

of North Caroline Pine.

North Carolina Pine Association

50 Bank of Commerce Building

Norfolk, Virginia

amiina
Pine
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Fountains
Whether for the open lawn

or shady nook, Mott Fountains

blend in charmingly with their

surroundings.

Let us help you select the

fountain that will meet your

particular needs.

We issue separate catalogues of Display

Fountains, Drinking Fountains, Bird Foun-

tains, Electroliers, Vases, Grilles and Gate-

ways, Settees and Chairs, Statuary, Aqua-

riums, Tree Guards, Sanitary Fittings for

stables and cow barns.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Ave. and 17th Street, New York
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His factory was a range of low, thatched huts

and he probably peddled his first products him-

j

self. Ciradually, however, he rose to prominence
as a potter and a citizen, and built a larger fac-

tory and home at Stoke-on-Trent. Here he 1

introduced his famous tortoise-shell ware, the
I

choicest pieces being made between 1752 and

I7S9- Josiah Wedgwood became one of his!

apprentices, and from 1754 to 1750 they were

in partnership. It is safe to say that each

of great benefit to the other.

Gradually the fashions changed, and Whieldon
did not vary his style to meet the change. Hisi

business fell off, and he retired in 1780. In 1786

he was made High Sheriff of Staffordshire. Be-1

yond the fact that he was greatly respected and

widely known, very little has been recorded asi

to his personality and private life. He died, an

Bird ornament and tea-pots byWhieldon

Tea-pots of Whieldon ware. The upper left-hand one is bla

basalt; the two lower ones, agate and tortoise-shell]

old man, in 1798, leaving a considerable fortun'

and was buried at Stoke.

Whieldon was famous in part for the latij

prominence of his apprentices, among whi

were Josiah Wedgwood, Josiah Spode, Williai

Greatbach, and Aaron Wood.
Whieldon began by making knife-handles f«

Sheffield cutlers, and snuff-boxes for Birmingha

dealers. These he delivered in a basket. Thi

he produced figures of cats and men, mottle

and variegated, in the Astbury manner. Grad

ally he worked into the popular salt-glaze

making tea- and coffee-pots and other pieo

His forms in undecorated salt-glaze wen

cellent, but his interest was in color treatmen

particularly greens, yellows, and browns, a

finally he became noted for his solid agate

tortoise-shell and clouded wares, and cauliflov
1

ware.

The agate ware was the forerunner of We(

wood's later porphyry, granite, pebbled, aft

agate wares. At first Whieldon made agate

marbled wares after the manner of his contef,

poraries, combing surface colors in the slip

glaze. Then he invented a method of produoL'

a solid agate ware, with the colors running throi
*

the body, by using layers of clays of contrast

colors.

He employed the solid agate material first

snuff-boxes and knife-handles; then he m;

toys and mantel ornaments of agate ware,

decorated with bright-colored glazes in irregi:

splashes. Finally he used the solid agate

larger pieces—teapots, vases, jugs, sauce-bo;

and various dishes. The material was pres

in molds, and from 1746 on, his block-cutter >

Aaron Wood. Owing to the way the color 'j

handled, no two pieces of solid agate were I

actly alike.

Whieldon's next introduction was his clouU

mottled, and tortoise-shell ware. 1 his waJ

cream-colored ware with its surface splashetf:

sponged with color in imitation of tortoise**!

It was a development of Enoch Booth s tr
<•

parent lead glaze; Whieldon's contribution F

in the improved use of color. The tortoise-sf

ware was mostly brown, flecked with
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A Study In Efficiency
Go See If You Approve It

Mitchell cars differ and diffei \.istl\

—from any other cars in their class.

The ver\ st\les are exclusive, he-

cause all the bodies are out designs,

and all are Mitchell-huilt.

The present Mitchells .ire the final

result of 700 improvements made under

John W. Hate. They are distinctive

in a hundred ways.

They have 31 features which most

cars omit. They are extra-luxurious

cars. And they are built to the stan-

dard—adopted three years ago ot

IOO per cent, over-strength.

A Bate-Built Plant

The whole Mitchell plant, covering

45 acres, was built and equipped

under John W. Bate. It embodies all

his ideas of factory efficiency. It con-

tains over 2.000 up-to-date machines,

all designed to build this type of car

economically.

Now it includes a model body plant,

which saves us hundreds of thousands

of dollars per year. So 9S per cent, of

the Mitchell is built here, under Bate

efficiency methods.

The result shows clearly in many ex-

tra values. In the extra features, the

added luxury and the over-strength.

Under other methods, no such cars

could be built at Mitchell prices. We
ask a chance to prove this before you

decide on a car.

Not a Penny Kept
These efficiency methods, on this

year's output, save us $4,000,000. All

tins s.i \ iii^ goes into added values.

Our profit margin was never smaller

than now.

for instance, this year our new body

plant yields us a big new saving. So

we this year have added 24 per cent,

to the cost of finish, upholstery and

trimming. You will be amazed at the

luxurious cars which sell at these mod-

est prices.

They embody 31 rare features, all of

which you want. Things like a power

tire pump, which cost extra in most

cars.

TWO SIZES

MitcheIIstx:

o
rtV?2T-!

n
„
g
ch

wheelbase and a highly-developed
48-horsepower motor.

$1460
F. o. b.

Racine

Mitchell Junior-*£_3E
on similar lines, with 120-inch
wheelbase and a 40-horsepower
motor, '/4-inch smaller bore.

$1195 F. o. b.

Racine

Also 6 styles of enclosed and convert-
ible bodies. Also new Club Roadster.

Unique Standards
You will find unique standards in

Mitchells. One is 100 per cent, over-

strength in every vital part. Mr.

Bate has doubled our margins of

safety to give you a lifetime car. Two
Of these cars have proved their ability

to run 200,000 miles each.

Over 440 parts are built of toughened

steel. Safety parts are vastly over-

size. We use a wealth of Chrome-
Vanadium.

Our test for gears is 50,000 pounds

per tooth. Our test for springs is

100,000 4-inch vibrations. As a result,

not one Bate cantilever spring has

broken in two years.

The same extremes are carried into

luxury and beauty. Before designing

the latest Mitchells, our experts ex-

amined 257 new models, so that no at-

traction would be missing in the

Mitchells.

A New $1195 Six
Despite all these standards, one

Mitchell Six—the Mitchell Junior

—

sells for $1195 at factory. It has a

120-inch wheelbase, a 40-horsepower

motor. You are bound to agree that

no other like value is shown in a high-

grade car. But the big 7-passenger

Mitchell is built on the same profit

basis.

Prove all these facts for your own
sake, before you decide on a car. Re-

member how long it will last.

MITCHELL MOTORS COMPANY, Inc., Racine, Wis., U. S. A.
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Make Your Stucco House Waterproof
and Non-Staining

There is probably no type of home more beautiful than a
stucco house. And now this beautiful exterior finish can be made
absolutely damp-proof, waterproof and non-staining with

MEDUSA WATERPROOFING
£ \ p« E«no i V ? f PASTE Aifo POWDER- \J

Medusa is not a paint or surface
mixture, but an integral waterproof-
ing material that becomes an in-

separable part of Portland Cement
without affecting its strength, set-

ting or color.

It absolutely prevents efflores-

cence, the common cause of dis-

coloration and staining in both
gray and white cement. It makes
the beauty of your stucco permanent
whether applied to metal lath,

hollow tile, brick, concrete block
or monolithic concrete construction.

Medusa Waterproofing is furnish-

ed in both paste and powder form.
It is inexpensive and can be used by
inexperienced workmen. We can
also furnish Medusa Gray Cement

and Medusa White Cement Water-
proofed. This material is used the
same as any good Portland Cement.

We also manufacture Medusa
White Cement, the original non-
staining pure white cement. This
material is especially well adapted
for the most beautiful exterior and
interior decorations in columns,
steps, railings, balustrades, per-

golas, fountains, concrete garden
furniture, etc.

Whether you contemplate build-

ing immediately or not, learn about
these artistic and economical build-

ing materials now. Write for free

illustrated booklets, "Medusa
Waterproofing" and the "Medusa
Waterproofed White Cement."

THE SANDUSKY CEMENT COMPANY, Dept. B, CLEVELAND, OHIO^.
Illustration shows white stucco home

of F. D. Adams, New Hacen, Conn.

Made permanently waterproof and

non-staining with Medusa Water-

proofed White Cement,

Brown & Von Beren, Architects,

New Haoen, Conn.

CYCLONE
Property Protection Fencing
For country estates, country clubs, parks, school grounds, etc.

Our engineers will cooperate with superintendents of estates

and landscape gardeners. Illustrated catalogue on request.

CYCLONE FENCE CO., Dept. 138, Waukegan, Illinois

raoii: WW'.-\

C/UIIC// PORCH SHADES
TRAOC MAatV

The exclusive Ventilating feature will make your
j j

porch a cool, inviting lounging and sleeping room.
1

1

Vudor Shades roll up easily and do not flap in the
j j

wind. Indelibly stained, they look like new, year

after year. You can tell Vudor Shades by the

Aluminum Trade Mark on the molding. Write us for

complete information and name of your Vudor store.

HOUGH SHADE CORPORATION
232 MILL STREET JANESVILLE, WIS. 1

1

x 1

touches of blue, green, and yellow, so employe)

as to avoid discordant effects. He used simplt

colors—manganese for madder brown, iron oxidi

for yellow, copper for green, and cobalt for blm

He also employed a deep, mottled gray on somi

of his plates. He laid these colors on in a great

variety of mixture, but always writh a harmon

ious result. In this his work was vastly superio

One of Whieldon's more elaborate tortoise-shell plates

A typical octagonal plate by Whieldon, in mottled ware

to that of his rivals. His mottling was don

with the greatest care; that of his imitator

crudely.

Whieldon produced elegant little teapot'

milk jugs, plates, and other domestic dishes i

tortoise-shell. His dessert plates, often <> (

tagonal, are familiar to collectors. They wei

made with flat, broad rims, usually with bordei

of raised lines or strips.

During Whieldon's partnership with Wedf

wood, the firm produced the so-called cauliflowt

ware. This consisted chiefly of teapots an

other pieces in quaint forms based on the meloi

cauliflower, and pineapple, with a brilliai

green glaze.

Whieldon manufactured various figures, groti

and mantel ornaments, including cradles, bust

soldiers, officers on horseback, men and won*

on horses, men representing different tradt

many dogs, stags, and other animals, and bin

There were St. George and the Dragon, t

Three Graces, King David, Neptune, peasa

boy and girl representing Autumn and Wint*

man with bagpipes, lovers, musicians, two bir<

in a tree, etc. There were also portrait placqut

toys, and Toby jugs. Whieldon's Tobies w«

an early form, showing Toby sitting on a cha

pipe in mouth and jug on knees.

Whieldon also made some basalt ware.

In general, Whieldon ware was well colon

and well potted. It was light in weight, with

good glaze which showed no tendency to M.:

off. He was the most successful maker of t

mottled ware, and about 1750 was known as tl

best potter of his day.

The mottled ware was much imitated at Livi

pool, Leeds, and elsewhere, and it is not alwa

easy to distinguish Whieldon's work. He id>

tified his pieces with no mark or name, but tin

workmanship was so superior that those famili

with it have little difficulty in separating it fro

the imitations, both contemporary and recent.

Whieldon ware is not artistic in the same sen

that Wedgwood ware and some of the porcelai

are artistic. But it is quaint and interestm

with a merit all its own. The figures and I

octagonal plates are most in demand amoi
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Progress
Making fire was mans first adventure
in chemistry. This was the beginning
of human progress. Here for the first

time he produced something which nature
had failed to supply. The greater beauty
of Duratex and its practical superiority to
leather for motor car upholstery would
seem to indicate that chemical science
not only has met the situation created by
the shortage of leather but has provided
something better in place of it.

THE DURATEX COMPANY
Newark, N.J.
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There never was a better time to show your

patriotism than now—and no better way than

flying "OLD GLORY" in a proper manner.

Walworth Steel Flag Poles
are not only durable and lightning proof but are

graceful—A worthy addition to any estate, club,

park or building. Furthermore the patented

Ball Bearing Revolving Top
allows the flag to swing with the breeze and

prevents it from fouling the pole. It flies free

at all times. Costs no more than wood—inex-

pensive to maintain. Booklet with details of

sizes, prices and full instructions for erecting,

gladly sent on request.

Walworth Manufacturing Company
Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK
19-21 Cliff St.

CHICAGO
220 N. Desplaines St.

I

•MOTT""
Mott Plumbing Fixtures are a

sound investment. They will add
permanent value to your property.

Send 4c. for new 138 page "Bath-

room Book,"showing22model bath-

rooms, floor plans, descriptions and
prices of modern bathroom fixtures.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works

Trenton, New Jersey

IE

1

J

1

J

JOHNS'MANVILLE
TRANSITS

Asbestos Shingles
INTERESTING BOOKLET FREE ON REQUEST
H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

New York City
BRANCHES IN U LARGE CITIES

r HODGSONPortableHOUSES
Write for a Hodgson Catalog. It points the way
to a pleasant summer in the country or at the

shore. This book shows photographs, plans and
prices of cottages, tent houses, screen

houses and lots of other houses. All

made in neaUy painted sections that can
be quickly bolted together by unskilled

workmen. Write now for catalog.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 201, 116 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City

collectors,

considering

The market values are rather high,

rht- character of the ware. Pi^H
have been sold at prices ranging from #5 to #125.1

Early Whieldon figures are worth from #20 to

$5°-

ANSWERS TO QUERIES
ANTIQUES

ABOUT

NOTE in the August, 1916, number
of Country Life the picture of 2

silver pitcher. I have one almost

a facsimile of the illustration. M
has been in my family for manv
years. The mark on the inside oil

the base standard is "Ball, Tompkins & Black

successors to Marquaw & Co." Could you place

the period of this for me? Is it American 011

French type? Has it any particular interest

or value outside the family sentiment?
T. M. P., New York City.

|

Your pitcher is an American piece. I an

afraid it has value only for the metal and for in

interest as an heirloom, since the maker was ir

business about 1846, which is rather late to in

terest collectors.

T AM enclosing a picture of a Windsor rocker
A Will you please tell me what the value

such a chair is? E. H., Monroe, Mich.

This chair is of rather late period and i

worth from #5 to #10.

Although of rather late date, and not of great value, this Win
sor rocker is interesting

\X/rOULD you kindly give me the perio

* * national connections, and value of tl

following plates: (1) Blue and white backgroun

round shaped; dark blue and light brown, wi

a touch of orange; drawing somewhat Chinese

motif; marked "Turinval, Ceylon." (2) Crc.

background; sunflower pattern (worn aw

through part of the centre); marked with

monogram, "J. G. & Sons." A. M. B. 1

The first is undoubtedly one of the regull

blue and white Staffordshire plates made aroun

1820. Views from all over the world were reprl

duced on these plates. The second is by

Gardner, a Staffordshire potter who was men

noted for his lustres. There is no special value I

either of these plates. They bring a good del

less than they did a few years ago.

ILJAVING been much interested in your arti'M

on gate-legged tables in a recent issue

Country Life, I take the liberty of asking

you can tell me why so many of them have hi

the feet cut off. I have a very fine speciml

with the lower rounds worn quite flat by genu

ations of human feet, apparently, but the baa

on the lower supports for the legs were evident!

removed, which I am told is often the cafl

While the lowness of the table makes it rati!

more artistic, it could hardly have been as am
venient for a dining table as for other uses, al

the fact arouses one's curiosity.

J. L. N., Milford, N. Hi

There are two or three reasons why so ma

gate-leg tables are minus the lower portion
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The New Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture
Jusf Completed by L. H. Bailey, the Noted Horticultural Expert

A Message to Readers of Country Life in America

This great work of Dr. Bailey's is most excep-
tional. Doubleday, Page & Company have has-

tened to make special arrangements with the

publishers whereby readers of Country Life in

America may secure the complete work on un-
usually favorable terms, because we know that

Every reader of Country Life in America
will find it interesting and profitable

No other work equal to it has ever been published.
No one man alone could possibly write so complete, so
authentic and practical a library on all growing plants, trees,

and their cultivation, for, in addition to Dr. Bailey's own
able writings, this work emphasizes the concentrated
experiences of more than four hundred specialists, each
one of whom has been chosen as being the very highest
living authority on some particular phase of plant growing.
The work has very aptly been called the

Bible and Britannica of all garden folk

and is complete in six handsomely decorated quarto
volumes, bound in green buckram, and so profusely and
exquisitely illustrated that every part of the text is not
only made clear enough for the novice or professional,

but adds a joy to reading it.

Whatever plant may reasonably prompt a question as to
the genus, species, history, or method of cultivation, the
owner of the Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture will

have at hand a means of quickly satisfying his need for

authoritative information. This treatment

Covers every region of North America and
our Island Possessions

It further treats separately the horticulture of each state

of the Union, the Canadian Provinces and Newfoundland
and each Island Possession. All of these separate parts
are accompanied by maps showing horticultural distribu-

tion in each. An unusual new device is the

Key to the identification of plants

which enables one to find the name of a plant and
then to quickly refer to it under its alphabetical location
where full information will be found in regard to it.

The key is so simple that it is useful to the veriest

Further particulars sent on request

amateur and to the trained botanist. One of the most
important features of the new edition is a

Synopsis of the Plant Kingdom
It constitutes a general running account of the classes,

orders and groups of plants giving botanical characters;
the number of genera and species and the ranges; a list

of the important genera; brief statements in regard to the
useful plants, etc. An added artistic charm will be found in

The exquisite color illustrations

of which there are 24 large plates, which are accompanied
by 96 full-page halftones and more than 4,000 engravings
to serve as guides to the text.

An analysis of all technical terms that are used in the work
and in similar works, comprising botanical and horticul-
tural terms with brief definitions, together with the pronun-
ciation and English equivalents of Latin names, is found in

The Glossary and translation lists

It has been Dr. Bailey's object not only to make an
Encyclopedia, but to combine that feature with direct
instructions for cultivation of plants and the whole work
has, therefore, been rounded out with

The Cultivator's Guide and Class Articles

in which a special effort has been made to secure the best
cultural advices for the plants requiring peculiar or particu-
lar handling. A few of the several hundred titles of these
articles are: Ants; Autumn Gardening; Bedding; Dis-
eases; Drainage; Floral Designs; Formal Gardening; '

Hotbeds and Coldframes; Insects; Landscape-gar- /
dening ; Lawn Planting ;Orchards ; Rock Gardening

; /
Subtropical Gardening; Tools and Implements; /
Village Improvements; Window Boxes, etc.

A comprehensive general index /
The final volume contains a complete

index to the entire work, enabling the
reader to locate volume and page of
any subject he has in mind.

The complete set of six volumes,
bound in decorated buckram, will /

S Doubleday,

Page & Co.

Garden City,

New York

Enclosed find S3.00y for which send me
/ the "Standard Cyclo-

pedia of Horticulture" in

/ buckram and I agree to
/ pay you S3.00 per month

for 11 months until the full

be delivered to you for only $3.00 / amount of $36.00 has been paid

.

down and $3.00 a month for / (Or cash with the order, price
11 months until the full $35.00.)

amount of $36.00 has '
been paid. Cash price * v,mp
is $35.00 / IName

Address

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N.Y. Reference

C. L. A., 6 'V
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Your other camera.

A Vest Pocket Kodak
Although you have a

grand-father's clock in the

hall, a Dresden clock on

the drawing-room mantel,

an alarm clock in your

bed-room, a chronometer

in your motor car and an

eight day clock on your

office desk, you always wear a watch.

Similarly you may have and carry other cam-

eras—you wear a Vest Pocket Kodak. It's the

accurate, reliable, unobtrusive little Kodak that you

can have always with you for the unexpected that

is sure to happen.

Contact V. P. K. prints are x 2yz inches;

enlarged prints of post card size (3^ x 5^ in.)

are but fifteen cents.

The Vest Pocket Kodaks are $6.00. The V. P. K. Specials

with Anastigmat lenses are $10.00, $20.00 and $22.50.

At your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City.

J. S. Cote, Architect, Seattle. IVash. Walts finished with Cabot's
Old Virginia II /tile. Roof stained with Cabofs Red Creosote Slain.

Re-Stain Your Shingles
When your old shingles need freshening up, re-stain them.
Don't paint them. Paint is for smooth wood and when used on shingles
or other rough w ood it is so thick and opaque that the colors are heavy
and lifeless.

Cabot's Creosote Stains
arc thin and transparent. They penetrate the wood and stain all the
surface fihres in deep, rich tones which restore the original softness and
beauty of the stain effect. They are much cheaper than paint, they can
be put on at much lower cost, the Creosote preserves the wood, and
they are far handsomeaand more suitable than paint.
For those who prefer w hite houses, the soft but brilliant "whitewash

white" effect of

Cabot's Old Virginia White
is a joy. It is as bright and clean and cool as new whitewash, and as
lasting as paint.

You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send
for stained -wood samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.. Mfg. Chemists, 147 Milk St., Boston. Mass.
24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago. 523 Market St., San Francisco

Clean, Safe

Water

for the Home

A Loomis-Manning Filter

will remove discoloration, grit, iron stain,

odor or taste from the water supply giving

sparkling attractive water for all house-
hold purposes.

It can be installed in new or old houses;
works well with any water system; does not
reduce the flow or pressure appreciably.

There are a number of sizes to meet large

or small requirements.

Hot water troubles can be eliminated.

Loomis-Manning Filter Distributing Co.

Est. 1880 1441 So. 37th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

their legs. Most of them were originally made
for dining tables when high chairs were in use. i

Later they were moved to other rooms where they !

were thought to look too high, and they were I

therefore cut down.
Another possible explanation, also, is that one

]

or two of the feet may have been broken or worn,

and all of the feet were therefore cut off as the

easiest way to make them even.

W. A. D.

COMPETITION AND BETTER
DAIRYING

HE countrywide production of bet-

ter, cleaner milk is a consumma-
tion that calls for the education
of both producer and consumer. 1

The former must be shown the

possibility and desirability ofl
turning out a higher quality product, and how
to do it; the latter must be shown the difference

between good and poor milk, and, in addition,

made to realize that the better it is, the more
difficult and expensive it is to put on the

market.
Probably no one agency is more effective in

producing both these results than the milk and
cream contests which, instituted at the National
Dairy Show of 1906, have gradually come to be

an important feature at every large dairy con-;

vention. "

One factor that had helped greatly in estab-

lishing their value has been the standardization

of the scoring system which, at present, is as fol-

lows:

—

POINT

Bacterial count

Flavor and odor

Absence of visible dirt

Percentage of fat

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENTS
SCORE

35 For perfect score, less

than 500 per c.c. More
than local legal limit

receives o

10 For perfect score, 4. pei

,

cent, or over. Less

than 2.7 per cent.

receives o

Percentage of solids not fat 10 For perfect score 8-7(

per cent, or over..

Less than 7.8 per

cent, receives o

5 For perfect score .2 per'

cent, or less. More,

than .24 per cent,

receives o

Acidity

Appearance and condition

of bottle and cap 5

In the case of cream the item "Solids not fat"

is discarded and the value of the " Percentage ol

fat" increased to 20.

Although the same score card is applied botl

to market and certified milk, which, of course

represent different types of product involving

different methods of handling, the entrants in th

certified class are usually ruled out of th

other.

In both, however, the stimulus that is alway

resultant from competition is strong and effec

tive, and the experience gained in any sue

contest invariably proves a valuable asset 1

increasing the efficiency and consequent profita

bleness of the business.

E. L. D. S.
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U found in the Brook*

Rupture Applinnce. V
lam .i itiptuteil |h im>ii. with

'his .ml. i s lollnwinn prnctic-

[llyallof the pursuits of an

[ntireh well individual.

Recall*' tlu Brook* Rvi|itorr \i>pli.»n.<- i

li the iiulivulli.il mc.l-.uu ol Ihc we. in I. il lit- 1 1. i

rctly. lkvause it lit-- |H-tlcctl\ it nivcs complete

kipport ti> the injured portions. (H'rmitt in« one to

injoy an\ cMiiisc not too violent Ho. him' ol its

lift pneumatic cushion, it adheres to the llcsh and

Drdered by War Department
he Brooks Rupture Appliance has been ordered

>r the |sist tunc \ en s In tin- I into I States I Vpart

lent ol W .» t . Hie Surgeon (General in referrinK to

kie Appliance states that the K\amininv. Surgeons

lave "certitied in each east- that the Appliance was

ptisfacton " llundredsol Brooks Rupture Ap-
pliances hav e Urn sold to the W ar I >epart nient

.

lut nevei lias one Ih-cii returned to us as unsatis-

pctory. It will U' vei\ c.is\ (or you to obtain one

If these appliances ,>u irrr trial to test its worth,

if you are not entireh satisfied with it \our money
X ill be cheerfully refunded. And the price you will

.nd to he remarkably low . Remember, we are a

.anitarium. not a factors
-

.

Use the coupon. Use it now.

BROOKS APPLIANCE COMPANY
Manufacture* | •< Orthopvdtcal Xppliancaa

77 Stat* Stmt Mai-ahaM. Michigan. U. S. A.

should like torrcrivt". in a plain wrapper ami without ohligat-
myarlf tn any way. lull uVtails io.Kvrning the Brooks

tuptura Appliance.

Mi

.

Stat.-

ATEMENT OK 1HE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT.
. OF THE NEW COl'NTRN 1 IKK. |

published .., accord-
e* with the Act of Congress of August : i. 1912; Publishers,Va^ a Co., Garden Citv, N. Y.; Editor and Managing
Iter. Henrv H. Savior. Garden Citv, N. Y., Ckvners, Doublcdav.
Vt Co.. GarJen City. N. Y.
Stokhalders holding 1 per cent, or more of total amount of sto'k on
tnk J,, 1017: E. N. Do.ible.lay. Garden City. N. Y.; Walter H.
ge. London. England. H. S Houston. Garden Otv. N. Y.; S. V
triw. GarJen dr.. N. Y.; A. W. Page. Garden City. N. Y.;
issrH Douhleday. Garden Citv. N. Y.; W. F. Etherington, New
"rkCity. R. M. Fair. Chicago, III.; H. W. Lanier, Eliot, Me.
Kncm bondholders, mortgagers, and other security holders holding
*n?*rsr- or morr 0/ total amount of bonds, mortgages or other secun-

{Signed) DOUBLEDAY. PAGE Jc COMPANY
By S. A. Everitt, Treasurer

Swom to and subscribed before me this list day of March, 10.17.

{.Signed) Albert H. Jennings. Notary Public-

Nassau County. N. Y.
Commission Expires March 30, 1918

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO.

BATHROOMS OF CHARACTER
«i"e your home that final touch so indicative of refinement and
|Kood buying judgment. Ultimately economical because more
Ibeautitul. more cleanly and permanent.

Wriie for Booklet No. P-9

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO. Trenton. New Jersey

BONWIT TELLER fit, CO.
i7ln>Special^ohop oj Qriqinulioni

FIFTH AVENUE AT 38 "STREET.NEW YORK

DIDING TOGS expres-

sive of the charming

formalities of early English

equitation and the finesse of

modern tailleur art.

Roberts Motors for Boats
4 h. p.— $68.00 8 h. p.—$120.00 16 h. p.— $240.00

You will "find that Roberts Motors will give your boat more speed, more
^^dependability than you thought possible. Buy a Motor Boat Roberts equipt

and you make a good investment on your pleasure's behalf and on your

health's behalf.

Immediate Shipments Can Be Made on Roberts Motors

Despite a big increase in sales we have a full stock of all sizes on hand and

can make immediate shipment. Write for full details today.

ROBERTS MOTORS, 2000 Roberts Bldg., Sandusky, Ohio
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Top Coat of
Imported Tus-
sah Silk, Un-
lined, $35.00

Women's Wear
for Summer

I at

Every day brings us nearer to the time when only
the lightest and daintiest of fabrics will be
wearable.

These charming McCutcheon Models combine
airy daintiness with the latest in materials, mode
and finish.

Frocks of dainty Net, Lingerie and Voiles, $15.75 to 35.00.

Frocks for country wear in Gingham, Linen and Tissue, $8.95

to 16.75.

Dresses of Taffeta Silk and Foulard, $23.75.

Mi Suits of Linen in two distinctive models, White and colors, $14.50
and 18.50.

< Top Coats of imported Tussah Silk, smartly tailored, belt model,
unlined, $35.00.

Smart Street Cape of Serge, faced with White Serge, $19.75.

Mi Tub Skirts of Linen, Pique, Gabardine, noveltv Cottons, $3.95

to 12.75.

I Sport Skirts in Stripes, Checks, Gingham and Figured Gabar-
dine, $7.50 to 16.50.

Blouses
Blouses of Cotton Voile, Dimities, Linen, Tub Silk, Crepe de
Chine and Georgette Crepe, $5.75 to 16.50.

French Blouses, hand-made, $9.75 to 25.00.

Sport slipover Middy of Cotton Voile, $2.95.

Blouse of Batiste, finely tucked Ribbon bows, $3.50.

Orders by mail given special attention

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Ave., 34th & 33d Sts.

New York Reg. Trade Mark |S \

This was originally the front of the Berrien house, but is now the rear

WASHINGTON'S LAST HEADQUARTERS
By Mildred Stapley

OCKY HILL, where George Washington had his last Head-
quarters, lies about five miles from Princeton on the way to

Morristown. In the autumn of 1783, when the General was
frequently riding over to the sessions of Congress in Nassau
Hall, the road passed in front of his house; but things are

changed now—the house has been moved, and a new road

has been cut through the property close to the Headquarters' back door.

Only the villagers and the few Princeton delivery wagons looking for a short

cut know about it; and that perhaps is why automobilists whirl along the

main highway and over the Somerset Hills, never suspecting that a little to

one side lies the best equipped (if one may use the expression) Head-

quarters that Washington ever occupied.

Certainly it is not known as it should be. We first heard of it, oddly

enough, through an English family who had settled there years before. Some
unscrupulous Yankee had sold them, at a high figure, a big tract of land

that they had never seen and which, not amenable to farming, is now at

last allowing itself to be quarried. But these kindly folk seem never to

have borne Rocky Hill any malice for their shrunken fortunes, and were

as enthusiastic as any Descendant about rehabilitating the Headquarters
when a little Association was formed for that purpose. It was this Associa-

tion that moved the old house—as the only means for its salvation. It

had long belonged to the railroad—let out to hordes of Italian laborers. As

the company would not part with the land, but merely the house, a

patriotic citizen who owned the tract adjoining, donated it, and the old

building went a thousand feet up the road. It is well that they built

solidly and honestly in Colonial days, else after the abuse this historic

building had suffered, it would not have withstood the strain of being

carried bodily to its new situation. Think of that little reception room

where the stately George and Martha received Alexander Hamilton and

other distinguished visitors, being blackened with smoky lamps and per-

meated with Italian garlic. Worse still, in George's special study upstairs,

where he wrote his Farewell Address to the Army, foreigners who knew

naught of our sacred traditions crowded about the table to play moro, or

warmed their hands at the same hearth.

But one is glad to know that the new site was part of the original

farm. Under the name of Rockingham it all belonged to Judge John

Berrien, a prominent man in New Jersey, who died four years before

the Revolution began. Whether it was named from the character of the

country or after England's Prime Minister, the Marquis of Rockingham,

we are not told. In 1783, when Washington's attendance was needed at

Princeton by Congress, there being no available domicile there to accom-

modate his household, they approached the Widow Berrien who was then

advertising her property for sale, and got a short lease of it for their General

and his retinue. With the tents of his guard (under Captain Howe of New

York) scattered over the grounds, and great people coming and going, the

quiet old farm soon wore a most important aspect, and Rocky Hill's claim to

fame was permanently established.

Mrs. Berrien's advertisement, published in the New York Gazette ol

The present front, with the new road passing the door. The stone building at the left is the

separate kitchen
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All the World
and His Wife

are in these nl.xy s l«>i \ on to

know it lust h;ind. The whole

^.umit of hum. in passions and

ideals, is reflected in

The Drama League
SERIES OF PLAYS

T\vcm\ intnt Mini; pl.i\ s In modern

dramatists, in tins country and

broad, in an attractive, low priced

edition.

Two Volumes Recently Published

Vol. XIX Malvaloca
h\ Serafin and lojiniin Alvarez,

fjuintenv The Quintero Hmtheri
rnn>\ .1 \\nli- |-uro|H-an reputation,

jlthiuitfh iln^ is (hill hrM |>l.i\ fn In'

put before Knulish readers.

Vol. XX Washington Squ.re Plays

Four one act plays by American au-

thors: The Clod, Overtone*. I
- uiten-

ically Spcakinu, Helena'% Hinhand.
Both on the stave and a* reading

pla\s these have proved striking suc-

cesses in New V>rk.

OTHER VOLUMES
Kindling Ktnvon
\ 1'hoiiv.iiul ^ . 1 1

^

MacKayt
The (ireat llalcoto

The Sunken Bell

Hauptmann
Her Husband's Wife

Thomas
Mary Goes First Jontt

Change Francis

Patrie! •

Marta of the Lowlands
Gut infra

The Thief Btrnsttin

My Lady's Hti >.

Knoblauch

The Trail of the Torch

llrrvifu

A Woman'-. W ,i\

Buchana I

Hobson's Choice
Brithou.it

The \postle I.oyum

Youth lialbt

\ False S.iint Curd
The Mothers

llirschftld

Each in Brown Boarda, T5 C«nra

For Sale at All Bookstore*

rumh,h rj Doubleday, Page & Company

Rudyard is 3 Passi°nate Ally.

jj-. i. Read his great poem,
tripling « France,» in -Sea War-

fare," a book about England's auxil-

iary fleet. This volume should not

be confused with Kipling's new book

of short stories, his first inseven years.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York
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Your House Deserves the Most =

Modern Building Material.

Find out about I

Natco Hollow Tile
|

SAFE-FIREPROOF
ECONOMICAL-SANITARY

|

| National Fireproofing Company |

Anchor Post Fe

MechanicalPerfection Insures
Permanent Attractiveness

FOR twenty-five years Anchor Post Fences and

dates have been noted for that perfection in

design and material that stamps an article

"superior quality."

That there is real economy in purchasing of a

manufacturer who rigidly maintains the highest

standards of quality in his product, is demonstrated

by the thousands of Anchor Post Fence

installations which, after years of service,

show no evidence of deterioration.

We build Standard and Special Wire and

Iron Fences to meet every conceivable re-

quirement and will jjladly study your par-

ticular fence problem and submit designs

and estimates.

ratalnmiPS <Jur Catalo8ut-s describingcatalogues urn nd Gtvtka Pence*,
Tennis Fences, Iron Railings and dates. Farm
Fences. Poultry. I ><>k and Special Enclosures will

be found very helpful. Ask for the one you require.

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt St.,

I
13th Floor) New York, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA— BOSTON—CLEVELAND—NEWARK—HARTFORD

Iron Railings and Gates

Woven Wire Lawn Fences

r
ences for Suburban Homes

Going to (YALE)
Build? Then write for our

interesting book written just for prospective builders.

YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO., New York
Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont.

426 Federal Street Pittsburgh, Pa.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiinn
, mi nun mi iiinir;

Keystone Copper Steel (Open Hearth)

Roofing

KuYSTONC

The most satisfactory roofing
<»„Vs«»

material obtainable for high

class city residences, country homes and city or

suburban properties. Fireproof, clean, durable;

these are highest quality plates manufactured.

Look for the stamp ' 'Keystone Copper Steel" in addi ti on to

nrandandweightof coating asindicated .y Mi trade-mark.

We alao manufacture Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets,

Apollo Roofing Products, etc. Send forour free booklets.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,

General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tbey tell all about game farming

—

the profit and pleasure to be obtained

from it. "G-ine Farming for Profit

and Pleasure" is sent free on request.

It treats of tbe subject as a whole;
describes the many rime birds, tells of

their food and h uts. etc. "American
Pheasant Creeding and Shooting" is

sent on receipt of 1 Oc in stamps. It is

a complete manual on the

subject.

HERCULES POVfDEJ^CO.

1009 Market Street

Wilmington Delaware
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It'sEasy toUseValspar!

WHAT Valspar is doing in other homes

—

making the woodwork absolutely water-

proof and spot-proof—it will do in your home
also.

Try it yourself on some place that is shabby
and spotty, for Valspar is easy to apply.

uj 1 1!minium 1 im iy 11 11m 1

VALENTINE'S

SPAR
The Varnish That Won't. Turn White

Try it on your bathroom floor and woodwork,
where all the splashing in the world won't spot it.

Use it on your floors and then forget them,
for they will have a perfect, durable, waterproof

finish.

Use Valspar on your porch and porch furni-

ture. They will start—and finish—the season

fresh and new.

Your kitchen and pantry should surely be

Valsparred, because splashings of soapy hot water

do Valspar no damage and you can wash it freely.

Your dining-room table and sideboard should

be Valsparred, because then the}- will be immune
to injury from spilled coffee, tea, milk, and fruit

juices.

And remember, Valspar is not only waterproof

and spot-proof; it is also long-wearing, quick-

drying and gives a beautiful finish which may
be left bright or rubbed dull as desired.

Don't rest content with merely reading about

Valspar. Try it. See what it will do in your

home.

Valspar is for sale at most dealers, but if you
have any difficulty in obtaining it write us direct.

Special Offer

If you wish to test Valspar send 20c in stamps to

Valentine & Company, 442 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, and we will send you a four-ounce can, enough to

finish a small table or chair.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
Established 1832

Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

New York Chicago

Toronto London Amsterdam

W. P. Fuller & Company

San Francisco and Principal Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright 191 7 by Valentine & Company

Boston

A corner china closet in one of the rooms
which owes its beauty to excellent moldings

and heavily muntined glass doors

This room, with its original overmantel

cupboard, is said to be unaltered since the

Washingtons used it

July 5, 1783, is a quaint picture of the pretentiousness (for those days) of

her country place. It reads:
FOR SALE

That very healthy and fine situated farm of Rockingham. It contains about 320
acres, well watered, suitable for growing wheat etc., etc. The house contains upwards

of 20 rooms including a kitchen very conveniently contrived and genteely finished

and cellar almost under the whole, etc.

This is but a small part of the description, which proves that it was
no mean establishment of which the Revolutionary hero took possession on

August 24, 1783, to remain until the news of the Treaty of Peace was

brought to him there in the middle of November.
His work as Commander-in-Chief having ended, there is something

peculiarly domestic in the aspect of the George Washington of Rocky Hill

—

the wealthy Southern gentleman in a Jersey farmhouse. Old letters tell us

that he spent his time mainly in writing, and in receiving distinguished

visitors. He sat for his picture to Peale; also to one William Dunlap who,

I fear, was hardly a great enough painter to deserve the high privilege. But

at any rate this artist was human if not a genius, and has left an interesting

account of those sittings in the old Berrien parlor, of his delight at breakfast-

ing and dining each day with the General and Mrs. Washington, and of the

many visits paid them by members of Congress who rode out from Princeton.

We also learn that it was not merely the meetings of that austere body

that took the great man into the college town five miles away, but that he

attended commencement exercises and presented fifty guineas "as a testi-

mony of his respect for the College of New Jersey"; that he rode a fine horse,

had a beautiful saddle, and that he weighed 210 pounds and was such an

imposing horseman that the country people around never failed to gather

along the highway and admire him. And now, on that same road, automo-

biles dash by too swiftly to give even a thought to the dignified soldier

who rode so often that way in the autumn of 1783.

There is a letter in the house to-day, "given at Rocky Hill this 9th day

of November 1783" and signed "Washington," which particularly sets forth

the domestic man before our eyes. It is addressed to Captain Howe, whose

descendant, Dr. T. Morgan Howe of New York, presented it, along with a

miniature of his ancestor, to the Headquarters Association. It says:

" Sir: You will have charge of the waggons which contain my baggage and pro-

ceed with them to Virginia and deliver the baggage at my house ten miles below

Alexandria. ... As you will have several ferries to pass some of them wide par-

ticularly the Potomack and Susquehannah, I must caution you against crossing them

if the wind should be high. . . . Your road will be through Philadelphia and

Wilmington to the lower ferry on the Susquehannah and thence by Baltimore, George

town, Alexandria, to Mt. Vernon. You will enquire of Mr. Uodgeson if Mrs. IVashing-

ii

Washington's four-poster brought from Lord

Cornwallis's Brooklyn headquarters. Both

Cornwallis and Washington have therefore

slept in this bed—but not simultaneously

Washington's study. The centre table it

from the home of George Mason, one of

Washington's Virginia neighbors, with whom

he often played picquet
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In Tone and Artistic Merit
Their Leadership is Acknowl-
edged by Musicians Everywhere
Write for ttory of "The Nine Mute*"
235-245 E. 23d St., New York City

Luxury demands a sense
of absolute protection

I hronyliiiiit tin- United St.m s

amotiK people who do not have to

consider cost, KC'C'O wire is used.

Not because KCl'O costs more

than just (|ii.ilitv wire, b: t because

it is the wire that stands lor super-

(Uiahtv the best obtainable.

I he actual difference in cost is

at the rate of only £5.00 on a

£5,000.00 house, so that every owner
can have KC'C'O Wire can enjoy

the same luxury and protection as

the owner of a palatial mansion.

For mansion or cottage, for fac-

tory shed or skyscraper wherever

electricity is installed, K( '( O Wire,

while not the cheapest, is the most

economical wire to use. Ask your

architect and contractor.

I he name "ht'C'O" is stamped

on the wire we make- your identi-

fication and our guaiantce.

We test every coil, and will furnish

Mil itn (I 1 opies of test upon rerpiest.

Ask for our booklet on wire and

wiring.

ECCOM^WIRE
THE ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY, 10 East 43rd Street, NEW YORK

Makers of ECCO Wire Jor every purpose where rubber covered wire is used

Shade Craft and HarmoniousDecoration—
a book full of valuable hints on interior decoration by Mrs. Alice Burrell
Irvine. It tells how to choose wall coverings or draperies that will brighten a
dark room and subdue one too glaring—how to take a bit of inexpensive tapes-
try and do wonders with it in adding a smart touch to a chair or a table-square
—how to avoid discords in your melody of color. Send for it to-day— it's free.

Your windows—and how to dress them
You need shades made of fine muslin, heavy, flexible, opaque, closely woven—of a

color to harmonize with your furnishings and of a quality that will look crisp and fresh
from the outside—shades that will not fade, crack, tear, wrinkle or ravel—shades that
hang straight and smooth—beautiful, durable.1 fine-textured cloth shades on rollers
that really roll. And this is what you get when you ask for

SHADE TRADE MARK ROLLERS
With OSWEGO and

-<%1" CHOI'AGUES' SHADE CLOTH'
You have always known Hartshorn Shade Rollers as standard. And now the Stewart
Hartshorn Company controls the large factories in which we make Oswego Opaques,
Tints and Chouaguen Shade Cloth, so that a superior shade of fitting quality can be
supplied with the world-known Hartshorn Roller.

Make sure that you get Oswego or Chouaguen (Shoo-a-gen) Shades on Hartshorn
Rollers—-the kind that will add beauty to your window. Your dealer has them or will
get them for you. Oswego and Chouaguen Shade Cloth come in a wide variety of
rich, mellow colorings and you can easily find one that will harmonize with your rooms.

Send the coupon to-day. If you have any special decorative problems write to Mrs.
Irvine and she will give you helpful advice and suggestions.

Stewart Hartshorn Co.
j ^g^SS1^^^"7

250 Fifth Avenue New York Citv 1 . Fl'*r:..,mn^ *r "t?.*g» » n -*» *
• Craft and Harmonious ttecoratxra.

DEALERS: We hare special plans I
Nlme

to co-operate with von. Write us.
. City State

ate*.
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|UR modern methods applied to building enable you to get more house
for less money, if you buy

Bossert Houses
JUST as modern machinery has displaced slow old-fashioned hand

labor in almost every line of manufacture, at a great saving in time, labor
and money, so in a Bossert house you buy the finished product and save in

materials and the high cost of slow hand labor. Bossert houses are not ready
cut lumber, but completely built houses, built of standardized units and ready
to erect. No painting to do, no muss and fuss.

Here we show two houses from the many in our catalogue. One an all-year-

round Dutch Colonial home.air chamber construction, with two 9x 1 2 bedrooms,
a 9x1 8 living room, kitchen, etc.; screens, lattice work and benches included in

price of Eleven Hundred Dollars, exclusive of plumbing. F. O. B. Brooklyn.

The other a delightful camp for sum-
mer use.

Either can be put up quickly

by unskilled labor

Send 12 cents to-day for complete catalogue

showing details of Bossert construction.

LOUIS BOSSERT & SONS, Inc.

1302 Grand Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Put up this camp out where the woods art green.

Fiee hundred dollars is a small investment for health

and contentment. Price $500. F. 0. B. Brooklyn.

ELECTRIC CURRENT for

ESTATES

HOTELS

VEHICLE

CHARGING

Simple

Compact

Economical

DIRECT CONNECTED GENERATING SETS
Built in Two Sizes—4 KW and 5 KW

LANGSTADT-MEYER CO. Appleton, Wis., U. S. A.

Write For Bulletin CIO

lycos
the Quality Marie tHa
lias MadeROCHESTER
tl\e Centerof theWorld's
THERMOMETER
Industisg<^ \

Jay/orInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER N.Y.

There's a Tycojorfay/orThermometer for Every Purpose

ton left anything in his care to be forwarded by waggon to\

Virginia and if she did, and you can make room forilletl
it be carried; if not desire him to send it by the next*

opportunity. . .
."

So even a great soldier and statesman had time
to think of his wife's parcels! And Martha was
not there to remind him, either, for she had al-|

ready, as the letter implies, gone back to their;

Southern home.
One hundred and thirteen autumns passed over

Rocky Hill before any one thought of preserving its

historic house for posterity. Then the Washing-
ton Headquarters Association was formed with

shares fixed at $10 each. Through the generosity

of Mrs. Josephine Ward Swann of Princeton (a

Berrien descendant) who purchased and pre-

sented the house to them, and through the gift of

land mentioned, the Association got an excellent

start. Subscriptions and donations came in

rapidly, for the neighboring country is full of

proud old Revolutionary families to whom such a

project would naturally appeal. The result is

that the Berrien farmhouse is to-day the most

complete Colonial museum imaginable. Even
those incapable of a patriotic thrill, will stand

charmed before the glowing old brass and copper

and pewter, the warm-hued old mahogany and

walnut, or the fine-textured homespun linen that

is abundant in every room; to say nothing of the

appealing honesty and beauty of the permanent
fixtures—the fine mantelpieces, the paneled

walls, the built-in cupboards, the heavy-muntined
windows, and the delightful old iron hardware so

typical of Northern Colonial interiors.

Architecturally the interior possesses consider-

able merit, especially when one considers how re-

mote it was from any centre of contemporaneous
building activity. Everything is absolutely un-

pretentious, in true farmhouse fashion, but ad-

mirably well done. The dining room with its

ample fireplace is perhaps the most interesting.

Its low ceiling, seeming even lower because of its

large area, is spanned by huge beams that support

the joists above. Leading to the kitchen is a

plain batten door with strap hinges. The room

beyond was originally a serving pantry and nor

the "kitchen genteely finished and conveniently

contrived," for that was a separate little stone

structure. The entire side of the dining room

where the fireplace is, is paneled, the other three

sides being papered. Below each window is a

little seat, panel enclosed. All this arrangement

—fireplace, paneling, and seats—is repeated in

the corresponding room above, which was the

General's study.

In the parlor across the hall from the dining

room, the most notable feature is the finely

carved and gilded corner mantel. This has a

history all its own. It once so far forgot its

dignity as to leave its historic surroundings and

accompany a former tenant to Orange, N. J., to be

placed in his new residence there, but was later re-

turned. The Rev. Stephen Pray, the devoted

guardian of Rocky Hill's Colonial treasures, tells
j

a tale of a very old blind lady of the Berrien family

who had lived the first half century or so of her

existence in the Headquarters and was brought

back there after its rehabilitation. She knew

every inch of the interior by heart and went about

"seeing" (with her finger tips) whether every-

thing was in its place. "And oh! here is tht

parlor mantelpiece again!" she cried. 1 hen.

running her hands across it, she added, "with tht

same Greek lady and gentleman at each side, ton

And," stooping lower, " if here aren't the old and-

irons back in place that we sold to the Scuddersot

Penns Neck!" She was right—they were tin

same andirons; the Princeton Bank had bought

them from the Scudder family and, on tin

petition of the Headquarters Association, had

generously returned them as a gift.

The large panel above the mantel shelf is n

poor piece of work, for despite its great age then

is not a crack in it. However, the fireplace is not

all that it should be, for irreverent occupants sine*

the Washington days have crudely plastered up

and whitewashed the fireplace opening, which,

perhaps for good reasons, was left so in the recent

overhauling. An unusual feature of this room,

and one that must have been an innovation in thai

rural district, is the plaster run cornice, for it wa-

a touch of elegance reserved, as a rule, for city

rooms.
Another built-in accessory on this floor that

well worth examining is the over-mantel cupboan

in the little morning room. It is almost childish!

crude—one wonders how it could be part and

parcel of the same house that holds the "Greek,
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Doubles MV Garden's Charm

Cl.»»«ic Simplicity i* tvpirnl of thr m.uiv

beautiful design* in our Collection

Clio... IVttr rl<.tm| Terr. Colt: maclr

CUnirn*

( jUhitll Kill *< Ktll Up«l «»!»>(

jMiowayTerra. CoTta Qdl
3216 WALNUT ST PHILADELPHIA

Cinderella S»mo hundred thousand people

re.ul Miss Cooke's sparkling story

Jane of " Bambi." Thii new book is

quite as bright, but it is a better

piece of work and should have a larger audi-

ence. Will you be one?

Published by

Doublcday, Page & Company
Garden City, N. Y.
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G & B PEARL Wire Cloth defies the weather.

Rust-resisting and durable, PEARL makes the

one ideal screen material. Painting it is unnecessary

—you never have to repair it— it doesn't catch the

dirt. Put your PLARL screens away in the Fall

and they're ready for use in the Spring without

being doctored up. They last for years. All this

is made possible by a secret rust-proofing process

used exclusively by Gilbert ic Bennett. The only

genuine PEARL Wire Cloth has 2 <?opper Wires

in the selvage and a Round Tag on each roll.

Don't accept any wire cloth without these marks,

no matter how much it may look like PEARL.

Write our nearest office for samples
and literature. Address Dept. I.

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
new york. georgetown, conn.; chicago,

kansas city, mo.

The best Hardware Dealer in your city sells "PEARL"

TO uour
writing wi\K

Tht pen >nr u$* In Army anj
Navy Lift

Waterman's
Ideal

FountainPen The pen jot gtaduatton tfjU and
vacation

NO two people write alike. Some write a delicate, shaded hand requiring

a fine, flexible pen point. Some write a "scrawly" hand requiring a

heavy point. Others write anywhere between these extremes, and hold

the pen in an individual manner, each requiring a particular or unique point.

In Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen you can find the point you need— fine, medium,

coarse; flexible, normal, stiff: long, or short nib, with round, fine or stub point—and

perfect writing comfort.

Superior quality and strength—guaranteeing long life and dependability—have for thirty-

four years made Waterman's Ideal the world's standard writing implement. Further im-

provements by two succeeding generations of experience maintain this position.

Always ready for any service anywhere, Waterman's Ideals are refined by gold, hard

irridium-tipped pens, which do not wear or change in character. The Improved Spoon

Feed supplies a regular flow of ink no matter how fast you write. The barrels are of

comfortable size, either plain or mounted.

The thought and science entering into the manufacturing of these pens does not show on

the surface, but service counts—and service they give.

Made in Self-Filling. Safety, Regular and Pocket Types: $2.50, $4.00, $5.00 and up.

Illustrated Folder on Request. Avoid Substitutes

Sold at the Best Stores Throughout the World

L. E. Waterman Co., "The Pen Corner", 191 Broadway, New York

24 School Street, Boston

17 Stockton Street, San Francisco

Kingsway. London

1 1 5 So. Clark Street, Chicago

1 79 St. James Street, Montreal

Avcnida de Mayo 1364, Buenos Aires

^ WANT THE BEST LONG-LEAF PINE THAT GROWS? ^
"THERE'S A DIFFERENCE"

APPRECIATE that "Bogalusa" branded on every stick means "Auto-

matic Safety for the Buyer?" REALIZE that the Strongest and Every-

way Best Structural Wood in the World's Markets is Our Own Native

Product, and that "BOGALUSA" is the symbol of the very best of

THERE'S A DIFFERENCE"

Dependable Dimension Stock— Heaviest Structural Timbers — Every Piece Identified.

Particular about integrity of Manufacture. Grading and Count? Understand the value of "every foot a foot?"

For positive assurance of satisfaction simply state that every stick must be guaranteed by the simple word

"BOGALUSA " The Great Southern Lumber Company, operating the largest lumber manufacturing plant

in the world, places its entire responsibility and resources at your command when you put a Bogalusa

MUST" on your order. Don't ASK for '"Bogalusa"— but TELL them Bogalusa, and nothmg but.

"THERE'S A DIFFERENCE."
Your request (on business stationery if convenient) will bring the Bogalusa Book, "a liberal ^ucanonon
the correct and economical use of Long-leaf Pine." and including all official gradings. THE LARGEST
SAW-MILL IN THE WORLD DESIRES TO SERVE YOU. May we? Address 1618 Fourth Ave.

GREAT SOUTHERN LUMBER COMPANY, BOGALUSA, LA.
IfBMSEX SOl TtlliR.V Pf/fE .-ISS.\.

U/VTC All our timbers are plainly branded "BoEalusa, ' so »hen you specify them you are guaranteed not only the Genuine

INv I tli l ptftut PaiuttriSt but also grading to meet the specifications of the Factory Mutuals. American Society tor Testing

Materials. American Railway Engineering Association and Southern Pine Association. It means much.
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HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY
These columns include the advertisements of greenhouses, trees, shrubs, seeds, plants and garden implements,

is known to he reliable and is painstaking in its service to customers. l
;or full information regarding horticulture :

find anything not advertised here, apply to READERS' SERVICE. COUNTRY Life in Amkkica. C.a

Each concern
id gardening, or to

City. N. Y.

We offer free to our patrons the advice

of our experts in devising plans for

ponds and selecting varieties.

The largest and finest collection in

America, embracing the hest Hardy
and Tender varieties of Nymphaeas,
including Day- and Night-blooming
kinds, also Victoria Regia, the Royal
Water Lily in several sizes. Nelum-
biums, in strong pot-plants (or dor-

mant until June 15).

Thesearefully described in Dreer's

Garden Book for 1917, together with

cultural instructions on the growing ofWater
Lilies. The best Catalogue published, con-

taining 288 pages, four color and four duo-
tone plates, hundreds of photographic re-

productions, and offers the best of every-

thing in Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, etc.

Mailed free if you mention this publication.

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

LAWN CONSTRUCTION
In building the foundation, selecting the fertili-

zers, preparing the soil, choosing the proper seeds,

and producing the turf . as well as providing for its

maintenance, the scientific and practical experience

of our engineers and the results guaranteed by us

are invaluable. Our new booklet "TurfEngineering"
slwuld interest every estate owner. Mailed onrequest.

PETERSON, SINCLAIRE & MILLER, Inc.

25 W. 45tk St., New York Phone 955 Bryant

TURF ENGINEERS

The CareofYourTrees
Let us take it right ofTycyir shoulders. "The
Bartlett Way" of Tree Surgery is safe and
sure. None but real experts employed. En-
dorsed by forestry schools. Representatives
everywhere. Send for "Tree Talk." It's

alive w ith tree helps.

THE F. A. BARTLETT COMPANY
535 Main St., Stamford, Conn.
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frouse and grounds must blend to show to best ad-1
lantage. A planting of MOONS* Shrubbery softens ihe angular lines

»f house foundations, increases the intrinsic value of the home,
besides the pride afforded in beautifying your property.

Ask for Catalogue No. A'2

THE WM. H. MOON CO., Nurserymen
Morrisville, Pennsylvania

"*~

HOYT'S NURSERIES, Ne
cS

a
N N

an '

Unusually large assortment of Ornamental Deciduous trees and Ever-

greens in all sizes. Herbacious Plants. Perennials. Roses. Hedge Plants,

in fact, everything to make the home grounds attractive. Deliveries

by motor trucks, right to your grounds, and all freshly dug stock. A
personal inspection invited. Send for our catalogue.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Inc.
Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

TOWNSEND'S

TRIPLEX
The Public is warned not to purchase

mowers infringing the ToWnsend Patent

No. 1.209,519. Dec. 19th, 1916

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between

hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer as does

the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day

than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

lady and gentleman " decoration. The mantel on
which the cupboard sets is merely an unadorned
board, and below it an iron back and throat,

probably already there in Revolutionary days, for

it is of ancient type. Simple and home-made
though it all looks, this is one of the most at-

tractive spots in the whole house. The other
cupboard illustrated—the china closet standing
in a corner of another room—was a gift from a
neighboring contemporaneous homestead, and
therefore fits perfectly.

The exterior of the Headquarters is in no way
striking—but it has those lines and proportions
which make all old farmhouses satisfying to the
eye. From its upper balcony the view is beauti-

ful—out over Hopewell Valley where the council

of war was held before the Battle of Monmouth.
The village of Hopewell itself where John Hart,
one of the Signers, lived, seems quite near. Along
the side of the house near the balcony, those in-

terested in iconography may see where that in-

evitable companion of youth, the jack-knife, was
employed by the young men who made up His
Excellency's guard. Scarcely one of them was
more than twenty, it is said; and as they came
mostly from New England coast towns, it is not

surprising that their carvings are all of ships.

RIDER'S NEW YORK CITY. By Fremont Rider, as-

sisted by Frederick Taber Cooper, Mary Alden Hopkins, and
others. Henry Holt & Co.. New York. Illustrated with 16
maps and 18 plans; 506 pages 4| x 6f in.; price $3.10 net.

A guide book to New York City and vicinity,

including Newark, Yonkers, and Jersey City.

ARTS AND CRAFTS. Edited by Charles Holme, John
Lane Co., London and New York. Illustrated; 204 pages;

8i x 11J 'n -; price, cloth $3 net; paper, $2.50 net.

A review of the work executed by students in

the leading art schools of Great Britain and Ire-

land.

THE COW AND MILK BOOK. By the Hon. Mrs. Lionel
Guest. John Lane Co., London and New York. 175

pages; 4| x 7-J in.; price 75 cents.

A primer for the dairyman, based on the au-

thor's working knowledge gained on a Canadian

farm.

THE HEALTHFUL HOUSE. By Lionel Robertson and
T. C O'Donnell. Good Health Publishing Co., Battle

Creek, Mich. Illustrated; 191 pages; 6 x 9J in.; price $2.

Emphasizing the importance to health of

beautiful colors and lines, and beautiful wall and

floor coverings in the house, equally with fresh

air and light.

ANNUALS AND BIENNIALS. By Gertrude Jekyll,
author of "Colour Scheme for the Flower Garden," "Wall
and Water Gardens," etc. With cultural notes by E. H.

Jenkins. Imported by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

Illustrated; 174 pages; 5f x 8J in.; price $3 net.

A new book by Miss Jekyll is always welcome,

for she is one of the most inspiring of gardening

writers. This present volume covers the best an-

nual and biennial plants, and their uses in the

garden.

THE PLATTSBURG MANUAL. By Lieut. O. O. Ellis,

U S. A., and Lieut. E. B. Garey, U. S. A., Instructors.

Plattsburg Training Camp, 1916. With a foreword by
Major-General Leonard Wood, U. S. A. The Century Co-
New York. Illustrated; 303 pages; 5jx8 in.; price $2 net.

A handbook for the man attending Plattsburg

or any of the Federal Training Camps. The

authors have selected from the standard tech-

nical service manuals the vitally important sub-

jects and principles necessary to a working knowl-

edge of the art and science of war and the tech-

nique of movements, and have presented them in

the simplest terms.

THE FLOWER PATCH AMONG THE HILLS (Eighth

edition) By Flora Klickman, editor of "The Girls

Own Paper and Woman's Magazine," Imported by Freder-

ick A. Stokes Co., New York. 316 pages; 55 x 8 in.; price

6/.

Recounting the author's own gardening and

other experiences at her English country home.

The book deals with the district around Tintern

Abbey.

THE BLUE CHINA BOOK. Early American Scenesand His-

tory Pictured in the Pottery of the Time. By Ada W alkek

Camehl. E. P. Dutton & Co., New York. Illustrated,

309 pages; 6J x 9J in.; price $5 net.

This book does not undertake to cover the en-

tire field of blue china, as the title suggests, but
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ROSES
ENGLISH IVY

FLOWERING SHRUBS
HARDY OLD FASHION FLOWERS

OUR GIANT FLOWERING MARSHMALLOW
JAPANESE MAPLES AND WISTARIAS

EVERGREENS AND CONIFERS
HYDRANGEAS IN TUBS
RHODODENDRONS
and 1 50 other specialties

500 acres of Nursery; half a million feet under
glass. Visit our Nurseries, only 8 miles

from New York, or write for our complete
illustrated catalogue.

Rutherfim 1 , New Jersey

HOW LONG WILL YOUR GARDEN LAST?

When summer ends this year, will you lose the

companionship of your flower friends? Why not

build them an indoor garden where they will

bloom for you the whole year round ? We will be

glad to help you choose the conservatory best suited

to your needs and have it ready before the wintry

days rob you of your outdoor garden.

Moninger conservatories combine the practical

features of the greenhouses we have been building

for commercial growers for fifty years, with grace-

ful lines that add distinction and beauty. Let us

submit sketches and estimates on your all-year

garden and send you our booklet containing help-

ful information on greenhouse gardening.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICAGO NEW YORK

920 Blackhawk St. 810 Marbridge Bldg.

Overhead Si/stem for Gardem

"Do your bit" to increase

the country's food supply

by making your garden produce

its maximum. Insure the success

of your planting and make the

most of your expenditure for seeds

and fertilizer. Each foot of soil

will yield its utmost, regardless of

heat or protracted drouth if you

install the

Cornell
sterns of Irrigation

An arrangement of underground piping leads

the water to upright sprinklers capped with the

famous Rain Cloud Nozzles which deliver a fine

spray or a heavy rain, as you prefer, over

every part of the garden. The volume and
heaviness of the shower can be controlled

perfectly, giving just the amount and character

of irrigation which you need. Cultivation is

not interfered with by this installation.

For your lawns use the Cornell Underground system
with Rain Cloud Nozzles. Perfect irrigation over the

whole area and no interference with mowing.

Write for illustrated literature

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Plumbing, Heating, Lighting, Automatic Sprinklers, Water Supply
Systems, Sewage Disposal Plants, Automatic Sewage Ejectors

Everett Building New York
Chicago Newark Baltimore

Railway Exchange 86 Park Place Munsey Building

Boston Washington Cleveland

334 Shawmut Ave. 923- 1 2th St.. N.W. Leader-News Bldg.

Kansas City. Mo.. Commerce Trust Building

Underground System for Gardens
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The Right Greenhouse
In The Right Place

IT is easy to select the right greenhouse, after comparing the modern improve-
ments embodied in LUTTON Greenhouses with any other construction.

But it is not so easy to select just the right site for your Garden of Glass,

for there are the factors of accessibility, economy, efficiency and appearance
to be considered.

It is as much a part of our Service to help you select the most suitable site

as it is to recommend a Greenhouse that will give you one hundred per cent,

satisfaction.

The Greenhouse trio illustrated here is a good
example of the value ofLUTTON Service. We
helped the owner to select a site that is ideal.

On one side is the tennis court. The owner
and his guests can enjoy the attractive glass

gardens and their contents while engaged in

their favorite pastime. On the other side is

a building of cut stone. The greenhouse was
attached to this building and the pipes from
its heating plant were run to the greenhouses;

a portion of this building was reserved for the

gardener's use as a potting room. This
arrangement meant an important saving in

initial and operating cost. The greenhouses
were designed to harmonize perfectly with

the adjoining structure. The first greenhouse
(the one on the left) was placed so as to

leave room for possible future additions. The
owner was so pleased with the first house, he
ordered the other two at later periods.

Tell us your greenhouse problem and we will gladly suggest a solu-

tion based on years of experience in horticultural architecture.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
Main Office and Factory, 261-267 Kearney Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Show Room, 3rd Floor, Western Office, 710 Sykes Block,
Grand Central Terminal, N. Y. City Minneapolis, Minn.

Horticultural Architects and Builders of Modern Greenhouses

Conservatories Sun Parlors Glass Gardens Cold Frames

Bulbs Before July
at a Lower Price—.
I expect to receive my
Holland Bulbs this year

the same as in the past,

if.
v

* I also intend to give a
special discount of 10 per

cent on all orders that I

receive before July 1st.

I cannot guarantee prices after July 1, but I

will endeavor to fill orders and allow the dis-

count up to that time. Prices are likely to

be higher in the fall than they are now; there-

fore send at once for my
New Bulb Catalogue

so that you can secure at reasonable prices

Tulips, Daffodils, Hyacinths, Crocuses, and
other bulbs for fall planting.

Bertrand H. Farr
Wyomissing Nurseries Co.

103 Garfield Avenue

Wyomissing Penna.

June is the time to plant Sweet
Williams. Japanese Anemones.Gail-
lurdins, hardy Asters, Chrysanthe-
mums, and Dahlias, for fall flowers.

A complete list is given in "Farr's
Hardy Plant Specialties." If you
do not have a copy write for one.

Snapdragons

Superb for bedding.
Splendid plants;
white, pink, yellow,

crimson,

$1.00 per dozen

Springtime
In Your Garden
should bring you the added delight of
having flowers you have never seen be-

fore. The Tulips and Daffodils de-

scribed in my Blue Book include many
rare or little known varieties, as well as

everyday kinds for everyday purposes.

It Will Be Lovelier Than Ever

if you have The Blue Book of Bulbs
to help you plan next year's garden.
Your copy is ready for you now, but
unless I have your order by June 25,
the rare things may appear in your
neighbor's garden—not in yours.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
MAYFAIR

Dept. D Little Falls, N. J.

deals only with the particular ware known to

collectors as Staffordshire historical pottery.

Supplementary chapters describe the collection

of presidental china in the White House, and give
a complete checking list of known examples of
Anglo-American pottery.

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS IN GALLOWAY AND CAR-
RICK. By the Rev. C. H. Dick. Macmillan & Co., Lon-
don and New York. Illustrated; 536 pages; 5x7} in.; price
6/ net.

In the uniform Highways and Byways series,

and covering a district which has remained un-

known to the world longer than any other part of
Scotland. The illustrations are from drawings
by Hugh Thomson.

THE JUMEL MANSION. (Edition limited to 800 copies)
By William Henry Shelton. Houghton, Mifflin Co., New
York and Boston. Illustrated; 257 pages; 7} x 10J in.;

price $10 net.

There is probably no house in America within
which has occurred so many events of romantic
interest and historical importance as the old

Jumel Mansion, built in 1765 by Robert Morris
on Harlem Heights, at the upper end of Manhat-
tan. In this history, the author, who is Curator
of the house, now preserved as a museum by the

D. A. R., has gone into the minutest documents,
and tells vividly the story of all the happenings
with which it was connected. The book is lav-

ishly illustrated with old prints, portraits, etc.

VEGETABLE GROWING. By Jesse Georce Boyle. B. S..

M. S. in Agr., Associate Professor of Horticulture, Purdue
University. Lee & Febiger, Philadelphia. Illustrated'
350 pages; 5\ x 7\ in.; price $2.25.

Covering the principles involved in vegetable

production, with sufficient detailed information

to show the connection between principles and
practice.

THE SECRET TRAILS. By Charles G. D. Roberts.
author of "The Feet of the Furtive," "Kings in Exile," etc.,

etc. The Macmillan Co., New York. Illustrated; 212
pages; 5 x 7 3 in.; price $1.35.

Probably few juniors who love animals are un-

acquainted with Mr. Roberts's stories. This

collection includes some tales of domestic animals

as well as their wild brethren.

CITY RESIDENTIAL LAND DEVELOPMENT. By Al-
fred B. Yeomans, Landscape Architect. The University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111. Illustrated; 138 pages; 9x
12 in.; price $3 net.

This volume consists mainly of plans submitted

in a competition held by the City Club of Chicago

for subdividing a typical quarter section of land

in the outskirts of Chicago. More than local

interest is added by the fact that the plans cover

the problem of such subdivision for any large city.

DISEASES OF THE DOG. By Frank Townsend Barton.
M.R.C.V.S. (Captain A.V.C.), author of "Everyday Ail-

ments and Accidents of the Dog," "Our Dogs and All About
Them," etc., etc. The Macmillan Co., New York. 255

pages; 4} x 1\ in.; price $1.50.

First aid for those who have charge of dogs,

covering minor ailments and accidents that can

be effectively handled by the novice.

THE SITE OF ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL, BOSTON, AND
ITS NEIGHBORHOOD. By Robert Means Lawrence,
M.D., Richard G. Badger. Publisher. Illustrated; 299

pages; 6} x 91 in.; price $3.50 net.

Concerning old traditions of that section of

Tremont Street, Boston, centring about St.

Paul's, with biographical sketches of early resi-

dents, and glimpses of life in Boston at different

periods.

THE BOOK OF THE PEONY. By Mrs. Edward Harding.

J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and London. Illus-

trated; 259 pages; 65 x 8| in.; price $6 net.

Not only is this volume an inspirational appre-

ciation of the peony, but avery plain and practical

guide for growing this sister of the rose. 1 he

illustrations are numerous, twenty of them being

in full color.

PARKS: THEIR DESIGN, EQUIPMENT, AND USE By

George Burnap, B.S., M.A., Landscape Architect of Public

Buildings and Grounds, Washington, D. C. ; with an introduc-

tion by Richard B. Watrous, Secy. American C iVK

Association. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and Lon-

don. Illustrated; 328 pages; 7 x 9| in. ;
price $6 net.

Primarily for the use of landscape architects

and those having in charge the development of

parks, this first volume in the "Landscape Archi-

tecture Series" will appeal to any one who is

interested in civic improvement.

WE DISCOVER THE OLD DOMINION. By Louise Clo-
ser Hale, Dodd, Mead & Co., New York. Illustrated by

Walter Hale; 374 pages; 5| x 8, in.; price $2.50.

Those who have read Mrs. Hale's previous

delightful "Discoveries" will need no introduc-
(

tion to this latest one describing a motor trip to

and through Virginia.
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"Undertow" i»'"|h-Is ..m-mit.n

and enlists our

Empathies right from the sr.nt

\ttnw.ini we realize that Kathleen
Ni-iiiN has wntten a novel of liter-

ary distinction as well, which deals

withaprow insproblem in our national

life—the^l' inlertow" ofextravagance.

DoubleJay. Page & Company
CarJtn City. Ntw Yor^

Author
A NeW r,aru"' s Bellamj waa

once a publisher's sales-

man. He staked all (that

is his iob"i to write this hook. It is

pleasant to know that he will win.

"The Balance" is a really worthy

novel, and is succeeding.

Publishtd by

DoubleJay. Page & Company
CarJtn City. New York.

DO YOl I

REALIZE
the real value of the material contributed to

The New COUNTRY LIFE ? The manuals
in color, for example, represent the work of the
I*"4 informed persons on the subjects treated.

Each number contains articles that have to do
with every phase of country living. Seventy-
five to one hundred subjects are covered in

each issue of the magazine.

Why not keep this information?
You will find it invaluable for reference. Put
your magazines in a permanent form by letting

us bind them. There are six issues to a volume
and the volumes begin in May and November.
If you have saved your magazines, send them
back to us and we will bind them for $1.50. If

any numbers arc missing we w ill supply them at
the regular price—50c a copv. Your bound
volumes of The New COUNTRY LIFT, give
you an encyclopedia of horticulture; the best
advice on building and remodeling; on interior

decorating and landscape work: on farm stock.

Dogs. Poultry, etc. You will find the volumes
invaluable. Save your magazines, then
bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

IMPROVING the GROUNDS of

LARGE INSTATES
To improve large lawns, cut and roll tliein frequently willi Coldwell

"Clipperbuilt" Motor Mower, Model .1

Frequent cutting—even twice a week, st imulntcs growth. Fre-

quent rolling improves the turf.

The Coldwell Model J both cuts and rolls. Il combines speed with

thoroughness.

Light, powerful, flexible, St Is especially useful on parks and large

estates.

Coldwell 1917 Threesome with one man and horse does the

work of three men and three horse mowers. . Cuts 87-inch swath.

Excellent for work on dry, settled ground.

Coldwell Walk Type Motor Mower is particularly satisfactory

for small estates. Cuts an acre * an hour. Climbs 25% grades.

Moderate cost.

Coldwell Hand Mowers are made in all sizes and styles. All

are backed by the oldest firm of lawn mower manufacturers in the

country. Write for complete catalogue.

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER CO.
OFFICES & FACTORY
At Newburgh, N. Y.

CHICAGO OFFICE
62 East Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Wag Greenhouses
y

A'

Distinctive Productive Beautiful

rare combination of practical and ornamental construction which lifts

every King, from the simplest house to the most sumptuous range,

out of the class of the usual and ordinary.

Write for descriptive literature and tell us what you have in mind. Our

experts will prepare special sketches or we will send a representative if you pre-

fer without charge or obligation.

We will show you that you can own a King Greenhouse or Conservatory that will

add grace and charm to your garden. fgj-

King Construction Company
364 King's Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

All the Sunlight All Day Houses

BRANCH OFFICES:

New York, 1476 Broadway; Boston, 113

Stale Street; Scranton, 307 Irving

Avenue; Philadelphia, Harrison

Building, ISth and Market
Streets.

KILE3

r
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7 The Bride

Before and After 1
Not tke least perplexing of her

many problems is that of engraved

stationery—the correct form of

announcements and invitation.

1

Social and Wedding
Stationery

is exclusive and authoritatively

correct. Samples free on request.

SPECIAL. As an example

of the excellence of our ^ork,

we vCill engrave 50 cards in

script for $1.75. Plate vJill

be held for future orders.

WM. H. HOSKINS CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Good OAK FURNITURE is more nearly 'boy-
proof' than any other equally fine cabinet-wood."

It's elegance, dignity and artistic adaptability

—

are backed by its sturdy resistance to dents
and scratches. (Really an important point.)

"There is no finer heirloom than good OAK
furniture." There is no more safe and enduring

investment — none better worth insisting upon.

AMERICAN OAK MFRS. ASSN. answers all
letters. Address 140", 14 Main St., Memphis, Tenn.

5LATES"QUALITY

IN ONE OR VARIED COLORS AS MORE FULLY ILLUSTRATED
SWEET'S CATALOGUE. STANDARD SIZES AND THICKNESS OR
VARYING LENGTHS- RANDOM WIDTHS. GRADUATED THICK"
NESSES M.NUr.CTU^D er

the Auld & Conger Co.
ESTABLISHED 187Q CLEVELAND. OHIO

AN ALARM CLOCK CIRCUIT
BREAKER

HE following describes an automatic
switch which was built for the pur-

pose of breaking an electric circuit

at any pre-arranged time. Its

uses are many, such as shutting off

lights, stopping a gasolene engine,

ringing an alarm, or any other purpose that the

builder might require it for. The idea is ingen-

ious in its simplicity.

A wooden frame, A, was built wide enough
so that the sides fitted snugly against the sides

of a common alarm clock. Two small holes

were drilled in the base board for the legs of the

clock, in such a position that the back of the clock

came flush with one edge of the frame. The
alarm winding key of the clock was of the style

that slowly turns while the alarm rings and the

spring unwinds.
An ordinary "one way" knife switch, with a

single blade, B, was next procured. The blade
was removed and two small holes bored through

O

DETAIL OF

TRIGGER

WIRE TO
APPARATUS (@ I K

Diagram showing how the alarm clock circuit breaker operates

it about three quarters of an inch from the

pivot-hole. Then a lever, C, cut from a piece of

fibre such as is used in automobile transmission

bands, was riveted at right angles to the blade

through the two small holes, with copper rivets.

The length of this lever was determined by
screwing the switch to the outside of the wooden
frame nearest the alarm key of the clock. With
the handle of the switch down straight and the
winding key, D, in a perpendicular position, the
end of the lever extended about a half inch be-

yond the key. A brass trigger, E, was screwed
to this end of the lever, as detailed in the sketch.

When the switch was closed, as shown, the end
of the trigger just projected through a hole in the
winding key, and held the lever in a horizontal

position and the switch closed.

A small spiral spring, F, was secured to the

lower corner of the frame with a screw-eye. The
other end was hooked through a hole in the

trigger, when the clock was being used. Then
the switch was connected in line with the electric

circuit.

The operation of the contrivance can be readily

seen.

The alarm was set to go at a certain hour, when
it was desired to open the circuit. The point of

the trigger was inserted in the winding key and
the spiral spring hooked in placed on the lever.

At the appointed time the alarm went off, the

winding key turned in the direction of the

arrows, and the trigger was released. This al-

lowed the spiral spring, F, to contract, which
opened the switch, marked B, and thereby shut

off the current.

When the arrangement was not in use the

clock was removed and used for its original

purpose.

L. B. Robbins.
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Insure the beauty of your

lawn and grounds
You make plans and spend money that your home

may be attractive. Beautiful surroundings are as
important as that furniture, rugs and picturesshould
harmonize, and the exterior be bright and cheerful.

Why let capricious weather spoil the home setting

by destroying the beauty of plants and grass? With
a Campbell Oscillating Sprinkler you may keep lawn
and grounds green, flourishing and beautiful, even
in periods of drought.

Oscillating Sprinkler—Mechanical Marvel

The Campbell Oscillating Sprinkler supplies a naturelike
gentle shower. Automatically the water motor oscillates the
jetted pipe from side to side every three seconds, evenly
watering a rectangular area 9 feet wide and 50 to 70 feet

long. It requires no attention—simply place it and turn on
the water. Trouble-proof, it lasts for years. Harmless to

tenderest foliage. Does not pack the soil. Superb for ve-
getable and flower gardens and lawns.

Complete line ofportable and stationary
sprinklers. U'ithour catalogueyou can
easily selectjust the outfit you need,
Write to-day for it—free.

THE GEO. W. CLARK COMPANY
259-T Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.

Smoky

Fireplaces

No payment accepted unlet
successful.

Made to
Draw

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

COLUMBIA ,m

Graf anolas (f$15 to $350 ^ m
8500 Dealers Everywhere

-LATE PLANTING-
If you wish to plant hardy perennials after the

Southern Nurseries have finished shipping,

send to Vermont and get plants and bulbs. We
specialize on late shipments.

Ask for Horsford's Catalogue

Frederick H. Horsford, Charlotte, Vermont

I LL ETT
,_. Hardy Ferns and Flowers

a V For Dark, Shady Places

U Plant your native ferns, plants and bul
^* NOW. It is not too late to get good resul

if you do your planting immediately.
Send for descriptive catalogue of over 80 pages. It s FRE
EDWARD GILLETT 5 Main Street, Southwick, Mai

Make Your Lawn Beautiful with

f>oorvios
_lTing or £t*ll F*!ow&fS

You may select from more than 100 varieties, including the

magnificent new and brilliant sorts—as Therese, Marcella

Dessert, Karl Rosenfield, Baroness Schroeder, Mons. M. Ca-

huzac, LaFrance and dozens of others of rarest beaut) All

grown in the famous Rosenfield Peony gardens (25 acres), by J.

F. Rosenfield, originator and specialist for 33 years in Peonies.

These flowers are easy to grow and care for. Enjoy a bed

of them. Send for free book of varieties, prices and valuable

information on growth and care of Peonies.

J. F.ROSENFIELD PEONYGARDENS, Box 2, Omaha, Neb.

Evergreens
Spruce and Fir Balsam

1 § to 2 feet

Beautiful Selected Trees
Twenty for $5.00

TAYLOR BROS.
Strafford Vermont



I I, r N COU N T l< V I. I V K // ynu In ivilemtillu your huilnft the
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Architectural Harmony

E
VERY charmiai note ol individual distinction rcveulcd in thr

nnhitct lnr;il -t \ l< ul \oiir hou»c should have i oiisistcnt rvpres

sion in the material nml stvlc of the surrounding fence. You
,IK assured of this happy result the moment you »|.ccify

flSlRON FENCE
TheStandard'of the Wor/d \J

•wart'* Iron Fence ami Gates for residences country estates, town

uses, bungalows, public buildings, and commercial institutions hav e

n an international reputation. They are hacked hy the world's

pest and lust known factory. I'hey iarr\ the utmost a-.-iii.int < ul'

rmanence. protection, economy, dignity, beauty, and service.

Get wir 'V'T Modern Pe»ign« mntaining morr than too photographs
showing Mrnrart Fence lor every pur]tone and designed In ruirnmni/e with

every architectural »tyk*— a pud* to good taste— a mine ul inlurnuitiun.

Sent free tmrnfk wmt aJJrtn lo Jay

5om« ffc iforv op«n for local rrprmamntativma

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO., Inc.

bv> S«r*.rt Block CINCINNATI. OHIO
"The World's Greatest Iron Feme Builders"

QUALITY

TTARRISON Memorials are designed by
* architects of long experience, and inter-

preted in our works at Barre, Vt., under the

standards of quality we have'upheld for 72 years.

Write for Booklet F

HARRISON GRANITE CO.
200 Fifth Avenue New York City

Resident Represtntalires :

H. LAWSON, 4Q2- Osage Avenue, Philadelphia

H. L. DAVIS. O. C. S. B. Building. Syracuse

GEORGE SIMPSON, 1501 Kresge Building, Detroit

R. S. MORRISON, Fine Arts Building, Chicago

HENRY MYERS, 508 North Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis

WORKS: BARRE, VERMONT

FISKE Back Stops and
Tennis Court Enclosures
Will improve both the appearance :in<l the pl;iy-

ing qualities of your courts. Used hy Tennis

Clubs everywhere.

Made of close mesh wire, with supporting posts sct-in-

concrete, with sturdy pipe bracing and pipe top rails, all

heavily galvanized by hot spelter process and therefore

rust-proof. Neat in appearance, always in alignment.

built in standard 8-ft. and 10-ft. heights, higher if

desired.

We will furnish blue-prints and complete in-

strucrions for erecting, or if desired will send

experienced erecting crew to do this work as

it should be.

We also manufacture

Net Posts
in two styles. Of galvanized pipe, deep-set-in-concrete

with all malleable fittings. Rust proof, easy and sure

in operation.

J. W. FISKE IRON WORKS CO. New York
I t ,1.1, >,. .1 IHSH

r Chemistry ^
eliminates

costly hand-weeding
Hand-weeding was "good-enough" in days when science was un-

known and unrecognized—and when labor could be had cheaply.

Modern methods of to-day have replaced crude methods of

yesterday, such as hand-weeding.

Owners of estates and homes,

country clubs, municipalities

and railroads, all over the coun-

try, employ Atlas Chemical

Weed-Killer instead of costly

hand -weeding in keeping
grounds beautiful.

Atlas comes in highly concen-

trated liquid form. You mix

it with 20 parts water and

apply in ordinary sprinkling

can or cart. Atlas enters the

plant at the surface and soaks

down to the deepest root.

Weeds die in a few days—and

the ground round about is

sterilized for all season.

One gallon of Atlas Weed-Killer

keeps 600 sq. ft. clean for the

whole year. Compare this A
with costly hand-weeding,

which must be done over

and over again.

/qTm^W£6D-KILL£R

Sample Offer:

We will furnish you a trial 2 ql. can of Atlas Weed-
Killer on receipt of $1 and this coupon—postpaid

if you mention your dealer's name.



The STORAGE BATTERY and its MAINTENANCE
By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON

HEN a certain philosophically in-

clined gentleman of ancient

Greece, strolling one evening in

post-prandial contemplation along

the shore of the Adriatic, picked

up a bit of amber and rubbed it

on his sleeve, with interesting results, he little

realized how great a boon he was conferring on
humanity. From the haphazard experiment of

Thaies has sprung the great science of electricity,

which in its utilitarian aspect has probably con-

tributed more than any other one thing to the

struggle of mankind to achieve physical comfort
and well-being. He who understands the funda-

mental principles of electricity may harness it to

his bidding and it will warm him, light his path,

cook his food, clean his house, and drive all sorts

and conditions of machines, each contributing

something to the comfort and pleasure of modern
life.—- On the other hand, to the man who does not

understand it, electricity is not a servant but

merely an annoying truant, failing when it is most
needed, a deep and deadly mystery, serving little

else but to cultivate the vocabulary.

Now electricity plays a considerable part in the

operation of the modern motor car, though the

stellar role is reserved for a totally different type
of power. In the early days of the automobile in-

dustry it seemed to be a toss-up as to which of

three sorts of power—electricity, steam, or gaso-

lene—would become the predominating form for

use in self-propelled vehicles. For the present, at

least, the fates decided against electricity, which,

nevertheless, has had to be called upon to perform

most of the subsidiary operations in the gasolene-

propelled vehicle. Without the use of electricity

to ignite the gasolene vapor fuel in the combustion

chamber of the engine, the modern gasolene motor
would be impossible. The ingenuity of the en-

gineers would probably have discovered an alter-

native if they had been denied electricity, but it

could have been but a halting substitute at best,

for no small part of the high efficiency of our

modern internal combustion engines is due to the

perfection of their ignition equipment.
Within the past few years, moreover, electricity

has come to play an even more important part in

the operation of the motor car than was originally

assigned to it. The electric lighting equipment
and the electric starter, added to the electrical

ignition system, make it imperative that the

motorist of to-day shall know something of the

operation and care of the particular form of

electrical energy used on the car.

It happens that the source of electrical energy

on the car—the battery—is also the prime source

of trouble for the motor car owner. Short cir-

cuits, broken terminals, broken wires, and all the

other ills that may afflict the electrical system,

are merely annoying, but trouble in the battery

may mean an expensive repair or even a replace-

ment. In the second place, even relative failure

of battery efficiency is reflected in all the electrical

equipment deriving its power from this source.

Where battery ignition is used in connection with

electric starting and lighting equipment, de-

creased efficiency in the battery will result in dis-

turbing the operation of the motor and in cutting

clown the effective work of the two important sub-

sidiary systems. Obviously then, the motorist

ought to know some-
thing about the con-

struction and proper

method of caring for

the so-called storage

battery.

To begin with, the

name storage battery

is a misnomer, in that

it tends to convey the

impression that elec-

tricity is gathered and
held in the battery as

milk is in a bottle, if we may be permitted the
humble simile. As a matter of fact, the battery
actually produces electricity by means of chemi-
cal activity.

In construction, the ordinary storage battery

consists of a series of lead plates contained in a

hard rubber vessel which is filled to a certain

point with a solution known as electrolyte, the
active compound in which is sulphuric acid. Now
between the lead plates and the sulphuric acia

solution there is set up a chemical activity which
generates electrical power. In the course of this

operation there is produced a substance, whitish in

color and known as lead sulphate, which is de-

posited on the lead plates. In producing this

lead sulphate, the electrolyte loses some of its

strength and in the fulness of time becomes prac-

tically nothing but clear water. The battery is

then completely shorn of its power and no longer

furnishes current to supply ignition sparks, light

the lamps, or start the engine. \\ hen it is in this

condition, the battery is said to be discharged.

Now if the discharged storage battery be con-

nected with some source of electric power and the

current is turned into the hattery, the exact op-

posite of the previous activity takes place. The
lead sulphate is driven off the lead plates back
into the water, which again becomes a sulphate

solution, or electrolyte, whereupon the battery is

said to be charged again and is ready to generate

electricity through chemical activity as before.

It should be noted that the chemical activity

is always present in a storage battery until it is

completely discharged. Even when the circuit

is open and there is no call for electrical current,

this chemical action still goes on, but as soon as

the circuit is closed and the battery is being called

upon to supply current, the chemical activity in-

creases enormously.
The chemical action which takes place between

the lead plates and the electrolyte, with its given

output of electrical energy, also generates a cer-

tain amount of heat. This heat inevitably causes

the evaporation of a certain proportion of the

water in the sulphuric acid solution, leaving the

fluid with an undue proportion of the acid. For
this reason, in order to maintain the proper

proportions of sulphuric acid and water in the

solution, it is necessary from time to time to add
distilled water to the electrolyte. The lead plates

must be kept completely covered with the solu-

tion, or severe injury or even destruction to them
may result. It is a very simple matter to unscrew
the caps on top of the battery and make sure that

the proper quantity of electrolyte is present, and
the car owner ought to make this a regular weekly
inspection during the active motoring season.

Obviously also, the battery user will want to

keep track of the degree to which his unit has be-

come discharged, through the weakening of the

solution by deposits of lead sulphate on the plates.

An instrument, known as a hydrometer, is pro-

vided for this purpose. The hydrometer con-

sists of a sort of syringe of glass with a rubber

bulb at the upper end and a rubber tube at the

lower. The rubber tube is to be inserted in the

vent of the battery, when, by compressing and
releasing the bulb above, a quantity of the electro-

lyte is drawn up into the glass cylinder. Inside

this glass syringe is a smaller glass cylinder, with

graduations indicated on it and so weighted that

it floats upright in any fluid and shows the specific

gravity of the liquid. The specific gravity of

properly proportioned electrolyte is 1.3; that is to

say, it is .3 heavier than distilled water. If the

hydrometer gives a reading of 1.28 to 1.3 then the

solution is correctly proportioned, or in other

words,the battery is still practically fully charged.

If, on the other hand, the hydrometer shows that

the specific gravity of the fluid has been reduced

to 1. 1 5 say, then it may be taken for granted that

the battery is nearly exhausted and it should

be recharged without delay.

It may happen on occasion that a certain

amount of the electrolyte has been spilled, or
otherwise lost. In this case, it will be evident
that just as much of the acid content as of the
w ater will have gone. It is necessary, therefore,

when this happens, to add enough of the actual

acid solution to bring the contents of the cells up
to the correct amount, and of course the additional
fluid will have to show a specific gravity of 1.3.

Heat is the principal cause of evaporation, and
consequently in summer the battery will need
more frequent attention than in winter. In warm
weather the owner should add water to the cells

once each week, whereas in cold weather once
every two weeks will be often enough. Distilled

water, filtered rain water, or water made by
melting snow must be used.

If in examining the battery it is found that one
of the cells shows a much lower level than the
others, unless this particular jar was not filled to

level at the last replenishment, or unless some of

the liquid has been spilled, it may be assumed that

the jar is cracked. In this case the broken unit

must be replaced immediately. If the battery is

new, the service station of the manufacturing
company will replace the injured part without
charge.

As sometimes happens, the convenience of bat-

tery operation carries a danger with it. Charg-
ing the battery of the present-day car is done
by a generator installed on the vehicle. These
generators are so arranged that they carry on the

operation of charging the battery whenever the

car is in motion, which compensates in the main
for current losses, since the current-yielding unit

is being charged as fast as it gives out its energy.

From this convenient arrangement too many car

owners assume that the battery is practically a

self-sustaining organism, and they neglect it. Now
while the generator does make good most current

losses, it does not put water in the cells. This

must be done by the owner and done at stated in-

tervals, as we have indicated.

The specific danger that lies in allowing the

battery plates to get dry comes from the fact that

much heat is engendered in the chemical action

that produces the electrical current. With the

solution covering the plates, the heat is kept

down, but when the plates become dry, they get

very hot. This heat causes the active material

to drop out from between the grids, and the plates

to warp and bend; the wooden separators crack

and fall out of place, and short circuits occur be-

tween the plates. In other words, the battery

burns itself out in a very short time and no effort

avails to restore it to usefulness.

While the generator on the car helps greatly in

the proper maintenance of the battery, it is not

infallible, even for the particular service that it is

supposed to perform. It is entirely possible with

the generator either to undercharge or overcharge

the battery7
, which is as bad as actual neglect. The

amount of charging done by the generator ob-

viously depends upon the amount of driving done

by the car owner and also upon the character of

the running. One person may use his car entirely

in daylight, not employing his electric lights at all,

nor using his starter frequently. Comparatively
little electric current is drawn from the battery,

but the generator runs steadily nevertheless. As
a result the battery is

overcharged. On the

other hand, another
type of driver will use

his car often at night,

employing the starter

frequently. Demands
for current are heavy,
and the generator,

work as it may, is not

able to make up the

losses. The car owner
trusts everything to
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^SW/now'cas Smartest G.

a chair is stout enough to

hold your weight it has quali-

fied as an article of mere utility

but we arc not content with benches

for furniture. If we were there would

have been no Sheraton, Chippendale

nor Adam.

It is much the same with automo-

biles. You can buy a car which will

carry you there and back again for a

wholly modest sum because the age of

experimentation is past; but if you

wish paramount performance and

unique beauty you must purchase a

motor car such as the ROAMER.

We say "such as the ROAMER"
and yet there is no other car in

BARLEY MOTOR
Kalamazoo

America comparable to it for distinc-

tion— it is the superfine realization of

motor car design. It lifts itself out
of the passing throng and leaves in

its wake the definite impress of a
dominant personality.

Each ROAMER is individually

finished to your order without any
premium whatsoever— it is grat-

ifyingly your own, distinctly in-

dividual.

The ROAMER 6-45 is priced at

$1850 the car; the ROAMER 6-qo
at $2qjo; prices of other models, as
well as mechanical specifications, sent

you upon request.

CAR COMPANY
Michigan
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aid Miss Ryder
ILi£e the
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Makes
Every Road a

Boulevard

because
I drive
car a lot.

Before we
equipped I no-
ticed that it

would bounce
and jump even
on a smooth
road when only
one or two per-
sons were in it;

while on a rough
road with the whole family aboard, we had to

crawl along at a snail's pace. Now, no matter
what the load or road, we glide and don't have
to slow down either. The car rides more steadily

and obeys the wheel much better, too."

It makes all the difference in the world to ride

on Hartford Shock Absorbers. Then there are no

road limitations. You can go where you please

—

in comfort.

Incidentally the absence of jolt, jar and vi-

bration adds to the life of your car and materially

:uts the cost of its upkeep.

"Between You and Jolt, Jar and Vibration"

is a booklet of intense interest to every car owner.

Sent on request.

EDWARD V. HARTFORD, Inc.

215 Morgan St., Jersey City, N. J.

Branches: NEW YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO

Distributors in Principal Cities. Dealers Everywhere.

For Safety's Sake
\

Hartford
[BUMP ABSORBERi
^h^B — mart Uum a Burnt** AUTO .JACK

THE Readers' Service can help you
find a country or suburban home

Show Your Colors
Ornament your home with

"Old Glory." Get the flag up
in the air where it can be seen.

No need to disfigure your lawn
a crude, expensive wooden flag

Get a

REMOVABLE
STEEL FLAG POLE

made entirely of galvanized high carbon
steel. No hole to dig. Steel socket driven
level with ground. Pole, in sections, easily

put up or removed at any time. No decay,
last life-time, cheaper than wood.
Steel Clothes Posts, Tennis Net Posts,

Back Stop Posts and fence posts on same
principle. Ask your dealer. Write us for
booklet L.

MILWAUKEE STEEL POST CO.
Milwaukee, Wis. .

The ALL-YEAR Car
Kissel's original idea that

changed the motoring habits

of a nation. Open in sum-

mer—closed in winter.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Hartford, Wisconsin

Water Convenience
in

I"Your CountryHome
Enjoy all the conveniences of fin-

est modern homes—hot and cold

water anywhere, anytime. Sanitary

sewage disposal, electric light, with a

KEWANEE SYSTEM
Simple, dependable, easy to install. Thousands,in

satisfactory use. Let us refer you to KEWANtb
users near you. Write
for Bulletin frtt. telling

about KEWANEE Spec-

ial Features.

KEWANEE PRIVATE
UTILITIES

"
137 Fran
Kewanee

h.:i*Ad^:N^ig i
Underground Garbage Receiver

ir*N~^<£n'„V^~MASi installed at your home in the early Spring Clean-up—means less

danger from infantile paralysis germs. Eliminate the dirty garbage pail. Before buying

send for our catalogue. It will pay you.
12 years on the market Look for our Trade Marks Sold direct factory

C. H. STEPHENSON, Manufacturer. 26 Farrar Street. Lynn, Massachusetts

WILD FERNS IN THE GARDEN
EW people realize the possibilities of

a wild fern garden until they have
tried one. In nearly every garden

there is some spot that is the de-

spair of the gardener, some dry

shady spot, some bare unsightly

place, or some northern exposure where grass

refuses to grow, and it is in such places that wild

ferns will flourish with well-nigh incredible vigor.

In a year, dry, bare spots can be turned into

lovely patches of green. Hardy and often ever-

green, ferns require little or no attention during

the cold winter months, standing the severest

spells with ease, and send up their lovely fronds

in early spring to last until the cutting frosts of

fall, or until replaced by the new fronds of the

coming year. And too, there is an endless variety

of species and cuttings of fronds; so that the

collection of all the ferns in a region is an exciting

and ever fascinating hunt, and carries one into

the woods and fields and swamps.
Almost any region of mixed woods and open

country in the Eastern United States will yield

thirty varieties of ferns, and forty is a number
not infrequently found within an area of a few

V •

Narrow-leaved spleenwort (Asplenium angusttfolium) .
This

is one of the most graceful and satisfactory species. The light

green color of the leaves is particularly pleasing

miles' radius. Every wood has some ferns, most

at least a dozen, and those with well shaded spots

and brooks often contain more. I know of one

place where, within a radius of forty yards,

twenty-three species and two hybrids have been

found. But woods are not the only places for

ferns; roadsides, railroad embankments, and

marshes are filled with them. Different species,

however, live in these different habitats, and in

transplanting them to the garden, it is well to

remember this, for it is safe to say that a fern

will flourish in a garden only in a situation some-

what similar to its native haunt; that is, a fern

growing naturally in a shady spot will do well

only in a shady spot in cultivation. There are

enough species, however, to satisfy most condi-

tions, and we find ferns growing in moist shady

places, dry shady places, wet sunny spots, dry

sunny spots, and upon moist as well as dry rocks.

As each species of fern has a definite habitat, and

since it determines where we should place them

in our gardens, one might think that a knowledge

of species is necessary. It is not, however, for
1

we can generalize; and on the assumption that

few gardens have truly shady moist spots, ferns

from such places should be planted in the shadiest

and dampest portions of the plot, preferably with

a northern exposure, and with very little fu

sunlight. I have found that garden ferns will

grow luxuriantly in much drier locations than



Simplex
PROSPECTIVE OWNERS OF
SIMPLEX CARS ARE ADVISED
THAT WITH THE APPEAR-
ANCE OF THIS ANNOUNCE-
MENT THE PRICE OF THE
SIMPLEX CHASSIS IS $7000

BODIES TO ORDER

SIMPLEX AUTOMOBILE CO-
FIFTH AVENUE
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The latest hooks on travel and biography may

be obtained through the Readers' Service The New COUNTRY LIFE June, i 9 i 7

Century Country Life in America Everybody's Field & Stream Harper's Red Book Review of Reviews
Scribner's The Canadian World's Work Two Million Copies — Fifteen Million Readers Monthly TENTH YEAR
Writ* to these advertisers. Ask Where-to-go Bureau, 8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass., for re'iable travel Information and advice

AWAY FROM WAR AND WORRY
Have you been wondering where you could enjoy a few weeks of

real rest away from war and worry ?

The greatest Health Resort in the world is located in Battle Creek, a quiet, inland

•ity in picturesque Michigan.

Here you find real
44

rest " and seclusion, a delicious dietary, health-building baths

end treatments, ample facilities for outdoor diversions and a delightfully informal

social life.

The benefit of a week or two of rest and health-building under ideal conditions

must be experienced to be appreciated.

Write now for free Vacation Booklet.

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM BOX 10 9-A BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN
RANCELEY MAINE

One of Maine's finest inland resort hotels.
In the Rangeley region. Fine auto roads.
Trout <fc salmon fishing. No black flies or
mosqultos. Golf and all sports on our land.
Spring water. Ouislne unexcelled. Steam-
Imattrlpacrosso lakes to White Mountains
starts at our wharf. Open June first.

Where-to-go forms for July close June 1

NOVA SCOTIA

NOVA SCOTIA
Attractive Log Cabin and

Bungalow Life. Comfortable
Hotels and Club Houses on
the edge of the wilderness.
Moderate prices.

Wonderful blue-green bays and silvery

lakes, abounding with salmon, trout,

gaspereaux, and deep-sea fish.

IT'S REAL VACATION
with canoe, rod. and camera

Only a Day's journey from New York
and Overnight from Boston

" Yarmouth Line " steamers connect with

Writefor particulars on Tour No. 104

R. U. Parker, Gen. Pass. Aft.
Halifax, Nova Scotia

LOUR LODGE g&SfSfS:
Free from flies, mosquitos and hay fever.
Golf, Tennis, Boating, Bathing, Fishing.
Garage. Write for booklet.

MASSACHUSETTS

HOTEL PILGRIM
PLYMOUTH. MASS.

Offers superior accommodations
at rales which are high enough
to insure the best in service and

cuisine. Golf course adjoining hotel grounds.

""""JOpen June 15th. to September l51h.CZ;

HOTEL BUCKMINSTER
645 BEACON STREET.

Boston's largest, family hotel, beautifully
appointed. Choice suites of any size
for motor parties at reduced rates from
June 1st. to October. Private garage.
Both hotels management of P. F. Brine.

WILHAMSTOWN MASS.
Hotel Greylock Nowgar!Golf.

Tennis.Swim- »»WICI VJICJTlUlIk Capacity
mingpool. Williamstown.Mass. seventycars.

"The Villaae Beautiful"
Write Henry N.Teague forBooklet &Rates
WHITE MOUNTAINS N. H.

H
,re FABYAN HOUSE

»

White FABYAN'S, N. H. famous
Mts. cog

railway to summit of Mount Washington.
Wonderful scenic features. Excellent
cuisine. Genteel clientele. All amuse-
ments for patrons of all ages.

ADIRONDACK MTS. N. Y.

OHAWK *thLake. Capacity 125. Lat-
est equipment, electricity,

tCottaga running water everyroom.
Garage. C. M. Longstatf, Old Forge, N. Y.
M

BELLPORT, L. I., N. Y.

Coldthwalte Inn, on Great South
Bellport, L. I. Bay.Cool.comfort-

able.charuiiiig; saUing.ba thing,tennis,golf.
Table supplied from own farm. Circular.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 2!

Rooms$1.00np; with hath 12 OOup. Homecomfo
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Mi

OCONOMOWOC WIS.
Home for the aged. A limited number
of cases. Childishness or old ladies and
gentleman of good family find a suitable
cheerful home and W_ljL«:_ P-.l,
excellentattentionat TVaianeim rant
Oconomowoc, Wis. For particulars address
Miss Mary L. Bird, Matron.

WHERE-TO-GO combines the best in adver-

tising with the best in service. Thousands
come to us for travel advice. The Kind we
give, with recommendations for the right

hotels, transportation lines and resorts, is

absolutely reliable. Write WHERE-TO-GO
BUREAU, Boston, for our advice and rates.

BROOKSIDE W. VA.
BROOKSIDE INN AND COTTAGES
On the top of the Allegheny Mountains. Altitude
2,000 feet. The most ideal mountain resort in
America. 10 miles from Oakland, Md., on the B. &
O. R. R. 18 years under same management. JVpply
f..r booklet. E. J. Kirkpatrick. R.F.D.. Oakland. Md.

SWEET SPRINGS WEST VA.

OldSweet Springs
For Safety, Comfort, and Pleasure

Elevation 2300ft. One
of the best known

and most popular resorts in the Alleghenies. Tabl<
unsurpassed, polite and efficient service. Golf,
Totvnis. Motoring, Horseback riding. Dancing. Large
swimming pools and mineral water baths. Under
new management ; write for booklet. George O.
Taylor, Mgr. , Sweet Springs, Monroe County, W. Va.

CANADA

BANFF
in the

Canadian Pacific Rockies
Walk, Climb. Ride in the Saddle
over the high mountain trails

;

Drive or Coach through glorious
days in the heartof

America's "Fifty Switzerlands."

Warm sulphur pools for bathing.
Good Fishing. Excellent Golfing.

1

Your Home in the magnificently
appointed *"

Banff Springs Hotel
An important link in the

World's Greatest Highway.
Offers gay social diversion, music,*

promenades, dancing.
"

Liberal stop-over privileges.

Canadian Pacific Railway
Write for information, Tour No. 207

j

F. R. Perry, Gen. AgV.Pass. Dept."

1231 Broadway,

New York C

BAY VIEW MICHIGAN

jfajjpV"!1 Coif, Tentiis.fishing.Boating, Bathing.

3fteHQiKTH' Pure Ai "" Water. Good food a Bedrs.
OTPV'vlV*r riodern.Open June 1st. Rate* reasonable

RUDYARD KIPLING
AFTER SEVEN YEARS HAS COMPLETED A
NEW BOOK OF SHORT STORIES ENTITLED

A DIVERSITY OF CREATURES"
FOURTEEN STORIES FOURTEEN NEW POEMS
TO READ THEM IS TO RENEW THE MAGIC OF MANY OF THE GREAT KIPLING
CREATIONS OF THE PAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WITH A NEW UNDERTONE OF THE
WORLD WAR BREAKING FORTH IN AT LEAST TWO STORIES OFTHEHIGHEST GENIUS-

Green Cloth, Net, $1.50. Red Limp Leather, Net, $1.75

OTHER BOOKS BY KIPLING
Puck of Pook's Hill

Traffics and Discoveries
The Five Nations
Just So Stories i

Kim
The Day's Work
Stalky & Co.
Plain Tales from the Hills

Life's Handicap
Under the Deodars

Kipling's two war books:

Songs from Books
The Kipling Birthday Book
The Light That Faded
Soldier Stories

The Naulahka
Departmental Ditties

Soldiers Three
Many Inventions
From Sea to Sea
The Seven Seas

Actions and Reactions.

Rewards and Fairies

Published by the

CENTURY COMPANY '

(Uniform with this Edition)

The Jungle Book
Captains Courageous
The Second Jungle Book
Red leather, each, net, $1.75

Sea Warfare (net, $1.25), and France at War (net, 60c).

published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., garden city, n. y.

they have been accustomed to; and that by close

planting their native condition can be simulated,
for the fronds so shade the soil that the moisture
is held for long periods. Ferns from dry shady
woods should be planted along with those just

mentioned, although they will stand much more
dryness; and species found growing in full sun-

light will grow practically anywhere. These are

the species to use in covering up dry, bare spots

in the yard, and to fill in with under shrubbery

Iff

Walking fern (Camptosorus rhizophyllus) . This fascinating

variety propagates new plants not only in the usual manner of

spore reproduction, but also by having the tips of the fronds

take root where they touch the soil

Lady fern (Athyrium Filix-faemina) . This plant, growing in

;

dry and sunny bare space, reached a height of three feet the first

summer after transplanting

Some ferns are found growing in limestone rock,

and for garden planting, a good home substitute

for this is crushed plaster mixed with some earth:'

or crumbling mortar from an old stone house is

even better.

In the fall, when the sap is again descending toj

the roots, is the best time to transplant ferns,

though spring plantings readily set themselves,

and leaf out with almost uninterrupted vigor.

Summer, however, is the best time to locate big

hardy plants; and it is at this season that I have

done most of my transplanting. Few plants, I

have found, die from summer moving, though tin

fronds generally break ofF sooner or later, and the

plants are unsightly for some time; but otherwisi

they are none the worse for moving. By fa"

the roots are thoroughly set, and the plants conn

up strongly the following spring. In trans-

planting, as much dirt as possible should be taken

up intact with the roots, and the whole rolled
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II you expect tt> build ;« garage
* to .uionimoil.iti- mo it th.m one

lUtomobiU'.itsi <>n\ rniriu c« ill be

grcttU iiutv.iMtl it tl\r doois air

hungsothat all can In-open at on* c.

STANLEY

HARDWARE
provide-, this convenience It is a Com-
plete line of Builders' (Linlw in d< signed

espei'ulls f<»i c.ti.iti' mm' It includes

hinues door holders, latches and boltl

suited to tar.iK> s ot' .ill M/rs. costs ami

t\ |>< -s of construction.

Stanles Claraur U>or Holders, No 1774

keep doors ft out sl.iinmintt .itJMM i .u li

othrr, or against the outgoing ami

incoming cars.

Him pinning *•'«#» <*' Slrnhg Gmrft
Ws'sWr lar.Jss;u« P* will *« »«W Send

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Nsw York Chicago

"Good-

Morning,

Rosamond!"

is the lively

title of a de-

lightful novel

b] Miss Con-
stance Skin-

ner. Rosamond was an out-of-

doors young lady, and she is

fortunately accompanied by-

many sympathetic drawings by
Thomas Fogarty, who is an out-

of-doors illustrator.

Published hy

Doublcday. Page & Company
Garden City. N. Y.

hen You Build
please bear in mind that there is still plenty of

White Pine
lor our free booklet "White Pine in Hoste-Bitldino."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
I Merchants' Bank Building ST. PAUL, MINN.

Birds and Flowers
Attract the birds and otherwise add to

(the charm of your garden by using
Wheatley Gar-
den Pottery.

Our catalogue on request

Wheatley Pottery

is weatherproof—and inexpen-

sive. Order direct from the

Pottery. We pay the freight

on all purchases amounting
to $5.00 or over. (U. S.)

WHEATLEY POTTERY
2426 Reading Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio

Established rtTQ. Dealers attention

New England
Vacations :

A.M.... v....»». . . 171 B. ...I... B™, 107. N— Yark

Seashore, Mountains,Woods, Lakes, Islands

Famous hotels, delightful smaller places.

Wonderful Summer Playgrounds

.Send for booklets on White Mountains, Mainoj New Hampshire

unci Vermont I-altes and Woods. Berkshire Hills. Cape Cod. Marthas

Vineyard, Nantucket. Narratjansett Hay. Casco Bay, Penobscot Bay.

Mt. Desert, Bar Harbor, andthc ocean coast of five states.

v««k. iu n..... a 1 i.„t..a a. a. Mm * m.i~ a. a. - auias c J a. a.

Nantucket and Marthas Vineyard
Vacation Isles of Delight. Golf, fishing, sailing, warm sea-bathing

For booklets write Advertising Dept.. Room 450. N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., New Haven, Conn.

NANTA8K ET BEACH MASSACHUSETTS
I. 'I ..11 ATLANTIC 11)1.1. UK) ft. sIkm His

THE. ATLANTIC HOUSE
NANTASKEJ BEACH
MASS.

of MAIIAIHt'Kt'.TTM BAY'S flnaat

batches. L'nasralls«l listhlns, fscilitlas.

Ailapta<l In thn na««,la nf Ihnaa who ,laai rn sasahnra

rafrsshlnsnt, n.,t t.«i fsr from tlis city's sctlTltr.

Paalrshla eottsfss t'< lot tor hoosskssplnl. Masts

Disr ha tskan st tlis li .l' I whoso cuiaine is fsmous.

AWAY FROM ALL FORTIFICATIONS
OiiUi'l* Ihsflalilnf sttrsrtlnn forlsnd or *"m daiimn-

strslliins. Within W milss uf Boston a fooil supply.

Rnnklels sn'l rslaa st llntal Thnrnillka. B-atnn

BOX 71 1 im 11 1 11 DAMON. M.i, . .r

WHITE MT8. N. H.

In

[Kbt of the white hills

PORtST HILL5H0TEL FranconiaJtH.

Most beautiful location in White

Mts. Coif. Tennis, fine Roads.

Altitude 1250 ft. Modern Hotel

ft Cottaqes. enlarged 8 qreatly

improved in 1916 17. Strictly high

"grade. Season.June to October.

Booklet a Rates on application A W Chaffee.

York Camps
I.om Lata.

OfTANAMI'IIK
I.ODtlK ,» V VMI'S

SquawMt.lnn.

"

on M»naehsa4 Uka. Piahlns.

R««tln| Bslhlnc. Tannla.

Hunting In aaa-ann. Bparlsl

rstaa. famlllas A partlaa.

A A f'rafta
,
OraanrlJIsJI M».

Oeeitn House, YdllK
HKAi'it. mi 1 „ ri.rf.i.

arn.m. 200 PrWats hatha
OrahaS. «)..)' tannla. t.all ln«,

fl.lilnr B—kit W. Simp«,.n

For rates and details
write WitmtB-To oo
8 Beacon St .llosKin.

MAIN I

MotrNTAtNVIKW H0TTI, A
roTTAflES At wstar'a aass,
Rsn<alar Iska. Rmtflahlnn
Ontdfior apnrta. Mralarn rjon-

v- fh ... i.
I r,is<ls.GarBas.

Fsmran Ul<la B-.klat L (I.

R'lWlar. Moiintslnaiaw. Ma.

These ads. In 2,OM).noo

i
- i/ii.' each month,

get results.

fjcw tuMp-mm:
HOTEL EASTMAN, irTrth
Cm war "I II In fsmms Whits
MU All mmforta Plnarnaula.
(I..lf W'riln || H F.a.tmsn

THE CRAND,
II. H. OrsnH locstinn ovar-

I
V 4 rtalci. Orrhaatrs

M-.aaro liotal Q.,lf Bw.kl»t.

THE MONADNOCK
Cnlahronk. N It M"l*rn Baat

of STsrrthlns Vlllsgain Whits
Mta. Flnar<avla Trnntjtahinjt_

"Forms for .Inly will
elose ,f tine 1st.

BRANT ROC K H0USF
l

-
. » i

- v Ms.
100 rontoa . On Ma
basrh. Aak for II

MsrtoFor
> Rst Flos

h~.H*t

PILGRIM HOUSE
Pr'.ain"' ' Msaa. I ""I

tant Uhla Rooms with or

without bsth.

Rllri!>K ISLAND

Cold Spnna House. Wiak
for4. R. I Nesr Nsrrs. Pla

Tannia. hsthins: hrons lain

Bonk 1st. Csroantsr A Wrichl

KELSEy
HEALTH
HEAT

4
m

Dining room in the old Patrick Henry House.
Brookneal. Va, Although the fireplaces have been
carefuMy preserved, every room is made comfort-
able by Kelsey Health Heat.

Iy3a»

Then and Now
NOTWITHSTANDING the back-

chilling, face-burning fireplace

method of heating in the days of

the Revolution, folks were then a sturdy

lot, notably free from colds and akin

troubles.

They had ample fresh air in their

homes.
There was no way of preventing it.

The fireplaces ventilated while they

heated.

So does the Kelsey Health Heat.

Not only does it heat with large

volumes of freshly heated, fresh air; but

it automatically mixes with its freshness,

just the right healthful amount of

moisture.

That it is positive in action and eco-

nomical in operation, there are abundant

proofs.

Let us send you some interesting

printed matter that will give you some
conclusive facts for comparing Kelsey

Health Heat with all other heats.

NEW YORK
103-D Park Avenue

BOSTON
405-D P. O. Square Building

231

THE fCELSEV
WARM AIR GEHERATOR f

James Street, Syracuse, New York

CHICAGO
2767-D Lincoln Avenue

DETROIT
Space 95-D Builders Exchange
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The latest books on travel and biography may

be obtained through the Readers
1

Service The New COUNTRY LIFE June, i 9 i 7

HOTEL*REtiORT'8c*TRAVEL'DEPARTMENT~APPEARING MONTHLY IN TEN FAMOUS MA6A1I N
Century Country Life in America Everybody's Field & Stream Harper's Red Book
Scribner's The Canadian World's Work Two Million Copies— Fifteen Million Readers Monthly

Review of Reviews
TENTH YEAR

Write to these advertisers. Ask Where-to-go Bureau, 8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass,, for re'iable travel Information and advice

AWAY FROM WAR AND WORRY
Have you been wondering where you could enjoy a few weeks of

real rest away from war and worry ?

The greatest Health Resort in the world is located in Battle Creek, a quiet, inland
•ity in picturesque Michigan.

Here you find real
'*

rest " and seclusion, a delicious dietary, health-building baths
and treatments, ample facilities for outdoor diversions and a delightfully informal
social life.

The benefit of a week or two of rest and health-building under ideal conditions

must be experienced to be appreciated.

Write now for free Vacation Booklet.

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM BOX 109-A BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN
RANCELEY MAINE MASSACHUSETTS

One of Maine's finest Inland resort hotels.
In tbe Rangeley region. Fine auto roads-
Trout & salmon Ashing. No black flies or
mosquitos. Golf and all sports on our land.
Spring water. Cuisine unexcelled. Steam-
boat trip across5 lakes to White Mountains
starts at our wharf. Open June first.

Where-to-go forms for July close June 1

NOVA SCOTIA

NOVA SCOTIA
Attractive Log Cabin and

1 Bungalow Life. Comfortable
Hotels and Club Houses on
the edge of the wilderness.
Moderate prices.

Wonderful blue-green bays and silvery

lakes, abounding with salmon, trout,

gaspereaux, and deep-sea fish.

IT'S REAL VACATION
with canoe, rod. and camera

Only a Day's journey from New York
and Overnight from Boston

" Yarmouth Line " steamers connect with

Dominion Atlantic Railway
Writefor particulars on Tour No. 104

R. U. Parker. Gen. Pass. Aft.
Halifax, Nova Scotia

LODGE SftEiraLOUR
Free from flies, mosquitos and hav fever.
Golf, Tennis, Boating, Bathing, Fishing.
Garage. Write for booklet.

HOTEL PILGRIM
PLYMOUTH. MASS.

Offers superior accommodations
at rates which are high enough
to insure the best in service and

cuisine. Golf course adjoining hotel grounds.
Z3 0pen June 15th.to September ftth I

—

HOTEL BUCKMLNSTER
645 BEACON STREET.

Boston's largest. family hotel, beautifully
appointed. Choice suites of any size
for motor parties at reduced rates from
June 1st. to October. Private garage.
Soth hotels management of P. F. Brine.

WILLIAMSTOWN MASS.
?onn, s.swim. Hotel Greylock New

cr™cft
e

y
mmgpool. Williamstown.Mass. seventyc&rs.

" The Villaae Beautiful "
Write Henry N.Teague for Booklet & Rates
WHITE MOUNTAINS N. H.

Heart
of the

White
Mts.

FABYAN HOUSE
FABYAN'S, N. H.

Starting

point of

famous
cog

BROOK SI DE W. VA.
BROOKSIDE INN AND COTTAGES
On the top of the Allegheny Mountains. Altitude
2.500 feet. The most ideal mountain resort in
America. 10 miles from Oakland. Hd., on the B. &
O. H R 18 years under same management. Apply
for booklet. E. J. Kirkpatrick. R F. D. . Oakland. Md.

SWEET SPRINGS WEST VA.
For Safety, Comfort, and Pleasure

Old Sweet Springs
;

ation 2300ft. One
of the best kno^n

and most popular resorts in the Alleghenies. Table
unsurpassed, polite and efficient service. Oolf.
Tennis.- Motoring. Horseback riding. Dancing. Large
swimming pools and mineral water baths. Under
new management ; write for booklet. George O.
Taylor. Mgr. . Sweet Springs, Monroe County, W.Va.

CANADA

railway to summit of Mount Washington.
Wonderful scenic features. Excellent
cuisine. Genteel clientele. All amuse-
ments for patrons of all ages.

ADIRONDACK MTS. N. Y.
0HAWK 4th Lake - Capacity 125. Lat-_____ est equipment, electric-it v,
a Cottages running water every room.

Garage. C. M. Longstatf , Old Forge, N. Y.
M

BELLPORT, L. I., N. Y.

Coldthwalte Inn, on Great South
Bellport, L. I. Bay.Cool.comfort-

ahle.charuiing; sailing,hathing,tennis,golf.
Table supplied from own farm. Circular.

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
C»fe withont peer. Center of things. Tajti fare 2i.c

Roomstl.OOnp; with bath 12 OOnp. Hnmeromfort
to the traveler. A CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Msr

OCONOMOWOC WIS.
Home for the aged. A limited number
of cases. Childishness or old ladies and
gentleman of good family find a suitable
cheerful home and 11/ 1 jl • n„ I

excellentattentionat Waiflneilll rarK
Oconomowoc, Wis. For particulars address
Miss Mary L. Bird, Matron.

WHERE-TO-GO combines the best in adver-
tising with the best in service. Tbousands
come to us for travel advice. The kind we
give, with recommendations for the right
hotels, transportation lines and resorts, is

absolutely reliable. Write WHERE-TO-GO
BUREAU. Boston, for our advice and rates.

'fMl

BANFF
in the

Canadian Pacific Rockies
Walk, Climb. Ride in the Paddle
over the high mountain trails

;

Drive or Coach through glorious
days in the heart of

America's "Fifty Switzerlands
'

Warm stilphar pools for bathing.
Good Pishing. Excellent Golfing.

*

Your Borne in the magnificently
appointed **

Banff Springs Hotel
An important link in the

World's Greatest Highway.
Offers gay social diversion, music, 4

promenades, dancing. f
Liberal stop-over privileges.

Canadian Pacific Railway
Write for information. Tour So. 207

j

F. R. Perry, Gen. Apt, Pass. Dept.

1231 Broadway,

hew York City, i

BAY VIEW MICHICAN
It.MlflVFT BAY vltw MOUSE BAY VIEW, MICH.

J?!v kr,S.i,.
Go|t Tennis. Fisning.Boating, Bathing.

nffneNWrfrEu
:
e AiX a *»<er. Good food 8 Beds

01 l»'.""V!'r Modern, Open June 1st. Rates reasonable

Ft!

RUDYARD KIPLING
AFTER SEVEN YEARS HAS COMPLETED A
NEW BOOK OF SHORT STORIES ENTITLED

"A DIVERSITY OF CREATURES"
FOURTEEN STORIES FOURTEEN NEW POEMS
TO READ THEM IS TO RENEW THE MAGIC OF MANY OF THE GREAT KIPLING
CREATIONS OF THE PAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WITH A NEW UNDERTONE OF THE
WORLD WAR BREAKING FORTH IN AT LEAST TWO STORIES OFTHE HIGHEST GENU'S-

Keen Cloth, Net, $1.50. Red Limp Leather, Net, $1.75

OTHER BOOKS BY KIPLING
Puck of Pook's Hill

Traffics ami Discoveries

The Five Nations
Just So Stories i

Kim
The Day's Work
Stalky & Co.
Plain Tales from the Hills

Life's Handicap
Under the Deodars

Kipling's two war books:

Songs from Books
The Kipling Birthday Book
The Light That Failed
Soldier Stories

The Naulahka
Departmental Ditties
Soldiers Three
Many Inventions
From Sea to Sea
The Seven Seas

Sea Warfare (net, $1.25), and

Actions and Reactions.
Rewards and Fairies

Published by the

CENTURY COMPANY '

(Uniform trith this Edition)

The Jungle Book
Captains Courageous
The Second Jungle Book
Red leather, each, net, $1.75

France at War (net, 60c).

published by DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & CO., garden city, n. y.

they have been accustomed to; and that by close
planting their native condition can be simulated,
for the fronds so shade the soil that the moisture
is held for long periods. Ferns from dry shady
woods should be planted along with those just
mentioned, although they will stand much more
dryness; and species found growing in full sun-
light will grow practically anywhere. These are
the species to use in covering up dry, bare spots
in the yard, and to fill in with under shrubbery.

Walking fern (Camptosorus rhizophyllus) . This fascinating

variety propagates new plants not only in the usual manner of

spore reproduction, but also by having the tips of the fronds

take root where they touch the soil

Lady fern (Athyrium Filix-fzmina) . This plant, growing in a

dry and sunny bare space, reached a height of three feet the first

summer after transplanting

Some ferns are found growing in limestone rock,

and for garden planting, a good home substitute

for this is crushed plaster mixed with some earth;

or crumbling mortar from an old stone house is

even better.

In the fall, when the sap is again descending to

the roots, is the best time to transplant ferns,

though spring plantings readily set themselves,

and leaf out with almost uninterrupted vigor.

Summer, however, is the best time to locate big,

hardy plants; and it is at this season that I have
done most of my transplanting. Few plants, I

have found, die from summer moving, though the

fronds generally break off sooner or later, and the

plants are unsightly for some time; but otherwise

they are none the worse for moving. By fall

the roots are thorough!}' set, and the plants come
up strongly the following spring. In trans-

planting, as much dirt as possible should be taken
up intact with tin- roots, and the whole rolled
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TF you expect to build a garage
to accommodate more than one

automobile, its convenience will be

greatly increased if the doors are

hung so that all can beopen atonce.

STANLEY

hardware
provides this convenience. It is a com-
plete line of Builders' Hardware designed

especially for garage use. It includes

hinges, door holders, latches and bolts

suited to garages of all sizes, costs and
types of construction.

Stanley Garage Door Holders, No. 1774
keep doors from slamming against each
other, or against the outgoing and
incoming cars.

When planning your garage the Stanley Garage
Hardware Catalogue P-6 will he helpful. Send
for it to-day.

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn., IL S. A.

New York Chicago

"Good-
,

the
r
hve'y

. . title or a de-

Morning, lightful novel

r> ,~e-J/" by Miss Con-Rosamond!
st

y
ance Skin_

ner. Rosamond was an out-of-

doors young lady, and she is

fortunately accompanied by
many sympathetic drawings by
Thomas Fogarty, who is an out-

of-doors illustrator.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden Cily, N. Y.

CONCLI

When You Build
please bear in mind that there is still plenty of

White Pine
Send for our free booklet "White Pine in Home-Building."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
2215 Merchants' Bank Building ST. PAUL, MINN.

Birds and Flowers
Attract the birds and otherwise add to
the charm of your garden by using

Wheatley Gar-
den Pottery.

Our catalogue on request

Wheatley Pottery

is weatherproof- and inexpen-
sive. Order direct from the
Pottery. We pay the freight

on all purchases amounting
to $5.00 or over. (U.S.)

WHEATLEY POTTERY
2426 Reading K.I

, Cincinnati, Ohio

EstaHished rtfo. Dtmltrt atttnttn

New England
Vacations

Mt
AddreM Vacation Bureau, 171 Broadway, Room 107, New York

Seashore, Mountains,Woods, Lakes, Islands

Famous hotels, delightful smaller places.

Wonderful Summer Playgrounds
Send for booklets on White Mountains, Maine, New Hampshire

and Vermont Lakes and Woods, Berkshire Hills. Cape Cod, Marthas
Vineyard, Nantucket, Narragansett Bay, Casco Bay, Penobscot Bay,

Desert, Bar Harbor, ana the ocean coast of five states.

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R. — Boeton * Maia* R. K — Maiaa CeatraJ K R.

f/fS, Nantucket and Marthas Vineyard
'

;
lff:ifO:u Vacation Isles of Delight. Golf, fishing, sailing, warm sea-bathing

For booklets write Advertising Dept., Room 450, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., New Haven. Conn.

NANTASKET BEACH MASSACHUSETTS

THE ATLANTIC HOUSE
NANTASKET BEACH
MASS.

Located on ATLANTIC HILL 100 ft. above the sea,
overlooking one of MASSACHUSETTS BAY'S finest

beaches. Unexcelled bathing facilities.

Adapted to the needs of those who desire seashore
refreshment, not too far from the city's activity.

Desirable cottages to let for housekeeping. Meals
may be taken at the hotel whose cuisine is famous.

AWAY FROM ALL FORTIFICATIONS
Outside the field of attraction for land or sea demon-
strations. Within 20 miles of Boston's food supply.

Booklets and rates at Hotel Thorndike, Boston
BOX 21 LINF1ELD DAMON, Manager

WHITE MTS. N. H.

RlSr of thewhite HILLS
11

FOREST Hllu HOTEL FranconiaJU.

Most beautiful location in White

Mts. Coif. Tennis, Fine Roads.

Altitude 1250 ft. Modern Motel

ft Cottages. Enlarqed a qreatly
' improved in 1916-17. Strictly high

~grade. Seasbn.June to October.

Booklet a Rates on application. A WChaffee.

MAINE

York Camps
Loon Lake, Die.

The famous Rangeley region

.

Elvn. 2.500 ft. On high forest
land facing 2 mile lake. With,
private cabins, bath. Fishing.
Golf near by. Oarage.

OTJANANICHE
LODGE & CAMPS

Famous salmon fly-fishing.

Grand Lake opens early. The
3 mile stream opens June 1st.

All comforts. Booklet. W. G.
Rose. Grand LakeStream.Me.

MAINE

Squaw Mt. Inn.
Modern,
restful.

'Moosehead Lake. Fishing.
Beating. Bathing. Tennis.
Hunting in season. Special

rates, families & parties.

A. A. Crafts, G reenville Jt.Me.

Ocean House, YORK
BEACH, ME. Leading hotel,
accom. 200. Private baths.
Orches. Golf, tennis, bathing,
fishing Bnokl't. W. Simpson

For rates and details
write Where-to-go
8 Beacon St.,Boston.

MAINE

M0UNTAINVIEW HOTEL &
COTTAGES. At water's edge.
Rangeley Lake. Best fishing
Outdoor sports. Modern con-
veniences. Good roads. Garage.
Famous table. Booklet. L. G.
Bowley, Mountainview, Me.

These ads. in 2,000.000
magazines each month,
get results.

WEW HAMPSHIRE

HOTEL EASTMAN, North
ConwavN.H. Infamous White
Mts. All comforts. Fineroads.
Golf. Write H. H. Fistman.

THE GRAND, Mont Ternon,
N. H. Grand location over-
looking 4 states. Orchestra.
Modern hotel. Golf Booklet.

THE MONADNOCK
Colebrook. N H Modern. Best
of everything. Village in White
Mts. Fine roads. Trout fishing

Forms for July will
close June 1st.

massachtsetts

BRANT ROCK HOUSE
B-antRnck. Mass MaytoJfoT.
lOOmoms. On Mass. Bay Fine
beach. Ask for illus. booklet.

PILGRIM HOUSE
Proyincetown. Mass. Excel-
lent table. Rooms with or
without bath.

RHODE ISLAND

Cold Spring House, Wick-
ford. R. I. Near Narra. Pier.

Tennis, bathing; homo table.

Booklet. Carpenter A Wright.

Not only does it heat with large-

volume's of freshly heated, fresh air; but

it automatically mixes with its freshness,

just the right healthful amount of

moisture.

That it is positive in action and eco-

nomical in operation, there are abundant
proofs.

Let us send you some interesting

printed matter that will give you some
conclusive facts for comparing Kelsey

Health Heat with all other heats.

NEW YORK
103-D Park Avenue

BOSTON
405-D P. O. Square Building

231

THE [CeL5EV
WARM AIR GENERATOR I

-

CHICAGO
2767-D Lincoln Avenue

DETROIT
Space 95-D Builder* Exchange

James Street, Syracuse, New York
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UP-STAIRS or down,
in bed-room, living-

room, or even the

kitchen, the porcelain-like

white beauty of Vitralite, the

Long-Life White Enamel, is

not fleeting — it gives service

— long, enduring service.

It will not crack, peel off nor

turn yellow. Washing will not

harm it.

So durable is Vitralite that it

lasts longer than ordinary paint on

exterior work, and yet it possesses

all the delicacy of finish so de-

sirable for the best interior work.
Vitralite covers so much surface, that it is

really economical, whether you are just

"touching-up" a bit of furniture or having'

yuur whole house refinished, be it large or

small.

Vitralite may now be had in a number of

popular authoritative tints.

«ra«fl»»-FLOOR
[°]rlL VA1M8K
LIKE Vitralite, beautiful, but

. above all long-lasting —
that is "61" Floor Varnish.

It wears a lustre of refinement

that is not dimmed by the pas-

sage of many feet.

"61" is not only water-proof

but it is heel-proofand mar-proof.

Time tells, and it is a long, long

time before time tells on "61"

Floor Varnish.

A "61" floor needs no atten-

tion ; wash it whenever you wish,

with soap and water— that is all.

Send for Descriptive Booklets and

sample panels finished with Vitralite and
"61" Floor Varnish.

The quality of P&L Varnish Products has

always been their strongest guarantee:

Our established policy is full satisfaction

or money refunded.

Pratt & Lambert-Inc
Varnish Makers 68 Years

113 Tonawanda Street. Buffalo. N. Y.

In Canada. 57 Courtwright Street. Bridzebure, Ontario.

rtvmni:
PAL Varnish Products are made for a great variety of purposes. Used by painters, specified by architects, and sold by paint

and hardware dealers everywhere. Write us about your varnishing problems.

Follow the Friendly R,oa.d

If you welcome books that take you out of the

bicker of daily routine, plant you on a hilltop

in morning air, wash you with the clean rain and
blow upon you with healthy eye-opening winds

—try David Grayson. His books are a philoso-

phy of even, genial, grateful common sense,

teaching a love of the goodly plain things the

Lord has given us, the smells, sights, sounds, touches and tastes of the country; the

wealth of love that lies in the hearts of humble men. You come away from these

books with re-sharpened sense of the colour, perfume and ecstasy of daily living.

Do you know David Grayson's books?

ADVENTURES IN CONTENTMENT ' THE FRIENDLY ROAD
ADVENTURES IN FRIENDSHIP HEMPFIELD

At all book shops. Cloth $1.50, leather $1.75. Doubleday, Page & Company, Publishers

David Grayson says:

"There is nojoy comparable to the making of

a friend, and the more resistant the material

the greater the triumph .... no realfriend-

ship is ever made without an initial clashing

which discloses the metal of each to each."

into a newspaper for convenience and safety

carrying. They should not be watered befo

planting, for instead of freshening them, it ten

to wilt them. If, however, they have been o

of soil some time and are wilted, a thorflr

soaking will help to bring them up. Roots, alon

should always be soaked in a bucket of wat
but when covered with dirt, care should be tak

to prevent the dirt from washing off. Af-

planting they should be watered, and again eve

day for a week, after which they require no a

tention, unless the weather be exceptionally d

In preparing a place for ferns, a little enrichi

of the soil will well repay the gardener, thou

almost any soil will grow some species. Ri

leaf-mould from the woods is ideal; but a mi
tureof last year's leaves and well rotted manure
more convenient for most people, and prov es

excellent soil.

Probably the best soil in any region is foun

right among the fern roots of plants grown,

upon rocks, where the vegetation has decayed ar

piled up for years. This soil is particularly sum
to rock species.

Ferns have few enemies, and come up ye;

after year increased in size and vigor. One i

two species are sometimes attacked in the fall h

insects, but with the exception of spoiling a fel

fronds, they do the plant no injury. In case
<[

accident to the fronds, new ones soon take the

place, for nature has provided the plants

leaf buds for years to come, and on injury to 01

set, sends out another to replace the old. In foil

weeks' time, after a severe hail storm, some planj

which I had under observation had fully groi

fronds.

And to those who can find pleasure in havii)

ferns in their garden, let me say that they «

find infinitely more happiness in knowing ;d

about them, and that such knowledge can read

be gained from any one of a half dozen sim|

textbooks.
Raymond Wheatley Moore.

PORTABLE POULTRY FENCES

!

N MY poultry and garden wo

I have found portable framt

3x6 feet in size and covered will

inch-mesh poultry netting, ver

convenient. The frames are ligl

and easy to handle and can 1

used in many ways. Two of them set up i

the form of a V as shown in the illustratii

make an excellent temporary yard for sm;;

chickens. If a covered yard be desired, tl

frames may be set up A shaped, with a thii

The portable fence in use

frame or a board at the end. A square ya

is made by -fastening several frames together

the ends, there being a screw eye at the ti

and bottom of each frame through which a bei

wire is slipped. In spring and fall, when tl

chickens are running in the garden, the conten

of the hotbeds are protected by laying tl

frames over the beds, they being just the size

the sash used.

This season when I wanted to prevent t

sparrows entering the barn through an op

window, I simply set one of these frames again

the window; the birds could not pass tluou:

the small mesh. Also, I trained some chmbu

cucumbers over two of the frames. I am co

stantly finding new uses for these frames ar

should not like to be without them.
E. I. Farrington
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CORD TIRES
Cushions of Sase and Siege

'(>l(>RI\(i i uns merry as a

^f^^T bell when you drive on thosi

I iisf and tlttanct—Silvertown Cord
Tire* tfld»IHirktd vrtth the Red Double Diamond.

Look m(>> tli.H kind sect inn of .1 Silvittown tin-,

and trad in its sturdy, rubbrr-saturatfd cable-
cord its resilience] its |ajo/tiwsreetfi|

iTitnnmv, smonthtr-ndin^ comfort,

and prolonged miltarr ynu can
not aHnid tn In' without. ^^k%\

" Silvertowns make all cars high-grade

DAHLIAS-" and Specialty
As the third generation of Dahlia growers, we but follow family tra-

ditions, that hand the Dahlia down to us as the most easily grown and
most decorative of all flowers. We consider them a heritage, know
most by their names, love them all and look forward to the time when
everybody will feel toward them as we do.

We Grow Many of the Best Sorts
Illustrated in this Issue of Country Life

N\e cannot grow all of them so we grow only the best. As practical

growers we have long since discounted those with poor foliage, weak
stems or imperfect flowers. Our intimate knowledge of the cut-flower
market has taught us the requisites of a perfect Dahlia. Those mea-
suring up to highest standards, we grow in large enough quantities to
enable us to offer them at reasonable prices.

Call OTl 11^ or make it a point to see our exhibit at the Mineola Fair. During
August and September, the acres of Dahlias growing on our farms

prove the centre of constant admiration of hundreds of visitors. Should you find it im-
possible to see our Dahlias in all their glory this summer, write us for flowers of the kinds
that interest you. Let us mail you our free catalogue describing the leading favorites.

Long Island Dahlia Gardens
Finger Brothers, Mgrs.

Hicksville, Long Island, New York
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LINENS FOR THE COUNTRY HOUSE

wHETHER or not the

war is having any ef-

fect on the linen

market, certainly the prices on
some articles are lower than
usual, a condition attributed by
some to the long-continued strife

and the cheapness of the labor

that produces these textiles and

needlework. Be that as it may,
this is a timely opportunity to

pick up genuine bargains in

household linens and especially

7i$ regards those articles trimmed
with lace, which are usually

considered luxuries.

Lace edged towels are among
the things on this list. Very
rich looking ones are to be had
in broken lots, and really one
does not care to have duplicates

of such needlework, at most reasonable prices.

The majority of these are of buck with three-

to six-inch wide Italian lace edgings, while

many have an embroidered pattern between
lines of faggoting besides the lace border. In

these the lace is much narrower, three inches

or less, their prices varying according to the

work, and one can form an opinion as to what

There is exceptional value in this bed set, composed of two large towels, two cloth?, and a mat of excellent

quality, at $5

period. The linen is sheerer

and finished with a four-inch

hem, either double hemstitched
or faggotted; and instead of

knotty looking embroidery,

there are insets of weblike

antique lace. In the more elab-

orate ones there is also a running
five-inch width of insertion that,

when the cover is spread, lies

not on the bed but hangs just

beneath the edge which gives

the bed as well as the cover a

softet,look.

These lace trimmed spreads

come also in a fine cotton scrim

that is very graceful. These,

however, have more faggotting,

there being one at the top of the

three-inch hem and one row
four inches above that, and

while the hem itself is trimmed with two-inch

antique point, there is less lace in the centre

and that is well distributed.

Then, too, there are some very sensible

spreads of narrow ribbed pique for summer
use, that scalloped, edged, and monogrammed
in the centre are very good-looking and ser-

viceable.

Plain huck toilet towels at $6.75 per dozen, fancy ones at

$7.50, guest (huck) ones at $3.75, and an individual lace

one at 75 cents

this might be by being told that

the guest towel with lace inset

in the left hand picture is only

75 cents.

Cross stitching still holds its

own in the matter of decoration.

Not only is it used for table and
bed sets, but for the heavier

toilet aids as well, the newest
bath sets being monogrammed
in this work; the smartest of

these have the chief initial out-

lined with a single running
thread of black. It will be seen

at once how effective this will

make a blue-bordered white
mat, monogrammed in the
middle in the same blue, with
the centre letter so accentuated.

Incidentally, the marking of

such sets has become more

Luncheon sets of Brussels lace are seldom found in such quality of de-
sign and work as this of twenty-five pieces at $195

formal; the letters are very simple in design and well

proportioned, in either oval, round, or square shaped
monogram, the whole being enclosed in a band the

width of the widest stitching in the letter.

Linen bedspreads have taken a new lease on life

this season, which is a relief from the ornate ancient

brocades from China and Italy that have overdressed

beds during recent years. The linen ones shown are

more like the ones of our childhood than those of a later

Next to lace itself in effect is a jour work. This pattern comes in centrepiece, runner, doilies, and
napkins, at a very reasonable price and will lend richness to any board

A well woven pattern in fine huck is as effective as em-

broidery. These towels cost, the dozen, left, $15, right,

$12.50

Another of these tub bed cov-

erings is one of coarse damask

that has a group of blue lines

making a two-inch stripe alter-

nating with a plain white one of

the same width, and over the

whole climbs a woven tracery

vine. The rolled hem is finished

with a dainty picot edging that

is very effective.

Picot edging shares honors

with cross stitching for the

simple table sets, though the lat-

ter in two colors on raw linen

seems somewhat the more in de-

mand. However, the oblong

shaped doilies, called abbey

cloths, are finished with a coarse

picot that robs them of their

otherwise monastic simplicity

and adapts them to any use.
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In this Hand-woven Seamless Aubusson Carpet, imported by W. 6- J. SLOANE, the beautiful

Louis Seize design is composed of a soft cream ground, enlivened by delicate chintz colorings,

with inner and outer borders of rose. Size 12 ft. x 8 ft. 6 in. Price $650.

Hand-VVovenAubusson Rugs
The vivacity of the French supplies the most desirable motif for the

dainty furnishings of the Drawing Room, Music Room and Boudoir.

To complete such a room the ideal floor covering is the Hand'

Woven Aubusson Carpet.

Superb examples are to be found in our stock ; and, notwithstanding

the war, such carpets especially designed by our French artists for

particular schemes of decoration, are now being made abroad.

Skilled advice—the result of long experience—is at your service.

W. &. J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET NEW YORK
WASHINGTON, D. C. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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BY APPOINTMENT

TO THtlH MAJESTIES
THE KINO AND QUEEN

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS and
SILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue
In London: 22, Old Bond Street

A MAGNIFICENT TRAY, TWENTY- FIVE INCHES IN DIAMETER, MADE
IN LONDON IN 1780 BY JOHN CROUCH AND THOMAS H A N NAM

.

THE ARMS IN THE CENTRE ARE THOSE OF SIR GEORGE READE.
BART. ATTENTION IS DRAWN TO THE FINE PIERCED BORDER
DECORATED WITH CHASED MEDALLIONS.

THE ABOVE HALL MARKS APPEAR ON THE TRAY

RARE
PIECES;

also TEA and COF-
FEE SERVICES of
OLD ENGLISH SILVER
from the Queen Anne and
Georgian periods—sold in the
New York and Chicago Galleries
at London prices. Reproductions
of superb workmanship are made
by the House from famous
models. Also Table Silver of
exclusive patterns— moderate
prices.

33

All goods purchased of
Crichton Bros, are delivered
express charges prepaid
throughout the United States.

Some Decorations for the Out of Doors

SO MANY inquiries have come to me for relief panels for porch an
garden use, that it may be interesting to many to mention th
graceful concrete one reproduced here which speaks for itself in th

matter of grace and proportion. It is really incredible that a mold coul
turn out so finished looking a work. Note the filminess of the draperie
which are neither blurred themselves nor do they obscure the lines of th
figures that seem hand modeled, so plastic are they. Then, too, th

color of this pam
is noteworthy ft

its warmth. \
these elements (

art are to be cor

sidered in seleci

ing such a piec

I his one wi
prove highly sal

isfactory eithe
as an overmai
tel piece or

the garden \va

Its size is 34^

17I inches, ii

price, #10. Tl
same pattern i

plaster is £5.

Apropos of th

subject, the ba

kets of fruits an

flowers of carve

This concrete frog is a four-foot giant. With two replicas of himself,
stone

> SO SOUgl

front feet resting on the basin rim, he spouts water far into the pool fty lovers of It:i

ian antiques, a

now to be had in concrete quite as decorative and at much lower cost.

The frog shown here is a concrete giant. Four feet long, he is fine

modeled and proportioned. The picture does no justice to his masculi
beauty, nor does it tell that he was designed to be used in triplicate aroui

There is much grace in this classic panel of dancing women, whose freedom of movement
enhanced by noteworthy molding and color work and it is very low in cost

a large pool with his fore feet resting on its rim, though sitting on the ear

while spouting water far into the pool. It is an interesting conception.

More restful than concrete is the good-looking garden swing seen he:

whose pale green canvas top is striped with a darker shade that is seen all

or *he cushions, while the seat upholstered in green linen offers the last wo
ir jmfort. The well braced back is comfortably padded while arms on t

e 5 give further ease. The stand is $5.25; the awning, $7.50; the hammoi
$ j. 25; the pillows, $4. J. C. M

To-day one can have his favorite and becoming color in garden hammocks at no advanced <

and there is nothing pleasanter than being comfortable in mind as well as body
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The Estey Residence Organ

IN the Estey Residence Organ all the musical

beauties of a full orchestra are combined

in a single instrument's glorious range of tone.

The Estey Organist, operating by means of

rolls which may be obtained for any musical

composition, puts all the resources of the Estey

Residence Organ at the disposal of the music

lover without technical skill.

Appointments may be made for private reci-

tals at any Estey Studio.

THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY, Brattleboro, Vermont

^ ,„ NEW YORK, 25 West 45* Street PHILADF.LPHIA, 1701 Wain, Street BOSTON, 120 Boston Street LOS ANGELES, 332 Sou* Broody
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The Vogue of

Painted Furniture

he cabinetmakers of olden times

left no finer heritage than the beau-

tiful Painted Furniture bequeathed

to posterity by the Brothers Adam.

Happily, indeed, this delightful

J fashion of Georgian days is wit-

nessing a revival at this time. Ex-

emplifying this revival is the exquisite

Painted Furniture available at no

prohibitive cost in these Galleries

— quaint little groups for the Break-

fast Porch, charming day-beds and

other pieces for the Chamber and

Boudoir, graceful chairs and consoles

for the more formal rooms, each

object decorated in harmonious
restraint.

JTT The collection on view in this

jU interesting establishment for

two-score years devoted exclusively to

Furniture, recalls every historic epoch

in all the cabinet-woods. Included

are many unusual pieces not else-

where retailed.

#]T Suggestions may be gained from de luxe

prints of well appointed interiors, sent

gratis upon request.

Grand Rapids Rimiture Company
INCORPORATED

34~36West 32 n
-2 Street

New^brk City

Some Useful New Things

T IS remarkable how much cork is being

used in the house these days. It is quite

commonly used for bathroom floors in place

of tiles and marble, and if not used over the entire

Boor space, it is inserted beside the tub to insure

safety in descending into and in leaving it.

I

Not only does cork find favor for this use, but

also for stool and chair seats in the bathroom.
The one shown here is a good example of a cork-

seated bath chair. Excellently proportioned,

finished with white enamel and non-slip rubber
foot pads, it sells at jSu.

The table seen here, of the gate-leg variety, is

console in form when the movable leg is closed,

as pictured, and when open the top is slightly

oval. These points adapt it admirably for the

porch or small house where space must be con-

served. Of mahogany it sells at $13.50.

The quaint
little individual

coffee pot with
creamer and
sugar jugs ar-

ranged in stack

form is another
interesting
thing that will

appeal to the
summer host-

ess, who must
consider this

season theques-
tion of prepar-

ing breakfast

trays by a much
depleted service

corps, for the
men are already

going off to do
their bit. This
porcelain pot
will save much

polishing of silver and it comes at the small price

of $1.25.

Metal trays require a steady hand else the
glasses will slip, while wood seems to hold them
quite safe, thus the tray whose inlaid decoration
names its use will be ideal for the inexperienced
hand and it is very inexpensive.

J. C. M.

THE ORIGINAL — GENUINE

ROWE'S GLOUCESTER

Bed HAMMOCK,

The Rowe represents all-quality construction—built

up to an ideal and not down to a price. That is why
the Rowe has been standard in bed hammocks for

thirty years and used exclusively at select summer
resorts, clubs, camps and by people who know values

and demand absolute efficiency and comfort. Fur-

nished in either (government standard) non-fadeable
U. S. Khaki or 21-oz. white sail duck that will

resist wind, weather and rough usage

—

Costs a few dollars more, but will outlast ten one-

season hammocks. Is the only hammock you can

afford to buy.

We prepay charges Send for our catalogue

E. L. Rowe & Son, Inc.
Makers of Tents and Hammocks for the U. S. Gov't.

4 Water Street, Gloucester, Mass.

New Ideas in Furniture

THESE beds are part of an inex-

pensive bedroom suite, charac-

teristic of the handsome designs <

which may be chosen here for your

country home.
Many interesting dining and bed- I

room suites of Painted and Enamelled

Furniture, decorated individually, are

now being shown for the first time.

W. A. HATHAWAY CO
62 West 45th St. New Yor

Dials to order for any latitude. Guaranteed
to record sun time to the minute. Illus-

trated detailed information sent upon re-

quest.
Ask. for /older

520 Fifth Avenue New York City

Branches: Brooklyn, Detroit, St. Paul, Minne-
apolis, Dondon, Paris

=Marble=

D
Mantels Benches ,

dun Dial Pedestals

Fountains Consoles—

'

SlfLABER&CO.
• IV Established 1849

21 West 39th St., N. Y.
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I 'ARK AVKNUK AT 57HJ STKKET
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HE Hayden

Company
has at all

times suit'

able Furniture and Fabrics

for Georgian rooms— as'

sembled with old pieces

from rare collections.

SB

j4 lighted lamp is the

most conspicuous object

in a room; it should

be a thing of beauty

in complete harmony

with Us surroundings.

LAMPS of distinction fashioned from authentic

Chinese porcelains and embroideries, uniquely

decorative in form and color, rich in the mystically

interesting detail which is the peculiar appeal of all

Chinese works of Art.

Lighted or unhghced they are equally beautiful, and

will add to your country home that decorative and

distinctive note that is so difficult to achieve.

EDWARD I. FARMER
CHINESE ARTS AND DECORATIONS
Five West Fifty sixth Street. NEW YORK «_ fill

Alnwick Bedspreads
Beautiful creamy white bedspreads with
elaborate designs worked entirely by hand,

and finished with hand tied fringe

We make the spreads to order without extra charge and
also make pillow covers and valances. The spreads

may be used on any style of bed. If preferred, they
can be had without fringe, or with fringe on the sides

only, for beds twith footboards. The prices are from
$l6 to $30. We will gladly send a number of designs

on approval if references are given.

THE HANDWORK SHOP
57 Market St. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Alnwick Bedspreads are an investment for they last a lifetime.
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Look at your radiator
it's in the window recess,

Or T A/^ ' covers
>

J/l&/<2C/Va^ finished

Then look at the radiator in the illustration-

but is concealed by a Ja-Nar'.

your radiator with an art cabinet

to match oak, mahogany, mission

(An automatic heat control) or any other wood or enamel.

But beauty is only one feature of the Ja-Nar'. In winter it has another.

The Sylphon temperature control which it contains, makes it automatically

and uniformly keep whatever temperature you want in your home. Place the

Ja-Nar' over your radiator and there's no more need of turning the radiator on

and off, or constantly opening and closing windows.

It can be installed on any radiator—there are

no connections, no wires, no pipes, and no ex-

pense to operate. Satisfaction is guaranteed.

Send the coupon for Catalogue A. It tells all

about the Ja-Nar'. Please give the name of your

Furniture Dealer or Dealer in heating supplies.

The Fulton Company
141 Broadway
New York

Knoxville

Tennessee
Insurance Exchange

Chicago, 111.

THE FULTON CO., New York, Knoxville or Chicago. Send Catalogue A, lo name and address on margin.

My dealer's name and address are:

Vases in the Garden of Mrs. F. H. Hiscock, Syracuse, N. Y.

Do you want to add charm and dignity to your home grounds?
Nothing will help to accomplish the result quite so well as gar.
den ornaments, carefully selected. In our studios we are show-
ing a wide range of unusually attractive designs reproduced in
Pompeian Stone, a composition that is practically everlasting.

Sendfor latest illustrated catalogue

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
221 Lexington Avenue New York City

Danersk
Decorative
Furniture
Do >ou realize the

beauty of a bedroom set
done in colors and de-
sign th.it are developed
from a charming Eng-
lish Print?

Letters from all over
this laud are telling us
of the satisfaction that
such settings are giving
the people who have
purchased them.
We are the makers

—

from log to finished
piece. We have every
modern facility for im-
mediate decoration of
your choice from our
complete line.

Tell us the pieces you desire and we will send sample of fabric

and suggestion for color schemes. COMPLETE INDIVIDU-
ALITY: The beavtlfhl pieces in the pMt wen* made fur Un-

people who pnrebused.them.

Write to-day for our complete Catalogue "D-6,"
or catl at Exhibition Rooms.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

PORTFOLIO OF MODEL ROOMS sent upon
receipt of 20 cents in stamps or coin.

BERKLEYS GAY
FURNITURE COMPANY
180 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.

113-119 West 40th Street, New York

Softening Summer Lighting

OWING to the customs of the season,
artificial lighting for the summer home
requires more shading than for the

longer hours of winter, and any new methods of
screening are always looked upon with favor.

Several good-looking things of this sort are to

be seen in the shops, the most original of w hich

are generous-sized shields of pierced metal grace-

fully shaped
and daintily
painted. Sucn
an one is seen
in the middle
picture decor-

ated with a

W at tea u-1 ike

scene in pastel

colors on a buff

ground, gar-
landed by natu-

ral tinted flow-

ers. It is so

arranged that

it can screen

either a single

bracket light or

a cluster of
lights, and may
also be used for

a table lamp. It is, however, seen to best ad-
vantage with a sizeable candle sconce. These
may be had in various sizes and colors to order.

This one is \$\ inches long and costs #9.50.
The Chien-lung screen at the foot of the column

is an antique of exceptional beauty and is ideal

for a large table lamp in the drawing room or on
the living porch of a country house, as much
because of its atmosphere of the out of doors as

for its beauty of color. It is of carved porcelain,

delicately tinted, the branches, flowers, etc.

being in natural colors on a soft green field, the

outer ivory ground throwing the design into a

strong relief that is balanced by the carved teak

frame, which slides easily from its mounting,

24 x 12J inches, it sells at $100.

The lacquer lamp with silk lined shade that

gives only a luminous glow, sells at $15.

J. C. M.
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The Radiator Bugaboo

Overcome with

Decorative Metal Grilles

SO skillfully is it possible

to enclose radiators with
harmonious treatments of wood
panelings, combined with OUT Showing the complete circulation

decorative metal grilles, that ^..insuring economy of heating

their obtrusive objectionable-
ness is entirely overcome. Let us make suggestions. Send
for catalogue 66-A.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

New York

DREICERaCO
,
feu <

/>
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Oriental Pearls of rare
PERFECTION ARK ALWAYS TO
BE FOUND IN GREAT NUM-
BERS [N THE DREICER COL-
LECTION .Pearl Nk< klaces,

Pearl Ropes, Pearl Or-
naments, Pearl Pins,
Pearl Rjngs, Specimen
Round Pearls, Specimen
dhol Pearls

BBANCM AT CHICAGO

For Country House and Seashore

303 103 Piece Dinner Set— Decoration is in nat-

ural colors, the bird being blue with bright-
colored tail, and flowers in blue, reddish
brown and white. Complete, $35.00.

Items in set:

12 Dinner Plates ff>x

12 Entree Plates 5.C

12 Tea Plates 4.00

is Bread and
Butter Plates 3.00

19 Soup Plates 5.00
13 Preserve

Saucers 2.50

la Tea-cuns and
Saucers J5.00

1 Platter, 10 In. 1.35
1 Platter, 14 in. 3.50
1 Baker, 8 in. 1.00

1 Casserole. Sin. 3.00
1 Sauce-boat

and stand 1.50
Other items can be supplied

9005 The blue band, *p>nk rose and green leaf

decoration of this glassware marks it as

distinctively Bohemian. The colors are those

which have been combined in peasant orna-

mentations for generations. Complete set

of 48 pieces as illustrated, $40.00.

12 Goblets 512.00

13 Champagnes 12.00

13 Cocktails 10.00

12 Highballs 10.00

Other items can be supplied

OVINGTON'S
china and glass-

ware have caught the

spirit of the country

—

and theseashore—and
portrayed it in a wide
variety of dainty
summertime decora-
tions. Glassware, for

instance, banded with
charming designs of
pink roses and green
leaves;and china, with
flowers and birds in

natural colors, are un-
expectedly moderate
in price.

Send for the netc Chxngton

Gift Book

OVINGTON'S
312-314 Fifth Ave.

New York
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Cover Your Walls With Cloth
The walls of a well-fumished room should be rich in texture, quiet in coloring and sub-

dued in pattern to form the perfect background for pictures, furniture and hangings.

FAB-RIK-ONA Interwovens
A heavy cloth wall covering with characteristic cross weave is the ideal material for this pur-

pose. It is hung like wall paper. A wide variety of fast-to-light plain shades and artistic designs..

Send for samples. We will gladly help you with your decorating problems

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS COMPANY, 483 Arch Street, Bloomfield, N. J.

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.50 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

MRS. M ARShALL S School lor Liftle Girls. A home-like boarding

and day school for girls under fifteen, affording an abundance of

healthful recreation and fitting pupils for the leading boarding

schools of the East. Tuition $1,000. Briarcliff Manor. New York.

Tennessee, Nashville, Box 35. Belmont Heights.

Ward-Belmont for girls and young women.
A school of national patronage and prestige, located in the South. Strong

Faculty and half million dollar equipment, affording superior facilities for

physical, intellectual, social and moral development. Ideal climate and health

record. Opened Sept. 20. For catalogue and book of views address as above.

The Readers' Service will help you

solve your garden problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

Landscape Architecture
Summer Course, June 25—August 4

Special summer courses for owners of private estates, stu-
dents in professional schools and all interested in gardening
and city planning. Instruction by Ralph R. Root, Charles
Mulford Robinson, N. P. Hollister. Ideal location on
grounds of Lake Forest College, near Chicago. Two ex-
cellent arboreta used for plant study. Opportunity to
study unusual variety of private estates, gardens and pub-
lic grounds. Also three weeks' course in City Planning.
Correspondence invited. Descriptive circular free. Address

LAKE FOREST COLLEGE, Lake Forest, Illinois

At The Family Table
For the complete, correct and perfect
illumination of your home, specify
S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

Wonderful Reproductions of Genuine Old Virginia
Antique Furniture

You furnish your home once in a life-

time, so why fill it with ordinary every-
day furniture? Every article we sell

is an authentic reproduction of an orig-

inal antique, is made in our own factory
and is as low in price, if not lower, than
other furniture of the same quality.

Write for pictures and prices on furni-

ture for living, dining or bed room.
riCTC, We have a choice line of gifts
VJlT IO. from $1.50 up. Write for pictures.

GUARANTE El Our goods are guaranteed to

please. You have the privilege of returning
them if not entirely satisfied.

BIGGS ANTIQUE CO.
88? £. Franklin Street, Richmond,Va.

Is Your Country Home for Sale?

The purchaser must be some one whose tastes and
means are on a par with your own. The best field

in which to find such a one is among the other

readers of The New Country Life. The only way
to reach them is through our Real Estate Direc-

tory. For information, address

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
The New Country Life 11 W. 32d St., New York City

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
FOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY

ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

DRAINAGE RECLAMATION AND
DUAL RESULTS
HE drainage of swamp lands on a

large scale has two main and dis-

tinct results, and it is hard to say
which is the more important in its

relation to human welfare. In
the first place, since swamps are

the breeding places of mosquitoes and since mos-
quitoes are the only natural means of transmitting
yellow fever and malaria, it follows that the
destruction of these breeding haunts automatic-
ally checks the spread of these diseases, and
paves the way for their complete extermination
over large areas. The histories of the cleaning
up of Cuba and of the Canal Zone supply abun-
dant testimony as to the practicability and value—economic and humanitarian—of thus lessen-

ing the "white man's burden" of preventable
diseases.

In the second place, practically every acre of

drainable swamp represents potential crop rais-

ing farm land, an additional contribution to the

campaign for a more abundant, less costly food

supply. This potential value is rarely placed

above #3 or #4 an acre, but with the investment
of from £3 to $10 for drainage and from #12 to

#30 for subsequent clearing of timbered areas,

this theoretical value rapidly changes to a very

real one ranging upward from a minimum of

#50 or even more per acre, not including the

worth of the timber obtained in clearing. What
this means to the country as a whole is gradually

revealed when it is noted that there are approxi-

mately 75,000,000 acres of such land distributed

among thirty-nine states. The largest state

acreages are, roughly, 18,560,000 in Florida,

9,600,000 in Louisiana, 6,173,000 in Mississippi,

5,832,000 in Minnesota, 5,760,000 in Arkansas,

3,420,000 in California, and 3,000,000 in Virginia;

and, generally speaking it is in these states that

the greatest progress is being made in swamp
reclamation. Of course this work differs from

the drainage operations of the individual farmer

in that it involves territory owned by different

parties and, frequently, located in two or more
adjoining counties or states. Consequently
there arise fundamental details and problems

of a social and legislative nature which it has

taken a great deal of study and considerable

experience to adjust and solve satisfactorily.

Some of these are outlined and explained in a

report issued by the Chamber of Commerce
the United States, which, after calling attenti

to the opportunities mentioned above, discuss

some of the administrative and constructi

issues as follows:

The work of swamp reclamation is practically all

done by private enterprise, sometimes by individuals,

sometimes by chartered companies, but more often

by cooperative organizations in the form of what are

known as drainage districts. The districts are formed

usually by the majority, sometimes two-thirds, of the

persons who own the lands to be drained and who signify

their desire, according to certain legal methods, that

such lands be drained. If a petition be approved,

then all action from that time is according to certain

definite and carefully prescribed legal procedure and

under the care and supervision of state authorities.

Every possible precaution is exercised to make it a

strictly business proposition, free from speculation ant!

exploitation for personal gain.

Taxes are levied upon the land to pay the initial

expenses, and after that, drainage bonds, as they art

called, are issued, for the continuing costs and foi

the completion of the work. Taxes are levied annualh

to pay the interest and the principal on the bonds,

which are a first lien on the land, the same as an\

state taxes. The bonds bear from 5 to 6 per cent

interest, and run from twenty to forty years, beinj

generally on the amortization plan. They are usualh

regarded as sound securities and safe investments

Both laws and methods of procedure differ somewhat ir

details in the various states, but are essentially the

same in the principles involved and the results attained

In the engineering problem of drainage there an

usually three principles involved: first, provision foi

the disposal of the water from the surrounding water

shed or more elevated land; second, taking care 0:

the surplus precipitation upon the drained land, 01

run off, as it is technically called; third, protectioi

against backwater or overflow from neighbonni

rivers in times of flood, to which may be added

pumping station to dispose of the run off when th>

waters of the neighboring river are so high that the\

will not take the run off from the district.

The drainage districts in southeast Missouri an

southern Louisiana embody all of these principle

and may be taken as typical of the difficulties am

accomplishments of the drainage problem.

The Little River district in southeast Missouri 1
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THE PERMUTIT COMPANY
JO Eaat 42nd Straat. Naw York
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HANDEl/°
clomps

TliE spirit of the summer boudoir wilh its light, delicate draperies is

reflected in this Handel Lamp. The charming floral design makes it an
attractive gift for the June bride or the girl graduate. Handel Lamps,
created by expert craftsmen from exclusive designs, are noted for their

individuality.

Aik pour dealer lo thow you Lamp No. 6481 or write for llluttrated booklet.

THE HANDEL COMPANY, 382 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn.

at u/xoress cJnclivicluali^

LEED INC.

xv 1/orACity

Plant Dahlias in June
FOR EXHIBITION BLOOM

We are headquarters for varieties F. R.
Austin, America, Kalif, John Wanamak-
er, Mina Burgle, Hortulanus Witte,
Ethel Maule and all the other leading
new and standard sorts.

We Grow " The World'sBestDahlias

and that is the title of our annual cata-

logue— sent on request and without
obligation.

Accurately describing all the best new and
standard varieties in Cactus, Decorative, Giant
Flowering, Show, Fancy, Pompon, Pseony, Du-
plex, Collarette, Anemone, Century and Single.

Natural color reproductions of new Decoratives,

"Dr. Tyrrell" and "Minnie Burgle" and 38 beau-
tiful half-tone illustrations of the distinct types.

The road to success is easy even to the novice
with the aid of new book "The Dahlia" by the ac-

knowledged American Authority who has had thirty-

two years' practical experience. 50c. postpaid.

Free
request.

To aid Country Life readers we will send eight

page folder with cultural directions free on

Peacock Dahlia Farms, Berlin, New Jersey
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"Make it plain and simple and true."
—James J. Hill to his Biographer

Now In Book Form

THE LIFE OF

JAMES J. HILL
By Joseph Gilpin Pyle

Personally selected by James J. Hill to write this biography,

and given exclusive access to Mr. Hill's private papers.

JAMES J. HILL took the St. Paul and Pacific when it was nothing but "two
streaks of rust and a right of way" and with it built an Empire.
Some people called it "Jim Hill's luck." Those who were familiar with

the years of hard work and struggle and training of the man in the making knew
better.

f]T This human and inspiring story is here told for the first time in its complete,
31 authorized form. James J. Hill's Rules for Business Success and the full de-

tails of the famous Hill-Harriman fight.

tf|T Of Jim Hill, the frontier lad in his log cabin; of his early dreams, his romance;
^1 of his life as a shipping clerk in St. Paul when Minnesota's first shipment of

flour passed through his hands; of his ambition at one time to amass a fortune of

$100,000, and of his adventurous trips by dog sled in the dead of Winter far into

the Canadian frontier; of the gradual respect and confidence which square business

methods won for him in the community; and of his dramatic coup and later busi-

ness vision through which he built up a great Northwestern Empire.

As the "plain and simple and true" story of one of the great figures in this

country's history, this biography will appeal to every American.

At all Bookstores. Two Volumes, Boxed, Net, $5.00

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. Garden City, N. Y.

"Reading Selma. Lagerlof is like sitting in

the dusk of a Spanish cathedral—certainly

one has been on holy ground."
—Hugo Alfven, the Stoedish composer

THE NORTHLAND EDITION: nine of her
greatest work* in limp leather binding now
ready. (Each, net, $1. 75. ) Send for booklet.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

"Mum
(as easy to use as to say)

gently neutralizes

all body odors

Just a finger-tip of this snow-white cream

applied here and there after the morning

bath, preserves one's sense of personal clean-

liness throughout the hottest day. Harmless

to skin and clothing. A jar lasts a long while.

25c—at drug- and department-stores

"Mum" is a Trade Mark registered in the Patent Office

"MUM" MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia

Have You Read

TheLightningConductor
Discovers America
By C. N.& A. M. Williamson

The Authors of "The Lightning Conductor, " etc.

Fully Illustrated. Net, $1.50

When the Fires are Lighted

—

Is your house cold at getting-up time?

Do your radiators and pipes pound, thump and rattle?

Do you make useless trips to the cellar to prevent danger-
ous over-heating or uncomfortable under-heating?

The Dunham Vapor Heating System satisfies the most
exacting heating demands. It brings to the home the
heating convenience and economy of the biggest building.

It automatically insures any desired temperature at any
hour of the day or night. It operates as successfully

with old heating plants as with new ones.

Write for our bulletins on Dunham healing for the home

THE C. A. DUNHAM CO., Marshalltown, Iowa
Division Sales Offices, Chicago, New York, San Francisco

C. A. DUNHAM CO., Ltd., Toronto, Canada

the most important drainage project now in operation
in this country. It embraces 560,000 acres of swamp
lands, has an area of 1,136 square miles, is 90 miles
long, from 4 to 30 miles wide, and covers a large part
of seven counties in southeast Missouri. The cost of

construction will be about #5,000,000, and the work is

now nearing completion. When completed there will

be more than 700 miles of ditches and levees in

this district.

In Louisiana the matter of drainage is usually simpli-

fied by the absence of high surrounding watersheds,
since the alluvial plains have regular contour. The
lack of much slope to the sea, so that the drainage
may not be one of gravity, is made up by the numerous
bays, bayous, and rivers, which offer easily accessible

outlets for the run off.

The district to be drained has always to be protected
entirely by encircling levees, for the many streams in

Louisiana have a fashion of wandering all over the sur-

face of the surrounding country. In addition to a

comprehensive system of canals and lateral ditches,

there is always a pumping plant to take care of the

run off, which is led into a reservoir and then pumped
into some bayou, lake, or outfall canal. Even in com-
paratively flat land, the drainage ditches soon dis-

pose of the surplus water. By natural seepage
and capillary attraction the water in the wet land

presses steadily toward the ditch, and the level of the

ground water is lowered accordingly.

LINSEED VS. COTTONSEED MEAL

S IS generally known, these two by-

products"" are among the most
available and most popular of

nitrogeneous concentrates for cat-

tle and sheep feeding. Owing to

a noticeable similarity in composi-
tion, they are sometimes considered and used

interchangeably—with disappointing results

—

by persons who are not acquainted with one im-

portant difference between them, which is re-

ferred to by a correspondent who writes as fol-

lows:

"Can you tell me why linseed meal is laxative

and cottonseed meal constipating, since they do
not vary much in composition?"

After considerable search and the interrogation

of authorities we have obtained from the United
States Bureau of Chemistry the following hypo-
thetical explanation, which appears to exhaust the

available information on this subject:

"We have made no investigations to deter-

mine this point, nor can we find mention of any
such investigations in the literature on the sub-

ject; however, it appears to us that the following

is possibly the correct explanation of why these

two meals have opposite properties:

"Cottonseed meal is very high in protein, and

when fed alone or in large quantities makes a

very concentrative ration with comparatively

little waste. It has been the general experience

of those engaged in feeding experiments that

high protein feeds containing little waste are

constipating in that not enough waste is present

properly to stimulate the bowels. Also, the cot-

tonseed oil present in the meal is not known to

possess any special laxative properties.

"Linseed meal is also high in protein and also

contains comparatively little waste; however,

linseed meal does not usually contain as large a

percentage of protein as cottonseed meal. Also

the flaxseed contains a considerable quantity of

a gum which swells with water to make a viscid,

slippery, almost odorless mucilage. It is prob-

able that this mucilage, formed by the action of

the gastro-intestinal secretions on the gum, acts

mechanically in such a way that the food and

waste materials move more easily through the

gastro-intestinal tract, especially the bowels.

Also the oil present in linseed meal is known to

possess laxative properties.

"The above is only a theory and is simply

offered as a possible explanation of the difference

in action between linseed meal and cottonseed

meal, relative to their laxative or constipating

properties."

The slight differences mentioned by Dr.

Alsberg are indicated in the following average

analyses of the two materials (the figures for the

linseed meal are averages of those for the old pro-

cess and new process forms).

MOI5. PROTEIN
FAT FIBRB

NI'OGRN
FREE

BXTRACT
ASHTURE

Toul Digestible

Cottonseed meal 9-4 45-3 43
10.2 6.5 24.6 H

Linseed meal 7 35-7 30.8 5-35 8.1 35-2 3-5

E. L. D. S.
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wanl
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Li^htm^ Fixtures
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honest construction and ln-au

lilul, ix rituuu'iit finish. Kvery
Fixture ilcMKtufl tn our own
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by a s|hvi.iI process winch

resists corrosion or tarnish.
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Biddle-Gitumer Company
MM M L*n«««t»r Attnu», PhiU.<»lphia

WILL MORE MONKY HELP?
As a mfniher of ourMtncy ortaniialion. «ecuriiK tul»*rribfr*

for th« World's Work, the N>w Country I.ifr and thr (turilrn

Maniia*. you cmn litems* your raminm - many art HoinK it.

Send your nam< to thr Circulation I'ept.

Doublvday. Page & Company
Garden CiIt New Yorlc

For Real If >'»" don't

Gi know sonic-
^rdeners

t|?ing ^
garden joys, this squib is not

For von. It you do belong

to that happy company, buy
and read TWO books by
Frances Duncan—"Roberta
of Roseberry Gardens" and
"My Garden Doctor," a de-

licious potpourri of garden
lore and romance.

Published by

Doublcday, Page & Company
Garden City. N. Y.

Have You Crossed

"THE SHADOW
LINE"

That dim boundary between
youth and maturity?

This lad was twenty-one age-

long days crossing it, in charge
of a fever-stricken ship with
no quinine.

JOSEPH CONRAD
haswritten, as only hecan write,

this thrilling sea-story and
penetrating soul-study, which
ranks with his finest work.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES
"Drrp Sea" limp leather, net, $1.75. Cloth, net, $1.35.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

California Re™
A wonderful wood for interior finish

Beautiful samples FREE
Send at once tor these samples of the wood of the

"big trees" of California. They will give you a true

klca ot the exquisite beauty and wonderful possibilities

of Redwood as an interior finish.

No other material has such attractive texture, such

beauty ol "pattern" and coloring, such unlimited pos-

sibilities for variety of decorative treatment.

Our new special Redwood stains bring out all the

artistic qualities and charm of Redwood, and produce

effects impossible with any other interior finish.

Wc will furnish the formulas for these stains, or,

if desired, our expert will work out special stains to

match your hangings and draperies, or to harmonize

with any color scheme.

Permanent, resists rot and fire

Seasoned Redwood will not shrink, swell, crack,

warp or twist. Contains a natural preservative that

resists rot. And it is fire resistant.

FREE. Write today for these free samples and

"The Redwood Finish Book." Please give us the

names of your architect and local lumber dealers.

California Redwood Association
7i5 Call Building, San Francisco

At

\
{

W 1

/) < I

jisk for the child' t itory

of the "big trees" of
California; there' s a copy

for every child in the

nation

What Would You
Think of a Man—

^TT who broke down with tuberculosis at twenty-two; fought hard for every day
w\\ of life he had; lived forty-one years, half of which "contemplating the ceil-

TU ing", as he styled it; and died at sixty-three having saved thousands of lives,

built the most famous sanitarium in the Western world and inaugurated the open
air treatment? This same man preached OPTIMISM and contended that real vic-

tory came only to those who fought with broken swords. The fellow who was fully

equipped, he said, didn't have a fight on his hands but a walk-over. . . .

You'd like to know more about this man.

"AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY"
By EDWARD L. TRUDEAU, M. D.

His Story Has More Real Stuff In It Than
Seven Efficiency Books Rolled Into One

Many intimate and interesting illustrations Net, $2.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York
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The U. S. Battleship Michigan in action, with all surfaces protected against sail water and bard wear

by Murphy Transparent Spar Varnish

ON our battleships, our submarine chasers, and in our merchant

marine service, wherever varnish has the hardest work to do,

there you find Murphy Transparent Spar Varnish on duty.

The exceptional durability that makes it first choice for this

most exacting work is also at your service for your home.

Murphy Transparent Spar Varnish
"the varnish that last longest'"

will preserve and beautify every exterior wood and metal surface

on boats and buildings. Its water-proof nature makes it also the

best finish for front doors, windows and all things exposed to sun,

rain and rough weather.

Send for either of our illustrated books: "Beautiful Boats" or

"The House that Found Itself".

Murphy Varnish Company
Franklin Murphy, jr.

f
President

Newark NJ Chicago IU

Dougall Varnish Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canadian Associate

ANA

Do you know what the modern
world knows and believes

about Christ?

DR. G. STANLEY HALL'S

Jesus, the Christ,
IN THE

Light of Psychology
is a reverent but searching analysisof the

Divine Human from the standpoint of

psychology—a vindicationofthe spiritual

Christ against such theories as would
reduce him to the merely historic good
and great man. Dr. Hall sums up twenty
years' research and consideration into

the treatment of the Christ idea in liter-

ature, religion, art, and philosophy. His

work is sure to provoke wide discussion.

Two Volumes, Boxed, Net, $7.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

A. New xs sa'^ to neec^

"
a '^ t 'ie

a ,1 tricks of the trade"—

a

Sill trior
p00r phrase, especially

when applied to a good book. An
honest description of Francis R. Bel-

lamy's first book, "The Balance," is

—"a worthy and delightful novel."

Published' by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, N. Y.

East or West
North or South

Large or small, expensive or cheap,

wherever your property may be, you

can reach a probable buyer through

the Real Estate Department in

The New COUNTRY LIFE
The National Real Estate Medium

1 1 West 32nd Street New York

A SUBURBAN SWIMMING POOL
S YET there are not so many swim-
ming pools that each experiment
does not offer something of fresh, if

not novel, interest. The one that

Dr. Louis F. Frank has had con-

structed at his summer home on
the Milwaukee River is especially valuable, aside

from the prime object of recreation, because it is

full of suggestiveness for the suburbanite. Dr.

Frank's place, though nominally in the country,

is actually within the city limits of Milwaukee,
and he is therefore able to settle the vital water

question by availing himself of the municipal
supply—which in this case comes from Lake
Michigan.
The basin is of reinforced concrete, with walls

1 1 inches thick. The inner dimensions are 20 x

30 ft., with a water depth ranging from 4^ to 5

The pool has a capacity of 21,000 gallons, and cost to build

(several years ago) $650, of which $400 was for concrete work,

and $250 for plumbing

feet, the lowest part containing the outlet to the

sewer. There is also an overflow7
. The cost of

the pool, which has a capacity of 21,000 gallons of

water, was $400 for the concrete work and $250

for the plumbing.

The greater part of one season Dr. Frank was

much chagrined because of his inability to keep

the pure water from the lake clean. Often it

would become turbid and of a dirty greenish color

within a week, owing to the algae and the germs

from the open air. After various experiments

with filters of sand and charcoal, alum and

formaldehyde, he found sulphate of copper an

efficient agent for sterilizing the water and keep-

For the summer home that is not on the water a swimming

pool is almost indispensable

ing it clear for weeks. The sulphate was used in

the proportion of one part to 500,000 parts of

water, or about five ounces in 21,000 gallons.

In the matter of his study along this line, Dr.

Frank says: "About forty forms of alga? are

recorded, which are exterminated by sulphate of

copper in proportions of one part of sulphate of

copper to 2,500,000 parts of water.
" Regarding the detrimental action of sulphate

of copper on goldfish, experiments in trout ponds in

Massachusetts have shown the brook trout to be

more sensitive than any other fish, 1 in 7,000,000

being the maximum strength that can be endured

by trout under five inches in length. Dilutions

of sulphate of copper which will not injure fish

of certain species are:

Trout 7,000,000

Goldfish 2,000,000

Sunfish 750,000

Perch 1,500,000

Catfish 2,500,000

Black Bass 500,000

Suckers 3,000,000

Carp 3,000,000

"The efficiency of sulphate of copper as a dis-

infectant for large reservoirs, small lakes, and

standing water in general is well known. I he

effect upon fish needs more study. At Columbus,

O., a very high typhoid rate was materially re-

duced by the copper sulphate, which destroys the

colon bacillus in a dilution of 1 to 1,000,000.

According to many observations, minute quanti-

ties of copper have no effect upon man, there being

no authenticated case of poisoning. One observer
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Seton's After twenty years

\I~.>„I of animal stories,

read by hundreds

of thousands of people.

Ernest Thompson Seton has

written a novel, and spent .1

\e.ir of work on it. "The
Preacher of Cedar Moun-
tain" is the title. Must we
describe it, or can you see

it in your mind's eye?

Published by

Doubleday. Page & Company
Gardtn City. N. Y.

The New Country Life Readers
are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

It Is Very to Pet j a<kd readers

D'fX 7/
to attention to

IJJICUU hook advertisements;

but if a hundred people of "The New-

Country Life" would read Francis

R. Bellamy's new novel, "The Bal-

ance," a thousand would later.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City. New York,

The Cost of \

s
.

th
f

keynote of

jj t
. . Kathleen Norns s

High Living new novel, "Under-
tow." If it were

read by a million people it would be
good for them. In these days even
a popular novel needs an idea at its

base. "Undertow" has it.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City. New York

Make Your Steam or Hot
Water Heat Doubly Efficient

and burn less coal, by changing it to the "Richardson"

Vapor -Vacuum -Pressure System. Plan now for next

winter. Banish forever those annoying radiator leaks,

those hissing air valves, those frozen pipes. They are

unknown with the

VAPOR-^VACUUM-PRESSURE
HEATING SYSTEM

tt

Easily attached to your present heating plant—
only slight changes necessary.

No cold rooms when the thermometer drops. No
overheated rooms in mild weather. Heats up quicker

than Steam or Hot Water. Combines all their

advantages and no disadvantages.

Tbc "Richardson" System is backed by 80 years of A
study and experience in solving beating problems. /

Can be used witb any good Boiler. In use in

thousands of bomcs and buildings, old and new.

M your Architect or Dealer or write us for catalogue

Richardson & Boynton Co.
31 W. 31st Street, New York City

BOSTON PROVIDENCE PHILADELPHIA
17 Farniwaith Street IndW Trual Bld|. 1 142 Arth Street

CHICAGO: 171 W. Lake Street

Manufacturer rj "PERFECT" Frrih Air

Heater, and Ram». and "RICHARDSON"
Steam and Hot Water Heating Sy»tema.

EmlabtUhtd 1837

A slight turn of the

Richardson" Valve gives

quick control of radiator.

Any fraction heated to

suit temperature desired.

Valve at top, no bending

over.

'<

I

?:

Romance and the Sea!
A WORLD OF THEM BEYOND YOUR BELIEF

AWAITS YOU IN

V THE DEEP SEA EDITION
The Novels and Tales Complete, of

Joseph Conrad
Including Conrad's Latest Sea Masterpiece, Just Published:

"The Shadow Line" a tale of the gulf of siam

THE OTHER TITLES IN THE DEEP SEA LIMP LEATHER EDITION ARE:

Almayer's Folly

Chance
Falk

Lord Jim
The Nigger of the "Narcissus'

An Outcast of the Islands

Romance
A Set of Six

'Twixt Land and Sea
Typhoon
Victory

Within the Tides

Youth
Tales of Unrest

Nostromo
The Secret Agent

Under Western Eyes
The Mirror of the Sea

At All Bookstores. Each, Net $1.75 (Also in Cloth Edition)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York
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Erected at

Oyster Bay, Long Island

For Sterling Postley
THERE are several unique features about this layout,

that if, you are thinking of building a greenhouse, we
feel positive will be of special interest to you. Points that

have to do with economy, productiveness and attractiveness.

All of them are vital points to you.

Naturally, the most satisfactory way would be to suggest

a time for one of us to call. We can then bring along our

numerous photos of this, and other subjects.

It's always a distinct advantage to look over the proposed

location, so our recommendation can be entirely practical.

Our catalogue, you are most welcome to.

It is little touches like this,

simple though they are, that
takes your house out of the
common place.

Charles W. Leavitt,

Landscape Engineer.

General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK, 1170 Broadway; BOSTON, 49 Federal Street; PHILADELPHIA, 40 South 15th Street

i§p This Sprinkling Line
"Rains" The Garden
THE Garden you've planted, cannot

thrive without water.

A Skinner System Sectional Sprink-

ling Line in your garden does away with
rain uncertainty and hose drudgery. A 50
foot line will water an area 50 feet square
and costs only $15.75. Eighteen foot sec-

tions can be added at $5.40 each. 100 foot

line costs $30.75.
Waters uniformly and correctly. Pro-

tects from drought. Increases the crop.

Don't let this Summer find you dragging
hose and wishing for rain.

Send for the Sprinkling Line that will fit your garden
to-day. Booklet No. 614 is yours for the asking.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO.
218 Water Street Troy, Ohio

1

American-Grown
TREES
and

EVERGREENS

Andorra
Nurseries
IVm. JVarner Harfe.

Box 60

Chestnut Hill

Phila., Penna.

OUR ability to sup-

ply plants of the

highest quality is not

curtailed by the stop-

page of foreign ship-

ments. Buy nursery

stock grown atAndorra.

r. Prof.

Our Catalog.
"Suggestion* for

Effective Planting"
on request,

Pot-Grown Perennials
\X/"E have grown in pots some of
vv our choicest perennials, for

summer planting. Strong rooted
and healthy. Order some of these

for your own hardy garden!

Blue Spirea $ .25 each $2.50 doz,

Torch Lily .25 " 2.50
"

Larkspur .75 7.50
"

White Flowering Mugwoit
$ .25 each $2.50 doz

Sage .20 " 2.00 "

JuliuS" T^gekrS* Cor
AtTh» SifeofThfW

Winter

HICKS BIG
EVERGREENS
can be successfully transplanted
in midsummer to add a wealth of

immediate beauty to your lawn.
Winter or summer, their stately

beauty and warm green color
make a picturesque outlook.
Use evergreens for seclusion, hiding

unsightly views, small and large hedges.
We ship successfully 1000 miles and
guarantee to grow. Send for catalog.

Hick) Big Trees Saoe 10 Yean

HICKS NURSERIES
Box L Westbury , L. I., N. Y. Phono 68

Summer

has found that mosquito larvae were destroyed b
the copper sulphate solution.

"For my comparatively small swimming basi

it suffices to wrap five ounces of the chemical in

piece of cheese cloth, fasten a string to the sam
and pass it over the surface of the water. Wit
other observers, I have noticed that there will b

an increase of turbidness from two to four day
owing to the destruction of polluting alga

Gradually the water changes to a crystallin

clearness and a dark green, heavy sediment be

gins to cover the bottom of the basin."

Benjamin Goodrich.

CAPITALIZING THE "HAS-BEEN
COW

NE of the important elements of th

successful management and in

provement of a dairy herd is th]

disposal and replacement of ani'

mals that for one reason or anothe
have outlived their maximum use

fulness. Sometimes old age alone may be th

determining factor; injuries of more or less si

ity may lessen an animal's ability to return

profit; or it may be that while she has not deter

iorated, other younger individuals have developed
and improved sufficiently to overtake and sub

pass her. In any case, the task is to get rid of he!

at the most propitious time, when she will brm
the largest net return above any and all expensi

that she may, therkor in the near future, repri

sent. And it is the careful, observing, industn

ous—or as some insist on saying, the "lucky"-!
stockman that is able to decide just when thl
point is reached.

My experience has shown me how easy it

to err in this connection; sometimes I have so

too soon, sometimes delayed too long. But las

fall I happened to make a decision that provt

just about right and seems worth telling about.

Pansy, the cow in question, had reached an au
when I had decided to sell her, and as she was

freshen late in October, I planned to let her go as

new milch cow. But when it came actually

completing the deal, I found that no one wou
pay more than #55. She was a large Holster

good to look at, an easy keeper and in exceller

condition, except that she had only three mil

quarters. Even though a cow gives, as she diqN

as much from these as the average individual doa

from four, a dry quarter is a distinct disadvantage

Well, we had ensilage, hay, and plenty a

grain on hand at the mill, and milk was bringira

4! cents a quart, so the thought occurred to m
that it might pay to keep her over winter e\

if she had to be sold in the spring for less,

she gives twelve quarts a day for thirty days,:

I figured, "then ten quarts daily for sixty daw

more, and even eight quarts for thirty dajl

longer (and I knew that, barring accidents, sh]

would) she will bring in #57. It does not co

more than 25 cents a day to feed her, so 1

after 120 days, she sells for as low as #45, I sh.

make $ij by holding her."

As it happened, the outcome more than jus

fied the venture. The first dividend was #5 fro

the sale of her bull calf when only a few days ol

Then during the first forty days of her lactate

period she gave daily thirteen, instead of t

twelve quarts that I had anticipated. She co

tinued to do so well that at the end of the 1

days she had given 1,440 quarts, on the streng

of which I kept her fifty days more, when s

increased her winter's production to 1,8

quarts, representing an income of $88.50. 1

ducting the cost of her keep, $42.50, the net r

turn was $46 for milk, plus the $$ for the ca

Moreover, she took on some flesh and sold for $

instead of the $45 I had estimated, thus turni

in altogether $101, or $46 more than I could ha

made by selling her in the fall.

Of course things do not always work out

well as in this instance, but the experience su

gests the possibilities, and the advisability

keeping an eye on tendencies and conditioi

present and future, and being ready to reco§

and take advantage of the best opportunity tl

offers.

HOLLISTER SagI
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1 lawn Mowers.
You can't ro wrong if you

follow the lead of Professional

Gardeners. Ground-keepers, etc.

and buy a "PENNSYL-
VANIA" Quality Lawn Mower.

! There is a "PENNSYL-
VANIA "

tor ci'cry retjuireinenl.

Quality mate-
rials, skilled
workmanship,
scientific con-

struction and
careful adjust-

ment have
made them the
standard for nearly

h*lf-a-century.

Ask your hard-

ware dealer or

seedsman. H c

knows.

S»ti» Fra*
" Hm> to f" '**

m/Aor tty matltj o/i truest.

Lawn Mower
Worki

"rtaaaTrtaaia"
"Gf«*t Kmnn mn"

"•aaathraaia. Jr."

"Keritaaa"
"Sk<k AkrerWr"

"F«tt>M Craaas"
"H.r»

'

"»aa»"
"Ural Triaaaar"

_

"Braaa Grata Catcaar"
"Lawa CUaaar"

A Sent Free
L\ aaa^irt tyanaufi

Pannaylvania

\ 1*1* Na. Twaaiy-Taira

!

' Philadelphia

Lil^e Rosamond has one

B. . » joyous dav of free-
rowning s dom But we doubt
rippQ ifthe immortal Pippa

herself met with more adventures

than are recorded in "Good-Morning,

Rosamond!" by Constance Lindsay

Skinner.

Publishtd by

Doubleday. Page & Company
Garden City, Neu York,

A NeW ^ as to conten^ aRa 'nst the

publication of8,ooo new books

Author a year. How is he to get the

readers of "The New Country
Life" to notice his book, no matter how
good 1 Francis R. Bellamy's novel, "The
Balance," will get attention because one
person will recommend it to another.

The difficulty is to get it started. Will

you be a volunteer?

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

Blue - ribbon herds use the

blue-ribbon Cream Separator

Men who are satisfied with nothing less than the best of every-

thing have almost without exception selected De Laval Cream

Separator! lor use in their dairies. Not only the richest men in

tlif world, but the most famous breeders and dairymen everywhere

are I)e Laval users.

From 1879 to 1917 more than 1,000 grand and first prizes and

more than 3,000 other prizes, medals, decorations and diplomas of

all kinds have been awarded the

DE LAVAL
Cream Separators

—invariably the highest honors awarded any cream separator or separating

method at every important and representative exposition the world over.

DeLavalSeparator-madebutterhaslikewise been awarded highest honors

at every important exposition since 1892 that has included butter exhibits.

The De Laval is the aristocrat of the separator world.

New Catalogue mailed upon request to nearest office

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
165 Broadway, New York 29 East Madison Street, Chicago

50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

t

Kipling
A new volume of short stories

the first by this master since "Re-
wards and Fairies," nearly seven

years ago.

Ji diversity

of Creatures

containing fourteen new stories, with

as many new poems, is one of the

literary treats of the year. (Net,

$1.50. Pocket Red Leather EdtUon,

Net, $1.75.)

Send for Free Kipling Index

Your Bookseller

Published by DOUBLED

Selma Lagerldf
The Swedish woman novelist whose
fame has spanned the world.

The Northland Edition
presents for the first time in uniform
binding, nine volumes of her works.

Translated by Vclma Suanston Howard-

Trie Emperor of Portugallia; Jerusa-

lem: The Wonderful Adventures of

Nils: The Further Adventures of Nils:

The Girl from the Marsh Croft.

Translated by Pauline Bancroft Flaeh:

The Miracles of Antichrist; The Story

of Gbsta Berling ; Invisible Links.

Translated by Jessie Brochncr:

From a Swedish Homestead,

(in limp leather, each vol., net, $1.75.

Also in cloth editions.)

Send for Free Lagerldf Booklet

Will be Glad to Show You the IVorks of

Conrad
Conrad has written a tale which
ranks with the great sea master-
pieces

—"Typhoon," "Youth," and
"Nigger of the 'Narcissus.'

"

The Shadow Line

is the dim border line between youth
and manhood which X young cap-

tain is three weeks in. crossing: with

a fever-stricken ship in the Gulf of

Siam and no quinine in the medi-

cine-chest! (AW, $1.35. -Deep
Sea" Leather, Net, $1.75.)

Send for Free Con'ad Booklet

These Authors

AY PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City. New York
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IT
IS my Cumaean prophecy that women will be expert in motor

driving before the war is over, if they profit by the course of sprouts

they are being put through at present. The young enthusiast we
meet on the highways and byways in the country, even in this strenuous

work, is an appealing young person. She is well turned out from

the top of her new motor veil to the tip of her well-shod foot

The motor veil, which is to play a conspicuous part in the be-

longings of the modern women driving is in chiffon in

various gay colors, and is attached to the close little =a

motor hat by snaps at the brim. These may be un-

fastened in front when the veil is not in use so that it

then falls about the neck in soft and becoming folds,

but still remains fastened to the hat in the back.

A motor coat, which is smart and useful, is in

Scotch wool jersey; also in Lovat of brown heather

mixture. These coats are long, with a belt, and large

pockets. The buttons are covered with the Jersey

cloth. The collar is rolling but may be made to button

closely about the neck. These coats were the smart
thing this past season at Palm Beach.

A sweater which is sheer and fine as a cobweb is

one of the alluring things seen in the motor outfits this

season; they are so filmy they do not suggest the

warmth they really possess. They come in a pull-over

model in Angora, with or without sashes. The colors

are in cedar green, Copenhagen blue, fawn, and purple.

Another model, in the same sheer Angora, opens

like a coat sweater, and has pockets and a sash, though
no buttons are visible, the collar making the fold to

the hem.
A white linen shirt with rolling collar is worn with

these, but the shirt collar is seldom worn over the

sweater as the sweater collar itself gives a more grace-

ful line.

Stockings in heavy ribbed effects are seen. These
stockings come in the light shades to match the sweat-

ers or to contrast with them. A charming pair of fawn
colored silk stockings match in tone a fawn colored

pullover sweater in the fine Angora wool, and with a

white skirt and fawn colored hat, make a picturesque

sporting outfit. Another pair of stockings was in

rose pink stripes on a white ribbed background; with

these were worn a rose pink sweater with white and
rose colored striped skirt, the latter plaited with the

rose underneath only showing in the flare. With this

was worn a

tour in summer

Men's angora wool knitted waistcoat, light
in weight. Comes in leather mixtures and in
brown and gray. Serviceable for the sportsman
in motoring.

white hat with

pink flowers
embroidered on the hat.

White sports shoes, with leather

trimmings in black, tan, blue, and
green may be had, but they do not
come in rose, as yet.

A "Motor Camping Outfit" is one
of the newest luxuries for the

twenty-four hours' run. The out-

fit consists of a folding camp-fire

frame with galvanized iron shields

to protect the fire from wind. This
little affair makes camp cooking a

sinecure. The frame folds flat into

a canvas case, 10 by 12 inches long.

With this camp outfit comes a small

canvas bag containing a set of alum-
inum dishes. Another case has a

folding light-weight table and two
feather-weight folding chairs. These
are con-

structed fWMMni^wM mtm

with a

view to

the limit-

ed stor-

age space

of the
average
car.

A motor " throw on " coat in soft wool jer-

sey with rolling collar and belt, in a gray
green leather mixture. Indispensable for a

LINDSAY GLEN
Of The Country" Life Advertising De-
partment's SerOice Bureau will be glad

to furnish further information or pur-

chase an$ of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

IN WAR-TIME, khaki is so expressive and impressive, that sports

clothes have taken on a military aspect this season. Men who arc

motoring for the pleasure of it at present are ready, on a moment's)
notice, to turn their sports' equipment into sterner service.

Scotch tweeds and rain-proof materials are most serviceabk
done into motor suits as alternatives for khaki. A new suit is

seen in a brick-red with an invisible stripe of green through it;

also suits in green and mixed heather shades show that

the men are also dipping into the dye-pot when in

mufti. The suit coats are made full and have a double

box-plait in the back, or are gathered slightly into tin

back. The swivel sleeve,-.which is the invention of ;

noted tailor, is being used with effect by those men \vh(

think that comfort is a potent part of efficiency

even in sports. The breeches to these suits come ii

the long, full cut, gathered in at the knee in a cuff,

the long conventional trousers.

Motor overcoats are cut the same as in other sea

sons for, as one man told me, he may change his coot

and the style of his food often, but his clothes, or hi>

tailor, never! The long motor overcoat is an indis

pensable part of the kit. They come in a ligh

weight wool but are warm and comfortable; as the

are rain-proof, they make driving in an open car, 1

the uncertain summer weather, a thing less penloi

to a man who wishes to arrive in prime condition ;

the end of his journey.

A cashmere sleeveless jacket is another necessan

thing in the sports outfit. They are fine and soft anc

come in gray, brown, and tan, and a certain reddisl,

heather mixture.

Sweaters for men change very little, but this yeal

a model is being shown in a pull-over style, and has

collar which buttons up snugly around the neck, or ma;

be left open. These sweaters are much shorter tha'

the ordinary kind, reaching scarcely below the belt

and are finished with a band.

Motor and aviation socks show again that color 1

creeping into the man's apparel. The gayety of th

combinations in these socks quite outvies the women
They are heavily brushed and are in soft wool,

striking pair has large yellow diamonds on a white bad

ground, the diamonds having gray centres. With the!

socks a yellow tie is to be worn. It sounds kirn

but it is really most effective for even a conservatr

man. The com-
binations in

these socks are

seen in three shades of brown,
deep red, and green; also in black

and gray.

An integral part of a trekking

outfit by automobile is the sleep-

ing bag, for use in case some mis-

hap keeps the tourist from arriving

at an inn in time to put up for

the night. These bags come in

dark green canvas; they are lined

with fleece, and may be folded

neatly in the sportman's luggage.

An air pillow, 11 x 16 inches, which
may be folded into a neat little

case, completes the outdoor sleep-

ing paraphernalia.

A narrow brown canvas case

which is guarded even more care-

fully by the sportsman than even
his mess

_ „ :„„„„, h> — mq kit, con-

tains the

light-
weight
fishing
rod which
is a mar-
vel in bal-

ance and
elasticity.

A fine angora wool sweater, filmy as a cop»(

Slip-over model, with or without belt DOf

in Copenhagen blue, gold, tan, rose, I'M

green, and white.
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HATS

AX1> ALX. TIIK KSSEXTIALH OF HUE SMART

JFifth Aiiruuc-ittaittsmt Aurmt?, Jfaui $ork

cliirty-fnurtlj §»trrrt TELEPHONE 7000 MURRAY HILL OJllirty-ftftl? £trot

ESTABLISHED 1818

0yr//j_ /j;7>///frJ.

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill SSoo

Clothing for Summer Sport for Men and Boys
Ready made & to Measure

Special Garments for Polo, Golf, Tennis

Yachting, Riding, etc.

in light-weight Woolens, Crash and Shantung Silk

Exclusive Shirts, Neckwear & Hosiery

Straw & Panama Hats, English & Domestic Shoes

Trunks, Bags & Leather Nov elties

Umbrellas, Walking Sticks, Mackintoshes, etc.

Liveries for Stable, Garage or Club

Send jor New Illustrated Catalogue

BOSTON SALES - OFFICES
Tremontcor. Boylston Street

NEWPORT SALES-OFFICES
220 Bellevue Avenue

5 T-?AVE at ST

PARIS ) NEW YORK

"The Paris Shop of America'

now skovAna

0-SEASON FASHION
for-

Town ~ Country
OUNTAIN mju)

Seashore
GOWNS WRAPS SUITS COATS CAPES

BLOUSES MILLINERY and SUMMER FURS

Cincinnati NEW YORK ffajkineton
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TABLE DELICACIES
A Hamper for the Motor Run

ANN REMSEN

AMOTOR run a deux may be one of two
things; either great happiness or com-
plete misery according to the thought

given and preparation made for the pleasure

and comfort of the inner as well as the outer

man. A woman realizes, if the fate of Natio'ns

depends on how they are fed, that the hamper
is the most important part of the motor
baggage. We can always find an Inn for

dinner, but for luncheon or tea, or if by
chance we experience a blow-out at 12:30 on a

lonely, if lovely, stretch of road, life does not
seem as tragic when we know there is a hamper
near filled with delectable food.

Tempting bits for the motor hamper—

a

jellied meat course, a salad and some delicious

sandwiches with a hot or cold "something to

drink" put up in a thermos bottle, a bottle

of olives, a jar of salted almonds, a tin of

flaky cheese straws make "the wayside bite"

a feast indeed.

The hamper contains a covered box of

aluminum or nickel for the piece-de-resistance.

This box should first be lined with a fine white

oiled paper with pieces to fold over the top

of the salad or meat. A tempting cold dish

and easily served is Chicken in Aspic.

CHICKEN IN ASPIC

Boil a good-sized chicken in water to which

has been added two tablespoonfuls each diced

carrot, onion and celery, two sprigs each parsley

and thyme, two cloves, a half teaspoonful pepper-

corns and salt to season. Cool in the water in

which it was cooked. The next day take out the

chicken and cut in dice. Take the fat from the

stock, heat and clear by bringing to a boil with

the white and shell of an egg.

Skim as fast as the scum rises, then strain

through a flannel. To three cupfuls of this

strained stock allow half a box gelatine that has

been soaked for an hour in a half cup cold water.

When this is dissolved in the hot stock set all

aside to cool. As the jelly begins to stiffen, wet a

mould with cold water and set in a pan of broken

ice. Pour in a thin layer of the jelly and as it

stiffens lay in chicken .dice and several rounds,

if you like, of tongue or dice of boiled ham. Pour

in more of the aspic, then, as it cools, more of the

chicken, and so on until all the chicken has been

used, having the aspic at the top. Set on the ice

to form. Serve with mayonnaise which may be

carried in a glass jar.

Tongue with cold veal and chicken, or ham are

always alluring. Few people know how to cook

a ham well. The following recipe is a simple and

excellent one.

BOILING A HAM

Wash the ham or shoulder, and if very salt

soak it over night in clear water. Place in a

large kettle on the stove, cover with cold water,

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader

and less drudgifying home-making. Every man should read this book and buy

it for some woman. It contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is the "best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, founder of Applecroft Experiment

Station, and author of "Household Engineering," etc. Illustrated. Net $1.25.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

FURTHER information about

the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

The New Country Life, n W. 32nd

St.,N.Y.

Clysmic—
Of Course
What else—It is so far the best

table water that you are almost

certain to find it served at

the next banquet you attend.

15 grains of Lithia Salts

to the gallon.

Sold everywhere in splits,

pints and quarts only.

Don't accept ordinary waters.

Insist on genuine

The Oynaic Sprinji it

WAUKESHA. WIS.
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arhoil one h.ilf |Miund cah es" lit ei . p. it ilrv i>n

h. cut in dice, and lis gentl> with .1 little

, four mushrooms .nul three sh.dints, .ill

ced fine W hen done .unl it must not he

wed to overcook, which toughens it put

a mortar and pound to a smooth paste.

with n.i Ir. pepper. .1 piece of crated nut-

anil powdered mace, then ruh through .1

and spread. \ few chopped truffles im-

e tin H i\or.

i>t ivk sandwiches

ce .1 dozen large olives in a howl and pour

them enough boiling hot water to cover.

Stand h\ c or si\ minutes, dnin and set on the

until coltl Stone ami mince tine. Mix with

level tablespoonfuls mayonnaise and a

lespoonful tine cracker or crumbs, and spread

thin slices of white or whole wheat

chick t* n sxi \p

ad

'lean anil cut up the chicken, wash thorotighl\

put into a kettle of boiling water; add a

pped onion, a tablespoonful of chopped
i»t. a half tcaspoonful of celery seed and salt

pepper to taste; allow the chicken to boil

idl\ lor rive minutes, then push back on, the

ije, where it will simmer gently until the

rken is tender; take up the chicken, cut the

H in large pieces from the hones and, after

Ctng ill skin, fat and gristle, cut the meat into

ill dice. Measure, then cut nice white crisped

iy into the same sized pieces -enough to

ke about two-thirds of the quantity of chicken,

he salad is not to be used immediately keep
chicken and celery apart until time to serve,

ore standing the chicken away moisten with

»e of the liquor in which it was boiled. This
les .is it cools ami adds much to the delicacv

the salad. Also sprinkle a tablespoonful of

on juice over the chicken. Make a good stiff

yonnaise and add a little whipped cream if

ired. Clarnish the salad bowl with lettuce

i"es, mix the chicken and celery, dust with salt

I pepper, put in sufficient mayonnaise to coat

ry piece and then arrange on the lettuce

wes. Put a little extra mayonnaise on top as a

nish and finish with a tablespoonful of capers,

es, and celery tips.

FISH AND POTATO SALAD

I his tlish may take the place of both meat and
egetable and, with crisp toast, may form the
:ire bulk of the supper. W hen you are boiling

! potatoes for dinner boil an extra quantity
your supper salad. While they are boiling

t into a bowl half a teaspoonful of salt and a

tspoonful of pepper; add a tablespoonful of
legar. stir until the salt is dissolved; then add
ir or five tablespoonfuls of olive oil; stir, beat
til smooth; add a grated onion, and slice into
is. while hot. four good-sized potatoes; toss them
til they have absorbed every particle of the
?ssing. Put them on a cold dish and stand
de. At serving time dust the salad with
ery chopped parsley or celery; cover the top
th sardines, and sprinkle over it two table-

oonfuls of vinegar or the same of lemon juice,

d serve.

WALDORF SALAD

Cut into bits enough celery to make one cupful,
'ak it in ice water. Also cut into small dice
ar medium sized apples which have been pre-
ously peeled. Lay the apples in ice water for a

I I

1mm

Here is the Key
to robustness. Locks the door
against weakness, anxmia and
under nourishment. Opens the
door to strength, health and a
sound digestion.

V BIG U »>*T mi TRtDI MAIK

Liquid-Food-Tonic

A key whose repeated use has made
it shine bright in the esteem of
the medical profession and in the
affections of the millions who have
benefited by its fine tonic properties.

The key to the situation

All Druffgiata— Most Grocara

Malt - Nutrine declared by fl

U.S. Internal Revenue
Department to be a pure
mail product— not an alco-
holic beverage. Contain.
14.50 per cent malt nolida
I 9 per cent, alcohol.

Intituling bookltt on itquttt

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
St. Louia, I *~

U.S.A. / f

ISER-BUJ

ALCOHOL IV. PERCENT
MUKMMMict' mow mait and hop} 14* rat,

I A SPARKLING LIQUID PREPARAT
-MALT - HOPS

L *"
Bil wwKVfmvttair"7^

The fey that is used grows bright.

—Old Proterb.

while. Then drain both apples and celery, mix
them, adding half a cupful of English walnuts.

Cover with mayonnaise dressing and serve on
crisp lettuce leaves.

CHICKEN SALAD

There is a great deal of latitude permitted in

making chicken salad says a noted housekeeper.

A chicken salad admits of mixing many tempting

things in with the chicken and which varies the

dish greatly.

BACON AND CHEESE SANDWICHES

Take round of sandwich bread, cut off crust

before slicing, slice bread in pieces one half inch

thick. Mix one slightly beaten egg with one jar

of club cheese, pinch of salt, and red pepper.

Butter bread with plenty of cheese, put on top

three slices of crisply fried bacon and put under

broiler until cheese is melted. This makes a

delicious sandwich of toasted bread, melted

cheese and broiled bacon.

CREAM CHEESE AND OLIVE SANDWICHES

Cream or Neufchatel cheese beaten until

creamy with the addition of a little more cream,

then mixed with finely minced ripe or green olives,

makes a delicious sandwich filling. So also

does cream cheese mixed with finely minced green

peppers or sweet red peppers that have been

canned.

THERMOS BOTTLES

Thermos bottles are indispensable for the

motor hamper. They will keep the coffee or

cocoa hot, or will keep the lemonade or orangeade
which is so satisfying on a motor hike—cold and
refreshing and allay the dust of a summer drive

over a country road.
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This book tellsyou

TXe AR.lSTOCIiAT o/" iUILDING MATERIALS

It tells you how you can use this "Aristocrat
of Building Materials" for the home of mod-
erate size, as well as the largest, or for the
church, apartment, business or public build-
ing with an effect of beauty, dignity, solidity,

and permanence which can never be obtained
by the use of artificial materials. The text
and photographs take you from the world-
old fossil formations of Indiana Limestone
through the "why" of its wonderful physical
qualities and into its broad use for the finest

buildings in every state in the Union.

THIS
BOOKHAS
BEEN
WRITTEN
INA SENSI-
BLE \YA Y
FOR SENSI-
BLE PEOPLE
OF GOOD
TASTE. IT IS
WORTH READ-
ING.

Even the wonderful processes ofquarrying and working Indiana Limestone are described,
for it is they that have made possible the general use of this ideal building material by
brin&ing, down its cost to a point where it frequently meets or even betters the price of
Jar less desirable materials, and this without lessening its worth or dignity of effect

FOR ANYBUILDING YOU EXPECT TO LIVE IN, LOOK UP TO
OR LOVE—INDIANA LIMESTONE—NOTHING SURPASSES IT.

There is no artificial material which will express sincere art and architecture as well as the natural material—stone. There is no stone better for the purpose than Limestone—and there is no Limestone the world over
-j; (including that used for nearly all the beautiful buildings of old

England) which can equal in beauty and physical qualities the Indi-
ana Limestone of our own country. You really should know all about it.

P'RFF'f A handsome sample ofIndiana Limestone
1 showing several finishes will be sent you
with the book. Simply write us for them—today.

ASS'N

Buying or Renting Country Property Is

a Ticklish Business
More than in any other transaction, you must be sure that you are right
before you invest. Before making Up your mind, you ought to see all the
l>est properties that are on the market. We have collected them for you
in the Real Hstate Directory at the (rent of this magazine. If you don't
rind what you want there, write to the

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT, Country Life, 11 West 32nd St., N. Y.

The Readers' Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

LISTERINE
The Safe An tiseptic

—to prevent the infection of cuts,

scratches and blisters, A suitable

dressing for stints and bites of insects

THE PRINCESS TREE
liRING the last ten years or so then,

has been gaining in public interest

a tree which by its habit is mosd
conspicuous. It is a newcomer in|

certain sections, and its large leave:

and large seed pods always at

tract attention, but few know that it is tin

princess tree (Paulozvnia tomentosa). It i

almost always erroneously referred to as a catalpa

In the case of the latter named tree, there art

about ten species found in the United States

each with its own virtues and vices. But all o

the catalpas bear long, bean-like seed pods. At

this point is where the princess tree may be easih

distinguished from the catalpa; it produces seei

pods about the size of guinea eggs, much re

sembling cotton bolls. The leaves of the prin

cess tree are arranged on opposite sides of tin

twigs, in pairs, while those of the catalpa are art

ranged along the twigs in whorls of three.

For the last fifteen years I have observed this

tree growing as far north as 36 degrees in the

United States, and its behavior and service have
greatly pleased me. It is a deciduous trei

On the ends of the twigs the blossom buds are formed for nexfl

year's blooming

which produces very large leaves if its roots an

well supplied with organic matter. It bloom

every second year, in May, before the leave

appear. The flowers are violet colored and an

held like those of the chestnut, but the individua

florets are upright like the gloxinia. The seei

pods do not reach maturity until the second yean

and while green they are covered with a stick;

exudation as a protection against insect pests

The pods hang on the tree throughout winter, am!

the wind makes of the tree top a gigantic rattl

box, producing a jingling mass of sounds. W he

the pods burst, the seeds scatter by natur;

wings, and readily take root.

One of the most remarkable characteristic

of this wonderful tree is its rapidity of growtl

Planted in good, rich soil, the tree will grow si

or eight feet in height the first year from seei

The leaves, especially of the young trees, gro^.

to a remarkable size. Some of them attain

diameter of thirty inches, and even greater,

one- and two-year trees. The leaves remain o

until the first killing frost, and on the mornin

thereafter every leaf drops; by noon the tre

which was in full glory twenty-four hours pre\

ous is distressingly nude. This business-lik

manner of handling its foliage makes it most dt

sirable as a shade tree. At six years from sen

I have observed a tree thirty feet high, fourtee

inches in diameter at the base, and with a spreai

of top thirty-four feet in diameter.

Since the San Jose scale is preying upoj

maples, oaks, and other shade trees, I see in tn

princess tree a great future. Its thick bark wit

milky sap does not seem to be a favorite with t!

scale insects, and although where my observ;

tions have been taken the scale is killing oaks an

fruit trees all around the princess tree, not a singl

scale has been found on it.

It does have a few enemies, like the leal

miners, which spoil some leaves, but these ar
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Joseph
Conrad

Within the Tides
Four Tale* of the Seaboard

"The PUnter of Malata"

"The Partner"

"The Inn of the Two Witches"

"Because of the Dollars"

In

pit \

'Within the Tide*' foarah Conrad has

us another volume of four rnthrallitiK

a tale <>C pjsMon. J tale of crime; a t.ile

ystrt\ anil terror; a tale of horror anil

It is difficult to analvie gtnilll and to

Hbr jwt why these itoriei stand far ahove any

other short Unties now Iuiiik prndiiied. I he

supreme greatness «nm not to In- n\ the pint.

It is in the profound conception ot ch.ir.utcr

and the interplay of character anil circiiutst.iin e,

the heautv. restraint ami accuracy of cxnn i-

sion. that ni v e Conrad the power to set forth

passion as did Sappho in tin second Ir.itnu nt,

atul to till a tale of horror anil pitv mu Ii as

the lireeli tracedians nrntht have told. ' En-

thralling
'

is the ver\ word for Conrad's talis,

for once one begins to read one rarelv lifts the

eyes till wirh the last line one draws a long

breath."— New York Sun.

CUm. .»< IIJI ;
" Dmp Sm " Bl» LaabW. «< $1 (S

OTHER BOOKS BY JOSEPH CONRAD
RotniDCt

A S«l of Sis

Twill Land and V .

Trphoon

Victory

Youth

Alauytr 'i Folly

Ckaact

F.Ik

Tkt lakeritors icMk ratr

lo.J J*
Aa Ouli-.nl oi the Islands

Tkc Niffcr ol the " Narcissai"

Tales oi Unrest Nostromo

Tk* Secret Agent Under Western Eyes

The Mirror of the Sea

The Deep Sea Edition of Joseph Conrad
Bound in Deep Sea Blur Limp Leather

Site *S|»*7 , 4; net $1.65 each.

An interesting biH-iklet ahout Joseph Conrad
will be sent free on request.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

To The New readers. If we can

Country Life
sainyourgood-w.ll

tor a novel we be-

lieve in. called "The Balance," by

Francis R. Bellamy, the success of

the book is secure. We mean this-

it is not advertising foolishness.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City. New York^

An to share the happiness of

simple heart-warming

Invitation things lies in Grace S.

Richmond's new novel.

There must be millions of readers who
would enjoy "The Brown Study" (just

published) if only they knew about it. We
hope some of them are reading this now.

(Net $1.25. All Bookstores)

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, AW York

Uni-Lectric
Lightd/icrPowei;

i6rEvei*4
Summer
Home

'in- 1 in

Lrelric l>iing> In

I lir .summer home rlccl vie

currrnl for holli litflil and power.

A I u very nominal rout you can hav<-

all Ilie lights nun nerd you ran oper-

ate I lie various eleelrieal eonvenienees

and you can have 24 hours' continuous

service aery (lay if you wish.
w

Big Capacity
HecatiNo of it h generous capacity for pinrcr iiihI heal, us well

jis light, the I'lii-ixTtrir iimkos the- ideul outfil for summer

homes. Its cunncity is sufliciriit for 50 lights at one lime. You

run operate an electric water »u\>]>U) .1//*'''"'. electric heaters, elcc-

trie irons, vaeimm eleuners, eleelric fans, pereolutors, toatttcr ttlovrn,

f, relax cookerx. and Innjer electric .stores with enpiuity for lireukfasts,

suppers and ordinary dinners. Your lurge kitehen range nee d only be

usrd for one meal per day.

Then without one cent of extra expense you <an cliiirxc the six-volt storage

batteries of your eur or motor bout while usinir current for other purposes.

No Belts No Batteries 110 Volt

Our patented, high speed, rotnry sleeve valve on«ine drives the generator with such

smoothness that all neeessily for storage bnlteriea is done away with ami tin: r<-

newal of bntteries and battery up keep . osl is permanently eliminated. Moreover,

with the I'ni-Lectric the summer home owner is never bothered with the troutile-

somr job of draining otf and refilling batteries every fall and spring.

The l iu-l eclric gener .standard 1 10 volt rurrent the Hume a. city liKlitinir |i anla. I »e» the »ai..c

.lan'lard lamp hull.- and ele. In. ..I .lev,.,-. u*-d .1. y.iur . ily home nn.l ..I.Uin.il.le m any rle. tn. al

m
i i

1 • nl.ire.

Eaay to Care for- Easy to Operate

The Ini-Lcetric in built in one ...nipaet unit aith the entiine nn.l xeneratw direet ...nnerle.1.

K.xlre.nely ...... I.- .a„, only <• unties »,.le in. he. I.,m( an.
I
W in< he, high.

( nil lie t.lii. r.l in any . onveni. nl tr illion, no (oiimliilion re.pnre<l. I he I ni-iyin.

miuirrannly the care and nttei.tii.n that you would kive nny ma. lime Irora wlii.li you

e»l eel m.mtf II'"" " ' W,r,n<' '""> , "' '° »"nn»'e.l that el.Kine . all «lop|H-<l

by »»lt. h I), ule.1 ill lM-.lriK.lli. Me. iiii-k- »torn«e butteries nr.- unneeessary Willi the

I Hi-Lei trie, we liiiiin. ill .-< I lie i ./lire outfit. II haj proven \U rflinenrj and >•< •>»>-

y l.y iii I.m I iM-ri 1. 1- in the liiinil. of nwr..

WATERMAN MOTOR CO.
163 Mt. Elliott Ave., Detroit, Mich.

tit t,' il.<)/°r a/rtt tofy a/ our htg. in-

itruitive tataU'gut an tliclricUy
/or tht iitmmtr h

•

"•an

Uni-Lec-tric;
^ GASOLINE - ELECTRIC UNIT'

LIGHTING SYSTEM

Johnson's Prepared Wax
Now Made in Liquid Form

Polishes Instantly With
But Very Little Rubbing

It cleans, polishes and finishes

in one operation. Imparts a
thin, protecting coat over var-
nish greatly prolonging its life

and beauty. Does not gather
dust or show finger prints.

With Johnson's Prepared Wax
Liquid you can quickly and per-

manently remove that bluish,

cloudy film from your piano, vic-

trola and mahogany furniture.

If your dealer cannot supply
you with Johnson's Prepared
Wax Liquid— wt will prepay
the express charges to all points

East of the Rockies.

Pints $ .60

Quarts 1.20

If you are interested in home beautifying send for

our booklet. It gives practical suggestionson how to

make your home artistic, cheery and inviting.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. CL6, Racine, Wis.

Rose Arches
Seven ft. high and

four ft. wide

EXTRA-HEAVY
RUST-PROOF
$12.00 each

PAINTED
$8.50 each

Porch Trellis

and Arches

All sizes and shapes
made to order

Brcok Trellis Co.
Maker and Builder

Fence. Tennii-courts,

Doe and Chicken Runs,
Tennis Set Posts, etc.

37B»rclaySt.. N.Y.City

Write for Circular

S3
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PAINT is to wood what armor-plate is to

a battleship. Paint resists weather and

decay just as armor resists shot and shell.

Good paint is made from a combination of

metals, just as good armor-plate is. Steel alone

will not make good armor. You must add

nickel. A combination of lead and zinc makes

the best paint.

New Jersey

zinc
in paint

makes paint stronger,

tougher, more elastic and

more durable. Zinc and

lead combined sink into

the wood deeper than lead

alone. Zinc produces a

paint film that will not

crack, crumble, peel or

blister. Zinc improves the

appearance of paint and

gives it a finer, smoother

finish. Zinc, in a word,

makes paint last longer, and

look better while it lasts.

If you are going to use a

prepared paint, send for

our list of reliable Manufac-

turers of Good Zinc Paints.

If you want your painter to

mix his own paints, send

for our list of reliable Man-

ufacturers of Good Zinc-in-

Oil. If you want to know

the best Zinc mixture for

any ordinary painting job,

send for our indexed book-

let Zinc-in-Vaint. All are

yours for the asking.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY, Room 1>06, 55 II all Street, New York

ESTABLISHED 1848

Branch: Mineral Point Zinc Co., 1111 Marquette Building, Chicago

A cluster of seed pods of the princess tree

easily controlled. The tree never suckers up
from the ground unless bruised; when roots

become exposed and bruised, the adventitious

buds begin to appear immediately. The prin-

cess tree manages its business affairs to perfec-

tion. It takes into consideration its income of

moisture and fertilizing elements and develops

its top in accordance therewith, never setting any
more branches or leaves than it can properly

nourish and keep at a uniform size. To remove
any roots unbalances "it quickly; the leaves im-

mediately are reduced in size, and the tree at

once begins to kill as many small branches as are

necessary to regain its equilibrium.

The princess tree was introduced to us from
China and Japan, and it may be observed grow-

ing in abandoned fields and vacant lots, where
it has planted its own seeds. It is inclined to

branch near the ground, which destroys its ability

to produce much merchantable timber, but the

wood is soft, light, and easily worked, and is

highly prized in China and Japan. If given the

least encouragement, this interesting tree will

spread and establish itself on abandoned farms,

and as it is a fast grower, it should be given a trial

as a producer of wood for commercial purposes.

Robert S. Walker.

SILAGE VERSUS BEETS FOR
DAIRY COWS

jpSlRECTIONS for the mixing of ra-

l^ll
tions for dairy cows almost in-

I
)j|

variably contain the recommenda-
cows almost m-
the recommenda-

tion 'that "about a third of the

total dry matter should be sup-

plied in the form of roughage such

as silage or beets," which naturally leaves the

impression that there is little or nothing to choose

between the two materials mentioned. In a

general way, as far as their palatability and effect

on the health of the animals is concerned, this

may be true, but it is worth noting that in differ-

ent series of investigations conducted in Ohio,

Pennsylvania, and Nebraska, over a num-
ber of years, the feeding of roots invariably re-

sulted in a slightly greater yield of milk than when

silage was used. In Ohio, however, a supple-

mentary effect of their use was an increased con-

sumption of other feeds in sufficient degree

more than to balance the profit from the larger

production. Moreover, it was found by com-

paring the cost of production and composition

of the two forms of roughage, that two pounds

of dry matter was produced in the form of silage

at a less cost than one pound of dry matter in the

form of beets.

The obvious conclusion—and one that should

hold the attention of the practical dairyman—is

that silage is a more economical and therefore

more desirable form of roughage than beets or

beet pulp, except in the feeding of cows for tests

and record making, when the stimulating effect

of the beets and their ability to increase the yield

of milk are more important considerations than

the actual cost of the ration. E. L. D. S.

ENGLISH SETTERS—

A

CORRECTION

ON PAGE 42 of this issue, a picture of the

English setter Champion Uabblebrook

Joe is shown, his ownership being errone-

ously credited to Mr. Edward D. Garr. Mr-

Garr is the dog's handler; Mr. Louis McGrew, of

Pittsfield, Pa., the owner.
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QUALITY and CONSERVATISM
with Satisfaction

\\r luitush IIh-m" Ihrcv t-H.ictituiU in cvrrv
s.ih' we m.ikr. .nul « hilr s«i iii.iiiN df.ili i s v\ ill

If I lln-ir mtfivMl out. wf still fontuuif in tin-

m'lvur nl thftlov: ami i.il lover. Ifcirs not

a "annul ;uul s.ilisl.u tnr\ mivucoI '.!.> \i .u

np|H'iil to \<>u in Rir.iirr volutin 1 than the
main law ililn inn ollcun^s wlmli air made
to apin ai

Now Remember
Wf have evei\ hieed lioni the mau-Mic St.

IVrn.ml anil IVlue lV>n to the veuest ol

tovs. the Itoston Terrier, the Airedale, Pom-
eranian. Pekingese and Collie — ALL of
them, and .fur rrrry ftur/Htst.
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NEW YORK KENNELS
Kntm I lw ke . !">»/>. \ Inlf< national anU National Judee)

113 E. 9th St. ( «..::".;„ .) New York City

COLONIAL DOG MART
W in- 110I let us supply you with
.1 util chum for your vacation ?

YYV have all hrt-cds. a.i^cs, al

most cotiscrvativi' prices.

43 W«it 1 1.1 1. Street, N*w York City. Tdrphonc Bryant 5 1 35

American Kennels

#
BLUE BLOODS OF THE

CAT FANCY
Alimitrd number of choice chinchilla

kittens for sale, from imported prize

winning stock. Prici aniljtjO.

MRS. GEORGE BRAYTON
1 n.r.i. 1 Slrvat Brighton. Maaa.

Pomeranian Dogs
and Persian Cats

Thr SSJSS KrnnrU have tat tll,|M.wl mwm>
-.1

,

•
. r.. htm 353 »bSmM

Can ui.l KitMaa. vlr|H«M.I Anirnl imln ol

l«>i[, »n,l mm rW.ii thrv kfn»l< at* all un.

n B. CHAMPION
Wla.nl. linn... Wlh...|. H,,,,. 1 ,.n...r.l.

PEKINGESE

Oil IMI I \ kl \\l I «
I1.pt. 1. II... 17. 1'hllMil.lpbla. Pa

Irish Wolfhounds
Puppies and young dogs for sale

Minimum price #75
' I'honr llickivillr 3 to

jF.Riei 10 KENNELS, Jericho.Long Island

^ Russian Wolfhounds

\a% V Valley Farm Kennels

"V , i
'

Addrrw all com

n

Vot u om. « . i ::v i> mm '.. Mill

• %i«

Si' n, anil profit

u tjSrnmm »iii mm
ENGLISH BLOODHOUNDS
1 . an hiMilt pup, 1

and my la p

mm tnv last mating, bred h\ me ,

inner. M,. Edward Beoueb. in

tn.land. lor ike 1.

England', and Jm
lit Oo vMtr. Always have brrn
trua'i tnnnerr and irraleit trail-

tri. (irand in fh

1

J. L. WINC HF.LL

f.ii. ttritctor .lr.n
(
t >. ... i

;
, t „-...

MRS. H A. BAXTER
Gnat Hack. L I . Trltpaoa, 418. at

Una I,.. 1.-i. |.li I Mi. \ .,..i i

Fair Haven. Vt. r 11. l'ORTHOI

DACHSHUNDE
Puppies For Sale

Belgian Police Dogs
Imported diraert from Belgium of tha belt

Croanendaal Breed

Intelligent, beautiful, and gentle. Excellent
guards for |K-rson or property. Good for

children.

August De Corte. Belgian Croenendale Kennels
Kill Mill..,, V,, . K....l.u„L. •Main, l.luml. V \ .

DALEHURST KENNELS
COCKER* SPANIELS

black, red and parti-colorcd of the blood of CHAMPIONS
ow, Norsby, LeNoir and Lucky: pups and grown stock,

GEORGE L. LaRUE
12345 Cedar Heights Miamisburg, Ohio

SPANIELS COCKERS
Are not FIGHTERS or BITERS, but are Brainy
beautiful and RELIABLE comrades for chil-

dren and homes. COCKERS, fancy marked.
Over 60 blues won. Fine lot of puppies and
young trained dogs now. Prices reasonable.

HALPET KENNELS
MR. K. HALLE, Owner

TOMPK INSVILLE STATEN ISLAND. N. Y.

bull~terrTers
Not the fighting breed but a loyal

sporting dog for grown ups or children.

Ilorne of Imported "Roy Lavender"
sire of Madison Square Garden prize

winners. Standard bred, housebroken
grown dogs our specialty. Puppies
always on sale, i

Nothing better obtain-

able. Public stock dogs.

EUGENE E. THOMAS
Anawsn Krnneln. Attlcbnro, Ma*s._

AYR KENNELS
SALISBURY, MARYLAND

have for immediate disposal several

promising

West Highland Terriers
of most fashionable breeding.

Nothing under fifty dollars.

VAN DYCK KENNELS ,

"
' ^

Newton Lower Falls, Mass

The Midkiff Kennels

ItotMal
I'NE. Owner

aait KTkil.itui

I. in ili. » ., ,
.

kill klwiis. Dalla*. Pn.

|
COCKER SPANIELS

Roblnhuntt KenneN
Have tor sale a few young cocker spaniels,

both male and female, in red, black and
parti-color. All clean, healthy yountrsters
from prize winning stock that will make
fine pets. Price* very reasonable.
AT STUD: Champion Brynwood Rain-

bow (103940) red. winner of over 100 firsts:

Dixon (156605), black and Champion Merry
Legs (iccQ4ij black, winner of over 50
firsts. Write for particalars and description.

Rob.nbunt Kenneb.Gleo Head. Long Island

Warren Kennels
Smooth Fox Terriers
We have for sale a few fine

young dogs and brood bitches

Mr. Winthrop Rutherfurd, Owner

DONALD CLARK, Manager
AUamuchy New Jersey

(in

For Sale—High Class Winning
Wire-haired and Smooth Fox
Terriers, Irish Terriers, Aire-

dale Terriers, Manchester Black

and Tan Terriers, Bull Terriers

and mostly all breeds for sale,

Apply

ALF DELMONT
Leedi KeoneU Wynntwood. Pa.

The most unique and acceptable gift to

uour sweetheart or child. The ideal

house pets and companions.

BOSTON TERRIERS
AND

FRENCH BULLDOGS
Send Stamp for Catalosue

SQUANTUM KENNELS
Established 1877 Atlantic, Mass.

Mm. Byron Rogers'

Sealyham and
Cairn Terrier*

1 11..

Mi-a.lv I'.t iltim.iliafi rMivriy,

Vi. f ' '«•'! Sralyllalli |ni|i|,i<-« i ami \

1^ I iiii.titli, .il.f. AU, ttt.,|,ii rl ,,raily

\m (in tlrlivciy 111 H wiilii, < an l,i

lHK.kf*tJ now.
'Ilitrf: Iitt'-ti i.f Cuifn |.ii|.|iuii

traily fiit ftf-livrrv in W wn V,
The firaf " Ami tii an lii.-il " ( 'aim,.
Siml ntaiii|i,il iiiviIii|ii- fill full lit «, tl|if ll.tl, ami (ii '1 11/1 ' ' u

or tan lit' nri n at any tilllr.

Llandoyley Kennels
Park Avenue 'Irlrplmnf ' miiifiii.ni Port Waahin|{ton, I.. I.

Hemlock Hill Kennels
Clyde Street Brookline, Mass.

Sealyham Terriers

First Class Puppies for Sale

Griffon Bruxellois

'Ihree tiny show Dogs for

sale, very perfect types,

over distemper.

PEAPACTON KENNELS
Far Hilla New Jersey

Brookwood Kennels
The Kroi*rty >.f Mr. W. Rom

Sealyham and Welsh
Terriers

Address all conitminlcatlnns to

HENRY A. PHILLIPS
120 Broadway. New York

Boston Terriers
Young house broken dogs. Also
puppies and stud dogs. All blue
blooded stock.

J. MURRAY
I "i"' Acre Hotel

157 Weil 47th St. New York City
Tel. 7790 Bnjant

IRISH TERRIERS
The Children's Pal

Puppies and grown stock for net breeding
thow purposes. Good natured all around
dogs for town or country. Exceptional pri7,e

winning strain. Full information given con-
cerning this breed. 25 years* experience.

MARCUS BRUCKHEIMER
2116 Third Avenue New York

AH summer dog troubles come from bad digestion. Feed
Austin's Dog Bread twice a day. It will keep the digestion
in perfect condition— assure good disposition, glossy coat,

bright eyes and hard muscles.

Send us your Name and Address
and your Dealer's Name

And well mail you some Austin's free. Also a book, "About
Doffs. * which delights all dog-lovers. Austin's Puppy Bread for

small dog's, under six months
AtTSTTPi MM ItRF.AD A VMM VL FOOD Co.

S«2 Marginal Street Chelsea. Mass-
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NEWS 0/ BREEDS #W BREEDERS
A Cosmo-
politan Berk-

shire Boar

Grand Leader, 2d, the splendid

Berkshire boar shown in the

accompanying illustration, was
farrowed in March, 1913, on

Mr. W. S. Corsa's Gregory Farm at White Hall,

111. While a young pig he was sold to Mr. A. B.

Humphrey of Escalon, Cal., whence he journeyed

to the Panama-Pacific Exposition to win the

grand championship and head the first prize aged

herd. Incidentally he sired also the reserve

grand champion of the Exposition and the first

and second prize winners in the class for get of one

sire. Now lie has been sold by Mr. Humphrey
and is to travel back East to Douglassville, Pa.,

and the farm of Mr. M. R. Thomas. Naturally,

the East can consider itself the gainer; but after

all, so long as such animals remain within its

borders, the whole country can share the feeling

of satisfaction which their ownership arouses.

A-Jersey
That
Keeps It Up

Lou 2d of Hood Farm (Lowell,

Mass.) started on a new yearly

record May I, 1917, after having
completed five similar authenti-

cated tests, and produced six living calves since

March 3, 191 1. Her lowest record, made as a

two-year-old, was 7,465 pounds of

milk, 512 pounds of butter, and her

average for the five tests is 10,277

pounds of milk, 701 pounds of butter.

While making these records she has

also been winning one bronze and

two gold medals, offered bythe Amer-
ican Jersey Cattle Club for produc-

tion. Lou 2d's grandsirej is Hood
Torono, too well known to need in-

troduction; one of her daughters is

already in the Register of Merit, and

her son, Lou's Torono, owned by
Fairview Farm, Geneva, O., though

still young is performing in a manner
that leads manager J. E. Dodge of

Hood Farm to feel positive that "his

progeny will be worthy his great

breeding."

Stewartsville, N. J., paid for the four-year-old

K. S. P. Diona, a 33-pound daughter of a 40-

pound dam. Later it was announced that King
of the Pontiacs had again been sold at a much
higher figure to five joint buyers. Among the

most prominent purchasers were Mr Paul T.
Brady of Pawling, N. Y., who took twenty-four
head for something more than $40,000; Mr.
Quentin McAdam of Ithaca, N. Y., mentioned
elsewhere in these columns as an owner of notable
animals, who paid $6,100 for Maple Knoll Helm;
and Mr. Fred F. Field, of Brockton, Mass., who
took the history making Pontiac Clothilde DeKol
2d for $2,600, and another 37-pound cow for $4,200.

II—The Hoi- The second event of note was'the

stein-Friesian annual meeting of the Holstein

Meeting Association held at Worcester,
Mass. on June 6th, and marked

by the enthusiasm, progress, and efficiency

characteristic of this organization. The routine

matters and reports simply emphasized the suc-

cess that is constantly attending the breed and its

backers, as regards membership (which now
numbers 10,074), finances (which show a cash

balance of more than $215,000), registrations

(totalling 73,847 for the year), transfers (75,884),
and achievements in milk and butter production,

many of which have been noted in these columns
from time to time. The elections resulted in the

maintenance of all present officers, including

President D. D. Aitken, Secretary F. L. Hough-
ton, and Treasurer W. R. Smith. Special legisla-

tion as reported at this writing resulted in the

subscription of $100,000 for Liberty Bonds; the

donation of $1,000 to the American Red Cross;

and the contribution of $1,000 to the memorial
fund for Ex-Governor W. D. Hoard. However,
even the events of the meeting were thrust into the

background by the sensational features of the

greatest sale in dairy history that followed on

June 7th and 8th.

Ill—

A

Record
Of Records

High-Water
Marks in

Holstein His-

tory: I—The
Brookside
Sale

The months of May
and June, 1917, can

well be marked in

brill iant

crimson on
the calen-

d a r s of

Grand Leader, 2d, the prize winning Berkshire boar that was farrowed in Illinois, developed

and triumphantly shown in California, and recently brought East to Pennsylvania

Holstein breeders— indeed

of all breeders and dairy-

men throughout the world.

The first brought, on the

15th, 16th, and 17th, the

great dispersal sale of the

Brookside herd at Lacona,
N. Y. Founded in 1875 by
the late Henry Stevens, and
later conducted by him and
his sons, this herd has long

held a position in Holstein

annals that is no less funda-

mental than exalted. The
dimensions of the sale and
its quality were in thorough
keeping with the national

importance of the event.

The entire 309 head sold

for the imposing sum of

$242,665, averaging $785
apiece. The highest prices

were, for bulls, $10,500 paid

by Mr. N. W. Salmon of

Glenfield, N. Y., for the

famous King of the Pon-
tiacs, and $10,400 paid by
Mr. M. Phillip of Red
Creek, N. Y., for King
Model; and for cows, $6,350
which Mr. E. C. Bull of

The world's highest priced dairy animal, King Ormsby Jane Rag Apple, the five months old Holstein bull calf,

which sold for $53,200 at Worcester, Mass., on June 7th. Mr. Oliver Cabana, Jr., his former owner, stands behind

him; Mr. D. W. Field, the purchaser, has just taken possession

With complete returns still un-

available, it appears that the

average price for some 140 ani-

mals was more than $2,050, and
that more than $150,000 changed hands the first

day. But of transcendent interest and signifi-

cance was the sale of the five months old bull calf

King Ormsby Jane Rag Apple for $53,200, the

highest price ever paid for a dairy animal! The
buyer and seller—and who shall say

which is the more to be envied

—

were Mr. D. W. Field of Brockton,

Mass., and Mr. Oliver Cabana, Jr.,

of Buffalo, N. Y., respectively. Yet
if ever such a price were justified, now
is the time, for back of the 250
pounds of black and white quality

and vigor stand an inheritance and a

record of achievement that have

never been touched. The calf's sire,

Rag Apple Korndyke 8th,with fifteen

A. R. O. daughters, brought $25,000

at auction; his dam, Ormsby Jane
Segis Aagie, is the only cow to have

made two weekly records of more
than 45 pounds of butter in two con-

secutive lactation periods, and is

holder of all records for all breeds

and ages for 30 to 100 days; his

granddam, Segis Aagie Netherland,

was former world's record holder and

champion butter producer for 30

and IOO days. In short,

the animal, no less than

his price, seems justly en-

titled to this supreme eleva-

tion in dairy history. His

fame has already shed its

light on Pine Grove Farm;

it will now proceed to

illuminate the progress and

achievements of Dutchland
Farms. Other sensations

were (1) the sale, for $18,-

000, of Glen Alex Queen De
Kol, the world's champion

senior two -year -old, who

now goes from Mr. A. C.

Howe's Glen Alex Farm, to

Hollywood Farms, Holly-

wood, Wash.; and (2) the

sale of the world's champion

junior four-year-old, \\ an-

dermeere Belle Hengerveld,

by E. Le Roy Pelletier of

Michigan to J. C. S. Shana-

han of New York, for $18,-

300, the record price for a

dairy cow of any breed.

The 191 7 Progress m»
Guernsey certainly 1 &«

Meeting keynote of the

annual meet-

ing of the American Guern-

sey Cattle Club, held in

New York City on May

»4
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Ki Milt> ••! tin meeting it*»-lf, which w.i* it

tended In *omr mo hnnU-ts from eighteen

Hate* were : the election to the I'ti-Milencv "I Mr.

Robert Scoville of Cli.ipinvtlW-, Conn.; the re-

election ol Secret.irv- 1 re.i*urei Cildwrll, ;ind

Vice-I're*ulents \Y. D 1 1. ..ml ..ml S. \l Shoe-

in.ik.ir. the electu>n to the Executive Committee
,«l Messrs I' L. Hill, |. L. Fisher, and E. II.

Bakei . tin .ippomtment of Messrs W. \\ . M.irsh,

I. K. Russell, V II. Raker. N. I llowditch. and S.

\l Shoemaker to cooperate with the Council of

National Di li use and l.isr. hut of monumental
importance, the adoption of an amendment re-

garding advanced registration. I his provides

that if, in addition to fulfilling the requirement!

in her respective class, .i cow shall c.irr\ .i call "i

calves :<i; "I the ;<>; il.i\ * of the li st, the letters

usol n> designate her class skill he doubled. I'or

instance such a cow starting .i test between three

and i half and four and a half years sh.ill be called

of "Class I) D" instead of "Class I)" as hereto-

fore. Inasmuch as the Guernsey club first

started the advance*! registry work, it is quite

I probable that this idea, having now been ap-

Iproved In it. will be at least taken under con-

sideration bv the other breed organizations in the

Inear future.

Associated with the present campaign for con-
' ser\ ation anil production, the spirit of the meeting

Iwas all for increased effort to extend and de-

velop the dairy industry, its resources, and its

(accomplishments. A further gr.itih mg step \\ .is .i

lunanimous vote to give to the Knghsh Guernsey
Society I' too to be spent by it for any war use or

tor any other purpose that it may choose.

,
I he New Guernsey breeders of New York

[York State met in New York City on May
Meeting '^ tn ;,n^ reviewed a year of pros-

perm and activity. Interesting

liddresses were delivered by Professors E. S. Sav-
ige.of Cornell I niversitv. on the practical care of

ISUy cattle, and F. C. Minckler. of New Jersey,

J>n pubhcit\ and organization. Officers elected

u-rc. President. F. M. Smith. Springfield Centre;
* ice-Presidents. D. C Hlandv. Greenwich, C. H.
Heckler. Roslvn. C. H. Rovce, Ithaca. G. M.
K\ hire. Freehold, and C. L. Whiting, Avon;
Hcret.irx - Treasurer, J. H. Seaman, Glens Falls;

Members of Executive Committee, G. E. Tar-
>ell, Smithville Flats, and F. G. Benham, Can-

,1 hree Creditable Guernsey records have

|
iood recently been increased by those

iuernsevs °^ three cows from Pennsylvania,

Minnesota, and California, which
i re worthy of mention and more than a passing
.lance of appreciation. Malinda Glenwood
;.So:. the Eastern representative, owned by Mr.

I rank G. Thompson of Brookmead Farm, has
lompleted as an eight-year-old her second record,
jiiakrng 17.025 pounds of milk, 811.67 pounds of
utter fat. The member from Minnesota, Star-
ight s Contrast 33,439, made very close to the
lame figures, namely 17,701.9 pounds of milk,

1
1

1 1 pounds of fat, as a six-year-old. But in

his case the test suffices to give her the title of
L nampion Guernsey of the state—a title which, as
jar as the senior three-year-old class is concerned,
tie already held, and still holds. A further point
n her favor is the fact that she completed her
•test test with the very considerable handicap
|f one disabled quarter which, injured in her
[outh, has since become totally useless. Imp.
Mildred II of Les Godaines, owned by Mr. W. H.
Jupee of Santee, Cal., has brought fame to her
erd, her breed, and her native home by com-
leting a record of 14,890 pounds of milk, 702
ounds of fat. While by no means a dual purpose

she has two distinct claims for recognition,

JOINT SHEEP SALE
III

Ki^iitcrnl SI 11 1 .| ill 1 1 r t . I 1 . 1 1 1
.

1 . . 1 1 1 1 <
.

Kitmliouilli'l and I mi oln .' >ln ep

AT PUBLIC AUCTION
On llir Sinlc I ,111 ( itmmtlii, ('uliitiiliil*, Ohio

AUGUST 7th and 8th, 1917

Thil lair ia lirlil iimlrr tlir ntitpirn of llir Rivalry
Aaaorial iiiiii ol llir irvrrnl Hri rila nlmvr fnrnlionril,

A BONA Ht)A HALF. TO THK HIGHEST BIDDER,
nl lhi> Iwst tli* wnrlil has to olfftr. for particulars or entry
Manas write

JOINT SHEEP RALE, M Woo.II.m.1 A,., Oatrolt, Mich.

American Hampshire Sheep A.ssoci.iliou

I l.initnlnri-* iirr Ihr ln-*t million ahrrp in lh<- world.
1 1 mii[ .

1.1,
. wrlhrr Innilm won < ,riind C h;irn|)i(in»lM|i iivi t all

hrrrif* nnd nil Ultra nl 1 •»Hi lnlrrnallon;il Wrili- Ihr win-.
Inry (or iiilorni.ilinii \\

. Imvr a clnmly lilllr iMmklrl luryou.

ROBERT BUSTOCK. rrnld.nl, Don.r.ll. K'nluckf

COMKORT A.TYLER. SteraUry. 3« Woodland A»a.. Dalroil. Mich.

Dorsets and Southdowns
Wr arr taking orders for Doract and Southdown Rama

•a.

EXHIBITION FLOCKS OF ABOVE BREEDS
Heart's Delight Farm, Chazy, New York

Pinehurst Shropshires
BEST BREEDING FLOCK IN AMERICA
FOUNDATION STOCK FOR SALE

Send for illustrated catalogue to

H. L. WARDWELL, Box A. Springfield Center. N.Y.

Breed Berkshires
•Igt: for rapl'l galni on Inn

They lirlnir lop prim or
tilty, high '|uallty mral and

kafilI. "Ilcrk, II

tl pulnlx the way tu more nun

AMERICAN BERKSHIRE ASSOCIATION
« Street Springfield. 111.Hi

P^RESH FAMILY COWS
CkkkI milkers. Good size, combining beauty and
utility. Your choice of Jerseys. Guernseys or Brown
Swiss. Let me send description of cows that will sat-
isfy and fulfill your domestic needs.

WILLIAM S. DUNN
90 West Broadway, Phone 6092 Barclay, New York

Let Them Lick
C I+ A TheyWdl L Want It!

No one can salt your food to suit your taste.

food rifkt for horses! Let them salt themselves

best sutts their condition.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks
In handy holder** enable them to have '<*•

Jintd dairy salt—all natural impurities
taken out. No nmre foivettlnic- Saves
time and work. Ask dealer and write for

free booklet.

Belmont Stable Supply Co
Patentees and Manufacturers

3B0 Fulton Street BtnoklTn, V Y.

No one can salt

-they'll "do it as

Are You Looking

for a House?
Turn to the Real Estate Directory

at the front of this magazine and
choose from the selection of country
and suburban properties there offered

for sale or rent. If you don't see

what you want, write to the Mana-
ger of the Real Estate Department
and he will give you his personal as-

sistance in finding one. Whether he

finds it or not (and the chances are

that he will) there will be no obli-

gation or cost on your part.

FOR SALE

lute I'.iii'I'<I|i|i II

I Iwllrvr Hilt) U Ihf \ffmt tHiie Ami* •MII.-ii lit Anterl'j. fMO
>-r i|'hs hirfililit'tl It. Inh r *»»*•' 1 |»irtlcti.

JAMES A. LAWRKNCE
f'.M Prtitdent Atahian Hortr t'hth and Stud /!' of Amtrtta

100 Mf QbHH SprrrkeU HutMiriR .San Fraticiaco, ( ililornia

Prineeit Irene

I Single Harneu Jlhtrato, t'ftfr

LUPTON FARM
Hartford City - Indiana

Shrrliiri'l Pnnirs w'»n fimf SarlHIr.

Siiik!*- Ilarnci*. 'I .infirm. Sr-iond
'1

1 ,nn jtu\ r»»nr in Hand, Intrrna-
t ion al, Chicago, 1916.

Shetlnnd, Wrlah nnd Hncltney
PonUs

Send stamp for Circular

FOR SALE
Twowrll hrril aaildlr hnraea that arr % and 6 yrara old. Thtae

hnrirahavr brm liriikrn ami riddrn by one man only and arr (>i r-

frrt in every way. I hry are aryliah. aound and grnllr and would
makr r«na kimhI laildlr horara for a lady to ndr. Knur hundred
pounda |Kiny aim for aale. I will lie glad to allow them under the
•addle at any time at my atahlr 2 ; Hamilton St ,Soullilirid((i ,Maa«.

C. F. MORSK, Soutiibrdoi, Mass.

Shetland Ponies
A limited number of poniea ready to

ride and drive, just the thins for nummer
fun. Also three youngsters coming one year.

All will hr fild at "Kive away" prices at 1

mutt close them out.

Pauline W. Smith. Monroe, Conn.

Pony Facts
ire*fU more winners. <hnMt more winner*, owns more winners,
ly mher breeder In America.
e.itesl 'hnlar>l sire known to the worW PRINCE OF WALES,
Champion I'k I NCK PATTON, winner of first. New York and
o. i/i'. Sim K. |H . the itrealeM living lla.kney P>mvsirein
a. sire of M K ,11 I V M ITIi an-! others. Champion Welsh Stallion
BKOIVN, are all In use In this herd. «o hearl for sale Alv,
pure lired IIAMPSIIIKK Swine an'l SHI II.AND Sheep,
your wants, t'harlea E. Ilunn, I'rorlit, Illinois.

Give Your Child a Belle Meade Pony
Ideal Pet and Playmate. Cenlle. Trustworthy.

describing famous Belle Meade

/, ^iJJ^S. 7*3 I Shetland and
pedigreed ijonies. $75 up.

BEIXK HUM V \ l£ M

l:. N. Meade Vlrcinla

WANTED
A Kerry Milk Cow

Box 844,Garden CiLy, N.Y. Care ofCountry Life

Don't Cut Out
A SHOE BOIL, CAPPED
HOCK OR BURSITIS

FOR

will reduce them and leave no blemishes. Stops lame-
ness promptly. Doe» not blister or remove the hair and
horse can be worked. $2 a bottle delivered. Book 6 M free.

ABSORBINE, JR., for mankind, the antiseptic liniment
for Boils, Bruises, Sores, Swellings, Varicose Veins.
Allays Pain and Inflammation. Price $1 and $2 a bottle
at druggists or delivered. Will tell you more if you write.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 41 Temple Street, Springfield, Ma.i.

The Lightning-Sanitary
CHURN AND MIXER

Makes butter in less than
ten minutes.
For making a perfect salad

dressing it has no equal.

Prices 1 qt_ size S1.00
2 " " 1.25
3 " " 1.50
4 " " 2.00

Write for new catalogue

J. S. BIESECKER
Dairy and Creamery Supplies

59 Murray St., New York
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What They Are I GUERNSEYS
The Guernsey Breeders represented on this page
are recommended hy Country Life. For infor-

mation concerning the Guernsey breed, address

Country Life Readers' Service Department
Garden City New York

iU'TII SI HlJU'r'HH llli!IHIIi;.llirNr alll

Langwater Farms
GUERNSEYS

The Kind Langwater Produces

Langwater Dairymaid sold for #6,150.00 at sale

on October 10, 1916—the highest price ever paid

for a Guernsey Cow. Her blood is being con-

tinued at Langwater Farm through her son,

Langwater Steadfast.

75 head of Langwater Guernseys sold October
10th at auction made an average of 1075; es-

tablishing a record in the dairy world.

Bull calves of this blood for sale.

For particulars apply

William Grant, Supt. North Easton, Mass.

Sunnybrook Guernseys

A distinct family of

high producing ani-

malsof correcttype.

A. R. Records average

579.47 lbs. fat, with in-

creases in progress

A few choice animals
usually for sale

Junior Champion at National Show Herd regularly tubercu-

Bred at Sunnybrook lin tested

CHARLES D. CLEVELAND
Box 21 Eatontown, New Jersey

Harbor Hill Guernseys
Clarence H. Mackay, Owner

A Healthy Herd of

High Producers

Young Bulls of A.

R. Breeding, for sale.

For pedigrees and
prices address

C. H. HECHLER, Supt., Roslyn, New York

Gerar Guernseys
Herd founded 1890. A. R. Work started 1912

We have in our herd four females with average records of 600
lbs. fat, all now over twelve years old, all safe in calf, three carry-
ing their twelfth calves, and all with two or more A. R. daughters.
We are offering bull calves from daughters of two of these cows.

LOUIS McL. MERRYMAN, Cockeysville, Md.

The Mixter Farm
Over 1,600 purebred Guernseys have been bred

on these farms. Present herd includes over

300 GUERNSEYS
Exceptional young
bulls for sale at rea-

sonable prices, sired

by May Rose sires

and out of dams with

A. R. records above
10,000 lbs. milk.
Buy producers.

J. S. CLARK, Supt. Hardwick, Massachusetts

''I Hull' TMIV 1

The Oaks Farm
Guernseys

Senior Herd Sire

MAY KING OF LINDA VISTA, 17946

Junior Herd Sire

DON IAGO OF LINDA VISTA, 28387

Nuggets Primrose, 48835

The Leading Two-year-old Milk Record ofthe Breed

15,436.10 lbs. Milk , 705.56 lbs. Fat

Several Bull Calves and a few Young Heifers of
choice breeding for sale

THE OAKS FARM, COHASSET, MASS.
C. W. BARRON, Owner Address W. S. KERR, Manager

Guernsey Products
Unsurpassed Flavor and
Natural Golden Color

Guernsey Milk contains 5% butter fat and over
14' total solids. It is therefore very high in

food value.

Mature Guernsey cows average over 10200 pounds
of milk a year.

Such a combination of qualities is unequaled.

Write for the "Story of the Guernsey." It's Free

AMERICAN GUERNSEY
CATTLE CLUB

BOX C. L. PETERBORO, N. H.

For Sale

Prize Guernsey Bull
"Langwater Gendarme"
MAY ROSE—GOLDEN SECRET CROSS

Sire Langwater Fashion
23660. First prize, Fram-
ingham, 1915- Second
prize. National Dairy
Show, 19 1 4. His five bull

calves in the Langwater
Sale brought an average
price of #890 each.

Dam Raymond VIII's
France of Lewison 36505.
Now on A. R. test. In [23
days she has produced
3,233.9 lbs. milk, 140.84
lbs. fat in Class A.

Langwater Gendarme 41293
Dropped May 28, 1916

This young bull is stylish, fashionably marked, bred for

heavy production and is now ready for light service. A half

brother has been retained for use in the Langwater herd.

Write for further particulars regarding this and other excell-

ent young bulls.

HARWOOD FARM Littleton, Mass.

Where to Buy Them

The above photograph shows the prize winning Get of Sire

Group exhibited at the National Dairy Show of 1916

Upland Farms offers bull calves

sired by show winning bulls of

distinctive breedings.

We have a few females for sale from
time to time

Our herd won more prizes at the National
Dairy Show than all the other Guernsey

Breeders of New England.

Ribbons won at the 1016 Show Circuit

UPLAND FARMS
IPSWICH MASS.

Benj. F. Barnes, Mgr. F. P. Frazier & Son, Proprietors

BEAVER RIDGE FARM
GUERNSEYS

HERD BULL:
Modele's Tolly Lad

^jrl'' 20552. Grandson of

^JJ. King of the May and
tJ^^KE) M asher's Sequel.

Dam, Imp. Modele
I

26628—626.66 fat.

J Pearl Rose of theGlen
47+14. 12,378.8 lbs.

milk, 711.45 lbs. fat.

. tW The third highest pro-

ducing two year old
'

:

in the United States.

WM. H. SANDERS, Manager

Bedford Hills (Westchester County). New York

Z
ALBAMONT
GUERNSEYS
Campton, New Hampshire

Home of Albamont Ever-
bearing Strawberries

100 Strong, Hardy Plants, either

Superb or Progressive, sent post
paid on receipt of $2 cash with order.

Edgemont Farms
Offers yearling Guernsey herd bull of

May Rose breeding—his dam, two
granddams, and four great grand-
dams all A. R. and the records of the

seven average 729 lbs. fat—also few
females. Write (or particulars and prices.

T. E.HYDE, Bloomsburg, Pa.

Brooklawn Farms
Guernseys

BELSIRE 18645,

one of the best

individual bulls

of the breed and
a sire of pro-

ducers. A few of

his sons for sale.

BELSIRE 18645

BROOKLAWN FARMS Morris Plains, N. J.

D. H. McAlpin, Owner A. E. Wright, Superintendent

m ' '« '

ill Miiiiiiiiiiiinui
,...„, „m
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What /hey Arc

MERIDALE
JERSEYS
MERIDALE Jcraeya have

famished the foundation!!
of many superior herda in the
United States. Canada and
South America. Our descrip-
tive booklet will interest you.

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chaalnul Slraat. Philadelphia, Pa.

Dosoris Park Jerseys
A FEW CHOICE BULLS

ONLY FOR SALE
J. D. PARTR I DGE. Supt., Glen Cove, L.I..N.Y.

REGISTERED JERSEY CALVES
«ml without re set vc. A
I
henl.the resultsof nine*

A. F Pr lHCE 4 Main St. Winchester

annual

N. H.

Live Stock Agent
I supply all kinds of live stock purely on
commission. Draft horses, saddlers, show
horses, ponies; hunters. Registered breed-
ing stock of all kinds. Horses, cattle, sheep
or hogs. Cm also sell your surplus— am
located in best place on earth to sell or buv
what you want. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Eastern references.

R. P. STERICKER
845 Sheridan Road Chicago, Illinois

JERSEYS
TYt* |rrwy flrrrilrrt r»pr*Mff|t»d on lint page
air rrioninif tnl> <l l>y ( 'iHiiitr v l.ifr l-m mtorm-
41 Miit tont r tiling ihr Ji in y l»t # « tl. aililrrat

ClM'N 1 MY I.I M K I A It I MS* S 1 H \ 1. 1 I)| l'\|M\tl NT
( 1 A H 1 1 1 N Clh Nl.W York

Sophie 'Formentor

Jerseys
Load tin Hired for larpc yearly

production

Wfu>i<> to Buy Them

Sophie's Atlnra 299,594, World's Jersey Champion
Junior 4 year old, yearly record I5,N$2 lbs. milk,

1044.7 lbs. butter. She is a line bred Sophie
Tormentor, Sophie's Adora her sire, her darn and
but li gr.indsirrs bred In I loud I arm.

On request we will send free literature showing
photos of many world's champion cows and bulls

nred bv us.

HOOD FARM Lowell, Mass.

MoreButter
and

Better Butter

YOUR HERD should averaRC at least

500 lbs. of butter per year. A good

Jersey herd wll do even better—600
lbs. per year, and the butter will be of the

finest llavor, texture, and color. There are

many individuals of this breed producing
1100 lbs. They make good use of every
ounce of feed, do not require fancy feeding,

mature early, thrive in any climate, are

steady producers, are beautiful and gentle.

They pay big dividends on the highest

priced land.

Our latest free book, "About
Jersey Cattle," tells all about

the development of this hardy
breed. Send for it

—

now. You'll

be glad you did.

American Jersey Cattle Club

327 West 23rd St., New York City

Brookwood Farms
Jerseys

III.KD III, Ibl.l) IIY

IMPORTED OOI.DEN l-ERN'S NOBLE
, A. J. C. C 1457'*

Conceded on the Island of Jersey to he the

winner of more prizes and the sire of more
butter record cows than any other Island Bull.

BROOKWOOD FARMS
Barryville, Sullivan County, N. Y.

Wm. Ross Proctor
(Jwner

Morris H. Ron cuts, Jr.
Supt. of Farms

n y
- 3r.

L. Robbins, Jr.

An offering of

YOUNG JERSEY BULLS
AND BULL CALVES

In response to inquiries for Jersey bulls and bull

calves, we are offering for sale the best Island and
American breeding, the greater number being sired

by a Highly Commended imported bull, son of the

National Dairy Show Grand Champion and Royal
Island First-Prize winner, Raleigh's Fairy Boy,

sire of 43 official test cows, the Register of Merit
record of 37 of which averaged 523 lbs. 9 oz.

butter in one year at an average of 4 yrs. 3 mos.
Two of these bulls are sired by Oxford's Fern Lad,

a bull bred ar Rockwood Hall, whence came such

famous sires as Interested Prince, Spermfield Owl,

King Fox and Rockwood Laddie. The dams of

most of these bulls are Register of Merit cows, or

cows now under authenticated test.

Prices reasonable.* Personal examination preferred, but we will

ship under guaranteed representation. Write for catalogue.

BEN ROBYN FARM
WOODBURY LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

LONE TREE FARM, New Canaan, Conn. ULSTERDORP FARMS
The herd is headed by FAUVIC'S PRINCE 107961 a son of IMPORTED GOLDEN MAID'S PRINCE
and twice GRAND CHAMPION at Brockton (Mass.) Fair. Most of our cows are prize winners and all

ct them are exceptional producers and of show-ring type. A bull calf for sale.

A. V. BARNES. Owner J. B. FLAGG, Superintendent

Over 100 Head Jerseys Imported Foundation
Large, Rich Milkers

YEARLY TUBERCULIN TEST

Po'keepsie by Ferry Highland, N. Y.

WHITE HORSE FARMS

Oju of qut jpnd—Mdjesiy Louut

Record 14,199 lbs. milk, 830 lbs. butter

Bull calf dropped Sept. 30, IQ16, sired by Oxford Majesty, for
*a^e

;
A limited number of calves by the same sire, out of high

testing dams. Also sons and grandsons of Gamboge's Knight.

WM. L. FRY, Manager, Paoli, Pennsylvania

Kellairn Farm Jerseys
REGISTER OF MERIT HERD

Herd headed by Raleigh's Fairy

Boy 5th and
Karnak's You'll Do

Our cattle appeal to discriminat-

ing buyers because they combine
to a wonderful degree the three

essentials, beauty, large produc-

tion and fashionable blood lines.

Foundation herds our specialty.

J. E. KELLY, Proprietor Xenia, Ohio

Hamilton Farm Jerseys

Margaret of H. V.

We are offering for sale

several "typy" cal heifer

calves from Dams now on
Official Register of Merit
tests, all sired by '"Pro-

duction" and "Butter"
bulls; also, several young
bull calves of exceptional

breeding and individuality.

Write for Sale List

HAMILTON FARM, Gladstone, N. J.

Fred Huyler, Manager
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namely, the above record, and the fact that she

was the first prize four-year-old cow at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition.

A New Ohio Ohio has a new junior two-year-

Jersey champion Jersey in the cow

Champion L,'Psa >
wr"ch > starring at the age

of two years and four months, has

produced 11,509.3 pounds of milk and 684.3

pounds of butter fat. At the start of her test

she weighed 673 pounds, and at the end of

the year, 884 pounds, showing a gain of 211

Eounds. Lipsa not only sets a new standard for

er class, but also teaches through her feed

and cost records a lesson in profitable milk

production. During her test she consumed

#1 34.54 worth of feedstuffs including grain, hay,

ensilage and roots. Her milk, sold at 10 cents a

quart, brought $541.60, enabling her to return

#407.06 over and above her feed cost; she

also presented her owner, Mr. R. L. Pike, of

Geneva, O., with a heifer calf.

Brothertown An establishment that has done

Farms ' ts full share in making Holstein

history is Brothertown Farms,
located at Deansboro, Oneida County, N. Y.,

and owned by Mr. Quentin McAdam of Utica.

The first cow in the world to make an official

record of more than 30 pounds of butter in a week
was Sadie Vale Concordia, who was developed at

Brothertown Farms. This record, made in 1903,

stood for some time; and even since then the

blood of this wonderful cow has been the basis

for breeding operations that make possible a

number of important statements about the

Brothertown Holstein herd that apply to no other

establishment in the world. For instance, there

have been bred and developed at Brothertown
Farms two of the twenty-two cows that have
made 7-day records of more than 40 pounds of

butter; one of these is a daughter of the founda-
tion cow, Sadie Vale Concordia, while the other is

sired by a son of that daughter.

One of Brothertown Farms' two 40-pound Holsteins, K. K. S. V.

Topsy 220088

King Korndyke Sadie Vale, sire of Topsy. head of the Brother-

town herd, and one of the most outstanding and well bred of

all Holstein bulls

The present head of the herd is King Korndyke
Sadie Vale, a son of Sadie Vale Concordia 4th, the

41-pound daughter of the foundation 30-pound
cow. His first twelve daughters to freshen have
records averaging more than 26 pounds of butter

in seven days, at an average age of only two years,

ten months. He h*s ten daughters that averaged

27.77 pounds of butter in seven days at two years

eleven and a half months; he is the only six-year-

old sire having a 40-pound daughter; and the only

son of a 40-pound cow having a 40-pound
daughter; his sire has produced a 40-pound
daughter, making the two the only father and

son of the breed each with a 40-pound daughter;
although only six years old, King Korndyke Sadie
Vale has two three-year-old daughters with
records averaging 37.39 pounds of butter in seven
days. Another of his daughters is the youngest
29-pound heifer of the breed, while his 40-pound
three-year-old daughter made a record that put
her second in her class, after dropping a pair of

twin calves that weighed 180 pounds. Such facts

seem to back up the claim that King Korndyke
Sadie Vale represents the greatest combination o.

high-record backing and proven transmitting
power along the lines of both production and in-

dividuality that the Holstein breed has ever

brought forth. At any rate, hisisons already head
some of the largest and best herds in the country.

For More The Columbia Shepherd's Staff

Sheep and has been organized with head-

Better Farms quarters at the M. I. C. Building,

Manassas, Va., and the following

objects: to promote sheep husbandry, which for a

hundred years before the Civil War was the lead-

ing animal industry around the District of Colum-
bia; to compel respect for the Sabbath and to

enforce existing laws against the wandering dog;

to disseminate—by means of a reading room
where there shall be kept books and papers on
cattle, sheep, and other grazers, turkeys, insec-

tivorous birds, etc.—knowledge concerning and
active interest in these things; and to cooperate

in the prosecution of claims for damages done
such creatures. .

Sustaining members or patrons upon payment
of $5 are relieved of further dues and liability;

farmers directly interested may become members
upon payment of $1 a 'year to Bryan Gordon,
Esq., Treasurer, Manassas, Va.

The Spread Mr. J. W. Clise's Willowmoor

Of the Farm, Redmond, Wash., recently

Ayrshire' established the Ayrshire breed in

a previously untried but promis-

ing territory, by filling an order for two carloads

of registered stock, one of twenty-five young bulls

and the other of twenty-five heifers.

To Tell Many farmers know how to raise

What Mar- hogs, but the hogs they raise are

kets Want often not the sort that the markets
can use and pay profitable prices

for. In an endeavor to prevent this waste of

effort and to raise the standard of the swine

shipped to central points, the Chicago packing

firm of Armour & Co. is distributing to farmers

throughout the country a booklet on hogs and

hog raising, the work of Mr. F. R. Gentry,

general hog buyer for the Company, and Dr.

R. J. H. De Loach of its Bureau of Agricultural

Research and Education. Describing grades,

types, cuts, dressing qualities, etc., as classified in

the packing plant, this is practically a discussion

of hog ideals from the market standpoint. It

should prove of immense practical and economic

value.

A Record Mr. Chas. E. Bunn's summarized

por report of the success of his ponies

Ponies ^or tne l 9 l & show season, issued

on the eve of the opening of the

1917 circuit, contains among others the following

noteworthy features: the winning, at five state

fairs, of 100 first and championship premiums,

with a number of seconds and thirds; the winning

at the New York National Horse Show of 6 firsts

5 seconds, 5 thirds, and 2 fourths; the winning at

the Chicago International of 12 firsts, 8 seconds,

and 3 thirds; a total win for the season of 174
firsts and 19 championships; and the winning of

first for sire and produce, at the state fairs of

Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, and Michigan, and

the National of New York, by Prince of Wales, a

Shetland just undertwenty-six years of age.

The Curies Few, if any, previous sales of

Neck trotting bred stock have brought

Dispersal Sale together such a galaxy of stars

as were knocked down at Madi-

son Square Garden on June 6th, when Mr. C.

K. G. Billings disposed of all the stock from

his James River breeding establishment. By
bringing $30,100—far and away the top price

—The Harvester, 2.01, that grand old twelve-

year-old son of Walnut Hall and Notelet, for seven

years the world's champion stallion and noted

as a sire of speed horses, maintained his supreme

position in the trotting world. His new owner
is Mr. Paul Kuhn of Terre Haute, Ind. William,
1.58?,, was bought by Crouch & Sons, Lafayette,
Ind., for $8,000; and Directum I, 1.56$, his

bitter rival in many a race, was taken by Mr.
S. S. Shuster, Ellenville, N. Y., for $3,200.
No other striking figures were reached, but the
competition and final level for which The Har-
vester was responsible, held on a deservedly high
plane this closing chapter in the history of a
famous stable.

The Glenside The imported and home bred

Milking Milking Shorthorns offered at

Shorthorn Sale Mr
- L - D- May's Glenside

Farms, Granville Centre, Pa.,

on May 29th, showed clearly the results of his

many years of faithfully constructive efforts

for the advancement of the Milking Shorthorn
cause. Breed partisans registered a tremendous
moral appreciation of his endeavors, by their at-

tendance and their generous bidding. The thirty-

nine head realized $39,325—an average of $1,008
-—thirty-four females averaging $1,055. White
Queen, an imported cow, topped the sale at $3,000
and went to C. A. Otis; Glenside Minnie May, a

two-year-old heifer was bid in by A. E. Palmer, at

$2,550; Glenside Roan Fern, a very attractive and
refined yearling heifer, was purchased by Flint-

stone Farm, for $1,025. The success of the event

constitutes a noteworthy expression of well war-
ranted confidence in a man whose name is

firmly "established on tTie honor role of Milking
Shorthorn breeders. The Glenside auction

afforded inspiration for proper appreciation of

true breeders' art.

Pure Bred vs. The inevitable results of using a

Grade— pure bred bull, especially in the

The Old Story raising of dairy cows, is shown
in the accompanying photo-

graphs, but even more strongly by the following

data for the two cows pictured : the sire of the cow
Dena was a Shorthorn; her dam was a Red

Dena, a typical scrub dairy combination of Shorthorn and

Red Polled blood, whose average production for four years was

5,481 pounds of milk, 263.5 of butter fat

Rose, Dena's daughter and stable mate. Her inheritance

from her pure bred*Guernsey sire has enabled her to average

10,000 pounds of milk, 545.5 of fat

Polled cow; her average yearly production for four

years was 5,481 pounds of milk, 263.57 pounds

of butter fat. Dena has had four calves by two

pure, bred Guernsey bulls; the first, Spot, lias

averaged 5,848 pounds of milk, 265 pounds of fat,

for four years; the second, Rose, has made 9,886

and 10,114 pounds of milk, and 364 and 545

pounds of fat, respectively, in two lactation

eriods; the third, Lizy, and the fourth, Muley,

..ave made as two-year-olds, 5,827 and 7,015

pounds of milk, and 288 and 356 pounds of fat.

respectively. The average of these last seven I

records shows an increase of 31 per cent, in milk

t
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1 In National Dair\ Show awarded thr following

to lr«M|iioi« Kami \\rsh.rc*.

Grand Champion Cow; Mt. Aged Cow; nr. Bf»r

hM cow$ in milk; i^t Sentoi Heifer calf; jnd. In

yearling; Jnd. Graded herd

W i offer for sale a limited number of registered

\\rvlures and rcgiitrrcd Shropshire sheep.

Address all communications to

Waldo C Johnson, ./^rnt

Cooperstown New York

STRATHGLASS FARM

AYRSHIRES
Quality & Production

HUGH J. CHISHOLM, Owner

JOHN LIVINGSTONE, Supt.

Port Chester New York

Jean Armour III
The new World's Cham-
pion Senior three-year-
old Ayrshire cow
produced 21938 lbs. of
milk. 859.65 lbs. fat
with an average test of
3.9^ per cent.

We are offering for sale a
yearling son ready for

service out of Jean Ar-
mour III that is a show
bull containing 25 per
cent the blood of

Howie's IVi t\ K nc .mil 2."' ivr cent the blood ol I essnes-
sock's Gem Good Gift. Also a tive-month-old grandson
o( Jean Armour III.

W P. SCHANK Avon, New York

Ridgewood Farm
Wm. Fralier Harrison, breeders of

Registered Percheron Horses & Ayrshire Cattle
BREEDING STOCK FOR SALE

""It" Personal Inspection Invited
B"

P
r^ k

ARTHUR H. WALKER. Mgr. Orcland, Montg. Co., Pa.

Telephone, Ogontz 575

Middlesex

Meadows
Farm

Ayrshires

Only A. R. cows
kept in herd. The dam of our herd sire has
four A. R. records aggregating 58,627 lbs of milk,

made in four consecutive years. One very high-
class bull calf and several heifers for sale.

A. Henry Higginson (owner) W. R. Coutts (Sup't)
South Lincoln, Massachusetts

Conditions affecting

the cattle industry

are critical

PRODUCTIVE cattle

—profitable cows are

required. That means

a big demand for pure-

ly reds.

We believe that the

AYRSHIRE
is a breed which justi-

fies the thorough in-

vestigation of every
Patriotic Breeder who
realizes t h e necessity

for increasing the out-

put of Dairy Products.

AYRSHIRE BREEDERS'
ASSOCIATION
C. M. Winslow, Secretary

32 Park St. Brandon, Vermont

FAIR 1. 1. \ FARMS
WILSON H. LEE. Prop.. Orange, Conn.

AYRSHIRES
HERD HEADED BY

Isoleigh Harry Lauder

—

sire 15133

Netherhall Robin Hood— 1 1476 Imp.

Nancy of Fairfield Farms— 19301 Imp.

Kilmarnock Ayrshires
Ayrshires from the William Galloway Farms are the kind

you want for a foundation herd.

Eight years ago I started an Ayrshire herd. It was the

best investment I ever made. It has solved the problem

of making profits on $500 an acre land. There is genuine
pleasure and profit in an Ayrshire herd.

From the very best foundation stock I have built up a

herd of high milk production and Grand Champion winners

in these few years.

I now have a few choice bulls and heifers for sale at right

prices. Our herd is headed by Auchenbrain Good Gift

15487 who stands for rare individuality and high m;lk

production, and Willowmoor I'eter Pan 26th 16048, Junior

Champion of the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

I have a few choice bulls ready for service and bull calves

for sale, together with a few females.

William Galloway Farms Waterloo, Iowa

Wlwic lo Buy Them

World's Champion
Ayrshires

We own the First, Second and Fifth Highest

Producing Ayrshire Cows.
Their recordi average 23518 Ibt. milk, 1059 lbs. butter

Beit Ten " " 1747" " 791
"

Bett Thirty " " 14335 " " 654 " "

Stirling Silver at \(> yean of age. She hat produced^ 14 living

calve*. We offer her daughter sired by Kates Good Gift,

whose dam produced 23022 lbs. milk, 1080 lbs. butter, in one
year. A few good cowi and choice young stock for sale.

PENSHURST FARM, Narberth, Pa.

Bull Calves and

Heifers

We have for sale, several Bull Calves,

out of A. R. Cows. Also a few highly

bred younp; Heifers. Prices reasonable.

Correspondence given prompt attention.

DELCHESTER FARMS
Thos. W. Clark, Mgr. Edgemont, Pa.

Offering for Sale

Several Grand Foundation Cows

Imported and Canadian-bred

Clover Home Farm
GOUVERNEUR, N. Y. George E. Pike

For Sale—Forty pure-bred registered Ayrshire cows and
heifers in milk or coming fresh. Sired by mature bulls of

merit. Bred and fed for profitable milk production. Herd
of seventy. To be reduced on account of ill health of owner.

This is a splendid opportunity to secure dependable stock.

Hill Terrace Farms
AYRSHIRE
CATTLE and

Berkshire Hogs
We have several young bulls

for sale, one exceptionally
good one by Rena's Cham-
pion and out of an imported
heiferbred byJamesWallace.

We are also offering a few Berkshire pigs of good blood lines.

For full particulars address

HILL TERRACE FARMS, Morristown, N. J.
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and 27 per cent, in fat over their dam's average

Eerformance. And there isn't a thing to blame
ut those registered Guernsey bulls!

Where the The following interesting com-

Shorthorn pilation of the distribution of

Breeders are Shorthorn breeders has been
made by Secretary Harding.

W ith the continuance of present trade activity,

a number of the Southern and Western states will

advance well up in the list within a year or two.

Alabama 80 Montana 195
Arizona 10 Nebraska i»74°

Arkansas 80 Nevada 10
California 80 New Hampshire... 20
Colorado 170 New York 105
Connecticut 20 North Carolina .... 54
Delaware 1 North Dakota 575
Florida 10 Ohio 945
Georgia 55 Oklahoma 735
Idaho 135 Oregon 130
Illinois 1.855 Pennsylvania 225
Indiana 1,100 South Dakota .... 1,155
Iowa 4,070 Tennessee 135
Kansas 1,285 Texas 280
Kentucky 250 Utah 155
Louisiana 30 Vermont 50
Maine '.

. . . 70 Virginia 140
Maryland 25 Washington 115
Massachusetts 40 West Virginia .... 90
Michigan 590 Wisconsin 760
Minnesota 1,520 Wyoming 60
Mississippi 75
Missouri 1,625 Total 20,871

A Long- Crimson Rambler, owned by the

Distance Geo. F. Stone Estate of Littleton,

Ayrshire Mass., has accomplished the re-

markable achievement of com-
pleting her ninth cumulative Advanced Registry
record, giving her a total official production of

93,345 pounds of milk, 3,369.66 pounds of fat,

and nine calves; or an average yearly production
of one healthy calf, 10,372 pounds of milk, and
374.9 pounds of fat. She is a good sized, rugged,
easy keeping, sure breeding cow of the "old red"
type, and was bred and raised on the same farm on
which she is making her noteworthy records.

JERSEY DOINGS
HE Edmond Butler sale of imported

Jerseys, held at Guard Hill Farm,
Mt Kisco, N. Y., on May 3d,
brought a total of $51,000 for

ninety-two head, an average of

#555-43- The twin heifers, Imp.
Darling Lassy and Imp. Lassy Darling, were
bought by L. V. Walkley of Southington, Conn.,
for $2,625 and $2,100 respectively. Colt Farm,
Bristol, R. I., purchased some excellent stock, in-

cluding Staralden for $2,200, Imp. You'll Do's
Pet for $1,400, and Stars and Stripes for $1,000.

Col. T. S Cooper of Coopersburg, Pa., secured
Sunray, the excellent grandson of Noble of Oak-
lands, for $1,200; Mr. S. R. Read of Chattanooga,
Tenn., paid $1,275 f° r Imp. Jersey Snowflake; and
Mr. T. DeWitt Cuyler, White Horse Farm, Paoli,

Pa., bought Imp. Elsie's Dora for $1,025. The
buying was brisk and all the other prices were
uniformly good, showing a consistent demand for

quality Jerseys.

AT THE annual Decoration Day sale of the
Linden Grove Jerseys, held by T. S. Cooper

& Sons, at Coopersburg, Pa., 110 head of Jersey
cattle brought $82,780, an average of $752 per
head. The top price was $4,000, paid by Mrs.
C. D, Illingsworth of Fox Chase, Pa., for the
superb seven-year-old cow, Simone of St. Sa-
viours, with a record of more than 800 pounds of
butter in a year, and a public Channel Islands

test as a three-year-old of 50 pounds in one day.
The most active bidders and heaviest buyers were
Col. Samuel P. Colt, of Colt Farm, Bristol, R. I.,

and Mr. Thomas DeWitt Cuyler of White Horse
Farm, Paoli, Pa. Among the animals purchased
by Col. Colt was You'll Do's Weeping Maid, an
exceptional bargain at $2,500; Mr. Cuyler se-

cured, among other fine animals, Golden Matron
for $1,200, You'll Do's Bonnie for $1,100, and
My Jolly Violette for $900. Among the other
buyers were Mr. Wm. Ross Proctor of Brook-
wood Farm, Barryville, N. Y., who got Golden
Champion's Brown Maid for $1,850, and Sweet
Dairylike, a beautiful solid-color cow, winner of
the butter test prize on the Island in 1914, for

$1,750; Ed. C. Lasater, owner of the famous
Falfurrias herd in Texas; Mr. C. Hughes Manley

ofBaltimore,Md.,who bought The Owl's Duchess
for $1,200; and Quechee Fells Farm, Quechee,
Vt., which gave $1,050 for the cow You'll Do's
Clementina.

A RECEPTION to Jersey breeders and en-
thusiasts was held at Meridale Farms,

Meredith, N. Y., on May 31st and June 1st. A
special car took a number of guests from the
Cooper sale direct to Oneonta, where they were
met by Mr. Ayer and his son-in-law Mr. Fry, and
taken by automobile to the farms. Here head-
quarters were established at Meredith Inn, that
unique and inviting feature of the Farms; but in

view of the scenic beauties of the locality, the
quality of the animals in the herd, and the many
interesting details of the farm operations, but
little time was spent there or in any other one
place. The home and outlying farms were visited,

the creamery and all its efficient butter making
operations inspected, the different units of the
herd reviewed, their simple but thoroughly
practical quarters surveyed, and the most promi-
nent individuals carefully studied. A feature of
the afternoon was a parade, including Mr. Ayer
and all the guests, each leading a Jersey, of which
a permanent record was made in moving picture

form.

CALIFORNIA NOTES
HE first annual sale of registered

Hereford cattle ever held in Cali-

fornia took place on the D. O.
Lively Stock Farm at Mayfield, on
May 3d. The interest previously
manifested wascontinued in greatly

increased degree throughout the day of the sale.

Forty-five head were sold at an average price of

$373, and as a result of the sale seven or eight new
Hereford herds were established in California.

On the night of May 2d there was organized the
Pacific Coast Hereford Cattle Breeders' Associa-
tion; a committee consisting of Messrs. D. O.
Lively, W. D. Duke, Madden, D. B. Harris, H. H.
Gable, W. J. Bemmerly, and Professor Gordon
H. True, was appointed to draw up constitu-

tion and by-laws and to report at the next
meeting, which was scheduled for the State
Agricultural Farm at Davis on May 29th.

Secretary R. J. Kinzer, of the American Here-
ford Cattle Breeders' Association, made his first

trip to California to attend these events, and was
much pleased with the climate and with the
splendid outlook for the breed. Colonel Fred
Ruppert who accompanied Mr. Kinzer had noth-
ing but nice things to say of the people, the
state, and the outlook for live stock generally.

HPHE sale of registered Shorthorn cattle on the
A Carruthers farm at Mayfield was marked by
a good attendance and the sale of some splendid
cattle.

T OS ANGELES is going to have a live-stock
' show. The State Legislature has ap-

propriated $50,000 toward it, and Los Angeles
business men will greatly increase this amount.
Mr. C. E. Miller is President of the District Fair
Association, under whose auspices the show will

be given.

npHE Whitten Hog Ranch in Tulare County
has recently sold the last of 800 hogs which

brought in the aggregate $35,000.

]V/fR. T. T. MILLER has established a cattle

raising business on his ranch in the San
Fernando Valley. His foundation herd, valued
at $50,000, is headed by Diamond Choice, a

magnificent roan Shorthorn bull.

'IpHE Federal Farmers Loan Bank at Berkeley
announces that it is placing loans of $250,000

weekly. This will help speed up crop production.

'"PHE Western Meat Company of Oakland is

canning Belgian hare for which it is offering

from 10 cents to 13 cents a pound. At least one
other large packing concern, with main offices in

Chicago, is looking into the subject and is ex-

pected to take up the canning of Belgian hare at

an early date.

TN. RESPONSE to the President's appeal, a
A meeting of practical farmers—one from each
county in the state—was held in San Francisco

on May 21st and 22d. It was unique in that only
actual farmers participated and only farmers'
addresses were heard. Resolutions were adopted
asking the President to put one or more farmers
on the National Council of Defense. A farm
labor shortage was reported and emphasized, and
legislation for the admission of Chinese farm
laborers under bond was requested. A law pre-
venting the use of grains for the manufacture of
whiskey also was recommended.

HORSE BREEDING AND SPORT,
HERE AND ABROAD
N VIEW of the great influence upon

horse breeding of the flat racing and
fox hunting sports of England, it is

discouraging to learn that these in-

terests have been well-nigh ob-

literated as a result of the European
war. The fox-hunting season, just finished, has

not been a circumstance to what the sport was
prior to 191 5. All the best hunting people and

hunt servants and even many of the "sporting

parsons," "cross-country barristers" and "gate-

opening doctors" whose waist lines preclude their

arrival at the kill, have been drafted into the

vortex of hostilities. The few left are cleaning

such of their own timber-toppers as have not been

utilized to draw heavy guns and crippled tanks,

while the scarcity of fodder and oatmeal gruel

renders the feeding of horses and hounds some-

what uncertain.

Think of it! Two seasons agone there were

more than 200 packs of hounds in the kennels of

England, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland, aggregat-

ing not less than 20,000 foxhounds, aside from

numerous packs of beagles and deerhounds.

Thirty days ago, when a sort of hound census

was taken, not more than 12,000 answered the roll

call. Kennelmen have been ordered to chop off

heads by the wholesale; farmers' wives and

daughters who, heretofore, have delighted in

raising and caring for foxhound puppies until

kennelmen required them, are busy, nowadays,

making bandages, sewing kits, gas masks, and

hosiery. Early in the war in many cases ladies

volunteered to act as whippers in, while elderly

country gentlemen undertook to attend to the

duties of professional huntsmen. But about the

middle of last season, the Food Economy Di-

rector—a hunting and racing enthusiast—con-

ferred with several members of the M. F. H.

fraternity, kennels were forthwith cut down one

third, all hoary old hounds and many a fussy

or riotous youngster was destroyed. Next

October, when fox hunting opens— if it opens at

all—there may not be a baker's dozen to salute an

aged M. F. H. in Warwickshire, Leicester,

Devonshire, or Notts. As for the fell country and

the Yorkshire wolds, they're out of it entirely,

more's the pity.

This eclipse of fox-hunting in England provides

a fine opportunity for sportsmen in this country

to bring over drafts from the far famed Belvoir

and other noted packs, continue them on this

side of the Atlantic, and ship the puppies home
again "with bells on" after the war is over. The
same should be done with regard to the hunting

sires and dams that are still left in England. Our
English allies are up against the feeding propo-

sition. We shall do our sporting bit best in the

manner suggested, if we do it now.

OEARING on this general subject comes the

refreshing news that the suspension of

flat racing and steeplechasing on the other side has

not yet materially reduced the foal registration

list. The records show 3,412 colts and fillies

recorded last season, as against 3,567 in 191 5. ant'

3,383 the previous year.

Suspension of racing over there will, however,

have one capital result—the saving of the crop

of two-year-olds which heretofore were sacrificed

on the altar of mammon to satisfy the lust for

abnormal tests of juveniles. Now, perhaps. \\<

shall see all Thoroughbreds grow to maturity

before facing the starter; and, perhaps, we shall'

witness a resumption of the old four-mile tests or

which the lung power and endurance of present

day equine ancestry are based. All of which

being interpreted, means that we may look foi

better and stouter Thoroughbreds by and by, am
may credit them all to the situation broughi

about through the fury of the Huns.
A. H. Godfrey.
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THE B.M.SAMS
STOCK FARM

Good pastures, an abundance of spring

water and mountain air give size ami

health to our Holsteins. We can show

von ^70 head. Now is the time to visit

the White Mountains and see them.

HENRY S. HALE. Owner

P. A. CAMPBELL, Mgr.

Dixville Notch New Hampshire

G R AY 1 [ELD F V R M
Greenwich, N. Y.

Has at the head of its herd one of the choicest sons

of Pontile Konnlvke. Sons and daughters for sale.

HARRY C. GRAY GREENWICH, N. Y.

Myrtlewood Stock Farm
otters for sale—A small surplus of Reg-
istered Holsteins. This Stock is

choice, handsomely marked, and from
producers of hcavv capacity. A few
young Bulls ready for service.

MacDADE BROTHERS
Mvrtlewood Stock Farms Oaks, Pa.

Where in Buy Them

Strong Demand

for Holsteins

The great popularity of pure-

bred I lolstein-l' riesian cattle

is well attested by the auction

sale of 143 Holsteins at

Worcester, Mass., June 7 and

8, i()i7, when an average

price of $2,073.21 was ob-

tained. #53,200 was paid for

a young bull, #18,000 for a

heifer not yet three years

old, and #18,300 for a cow.

All over the country there is

a strong market for Holstein

cattle, and their size, individ-

uality, healthy vigor, and uni-

form and profitable large milk

and butter yields have made

it so.

Investigate the " Rlack and

Whites." Send for our liter-

ature.

Holstein-Friesian Association

of America
F L. HOUGHTON. Sec'y.

62-H American Building Brattleboro, Vermont

LORENZO FARM Broad Meadows Farms
CAZENOVIA, N. V.

Inquiries asked for A. R. O. Cattle.

CHAS. S. FAIRCHILD

HOLSTEIN - FRIESIAN CATTLE
AT PUBLIC SALE AUGUST 7 and 8

1 here will be sold at

Brattleboro, Vermont
125 Head of high class registered

purebred healthy reliable cattle

These are consignments from herds of leading
American breeders, including Oliver Cabana, Jr.;

A. VV". Brown; and Carl Amos.

Come to Brattleboro, the Holstein-Friesian Capi-
tal of America.

The Purebred Live Stock Sales Company

PAWLING, N. Y.

250 Pure bred Holsteins
Homeof Pietje 22nd'sSon: K. P. Lyons De Kol: Sir Peter Lyons.

Three of the best herd sires in the United States.

PAULT. BRADY, Owner, Henry E. Lee, Herdsman

J. Victor Feather
The Live Stock Photographer

Expert on JERSEYS, AYRSHIRES
GUERNSEYS, HOLSTEINS

Stock Farm and Estate Photographer. Every-

thing pertaining to country life

Write at once for terms and open dates

Address J. VICTOR FEATHER

Holsteins
from a herd that is fam-

ous for type and indi-

viduality

We have animals which

have the qualities for

producing world's

records

E. LeRoy Pelletier

R. F. D. No. 3

Pontiac Michigan

VANDKkKAMP FARMS
HOME OK

JUDGE SEGIS
Son of the CJ reat King Segit whose
tont tired World's Champion 50
lb., lb and 40 Ih. rows.

JUDGE SEGIS it the onlv tire

of the hreed at 5 years of age to

have a Jr. 3 year old and a 21 lb.

yearling daughter. He has now 24
daughters, one Jr. 4 year old 3 3.85,

one 2 year old 28.55 and a yearling 22.14.
'

WR HAVE A NICK LOT OH M'LL CAI.VF.S »- s MONTHS
OI-O FOR SALF. from good A.R.O DAMS at prices low enough v.

that you can afford to raise one to serviceable age.

Writ* us/or den riftfion and frictM

HERD TUBERCULIN TESTED ANNUALLY AND FREE PROM DISEASE

F. C. SOULE & SONS SYRACUSE. N\ Y.

LABORATORIES Rat Virus
For the destruction of RATS. MICE, and MOLES, by a special virus

which conveys a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harm,
less to human being*, domestic animals, poultry or game. Not a poison.

j> cts. to I1.50. INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS AGO. If your
dealer cannot supply you, order from us.

PAMTKI'K l..\ll«>HATORIr> OF A ME Kit \

New York. 8KB W. 1 1 th Ht. thlraaro. 1 ? V I n -»M. «t.

Laboratoire des Vaccina Pasteur pour I'Etrangrer and
Institut Pasteur. Paris Biological Products

GLEN COVE NEW YORK

Anchor Post Fences
Pasture Fences—Stock Paddocks—Poultry
Run Enclosures—Piggery Enclosures—Ken-
nel Yard Enclosures, etc.

We are specialists in designing and building

modern fences and enclosures of all kinds,

for live stock, poultry and game. Owners of

farms and country estates will find our Cata-
logue interesting reading.

Write for special farm fence literature

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt St., (13th floor) New York
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TH E • TALK- OF-THE - OFFICE-

NATURE BOOKS IN COLOR

WE HAVE added two sets of books in

color printing which show a distinct

advance over anything we have done

before; but it is terribly difficult to carry over

to the reader an impression of their value un-

less we can show the actual color pictures.

GARDEN GUIDES

The first is a set of little guides with a col-

ored plate on every page to identify the flow-

ers of the garden. The books are uniform

in size and appearance with the Reed Pocket

Guides, which some three hundred thousand

people are using to identify trees, butterflies,

flowers and birds. There have been hereto-

fore no books to identify the garden flowers.

The set contains 836 colored pictures, and the

books are arranged for Spring, Summer, Au-

tumn and Winter, a volume to each season.

The text is helpful, short, direct, and interest-

ing. It has taken a long time to make these

books. They sell for $1.25 each in flexible

linen, or $1.50 in a new and flexible peau,

and can be had at your bookstore; or we will

send you a full description by mail, or the

books on approval.

WORTH KNOWING SERIES

The other books have, in a way, grown out

of the Reed Pocket Guides, which have been

useful for years in identifying the birds,

flowers, butterflies, and trees. We felt that

there was a need for four other books to carry

the reader on to a knowledge of these animate

things in nature, and these four books give the

reader the life histories of the most interesting

of our daily companions. The volumes are

as follows:

Birds Worth Knowing, by Neltje Blanchan,

with 48 color plates.

Butterflies Worth Knowing, by Clarence

M. Weed, with 32 color plates.

Wild Flowers Worth Knowing, by Neltje

Blanchan, with 48 color plates.

Trees Worth Knowing, by Julia Ellen Rog-

ers, with 16 color plates.

This set of books, we think, is the most at-

tractive that we have succeeded in making

during a long career of nature book production,

and the price has been kept low, $1.60 a vol-

ume, or $6.00 for the set of four books if bought

together. Will you write to us about them, or

examine them at your bookseller's?

BOOK PRICES

At least one class of business men has not

taken advantage of the opportunity to make
war profits—book and magazine publishers.

The cost of paper and the materials which

go to make up books has risen from 30 per cent,

to 150 per cent., and the price cf books has

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra.

been increased with grudging and timid steps

an average of less thanfifteen per cent.

SOME MAGAZINE NOTES

At great expense we have been mailing

The New Country Life in pasteboard cartons,

so that the magazine might reach our vakied

subscribers flat instead of rolled. The plan

has not been successful, because Country Life

is now so heavy that copies are crushed in the

mail, and the cartons have not protected them

as we had hoped they would. We have a new
form of rolling the magazine and protecting

it which we hope will bring better results.

We thought we had improved the type of

the World's Work. It was smaller, but, we
believed, clear and legible, and the margins

were better. We now think we made a mis-

take, so in July we have enlarged the type,

shortened the line slightly for easy reading, and

improved the margins. We hope you will

like it.

The Garden Magazine has a new series of

covers, drawn by a young Belgian artist, which

will, we think, prove popular. This magazine

is now a war food periodical, but we hope is

losing none of its garden charm.

The Red Cross Magazine is improving.

We now print 250,000 copies, and with the

great achievements of the Society have many
plans for extension. A $2.00 membership

includes a year's subscription to the Red Cross

Magazine. The profits go to the Red Cross

Society.

Did you know that we make a Spanish edi-

tion of the World's Work, different from the

American edition, and planned to suit the

South American public? There is an English

edition of the World's Work, too, made in

London for its English readers.

Country Life Press is now issuing from its

presses ten separate magazine publications

each month—and they are worthy periodical

citizens, all of them.

THE FRENCH BINDERS, GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

Our French friends are now comfortably

settled in Garden City, binding books. This

is their announcement:
We have the honor to announce to patrons who are

interested in book bindings of the highest class that

in cooperation with Doubleday, Page & Company we

have begun work under agreeable conditions in the

Country Life Press, Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

It is our firm purpose to adhere to our highest ideals.

For this reason the number of books we can bind is

very limited, and we respectfully request your coopera-

tion in informing us as far in advance as possible of

any binding you may wish to entrust to us. We charge

from $5.00 to $150.00 or more per volume, in strict

accordance with the amount of work involved.

We may recall the fact that under the imprint of

"The Club Bindery," "The Rowfant Bindery," and

lately "The Booklover's Shop" of Cleveland, Ohio, our

work was well known and is now in no way inferior, but

rather the reverse.
Leon Maillard
Henri Hardy
Gaston Pilon

" GOOD MORNING, ROSAMOND !

"

is the title of a very delightful novel by Miss

Constance Skinner, which Mr. Fogarty has

really embellished with his out-of-door draw-

ings.

Mrs. Gene Stratton-Porter, whose nature

books and nature novels sell as regularly as

the seasons come, has this to say of "Good
Morning, Rosamond! ":

"I just have a copy of Miss Skinner's exceedingly

clever and laughable playlet, 'Good Morning, Rosa-

mond !
' It is perfection in style and entertainment, and

a delight to the eye. ... I can see no reason why
it should not become a 'best seller,' unless being a first

book and the War kill it. It really and truly is ex-

tremely good of its kind, which is light, but clean and
wholesome."

ANDRE CHEVRILLON

M. Chevrillon's "England and the War" is

one of the interesting class of books such as

Taine's "History of English Literature" and

Bryce's "American Commonwealth," where

an authoritative and inspiring study of a for-

eign civilization is written by a member of

some other nation. < It is the more interesting

to learn that M. Chevrillon is a nephew of the

famous Taine. His book is a study of English

national psychology during the terrific strain

of war, written, as Rudyard Kipling says in

his preface, "with the profound sympathy of

one long acquainted with our lives, our history,

and our thoughts. M. Chevrillon's analysis

is nearer the root of the matter than anything

that has yet been written by any Englishman."

Andre Chevrillon was born in 1864. Two
years of his early childhood were spent in

England, chiefly in the country, and when he

returned to Paris as a schoolboy he retained

an instinctive feeling for English scenery

and English life. He studied English litera-

ture at the Sorbonne, and has made many
visits to England. The study of English his-

tory and institutions has been his life hobby.

M. Chevrillon has been a great traveller—in

India, Egypt, Syria, Morocco, and the United

States, where he represented the French De-

partment of Education at the World's Fan-

in Chicago in 1892.

"THE PREACHER OP CEDAR MOUNTAIN"

Mr. Ernest Thompson Seton's first novel is a

real success. We could print a dozen enthusi-

astic newspaper notices. The mere fact that

Mr. Seton has written a novel, a tale of the

open country, we think is sufficient to lead all

his readers to want to have it.

IP YOU ARE INTERESTED IN EVERGREENS

you will want to see the Evergreen Garden at

the Country Life Press. It is an evergreen

education. At the present writing one hun-

dred and eighteen different species and vari-

eties are planted and growing, and each one is

labelled. Others will be added from time to

time.
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The canoe renders accessible waters that would other wist in- closed lo the lover of nature and to the sportsman

The W A T E R M A N'S MANUAL
B v L AWRENCE P E RRY

Photographs b

;

A. VV alter, Edwin L e v i c k, and others

O SPOR I is more beautiful or more inspiring in

its sturdy wholesomeness than yachting. Its

appeal is to the best human qualities both

physical and mental; it makes for a clean,

alert mind, tinging red blood, and eyes that

snap with the outdoor sparkle. Recent years

in this country have seen extraordinary

expansion in every branch of yachting and boating. 1 he in-

vention and perfection of the gasolene engine have opened our

creeks, rivers, lakes, bays, and seas to hundreds of thousands of

men and women, boys and girls, while the wind-driven craft count

each year their increased legion of devotees.

There is a whole-hearted love for the water in every true Ameri-
can, an inheritance from the days when the country consisted of a

strip of states along the Atlantic seaboard, and when the lore of

the ocean and actual experience of it formed an important part of

life. The breath of waters, salt or fresh, the rattle of driving

spray against taut canvas or glass windshield, the swift cleaving

ot the summer sea, the matching of wit and skill against things

elemental—all these play their part in the game of yachting, and

constitute the lure of the sport.

There is no doubt that one of the first impulses of primeval

man was to float in some manner upon any body of water which

happened to be in his vicinity. The ancient dug-out has come
down to us as proof that eventually he succeeded in gratifying his

ambition, while the art of propulsion by sail was known in epochs

when men wrote on bark or stone. It is therefore but natural

that to-day the sport of yachting ranks high in our list of registered

outdoor diversions, and that the trophy which stands for nautical

Copyright. 1917. by Doubleday. Page & Co. I9

speed supremacy, the America s Cup, is the most famous, as it is

the most desired, prize in the calendar of international sport.

And the great beauty and attractiveness of yachting is that it

is within the reach of all, the rich and poor alike, the young and

the old. Your millionaire will sail in his 6ofoot racing sloop, his

90-foot cruising schooner or auxiliary, or his palatial steam yacht;

your poor boy will sail in his skiff with its leg o' mutton sail. And
each in his way will have an equal amount of fun. Between the

two, the devotees of the sport run the human gamut. Yachting

principles, whether it be a motor boat or a sailing craft, are simple

and undeviating. Any one may learn them. And, as said, hun-

dreds of thousands of Americans have done so. They form a great

guild, joined in a common pursuit—the racing and cruising men of

the Atlantic Coast and contiguous waters; the hunter-yachtsmen

of Great South Bay, Chesapeake Bay, and more southerly waters;

the windjammers and motorboat men of the Great Lakes, of the

smaller lakes of the Northwest and inland rivers; and finally,

those who fare forth in sailing craft or power boats on the Pacific

Coast.

It is hardly for such as these that this article is written—al-

though it may be hoped that they would find it interesting, if

not instructive—but rather for all who are contemplating, or who
might be induced to contemplate, entering the ranks of those *vho

from May to late September find their chief delight in facing the

open waters at the wheel of a gasolene boat, the tiller of a sailing

craft, or in the fragile canoe, paddling through rippling streams.

The small boat is the medium through which the sport of yacht-

ing is thrown open practically to every one who loves the water.

Beginning with the light skiff or other type of rowboat, fitted with
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A thrilling moment in canoe sailing—jumping inboard on a sudden jibe

home-made mast and spars, and perhaps even sails, we range

from the class of 13-foot dory, which with centreboard, rudder

and tiller, leg o' mutton sail, jib, masts, and spars, can be pur-

chased for about $75, on through catboats and sloops of various

types, and sailing canoes. There are varieties of all these craft,

handy and strong, that are inexpensive to buy, and cost to main-

tain almost nothing except personal labor—than which your true

windjammer enjoys nothing more. Adapted for single-handed

sailing, they offer at the same time opportunity for those skippers

who are never so happy as when ordering a crew about.

The dory, to which reference has been made, is the product of

Yankee fishermen. For many years before its adoption by pleas-

ure seekers, it weathered the perils of the Grand Banks and other

tempestuous fishing grounds. Formerly associated only with the

fishing industry, dories are now to be found among the fleets of

almost every yacht club along the Atlantic Coast. There are, in

fact, dory associations; for these tight little boats are not only

qualified for cruising but for racing as well. One reason for the

boat's popularity, of course, is its cheapness, but the wideness of

its appeal is also accounted for in the fact that it is safe; combine
this element with handiness and a modicum of comfort, and you
have about all that the average nautical enthusiast can ask for.

Withal, the dory is strongly built and has sailed through storms

where better favored craft have failed. Care should be taken not

to confuse the small boat of this type with craft whose model orig-

inated with the dory, which in fact are called "dories" but are

incorrectly so termed, since they have round bilges, overhangs,

and sometimes weighted centreboards. A new name should be

invented for these. In the meantime they are not so good as

dories, are not so cheap or reliable, nor yet so complete in an all-

around sense as catboats or sloops.

Long experience taught the fishermen the best type and sheer

for a dory, and the form should not be altered. They rarely cap-

size unless handled with great carelessness, and daring sailors have

crossed the Atlantic Ocean in them. They are built mainly along

the New England coast. Without spars and other appurtenances,

they cost no more than $14 to turn out, and they sell for from $20
to $26. The approximate price of a complete 13-foot dory, as

above stated is about $75; the 15-footer—15 feet over all—should

not cost more than $100 complete.

The dory's mast is stepped with wire rigging which helps the

boat in a good wind. The jib is set on a head stay which is very

easily handled. The owner who has a knack for handicraft can

have a lot of fun with his dory, building water-tight bulkheads

fore 'and aft, installing lockers, improving rigging—doing, in fact,

those multifarioas things which make a boat safer, swifter, more
comfortable, and consequently more enjoyable.

There is no better boat with which to learn sailing than a small

dory, or say a 12-foot skiff with metal centreboard. In a craft

of this sort the beginner may acquire all the rudiments of seaman-

Inland racing sloop. It was on the lakes of the Northwest that yachtsmen applied the

last word to racing freaks. These craft are in reality nothing more than thin slabs of boats

Small craft of about 15 feet waterline length, which are ideal for boys who have passed their

novitiate in simpler boats. Men, also, who are fond of small boat sailing will find these

sloops in every way suitable

Here is a sloop, probably home made, or at least built outside at extremely low cost, which

is a means par excellance for teaching the youthful nautical idea how to shoot
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The Star class of sloops is extremely popular on Long Island Sound, where clouds of them
met every summer It will be noted that while of scow or "sidewalk" construction, they

have pointed bows— this for rough weather

Sloops of the Bee and Butterfly classes, which are ideally adapted to single-handed sailing,

and have added thousands to the yachting roster

nd very fast

ship and navigation, and gain, as well, a knowledge of how to take

care of himself in various emergencies. In no case should he go
out alone. In yachting, as in other sports, there is a right way
and a wrong way, and correct principles in sailing are not likely

fi> he learned through experiment; or if they are, the price to he

paid in the way of capsizing, narrow escapes from drowning, loss

of sail, spars, and the like, is altogether too heavy. An experi-

enced sailor as a companion is always the hest policy, and within

a short time the novice will he in no need of his services.

Eventually the time will come when the yachtsman, no longer a

heginner, has the desire to extend his scope of operations; he has an
absorbing ambition to leave land-locked waters and to try his skill

outside of headlands. Obviously his present craft is no boat for

this purpose. It was never intended to be. What is now wanted
is a boat which is decked, with a hull adapted to making its way
easily through seas, and with a somewhat more complicated sail-

plan than that to which he has been accustomed. for this

purpose a round-bodied keel or centreboard sloop of say 15 feet

waterline, 6 feet beam, and 3 ft. 4 in., depth, carrying a mainsail

of 160 square feet and a jib of 34square feet, would serve splendidly

the purposes of single-handed sailing in fair weather, in almost

any sort of water. And well handled, she would take her share

of wind and wave. She could be employed in both cruising and

racing. Thus advancing, the yachtsman—depending upon his

means—will enter into still larger classes until the day comes
which sees him sailing his own 30-foot sloop or 60-foot schooner.

Most likely, however, the catboat would precede the out-and-out

sloop in the affections of the yachtsman. As a matter of fact, there

are grizzled windjammers who have never outgrown the cat,

simply because they prefer this type of yacht to any other; they

find in it distinctive qualities which it possesses exclusively;

they like its cat-like quickness in all nautical manceuvers, and

find its all-around handiness splendidly adapted to all their needs.

Of the catboat it is not too much to say that it yields to no craft

in wide variety of usefulness. Its habitat is on water shallow or

deep; it finds its home amid conditions placid or tumultuous. It

flashes in and out along the banks of tortuous rivers, or breasts the

blue rollers of the Atlantic. Fashions in boats may change, do

change, but the catboat continues a thing of beauty and a source of

joy with her one mast and single expanse of sail. In these days

of "sidewalks" and other racing freaks, the catboat holds serenely

to her own; she has never degenerated into a mere speed machine,

a statement which is made despite the fact that certain scow classes

in the Middle West have adopted the cat rig—which, by the way,

does not make them catboats, and they have no right to such desig-

nation.

The racing cabin cat, the most familiar type along the Atlantic

Coast, combines with ability to race, certain modest accommoda-

tions and a weatherliness which permit her to be used for pleasure

cruises. The writer remembers, with many reminiscent twinges
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in his back, the old

sandbag days— prob-

ably every man, who
began his racing or

cruising in a catboat

will find his memories

equally poignant. But

no longer does the cat

rely upon bags of sand

or shot for ballast; she

carries outside ballast

which makes the sailing

of her a joy and not a

back-breaking grind.

No craft surpasses

the catboat in her

handiness, and with her

deeply stepped, stanchly

stayed mast she will

carry a press of sail in

a stout, whole-sail
breeze, and make light

of tumbling head seas.

There are, of course, all

sorts of catboats. There

are the light, open

types of Barnegat Bay,

the Manasquan River, and vicinity; the Great South Bay type

with its lightly built summer cabin; and finally, the robust

Cape Cod cat, the most famous of all catboat types; a craft

that braves the weather of a turbulent coast and is never so

much at home as when the white-caps are cresting the waves

and the wind is whipping them off". The "Caper" is not a hand-

some boat; she is not built for style, nor for good looks—ser-

vice is her motto. But there is no light draft craft in the world

—

at least the writer knows of none—which is so reliable in stormy

weather or possesses so many all-around qualities. The average

catboat will be found to be of the centreboard type, but there are

many examples, also—especially in the racing classes—of the fin

and weighted keel boat.

While a sloop might be designated roughly as a small fore-and-

aft rigged vessel with one mast—generally carrying a jib, a fore-

staysail, mainsail, and gaff topsail—the type has many variations,

especially in lengths under 25 feet. You will find sloops with

and without bowsprits, with single or split head sail rig, with

or without gaff topsails, keel, or centreboard; in fact the variations

are multifold. Nautical- terminology has included some of these

deviations from the original type within its scope, and thus we

have, for example, raceabouts, knockabouts, and various sloops

designated by class, such as the "Star" class, the "Bug" class, the

A 30-foot schooner of the Stamford type—one of the handiest craft known Late —pointed b< been added

" Lobster," and other classes which are distinguished by peculiarity

of rig and hull design and construction.

Lots of them—but by no means all—are fairly orthodox as to

rig, while the conformation of their hulls is of the rounded bilge

type. In races of every important yacht club from Maine to Flor-

ida and along the Pacific Coast will be found clouds of these craft

ranging in size from 15 to feet waterline. But, after all, the

sport of small-boat racing had its great impetus as a result of the

production of a square nosed scow which defeated all opponents

in the regatta of the Inland Lake Yachting Association, at Lake
Winnebago in 1898.

This boat, the Argo created a veritable sensation among inland

lake sailors, and as the type immediately came to dominate the

sport of yachting on the Western lakes, so its effects were eventu-

ally felt in the East, where myriads of sloop-rigged scows—or

"sidewalks," as they have been termed—came into being. All

the Bugs, Stars, Lobsters, and other classes which American

yachtsmen now know, possess many of the scow characteristics,

with the great exception, however, that designers have returned to

the pointed bow which, it has been found, takes more kindly to

turbulent seas.

In a general way however, these craft still merit the designation

"sidewalk," being in fact mere slabs of boats—very much on the

-ftak. Halliard

vBridlt

-Jib Halliard

• Jib5tay

-Jib HanK

In which the catboat shows her scope—a craft of the Cape Cod type

Sketch showing the sail plan of an average small sloop of 30 feet waterline and

under. The spars are also indicated

#
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order of sneak-boxes with which hunters .ire familiar their centre-

boards, extending from lour to six feet into the water. Somewhat

smaller boats of this*ort hear simpler rigs and are ideal for single-

handed racing. The great point of attractiveness about them

is their cheapness, their cost complete ranging from $200 up.

Considering craft of from feet upward, one begins to enter into

the realm of expensive yachting. A racing boat of more than 20

feet interline length will require two paid hands or two amateur

assistants, and the number of the crew, of course, increases with

the size. Two jibs and a mainsail for a craft of 25 feet waterline

length will cost not less than £130. Only a man of some means

can maintain .1 crack ;o-foot sloop, while the 40-, 50-, and 60-foot

racing sloops are for the w ealthy alone. The class of 40-foot sloops

built for members of the New York Yacht Club two years ago

cost tflO.OOO each, a price w hich, of course, does not include wages

of crew , upkeep, sails, and the like. A suit of heavy working sails

for a 40-footer w ill cost about £500. and this does not include spin-

naker, balloon jib, and other racing or light canvas. These

sloops, as those of the 30-, 50-, and 60-foot classes, are intended

primariK for racing, and their deep keels and limited cabin accom-

modations, not to say their trim racing build, do not qualify them

for comfortable cruising.

The most expensive craft that the world has known have been

the great </>-foot sloops

of the America's Cup
( lass, sloops which 1 •> 1

from /.i'//.'//, to /./'//.

000 to build, and an ad

ditional £200,000 to

carry each through hei

season of preparation

foi the Atlantic blue-

ribbon race. So cnoi

mous is the cost and

maintenance, that when
Sir I h o ma s Upton
challenged for the cup
in IV'4- both the de-

fending club the New
York Yacht Club and

the challenger— the
Royal Ulster Yacht

Club — agreed to limit

the size to 70 feet

waterline length. Hut

even so, the three sloops

built to compete for the

honor of meeting Sham-

rock Iy -Resolute, Van-

ilie, and Defiance—
cost not less than #100,000 each to build, while Sir Thomas
estimated that his fourth attempt to regain the America's

Cup would cost him at least £1,000,000. The British baronet

pent in all £3,2^0,000 in his three unsuccessful essays to cap-

ture the greatest yachting trophy in the world. All of which

will give some idea as to the source of the belief common among
landlubbers that yachting is a sport for the millionaire alone.

But it is not. The average yachtsman has no thought of enter-

ing the cup defender, or even the big boat, classes. He has his own
tight little craft and enjoys her to his heart's content. As a matter

of fact there is a great deal more work and danger, than play, in

big boat racing.

The schooner, w hich in the case of a yacht w ill have from two to

three masts— usually two—is generally of large size, say more than

sixty feet waterline. But some of the most able and pleasurable

schooners afloat represent a happy medium of forty. Possessed

of speed and ability to stand hard weather, and with comfortable

quarters, they are splendid racers and fair cruisers; all in all, they arc-

quite the most engaging craft that modern yachting has produced.

The typical American racing or cruising schooner ranges in size

from seventy to a hundred odd feet. They are the leviathans of

the pleasure-sailing world, costly to build, expensive to maintain.

The desire to own a boat is, of course, instinctive with the boy

In 1 he- I l.mdicap cl;iw. sloops of different oizcH are matched on a rating basis

WliND
4*

5 IAR.BOARD
TACK.

j
PORT TACK.
CLOSE HAULED

Chart showing the three cardinal points of sailing—the wind, reaching, an l

running—which the beginner must learn to negotiate A popular type of cruiser is the auxiliary yawl which can defy the doldrums and go to port under powe.
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Close hauled. A large racing sloop with lee scuppers awash. She is sailing to windward

who has been reared in the vicinity of waters where wind-driven

craft abound. To others the ambition comes as a result of sum-

mers spent at coast or lake resorts, or of experiences year after year

upon the yachts of friends. However the desire may have come,

great care should be taken by the prospective boat owner to be

certain as to the uses to which he intends to put the craft. A sail-

ing yacht is not like an automobile. Do you want a racing craft,

or a cruising craft? It should be one or the other, if only for the

reason that the boat which combines racing and cruising qualities

is—unless specially constructed at a goodly cost—usually not very

good at either. She will be too slow and heavy to beat her sister

racers and at the same time will be too much of a racer to afford

Schooner yacht of the Pacific Coast where yachtsmen go in for deep sea cruising races

One of the old type of large racing yawl which is now extremely rare

that comfort and stanch give-and-take ability which the out-and-

out cruiser possesses. Also, consideration should be given to the

sort of waters in which the boat will be used.

If it be decided by the prospective owner to build a boat, he

should buy a good design from some designer or yachtsman
who knows the game, and then have it built by a reputable builder.

A jerry-built boat may cost a little less money at the outset, but

in the end it will prove to be an extremely poor investment. Or if

it be a case of purchasing a second-hand craft, by no means clinch

any sale until a man who knows a great deal about boats has looked

her over. If you have no friend thus equipped with knowledge,

it would pay to hire some yachting skipper, or other man who is

Copyright by F. A. Walter

Flag officers' yacht, Resolute—a 70-footer, built to defend the America's Cup
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RoJicrt K Tod's (."lavs A schooner yacht Katnwa. one of the largest and brsl equipped racing A 00-foot racer breaking out a big reaching jib. Thin in one of the most popular of the

Khoonen in the world racing schooner types

\

1

Copyright by Edwin I^rick

When sport attains the dramatic. The cruising schooner yacht Miladi reefed down in a howling gale in Block Island Sound. She was finally obliged to put into Stonington. being on
fire from an overturned galley stove
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competent, to ascertain how the boat to be sold has withstood the

wear and tear of her years. Some grotesque boats, not worth their

weight in junk, have been foisted upon tyros who did not take the

pains to have their purchase inspected by discerning eyes. Be-

cause a boat has won cups in past years is no proof that she still

retains that ability, and a commodious cook stove in a cosy looking

cabin is no warrant that the hull which contains them may not

leak like a sieve in a seaway.

If a racing craft is to be purchased second-hand, the prospective

buyer should first make certain that she will fit into some of the

classes wherein he proposes to sail her; if not, she will be of very

little use to him, since the matter of time allowance will obtrude

disagreeably, even assuming that she were permitted to enter

some recognized class. The chances, however, are that she would

not receive such permission, and thus her owner would be forced

to sail her in a mixed class, if one happened to exist, or in a handi-

cap division, in which an assortment of craft are raced subject to

rating.
r , . ... '11111 jc fll The skiff in which a motor of small horsepower may be placed—the beginner's boat
In the case of a cruising boat, it should be learned hrst or all

^

cardinal points of sailing. First there is sail-

ing into the wind, "beating" as it is called;

second, sailing with the wind coming over the

side, known as "reaching"; and third, sailing

with the wind coming from the stern, or " run-

ning." Of all points of sailing, that of going

into the wind is the most difficult to master.

Of course no boat driven by wind can sail

straight into the wind's eye. When we speak

of sailing into the wind we mean sailing

toward the wind. The boat makes its wind-

ward objective by a series of tacks at one

angle and another until such time as the wind

may be taken over the beam or from astern.

The mechanical explanation of a boat going

toward the wind relates to wind pressure and

lateral resistance. The wind strikes the sail

from one side of the bow or the other. The
tendency of the boat, of course, is to go side-

ways, broadside to. But down beneath the

whether or not her draught will permit her to sail freely on the hull is the keel or centreboard which prevents this sort of progress,

waters where she is to be used, irrespective of tide. If she will With pressure exerted on the sail and resistance applied beneath

float here only at high tide she will, of course, be useless. If she the water, the boat moves toward the point of least resistance

is in bad repair, is leaky, or reveals dry rot, she would better be left which, naturally, is straight ahead.

for some less scrutinizing purchaser. Have her hull tapped by a An example of sailing to windward may prove of value to the

man who knows about boats; cuttings should be made in the under- boy who this summer will have his first experience as a skipper,

body to see if the planks are sound. Investigation should be con- Assume, then, that your boat has moved away from moorings

ducted throughout the boat from her keel

to her mast. It is far better that the

boat in question be high and dry, or hauled

out, as sailors say, in order that the in-

spection may be thorough and complete.

Buying a boat that is afloat is pretty

much like buying a pig in a poke. How-
ever, a competent yachtsman can tell

pretty much about the outside of a hull

by inspecting the inside. If there is any

bilge water, take it up and smell it. If it

smells brackish and old, it's a good sign

that there is no fresh water leaking in.

There are many such points which the

nautical wiseacre has at his finger-ends, and

no one should think of purchasing a craft

without the advice and assistance of such

an expert.

The three primary essentials in buying

a boat, according to Thomas Fleming Daj ,

the great American authority, is first, to he

certain that the bottom is sound; next that

the decks are tight; and third, that the

spars are in good condition. Further in-

formation is to be obtained only through

sailing the boat.

In the early days of his novitiate, the

beginner will learn that there are three

One of the most popular types of motor boat—the runabout—which is adapted to a variety of uses

New type of yacht tender, which is extremely fast for ordinary purposes. President Wilson is seen landing
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I1»y cnitaer. no*" Unit united for (air wrnlhrr iruning on nny body of water

and thai 'In- lust point wish to reach lies

ile.ul into the wind. Say the wind is coming

over the port (left hand) how of the ho.it.

Thismeansth.it we are on the port tack. We
haul in the mains.nl and keep the stem of the

boat at about forty-five degrees or half a

right angle from the wind. ^ on are not sail-

ing dirccfh toward the objective, because

that cannot he done; but you are making
progress toward if .11 an angle. He sure, to

keep the sail full of wind. When you sec it

quivering, then you know that you arc

pointing too close to the wind. When you

have so tailed that your windward mark lies

a hit past \ OUI beam, \ OU push the tiller aw .1 \

from you and the boat heads up into the

wind, the sails rattling and quivering as the

how slowly swings across until the wind comes
over the starboard side. This is tacking, or

coming about. Sailing on this angle, assume

that the objective mark is brought close aboard; on the next tack

thus you are able to round it and are in a position to proceed to

the next point on a reach— that is with the wind coming fair over

the side. There is little to do on this leg of sailing except to

watch for changes in the wind, squalls and the like; presently

we reach the third objective and let the boat square away so that

the wind conies from the stern. More boats are capsized on this

point of sailing than anv other, ii would appear, for the reason

that pool steering will cause the boat to altei hei position with

relation to the wind; the big mainsail will suddenly fly ovei 10

theothei side " |il>e," as if is called and unless < level seaman-
ship is employed the craft will he lying on her side.

Mm a jibe is only dangerous when it is unexpected. In rounding

marks or ( hanging the course of sailing, a boat is always jibed when
11 is desired to change the wind from one quarter (the stern sec 1 ion

of a boat) to the other. When a boat changes the wind fiom

one side of the bow to the other she tacks. When beating or

reaching, a boat will of course heel or list sharply in accordance

as the wind is st long. When this im lined position is too sharp to

suit the nerves, or the cautious instincts, of the skipper, he can

always bring the boat nearer to an even keel by easing off his main-

sheet (the line that controls the mainsail) or he tan relieve all

pi< ssiire and cease headway by steering the boat info the wind and

gradually hauling in the mainsail until the boom rests amidships.

This process is called "luffing." In a sudden squall it is always

essential to luff if the boat seems to he getting into trouble or it is

Here is a swift day cruiser which is employed by the man who does not care how much gasolene he uses

A modern automobile type of runabout. Many motor boats of the sort arc operated by women

desired to shorten sail. I hese are the elementary principles of

sailing, and once grasped and properly applied, the young navigator

finds himself in a position to branch out, acquiring one by one the

finer points of this most delicate and beautiful art.

The canoe is for the man who combines with his love for the

water a love for the woods and hills, a camp fire, a gun, the free air

of rhe open spaces. Where the catboat and the launch leave off.

the canoe begins. It will travel through a

brook three feet wide and six or seven

inches deep. While used chiefly on hunr-

ing or cruising trips, the canoe makes an

interesting racing craft when fitted with

sails. A sailing canoe is rigged as a ketch

with masts in the bow and stern. The sail

is of leg o' mutton shape with, however,

a spar at the luff which is attached to the

mast and extends above it. The steersman

sits on a plank running outboard amid-

ships. Canoe sailing is a delicate art and
may be indulged in only in placid water.

For general working purposes the canoe

is a craft for the paddle, not for a sail.

At sizes ranging from 15 to 18 feet, the

canvas-covered Indian model canoe is de-

signed to carry an immense amount of lug-

gage on a very light draught. It is especi-

ally adapted for entering places where even

a rowboat cannot be moved, a fact which

will appeal to the fisherman, the hunter,

the photographer, or to the man who
loves to seek the beauties of nature in

hidden places.

As he carries his outfit with him, the

canoeist can camp and live where he pleases.

In an 18-foot boat he can pack a small
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A combination houseboat and motor boat, which is a veritable floating home

pyramid tent made of waterproof material, with a

mosquito net window in the rear for ventilation;

an air pillow; two light-weight woollen blankets;

a taT>le with folding legs; a collapsible chair; a tin

bucket containing food, plates, knives, and cooking

utensils, and a large water receptacle of canvas

—

in all enough material to make any man comfortable.

In almost every section of the country there are

waterways suitable for canoe cruising, combined

with all sorts of scenery and many sorts of water

conditions. A very charming canoe route lies

from Hancock, N. Y., on the Delaware River, to

Phillipsburg, N. J., and thence through superb

country down the Morris Canal to tidewater in

Newark. Lake Hopatcong, Green Pond, and

Greenwood Lake, in New Jersey, offer splendid

opportunities for canoeists, while the Passaic River

from Paterson northward is a veritable home for

canoeing, as is also the Schuylkill and other placid

Pennsylvania streams; while New York, Massachu-

setts, and more northerly New England states con-

tain unexampled facilities for sport of this sort.

These are the famous places, but as a matter of

fact he who lives near a creek or a brook of any respectable size

may derive a world of healthful enjoyment from his fragile craft.

It is now about twenty years since the gasolene engine was first

installed as an auxiliary to-sails. In those times the tendency was
to make the sail power subsidiary to the engine, and this too, in

the days when the boat thus equipped was really nothing more

than a motor boat fitted with a small spread of

canvas. Even when the true auxiliary began to

come into being, many designers had not yet

learned that the correct principle was to adapt the

boat particularly to sails, leaving the engines to

be used in calm weather or other emergencies.

All yachtsmen realize that hours of calm are likely

to occur on any day; an engine fitted to a sailing

craft makes the sailor independent of winds, and

enables him in the one case to reach a point that

he would not otherwise attain, or in the course of a

sail to reach home in good time, while the boat which
has nothing but sails lies log-like in the doldrums.

With the perfection of the gasolene engine which

recent years have seen, motor power has been ap-

plied to every sort of craft from the diminutive

catboat and the small yawl—which is the handiest

type of auxiliary—to the huge go-foot schooner;

in the larger sizes, indeed, the auxiliary, with its

A stanch, full-bodied, mobile houseboat upon which the owner and his family can comfortably spend the summer

4

Many runabouts are capable of great speed. The Leopard, which looks like a hydroplane in action

nice adjustment of gasolene and sail power and its characteristic

arrangement of details, has come to be a craft peculiar to itself.

The amateur sailor should be careful that his gasolene tanks are

isolated by bulkheads, with plenty of ventilation and with trap

pans so arranged that leaking gasolene will go overboard. As the

tank is in the bow, the gasolene can be piped along outside the boat,

entering the hull again at the engine. This will

prevent leakage into the boat. There have been

many tragic experiences as a result of the ignition

of fumes arising from leaking gasolene, usually

as a result of the striking of a match. An airy

engine room is also a necessity. In fact the

housing of an engine, especially in a small boat,

should be carefully contrived.

Of course, much depends upon the construction

of the craft, but generally speaking, the engine

should be aft of the living quarters under the

cockpit deck. Or, if it is impossible to place it

there, it should be well forward. In the open

sailboat designed to be sailed single-handed, the

engine should of course be placed within reach

of the steersman.

The extraordinary development of the sport of

motor boating has added hundreds of thousands

of names to the world's yachting roster. Those

who found no poetry and little pleasure in sailing,

yet who possessed a love for the water, were

quick to take advantage of the opportunity offered

by the motor-driven craft, which to-day out-

number the windjammers a hundred to one, and

are steadily increasing in popularity. The per-
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faction "I the gasolene engine, tin- prtttfll simplic-

n\ ol <>p< i atioit, .mil its low ii. st have madr it

practical t"i «m\ use, flom thr open skill In the

ocran 1 1 in ser ol .1 hundred In i i»i more in

length

Man) will rcmrmbci the <itr.im launch of the

'SiVs and rails <k>'s. with us hcav\ rtiginr and

boiler which were m> high rh.it in rhr cabin .1

lupcrstrui tutc abovr thr d«ik was necessary to

cover thrm. This, not to mention .1 long list of

drawback*, resulted in top-hravinrss arid lark of

s.ifrt\ in 1 seawa\ Anam. the space occupied In

the motive power, and the heat, dust, ashes, and

coal, add to the indictment again*! the old typeol

steam launch. lo-da> the modern gasolene hoat

tells a diHrrrnt story. I he engine is low in build

and so lompact that it ma\ 111 man\ cases he

placed under the cockpit floor in a space which

otherwise would be of no use except foi stoiage.

Urulgv dtxk oil -short- nKilor boat, which has been designed and built to cruise or race over coastwise routes

The motor can be kept as clean as the works of a watch, and it

gives t>ut but litrle heat.

One hesitares. of course, to say what might not have been done

with the steam engine or the naphtha or alcohol vapor motor, had

it not been for the sudden and brilliant development of the gaso-

lene engine, by Gottlieb Daimler in Germany in 1887. It is prob-

able, however, that in that event the large and

peremptory demand for small power launches

would have been met by great progress in the

old methods of propulsion. 1 his, however, is

merely a matter of speculation, since the fact

exists that one year after it was introduced in this

country, in 1889, a variety of marine motors,

usually of the two-cylinder type, were being pro-

duced by American builders.

It was not long before American yachtsmen

desiring a small motor boat, say from six to eight

horsepower, could choose from a large assortment

of makes, all of them possessing the same virtues

in the way of space saving and the same fail-

ings, particularly as regards their crude ignition

system. They were also extremely heavy, a one-

horse power motor of that day weighing at least

150 pounds. In those days it was not considered

necessary to have any special device for vaporiz-

ing the gasolene; a pipe led directly to the engine

from the upper part of the fuel tank, and natural

evaporation of the volatile fluid was relied upon

for furnishing the necessary vapor. Automatic

carbureters for marine motors received little or

no attention. The ignition apparatus was in

Criming motor IkuiI < I. iv ih « I loi large hay. ;mil other nil. mil water.

about the same state of crudity. To trace the de-

velopment of the gas engine to its present per-

fected form would require a great deal of space and

the employment of highly technical terms; suffice it

to say that to-day the motor boat engine is as simple

and perfect in all its details as is the automobile

motor. Strength is combined with extremely light

weight and utter reliability. Stock models of

motors of any horsepower ranging from one to

three hundred are on sale throughout the country

at reasonable cost, and extra parts are everywhere

available. First used only in open craft, it was

quickly seen that space saved by compact motors

resulted in an increase of available room which

could be seized upon as a means of improving the

boat itself. As a result, we note in 1895 the ap-

pearance of a launch of the 30-foot type, fitted

with a low trunk cabin of wood placed over the

forward half of the vessel, leaving a large, open

cockpit in the after half. Thus appeared the

first "hunting cabin," the type of craft with which

we are so familiar to-day.

Among the many varieties of boats now man-

ufactured are included the light-weight racing craft, designed

especially for high speed; medium-weight pleasure boats intended

for pleasure or light work; and cruisers and commercial craft.

These are the main general types, each of which has its offshoots,

so that a large variety of boats made to fit any requirement or use,

or any size of purse, are at the disposal of yachtsmen. The man

Large gasolene cruiser which is qualified to hold the sea under all ordinary conditions. She has an 84-foot waterline
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with sporting proclivities can have

his special 40- or 50-foot racer

with its high horsepower engine,

while he who does not care for

sport can have the slow, stanch,

roomy cruiser with engine of ten

horsepower. There is the 18-foot

dory and its four horsepower en-

gine capahle of eight miles an hour,

which will cost about #300; there

is the runabout, with mahogany
finish and glittering metal work,

commodious cockpit, wicker

chairs, and bright cushions, rang-

ing in price from #275 to #5,000.

Used on lakes, rivers, and other

sheltered waters, the runabout

type is one of the most popular

in the world. So we go through

the "afternoon" and "day" and

"glass cabin" and "raised deck"
cruisers, to the stanch sea boat

A fine type of motor-driven ocean cruiser whii

Copyright by Edwin Levick

steam yacht in range and capacity

which is very popular for all-around cruising and which will

cost as little as $700 in 25-foot lengths. So, too, we have
the extension trunk-cabin-cruisers, which are a combination

of the raised deck and trunk cabin boat; and finally, there is

the bridge deck cruiser which stands at the head of the list in

comfort, seaworthiness, roominess — and
cost.

The racing of motor boats over distances

either short or long has never attained the

popularity in this country which was ex-

pected when the gasolene boat attained

wide recognition. There have been many
reasons assigned for this failure, but no

doubt the real explanation lies in the fact

that the average motor yachtsman is not

essentially a sporting man. He loves the

sea and wishes to enjoy it in a leisurely

way, in a safe and comfortable boat, or else

he employs it merely as auxiliary to his pur-

suits as a hunter, fisherman, or voyageur.

None the less there are many who do go
in for racing, and the sport of driving light

cedar hulls—hydroplanes and the like—has at

least resulted in the high development of

the powerful gasolene motor, just as ocean
racing has produced the coastwise cruiser

type. 9
Stanch cruising craft ranging in size

from 40 to 100 feet now negotiate the deep
sea with impunity, while the fact that they

A speed boat marvel

—

Kitty Hawk, a hydroplane, skipping over the water

have a much lighter draught than would be possible with steam,

gives them a wide range of action. They make nothing of

going from New York to Florida by the ocean route and then

navigating the shallow inland streams without danger of

grounding.

With the motor well toward the bow it is possible to have the

main saloon and living quarters amidships, with the owner's large

stateroom aft under the extension of the cabin top. The state-

rooms of the larger boats are located forward of the main cabin,

either the motor or galley just forward of these, and the crew's

quarters in the bow.

The most popular ocean cruising boats vary between 35 and

90 feet in length, their speed ranging from nine to fifteen

knots. But whether on the open sea, or adjoining waters, or in-

land, it is in cruising that the motor boat finds its greatest and most
valuable expression.

Not only the ocean and great bays, but canals, rivers, and
lakes in various parts of the country offer ideal opportunities

for health, excitement, and general enjoyment which were

not revealed to the yachting public till the gasolene boat came
into being.

The first question that confronts the motor-boat novice re-

lates to the engine. What kind of an engine shall he buy for

his boat? What type? Obviously the beginner would do

well to consult some one who has had a great deal of ex-

perience. However, a few general points for the guidance of

those, who, not having bought a motor boat outright, are

One of the costly craft—a palatial steam yacht of brigantine rig whose owner still clings to sails as auxiliary power
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and a rapid-fire gun forward

of tlxsc .Hid similai flaws greatly

afreets I Ik- nil ri lot k ing woik of

the motor, and if neglected in

hound to cause tioiihle more ot

less seiions, Su< li things ate not

likely to develop in the new
engine, hut each year of an en-

gine's age sees a pi opoi t ion a I e

ill' n ase in the liahilil v to me-
chanical faults. The careful

motor boatman will have his en-

gine examined at the beginning

of every season, either by himself,

if he be capable, or if not, by
some one who understands it. In

this way trouble will be detected

and remedied in its incipiency.

To the novice the gas engine no
doubt seems to be a complicated
thing, but it is really much less so

than it seems, and the man who is

willing to study his motor and

thinking of huung an engine to instal in a bull of some
soit. will not come amiss

In the hrst place, it is correct to assume that the price of a motor

made b\ a reputable firm is a pretty accurate index of its qualifi-

cations. By comparing relative pin es of engines of the same gen-

eral type, a tank accurate unptcssion may he had as to the cost of

materials, labor, and the like that have gone into its construction.

In the case of a second-hand engine, very great care should be ex-

ercised lest one saddle himself with a mass of junk about ready for

disintegration.

Vet on the other hand there are many reliable second-hand

motors to be purchased. You will get one if you will seek the

advice of some experienced yachtsman.

The prospective buyer should also take into consideration the

sort of craft in which the engine is to be installed. For example, it

would be manifestly absurd to put a bulky, slow-running engine

in a light boat in which a certain amount of speed is required;

while again the four-cycle engine would be misplaced in a boat as-

signed for heavy work.

Ot course there never was an engine so perfect that it went on

running forever without trouble, and many volumes have been

written on the prevention of engine troubles. It would be well for

the motor boatman to familiarize himself with all of the chief

sources and causes of engine ailments since, unlike an automobil-

ist. he cannot get out and sit down beside the boat until some good

mechanical Samaritan appears. A badly working oiler, a leaking

carbureter, a poorly adjusted spark plug, a bad valve—any one

The last word in steam yachts. The Nahma, whose yearly maintenance cost is beyond the average man's dreams of avarice

Ocean going motor racer starting on Bermuda race. Note auxiliary sails and bridge protection

get acquainted with it can do so without a course of study in

mechanical engineering. The best possible advice, however, for

such a man to keep in mind, is to let the engine alone if it is

running satisfactorily. Let it alone even if it is running at all,

unless he has the knowledge of how to improve it.

More engine troubles are caused by the

predilection of beginners to fuss with their

motors, turning screws and nuts at random,
and deranging the ignition system, than in

any other way.

As a first step to knowing your engine,

study the ignition system and then the

carbureter; knowing these, you will be well

equipped to meet almost anything that may-
happen to the motor. For within the igni-

tion and carbureter lies, not the seat of all

troubles, perhaps, but of a great majority
of them.

The steam yacht, even of small size, is

for the man of means alone. A small

steam-propelled craft of say ioo feet, is very
expensive to build and maintain, while the

great leviathans such as J. P. Morgan's
Corsair and other boats of that tvpe—veri-

table floating palaces, capable of going any-
where that an ocean liner goes—cost a small

fortune to operate throughout a season.

A year or two ago the owner of one of these

great boats gave the writer figures showing
that he had spent $72,267 for the salaries,
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food, and clothing of his crew, and for coal, oil, sundries, repairs, and

docking. These figures did not include the yachtsman's personal

expenses in the way of entertainment, food for his own table, and

the like. Not a few steam yacht owners decline ever to check up

their yachting expenses, saying they have much more fun if they

don't know exactly how much it is costing them. The steam yacht

fleet of the United States is a great one, but the boats are

associated solely with men of vast means.

The familiarity with navigation instruments which the yachts-

man should possess can come only through study under a naviga-

tor or in a school where the science is taught. The use of

the sextant, log reading, and all other branches of navigation are

too involved to be presented herein. But at least the barometer

may be employed in a practical way, and every yachtsman would

do well to include such an instrument among the appurtenances

of his craft. In making a forecast, the amateur should con-

sider not only the present state of his barometer, but natural

conditions obtaining when the reading is made, such as the direc-

tion and velocity of the wind, the sort of clouds in the sky, the

humidity in the air, etc. He should also compare the barometer

reading with the barometric pressure for several preceding days.

Simply to read a barometer and then base upon the showing a

forecast of the weather is apt to be productive of disappointment

and disgust. The instrument is not like a clock; its moods are

to be read in relation to what has gone before. Assume that

the barometer is stationary. It is essential to know how many
days it has been stationary, or if it is falling, the reader should

have knowledge as to whether that fall has been gradual or rapid.

Of course if the fall is rapid or, indeed, if there is a rapid rise,

then we should look out for able-bodied winds, if not gales, and
we will do well to prepare for a change in the weather.

When the barometer rises steadily, but slowly, fair weather is

indicated. When it falls surely if slowly we may count upon un-

settled meteorological conditions. Rapid rising of the indicator

hands of a barometer calls for clear weather with high winds, while

a sudden fall suggests rain and high winds. A stationary bar-

ometer, of course, may be taken as meaning that conditions will

remain as they are. No yachtsman should fail to take lessons in

barometric reading from some experienced person. Apart from the

personal satisfaction it brings, it is a valuable accomplishment.

In all that has been said in the foregoing concerning yachts for

single-handed sailing or small boats which carry a crew of two or

more, girls who happen to have read this article may take the

statements set forth as much to themselves as do the boys who
are ambitious to learn to handle a sheet and tiller. The guild of

women skippers is a large and growing one. There are classes at

Newport, on Gravesend Bay, and Long Island Sound which are

devoted to women, and their races held annually produce as much
good sport as any one could possibly ask for. Of course the de-

velopment of the motor boat resulted in a large accession of fair

skippers to the ranks of yachtsmen, but there are those who vield

to none in their love of windjamming, and who are found in ever-

increasing numbers among those who sail in cruising trim.

YACHTS IN THE WAR
At the beginning of the War, the Navy Department issued a

call for four divisions of yachts. In the first division they called

for large-sized yachts of goodly speed to be used for scout duty.

In the second division, boats of from 100 to 150 feet, capable of

extremely high speed and able to hold the sea in a moderate gale,

were asked for. In the third division were named gasolene

boats of from 60 to 100 feet length, speed not less than ten

knots, able to hold the sea in a moderate gale. In the fourth divi-

sion, boats of 40 to 50 feet length, seven knots an hour, to be used

as harbor patrol craft, were asked for. Some of the boats that

have responded to the call are shown elsewhere in this issue.
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HORSES for the ARMY
By G. ARTHUR BELL,

Senior Animal Husbandman, V. S. Department of Agriculture

HE problem of obtaining a sufficient number of

horses of the right type for the cavalry and

artillery has always been a serious one, but it

is becoming more and more serious as time

goes on. One of the most recent evidences of

the difficulty of securing an adequate supply

of remounts was given last June when the

National Guard was called out, and

: was found necessary to purchase

large number of horses for the

lounted service of that organization,

n order to obtain a sufficient num-
er. the purchasing officers were

uthorized to accept for cavalry use

orses 14! hands high or more, al-

lough the minimum height has

eretofore been 15 hands. The total

trength of the National Guard in

fie Federal Service at that time was
nly approximately 140,000. The far

i eater difficulties involved in obtain-

lg horses for an army of a million

an easily be imagained.

Of course it is possible to obtain

nough suitable horses for the army
rovided the whole country is

horoughly scoured. But the diffi-

ulty and expense of so obtaining

hem, scattered as they are over a

ery wide territory, would be tre-

lendous. Only one or two, or at

lost a very few could be picked up
1 any one locality, after which it

•ould be necessary to go elsewhere

or a few more. This would mean
Bcechwold Chester. 6226. a 16-hand saddle stallion owned by the Department

of Agriculture. He weighs 1,150 pounds

that the officers would have to travel great distances in order to

obtain a thousand head, and that many small, expensive ship-

ments would have to be made before a train load, or even a few

car loads, could be gotten together. The solution of the army
remount problem depends on the producing, in a relatively small

number of communities, of an adequate supply of animals of

the right size, type, and quality.

One plan that has been suggested

many times is that the Government
should breed its own horses. This

does not, however, appear practic-

able, owing to the great expense that

would be entailed. In order to pro-

duce sufficient horses for the needs of

the army, even in times of peace,

the Government would have to

maintain several thousand brood

mares. Most of these would be idle

a good part of every year, and conse-

quently the expense of their keep

would have to be charged to the pro-

duction cost of the foals. It would
take three brood mares to produce

annually two strong, live foals, and
figuring their maintenance cost (in-

cluding investment, labor, and feed)

at $75 per annum each, or $225, it

would mean that an item of $112.50

would have to be charged against

each foal the day that it was born.

This would not take into considera-

tion the service of the stallion which,

roughly estimated, would be at least

$12.50, making a total expense of

$125 to be assumed by the day-old

33
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Thoroughbred stallion Octagon, owned by the Department. Octagon was twenty-one years of age when
5 this picture was taken, but he is evidently as fit as ever he was

Another of the Department of Agriculture's splendid thoroughbred sires is Footprint.

and weighs 1,200 pounds

He is 16J hands high

foal from which no return could be expected for at

least three years.

The most practicable plan now in sight appears to be

the encouraging of farmers to produce horses that may be-

come suitable for army purposes, in all sections where such

a type of horse is well adapted to the general farm and

market conditions in the community. This type must be

bred largely, if not entirely, from our light breeds, for

horses with draft blood do not, as a rule, have the re-

quisite speed, endurance, and courage.

Following the development of this remount breeding

plan, the Agricultural Appropriations Act for the fiscal year

1913 made available the sum of $50,000 for experiments in

the breeding of horses for military purposes. A number

Thoroughbred stallion, Henry of Navarre. His height is 154 hands; weight, 1.100 pounds.

blood supplies two valuable traits for Army horses—speed and stamina

Thoroughbred

A four-year-old sired by Octagon

of stallions were purchased, others were donated by breed-

ers interested in the work, and some of the Morgan stal-

lions produced at the Morgan Horse Farm, Middlebury,

Vt., were used. A total of forty-two stallions consisting

of seven Morgans, ten Saddle stallions, ten Standardbreds,

and fifteen Thoroughbreds, were available, and the work

was inaugurated in the states of Vermont, New Hamp-
shire, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee.

The plan then adopted by the Department, and as being

carried out at the present time, is to stand stallions in those

sections where the light type of horse is found most satis-

factory on account either of the condition of the country

or of the market preferences. The decision as to what

breed shall be selected for a certain section depends largely

on the sentiment and the kind and type of mares in that

section. It is obvious that it would be useless to send a

Morgan stallion to a section where the sentiment was en-

tirely for the Thoroughbred.

The owners of sound mares with a good, square trotting

gait are permitted to breed them to the Government stal-

lions without the payment of a service fee, provided the

Government is given an option on the resulting foals at a

price of $150 during the year such foals become three years

of age. The owner of the foal, however, may cancel the

option at any time before the foal is three years of age by

paying the service fee of $25, if he wishes to retain the

colt or has an opportunity to sell it for more than the Gov-

ernment pays. This is a feature that is particularly en-

couraging to the production of high-class horses, and even

if, as is sometimes claimed, it should prevent the Govern-

ment from getting, as three-year-olds, the really high-class

horses so produced, still such horses will at least remain

in the country, where in case of extreme emergency they

can be obtained by the Government. If the colt is offered

to the Government at $150 and purchase is refused owing

to the fact that the colt is not of the right type for Govern-

ment use, no service fee is charged. On the other hand,

the Government is willing to waive its claim on any good

three-year-old filly that the owner wishes to retain for

breeding purposes. This is an especially good feature,

since it increases breeding and the production of good

horses.
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I In pKiti .in oik lux il enables the ( Jovernmcni (<> obtain

4 |.i H»« mimhei ol hoi ses of the i i^lil t vpe in sevei .il more

in li sn 1 1 si i u i > >l i ommunitiei, it attracts buyers limn .ill

o\ 1 1 tin count r\ to tin- vaiious centies ol production,

establishes .i icputatioii t » » i those districts, .mil h.is .i l.u-

Itaching effect in demonstrating the value of community

breeding to brcrdri s of othei i lasses ol live stm k

lli.it tins plan h.is met with general approval on the

part of t he funnel s is evident, iudging hv the increased in-

ItfMl which U being taken l>\ them in the work. In I
1

3

therr were i.>7<) mates hied to the \: staHions; in l
«
>

1
4.

there were 4; stallions to winch 2,01? mates wire hied.

Owing to the reduction in the appropriation for 1915

from focooo to #30,000, a genn.il curtailment of the

Two-yrar old l>l ly siml by Henry of Navarrr

work was made necessary. 1 he number «>f stallions was

reduced to 37, to which mares were hred. Another

reduction to .<;;;.ooo was made in the appropriation for

191(1, and the same amount is available lor 1917. This has

necessitated a further curtailment in the work.

The colts produced from the first season's work are

now three years of age and are being purchased by the

War Department and sent to the remount depots for

training. The purchasing officers are well pleased with

the quality of the colts, and if funds were available for

the production of horses on an adequate scale under this

svsrem there would soon be great improvement seen in

the horse stock of our army.

The critics of this Governmental encouragement of

horse breeding argue that there is no more necessity for

the distribution of stallions than for the distribution of

bulls, rams, and boars. But the production of horses

must be considered in an entirely different light from the

production of any other class of live stock. Most of the

horses in this country are raised by the farmers, and horse

breeding on the farm is a side issue to a greater extent

than the breeding of any other class of live stock. The
average farm does not have more than three or four

mares, and the farmer cannot afford to keep a stallion

for that number. On the other hand, the cattle, sheep,

or hog breeder usually has enough females to justify

him in keeping a male. The fact is that in a great many
Communities there are either no stallions or very inferior

ones. Breeding to the latter does a positive harm by de-

grading rather than upgrading the quality of the horse

stock.

The advent of the automobile and the curtailment of

horse racing has resulted in many high-class breeders

closing out. These breeders, scattered throughout the

country, maintained large studs, and the farmers in those

communities were enabled to breed to high-class stallions.

These stallions being no longer available, some action

must be taken to provide good stallions for those com-
munities if there is to be an adequate supply of remounts
for the army. This is of great importance at the present

time in order that the horses purchased for war purposes

may be replaced.

Th.t..; un til saddle si. ill 1011. Km Acre Kinn lie is somewhat lighter than He<< liwokl ( hestcr. weigh-

ing only I.ICK) pound*, and is 15) hands high as against the latter'i Hi hands

The Morgan stallion Dewey. The Morgan is a splendid type to breed from for Ar
at times undersized. Dewey, however, weighs 1.050 pounds

ly purposes, though

Ganadore, of the Government stud, is a thoroughbred stallion weighing 1.100 pounds. He is 16 hands high,

and an unusually well set up animal
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A garden at snow line on Mount Rainier. Often the edge of a snow field will be bordered for half a mile with a solid

flower belt of gold from six to a hundred feet wide

WILD FLOWERS of GLACIER PARK
By WALTER PRICHARD EATON

Photographs by Fred H. Kiser

HE least impressionable person alive cannot go

to the Rocky Mountains without giving en-

thusiastic attention to the wild flowers. This

is due only in part to the individual beauty or

those flowers. In the East we have many as

beautiful, some more beautiful, and still more

that we share with the West. But it is seldom

that our flowers grow in such masses and profusion, with so many
kinds and colors blended on one small square of ground, and,

above all, it is seldom that our flowers have the field so much to

themselves, sharing it only with a little sparse grass, the

scattered groups of limber pine or firs, and the ice water

brooks from the snow fields. The Rocky Mountain wild flowers

often display their colors, indeed, against a backing of pure snow,

or grow underneath pink and red and purple precipices, and beside

lakes of iceberg green. 'They are a foreground of delicate beauty

for a picture of stupendous impact. No other flowers have such a

setting, are so intimately associated with landscape gardening in

the grand style, the style of Shakespeare and of Milton.

For miles out into the prairie before we reached Glacier Park,

I saw wonderful gardens in the grass—in fact, the prairie grass is

mostly wild flowers. Probably the most striking plant in the

Glacier Park woods and meadows is the so-called Indian basket

grass, or squaw grass {Xerophyllum tenax). The tall, yucca-like

stalk rises from two to six feet out of the clump of coarse, wiry

grass, which the horses will not eat, bearing, like a torch, its great

bloom-head of creamy white flowers. It grows in among the

timber, it breaks out into little glades and meadows to run riot, an

army with white battle plumes, it climbs to the high "parks" just

below the passes, and flourishes close to the snow fields. It is deli-

cately fragrant, extremely decorative when picked, and altogether

a remarkably lovely and splendid wild flower. Naturally, it is

hardy, nor does it seem to have any decided soil preference.

Whether it could survive an Eastern summer, I do not know, but

next spring I am planning to plant several clumps well up toward

the summit of one of our Berkshire Hills, in partial shade, and see

what the result will be. It ought, I should suppose, to thrive near

timberline on Mount Washington—if some White Mountain en-

thusiast would take the trouble to try it.

Next to the squaw grass, the most conspicuous wild flower in

Glacier Park is undoubtedly the dog tooth violet

—

Erythronium

grandiflorum, with its smaller variety, the parviflorum. There is

nothing unusual about this plant, of course, as it almost exactly

resembles the variety Americanum of the East, save that it grows

taller; but it is conspicuous in the Rockies for its brave ubiquity.

Naturally an early spring bloomer, it doesn't get its chance in the

upland meadows and on the high slopes till the snow melts, so

that you may find its golden lily bells nodding as late as August.

When a winter snow field melts, it recedes along the edges, show-

ing bare ground for a day or two. Up through this ground come
the lily leaves of the "violets," and with great rapidity, under the

hot summer sun, the plants burst into blossom. Sometimes they

do not even wait for the melting. I gathered scores of them
blooming through an inch or more of snow. Often the edge of a

large snow field for half a mile will be bordered with a solid belt of

gold, from six to a hundred feet wide, according to the rapidity

with which the melting has taken place. If the snow melts slowly,

other flowers come in, and the border will mark the seasons—six

feet of dog tooth violets, then six feet of chalice cup, perhaps, then

several feet of lupine or tall false forget-me-not, then vetch and

pale blue clematis and yellow columbine and purple pentstemon,

and so on, even to goldenrod. Sometimes, on the sides of a steep

gully where the snow has packed hard and melted very slowly,

these belts of bloom will be only a foot or two wide, running all the

changes from earliest spring to late summer in a space of fifty feet.

But though when you enter an upland meadow studded with

limber pines (their own pink cones a pretty blossom), and carpeted

with white snow fields bordered with gold, you are first aware of

the dog tooth violets, on closer inspection you find dell after little

dell where as many as thirty varieties of plants will be blooming

simultaneously. You have passed many others on the wooded
trail coming up. Soon, as you leave timberline and begin to climb

those pink and red and purple cliffs which tower over you, you will

find that what now looks like naked rock will be a sub-arctic or

alpine garden, no less lovely of its kind than this incomparable

meadow half way between the lowlands and the peak.

Among the woodland flowers, the arnica is omnipresent. There

are several varieties, closely allied, and they literally star the

woods, for their pretty, yellow, daisy-like petals, with a darker

yellow centre, are borne erect a foot or two, over a forest floor that

has little undergrowth. Associated with the woods, too, is the

fairy twin flower, and the giant Indian hellebore (Veratrumviride),
with its huge, lance-like leaves and its pale white and greenish

flowers. This plant, of course, is common in the East, as "false

hellebore," but owing to our denser undergrowth it never seems so

conspicuous.

However, it is difficult to draw the line on the slopes of the

Rockies between the forest and the open, so frequent are the glades,

36
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The monkey tk»wrr n fount! only along brook* Chalice cup—n large, hrautiful anemone

and so much do the Howcrs tend to run from one to the other.

The exquisite .ind common admixture of hlue larkspur ( Del[illin-

ium Brotcnii and its variations), purple lupine, and Indian paint

hrush (which in the same group, sometimes actually in the same
plant, ranges in color from a greenish white through scarlet to its

standard tone of bright, bricky orange) is found out in the open,

and beside the trail through broken timbei .is well. It is an even

more common color coinbin.it ion 111 the volcanic soil "t the Cas-

cade Range, where acres upon acres are resplendent with blue,

purple, and orange. I have brought back to the Hast a box of

paint brush seed (Castilleja miniala), which I hope will have a

chance to try our mountain soil. But if it thrives as well in this

region as its Kastern cousin, the brilliant painted cup, our farmers

m.i\ not thank me I

A striking plant which you frequently encounter, invariably

close to the edge ot .1 little brook, is the monkey flower (Mi mulus
Sfnisit), which somewhat resembles a sturdy, dark wine-red pe-

tunia, though its irregular trumpet has a narrower opening and the

petals curl back more. It, too, has an Kastern relative, closely

resembling it, but for some reason, with us the plant never attracts

what I now realize to be its fair share of attention. The little brooks

beside which the \\ estern monkey flower grows come leaping down
from the snow fields or glaciers above, clear and cold as ice. Often

the trail is cut along the steep side of a bank, so that they fall

tinkling down to your feet, and once more leap out in a waterfall on

the other side of the path. I hut, on one side of you is a drop with

a splendid prospect ot meadow and canon and far peaks, and on the

other side, so close that you can often pluck the flowers without

Arnica, a golden flower of the woods Pentstemon growing on a rock

The pink llorett of wild hollyhock Thr conspicuous yellowa(|uilegia orcolumhinc

leaving your saddle, a steep bank between little waterfalls, a

bank which is a perpetual garden. You look to the left upon far

tremendousness; you look to the right at the small, close, intimate

world of wild flowers.

In this intimate world, the yellow aquilegia, or columbine, is

conspicuous, and so is the false forget-me-not, which grows every-

where. It is larger and not always so true a blue as the true

forget-me-not, which doesn't begin to appear until the higher alti-

tudes. But it is a lovely flower, none-the-less, hardly deserving to

be branded "false." Delicate harebells sway here, too, in this

land where all the flowers crowd spring and summer and autumn
into one or two brief months, and rough fleabane may be found

beside tall, white Viola canadensis, or goldenrod beside lupine.

The palely purple to blue blossom of the Clematis columbiana

grows shyly along such a bank, on vines that run for the most

part on the ground, or climb a little way into the low, stunted

branches of a limber pine. Near them may be golden hairy hawk-

weed, and just across the path on the edge of the cliff a clump of

red heather, or a gay group of pinkish purple pentstemon, one of

the showiest of the wild flowers. There is pink spirea, too, and

bright, golden shrubby cinquefoil, wrongly known as hardhack

by our Berkshire farmers. Near it may be a striking clump of the

ascending milk vetch (Astragalus adsurgens), with its purple

blooms. Another variety (the alpine milk vetch) is smaller and

paler, and grows above timberline. Both pink and white ever-

lasting are common, too. Indeed, the bank beside you is a per-

petually variegated garden, and on the other side, you look down
upon meadows which are gardens, too, away to the far peaks.

Indian paint brush, a cousin of painted cup The yucca-like stalks of Indian basket grass
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There are, of course, certain flowers which you come to hold in

peculiar affection, and certain spots where they grow are ever after

remembered. I shall never forget, for instance, the little pine-

studded meadow at the foot of Grinnell Lake. Beyond the lake

the cliffs leap up to the great white mass of Grinnell Glacier, hang

ing on a lofty shelf of the Continental Divide. Over these cliffs

waterfalls descend like silver hair, their soft thunder coming to

you across the green lake. To right and left naked rock walls

tower up into peaks. Yet the moist little meadow is as intimate

and peaceful as a cloistered garden, and in mid-July, when we were

there, was carpeted with chalice cups. The chalice cup (Anemont

occidentalis) is, of course, in reality a spring flower. Its cream-

white blossom is from one to two inches across, with a fluffy, golden-

green centre. Later this fluffy seed head expands into a feathery

tuft on a stalk a foot or two high, and is almost as attractive as the

flower. But until you have seen a Rocky Mountain meadow
carpeted with these large, beautiful, soft anemones, you can hardly

guess their charm.

The mariposas of the Rocky Mountains are not to be forgotten,

either. The green banded mariposa (Calochortus macrocarpus)

throws up a straight, erect stem and bears a lily of three pale lilac,

concave petals, with a green stripe down the centre. The Cal

ochortus alba, however (a variety to be had of the Montana nur-

serymen), found at such high altitudes as Mount Morgan Pass,

where its loveliness has only the sky and mountain goat for wit-

nesses, is the more
beautifulof thetwo.

It is like Emerson's
" rose of beauty on

the brow of chaos."

Nor is the traveler

likely to forget cer-

tain bits of road-

or trail-side at the

foot of the range,

near St. Mary Lake
on the east and

LakeMacdonald on
the west, where Na-
ture has planted

border clumps of

wild hollyhock.

This delightful
plant bears a stalk

only hope that he will chance upon this article and enlighten my
ignorance. All I know is that this malvaceous plant would prove

a rare and choice addition to any garden.

When you pass above timberline in the Rockies, especially as far

north as Glacier Park, you enter a sub-arctic world rather than an
alpine. Timberline in the Alps is at 6,400 feet, and the summits
are covered with eternal snow. Timberline, even in Glacier Park,

is often more than 7,000 feet (in Colorado it is more than 11,000),

and though there are numerous permanent snow fields as well as

glaciers above the last twisted trees, the bulk of the great shale

heaps and jagged rock towers which are the peaks of the range

are free from snow for at least two months. In those two months
the brave little blossoms of these arctic heights concentrate their

beauty and fragrance. You are climbing Piegan Pass, for in-

stance, which takes you close under the more-th an- 10,000-foot
summit of Mount Siyeh. You have left timber far behind, and
are crawling up beside a yawning canon hole, amid naked, broken
shale, desolate beyond words or the pencil of a Dore. Yet look at

the ground close beside you! It is not naked. In every sheltered

cranny, in every spot where a mite of soil has lodged, flowers are

blooming! Some of them are so tiny that it would require a mi-

croscope to analyze them. Some, you note with surprise, are of

the lowland varieties, dwarfed by the summit storms like a timber-

line tree. I found a shrubby cinquefoil at almost 9,000 feet, with a

stalk as large as my thumb and tough as steel; but it grew as close

w- ,n v -v. •\f ^i J A.;"?

~ \ A
A bed of mariposa lilies on Mount Morgan Pass Red heather {Bryanthus empelrijormis)—a low shrub with delicate pink flowers

from four to six feet high, covered toward the end
with pink blossoms about the size of a wild rose, but

clustered much like the hollyhock, and resembling

that blossom in appearance. It has the same deco-

rative value when picked and brought into the house,

but it adds a certain shy wildness of its own. We
found this plant, very evidently a mallow of some
sort, only near liiese two lakes, but not growing,

however, in actual wet. No one to whom I appealed

could identify it. Of course, somebody knows what
it is—only he isn't anybcjdy in Glacier Park. I can

Above timberline—a garden

of moss campion, forget-me-

not, green lily, vetch.and grass

A flower garden on the trail

to Iceberg Lake. Mount
Wilbur and the Continental

Divide in the background
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L ,i„ .round aa a MitchelU vine, literally hugging . .. earth,

Q i,»«n'i -. than '
••-< v" '« w" be»nn" Mo™.™*

Ul„ |s |,,g, .,s ... iin .. .I >.' 'I petition. Here on the wind-swept

alandi rhc Ion »< mil urow., thii mountain variety being

I , ,uU- no. mo.cthan six inches high. In.. ..I , mai vcloi.s cerulean

iu. Hrrt- .... n.uious gentians, fiom true gentian l-lu. through

Jk
'

3 purple to almost white. Here. too. are found the blue

fok ™lerian«. fragrant, thick hi n-clustc.son ham stems, and

,«ill more attractive ami *h»w\ plant, the mountain phaccl.a.

Vis phacelia semis up I'lu.sh purple bloom-spikes, on which the

owerscluste. thickb ... a panicle, with the.r golden stamens pro

«ing bevoml the petal trumpet. giving them a bcwh.skcre.l ap

Mrance. Hie foliage is thick and hamlsome. and the plant has

h odol .
though not a pleasant one.

Hut the real gem of the arctic lummita 11 the moss campion.

-h,, exquisite and ga> little pink, its bio ns like innumerable

K.tlU pinhead s in a green cushion, b.aves the loftiest altitudes

m ,

*

rhe most stupendous precipices. It must make fodder

or the mountain sheep and goats, and it certainly brings joy to the

Mr1 of the climber. Often, undei the shelter of a rock, or even

- hollow on top of a rock, you will find a dwarl garden of such

Uinty charm that you have to kneel beside it and admire. I here

v.ll be first, a cushion of moss campion two 01 three feet across, a

ni-m swell of soft green velvet covered with the pink blossoms

ken growing ...ou.nl it. even out of it. will be a plant or two of

Northern gentian, a relative of our fringed gentian

•ky-hlur forget-im-not. perhaps some pale mauve alpine vetch.

,„ t |, if the altitude is not too great, the slende. stalk of the green

lilv (Y.xvulnnn rl^am), with its many small, roundish, cream-

white flowers splashed with green. Indeed, it is not impossible,

..gain if the altitude is not too great, that there will be a shooting

star 111 the garden ( Dodrralhron pauriflorum) a strange, vivid

little red flower spitting down its pointed yellow nose toward the

ruth again. Certainly on the surrounding rocks theic will be

n ,| () ,ed li. hens and tiny stone, .op. Such a garden is unknown on

t |, t. only sub-arctic summits of the Kast the Presidential Range in

the White Mountains—and it is worth a trip across the continent

to see. . . . « t(11
To lift a wild flower out of its setting is sometimes a foolish thing.

Hut yet, the more American flowers we can adapt into our gardens,

ind is far as possible some of their natural setting with them, the

s„on< . we shall have a garden style of our own. Many of these

Rocky Mountain wild flowers can now be secured from Western

nurseries. They are all perfectly hardy so far as cold is concerned.

I leat rather would be their danger. Among the best now being ex-

ported tothe Kast arethefalscdandelion (possibly adangeroiisexpcn-

nunt); the gay arnica for shady places; the white mariposa lily;

the Calypso borealis fa Western lady's slipper); Delphinium bicolor,

or blue-veined larkspur, a low plant for high, dry places; the gay

shooting st.11 . the Caillardia aristala, 01 brown-eyed Susan of the

prairies and lower hills, possibly too much like our common garden

variety to bother

with; Northern

bedstraw, which
bears small white

clusters of bloom;

and blue pentste-

mon, which is cer-

tainly worth experi-

ment. A bed of it,

sown to grow up

through a ground

cover of sweet alys-

sum, would be ex-

tremely lovely.
The Eastern varie-

ties, called beard-

tongue, so far as I

have observed are

not thought enough
Even the aromatic bergamot is found here

Field of the Cloth of Gold

—an acre of dog tooth vio-

lets beside a snow field

A field of Indian basket

grass near Gunsight Lake—

a

suggestion for White Moun-

tain gardens

of to put in a garden. You have to visit the Rockies

before you appreciate this flower.

Of course, I have mentioned but a tiny proportion

of the blossoms that greet you when you enter the

magic wilderness of the Rocky Mountain chain. No

doubt each visitor will chide me for omittinghis favorite.

But if I have made one reader desirous of seeing those

gardens for himself, I am satisfied. For all our talk,

we haven't yet begun to appreciate our own land. I

will match the chalice cup in Grinnell meadow against

the edelweiss any day, and give liberal odds at that!



Looking through the

trees to the woodland be-

yond, from the steps

shown at the right, which

lead down to the cedar

hedge pathway

GARDEN of Mrs.

CHARLES P. FOX

Designed by

wner

"Flowers in the crannied

wall"—the dry stone re-

taining wall is gay with

blossoms. The picture be-

low shows a glimpse of

the house through the

west gate

Its surroundings add not a little to the charm of the garden. Here we are looking south-

east toward an old apple orchard
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A clematis-clad prrgola pillar

I ^ J«^*l MM * „

j/ SPRINGHOUSE
near PHILADELPHIA

Photographs by

Ph. B. Wallace

The angli of the garden

wall |irovides a logical

place for the pergola,

which is broad and low,

and an attractive spot

lor afternoon tea

The pergola in its 1915

spring dress. Below is a

hit of the garden seen

through the north gate.

The hoofled tile decora-

tion represents the myth-

ical castle of Avalon

An unusual touch is the stone footbridge across the large pool at left of the cedar walk.

The pool is not square, but extends around on either side of the bench
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FROM A
COUNTRT WIND OIV

GARDEN ORPHANS
FROM
THE PAST

"ESCAPED FROM OLD GARDENS"— there's a phrase for

you! Can you paint with twice the number of words, another

picture with the appeal that these

four re-etch in the copperplate of

memory? They compress into un-

believable compactness the thrill-

ing story of why we are now permitted to revel in the immaculate

glory of a daisy field—though to the farmer and the economist the

reactions are purely those of conscience and righteous wrath.

I am always reminded anew of that phrase when I turn from the

highroad to explore the softened outlines of an old foundation from

which the superstructure has long since disappeared. There are

glorious possibilities in that lessening depression. It seldom bears

even the faintest resemblance to a cellar. Autumn after autumn

has contributed its compost of leaves. The winds of two score

Novembers have drifted sand and soil into the angles of wall and

floor. Mosses and grasses and weeds have rounded all the edges,

and the frosts of many winters have heaved parts of even the

sturdy stone wall into crumbling slopes. But it is not the founda-

tion itself which draws my feet from the highroad. Near-by, on a

slope to the south, there is a dense thicket of old shrubbery , weav-

ing itself ever closer and more impenetrable in self defense. A
mass of lilac suckers, entwined with abnormally long branches of

forsythia, carry on the struggle for existence that was once so

much more than merely that under the care of a sympathetic hand.

Here among the briers stands a little clump of daffodils, huddled

together in the instinctive circular formation of defense. Yonder

spreads a great mat of iris roots, fairly crying out for transplanting

into less populous quarters. A vast carpet of myrtle spreads into

the edge of the woods. It is only upon very rare occasions that

these survivors are not found near-by, and then one passes on with

pity only for those who once lived within the walls. My garden

has many descendants of these sturdy pioneers. How eagerly

and thankfully they have responded to the encouragement of a

gardener's hand! No fresh young upstart from a nursery displays

half their evident desire to repay the care that is given them nor

ever succeeds in twining such clinging tendrils about the gardener's

heart.

WHEN THE AUTOMOBILE first came into general use as a

pleasure vehicle, we recall nodding approval at the scoffers who
ridiculed the idea that motoring

ever could compare as a sport with

driving. If one possessed such an

inexplicable warp in his nature as

to relish the propulsion of a machine, let him seek employment as a

locomotive engineer; the speed would be all that he could desire

and, moreover, he would have the added satisfaction of feeling more

secure, in starting out upon a run, that his mechanism would bring

him into port. Nothing but the mere novelty of motoring could

explain even in part why any sane man should prefer driving a

conglomeration of wheels, gears, and a snorting cylinder or two

to the pulsing contact through the reins with a marvelous product

of flesh, blood, and—most of all—breeding. We are older now,

and so is the automobile. Both it and ourselves have progressed

—

it toward mechanical perfection, ourselves toward a realization

of the innate humanness of a well built motor. We have lost none

of our high regard for the horse, but we have learned to know one

motor more intimately than we know most of our very good

friends.

The relationship between us has grown to be like nothing so

much as the relationship between a mother and her child. The

THE MOTOR
PARENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY

sudden development of a slight cough keeps the mother awake at

night. The slightest departure from the normal in any of the

child's actions, moods, or appetite serves to key up to an unnatural

pitch the mother's powers of observation, diagnosis, and sympathe-

tic suffering. We pressed down the motor's clutch pedal the other

day and an unexpected screech, so faint as to be recorded only upon

our own super-sympathetic senses, wirelessed instant alarm to our

abnormally developed mother-sense for that motor. We admin-

istered soothing doses of oil, not out of a bottle with a label, but

just as tenderly out of a can with a nozzle. The anticipated

relief did not come. Each depression of that clutch pedal, with

all the pain it brought that ailing organism, rasped our own taut

and sympathetic nerves as with a file. The motor was in pain, and

all of our eager help availed nothing. An operation revealed a

broken ball in the clutch bearing, which was quickly made sound

and comfortable again. We fairly beamed over the healthy

purr of that well-beloved organism brought back to its normal

functioning.

Perhaps to-morrow there will come to our keenly attuned ears

another warning sound—a slight hoarseness in the carbureter, the

strange tapping caused by a loose screw. We shall never, we
know, be free from the anxious, brooding care that our motor has

developed in us—and it so young, too. Nevertheless it is in the

main a healthy little rascal at that. For weeks it hums along in all

the lusty vigor of perfect health and strength, arousing our pride,

driving us to vain boastings of the little trouble it has been to us,

and of how infinitely superior it is to all other motor children.

But after each unseemly boast we listen just a bit closer for any

one of those innumerable little signs that its precious health is

threatened, its food not perfectly suited to its digestive apparatus,

its buttons working loose. It is turning gray the few precious

hairs that still thatch us, but it is worth it.

SOMETIMES I REALLY BELIEVE that outdoor sleepers

deserve their lot. If they would but go and sleep outdoors instead

of tarrying so long by the fire-

side in their self-righteous

propaganda directed at the

rest of us, I could almost for-

give them. But to take their own medicine is not enough; they

must force the nostrum upon all their friends and acquaintances,

reading fondly from the label meanwhile
—

"It restores the buoy-

ancy of youth, dispels nerves, brings poise, makes possible a rest

that benighted indoor sleepers can never know, puts flesh upon

emaciated frames, prevents the formation of adipose tissue . . .

and all the rest of it. Occasionally I gird myself for an attack and

ask why, in that event, our forefathers who slept in air-proof rooms

were such a disgustingly healthy lot. Or, withered by a glance,

I fall back upon the fact that all the birds, who have outdoor

sleeping thrust upon them, do their best to approximate indoor

sleeping by tucking their bills as far under their feathers as they

can manage.

It is of no use. They disdain to argue. They merely reiterate,

"Just try it and be convinced." My imagination is good; I need

no trial of the practice to establish my antipathy to that unseemly

dash from a warm room across slatted porch flooring into the

water-bottle-heated shelter of a nightmare of heavy comforters.

A trial will not remove my repugnance to sleeping under an extem-

poraneous snow blanket. Rain in the face will not, I am sure,

improve my complexion or my temper. Early morning light, flies,

mosquitoes, and quarreling birds will not add to my present store of

poise. I am content. Please go 'way and let me sleep!

AT LAST THE
INDOOR-SLEEPING
WORM TURNS
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The SETTERS-
ENGLISH, I RISII and SCOTCH

IN I W < i I' A K T • — PART TWO

M v W A 1/1 K R A. I) V K U

Pari ol Mr. Pphl'i rtring of Irish setter*, which shine equally on the show bench anrl in the field

\S I month I reviewed in these

pages tin- three varieties of setters

— English, Irish, and Gordon —

their origin and the history of

their development, with an out-

line of the physical characteristics

of each kind It now remains for me to endeavor

to set forth some comparative estimate of

their value Uld usefulness to mankind,

for that is. I have been led to believe, the

chief question that is puzzling many people

who are interested in the setter breed.

After weighing all the evidence at my
disposal, it will be my endeavor to make
such a comparison fair, impartial, unbiased

In enthusiasm for the achievements of the

English or the beauty of the Irish.

In the first place, I think I may say,

without fear of contradiction, that they

are all splendid dogs. Apart from their

specialty as sporting dogs, they are as in-

telligent and as affectionate as any dogs

living. I am not sure that I would re-

commend a setter as a guard; I cannot

think of one as a successful police dog;

but when it comes to sweetness of temper,

canine faithfulness in its highest form, and
that look in the eyes which bespeaks eter-

nal devotion, I doubt very

much whether the setter has

an equal. Add to that the

rare intelligence which comes
from generations of training,

and you have something ap-

proaching a real dog.

Now in these essential char-

acteristics, I believe that there

is not much difference among
the three varieties. It is

largely a matter of individual

character; I have known of
dogs of all three varieties

which were reputed to possess

all the canine virtues.

I he fact remains, however,
that the Irish setter is more
popular than the Gordon,
while the English is more pop-
ular than either, is more num-
erous than both together, is

almost universally held in

higher esteem by sportsmen,
and is the only one of the
setters to cut any figure in the
field trials.

Why is this? The English
setter enthusiast immediately
asserts that it is because
his is easily the best dog.

I do not think that so hasty a conclusion is war-
ranted.

I he evidence would seem to indicate that, taken
.is .1 whole, the sinewy Englishman has a shade the

best of it in the matter of steadiness, nose, and
endurance, hut only a shade. It is chiefly a mat-
ter of training, not with one dog, but with gen-

The English setters Ch. Babblcbrook Joe and Babblebrook Bob, field-trial

winners and stanch upholders of English setter ascendancy. Owned by

Mr. Louis McCrew

Ch. Midwood Red Jacket is one o. the best Irish setters in the country. He was whelped in 1911 and

has been a consistent bench-show winner since 1912. crowning his career by taking first winners at the New
York Show last February. Owned by M-h. Walter Simmons

eration after generation; the English setters have
had all the expert attention.

I here is nothing to prove that the Irish and
(lordon could not be developed to a point of
equal efficiency if given a fair chance. In fact,

the time may come when unwise breeding will

tend to produce English setters ever smaller,

weedier, and more lacking in type, until

sportsmen and breeders will be glad to
turn to a stronger, hardier, more typical

variety for the true setter qualities.

It is all a proof of the old adage that
" nothing succeeds like success." Owing
Eartly to the clever advertising of the
lewellyns, there was such a run on English

setters in this country that the Irish and
Gordon were left behind. Luck and busi-

ness interest started the English setter in

the lead. 'I hose who were best able to
give attention to the breeding and training
of setters took up the English variety, and
the others dropped farther and farther
behind.

This, rather than any intrinsic weakness
in the Irish and Gordon varieties, accounts
for the present ascendancy of the English
setter. I here are comparatively few earn-
est and successful breeders of Irish setters,

still fewer Gordon fanciers.

I here is no famous field-

trial strain among the Irish

or Gordons; comparatively few
are being worked in the field

or bred for working qualities.

All the more credit, therefore,

is due to those few who have
remained true to their faith in

the Irish and the Gordon,
who are still breeding them
with care and judgment and
breaking them to the gun.
Some day the tide may turn,

and they will have their re-

ward. Already the popularity
of the Irish setter is on the
increase, and it is to be hoped
that the Gordon will share in

his good fortune.

Just a word in passing re-

garding the English setter's

most imminent rival, the
pointer. Here again we enter

the realm of inconclusive de-

bate. The pointer is generally

spoken of as stronger and
larger, more stately

-
in ap-

pearance, rangier and steadier,

with showier action than the

setter, and fully as fast.
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Mr. F. W. Motlow's English setter Meadowview Revel, a bench-show winner as well as a hunting

dog of quality. Mr. Motlow maintains that of all field dogs, the English setter is the greatest

Mr. John J. Connolly's Gordon setter. Sporting Duchess, reserve winners at the

1916 New York Show. With his heavier build and striking black and tan coloring,

the Gordon is to some minds the handsomest of all the setters

One of the best of the Mallwyd type of English setter is Ch. Claude of Camlau, who took first win

ners, dogs, at the last New York Show. He is owned by Mr. B. H. Throop

The setter, on the other hand, has perhaps the

better nose, is wiry and enduring, is more sa-

gacious and affectionate than the pointer, and is

generally considered a better gun dog. Long
hair is doubtless as often a disadvantage as an
advantage.

For some years the pointer has been forging

ahead as the field-trial favorite. He has shown
himself fast, a wide ranger, steady at the trials,

traveling in splendid form, and displaying good
bird sense. The setter men have been forced to

the belief that the pointer will soon drive their

favorites into second pla*ce if they do not produce

better dogs. May this not be the psychological

moment for the Irish and Gordon enthusiasts

to get into the game? It is quite conceivable

that the day may
come when it will

be an Irish or a

Gordon, and not

an English setter,

that will snatch

the laurels from
the pointer's brow.

In arriving at

these conclusions,

such as they are,

I have avoided

quoting from any
special plea. But
I always find the

claims and asser-

tions of fanciers,

breeders, and dog.

owners, with their

wholesome enthus-

iasm, most inter-

esting. For after

all, there must be

something the

matter with the

man who does not honestly

believe that his favorite breed

is superior to all others.

To quote, then, from some of

my correspondents amortg

the setter men.
The first letter is from Mr.

Louis McGrew, of Pittsfield,

Pa., breeder of the Mohawk
II strain of English setters,

chiefly grouse and field-trial

dogs. He writes:

Of the various kinds of setters

that have been introduced into

America in the last half cen-

tury, the Llewellyn setter, one
strain of the English setter, is

much the most popular and
most sought after. However,
the straight-bred Llewellyn has

lost much of his original quality

except in the case of a very few
individuals. This is due mainly
to the fact that this strain has

been exploited for

commercial purposes

largely by inexperi-

enced breeders, and
also, no doubt, to

some extent, to in-

judicious inbreeding.

. . . The best

individual setters in

America to-day are

Llewellyns with from

6V to 25 per cent,

of outcross, but it is

ridiculous to class

these setters as any-
thing else than Llew-
ellyns.

For a number of

years—in fact, until

within a year or two— setter breeders

were Whitestone
crazy. Those who
did not have setters

sired by Count
Whitestone, the pop
ular Llewellyn stud

dog, were quite out
of fashion. Count
Whitestone's daugh-

ters continued to produce as their sire did, but his sons

did not. Moreover, the family, while it had some
great individuals, possessed some undesirable family

traits, so that setter breeders began to look around
for something different.

The most popular setters now before the public

are the sons of Mohawk II and their get. The winners

of the American Field Futurity, Independent, and
Georgia Derbies for 1916, and the only setters defeating

the pointers, were all of the Mohawk family. Mohawk
II was a champion in the field and one of the highest

class modern setters, a handsome individual and in

every way a magnificent animal of the world's greatest

Llewellyn breeding. He was bred and developed by
Mr. J. M. Avent, who has bred, trained, and brought

to public attention more great English setters that

have been pillars of the setter family in America than
all the other American setter breeders combined.
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The setter of to-day is just as good as he ever was
and he is better than the best pointers—tougher, bird-

ier, and more suitable for all purposes—but as a rule he
needs more of Jim Avent's good old pointing blood to

put him in the front rank. The breeders who are

double-crossing this blood through Mohawk II and
his get are having no trouble to uphold their end at the
field trials with the best pointers of the day, and will

eventually surpass them in every quality that goes to

make up a high-class bird dog, even though the pointer
has in the last half dozen years deservedly come into

great prominence at field trials and as a shooting
dog.

The Irish, Gordon, and a few imported Laverack
setters are still used as field dogs, but to a very small
extent, as they do not come anywhere near the class of
the Llewellyn and the outcrossed Llewellyn, and are

seldom seen nowadays at field trials. The present
field-trial breed of English setter is a handsome ani-

mal, in fact much more so, in many cases, than the
large, cumbersome Laveracks that are so often seen at

bench shows.

Of the Irish setter, Mr. John W. Tucker, of
Mineral Point, Wis., says:

He is the handsomest of all setters. Two of his

prominent traits are intelligence and courage—cour-
age to face hard work and adversity bravely, with ever-

lasting endurance. He is able to withstand the ex-

tremes of heat and cold and the fatigue of an all-day

tramp. He is a good companion, dignified and trust-

worthy, an excellent guard for children, a grand house
dog, truly a gentleman's dog.

From a lengthy description of the Irish setter

by Mr. Otto Pohl, of Fremont, Neb., breeder
and owner of some splendid dogs, I quote the
following:

I have always believed in working dogs. I would
not own an Irish setter which could not go out and take
his regular turn in the field. I do all my shooting over

Irish setters. More than thirty years ago I owned my
first one, and after his death I started in the game to try

to own some of the best in the country. ... In

1909 I bought Ch. Drug Law and Ch. Pat-a-Belle.

They were puppies when I bought them, but I developed
and trained them, for in those days I did not think of
bench shows. I wanted field dogs, and these two
proved to be all of that. They handled perfectly, and
i have had many a day of royal sport shooting prairie

chickens and quail over their points. Later on I was
induced to show them on the bench, and they made
their first appearance at Omaha in the spring of 191 1,

where they won everything to which they were eligible.

Since that time their career on the bench has been one
unbroken string of victories, and they were made cham-
pions in short order. Notwithstanding that fact, they
are perfectly broken field dogs.

I have always maintained that since the Irish setter

is primarily a practical field dog, he can be brought back
to that same high standard which was once his in the

field trials. That is why I had my young dog McKerry
developed in the summer of 1914 for field-trial purposes.

This dog, though running in a stake of twenty-eight

starters in the chicken trials of the All-America Club
at Aberdeen, in September of 1914, went into the second

series, and this was a stake in which such well-known

dogs as John Proctor, Lewis C. Morris, and many others

ran unplaced.

If faith in the breed and the right blood lines will

do it, with the assistance of a few of my friends I am
going to produce field-trial winning Irish setters, and
they will be good-looking dogs, too.

Mr. Charles Esselstyn, editor of the Hudson
Republican, Hudson, N. Y., who, like Mr. Pohl,

is an amateur breeder and exhibitor, writes as

follows:

The Irish setter is the slowest of all setters to ma-
ture, the hardest to break to field work, yet the best pal

of any of them. More headstrong than the English,

he's a wider, faster ranger, and a more impetuous

worker. The English is the mechanical hunter of the

lot. He rarely forgets what he has learned and is

more easily taught than the Irish or Gordon, but he

seldom thinks for himself. The man who wants to

know just how his dog is going to work, just exactly

what he is going to do under given circumstances to-

morrow or a year from to-morrow, wants an English

setter; but the sportsman who likes to see his dog
think for himself, who is not unwilling to see a bit of

ingenuity in the field, who is not so bound by cut-and-

dried rules that he is upset by being surprised, finds a

day's sport behind the red dog all the more exciting

for the knowledge that he never knows when his pal

out in the front is going to turn a short corner and spring

a "new one."

The red dog has been accused of occasionally forget-

ting his training. It's not that he forgets, but that

in thinking for himself he will now and then upset

•
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Mtinr >'l itn nadiitons h> itvii.g I *u » >\ Im-uum

Ik Im hrvci it to be bciitr.

Not l.i.i i, i In lush, not « Min j< tin I nglish,

hut stead* as a clm k comes i In Gordon, a I p il. J

steady, irhahlr home body, a good lastri im t In held,

hut too slow Im last woik and not i tapid enough

thiukei

At home thr lush is the hcttci watch dog, nunc 4

uni -injM dog lli.in tin- I nglish, mntr drinonsti aim in

hl> dlsplaN i»l arlretton, .in.l Minn in evidence than his

English or Gotdon cousins, vrt as a house dog with all

the inttim ts ol a well-bred gentleman, as a companion

for i walk at heel, in thr streets, or a limit tramp over

thr count rv roads ami cross-lots, no breed of dog can

COIU|mii' with an\ "I I hi «< 1 1 < t n, w ho air ill aristm ill.

4ml who never foritrt it. Mr hr Irish or I
- nglish or

(lordon, hr is thr los al pal, thr W4tchlnl giiatdian. hut as

tot myself give mr thr ml coat, thr liipiiil Ii4/rl brown

rvrs, and thr ingratiating hrail that is I n.l iiuietl\ on

you I kmc as \ou pick up vout paper 4ml light your

pipe (In ittl ilon front Itrlantl.

()f thr Gordon scttct Or Charles IV Kn.ipp of

\\ voming, P«.| write*:

\\h\ «lo I prefer Gordons'

I. They are healthy ami hardy, and all-season

woi kers.

I. Every dog in a litter is a horn hunter.

I. |"hr\ air ea%il> hiokrn. st.i\ htoke, and atr not

hradstiomc

4. They are never nun-shy.

>. I hr\ .111 natuial rrtrirx rrs.

6. The female* are good, sure matrons. I have

had nine puppies in a httrr, and every one turned out

to he a hrst-vlass hitd don- What is the percentage of

English setters on that score' Jl

1 ha\r htrd, ownrd, and used (iordons tor thittv-

hvr \cais I would hkr to adil 4 word of praise loi

Harry Malcolm of Haltimotr. \\ln> .lid so much for the

Gordon in the I'nited States. I do nut like the present

Standard for the Gordon, as it is hased too much on the

English si tter type. Thr Gordon is different, and he-

cause he is different he is better.

I lu foregoing are typical opinions of breeders,

fanciers, and sportsmen who confess to a preju-

dice in favor of their particular breeds. lo my
mind the significant tiling is that no one of the

three varieties lacks ardent adherents. And
from these special pleas the discriminating reader

will be able to arrive somew here near the ultimate

facts of the case.

Judge Robert C. Cornell, a thoroughgoing
sportsman and an advocate of the Knglish setter,

whose name is familiar to every follower of

the field-trial game, sums the matter up as

follow s:

You ask me to express mv views upon a number of

MMnu involving the merits of the different varieties

of setters. You ask. first, why the Knglish is the

favorite at present. I answer, because he is the best

setter for held work, as shown conclusively ar the field

trials, where he shares tirst honors with the pointer,

besides that, he has plenty of brains and is a splendid

companion.
Second: "Is the Irish to become merely a show dog?"

He is chiefly that at present and has been tor twenty
years, seldom appearing in competition at the field

trials.

Ihird: "What will become of the Gordon?" The
Gordon is a negligible quantity at present.

Fourth: "Ought we to have larger or smaller dogs?"
Size in a shooting dog is of no great consequence, but
it is harder to get a tip-top big dog than it is to get a

really good small dog, either pointer or setter.

Personally, I prefer the pointer for all-around
work, but I have as many English setters as pointers,

and I admire and appreciate both varieties.

Finally, I have a letter from Mr. Walter
McRoberts. of Peoria. 111., who advocates Irish

setters, in which he discusses and compares the
three varieties. Though naturally prejudiced
in favor of the red dog, Mr. McRoberts's ex-
perience and standing entitle him to a hearing.
He has owned Irish setters for more than twenty
years, and has been breeding them for nine
years. In this time he has produced an extra-
ordinary number of champions, including the
international champion, Richvvood's Roy, now-
owned by Mrs. E. A. Sturdee of St. John, New-
Brunswick, w ho won with him premier honors in

the New York show of 1914. His bitch Hurrah,
who died in 1912, was once prominent in the
field trials as well as on the bench. He writes:

The Irish setter, is a dog of great intelligence,
endurance, and affection. He is very fond of

Monty's Mrx. an Irish setter owned by Mr lohii W. Tucker, who says that in addition to being thr

handsomest of t lit- seller [.irmly, thr Irishman's mrmt prominrnl trails an- inlrllig' nir and rotiragr

w .id 1 . ami I liavi

sold 4 number oi

pupiilrs whose own-
er* nave wntten mr
that they developed

into gnat dm k dogs.

More frriiurntlv they

are used to hunt

quail, prairie chicken,

or woodcock. I'hrv

4rr not hard-lii adi d

at a bleed, as some
people claim, anv
mote than are Eng-
lish setters or point-

ers. Certain individ-

uals .in li.ml In atlnl,

hut the same thing

is true of anv other

breed of hunting
dogs. In training a

dog to hunt, the best

results are usually

obtained by the
owner doing the
training, if he has

the time and the

right disposition. If

not, he should have the dog train-

ed by some man whom hr know,
personally and has confidence in

The Irish setter makes an
nli al companion, in m\ opinion,

he is thr greatest pal and the

handsomest shooting dog on
earth. The breed is more pop-
ular now than ar anv time since

the century began, and the supply
ol male puppies dors nor begin
to equal the demand.
The English setter is a little

smaller than the Irish, [ess rugged
in appearance, and built on finer

line*. At present, there are
two distinct types, known as

the bench-show, or Mallwyd
type, and the field-trial type.

They diverge so greatly in size

and appearance as 'o bear little

resemblance to eacn other ex-

cept in color. The Mallwyd
rype, though sometimes too

heavy, conforms more to the

English setter Standard, and is in

my opinion the correct type.

On the other hand,
the field-trial setters

are growing smaller,

lighter boned, and
more nervous, little

or no attention seem-
ingly being paid to

type. Many aduit

dogs weigh under
thirty -five pounds,
and some under
rhirty. Size, con-

formation, and
everyrhing are sac-

rificed to attain field-

trial excellence,
which is vastly dif-

ferent from the ex-

cellence of a good,

practical shooting

dog. The English

setter is a wonderful
dog, but something
must be done to re-

concile the growing
divergence in type,

or the breed is likely

to suffer irreparable

injury. Some at-

tempts have already

been made to combine the two types to a certain

extent, but I know of but two kennels that have had
any success in this line.

The Gordon setter is a handsome, noble-looking dog,

but is now almost extinct in the United States, though
still numerous in England where he is popular as a
shooting dog. A clear jet black in color, with tan

markings, he is the heaviest of the three varieties, and
is not so fast nor so wide ranging as the English or Irish

setter. The Gordon setter, like the mastiff and the

Newfoundland, is now in a temporary state of eclipse

in this country, from which he will sometime emerge,
for the breed is too old and distinctive, and has too many
good qualities to be suffered to die.

By w-ay of summary, it is apparent that there

are fundamentally sound reasons for the English

setter's preeminence. Whatever the causes may

Y

An Irish champion from Illinois—Molly of Cul

setter's claims to beauty made by its advocates.

McRoberts, and is the best of pals and hunting dogs

Holly is owned by Mr. Walter

Mr. C. H. Tyler's English setter. Willow Brook Dandelion, made his debut in the hunting field at

the early age of six months. He is a good field dog, an Al hunting dog, and a bench-show winner

be, history and experience have given him his place

as the most effective variety for field work. There
are equally sound reasons for believing that the

Irish and Gordons would, if given a chance, prove
themselves worthy of a better reputation, but
the burden of proof still rests with the Gordon
and Irish breeders. The door is still open and
the dog world will welcome the return of these

varieties to an equal footing with the English.

At present, however, the pointer is the English

setter's real rival, and English setter breeders will

have all they can do to maintain their position.

It may not be out of place to state, in conclu-

sion, that it is my purpose, a little later, to round
out this discussion of the comparative merits of
the bird dogs with an article on the pointers.



GENERAL ORDERS for the ARMY of
MAINTENANCE

By F. F. ROCKWELL

j|HE advent of midsummer usually

marks the critical time of the

year, so far as agricultural opera-
tions are concerned, in any season.

This season that is especially true.

By strenuous efforts at the eleventh

hour, we have managed to get our crop acreages

increased to a considerable degree. The task of

taking care of these extra acres, of carrying on
the routine work of harvesting grain and forage

crops, with special care that there shall be no
waste, and of planting an extra amount of

such late crops as can go in now to mature
before winter in spite of the serious handicap of

labor shortage, constitute a problem of no mean
dimensions.

What can the estate owner and the large farm
operator do, under these conditions, to help

carry the load ?

The" direct, concrete problem to be faced is

a double-barreled one. First, to produce just

as much as possible; second, to use just as little

labor as possible in doing it. Even though
most of the crops grown, or all of them, may not
be for sale, every large place that can be made
self-supporting—not in the bookkeeping sense

of the word, but as producing the food consumed
on it—will be a most decided help to the na-
tional situation. It may be impossible to achieve

this condition in a single season, but that should
certainly be the goal. It may mean the sacri-

ficing, at least for the present, of some pet project;

or the diverting of labor from the care of extra

fancy stock, or planned extensions along that
line, to the fields and the production of food
for the stock already on hand; but it is a duty no
less urgent than that which has been put up to

the small farmer as the first reason why he should
grow more corn and potatoes.

As to the employment of labor, the situation

this year is just the reverse of that existing in

normal times. Ordinarily the generous use of
labor on large places has been a good thing for

the country in its indirect effects. This year,

the fewer the hands the estate can get along
with, without cutting down on the production
end, the better the results will be for the coun-
try, economically speaking. Indeed, this year it

may be a sign of patriotism, rather than of slack

methods, to have weeds growing occasionally in

the gutters of your drives, and the lawns trimmed
only half as frequently as they have usually been!
The lavish use of labor for work that is solely

or mostly ornamental will indicate this year that
you are a poor patriot—a renegade in the Army of
Maintenance. Such labor as you feel justified

in using on your place this year should be
utilized to the fullest extent possible for pro-
duction. Every hour of man labor and of horse
labor, every pound of hay and quart of feed,

expended for appearance alone or for

the furthering of purely personal pro-

jects, is just so much to be subtracted
from our total national output of food-

stuffs, for which a world that faces the
reincarnation of the grim shadow of
Famine waits piteously.

With the realization, then, of the
seriousness of the situation and of
the critical time in the year's work
which is at hand, what is there of a

definite, concrete nature that can be
done, in addition to the ordinary rou-

tine of affairs ?

In the first place, there is the pos-
sibility of greatly increasing the effi-

ciency of the community as a whole
by practical cooperation on the part
of estate owners and file owners of
large farms. Cooperation is the order
of the day; it is the keynote of in-

creased efficiency in industry, and can

play its share in agriculture, particularly in the
work that is to be done in the next two or three

months, a great part of which can be accom-
plished much more economically if undertaken
by full crews, with a complete equipment of
machinery.

CROPS
CORN
CULTIVATE
MANURE
CUT
SOW COVER. CROP
HUSK.
HAUL GRAIN
HAUL STALKS
FILL SILO

CLOVER&TIMOTHY
MANURE
PLOW
ROLL
HARVEST
DISK. HARROW
SPRING OK SPIKE TOOTH HARROW
LIME
SEED

ALFALFA
MANURE
PLOW
DISK. HARROW&ROLL
LIME
5PRING OR SPIKE TOOTH HARROW
FERTILIZER.INOCULATE 6 SEED
HARVEST

OATS
CUT
SHOCK
HAUL TO BARN
THRESH

WHEAT
PLOW
ROLL
DISK HARROW
CUT&SHOCICSPI>°'-SPKE TOOTH HARROW
HAULTO BARN- SEED
THRESH

POTATOES
CULTIVATE—MARKET
SPRAY
DIG
PICKUP&BAG
HAUL « STORE
SOW COVER CROP

JUN JUL AUG. SEP. OCT.

Period of performance of farm operations'from June to Octo-

ber, inclusive, for the latitude of southern Pennsylvania. For
New York it would be about two weeks later. The solid line

represents the period when these operations are usually per-

formed, and the dotted line gives the range within which they

may be done

Operation

Crew

Men

Manuring, 12 loads, 14.4 tons . . .

Manuring 14 loads, 16.8 tons. . . .

Manuring, 14 loads, 16 8 tons . . .

Plowing, 14-inch walking plow . . .

Plowing, two-gang plow, 24 inch
Rolling, 9-foot to 12-foot width .

Disk harrowing (single)
Disk lapping half (single)
Disk harrowing (double)
Spring-tooth harrowing
Spike-tooth harrowing
Spike-tooth harrowing
Distributing lime (machine)
Hauling lime to spreader
Drilling fertilizer. . . . ^

Horses

Acres
covered in

10-hour
day

1.44
1.68
1.68
1.80
3.60
15.00
9.10
4.50
9.50
10.00
12.00
13.50
10.50

12 loads
8 00

Days per acre

10-hour day

Man Horse

.7
1.19
1.79
.55
.28
.07
.11
.22
.11

.10

.08

.07

.09

.09

.12

Table showing the crews and machinery required per acre in the plowing and preparation

of the soil for planting
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A medium for coordinating this work in each
locality can be created simply and quickly
by the voluntary establishment of a small com-
mittee or "war council," for the purpose of
planning certain kinds of work, such as summer
and fall harvesting and fall planting, for a num-
ber of the largest places in the community. To
illustrate: let us say that there are half a dozen
large estates within working distance of each
other; the chances are that this year all of these
will be under-manned; and some of them, with-
out doubt, are without a complete line of agri-

cultural machinery. One place will have a

tractor, which is by no means kept busy all of
the time; perhaps two will have self-binders,

two, corn harvesters; one, a threshing machine;
two others, hayloaders; and so on through the
list of large and and expensive machines, which
are used only a few days during the season,

even on farms of several hundred acres. All of
these machines, to get their work done most
effectively, must have the complement of a

full working crew. If the work is done by only a

few hands, the machinery cannot be kept going
at its full capacity. In ordinary times this

may not make so much difference, but this year
it is of vital importance.
Now, the organization of a small committee of

three or five owners and managers, free from red

tape, can plan the big jobs to be done during
the next three months for these several farms
with much greater efficiency than it can be done
if each goes ahead by himself. A general out-

line of the work to be taken care of by such a

committee follows.

The work to be considered lies along three

lines: crops approaching maturity to be har-

vested; growing crops to be cared for; and crops to

be planted for fall and for next year. The char-

acter of the work to be done and the time when
it will require attention is presented graphically in

the accompanying chart. This is adapted from the

data collected by the Department of Agriculture,

and covers operations on several leading crops

for the Northeastern states, as is, also, the in-

formation contained in the tables showing ef-

ficient crews and their duties for the different

operations mentioned on these crops.

A simple survey of the several farms co-

operating should be made as soon as possible, to

determine where each kind of work should be

attended to first. There will usually be a dif-

ference of at least a few days in the development
that has been made, so that oats, wheat, corn,

or alfalfa, as the case may be, will be ready to

be harvested on one place a little before the

normal season, and, on another, a little later.

The same holds for the other operations to be

done.

While these things are discussed from the

point of view of a group of farms,

even two or three farms may assist

each other materially by adopting a

similar plan. In fact, all the general

principles apply equally to a single

large farm.

To take up in a little more detail

the lines of work mentioned, let us

begin with the planting. That, of

course, can not all be done before the

other things are tackled—all three

lines must be carried along together.

The planting should be attended to

first where possible, especially the

work of preparing the soil for plant-

ing, which may be done to advantage
considerably in advance of the ac-

tual time for planting. Directly any
piece of ground is available upon
which planting is to be done later,

it should be plowed and harrowed as

soon as the work can be possibly got

1.40
1.19
1.19
1.10
111
.14
.22
.44
.44
.20
.16
.22
.18
.18
.24
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at. It this m |»t hi mmd m .iil\.in>i. if

Is often possible, especially ll tin (r.u lnl will In-

i\ lilablr it nun s, in get tills \m>iL dune
without having it intrtfeic with the operations

on gtowinp crops, hi with harvesting, the

tmtr foi tilling which in more m less fixed. I here

in two il i«t nu t advantage* hi getting tin- soil

prepared fni fututc plantings .is soon .is it is

available When- a crop has |iist heen removed,
the ground, which has heen re 01 less shaded,

will still he K moist and w ill break up read 1 1 v.

Iflrfl foi twooi three weeks during dry weather,

in the lull sun. it is .ipt to hake so hard that it

will considcrahlv iiu lease the work of plowing,

and. when plowed, will he so hard and lumpy
that it may easily take two or three time* M
much hallowing to (jet it into shape as it would

have done earlier, and even then cannot he put

in as good condition.

In addition to this, the moisture which will

have heen lost through evaporation in tin

meantime is .i most important matter in effect-

ing the Ntart which can he made by the crop

which is to he planted. Sufficient harrowing
should he done, directlv alter plowing, to estab-

lish .i dust mulch a couple of inches thuk on the

surface. I his will hold the moisture until there

is time later on to get the ground into condition

to plant immcdiatclv

If there is a tractor av ailable in the community,
work of this kind should be mapped out for it,

so that it can be kept busy on some one of the

farms everyjdav that it is not needed for other

work.

Crops to be planted during the next few weeks
include turnips and earl) v.unties of rutabagas;
carrots fot stock feeding; cow peas and
sov bcans.'eithct foi h.iv oi foi plowing

under lor green manure; Hungarian
millet, winch is a fine catch crop for

hay 00 any land which will be avail-

able for planting between June 15th

and July 15th, especially if it is

fairly moist; corn and similar crops

for soiling; alf.ilt.i, wheat, and rye,

ami (all seeding for hay for next year.

All these crops are widely grown and
it is not necessary to go into details

about their culture.

But there are two of them which
deserve a little emphasis. We have
heen dcaving our vvlie.it growing
to the new lands of the Northwest
and Canada. Many acres of the

1 1st. on which wheat growing had
been given up because they had be-

come run out by continuous cropping,

ars- now in condition to give good
yields of wheat again, and under
present conditions the wheat acreage
of the Northeastern States should

be considerably increased. If you
have not been growing any wheat
lately, get all the information you can
on this crop and try at least a few-

acres this fall.

In all probability, the world's wheat
crop for this year will be again far be-
low normal. Note is the time to do
your share toward increasing this

essential crop for next year. Soy-
beans, as a rapid growing warm
weather crop for plowing under, and
furnishing an abundance of both hu-
mus and nitrogen from the air to the
soil, are not grown nearly as generally
as they should be. Wherever you can
work in a crop of soybeans for plow-
ing under in the fall, be sure to

do so.

I here are two other crops to which
particular attention may be called;

the first of these is rape. Sow enough
rape to pasture all the hogs you have
during this fall, and thus be able to
cut down on the grain and other
feed usually required for them. If

there is no plowed ground available
for it, in all probability some pasture
or orchard land which has not been
broken for some time can be found

which could he used for tint purpose with gn n

profit Imis .nil o| rape grown this year, by
cutting down the amount of othci hid ordin-

arily required foi fattening hog*, will he .1 direct

contribution of the very utmost importance to

our total amount of food output.

I he second item is winter cover crops for plow-
ing under in spring for green manure, to he sown
in held and in silage nun during this month. A
proper time is just after the last cultivation—and
It should be immediately after the last cultivation.

A few days' delay may see .1 wind and 1,1111 storm
which may heat the tall corn down and make it

impossible to get through and to distribute the

seed

If the corn is not too big, a one row seeder

111.iv be used for this planting. If the work were
c.irelullv planned, .1 single m.u lime loiild do the

work on several farms if used1 constantly for a

week or ten days. A combination of rye, winter
vetch, and crimson clover is better for this pur-
pose than any one of these things alone. Sown
now, they will sprout in the shade and form a

thick nap after the corn is removed antl before the
snow flics.

A crop of this kind to turn under in the spring

w ill make the best possible pre paration for corn,

of which we will need an extra big acreage next
year, or Tor potatoes, or for spring wheat.

I he crops which will require care and culti-

vation during r his month and next are potatoes,

corn, hay, mangels, and the like. Most of this

is routine work which can he taken care of OB
the individual farm, although cooperation in

the use of two-row cultivators antl other im-
proved machinery may help out greatly. The

l lew

I t\*'l it 1. in

Men

Potatoes
Cultivating
Cultivating, riding
Spraying iliquiil . I rows
Digging with elevator
Digging with [Kitatii plow
Picking up anil haKKmic
Mauling to cellar

Corn
Cultivating
Cutting. 60-80 bushel yield
Husking. 60-80 bushel yield. , .. .

.

Hauling grain. 6O-H0 bushel yield. .

Hauling stalks. 60-80 bushel yield
Killing silo:

Cutting by hand and loading. . .

Hauling to cutter .

Feeding the culler
Storing in silo

Running engine and helping
feeder

Hay
Seeding with wheat drill

Clover seeding (wheelbarrow) . .

Mowing. 5-foot cut
Tedding, 6 to 8 feet wide
Raking,dump rake 8 to 10 feet wide
Raking, side-delivery rake
Piling in field

Loading, hauling, and storing
8 loads. 1 1 tons yield
12 loads, ll tons yield

Alfalfa
Inoculating with soil

Drilling seed alone (sowing two
ways)

Seeding (wheelbarrow machine)
Mowing. 5-foot cut machine ....
Mowing. 8-foot cut machine ....
Tedding
Raking, dump rake
Raking, side delivery
Cocking
Capping
Loading, hauling, and storing, first

cutting
10 loads. 1 5 -2 tons yield
15 loads, 1 i-2 tons yield

Oats
Cutting, binder 6-foot cut

.

Do
Shocking
Hauling to barn
Do

Wheal
Seeding. 6 to 8 foot drill

Cutting, binder 6-foot cut
Shocking
Hauling to barn
Hauling to barn

1 1or

Acrm
mvctitI in

lO-hour
day

Ifciys per acre

10-hour day

Men I lorscH

4 01) .25 .25
6.10 .16 .32
15.00 .06 .06
3.50 .31 1.26
3.00 . 33 .66
.50 2.00

3.70 .54 '.'54

7.70 .13 .26
1 .00 1.00
.53 1.80

3.20 .62 .62
6.50 .45 .30

4.00 3.50 2 00

10.60 .09 .18
19.00 .05
9.50 .10 .20
14.50 .07 .14
17.00 .06 .12
16.00 .06 .12
5.40 .18

5.50 .54 .36
8.50 .47 .47

12.00 .08 .16

14.30 .07 .14
9.50 .10
10.00 .10 '.'26

15.00 .07 .14
14.50 .07 .14
17.00 .06 .12
10.00 .06 .12
6.00 .17
20.00 .05 .05

5.50 .54 .36
8.50 .48 .48

9 00 .11 .22
10.80 .09 .27
6.00 .17
6.00 .34 "34
6.50 .46 .30

9.50 .11 .22
10.00 .10 .30
5.40 .18
5.30 .36 "36
5.75 .51 .34

Showing the men. horses, and machinery that are essential for the proper cultivation of

the six leading farm crops

»pi aying of potatoes, pattii ul.ifly, is a job whu h
may he done cooperatively with great cionoriiv

It is highly important ili.it every potato held

should be kepi •.played, not only lo iik nasi tin

yield hill lo insiiri hi Mel keeping qualities in

tin 1 lop

A modern sprayci with one horse and 0111 man
i .111 i over twelve lo fifteen ai res of potatoes in .1

da v; so there is 110 excuse for any held to be tu«-
lei ted in this respei f if there is a war count il on
the job.

A top diessmg of hay held', aftei the fust

tutting is another very important point in in-

creasing this year's production of available forage
crops. Kvcry extra ton of hay means just so

much corn and wheat products saved for feeding.
Cultivation should he kept up in the mangel-
wurzel fields to conserve all the moisture possible,

as the ultimate quantity of tonnage finally

produced will depend to a large extent upon this

factor.

I he crops ro be harvested during the next
few weeks will include hay, alfalfa, oats and
peas, o.its foi cram, wheat, rye, and ,1 little later,

held corn antl silage corn.

In all these things, machinery must play a

far more important part this year than it ever
has before. I he committee or the individual
farm owner should see to it that all the equip-
ment is ready and in the best shape. There will

be unusual delays in getting repair parts this

year. As far as possible, discount any pos-
sible set-back of this kind by ordering small
parts in advance; they can then be held in readi-

ness for use as they may be needed on any
of the several farms cooperating.

A fact which may not be generally
known at any rate which frequently
is not taken advantage of—is that
hay can be cut while it is wet, even
while it is raining, without any injury
to the crop. I his will often give from
half a day to a day's start and makes
it possible to "make hay while the sun
shines" and to have it ready to get it

in between showers.

Another thing which should be care-

fully planned, on the individual place

or where a number of farms are

cooperating, is to have work for rainy
weather, so that the men when inter-

fered with in field work by sudden
showers will have something to go to

at once. I he means for transporting
them immediately to rainy-day work,
from one farm to another if neces-

sary, should always be at hand.
Very often the farm truck goes

into town once or even twice a day
for supplies or repairs, when one
trip for the five or six farms cooper-
ating would do just as well, and
leave available the means for rapid

transportation of labor from one
job to another. On a large estate

this is no small leak in the amount
of available productive time spent.

Still another little item well worth
considering is that of providing the
men on the place, who may not have
gardens of their own, with land enough
on which to grow a supply of root

crops and other vegetables for fall and
winter.

Most of them will be glad to

take advantage of the opportunity to

help provide themselves with some
extra foodstuff for what is undoubt-
edly going to be one of the hardest

winters in many decades, by employ-
ing their own spare time. The safest

way to conduct a joint-interest garden
of this kind, is not to attempt to

have it done cooperatively after the
planting stage. Beyond that, each can
look out for his own. No communis-
tic gardening, with a share-and-share-

alike programme, is likely to prove
satisfactory, unless the cooperation is

wholly voluntary on the part of those
participating in it.



From the Scenic America design, dealing with a Frenchman's impressions of America, which must have been truly kaleidoscopic; the Winnebaygo Indians on the left are hobnobbing amicably

with sightseers at Natural Bridge,;Virginia, while a crowded stage coach load of other tourists, drawn without effort by one small nag, find Niagara Falls just around a bend in the road

OLD PICTORIAL WALL PAPERS
By HELEN DEAN BOGAN

N 1880, Clarence Cook, the archi-

tectural authority of a generation

ago, is reported to have said:

"One can hardly estimate the

courage it would take to own that

one liked an old-fashioned wall

paper." But to-day, in this age of the deifica-

tion of the antique, our interest in old pictorial

wall papers is real, and our admiration of them
enthusiastic. This interest, however, is of two
kinds. Most of us, having neither the means
to buy modern reproductions of these papers, nor
houses suitable for their installation, can have
in them only the interest of an antiquarian or

historian. There are, on the other hand, a

favored few whose pocketbooks warrant the pur-
chase of the reproductions, and whose new

Detail of Niagara Falls, from Scenic America paper in an old

house at Portsmouth, N. H.

Colonial houses furnish precisely the background
that the papers demand.

All of us exclaim over the quaintness of the old

papers. The verve and piquancy of the emotions
which they portray are unimpeachable. And most
of us, standing with a 20-cent roll of modern paper
in our hands, with which our good taste can make
our rooms attractive, are enough interested in

history to be glad to know something about the

process which has made this possible, a process

whose most interesting phase, by far, is the use of

the pictorial wall papers under discussion. We
love to browse about in old records, and remind
ourselves how, in 1 1 45, when the capital of Fez was
in danger of invasion, its patriots covered part of

the interior walls of their mosque with paper,
coated with plaster, to preserve the fine carvings.

From this obscure beginning we trace the use of
decorated paper hangings for the walls of rooms
to China, that source of so much that we con-
sider indispensable in modern life. From China,
in the middle of the sixteenth century, the cult

takes a long stride—to Holland. In 1630 Le
Francois, of Rouen, got up a clever imitation of
silk tapestries in what he termed "flock" paper.

1 his was simply the spreading of pulverized wool
of various colors over the surface of paper which
had been covered with a sticky substance. From
the middle of the eighteenth century the making
of colored paper was begun in earnest. Factor-
ies were established, toward the end of the cen-

tury the more convenient roll form took the place

of the clumsy squares and blocks, and the new
industry gathered momentum as it grew.
A paint made of water and clay, whitewash, or

hand painting had been the early wall covering
in America. In 1735 wall paper was imported.
These early wall papers exhibit the widest range
of subject and the liveliest imagination in their

treatment. We have the adventures of Don
Quixote, of Telemachus, of Ulysses, of Captain
Cook, of Biblical heroes. There is a marked
penchant for forest and tropical scenes, to which
such subjects as the cultivation of tea, fox chases,

and jungle scenes, lend themselves. The Bay
of Naples, with Vesuvius smoking like an iron

foundry, is a prime favorite. In one paper this

is enlivened by three old-fashioned ladies, who
are placidly drinking tea at its base, sublimely
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superior to the lava which is in momentary danger
of seasoning their potion. All of these things are

interesting and quaint, but most of us have in

them only the interest that we have in a display

in a museum.
\\ ith the man who actually wishes to purchase

pictorial paper for some room or rooms in his

new home we have a decidedly different problem,
and a problem whose dimensions are very much
iik teased by the War. First he must select from
among the various papers the subject that he
prefers, and. next he must determine whether
reproductions of the paper are obtainable at the
present time. For these papers are printed from
a large number of wooden blocks. For the pro-

duction of the Scenic America paper illustrated

here, for instance, more than 2,000 wooden blocks

The drill at West Point, with the Palisades beyond, presents a

very pleasing picture



it Point and Boston Harbor, from Scenic America, hand-printed from the original wood blocks. In the Boston Harbor scene, the eastward floating pennants of the sailing boats and the

westward trailing smoke from the steamboats upset the theory that the wind cannot blow two ways at once

. .
i j • • • i

The Frenchman's impres- Paper depicting an Oriental . T . . .

e necessary. And a leading interior decor- sion of Riverside Drive, with scene, on the walls of The However, the problem narrows itself, tor the
r gives as his opinion that in cases where New York Bay in the Lindens, General Gage's head- very subject matter of much of the old paper,

original blocks have been destroyed, the cost distance quarters, at Dan vers, Mass. quaint though it be, is for most modern taste
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Two panels from the delightful Lady of the Lake design, which is no longer obtainable as the blocks have disappeared

some of it must be rather depressing. In the

tropical scenes the vegetation exhibits sometimes

too violent an exuberance. It shouts aloud its

superiority to the bay tree of fame, and some of

the largest trees in their excess of growth seem
somehow, like the Arab and the camel, to be

crowding the rightful occupant out of the room.

Then some of it evinces an exceeding tendency

toward the melodramatic. Vesuvius erupts

with undue energy, the Boston massacre is

hardly a hilarious theme for constant associa-

tion, while the cannibal's feast, out of Captain

Cook's adventures, is distinctly not the proper

daily stimulus for one who has an inveterate

distaste for breakfast eggs. Some of the re-

peated patterns would be even worse. In the

cathedral porch and shrine design, for example,

the notion that all those stairs must be climbed

might easily lead to a nervous breakdown.
Then the choice of much of the old paper

which would be in every way desirable is elim-

inated because the paper can no longer be ob-

tained. This is the case with the Lady of the

Lake pattern photographed here, which was put
out by a firm that has been discontinued for

years. It is a great pity, for the paper is delight-

ful, and one cannot help hoping that the blocks

will some day be unearthed. Reproductions of

the Cupid and Psyche story are obtainable, in

twelve panels. They are in beautifully blended

tones of gray, and would prove very acceptable

for any one who cares for a Rubens effect in

draperies and well rounded limbs. A Chinese

paper in colors may also be had for those who
have a preference for the Oriental. It would, I

suppose, be very good in a dining room with

Chinese Chippendale furniture, Canton china,

and so on. Old foliage papers, without any
story content, attractive country and garden
scenes, and a Louis XIII fete are also in the

market.
The War has rendered problematic the procur-

ing of reproductions of other old wall papers.

It is curious how so placid a pursuit as the making

The Adventures of Telemachus pictured on the walls of the

Knapp house, Newburyport, Mass.

of wall papers concerns -itself with the fortunes

of war. Revillon, the owner of the first wall

paper factory, in 1788 was employing 300 hands.

When he refused to lead an open rebellion, his

enemies floated libelous statements to the ef-

fect that he intended to cut his men's wages in

half. And for this the innocent man was
mobbed and his factory destroyed. 1 his factory,

however, is untouched by the present War, and
is still making reproductions from the original

blocks. There is a factory in Alsace, on the

other hand, whose premises were an ancient

Commanderie of the Teutonic Order of the

Knights of Jerusalem, which has been turned

into a war hospital, and the owner of the building

himself does not know whether the blocks have
been destroyed or not.

And if the War is accountable for the destruc-

tion of that most fascinating of all old wall papers,

Scenic America, another black mark will be laid

to its charge for the destruction of a real art

treasure. The paper deals with a Frenchman's
impressions of America, and is wonderfully

charming and effective. There are several sets

of this paper on different walls in America, but

the set from which these photographs were taken

is on the walls of an upper chamber of an old

house in Portsmouth, N. H.
Many gracious arts have become lost to us in

the past, but these old wall papers are quaint

and decorative, and the best of them, when used

in the right place, so really beautiful, that we should

be sorry indeed to have them follow suit. It

will be an excellent thing if public opinion interests

itself in them sufficiently so that what original

blocks remain in existence shall be preserved with

meticulous care.

Turkish scene (at left) and panel from Eldorado, the latter put out by a factory in Alsace which is being used at present as a war hospital. It is to be hoped that the blocks have not been destroyed



The WOMAN
and her

WATER
GARDEN

By

Isabelle H. Hardie

Photographed by

Jessie Tarbox Beats and

The Johnston-Hewitt Studio

In Mrs. Burrell Hoffman's garden at

Southampton. Long Island, the water

garden is a symphony in pink and
white. On the surface of the water

float pink and white lilies, while around

the margin are massed pink and white

petunias, yellow and pink snapdragons,

and scarlet phlox. In the background

Dorothy FVrkins roses carry out the

color note

At Rosemary Farm. Mrs. Roland R
Conklin's home at Huntington. Long
Island, the pool and waterfall at the

end of the wild garden constitute an
unusually good example of picturesque

treatment of rocks and water. Yel-

low and white waterlilies float here and
there, but the planting is not dense
enough to kill that chief charm of the

water garden—its reflections. The island

at the left provides the natural stage

in an outdoor theatre, the terraced bowl
at the right affording seating space for

many spectators

Si



The less you pull plants about, in gathering the crop, the longer they will continue bearing. This applies particularly to beans and peas

JULY in your own WAR GARDEN
HE way in which country estate

owners throughout America re-

sponded to the President's appeal

has been one of the most inspiring

examples of patriotism. On Long
Island alone, 100,000 acres which,

for years have been pastures and meadows,
were put under the plow. Land that formerly

supported naught but bugs, grubs, and grass-

hoppers is now bearing useful crops destined to

help in the feeding of the nations. The danger

now is that we may rest on our laurels and let

the garden drift. It cannot be emphasized too

strongly that the campaign for food production

is not a mere preliminary skirmish. It is a real

campaign, and we have got to keep everlastingly

on the job to carry it through.

Work in the July garden may be divided as

follows: caring for the growing crops; providing

succession crops; and starting the new midsum-
mer garden. While these various activities are

closely interrelated, to facilitate execution, we
will take them up separately.

CARING FOR THE GROWING CROPS

July sees the vegetable garden in all its glory.

Because of the late start in the spring, many of

the earlier vegetables are just reaching maturity.
All appreciate frequent and thorough cultivation,

also occasional irrigation, though in connection
with the latter it should be borne in mind that a

good soaking once a week is better than a super-
ficial sprinkling every day.

Beans should be hilled well, for two reasons:

hilling will keep the pods off the ground, and
clean, and it will make their gathering easier and
less harmful to the plant. The less you pull the
plant about, in gathering the crop, the longer
will it persist in bearing. When you gather beans,
separate the pod from the bush by breaking the

By ADOLPH KRUHM
stem with your fingernails. Every time you
jerk a plant, its bearing power becomes impaired.

Beets should be gathered while young, if the

best of quality is desired. If they were properly

thinned some weeks ago, the early rows should

now contain many roots of the desirable two-inch

size. If thinning has been neglected so far, do

it now. All sorts do better if plants stand four

inches apart in rows.

Cabbage. From plants set out in May you
should have early heads this month. Should

Jersey Wakefield, Copenhagen Market, Allhead

Early, or any of the extra early kinds show signs

of bursting, push them over to one side. It will

break some of the feeding roots and stop develop-

ment.
Celery. June-set plants of early sorts should

be watered freely during this month, or an excep-

tional number of hollow stalks are apt to result.

Should blight appear, spray with bordeaux mix-

ture. Hill every other week, but do not hill

while soil or plants are wet or moist with dew.
Corn. Extra early sorts like Peep o' Day,

Mayflower, Pocahontas, or Golden Bantam
should be hoed thoroughly and for the last time

during the first week of this month, when pump-
kin or squash seeds may be planted in the hills.

Do not hoe too close to base of stalks at this time

— it is apt to disturb many fine feeding roots to

the detriment of development of ears.

Endive. Plants that measure a foot or more
across are now ready to be bleached. After the

sun has thoroughly dried off the dew, gather all

the leaves together and tie into a cone-shaped

bunch. After a rain, open the plant to give the

sun a chance to dry it, or the edges of the leaves

will rot. One week of blanching generally pre-

pares the plant for the table.

Lettuce. The aim this month is to keep the

heads of early sorts from bursting, by thorough
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and frequent hoeing. Well-developed heads

should have from twelve to eighteen inches of

space in the row. Hoe between the heads as well

as between the rows—it will delay bursting more
than anything else that you can do.

Onions. July is a most critical time for this

crop. Keep down the weeds. Of course the

seedlings should have been thinned to stand four

inches apart in the row, some time ago. Once a

week hoe between the rows with a wheel hoe, even

if no weeds are visible. Before every cultiva-

tion, apply either wood ashes or a complete

fertilizer at the rate of a handful to every ten

feet of row, sprinkling it lightly on both sides of

the row.

Peas. Should the sparrows prove troublesome

in eating blossoms or young pods, run strings

with strips of papers over tops of brush or the

trellis which supports the vines. In gathering

the first pods toward the middle of month, do not

jerk the vines. What is said of beans with

reference to jerking holds good with peas as well.

Potatoes. One pound of Paris green mixed

with fifty pounds of land plaster and applied in

the morning, while the dew is on the foliage, will

successfully combat the potato bugs which are

scheduled to appear in quantities this month.

Sprinkle with a convenient sifter, which may be

secured at any hardware store. Should your

potato patch be small, slug poison will do the

work well and economically. One pound suffices

to sprinkle thoroughly 100 feet of row.

Tomatoes. July marks the turning point in

the life of the tomato plant. Heretofore, it has

been permitted to develop for development's

sake. Now, its energies should be turned into

the right direction for fruit production. During

the first week in July secure as many stout, five-

foot stakes as you have plants. Reduce plants

to three of the strongest branches; within a few

#
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arvia
Preserves Roads
Prevents Dust-

How to Identify a Tarvia Road
THOUSANDS of miles of macadam

roadways have been made durable

and dustless with Tarvia. In fact,

so common are these roads that many peo-

ple, automobilists particularly, call all

smooth, bituminous highways "Tarvia

Roads."

In consequence, we often receive com-

plaints about roads which are not Tarvia

roads at all.

Now. there are certain differences which

any layman can observe.

1. // U ripples, it is not a Tarvia Road.

Tarvia forms so strong a bond with the

foundation that a road built with it has lit-

tle tendency to work into waves or ripples.

It is unique among bituminous materials

in this respect.

2. If it has a bad smell, it is not a Tar-

via Road. Tarvia has a good, clean,

"tarry" smell while it is hot at the time it

is applied. After a few days, like a tar-and-

gravel roof, it has no perceptible odor.

3. // it traces or spatters, it is not a Tarvia

Road (unless the workmen are grossly

careless). Tarvia is not oily or greasy.

It percolates downward into the macadam
and hardens quickly. If the road-builders

apply more Tarvia than the road will ab-

sorb, they are supposed to sprinkle on sand

or fine stone to absorb the excess, leaving

the surface clean, dry and firm within a

few days.

4. // tie road worlds into ruts, it either

is not a Tarvia Road, or, if a Tarda
Road, it was improperly built. Some road

oils which lay the dust temporarily by the

water-sprinkling principle actually have a

lubricating effect upon the road, weaken
the natural bond and ruts quickly result.

5. If the frost bothers it, it is not a Tar-

via Road. Tarvia, like the tar from which

it is derived, is about the most waterproof

thing on earth. If it is properly used it

keeps the dampness out of the road just

as tar does out of the foundation of build-

ings.

A few feds aboul Tarvia

Tarvia is a coal-tar preparation of great

viscosity. It furnishes the additional bond-

ing-power which a road needs to fit it for

modern traffic.

Tarvia brings good roads within the reach

of many communities which otherwise

could not afford them. While it sometimes,

though not always, adds to the original

cost of a road, it saves large sums in the

end by reducing the expenses cf mainte-

nance and prolonging the life of the road-

surface.

An ordinary macadam road that would go

to pieces in two years under a given amount
of traffic will last indefinitely if bonded and

treated with Tarvia.

Tarvia makes just the difference between a

road that is too weak for its job and a road

that is strong enough. Scores of towns

and many counties as well as many park

systems and private estates have adopted

the policy of using Tarvia consistently on

all their roads for the sake of reducing

expenses. At the same time, of course,

they get far better roads.

A Tarvia road is dustless, mudless and
automobile-proof. When the frost comes

out of the road in the spring, the Tarvia

road is as good as ever because the frost

doesn't get in.

Illustrated Booklet Free

To any one who is interested in the modern,

inexpensive way of building and maintain-

ing good roads, we shall be glad to send a

Tarvia booklet without charge. The book-

let shows good roads all over the country

which are being built and maintained at

lower cost than any other type of perma-

nent roadway.
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A HERMIT'S SUMMER
By WILL 1) . I . ARNOLD
Photographs by P. E. Griesemkk

BACHELOR of forty is obviously

eccentric— if he were not the

wouldn't be a bachelor. I admit it;

but I am a bachelor, and forty,

and eccentricity follows as a

matter of course. Still, when so

many people are replenishing the earth, why
shouldn't f give the earth a chance to replenish

me? And I needed replenishment, too; I was
utterly and unspeakably tired of the ceaseless

grind of eminently respectable but not particul-

arly lucrative clerical work.

So five years ago, indifferent to the joking of

my fellow clerks, I bought for an infinitesimal

Sum ten acres of land on a high knoll; stumpy, it

is true, but overlooking miles of lovely moun-
tainous country. On a part of my vast estate

a house, the architecture of which was evidently

inspired by a cigar box, stood amid the stumps,
like a hen surrounded by a thriving brood. But
the place was mine; it was five miles from town, it

was-adorably quiet, and there some day I might
ride my hobbies.

Through cruel mutilation of my salary, I had
two acres shorn of its stumps, plowed and har-

rowed, and, with the aid of one man, planted

an orchard.

Have you ever succumbed to the lure of a

nursery catalogue? I spent hours in the delight-

ful task of separating from among hundreds of

seemingly perfect fruits those trees of mine (I

saw them always, low, wide-spreading, in long

rows, and pink with blossoms). There were
whole pages of apples, each more wonderful and
delicious than the last; pears "buttery and melt-

ing"; peaches that blossomed late and fruited

early, thus avoiding frosts; Russian apricots

with a disregard for zero weather; cherries that
made me wonder why I had ever cared for other

fruits; not to mention endless varieties of straw-

berries, gooseberries, and currants, that only
needed to be properly planted to yield unnum-
bered bushels.

One April day—cloudy, cool, and unspringlike,

I remember—accompanied by a man who was to

stake out my orchard, and two immense, coffin-

shaped boxes containing my cherished trees, I

drove to the farm—how I rolled the very word
under my tongue—to begin planting. Upon
opening the boxes the trees seemed, to my inex-

perienced eyes, disappointing, small and shrublike,

and not in the least resembling even the beginning
of my orchard. However, they were carefully

planted; the Wealthy, Oldenberg, and Yellow
Transparent apples; the Abundance and Red
June plums; the Russian apricots; the Anjou
pears; the quinces and cherries; and we drove
away, I looking back often at the tiny, heart-

lessly pruned trees left alone in the cold, spring

twilight, great gaps of plowed field showing be-

tween them, and wondered if some
robust cow would devour them
before morning. Every one of
those trees grew.

Five years later, much to the

astonishment and politely con-
cealed contempt of my friends,

I gave up my position and came
to my farm. Doubtless every
reason was assigned for my going,

but I had neither embezzled nor
been dismissed; I simply wanted,
before I was quite worn-out and
zestless, to taste, even if the
taste quickly palled, an existence
that I had so often imagined.

I came here with a bank ac-

count as small, proportionately,
as my little house—the interior

of which, by-the-way, I had never
seen, and into which I moved the
furniture from my rooms in town.
Luckily I can cook; I laid in a
large supply of groceries, and
arrived, late one April evening,

'As I stood at the barn door this evening. .

seemed to stare rebukingly at me"
Beauty

at my uncompromisingly unhomelike house.

It isn't so now; the walls are no longer covered
with magenta-hued paper; the house itself

is newly painted; and the furniture, books, and
knick-knacks accumulated during years of
bachelorhood make my small, square rooms de-

cidedly attractive. I shan't forget, however,
the rainy April night, the general far-awayness of
the spot, and the bare, not too-clean, house into

which my earthly belongings were carried. The
empty van drove away—the driver's "Good-
night" somehow seemed disheartening—and I

and my lately acquired dog, a dachshund, whose
medieval appearance only heightened the unreal-

ness of the situation, stood alone amid the dis-

order on the bird-cage-like front porch. I went
into the house and sat down. A cast of the Bel-

vedere Apollo regarded me from a box of bric-

a-brac, on his perfect lips a faint sneer of disgust

at his surroundings; on the walls were pasted
lithographs, evidently from a Sunday school

room, one picturing the apostles standing on
the shore of a very green and bilious-looking sea;

my dog came up to me, wearing an inquiring ex-

pression as though asking if it were not time to

move on; and I began to think that perhaps the
whole idea might be only a symptom of incipient

madness.

"The turkeys gathered confidingly about my feet"

S8

I bought a cow. How little the simple state-

ment suggests the searchings, the questionings,
and the wariness necessary to such a purchase.
I had never milked, and when my candidates
narrowed down to a Jersey cow ten years old,

staid, respectable, and calm, and a handsome
heifer with the fire of youth in her big, brown eyes,
I prudently thought of overturned milk pails

and unseemly gambols, and decided upon the cow.
She is a jewel beyond price; and no club, no hired

rooms can ever impart the homely sensation I

feel when I see her standing in the barn, con-
tentedly chewing her cud, and exhaling a scent
which is an admixture of wet grass, new milk, and
all wholesome things. The Jersey is the most
important of my stock, and next, perhaps, come
the turkeys—White Hollands. Theodore, the
gobbler, is as ornamental as any peacock as he
walks haughtily through the orchard, his snowy
plumage clear cut against the clover. They are
things of beauty, but no turkey will consent to be
a joy for even a reasonahje time. I've learned a

lot about turkeys. That there are any for sale

at Thanksgiving time is a miracle. In April the
hens begin to lay, choosing for their nests thor-
oughly suitable spots from an artistic stand-
point, but subject', alas, to attacks from weasels,
minks, and skunks; and when the young ones
hatch, if by chance they should, a hundred
ailments lie in wait for them. They begin life

handicapped by ennui; are subject even to sun-
stroke; and, as every one knows, wet is fatal to

them. One poultry journal suggests holding tit-

bits before their eyes "to teach them to eat,"
although naively admitting that "it involves
considerable labor." They are fearless little

creatures, and the survivors of my attempts at

rearing fly upon my arms and shoulders each
time they are fed. The hens lead their broods
through the fields, with their heads constantly
up and turned to one side, watching for a possi-

ble hawk; at the sight of a bird in the sky they
make a queer, whining sound, at which every
youngster flattens himself in the grass. One of
my turkeys, after sitting calmly through four
long weeks, suddenly developed latent madness,
and killed every poult as soon as it emerged from
the shell; she then tried eagerly to entice away
the young ones belonging to another hen who is a

model of maternal virtue.

I bought, too, a flock of white guineas, which,
with their red wattles and pasty-white faces,

look like circus clowns, and whose voices and
behavior are as peculiar as their appearance.
1 hey steal their nests and lay, often as many as

thirty eggs, not more than half of which they can
cover. Their nests are extremely hard to dis-

cover, and I have often watched the hen when go-
ing to lay, casually saunter in exactly the oppo-
site direction as though intent only upon search-

ing for food, and then, when she

no longer felt under observation,

disappear. Their eggs are de-

licious—when they can be found
—and none but an epicure can
distinguish between a squab
guinea and a grouse. Guineas
are no expense and no care, and,

aside from their extravagance as

to eggs, are model mothers.
After the excitement of turkeys

and guineas, my white Wyandotte
hens seem commonplace enough,
but they furnish me with sufficient

eggs at small cost; and I have for

my daily breakfast, not the stor-

age variety, but great pinkish-

brown eggs of delightful flavor.

A brood of white Indian Runner
ducks is a self-reliant family,

although there have been two
deaths among them so distress-

ingly sudden as to suggest suicide.

Four white homing pigeons

adorn the place, incidentally pro-
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A Hundred Surprises
Await You in the New Mitchell Models

Do you think that cars in the

Mitchell class are prettv much
alike?

If you do, go sec the Mitchells.

They differ in a hundred \\.i\s.

And scores of unique distinctions

add to these cars' attractions.

See the Jl features which most

cars omit. They include a power
tire pump, reversihle headlights,

a dashhoard engine primer, a

ball-hearing steering gear. You
will find that each extra is some-

thing that you want.

Added Luxuries

\ ou will see beauties, comforts

and luxuries which never before

appeared in a car at these prices.

These include heat-fixed finish,

deep, lustrous and enduring.

They include extra-grade leather,

plaited upholstery, countless

dainty touches. There is a light

in the tonneau, a locked com-
partment for valuables, handles

for entering, etc. You will see

exclusive body
styles, designed

by our own ar-

tists, built by our

own craftsmen.

Theycombine all

the best attrac-

tions foundin257
new models.

You will find

such riding com-

fort as you never knew before

—

due to Hate cantilever springs.

30-Year Service

You will find cars built under

John \V. Bate to render lifetime

service. Two of them have al-

ready run over 200,000 miles

each. That's from 30 to 40 years

of ordinary use.

Every important part is given

100 per cent, over-strength. That
is twice our former margin of

safety. It means that each part

is twice as strong as need be, as

proved by conclusive tests.

All safety parts are oversize.

Over 440 parts are of toughened
steel. And we use a wealth of

costly steel alloy.

SIXES
TWO SIZES

Mitchell roomy 7 passen-
ger Six, with 127-inch

wheelbase and a highly-developed 48-

horsepower motor.

Mitchell Junior 7n
a
^;

pa
|u

on similar lines, with 120-inch wheel-
base, and a 40-horsepower motor,
inch smaller bore.

$1460 $1195
Four Passenger Roadster, $1495. Sedan, $2175. Cabriolet, $1895. Coupe, $1995.

Also Town Car and Limousine

The Mitchell extras—over

average cars—will cost us this

year about #4,000,000.

The John W. Bate Idea

Mitchell cars typify the John
W. Bate idea. That is factory

efficiency first—economical pro-

duction. Then to spend that

saving on a better car.

He has spent millions of dollars

to build and equip this model
automobile plant. The result has

been to cut our factory cost in

two. We believe that nowhere
else could a Mitchell car be built

at the Mitchell cost.

The saving on the chassis goes

into the chassis; into over-strength

and added equipment. The
saving on bodies goes into new
luxuries. That is why the Mitchell

offers so much extra value.

There are now two sizes—both of

them Sixes. Even Mitchell Junior

has a 120-inch wheel-base and a

40 h. p. motor. Yet it sells for

There are eight

styles of bodies

to choose from.

Go see them
at your local

Mitchell show-
room. They
form a unique

exhibit.

$1195 at factory.

54-

All Prices f. o. b. Racine

MITCHELL MOTORS
COMPANY, Inc.

Racine. Wis.. U. S. A.
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MOIT
Sink 0/
unusual

advantages

This Swinging
Nozzle supplies hot,

cold or mixed watet

to either compart-

ment. When moved
towards the center

the water is auto-

matically shut off
—

no splashing when
it is turned from one
side to the other.

FOR glistening cleanliness, inside and out,

this sink is made of solid porcelain. Its

2-inch thickness assures strength and durabil-

ity. Made in one piece, it has no dirt-collect-

ing crevices or cracks. Mere rubbing with a

damp cloth keeps it in spotless condition.

And what convenience! Dishes may be washed in

one compartment and rinsed in the other. Several inches

of water may be retained in either compartment—no

separate receptacles are needed for vegetable washing.

Mott's 138-page book "MODERN PLUMBING" describes

various styles of Mott kitchen and pantry sinks at a wide range in

price; also shows 22 model bathrooms with floor plans and gives hints

on tiling and decoration. Sent for 4 cents postage.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Trenton, New Jersey
1828 Eighty-nine years of Supremacy iqi?

fNew York
t Boston
Pittsburgh

(Chicago
Minneapolis
Atlanta

tPhiladdphW tToledo
Seattle Portland. Oregon
Dallas tWashington. D. C.
Cleveland Columbia. S. C.
tDetroit fNew Orleans

fDes Moines Denver

^Showrooms equipped with model bathrooms

*San Francisco
fSt. Louis
fMontreal, Canada
San Antonio
Los Angeles
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Protect your home forever

—

rvCAl Sendfor catalogue
\\)Lr\L "Ideal Heating"

[BOILERS to Dept. 25

AMERICANRADIATOR COMPANY , Chicago

American x
il Radiators

When You Build
please bear in mind that there is still plenty of

White Pine
Send for our free booklet "White Pine in Home-Building."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
2215 Merchants' Bank Building ST. PAUL, MINN.

viding a brace of succulent squabs now and then,

at the cost of a handful of grain daily. My
brother, apprehensive lest my menagerie be in-

complete, sent me a pair of young Belgian hares,

which are always feverishly engaged in eating,

with that queer twitching of the nostrils peculiar

to all rabbits. A child of four of my acquaint-

ance, after interestedly viewing my live stock,

said: "Why haven't you a zebra?"
A friend of mine once declared, on hearing my

oft-repeated threat to live or) my farm, that
when I did so, she would present me with suitable

occupants for my pig-sty. She gamely kept her

word, sending me from her model country place a

pair of pedigreed Berkshires, black as the ace of

spades, with noses emphatically retrousse and
appetites wholly insatiable.

Many of my evenings are spent in informing
myself, with the aid of agricultural papers and
Government bulletins—most excellent helps,

by-the-way—on the management of all my flocks

and herds. It was in one of them I learned that

pigs "should not be allowed to root, it makes them
nervous," and should be "ringed" at an early

age. Acting upon this advice I purchased some
porcine nose-jewelry, with a tool for its insertion,

and began my simple task. I have ridden half-

tamed Western bronchos, and, compared with

"ringing" a pig, it's easy. I contrived to slip a

rope around the neck of one, gave it a twist

about a post, and drew up to me the small porker,

whose squeals reechoed all over the place. At
the pain of forcing the ring through her nose

she suddenly exerted such surprising and dispro-

portionate strength that she pulled loose the rope,

crushing my fingers against the post, and at

the same time planting her pointed hoofs squarely

in my stomach. I had never known articles of

feminine adornment to be received in this way.
I was disgusted. The next day she had the ring

out. My pigs may become nervous, but they
won't wear rings.

Tillie, the dachshund, doesn't really belong

with the animals. She is a friend, the most under-

standing and sympathetic of friends, close to

my side the whole day long. Her droll, intelli-

gent little face, her queer, twisted fore legs

—

exactly like those of a turtle—make her look as

though she had walked off an old tapestry. Til-

lie is that most desirable of animals—a real dog.

To be sure she does at rare intervals, out of pure
exuberance of spirits, nip a young chick or duck,

but she is all apologies immediately, and remem-
bers her misdeed for days. She sits beside me in

the long summer evenings, perfectly happy only

to be touched or spoken to now and then.

Farm customs were unknown to me; the eti-

quette of the country new. I found that direct

answers to questions were bad form. "How
many acres have you in oats?" requires the re-

ply: "Well, I don't hardly know; some says that

field is about eight acres, but it mayn't be more'n

six." And the present season is always the

worst within recollection. "How is your corn?"
brings the response: "When I was a boy I can

remember the corn more'n knee-high on the

Fourth-of-July, but this year it ain't no good."

No farmer worthy the name ever appears to wish

to sell anything. He may "spare it," but only

by way of accommodation. A good old lady

who lives near-by, in discussing the utter unre-

liability of a man in the neighborhood, said: "I
wouldn't trust him with a cake of soap. He
wanted to buy ten hens from me, but, of course,

I couldn't spare that many, and I let him have
eight. Never a cent did I get for them." If a

neighbor wishes to borrow some article from

you, the proper procedure is for him to call in

the evening, spend an hour or two in conversa-

tion, and on saying good-night, remark casually:

"I was just thinkin', are you usin' your cultiva-

tor to-morrow?" And you never ask questions re-

garding the ladies of the family; to-be-sure they

are sometimes mentioned, but in a hurried, fur-

tive way, and they usually remain in the distant

background during a call. I have been told that

it was the ardent wish of every woman in the

neighborhood to see me wend my way to town,

of a Saturday morning, with a basket of pro-

duce on my arm—a wish not gratified, however,

as my customers call at the farm. I was sur-

prised to find, too, that a life-long familiarity

with nature rarely enables these farmers to name
any but the commonest of field flowers and plants.

The habits of wild animals and birds are mostly

unknown to them, although they keenly appreci-

ate the beauties of the garden and orchard, and
domestic animals.
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The New Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture
Just Completed by L. H. Bailey, the Noted Horticultural Expert

A Message to Readers of Country Life in America

This great work of Dr. Bailey's is most excep-
tional. Doubleday, Page & Company have has-

tened to make special arrangements with the

publishers whereby readers of The New Coun-
try Lifk may secure the complete work on un-
usually favorable terms, because we know that

Every reader of The New Country Life will

find it interesting and profitable

No other work equal to it has ever been published.
No one man alone could possibly write so complete, so
authentic and practical a library on all growing plants, trees,

and their cultivation, for. in addition to Dr. Bailey's own
able writings, this work emphasizes the concentrated
experiences of more than jour hundred specialists, each
one of whom has been chosen as being the very highest
living authority on some particular phase of plant growing.
The work has very aptly been called the

Bible and Britannica of all garden folk

and is complete in six handsomely decorated quarto
volumes, bound in green buckram, and so profusely and
exquisitely illustrated that every part of the text is not
only made clear enough for the novice or professional,

but adds a joy to reading it.

Whatever plant may reasonably prompt a question as to
the genus, species, history, or method of cultivation, the
owner of the Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture will

have at hand a means of quickly satisfying his need for

authoritative information. This treatment

Covers every region of North America and
our Island Possessions

It further treats separately the horticulture of each state

of the Union, the Canadian Provinces and Newfoundland
and each Island Possession. All of these separate parts
are accompanied by maps showing horticultural distribu-

tion in each. An unusual new device is the

Key to the identification of plants

which enables one to find the name of a plant and
then to quickly refer to it under its alphabetical location

where full information will be found in regard to it.

The key is so simple that it is useful to the veriest

Further particulars sent on request

amateur and to the trained botanist. One of the most
important features of the new edition is a

Synopsis of the Plant Kingdom
It constitutes a general running account of the classes,

orders and groups of plants giving botanical characters;
the number of genera and species and the ranges; a list

of the important genera; brief statements in regard to the
useful plants, etc. An added artistic charm will be found in

The exquisite color illustrations

of which there are 24 large plates, which are accompanied
by % full-page halftones and more than 4,000 engravings
to serve as guides to the text.

An analysis of all technical terms that are used in the work
and in similar works, comprising botanical and horticul-
tural terms with brief definitions, together with the pronun-
ciation and English equivalents of Latin names, is found in

The Glossary and translation lists

It has been Dr. Bailey's object not only to make an
Encyclopedia, but to combine that feature with direct
instructions for cultivation of plants and the whole work
has, therefore, been rounded out with

The Cultivator's Guide and Class Articles

in which a special effort has been made to secure the best
cultural advices for the plants requiring peculiar or particu-
lar handling. A few of the several hundred titles of these
articles are: Ants; Autumn Gardening; Bedding; Dis-
eases; Drainage; Floral Designs; Formal Gardening; *
Hotbeds and Coldframes; Insects; Landscape-gar- /'
dening ; Lawn Planting ; Orchards ; Rock Gardening

; /
Subtropical Gardening; Tools and Implements; / Doubled
Village Improvements; Window Boxes, etc. / page &G,!

A comprehensive general index / £S
The final volume contains a complete Enclosed find S3.00

index to the entire work, enabling the / for which send me
reader to locate volume and page of / t-he "Standard Cydo-

any subject he has in mind. / h^^lT^ £
The complete set of six volumes, ' , FT. you ?f month

bound in decorated buckram, will / for 11
"S™™?,™*^ the «

be delivered to you for only $3.00 ' 30100111 of S36.00 has been paid,

down and S3.00 a month for > <Or cash with the order, price
11 months until the full / S35.00.)

amount of S36.00 has '
been paid. Cash price
is $35.00.

Name

.

Address

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N.Y. / Reference

C. L. A., 7 '17
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of identification

The name Yale is put on Yale builders'

locks and hardware for two purposes

:

To protect the buyer—a visible guarantee that
the product is going to give him the enduring satis-

factory service he associates with Yale reputation.

As the maker's assurance that behind the product
stands the resources of the Yale organization—re-

sources that find concrete expression in the quality
of the materials, the character of the workmanship
and the correctness of the design.

Look for the name Yale on night-latches,

padlocks, door-closers, builders' hardware
and chain blocks. It is your guarantee.

For Sale by Hardware Dealers

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
9 East -*Oth Street New York City

Chicago Office: 77 East Lake Street

Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont.

-(yaleV
RUST JPROOF

FENCE
keeps these grounds beautiful
Keeps intruders out, doesn't obscure

the view or keep light and air away from
the bushes, shrubbery, etc.

Made of heavy steel wires, held rigidly
together by the patented steel clamp. Kust
proof because galvanizedAFTER making.
Write for explanatory catalog A showing styles, sizes, etc.

Ask your hardware dealer jjrEXCELSIOR Rust
Proof trellises, bed guards, tree guards, etc.

WRIGHT WIRE CO.
Worcester,

Mass.

DO YOU
REALIZE
the real value of the material contributed to
The New COUNTRY LIFE ? The manuals
in color, for example, represent the work of the
best informed persons on the subjects treated.

Each number contains articles that have to do
with every phase of country living. Seventy-
five to one hundred subjects are covered in

each issue of the magazine.

Why not keep this information?
You will find it invaluable for reference. Put
your magazines in a permanent form by letting

us bind them. There are six issues to a volume
and the volumes begin in May and November.
If you have saved your magazines, send them
back to us and we will bind them for $1.50. If

any numbers are missing we will supply them at

the regular price—50c a copy. Your bound
volumes of The New COUNTRY LIFE give

you an encyclopedia of horticulture; the best

advice on building and remodeling; on interior

decorating and landscape work; on farm stock,

Dogs, Poultry, etc. You will find the volumes
invaluable. Save your magazines, then
bind them.

The New
GARDEN CITY

COUNTRY LIFE
NEW YORK

I have always loved a garden, as who does not?
And here I have a whole acre; an acre exacting a
lot of hard work, but yielding, in addition to
vegetables and flowers, constant enjoyment. I

began it in April with radishes and onions, all

varieties selected, like my trees, from among
countless examples of vegetable perfection.
Irish Cobbler potatoes—what an endless number
of plantable pieces may be cut from a bushel of
these; peas, not the smooth, tasteless yellow
spheres one gets at a hotel, but wrinkled, sweet
ones; Golden Bantam corn, such as one cannot
buy; string beans, requiring, it is true, almost
daily cultivation, but many bridge hands may be
played in imagination while pushing a hand-
cultivator up and down the long rows, and in the
end

"The bounteous housewife, Nature, on each bush
Lays her full mess before you. Want? Why want?"

The blossoming orchard made an idler of me
for a week. I couldn't get away from it. Nearly
every young tree in bloom—the apples a bit

chary with their clusters, striped like peppermint
candy; the plums covered to the tips of their
branches, and resembling fountains throwing

"Not fifty feet from my front door, stands a hickory tree which

the . . . birds regard as a kind of observatory"

popped corn; and the cherries like white lace par-
asols. The quinces came in bloom a few days later,

every little bush filled with pink, rose-like flowers.

And one night, without warning, the thermometer
began to fall, and with it my spirits; 48 at sun-
down. In the morning a film of ice in the half-

emptied water-bucket by the pump, the roof of
the barn gray with frost, and every blossom shriv-

eled and black. In town frosts meant nothing
to me.

Between times, during my vegetable planting,

I laid out a small flower garden, and no flowers

were admitted that might not have grown in

the garden of one's grandmother. Before a back-
ground of plumy asparagus I had nicotiana, with
starry white flowers and faint perfume diffused

only at night; next, snapdragons, the "improved
antirrhinum" of the catalogue, glowing red,

sulphur-yellow, white, variegated, and the loveli-

est soft pink; mignonette, lady-slippers, rows of

them, all shades of scarlet, rose, and purple.

There were calendulas, an appropriate flower for a

bachelor's garden; the "marygold" of Shakes-

peare, yellow, orange and palest straw-color

. . . "That goes to bed wi' the sun

And with him rises weeping; these are flowers

Of middle summer, and, I think they are given

To men of middle age."

Then dianthus—the vivid vermilion variety

known as Lucifer—and last, row upon row of

sweet peas. From these I cut immense bundles

of fragrant flowers the whole summer through;

not short-stemmed, closely packed clusters, but

great masses with their graceful vines and
tendrils. Japanese morning-glories were to have
shaded the kitchen windows, but, with true

Oriental indolence, they grew too slowly for oui

short summers, and should have been put
to shame by the hop-vine at the back porch,

which grew, by actual measurement, more than
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FISKE Lawn Fencing
A Sensible Lawn Fence

AL« m a n u f a c-

luriri for over
fifty f • a r a of

wrought iron rall-

Inf s. intranet
gates, lamp stand-
ards, frill gar-
dan vaaaa. foun-
tains, tannfi
court enclosure.

1 his inexpensive, attractive feiu-

ihl; is suitable loi lawns ami gai-

dens everywhere. It not only pro-

tects against tttsp.iss ami tlesrrue-

don but is decidedly decorative

as well.

The open wire mesh permits a view of your property

ami the nice construction of top rail ami sturdy sup-

totting posts, certainly adds to. the neatness anil

attractiveness of \our lawn.

Fiskc wire fencing is made in various types

—

all parts heavily galvanized hy hot spelter pro-

cess, are rustproof- posts-deep-set-in-concrete,

are in place to stay. Catalogues on request.

J. W. FISKE IRON WORKS ^fifiPT
t .(.i fc/i •>,..! 1SSS

Water of Rain-like Softness from Every Faucet

Think what that would mean, in your home— the joy of

soft water bathing—the luxury of a soft water shampoo
—the cleaner, whiter, softer, fresher linens— the delicate

colors washed without fading—the saving in soap—the

improved palatahility of cooked foods. Ihen—write for

the literature on

PGrrr.utit
The Water Softening Filter

To Zero Hardness

The simple filter that, attached to your water piping, will give you an

ample supply of watei softer than the softest rain water. Ask for the

brochure "Velvet Water. Velvet Skin."

THE PERMUTIT COMPANY
30 East 42nd Street, New York

Residence t>( Frederick S. Morse, Miami, Fla.—" Permutit" Equipped

Ifyou CAN'T go to the

front You CAN join

THE
AMERICAN
RED CROSS
The only official relief organization

of the

UNITED STATES

Become a Subscribing [$2.00] Mem-
ber and receive

The

RED CROSS
MAGAZINE

The new greater color manual that

will keep you in permanent touch

with the doings of The Red Cross

on the battlefields of war-torn Europe

and in the work of civilian relief

at home.

Do This Part of Your Duty Now!

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Washington, D. C.

(If you prefer, address your local chapter.)

Gentlemen:

I hereby apply for
(Class of membership)

in the American Red Cross. Send The Red

Cross Magazine to

MEMBERSHIPS
Subscribing ..£2.00) NAME
Contributing.. 500

(Sustaining 10.00) ADDRESS
Life 25.00 ( One
Patron 100.00 )

Payment

". '
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A new and wonderful effect

in interior decoration
Combines the "feeling" of carving and the flat effect

of stenciling— with an added appeal which neither

possesses. Whether the Redwood is left "natural" or

stained some soft neutral tint, this treatment will give

your home an air of distinction and modest elegance.

Write today for full information regarding this new
method and the many remarkable qualities of Califor

nia Redwood; also the Redwood Finish Book and set

of samples showing the new Redwood stains.

California Redwood
A wonderful wood for interior finish

No other finish has such attractive texture, such

beauty of 'pattern" and coloring, such unlimited pos-

sibilities for variety of decorative treatment.

At the same time Redwood is the most practical
finish, for it will not shrink, swell, crack, warp or twist

when properly seasoned. Contains a jjafuraipreserva-

tive that resists rot. Retards fire.

Write for full details today. Please give us the names
of your architect and local lumber dealers.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION
715 Call Building, San Francisco

Aik ft>r the child' i story of the "hig trigs" of California—
there* 1 a copy for every child in the nation.

The Proper

Private School
for your children is perhaps the
most important choice you have
to make. You need the best guide
in existence and that undoubtedly
you will find every month in the

Educational Directory
of

Harper's Magazine

for it is in Harper's Magazine that you
find the announcements of more
private and preparatory schools and
colleges than in any other publica-
tion—the widest, the best, and the
most dependable selection.

Would you not lil(c to have your own
child go to school with children whose
parents read Harper's Magazine?

Mllllll

MEDUSA

WATERPROOFING!
ff PASTE a.,vd POWDER, \J

Makes concrete walls and cellars absolutely water-
proof and damp-proof, and cisterns, pools, etc., water-
tight permanently.
Prevents discoloration and hair cracks in stucco. It's

the original integral waterproofing material.

Write for illustrated booklet. "MEDUSA WATER-
PROOFING" to-day.

THE SANDUSKY CEMENT CO.
Dept. B Cleveland, O.
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IN YOUR HOME
THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO

SILENT CLOSET

Operates with a quiet-

ness and precision
most desired in homes
or refinement.

The Trenton Potteries Co.

Trenton, New Jersey Wnbt for Booklet No. P.

9
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three inches a day, throwing out short branches
of blossoms with an odor like home-made bread.
Bulbs made the front yard gay last May

—

tulips (which I planted last fall under the witch-
ery of the autumn bulb catalogue) and narcissus,

immaculate and perfect like all spring flowers

before the appearance of insects; annunciation
lilies in June—flowers from a fairy tale, and with
an odor reminiscent of some long-forgotten joy;
and poet's narcissus, slender and graceful, like

groups of Burne-Jones's women.
May was rainy—cold, driving rains from the

east that made the garden's growth stand still.

The new shingles stopping leaks on the old bam
roof shone red in the wetness; the turkeys, chick-

ens, and pigeons were bedraggled bunches of
feathers; and even the bluebird who built her
nest in a bird house in the garden had a darker
tint to her sapphire coat. Little streams of
water rushed down the path toward the barn, and
the ducks, splashing about among little islands

of grass, happy and busy straining water through
their bills for unseen morsels of food, were the
only contented creatures in sight. I wondered
why I didn't find things altogether disagreeable.

When I first came here I thought that when
loneliness overtook me, there were always
books; and I am surprised to find how shame-
fully little I have read. Work, to me pleasant
and interesting, waits for me; and I have not even
yet built that bird bath with the old stones in the
pasture for its supporting column; the thatched
dove-cote has never materialized; and time flies.

Work, but such work! Beyond the breathless

hurry of banks; without the forced subserviency
of clerkdom, and with rarely a distasteful re-

quirement. Yes, I am thin and brown, but such
health I have never known. To remain awake
after nine o'clock at night is torture; to rouse my-
self in the mornings, for daily self-congratulation,

a pleasure; and yet, every now and then, some
sympathetic friend calls me on the telephone and
inquires how I can stand it "alone out there in

such atrocious weather."
I have made hay. The clover in the orchard

was almost knee-high, and I never looked at it

in its emerald lushness without speculating on its

possibilities as a salad—is there any plant more
succulent, more suggestive of food? I cut it all

with a scythe, for me a herculean task. It

rained. The first fair day I raked it; perspira-

tion flowing from beneath my hat and trickled

tickling down my nose. It rained. Again I

spread the hay in the sun, raked it at last into

piles, and with the aid of a man and team, put
it into the barn. I stood upon the wagon
brandishing a pitchfork, and as the hay was
tossed up, spread it about and trampled it down,
according to instructions, meanwhile driving the

team, whose hard mouths required a strong pull

to guide them, from place to place over the un-
even ground. The wagon rocked alarmingly,

and I felt like a circus charioteer, falling over once
in the hay, greatly to the amusement of my grin-

ning assistant. We hauled in two loads, I hang-
ing with a vise-like grip on the lines and awaiting

being jolted from my giddy height. At the barn

I was directed to spread the hay in the mow. I

pitched—madly, furiously—while the demon on
the wagon seemed bent on burying me. Surely

all that hay never grew in my field! My clothes,

hair, and skin were saturated with moisture;

seeds, stems, and dust clung to my hot body and
stung like flies, but finally, out of chaos, a big

voice cried, "That's about two ton." It was
done. The same evening I pointed out the

shaven orchard to some passing acquaintances,

and remarked airily that I had cut my hay. I

have experienced satisfaction.

At the side of the public road, not fifty feet

from my door, stands a hickory tree, the top of

which is dead. Birds regard it as a kind of

observatory, and the bare branches are rarely

without a feathered occupant. Bluebirds, towhee
buntings, goldfinches, king birds, robins, chipping

sparrows, indigo buntings, and even, occasion-

ally, a vicious blue hawk, come and go. I have

counted more than twenty nests in the orchard

below, and they flatter me immensely—those

trees are growing up! In a clump of weeds an

indigo bunting nested, in an apple tree a vireo,

the plums were the favorite nesting places of the

robins, and in August, after one would fancy that

nesting was over, a goldfinch reared her brood

in a faultlessly constructed cradle of thistledown.

All through the summer days there was always

a bird song close by, and, at times, even on

moon-lighted nights.
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MARMON
34

For exploring in boulevard

luxury the fresh delights of

the vagabond road— for a

spin to the country club or

for »Vmuv\ 'round town >n

a hurry —the Marmon 34 is

li^ht. powerful, nimble, obe-

dient and easy to handle.

Only 4 Urease cups—simple

to care for; 1 100 lbs. lighter

—economical to operate.

NORDYXE I MARMON
COMPANY

INDIANAPOLIS, IND
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Theparting gift—

^4 J^est Pocket Kodak.
It is monotony, not bullets that our soldier boys dread. No fear, when the time

comes, they will uphold bravely the traditions that are dear to every loyal American

heart. But in the training camps and during the months of forced inaction there are

going to be some tedious, home-sick days—days the Kodak can make more cheerful.

Pictures of comrades and camp life, pictures of the thousand and one things that

can be photographed without endangering any military secret will interest them, and

will doubly interest the friends at home. Tens of thousands of brave lads in the camps

and trenches of France are keeping their own Kodak story of the war—a story that

will always be intense to them because it is history from their view-point. And when

peace comes it will make more vivid, more real their story of their war as they tell it

again and again to mother and sister and wife and little ones.

The nation has a big job on its hands. It's only a little part, perhaps, but a genu-

ine part of that job to keep up the cheerfulness of camp life, to keep tight the bonds

between camp and home. Pictures from home to the camp and from camp to the home

can do their part.

There's room for a little Vest Pocket Kodak in every soldier's and sailor's kit.

The expense is small, six dollars. The cheerfulness it may bring is great. They are

on sale by Kodak dealers everywhere.

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Ym The Kodak City.

CYCLONE
Property Protection Fencing
For country estates, country clubs, parks, school grounds, etc.

Our engineers will cooperate with superintendents of estates

and landscape gardeners. Illustrated catalogue on request.

CYCLONE FENCE CO., Dept. 138, Waukegan, Illinois

JOHNS'MANVILLE
TRANSITS

Asbestos Shingles
INTERESTING BOOKLET FREE ON REQUEST
H. W.JOHNS-MAN VILLE CO.

New York City
BRANCHES IN 54 LARGE CITIES

The Book of lOO Houses

trails finished with CahifsOld Viriinia White
Rotfstained with Cabot's Creosjte Stain

Piersm & Goodrich, Architects, Y,

Sentfree to anyone cwko intends to build.

This book contains photographic views of over 100 houses
of every variety and style of architecture (from the small-
est bungalows and camps to the largest residences) that
have been built in all parts of the country, under widely
varying conditions of climate and surroundings, and stained
with the rich, velvety shades of

Cabot's Creosote Stains
and with the soft, cool, brilliant white of

Cabot's Old Virginia White.
They are designed by leading architects and the book is

full of ideas and suggestions that are of interest and value
to those who are planning to build.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manufacturing Chemist*

147 Milk St., Boston, Mail.

Lizette was a black hen of "Well, kind of

mixed breed," as we say hereabouts. She w as

purchased when in an incubating mood, to hatch
my duck eggs. The ducklings were quite grown,
and Lizette's usefulness seemed past; besides

she had offended me by a perhaps natural

affection for the back porch, and so the other day
she became the first sacrifice to the inner man.
I am not deft at this sort of thing, and I will omit
the gruesome details of her execution; but her

preparation for Sunday's dinner consumed the

whole of a Saturday afternoon. She was fat

beyond belief—could never have survived an

operation for appendicitis—and evidenced a long

and useful life by her infinite toughness. She
spent Sunday morning boiling, Sunday after-

noon frying, Sunday night in the fireless cooker,

but emerged on Monday, toothsome and tender,

just when I had begun to hate her. That after-

noon the telephone informed me that three

friends would motor out in the evening for a

game of bridge. Here was opportunity. I

milked the cow, cared for the milk, prepared the

various suppers for my animals, got my own,
counted the turkeys—lest some malady had re-

moved another during the day—and hurriedly

evolved from Lizette's much-cooked remains a

number of delectable chicken sandwiches, with

which to regale my guests. When our game
was finished, I placed a lunch cloth upon the

table, and with great dignity departed ceiiar-

vvard for the viands. I had left the cellar door

open in my hurry. Tillie stood on the threshold

with a guilty gleam in her eye, and the plate w as

empty. We had bread and milk.

It is September now—was there ever a summer
so pitifully short? The fall is in the misty morn-
ings, and the warm afternoons with their clear,

hard sunlight making the shocks of oats in the

near-by fields throw sharp-cut, purple shadows.

For days I have felt as the squirrels must when
they lay by their winter stores of nuts—the

primeval impulse to prepare for winter, not ex-

tinct even in men. My lamp is lighted during

my solitary dinner, and I really think that if I

am to prove myself fairly rational, I must dispose

of my animals and go back to town. But as I

stood at the barn door this evening, pondering

the question, Beauty, the placid Jersey, seemed

to stare rebukingly at me. The chickens were

making little contented, sleepy noises in their

throats, and the turkeys gathered confidingly

about my feet; crickets were chirping every-

where, and out over the hills hangs the har-

vest moon, red through a film of blue-gray twi-

light haze. There is in the very air a suggestion

of cosy, lamplit winter evenings. Thoughts of

snow-covered fields and long, frosty nights

flitted through my mind; but the cellar is filled

with potatoes, and in the barn is all that whole-

some, scented hay. I wonder

INLAND FOOD FISH

HE Government, through our Pres-

ident, has demanded that every

citizen shall do his best to increase

the food resources of the country,

and among our foods there can be

no question that fish is one of the

most palatable, one of the most satisfying, and

one of the most nourishing. This is true not

only of cod, mackerel, and the salt water

fishes generally, but of the fish which are found

in inland rivers, lakes, and ponds. Yet in

America this fact has seldom gained the atten-

tion which its importance deserves. Occasion-

ally a farmer builds' a trout pond and stocks it

with the delicious fish of the epicure. But

trout raising is a highly specialized, an exceed-

ingly technical, and a very uncertain undertaking,

while there are many varieties of the coarser

fishes which when introduced into a water will

take care of themselves and increase prodigiously.

In most parts of North America, the country-

sides are dotted with ponds, few of which, with

little expense beyond the cost of introduction,

would not yield throughout the summer months

far more fish than one family, or indeed several

families, could possibly use.

On the part of some writers on piscatorial

subjects it has been a kind of fad to decry the

introduction into this country of the "German"
carp. By-the-way, it is unfair to label the carp

with the name of any country in particular, lit-

is as good an Englishman as he is a German or a

Frenchman. Since the time of Henry VIII,
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VrOl"R garage is most satisfactory when
its hardware is (specially designed for

garage use.

Stanley Garage Hardware
is a complete line of equipment for your
new garage.

Send to-day for free illustrated catalogue

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain Connecticut, U. S. A.
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I Your House Deserves the Most |

Modern Building Material.

Find out about

| Natco Hollow Tile
j

SAFE-FIREPROOF
ECONOMICAL-SANITARY

| National Fireproofing Company I

i 428 Federal Street Pittsburgh, Pa. |
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Loomis - Manning

Filters

furnish sparkling

clear water for

Your Home

Loomis - Manning
Filter Dist'g. Co.

1441 South 37th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

NORTH
CAROLINA

PINE
"The Wood Universal"

ANCHOR POST
IRON AND WIREFENCES

AND ENTRANCE GATES

Homes of Atlas-White Stucco

have charm and individuality; require very

little painting and repairing.

Booklet free on request

THE ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
30 Broad St. —

,

New York
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011 have
certain ideas
about home building

You want your home to have the ap-
pearance of comfort, refinement, rest-

fulness, with perhaps a suggestion of
luxury.

Whether lar&e or small, your home
must be beautiful, but not parish—
dignified but not too formal. And you
would like to be sure that it would
be the sort of a home which would
have a desirable influence on your
children in their impressionable years.

Such a home may be yours at a cost
which is far less than you imagine.
It is not a matter of "paying more,"
but of selecting a &ood architect, and
building with .

ill
RISTOCRAT of BUILDING MATERIALS

This "Aristocrat of Building Materi-
als" has beauty, dignity, misty delica-
cy of tone, and softness of shadow. It
has been selected by such well-known
Americans as Messrs. Vanderbilt,
Gould, Sloan, Frick, Pulitzer, Morris,
Crane, Wanamaker, Cramp, Childs,
Widener, Aldrich, Harriman, et al.,

because through these qualities it

expresses architecturally just what the
better sort of home should express.

7 And, though so generallyidentifiedwith
tP^ the larger residences, Indiana Limestone

is for the home of moderate size at a cost
which compares very favorably with that
of far less desirable materials.

Find out all about Indiana I imestone yourself.
Write us for a beautifully illustrated book and
a handsome sample showing several finishes.
Both are free. Our service bureau will answer
any special questions. Address

Indiana Limestone Quariymens Assn. Box 507 Bedford. Indiana
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Running Water for
Country Homes

under good pressure, always in abundance, ready
for every domestic use in house, barns and gar-
den, can best be obtained by using a Caldwell
Cypress Tank and Steel Tower.
With this equipment you are assured not only

a satisfactory and sanitary water supply for
general use, but a constant safeguard against fire

which will materially reduce your insurance rates.
There is no chance atcontamination or foreign

taste in a Caldwell Cypress Tank, no rust or
danger of freezing. The whole structure is one
of graceful design and long durability.

Send for Catalogue

W. E. CALDWELL CO.
Itieorporntrd

3210 Krook street
Louisville, Kentucky
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TANKS
AND

TOWERS

5LATE5 "QUALITY'

Can you be positive of any other roof that will

last for all time? Have your architect show you
in Sweet's catalogue the illustrations of our slate

produced in one or varied colors.

The Auld & Conger Co.
ESTABLISHED 1870 CLEVELAND. OHIO

and before, English lovers of fish have eaten of his

flesh. He is a cosmopolitan, and to say that he
is a poor sporting fish can be defended, but to
say that the carp is a wretched food fish is absurd.
New York markets are not noted for buying
and selling unpalatable fish, and unpalatable
fish does not sell in the New York markets for

20 cents a pound. At my market that is the
price of carp, as I click these words into my
typewriter. A properly boiled carp is very
good indeed, in fact, it is more palatable than
boiled fresh codfish as ordinarily served.

Nobody has to be an expert to raise magni-
ficent carp that will weigh ten pounds and up-
ward, a single specimen of which would make
a hearty meal for a dozen hungry persons. Nor
are carp at all particular concerning the water
which they inhabit. Give the bronze watery
burgher a good muddy bottom, plenty of lush

grasses at the margin, and the ordinary variety of
pond plant life, and he cares for nothing further.

Think of it! Suppose that the farmer were
called upon in raising turkeys only to drop a half

dozen young turkeys in a ten-acre meadow.
Suppose that beginning with the first year after

he had dropped his turkeys, whenever he wanted
a turkey, all that he had to do was to go out to
his meadow and catch one. That is the amaz-
ing way with our sturdy immigrant, the carp.

Place in any bit of muddy water where there is

a depth of five feet or more, a half dozen carp,

and from that time on you own a carp pond.
The upper reservoir in Central Park is a won-

derful example of a small lake which has, so far

as I know, never been stocked and is yet crowded
with fishy life. While the reservoir itself has
not been stocked, the waters which feed it have
been. Of a slumberous August afternoon you
can behold schools of mighty carp, some of then,

stocky fish of fifteen pounds and upward in

weight. There are other kinds of fish in the upper
reservoir—white and yellow perch, pickerel, and
sunfish, with an occasional black bass.

In ponds with rocky bottoms, even if the
water is comparatively warm, rock bass do well

and become exceedingly plentiful. A rock bass

is a fine food fish, much better than a black
bass, the flesh of which it somewhat resembles.

Then we have the yellow perch, a fish that

can be easily introduced into most small ponds
and into nearly all streams, if the water be not
too cold. The yellow perch loves sandy bottoms,
but over mud will do well, if the water itself be

not too muddy. Yellow perch are an excellent

sporting fish as well as a delicate food fish, and
in water which is suitable the barred golden-

sides are prolific to an extent which is almost
incredible.

If a farmer wished to breed a new variety of

sheep, for example, he might have to put himself

to considerable outlay as well as much laborious

toil and oversight. Not so with introducing

into a pond carp or yellow perch or rock bass.

The same acreage in water will produce far and
away more food than the richest land of a farm.

It is not necessary or even expedient that the

owner of a small pond or ponds should forbid

fishing. He can be a philanthropist, while

at the same time he keeps an eye out for number
one. Such is the natural increase of the fish here
mentioned that, with proper care, there will be
fish in greaterabundance than under ordinary con-
ditions can be caught out. As to the carp, he is

a wary and a learned freeholder of the mere.
When he attains a maturity of five pounds and
upward, he is well able to take care of himself.

But those who know how can catch him, and
the owner of the pond will naturally learn the
way to exact tribute from the tribe which owe
their existence to his hospitality. This is not
difficult. A rainy day, when work cannot be
done in the fields, a small hook of fine wire, a

trace of transparent gut, bait of cheese mingled
with bread crumbs, and some patience, and
Farmer Jones proudly brings into the kitchen a
couple of fish that he could not purchase in a
city market for less than double the day's wages
of one of his farm hands. Ladd Plumley.
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"Suitable and SuggestiveThings"
rvquuetJ lor

Beautifying Home Grounds

PERGOLAS
(i«r»f*« with

FtrioU I eaturea
I'll,' I r m r.

AWAY FROM WAR AND WORRY
I Inve you been wondering where you could enjoy a few wrali o(

teal int away (com war and worry >

II.- greatest I Iralili Howl ill tli<t world if loraled in Battle Creek, a quirt, inland

city in !>u luirwiue Mulligan.

I lete ymt find real "rest" ami seclusion, a deliriniii dietary, lo-nlili Iniilding Latin

ami treatments, ample larilitica for outdoor diversions and a drliglitlully inlorrnal

••ill Ilia.

TVia r-enrf I • I a wrrli or two of ml and health-buiMing un'l<-r ideal conditions

muil be esperiencrd In be appreciated.

Write now lor free Vacation Book let.

CREF.K SANITARIUM BOX 109-A BATTLE CRF.KK MICHIGAN

H ktn wtttnt em kit 10 r#nf * in ifompj «nW tii* Jor

Cmtmtogv "C-JO"

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
tctorv in*. Mam OnV*
|\^J*7 rWlon Aveniie

CHUAU1 III

Eastern Office

No 6 East *»>th Sirft
New York City

Mum
to us*- as to s.t\1

keeps you fresh

and dainty
and free from embarrassment

because it takes all the odor out

of perspiration. "Mum" won't

harm your skin or stain your

clothes.
25c.—at drug- and department-stores

"Mum" if a Tradt Mark registered in U. S. Patent Office

"MUM" MFC CO 1106 Chestnut Street Philadelphia

Smoky

Fireplaces

[

Made to
Draw

No payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.

fit
FLOOR VARNISH

a _- v - D "1 J: •> If so, ".-/V Home"— a handsomely
.Are You Building? Btetntad book which (few helpful
hints on interior finishing and color schemes. a ill be sent free on request
to its publishers, the welLknown Varnish Makers

:

Pratt & Lambert -Inc . 113 Tonawanda St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

The Readers' Service gives information

about Gardening

BAR HARBOR
Mains'* Greatest Coaat Resort
No other tinininr resort In tho world

tma aucti a wonderful cniiilutttlon of
ocean and mountain iceucry. ld-uolo
irn r riiima.

Wrllo for Illustrated" Booklet.
Bar Harbor Inlormation Boraan

MARSHALL HOUSE,Tork Harbor. Ha.

NEW BRICK HOTEL
•nn ft. Cm.nl ¥.venda. Finest on Main, coast,

Bathing—Boating—ll-lf—"n H al. Highway.

PASSACONAWAY INN
TORK CLIFFS. MAINE. OPEN JUNE Km

eaolnslTe colony
of Dn. cottages.

All comfort! of
boat city hotels.

Itaw managem't.
r- .'•••» •ii"» ".

Hare table. Oott
Bathing. Sen Ashing. Tannl..
-h««tra. Sp< "»1 .ntorUlnm.nU.

m
On 2nn foot prom*
nntory abuv. Ilia

• i-ii p.*. 13 m.
f i.inl'ort.nti'fitli.

N. H. Pln.aulo
roads aroryw hera
Private park of
Drlne. Boating.
Rowling. Grand rr

W rlto N. P M J.c.l.s for B"okl„t R

BROOKSIDE W
BROOKSIDE INN AND COTTAGES
On th. lop of Hi. Alleghany Mountains. Altltuda
S.WO f*«t. Th. Bind ideal mountain report In

tiaarlsa 10 ihIIm from Oakland, ml. on th. B
am. manaf.rn.nl. Apply
itriek. R F.D.. Oakland. Md.

NCS WESTVA.
fori, and Pleasure

VA.

CANADA

In the

CANADIAN PACIFIC ROCKIES
For Open-Air Enthusiast-

Recreation 8eeker
Its Throe Olanl Mountain Ranges are

"Tha making of a Score of (Jrand.r
Swit/.rlnn.l. " CI.IMIIINO. t'OAt IIINd.
II III VI II III1NO. GOLFING. WAJ.K1MI
OVER ALPINE THAII.K. SV.IMJIIMJ I.N

WARM bUU'UUH POOLS.

Banff and Lake Louise
offer say .octal life, mnale, dancing at

Banff Springs Hotel
and Chateau Lake Louise

At FTELD, OI.ACIER, SICAMOV.
and other Important polnta from Coast

to O.ail are Hotels of
Canadian Pacific Railway Standard

Canadian Pacific Railway
Tha World's Greatest Highway
Liberal blop-over Privileges

For full particulars, call or writ* ahoot
Tour Ho. 201

F. R. Perry, o.n. Agt.. p.s.. Dept.

1231 Broadway, New York City

II K R IH i

f.,r l....kl-l K. .1 K.rki

SWEET 8 PR
For Safety. Coi

OldSweet Springs,r
;

and moat popular raeorta in th.
unsurpassed, pollta and .fllrl

T.nnls. Motoring. HorMbackrld
swimming pools and mineral*
now management ; writ, for
Tavlor. Mgr .Sweat Spring.. Mo

ration 1300ft. Ono
th. best known
lleghenlaa. Tal.la

t .our.. Oolf.

t. Dancing. Large
r baths. Under
.klct. George 0.
va County. W.Ya.

Where-to-go forms for Aug. close July 1

LOUR LODGE
Free from flies, mosquito*, and bay fever.

Oolf, Tennis. Boating, Bathing, Fishing.
Garage. Write for booklet.

WHITE MT8. N. H.

fc'aof^WHITE HILLS
1

FORESTHILLSHOTEL Franccmia KJ1.

' Most beautiful location In White

Mts. Coif, Tennis, Fine Road).

, Altitude IZ50 (t. Modern Hotel

a Cottaqes. Enlarged a qreatly
* Improved In 1916-17'. Strictly high.

uiiSkTii, 1

.
~qrade. 5w.on.June to October.

Booklet a Rotm on opiplicdlion, A .W.ChaHee.

MASSACHUSETTS

HOTEL PILGRIM
PLYMOUTH. MASS.

Offers superior accommodtrlions

at rales which are hirjh enouqh
to insure the best in service and

cuisine. Golf course adjoining hotel grounds.

^3 Open June ISth.to September (Sth t^
HOTEL BUCKMINSTER

645 BEACON 5TR.EET.
Boston's largest. family hotel, beautifully

appointed. Choice suites of any size

for motor parties at reduced rates from

June 1st. to October. Private garage.

Both hotels management of P. F. Brine.

Oolf,

WIL LIAM8TOWN MASS
„.«,„,„,. Hotel Greylock"

rw earriKr.

parity
seventy

utiful

"

liookletrt- Rates

mingpool. Willi«m.t..w,
" 77i« VtlUvir. Ih

Write Ilenry N.Te.iKiie f

i

~2 LOCH LYNN HEICHT8 MD.
LOCH LYNN HOTEL. Located on Lock
l.vnnllelghU Altitude 3X00 ft Pleasantrooms. good
talila, magnificent scenery. Una roads, awimming
pr^d, bowling allays, billiards, tennis, dancing.
For Booklet A. writ. L B. C. List. P. 0. at Station.

Moontain Lake Park. Md^

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER £

The " Where to-KO" llureau Is the only
department offering; you the regular use of
TKN MAOAZINES KACH MONTH

l.
r,,noo,000 readers.2.000.fX)0 eii|iles.

geairy
SSI B ,

Center of things. Tail fare 2Jc.

elth bath f2 OOup Romecomforts
A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Mgr.

OCONOMOWOC WIS.
Home for the aged. A limited number
of cases. Childishness or old ladles and
gentleman of good family find a suitable
cheerful home and tir i ji • p i

exceiientatientionat TTaianeim ram
Oconomowoc, Wis. For particulars address
Miss Mary L. Ulrd, Matron.

MAINE

Abbott Hill
rurmloftoa. Me.

For boy*. $5 a Hut- Tennis.
Trsck. Baseball Shower hatha.
Swimmloi Fiihinn Tramping
trip*. Open Julj 18lh. Tutorial
included.

OUANAMCHE
LODGE & CAMPS

Famous salmon flT-fi»hinff.

Qraod Ia*>k« opans early. Th*
S mil* stream of>ens June 1st.

All comforts. Booklet. W O.
RtMie. Oratnl LakpStream Me.

MAINK

SquawMtslnn..'
Modern.
OnMoovw

hea'dLake. Fishing. Boating.

Bathing. Tennis. Special rates,

families A parties. A. A. Crafts,

Greenville J!., Ms.

KOKAD-JO IXItl
Kokad.Jo, Ms. Restful home
for parlies with children.

Fishing. W.I. Hamilton. Mgr.

York Cnmpa
Loon Lake. Me. El vn. 2.500 ft.

Facing 2 mile lake. Privet.
rihinv. hath. Fi'hing Oarage.

MotrrmrNviEW hotel *
COTTAGES. Rangeley Lake.
Fishing. All sport.. Modern.
Booklet. L. G. Bowley, Muun-
tainvlew. Me.

HOTEL MITCHELL. York
Beach, Me. Located on Ocean
Blvd.CoontrvAseashore.Bath.
if. • > i 1 I [: >• »

MAINE
fscl>a.»eo Katntca

bebaeeo, Me..
Booklet

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW HOTEL WEIRS. Weirs.

R. H. On Lk. Winnipesaukee.
Airy rooms. Orch. Pishing.
B-.»fg Bath'g Oarase Bk It.

NEW YOKE

Ea£le Bay Hotel
C C-.tUges, Eagle Bay. N. T.
Largest and best on Fulton
Chain. Electric Lights. Oen-
til» patronage solicitor!

VERMONT
LAKE HOUSE, LarrebeesPt..
Vt. , on Lk. Champlaln. Mod-
ern. Sanitary. Ideal for yonr
vacation. Bk It. F Ives. Prop.

WISCONSIN
Keewatln for Boys. Summer
session of Keewatln Academy.
Separate camp for Olrls. Ad-
dress Registrar, Prairie dn
Chien, Wis.

For rates and details
write Wberb-tooo
8 Beacon St.4io9toii.

Hot and Cold Water
in Your Country Home

You can have all the running water
you want, under strong pressure, for

bathroom, kitchen, laundry—any part

of your country home. There is 1

KEWANEE SYSTEM
to meet your exact needs that will cost but little and give you
a lifetime of perfect service. Nooverhead tank to freeze in
w inter or become stagnant In summer. Exceedingly sim-
ple to operate but hard to get out of order.
The bpecial Features of the Kew-anee enable you to add

other utilities such as Electric Light, I >

trie Washing Machine, Power for Cream
Separators, etc.

Write for Bulletin FREE, telling about
special KEWANEE features.

Kewanee Private Utilities Company
40Z Franklin Street Kewanee, Illinois

BAY STATE
Brick and Cement Coating

BAY STATE

make": walls of brick, con-
crete and stucco water-
proof, dustproof, wearproof
and every other kind of
proof. Made in white and
various tints. Send for free

sample and booklet No. L

WADSWORTH, H0WLAND & CO.. Inc

Paint and Varnish Makers
Boston. Mass.

New Tork Office : Architects' Building

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

POLLO
Galvanized Roofing

Best protection obtainable from fire, lightning, and storms. Made from
the well known Apollo-Keystone Copper Steel Galvanized Sheets.
These sheets are the highest quality and most durable Galvanized Sheets manufac-
tured, and are unexcelled for Culverts. Silos, Tanks, Hoofing. Etc. Sold bj weight
by leading dealers Look for the Keystone added below regulartrade mark. Owners
of farm buildings should have our "Better Buildings" booklet. Sent upon request.

AMERICAN SHEETAND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick B«n, Pittsburgh,Pa.
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TABLE DELICACIES

I II

I

M-ttHH A\

War Time Menus
ANN REMSEN

-unJUt rruhkji ail mgAAty-

Welsl/Rarebit
'"T'HE wonder dish that gives you a reputation for

originality without work or worry.
Complete and always ready. Cold, it makes fine

sandwiches. A luxury at a thrift price. These days
the market affords too few such delicious things at

such a reasonable price. Keep a few tins handy.
Have Purity Cross Chefservice in your home.
At all good grocers, 20c and 35c; 25c and 50c in Canada

If not at dealer's a single tin will be mailed at above
prices—or send us Ji.15 or $2.00 per half dozen re-

speitive sizes (In Canada $1.45 or $2.85). Delivery
prepaid if you mention your best grocer's name*

•FRTTY CROSS, INC.
Model Kitchen. Itonte 811

Orange, N. *l.

MEATLESS days as decreed by the

arbiters of food conservation abroad
will create little panic in the fashion-

able world to-day. Men and women who
value their figures and desire to be alert and
active have been more than frugal. The
war-time diet has no terrors for them; in

point of fact, they have studied food values

and can talk learnedly upon deep subjects,

such as calories and other scientific phenomena
connected with dietetics.

Following is a list of meatless menus:

Clam Cocktail

Fish

Boiled Mushrooms *

Celery and Apple Salad

Stewed Fruit in Season

Another meatless menu which appeals is:

Soup
Broiled Shad with Roe

Peas Large Hominy
Lettuce and Egg Salad

Fruit

and still another simple menu consists of:

Puree of Asparagus
Smelts with Mayonnaise Sauce

Fresh String Beans
Ice Cream Cake

Coffee

Maillard's

Breakfast

COCOA

Have you tasted Maillard's? If not why
not try it to-day. Its deliciously refresh-

ing flavor, its palatability, its nutritious

qualities and its economy are only to be

fully appreciated after an actual trial.

Easy to make—delicious to take.

At good stores

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

Every Woman Should Have
The New Housekeeping

By CHRISTINE FREDERICK
Every Woman should read this book and put into practice its ideas of broader

and less dritdgifying' home-making. Every man should read this book and buy
it for some woman. It contains what Editor Bok of the Ladies' Home
Journal says is "the best solution of the servant problem ever offered."

Mrs. Frederick is a housewife and mother, founder of Applecroft Experiment

Station, and author of "Household Engineering," etc. Illustrated. Net $1.25.

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

FURTHER information about
the products mentioned in this

article will be sent upon request,

address Miss Ann Remsen, care of

The New Country Life, n W. 32nd
St., N. Y.

Clysmic-
Of Course
Because it is the acknowledged

banquet water—the home fa-

vorite—and most popular in

the clubs— try it yourself,

15 grains of Lithia Salts

to the gallon.

Sold everywhere in splits,

pints and quarts only.

Don't accept ordinary waters.

Insist on genuine

WAUKESHA. WIS.

(THEKING 01 ^TABU-WATERS)

Bottled st ^^^^^T^^ The Clysmic Springs ar ^^^
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THK KNKHliY VALUE Of AN IOO

I average «"KH 'K1 «-".il«»fic t

i ivtrftg* white of an run . . H caloric*

I j\u.ii;<' an run 4H culnrir*

11 VKI l< H.i.s

Plain hakril iko m.iki .1 |>t< m ilisli fin .1 mc.it-

Icsn menu I ili .i ilri|> t-.irthen pl.itc, hnttt 1

II in. I break in tin- ti;n N . aililinn vilt. pepper. Inn

i«t butter, .in«l bake in .1 model iii- oven until the

white i^ let (tarnish with curled p.ir\U\ .mil

lerve «nli hutteicd tn.ist. lulmi conking,
1

tablespoon nl crc.im in.i\ In- p.uiml mu i-.u h

egg. uu ' M i\mu .1 little grated cheese may he

lifted i<\ ci the top.

taU.Pl shop k;»;s

I hard cooked > ui;

; slices <>t to.ist

Same

60 calorics

140 calories

170 calories

Prepare the same; add the white of the egg

chopped fine, pom <>\cr the toast and rub the

M>lk through .1 strainei over the top; serve at

once. Sauce: melt butter, add (lour and gradu-

ally (he scalded milk, cook well and season with

salt and peppt 1

Kor those to whom meatless days seem under

punishment ,md yet wish to retain the s\<lte

line of figure so desirable to-day , 1 hav e compiled

the follow ing menus.

Soft Shelled Crabs
llroiled Lambs' Kidnev s « itli Chicken Ciiblets

Asparagus
Kndne .Salad

Fruit

Filet of Weak Fish

Squab
Puree of Spinach
Russe.iu Salad

Fruit

Russian Salad is made by chopping any kind of

cold cooked meat (.chicken is nest) with equal

parts of add fish; to this add green beans, boiled

carrots, a touch of onion. I se the diet dressing

which is made by mixing together 1 tablespoon-

fuls of vinegar, a pinch of salt and paprika,

one teaspoonful of mustard (dry), one tea-

spoonful of chives chopped fine, one teaspoonful
of tomato catsup, or if preferred, Worcestershire
sauce; when mixed thoroughly, pour on salad.

A FEW SIMPLE SALADS

ORIENTAL SALAD

Cook one cup of rice in salted water until

tender, then drain and season with one tea-

spoonful of salt, a scant teaspoonful of paprika
and one-half teaspoonful of scraped onion;
pack in a border mold, and when cold turn into

a dish and rill the centre with a macedoine of

vegetables—beans, cauliflower, beets, etc., cut
into fancy shapes. Moisten with a French dress-

ing and garnish with parsley.

CRAB SALAD

One-half pint of crab meat, two heads of celery,

two hard boiled eggs minced very fine, one to-

mato peeled and cut in slices. Make a border
of shaved lertuce and place the crab meat, celery
and hard boiled eggs in the centre. Garnish with
capers and season with French dressing.

Shrimp salad may be made the same as above
by substituting shrimp for crab meat.

SALMON SALAD

One can salmon, fifteen crackers rolled fine,

five good-sized pickles chopped fine, five hard
boiled eggs, whites chopped fine, yolks rubbed
fine in a tablespoonful butter, salt, pepper and
vinegar enough to mix.

ASPARAGUS SALAD

Take the tips from one pound of cold cooked
asparagus. Cut one cucumber into thin slices;

let stand one hour in cold water. Then add to it

half a teaspoonful of salt. Mix lightly with the
tips, cover with mayonnaise dressing and serve
on lettuce.

Ask any
prize-

winning
butter-

maker
which
separator
he uses

To make quality butter you must first have quality cream; and
to produce quality cream you must have a quality separator.

In determining which separator makes the best cream, you need
consider only the fact that butter made from cream separated by

Cream Separators
has won first prize at every annual convention of the National Creamery
Buttermakers' Association for the past twenty-five years, and that an equally

good record has been made by De Laval users in every other important butter

contest.

For instance, at the last National Dairy Show, the highest award in the

creamery butter class went to N. C. Nelson, of Grove City, Pa., while the

highest award for farm and dairy butter went to Mrs. P. H. Robinson, butter-

maker on Thomas W. Lawson's famous estate at Egypt, Mass. Both these

prize-winners are De Laval users.

De Laval-separated cream is better simply because the construction of

the De Laval bowl makes close skimming possible at a speed so low that the
butter-fat globules are delivered from the cream spout unbroken.

If you want quality cream you cannot afford to use any separator but the

De Laval.
New Catalogue mailed upon request to nearest office

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
165 Broadway, New York 29 East Madison St., Chicago

50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

"Safety First" is

£

n
t

ot motto

or Jim Hartigan

in "The Preacher of Cedar Mountain"
—Ernest Thompson Seton's new novel.

"Take a chance," is nearer to it. You'll

like him—this Herculean young preacher-

hero of the story of a frontier town.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

"Splendidly

Human
is the way one critic

characterized Grace

S. Richmond's new
novel, "The Brown Study." This story,

with its dramatic contrasts is proving

one of Mrs. Richmond's most popular

books. Take it with you on your

vacation.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New Yorh^

Have
You Seen

0. Henry in the

movies? The

latest proof of

his vitality to-day. As to his

vogue in England, "Fruit im-

porters, motor car merchants,

and captains of tramp steamers

are reading him" says the Dial,

"and an author of whom till

recently half the literary critics

in London had never heard is

a stock subject of dinner-table

conversation."

His Complete Works may be seen

at all bookstores.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.
Garden City, New York
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ASPORTSWOMAN'S outfit must contain one khaki

suit this season, whether it be of the soft fine silk

khaki or the cotton variety, and its cut and finish

must be along military lines. A practical suit for all emer-
gencies comes in an army khaki. This model has a shell

skirt, which permits its use in riding, or [[again it may be

turned into a serviceable cape for protection against sudden
showers.

-The coat is also of the regulation army cut and has the four

large pockets and belt of the mannish type. With this is

worn knickerbockers of the same material; high laced boots

of tan, or boots with soft leather puttees of mannish make,
go with it. The soft Stetson hat, which completes this mili-

tary girl's outfit, is the only individual thing that she allows

herself, and that she insists upon putting on at the most be-

coming angle. This costume may be worn in the camp or in

any of the various outdoor occupations to which the charities

of the moment may call her.

Another suit for any emergency, whether for riding into

the heart of the North woods, or for an automobile run to

answer a call for canteen work, consists of a coat which comes
nearly to the knee and has the large knapsack pockets and a

belt. Knickerbockers, or the shell skirt, may be worn as one
prefers. This coat is made of forestry cloth or the regulation

army khaki, with skirt and breeches of the same material.

A soft hat in the forestry cloth or khaki is made to match
the suit, and is worn turned up in the front and down in the
back like the approved sou'wester. It is most becoming
worn thus, as the hard, straight lines of the military hat
are softened.

For the less military woman, a fetching coat of Inns-

brook, a knitted material, is seen in the two-toned effects in

rose and blue, and gold and black. The skirt is in white
English repp, with gathers at the back, and buttoned down
the front. It has a wide, white crushed belt. The charm-
ing hat of hand-woven basket straw comes in gold, white,

blue, or rose, and has a ribbon band and smart bow to

match the
straw.

A suit
which is ap-
pealing to
the younger
woman this

season is in a

full plaited

coat model,
girdled by
a silk sash
effect. The
skirt has
panel plaits

and is worn
with a wide soft leather belt.

These suits come in silk jer-

sey in navy blue, beige,

green, and white. An Hi-
noki straw hat, in the large

picture model, and trimmed
with woolen flowers in the
color of the suit, completes
this effective costume.

SEPARATE SKIRTS

A skirt in cotton benga-
line appeals to the sports-

Archie Roosevelt, second son of
Col. Theodore Roosevelt, in train-
ing at Plattsburg camp. His hat
is worn with the characteristic tilt

of the regular soldier
.

woman. It has a full gathered effect, with large pearl but-
tons down the front, and slashed pockets, and is worn with
the broad crush belt which seems so popular this season.

These belts come in all the various colors to match the sports
suits, such as green, white, rose, black, tan, and beige in

soft leather. Belts in the same width may be made of the
material of the skirt. Separate skirts are also seen in Eng-
lish repp which have a dazzling array of colors in their

stripes and plaids. These are worh with plain coats, eithei
• in linen or white serge, or the soft polo coats, as a throw-
over for the chilly summer evenings.

Plain white tub skirts in linen with a white shirt

waist are absolutely necessary for women who have
entered into the canteen work in the various organiza-
tions. It is a fitting background for the nurse's apron
and cap and arm-band which distinguish them from
the trained nurses. The National League for Women's

Service, with Mrs. Harry McVickar as Captain, has a most
efficient unit for this work. The younger women have al-

ready been in service. Mrs. Angier Duke, Miss Maude
Kahn, and young Mrs. Anthony Drexel look very slim and
chic in their military outfits for canteen work.

"OT to be in khaki at this time denotes that a man is

over the fighting age, and that no sportsman will ad-
mit without a struggle.

The khaki sports clothes are not unlike the army uniforms
in their military cut and finish, except that the coat of the
sports suit is a Norfolk jacket model. If a man wears the
army uniform, let him insist that it be as correct as possible

—correct in cut and style, as well as in regulation. The old

fascination for brass buttons still lingers. To be sure the
buttons are no longer brass and all men in khaki seemingly
look alike, yet the well set up and correctly turned out young
army man is sure of himself, and by far the better fighter

in consequence. He does not look like a living apology, as

one young
rookie put it.

Wool kha-
ki will be
found most
serviceable
in the field.

The light
weight cloth

is used most
by men in

the know in

the things

military. An
army man
said, "A
loose, light

khaki blouseweight wool
is most comfortable, for we
can put a soft, finely woven
sleeveless sweater under the

blouse for warmth, but if

the cloth itself is too heavy
for warm weather, we are

tied hand and foot."

These knitted sweaters

come in soft wool in khaki

color; they are short and
sleeveless and are not cum-
bersome worn under the

The sleeveless sweater coat in silk Jersey cloth is one of
the smartest innovations this season. The hat is worn
with the elastic band under the chin by the young sports-
woman

LINDSAY GLEN
Of The Country" Life Advertising De-

partment's SerOice Bureau will be glad

to furnisK further information or pur-

chase any* of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

Mrs. 'Arthur Scott Burden's train frock worn on the

"Canning Special" is the sensible tub gown which is now
so popular. The coat is soft velour cloth with a smart cape

collar. A straw sports hat has a wft figured silk scarf

knotted above the brim.
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coat. They may bo had in all sizes. It is on foot to adopt the open collar

of the Hritish soldier for the American uniform. This would add immensely
to the comfort of the soldier in summer, as the high, stiff collar of the present

st\le is a miserable affair. Unless tightly fastened under the chin, it

destroys the natty appearance of the whole uniform. I he turned over

collar, and khaki-colored shirt with soft collar and black smartly knotted
silk tie give a trim finish as well as extreme comfort. One of the young
soldiers going over to France was insistent that the men in his command
bo fitly turned out; he said, "I am sending four pair of critical eyes with

each man when his uniform is tried out and on."

THE MAN BEHIND THE HOE

The man behind the hoe does not necessarily mean the man who uses

that useful implement of agriculture. The brain of the gentleman-farmer,

and the manual labor of his assistants, are the dual factors for success so

necessary in this crisis of food conservation. The country gentleman,

whether he supplies the brains or the brawn, wears his sports togs for this

function. He is more at home in them, no matter what his occupation,

save dining.

The sportsman's togs for the gentleman farmer consist of khaki breeches,

or linen ones in brown or white, of the same general cut as those that he

wears in golf; with golf stockings and heavy high laced boots so that he

may be comfortable either walking over the plowed field, or riding around
the (arm. The shirt may be in khaki-colored or white linen, with the soft

open collar. With this he wears a large straw hat which is designated by
the name of the "farm gentleman." He is as fit in this apparel as the

army man is in his uniform.

ACCESSORIES FOR FIELD OR FARM

A folding aluminum lantern, or candle, is most useful for night work or

inspection, as is also a military marching compass—the latter more useful

for the field than for the farm. An electric repair lamp is also an asset to

the comfort of both, if they should be kept out on post at night. A small

folding basin, weighing ten ounces, and a folding bucket of like weight,

should be part of the comfort list for an army hike.

J.

M.GIDDINGt?CO.
j>t*<Ment
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CONSTRUCTION, CARE OPERATION
of the BRAKES

N THE days when the motor ve-

hicle was a highway fledgling of a

peculiarly callow uncouthness, and
even later when it had attained the

stage of uncertain youth, the only
one of its functions which par-

ticularly interested the engineers was its ability

to progress in a forward direction. The funda-

mental purpose of any highway vehicle is to get

over the ground, a process naturally dependent
in great measure on the efficiency of its power
plant, whether that part of the equipage happens
to have four legs and an appetite for hay, or

four-cylinders and a longing for gasolene. The
unquestioned weakness of the early automobile

engines forced the engineers to neglect all other

parts of the car for the development of this most
vitally essential portion of the mechanism. So

it happens that to-day the power plant is one of

the most efficient units in the car, simply because

a great deal of time and labor have been devoted

to its development.

Just about the last part of the mechanism of

the early cars concerning which the designers

had to worry, was the attachment intended to

check the vehicle's progress. Stopping was
largely automatic, or we might say habitual.

The engineers felt in duty bound to instal braking

systems on the cars, but their functions were
rather ornamental than utilitarian. Whatever
their shortcomings in design and construction,

those early brakes were quite powerful enough
to arrest the progress of the cars, even during

their most inspired flights of spasmodic action.

From this fact, that it was a number of years

after the birth of the motor vehicle before the

engineers were compelled to devote much atten-

tion to the braking system, this part of the

mechanism has always lagged behind the devel-

opment of the power plant. Our braking systems
are scarcely up to the work inflicted on them by
the powerful engines and heavy cars of to-day.

Obviously, then, it behooves the car owner and
driver to make the most of the brake equipment
that is given him.

Unfortunately there are few parts of the

mechanism of which the average motorist is more
abysmally ignorant than the braking system.

This is natural enough, because this part of the

car's mechanical equipment has a comparatively
unobtrusive function. Its condition has no ef-

fect, in the main, on the forward progress of the

car, and failure of the braking mechanism may
never be noticed until some emergency arrives.

Few car owners can tell what types of brakes are

used on their cars; fewer still know anything
about the attention that should be given this

part of the mechanism, and scarcely any have
devoted consideration to the question of how the

brakes should be used.

Brakes are classified and named according to

the position they occupy on the chassis. They
may be fitted to the rear wheels, to the front

wheels, on the transmission or on the jackshaft

—this latter in vehicles which have chains for

final derive, a type of construction now almost en-
tirely confined to motor
trucks. Sometimes two
of these types of brakes
are used in combina-
tion. The ordinary
procedure is to fit two
sets of brakes on the
rear wheels, but in some
cases one set may be
on the rear wheels,

while another is placed
on the transmission.

In some foreign cars

By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON
brake sets are located on both front and rear

wheels.

In operation, brakes are of two types, internal

expanding and external contracting. A few
years ago the practice was to have one set of
brakes internal expanding and the other external

contracting. To-day the trend is toward two
sets of internal expanding brakes.

The brake controls in general use are a pedal
and a lever. These parts are connected by means
of rods with what are called brake bands. These
latter are metal bands with an asbestos composi-
tion having a fabric foundation, fastened around
the outer circumference. These brake bands
fit inside metal cases, known as brake drums.
When the pedal or lever is depressed or pushed
over, the rods pull in such a way as to expand the
bands against the drums, and the friction gener-

ated tends to check the progress of the car, by
slowing up the drums which are attached to the
wheels.

Up to the present time, front wheel brakes have
not made any notable progress in America.
They have been used for a number of years on
European racing cars, and the last French Grand
Prix gave us a nearly perfect front wheel brake
system, which was fitted to one of the cars.

We have had a chance to observe the efficiency of
front wheel brakes on several foreign racing cars

which have raced here from time to time. The
reason for our lack of enthusiasm for this type
of braking system probably lies in the greater

expense of installation and the failure so far to

achieve a satisfactory design, It is understood on
seemingly reliable authority that some of the
French builders are to include front wheel
brakes on their regular models as soon as they
begin manufacturing after the War. Perhaps
their example may be sufficient to start our
engineers on a renewal of the search for a really

satisfactory front wheel brake.

Within the past year there has been some
evidence of a revival of popularity of the trans-

mission or shaft brake. This brake acts on the
propeller shaft directly behind the transmission.

Transmission braking systems are of both the
internal expanding and the external contracting

types. It is obvious that in this location the

brake cannot be of very large diameter, s,o the
necessary friction surface is obtained by using a

small diameter drum with a very wide braking

surface. The transmission brake is very power-
ful, more so than our present rear wheel systems.

It is easily adjusted, being readily accessible by
simply raising the floor boards. It gives a speed

control that is more even than that exerted by
wheel brakes, and reduces the danger of skidding.

But it has certain disadvantages which must be

overcome before it attains general popularity.

In transmission brakes of the external contracting

type, which is the commoner, it is hard to get a

housing that will keep out dirt and grit. With
the internal expanding type the trouble is to get

the band out for refining or replacement. There
seems to be no good reason why the minor
disadvantages of the transmission brake in its

different types should not be eliminated, and with

this done the manifest virtues of the location

ought to go far toward establishing it in general

favor.

It scarcely needs pointing out that the braking

system requires some little attention from time to

time to keep it in efficient order. The brakes

are not in constant use, but when they are called

upon for service it is of an extremely strenuous

order. The brake bands with use are likely to

become greasy and slippery, and they should

receive a periodic treatment in the shape of a

little kerosene which may be squirted on from

an oil can. After the kerosene has had a chance
to dry, a little fuller's earth should be rubbed into

the surface. This restores temporarily the hold-
ing power of the band, and if repeated at regular
intervals will keep the business end of the brake
in good working order.

Every braking system is equipped with cer-

tain adjustments, there usually being one at
the drums and another near the pedal control.

In making adjustments, a yoke and clevis pin
are generally the only parts that have to be re-

moved. 1 he actual adjustment operates much
in the manner of a turnbuckle. Disconnect
the yoke, give it a few turns to shorten it a little,

and the adjustment is made.
In making brake adjustments the utmost care

must be taken to see that the brakes on each side

are coordinately adjusted. If one side binds
while the other is loose, there is going to be
skidding beyond peradventure of a doubt. Just
consider how an uneven reduction of speed on
the two wheels must inevitably throw one of
them around the other, which acts as a pivot.

We must, therefore, use the utmost care in making
any brake adjustments.

1 he brake connections, from control to part,

are so located that they collect dirt with re-

markable promiscuousness. The only thing
that can be done for them is to clean them as often

as possible and give them oil at frequent intervals,

for they are subject to friction, as any part must
be that has to move to perform its function.

All joints should be treated to frequent applica-

tions of oil, and the pedal which controls the ser-

vice brake must be kept lubricated so that it

responds without difficulty to the driver's mo-
tions. An oil hole is usually drilled in the
shaft upon which the pedal operates, and this

should be kept open and supplied with lubricant.

It often happens that the brake rods under-
neath the car become bent, and the car owner
should keep his eye on the parts so that when
this happens the trouble may be rectified at

once. When the rod is bent a springy action is

set up, which prevents efficient braking. It is

obvious that if one brake band is tight and the

other loose, the tight one will take hold before

the other one, setting up the uneven action that

produces skidding.

The commonest brake ailment is failure of the

lining of asbestos composition, which surrounds
the outer rim of the band and which is thrown
into contact with the drum, to produce the fric-

tion that stops the car. This service is decidedly

strenuous, and in the fulness of time, after they

have given longer usage than one would think

possible, brake linings wear out. They should be

replaced as soon as they give signs of wear, or

they may fail the driver at a critical moment.
Relining the brakes, as it is called, is not the

difficult task that an amateur might think it.

The lining is fastened to the perimeter of the

band by means of rivets. In relining, the old

rivets are first knocked off with a cold chisel, and
a new lining strip of correct length is fitted to the

band. The supply store can usually give the car

owner exactly the size

of lining needed for

any make and model of

car. Holes are next

countersunk in the fab-

ric lining to correspond
with the holes in the

metal band. New riv-

ets are inserted, care

being taken to flatten

the heads so that they
will not cut the drums
when the brakes are

V-
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CORD TIRES
EHOLD the cord that has made cord tires mean durability, easy-
riding comfort, mileage, and gasoline saving economy to know-
ing automobile owners. Behold CABLE CORD, the unique
cord made especially for the patent-protected two-ply
Silvertown Cord Tires, and found ONLY in them.

Note the SIZE of CABLE CORD, its SUPPLE STRENGTH, and
the TWO layers of it CROSS WRAPPED into a sinewy tire body.

Wrought of many threads the size of

the "cords" of WEB TIRES, strong

enough to swing the weight of a man,
CABLE CORD gives Silvertown a flex-

ible strength which, yielding to the

blows of a rough road, comes back
without jolt or jar.

Fused with rubber as a cobbler's waxed
end is waxed—a perfect weld of cord and
rubber 40 PER CENT. RUBBER-
CABLE CORD keeps Silvertown Tires

immune to tire fever (internal friction),

the destroyer of many-ply tires.

Therefore, Silvertown Cord Tires, the
only two-ply, cable-cord tires, outlast

many-ply tires with their multiplied

tire fever.

Know them by their Red-Double-Dia-
mond trade mark and graceful extra

size, the tires you can not afford to

deny yourself.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, Akron, Ohio
Goodrich also makes the famous fabric tires—Black Safety Tread

lit
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There never was a better time to show your

patriotism than now—and no better way than

flying "OLD GLORY" in a proper manner.

Walworth Steel Flag Poles
are not only durable and lightning proof but are

graceful—A worthy addition to any estate, club,

park or building. Furthermore the patented

Ball Bearing Revolving Top
allows the flag to swing with the breeze and

prevents it from fouling the pole. It flies free

at all times. Costs no more than wood—inex-

pensive to maintain. Booklet with details of

sizes, prices and full instructions for erecting,

gladly sent on request.

Walworth Manufacturing Company
Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK
19-21 Cliff St.

CHICAGO
220 N. Desplaines St.

MusteTii was
*
n tne ^rst mate s un"

canny dread of his late

commander, who lay fathom-deep, buried

at sea. The ship was becalmed, the crew

stricken with fever. There was no quinine.

But the young Captain brought his first

command through. Ask your dealer for

Conrad's new novel, "The Shadow Line."

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York,

"After All KiPlins
I

s Kipling,

and there s only one.

Who has brought us such fresh news of

the ways of men? I felt that again as

I read the fourteen short stories in the

new Kipling volume, 'A Diversity of

Creatures.' " (From a Kipling Lover).

Green Cloth and Red Limp Leather

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York,

"WHY THE AVERAGE MOTORIST'S
DOLLAR IS SHRINKING"

A book on automobile maintenance cost that every practical

minded motorist should read. Send us your name on a post
card for a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY. Syracuse. New York

The ALL-YEAR Car
Kissel's original idea that

changed the motoring habits

of a nation. Open in sum-
mer—closed in winter.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Hartford, Wisconsin

More power—smoother power

—

a saving of gasoline—and a new
ioyindriving

- ms Q̂

The Readers' Service gives infor-

mation about Gardening

Tennessee, Nashville, Box 35. Belmont Heights.

Ward-Belmont for girls and young women.
A school of national patronage and prestige, located in the South. Strong

Faculty and half million dollar equipment, affording superior facilities for

physical, intellectual, social and moral development. Ideal climate and health

record. Opened Sept. 20. For catalogue and book of viewsaddress as above.

applied. As a general thing, brake linings need
replacement once every season. At any rate,

the careful car owner will assume that such is

the case. If the owner does not care to do the
work of relining, the local garageman will attend
to it at no great expense. It is a good plan to

purchase one's own lining, even if one is not going
to put it on, as a simple order to reline the brakes
sometimes results in the employment of a very
inferior grade of material. It is safest in buying
brake lining to purchase some of the well-known
trademarked brands; the cost is small anywnv.
and failure here may result in serious accident.

By no means all motor car owner-drivers under-
stand the art of using the brakes, even after they
have been put in perfect order. Far too many
operators apply the brakes as if they were trying

to kick a hole in the floor boards. This tends not
only to burn out the brake linings prematurely,
but also to promote skidding, if conditions are at

all favorable to that unpleasant operation. The
proper way to apply the brakes is intermittently,

on—off"—on—off"—on—off for a few seconds.

This gradually slows the wheels down without
sliding them, the latter a most injurious opera-
tion for the tires.

We may be permitted, before we close, to ex-

amine briefly the possible future of brake design

as we may now prognosticate it. We have
mentioned already the possible advent of front

wheel brakes on pleasure motor vehicles, and we
have referred to the seeming trend toward trans-

mission braking systems. There has recently

been placed on the market an electric brake
embodying many interesting features. This
brake is operated by current drawn from the
storage battery and a small electric motor. Its

action is controlled by movements of a small lever

located under the steering wheel. It is so de-

signed that even when the lever is moved to its

fullest extent, the application of the brakes is

gradual. It must not De gathered from this that

the electric brake is slower than ordinary types

in stopping the vehicle, as extensive tests prove
that it is considerably quicker.

Another new type of brake has been introduced
within the past year or two, in the shape of a

vacuum brake. This device embodies engine
suction in a steel cylinder, in which there is a

piston. A control is installed on the dash con-

necting with a pipe line, one end of which ter-

minates in the inlet manifold and the other in

the brake cylinder, the piston and rod of which
move the ordinary brake rods. When the con-

trol is moved over the cylinder suction is able

to reach the brake cylinder and pull the piston,

thereby moving the brake rods. The principal

advantage of this system is the remarkable re-

sponsiveness of the brakes to the driver's move-
ment, the slightest touch on the control being

enough to produce action in the brakes.

DOGS AS DISEASE CARRIERS
HE true friend of the dog will re-

cognize that his existence may be-

come a menace under certain con-

ditions, and will endeavor to save

him from acquiring an evil reputa-

tion. It has been shown in a

recent bulletin of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture (No. 260) that the foot-and-mouth dis-

ease, rabies, hyatid, ringworm, favus, tapeworm,
roundworm, tongueworm and other parasites

and diseases are sometimes spread among human
beings and live stock by dogs, especially in farm-

ing sections.

As many of the germs and parasites breed in

the viscera of sheep, hogs, and other animals,

the first precaution should be to guard against

the dog's feeding on carrion or raw viscera. If

not cooked for food, viscera and carcases should

be burned, buried with lime, or so disposed of as

not to be accessible to dogs. Proper feeding of a

dog is essential, anyway, and the owner who will

not take the trouble to use care and judgment in

the feeding of his dog has no right to keep one.

Of the external parasites which dogs may carry

to animals, fleas and the various kinds of ticks

are both troublesome and dangerous. The
owner should keep his dog clean, not merely for

the health, comfort, and happiness of the dog,

but to prevent it from becoming a carrier of

disagreeable and dangerous vermin. These are

not pleasant things to talk about, but they should

be known by dog owners who have the interests

of their favorites at heart.

W. A. D.
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A Greenhouse will help you
to do your bit

Hy ck'pnulinn on your own garden this summer
tor mam <>t tin- vrprtaMt-s you cat, you will help

conserve the oation'i food supply. Hut next
wintt-i you can help even more by supplying your
t.ihle from .in indoor garden- a greenhouse where
flowers and vegetables will thrive the year round.

We suggest you write us immediately so we can
submit sketches and estimates and start your
reenhouse in time to have it ready in the fall.

Moninger greenhouses are built to give lasting ser-

vice and pleasure—the result of fifty years' exper-
ience in building greenhouses, large and small.

Our book!ft containing helpful hints on green-

house gardening will be sent free, upon request

Hi-rr i« a
|.l.l< ' Wll' M
the wrrdi

Uavi taken nirn-

plctr
i

i ami rourril

out rvrrv I'lrmrnt nf it/kmI anpraratice. Of rourtr, f»-w

hrimn prrmit wrnli in Ki t aa fat ai that norm- of thi-in

wn-il l>v hand a great many timi-a iliimiK thr yraf. One

aiifrlic ariori of Atlavvtilt 'h-an up anil

keep i h-an fot fhi- whole yrat. 'I hi*

•how* what happf-nn ahortly affftwi-Ml-

ini( hy hand. I he weed* have heen only
temporarily iheiked and noon grow
again. Jiiit one applii ation of Atlaa
and all fhrwe weed* would dl«appear
permanently — for the whrde year.

KILL THE WEEDS

JOHN C.
CHICAGO

920 Blackhawlc St.

test

MONINGER COMPANY
NEW YORK

810 Marbridge Bldg.

Now is the time. Weeds mar
the appearance of drive-ways,

paths, walks, gutters, tennis courts

— everywhere.

Hand-weeding is costly and

must he done over and over again.

Resides, labor should be put to

more productive work. '

The answer is Atlas Chemical

Weed-Killer. It comes in highly

concentrated liquid form. You

mix it with 20 parts water and

apply in sprinkling can. Atlas

enters the plant at the surface

and soaks down to the deepest

root. Weeds die in a few days

and the ground round about is

sterilized for all season.

One gallon of Atlas Weed-Killer

keeps 6oo sq. ft. clean for the

whole year.

SAMPLE OFFER—We will

furnish you a trial 2 qi. can /
of Atlas Weed-Killer on S
receipt of $ i.ooand this /
coupon, prepaid [if S
you mention your /

/

dealer s name. /
/

ITW5 W££D-KILL£R
Crass and Weed-Killing Chemical

tlHiflli new— LAWN SILICATE

Kills weeds in lau.ni without injury to the trail.tXilli weeds in lawns without injury to the trass. / A , jf
A \chemiral in powder form. Invaluable lor every / .JrjjFjJr /AC-" JJr (T
home, , 'at, or club that has a lawn or lurj / V r V
tennis court. If'rite.

"Lore your garden

and work in* it and

let it give yon what

it surely will of sweet-

ness, health and con-

tent."

—Louise Beebe Wilder

in 'My Garden"

A book every garden

lover should know

At All Bookstores

The PocketGarden Library
Edited by LEONARD BARRON, Editor of the Garden Magazine

The first pocket color guides to popular garden favorites—hardy annuals,

herbaceous perennials, shrubs, evergreens and greenhouse plants. A help to the

home gardener and nature lover; a key to open up a new world for those who have

not yet learned the joy of knowing the secrets of growing things.

You need no longer plan your garden blindly, or guess at the names of the

plants and flowers you see. Here is the information in four convenient and beau-

tiful little volumes—one for each season of the year. More than eight hundred

popular garden flowers are shown in their natural colors in a series of illustrations

made for these books by the best plant portrait painters in America, and each

flower is described, and directions are given as to how, when and where to plant.

GARDEN FLOWERS of SPRING GARDEN FLOWERS of FALL
By Ellen Eddy Shaw ' By Ellen Eddy Shaw

GARDEN FLOWERS of SUMMER FLOWERS of WINTER, Indoors and Out
By Ellen Eddy Shaw By Montague Free

Flexible linen, each, net, $1.25. Flexible leather, each, net, $1.50. 4 volumes, flexible linen, $4.50 boxed. In leather, net, $5.50.

THE WORTH KNOWING SERIES
Each volume covers the most interesting American varieties of the subject dis-

cussed. 192 illustrations, 144 in color. Each, net, $1.60. 4 volumes, net, $6.00.

BIRDS WORTH KNOWING, By Neltje Blanchan

BUTTERFLIES WORTH KNOWING, By Clarence M. Weed
TREES WORTH KNOWING, By Julia Ellen Rogers

FLOWERS WORTH KNOWING, adapted from Neltje Blanchans works by
Asa Don Dickinson

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, N. Y.

""tor <T»r»r>ri i mr»M»T

I'tlCKTT <;*)tliLV IMIKASy

, GARDEN I LOVERS

< SPRING
r, i : I LN EDDY SHAW
M >ft.XEONAKDSAIU*ON
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THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY
I'hese columns include the advertisements of greenhouses, trees, shrubs, seeds, plants and garden Implements. Each concern
itn to he reliable anil is painstaking in its MTVlet to customers. For full Information regarding horticulture and gardening, Or to

rind anything not advertised here, apply to READERS' SERVICE, COUNTRY LIFE in AmkkiCA, Garden City, N. Y.

TOWNSEND'S
TRIPLEX

The public is warned not to purchase

mowers infringing the TownsenJ Patent

No. f.209.51). Dec. I9th. 1916

The Greatest Grass-
cutter on earth, cuts a
swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. Townsend & Co.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.m

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the waves
„One mower may be climbing a knoll, the second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

/] Farr Says You Should

Order Dutch Bulbs

Early This Year—
y

Hyacinths, Tulips,
- Daffodils, and other

bulbs that come
from Europe, are

likely to be scarce this fall.

Probably you can get them,
but you must order early.

Send to-day for

Farr's 1917

Bulb Catalogue

make your selections, and place

your order for bulbs at once.

I allow a discount of io per cent,

on orders received before July I.

Bertrand H. Farr
Wyomissing Nurseries Co.

103 Garfield Ave. Wyomissing, Pa.

Pot-Grown Perennials
\X7"E have grown in pots some of
** our choicest perennials, for

summer planting. Strong rooted
and healthy. Order some of these

for your own hardy garden!

Blue Spirea % .25 each $2.50 doz,

Torch Lily .25 " 2.50
"

Larkspur .75 ** 7.50 11

White Flowering Mugwor
$ .25 each $2.50 doz

Sage .20 " 2.00 "

Juliuo f^gehxc* Cor
A< Th» Sifo of The Tr>«.

Box 12. RutK.rford N.J.

iinilllNllillllllii iiii !.,. iiniiiniu 111111 1 minion;

TREES AND PLANTS
The isolated, barren look of your garage will be overcome at small expense
by a few MOON trees and plants. Our Catalogue A-2 will help you.

The Wm. H. Moon Company, Morrisville, Pa.
Phila. Office, 21 S. 12th St. White Plains, N. Y.

llliimiiiiliiiii ii.ii niiri'iinni:
; ; la III 1 .111 i::i jiii i;;i i;r,i iiiniitiiitaji

Worlds

Choicest.

'A^irSeo'SGrc^

roducis

ilnV

.BobbiiixwAtkins
,

Pot-Grown Vines, Climbers and
Plants for Summer Planting

ENGLISH IVY IN POTS. POT-GROWN STRAWBERRIES.
BUSH AND CLIMBING ROSES IN POTS.

The character and variety of our stock is unsurpassed

Writefor descriptive^folder Rutherford, New Jersey

1 PETERSON. SINCLAIRE &MILLERinc®

LAWN CONSTRUCTION
In building the foundation, selecting the fertili-

zers, preparing the soil, choosing the proper seeds,

and producing the turf, as well as providing for its

maintenance, the scientific and practical experience

of our engineers and the results guaranteed by us
are invaluable. Our newbooklef'Turj Engineering"
should interest every estate owner. Mailed on request.

PETERSON, SINCLAIRE & MILLER, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York Phone 955 Bryant

TURF ENGINEERS

Would you like a group of Big Evergreens to beautify
your lawn—NOW?

THEN send for our catalogue, which gives you expert advice.

From its photographs, diagrams and price lists you can easily order a group
of these cheerful evergreens that will exactly meet your needs.
The healthy, dense foliage of Hicks Evergreens shuts off the sight, noise

and dust of the street and effectively screens unsightly views.

We have evergreens for large and small hedges, foundation plantings,

specimen trees or re-foresting an estate. Hicks , •

Evergreens have vigorous root systems which are Hardy Flowers — Roses
protected by shipping in a large ball of earth Grown in pots. Ready
—canvas wrapped and roped to wood platform.

| to sn ip. Send for list.

BoxL
Westburu.L.I.
Phone 68

r me*s
Trees

ave io years Hicks Nurseries

THE DANGER SIGNALS OF
NURSERY STOCK PESTS

N ALMOST every state in the Un-
ion modern laws provide for regu-

lar examination of nursery stock.

Your own state will not permit
shipments to enter it without a

certificate of inspection.

As a rule the certificates represent honest work
and the maximum of human efficiency under the
circumstances. Nevertheless, it is impossible
for any state inspection service to guarantee that
your stock is actually entirely free from danger-
ous pests or disease. The time for examination
is too short, the ground to be covered too great,

and the plants as they stand in the nursery row

Crown gall causes a tumor-like swelling at the base of the

trunk. In this specimen there are traces also of hairy root

cannot be examined with complete thoroughness.

Pests will creep in—sometimes dangerous ones.

Fortunately it is comparatively simple to give

the stock an examination of our own after it

reaches us and before it is set out. Having the

plants out of the ground we can look them over

thoroughly at our leisure. There are no tech-

nical difficulties in the way. The danger signals

Enlarged places like these on the twigs show that the woolly

aphis has been at work. Look for it on the roots of nursery

stock

of serious pests and diseases are easily mastered.

The sole paraphernalia needed is a common
hand lens, magnifying to three or four diameters,

obtainable in any optical shop or jewelry store

for 50 cents or $1.

The stock should be examined one plant at a

time, from bottom to top, root, trunk, and
branch. Bring your lens to bear on anything
suspicious or unusual. Your eye will soon learn

to differentiate any unnatural conditions.

In examining the roots look for enlargements
or abnormal growth of any kind. By this means
you may readily detect three of the four ills that

are likely to affect this part of the plant.
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Are you fooling
yourself about
your trees?

ARE you making the danger-

ous mistake about tree sur-

gery that was made by the

owner of the tree shown here-

with? , vSmall photograph No. 1

below.) Read the following facts

they may prove a revelation.

Thr owner <<l thr tirr shown hrrr thought
that lrcc Surgery was merely a mattei <>l

patching cavities with cement—something
which almost any clever fellow could do.

The result to his tiers was costly and disap-

pointing. Davey Tree Surgeons found that
this tree i Photo. 1>. which the owner thought
had txvn saved, was m a rralh critical condi-

tion, disease and decay continuing unchecked
behind the lilhngs. The entire work had to

be torn out and done again dour H§M. Pho-
tographs Nos. 1, 2. 3 and 4—a typical tree

—

toll the story. ^See descriptive matter under
photographs.

)

Tree Surgery a Specialized
Science

Tree owners sometimes confuse Tree Surgery
with Forestry. These two professions are as
widely separated as dentistry and medicine.
The Forester is trained to deal with trees in

the mass, culturing them primarily for lumber
supply. As Bernard E. Fernow, Dean of
Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto,
puts it: "The forester grows trees not to be
preserved, but to be harvested."

The Tree Surgeon, on the contrary, is inter-

ested in the individual tree; to prolong its life

is his sole aim. Me knows little or nothing
about forestry and is entirely unequipped in

training and experience to cope with its prob-
lems.

Forestry is a worthy profession doing a great
economic work. But to entrust the saving of
your priceless specimen trees to a Forester is

certain to result in disaster.

For real Tree Surgery, there is only one safe
place to go—to Davey Tree Surgeons

Davey Tree Surgery is Safe
Safe—because it is time-proved: its record of successful
performance (or thousands of estate owners spanning a
generation.

Safe—because no Davey Tree Surgeon is allowed any
responsibility until he has conclusively demonstrated his
fitness. He must have served his full course of thorough,
practical training and scientific study in the Davey Insti-
tute of Tree Surgery—a school, the only one of its kind
in the world, which we conduct for the specific purpose
of drilling our men according to Davey methods and
Davey ideals.

Safe—because Davey Tree Surgery has been endorsed
as best by the United States Government, after exhaustive
official investigation.

Safe—because Davey Tree Surgeons are picked men,
thoroughly trained, conscientious, intelligent, courteous,
in love with their work.

Sale—because the Davey Company is a successful and
responsible house, amply able to make good in every
instance and not needing, for the sake of temporary ex-
istence, to sacrifice in the slightest degree its high stand-
ards.

Four typical letters from hundreds by sat-

isfied Davey users.

A'ekthald II Hull. Pitt.. A II Hull Sleamskip Co.,
New York Ci/v
"I am very much pleased and Mt lifted with your
work."

A P. Loeeiov. Janesvilte, Wit.:
"Your work is efficient and scientific, your men
capable and business-like."

Mrt Susan M heeler, ftrvn Mawr. Pa.:
"The work you have done for me has been entirely
satisfactory. I fully lieheve thai il has added lo the
life of my trees, for which 1 am very thankful."

F. E. Alleaux, F. E. Alleaux A Co., Inc.. /lotion.

Mast:
"I am pleased lo say that your work is perfectly
satisfactory in every way."

Write to-day for Free Examination of

Your Trees

—ond booklet. "When Your Trees Need the Tree Sur-
geon." What is the real condition of your trees? Are
insidious disrasrs and hidden decay slowly undermining
their strength? Will the next severe storm claim one or
more .is Us victims' Only the experienced Tree Surgeon
can tell you fully and definitely. Without cost or obli-

gation to you, a Davey Tree Surgeon will visit your place,

and render an honest verdict regarding their condition
and needs. Write to-day.

The Davey Tree Expert Co., Inc.

107 Elm Street, Kent. Ohio
(Operating ike Dairy Injtitute of Tree Surgery, Kent, Ohio)

Branch office!, with telephone connection: 225 Fifth Avenue.
New York: 2017 Land Title Bldg . Philadelphia:

450 McCormick III. Ik . Chicago

Permanent representatives located at Boston, Newport,
Lenox, Hartford. Stamford, Albany, Poughkecpsic,
White Plains. Jamaica, L. I.. Mornstown. N. J., Phila-
delphia. Ilarrisburg, Baltimore, Washington, Buffalo.

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Louisville,

Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St Louis. Kansas
City Canadian Address: 81 St Peter Street, Quebec.

No. L This tree had
started to decay. The
owner saw this, but did
not realize that it re-

quired scientific treat-

ment. So he allowed
an untrained man to

"patch the holes" with

cement. This "patch-
ing" was worse than

useless—it was positively

harmful.

No. 2. The cement
patches were removed
by Davey Tree Sur-
geons, and there was re-

vealed an appalling con-
dition of disease and
decay. The tree had
become a mere shell,

liable to crash to pieces
in any severe storm.

No 3. Davey Tree Su r~

geons removed every par
tide of decay, disinfected
the entire cavity lo de
stroy the existing disease,
thoroughly waterproofed the

tnside. cut watersheds to ex-

clude moisture and carefully
braced the shell mechanically.

No. 4. Here is the finished result of science

plus skill. The strength of Ike tree, destroyed
by decay, has been restored by mechanically
perfect Davey methods The filling was put
in by sections to permit ike normal sway of
Ike tree without cracking the filling. The
new bark is growing over the edges of Ike filling

and in time will cover it entirely. This tree

is now in perfect health—permanently saved—
responding gloriously to the marvelous skill

o] Davey Tree Surgeons wko know how and
why

DaveyTreeSurgeons
FOR SAFE TREE SURGERY

Every real Davey Tree Surgeon is in Ike employ of the Davey Tree Expert Company and the public is cautioned against those falsely representing themselves

SAN MATEO COUNT1

FREE LIBRARY

RCBWOOD CITY, CAUa
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L-shaped Semi-Curvilinear greenhouse erected for Mr. L. H. Treadway, Cleveland. Ohio. It is our highest type of

greenhouse construction. A model house in every particular

Before Building a Greenhouse

Consider These Facts

IF,
AFTER reading this "brief" of our attitude

toward customers, you feel that Hitchings

is the kind of firm you would like to have

build your greenhouse, then send for a catalogue, or a

representative, as you may incline.

Because of varying and exacting plant life re-

quirements, the locating, planning and constructing

of a greenhouse involves the solution of many vitally

interrelated problems. The man in any of our

offices, who answers your letters, or calls at your re-

quest, has a definite, dependable knowledge of all

three of the above phases. A knowledge acquired

by years of actual study and practical practice in the

subject. If, for example, you should call up now and

ask to have a representative come to see you at

once, and all our senior experts were filling appoint-

ments, we would not send a junior, hoping he

"might do." So strong are our convictions of the

skilled prebuilding service you should have, that

we prefer to endanger the possibility of losing the

job. You can depend on the men we send "know-

ing their business." Not alone while the building

is progressing do we endeavor to render a full

measured service, but after its completion and the

bill is paid, you will find an unexpected continued

interest.

Throughout the entire transaction "pleasant

dealing" will be noticeably present. When
finished, you will have a house scientifically cor-

rect for plant life; one enduringly constructed; at-

tractive in design and planned for economy in work-

ing and heating. A sense of satisfaction will be

yours. That these claims are not over-accented,

reference to our customers, whose names you are

welcome to, will establish. Shall we send a catalogue

or a representative?

H.tchings^fempany
General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK. 1170 Broadway; BOSTON.49 Federal Street; PHILADELPHIA, 40 South 15th Street

We Can Save Your Trees
Don't give up hope until one of our experts has
inspected thein. "The Bartlett Way" of bracing
and bolting, cavity treating, etc., has saved
thousands that were thought beyond repair. Tell

us your tree troubles. Representatives every-

where. Send for "Tree Talk."

THE F. A. UARTLETT COMPANY
586 Alulii St. Stamford, Conn*

IRON FENCE Si
The StandardoftheWor/d\J

PROTECTS lawns and flowers, increases property
values, compels cleanliness. Keeps children safe

from automobile speed maniacs and protects
careful drivers from careless children.

Write to-day for valuable book of modern architec-
tural designs of plain and ornamental iron fence and
gates for town houses, country estates, cottages.

The Stewart Iron Works Company, Inc.
650 Stewart Block CINCINNATI, OHIO

"The World's Greatest Iron Fence Builders"

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of the New Forests, England. Beautiful

Landscapes, Sunsets, Moonlight Views.

Gypsy and Nature Life, and almost every

subject you can think of, for advertising

and publishing purposes.

Illustration Department.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
1 1 West 32nd Street, New York City

The W^QT must 'ast until we have

forced disarmament upon
our enemies,"writes a prominent German.

"When they can no longer bear arms

they cannot make any new disturbances."

Read "Gems(?) of German Thought," if

you would understand the peril of the

German war programme.

Published ly

Doubleday, Page. & Company
Garden City. New York

On apples, peculiar warty outgrowths, some-
times only half as large as a pea but often several

times that size, betray the work of the woolly

aphis. It is a small, sucking plant-louse, partly

covered with a fluffy, white secretion. Some of

its colonies locate in summer on the branches,

especially near chance scars or wherever the bark
is tender. Others infest the roots. Where such
enlargements are in evidence the indication is

pretty certain that the tree will remain infested

if you plant it. True, it will likely survive, but
its growth will be slow.

Egg masses of the tent caterpillar. They are often found on

twigs but are easily removed

Egg masses of the gypsy moth, the most dangerous insect

to be found on nursery stock. It attacks evergreens as well as

deciduous shrubs and trees

Photograph by New Hampshire Experiment Station

A typical winter nest of the browntail moth. These nests are

found at the tips of twigs, and contain hundreds of tiny cater-

pillars which come out in spring and devour the foliage

Two other diseased conditions of the roots

are due to a bacterial infection—probably to the

same species of bacterium. One is crown gall,

and the other hairy root. Either may be found

on a wide range of plants. In crown gall there

is a tumor-like enlargement of the main root near

the ground line. In hairy root the abnormal
growth takes the form of an odd cluster of many
small roots arising from one spot on the root.

Where either of these conditions is observed the

affected stock ought to be rejected.

On peach roots look for the black peach aphis

—

tiny, black insects clinging to the roots in crevices
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Greenhouse Gardening is Patriotic, Profitable, Pleasurable

Fvrrv form of Hardening i* a patriotic .tervice for,

a* PrrMdrnt WiKon <aul. "I vrrv one «Ihmh mh •

ci eulrivarr* a itardrn ltil|is, and helps itrtatlv, to

«>lvr the i>iol<l«-m of r lie Ircilinu of the nations."

I'nlike rlii- outtlnoi c.iiili ii. tin t IrrrnlicuiM- work*

)< \ both \N inter anil Summer. Ir enables you

r.> iiu reave the iitiKliietion of a given area of

grooml enormously.

A world shortage of foodstuffs cannot be reme-

WM. H. LUTTON COMPANY
Horticultural Archltacta and BullcUra of Modtrn CrnnhouMt

ConaarratorWa Sun Parlor* Glaaa Gardana Cold I ...... -

_jmmii
iiiiiiiiiiini

died in . i few monthi. Undoubtedly iJfoducti of the

Harden will remain costly for years to come. Al-

ways a prnfitahle investment, a I.UT'I'ON (ireen-

house is, under present conditions, an exceptional

investment.
Do von pursue gardening in person or hy proxy ?

In citner cane you will get much enjoyment from

your I I "FTON Greenhouse.
"Spend wisely" is the watchword of the day.

In what better way could you employ your money
rhan hy building a new greenhouse or enlarging

an old one? fn either event, you will want all the

worth-while improvements. Remember that I.I T-
TON Greenhouses have the reputation of embody-
ing the most modern construction and the first aim

of the LUTTON CO. always has been to main-

tain this reputation.

I'ull particulars upon request.

Main Office and Factory, 261-267 Kearney Ave., Jersey City, N. J. N
SHOW ROOM, 3rd Moor, Grand Central Terminal, N. Y. City.

\\ I S'lT.RN OFKICK, 710 Sykes Mock, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Horsford's
Cold

Weather
Plants

F. H.

All the best old fnsh-
ioned garden Mowers.

Hardy Kerns. Wild Klowers. Lilies,

etc. Our autumn supplement with
bargain list, bulha for fall setting.
Tulip*. DalTodils. Crocuses, etc.. ready
middle of August . Send us your
address and see what we can grow in
cold Vermont. Ask for Catalogue M.

HORSFORD. CHARLOTTE. VT.

WILL MORE MONEY HELP?
As a member of our agency organization, securing subscribers

for the World's Work, the New Country Life and the Garden
Magaiine, you can increase your earnings — many are doing it.

Send your name to the Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Pane & Company
Garden City New York

"All Amazing of tribal arro-

Outburst g
r

ance
ri

u
,

nre-

strained and un-

ashamed." is the way William Archer

characterizes "Gems (?) of German
Thought," in his introduction to this

startling collection of German war
utterances. We think it will help you
understand the spiritual issues of the war.

Published by

Doubleday. Page & Company
Garden City, New York,

CindeTelld was a surprise even to

herself. No one dreamed
ane

that the little studio

drudge had soul, until—well, read the

book and find out for yourself. "Cinder-

ella Jane" is as sparkling as "Bambi,"
and a better story Ask your bookseller.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York,

Country Life are the sort

r> J of people to
Headers whorn Ernest

H. Wilson's new book. "Aristocrats

of the Garden'' is addressed. He
tells in a delightful way of his

own experiences in searching for

rare plants and shrubs, and des-

cribes the wealth of new ones now

available for American gardens.

We have brought the book out

in a limited edition, bound in

linen and green boards, and with

16 full page illustrations. Boxed,

Net, $5.00. Ask your bookseller.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, New York

HOYT'S NURSERIES^'conn"'
m trew and Evcr-
<r5«, Hp!.'' Plants,
active. Deliveries*

hly dug stock. A

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Inc.

Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

IRISES—A Specialty
We are offering all varieties of Germanica or Tall bearded Irises,

priced at 15c each at $5.00 per 100; all varieties priced at »$c at $8.00

per 100. This is Just one half usual price and should be taken advan<

t.i .
' of by those who wish to get Irises for beautiful mass effect* in

planting around your gardens and lawns.

All stock carefully packed and labeled. Don't fail to include too or

more of the grand Irises in your orders. Catalogue on request.

THE GARDENS
Erith N. Shoup Dayton, Ohio

DREER'S ^
Mid-Summer Catalogue
offers the best varieties and gives directions

for planting in order to raise a full crop of

Strawberries next year; also offers Celery

and Cabbage Plants, Seasonable, Vegetable,

Flower and Farm Seeds for summer sowing,

Potted Plants of Roses, Hardy Perennials,

and Shrubbery which may safely be set out

during the summer; also a select list of sea-

sonable Decorative Plants.

Write for a free copy and
kindly mention this publication

Henry A. Dreer
Philadelphia, Pa.

ILLETT'

S

Hardy Ferns and Flowers
For Dark, Shady Places

plan NOW to plant native ferns, plants and bulbs. Early

fal i planting brings best results for early spring flowers.M^^H Descriptive catalogue of over 80 pages FKKK. We
will gladly call and advise you regarding woodland plant-

ing and nat -ral gardens. Price for this service is reasonable.

EDWARD GILLETT 5 Main Street, Southwick, Mass.

American -Grown
TREES
and

EVERGREENS

YOU are invited to

visit our Nurseries

duringJuly and August,
when the trees andplants
are at their best, and
make your selection

for fall delivery.

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Prtf.

Box 60
Chestnut Hill
Phila., Penna.

Our catalog.

"Suggestions for
Effective Planting.'

oa requert.

,.MafcA,^!M;kt»?j i
Underground Garbage Receiver

nrc.N
installed at your home—means less danger from infantile pa-

ralysis germs. Act NOW—for your protection. Eliminate the dirty garbage pail. Be-
fore buying send for our catalogue. It will pay you.

12 years on the market Look for our Trade Marks Sold direct factory

C. H. STEPHENSON. Manufacturer, 26 Farrar Street. Lynn, Massachusetts
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Six new Century novels. Guaranteed to make

you forget for a while—and you should not for-

get them long—the war, taxes and high prices.

THE STINGY
RECEIVER
By Eleanor Hallowell
Abbott
Author of "Molly Make-
Believe, " etc.

AURORA THE
MAGNIFICENT
By Gertrude Hall
Author of "The Truth
About Camilla," etc.

SLIPPY
McGEE
By Marie Conway
Oemler

COME OUT OF
THE KITCHEN!
By Alice Duer Miller

KILDARES
OF STORM
By Eleanor Mercein
Kelly

The DERELICT
and OTHER STORIES
By Phyllis Bottome
Author of "The Dark
Tower, " etc.

A gay, whimsical story of a fabulously wealthy invalid

widow's interest in a grim young doctor, the grim
young doctor's interest in an exuberant Norwegian girl

with a delightful semi-English dialect, and the Nor-
wegian girl's interest in them both and nearly every-
thing else in the world. A worthy successor to " Molly
Make-Believe."

Illustrated. Price $1.00 net

The New York Evening Post described this as a "rich, un-
hurried, sweeping sort of book." It tells the love story of a Cape Cod
woman, with brains, money and a sense of humor, set down in the
supersophisticated Anglo-American colony of Florence. A novel
about people worth knowing, in an environment worth being taken
to. Something fine and wholesome and thoroughly enjoyable in

modern fiction.
IUustrated. Price $1.40

A new novelist, with a fresh touch, writing about a burglar, a priest,

some butterflies, two villains, and Mary Virginia. From opposite
ends of the world the priest and the young burglar, both with
broken lives, each with much in common in temperament, meet by
accident and remain together in spite of difficulties that sometimes
seem unconquerable. Into the fabric of the novel is woven a love
story of great charm and tenderness, and an exciting story of
blackmail and other villainy.

Price $1.35

A modern romance with a refreshing background of green and
gracious countryside. A story without gloom, without propaganda,
without European war scenes. A story with a new plot; with
brilliant sidelights of satire and what Shakespeare called wit; and
with a heroine, Jane-Ellen, "cook and pocket Venus," as charm-
ing as ever came out of the South.
"Will dispel the worst case of the blues."

—

St. Louis Globe-
Democrat.

Illustrated. Price $1.25

A novel of modern Kentucky, set partly in the Blue Grass country
and partly in the mountains, presenting with extraordinary dra-

matic power the intertwined love stories of a splendid mother and
her two contrasting and fascinating daughters. " If this is not the

great American novel," says The New York Times, "it is one of

them. Full of action, humor, and broad humanity, it comes near
to satisfying every demand that can be made on one book of 435

pages."
Frontispiece. Price $1.40

"The Derelict" is 150 pages long, and it is 150 pages of sheer en-
tertainment. To read it requires about as much time as to see

one of those swiftly moving, clever, clean-cut plays that begin a
little before nine and end a little before eleven.

In addition to the title story, the volume contains seven ex-
traordinary short stories: "The Liqueur Glass," "Mademoiselle
l'Anglaise," "An Awkward Turn," "The Syren's Isle," "Ironstone,"

"The Pace," and "Brother Leo."

8 full-page illustrations. Price $1.35

The Blood-Red ofGermanworld

V,\inn supremacy was
m0Tl

deliberatelypro-

jected before the eyes of the German
people by their intellectual leaders. Turn
to almost any page of "Gems(?) of

German Thought" and you will under-

stand why this war is a fight for the

life of democracy. Ask your bookseller.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New Yor\

"Reading Selma Lagerlof is like sitting in

the dusk of a Spanish cathedral—certainly

one has been on holy ground."
—Hugo Alfven, ihe Stoedish composer

THE NORTHLAND EDITION: nine of her
greatest works in limp leather binding now
ready. Each, net, $1.75.) Send for booklet.

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY

If PAGE'SCHINA ^CEM ENT
STANDS HOT AND COLD WATES IO«

At All Bookstores 353 Fourth Avenue

Published by
THE CENTURY CO. New York City

This is Motoring Season

Have You Read

TheLightningConductor

Discovers America

By C. N.& A. M. Williamson

The Authors of "The Lightning Conductor, " etc.

Fully Illustrated. Net, $1.50

WHY NOT KEEP THIS
INFORMATION?

We spend thousands of dollars each month in editing this

magazine for you who are interested in country living. There
is an avfrage of eighty to one hundred subjects covered in each

issue. Many important articles—articles that will be of per-

manent interest, will be found in each number. The Color

Manuals, for instance, are ready reference guides on subjects

definitely related to the country home. Why not save your
magazines and have us bind them, si" to a volume? The price

is only $1.50. A few bound volumes will give you a most up
to date cyclopedia and it can be kept up to date by adding each

volume as issued. If any numbers are missing we will supply

them at fifty cents each. If you have your magazines, send

them back by parcel post and let us bind the last volume. You
will be surprised at the wealth of material to be found in these

magazines. Volumes begin in May and November. Address

the Circulation Department, The New Country Life, Garden

City, New York.

or wherever they can gain a foothold. If you
find them, dip the roots in tobacco water, or in

soap suds.

On the trunk or branch your eye will search
for evidences of scale, or for the easily recognized
egg-mass of the gypsy moth. Both of these are
serious, the latter far and away the most danger-
ous pest of all.

Of the scales there are many kinds. The best
known, usually the most feared, and often the
most difficult of detection, is the San Jose. You
will need to look sharp to be sure that it does not
slip by. It is a tiny insect, attached to the bark,
and covered with a low, grayish or black, circular

wax scale; hardly a fourth as big as the head of a

A hard pest to eradicate—the oyster shell scale. As shown
enlarged at the left, the characteristic shape is plainly seen.

Close watch should be kept for this insect

pin. Examine it closely through a hand lens,

and you will see that in the centre of each scale

is a slight depression, and in the middle of this a

raised spot, like a nipple. Where many of the

scales are clustered together they give to the bark
a characteristic ashy or scurfy appearance, easily

recognized when once you have seen it.

If{the stock has been properly fumigated with
hydrocyanic acid gas, and is otherwise in vigorous

condition, no concern need be had. The treat-

ment will kill this species of scale.

The woolly aphis is familiar to most people as cottony masses on

the branches. The root forms are the more injurious

Not so, however, with another and much larger

sort, the oyster shell scale. Of the two, a grower

may justly fear the latter fully as much, as its

better known relative. Its name is characteristic

of its appearance, each scale closely resembling

under the lens a miniature oyster shell. \\ here

this is present the wise plan is tt> discard the stock

unless you care to make up a linseed oil emulsion

and give the trees a thorough treatment. The
emulsion is made precisely the same as kerosene

emulsion, and is applied at 10 per cent, strength

before the buds open.

Other members of the tribe of scales have di-

verse characteristics, varying from the flat,

pear-shaped, whitish scurfy scale, affecting prin-

cipally the apple, to the hemispherical and con-

spicuous terrapin scale, partial to peaches. For

all it is a safe rule to avoid planting. Your stock

needs a more auspicious start.
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Books for
America
at War

Getting Together
By Ian Hay. If vvc measure our

literature by a yardstick a small l»»>k

In every other sense, it is large large

in purpose, large in its friendly, broad-

minded view of our relations with Eng-

land. Only the author of "The First

I lundrrd Thousand." could give it that

readable, human twist. (Net. 50 cents,)

of urmirpaurd importance." thr

New York Trikunt earnestly calls

The War of Democracy
and adds. "The book will be read with

intense interest now. and will be re-read

in years to come, as the best handbook

of the Allies' views and purposes pre-

pared by the very men who arc most au-

thoritatively entitled to express them."

Viscount Brycc. David Lloyd George.

Viscount Grey, Balfour. Asquith. etc..

contribute. (Net. $2.00.)

War Poems by "X"
"X" is an Englishman who has

given his own flesh and blood (two sons

)

to the War
England has been profoundly stirred

bythisbook. It has poems that would do

honor to any poet writing English to-day.

These are not the songs of the young

man who goes to the trenches, but of the

father who stays behind. They voice

a living, throbbing cry that is not easily

forgotten. (Net. 75 cents.)

Flying for France
The experiences of an American avia-

tor at Verdun: The morning sortie

—

Chapman s last fight— navigating in a

sea of clouds—Verdun, seen from the

sky—tactics of an air battle—pilot life

at the front. As told by Sergeant -Pilot

James R. McConnell. (Net. $1.00.)

Rudvard Kipling compares the war to an ice-

berg: "We. the public, only sec an eighth of it

above water
'

Sea Warfare
is Kipling's picture of the other seven-

eighths, so far as it concerns the great

drama in the North Sea. Unforgettable

scenes these, of men and boats and

things not in the dispatches. In three

parts: "The Fringes of the Fleet,"

"Tales of 'The Trade' ' and "Destroyers

at Jutland." Five new Kipling poems

included. (Net. $1.25.)

An Uncensored Diary
FROM THE CENTRAL EMPIRES

By Ernesta Drinker Bullitt

I on Bissing, was her dinner partner.

Zimmermann. ' the busiest man in the

German Empire, discussed Peace and

the U-boat war with her.

Countess V on Bernstorff asked her to tea.

An American Woman sees official

Germany in its more human moments.

(Net. $1.25.)

Doubleday ,
Page & Company

Garden City New York

PAINT is insurance against decay. Decay

is merely slow-burning fire—slower, but

just as destructive and far more certain.

Watch your paint as carefully as you watch

your fire insurance. Make sure that it is the

kind of paint that protects. The ingredient

that puts endurance into paint is zinc.

New Jersey

zinc
in paint

combines with the lead and oil to

form a tougher film—one that

the weather cannot get back of

to attack, the wood. Zinc gives

a finer, smoother finish to the

painted surface, anchors the film

to the wood and lengthens the

time between paintings.

If you are going to use a pre-

pared paint, send for our list of

reliable Manufacturers of Good

Zinc Paints.

If you want your painter to mix

his own paints, send for our list

of reliable Manufacturers of Good

Zinc-in-Otl'.

If you want to know the best

zinc mixture for any ordinary

painting job, send for our in-

dexed booklet, Zinc-in-Paint. It

is full of helpful information

that will interest any property

owner. All are yours for the

asking.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY, Room 406, 55 Wall Street, New York

ESTABLISHED 1848

Branch: Mineral Point Zinc Co., 1111 Marquette Building, Chicago
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DECORATING SERVICE

NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS
CONDUCTED BY JAMES COLLIER MARSHALL

THE COUNTKY BKEAKFAST ROOM
ONE of the many joys that summering in

the country offers to the jaded city

dweller is afforded in the dainty fresh-

ness of the breakfast room. Here at last one is

freed from the formality customary in even
the simplest of town houses, for though a few
trays may be sent up, at least some of the family
and guests gather at the breakfast board to

glimpse the papers and plan their day. Hence
-the setting should be as cheerful and lively as

white dotted swiss or figured scrim curtains,

without further drapery. In either case the

plainest linen or crash doilies would be used,

and sparingly. Imagine how fascinating plain

blue rimmed porcelain would be on such a
table, whose centre held a bowl of gay colored

Spanish or Breton pottery tilled with fruit.

Either of the materials shown here would be
satisfactory, especially the two at the right
I he striped one is really most unusual, the dark

Note the remarkable drawing in this design, where the leaves
wave and flowers nod as though actually wind-blown

Pale gray, cool greens, soft pinks, and blue with black on
blue compose the colors of this.excellent pattern

possible. Painted furniture meets the de-

mands of the situation better than anything
else, and fortunately this decoration may
now be had in every form and at any price.

For example, the several pieces shown here

are of a set of seven, four chairs, table, side-

board and small serving table with folding

leaves, that comes at $145. It is charm-
ing in its simplicity of line and soft cream color

with dainty floral decorations. There is some-
thing about spool carvings that is cheerful and
substantial. In this case the charm is enhanced
by cool cane seats. This set, on a blue rug, in a

it !
1

I

Though only four chairs are included in this set, six may easily gather
at this table, which is painted creamy gray

room with warm gray walls, with crisp muslin
curtains overhung with flowered cretonne, would
make any house more interesting.

Or if one desired, the color warmth could be
had by using a flowered paper on the wall with

Gorgeous best describes this splendid pattern on heavy
linen which, 50 inches wide, sells at $3.40 per yard

band being a lovely blue on which dainty,

natural tinted flowering plants are printed,

while the baskets in richer tones on a creamy
ground relieve and emphasize the whole pat-

tern. This heavy printed cotton, 36 inches

wide, is a great bargain at $1.25 per yard.

The hand-blocked linen at the left is re-

markable for its curious cool greens and

blues and soft pinks on a wash blue field. This

is 30 inches wide and sells for #3.

All these designs are good because they are so

simple, and that note cannot be struck too

clearly in the country house breakfast room.

Dainty clusters of flowers and like decorations
beautify, while generous proportions make this chair

most desirable

Note the three curving lines which accentuate the grace of this simple piece,

is commodious and well built as well
It is the curved stretchers in these pieces thit

stamp the pattern with individuality and give

excellent balance
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The above is an illustration of a Persian Rug of Sarouk weave, having a deep, rich blue ground,
with soft tan, dull red and green shades in the design Size 1 4.2 x 12.1. Price $ 1 375.00

Fine Eastern Rugs for

Immediate Delivery
The character of the room naturally determines what is correct and
most appropriate in the design of the floor covering.

Our present stock of Antique and Modern Rugs comprises not alone

designs with a wealth of exquisite detail, but also those of abroad and free

treatment of ornament, adapted to rooms of the early English periods.

A very large selection, at no prohibitive cost, is at your disposal. If you
will acquaint us with your needs, we shall describe in detail those rugs

best fitted to your purpose.

W. & J. SLOANE
Direct Importers of Eastern Rugs

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers
FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK

WASHINGTON. D. C. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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DREICER&C
FIFTH AVENUE at FORTY-SIXTH

— NEW YORK —

Necklaces of all sizes.

Single Pearls of all
weights up to 60
grains for addition
to Necklaces

BRANCH AT CHICAGO
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Ornamental Metal Work for Country Places

I
T IS highly gratifying to lovers of fine metal work to observe the re-

markable advance in this art during the past few years. And we have
reason to be proud not only of the work itself but of the originality

of designs, many of which are ex-

ceptionally good.

The rapid improvement in this

branch of art is undoubtedly due
to the inspiration found in our
magnificent office buildings which
are decorated with superb metal
work. A half dozen erected in New-
York alone have bronze trimmings
that compare favorably with those
in many a famous Italian palace.

The competition for this work as

well as the inspiration of its designs

are bound to have a leavening in-

fluence on the public, which is. in

fact, already noticeable, so that
some day we may have the courage
to protest successfully against the
atrocities in art that have made us

a laughing stock.

Whatever this condition may be,

there are few exceptions to-day to

the general high-tone of decorative

metal work used in homes and on
estates, 3nd these exceptions are

negligible. Furthermore, much of

the finer work, be it for the inside or

outside of the home, is made to

order, and in many instance; the work is copyrighted.

Such are the cases of the gate lantern and bronze urn shown here.

These pieces are so fine as to warrant more than passing mention.

As will be seen, the contour of the

urn is perfect, though four dancing ^MHIHlHHBHRB11"1 AHBfk
maidens, all in different attitudes,

are impressed on it without in any
manner destroying its balance. The
decorative bands on the rim and
base are finely executed, keeping

well within the picture. Its mellow
golden color, is another favorable

point making it a piece to glorify

any setting. Sculptured by Mabel
Conkling, its dimensions are 26 x 16

inches.

The lantern is one of four de-

signed to be mounted atop a huge
eight-foot rough granite gate post,

octagonal in shape and laid block

fashion. This, too, is of statuary

bronze though of a heavier tone

than the urn's, and the workman-
ship is of first quality, every line

clearly cut. Most notable however,

is its design, which is as original as

it is simple, a fact patent in the

coronet of leaves on the upper rim

that is supported by the gargoyle

heads in the coved molding, as well as in the curious bird that surmounts
the dome, which itself is hinged to permit easy access within. No

duplicates will be made of this,

though other equally good designs

are to be had from the house

which made it.

Fine as the modern bronzes are

we have yet to exert ourselves

considerably to equal the wrought
iron work of the old Italian gate

pictured here. Every traveler in

Italy has suffered the pangs of

envy for those splendid examples

of Renaissance iron work to be

seen throughout the country,

which have been so highly prized

by their owners that until now,

nothing could tempt them to sell.

It is needless to expatiate on

the beauty of this gate further

than to call attention to its de-

lightful balance of design and the

delicate manner in which the

leaves are curled. As a gate for

an ivy-covered brick or stone wall

it cannot be surpassed, since it

contains in itself the very spirit of

the garden. From the same place

and of the same design there is a

fire screen of the dimensions to fill

the ordinary fireplace, that would

also make a charming gate were it

not a pity to rob the house of such

a decoration.

J. C. M.

m
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THE HAYDEN COM-
PANY'S Reproductions

of old English Interiors, Furni'

ture, Paneling, Chimney Pieces

and other woodwork embody
the mellowed charm whichthe
centuries have added to the

originals. All work is executed

in their own shops. In The
HaydenCompany's new build'

ing are assembled correctly

Antique Furniture, Hayden
Reproductions, Woodwork
and Fabrics.

REPRODUCTION OF A MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD.
SHOWING ADAM INFLUENCE ABOUT <800

AS A READER of The New Country

Life you are cordially invited to

make full and frequent use of the

decorating service rendered by this

Department of which Mr. James Col-

lier Marshall, Decorator, is the director.

You may be planning to redecorate or

replenish your present residence or to

decorate and furnish a new home this

season and in this connection Mr.

Marshall would be very glad to have

you consult him for ideas and sugges-

tions which he is prepared to give you

in a complete and comprehensive way.

And as a logical sequel to the service

of this Department we suggest and

earnestly recommend that in purchas-

ing supplies you patronize the emi-

nently reliable and splendidly equipped

shops whose announcements you find

in these columns from month to month.

MILITARY >
andNAVAL W
AMERICA

At all

Book
Stores

is one of the first of the

new order of histories of

this country, which

Tell the Truth

The Whole Truth

And Nothing
but the Truth

About the U. S.

Army and Navy

It is by
Captain H. S. Kerrick

U. S. Army
Erery chapter in the book has been prepared at Washington with

the assistance of GoTernment officials

Maps, Diagrams, Illustrations, etc. Net $2.00

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.
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of every notable epoch, including

many specially designed pieces, is

retailed at no prohibitive cost in

this interesting establishment,

devoted exclusively to Furniture

and decorative accessories.

Two-score years of effort has

developed cur endeavor into an
industrial art.

Suggestions may be gained from de luxe

prints of well appointed rooms, which will

be sent gratis upon request.

PoTfERY
GIVES ENDURING CHARM

Send for our illustrated >—-*

'catalogue of Rower Pots.

Boxes.A&ses.Benches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes, Bird fonts and
otherArtistic Pieces fbr Garden

and InteriorDecoration.

GAK)mYTERRAG5FrAG).
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA*

Colonial Four=Posters, $21.50 each
'"THESE solid mahogany Four-Posters are splendid repro-
*~ ductions at a price so low that anyone can now afford this

perpetually good design.

W.A. HATHAWAY COMPANY
62 West 45th Street, New York

BY APPOINTMENT .

|0 THU» MAJESTIES

rut nm m wu»

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS and SILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue

In London: 22, Old Bond Street

OLD ENGLISH SILVER TEA and COF-
FEE SERVICES, Dishes, Platters—rare pieces

acquired from important English collections

—

sold in our New York and Chicago Galleries at

London prices.

=Marble=
Mantels .

Sun Dial Pedestals

Fountains Consoles 'D

S.K 1

.Benches

LABER&CO.
Established 1849

21 West 39th St., N. Y.

Some Painted Trays

IT
IS interesting that the old painted trays,

so sought after in the past few years, should

have been copied by modern painters almost

slavishly up to a certain point, when

—

pouf—
there was a complete rightabout, and the decor-

ations became original and the work natural and

free. And it must be admitted by even the

most fervid devotee of antiques that in most
instances the new painted trays are works of art.

For instance, the parrot tray seen here. The
drawing is perfect, the handling of color is e\^n
better, the bright-colored feathers being subdued
by the foliage and the high lights on the grapes,

while a black

rim frames
the whole.
This t r a y
costs only $3.

Copper
forms the
basis of some
of the new
painted trays,

as in the case

of the oblong
one here,
which is de-

c o r a t e d

b e autifully
with a spray of

cherries with

bee and butterfly attendants. Note also the scroll-

ing at the ends which, painted a deeper green than

the leaves, balances the whole. This costs $4.75.

Bamboo trays are now being decorated in the

most original and delightful manner, for it is usu-

ally the aim of an artist to let the natural beauty

of this material be a part of the decoration.

So, frequently, the painted design blends and

fairly melts into natural color. This one is an

exception, its ground being black. It comes at #4.

The spirit of the times breathes in the tray at

the bottom where a splendid American eagle is

seen to advantage on a ground of red and white.

This, too, is cheap at $2. And some day these

trays will sell at ten times their cost.

Danersk Decorative Furniture

and English furniture correct for city apartments.

You may have furniture finished to your order in the exquisite
DANliKSK laci|uer colors with special designs in your own
color scheme at factory prices. Shipments within ten days.

Write to-day for new Catalogue "D-7."— it contains il-

lustrations of artistic settings and design-themes that can be
applied to them—or call at Exhibition Rooms.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

ICH
BACH

iJTtra-Quality PIANOS
and Player Pianos
235-245 East 23d St. New York

ETERNITY METAL LABELS
A label with an indestructible ink that stays black

and can be read, without stooping, and will stand

through all seasons and weather conditions. We have
by study and a series of experiments developed the

zinc label known as The Eternity Label.
Prices Reasonable. Made by James Boyle & Son., Salem, Ohio

At The Family Table
For the complete, correct and perfect

illumination of your home, specify

S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

LORD & TAYLOR
Home Furnishers

FIFTH AVENUE
38th Street 3 9th Street

NEW YORK CITY

COLUMBIA
Graf ano las

$15 to $350
8500 Dealers Everywhere

PORTFOLIO OF MODEL ROOMS sent upon
receipt of 20 cents in stamps or coin.

BERKLEYS GAY
FURNITURE COMPANY
180 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.

: 40th Street, New York
ti ,-itrm MtMrii

in i
.

1 1 ri iirnnmimum





Sleeve-Valve Motor

Their exceptional motors
place these cars in exclusive company

When you consider that the

Willys-Knight motor is con-

ceded by disinterested men
who know motors to be supe-

rior to all other types to

begin with

—that they improve with use

because they are revitalized

instead of ^vitalized by
carbon

—that they far outrun the mile-

age of which any other type

is capable

-that they do their quietest,

most efficient work in their

old age

-that it is really exceptional

for them ever to require any
adjustment or repair

-then you'll realize the reason

for the generous and grow-

ing representation one finds

of these moderate priced

cars, in assemblages where

one naturally expects to

find the higher priced cars

exclusively.

The Willys-Knight Fours in-

clude the seven passenger

touring car, seven passenger

touring sedan, four passen-

ger coupe and the limou-

sine.

The Willys-Knight Eight is a

seven passenger touring car

of great flexibility and power,

plus the well known sleeve-

valve motor advantages.

Willys-Overland Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars
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FUKNITURE
0/ Quality and Dependability

Modern design and period styles meet in our large assortment of artistic,

graceful furniture. Appropriate suites and odd pieces, which may inspire

the creation of a home setting to meet your own ideas of charm, fitness

and individuality, are assembled in this store.

The illustration shows part of an American Walnut
Dining Room Suite in a reproduction of the Louis XVI
Period. Complete, it consists of Buffet Serving Table,

China Closet, Extension Table, five Side Chairs and one

Arm Chair with seats covered in blue leather.

The Mid-Summer Sale of Furniture Now Offers Every Opportunity For Selection
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THE - TALK OF-THE - OFFICE

THE IRISH QUESTION BY A SCOT

It is not often that this burning question

is treated in a quaintly humorous and yet en-

tirely practical way by any writer, much less

a Scot. The one man in the world who could

do it is Ian Hay, author of "The First Hundred
Thousand," " Getting Together," etc., etc.,

and he has done it in a little book under the

title, "The Oppressed English." Captain Ian

Hay Beith, who by his long visit to us has

come to be widely known by his real name,
tells of what the English have done for Ire-

land and what Ireland has done for England,

and perhaps the summing up can best be rep-

resented by his closing paragraph

:

Ireland, as ever, has drawn us far from our text.

But I have said enough to demonstrate to unbiased

observers the present deplorable status of that unfor-

tunate country, England. To-day her chief offices of

State are occupied by Scotsmen of the most ruthless

type; Wales supplies her with Prime Ministers; while

Ireland appropriates all her spare cash and calls her a
bloodsucker. When the War is over, and the world has
leisure to devote itself to certain long-postponed do-

mestic reforms, it is most devoutly to be hoped that

the case of that unhappy but not undeserving people the

English, may be taken in hand, and that they may be
granted some measure, however slight, of political free-

dom. After that we must do something for Poland.

In view of the excitement about the so-

called settlement of the Irish question, this

book by Ian Hay will be widely read for the

very good reason that it is based on common-
sense and good-nature, rare qualities when asso-

ciated with this vexed subject. It sells for

50 cents.

kipling's latest book

We should like to fill this page with the criti-

cal opinions of "A Diversity of Creatures,"

but readers who care for good literature are

reading the book, rather than the critics' opin-

ions of it. Here is one from England

:

He has never shown himself a greater master of the

art of story-telling, never combined creative imagina -

tion with more triumphant realism, or handled his own
English prose with more ease, economy, and certainty

of effect. The first of the fourteen, "As Easy as A B C",
is perhaps the finest short story of the future ever

written. ... As a craftsman, and something
higher than a craftsman, Mr. Kipling has gone on
developing. To open the book anywhere is to see that

he is a supreme master of style, in all its applications.—The Athenaeum, London.

It is available in three editions: the regular

green cloth library binding at $1.50 net; the

red leather binding at $1.75; and the Seven
Seas Limited Edition, $6.00.

SELMA LAGERLOF

The uniform edition of Miss Lagerlof's

books is fast making its way. Bound in green
flexible leather, the volumes are as follows:

The Emperor of Portugallia
Jerusalem

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to t with delight."—Antony and Cleopatra.

The Story or Gosta Berling
The Wonderful Adventures of Nils
The Further Adventures of Nils
The Girl From the Marsh Croft
The Miracles of Antichrist
Invisible Links
From a Swedish Homestead

•

A recent reviewer speaks of her work as "so

deep that the wise cannot find bottom nor the

child get beyond its depth."

ENGLISH FAVORITES

An English edition of Mrs. Gene Stratton-

Porter's "Michael O'Halloran," published at a
shilling, has just been brought out by John
Murray, in London. The advance orders

were just short of 200,000 copies.

O. Henry, too, is selling probably more
rapidly than any English author. His lat-

est devotee is Sir James Barrie, who has been
reading and recommending his work to the

English.

Even business and financial literature is

invaded by the O. Henry cult. The hard-

headed Mr. Price, in "Commerce and Finance,"

among his market reports has this to say:

All the critics between Salem, Mass and Salem,
Ore

,
might cry to high heaven that Mr. Porter's work

was not "literary," but the fact would remain that it

was pure literature—a mirroring of many phases of

human character To class it as "journalistic" is not

to its detriment. Dickens was a reporter—the great-

est that ever lived. So was the greatest of living

dramatists.

BONDHOLDERS

Five hundred and ten members of the staff

of Doubleday, Page & Co. participated in the

Liberty Loan.

AN O. HENRY HOTEL

Hotel people have not, as a rule, named their

enterprises after great writers, but this honor

has come to the name of O. Henry.
On June 10th this year, O. Henry, whose

fame has spread round the world, had been

dead just seven years, and upon the anniver-

sary actual work was begun upon the O. Henry
Hotel at Greensboro, N. C, the birthplace

of William Sydney Porter and always remem-
bered by him with the greatest affection and
loyalty. Perhaps it is fitting that a hotel,

sheltering and attracting all the variously

faceted sides of life, should be built to the

memory of O. Henry, who revealed in his

writings the loves and emotions of so many
kinds of humanity, and who knew so many
different phases and classes of life. A living

thing was the work of O. Henry and his spirit

would undoubtedly find infinite pleasure in

the ebb and flow of the human tide through

the great hotel which will bear his name.
The O. Henry Hotel, which is being built

by a syndicate of North Carolina capitalists,

has been under discussion for some time. Ac-

cording to the plans, the hotel will be a seven

story building, containing one hundred and
seventy-five rooms, one of which is dedicated

to O. Henry and decorated with photographs
and other O. Henryana.

A REAL HISTORY

Mr. Frank H. Simonds,whohaswrittenmuch
for the New York Sun and the New York Trib-

une, has completed the first volume of his "His-

tory of the World War." There are, of course, a
thousand books on the various phases of this

orgy of blood, but we believe that there is no
history quite so searching in its analysis, so

brilliant and illuminating as Mr. Simonds's.

If you are one of the hundreds of thousands

who have read hiswonderful newspaper articles,

you will want this book, which lays the foun-

dation for the history in a way quite as inter-

esting and exciting as a novel.

This work will be sold by our esteemed

contemporary, The Review of Reviews Com-
pany, which has the proud distinction of a list

of book customers numbering a round million.

Either The Review of Reviews Company or

Doubleday, Page & Company will give further

particulars upon request.

THE RED CROSS MAGAZINE

which comes from the presses of Country Life

Press, has been greatly enlarged and im-

proved. The August issue is the Allies' Num-
ber, and has a full section in color. In Sep-

tember this magazine, which is growing in cir-

culation as no other magazine ever grew, will

be further enlarged. Mr. Clarence Under-

wood has contributed the cover design, and

Charles Dana Gibson the frontispiece.

June 25, 1917

Messrs. Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City,
Long Island, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

It ia Dlwaya a pleasure to write

you particularly so in acknowledgement of

such a beautiful bunch of peonies as now

adorns my desk. I wish I had your garden.

Sincerely yours

.

omy Fiowf (? we can e&otv Rfj



NEWS of the BREEDS and the BREEDERS
Tin South'
dow n R.i in

Qieveley
Sheik

The Ohio State I nivctsity at

Columbus has recently placed .it

the In- .ul of its Hoik tin South*
down r.un Chovtkn Sheik, pur-

i based from Mr. Rod. it \b I wi n,

Allow .iv lodge. London, (hit., who, in turn,

imported h 1111 from tin- Miv'.ilinont H«k k in

England in i<>i6. During Ins short sojourn on

tin-, side, the r.un li.is already won the cli.un-

Monships at the iqi6 New York State Fair, the

tomntu Exposition, .ind the Chicago Interna-

tional I . i x i M"i k I \|K>sition.

R imhoinllcf , .intl I nil. .In registty organizations

at the I Mud State Fair ( irounds ar (.'olumhus on
August 7th and Hth. No Unrecorded rams and
only sheep of pronounced merit will he admitted,
registered r.i ins w ill he sold sum I V, in pairs, and 111

pens of ti\ e and ten, registered ewes w ill he offered

in pens of three, five, and ten, and grade ewes in

pens of ten and twenty-five. I his is the first

sheep sale of its kind to be held east of the Mis-
sissippi River, and only one such event has ever
been held west of that line. An office will be
opened on the grounds not later than August 1st.

Record
\\ u e for .1

Guernsey
Hull

Whether or not it w ill disturb the

balance of popularity of the

bleeds on tin P. it ihi v'o.ist, the

tiansfer to California of the

Guernsey bull Itchen Daisy's

M.i\ King of l.angwafcr adds some splendid

blood to that fast developing dairy section.

The animal was purchased from Florh.tm Farms

of Madison. N. J„ by Mr. B. F. Nam of YouJM
ville. for 5M.OOO. which is a record price for a

Guernsey bull, and .1 good round sum tor any ani-

mal, even in these days of astonishing sales ring

performances I he various parts of his name
serve as an index to the blood lines that have

made and doubtless will continue

to make him famous.

The Best

Com West
Of the

Missouri
River

Every cow cannot be I world's

record holder, but this doesn't

mean that a good many more
local honors are not worth
attaining. For instance "The
best cow west of the Missouri

River," is no mere loud-sounding title, for it

has been won by a year's record of 11,424.6

pounds of milk, 629.66 pounds of fat bv the

Washington Estate cow Sammanich Topsy
46.002. Her owner. Dr. Park Weed Willis, of

Seattle, is rightly proud in that, with only five

years of experience with pure bred Guernseys
behind him, he has bred and developed this

splendid performer, as well as a number of other
strikingly good ones. Verily the Far West is on
tlic dairy map to stay and to progress.

CALIFORNIA NOTES
N AO J I E labor shortage is reported
from California farms; the loss of

I large part of this year's crop is

threatened by the lack of depend-
able farm help. The California

Association of Practical Farmers
is trying to bring in Mexican labor to help garner
the 1917 yield and plant the 1918 crop.

'TP! IE sheep cheese industry of western Yolo
* County is growing, and the demand for the
product is showing a steady increase. The
Western Yolo cheese factory was organi7.ed

one year ago. I hey began by milking 900 ewes
and during the year made twelve tons of cheese.

This year they increased their flock to 1,300.

Farmers'
Financial

Backing of

The War

It is said that the

fanners of a fighting

nation are as vital to

its ultimate success

as its first line

trenches. But American farmers it

appears .ire far from willing to re-

strict their support of the nation's

burdens to the share they earn* as

tillers of the soil. They are also to

be its financial backers to the extent

of their ability. In testimony where-
of we note that "The National
Duroc - Jersey Record Association
purchased 2*1.000 worth of Liberty
Bonds and has authorized the furthei

purchase to an equal amount when-
ever .1 second issue is made."

Middlesex
Meadows
Farm
Avrshires

Mr. A. Henry Hig-
ginson. owner of
Middlesex Meadows
Farm. South Lin-
coln, Mass., reports

the addition to his Ayrshire herd of
the best ten cows from the
herd of the lateC. P. Searles

of Ipswich. The stock is

well bred and prospects are

bright for some good rec-

ords. Among the older

members of the Middlesex
herd. Rosella Webb, who
stands sixth among all

Ayrshire three - year - olds,

started her four - year - old

record by producing a fine

heifer calf and more than
1,600 pounds of milk in her
thirty days. Late in May
she was milking 65 pounds a

day and going up steadily.

The spring crop of calves
arrived just in time to re-

plenish the stock of animals
available for sale, which the
winter and spring demands
had brought very low.

That Sheep A joint sale

Sale of registered

sheep will be
held under the auspices of
the Shropshire, Hampshire,

The Southdown ram. Chevelcy Sheik, first imported fiom England to Canada, and now at the

head ot the Ohio State University flock

lichen Daisy's May King of Langwater. the Guernsey bull that has just been taken to California for the record price

—for the breed—of $8,000

V/f AYOR James Rolph, Jr., of San Fran-
cisco, attended the Chico (Butte County)

Fair largely in order to stock up his ranch at

Menlo Park with more pure bred Jerseys. He
purchased from S. F. Williams, of

Orland, two heifers that not only

were winners at the Chico Fair,

but that also had taken prizes at the

Panama- Pacific International Ex-
position.

A CCORDING to Mr. Herbert A.

Emerson, who has been in Cali-

fornia investigating food conditions

for the Commissioner of the State of

New York, the Pacific Coast will be

able to ship Fast a surplus of 1 50 cars

of butter, 24,000 pounds to the car.

Four years ago the Coast imported
200 cars. A great part of thermtter

supply of the Navy is being pur-

chased in California.

TV/fRS. Luella Hughson, of Mo-
desto, who built the palatial

Hughson Hotel at that leading dairy

city, has purchased sixteen head of

Holsteins from the Sanitary Dairy.

Mrs. Hughson has a fine ranch, and
in former years had one of the finest

dairy herds in the section around
Modesto. The lure of the butter

market and the high price

of beef have been instru-

mental in bringing her back
into the field.

A COTTON crop worth
$\ 5,000,000 at the pres-

ent prices will be harvested

this year by growers in the

Imperial Valley. Buyers
from the Orient and Eng-
land have visited the fields

and made large purchases.

"V/fR. Harold Robinson, a
* San Francisco busi-

ness man, has established

a pure bred live-stock farm
benveen Auburn and Grass
Valley.

X/IRS. D. O. Lively, of

M a y f i e 1 d , who is

owner of the Loch Lomond
Kennels of West Highland
Terriers, reports the sale

of Loch Lomond Lassie

to Mrs. Charles Lyman,
of Mayfield, for $100.
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GUERNSEYS
The Guernsey Breeders represented on this page
are recommended bv Country Life. For infor-

mation concerning the Guernsey breed, address

Country Life Readers* Service Department
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|\ Where to Buy Them

Langwater Farms
GUERNSEYS

The Kind Langwater Produces

Langwater Dairymaid sold for #6,150.00 at sale

on October 10, 1916— the highest price ever paid

for a Guernsey Cow. Her blood is being con-

tinued at Langwater Farm through her son,

Langwater Steadfast.

75 head of Langwater Guernseys sold October

loth at auction made an average of 1075; es"

tablishing a record in the dairy world.

Bull calves of this blood for sale.

For particulars apply

William Grant, Supt. North Easton, Mass.

Sunnybrook Guernseys

A distinct family of
high producing ani-

malsof correct type.

A. R. Records average

579.47 lbs. fat, with in-

creases in progress

A few choice animals
usually for sale

Junior Champion at National Show Herd regularly tubercu-

Bred at Sunnybrook lin tested

CHARLES D. CLEVELAND
Box 21 Eatontown, New Jersey

Harbor Hill Guernseys
Clarence H. Mackay, Owner

A Healthy Herd of

High Producers

Young Bulls of A.

R. Breeding, for sale.

For pedigrees and
prices address

C. H. HECHLER, Supt., Roslyn, New York

Gerar Guernseys
Herd founded 1890. A. R. Work started 1912

We have in our herd four females with average records of 600
lbs. fat, all now over twelve years old, all safe in calf, three carry-

ing their twelfth calves, and all with two or more A. R. daughters.
We are offering bull calves from daughters of two of these cows.

LOUIS McL. MERRYMAN, Cockeysville, Md.

The Mixter Farm
Over 1,600 purebred Guernseys have been bred

on these farms. Present herd includes over

300 QUERNSEYS
— Exceptional young

bulls for sale at rea-

ifl|HHKt ^9flp~" sonable prices, sired

jfcJ^T^ by May Rose sires

rWmm and out of dams with

I f>H M A. R. records above

i^^^^B^^^^I 10,000 lbs.

^Hfl^^HHIflHHI Buy

J. S. CLARK, Supt. Hardwick, Massachusetts

Garden City York

n'rui "ii i' 'iiThMii'iminiinuiiniiMiiii

The Oaks Farm
Guernseys

Senior Herd Sire

MAY KING OF LINDA VISTA, 17946

Junior Herd Sire

DON IAGO OF LINDA VISTA, 28387

Nuggets Primrose, 48835

The Leading Two-year-old Milk Record of the Breed

15,436.10 lbs. Milk 705.56 lbs. Fat

Several Bull Calves and a few Young Heifers of
choice breeding for sale

THE OAKS FARM, COHASSET, MASS.
C. W. BARRON, Owner Address W. S. KERR, Manager

Persistent Production
IS A

Characteristic of the Breed

ES

HI

A Two Year Old Heifer in New
York produced in one year 712
pounds of butter fat and 12270
pounds of milk, besides giving

birth to a vigorous calf a month
after the completion of record.

Write for the "Story of the Guernsey Cozv"

American Guernsey Cattle Club
Box CL Peterboro, New Hampshire

Hlllnimutl
Edgemont Farms

Offers yearling Guernsey herd bull of
May Rose breeding—his dam, two
granddams, and four great grand-
dams all A. R. and the records of the
seven average 729 lbs. fat—also few
females. Write for particulars and prices.

T. E.HYDE, Bloomsburg, Pa.

Brooklawn Farms
Guernseys

BELSIRE 18645,

one of the best

individual bulls

of the breed and
a sire of pro-

ducers. A few of

his sons for sale.

BROOKLAWN FARMS
D. H. McAlpin,.Oawr A,

Morris Plains, N. J.
E. Wright, Superintendent

The above photograph shows the prize winning Get of Sire

Group exhibited at the National Dairy Show of 1916

Upland Farms offers bull calves

sired by show winning bulls of

distinctive breedings.

We have a few females for sale from
time to time

Our herd won more prizes at the National
Dairy Show than all the other Guernsey-

Breeders of New England.

Ribbons won at the 1916 Show Circuit

UPLAND FARMS
IPSWICH MASS.

Benj. F. Barnes, Mgr. F. P. Frazier & Son, Proprietors

z
ALBAMONT
GUERNSEYS
Campton, New Hampshire

Home of Albamont Ever-
bearing Strawberries

100 Strong, Hardy Plants, either

Superb or Progressive, sent post
paid on receipt of $2 cash with order.

CREAM SEPARATORS
The World's Standard.

Over 2,000,000 in Use

Send for Catalogue describing full line

of these cream-saving machines.

The De Laval Separator Co.
165 Broadway, N. Y. 29 E. Madison St., Chicago

LABORATORIES Rat Virus
For the destruction of RATS. MICE, and MOLES, by a specialvirus
which conveys a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harm-
less to human beings, domestic animals, poultry or game. Not a poison.

M cts. to $1.50. INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS AGO. If your
dealer cannot supply you. order from us.

PASTKCK LABORATORIES OF AMERICA
New York. lUUi W. 1 1 th >t. Chk-ugo. 1 ? N. La Salle St.

Laboratoire des Vaccins Pasteur r ''Etranger and
lnstitut Pasteur, Paris Biological Products

Let Them Lick

C*» 1 4-
As The?Wdll Want it!

No one can salt your food to suit your taste. No one can salt

food ritfit for horses! Let them salt themselves—they|ll do it as
lest suits their condition.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks
in handy holders enable them to have re-

Jined dairy salt—all natural impurities
taken out. No more forgetting. Saves
time and work. Ask dealer and write for
free booklet.

Belmont Stable Supply Co.
Patentees and Manufacturers

3fi9 F.dlon str^t-t H.noLlyn, V Y.
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The USE of TREKS
By FLETCHER STEELE

Charcoal drawings by Walter King Stone; pen-and-inks by A. H. Hepburn

Chestnut (Castanra denials). Fine in trim youth.

Round top. Dense dark green foliage. Conspicuous
white Mowers in summer. Delicious nuts in autumn.
Noble in old age. with immense twisted trunk and
ranged stubs of broken '.mil.. Strength in every angle.

Lately subject to bad blight, but try a few in extensive

plantings

lT>#^_^»/'~* Rl'I S .iir more than tuts in

x "' art. I hey arc elements in

landscape; forms ami masses

of varying color and texture.

\s KOM and brick to the

architect, so are trees to the

landscape architect -mater-
ial with which to construct a composition.

But the analogy holds only in a general way,

for unlike brick ami stone, trees are living

things. And like all that lives they are sub-

net to manifold vicissitudes, and hnallv thev

die. Maybe it is because they share with us

all the chances of life and death that we are

their friends. We plant them, encourage and
protect them, impure into their health, and
mourn for them when they are gone.

\ thousand words have sprung to the lips of
poets describing the trees that they honored,

but the scientist has few, and those usually

self-explanatory rather than technical. The
student is grateful to Dr. Sargent for the terse

aptness of his descriptions in the "Manual
ot the Trees of North America." Scientific definition is but
poor description at best, however, and helps us very little in

planting for predetermined effects. Only observation and study
tell us what to plant and where.

It is to be noted that one cannot always import the tree setting

with a foreign architectural style. This is the chief reason why
exotic buildings rarely look at home in our countryside. A mil-

lionaire can build an Italian villa, but he cannot grow the cypress;

he can have Spanish patio and red roof tiles, but he cannot have
gray olive orchards and a bougainvillea vine over his gate. He
must be satisfied with the trees that nature smiles on in his soil

and climate.

And how finely unified are house and frame of trees where each

becomes the neighborhood! Picture the old hooded cottage of

New England under its high canopy of elms. At each corner the

severe architectural simplicity is softened by an overgrown thicket

of lilacs. At one side is an orchard of gnarled apple trees, and
beyond lie narrow valley and gently swelling hilltops. No more
beautiful rural scenery is to be found. Yet how far it is from the

gardener's ideal of suburban decoration! The charm lies in

economy of motive and beauty of detail. Our eyes are drawn to

the elm. In structure it is essentially formal. A single stem of

considerable height, strengthened by huge buttresses around the

base, diverges subtly in several branches twenty or thirty feet

from the ground. Seventy feet up they begin to bend over. It

does not take an artist to see the resemblance to an exquisite vase.

Breezes blow freely over the spot it covers. As the foliage is

never heavy, its shade is shot with gay sunlight and the sky

twinkles through its leaves. All its features make it as desirable

to plant near our houses to-dayr as it ever was. Its formal lines

harmonize with architecture. Its great height and mass tend to

reduce the apparent size of buildings near which it stands. Thus

Copyright. 1917. by Doubleday. Page & Co. *9
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they give human scale to artificial features.

With careful attention they can be kept free

of the many pests that unfortunately attack

them.

In a country where the elm is found in the

rich lowlands one should look for a white oak
in the sterile soil of the uplands. Like the

elm, the oak prefers to stand alone, but loves

the eternal rocks of ledge-broken hillsides.

Even in the forest old oaks are oftener found

in open glades.

We would never apply the word grace to

the asymmetrical white oak tree. It is angu-

lar in the unions of its branches and in all their

ramifications. A great trunk rises clean from

ten to twenty feet above the ground, where
the lower branches turn off at abrupt angles.

Above, other boughs break away sharply, and
the central stem is soon lost. The limbs ex-

tend to a remarkable distance in a generally

horizontal direction, although on steep slopes

the lower branches tend to grow roughly par-

allel with the ground. Not infrequently one
thus finds the extremities of the limbs to be lower than the

bottom of the trunk. But even so, it would be incorrect to say

that the branches droop. Instead they seem to force their way to

the place of their choice, whether up or down.

The man who would use the oak in his landscape must be satis-

fied to subordinate his scheme to the tree to get the best results.

The elm adorns architecture while architecture must be designed

to harmonize with the oak. Stone is the best material to use and
the style should be low-spreading and picturesque, avoiding all

traces of classic formality. Do not attempt to tidy up too much
around an old oak nor include it in formal gardens or neat lawns.

It will lose all the virtues that make it worth knowing, like a blind,

toothless lion in a circus wagon.

In southern Canada the sugar maple is the finest tree, and it ap-

proaches its best standard in several of our Northern States.

When young it is naturally the most symmetrical and formal of

our deciduous trees, developing a narrow, egg-shaped head. Be-

cause it is so trim and well set up, it occurs to mind at once as a

formal avenue tree. Indeed it serves the purpose admirably, but

one must remember that when old it loses formality, "ultimately

spreading into a broad, round-topped dome often seventy to eighty

feet across." Its trunk is then gnarled and irregular, but erect

withal, rising to superb heights. The lower branches turn ofT

horizontally some ten or twelve feet from the ground. The upper

branches diverge at gradually diminishing angles, reaching upward
more and more. The great roots, where they leave the trunk just

above the surface of the ground, fit full comfortably the back of a

man stretched out. There is clean pasture grass under the old

maple, and sun and air. There is shade, too, though it is scant

from old trees; but below the dense foliage of young specimens the

shadow lies a dark mat on the greensward.

Even after all formal stiffness has disappeared, measured lines of
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maples serve a valuable esthetic need in counter-

acting almost insensibly the long, horizontal

lines of any flat landscape—river, wall, and far-

set skyline—which otherwise would often prove

a monotony of parallels.

The sugar maple is a more sociable tree than

elm or oak, and is frequently found in mixed

woods where in foliage and texture it harmo-

nizes well with other trees. It is particularly

good friends with beech, ash, hemlock, linden,

butternut, poplar, and wild cherry. Two or

more of these happy life-long neighbors are often

seen together. Consequently if you have in mind

a grove of trees you cannot do better than to use

the sugar maple as the predominant one, with a

generous admixture of the others mentioned.

If color is an object, do not omit that near relative of the sugar

maple, the red or swamp maple, especially if there be a plot of wet

ground. No other native tree fur-

nishes such brilliant variety of hues.

In April or May, before the leaves,

its tiny flowers appear in such myr-
iads as to clothe the swamps in scar-

let. The young shoots are crimson,

or sometimes purple, and later change

into the lively, clear gray of the trunk,

often covered with white and green

lichens. The young leaves are a

bright yellow-green, deepening soon

to a rich, dark tint, frequently var-

iegated with lines of scarlet, crimson,

or orange. At times leaves here and
there or branches—even whole trees

—will turn gaudy colors in midsum-
mer while the forest is still green.

In autumn the red maple is sure to

be the gayest of the trees, though the

color may never be twice alike.

It is well to note here several

other trees that flourish in wet
ground. The finest in our Northern
States is the white willow, which one

is tempted to call the most urbane ot

trees. It is not native here, but has

adapted itself with complacency to form what are now among
the most beautiful of our landscapes. One thinks of willows

as bending over quiet ponds, and again in comely rows along

raised roads through swampy land. They have always affected

poets and painters with peculiar appeal. Many a picture by
Corot might well have been painted under the willows beside

our still waters. Their leaves are green of a strange lightness,

almost luminousness. An artist has written: "There is a perfect

gradation of increasing lightness from the trunk to the topmost
spray. The twigs are parts of an elegant structure, and from their

extreme flexibility they bend and move more elegantly in light

breezes than those of any other

tree.

No tree excels the willow for

use in holding wet banks with

strong matted roots. There are

other native willows that do well

in wet land, but they are more
usually shrubs than trees. The
common alder is another excel-

lent plant to use. Sometimes

it attains the height of a small

tree but more usually it is a

large bush. The same is true

of the swamp magnolia or sweet

bay. Among others to use near

water are the black or cherry

birch, the yellow and—if you
can find it—the red birch, all

charming and rather delicate

"^V'^

9y»

Apple (Malus sylvestris). The tree that

makes a home. Low, from twenty to forty feet

only, with spreading head, changing in shape

with the variety. Short, crooked trunk, and a

few large branches at all angles. Fruit of many
flavors and colors. In spring, covered with

white or delicate pink, fragrant flowers, the

greatest beauty of the countryside

Kentucky coffee tree (Gymnocladus

dioicus). Medium sized tree. Narrow,

upright head. Stout branches devoid

of twigs form gaunt winter frame-

work. In summer, immense pinnate

leaves change stiffness to grace. Late

starting in spring. Slow growing, but

eventually a fine specimen. Con-
spicuous red-brown seed pod, often

remains on tree during winter. Seeds

formerly used as substitute for coffee

Wild cherry. Forms magnificent round-

topped specimen at its best, like a story book
tree with huge, short trunk and far-flung,

twisted limbs. In blossom, worth a journey

to see. Fruit of little account. Ordinarily the

wild cherry is but little esteemed. First to be

attacked by, and thus to spread, many pests

trees with interesting bark. The tacamahac
(Populus balsamifera), a large and rapid-growing

tree, might be used at times, and the swamp
hickory and swamp oak, handsomest of trees for

wet land, but comparatively slow growing.

In the South no single tree is used so generally

near houses as is the elm in New England.

But travelers in Virginia have often noticed

how frequently the locust is found on the lawns.

Nothing could be more charming in composition

with the tall white columns and red brick of the

Southern Colonial mansion than the locust. It

grows to a considerable height with very nar-

row spread. Indeed one remembers the locust

as being largely a trunk, somewhat gnarled but

approximately straight upright, in a feathery

veil of delicate green leaves and white flowers. Such trees temper

the summer sun without shutting off the cool winds. Their many
vertical trunks repeat the lines of the

white columns without hiding them
from view. They distinctly enhance

the architecture.

For shade the Virginians turn to

other trees. Most beautiful is the

evergreen magnolia (Magnolia grandi-

flora), of which I once heard a North-

ern lady say that it was "the way her

rubber plant would look in heaven."

There is the live oak, too, which will

grow in protected spots, as well as

other trees that cannot be grown
north of Washington. But for the

most part the species used northward

are also found in that latitude.

The tulip tree or yellow poplar—in

botany the sounding liriodendron

—

reaches its largest size in the lower

Ohio basin and the mountains of

North Carolina and Tennessee, ac-

cording to Dr. Sargent, but no trees

could be more magnificent than the

tulip tree in the Middle Atlantic

States. It reaches enormous heights

with straight, clean trunk and

branches. It j
is the young athlete of the forest: To realize

childhood's dreams of the land of giants one should build under

a titanic tulip tree. In fact, if height in trees is part of your

scheme for a homestead, do not come north of Philadelphia,

since the average height of trees there much exceeds that in New
York or New England.

You will find some of our most beautiful evergreens thoroughly

at home in the North, however. Of these the finest is probably the

white pine. It lacks the formality that distinguishes the fir and

spruce, making specimens of

them even in the pure forest. It

becomes more round-headed.

The individual branches have a

grander upward sweep. It lifts

its summit far above the heads of

the surrounding trees. As Wil-

son Flagg observes : "The white

pine is a tree that harmonizes

with all situations, rude or culti-

vated, level or abrupt. On the

side of a hill it adds grandeur to

the declivity and yields a sweeter

look of tranquillity to the green

pastoral meadow. It gives a

darker frown to the projecting

cliff, and a more awful uncer-

tainty to the mountain pass or the

craggy ravine. Over desolate

scenery it spreads a cheerfulness

that detracts nothing from its

Pin oak (Quercus palustris) . Shapely

tree belonging in the best class. Tall,

straight stem easily followed to top.

Many slender side branches, gently

drooping near bottom. Compara-
tively rapid growing Leaves of fine

substance, strong, glossy green, deeply

indented. Turn bright red in autumn.

Tree strong yet elegant in every fea-

ture. Makes excellent street tree

American beech (Fagus Americana). Tree

of beautiful outline, attaining large size at

times. Notable in winter. Bark a smooth

gray or pearl white. Sturdy trunk and well-

spaced branches subdivided into thick lace-

work of graceful twigs. In summer, well

covered with smallish leaves of good color

and shape. The most elegant of our native

forest trees
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Because the sugar maple is so trim and well set up, it suggests itself at once as a formal avenue tree
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White spruce (Picea canadensis)

.

Most compact and formal of native

evergreens, each specimen retaining

individuality even in the forest.

In open, retains branches to the

ground many years, but lower

limbs, easily killed by shade or acci-

dent, are never replaced, leaving

ugly holes. Very engaging when
thrifty. When old, with many
branches gone, loses charm

Tulip poplar (Liriodendron

lulipijera). Tall, stately tree.

Magnificent columnar trunk.

Open head. Large leaves ap-

pear to have ends cut off.

Light green above, whitish be-

low. Large flowers like a tulip,

greenish-yellow in early sum-
mer. One of the largest and
most satisfactory of American
trees
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power over the

im a gi n a t ion,

while it relieves

it of its terrors

by presenting a

green bulwark

of defense
against the

wind and the

storm." This

explains very
well the esthe-

tic reasons for

planting the

white pine
and where it

should go.

One practical

application
is omitted,
however, the

fact that it

nvakes the
quickest permanent screen against un-

sightly neighborhoods. The white pine

grows fast and in light places keeps its

thick foliage down to the ground. Thus
it often performs an inestimable service

either in shutting out what is better unseen or in turning the gaze
toward what is beautiful.

In this connection it is interesting to note that even a factory

town in the distance is often picturesque and full of color, with bil-

lows of opal steam and purple smoke. Because of its association

with bustle it makes the quiet of a faraway vantage point the

more peaceful, while near-by a city and its outskirts is in general

bitterly disheartening. The pine will shut out the near ugliness

and allow the distant prospect. By planting a heavy mass and
softening the edge with separated small groups and single speci-

mens one can create irregular vistas of rare charm.
In old woods the pine loses its lower branches and the tall,

straight trunks stand out in superb ranks that compare in unity of

esthetic effect with the repeated columns of a Greek temple. Over
too great an area one becomes oppressed by the monotony of this

arrangement and a certain sombreness that underlies the dark
hushing canopy. Used sparingly, on the other hand, we get one
of the most interesting effects of landscape architecture, when it is

arranged to look down through a thin screen of pine bolls at a

broad, fertile valley or a lake.

Fine as is a pine wood, there is equal charm in a hillside covered
with primeval hemlock, as is to be seen on Hemlock Hill in the
Arnold Arboretum. Without sacrifice

of dignity, there is an added grace of de-

tail. In the wood the hemlock retains

longer the living branches low down,
and each is as elegant as the frond of a

fern. Then, too, a hemlock forest is

never sombre—indeed, is curiously light.

This is caused by the fact that the

underside of every tiny needle is almost

white, though seen from a distance the

trees appear a rich, deep green. Fortu-

nately, too, under hemlocks the soil con-

ditions are often favorable to the growth
of mountain laurel, best of our Northern
broad - leaved evergreens. Otherwise

they are carpeted underneath only with

their own brown needles. Hemlock
branches are particularly fine as a lacy

frame for a distant view.

In a brief review it is necessary to

pass over many invaluable trees, but
not even the shortest article could

ignore that unique blessing of Heaven
to warm the cockles of the architect's

heart—the red cedar. He likes its color
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Shell-bark hickory (Hickoria

ovata). Tall, narrow, broken

head around shaggy, stalwart

trunk. Few side branches,

breaking off at abrupt angles.

Foliage rich green, of fine sub-

stance, turns yellow and purple

in autumn. Nuts of fine flavor.

Makes very handsome speci-

men. Slow-growing and diffi-

cult to transplant

Arborvitae (Thuya occidenlalis)

.

Makes splendid dense evergreen

hedge without clipping, but endures

topiary work well. Sometimes fifty

feet high, but loses lower branches

when old. Has well groomed, smart

appearance when healthy. Some-
times gets rusty in winter. Inter-

esting for garden hedge or lawn

specimen, but single trees must be
used with care
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and texture
against his

buildings, but
even if of ma-
genta tinware,

he would con-

tinue to picture

it in his render-

ings because of

its form. From
its infancy it

looks like a

Noah's Ark
tree, and the

older it gets the

stronger the re-

semblance be-

comes. This
shape appeals

to the archi-

tect, and indeed

to everybody

else for that

matter. The tree can" be used between
windows without cutting off the light, and
in the drawings to relieve the stiffness of
the architecture without disguising it. But
architects are too prone to advise its use

for hedges and screens. The fact is that, notwithstanding its

formal shape, it is not at home in crowded plantings. Cedars love

the open meadows and cracks in the ledges. If you see them
growing wild you will notice that almost every specimen is isolated

and open to air and light.

In no way can they be said to take the place in our climate of the

Italian cypress, because that tree rapidly attains an enormous
height, while in the Northern States the red cedar rarely grows as

tall as a two-story house. Farther south it reaches greater height,

but, curiously enough, then it frequently loses its sharply formal

lines to become the most picturesque of spreading evergreens. One
sees thousands of red cedars in Maryland and Virginia that resem-

ble crooked old apple trees from a distance. To lovers of contrast

in landscape the red cedar is unrivaled. Its formal spotting on the

worn-out rocky meadows of new England, crossed by rough stone

walls, varied here and there with warped white oaks, clumps of

blueberry, sweet fern, steeple bush, and hardhack, and now and
again a neglected apple tree, spell for them the melancholy romance
that lies in abandoned farms.

Of larger size, we find a tree of similarly upright form in the

Lombardy poplar. It was originally imported into this country,

and like so many that are not native, it is less dependable than

indigenous stock. Usually short-lived,

it is apt to be attacked by borers while

still young, so that large pieces die out

and the tree drags on a moribund ex-

istence that we like but little. For we
Americans are young enough to feel

distaste for all that warns of weakness

and of death. More sophisti-

White birch (Betula alba).

Small tree of peculiar charm.

Gleaming white trunks, usually

several from one centre, lean

weakly but with lovely grace.

Leaves sparkle gaily. A tree of

pleasant moods, particularly

cheery against dark pines.

Rapid-growing and short-lived,

it serves well as nurse for more
enduring varieties. Not a

choice tree, but could ill be

spared

Maidenhair tree (Ginkgo bil-

oba). Shows two forms. Male
apt to sprawl, throwing out

great branches at awkward
angles. Female often fastigiate

and close knit, forming pointed

head. Distinctly individual.

Leaves small, fan-shaped,

somewhat resembling maiden-

hair fern enlarged. Easily
grown. Few enemies. Endures

city conditions well, proving

excellent for street planting

cated eyes have found great

beauty in the bare shanks of

poplar trees, as all will remem-
ber who have seen "The Av-

enue" by Hobbema. In certain parts

of our country the Lombardy poplar

does better than in others. Particu-

larly fine specimens are to be found all

through the rich valleys of western New
York, where the tree grows taller and

of bigger girth than elsewhere, remaining

in excellent condition for many years.

As so often happens, they look best

where they do best. In that country

the landscape elements are on a broad,

generous scale. Valleys and hills are

miles long and wide. The aspiring
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Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus glandulosa). A weed
among trees, but deserves mention for one great

service—it prospers in the :slums and tiny back
yards of great cities. It has a clean, green foliage,

interesting seed clusters, and some grace. Great
care should be taken to get only trees having pistil-

late flowers, as the staminate have a bad odor

poplar is in harmony with

this great topography, as

the small red cedar fits the

lesser elements of New Eng-
land, where even if the

mountains are higher than

any land in the Great Lakes
region, the elements which

go to make up the average

landscape compositions are

less spacious.

There seems to be but

little reason to mention the

value of the Lombardy
poplar as a quick screen

adapted to

narrow lim-

its. Every-

body knows
it. Few people seem to realize that it is a tree

which demands rich soil and quantities of fertilizer

to get good development.

^A. Lombardy poplar reaches our extreme of

height in fastigiate trees. For a corresponding

round-headed, dense mass of foliage I know nothing

to equal the wild cherry tree as seen in the Brandy-
wine region near Philadelphia. Many trees there

are found spreading over a hundred feet and more.

Where the cattle do not reach it the foliage mass
begins at the ground, the parent tree being supple-

mented by a thick growth of cherry seedlings which

continue the line down. While fine at all times,

such a tree is nothing short of amazing in the spring

when completely covered with flowers. Who wants

a huge mass of foliage and a mountain of flowers

could do no better than to plant this tree where

conditions are right. Generally speaking, the wild

cherry is but little esteemed.

In contrast with such trees one could not go

further than to the birch (Betula paperifera), the

"Lady of the Forest." White and slim of trunk,

the branches finely divided, there is an airy elegance

here possessed by no other tree. Its foliage is

always a clear, bright green which in autumn turns

to gold. Like the wood nymph, it is associated

more with wild scenery than with the haunts of

men. But it is easily domesticated and makes a

particularly pleasant tree where a thin screen is

wanted near a house, looking especially well against

gray stone with white joints. Where possible it is

well to associate it

Austrian pine (Pinus nigra). Best

of the imported evergreens for thick

screen. Naturally dense growth.

Long needles. Dark green color.

Formal but not stiff. Does not har-

monize with all evergreens, but if

properly arranged is good with our

native picturesque pitch pine of

similar foliage, and with dwarf pines—Pinus mugho

Tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica). Small

to medium sized tree. Branches often

strangely contorted, yet falling gen-

erally into parallel drooping layers.

Glistening rich green leaves, turning

brilliant red in autumn. Both pic-

turesque and elegant. Will grow in

sandy, sterile, acid soil. Rarely

planted, as supposed to be difficult to

establish. Well worth an extra effort

Lombardy poplar (Populus nigra

llalica). Most conspicuous of fas-

tigiate trees here. Good for high,

narrow screen. Gross feeder. At-

tacked by borer which kills «ut parts

of tree. Comparatively short lived.

Foliage of indifferent color, rather

untidy. Generally out of place in

our pastoral landscapes, but invalu-

able at times for accent

with hemlocks or

white pines, as each

serves to accentuate

the beauty of the

other. In the forest it

grows sometimes
singly, at other times

in large clumps. In artificial plant-

ings it is apt to look best in groups,

and it is well to plant them close

together, sometimes putting two
trees in the same hole.

When it comes to the more formal

use of trees, the problem is less to

find those whose natural growth and
tendencies are to be selected as obli-

gato to the principal theme of the

landscape composition. We are con-

cerned more with the patience of any
species in undergoing the grooming
process, whether in topiary work,

espalier, pleaching, or other modify-

ing tricks of the horticulturist.

Of these, topiary work is the most

White ash (Fraxinus Americana).

Favorite with some, but on the whole

more useful to commerce than to art.

Trunk and branch system uninterest-

ing. Foliage starts late and drops

easily. Rarely luxuriant, but has a

fine yellow moment before disappear-

ing. Famous in fable and story. The
tree Igdrasil was an ash

practical and will probably become
increasingly popular as the habits of
trees and shrubs are better understood.

It is sculpture in vegetable medium.
I he commonest seen form is the clipped

hedge, of which there are thousands,
if not hundreds of thousands, of miles

in this country. But as yet the prac-
tice is confined largely to shrubbery.
Here and there, however, one sees an
immense wall of clipped Norway spruce,

house high; or perhaps it is of old hem-
lock or white pine. To come across a

great velvet green rampart of this sort

opens one's eyes to the remarkable

possibilities for formal

gardening in the Eng-
lish style that have lain

at our hands unused.

But we are not limited

to the use of evergreens.

At times only deciduous

trees will fulfil the requirements of texture and
col»r. Or it may be that the normal pyramidal
head of the evergreen is less satisfactory than the

round top of a deciduous growth.

For a high, thick-set deciduous hedge, no tree

compares with the European beech. It is natur-

ally twiggy and, with shearing, makes a close wall

from the ground up. It has the further advantage
of frequently retaining many of its fawn-colored

leaves all winter, which makes it almost as good a

screen as an evergreen. In summer it varies, ac-

cording to the variety, from deep green to the so-

called "copper" and "purple" tones. At least

eight feet in width should be reserved for a beech
hedge, and preferably more for final growth, for it is

a tree, not a shrub, and must be so treated even
when severely clipped back.

The next best tree for a topiary hedge is the

hornbeam, either American or European. It may
be used in place of the beech, where the final height

is to be not more than twelve or fifteen feet. An-
other tree for a moderately high hedge is the Eng-
lish hawthorn, which makes the hedgerows of
England. It is hardy here and amenable to severe

clipping. Its advantages are a glorious week of
color in early summer, and a tendency to be

thorny, which is discouraging to man and beast

trying to push their jt~><-^

way through.

The hawthorn is a

Crataegus, which fam-

ily has lately received

a great deal of atten-

tion from students of

trees. A very large

number of different

varieties have been found native in

this country, and almost all of them
have a landscape use. Few are to be

found in the nursery lists, however,

though it is possible to get almost all

of the desirable effects from those

that are available. They are small

trees, most of them with a good show
of flowers in the spring, and a cover of

handsome berries in the autumn.

The shining thorn (Cratagus nitida) is

one of the best, with lustrous leaves,

numerous pure white flowers, and

scarlet fruit. The Washington thorn

{Cratagus cordata) is a small, slender

tree with cream-white flowers in June,

and scarlet fruit which stays on the

Sycamore (Platanus occidenlalis).

Largest deciduous tree in America.

Magnificent columnar trunk. Tree

of marked variability. Bark flakes

off, leaving whitish splotches, very

conspicuous. Leaves light yellowish-

green, make bright, pleasant shade.

Flourishes best in rich river bottoms,

where it grows with great rapidity.

Very like oriental plane, the favorite

of classic times, chosen to shade the

Academy of Athens
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tree until spring. The cockspur thorn (Cratagus

crusgalli) is the last to come into flower, often

being at its best during the first week in July in

\cu England. It retains its red fruit all winter.

All these trees have foliage which turns brilliant

colors in autumn, for which alone they would

be worth planting on every place. Probably all

of them would make good hedges, although the

last named is the only one that has been used

largely for that purpose. Because of their

thorns and spicy twigs, they make good barrier

plants.

Among the most valuable trees that we have

are the lindens. Here again we find trees that

will stand clipping well, and may be used to form

high walls of foliage, though it takes coaxing to

keep the [branches down to the ground. The
European variety, which grows as well in this

country as our native species, or even better,

is especially good for topiary work. It is bet-

ter known, however, because of the flowers in

July and August, which perfume the air far and near, like the

apple tree of spring.

—> We have a few other flowering trees which deserve mention,

but there is space for but three. The virgilia {Cladrastis luted) is a

small tree, growing sometimes to fifty feet, with one or two short

trunks and a beautifully rounded top. In June it is covered with

loose panicles of white, fragrant flowers. Its foliage is a beautiful

yellow-green. Later on in the summer come the flowers of the

Japan lacquer tree {Kcelreuteria paniculata). This latter is less de-

pendable than the virgilia through our Northern winters and less

handsome when well developed, but more picturesque. But it is

worth having, not only for its showy yellow flowers in July and

August, but for the exquisite coppery red of the opening leaves in

spring. The third is the Japan pagoda tree (Sophora Japonica),

the type, not the pendulous form. It grows to be a medium sized

tree about sixty feet high, very graceful, with a broad-spreading

top. In winter the bright green twigs add a spark of welcome

color. In midsummer the numerous cream-white flowers come
when the gardens show least color. Where there is room, all

Horse-chestnut (/Esculus Hippocastanum).

Foliage very strong and dense, casting deep

shadow. Clips well, forming high wall of green.

Of little interest for autumn color. Mahogany
brown nuts. Glory of the tree is conspicuous

upright white flower clusters, "the candelabra

of the spring"

places should have at least one specimen of

these flowering trees.

We might well look to our Colonial garden

makers for one use of trees that is now largely

forgotten or avoided. In the old days, gardens

were as much for use as for pleasure. Fruit

was an important product, even on the smallest

places. The apple trees were generally put at

one side in an orchard by themselves, as thev

took up too much room to allow many of

them near the house, but the smaller fruits

suffered no such objection and were set out in

more or less straight lines, and the flower gardens

were built around them. Thus we find pears,

peaches, plums, and quinces in the old beds sur-

rounded by flowers and ragged box edging. The
flowers did not do quite as well under the trees,

perhaps, but that was a secondary considera-

tion. A similar treatment is often wise to-day.

The true gardener cares less for horticultural

bloom than for atmosphere, and rightly. This

elusive quality could often be snared by following the old custom.

Since use is no longer the guiding motive, we might well substitute

for some of the old fruiting varieties the newer flowering apples,

cherries, quinces* and plums, than which we have no finer flowering

plants. A discussion of these trees and shrubs and the best way
to use them would take too long, but every one should make
experiments along this line for himself. I am sure that all who
know an old garden of the sort, or a new one which has been built

around an old tree, will agree with the principle laid down. I know
of no more charming place than such a garden in the hills. A grass

plot follows the natural lines of a tiny hollow. In the centre is a

sunken pool. Around are borders of riotous flowers. The natural

banks which enclose the garden are covered with wild roses,

with rough stone steps down here and there. Farther out the red

cedars, growing wild, form a high, jagged background through

which one may glimpse a hilltop in the distance. At one side a

scraggly shadbush spreads lacy branches over a sun-dial. As

good flowers may be had anywhere. It is the old shadbush and

the background of cedars that make the garden.

TREE SURGERY— GOOD and BAD
By DR. H. D. HOUSE

State Botanist, New York

HE man who selects the site for his country home be-

cause of the trees which grow there is very apt to

place a high value upon those trees, and is willing

to spend large sums in order to preserve them and

keepthemin a healthy condition. Hehastheright

to expect that for the money he spends he will re-

ceive the highest quality of expert service. He
ought to know whether or not he is receiving this kind of service.

Unfortunately, it is my observation that few owners of trees have

the slightest idea of what constitutes good tree surgery in contrast

with unskilled work. I have in mind a typical case of this sort,

upon an estate not far from New York, owned by a gentleman
whom I will designate as Mr. Williams. Mr. Williams's house is

surrounded by numerous elm, maple, and horse-chestnut trees,

so old and large that their beauty doubles the value of the estate.

Several of the trees were badly decayed, and about three years

ago Mr. Williams received a visit from a persuasive young man
who suggested to him that he could doctor them up in such a

way that they might be preserved for many years to come. All

that was necessary, he said, was to remove the decay and fill the

cavities with cement. So convincing was the young man, that he

was engaged to do the work.

Mr. Williams helieved that his trees had received skilled at-

tention. Within two years, however, the cement fillings began

to crack. There was no healing growth of callous around the

edges of the treated cavities. There was a flow of discolored sap or

slimy fluid from the bottom of some of the cement fillings. Dead

bark falling away from the edges of other fillings disclosed the

fact that the cavity had not been extended to the edge of the

living tissue, or that carelessness during the operation had caused

the live tissue to die around the edge of the cavity.

It was at this stage that Mr. Williams asked me to examine

his trees and give my advice. I had seen so much of this sort of

work that I was quite frank in telling him that he had been duped

and swindled, and what was worse, that the trees had suffered

great damage as a consequence.

Mr. Williams could hardly be blamed if he had concluded that

all tree surgery was a sham and had refused to countenance any

further work upon his trees. But by my advice he had the work

done over again, and this time, you may be sure, he knew what he

was doing, and most important of all, he took the necessary time

and trouble to inform himself regarding what constitutes reliable

and skilful work.

I mention this particular case because it is typical of a certain

phase of tree surgery which within the past ten or fifteen years

has done more harm to valuable shade and ornamental trees than

any insect or fungous pests could accomplish in twice the time.

It is important to recognize just here the fact that good and thor-

oughly reliable tree surgery, which is worth all that it costs, can

easily be had if the tree owner will simply exercise proper care
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in the selection of the concern that is to be entrusted with this

important work.

Such conditions as I have described, and the obvious ignorance

of many so-called tree surgeons regarding the nature and method

of growth of the object of their professional work, have created not

merely a contempt for the profession, but a deep suspicion and dis-

trust regarding tree surgery in all those who have seen the results

of unskilled work.

Free surgery of a thorough and trustworthy character is a

comparatively new profession, and the many mistakes made by

its practitioners in the past or the recent past have been due, no

doubt, in large part to ignorance and not to mere greed or any de-

liberate intention of injuring the trees treated or of defrauding

their owners. The large number of unskilled and poorly trained

men who think that they are able to do good work form a menace
which owners of valuable trees must guard against.

Like medical surgery, the profession of tree surgery must pass

through an epoch of development, and as in all other professions,

there will doubtless always be with us those poorly trained, ignor-

ant, or avaricious practitioners who can only be recognized by their

lack of high professional standing. Owners of trees must expect

to have to protect themselves against them in the same way that

intelligent persons protect themselves against the blandishments

of quack medicines, cheap dental surgery, or any other cheap and

worthless professional service. Protection in this case would be to

seek advice of tree owners who have had extensive and satisfactory

work performed upon their trees, which has stood the test of

time. I am thoroughly convinced of the benefits to be derived

from skilled tree surgery, but to be of any value and of any last-

ing benefit to the trees treated, it must be performed by men who
have been carefully trained for the work, who understand the na-

ture of trees, and who place honesty and high quality of work
above every other consideration.

From a study of a variety of tree surgery cases, and taking into

consideration what we know about the nature of tree growth and

of the insects and fungi which attack trees, certain essentials stand

out very conspicuously. These are:

Complete removal of decayed parts. Failure to remove completely

the decayed interior of a tree trunk always results in serious

trouble. Moisture, gathering in the remaining decayed tissue,

hastens further decay, especially if the cavity has been filled with

cement. Frequently the excess moisture will ooze out below the

filling and cause an unsightly staining of the bark. The unskilled

tree surgeon usually tells the tree owner that this is due to the

sweating of the cement. Cement may sweat, but there should

never occur a flow of discolored slimy fluid from below a cement
filling, where the decayed wood has been completely removed and
the cavity otherwise properly treated before filling. In the ma-
jority of cases of unskilled work this is the chief fault.

Work of this sort upon a tree merely encloses moisture, inter-

rupts aeration, and prevents drainage, conditions which hasten

rather than retard decay. Figure 1 shows the usual type of this

Fig. 1. Trunk of a maple tree, showing the Fig. 2. Same tree with filling removed, show-
crude work of the unskilled tree surgeon ing mass of decayed wood behind the cement

kind of work, although some workers with greater skill in the hand-

ling of cement may produce a better external appearance of the

cement filling, but with the same bad internal conditions as shown
by F igures 2 and 3, which are views of the same tree.

If impracticable to remove absolutely all decayed wood, it is better

to leave the cavity open, well drained, and ventilated. An attempt
to avoid the expense of complete removal, reinforcement, and ce-

ment filling has given rise to a compromise method of tree butchery

which might be designated as "open cavity tree surgery." The
decayed wood is largely but not always entirely removed, and the

exposed surface, even out to the living bark, is painted with some
tar-like preparation, or burned. Such work serves little purpose

in the object to be desired—that is, the preservation of the tree

by restoring the strength of the lost parts and presenting a smooth
surface over which healing may begin.

Sterilization of tfie cavity. The threads of the fungi which cause

the decay of wood penetrate the apparently sound wood some dis-

tance in advance of the actual decay, and thorough sterilization

of the exposed sound wood after complete removal of the decayed

tissue aims to destroy these threads as completely as possible and

thus prevent further decay. It is an important feature of good

work. It is essential, however, that the medium used for this pur-

pose should not come in contact with the living inner bark around

the edge of the cavity. The only living part.pf the trunk of a tree

is a thin layer, known as the cambium layer, just inside the bark,

which is depended upon to develop a callous-like growth that may
in time completely cover over the cement filling. It is this cam-
bium layer which forms a new ring of wood and a new inner layer

of bark each year. If the vitality of it is destroyed around the

edge of a cement filling, healing is impossible. Also, if it is de-

stroyed, decay is very apt to begin around the edge of the filling,

in which event the entire job is rendered worthless.

Waterproofing the cavity. Continuation of decay in the heart

wood is reduced to a minimum if it is well sterilized and covered

with a durable waterproof material, so that moisture which may
seep in behind the cement, or which may come from the sweating

of the cement, cannot gain access to the sound wood. The ulti-

mate success indeed of all tree surgery depends very largely upon

complete removal of the decayed wood, and the insurance of the

remaining wood against entrance of external moisture and fungous

spores.

Shape of the cavity. It is a matter of common observation that a

wound upon a tree heals by the formation of a callous from the

vertical edges of the wound, and that little healing takes place on

the horizontal edges. This fact is shown in Figure 9, where a

wound caused by the removal of a limb was at first nearly circular,

but soon became elongated by the rapid healing from the sides;

eventually it will become entirely closed by this lateral growth.

Hence it is essential for rapid healing over the face of a cement fill-

ing that the cavity should taper at both ends, even at the expense

of some living tissue. Likewise it is important that the freshly

cut edges of a cavity should traverse the edge of living tissue (cam-

Fig. 3. Decay completely removed and bolts Fig. 4. The finished work of a skilled man.

inserted to strengthen trunk and support limbs This shows a perfect job of tree surgery

«



It is the old shadbush and the background of cedars that make the garden.- Notwithstanding its formal shape the cedar is not at home in crowded plantings. In the wild, almost every

specimen is isolated and open to the air and light
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Figs. 5 and 6. Showing the proper method of mechanical reinforcement for a tree which is

badly weakened by decay and loss of sound wood, and the finished work (at right). The bottom

portion may never heal over, but the tree should stand for many years. Untreated it would have

died in two or three years

bium layer) and be covered

immediately by paint, which

will prevent the living layer

from drying out and dying.

This insures an immediate

growth of callous around the

edge of the cavity.

Drainage system. One of the

chief necessities in successful

tree surgery work is to prevent

seepage of water into the

cavity after it has been filled

with cement. Waterproofing

the cavity aids greatly in ac-

complishing this, but the ex-

pansion of water in freezing

makes it important to keep

water from collecting behind

the cement filling, whence it

might find its way into the

sound wood and render the

entire work worthless. The

danger of water thus entering

jmay be largely if not entirely

obviated by cutting a groove in the sound wood just beneath the

bark into which the outer surface of the cement filling projects.

The grooves on both sides of the cavity should meet at the base

in such a way that any water collecting in these grooves will

escape at the bottom of the filling without finding its way in be-

hind the cement. As soon as the callous of the new growth

extends over the edge of the cement filling, danger from this

source is usually past.

Mechanical reinforcement. Extensive decay within a tree, es-

pecially if accompanied by the destruction of a considerable portion

of the outer shell of the trunk, results in a great loss of strength,

which the tree needs in order to support its crown during wind-

storms. When a tree supports a normal sized crown of branches

and foliage, it is essential that the original strength of the trunk

be restored by properly placed bolts, both horizontal and vertical,

as shown in Figure 5. In addition to bolts, many trees require

various kinds and combinations of bracing. This calls for a high

degree of mechanical skill as well as an accurate knowledge of the

nature of the strains to which a tree trunk will be subjected. Cross

bolts should have lock nuts within and the heads countersunk on

the outside. The heads should be sunk sufficiently so that

tiny cement fillings may be placed over them (Figure 7), otherwise

further decay might start at these points. If they cannot be

sunk deeply because of the thinness of the remaining sound wood,

both they and the exposed live tissue can be immediately painted,

and they will heal over in a short time.

Bands of iron placed around a trunk or

across a cement filling are disfiguring and can

serve no ultimate

usefulness. As a rule

they result in almost

irreparable damage
by girdling the all-

important bark.

Cement filling in

sections. Trees are

not entirely rigid.

They sway in the

wind, and in severe

storms there is also

a twisting motion to

the trunk. Were
this not so, no tree

trunk could pass

through some of our

severe windstorms.

When cavities of any

considerable size are

filled solid with ce-

ment, the flexibility

of the tree trunk is

destroyed, and in a severe

windstorm it is apt to be

snapped ofT just above the un-

yielding cement filling. The
effort of the trunk to sway in

the wind also causes such

solid fillings to crumble and

sometimes to fall out.

A properly placed cement
filling should be in short sec-

tions, the top of each section

rounding upward toward the

back of the cavity, and sepa-

rated from the section next

above by a layer of tar paper

or some enduring flexible ma-
terial. By this means the

necessary flexibility of the

trunk is not destroyed, crack-

ing of the cement is reduced

to a minimum, and there is

at the same time provided a

smooth, solid surface over

"which the healing process

may progress. When the filling is skilfully smoothed on the outer

face, with an eye to the restoration of the symmetry of the

tree, and the surface of the cement is brought close to, but not

quite flush with, the surface of the living wood where the two

meet along the edge of the cavity, there is established an ideal

condition for the rapid healing of the wound.
Treatment of weak crotches in trees. A very common form of

weakness in certain trees, particularly in elms and maples, is the

presence of a weak crotch between the main branches of the

trunk. Not infrequently windstorms have caused such crotches

to split because they were structurally weak. Moisture may enter

these cracks, and the process of decay then secures a start. Ex-

ternally the tree may appear in perfect condition, but the prac-

ticed eye of the expert easily detects this danger and has a remedy
for it. In addition to removing the decay from the crotch and

filling it with cement, he uses various cross bolts to restore the

strength of the crotch, and adds to the support of the limbs above

by the use of chains placed from limb to limb at a height above

the crotch which will give the greatest amount of support (Figures

7 and 8). Any crotch cavity that is filled with cement without

providing proper support for the limbs above is practically worth-

less.

I have not attempted here to cover the entire subject of good tree

surgery, but only to touch upon some of the most essential points

that determine success or failure. If it does not measure up at

least to these requirements it does not accom-

plish its purpose.

If a tree from its location, beauty, or

association, is not

- i"

Fig. 7. Showing detail of proper

treatment of weak crotch

Fig. 8. Doctoring weak crotch in an old elm. Notice

the use of chains high up on the limbs

Fig. 9. Nature's method of

healing over a cut surface

worth the most skill-

ful treatment which

is available, it is bet-

ter to let it alone or

to remove it and sub-

stitute for it a young
and vigorous tree

which in a few years

will take the place of

the diseased tree in

the general scheme

of the landscape.

On the otherhand,

owners of trees

should bear in mind

that propercare given

to young and grow-

ing trees to-day may
obviate the neces-

sity for expensive

tree surgery a few

years hence.



The NEIGHBORLINESS of FURNISHINGS
By RUBY ROSS GOODNOW
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*lll \ I makes for ncighhoilincss in furniture? There

.ire thousands ol answers. One could sir and

write neat examples all day, as for instance:

lunch furniture will not consort with flowered

wall paper; nr

Needlepoint is outraged In the nearness of

chintz; or

Cult furniture has no place in rooms with wicker; and soon, until

people of conservative taste will turn in disgust from what seems

a hail joke, and people with no taste will wondci what is to Income

of Sentiment, and people of the new taste which means an un-

prcnidiccd seeing of things as they are will go on mixing thing!

haphazard, violating all axioms, and getting results ranging from

the pleasing to the enchanting.

Charm in house furnishings comes from a recognition of ncigh-

borliness; tin most proper room that was ever conceived is empty

of charm until some one

brings in an element ol sur-

prise, of gavety. The unex-

pected is just as \ aluahle a

quality in decoration as it is

in human friendship. \N e do

not demand of our neighbors

that they shall entertain us

constantly, hut we do hope

that they will amuse us oc-

casionallv. We do not want

the furniture in our rooms to

assert its differences osten-

tatiously, hut we are very

happy w hen some tine ohject

declares our extraordinary-

good taste by making every-

thing near it charming.

There is little chance for this

agreeahle quality in an un-

mixed period room, which

prohahly accounts for the

selective system of house

furnishing nowsofarreaching.

The adventurous decora-

tor is that one who can

use gilt with wicker, in the

extreme exception to all

rules. The safe decorator is

so safe as to need no advice.

She will go on w ith her back-

to -nature, her m other-
earth s-own-colors scientific

arrangement of tones, and

period arrangement of rooms,

and it is well that it should be

so. Consistent things are al-

w ays a stimulus toonginality;

a hodgepodge room of fright-

ful taste is sometimes just as

consistent as a modern, model
sort of room of sad burlap

Grace Woods, decorator

An example of the decorative excellence of things of no period. Against the quiet background of

simple paneling the marble figure, suggesting a fountain, gives the necessary element of surprise
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and pious oak—and just as sure to cause the woman with flair to

go home and do something human with her room.
It is easy to do a mixed room, hut there must be a beginning, a

dominant note, a point of departure. If furniture is to be con-
genial, it must be congenial with some fixed thing. What with
what? Every room worth its salt, its charm, has a beginning
of some sort—a lovely lot of old chintz, a set of engraved Venetian
mirrors, a pair of pale blue needlework chairs, certain family por-
traits, a hobby of some sort—and then the room grows.

If there does not seem to be a point of departure, the personality
of a room may often be found by weeding out the obviously im-
peraotial things, and then reducing what is left to good or bad. If

there is nothing so good or so bad as to suggest a new arrangement,
you might as well put the old things back and give it up as

hopeless.

In mixing furniture, the one infallible test is, does it please

the eye? All the axioms
are as nothing, if the asso-

ciation of unusual things

is pleasing. But we can
make large divisional rules,

to which the exceptions will

be the work of experienced

decorators. Certain groups
of things are usually pleas-

ant, others are usually un-
pleasant — and there you
are.

A room that has any archi-

tectural importance is half

done when the mantel, the

moldings, and the lighting

fixtures are planned. The
room at once becomes Ital-

ian, or Georgian, or Eliza-

bethan, or what not, and
demands a certain number
of furnishings of the period

declared by the architect.

But there is always possi-

bility of elasticity: the sever-

est English paneled room
will welcome Italian gilt mir-

rors, and Chinese porcelains,

and small gayeties of no
period.

If the ceiling of an Eng-
lish oak room be modeled

plaster, the standard of fur-

nishing is raised, and you can

take fewer liberties. In real

English houses, of course,

they mix things as they jolly

well please, and get the

most home -like, comfort-

able results. For instance,

in an English house you find

chintz-covered chairs side by
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Living room in the Herbert Pratt home at Glen Cove, Long Island. The dictum is that if the ceiling of an English oak room be in modeled plaster, the standard of furnishing is thereby raised

and you can take fewer liberties

side with needlework ones, and you like it immensely, but you feel

that the same thing in a new American house would be an affecta-

tion. With our clear-seeing eyes, we would mix Italian paint and

lacquer, knowingthat there lies more real friendliness. Thechintz-

covered chairs we would place in simpler oak rooms with cottagy

furniture, or in the pleasant painted rooms

that we find so right for our country

houses. Damasks, needlework, old vel-

vets, and plaster ceilings belong together,

just as do other damasks, pale brocades,

and painted and gilt boiserie in other rooms.

Our tendency in house furnishings is

even more strongly Italian-ward than

our architectural tendency, if possible;

the Italian antiques that remain to us

are so delightfully varied, so friendly to

all rooms. Italian painted furniture is

the salvation of many a too-dark room,

just as a few glowing pieces of Tuscan

walnut, or an occasional flamboyant gilt

mirror, is the making of many a too-pale

one. Venetian lacquer, or paint, has the

happy faculty of mixing with almost any

sort of furniture. Because it is ab-

solutely without fixed laws, it may be

combined with many things that are

fixed. Large desks and commodes of

it are magnificently decorative when
used with Italian, English, or Spanish

oak and walnut. The smaller, more

delicate chairs and tables agree per-

fectly with Sheraton, Adam, Louis XVI,
or Louis XV things.

Abruzzi chairs, for instance, are very

friendly to old English furniture of the cot-

tage type. In my own dining room I have

used dissimilar things most agreeably. This room is on the base-

ment floor of an old house. For gayety, I used a reproduction of

an old wall paper of sky-blue ground, patterned with pomegran-

ates in yellow fruit and red flower, and great white cockatoos.

The wainscot, woodwork, and ceiling are painted the pale sky blue

Kuby Ross Goodnow, decorator

Venetian lacquer, because it is so entirely without fixed laws, may be combined with many things. Large desks and commodes of

it are marvelously effective used with Italian, Spanish, or English oak and walnut
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Chamberlain nil. decorator

This paneled room is unqualitirdly Italian in the larger Uiinirs the walnut walls, velvet curtains, Panim overmantel, etc.—but the small tables and caned chairs and couch are French, while

the wing chair is American—and yet harmony and charm are achieved

of the paper ground. The doors are the vermilion of the

pomegranate blossoms, the yellow of the fruits being re-

peated in yellow Chinese vases, and many old Spanish plat-

ters. The long dining tahle and dresser are reproductions of

old Knglish pieces, in oak. The chairs are copies of Abruzzi

ones, red. with much gold on their

caned slatted backs and rush seats—

-

almost gilt and wicker! There are

obviously no pictures, but I find those

coarse gilt-framed mirrors from north

Africa exactly right against the gay

paper. Here in one room there are

things Italian. English, Chinese. Span-

ish, and American, but all in the same
value of color and design, a primitive

crudity that is not at all dull.

One of the illustrations of this article

shows a room in which many Italian

things are used against a background of

that simple paneling which we associate

with Louis XVI. Here is an example of

the decorative excellence of things of no

period; the plain, soft rug, which gives

color, the plain soft walls which furnish

pale back-ground, the simple curtains

innocent of elaborations. Against this

quiet background the marble figure,

with its surrounding cluster of plants in

ordinary earthen pots, becomes as dra-

matic as a fountain in an Italian garden.

The long, empty walnut table with its

figures of white paste takes on great

distinction. You feel merely an excel-

lent arrangement of light and shadow,

and do not seek to pigeonhole the room
as this or that. The suggestion of a

fountain supplies the necessary element of surprise, of charm.

The paneled Italian room shown is a little more consistent in

the larger things; the walnut walls, the velvet curtains, the Panini

overmantel, the many gilt candlesticks and frames and lanterns,

are absolutely Italian. But the small tables, the caned chairs

Different English periods cannot always be mixed with impunity, yet nearly every English period and some French ones are rep-

resented in this drawing room (Mr. Herbert Pratt's) , with happy results. It's all in knowing how
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and couch are very French, while the elongated wing chair is ab-

solutely American. This room achieves lightness and gayety by

the use of many mirrors, many small pictures, brilliant cushions,

and fresh flowers in pale-colored glass.

English things are not always to be mixed with English things,

obviously, but in the drawing room shown here, things from almost

every English period, and some French ones, seem happy together.

Here are needlework chairs of every sort—Heppelwhite, and Wil-

liam and Mary, and Queen Anne, and Louis Quatorze, and Louis

Quinze—but the bigness, the calm spaciousness of the room, accepts

them. One feels the lack of groups of chairs with tables, of fixed

places for conversation, in this room, though all its elements are

beautiful.

A room painted Georgian green-blue, with lines of gilt on its

moldings, seems to be the final home of hundreds of lovely things.

We have tried dozens of pictures, countless arrangements of furni-

ture in this green-blue room, and always the result is delightful.

In the illustration shown there is a characteristic motley, agreeable

in color and form. The room is carpeted in fawn color, with a half-

width of black velvet as border. The door is of black lacquer,

with a Persian panel—a gold tree in turquoise ground—inset. The
furniture is a mixture of English and Italian; a William and Mary
spinet lacquered in the Chinese taste, an eighteenth century screen

of cream color, lacquered in the same manner; lovely pale blue

Venetian chairs, very Queen Anne in form; a Jacobean draw table

of oak, with the most audacious Venetian painting above—an

enchanting lady seated in a quaint chair under a blue parasol, with

a red-coated attendant. There are newest Victorian gilt frames,

and florid gilt minors, and Italian saints, and Chinese gardens, in

this room, and one and all, they are exactly right against the definite

green-blue walls.

One could go on forever detailing successful mixed rooms, but a

few generalities are worth observing. With flowered chintz, for

instance, flowered wall papers should never be used. Each cheap-

ens the other. But with flowered wall paper, check ginghams, or

striped or plain linens, or taffeta of flat texture, may be used.

Chintzy bedrooms suggest old-fashioned furniture, mahogany or

yellow maple, or the plain painted things. The French chintzes,

or toiles de Jouy, are so fine in design, however, that they may be

employed with Adam or Sheraton or kindred French furniture.

It is much easier to mix dissimilar furniture than to mix stuffs;

figured stuffs are hardly ever amenable to such group rooms as we
have described. Pictures, also, must be carefully used.

For certain rooms, nothing seems so agreeable with -the simpler
models of our Colonial furniture as Japanese prints and bowls,

for there is congeniality between the restraint of the Japanese
and the austerity of the New Englander, but flowered chintz is too
frankly colorful to be used with Japanese prints. Old American
or English prints oPbirds, or flowers, or pictorial scenes a la Currier

and Ives, are more pleasant with chintz rooms. Flowered walls

absolutely refuse pictures, unless the paper be patterned in a small

scale, but they welcome old mirrors. All rooms of a fresh

painted sort demand plain carpets, or old-fashioned flowery hooked
rugs, or braided ones. Oriental rugs have no place with painted

furniture or flowery, stuffs.

The Oriental feeling that so nearly engulfed us, last year, is

happily modified. The joys of the Chinese taste were too much
for must of us; we became so Chinese as to be appalling. The rare

beauty of an occasional Chinese rug, which we experienced a

few years ago, has gone forever, thanks to the enormous supply of

copies and imitations. Chinese furniture never did belong in our
houses, though the English and French and Venetian interpretations

of it always did, and always will. Chinese objects of art, porce-

lains and jades and such, will always find places in good rooms.

Among the most joyous and refreshing things that could happen
to an American country house is a Georgian room in the Chinese

taste, one of those heaven-sent wall paper rooms, where incredible

trees bear blossoms and fruits never dreamed of, and brilliant birds

swing on fragile branches, and color becomes a feast. When one
comes upon such a room, with its thousand flowers and fruits

spread out delectably, with a mixed lot of eighteenth century fur-

niture of graceful shape and almost every coloring, one feels that

the millenium of decoration has been reached. Everything, any-

thing, is possible in a room so completely gay. I have seen these

rooms in English castles and country houses, in gloomy city houses,

in glorified Long Island cottages, with every possible sort of furni-

ture, and invariably they seemed to me the happiest of mixed
rooms. Like luxuriant aimless gardens, their ever-surprising

color, their whimsical divergences, make for a decoration that an
orderly plan could never bring to pass.

Ruby Ross Goodnow. decorator

The green-blue walls of this room, with lines of gilt on its moldings, serve as a harmonizer for almost any combination of furnishings that is put into it
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the LAN I)NDUOi r and I have al-

ways had a sccinh te-

^aid for appeal anu s Our
Consciences, there-
fore, used to trouble

us mddlv as we COO"

sulci i d tin- looks of

out estate when the elnldlen were

small. We ran, in those days, an

amateur public playground in our

backyard sand boxes and potato

bakes, croipiet-w iekets and a tennis

set. a hop-scotch held and a bouse lor

the bandit Geoffrey. Our backyard

was small, and these things rilled it

full. These furnishings, moreover, were

not allstucth ol theornatnent.il type.

\ laudscapi gaidcnci bad not been

consulted as to their placement, and

the "values" were hardly according to

Ins .nt. Geoffrey's little house, for

instance, u.is made Irotn a large piano

box, clapboarded and shingled, the

interior furnished and inhabited by his

roistering gang ol followers. Where
our "velvet lawn" should have been,

they had sunk old tubs in the ground

for turtle tanks; and up and down
within these ponds sailed twenty

stately turtles in black and yellow

shells, their inquiring necks stretched forth. There was no

room to keep a garden. Relics of our former flower beds struggled

bravely here and there —a flowering almond bush in the fence-

corner, a vine-like growth known as perennial pea, which miracu-

lousK teappeared every spring, striped grass beneath the plum-

trees, and a row of grapevines by the wall, these last immensely
encouraged by the boys. This was about all, except the apple tree,

laden with Baldwins and acrobats each fall. In fact, our backyard
was not one ot the siiili r 1 \ spots ol tow n.

Then Geoffrey, outgrowing turtles and his little house, moved
upward to his attic workroom. The gang, busy there with print-

shop and w ireless, climbed the garret stairs instead of the apple tree,

and left the yard deserted. The garden rested quietly in the sun.

Here, logically, might have been our chance to reassert our sus-

pended plans for a picturesque and fruitful plot of ground. Endi-

cott. however, is no born tillerof the soil, and 1 had other rows to hoe.

Barbara, at this point, announced that she was going to have a

garden. She was decided about it. She said it in the tone with

which Saint Simeon Stylites told his friends that he was going to

have a pillar. This tone, from Barbara, means persistence through

trials of mockings and scourgings. Geoffrey attends always to the

mockings.

"It's too bad," said she, "to have that ground running to waste,

with nothing growing on it to amount to anything."

"There's the Perennial Pea," said Geoffrey hopefully.

"That," observed Barbara firmly, "is never going to come up
again."

Barbara is business-like and independent. She believes in con-

sulting experts about her projected schemes. That afternoon she

made her way to her grandfather's, hunted up his workman, who
was busied about the early gardening, and consulted him.

"You can't expect to have no such garden as. this," Andrews
told her. "This land of your grandpa's has had something

put on it every year for years and years. You can't have a

good garden without you put something on it."

Barbara decided at once that her garden should have something

on it, and inquired what.

"Father," said Barbara that evening, "I wish that you would

order two loads of well-rotted stable manure for the garden."

"How you talk!" murmured Geoffrey from his paper.

My FRANCES I I S I K R WARNER
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Barbara's garden is lovely now. hut it is best after a laic shower, when
gainst the cool wetness lie long shadows of the flower npircs

"That is what Andrews said it need*."

Barbara's tone was final.

Endicott promised indulgently, and
at once forgot all about it. He kept

forgetting. Barbara, as days went on,

bet ami: import unatc. ! ibc int rod in ed

her request at unexpected moments,
in the midst of lofty discussions, irre-

levantly. Geoffrey begged her to look

up the chemical formula which should

express two loads of W. R. S. M. He
said that there must be one. At
length, Barbara led her father to the

telephone, and dictated the order

word by word. Margaret and Geoffrey

gathered to hear Endicott's gracious

voice repeating the well-conned ritual.

That was all the assistance that Bar-

bara required from us. The rest was
a matter that lay quite between her-

self and experts.

In the season that followed, we saw
her transformed before our eyes. From
a graceful ornament to our household,

a cheering friend, and a talented ad-

junct in all our exploits, she became
preoccupied, her conversation smack-
ing strongly of the soil. Instead of

going up to call upon her grandmother,

she went up to see Andrews. She hob-

nobbed socially with the butter-man, exchanging with him anec-

dotes of transplantings and cutworms. That word "cutworms,"

we learned, is the shibboleth and countersign among gardeners.

Barbara, accordingly, spent confidential moments at the door

with a certain kindly and dejected Mr. Pollard, who comes with

the vegetables, and mingled her tears with his as he recounted the

depredations of the cutworms—these subterrenes. "Ten rod

of radishes,", sighed Mr. Pollard, "and all but two rod cut

clean off'"

"When do they turn into butterflies," asked Barbara, "and stop

cutting
' They don't never stop," said Mr. Pollard morosely. "They

keep right on a-cuttin'!"

The vegetable garden, however, was not Barbara's most inti-

mate concern. Her most thoughtful planning was devoted to the

flowers. She had a feeling that a garden as small as hers should

not be too flat. The plants should hold their blossoms rather high.

She knew the flowers that she wanted, most of them hardy peren-

nials, blooming the second year. That first spring she spent trans-

planting frail wisps of green, setting out the seedlings in careful

groups, and later weeding plump rosettes of flowerless green

plants through the summer. Snapdragons, digitalis, hollyhocks,

and delphiniums—all these were only one sober mass of green.

She never told us all her trials. We could not help knowing
when a row of hopeful shoots that she had just transplanted for

the second time burst unexpectedly into bloom—the unmistakable

fine flower of chickweed. Barbara explained that in the cotyledon

stage she had taken it for something more rare and more generally

sought after, something that evidently had not come up at all.

She called our attention to the fact that at least it was uncommonly
thrifty chickweed.

About her pink sunflowers she did consult the family, in advance.

"They blossom right away," she began, "and will make a rapid

effect this first year. They are of dwarfish growth, and the petals

are creamy white, with rose-color on the edges. You can cut them,

and they blossom all the more. 'Cut and come again' the cata-

logue says."

We advised pink sunflowers, by all means. How they grew!

"A rapid effect" was a conservative phrase. They grew into great

angular stalks, with rank towers of rough green leaves, where

37
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swarms of grasshoppers sprang explosively out upon the observer.

The first enormous bud appeared, fat and round and hard. We
watched with suspense for the pink sunflower to unroll its rays of

rose and cream-color, as advertised. "La tulipe noire" Geoffrey

called it. And one morning when we looked out it was open.

Its perfidious ochre heart lay flat to view, and every sturdy petal

was bright yellow, yellow as a healthy pumpkin is yellow.
" Just exactly like the sunflowers around Mr. Pollard's chicken

yard," said Barbara cheerfully. "Only larger."

At that same time, the hollyhocks were weighing heavily upon
their trainer's mind. Three dozen beautiful plants out by the

wall were attacked by hollyhock rust, and were curling up their

leaves to die. Barbara went at once to Geoffrey.

"You have to spray my hollyhocks with whale-oil soap," an-

nounced Barbara politely.

"Why?" asked Geoffrey. The most casual reference to whale-

oil soap always makes Geoffrey's social manner a bit stilted. His

tone just now was chilly.

"Because I can't work the spray," explained Barbara.

"I'll show you!" Geoffrey started hopefully for the toolhouse.

"No." Barbara was calm, but resolute. "I'll get the whale-

oil so

"Look here," began Geoffrey reasonably. "You don't know
wfiat it means to spray the under sides of those leaves! You
have to go at it upside down and the stuff gets all over you.

Your little old hollyhocks will live just as well without soap and
water as with. What do you care ?

"

But Geoffrey went forth with the sprayer, and sprayed. Whale-

oil soap, he said, went a great way. He was confident that there

would never be any rust on him.

A varied life for Barbara began with that year. Now that her

garden is a family institution, it seems odd to reflect on those experi-

mental seasons, when the roses and radishes were her chief consola-

tion. For the garden is lovely now. The flowers are tall and
graceful, well above the ground. Spires of giant larkspur, deep
blue and light blue and lavender, rise just beyond the pointed

stalks of white foxglove, gleaming against the shadows. Lofty

Japan lilies grow along the garden path, and hollyhocks beside the

wall. It is hard to suggest in words the effect of these straight,

thin lines of bloom rising all over the garden. The beauty of the

flowers seems to be starting upward in slender shafts of color, from
the green below. It is best after a late shower, when^t stands in

the low sunlight. Against the cool wetness of the leaves, lie long

shadows of the flower-spires, and the clear tones of blue and ivory

in the blossoms content the eye.

Endicott and I stood watching it late one afternoon, as the chil-

dren went out to tie up the bent stalks after a summer storm. It

was a picture that we like to remember—the girls, with Geoffrey

sauntering in their wake, moving in and out among tne tallest

flowers. That garden is almost like the visible rising of a dream.

It means that the children have grown up, to meet us on lines of

our own planning. I love the flowers for that.* And yet sometimes

I give a swift, affectionate thought to that old-time scene—the

sand piles, the little house, the snapping turtle pacing up and
down, on guard, and by the fence, the hardy flowering almond
bush, the crocus flowers, and the Perennial Pea!

FALL MANEUVERS for ESTATE OWNERS
By EDGAR L. SMITH

Present work and future plans to increase the production of food

HERE is probably no estate owner who is not eager

to do his share toward producing larger food re-

serves forthecountry, and it isto be assumed that

every one has planted a maximum acreage and is

now preparing to conserve the crops so that there

will be no waste. The wives and daughters are

surely putting up preserves of every description,

and many have helped organize local canning associations such as

the one in Berwyn, Pa., where the schoolhouse has been equipped

with canning facilities, and a committee of women takes turns in

supervising the work of preserving vegetables and fruits which are

brought in by all the neighborhood.

As to home gardens, we may never know the exact number that

were planted in response to the nation's call, but there is evidence

to show that it has run into many millions of plots, which in the

aggregate must have a beneficial effect on the whole food situation,

particularly as in most communities the need for expert supervision

and advice was early recognized, as well as the necessity for ar-

ranging to preserve the perishable products grown.

Meanwhile, it is inspiring to hear how splendidly the professional

farmer in the rural districts has responded to the President's call,

and while as a rule statistics are dry, in this instance they represent

a patriotic reaction that should be known to all. They also give a

clear idea of the real problems of food production that confront

us. and thus point the way to effective action in preparation for a

spring drive on the farms next year.

In spite of the great confusion and lack of centralized organiza-

tion incident to the hurried campaign for increased crop production,

a surprising amount has been accomplished, if the preliminary

figures obtained in New York State are a fair indication of what

has taken place throughout the country. These figures were

compiled from a canvass in fifty-two counties conducted through

the county agents, with the assistance of the State Board of Educa-

tion. They represent the response of the farmer to the nation's

call for greater fob*d crops, as follows:

67,000 acres more of potatoes planted than last year

148,000 " " " corn for grain

16,000 acres more of barley

40,000 " " " buckwheat
20,000 " " " spring wheat
80,000 " " " field beans

13,000 " " " canning factory crops

and an acreage in cabbage representing an increase of 80 per

cent, over the crops of 1916.

All this was done with 14,000 fewer hired men on the farms than

last year.

That is one side of the picture. On the other side the report

shows that it will take 52,000 more farm hands than are at present

in sight to bring these crops to maturity and harvest them. To be

sure, 22,000 of these need not be experienced, and here is where

comes in the opportunity for finding places for boys under military

age, yet physically strong, and for men above military age without

farm experience. For the rest of the work the farmer ought to

have experienced farm hands. He may be forced, however, this

year, to do the best that he can with inexperienced help.

But the problem of placing boys or inexperienced men on farms

is not simple. Conditions are not always such on a farm that it is

right to call upon a boy to live entirely under the farmer's jurisdic-

tion. It is essential that the boy's welfare be safeguarded, and it is

almost as essential that boys be sent out in groups rather than

singly, with these groups under competent guidance.

In this work of providing camps and supervision, the estate owner

during the summer months has an opportunity to assist. There

are a number of organizations in close touch with the boys, which

have developed sound plans for placing camps in different parts of

the state, where the boys can be assembled in suitable surroundings

and sent out to farms in the neighborhood, to take care of the fluc-

tuating labor demands of the section. Perhaps there is a camp

in your vicinity. If so, it will be worth your while to become

familiar with its organization, its activities, and its needs. Perhaps

it would be possible to locate a camp if none already exists. The

Military Training Commission of the State of New York has made

a particular study of the problems connected with boys' encamp-

ments and has concentrated its energies this year on placing camps

where they can be of service to the agricultural community. This-
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Commiswion is eager to offer its icrvicei and information to those
who arr interested in this work. It is Itcqucntly in touch with
organizations which have been oHcicd tracts of land, have se-

cured volunteei workcts, ami havr enlisted a lain*' group of hoys,

hut which need additn>n.il funds. Siinilai (Units are being made
in other states.

I In shoitagc «>t t.iim l.d>oi is not a thinn of the moment only,

hut is * < 1 1 .on to continue OVCI I period ol \ eat s. ,md it is our duty
to help train a new supply, (.'amps can serve the- douhle purpose
ol mobilizing a suppl\ of untrained lahor for this year's work, and
ol training hoys so that next veai thev will not he entirely incx-

perienceil \n estate ownct who h.is .1 competent superintendent

can also pcisonalK help in this work by taking on two or three

Mn li inexpei ienceil ho\ s and putting them to work where t hey will

barn some tew thinga about farming.

Several agricultural colleges are considering the openingof special

com s ( s to train farm hands. These will not deal with theory at

all. but "ill COniinc themselves to actual practise in plowing, har-

rowing, planting, milking, setting up farm machinery, etc.

I his is the \ ear to take an especial interest m the county and state

lairs. Suggest to the committees that, hesides having prizes for

h\e stock, pumpkins, and the like, they devise contests in which
farm hands may demonstiate their skill. When we want to im-

prove the breed ol horses, we encourage horse racing. Now that
we want to ccr mote land undei the plow, let us encourage plowing
contests with horses and with tractors. If these are planned and
announced in advance, plowing on the farm will cease to he mere
Sludger) and will he considered an opportunity to train for the

peat c\ cut in the fall in w Inch ptiz.es are to he distributed.

I have talked with Italian farmers, and their eyes dance as they
tell ot the tune in 1 S«jS w hen, as hoys, they won the prize for drawing
the longest and deepest straight tin row ovet lull and dale, so that

their point of starting was out of sight In-fore they leached the

finish.

1 hesc are some of the lines along which the estate owner, when
he goes to his farm this summer, may help the general situation by
taking an active interest in his own rural community. That active

work of the kind is needed is obvious from the fact that the

cam ass made hy the State of New York, referred to a hove, discloses

that during the past year, in spite of the great shortage of farm
hands in the fifty-two counties reporting, more than 41,000 farm-

ers' sons lett the farm to engage in work other than agricultural,

and more than 40,000 farmers' daughters did the same thing.

Besides this community work, the present food crisis lays upon
the estate owner the burden of making his own farm productive

long lines that will be in harmony with conditions as they exist.

In considering W hat

may be done on
your farm, bear
constantly in mind
the widespread
labor shortage. Do
not try to increase

the production per

acre on your indi-

vidual farm by the

use of additional

labor which could

be more produc-

tively employed on
other land. This is

the time to lay your
plans, not for next

season only, but for

a number of years

to come, with a

view to getting the

most out of your
farm with the least

expenditure of
labor.

This means plan-

ning. It means
talks with vour
superintenden t Suggestion for a campaign map in preparation for the coming year's work

over a table upon which a map of your farm is spread. It meant
1 in lul consideration of the mat hinei y. the draft animals, and the

live ItOck which vou have, and the formulation ol a plan whereby
these may be most effectively used. It means doing all the fall

plowing that is advisable in order that work in the spring may
be redm ed.

I'crhaps this spring, under the impulse of patriotic enthusiasm,
you wen- led to plant so large .1 proportion of your acreage to a single

crop that the seasonal demands of this crop created a series of

labor crises through the summer or at harvest time, so that either

you were in constant hot water trying to get enough men to do the

Work, or failing to get them, were not able fully to care for your
cropt. Such situations can be avoided next year by planning in

advance. On the chart herewith is shown one method by which
advance plans can be made.

It is not likely that any plan laid out for a number of years will

be carried through without change, but every change will be made
with a full knowledge of its effect on subsequent years' operation.
I his chart is only one of several that it will pay to lay out before
the spring work is upon you. Careful study should be made of the
relation between the number of animals that you have on your farm
and the pastures and feeds produced, or if the number of animals
if limited by barn capacity, then the crops should be adjusted to
this limitation, or additional barn capacity be provided.

By studying these problems now, any structural improvements
needed can be made at seasons when the farm work is slack, thus
increasing the efficiency of your labor.

By having such a chart before you, it will always be possible to
place orders for fertilizer, seed, and equipment many months in

advance of the time when they will be needed, thus insuring yourself
against delays in delivery, which are only too common in these days
of high pressure on transportation facilities. You will also be able
to figure out, for instance, how much of your rye should be planted
with a view to plowing under as green manure, and how much
should be planted with a view to harvesting for the purpose of
providing seed for next year's cover crops.

In other words, there never was a time when the owner of a

farm was called upon to take his farming more seriously than he is

to-day. It is distinctly his duty to see that his land is farmed
efficiently, with particular reference to the amount of labor em-
ployed and the use of products often wasted.

It is the common belief that a farm owned by a city man
and run under the management of hired farmers cannot be
made to pay. Certainly most of them do not pay. But
there are cases where they not only pay, but pay well, and in

these there is the closest possible intelligent cooperation be-

tween owner and
superintendent.
The owner has

studied his farm,

has looked to the

superintendent for

a knowledge of farm
operation, but has

himself assumed
the responsibility of

business manage-
ment.

This isthe yearto

take your farm ser-

iously. Study its

problems and work
in close cooperation

with your superin-

tendent. If you
cannot do this per-

sonally, get the best

advice available.

In doing this you
will know that you
are doing your
share toward solv-

ing the food prob-

lem in the most ef-

fective manner.



Like every really good garden, the Hayward garden owes much of its effectiveness to
its enclosing walls. The great oak tree at the far end was chosen as the focal point at the

end of the longer axis

The GARDEN of H. T. HAYWARD, Esq.

One of the two similar shelters at

the ends of the long paths, which

flank the great oak and afford a raised

point of vantage for those who would

enjoy the garden

At FRANKLIN, MASS.
Fisher y Ripley & Le Boutillier, Architects

Photographs by Julian Buckly

The long, rectangular plan has been

used so successfully in many gardens

as to make it a safe standard. It is

here given real distinction by the tree-

shaded plateau end
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FROM A
COUNTUT W/NDOJV

THE PULL
OF THE
EDGE

"WELL, WHERE SHALL WE RIDE to-day—to the sea?"

(With a show of impartial indifference) :
" But we went there last

Sunday."

"All right. Then we'll go along the wood

road and
"

" But I want to go to the sea !"

The above conversation, occurring with quite ridiculous regular-

ity in our midst, never fails to amuse the more logically minded of

us. But to those who feel the lure of the sea, the mental struggle

is easy to understand.

You wish to be perfectly fair to the old brown earth, and think

that perhaps, after all, this wanting to be near the sea is becom-

ing an obsession with you. So you ride along the wood road

and tell yourself that nothing could be more exquisite than the

sunlight sifting down through the green leaves, or than the sud-

den tiny vistas framed for a fleeting instant between two tree

trunks. You follow the high road and wonder if there is any-

thing quite so comfortable as the look of the little gray stone

walls which climb up and down the rolling green hills.

And so you go, trying to persuade yourself that the earth has

more to offer than the sea, and almost succeeding, when, of a sud-

den, with a turn in the road, the sea lies crashing at your feet.

Something seems to swing into place within your consciousness,

as if you had been only half there before. You experience a sense

of complete fulfilment, and know that nothing in the world but

the sea could give you that deep happiness. A mere glimpse of the

sea, lying miles away in the distance, gives you the same sense of

comfort and happy security that you feel in the love of an absent

friend.

Wherein lies the fascination? Is it because the sea is always

essentially the same—and always different? Is it the constant

motion, making you feel that the sea is a living thing? We rather

think it is even more fundamental still, this something which makes

the sea so essential to our happiness; which prompted the incon-

sistent member of the dialogue above to ask, when considerably

smaller, but no less astute, why people would keep on living in the

Middle, when they could live on the Edge; which makes Henley cry,

The full sea rolls and thunders
In glory and in glee.

Oh, bury me not in the senseless earth,

But in the living sea!

THE GRIM HORRORS of war gardening are now making them-

selves felt to us no less than to untold thousands of embattled

THE
hoemen. A year ago at this time we paused

„.,. r in the middle of a long row of bush limas toSUMMER . . _ .
i ni . l-i

OFFENSIVE lnvei£n against the Planting Madness which,

earlier in the season, had foully betrayed

us into sowing seed for more garden truck than one man could

tend or one family consume. Probably we alone of all our readers

remember the devout avowal made at that time that, come

another year, we should curb ourselves and adopt the motto "One

garden, the vegetable needs of one family, the work of one hoe."

Alas, for our good intentions! The President's proclamation

left us barren even of the privilege of gratifying our esthetic needs

with a small but tasteful flower garden. Whereas we should

have laid out a dainty bed of sweet peas, we find ourselves blessed

with more peas of the shellable, cumulative variety than may be

canned in a long and torrid August day. Whereas, in the cool of

the evening we should have reclined in the lengthening shadows

and looked over the hills and far away, we now stand, handker-

chief in hand, and gaze lightheadedly at the hills of potatoes,

stretching over the recent lawn and on every side, farther than the

eye, let alone the hoe, can reach.

SHIFTING
THE
NEW YEAR

Nor is this more than the introduction to our heaped up woes.

An omniscient Congress having decreed that we are too old to fight

a ferocious enemy, are we then too decrepit to combat a voracious

army of insects? We are not, as the embryonic orphans of count-

less thousands may yet be called upon to attest. Against the

blinding glare of a noonday sun, under the pelting hail of summer
showers, in the face of attacks en masse, en echelon, and as skirm-

ishers, we have met the enemy and he is ours. Down the long

trenches we have charged, surprising and administering the coup

de grace to new hordes at each traverse, and having done for the

momentwith animate things, wehavemined and countermined and

uprooted inanimate but seemingly sensate weeds by the basketful.

Yes, we have suffered—but we have conquered. With our double-

barreled anti-aircraft artillery we have maintained the mastery

of the air against the cawing scouts of an implacable foe, and with

our pump gun we have sent a spray of arsenate of lead into the

serried ranks of the tomato beetle. The day on which myriads

of luckless potato bugs encountered destruction in their march

upon Paris (green) loses nothing in comparison with Armageddon.

And we have been the gainer for this relentless warfare. What
we have lost in weight we have added in strength, and we envisage

an array of approaching peace-time gardens with the calm assur-

ance of a veteran campaigner.

IN THESE DAYS of revolutions and vers libre, when mutuability

seems the spirit of the hour, we wonder shall we be considered

heretical if we tell the world of a pet reform

which we have been cherishing this long

time, namely, to shift New Year's Day to

the first of September.

January 1st stands out—or rather, flatly refuses to stand out

—

in the middle of a long stretch of weary winter weather, an un-

distinguished link in a chain of days as like each other as peas in a

pod. You wake up, and the calendar tells you that the new year

is upon you, but there lie the snows of yester-year before your

eyes; the temperature, the whole atmosphere is the same; you even

don the same clothes, or, at best, clothes of the same genre as you

doffed on retiring the year before. You have a desire to formulate

high resolves, a fresh philosophy of life with which to meet the

exigencies of the coming year, but there is nothing in your sur-

roundings that brings the impetus of an unmistakable turning

point, none of that incentive which results from an outward change.

And within, what is there to spur you on, save the rather nega-

tive conviction that you have spent far too much on Christmas

presents, and a general, disheartening sense of aftermath?

Turn rather with joy to September 1st. It stands at the com-

mencement of a new season, full of potentialities! The hot weather

may persist, it \p true, but the exhilaration of the fall is in the air.

You have come back from your vacation, refreshed and vigorous,

ready to grapple with what the year may bring forth. You are

filled with a great zeal to cast the things of yesterday from you and

start afresh. Moreover, there is new raiment—an outward and

visible sign of this inward and spiritual cjiange; and let any one

dare to deny the moral uplift and inspiration which comes with

new clothes. Or better yet, perhaps, the thrill with which, on

September 1st, you welcome back from its long summer banish-

ment that old gray felt hat!

Oh well, we hardly hope to inveigle a hide-bound world into

casting still another time-honored custom to limbo. But we know

in our hearts that this is the day of days on which to wipe clean

the slate and start afresh; and nothing can take from us the joy

and satisfaction of celebrating our own little New Year's Day on

September ist.
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5)0 YOU know your
dog? I do not

mean merely that

you discriminate

between its general

character and that of your previous

canine ventures, but do you really understand
and enjoy the impulses and inhibitions of its

doggish soul? For dogs have souls, by all the
criteria of human experience, just as they have
consciences. No animal as emotional and re-

sponsive as a good dog could withstand the long

ages of close human contact without developing
its moral and intellectual faculties. Compared
with some of the elementals of our own genus,
the standards of some dogs are disconcertingly

complex.
I have always considered myself a person of

wide experience in dog psychology. Some sixty-

odd, from the wise mastiff, Gurth, of my child-

hood, to creamy, inconsequent Huan Shi Kai
of Pekin, who preempted a corner of my pillow

through the last warm weather, have shared
the same yard with me. Although few have
officially borne the title of house dog, many, as a
rnatter of fact, have spent the winter on the same
rug, so to speak. The first regular duty of my
childhood was taking my grandfather's crippled
collie down the cellar stairs each night; my first

profitable venture was a kennel of caniches, aug-
mented by an insufferably delicate Maltese, a
lady with the neurasthenic temperament; my
keenest enthusiasm was a string of the little wire-
haired foxies, who still set my covetous heart
stirring; my most delightfully wasted hours
passed watching young setters learn why they
were born. And still I look back with a sense of
opportunities wasted, pleasure let slip.

It was Charmer, a wise Airedale, with a second-
rate coat but a first-rate head, the dignity of a
Scotch deerhound, and the impudence of a clever
baby, who showed me how a dog should be en-
joyed. Others might have done so, but I was al-

ways content to swing through the activities of
the day with their patter following at my heels,

and to sit at night where a damp tongue could
touch my wrist, soliciting a casual word, or a
weary head use my instep for a pillow. It was
Charmer's fortune to help me while away long,
sometimes painful, days when I was denied even
the solace of books. It was her misfortune to be-
come the victim of some ofmy leisure experiments.
The history of most favorites begins with love

at first sight; Charmer, however, had to win her
way in my affections. Only her unusual individ-
uality enabled her to do so, for Charmer was the
unwelcome substitute for Alert, whom Charmer's
owner lost for me—Alert, who was my own dog
so thoroughly that only my children had ever
been able to lay a hand on her, who flattered me
into affection over the barrier of her gray coat,

since even Alert was only a substitute for a foxie.

And Charmer, from the moment she disembarked
from her crate, had played no favorites; she even
bade farewell to the baggageman with an ef-

fusiveness that I felt to be in bad taste. She
greeted my entire household with an undiscrim-
inating tongue; yet, somehow, despite my resent-
ment, before sundown she had acquired her name.
This knack of insinuating herself into the re-

gard of others constituted her first obvious value
in my eyes. Another person on our lawn had a
prejudice born of a recent loss; Charmer promptly
won the run of that house as svell as my own, and
the first application was in for one of her family.
But I still held her a far cry behind Alert. To
me her chief virtue lay in her speed. No dog
without a job is good for anything, so my terriers

are required to drive the stock and to maintain a
vigilance against all rodents but the family rab-
bits. Charmer tended more toward energy than
discrimination. Alert knew the animals of three
barnyards and returned strays to their respec-
tive gates, while Charmer would gaily gather into
my own paddock anything which could be
made to run. And yet, in case of a scrimmage
resulting from one of these indiscretions, she
showed a dashing disregard for heels, and when

M Y D O G
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she was set to hold fast young stock in the lane
while I went to cut out more, I had the comfort-
ing sense that she covered her beat with marvel-
ous thoroughness.

Playful as a kitten, in the kitten's way and for

the kitten's purpose as I now know, she soon
developed one way of showing off—she became an
expert diver after balls. She learned to retrieve

with lightning speed and indomitable persever-
ence, though at first nothing but a ball or an apple
would interest her. It must keep moving or the
game was off. If I bounced one on the walk she
would snatch it from the air unerringly. Since
she had never willingly entered the water, I threw
it in to try her; it was then, only, that I realized

how completely her soul was in the employment
I had set up, for she finally followed her quarry,
a white golf ball for choice, in an open eyed plunge
from the springboard as long as she could see it

through the green water. And within her pos-
sible range she lost very few.

But golf balls are an extravagance in a current
as swift as ours. Noticing that she invariably de-
molished her playthings, that their edibility

seemed to constitute an important element in her
imagination, I would explain, "It's a bone!
Charmer, a juicy bone!" gnawing it in an inter-

ested manner. Up would come her ears at the
word, she would climb all over me until I threw
it far into the stream, bring it ashore, chew it up,
and look for another. But it had to be a bone,
and it had to float temptingly in the current's
sweep.

Demolishing her apples, she learned to eat
them when her play was done. After frost she
was quite disconsolate until she went down cellar

and found the barrel; she also learned their box
up at the store, whence she brings home an occa-
sional Greening, by way of variety. In times of
dearth, she will even fall back on potatoes or
onions. She has never learned to like the last

named as a food, but tears it in a sort of rage.

Spools are a delight—they splinter in the teeth;

but marbles are of an exasperating indestruct-
ibility. They will do, however, if one takes
them up and drops them down the stairs, where
they bounce and hide until one whines with
feigned anxiety. Then they roll under things
where one must reach with spread paws, even-
tually enlisting sympathetic assistance, and
possibly a playmate, in an accommodating child.

Knitting yarn (she had a ball one night when the
house was still) like all entrancing things, is inter-

dicted. This, be it known, she honorably recog-
nizes.

YYhen it came time to lock up the poultry for

the winter her practice brought its legitimate

result. Dick, the cowhand, and I made the
coop rat-proof, shut ourselves and the dog inside,

and tore up the flooring beneath the roosts where
we had reason to believe that the invaders were
entrenched. Charmer's first victim was easy; the
second bit her. She gave one snarl of surprise,

for one moment wavered, then she became a

maenad. In silent fury she accounted for every
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rat as fast as it could be dug.
Once three started across the
floor at the same time; she had
crippled them all before we
could offer the slightest as-

sistance. And that flashing accuracy was ac-
quired from balls. We took out her prey in a
pail—twenty-seven within half an hour—and
Charmer's careless puppy days were at an end.
She has had a steady occupation ever since, and
one which weighs constantly on her mind. At
the most unexpected junctures, such as when some
one is reading aloud, with the dog apparently fast

asleep, let the word "rat" be uttered, and auto-
matically her ear will flap up. Repeat it, and she is

on guard. Inquire directly if she does not hear
one, and she is patrolling the house, sniffing like a
fire bellows.

She will tolerate a family cat after about three
good thrashings, provided the cat survives that
long. With chickens she is just plain inconsistent;
little chicks she loves and I can trust her to lie

motionless while they climb and snuggle all over
her. Big birds she will not chase if they behave
reasonably; she is terribly annoyed when the
ducks splash in the pond, perhaps because they
exclude her too sharply from their company, or
possibly it offends her sense of propriety. She
has one.

Thieves are another of her diversions. I can
pretty much tell if a man has been .cutting across
my land by requesting him to roll up his trouser-
leg. One gentleman had me nearly convinced
of his innocence, despite very strong circumstan-
tial evidence, including the warm corpse of a
cockerel under the head of my drain bridge, until

a reminiscent curl to Charmer's lip suggested the
inquiry. She has sometimes carried this vigi-

lance to undesirable extremes, ejecting an un-
familiar messenger or grocer's boy with om-
inous silence; indeed she is so infernally quiet
about it that I can never catch her flagrante
delicto. However, one formal introduction places
a trespasser perfectly in her mind, and the pres-

sure of more serious matters will diminish this

surplus and unsanctioned energy.
Not until an injury befell me did Charmer

prove her allegiance to me. Then she appar-
ently made it a point of honor to remain at my
bedside; the memory of my delirium holds little

more vividly than the touch of her tongue curl-

ing between my fingers with the same terrified

thoroughness that she displayed just once
more, in her own distress. Nurses do not al-

ways understand such assistance, but the chil-

dren all united in explaining the situation, the
atmosphere seemed convincing, and anyway,
she was a sensible nurse. For at such times,
when with all the sensitiveness of fevered nerves
you feel the tension in the humans who surround
you, there is something infinitely steadying in a
dumb beast.

As I grew better and she began to range abroad,
the thief took his revenge; he caught her following

one of the children across the road, and ran the
front wheel of a car across her. Poor Charmer!
She could not understand those fierce pangs
which made her tremble. Pain broke her spirit,

until the little beast who would stand against the
charging bulk of a cow, whimpered and shirked.

Since neither veterinary nor physician could be
reached, we faced it out together. Highstrung
and nervous, it was hard for her to find patience.

Often she seized my wrist in protesting teeth, or

writhed to get aWay from the brace of my knee.

The first stillborn puppy I successfully whisked
away, but she was on the alert for the last;

instinct had awakened her intelligence, and she
snatched it from me. Over and over she licked it

with passionate anxiety, her weakness forgotten

in her eagerness to vitalize that limp form with
her welling affection. My tears started at the

sound of that whine of anguished solicitude with
which she strove to arouse it.

I was relieved enough for the time, but doubly
worried about the next day when her milk would
be in full flow, since I hated to use camphor and
endanger her future capabilities. But Dick
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m>Iv i .1 t In- piohlcm inside of the In Ml l , lie clat tend
nil ..n old Sp««t, Ins lin ls driven into tli.n « I < lil>

crate creature's lit ndcs, and it-tinned with ,i

Mm. I and m|u.iIIiiiu puppy .i puppv with .i

collie io.i( hul .i bulldog tail sonuming in Ins

pocket NNV Inil it in Cliarnu i s In il ,ind w aitcd

in m i In i find it

It w as well we s t a \ 1 1 1 Missing In i nun pup,

she ranged tin- house in «r,iuh of it On lift

return she went h>r tin" substitute in .i rajic; Dirk

kicked hei nose aside in the nick ot tinir. Kor
thr tiNt nl that day, the onl) s.it«- place foi thai

pupp\ was m ni\ lap, ami she would sneak up
on it with unmistakable hat nil in her usualls

imiahh fact Nevertheless, at regular uitcr-

\.iU I m ule her climb up hesule me, ami let it

nurse.

Bv next morning she was resigned to the

nursling within hunts. Ne\er would sin- toler-

ate it in the nest, or even m the riMim, where her

own little one had been. And she refused all

Care «»f it. Il 1 saw ht to bring it to her, well and
Rood, but sin- would not go to it. I might seold

and shame her. and she would sr.mil before me
tin Picture nl repentance, but toward that puppv
she had nothing but clenched teeth. And her tups
in seareh ol hei own --till flesh seemed to light

that aehing rage anew, so it eame about, through
her \er\ disobedience, that she won a plaee be-

side my lire. The stable, the cellar; even the
sewing room, have been dedicated to such use,

hut Charmer's lamilv occupied my own corner;

hei box barred the doors to my paper hies and
hei disorderly charge placed unrcbuked w ith my
shoe laces.

\s 1 grew more and more preoccupied and less

and less careful of the puppy s hungry protests, I

would leel her sneaking delicately past my knees,

and presently only its noisy feeding would be-

tr.i\ her presence. On the first cold day she
cast pretence aside and cuddled it frankly, poking
it hack with her nose to the shelter of her hind
let*. The one thing she would not do was to

tun it; she picked it up once, so clumsily that
it veiled, and sin dropped il again. An it learned
t" si | mi m out of its bed on to the (lour slu- would
fry m a half-hearted way to shove it hack, but
would soon give up the attempt and go after help.

()nce in the night aha came for me; I tried to he
obdurate, but sin preferred to endure my wrath
rathei than nsk those shrill walls.

In the end, the pup, a scandalous-looking crea-

ture with sparkling eyes, the sweetest temper in

tin world and an unutterable appetite, came to

amuse Charmer as much as ir does the rest of us.

\\ hen she (eels the need of lis pile from I' a I ma's
hungi i slu i limbs up mi tin li.ii k nl the < ushioned
couch, and dozes in placid unconcern while her
foster-child snifls and begs in vain. On the floor

it follows her about snatching at her; if she lies

before the fire it ramps up with the attitude of a
dl - on on a Chinese plate, ears back, mouth open,
tumbles o\ei her, and eats again! I lien she lies

on her back, growling, tossing it, taking its head
in hei mouth, or boxing it with her nose. Mut she
still realizes that it is not her own, still pensively
itei ps upstairs to lie where her own puppy was
horn. She still leaves me in no doubt that this

is just a last responsibility I have imposed upon
her, and it is obedience, not affection that com-
mands her. She still has moments of standing
aloof, gazing first at me, then at the waddling
I auna, as if to say, " That's the deuce of a looking

thing, anyway, and you know it."

Seeing that she is always holding the puppy
linuii with a stern paw and grooming it from end
to end, the devil, having good opportunity with
my idle mind, led me to try how far her conscience
might be made to drive her. I dabbed that
puppy with castor oil and she was faithful to

her duty; then I tried tabasco sauce— and became
ashamed to see her conquer her revulsion, and,

between sneezes, restore it once more to tidiness.

I have given her strange animals to nurse, smelly

creatures, or dirty—once she accepts the charge
she performs her whole part. Or I call her in the

1st of .i game ol hall to nurse In r stepchild,

and .In Mimes, hall ill mouth, to lie obediently,

licking now the puppy, now the hall, patiently

anticipating her release. Indeed that air of eon
scions virtue is her only irritating quality.

Her chair is another inexplicable whim. She
owns it, but not because she wants to lie in it.

She much prefers the couch before tin; fire,

and even when that is occupied she will snuggle
unobtrusively lieneath ones elbow. I lei chair

is to her a plaee of chill and penance, far from the

comfortable glow, where wicked dogs are set to

meditate on their sins. Hut leave so much as a

handkerchief in ir and she will occupy it aggress-

ively until the offending article is removed.
I suspect her of a sense of humor. I' or instance,

sometimes Fauna is indiscreet in her choice of
playthings she finds a glove, perchance, or an
overshoe, dropped by some equally irresponsible

child. Manifestly Charmer should reprove her,

since she would never touch it of herself; instead

I find her dragging at the other flap. "Shame!"
I call accusingly. Kor an instant she stands re-

proved; her ears drop, and her tail. Then, with
a wag that is scarcely less than a giggle, she lays

the offending article in my hand, perhaps with
the sneaking suspicion that she can lure me,
too, into the game, sure that I'm not beyond
temptation.

Perhaps I am sentimental; certainly I find

myself chagrined after my many theories about
dogs, and their proper place, which is not in

the home, I still maintain on very well-found-

ed reasons. Nevertheless I shall amend thus
far: to enjoy your dog to the fullest extent, you
must share your hearth with it, and accord it

the same consideration, understanding, and
constraint which the rest of the household
must practise toward each other. Only, then
it will cease to seem just a dog, and become
a fellow creature, obliterating some of the
bounds we are accustomed, who knows how
wisely, to accept.

PHOTOGRAPHING the ELUSIVE LOON
By HOBART V. ROBERTS

Photographs copyrighted by the author

£ \\ INC tor two mating seasons tried

unavailingly to photograph a

loon on its island nest in Beaver
Meadow, I determined, when the

third May came, to pit cunning
and a canvas blind against the

nudity ol the loon, and having set up my'equip-
lent on the nearest side hill, confidently awaited
rsults. But they were not forthcoming, for the
on, whose nest commanded an unobstructed
iew of the passage by which we were obliged to

pproach. had taken French leave when our
inoe first glided into view, and refused to return

so long as we remained in sight. Wherefore,
on the following day I returned to- the blind

provided with a dummy figure which was to

take my place in the canoe when my companion
paddled away and left me hidden with my camera.

My scheme worked! Not long after Antone
and the dummy had left me, the loon, swam
into view and returned to her nest, not, how-
ever, without making certain by repeated

trips to the middle "of the Meadow (which is

under water in spring) that canoe and occupants

had actually disappeared: With what excite-

ment I exposed a dozen plates of the bird on her

nest, but with what disappointment learned upon
developing them that either the bird or the cam-
era had moved in every instance!

Weather conditions being unsuitable for pho-
tography during the next ten days, the bushes at

the edge of the loon's island grew so energetically

that the nest was no longer visible from our hill-

side blind, and for my next attempt I was obliged

to transfer the screen to a raft and conduct oper-

ations afloat. Cunning was now greatly diluted

with patience, for I hoped by moving the raft a

few yards closer to the nest each day to accus-

tom the loon to its presence, and thus get within

newly hatched loon. While the picture was being taken the parents made the near-by water House-cleaning time—the mother loon clearing the eggshells out of the nest after the little ones

fairly boil with their wild manceuvers to entice the photographer away were hatched
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When sitting, loons turn their eggs just as tame fowls do The canvas blind behind which the pictures were taken The mother bird feeding the little ones

On the alert

Male loon leaping into the air like a fish

Giving him a piece of her mind. The old loon expostulating with the photographer, while the

little one lurks safely in the background

good photographic range. I had not been slow
to observe that the loon always put distance be-

tween herself and the nest upon our approach,
by swimming under water, and it was by taking

advantage of this daily submergence that I was
able to secrete myself behind the blind and move
the raft forward without exciting her suspicions

unduly. At this time, also, Antone always pad-
dled away with the dummy, talking most volubly
to and about nothing.

In the course of two weeks I secured a few small

pictures, but at length reckoning that the period

of incubation was about over, I decided to make
the bold move of anchoring the blind within sixty

feet of the nest. I spent an anxious ten minutes
after the departure of Antone, but my temerity

was rewarded, for the loon returned to her nest

with an entire absence of her customary caution,

and I was fortunate enough to perpetuate a

dozen different poses, all of which turned out

most satisfactorily.

On the following day I was delighted to find

that one egg had metamorphosed itself into a

hungry little loon which afforded excellent picture

material; and on my last visit, some days later, I

wound up the series with a view of the male
bird haughtily and indignantly convoying his two
offspring awayfrom such abe-photographed place.

Sliding snake-like into the water

Treading water in her fury

" The male bird haughtily and indignantly convoying his two offspring away

'

Close-up of one of the youngsters



AUGUST in YOUR OJVN WA R GARDEN
** ' ^ tt*> late t<> M.nt a garden I

Dr^r\' I Ins in tin most i liecring message

I u( )i
'

1 '" ''""^ "' '"' rndvn oi

\m>.JL.J3 I'm mm I.im. It's intended to be
.111 Clll Olll .Igelllt tit !•> till I ll V < lit ll-

hiuil cornel ti> the atntv of garden

Irnthusiasis Ni\ii btfbrc has tin- country m>

Ilir.utiK welcomed serious minded men .mil women
|tt> the ranis i>l food produi its .is in tins iiims.

Ihc selection >>l ( \ti i eailv, quit k -maturing

Ivarirtirs in of paramount importance. Within

Ififtv or fiftv-fiv c davs aftci Villus t i st, \ cget .it n >n

kvill cease to make t.ipul progress. I lie to

loffsct this is tn select sotts maturing before tiien.

Inr to grow kinds that arc rcasonabls hardv. Such

[vegetables ,i\ heets, carrots, lettuce, r.ultshes, etc.,

MUtain varieties that are sufficiently hanlv to

(withstand early fn>sts.

Brans of the dw atf or hush t\ pe. « hile tender,

[accommodate planters with a variety that has

Ithr unusual record of hearing pods in fifty days
laftrt seeds were sown. Hopkins's strain of

'Round I'od Red Valentine holds out the promise

lof a Clop of short but deliriously flavored pods

b\ September .' Nth from seeds sown the first week
111 \llgllst White ll>;ht tiosts in .1 pt to .hi ur

before then, plant the rows closer together—say
eighteen inches apart. A tew stakes, a few yards

nf burlap, a little w atchful w airing for weather
forecasts, plus half an hour's work, if necessary,

will spell complete insurance for the August
planted crop of Red Valentine beans.

Beets. Varieties that will perfect the desirable

two and a half to three inrh size before frost arc

[Faust's I' arlv Crimson, I chpse. and Egyptian.

The one point to watch while sowing beets in

rows, a half inch deep, eighteen to twenty-tour

inches between the rows, is to press the soil in

firm contact with the seeds to insure quick and
even germination.

Lettuce. No other crop in the August garden
develops as quickly as lettuce. Warm days and
cool nights are nearly ideal for these salad plant.;,

which also appreciate an abundance ot water or

cultivation. As a matter of fact, a dust mulch
maintained between the rows and. later, between
the plants, does quite as much good as frequent

watering. Sorts of particularly rapid develop-

ment are Black Seeded Simpson, W ayahead,
Vuimburger. and Crisp-as-Ice. Black Seeded
Simpson does not form heads, but large bunches
of crinkly leaves of very good flavor. W ayahead
and Naumburger perfect splendid butter-heads
in fifty-five and sixty davs respectively. Crisp-

as-Ice is the hardiest little crisp head lettuce on
record. It reaches full size in sixty-four days
from date of sowing, but is so hardy and so long-

standing that it will last until Thanksgiving, if af-

forded slight protection during very cold weather.

Peas. Sow in double drills, about four inches

apart, so that the vines of one row act as support

Remove superfluous shoots at base of tomato plants

Hy A DO I. I' 1 1 KRUIIM

<" tin other. Extra early sorts of exceptionally
piohii, , I, .iiai ter are Pedigree Extra Early, Little
Marvel, and Sutton's Excelsior, maturing in

fifty-five, sixty, and sixty-five days respectively.
Radishes. I he set let of success with radishes

sown in August depends entirely on choice of
varieties. Sorts that develop rapidly and yet
retain their crispness, besides remaining in good
condition for several weeks, are Scarlet (ilobe,

Icicle, and Long Scarlet Short Top. Sow in
lows, eighteen inches apart, scattering seeds
thinly. At the end of the second week after
sowing, thin out the seedlings to stand two to
three inches apart in the row.

Spinach. While broadcasting the seeds is a
frequent practice, much better results will in-

variably be scored by sowing in rows, eighteen
inches apart. Thin out the plants to stand three
to four inches apart in the row as soon as they
develop the second pair of leaves. Long Standing
and M unstcrland !• rost-resisting are two splendid
kinds for fall use.

Turnips. Only extra early sorts, like Red or
W hite Milan or Early Snowball, should be sown
this month. W hile these are not as good keepers
as sorts requiring a longer period in which to de-
velop, tin v have the advantage of being of very
delicate flavor. Sow them in rows, a quarter to a
half inch deep, eighteen inches between the rows,
and thin out or cultivate just as you do radishes,
excepting that each root should be given four
inches of space in the row.

1 wo factors deserve prime consideration in

connection with August-made gardens. The
soil being unite frequently dry to a considerable
depth, and irrigation facilities proving inade-
quate, all seeds should be sown twice as deeply

as usual. Beans, commonly covered two 'nenes
deep, may be sown four inches deep. Bjets,

generally sown a half inch deep, may be covered
to a depth of one inch, provided the soil is finely

pulverized and light. Do not cover more than
the usual depth (twice the thickness of seeds)

in heavy soils.

The other point to watch is that soil should
be pressed in firm contact with seeds to encourage
prompt germination. Put a board over the row,
after sowing it, and walk over the board. With
beets, dispense with the board.

At the approach of the cold season such plants

as beets, carrots, lettuce, etc., may be trans-

planted into spent hotbeds and kept in fine

growing condition until long after cold weather
makes further gardening activities impossible in

the open ground.
This is the month to start from seeds, to be

grown to maturity in the greenhouse, cucumbers
of the forcing type, like Improved Telegraph
or any of the improved English varieties; also

tomatoes, such as Cornet, Stirling Castle, Globe,
or any other sorts renowned for good results in

your particular section.

From now on, do not use fertilizers that stim-

ulate growth. Rather water the plants with a

weak solution of nitrate of soda once a week.
Since different crops will respond more readily

to solutions of different strength, no arbitrary

recommendation can be made as to the propor-
tions of the solution.

Celery will appreciate its first hilling or blanch-

ing this month. Handy paper bands or celery

bleachers come to the aid of the gardener who
does not relish the thought of spending hours in

hilling with soil.

August is the critical month of the season with

tomatoes. Your management of the plants dur-

ing the next four weeks will largely determine
the yield of fruits per plant and the size. If they

are staked, curb their growth upward. "Spare
the knife and spoil the crop" is a particularly

appropriate slogan to be kept in mind with the

tomato patch in August. Prune the vines severely

and limit the plant to a certain number of

branches, and the plant's energy will be diverted

to fruit production. Furthermore, remove regu-

larly all the suckers that develop at the leaf-

joints on every branch. They thrive at the ex-
pense of the fruit clusters just beyond the joint.
V'ou will find the removal of these side snoots
and suckers to make a most remarkable different e

in the productiveness of the plants.

I housands of new gardens being started this
season resulted in hundreds of thousands addi-
tional pounds of seeds being sold, and it is safe to
predict that seeds of all kinds will be considerably
higher in price next year than they were this, with
no relief from outside sources in sight.

I hose who have gardens are in a singularly
fortunate position to help themselves—and thus
the country—by setting aside a small part of dif-

ferent crops for the purpose of saving the seeds.

A row or two of beans, a few rows of corn, left

to mature on the plant, will provide enough seeds
to sow a sufficient number of rows in the 1918
garden. The resulting decrease in demand will

not only provide stocks for other planters (pos-
sibly newcomers) but will help to keep prices at
normal levels.

I he classes that lend themselves to bein~ easily
saved, cured, and stored are as follows:

Beans. Simply refrain from picking pods off

a row or two. Let them grow to full size, giving
regular cultivation, the same as with the other
rows. When plants and pods become dry, pull

the plants up, put on sheets, and shell or thresh,
after which the seeds are ready for storing in bags.

Corn. Wait until ears are thoroughly shrunk
or shriveled (Look out for deprivation by
squirrels). Then pull the ears and hang them up,
husk and all, until they are thoroughly dry. Then
husk and store in a dry place, or shell and store in

bags.

Melon, pumpkin, and squash seeds are easily

saved from your prize specimens, by simply cut-
ting them open when dead ripe and removing the
seeds with a spoon. Spread the pulp and seeds
thinly over sheets of paper, muslin, or canvas,
until thoroughly dry. Then rub pulp off the seeds
and store them in glass jars.

Save the seeds out of your prize tomatoes.
Let the fruit get dead ripe and put in a glass jar.

Add a little water and let stand until white foam
shows that fermentation has set in. Then wash
through a sieve that retains the seeds, dry care-
fully, and store.

Always remember, however, that seed saving
is the work of specialists. While in a national
crisis like the present, thrift and economy in

seeds are as essential as in every other line, yet
the man who needs or wants certain highbred
strains in order to maintain production of high
standard crops, should always depend on seed
specialists. An occasional saving of seeds of par-
ticularly well developed vegetables pays. A con-
stant practise of this, however, tends to lower
standards, unless, indeed, you are developing into

a specialist yourself.

Prune off suckers that develop at leaf joints
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A WATER GARDEN while YOU WAIT
By HARVEY WHIPPLE

)|T ISN'T everybody who can go to

the country, but almost everybody
but the cliff dweller can put some
of the country in his backyard.

It is the effect, the suggestion, the

spirit of things, that contribute

more to happiness than do the realities. If, by

artful dissimulation, with a few rocks and a little

water all intermingled and grown about with

vines and flowers, there can be supplied some
nourishment for the imagination, some sugges-

tion of the spirit of the country, it is worth

trying. It is more than ever worth trying if the

thing is really much more simple to do than is

usually supposed.

Formal pools—fountains and trimly curbed

basins—are common enough in city gardens,

and they can be provided in very limited space,

for formal treatments lend themselves to cramped
areas. Yet it takes very little more space for an

informal treatment of a garden with rocks and
water, and such work is made more interesting

because to achieve the naturalistic result requires

more thought, a better sense of nature itself.

My own rock and water garden, which I must
take as an example, is a miniature indeed, and it

was very simply constructed. It occupies, includ-

ing its essential surroundings, a space about 12x30
feet. The distance from the back wall of the house

to the far end of the lot at the alley end is about

130 feet. The back 50 feet is vegetable garden and
does not enter in any essentialway into thescheme.

Thirty feet of lawn lie immediately back of the

house. This is terraced up from the back garden

or natural level to the established building grade

of the street. The width of the lot is 45 feet.

Immediately back of the lawn there is a terrace,

two thirds of whose width is abrupt; the remain-

ing third is gradual, requiring a distance of about

25 feet to reach the natural level which is only

about 30 inches below the lawn. The lawn is on
filled ground; the earth excavated in making the

pools was used to extend the sloping ground.

The first pool where the "spring" originates

(from a if-inch pipe underground from the house

water supply) is just below the terraced lawn at a

level about a foot lower. It is a shallow basin,

5 feet long and half as wide, like an elongated

oyster shell, permitting a depth of water of about

4 inches in the centre. This is merely a bird

bath—a very successful one. The second pool,

is about 6 inches lower than the first, and is about

7 feet long, 3 feet wide, with a water depth in the

centre of about 12 inches. The next water level

is about a foot lower still, and comes slightly

below the lowest ground in the garden and per-

haps 8 inches below the ground which immediately

surrounds it. This lowest and
largest pool is about 16 feet long,

of very irregular outline, and
about 7 feet wide at the widest

part. A water garden of larger

area would seem to require more
marked differences in level to be

effective in the contrasts afforded,

but in the garden described, these

slight differences in grade—the

different levels accentuated by the

use of rocks where the water falls

over—give an effect quite satis-

factory in a reasonable likeness

to nature.

The basins that confine the

water are of concrete, as, the water
supply being intermittent (only

when turned on), some such means
is necessary to prevent the undue
escape of water by absorption in

a porous soil. Most of the desir-

able water plants do best where
the water is still, and where it

becomes warm under the sun. It

isn't at all difficult ft> build the

concrete basins. It is work for

an ordinary laborer, providing he

has a little intelligent direction.

Aside from its beauty, the water garden with its finny inhabi-

tants is an unending delight to the children

If you happen to be a man hankering, now and
then, for a little rough work, this concreting will

afford the opportunity as it did for me and some
of my helpful neighbors. It need not all be done
in one day. Begin with the first pool, the bird

bath. Scoop out the earth and be sure that the

earth remaining as a foundation is thoroughly
compacted. To this end it is advisable to place

the earth as long as possible in advance of the

concreting. Plan to have the basin about 6 inches

larger all around than is desired in the finished

work. By covering the edges with sod, this will

help in obtaining the natural effect.

In preparing the concrete, use a gravel or

Cross sectional sketch showing (at A) how the concrete is built

up to act as a sod retainer

Waterlilies in the third and largest pool, showing in the background the overflow into it from the middle

pool. The difference in levels is accentuated by the use of rocks where the water flows over
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crushed stone that is well graded from fine up to

pieces an inch or so in size, or use sand and crushed
stone from which the finest material has been
screened out. You will have to have a separate
supply of sand, anyway, in making a mortar
course for the top.

Provide a tight mixing board—about 8 feet

square is a good size—and mix a small batch first.

Start with say two cubic feet of your well-graded
(and by all means clean) gravel and on this

place half of a cubic foot (one half bag) of

Portland cement. Mix these materials very
thoroughly in a dry state, turning over and over
with a shovel until the mixture is of an even color.

Then add water gradually, continuing the mixing,

until the mixture is pasty and of like consistency
throughout. Do not make a sloppy mixture. Have
the excavation well sprinkled where the concrete

is to be placed. Do not make a mud puddle of it,

but give the ground enough water so that all the

moisture in the concrete will not be absorbed by
the earth. Then spread the concrete with a

shovel and even up with a wood float, making
the concrete about 2^ inches thick all over.

Don't have any seams. Begin work at one side

and work across to the other side continuously.

For this reason it is best to have a helper to keep
mixing fresh concrete. Embed in this first

course some chicken wire. You will find that

i-foot strips are conveniently handled. Weight
it down, if necessary, with clean stones. Then as

quickly as possible mix up another batch, this

time using one part of cement to two and a half

parts of sand. This is stated arbitrarily and is

not at all scientific. If your sand is uniformly

fine use a mixture with less cement in it, or if it is

uniformly coarse, use more cement. A mixture
richer than one to two would scarcely ever be
required. Place this mortar over the first

course concrete, spreading it I to l\ inches thick

over the chicken wire. Use a rather stiff mixture
without too much water, and work it up into shape
as desired for the interior of the basin. This
second course should be placed as soon as possible

after the first concrete is deposited so as to insure

a good bond. When this is done, use some stiff

mortar to build up a little fence as shown at A in

the accompanying cross sectional sketch. Let
this extend all around the basin 6 inches or so

inside the outer edge, and undercut as shown.
Cover the work with canvas to keep the sun off,

and as soon as the cement has set so as not to

be washed out, paint the basin with a mixture of

cement and water of a creamy consistency. This
is just an extra precaution against leakage. As
soon as the concrete has become sufficiently hard,

fill the pool with water. Rapid drying of con-

crete frequently results in shrink-

age cracks.

When this work is first laid

out and while the concrete is being

placed, be sure to watch your
levels. You want water to over-

flow at a definite place. Do not

attempt to place stones in the

basin and concrete up to them.

It isn't at all likely that you would
get such a job to hold water. Place

the stones later, after your con-

crete basin is entirely completed

and hard.

Except for size and the amount
of concrete required, the second

and third pools are like the first.

Bring the concrete of the second

pool well up to the first, even

though a considerable space be-

tween the basins is to be occupied

by stones. Plan well in advance

where and how you will use rocks

so as to provide a suitable resting

place for them. It is advisable

to use rocks where one pool flows

into another, placing them so as

to hide the concrete at a point

where it could not otherwise be
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Where the uppermost pool lkn»rs into the mi<litlr one (lcll). When the pools were built, three year* ago. seven goldfish were installed, and they h;ive multiplied ((really. In winter they occupy a
I. ink in the house. Toads and frogs, too, arc voluntary sojourners here

covered. If a little concrete must show in tuch

a place, tlien partinllv embed in tin- surface, when
still soft, i layer of tine gravel, so that the travel

will he e\nlent and the binding material con-

cealed.

The third pool prohahlv will contain the water

plants, .it least most of them, and for that reason

it must he considerably deeper to allow for earth

in which the lilies are to root and for sufficient

water over them. Many of the most desirable

plants for such water gardens pet along very

nicelv with water from a foot to fifteen inches

deep In <>nlcr that there shall be no needless

construction, suitable pockets can be made in

which to grow the plants, without having the

pool of one depth throughout its area. Make
these pockets somewhat larger than a bushel

basket when the earth is excavated, and then

when the concrete is placed, if it is of that pasty

consistency which is the best, it will be easv to

line the pockets with concrete and reinforce them
with chicken wire just as in the rest of the work,

being careful to keep the concrete continuous

so that there will be no tendency toward separa-

tion around the pockets.

The \ery simple design which I followed in

building my concrete pools presupposes that they
are to 'be placed in hrm ground. I he chicken
wire reinforcing cannot be counted upon to add
much strength, certainly not enough to resist

an\ unusual stresses. Such reinforcing has been
quite generally and quite satisfactorily used, how-
ever, on just such simple work, to take care of

certain temperature stresses. Even these are not

great in such construction because the fact that

the pool is filled constantly with water, into which
there is run a daily fresh supply, tends to equalize

K will
the place has all the atmosphere of a natural pond, and with-

out an extra supply of mosquitoes—the fish take care of them

the temperature. While this instruction is not

scientific, it has in my own experience been verv
satisfactory on at least two different jobs. If

the work were to be much larger or conditions

more unusual anil trying, then it certainly would
be best to out the work entirely into the hands of

a capable builder. Mut this of which I wrire is

small work that has fully justified itself. Be sure

to pattern your pools after the oyster shell; that
is, do not let the basins have abrupt slopes. If

the sides dip gradually, probably no steeper in

any event than forty-five degrees, the work will

be easier to do, and when completed the concrete
will be in the best possible shape to resist frost and
ice.

When the concrete work is complete it is

necessary then to add touches which make of the
work a success or a failure, esthetically. It is,

of course, of first importance that the actual

construction be concealed. Those little fences

about three inches high that you molded of con-

crete all around each basin just a few inches inside

the edge, will make it possible for you to lay sod
to a point below the water line, the fence keeping
the sod within bounds and holding the thick

layer of soil which is taken up with the sod to

prevent its burning out in the sun when placed

on the concrete. I he rest is done with stones,

preferably weathered-looking rocks, and with
plants set around the edges. It is hard to say
now the rocks should be used, certainly not in

solid rows or in pyramidal piles. Keep the earth

up around them so that they will look as though
they "grew" there. Don't clip the grass about
them too precisely. The effect is to be nat-

uralistic, and Nature is not precise in such

matters.

With say, three pools constructed practically

as a unit, cracks are likely to develop in the

concrete in the narrow places where the pools

join. If the work has been properly done these

cracks will undoubtedly develop at the exact

line where the water flows from one pool to the

next, and such a crack will not do any harm. It is

well to plan, however, in addition to the use of

gravel in the surface of the concrete and in addi-

tion to a judicious use of rocks, to have earth

pockets close by where drooping plants will help

to conceal any suggestion of artificiality.

Needless to say, all evidence of the artificial

source of the water supply can readily be con-

cealed. The flow is controlled by a valve and
key hidden among some rocks and plants, and the

pipe outlet into the bird bath is covered with
rocks. In summer the water is run in about
fifteen minutes every day—sometimes more and
sometimes less, or not at all. The overflow is to a

small concrete-lined pit, no bigger than a peck
measure, from which the water is led away by
drain tile out into the garden, passing through a

bed of German iris at a depth of about a foot, and
going to a depth of about two feet farther back
among the vegetables.

An improvement in the big pool described

would be sufficient depth over the crowns of the

hardy plants so that ice would not form solid in

winter. The hardier lilies would then need no
protection. In my own pond, the water is baled
our and the basin filled with leaves. With enough
ground slope or by a sewer connection the pond
might be drained. Of course, the gold fish must
in this case be netted and taken to winter
quarters.

All but one of the seven fish that were placed
in the pond three years ago are thriving, and
they are multiplying each summer most satis-

factorily. They occupy a tank inside in winter,
loads chose the pond for a breeding place last

year, and this proved a matter of constant inter-

est. Frogs, too, make their home in the pond,
dragon flies flit over its surface, and birds in-

numerable come there to bathe.
Do not buy too many plants. Our big pool

was almost choked the first year through fear
that some would fail to grow. The yellow watet
poppy grew marvelously. An oversupply had
to be raked out several times during the summer.
I hinking that all of it was lost when the pool was
cleaned up for the winter, it was planned to buy
more, but it was only a short time after the water
was admitted to the basins in early May, when
the poppy appeared, growing out from the
bank.
The rock and water garden is a real source of

joy. A little water, a few rocks, an old stump
half buried at one side, a few shrubs in the back-
ground, a few drooping stems in the foreground,
and a changing fringe of blossoms in between

—

daffodils, iris, German, Spanish, and Japanese,
Shasta daisies, coreopsis—these make it a beauty
spot. It is something more to play with in the
garden—something that adds charm to all the
other beauties that a garden holds.

The water garden in its entirety. Distance's diminishing effect

robs the large pool in the background of its impressiveness



Broadly speaking

there are three

color families of

sea weeds—green,
brown, and red.

One of the com-

monest of the

browns is the
b 1 a d d e r-wracx

(Fucm vesiculosis)

so named because

of the floating

bladder like cells

in the fronds

There are many
ramifications o f

the green divis-

ion, but probably

one of the best

known forms is

the sea lettuce

' Ulvo lalissima)

SEAWEEDS from AMERICAN WATERS
Photographs by S.LEONARD BASTIN

Three of the large brown seaweeds with which most of

us are familiar: from left to right, Laminaria digitala, L.

saccharina, and Chorda filum. All brown seaweeds belong

to the sub-group PhaeophyctSe

A beautiful red seaweed, Polysiphonia elongata, belong-

ing to the Floridea;, a group whose members are character-

ized by the possession of red coloring matter

Gulfweed (Sargassum bacciferum) floats by means of

grape-like air vessels. The famous Sargasso Sea in the

North Atlantic Ocean takes its name from this seaweed, of

which it is principally formed

Another type of

red seaweed

—

De-

lesseria alala. In

point of size the

largest of the reds

cannot rival the

larger browns,

while the major-

ity require the aid

of the microscope

for their examina-

tion

Not all the brown

seaweeds are

large, however, as

witness the small

Chodostephus ver-

iicillatus
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TWENTY-FIVE (iRKAT HOUSES
I IS a finuin.it! uri lim-

it. i nv i tll.lt tills 111.11-

Irrlv work of Su Ihco-

dorr Cook\ become*
.i\ .ul.ihlr it the mo-
ment vv henthc 11.1 1 n >ns

( «l I < it. in«l W .ishint:ti>n .iff

reaffirming and itrengthcning the

bonds «'l friendship tli.it wi n estab-

lished m> 111.his years ago. r"or we
won Id know nioic til' France, of In i

glorious past, of those who I.ml In i

enduring foundations. \nd wc could

refresh our memory of Kr.imr'v his-

tory in no better, no mote delightful,

w.iv th in In .in arm-chair journey

through het domestic architecture.

I In- author covers .1 wide range in

his sehvtion of these twenty-five

gre.ir houses of France. In char-

acrer they vary from the citadel of .1

ro\ ,il horough to the suhst.inti.il

residence of .1 hurgher tucked away
in tin crowded streets ol .1 city, and
from the countrv se.it of .1 Minister

of St.ite to .1 gre.it, fortified monastic
est.ihlishment upon .111 isl.ind of roek.

In date the\ range o\er five cen-
turies. .tnd even then stop with

Louis \1\ 's tune, hefore the resulrs

of the later Classicism had been
added to the country's architecture.

The twentv-hve have found favor
with the author for various reasons:

one as a piece of mediev al military
engincermi;. one for its picturesque
m.iss. one .is possessing the choicest

architectural beauties of its age;
another for its parr in history, and
so on. As Mr. Ward says in his

introduction to the volume: "It
would be difficult to lav one's finger

on any one characteristic, any one
principle of structure, arrangement,
or decorative treatment, which they
have in common. ^ ef, studied col-

lectively, they will he found to con-
stitute, within strictly defined limits,

*BV SlK lllFOlXWI- \M>KH Ci»>K. M A..
F. S. A., with an introduction by W H. Ward.
M. A.. K. S. A. Country Life. London:
Charles Scnbner's S»ns, [slew York Illus-
trated with photographs; 43ti and xl pages;
10} X 15! in : price $lti neL

of FRANCE

A roof at Chambord—one of the full page illustrations from "Twenty-five Great Houses of

France
"

a fairly complete picture of tin- do-
vclopim 111 ol doiiii stn an Inn < hire
in frame from the end of the four-
teenth to the middle of the fccvcn-
n filth centuries, as i< pri no d in

(he Iioiisi •. "I I lie (<rc.it."

I he list of these houses is: .Mom
St. Michel, M anelie; the Fortress
and Castle of Carcassonne; Chateau
(iaillard, Fure; IV rrefonds, Oisc;
the I louse of Jacques ( our at Bour-
ns; Lubes; Jossclin, Morhihan;
Langeais, Indre-et-L-oire; The Cha-
teau d'O, near Morrree, Orne;
Montreuil- Bellay, Maine-et-Loirc;
Amhoise, Indre-et-Loire; The Mai-
son Bourgrheroulde; Blois, Ixiire-et-

Cher; Chambord, Loire-et-Cher;
A/ay-le-Ridcau; Chenonceux, Indre-
ct-Loire; Anet, Kure-et-Loire; Le
Lude, Sarthe; Chantilly, ()ise; Ker-
jean, Brittany; Maintenon; Ser-
ranr, Maine-et-Loire; Valencay, In-

cite; Cheverny, Loire-et-Cher; and
Vaux le Vicomte. With all the de-
vastation that France has .suffered,

with all the monuments that have
been stricken from the world's price-

less treasure list of ancient art, it is a

joy indeed ro be able to say that
none of these historic piles has been
struck by the vandalism that is

now turned back in its ruinous path.
Ir is an interesting thought to

project oneself ahead five or six hun-
dred years, and artempt to gain the
point of view of the student of those
far ahead days. Is there any single

element of present-day architec-

ture or any other art that will serve

to focus his attention for even a

moment? We can at least trust to

being remembered and perhaps hon-
ored for our development of the tall

commercial building—let us hope
that they will designate it by some
term more dignified than "sky-
scraper." In comparison with these

great monuments of France, how-
ever, our little achievement is but
a feeble reflection from the un-
quenchable lamp of Art.

ARISTOCRATS of the GARDEN
rTK«TSMO\(; t |u. many books and maga-

y #V\B z 'ne articles written during late

years by Ernest Henry Wilson, the

it1n»_-^Q distinguished botanist and traveler
Qj^*»>01 ol the Arnold Arboretum, who on

four expeditions botanically ex-
plored Western China, perhaps "Aristocrats of
the Garden" will prove to be one of the most
popular in the horticultural world.

1 he book contains fifteen chapters on the choic-
est and best kinds of trees, shrubs, and vines
(in addition to two on lilies and herbaceous
Chinese plants) for the gardens of the North
and Northeastern United States, together with
some adapted for the Pacific Slope and other
climatic conditions.

One of the most romantic chapters is that giv-
ing the story of the modem rose, telling of the
establishment of a trading station at Canton at
the close of the seventeenth century by the
English East India Company. It was here that
the wild species and prototypes of the modern
rose were found growing in Chinese gardens.
Sent to England and worked over patiently
for many years by the hybridizers of that
country and France, the productions have
brought to the gardens of to-day the beautiful
and fragrant Tea, the hybrid Remontant, Hybrid
Tea, Rambler, Polyantha, and others.

In the chapter on lilies, Mr. Wilson makes
clear the fact that we have coddled lilies to
their detriment and our own disappointment.

•By Ernest H. Wilson. M. A.. V. M. H.. author of "A Nat-
uralist m Western China." etc. Doubleday. Page & Co.. Gar-
pen City and New York. Illustrated: 312 pages; 51 x8J in.;
price $5 net.

Illustration of Davidia inrolucrata, the dove tree, from "Aris-

tocrats of the Garden." The larger bract is about the size of a

man's hand, and becomes pure white as the flower matures

We have attempted to force unnatma. conditions
upon them in the fond belief that we Wl_

. criving

them what they most needed. If Mr. Wuson's
advice is followed there should result a decided
decrease in the perennial mortality of lily bulbs
in amateurs' gardens.

Chapters on Hardy Climbing Shrubs, Spring
and Midseason Flow-ering Trees and Shrubs, The
Best Hardy Conifers, are particularly valuable
to the modern gardener. No one, be he gardener
or golfer or plain citizen, can help being thrilled

by the story of the Davidia or dove tree, in search

of which Mr. Wilson took his first and most per-

ilous journey into the hinterlands of western
China. His instructions were to attempt first

to visit Dr. A. Henry at Szemao, Yunnan, and
obtain from him data as to the habitat of the

plant sought. After many vicissitudes, the first

stage of the long journey w as finished. Dr. Henry
sketched on a half page of his notebook a tract

of country about the size of New York State,

marking by a dot the spot where he had seen a

single tree of the Davidia—the only example dis-

covered in a trip of more than six months by
a trained botanist. To make a long story short,

the tree was found- -but it had been cut down!
A little later, Mr. Wilson accidentally found a

number of the trees in full bloom, and from
them he gathered a rich harvest of seeds.

We may soon expect the first bloom of Davidia
involucrata on this continent. Mr. \\ ilson calls

the Davidia "the most interesting and most
beautiful of all the trees that grow in the north

temperate zone."

John Dunbar.
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RAISING FOOD FISH
in PONDS

CHARLES HASKINS TOWNSEND
Director of the New York Aquarium

HE possibilities of small fish ponds
as sources of food have received

little consideration in this country,

but it is gratifying to note that

trout culture, in the hands of the

private citizen, is making some
progress in certain states. Trout raising is,

however, a branch of fish culture which requires

special conditions, such as purity of water, com-
paratively low temperature, the construction

of buildings, and the fertilization of fish eggs bj

artificial methods. There are splendid possibil-

ities for the raising of other kinds of fish which

are more widely distributed than the trouts, and

which can be cultivated by simpler methods.

IrrEurope the cultivation of carp is carried on

extensively. This fish is now abundant in Amer-
ican waters and, while not comparable with many
of our native species, already contributes annually

many millions of pounds to our market supply.

The methods of carp culture as practised in Eu-
rope have been frequently published in this

country and are available for use. It is unques-

tionably the easiest of all fish to raise, and it is

only necessary to turn to the market reports for

assurance as to its money value and extensive use.

But it is our native fishes which I wish to consider

especially in this connection, as many of them
have been proved available for cultivation and

are more acceptable as food to our people than the

carp. Among them may be mentioned the vari-

ous species of bass, perch, sunfish, and catfish,

which are well distributed in our Eastern States.

There are other species found in the Western
and Southern States which are also available for

pond culture.

Comparatively few persons who have under-

taken to raise pond fish have realized the neces-

sity for proper equipment and actual cultivation,

which involve the complete control of the waters

and of the fish contained therein. Very little

can be accomplished with a single natural pond;

there should be several artificial ponds which can

be readily controlled, while the various opera-

tions of pond culture require frequent attention

and considerable labor. Fish food may be pro-

duced with the same amount of intelligent

effort that is necessary for the raising of fowls.

There are many sections of the country inade-

quately supplied with fish food which could be

produced locally by pond cultivation, and such

supplies would find convenient home markets.

With the ordinary run of ponds in the Eastern

and Middle States where the water becomes rather

warm in summer, it is necessary to restrict the

list of available fishes to bass, perch, and sunfish,

to which they are adapted. Some of these occur

in almost every county, and are to be found in the

streams, lakes, and ponds of the region about

r

The small-mouthed black bass {Micropterus dolomieu) prefers

clear running streams or clear, cold lakes

New York City and on Long Island. Fish al-

ready acclimatized are safer for stocking than
those brought from distant points. In transport-

ing them, all necessary changes in temperature
should be made gradually. Changing to a lower,

temperature is safer than to a higher.

It is sometimes possible to procure the fry of

bass and some other species from dealers, or they
may be caught in neighboring lakes or streams
with ordinary fishing-tackle. For transportation,

a couple of milk cans of the pattern used by dairy-

men will be most convenient, and the can will

be almost indispensable in handling the fish from
the pond later on.

The fish need not be injured by the hook, if

they are unhooked carefully, and they will stand
the trip in wagon or baggage car very well, *if

they are not crowded, and if the temperature of the
water is kept down with a little ice. A net over
the top of the can is bette/ than a close cover,

unless the latter is well punctured. Ice must be
used sparingly and should be placed on the net
cover—not in the water.

If a fisherman who has a seine can be hired, so

much the better for the fish. Beware of the com-
mon sunfish, wThich is usually too small to be
worth saving and becomes a positive annoyance
w-hen one is angling for something larger. Other
species which it is well to avoid are the pike and
pickerel, on account of their voracity and destruc-

tiveness to other species.

In the natural pond, it is assumed that no ar-

rangement can be made for drawing off the water.

Its possibilities will therefore have to be consid-

ered separately. Its fish life, moreover, can never
be brought under complete control.

If the character and abundance of the fish life

n the pond are not known, it is desirable that it

be ascertained as far as possible by fishing or net-

ting. The extreme depth, midsummer tempera-
ture, plant life, and character of the bottom of

the pond should all be ascertained.

A wide area of shallow water in a pond not
well supplied by springs or rivulets usually means
great warmth in summer. If such a pond can be

temporarily lowered and deepened in places, its

conditions for fish life would be greatly improved,

as there is a decided difference in temperature
between surface and bottom waters. Below six

or eight feet the temperature decreases at the rate

of about two degrees for each foot of depth. In-

creased depth would also give the fish an additional

chance for life in winter when heavy ice dimin-

ishes their supply of air.

Too many large fish in the pond are detri-

mental, since they are consuming the food supply

and are themselves going to waste. W hen such

fish cannot be taken with the hook, as some-
times happens, they should be removed with a

seine, if it is possible to do so, and marketed. It

is important that the mature fish crop of a pond
be utilized and the young of the year be given a

chance to develop.

If a natural lake or pond is already stocked

with carp which are not desired and cannot be

entirely removed, their further increase may be

checked to some extent by the introduction of

black bass, which feed freely on young carp.

Black bass will also keep other species in check

by devouring their young, and will thrive amaz-
ingly in the process.

If the waters contain black bass, or other fish,

which have become stunted by overcrowding and
by the exhaustion of the natural food supply, it

is important to reduce their number by any meth-
ods of fish catching that will prove effective, and
to restore the food supply by introducing other

species.

All ponds, whether natural or artificial, con-
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taining food fish should be stocked with brook-
minnows, shiners, chub, roach, fresh-water killi-

fish, and other small species, to constitute a food
supply. These, it may be noticed in passing, are

useful in small ornamental ponds to destroy the
larvae of mosquitoes.
The full use of the fish crop of a large natural

pond or lake can seldom be secured by ordinary
fishing. It is necessary that seines and trap-nets
be used. Experience has proven that such ponds
usually contain many large fish which will not
take the hook.

Owing to the customary preference for game
fish, many excellent pond species, such as rock
bass, calico bass, yellow perch, white perch,

long-eared and blue-gilled sunfish and catfish,

have been overlooked. Other kinds such as the

warmouth or'the white bass, inhabiting waters of

the South or Middle West, are equally desirable.

All of these increase rapidly, take the hook
readily, and are good food. They will multiply

in favorable waters with less care than probably

any other native fish and, with the exception of

the catfish, they will take the artificial fly and
afford good sport. Nearly all of them are known
to attain weights exceeding two pounds.

Ponds created by damming brooks should on no
account be completed without the placing of

drain pipes and penstocks, so that the water can

be lowered and the fish life controlled. There
a/e marketable fishes going to waste in ponds
everywhere for lack of simple facilities for getting

at them. The deepest portion of the pond should

be at the lower end, where the fish will gather

when the wTater is drained down. Ditches dug

in the bottom of the pond, leading to the deep

hole or "kettle," will greatly facilitate the con-

centration of the fish at that time.

Two or three ponds will be found to be much
more satisfactory than one, since they will permit

of the sorting of fish according to size. Angling

or other fish catching would then naturally be

confined to the pond containing the large ones.

If properly managed, a series of fish-ponds will

naturally yield a surplus for the market.

It is dangerous to construct a fish-pond in a

narrow ravine, as the dam is likely to be broken

during spring freshets or exceptionally heavy

rains, and the pond will gradually fill up with

silt. Also, it is difficult to screen it so that the

fish will not escape. A safe plan is to make the

pond at one side of the stream, by excavation and

embankments, leading the water to it through a

ditch, and damming the stream sufficiently at

the ditch head to divert a portion of its flow. In

case of freshets, the deep pool formed in the

stream by the dam at the ditch head naturally

receives the silt brought down stream, thus

guarding against the filling up of the pond. The

The carp is the easiest of all fishes to raise, but is less palatable

than our native specias
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ditch iist-lf should he screened .it both cnils to

prevent thr ascent of fish to the stream and to

keep floating drift out of the ditch.

If tin pond can l>« cxca\ a ted in marshy ground,

much tli>' better. \ layer of clay on the hot-

turn will help to rentier it w atcr-tight. I'hc

embankment should be broad, and before it is

thrown up. .ill sod should he u imn id so th.it there

will l<> no subsequent seep.mi- caused h\ the decay
of \ cgct.ihlc matter.

The embankment of the dam, if it is to he six

feet high, should be ten or twelve feet wide at

the hast and four Feet broad on top. The con-

crete overflow should be large enough to carry

off the surplus when the water is high, without
danger to the dam. and the outlets in general

should be screened with wire netting to prevent'
the escape of hsh. I he dram for drawing off the

water should, of course, he put in place before the

dam is thrown up.

If the ilr.nn. or bottom outlet, is built of con-
crete and is large enough to be conveniently
cleared, it will be more effective in lowering a

large area o( water. I he upper end of the drain

should fit tightly into the foot of the upright pen-

stock in the pond.
The penstock itself is merely an upright drain

or sluice of planks or concrete, having about the

same capacity as the drainpipe itself. It is

fitted on one side with short water hoards which
slide in grooves and can be removed to permit
the escape of the water. A heavy plank should

connect the head of the penstock with the top

at the dam. to afford ready access.

Before the new pond is filled, all roots, stumps,
rocks, and everything else that would prevent the

free sweep of a net along the bottom, should be
removed.
With a series of ponds construtced at different

lev t K, the overflow of the upper ponds w ill serve

to feed those below. The more fall there is to

the water, the better w ill be its aeration—a mat-
ter of great importance to small ponds.

The water supply of the fish pond is the most
important thing to be considered, and should be

abundant at all times. Ponds fed by strong
sprtngs are excellent and are not subject to the

freshets to which stream-fed ponds are exposed.
Their temperature is naturally more equable
throughout the year and they are less likely to

freeze heavily in winter. In warm weather and

Twi: walrr pi.mis rlrsir.iblr ft if lisli |MitnU arr iiiiiii'harm i It ft
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and myrmphyllum

The rock bass is an excellent pond species. It increases rapidly and is a

good food fish

in the winter time, pond fish avoid extreme tem-
perature by frequenting the deeper portions or

the vicinity of bottom springs. Spring water,
howi wr, unit.tins less life available as fish food,

atid less air than that from brooks. Its value for

pond supply will be improved if it can be led

some distance as a rivulet, or still better, al-

lowed to spread out over a small storage pond.
Fish life in small ponds with limited water supply
will suffer from heavy ice in winter. The ice

should be broken frequently.

A pond of an acre or more in extent, and with
eight or ten feet of water in the deepest part,

will, if properly managed, give excellent results.

It may be necessary to make it less than a

quarter of an acre in extent, but a small pond
should have an extreme depth of not less than
six feet, although it is quite possihle, with a strong

water supply, to raise hsh in very small and shal-

low ponds. I his, however, means active cultiva-

tion, with daily feeding, numerous ponds to permit
of sorting, and all the details of a fish-cultural es-

tablishment. As a matter of /act, nearly all of

the extensive fish breeding carried on by the na-
tional and state fish commissions has been done in

ponds of rectangular shape, averaging perhaps less

than a hundred feet in length and twenty-five in

width, having depths of only three or four feet.

Such ponds are worked in series, as nursery and
rearing ponds.

Fish kept in restricted quarters require feeding,

and the principal natural food of fish is fish.

Among the fish foods used at the New York
Aquarium are live minnows, live shrimps, chopped
fish, beef, liver, and clams. It is a mistake to

suppose that fish do not require an abundance of

food. They may live for a time without it, but

they cannot grow.

A part of the fish pond should be shallow and
planted with pond weeds; suitable plants for the

purpose may be found in most streams and ponds.

Water plants are necessary as shelter for young
fish, and greatly increase t:.?: various forms of

small aquatic life required for their food. These
also serve to aerate the water, which is most
important in small and sluggish ponds. The
slightly greater depths—from one to three feet

—

may be planted with water lilies, while the more
extensive and still deeper portions should be kept

clear of vegetation. If the vege-

tation becomes too thick it can
usually be pulled out with a rake.

Small, shallow ponds can be

shaded in places by board shel-

ters extended out to rocks or to

wooden supports in the water.

Fish ponds should be supplied

with spawning conditions suita-

ble to the fish occupying them.
Small-mouthed black bass,which
make their nests in gravel, will re-

quire a gravelly bottom. Large-

mouthed black bass, which nest

among the roots of plants, will

find the conditions that they re-

quire among the weeds of the

pond. Yellow perch, which
spawn among twigs underwater,

are easily accommodated by set-

ting pieces of brush firmly in the

'1 11*- yHlow |K'f(li i« fine ol our U- l,rno'.i wM'ly known, ;iwl
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bottom w here the water is shallow. Rock bass and
the various species of sun fish, which, like the small-

mouthed black bass, make their nests in gravelly

places, will absolutely require places of that chas-

acter if they are expected to increase; a few cart-

loads of gravel dumped around the lake in water
about two feet in depth will furnish the necessary

conditions.

It is customary with professional fish-culturists

to supply artificial spawning nests in ponds
containing small-mouthed black bass. These
are small, shallow boxes, six inches deep and about
two feet square, filled with mixed gravel and sand,

which early in the spring are placed in shallow

water around the pond. I hey are at once appro-
priated by pairs of bass seeking spaw ning places.

Mass guard their nests for several days after

the spawn has been deposited, and it is the custom
at fish-cultural establishments to place over the
nest before the young fish leave it, a light, cylin-

drical frame of iron or stout wire netting covered
with cheesecloth, one end of which protrudes
above the water. I his prevents the young fish

from wandering away, and makes it possible for

them to be removed to nursery ponds with the dip
net, where they are safe from their enemies and
the cannibalistic tendencies of their parents.

In stocking waters it is not necessary to have a

large number of adult fish. For a pond of about
an acre in extent, twenty pairs of black bass, and
perhaps fifty pairs of any of the other kinds of
fish mentioned, will be sufficient. When the
conditions are right, the progeny of the first

year will usually stock the pond to the limit of its

natural food supply. It should be borne in mind
that heavy stocking serves no useful purpose,
unless it is the intention to catch some of the
adults the first year. It is just as well to stock
with two or three kinds of fish, and time w ill show
which species are the best adapted to that par-

ticular body of water. Yellow perch may be
placed with black bass with safety. They are
remarkably prolific, and with a good start can
usually take care of themselves. The same may be
said of the catfish. It is harmless, since the bass

and sunfish are active in guarding their own nests.

The yellow perch and the catfish may also be
introduced into ponds containing rock bass or
calico bass. There is no reason why black bass,

rock bass, and calico bass should not be kept
together if the pond is of considerable size.

Calico bass are among the good small fishes for ponds. They prefer

sluggish or still waters



Lieutenant
Henry
Reuterdahl

Under a photograph that we
printed in our February issue

appeared the following caption,

"Henry Reuterdahl, whose one
great trial is that his name and occupation or

painting battleships constantly arouse the sus-

picion that he may be a German spy, likes his

work because it keeps him out in the open air."

Just why any one should interpret these words
as a reflection upon Mr. Reuterdahl is very hard
to comprehend, but since they have been mis-
understood in one or two instances, a word of ex-

planation is in order. Mr. Reuterdahl was born
in Sweden and his mother was a Scot. For more
than eighteen years he has been in the forefront

of the battle for a greater U. S. Navy, endeavor-
ing through magazine contributions and his paint-

ings of naval subjects to make America realize

the need for developing to greater size and effi-

ciency this vital arm of our national defense.

He has designed various trophies for target

practice and engineering achievements
in the Navy, has accompanied our fleets

on many cruises, and his paintings are

to be found in most of the collections that

naval men look to for a record of mod-
ern sea-craft history. Before we declared

war last April, Mr. Reuterdahl volun-
teered for service with the Navy and
his abilities have been put to good use.

It would be hard, therefore, to pick any
one in this country whose record of
achievement so unmistakably indicates

his militant loyalty. Mr. Reuterdahl
has just been commissioned Lieutenant
in the Naval Reserve.

Discouraging
The
Busy Fly

In some of the California cities

the fly pest is combatted by
officials paid by the munici-
pality, and the duty of these

fly catchers is to set traps along the curb of the
main streets, bait them, and empty them at
intervals. The photograph shows one of these
streets in Redlands which has a large fly trap
at twenty-foot intervals. That little city was
the first to adopt the novel idea, and it was
so successful in checking the fly that various
towns followed the example, and many volun-
teers elsewhere secured big traps and made
individual attacks on the dangerous little enemy
of humanity. Millions of flies were destroyed
by these traps, and as every one of the insects

has the capacity to found a family of millions,

the results were noticeable after the first

season. Redlands, which installed the system in

1913, is almost devoid of the busy little pests
to-day.

The "Every cloud has a silver

Silver lining," the copybooks used

Lining t0 te" us
>
anc' even in the

lowering nimbus of war that

hangs above us now, we can discern a pos-
sibility of future good. The farmers are

likely to benefit immeasurably through
our participation in the greatest conflict

of history. We do not refer to any imme-
diate pecuniary profit, as the thought of
making money from what amounts on
our part to an idealistic crusade, is re-

pellent.

The lasting benefit to rural America is likely

to come from a complete revision of its

transportation problems. We enter the Great
War with our railway system already hope-
lessly congested with the products of the last

few months' intensive manufacturing activity.

It is understood that plans have already been
formulated to relieve some of the pressure on the
railways by transferring the short-haul traffic,

trips of 150 miles or less, to motor trans-

port.

The change will be gradual, but if the war
lasts for another year or more, the bulk of the
short-haul work will be handled by motor
trucks. Now, no class of American citizens

is more vitally interested in short-haul traffic

than the farmers. Nine tenths of our farm pro-
duce hauling comes under this classification.

With motor truck lines reaching out into all

parts of the country, as they inevitably will,

the rural transportation problem is solved.

The American farmer will be in direct

touch with his markets and will never again
see a heavy proportion of his profits eaten up in

transportation charges.

future is going to be. The water supply of
this extensive place is pumped from a notably
fine spring, by a stationary gasolene motor. The
electric lighting plant is powered by a gasolene
engine. A gasolene tractor plants and har-
vests a large part of the crops. What used
to be known as "chores," the odd jobs in which a
farm is so prodigal—milking, cream separating,
corn shelling, ensilage cutting, etc.—are all per-
formed by means of power derived from a gasolene
engine. And finally, this farm has its own com-
mercial transportation system, consisting of
two motor trucks, which carry all the produce
raised to the railway or to the markets of the
near-by cities and bring back the considerable sup-
plies needed to maintain an extensive establish-
ment of this kind. The owner has a little fleet
of pleasure cars, ranging from a small runabout
to a big limousine, and including a station 'bus to
bring guests to the house. At the wharf belong-
ing to the farm are moored two motor launches

and a good sized motor yacht. About
the only form of motor power that is

not employed on this model farm is an
airplane, and even this may come in

time. The life of this country place
is nearly autonomous. Few are the calls

which must be made on outside cooper-
ation in carrying on the commercial or
social functions of the farm. And this
is prophetic of what is going to happen
all over the country, as soon as rural

residents realize that by installing motor
power, they may become practically inde-
pendent of outside aid. The farmer is

going to have all the labor-saving con-
veniences of the cooperative life of the
cities, without the disadvantages inevita-
ble in the latter. With rural life thus
autonomous, the call of the land is going
to be irresistible.

Showing how they combat the fly nuisance at Redlands, Cal. Large fly traps are

placed at twenty-foot intervals along the outer edge of the sidewalk

Superhuman The planting of forest tree

Tree seedlings is a task that must be

Planting done cheaply, quickly, in a whole-
sale way, and yet efficiently and

well. Hitherto, human limitations have made
the setting of 1,200 to 1,500 trees per man a
good day's work. The recent adaptation of a

machine designed for setting cabbage and other
plants to reforestation activities promises to
increase this limit to from 10,000 to 15,000 seed-

lings per gang of three men and two horses,

wherever ground conditions permit plowing and
harrowing. Although detailed cost figures are

not yet available, experiments with the machine
in Wyoming County, New York, give reason to

hope for excellent results and for a considerable

extension of its use in conservation practices.

A Down on the eastern shore of Mary-
Prophetic land, on one of the innumerable

Farm inlets of Chesapeake Bay, there is

a farm that constitutes what amounts
to a practical prophecy of what the farm of the

Fatal Food To "swat the fly" is good;

For the but to trap, poison, or other*-

p|y wise indirectly cause its de-

struction, is no less effective

and much more economical of energy.

Wire traps, if rightly managed and care-

fully located, are especially useful, but
housekeepers frequently try them, fail

to get results, and immediately condemn them,
when the real reason for the failure is the
use of an inefficient bait, or even none at all.

An unbaited trap offers very little attraction to a

hungry fly, and even if an occasional insect con-

templated suicide, it is doubtful whether it would
be in the proper frame of mind to look for

its inconspicuous entrance. Tests of different

baits were made by the Alabama Experiment
Station, which established the relative efficiency

of a number of simple mixtures. The basis in all

the most successful baits was bread; the liquids

in which it was placed were buttermilk -+- 7 per

cent, formaldehyde and a little syrup; equal parts

whole milk and water + 5 per cent, formalde-

hyde and a little sugar; milk + 10 per cent,

grain alcohol and a little sugar; and buttermilk,

3 per cent, alcohol, and syrup. All of these

can be left in the bait pan for several days until

they become excessively thick or distinctly dry.

Even if a trap is not available, a small amount
of formalin (commercial formaldehyde), say a

tablespoonful, added to a saucer of milk and
water containing a piece of bread and a little

sugar, will poison flies that taste it.
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American-made scrutoire of Virginia walnut, with wooden
handles and ball feet. About 1700

A frame-bottom scrutoire of American make. It is of pine, and
dates from about 1700 to 1725

Ball-foot scrutoire, about 1700-1710, veenered with bun-

walnut. The handles are the early drop form

SCRUTOIRES
By WALTER A. DYER

Photographs, with one exception, from the Jletropolitan Museum of Art and others

HE modern French word is ecritoire,

but there was an old French spell-

ing, escritoire, which was adopted
by the English and shortened to

scrutoire. Webster sanctions
both escritoire and scrutoire as

English words. But our ancestors were no*
always careful of their spelling, and I have seen

A cherry scrutoire of 1740-50, standing on short cabriole legs

with Dutch feet

the word given also as scrutoir, screetore, scre-

tore, screwtore, scriptoire, scrittore, scriptory, etc.

Scrutoire is sufficiently authentic, but however
you choose to modify the spelling, you are deal-
ing with one of the finest pieces of old furniture
to be found—the slant-top desk of the eighteenth
centurv.

The old Bible box and small desk was first

placed upon legs and then upon a chest of draw-
ers, and thus the scrutoire was evolved. Desks
of this character were made as early as 1660, but
they were not common till about 1700. They
were popular for just about one hundred years,
and were made chiefly in the Queen Anne and
Georgian styles.

By way of brief description, the scrutoire is a
writing desk built on a chest of drawers. It was
made with a sloping front which opened outward
on hinges, forming a level surface for writing.
The front was held in position sometimes by quad-
rants or chains, and in some earlv examples it

Another scrutoire of American make. It is of maple, with
bracket feet, and dates about 1740-50

Mahogany, with bracket feet. Date, 1740-50

rested on two small drawers, one on each side,

that could be pulled out when needed. In the
majority of cases, however, the front rested on
wooden slides. Inside the desk portion were
small drawers, pigeonholes, and often a small
cupboard or two. The lower portion consisted
of a chest of three or four drawers resting on
short feet, the form of which varied in accordance
with the period. Phillips's " New World of
Words" published in 1696, contained this de-
finition: " Scrutoire, a sort of long Cabinet, with
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several Boxes, and a place for Pen, Ink, and
Paper, the Door of which, opening downward
and resting upon Frames that are to be drawn
out and put back, serves for a Table to write on."
The older examples are extremely rare, but

scrutoires of various types built between 1690 and
1 710 are occasionally to be found. The first

ones that resemble those of a later date were

Walnut scrutoire with ogee bracket feet and Hepplewhite

drawer pulls; 1750-75. Owned bv Mr. C. M. Jones

Rhode Island style of block-front scrutoire, in mahogany, with

ball-and-claw feet. 1750-75



lack of refinement.

As a consequence, well bred people insist upon

a compromise between these two extremes.

They demand individuality in their motor cars

—

but it is the quiet, unpretentious individuality

that characterizes a Patrician the world over.

They demand "smartness" in their motor cars

—but it is the smartness of exquisite design,

luxurious appointment and finished detail.

In a word, they demand just such a car as the

Paige—"TheMostBeautifulCar in America."

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company
Detroit, Michigan
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Stopsmany ills—saves fuel bills!

The first call of war is to

prepare hospitals. Within

the first three months, the

European nations used up

our entire stocks there of

radiators and boilers in

sanitarily warming new
hospitals and convales-

cents stations. It is a big

argument why this pro-

tective, health - building,

cleanly warmth should be

adopted in your home, for all future winters; and to help you conserve

thereby the nation's fuel supply. Guard your family at once with an

outfit of
IDEAL Smokeless Boilers and

A M mi/^ A \T Tr\C A T
AMERICAN Radiators distribute

/\^\|kI(ANv II/TAi unfailingly an ample, gentle, healthful

ItJ U_I\ 1VJiil 1 A I MS volume of warmth to every room, bay

it RADIATORS lBOlLERS and corner. No impure coal-gases or

ash-dust reach the rooms; reduces

cleaning work and prevents damage to furnishings—great advantages and economy

to the womenfolks.

IDEAL Boilers are so easy to run—feed them once a day, remove ashes thrice

a Week—no need to rekindle the fire in the whole heating season.

The larger sizes of IDEAL Boilers have two shaking levers—one to shake the

rear half of the grate, the other shakes the front half. In this way the fire can

be gently agitated in mild weather, or thoroughly but easily shaken and fire

kept bright and clean in severe weather

made about 1700. They had the slant top resting

on slides, the chest of large drawers, and the small

drawers and pigeonholes inside the desk 1 heir

chief distinguishing feature was the ball foot.

They were made largely of maple, oak, walnut,

and whitewood, sometimes with panels of birds-

eye maple or walnut veneer on the faces of the

slant top and drawers. One early Queen Anne
ty pe, made soon after 1700, was a slant-top desk

with one large drawer underneath, resting 00

four turned legs with underbraces, instead of the

complete chest of drawers.

In the English development of the scrutoire,

Dutch elements appeared during the first quarter

of the eighteenth century. The cabriole leg with

the round Dutch foot became the distinguishing

An unfailing Cleaner

Ask for catalog of ARCO
WAND Vacuum Cleaner

with iron suction pipe run-

ning to each floor. Sold

on Easy Payments.

The simple easy-to-run features of

IDEAL Boilers make them unequaled
in the world. Accept no substitute.

These outfits are put in without any tearing

up, no disturbance to occupants. If you are

ready to quit being a slave of the coal-hod
and are paying bills and suffering the ills of
old fashioned heating, guard your home by
writing us today for "Ideal Heating" cata-

log (free)—full of dollar saving heating facts

you ought to know.

IDEAL Boiler fuel

pots mix the air and
coal gases as in a
modern gas mantle,
extracting ALL tbe
heat from the !nel.

Showrooms and ware-
houses in all large cities AmericanRadiator Company

Write Department 25
816-822 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago

The.

Htnfl&Qft (^BINETWOdD
"Good OAK FURNITURE is more nearly 'boy-proof than any other

equally line cabinet wood."

Its elegance, dignity* and artistic adaptability are backed by its sturdy resistance to dents and

scratches. (Really a quite important point. Don't you think so?)

"There is no finer heirloom than good OAK furniture." There is no more safe and enduring

investment—none better worth insisting upon. (This is a fact, isn't it?)

AMERICAN OAK MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
know about Oak. Ask them any sort of question. Ask them for literature Please address

Room 1407, 14 M^n Street
Memphis, Tenn.

Another mahogany block-front scrutoire with ball and-claw

feet. It is 39 inches high and dates about 1750-75 Owned by

Mrs. W. L. Hyde

Serpentine-front scrutoire in mahogany, with ball-and-claw

feet- 1765-80

feature of the period. Some of these pieces were

very graceful, especially a type that resembled a

desk set upon a Queen Anne lowboy. The lower

portion consisted of cabriole legs, with one or two

drawers and a scalloped apron beneath. A slop-

ing front opened on hinges and rested on slides,

and within were the usual pigeonholes and small

drawers. Walnut was the common wood for this.

The typical scrutoire of the period of 1725,

however,' consisted of the slant-top desk resting

on a chest of drawers, with very short cabriole

or bandy legs, and round Dutch feet. About

1750 the short cabriole leg with ball-and-claw

foot appeared, and also the ogee or bracket foot.

In other particulars the scrutoire changed but

little until the block-front and serpentine styles

came into vogue. Brass drop handles were com-

monly used on all the Georgian scrutoires.

By 1750 the scrutoire had become an important

part of the furnishing of the household, and pieces

of the last half of the century are less difficult to

obtain. Mahogany, cedar, cherry, apple, walnut,

and other woods were employed, both solid and

veneered.

Though straight-front scrutoires continued to

be made after 1750, the block-front became the

fashionable thing, both in scrutoires and in book-

case desks. The drawer fronts were carved out
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Craft Admirably Suited to the Times

Essentially the finest pleasure Cruisers the market

affords— especially for southern waters— yet built

so well that they are now seeing service in the

patrol squadron fleeL

Co-ordinating speed with seaworthiness and sturdy con-

struction, these MILITARY TYPE EXPRESS CRUISERS
represent a distinct improvement in boats of this size and

type. Rough weather but adds to the thrill of a voyage,

an extended cruise but prolongs the pleasure.

One-man-control, equipment complete to the minutest detail,

every inch being utilized for some useful purpose, not

alone makes for the minimum of attention, but insures the

maximum of comfort and efficiency.

To own such a craft is enjoyment unqualified— an appre-

ciation of the utmoSl in cruising never to be forgotten.

Our Fifty-Foot MILITARY TYPE EXPRESS CRUISER
luxuriously accommodates a party of eight and a crew of

two. In outward grace and interior elegance it defies a

portrayal of the icieal more harmoniously complete. It has

a speed of twenty to twenty-four miles per hour.

BOOKLET No. 555 H describes and illustrates this Cruiser

in full detail. A copy will Is forwarded upon application

without the incurrence of any obligation.

ASK FOR BOOKLET No. 222 H if your interest is in our

smaller Forty-Foot Cruiser accommodating a party of six

and having a speed of twenty to twenty-two miles per hour.

Early Deliveries may be obtained on either of these craft.

Great Lakes Boat Build in$ Corporation

m i uw a u ke: E i w 1 s~

.

Designers and Builders of Boats of Distinction and Quality

1
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Pine
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THERE are two mistaken beliefs

regarding bare, polished floors.

The first is that they must be of

hardwood. The second, following

from the first, is that they are expen-

sive. Such is emphatically not the

case. At least, it need not be the case.

Many "Hardwood Floors" are of

Equally Satisfactory Softwood

Any architect—any contractor—will

confirm this. And of all the softwoods,

none will give you a hand^o.rer floor than
North Carolina Pine. It takes a high polish

with either wax or oil and is thoroughly
durable. A North Carolina Pine floor

needs no more attention than do floors

of the far more expensive hardwoods.

But the usefulness of North Carolina Pine does
not end with floor. Its beauty of figure, lightness

of color and ability to take stains and enamels make
it a wise choice for all interior woodwork.

Write for our Homebuilders' Book of general in-

formation on the subject; and for our Book of In-

teriors, showing in full color the great variety ot

beautiful effects obtainable at low cost. Both free.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand Central Terminal, New
York City, contains a bungalow built throughout of North Carolina Pine

JOHNS'MANVILLE
THANSITE

Asbestos Shingles
INTERESTING BOOKLET FREE ON REQUEST
H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

New York City
BRANCHES IN 54 LARGE CITIES

More power—smoother power

—

a saving of gasoline—and a new

The ALL-YEAR Car
Kissel's original idea that

changed the motoring habits

of a nation. Open in sum-
mer—closed in winter.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Hartford, Wisconsin

DO away with all the troubles, worries and ex-

penses that go hand in hand with building.

Buy a Hodgson Portable house. Whether you want

to erect a c«ttage, garage, play house, poultry house

or what-not, you'll find "just the thing"

pictured in the Hodgson catalogue. These

houses are shipped to you in painted sections

well finished and all ready to bolt together.

You can put up any Hodgson house your-

self—in a jiffy. Send for catalogue.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 201, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City

of solid blocks of wood, usually mahogany, in a

form shown in the illustrations. They were
more costly than the straight-front scrutoires,

and are the most highly valued by collectors to-

day. The serpentine front, which wras also cut
out of solid blocks of wood, and which flourished

between 1765 and 1780, was never quite as

popular as the block front. Another type of the
last half of the century was the knee-hole scru-

toire, with a recess for the writer's knees, and
with drawers placed in tiers on each side of it.

In many instances, the bureau desks, bookcase
desks, and secretaries of the period resembled
slant-top scrutoires with a cabinet or bookcase on
top.

Perhaps the most fascinating thing about these

scrutoires is the arrangement of pigeonholes,

little drawers, and small cupboards inside the

desk, often ornamental and seldom exactly alike

HODGSONTkfa&HOUSES

Knee-hole scrutoire of mahogany, with block front and flat

top. 1750-75

in any two pieces. They often included ingeni-

ously fashioned secret drawers and receptacles

for valuable papers.

Strangely enough, the designs of Chippendale,
Hepplewhite, and Sheraton do not include scru-

toires of this sort. They were made by other

cabinetmakers in England and America. Hep-
plewhite may have made some, but he did not

include the designs in his books. The intro-

duction of the serpentine front has been credited

to Thomas Shearer, Hepplewhite's associate.

Sheraton's scrutoires are of a different type-
chiefly ladies' writing tables.

By 1710 American cabinetmakers were build-

ing scrutoires, chiefly of cherry, and occasionally

of walnut, maple, and apple wood. The early

ones were quite plain and simple in form, with a

desk resting on a chest of three or four drawers,

and with unornamented pigeonholes. After

1725 the styles here were improved, and by 1750
we were making scrutoires that compared favor-

ably with those made in England, using mahog-
any, both solid and veneered, as well as the other

woods mentioned. Excellent examples of the

block-front scrutoire were made here, particularly

in Rhode Island.

Because of its intrinsic beauty of proportion

and its eminent usefulness, the old scrutoire is as

desirable a piece of antique furniture as one can

well secure. Genuine old scrutoires have been

valued as high as $200 to $300, but the market

prices are generally less. The plainer bracket-

foot types are worth about $100; those with more

elaborate interior arrangements, with ball-and-

claw feet, would bring perhaps #150. The block

fronts, of English or American make, are con-

sidered the most valuable, and are worth $200

or more, according to ornament and condition.

So if you can pick one up for $25, as a friend of

mine did recently, you are lucky.

CONSTRUCTION AND CARE OF
THE REAR AXLE
HE rear axle of the average American

motor car is somewhat of a me-

chanical miracle. No other part

of the car performs such diverse and

strenuous service as the rear axle,

and yet derangement in this unit is

not common. When it does come, rear axle

failure, for any cause whatever, is one of the
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HEALTH
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Bwhk Beat
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THE f(EL5EV
WARM AIR GEPE.KATOR I

231 Jamaa Straat. Syracua*. Naw York
NEW YORK— lOt D Park Avanue
CHICAGO 217 D ««i Ukr Strr*t

DETROIT »VD RuiMrri Fjchanar
BOSTON 40VD P. 0. Square Buildina.

"Jim Hill's

Luck"

some called it. when

James J. Hill took a

one-horse Railroad into

untouched country and a decade later drew

a third of the nation's wheat to market.

There was much more to it than luck,

however, as he who reads "The Life of

James J. Hill." by Joseph Gilpin Pyle will

agree. An epic Romance, this story of the

career of the great "Empire-builder" of

the Northwest. Look it over at your

bookseller's.

Published by

Doubleday. Page & Company

Garden City. /Veie Yor^

Made from Apollo-Keystone
Copper Steel Galvanized Sheets, Ct~f§5'
the most durable, rust-repellent f^Uffi?

sheets manufactured.
These sheets are unequnled for Silos.
Culverts. Tanks. Roofing. Siding; and
all forms of exposed sheet metal work. Look for
the Keystone added below trade-mark. It insures
quality. service and satisfaction at reasonable cost.

Send to-day for our "Better Buildings" booklet.
We also manufacture Keystone Copper Steel
Roofing Tin— specially adapted for all high class
buildings, country homes, city residences, etc.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,
Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ZINC, with other metals, added to soft

copper, makes enduring bronze—

a

Stronger, harder and more durable metal than

copper alone.

Zinc added to lead makes durable paint

—

a stronger, tougher and more weather-resisting

paint than can be made without it.

New Jersey

zinc
in paint

makes the paint film tougher

and firmer. Zinc gives a finer,

smoother finish. Zinc pene-

trates deeper into the fiber of

the wood. Zinc anchors the

paint film firmly to the surface

it protects. Zinc resists decay

and the destructive action of

atmospheric gases. Last, but

by no means least, zinc lessens

the cost of painting by length-

ening the life of paint.

All the best prepared paints

contain zinc as well as lead*

If your painter mixes his own

paints he can buy zinc ground

in linseed oil, just as he buys

lead in oil.

If you will tell us what you

want to paint, we will send

you a set of specifications giving

the correct proportion of zinc

to use. Our booklet "Zinc-in

paint" should be read by every

property owner. A copy is

yours for the asking.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY, 55 Wail Street, New Y«k
ESTABLISHED 1848

Branch: Mineral Point Zinc Co., 1111 Marquette Building, Chicago
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Snap-Shots from Home.
Give cheer to the boys in camp and on shipboard by

sending them pictures from home. There are likely to

be some tedious, homesick days and a little cheer-up

in the way of photographs of the home folks and the

home doings will do them a lot of good.

And some day when you want to give something

a little more substantial, send along a Vest Pocket

KODAK and ask your Soldier or Sailor Boy to send

pictures to you.

Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak, $6.00

All Dealers'.

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City.

BAY STATE
Brick and Cement Coating

BAY STATE

make": walls of brick, con-
crete and stucco water-
proof, dustproof, wearproof
and every other kind of
proof. Made in white and
various tints. Send for free

sample and booklet No. L
WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers
Boston, Mass.

New York Office : Architects' Building

MEDUSA
J PATCMTCD /

WATERPROOFING
J f PASTE Avo POWDER, \J

Makes concrete walls and cellars absolutely water-
proof and damp-proof, and cisterns, pools, etc., water-
tight permanently.
Prevents discoloration and hair cracks in stucco. It's

the original integral waterproofing material.

Write jor illustrated booklet.

PROOFING"
"MEDUSA WATER-
to-day.

THE SANDUSKY CEMENT CO.
Dept. B Cleveland, O.

KinO Solomon in his wisdom arranged that his family should have
contentment and happiness.

His wives were well supplied
with the best brushes obtainable

Every Family, large or small, should have

WHITING-ADAMS BRUSHES
GOOD TO LOOK AT AND GOOD TO USE

Quality sticks out all over them
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE. DEPT.T.

John L. Whiting-J. J. Adams Co., Boston, U.S.A.
Brush Manufacturers for Over One Hundred Years

Whiting-Adams Brushes Awarded Gold Medal and Official Blue Ribbon,
the Highest Award at Panama-Facinc Exposition, 1916

saddest troubles with which the motor car owner
is called upon to wrestle. For the unmechanical
owner to try to cope with trouble of this sort is to
invite disaster. However, by studying the con-
struction of this part, the ordinary man will get
an understanding of the principles involved and
their practical application, with a realization of
the care that such a piece of mechanism will

naturally need, which will enable him largely to
avoid trouble by preventing it.

To begin with, it is important that he should
thoroughly understand the function of the rear
axle, or rather the varying functions of the differ-

ent types. As every motorist knows, the power
which drives the car is generated in the engine
and is then passed back through the transmission
and by the propeller shaft to the rear axle, which
transmits it to the rear wheels—the driving
wheels. In addition to this function of power
transmission, the rear axle has a passive function
as a support for part of the car's weight. Further-
more, it is, from its position in the mechanism,
forced to withstand the vibrations and shocks
incident to travel over indifferently smooth
surfaces; and finally, it must absorb the inevitable

torsional stresses, the side thrusts. It may be
gathered, then, that the rear axle leads a rather
busy life. It is a distinct tribute to the mettle
of the American motor car industry that failures

in this much tried unit are* so infrequent.

Mechanically speaking, rear axle units may be
divided into two definite classes: dead and live.

A dead axle is one that does not turn. In this

class fall the axle units of cars having double
chain drives, which are now confined almost
exclusively to motor trucks. In this type of final

drive the chain runs from a jackshaft to a sprocket
on the wheel, which turns on the stationary axle.

Live axles must be subdivided again into three

types or classes, called respectively, floating, semi-

floating, and three quarters floating. In out-

ward construction all three of these types are

much the same and comprise an elongated sphere,

from the sides of which project two metal tubes.

The sphere is the housing for the differential unit,

and the tubes are the shaft housing. From the

differential unit two shafts project, known as the
drive shafts, to the ends of which the wheels are

attached. The subdivisional names, floating,

semi-floating, and three quarters floating, are

derived from the varying functions of the drive

shafts.

In an axle of the floating type the drive shaft,

in a manner of speaking, does float. Its sole

duty is to drive the wheels and possibly take a

certain amount of side stress. The wheel bearing

is outside the axle tube, and the wheel actually

rests on the housing. One of the great ad-

vantages of this construction is that the drive

shafts may be removed without disturbing the

wheels, a flexible connection being all that at-

taches the shaft to the wheel.

In the semi-floating axle the bearings are inside

the tube, so that the shaft perforce takes up and
carries a certain amount of the load, at the same
time that it bears a portion of the torsional driving

stresses.

The three quarters floating variety of axle has

the bearings inside the tube and there is a rigid

connection made between the shaft and the wheel.

This type of axle bears a certain amount of the

weight of the car and also takes up torsional

stresses. The principal disadvantage of the semi-

and three quarters constructions is the difficulty

of shaft replacement as compared with the con-

venience of the floating axle in this respect. All

three of these classes of axles are in general use on
pleasure motor vehicles at the present time, and
all of them seem to give remarkably satisfactory

service.

In buying a new car it would profit the ordinary

purchaser very little to know what type of axle

the vehicle embodied. As a matter of fact, few
automobile manufacturers build their own rear

axle units, preferring to purchase them from some
of the specialists who devote all their energy

to producing these parts. But even so, it would
do the purchaser little good to know which rear

axle specialist produced the unit used in the car

he purposes buying, unless he possessed some
special knowledge of the parts industry. What
he can do, however, is to make sure that the

manufacturer from whom he is buying his car is

thoroughly responsible and has a reputation to

maintain. He may be sure then that the builder

of the car has patronized a responsible axle maker
of established reputation, who turns out a de-

pendable part and who will stand behind his
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GOODRICH
IiyERTOWN

CORD TIRES
ushions ofSase and Siege

'OlORINCI runs merry as a marriage
lull when you drive on those cushions
of e<ise rod elegance—Silvertown Cord

Tireg trade-marked with the Red Double Diamond.

Look into th.it ha red section of a Silvertown tire,

and read in its sturdy, rubber-saturated cable-
cord its resilience, its gasoline-saving

economy, smoother-riding comfort,
and prolonged mileage you can
not afford to he without, -^^mi

The

B. F. Goodrich
Company

Akron • Ohio

Also maker
rf the famous fabric tires Goodrich Black Safety Treads

10 Silvertown
Cord X-cela :

1. Increased en-
gine power

2. Smoother rid-
ing.

3. Fuel saving

4. Speedier

5. Coast farther

6. Start quicker

7. Easier to guide

8. Give greater
mileage

9. More resistive
against punc-
ture.

10. Repaired easily

and permanently

" Silvertowns make all cars high-grade
"

Radiator

Obtrusiveness

Solved With Our
Decorative Metal Grilles

\ \/TIY consider for a moment hav-
* ing the machinery of your heat-

ing system in the form of radiators,

always in insistent prominence.
Let us suggest ways of obscuring

them, with decorative metal grilles.

\\ ays that easily convert the objec-
tionable into the desirable. Ways that
turn the ugly into the harmonious.

Send Jor Catalogue 66-A

We will advise how the
grilles should be used to
secure greatest heating
economy. This is an admir-
able treatment.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co
52 Vanderbilt Avenue

New York

Home of

W. P. Barba,

Philadelphia, Pa.
" Permutit'*

equipped

Lawrence P. Boyd

Architect
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SLATES"QUALITY*

Can you be positive of any other roof that will

last for all time? Have your architect show you
in Sweet's catalogue the illustrations of our slate

produced in one or varied colors.

The auld & Conger Co.
ESTABLISHED 1870 CLEVELAND, OHIO

CYCLONE
Property Protection Fencing
For country estates, country clubs, parks, school grounds, etc.

Our engineers will cooperate with superintendents of estates

and landscape gardeners. Illustrated catalogue on request.

CYCLONE FENCE CO., Dept. 138, Waukegan, Illinois

When the North Wind Whistles—

VAPOR HEATING SYSTEM
satisfies the most exacting heating demands. It
brings to the country home the heating convenience
and economy of the biggest city office-building. It
automatically insures any desired temperature atany
hour of the day or night. It operates as success-
fully with old heating plants as with new ones.

Writ! for our hullttint on Dunham heatine for the home.

THE C. A. DUNHAM CO.. Marshalltown. Iowa
Division Sales Offices. Chicago, New York, San Francisco

C. A. DUNHAM CO., Ltd., Toronto, Canada

product. This is a vitally important proviso in

relation to a part where failure causes such serious

trouble.

It might seem that we have classified rear axles

as minutely as division of this sort may profitably

be carried, but in reality there is a further sub-
division to be made on the basis of the type of

gearing employed for final drive. These sub-
divisions, are straight and spiral bevel, worm, in-

ttrnal gear, and two-speed bevel. Of these

varieties only three—bevel, spiral, and two-
speed bevel—are employed in the construction of

pleasure cars. Builders of commercial motor
vehicles utilize all the various types.

Up to within the past year or so the straight

bevel was the ordinary form of gearing in use on
passenger cars, but the tendency to-day seems to

be to use the spiral bevel, which has distinct ad-
vantages in quietness of operation. It is esti*

mated that 80 per cent, of the 191 7 pleasure motor
cars use spiral bevel gears, and has been predicted
that in the near future this type will be practically

universal in this field.

While worm gears and internal gears are not
now used on pleasure cars, it may not be without
interest briefly to note just what the terms mean.
The worm drive operates on the same principle

as the bevel, except that a worm gear and worm
wheel constitute the parts. Internal gear drives

are radically different. In this type there are

practically two axles, one live and the other dead.
The live axle turns the wheels, which are fitted

with internal gears, while the dead axle is simply
used to support the load. > Whether these types
will ever become at all popular in the pleasure
car field may be doubted, because their inherent
virtues are not those demanded in a vehicle in-

tended for speed and flexibility.

In the rear axle assembly also is located the
differential, which is important enough to be con-
sidered in some detail, although there are many
motor car owners who do not suspect the existence

of such a part on their vehicles. It will be evident,

on consideration, that under certain conditions, as

in making a turn, one wheel of the car, that on the
outer arc of the circle, must move faster than the
wheel which is practically acting as a pivot. It

is to enable one wheel to turn faster than the other
that the differential is installed. The inner end of

each axle shaft terminates in a bevel gear. Mesh-
ing with this is the main bevel-driven gear, which
is actuated by the driving pinion turned by the

propeller shaft. This is mounted independently
of the axles, but is coupled to them by small bevel

pinions, so located that they will drive the gears

on the axle shafts. When the resistance against

the driving wheels varies, that is, when one wheel
travels faster than the other as in turning a

corner, the differential pinions not only turn

around on their studs, but also travel around the
circumference of the gears on the axle shafts.

The reason for this is that the bevel-driven gear
carries the studs on which the differential pinions

revolve. In this way, as long as the wheels are

running at the same speed the differential pinions

remain stationary, forming a driving connection
between the two axle shafts, but just as soon as

the wheels begin traveling at different rates of

speed, so that varying resistances are set up, the
differential pinions turn on their studs and one
shaft may revolve at a much greater rate of

speed than the other. This sounds rather com-
plex, but in reality the differential is direct and
efficient in action, and trouble in this part is rare.

Having described the various types of rear

axle units in all the detail necessary, we may now
proceed to expound the obvious rules for main-
tenance. The car owner who has suffered with

rear axle trouble will need no prompting to take

the utmost care to avoid it for the future.

To begin with, lubrication of the rear axle must
be carefully and systematically carried out.

Proper lubrication lessens wear in any part of the

mechanism where there is friction of metal on
metal. In the rear axle, however, lubrication

is not the whole battle. In addition to friction,

this part has to support considerable weight and

has also to bear torsional stresses or twist, which
involves heavy strains. Obviously then, if the

rear axle is not made with an ample margin of

strength, it is going to fail under the strenuous

conditions of actual service.

Axle shafts have been known to break in service

as cleanly as if they had been cut with a saw;

they also on occasion have been known to twist as

if they had been heated and turned by powerful

machinery. Again the wheel bearings sometimes

crush, and the differential gears and driving

EvCTU wno reac^s Kathleen Norris's

m; new novel, "Martie the Un-
VV OTTICLXI conquered" will feel a kinship

for the girl of the first few chapters whose
one desire was to live; and later she will

glory in the triumph of Martie, the woman,
over life's difficulties, and the way in which

she emerges "the unconquered." Your
bookseller has an advance copy of this big

novel, and will be glad to show it to you.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York^

The Readers' Service gives information

regarding Live Stock

"WHY THE AVERAGE MOTORISTS
DOLLAR IS SHRINKING'

A book on automobile maintenance cost that every practical
minded motorist should read. Send us your name on a post
card for a copy.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY. Syracuse New York

Loomis - Manning

Filters

furnish sparkling

clear water for

Your Home
Loomis - Manning
Filter Dist'g. Co.

1441 South 37th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dont Experiment

\
with

IWater Suppli) Systems

A water supply system is an investment for a life-

time. Don't experiment with inferior systems. Your
country home can have all the conveniences of the

finest city residence—electric light,sewage disposal—w ith a

KEWANEE SYSTEM
Enthusiastically endorsed by over aa,

Free Bulletin telling about
Kewanee Special Features.

1 satisfied users. Write for

KEWANEE PRIVATE
VTIMTIES CO.

MS Kraoklla Stre«t

Kewnnee. III.

\
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Protect the Growing Things
Now, «hiU« (li«'v iiiv tit tlirir hrsl, it

RUST PROOF
FENCES, BED-GUARDS
iscs, trvo-gunnls, rti-

. Made of cxtrn
y storl « ii »-s, lu-UI tightly Uiui'thrr l>y

ntod slotl flump-- Hiwily vr:ilv:in

AFTER making, which prvvents rust.
Alk your riarrl*rar<' ilrnl.-r
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Write tor These Books on Game
Birds and Game Farming

They tell all about game farming—the profit

and pleasure to he obtained from it. "Ciame
Farming for Profit and Pleasure" is sent tree

on request. It treats of the subject as a whole,

describes the many game birds tells of their

food and habits, etc. "American Pheasant

Breeding and Shooting" is sent on

receipt of 10c. in stamps. It is a

complete manual on the subject.

HEUCl/LES POWDER CO.
1009 Market Street

Wilmington Delaware

Buying or Renting Country Prop-

erty Is a Ticklish Business

More than in any other transaction, you must be sure

that you are right before you invest. Before making up
your mind, you ought to see all the best properties that
are on the market. We have collected them for you in

the Real Estate Directory at the front of this magazine.
If you don't find what you want there, write to the

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
Country Life 11 W«t 32nd St, New York City

Vacationists should not forget to

take along some new

books. We suggest that you drop into a

bookstore and ask to see Marjorie Benton

Cooke's "Cinderella Jane"—as engaging a

novel as "Bambi;" Ernest Thompson
Seton's "The Preacher of Cedar Moun-
tain;" Constance Lindsay Skinner's amus-

ing story, "Good-Moming, Rosamond!
and—extra special—the new volume of

Kipling's stories, "A Diversity of Crea-

tures."

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City. New Yor$
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There never was a better time to show your

patriotism than now—and no better way than

flying "OLD GLORY" in a proper manner.

Walworth Steel Flag Poles
are not only durable and lightning proof but are

graceful—A worthy addition to any estate, club,

park or building. Furthermore the patented

Ball Bearing Revolving Top
allows the flag to swing with the breeze and

prevents it from fouling the pole. It flies free

at all times. Costs no more than wood—inex-

pensive to maintain. Booklet with details of

sizes, prices and full instructions for erecting,

gladly sent on request.

Walworth Manufacturing Company
Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK
19-21 Cliff St.

CHICAGO
220 N. Desplaines St.

When You Build
please bear in mind that there is still plenty of

White Pine
Send for our free booklet "White Pine in Home-Building."

WHITE PINE BUREAU
2215 Merchants' Bank Building ST. PAUL, MINN.

Smoky

Fireplaces

Wo payment accepted unlet*
successful.

Made to
Draw

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Terra Cotta Tile Roof
on this beautiful Downey residence in Chicago
is of the pattern known as the Imperial Spanish.

(See detail more clearly shown in border of

advertisement.) By its use the architect has
skillfully added to the beauty and character of

the building. A Tile Roof is absolutely leak-

proof—takes up no moisture on the under side

to cause decay and lasts forever. It's the only
roof which is absolutely fireproof.

Many wonderful effecti secured bj

architects of note are shown in oar

booklet, "The Roof Beautiful," c

printed in colon. It contain* views

of man? beautiful homes with roofs

of Terra Cotta Tiles and is sent free.

Ludowici- Celadon Co.j
Mfrs. of Terra Cotta Roofiuf Tile*

• General Offices

1108-18 Monroe Bldr. Chicaro, III.

1 ,

Architect. W. C. Zimmcrminn. Chicago, I1L
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fragrant

get the

SHADE AND PRIVACY
Around Your Home

There is no need that you should, for one single day, be without the comforting shade of

big trees! Twenty years ago we decided to eliminate the waiting phase from home land-

scape making. With the help of Hicks Big Trees you can enjoy the blue sky, the white
clouds and the cool breezes around your home this summer without being disturbed by
sights, sounds and the dust of every passing vehicle.

Wall« Suburban places of Europe are surrounded by high brick walls. We" can give you walls that cost less and are more beautiful, a wall of

Firs, Pines or other Evergreens. August is a good time to plant them. You can
best selection of trees and you can arrange them while you are on your country

place, while your gardener is not as busy as
in the spring. Make the sidewall of your out-

door room an Evergreen Boundary. 6 to

16 feet tall.

Our representative will call, help solve your
tree problems and stake out your ground ac-

cording to your ideas. Evergreens of the
kind we offer may be shipped safely a thou-
sand miles. Our stocks embrace all sizes.

It took us twenty
years to get them in

shape for you.

Satisfactory
growth is guaran-
teed, since our trees

have been so thor-

oughly prepared
that records show
almost no loss, mak-
ing free replacing

necessary.

Write for free book,
"Evergreens for

Summer Planting"

Hicks Nurseries
"The Home of Big Trees"

Bos L

Westbury, L. I., N. Y.

About Shade Trees
We will deliver and plant,

within fifty miles ofNew York
and anywhere on Longlsland
with the guarantee that they
will grow satisfactorily, 2 Sil-

ver Lindens, 18 ft. tall and 2
Norway Maples, ^o ft. tall, all

8 ft. broad trees, 15 years old,
that we will move in full leaf
and guarantee to grow, for

$50. You may pick them out
yourself, should you choose
and live near us.

Because Hicks* Nurseries
are famous for Big Trees do
not think that is all we grow.
We grow thousands of all

sizes, from 10c up. We have
tens of thousands of Ever-
greens, etc., of the $1.00 size
Every purse and fancy can be
suited. Learn to look upon
Hicks' Nurseries as your
Plant and Tree Department
Store. Complete nursery cat-

alogue on request. Write us
TO-DAY.

I L L E T T'S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark, Shady Places
Plan NOW to plant native ferns, plants and bulbs.

Early fall planting brings best results for early spring

flowers. Descriptive catalogue of over 80 pages. FREE. We will

gladly call and advise you regarding woodland planting and natural
gardens. Price for this service is reasonable.

EDWARD GILLETT 5 Main St., Southwick, Mass.

DOUBLES GARDEN CROPS
Saves them from drought loss. Ab-
solutely botherless. The turn of a
valve waters your whole garden

.

Special sprinklers for lawns. Send
for booklet.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO.
218 Water Street, Troy, Ohio.

QKINNER
GJystem
OF IRRIGATION

LUTTON
Greenhouses

embody many worth-while, up-to-
date improvements which are found in no \

other glass structures. The most casual observer
f", Jjjf can see that they are built, not simply to meet

competition, but to maintain a reptitdtion.

rr^ The very grace and attractiveness of their design, the finish, the

Wfimr crystal brightness of the interior, all spell QUALITY,
Twenty-five per cent, of our annual business represents repeat orders.

y This is the best proof that our Greenhouses give tasting satisfaction.

r Ask us for full particulars at once.

WM. H. LUTTON CO. Main Office and Factory
Show Room, 3rd Floor, 261-267 Kearney Avenue, Jersey City, N J.

Grand Central Term., N. Y. City West. Off - 710 Sykes Blk., Minneapolis, Winn.
Greenhouaes Conservotorlen Cold Frame"

pinion and even the ring gear are ground to pieces

before their time. When any of these accidents
happen, the car owner would better call in the
services of an expert, for in all probability certain

of the parts have been twisted out of alignment
and mere replacment of the parts is not going to

obviate the trouble. The first thing to do, there-

fore, is to have the axle tested for alignment, and
this is a task for an expert.

Short of actual failure, the surest sign of mis-

alignment in the rear axle is a dull grumbling
noise coming from the part when it is in motion.

This is often referred to as a "humming sound,"
which is a fairly accurate description, excepting

that to one who knows, there is lacking the factor

of cheerfulness. Appearance of this symptom of

trouble ought to be the signal for the car owner to

get his vehicle into the hands of the expert at his

service station to ascertain the cause and apply the

remedy. Differential adjustments are work for

the expert. The humming referred to may be
caused by the fact that the gears are out of align-

ment, or they may actually be injured or broken.

At any rate, the best mechanic in the service

station will have his hands full in making repairs.

Repairs in cases where misalignment has

occurred in the rear axle assembly usually mean
that the whole unit must be moved over either

to the right or to the^ft, to force the driving

pinion and the ring gear into proper mesh again.

Collars are provided for locking the differential

unit in place, and by loosening these the assembly

may be moved.
The ordinary care demanded by the rear axle

is a flushing out with kerosene at intervals of

about 5,000 miles of running. After this opera-

tion the unit should be refilled with oil. The
exact grade of lubricant is best left to the judg-

ment of the manufacturer of the car, who has

learned by exhaustive tests just which grade will

enable his vehicle to make the best showing. The
fact that even in the smoothest running gears a

certain accumulation of metallic powder is ground

off in the process of operation, renders the periodic

flushing with kerosene a vital necessity in pre-

venting further wear.

A word of caution in regard to filling the axle

housing with too much lubricant. This is a

common failing with car owners who try to follow

the excellent advice so frequently given in regard

to copious lubrication of the mechanism. The
trouble in this instance is that the excess oil works

its way along the axle housing and into the brake

drums, thereby cutting down the efficiency of the

brakes to an extent sometimes fatal. On the axle

designs of a few years ago no provision was made
for meeting this condition, and the only thing for

the motorist to do was to fit felt washers in the

axle ends to keep the oil in its proper bailiwick.

In modern axles there is usually a small hole at

the end of the tube, which allows any excess oil

to make its escape. In other present-day axles

there is installed means for preventing the passage

of the oil beyond a certain point in the tube. The

car owner who has been troubled by a habitual

leakage of oil into the brake drums is recom-

mended to try installing felt washers on the axle

ends, refilling the housing to the proper level.

Should this fail to cure the leakage, he may try

the expedient of drilling a small hole in the '.housing

near the spring seat. This will act as a drain and

permit the excess oil to escape.

If the rear axle has an oscillating spring support

on the rear, this part should have regular lubrica-

tion.

This just about ends the list of attentions that

the car owner can give his rear axle system. After

all, the biggest part of the efficiency or failure of

this unit rests with its builder. If it is strong

enough for the work it is called upon to do, if the

material is sound and the design correct, the car

owner will have little trouble with it. But he

must not fail to give it the minor attentions it

demands, and he must remember to call in expert

advice on the first appearance of trouble.

Alexander Johnston.

FARM LABOR AND BOY CAMPS
NDER the above title the Bureau

of Educational Experiments (New
York City) has gotten out a pam-
phlet so replete with good, plain,

common sense suggestions regard-

ing the present food production

problem and its successful solution, that we
give it in full below:

"American farmers are appealed to to meet
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Keadtn' .Smite may lie nhlr In nj/rr lufjrilmni

Send for This Booklet on
Greenhouse Gardening

PIT

EMO/IAl
asrcnvAToni

You will tiiul it full of interesting information

on growing under glass with helpful hints on
what, when ami how to plant. It contains illus-

trations of some of the most beautiful conserva-

tories in America from which you can get many
valuable suggestions for your own indoor garden.

Wc will be glad to send you this booklet, free of

charge, with sketches and estimates on any
greenhouse work you are contemplating.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICAGO NEW YORK

920 W. Blackhawk St. 810 Marbridge Bldg.

COMING!

"MARTIE
THE

UNCONQUERED

A NEtF NOVEL

By Kathleen Norris
£T First came "The Story of Julia

ml^ Page," then "The Heart of

Rachael," and now "Martie the Un-
conquered,"—novels which go to form

a remarkable trilogy depicting the

American woman. In this latest story,

Mrs. Norris writes again of the Cali-

fornia she knows so well, and of a

woman's struggle in the maelstrom of

New York life.

ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER NOW
Out August 75. Net, $1.35, Illustrated.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK
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Fair's Gold Medal Irises
Awarded not only the highest honors (the (iold Mcd.il and

CYrtiHeate of Merit ) .it the I'anama-Pac ihe Kxposition, hut

also awarded the highest praises by those whohave seen Fair's

I uses glowing in many of the exc lusive gardens of America.
These beautiful I rises were originated at YVyomissing, and

arc .1 selection from many thousands grown in my gardens.

Some of the most distinct and beautiful varieties are included

in this assortment of fourteen Irises which I call the

Panama-Pacific Collection
clential-blii F, dtrfe

lavrndrr, F. royal

Cheater Hunt. S. c

m .trine-blue. 75 cti.

Hinwatha. 8 pllt

purple. 28 in. 75 cti.

Jamti Boyd. S. clear light-blue. F. dark
violet, tipped and edged lighter. 20 ^n.

75 cti.

Juniata. S and F. clear blue. sort*.

Mary Garden. S. pair yellow, flushed pale

lavender; F. creamy white. 28 in. 75 cti.

MaBiaaoit (New 1916), S. and F. a di»-

tinct metallic Venetian bhie. 75 cti.

Nokomit. S. pale lavender-white; F. dark
violet-blue. 50 cti.

rich pamy - violet;Paulina. S. ancP F
orange heard. 3 ft. 7$ cti.

Powhattan. S. light biihop violet; F. deep
purple with crimaon iihade. 38 in. 75 cti,

Quaker Lady. S. »mokv lavender with
yellow ihadingR; F. ageratum-blue and old-

Kotd. 38 in. 75 ctt.

Red Cloud, 5. roiy lavender-bronze; F.
velvety maroon-mmton. 2 ft. 75 cti.

Roue Unique. S. and F. bright violet-

rose. 75 cti.

Shrewsbury. S. rosy bronze, F. violet

nurple. 75 cti.

Wyomimiing. S. creamy-white, luffused

delicate toft rote; F. deep rote at bate. 75 cti.

The Entire Collection of 14 Varieties for $10
Special Offer of Two 1918 Novelties. In the 1918-19 edition of Farr's

Hardy Plant Specialties I shall introduce two new Irises of remarkable beauty.

Favatawney. S pule pamia-vlnlet. sufTiiMrl <ul- I ftwatara. S. lobelia-blue, .tiffined lironzy yellow

|»hur yellow: F. darker, with Iffown and yellow 1 at liase. F. bright violet, wltliton.iHcuou. orange
reticulations. 36 In. |i.oo. I beard. 36 in. J1.00.

With an order for I he complete Panama-Pacific Collection I will include one plant of each

of these new Irises, provided you indicate your desire to add them to your garden.

Fair's Hardy Plant Specialties (Edition 1917-18) describes all of my seedling Irises and
upward of 500'olru'r varieties, many of which arc illustrated in color. Peonies, Oriental

Poppies. Aquilcgias. and other hardy plants for fall planting arc described and illustrated

Most garden-lovers have this book, but if you do not have a copy, write me to-day'

BERTRAND H. FARR, Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
103 CARFIELD AVENUE WYOMISSING, PENNA.

How do YOU
Kill Weeds

PL

The old way has

been by hand-weeding
—paying excessive
labor cost.

But, to-day, owners of

estates and homes, as

well as leading rail-

roads, municipalities,

country clubs, parks and
cemeteries, maintain
beautiful weed-free
paths, gutters, drives,

roads, tennis courts, and
rights of way by the use

of Atlas Weed-Killer.
One gallon of Atlas

clears 600 sq. ft. for the

entire season. Apply
in ordinary sprinkling

can—diluted with 20
parts water. Weeds die

a few days after first

application— then, no
more trouble for the en-

tire year. (Compare with

costly hand-weeding
which must be done
over and over again.

)

y

ITM5 W66D-K1LL6R
For killing weeds in lawns use LAWN SILICATE.

/
Write for particulars. *

Sample Offer: f
We will furnish you a trial 2 qt. can of s

Atlas Weed-Killer on receipt of $1 and this S
coupon—prepaid if you mention your s

<• ^ \<>

dealer s name. ^ Jr (f



The Readers Service will give

information about automobiles C O H NTRY LIFE August, 1917

We not only cure trees, but we keep them
hcalthv. Ex|>ertsin fertilizing, miikhing. spray-
ing and pruning, as well as cavity treating,

bracing, bolting, etc.
" The Martlett Way " is safe and sure. Kepre-

sentatives everywhere. Send for " Tree Talk,"
the tTee-lovers' manual.

THE F. A. BARTLETT COMPANY
58S Main street Stamford, Conn,

Write the Readers' Service

for information regarding

Live Stock.

SELL YOUR SPARE TIME
We will pay you well for all you have—every spare hour can

mean money—by securing new subscribers to the World's Work,

Country Life in America, and The Garden Magazine. Write to

Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

5

Only woman winner of the Nobel Prize

for Literature

One of the eighteen immortals
of the Swedish Academy

The Northland Edition of Miss LagerloPs Works
Nine volumes in uniform flexible leather binding of

net, $1.75. Nine volumes, boxed, net, $15.75.

Translated by Velma Swanston Howard.
JERUSALEM.
THE EMPEROR OF PORTUGALLIA.
THE GIRL FROM THE MARSH CROFT.
THE WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF NILS.

THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF NILS.

these great short stories and novels. Each volume

Translated by Pauline Bancroft Flach.

THE STORY OF COSTA BERLINC.
THE MIRACLES OF ANTICHRIST.
INVISIBLE LINKS.

Translated by Jessie Brocfiner.
FROM A SWEDISH HOMESTEAD.

Your bookseller will be glad to show you these ioo^s

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N.Y.

!

an emergency which is nothing less than a world
shortage in food. They are promised capital,

seed, farm machinery, fertilizer, and fertile land.

They could make good use of all of these if the

promise included one other asset, the asset, lack

of which has impoverished agricultural activity

for a generation and more—a supply of competent
and willing labor.

"If there had been no European War and in

consequence no unusual demand on this country

for its produce; if there had been no cessation of

immigration, no extraordinary absorption of

labor in manufacture, there would have been, as

there has been for many years, a disaffection of

labor in agriculture. That is, the great farm
problem is no more acute for the farmer than it

has been. The change in the situation is the

interest of the country in the problem, which the

farmer up to now has been forced to meet, or

endure without meeting, alone.

"In the midst of preparation for war the chances

are that the country will 'put over' a solution

on paper without meeting the situation. The
situation is chronic rather than acute—no ready-

made solution will meet it. All solutions must
take into account the reasons for the disaffection

and the particular problems of the farmers.

REASONS OF EXODUS FROM FARMS

"Among the primary causes of exodus of

workers from the farms are desire for: greater

variety in social experiences than the farm offers;

shorter hours of labor—that is, more free time

than is allowed for in the organization of farm
work; the separation of the employee's home or

personal life from the farmer's; and a wage rate

that would make an independent personal life

possible.

THE POSITION OF THE FARMER

"Against the ability of the city to meet more
nearly than the farm the desires of workers the

farmers are helpless. They can not transfer farms

from regions isolated or comparatively so, to ur-

ban districts; they cannot shorten hours where
stock must be cared for and fed; they cannot raise

the rates of wages and continue to do business.

"How can this impasse be met?

CONSCRIPTION OF FARM LABOR

"Conscription will not meet it; if labor were

conscripted for farms and placed under the con-

ditions which have caused the great disaffection

from the farms, crops might be gathered, but at the

price of widening seriously the breach between

agriculture and labor. Conscription for farm

labor under such circumstances would require a

policing of farms, and imprisonment of deserters; it

would greatly intensify the present dislike for farm-

ing. It could not accomplish, in the emergency

of a summer, what it undertook, and would com-
plicate the problem as it now stands a thousand-

fold for the years immediately ahead.

VOLUNTARY ENLISTMENT

"Voluntary enlistment in the service must be

depended upon. But voluntary enlistment and a

desire to answer the call for service do not in

themselves meet the problem of the farmer and

the worker. They do, however, furnish a solu-

tion and one in which the value of the service of

each is recognized by the country. The present

opportunity is to translate this value, which is

sentimental, into reality for the farmers and the

workers.

CITY BOYS ON FARMS

"As military conscription will deplete still

further adult enlistment in farm service, the

proposition to turn over city boys under military

age to the farmers has received attention as wide

as it is vague. The bare proposition disregards

the antagonism of interests of the farmers and

city boys. It depends on the sentimentality in

the situation to get farm chores done and crops

harvested. The greatest patriotism will not

stand the strain.

"But propositions have come from private

sources, from agriculturists, from state officials

for the use of city boys on farms, which regard

the needs of the farmers and the desires of the

boys.

LABOR SUPPLY CAMPS

"One proposition is to institute labor supply

camps in farm districts where boy labor could be

used by neighboring farmers. In these camps,.
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Some Pre - Building Advice

Concerning Your Greenhouse

FOR at lesst three years. Mr. Bok, Editor

of the Ladles' Home Journal, together

with Mrs. Bok. was building on paper,

their present residence.

That is why it so admirably fits its location;

and so exactly meets their requirement*—even to

closets sufficient in number and ample in size; for

the complete happiness of all.

In like manner, we believe that the way to build

a greenhouse, that will be devoid of regrets, is to

build the regrets out of it. before it is built.

Right there is where our greenhouse experts can

render you an invaluable service. Their years of

special training, backed by our many years of ex-

perience, equips them not alone with a knowledge

of greenhouse construction; but likewise design-

ing, planning and landscaping.

They can quickly size up a location and its

greenhouse requirements, followed on the spot

by recommendations, or go into every phase of the

subject with you in an unhurried way.

In one case the rcgTets are ironed out at our

office. In the other, so far as possible, right then

and there. Our experience is, that a combination

of both methods is the most satisfactory.

In any event the preliminaries generally take

longer than you might anticipate. Which fact,

prompts us to suggest your taking the matter up

with us now, even if you have no immediate idea

of building. Let us have abundant time to work

out. both with you and for you. the ideal plan and

design to best meet your purposes.

Our new catalogue you are welcome to.

Hitchim euirf G>mparty*

General Officer and Factory Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK. 1 170 Broadway; BOSTON. 49 Federal Street; PHILADELPHIA, 40 South 1 5th Street

HorsforcPs
Cold

Weather
Plants

lfVl///«

V. H.

You can begin setting hardy
plants in August. The ear-

lier kinds will have time to get established

before winter. Don't put off planting, but

tend at once for Horsford's Spring Catalogue

and Autumn Supplement of bulbs for fall set-

ting. Many of the wild flowers such as Tril-

liums, Dngs Tooth Violets. Lilies and other Violets

if may be set in September. Paeonias In last of August.

HORSFORD, CHARLOTTE. VT.

=Bobbink & Atkins
Now is the time to order

Evergreens, Hardy Old Fashion Flowers

Spring Flowering Bulbs
hVritc for Catalogue For Fall Planting

K l i ill K 1 o K i». NEW JEBSK1

"Poor That's what you'll say,

C 7 J I" half-seriously, half-
dnglancl. humorously, when you

lay down Ian Hay's little book, "The Op-
pressed English." Here a Scot writes for

Americans about England's problem of

the Irish—writes with underlying serious-

ness and delightful humor. Ask your

bookseller to show you this book.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New W$

The New Country Life Readers

are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

HOYT'S NURSERIES,New Canaan.
CONN.

Large assortment of Ornamental Deciduous trees and Evergreens, all

sizes. Herlaceoiis Plants. Perennials. Koses, Hedge Plants: everything
to make the home grounds attractive. Deliveries by motor trucks, all

freshly dug stock. Send/or catalogue.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Inc.
Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

The Readers' Service will help you

solve your garden problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

TOWNSEND'S
TRIPLEX
Boats over the uneven ground

as a ship rides the waves

The Greatest Grass-
cutter on earth, cuts a
swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. Townsend & Co.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

The public is'warned not to purehas
movers infringing the Townsend Patent
No. tjoojto. Dee. 10th, igio

for catalogue illustrating all

types of Townsend mowers.
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Property Protection

The cost of a man's house in dol-

lars and cents does not completely

measure his need for protection.

The man who ovms a luxurious

mansion is frequently in a better

position to rebuild than the man

who owns a modest cottage.

But even- kind of house should

be properly protected.

One of the most important means of

protection in any house is the insulated

wire, and every man who owns any kind

of building can have protection with

ECCO
Dependable
Insulated

WIRE
Many of the handsomest and costliest

residences of the country, as well as

small cottages, and buildings of all kinds,

use ECCO because it not only gives

positive protection—but also because it

costs so little more—£5 on a $5000 house.

Get a good architect and ask him about

it. Your electrical contractor would rather

tcork zcilh tcire like ECCO.

THE ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY

That Name ?™g ." build
n
Ourbo

?
k

for builders tells you why

C
VA . — <* that name "\ ale" is worth
l A L.C. J looking for. Write for it.

YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO., New York
Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd., St. Caifcaraws. Ontario

j 11111111111111111 milium 1 1111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111:

I Your House Deserves the Most |

Modern Building Material.

I Find out about

I Natco Hollow Tile
j

SAFE-FIREPROOF
ECONOMICAL—SANITARY

1 National Fireproofing Company |

= 430 Federal Street Pittsburgh, Pa. \

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini milium milium niiiiimiiiiuimii 11 111:1 r.

boys from sixteen to nineteen years will live and

go to the farms for their day's work.

"This will relieve the farmer of the care of the

boys' housing and board, a serious matter in the

farm household. It will give the boys the com-

panionship they crave, and insure their personal

independence of the farmer.

"The camps will be under the care of Leaders

who have had experience with boys. The work

of the Leaders will be to place boys on farms and

transfer them according to the demands of the

farmers and the needs of the boys.
" It will be the duty- of the Leader to make the

camp experience of the boys healthful and enjoy-

able and their agricultural work an educational

opportunity. For educational purposes the

Leader will encourage the boys to discuss their

work of the day and induce farmers on rainy days

or in slack seasons to explain farm processes in

which the boys are engaged and other processes on

which thev do not work but which relate to their

work. The Leader will collect so far as possible

the facts in regard to the general agricultural work

of the district and its distribution, the cost of

production, and the price of the product. He will

institute conferences at which the scientific

agriculturists of the state are invited to talk and

use the moving picture films of the farm insti-

tutes. He will develop the educational features

so that the boys in the camp will have the op-

portunity of using their intensive experience on

the farms as a basis for an extensive interest. .

"The boys will work on the farms in two shifts

of seven or eight hours each. This will insure the

farmer the long day without entailing the enmity

of the boys.

"As the work of these boys will require super-

vision and as it will not be worth to the farmer

what adult labor is, their wage should be lower

than the regular wage for a day's work. The
camp experience should be sufficiently valuable

to the boys to make it worth their while to give

their work at a lower rate. As the boys become

able to meet the needs of the farmers, the wage for

thework of two boys should equal the regular wage

of the district paid for a day's work. It might be

advisable to place the boys on the farms for the

firstweekwithout a wage and arrange to have their

wage increase at regular and stated intervals.

The district in which the camp is located and the

rate of wages of the district should determine the

rate, and it would be the duty of the Leader before

taking his boys to camp to decide on what basis

to arrange the wage scale,

TRAINING CAMPS

"Another proposition which is supplementary

to the Boy Farm Supply Camp is the organization

of farm training camps for juvenile service on

farms, or the use of agricultural schools or colleges

during the vacation period to train the boys. It

is not proposed that any of these training courses

should cover much ground. They should under-

take merely to break the boy in—to familiarize

him with the essentials of farm chores. The
period of instruction would vary according to the

boy's facility to learn, but as a rule boys who were

capable and adjustable to farm work would be

turned over to the supply camps after a month or

six weeks.

"The above plans for the use of boys on farms

take into consideration the difficulties of the

farmers and the objections of the boys to farm

life. They are put forth with the hope that out

of present necessities may come permanent in-

stitutions that shall relate the youth of our cities

to the great life-giving experiences of the soil, in-

stitutions that shall also make the farm life richer

for the young boys of the country. An equality

in urban and rural wage rates would not solve the

problem of farm labor. Agriculture must furnish

an intellectual and social life as well as an

economic opportunity."

HOME-MADE WINES
CONOMY aside (if such heresy can

get by the censor), it does seem a

pity that home wine-making has

so fallen into disuse. It is pleas-

ant work and suggestive of simple

ways and quiet living.

To press the full pleasure from wine making, by

all means gather the flowers or fruit yourself, or

better, make a little expedition or ceremony of it.

Shall we soon forget going after the elder-

flowers for our first essay? The mountains, dark

against the red light, the beautiful, creamy disks

Serviceable Attractions!
Cancel with Penjola Futures, tad other

Saitable Tkimgs lor Beautifying Home Groaada

PERGOLAS and Lattice Fences

Garden Houses

Gates and Arbors

When uriting enclose 10c
and ask Jar catalogue.

"E-30"

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Factory and Main Office. 2155-87 Elston Ave., Chicago
New York City office 6 East 39th Street

mkaiwmmmm
"BOGALUSA" is the name BY WHICH TO BUY
the BEST LONG-LEAF PINE THAT GROWS.
BOGALUSA is the name of the city where the
best long-leaf pine that grows is cut into every
size from great bridge timbers to Utile laths.

BOGALUSA. in lumber, is, more than a name

—

it is a symbol of superiority and responsibility.

FOR ALL STRUCTURAL USES. SPECIFY
'•SOGALUSA -'—that is your guaranty. And if

you don't see "Bogalusa" stamped on EVERY
PIECE or bundle you'll refuse it as "not per order."

WRITE IS. (Cuttini 1.000.000 feel a day still

leans us time to take an interest in YOU.) There's
a real talue for you in the Bogalusa Book. (Free.)

GREAT SOUTHERN LUMBER COMPANY.
SJl SO. PIXE ASSA

160o Fourth Avenue Bogalusa. La.

"GemS Of the Whitney

F,
rir yy writes us about

irst WateT -Gems (?) of Ger-

man Thought," William Archer's anthology

of Kultur, "These are gems indeed, gems of

the first (Teuton) water, which together

make the most illuminating first aid to

understanding the German mentality that

I have seen." Look the book over at

your dealer's.

Published by

Doubhday, Page & Company
Garden City. Nat Vor$

s MOTTI
1
'}

LI

Mott Plumbing Fixtures are a

sound investment. They will add

permanent value to your property.

Send 4c. for new 138-page "Bath-

room Book,"showing22model bath-

rooms, floor plans, descriptions and

prices of modern bathroom fixtures

The J. L Mott Iron Works
Trenton, New Jersey

New York. 5ta Areaae aad 17tk Street

A BIRD BATH

on your lawn or among your flowers will attract the birds

and add to the charm of your garden. The bath illustrated

is a new design affording a broad, shallow bathing area

which can be enjoyed by fledglings quite as much as by older

birds since it is but i\ inches from the ground. Repro-

duced in frost proof. Pompeian Stone. .Diameter *C 00
361 inches. Price (T. O. B.. X. Y.) *T—
Send for catalogue illustrating all types of Pompeian Stone

garden furniture. Special facilities for designing in marble.

The ERKINS STUDIOS
221 Lexington Avenue New York
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/3>IRON FENCE%
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Half

Th» Strwart Iron Work* Company, Inc.
•M Sl.oarl HI... W ( I N< I NN ATI, OHIO

"Xtm H '•»«'» CttaHtl hon ftmi HuiUtis"

Garage
Hardware

Do you "ukr a chance" that

thr wind will not blow the door
crashing against your car when it

rntrn or leaves the garage? If

so. Jon If

Get Stanley Garage Door Holder
No. 1 774 which locks the door optn!

Send for free catalogue P. des-

cribing Stanley Garage Hardware.

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn. U.S.A.

New York Chicago

You
and I

and the rest of America face

practically the same problems

which confronted the English in

1914. That is why you and I and the

others should read Andre Chevrillon's

"England and the War." It helps one to

get one's bearings. Look the book over at

the nearest dealer's.

Published by

Doubleday. Page & Company
Garden City. New iW^

Educate Your
Child in Your
Own Home

THE mother is the natural teacher
of her children. She knows their
peculiarities, their temperaments,

their weaknesses, but untrained as a
teacher, the time comes when she feels

her inability alone to proceed further
with their education. Possibly not
within reach of a really efficient school,

she reluctantly (fives them up to be taught with other children.

Now. there has grown up in the City of Baltimore, in con-
nection with a great private day school, a Home Instruction
Department, the high object and purpose of which is the edu-
cation of children from four to twelve years of age. entirely in
their own homes and yet according to the best modern methods
and under the guidance and supervision of educational experts,
who are specialists in elementary educat ion.

The school was established in 1897. and now has pupils in
every state of the Union and 22 foreign countries.

One mother writes: "The system seems to me almost magical
in its results." An-
other, previously per-
plexed by educational
problems, voices her
relief in these words:
"A real Godsend."

A booklet outlining
the plan and courses
of instruction will be
sent on request.

Address Calvert School,
Ik. V M.Hillycr, A.B.
(Harvard L Headmaster,
S-W. Chase Street,

Baltimore, Md.

J
TAe ARISTOCRAT of BUILDING MATERIALS

Within your reach? YES!
The very same stone that has been used for many years in the finest build-

ings, both public and private, in every State in trie Union—a natural stone

so remarkable that if you are about to build or interested in building, you

should certainly know all about it. The U. S. Government is one of the

biggest users of this "Aristocrat of Building Materials." Yet it is even

more reasonable in price than artificial materials.

You are familiar with buildings built of Indiana Limestone, but probably

do not know it by name. Most likely it has never occurred to you that

this beautiful material is quarried in such quantities that the price is

within your easy reach.

You do know that nothing in the world gives the impression of dignity,

costliness, refinement and beauty like natural stone, the genuine handi-

work of nature, and we want you to know about Indiana Limestone, "The
Aristocrat ot Building Materials." to hold a piece in your hand, and tode-

cide for yourself about the new building, (bee FREE OFFER below.)

YES— Ind iana
Limestone is a.

badge of dis-

tinguished taste as

shown by hundreds

of the finest houses,

great and small.

BUILDING YOU EXPECT LIVE

YES—Whether
for the whole or for

trimming Indiana
Limestone denotes

the "class" that

pays cash on your

rent roll.

LOOK UP TO,

LOVE — IN DI AN A LIM ESTONE— NOTHING SURPASSES IT.

YES— Nothing
better expresses the

high function of the

church edifice than
Indiana Limestone
the product of Na-

ture's wonder-
processes.

'Commercial
Building?

YES— You may
pattern by the

Grand Central Ter-

minal (N. Y.) and

hundreds of fine

buildings from sky-

scrapers to smart
little stores.

YOUR BOY WILL BE INTERESTED IN THE WONDERFUL FOSSIL SHELL
FORMATION OF INDIANA LIMESTONE dS TOLD IN OUR BOOK.

Handsome paperweight of Indiana Limestone showing sev-

eral finishes, with a handsomely illustrated interesting book.

Send for them today.

INDIANA LIMESTONE QUARRYMEN'S ASS'N,B5°r? BEDFORD, IND

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.50 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

Buying or Renting Country Property Is

a Ticklish Business
More than In any other transaction, you must he sure that you are right
before you invest. Before making up your mind, you ought to see all the
best profierties that are on the market. We have collected them for you
in the Real 1: state Directory at the front of this magazine. If you don't
find what you want there, write to the

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT, Country Life, 11 We»t 32nd St., N. Y.

_ NewEngland
Conservatory

George W. Chadwick
Director

OF MUSIC
BOSTON, MASS.

Year Open
September 20, 1917

Located in the Music Center of America
It affords pupils] the environment and atmosphere so
necessary to a musical education. Its complete or-

ganization, and splendid equipment, offer excep-

tional facilities for students.

Dormitories for women students.

Complete Curriculum
Courses in every branch of Music, applied and
theoretical.

Owing to the Practical Training
In our Normal Department, graduates are much in

demand as teachers.

The Free Privileges
Of lectures, concerts and recitals, the opportunities
of ensemble practice and appearing before audiences,
and the daily associations-are invaluable advantages
to the music student.

A Complete Orchestra
Offers advanced pupils in piano-forte, voice, organ
nndj violin experience in rehearsal and public ex-
perience with orchestral accompaniment.

DramaticDepartment
Practical training in acting.

Address Ralph L. Flanders, General Manager
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" The chief bar to a

settlement is the in-

ability of a lovable

but\irresponsible peo-

ple to agree amongst

themselves as to

what they really
want.

" The redeeming fea-

ture of Irish poli-

tics," Hay tells us,

" is the fact that the

grimmest tragedy is

never far removed

from the wildest
arce.

The Oppressed English
With delicious humor and understanding and a basis of sound, serious

thought, Ian Hay writes for Americans regarding England and Ireland, and
their relation to each other. You'll smile all the way through this engaging

little book, and then come away much better informed about the real issues.

"Ireland," the author declares, "resembles a temperamental wife married
to an intensely respectable but unexciting husband." When divorce pro-

ceedings seem imminent between this unhappy pair, this clear analysis of

their marital troubles is interesting and timely. 50 cents, net.

GETTING TOGETHER
When the United States and England
have finally "gotten together," and for

the first time in history the Union Jack
and the Stars and Stripes are flying from
the same pole, Ian Hay's book in which
he brings together a typical American
and a typical Briton to talk things over is

all the more interesting. (50 cents, net.)

Published with Houghton Mifflin Co.

AN UNCENSORED DIARY
from the Central Empires, by Ernesta
Drinker Bullitt. The record of an Amer-
ican woman's stay of several months in

beleagured Germany, told with delightful

humor and spirit. Von Bissing was her
dinner-partner, Zimmermann talked peace
and U-boats with her, and these and
countless other incidents make of her
diary an unusual record. (Net, $1.25.)

FLYING FOR FRANCE
by the late James R. McConnell, sergeant

pilot in the French Flying Corps. The
fact that we are planning the greatest

aerial force of any of the belligerent pow-
ers gives a wide popular appeal to this

book by a young American who wrote of

actual conditions in the flying service on
the western front, where a little later he
lost his own life. (Net $1.)

GEMS (?) OF GERMAN
THOUGHT

An anthology of the Teutonic war gospels

compiled by William Archer from the
writings and addresses of German lead-

ers. "Kultur" here stands forth self-

revealed. The most illuminating aid to

an understanding of the war-perverted
German mentality which has yet ap-
peared. (Net, $1.25.)

ASK YOUR BOOKSELLER TO SHOW YOU THESE BOOKS

published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. garden city, n. y.

DO YOU
REALIZE
the real value of the material contributed to
The New COUNTRY LIFE ? The manuals
in color, for example, represent the work of the
best informed persons on the subjects treated.

Each number contains articles that have to do
with every phase of country living. Seventy-
five to one hundred subjects are covered in

each issue of the magazine.

Why not keep this information?
You will find it invaluable for reference. Put
your magazines in afpermanent form by letting

us bind them. There are six issues to a volume
and the volumes begin in May and November.
If you have saved your magazines, send them
back to us and we will bind them for $1.50. If

any numbers are missing we will supply them at
the regular price—50c a copy. [Your bound
volumes of The New COUNTRY LIFE give
you an encyclopedia of horticulture; the best
advice on building and remodeling; on interior

decorating and landscape work; on farm stock,

Dogs, Poultry, etc. You will find the volumes
invaluable. Save your magazines, then
bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

' 'We Must because ^e downfall of

r r .1 Germanism would mean
Vanquish the downfall of hu-

manity." So speaks a leading German pas-

tor in a war sermon. This is but one of the

jewels from William Archer's anthology of

the German war gospels, "Gems (?) of

German Thought." Look it over at your
bookseller's.

Published by

Doubhday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

Ian Hay Helps to a
^.
etter "ndt

r_

\S J Jl/f standing or the
You and Me much mooted

Irish question, and of "that unhappy but

not undeserving people, the English," in his

new book, "The Oppressed English." Ser-

ious at bottom, but with a bubbling froth

of irresistible humor. Ask your dealer for it.

Published by

Doubhday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

just swaying slightly in the sunset wind? Half
a year later, that clear gold in the rock-crystal
glass is summer, a lovely memory, full of the
"nameless pathos" of summers past.

At the "old house" they used to make quanti-
ties of currant wine. Then the currant worms
arrived and for a while no one knew how to deal
with the new pest. I have heard my mother
say that the year after they came she managed
to find on the poor stripped bushes enough cur-
rants for just one glass of jelly! The currant
wine recipe is from a still older Newport house
and is endorsed, "Copied from memory for my
beloved daughter, 12 mo. 23, 1869," with my
grandfather's initials.

Currant wine. Pick the currants when fully

ripe, and free from leaves—the stems do no harm.
Mash thoroughly between two boards made for

the purpose, over a tub. Measure and add an
equal quantity of water. Strain and to every
gallon add three pounds of sugar. Set away to
ferment. The cask or demijohn should be full,

and some of the must should be reserved to fill

it twice a day as it runs over during fermentation.
When fermentation is over, draw from the lees,

bottle, and cork tight. This is much like a very
good Rhine wine.

An excellent cider wine is made as follows:

One pound brown sugar to each gallon of per-

fectly sweet cider. Mix thoroughly in a keg for a

day or so, let stand about three days more with
the bung loose, then bung tightly and leave a
year.

This Alabama recipe for blackberry wine I

have never tried, reasons being much more plen-

tiful than blackberries in my part of the coun-
try, but I give it on the authority of the family
epicure.

Press the berries, adding a very little water to
expedite the process. Strain and fill a keg or jug
with the juice. To every gallon of juice add two
and three fourths pounds of sugar. Let ferment
and keep the keg full so that all impurities may run
out at the bunghole. For this purpose you must
have a gallon or more of juice than is needed to

fill the keg. As soon as fermentation is over,

bung tightly, but look each week for a while to

see if the keg is full. It must be full to the
bung to keep out the air. If you have no more
juice, use well-washed quartz pebbles. The fol-

lowing January or February draw off and bottle.

Rhubarb wine is delicious. To each gallon

of juice add one of soft water in which seven
pounds of brown sugar have been dissolved. Fill a

keg with this proportion, leaving the bung out.

As it works over, fill up with sweetened water till

it runs clear. Then "bung down" or bottle,

as preferred.

Of Lowell's "dear, common flower" is made a

very good dandelion wine:

Four solid quarts of blossoms picked while
the sun is shining, so that they will be fully open.

Put in a stone jar and pour over them three gal-

lons of boiling water. Leave in a cool place three

days, stirring down occasionally. Then put in a
porcelain-lined kettle with the finely grated rind

of three oranges and one lemon. Boil fifteen

minutes. Strain and add three pounds of sugar

and the pulp of the fruit. When tepid, add one
half cake of yeast and let stand one week in a

warm place. Strain again, keep in a jug till it

stops fermenting—this will take several weeks

—

then bottle.

Elder-flower wine. Boil nine pounds of gran-

ulated sugar and three gallons of water with the

well-beaten white of an egg to clear it. Strain

and add one solid quart of sweet elder blossoms

picked from the stems. When nearly cold add
the juice of three lemons and three-quarters of a

cake of compressed yeast. Put in stone jars in a

cool place, cover with a piece of cheesecloth tied

down carefully and stir down the floating blos-

soms every day for nine days. Strain through a

thin cloth into stone jugs and add three pounds
of stoned raisins. Keep in a cool place. It will

be ready for use in six months, when it should be

strained and bottled.

This wine has a beautiful color and a delicious,

flowery aroma. The color deepens with age,

and wine two years old must be taken with dis-

cretion as it is very heady. It is rather sweet

for some tastes, but we are fond of it not only

for its own sake but because it makes us think of

things—Mistress Jean and the Laird of Cockpen,
and "the white-flowered elder thicket from the

field," that Godiva was so glad to see "gleam
through the Gothic archway in the wall."

F. M. Seymour.
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Books for
America
at War

Getting Together
By Ian Hay. If wc mrasurr our

literature by a yardstick — a small book.

In every other sense, it is large large

in pur{x>se. large in its friendly, broad-

minded view nl our rel.it ions \uth Y.wv,

land. Only the author of "The First

I lundred Thousand." eould give it that

readable, human twist. (Net. 50 cents.)

**
. . ol unsurpaurd importance." the

Nrw York Trikunt earnestly calls

The War of Democracy
and adds, "The book will be read with

intense interest now, and will be re-read

in years to come, as the best handbook
of the Allies' views and purposes pre-

pared by the very men who are most au-

thoritatively entitled to express them."

Viscount Bryce. David Lloyd George.

Viscount Grey. Balfour, Asquith. etc..

contribute. (Net. $2.00.)

War Poems by "X"
"X" is an Englishman who has

given his own flesh and blood (two sons)

to the War.
England has been profoundly stirred

bythisbook. It has poems that would do
honorto any poet writing English to-day.

These are not the songs of the young
man who goes to the trenches, but of the

father who stays behind. They voice

a living, throbbing cry that is not easily

forgotten. (Net. 75 cents.)

Flying for France
The experiences of an American avia-

tor at Verdun: The morning sortie

—

Chapman s last fight—navigating m a

sea of clouds—Verdun, seen from the

sky—tactics of an air battle—pilot life

at the front. As told by Sergeant- Pilot

James R. McConnell. (Net. $1.00.)

Rudfird Kipling compares the war to an ice-

berg: "We. the public, only see an eighth of it

above water
'

Sea Warfare
is Kipling's picture of the other seven-

eighths, so far as it concerns the great

drama in the North Sea. Unforgettable

scenes these, of men and boats and
things not in the dispatches. In three

parts: "The Fringes of the Fleet,"

"Tales of 'The Trade* ' and "Destroyers

at Jutland." Five new Kipling poems
included. (Net, $1.25.)

An Uncensored Diary
FROM THE CENTRAL EMPIRES

By Ernesta Drinker Bullitt

1 on Bissing, was her dinner partner

Zimmermann, " the busiest man in the

German Empire " discussed Peace and
the U-boat war with her.

Couniess I on Berns/or/f askedherto tea.

An American Woman sees official

Germany in its more human moments.
(Net, $1.25.)

Doubleday
,
Page & Company

Garden City New York

Your home will be different
You would like vour home to be distinctively be.uif ifiiL,

not jutt like other nouses— and not too expensive. Huild

in the New Color Stucco and get these advantages.
This stucco is ni;ule by mixing richly colored marble or

granite screenings or warm-toned sands or gravels with
At las-White Cement. The beautiful tone effects are

variegated— full of life, character and individuality.

The colors are permanent.
The first cost is low—hardly anything extra for the new

color effect because it requires only two c ubic yards of

aggregates for the average house. Upkeep is low too

—

almost no painting or repairing. A stucco home is fire-

resisting, cool in summer and easy to heat in winter.

Ask your architect about this new stucco. Also send
for our free book "Information for 1 lome Builders" which
illustrates this new stucco in actual colors. Use the coupon.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company
Mrmltrt }/ tin Portland Cement Associntion

N»w York Chicago Philjn'elphi.i Boston St. Louis Minnaapol'n Den Moines Dayton Savannah

Atlnt-Whitt Stucco Home . CUv.land, Ohio

liohnardb' Pariont, Architect*

ATLAS (€HWHITE
The Atlas Portland Cement Co., 30 Broad Street, New York or Com Exchange Bank Building, Chicago.

Send to name and address below illustrated book of Information for Home Builders. I expect to build a

I Home; $ Bungalow; $ Garage. 1-A-G-8-17

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO.

BATHROOMS OF CHARACTER
give your home that final touch so indicative of refinement and
good buying judgment. Ultimately economical because more
beautiful, more cleanly and permanent.

Write for Booklet No. P.9

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO. Trenton. New Jersey

TycosjL
FEVER THERMOMETER
/brUourJndfvidual
tlSP ITS A BAROMETER

I

OF BODILY HEALTH
ASK YOUR DOCTOR

laylorInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER N.Y. *

There's a Tyccu or TaykirThrnn. *n rrn for Every Purpose

Running Water and Fire Protection
For Country Homes
A dependable supply of running water under good pressure is essential

to comfort and safety in every country home. Sanitation in house and
barns and protection against lire depend upon this kind of water supply.

A Caldwell Cypress Tank and Steel Tower assure an abundance of
pure, wholesome water the year 'round, act as a constant safeguard
against fire and materially reduce insurance rates.

No chance of contamination or foreign taste m a Caldwell Cypress
Tank. No rust or freezing. The whole structure is graceful
and durable.

Send for Catalogue

w. e. Caldwell co.
^Incorporated)

2210 Brook Street Louisville, Ky. TANKS
AND

TOWERS
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THE AMERICAN
RED CROSS

is common meeting ground for the whole civilized world.

Every nation, every religion, every group large and small

striving to relieve human suffering and heal broken bodies

and bruised spirits finds sanctuary here where hate and greed

and cruelty have no place, and doctor and nurse, priest and

commissariat minister to friend and foe alike.

The

Red Cross Magazine
is their voice, it tells you of what they are doing. and what

they want to do and how you are helping. It tells you how
your money is fighting death and how your bandages and

dressings are stopping wounds.

Americas Great Writers and Artists

Bishop Brent, Henry Van Dyke, Holworthy Hall, Burgess

Johnson, Vachell Lindsay, Hon. Ian Malcolm, Dr. Rosalie

Morton, A. J. Sack, Gertrude Lynch, Walter Camp, Maude
Mortimer, William MacDonald, Dale Carnagey, Charles Dana
Gibson, Harrison Fisher, James Montgomery Flagg, Clarence

Underwood, Howard Chandler Christy, Henry Reuterdahl,

—

will speak to you through this magazine—some of them
directly from the trenches, others from behind the lines.

Nurses, surgeons and ambulance drivers will tell you stories of

miracles in the relief of human suffering. And the great army
at home—you mothers and fathers and sisters and brothers

who live in suspense, and do your bit in buying Liberty Bonds,

in writing cheerful letters to the front, in raising food and

keeping the life of the nation beating strong and unafraid

—

youwiiralso speak through the RED CROSS MAGAZINE.
It is your magazine. It will bind up your efforts with the

efforts of the rest of the human race and give them all the

strength of unity. We doubt if any magazine ever had a

greater opportunity to be of lasting service.

AMERICAN RED CROSS, Washington, D. C.
(If you prefer, address your local chapter)

Gentlemen:—I hereby apply for membership in the American Red
Cross in the class checked below, my membership to include a year's

subscription to the Red Cross Magazine. Send the Red Cross Magazine to

Memberships

SUBSCRIBING $2.00)

CONTRIBUTING 5.00 >Annual!y

SUSTAINING 10.00J

LIFE 25.001 One

PATRON 100.00 f
Payment

Name'.

Address

PROLONGING THE LIFE OF CUT
FLOWERS

F A few simple rules are followed,

many of the garden flowers can
be made to last when cut much
longer than usually is the case.

Different flowers, however, re-

quire different treatment.

If peonies are cut just before they open, and
immediately put in water, they will be brighter

in color and will keep much better than if al-

lowed to open out of doors. If wanted for some
special occasion, they can be kept fresh for several

days in a cool, dark cellar. Florists often keep
peony buds on ice for a full month before of-

fering them for sale.

The best time to cut gladioli is late in the after-

noon, choosing stalks on which only one or two
flowers have opened. A slanting cut is best,

and it should be made with a sharp knife. If the

flowers are then allowed to lie in the sun for fifteen

or twenty minutes, they will undergo what is

called the softening process and will last especially

well when placed in water.

Although dahlias often prove a disappointment

as cut flowers, they can be kept a long time if the

stems are stripped bare at the bottom, and then

thrust into water as hot as the hand can bear.

They should be left there until the water cools,

and then kept in the dark for at least twelve hours.

Sweet peas, cut when the dew is on them, will

hold their color better than if cut when exposed

to the hot sun in the garden. The same is true of

iris, which should always be cut just before the

buds open, and allowed to unfold in the house.

Poppies are usually classed among flowers

having but little value for cutting. If, however,

the stems are charred until they are crisp (not

merely singed) as soon as the flowers are brought

into the house, the blossoms will last surpris-

ingly well. A candle flame or gas jet will answer.

If morning glories are cut at just the right stage,

they will open before the eyes of the family at

the breakfast table, if breakfast is not delayed

too long. This is a very interesting plan to try.

One way to keep violets is to tie them lightly

in little bunches of eight or ten, and thrust them
in moss, with which a low receptacle has been

filled. Of course, the moss must be kept moist.

Violets may be revived by placing them in a

pitcher of water, and covering them with tissue

paper, which is also tied around the neck of the

pitcher. The same result is obtained, however,

by wrapping them in damp newspaper, as they

take their moisture through their petals. They
will keep their perfume much better when
handled in this way than if immersed in water.

Roses which have become wilted are best re-

vived by immersing the entire length of the stems

in water. If the stems happen to be long, it is

not a bad plan to fill the bath tub, and let the

flowers stay in it all night. Another way to re-

vive roses and other hard-stemmed flowers is to

scrape down the stems with a knife, and then

place them in a pail or pitcher of very hot water.

This, however, is a method to be* adopted only

as a last resort, and it is always a good plan to

protect the blossoms and foliage by wrapping

tissue paper or squares of cloth around them,

leaving several inches of the stems exposed.

When the long stems of flowers rest on the bot-

tom of a vase or holder it is desirable to make a

slanting cut at the ends. Otherwise the stems

may be sealed against the glass or pottery, and
naturally the flowers will soon fade.

Sometimes it is necessary to keep bouquets
several hours after they have been made up
before they are to be worn. Secure a thin box

with a tight-fitting lid; cover the bottom with

wet moss from the florist's shop or the woods,

and lay the flowers on it, a little more moss being

added after the flowers have been sprinkled

lightly. Then with the lid in place, the bouquets

will keep fresh a long-time.

Of course, no flowers will last after being cut

if they are jammed into the mouth of a vase so

closely that no air can be admitted. They will

very quickly perish from lack of oxygen. It

helps prolong the life of most cut flowers to take

them out of a warm room at night, setting

them on the floor, but first supplying fresh water.

If one has a narrow vase the water should be

changed twice a day, as it quickly becomes warm.
It is advisable to cut an inch from the stems of the

flowers every day, and to keep them out of the sun.

E. I. Farrington.
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1 nis w ill leav e such articles of food as parsnips

and turnips and carrots for those who cannot
buy the more delicate vegetables and fruits.

A young housekeepet said ipntr rightly: " If

the rich buy rice and carrots and adhere strictly

to the meatless days, and the v rrv poor are fed

on the same rice and carrot diet, where do the
middle wage-earners come in.

3
I hey must buy

the high-priced food that the \ rr\ rich and the
very poor refuse. Let the verv rich live care-

fully as thev niusr. hut let their liv ing be normal."
Here are a lew menus she suggests for the non-

workers. Are there any to-day, may 1 add?

MENUS KOR MEATLESS DAYS

Brtilkta.it

Hemes and (.'ream

Graham Mush and Money
Coffee

Luncheon
Lettuce and Egg Salad

\\ hole W heat Hread and Hutter
Crackers and Marmalade

Dinner
Cream of Corn Soup

Cheese Souffle and Rice Croquettes
Asparagus Peas

Another dinner menu for a meatless day is:

Vegetable Pie

Lettuce and Kgg Salad
Rice Pudding

Coffee

The manner of making a vegetable pie is

simple, hut it should be watched very carefully
and cooked evenly. The following is a good
recipe:

VEGETABLE PIE

Peel and cut into small pieces four medium-
»zed potatoes, four carrots, three white turnips,
and a small head of cabbage thinly sliced. Add
three sliced onions and two cloves of garlic.
Cover all with boiling water and cook until ten-
der, seasoning with salt, a dash of pepper, a little

nutmeg and a teaspoon of sugar. Have ready
a deep pie plate lined with good pie crust which
has been sprinkled with grated cheese and rolled;
this is repeated three times before it is ready for
use. Line the pie dish with the crust, put in the
vegetables, add a cup of rich cream, put on the
top crust and bake.

Spanish rice is another appetizing dish for
wartime or any time.

SPANISH RICE

Slice one large Spanish onion, one ripe red pep-
per, and two buds of garlic, and place them in a
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steel frying pan with three quarters of a cup of

olive oil. Add a tablespoon (level) of sugar, a
saltspoon of pepper, and a half teaspoon of salt.

Cover the pan and let cook gently until all are

cooked through. Meantime, put three cups of

water to boil, adding a teaspoon of salt and a half

teaspoon of butter or lard. Wash one cup of rice

several times; then when the water boils add it

slowlv, so as not to stop the boiling, until it is all

in. Then boil slowly, partly covered, for fifteen

minutes. Remove the cover, drain and let the
rice dry off until it shakes into individual grains.

Now add it to the cooking vegetables, stir thor-

oughly to allow it to color, and season evenly all

through. It is then ready to serve.

A salad made of green peas is delicious and
if the following recipe is adhered to, it will be
most successful.

"Mum"
(As mtf to use as to say)

neutralizes all odor
of the body

—from perspiration or other causes.
"Mum" is a snow-white greaseless cream
that keeps body and clothing fresh and
sweet on the hottest summer day.

A necessity in hot weather—a comfort
all the year 'round. A little goes a long

way. Every one can use it.

25c—Sold by 9 out of 10 drug- and department-stores

"Mum" it a Trade Hark rtgisurid in U. S. Patent Ofiee

"MUM" MFC CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia

. SALAD OF GREEN PEAS

For a delicious green pea salad take one cupful
of canned French peas, or the fresh cooked ones
may be used. Drain, wash in cold water, again
drain and dry. When ready to make the salad
add to the peas half a head of crisp lettuce, finely

shredded, and one scant tablespoon of minced
mint leaves. Sprinkle very lightly with salt,

blend with a French dressing and heap in a
mound on a platter. Surround with a border of
tiny lettuce leaves and sprinkle thickly with
chopped hard-boiled egg.
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GIFTS FOR THE FIGHTING MAN'S KIT
PRACTICAL NECESSITIES FOR SOLDIER AND SAILOR

ANOTED English war correspondent, in

writing of his field equipment in the days

of his march with Kitchener to Khar-

toum, laughingly remarked

:

"I sat on a box of tinned beef and other delica-

cies. Round me lay another case—a tent, a bed

and a bath, each collapsible and collapsed. A
chair and table lashed together, a wash basin and

shaving tackle inside and a cracking lunch basket.

I looked out and meditated. Thus illuminated,

the breathless skurrying about of many days had

only proved me a brand new campaigner. Now
I am an old campaigner and my equipment is less

burdensome " What would he have thought of

the featherweight equipment of the Army man
to-day, whose entire needs maybe are contained

in "A Coleman 58," which complies with the

"Tables of Organization" for the camp outfit?

The wrist compass is an essential part of the
modern officer's field equipment

This roll, a marvel of condensation, contains

all that a soldier uses on active service; and its

weight, 58 pounds, conforms to the U. S. Army
regulations.

Cigarettes and tobacco can be best carried
in leather cases which are especially adapted to

the soldier

OUTFITTING THE FIELD TRUNK

The man who prefers a field locker will find

the fibre box is lighter in weight and unbreakable,

which is everything in a trunk. He can stow

away extra clothes and the minor necessities of

The regulation field glass combines the minimum of size
with maximum of efficiency

his toilet, which is religiously observed unless the
man is stationed in a "trench Garrison."

A khaki colored, sleeveless sweater of knitted

wool is one of the most useful gifts, as the rains,

even in summer, leave the soldier chilled.

A trench money belt will always be a welcome
gift to officer and enlisted man

LINDSAY GLEN
Of The Country Life Advertising De-

partment's Service Bureau Tvill be glad

to furnish further information or pur-

chase any" of the articles mentioned.

Address n West 32nd St., NevJ York

An identification tab must be worn
by every member of the force in

the field

A regulation army poncho is a happy gift to

stow away in any army man's kit. A poncho

may save a man from a series of attacks of chills

The army canteen is especially adapted
to rough usage

and keep him dry in the September downpour,

and so, as Billy Sunday says, brighten the little

corner where he is.

A Laundry Bag is a homely present—made in

a brown canvas, the affair is most useful.

1

. Nil

This writing case is made to fold flat "and occupy
the least possible room

A money-belt is a small and inexpensive gift,

but a' comfort to a stranger in a strange land.

A medicine kit is indispensable, even to the

stalwart hero, who is even in the field beset with

some of the ills human flesh is heir to.

Regulation khaki handkerchiefs are new. The
darker color saves the laundry bill.

Wrist watches with luminous hands and num-
bers are another luxury the new army enjoys.

It makes finding the proper time at night a™ques-

tion of seconds—they are handsome and useful

as gifts. A most valuable innovation in wrist-

watches is one with the wrist-band of khaki,

Cravenetted to resist moisture.

A steel mirror which comes in a small case is an
innovation which will be popular with even the

recruits, as heretofore hardly a man or officer had
a w hole looking-glass in the camp outfit. The
steel mirror is safe and unbreakable and always
ready, as a soldier must shave, even at war.

MINOR GIFTS FOR ROOKIE OR TAR

A toilet kit, weighing 18 ounces, which con-

tains a steel shaving mirror, a brush in ebony,

an aluminum comb, a nail file, tooth brush, soap

and wash cloth, a razor and shaving soap.

A radium dial watch which may be a bed-side

watch with stand, or worn in a leather strap as a

wrist watch.

The new wrist watch having arm band of khaki Cravenetted
to resist moisture

A combination knife which has two large blades,

a bottle opener and leather punch. It has a ring

which fastens to a steel chain, which again is

A carefully arranged and well made dressing case

fastened to the belt—a boon to a man on a long

hike.

The swagger stick is part of the uniform and

A pneumatic pillow is a source of comfort well worth
its small compass and weight when folded

improves the soldier's appearance. These sticks

have a silver head and may have either the initials

of the owner or the insignia of his regiment upon

it—a gift which pleases even an old campaigner.

Officer's trunk is large enough to carry just what is needed on
active service and no more
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THE "D-D" KHAKI WATCH
A Wrist Watch for Active Men
in Military Service and Sports

™£5 7-/c£ WALTHAM MOVEMENT accmmck

Solid

Solid ^^^s^^ Silver

Gold Jr-^
1 J ~%

Non-Explosive Unbreakable Glass

The only unbreakable glass that will hold securely in

all climatic changes.

Thp anneal of the "D-D" Khaki Watch is based upon

hs exchfslve features. The "No Fuss" Strap w,th

"Craveneul" Finished Olive Drab Webbing, the Rad-

ius Dial, the Waltham Movement, and the Unbreak-

able Glass make a watch which is proof against the

hard knocks of strenuous sports and military service.

All Parts Patented

F„, .ale bv the leadin*Watch Dealers everywhere. If your Jewels cannot show

yZx the "D-D" Khak! Watch write to us and we will see that he .s supphed.

Askjor Booklet

JACQUES DEPOLLIER & SON
Manufacturers of High Class Specialties for Waltham Watches

15 Maiden Lane New York City, U. S. A.
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COLLECTING CHINESE PORCELAIN
SOME time or other the road of every sin-

cere collector of ceramics turns to Chinese

porcelain, for nothing else is jo estheti-

cally satisfying nor does any offer so many
interesting opportunities for enjoyment and
study.

To begin with, it is the oldest of ceramic arts;

its 2,000-year long ancestry disappears in pre-

historic dust. From its known beginning it has

been good, and while Europe was crusading forth

from hovel and rush-strewn castle this work was
being pursued as a fine art.

In what regard the Chinese themselves held it

is best seen in their writings. Centuries ago one
Wang Ting Yii wrote: "There are poems like the
choicest embroidery in their beauty which can be
recognized at a glance, and there are works in

porcelain not less choice; let this fact be ad-
mitted." Throughout their literature one con-
tinually finds references to porcelain, and it fre-

quently forms a theme of some exquisite fragment
of verse. Indeed, here opens for lovers of Chinese
porcelain a never ending path of delight.

Aside from its technical perfection, there is

something intensely individual, almost personal,

about a Chinese vase; a feeling sensed and ex-

pressed by Chinese writers in their frequent com-
parisons of porcelain to objects vividly alive.

Chang Ching Yi's "caught the colors of swift
flying clouds," and Yii Chi Hsim's "they are as
unlimited in their beauty and perfection as the
breeze and the running stream" are indicative of
this to a refreshing degree.

Beneath this poetic symbolism lies something
deeper that stirs one's imagination to wonder
about these people who 200 years before Christ

knew the secret

glazes and used
them successfully

on their funeral

urns and vases.

. This wasin what
is now called the
Han period, which
lasted until 220

A.D. Prim-
itive as were
the vessels

of this time
as compared
with those of

later centu-

ries, the
specimens
remaining
to-day show
the potters

of Han to

have been of
no mean
rank. In
the Metro-
politan Mu-
seum there
is a fine ewer
of this era,

whose green
lead glaze,

made irides-

cent by age
and burial,

is worth
careful study.

There is an
hiatus in the

history of

porcelain

The glories of the K'ang-Hsi ceramics are
ma k'ng be-

highly exemplified in these three vases tween this

The sapphire blue field of this hawthorn urn is splendidly
executed

time and the beginning of the seventh century,
when the Tang Emperors carried it on to the
really great work of the Sung-Yuan dynasties
dating 960-1367 A.D. Examples are occasionally
found which experts say belong to this lost time.

However, the fact that the Sung dynasty saw a
tremendous artistic advance, in which good pottery
became fine porcelain and glazes were brought
to a superlative excellence, is sufficient proof that
the art was growing.

For those interested it should be remembered
that in the Sung period no painting was done, but
there was wonderful glazing; at least six different

varieties have been assigned to this time—single,

color, crackled, uncrackled, ftambe glaze, souffle

glaze, and several color glazes.

Following this time of fine growth came the
Ming period, 1368-1643 A. D., wherein painting on
glaze under glaze, up to five colors, painting on
both upper and under glaze, and painting de-

signs on a single color ground, were done. Here
too the medallion decoration first appeared, as

well as the marvelous blues and varicolored

enamels. Always patronized by their rulers,

the porcelain factories were now not only able
continually to improve their work but to turn
out quantities of it. Some idea of the amount

The Chinese artists did as able work in carving semi-precious
stones as in making porcelain, as this piece of white jade fully
testifies

may be gained by quoting a part of an order given
by the first Ming Emperor in the year 1554, viz:

"26,3 50 bowls with 30,500 saucers to match, 6,000
ewers, 6,900 wine cups and 680 large garden fish

bowls."

Glorious as was this period of Chinese ceramic
art, the K'ang-Hsi period, 1662-1723 A.D., which
followed immediately, saw it full blown. So
finished is the work of this time that one feels in

comparing it with the Ming that while the latter

is perfect, the K'ang-Hsi wares disclose a

freedom of expression that comes only from an
absolute selfassurance of„the artist. There is,

however, in the Ming an aloofness, a benignity of

expression not felt in the porcelains of other
periods, a quality which must endear it to collect-

ors, for on such delicate foundations are hobbies
built; when one realizes that he can assemble
a thousand pieces without finding two alike it is

not hard to realize the joy of collecting Chinese
porcelain.

" Interest never flags in the search," says Mr. M.
Paris-Watson, who is an expert on these matters,
"when once it is begun. Nearly every one goes

through the primary stages of mistakes. Perhaps
he is interested only in a general way, but usually

the collector, spurred by some 'find,' concentrates
on some particular kind—it may be claire de lune,

which the Chinese poet describes as Mike bright

moons cunningly carved and dyed with spring

water,' or possibly the splendid powder blue which
attracts many, or one of the marvelous sang de

boeu), or peau de peche glazes; he assembles his

collection with loving care, now and then adding a

treasure and occasionally weeding out one not
quite up to the mark. Always changing, always
bettering, and al-

ways hoping for a

complete collection

of one's favorites,

makes the collecting

of Chinese porcelain

the pursuit par

excellence of all the

arts."

Space here is too

limited to go
further with the
various periods

that follow, ex-

cept to say
that the Yung
Ching, 1723-

1736, saw many
fine reproduc-

tions of old

designs as well

as the origin of

the famous egg-

shell china
which became
so popular in

the Western
world. The
Kien Lung,
1 73 6- 1 776, time
witnessed the

climax of Chin-
ese ceramic art.

Thenceforth
was decadence.

All the por-

celains pictured

here are the

K'ang-Hsi.
The black piece

is one of a pair

of souare vases
•

j
!• 1 1 A museum piece, this vase is one of a pair

with cylindrical noted in history and literature
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SELECTED IN EACH INSTANCE
FOR SOME DISTINCTIVE QUAL-
ITY OF MERIT AND MOUNTED
BY US IN OUR ORIGINAL SET-
TINGS. Diamonds cut from
THE ROUGH UNDER OUR SUP-

ERVISION IN NEW AND UN -

USUAL SHAPES

BRANCH AT CHICAGO
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FLINT'S FINE FURNITURE

ADVANCE SHOWING OF FALL
AND WINTER STYLES

THERE is no better furniture made tkan

Flint's Fine Furniture, designed along the

purest of artistic ideals, structurally perfect

and guaranteed by* a Trademark famous for over

Seventy-seven ^ears.

Tne diversity of our advance patterns m Fall and

Winter Stales makes abundant provision for tke

furniture needs of all.

Lov) prices will be found to prevail in every de-

partment.

ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC RUGS AND
DRAPERIES

FLLNT & HORNER CO., inc.

20-26 WEST 36tk STREET

NEW YORK

necks and flaring mouths. Each side forms a panel upon which are repre-

sented the flowers of the four seasons; the prunus for winter, the peony for

spring, the lotus for summer, and the chrysanthemum for autumn. These

flowers are drawn in brilliant green, yellow, and aubergine enamels upon a

deep, lustrous black ground.

The apple-green glazes appeal to every lover of Chinese porcelains, and these examples of it are

very superior, the one at the left being the peer of them all in the matter of shape, color, crackle.

and finish.

The cylindrical vase on the right, of extraordinary quality, is ornamen-

ted with large panels containing birds amongst flowering trees and plants,

which are enameled in rich greens, aubergines, rouge de fer, yellow, etc., on

a pure white ground. Dividing these panels there is on either side one

oblong panel and one leaf shaped, the former containing in one a bird

and branch of a tree, and in the other a landscape. These are richly

enameled on a wrfite ground. All these panels are relieved by a back-

ground of enameled flowers on a brilliant stippled green. Around the foot

is an archaic band in green, yellow, and rouge de fer. From a broad diaper

band on the shoulder, which is relieved by four small panels containing

sacred emblems on a white ground, is a band of Joey heads going over the

body of the vase. On the neck are two oblong panels containing branches

of trees with birds. The mate to this vase was in the celebrated collec-

tion of Richard Bennett, Esq., and is illustrated in "Chinese Porcelains

and Hard Stones," by Edward Gorer and J. F. Blacker.

In the upper centre is a very rare blue and white hawthorn jar

with original dome-shaped cover. The decoration consists of ascending and

descending sprays of prunus blossoms on a ground of deep, brilliant, trans-

parent sapphire blue. This blue, laid on very unevenly in graduated

washes, is covered with a network of black lines giving the effect of sheets

of broken ice.

In China the New Year came in February, and by that time the

plum trees were in blossom at the mouth of the rivers. As the cakes

of ice floated down they often carried with them blossoms or sprays

of the plum tossed there by the spring winds, so to the Chinese this com-

bination became symbolic of the breaking up of winter and the coming

of spring, and these beautiful jars filled with sweets were exchanged by

mandarins of high rank as appropriate expressions of good wishes for the

coming year.
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Not content with reproducing Nature's colors on porcelain, the Chinese artists copied her most

fragitebtalsoms m jewel wort that stands alone in the field of art Th.s marvelous example .s

mounted in a finely carved red cinnabar box on a table of the same material

Very beautiful too are the three K'ang-Hsi green glaze bottles shown

abovej the left one being the finest. Of fine, hard paste of dense text-

ure, the brilliant glaze at first glance suggests the vase as one of the

apple greens, but it is really that of the jei-ts'ui jade of delicate quality,

soft and uniform except where on the shoulder a deepening of the flow

intensifies the hue; and everywhere is the characteristic crackle of the

apple greens. The greater part of it in brown, but near the shoulder almost

colorless. The interior of the neck and underpart of the foot is glazed

grayish white with a cafe-au-lait crackle. Falling somewhat short of the

perfections of this lovely piece, its companions are themselves very superior

jn shape, texture, color, crackle, and quality of glaze, fully deserving the

poetic description "like the color of distant hills."
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was never more pop-

ular than he is to-day.

In this time of world

conflict his public is

growing, largely because

he stands out as a living

voice of these vital

times.

Collected Verse
of

Rudyard Kipling

Jls selected by himself

Cloth, Net, $2.00. Ooze Leather, Net, $2.50

Illustrated by W. Heath Robinson, Net, $3.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.
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Beauty

and Refinement
in

Wall Coverings

HAVE your decorator show
you samples of these beao
tiful, durable FalvKik'O'

Na Interwovens.

You will find a large variety of

shades which permit of any

scheme of decorating. In design,

attractive Chinese brocades, as

well as plain. The fabric has a

distinctive characteristic cross

weave that adds wonderfully to

the effect when on the walls.

Over all, a soft, silken lustre that

gives brilliancy without obtrusive-

ness.

Fab-Rik-O-Na Interwovens are

not paper, though placed on the

wall in the same manner as paper.

They are heavy cloth, firm, dense,

specially prepared for covering

walls.

Even though they may cost

more than a paper you may have
been contemplating, they outwear
the best paper many times over.

You have a superior wall cover-

ing from every standpoint. This
is economy that does not sacrifice

elegance or charm.

FREE samples gladly furnished.
When writing, tell us your prob-
lems and we will give you the free
help of our decorating experts.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
483 Arch Street, Bloomfield, N. J.

HOW A WATCH MAY BE USED AS
A COMPASS

JEW people realize how easy it is to

find out the points of the compass
from a watch. The only two
conditions needful are that the

sun be shining and that the watch
tells about the correct time.

This is how the idea is carried out. Hold the

watch horizontally, that is, with its face looking

up at the sky. Now take a slender stick, such

as a grass stalk or a match, and place this against

the edge of the glass of the watch in such a way
that its shadow falls exactly along the hour hand.

This means that the hour hand is pointing just

at that part of the horizon which comes im-

mediately under the sun. The south will alw ays

be midway between that point and the figure 12

on the face of the watch. Supposing when w e

follow this plan that it is eight o'clock in the

morning. After we have placed the watch in such

a position that the shadow falls along the hour
hand, as described, the south will be just in a line

with the figure 10. If it is ten o'clock when the

experiment is tried, the south will be opposite

the figure II.

In the afternoon exactly the same rule applies,

only in this case we have to go backward toward
12 instead of forward. Thus if it is two o'clock,

the line which indicates the south runs through

the figure 1; if the time is four, the south is»oppo-

site the figure 2. For the sake of simplicity

we have given the exact hours, though, as a
matter of fact, any intermediate periods could

be worked out in the same way. The only

thing to bear in mind is that the south is always
in a line with the point half way between the

shadow falling on the hour hand and the

figure 12.

Once the position of the south is determined,

it is easy to find the other points. Thus, stand-

ing with one's back to the south, the north will,

of course, be in front; the west on the left hand
side, and the east on the right.

It is interesting to consider the explanation

of the plan for using a watch as a compass. The
sun is always exactly in the south every day at

noon. It thus takes twenty-four hours to com-
plete its apparent journey round the earth. The
hour hand of the watch takes twelve hours to

get around the dial, and thus it moves twice as

fast as the sun. If, at noon, the watch is held

with the hour hand pointing to the sun, evidently

the figure 12 will be in a line with the south. At
any other time, say four o'clock in the afternoon,

the hour hand of the watch will have journeyed
twice as far past the figure 12 as the sun will have
moved beyond the south. Thus, if we still

have the hour pointing at the sun we must go

half way back to 12 to get to the south. This
would be the figure 2, and in a line with this is

the south.

In the same manner if the hour is eight in

the morning, the hour hand will journey twice

as far before noon as the sun will go before it

reaches the south.

Leonard Bastin.

WATER FOR THE BEES
EES require a large amount of water,

although that fact is often over-

looked. If some natural source of

water is not available, shallow

pans should be placed in the api-

ary, sticks being allowed to float

in the water for the bees to alight upon. In a

large bee yard it may be advisable to arrange

a barrel so that the water will constantly drip

into a pan.

If plenty of water is not close at hand, the bees

will seek the dew on the leaves of the trees early in

the morning. In New England, and doubtless in

other sections, very heavy losses have been suf-

fered because of this, owing to the fact that the

street trees as well as the fruit trees are annually

sprayed with arsenate of lead to kill insect pests.

Enough of the poison is taken up by the bees in

the dew which they drink to kill them.

It was sometime before this condition was
understood, large numbers of dead bees being

found in front of the hives, although there was
nothing wrong with the hives themselves. Then
it was discovered that where the bees had
plenty of water close at hand, this trouble

was seldom experienced.

E. I. Farrington.

of every notable epoch, including

many specially designed pieces, is

retailed at no prohibitive cost in

this interesting establishment,

devoted exclusively to Furniture

and decorative accessories.

Two-score years of effort has

developed our endeavor into an
industrial art.

Suggestions may be gained from de luxe

prints of well appointed rooms, which will

be sent gratis upon request.

Grand Rapids Furniture Company
INCORPORATED

34-36 West 32"-S St.. NewYork

itefully cf
your metis to-day.

Send for New Catalogue "D-8" or call at
Exhibition Rooms.

Erskine-Danforth Corporation

2 West 47th Street New York
First Door West of Fifth
Avenue—4th Floor

DANERSK
Quaint Associations With

The Past

are embodied in the furni-

ture from our shops. Each
piece is Authentic in Tradi-

tion and Design—made by
hand and sold direct at man-
ufacturers' prices to those
who are building the beau-
tiful homes of to-day.
Our new Catalogue is worthy

of your study. It contains illus-

trations of artistic settings and
design-themes that can be ap-
plied 10 them. It will tell you
how you can obtain complete
individuality at modest prices.

Pieces for single
rooms or entire house
ready tor promptshi
ment.

8Y APPOINTMENT
ft) THLIB MAJESTIES
THE WHO AXO QUEU

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS and SILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue

In London: 22, Old Bond Street

OLD ENGLISH SILVER TEA and COF-
FEE SERVICES, Dishes, Platters—rare pieces

acquired from important English collections

—

sold in our New York and Chicago Galleries at

London prices.

At The Family Table
For the complete, correct and perfect
illumination of your home, specify
S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

lAEOFAY
^PoTtery

GIVES ENDURING CHARM

Cend for our illustrated—^

Ocatalogue of HewerPots.

Boxes.\ases.Benches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes, Bird fonts and
otherArtistic Reces for Garden

and InteriorDecoration.

GaeowayTerraGdTtaG).
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.





The Willys-Knight is a "dream
of a car" to drive. You are

amazed at the power you
feel—because it is so quiet.

You are surprised at the won-
derful flexibility of your mo-
tor—because it picks up with-

out "fuss."

And your joy in your Willys-

Knight increases, because af-

ter a few thousand miles of

use all this power, flexibility

Seven passenger louring •

FOUR . . $1450

A motor that far outlasts any other type
and smoothness is intensified

and your motor is quieter

than ever.

These are the luxurious advan-
tages of the Willys-Knight

—

but they have their practical

side.

This improved and sustained

efficiency means a car that

it is always a pleasure to

drive, and a car that is vir-

tually never out of service

on account of motor adjust-

ment or repair.

And finally you realize that

this smooth sustained effi-

ciency means mastery over
the natural law of wear and
tear and that in your Willys-

Knight you have a motor
good for thousands of miles

of top-efficiency service, after

any other type of motor
would have outlived its prac-

tical usefulness.

Willys-Overland Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Willys-Knight and Overland Motor Cars

Prices are J. o. b Toledo—Subiecl to chance without notice

These arc distinctive, proven
advantages peculiar to the

sleeve-valve motor.

They are luxurious advantages!

They* are practical advan-

tages!

This season Willys-Knight are

more beautiful, easier riding,

more efficient than ever.

See the Willys-Overland dealer

now about your Willys-

Knight.

Seven passenger touring

EIGHT. . $1950
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•*Fsrms To Suit Everyone"

J. B. THOMPSON West Chester, P<nm.

H(X)l> RIVKR VAI.I.KY. ORKC.ON

r'a.v term* to rriponMl.le pun.ha.cr Vl.ln-s-. ,»u nrr.

J. R. HAKKOt.l.. JR. I'ARKD.M.K. ORKiON

For Sale—Fairlee, Vermont
Cottage on Lake Morcy. nearly 2 acres land,

water front. ^ sleeping riMims, bath, hot and cold

water, sleeping porch anil icehouse.

EDWIN F. STRATTON
Bos No. 4fc7 Northampton. Max.

For Sale 1 he Rim Rock Ranch
ne Park Highway. q6o

icrn deeded Urn., i8a acres water
and winter range for .too head Mock.

right. Private summer
75 head best Durham

Cattle. 15 head good horses. Price les

For further information write to

s than actual inventory.

L C. FREEMAN Cody, Wyoming

Colorado Country Home
gtnnout mountain v,e« . invigorating mile-high atimxphere. Nine-
tooiu itrictlv nv,lern loath, fumatr) hungalo.. nearly new. Big

nana, 1.QCO fruft trees, mostly cherry. 700-ft. Arte.ian « ell. complete
water ststent. 90 gallon storage tank.

BON LOOK. U08 East 14th W.. Denver, Colorado

WILL SACRIFICE FOR CASH
a walnut orchard of 50 acres, located 20 miles from
San Francisco; fronting on Mt. Diablo scenic boulevard;
a high class property, ideally located and well adapted
for a country home. Price. $400.00 per acre. No trade
will be considered. Address owner.

E. F_ OSTRAND
1 59 W. Van Buren St Chicago. I1L

Buying or Renting Country Property Is

a Ticklish Business
More than in any other transaction, yon must he sure that you are right
before you invest Before making up your mind, you ought to see all the
best properties that are on the market. W« have collected them for you
in the Real hstate Directory at the front of this magazine. If you don*t
find what you want there, write to the

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT, Country Life, 11 West 32nd St., N. Y.

A COOL MINNESOTA
Country Estate

Comprising features of a "Summer Home" overlook-
ing beautiful Hill Lake, a well developed farm, a State
permit for a Private Trout Hatchery' on a fine brook
and sufficient land for a private Game Reserve, or for
Colonization purposes.

Sales prices for the entire 5511.13 acres $142,600.00.
Or may be purchased in six different groups.

Send for particulars

J. EMERSON GREENFIELD
Board of Trade Building Superior, Wisconsin

R£D CUM "AMEtllCVB FINEST CABINET WOO*' R.£VO GUM

a

fcs

I
S
I '
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s5 n
Esq., vfthrryl,odv': ,,nt Uardn City, L.t.

Gum Lumbf.r Mfrs. Assn.
1306 flank of Commerce HMg., Memphis. Tenn.

If rift for Hniihtd SampUl and Intertittng Bwitri.

If you intend to build and with your new home to be ex-
pressive of your own individuality and different from the com-
monplace, you will be interested in my proposition in regard to
special sketches and in the two publications described below.
"COLONIAL HOUSES*' containing floor plans, per-

spectives, descriptions and estimates. Price by express pre-
paid $2.

"STUCCO HOUSES" containing perspective, , in.

scale floor plans, and showing designs suitable tor this imper-
ishable construction. Price by express prepaid $5.

In ordering give brief description of your requirements and
they will have earnest consideration. Plans furnished for the
alteration of old buildings to the Colonial and Stucco styles.

Fireproof dwellings a specialty. Address

E. S. CHILD, Architect, Room 1017, 29 Broadway, N. Y. CHy

LUMBER—BECAUSE IT'S "THE
GENUINE WOOD ETERNAL."
& LASTS & LASTS & LASTS & LASTS
Accept no Cypress without this mark..

Look for this on every board

—

-

Accept no Cypress without this mark. TntM MnaM a I ; (j S p.* Qmm

ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM
An Efficient System Which You Can Install Yourself

^_ Designed by an expert to eliminate the cess-

Ctv ct£T6 pool. Thorough in construction, absolutely
odorless, self-operating, permanent and in-

expensive. Costs nothing to operate. Our
pamphlet No. 2 tells how it works.

Inquire about the A ten Reinforced Concrete Manhole.

ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL CO.. 286 Fifth Ave.. N. Y.

s
Disposal

Money-making Farms
15 states, #10 an acre up; stock, tools, and
crops often included to settle quickly. Write
for Big Illustrated Catalogue.

STROUT FARM AGENCY, Dept. 2717, New York

Vis Lynde Stetson, £xf., Steriiugton, N.
ArcHiirtt, Alfred Hcpktns

Modern Farm Building" alfred hopkims
»» Architect

How to build practical, sanitary and artistic farm
buildings is shown in the pages of the above volume,
which deals in detail with the construction and arrange-
ment of the garage, farm barn, horse stable, cow
stable, sheep fold, ice-house, dairy, chicken houses,
piggeries, etc. Second edition, just out.

Illus. ;|n3 in. $2.50 net, postage 20c.
The book may be purchased direct from the author

ALFRED HOPKINS. Architect, 101 Park Avenue. N. Y.

O. PERRY SARLE, CS^C

146 Westminster Street Providence, R. I.

Water Supply. Sewage Disposal. Land Drainage
Piera, Sea Walla, Shore Front Protection

Topographical Surveys; Lawns and Drives

THE READERS' SERVICE
gives Information about Real Estate

Farm Efficiency Service
// your farm or country estate is not yielding a satisfactory net return, we offer our services to in-

crease profits. \Ve have no panacea, but we study your particular requirements and submit a
farming plan which we back up with a substantial guarantee. Our plans are based on modern
efficiency methods and machine farming, coupled with an organization of good farm executives
directed by a central authority.

We invite your correspondence, and willfully establish our responsibility

FARM SERVICE COMPANY
1 1 South LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois or Sheboygan Falls. Wisconsin
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NEWS 0/ /A* BREEDS and the BREEDERS
jlMONG the many big men who are

interested in the producing, consum-

ing, and distributing phases of the

food supply problem is Thomas E.

a Wilson, president of the packing

concern bearing his name. On his Ednel Farm

near Lake Forest, 111., he is not only practising

the national doctrine of "grow more crops,"

but also carrying out well laid plan's for an in-

creased supply of meat products, too. He has a

growing herd of fine Shorthorn cattle, headed by

an imported bull formerly owned by Sir Arthur

Balfour; he is raising Hampshire hogs under con-

ditions of exemplary cleanliness; his poultry yard

contains White Orpington fowl of excellent

breeding, and Mallard ducks as well. And

what is no less interesting and even more sig-

nificant, he expects to produce enough on his

farm to feed all this stock as well as his family and,

probably, a goodly number of friends.

BREEDERS from several states attended

the Brown Swiss Consignment Sale at

Pottstown, Pa., on June 26th. The thirty-six

head provided by prominent Eastern farms av-

eraged $300 apiece, which low price is partly

accounted for by the fact that the sale was the

first of its kind to be held by Brown Swiss men.

The highest price—$1,550—was paid by Walhalla

Farm of Middleburgh, N. Y., for the bull Milton

K., consigned by C. D. Marshall of Pottstown.

Iola, one of the noted cows of the breed, with a

record of 16,844 pounds of milk, 685 of fat, for-

merly owned by Walhalla Farm, went to E. H.

Krauss of Michigan for the bargain price of $665.

THE work horse equipment of Mr. F. H.

Crane's Flintstone Farm at Dalton, Mass.,

now includes only registered Belgian mares.

The stud was increased early in the summer by

three mares and a stallion purchased in Iowa and

all rich in some of the best blood here or in Bel-

gium. The pure bred Berkshire pigs, many of

them sired by Sensational Lord Premier 2d, were

recently found to be gaining a pound a day on

grass alone. The average monthly milk produc-

tion of the Milking Shorthorn herd for which

Flintstone Farm is especially noted is about

1,388 pounds, and its butter fat test 4.06 per cent.

An event of interest was the birth of an eighty-

four pound heifer calf, sired by Waterloo Clay,

to Glenside Lady Doris, daughter of the world's

record cow of the breed.

THE first show ever held in America solely

in the interests of the ancient Maltese dog,

is scheduled for November 30, 191 7, and will be

held in New York City. Mrs. James G. Ross-

man of Plainfield, N. J., Secretary of the Na-
tional Maltese Dog Club, can supply further

information.

I

78,000 calves less than there were in 1916, a short-

age of 26 per cent. Consumers have already

felt in increased prices an indirect effect of this

shortage of milk producers; farmers are bound to

feel it no less keenly if it is allowed to continue.

MR. JOHN R. VALENTINE, of Bryn Mawr,
Pa., prominent horseman and breeder of

Ayrshire cattle, and for several terms President

of the American Ayrshire Cattle Club, has been

commissioned Captain in the Remount Division

of the Army. His work will involve the inspec-

tion of horses offered for Government service

and will probably keep him largely in the West.

A RECENTLY formed but promising bull

association is that at Grove City, Pa.,

where four Jersey bulls have been purchased

cooperatively from Hood Farm of Lowell, Mass.

The territory covered by the association is di-

vided into four breeding blocks; a sire will .be

kept near the centre of each. At the end of each

two-year period the bulls will be changed from one

breeding district to another until each bull has

N VIEW of U-boat activities, it is interesting

to learn that on July 16th, there were re-

leased from quarantine at Athenia, N. J., forty

head of Ayrshires newly imported by F. S. Peer

of Cranford, N. J., who is holding nine heifers.

Others for whom the cattle were brought over

were John Sherwin of Ohio, Wendover Farm of

N. J., and Adam Seitz of Wisconsin. Another

importation consigned to Mr. Peer and H. J.

Chisholm of New York was expected soon after.

WILLOWMOOR Farm, Redmond, Wash.,

shipped the young Ayrshire bull Willow-

moore Robin Hood 8th to Japan early in July.

The buyer was Y. Kawamure Makomanai, who
had already brought another bull of the same

breed from the same herd.

THE New York State Food Commission and
Agricultural Society are combining forces

in urging the conservation of heifer calves. It

has been found that there are in the state some

Baron's Successor 197499, Hood Farm's Berkshire boar which

won the Grand Championship at the 1916 International.

Weighing 860 pounds in breeding condition, and with vigor,

type, and quality to correspond, he has several times been pro-

nounced the finest boar of his breed

The Seer's Alberta 2nd, winner of the Grand Championship

gold medal for 1916, offered by the American Jersey Cattle Club.

Her yield was 16,872.7 pounds of milk, 881 .66 pounds of fat.

Owned by E. T. Bedford, Esq., Greens Farms, Conn.

made the entire circuit covered by the associa-

tion. Each member will thus get the use of a

pure bred sire for eight years at a cost of only

$5 per cow bred. The bulls carry the same blood

and family lines that have produced such excellent

results at Hood Farm; in fact, the Hood Farm
breeding system as a whole will be continued at

Grove City, but on a community scale.

THE National Duroc Jersey Record Associ-

ation reports the organization of the Faulk-

ner County (Arkansas) Association, of which the

President is J. S. Crook, of Conway, and the Sec-

retary T. C. Watson, of Mt. Vernon. The new
organization, though young, is planning a Duroc

Jersey show for the coming fall, and has already

set out on a vigorous advertising campaign in

the interests of the breed.

THE Eastern American Berkshire Congress
Show is to be held October 12-20 at Spring-

field, Mass., as a part of the Eastern States Ex-
position. Cash prizes amounting to $1,100 are

offered. The General Manager of the Exposition

or Secretary F. S. Springer of the American Berk-

shire Association, Springfield, 111., can supply

detailed information.

ONE of the most interesting of the number
of typical, progressive country gentlemen

whose interests centre about Peoria, 111., is Mr.

J. B. Bartholomew, President of the Avery
Tractor Co., and officer or director of half a dozen
other thriving concerns and financial institu-

tions. Perhaps none of his many activities is

nearer his heart than his farming, which involves

522 acres of only moderately good land that he is

bringing, however, to a high state of productivity.

Yalehurst, as the farm is called, is only about
half tillable land, but it is supporting a business

herd of Aberdeen Angus beef cattle, a small

dairy herd of Jerseys, Duroc Jersey hogs to the

number of 100 or 150 a year, a small flock of

Hampshire sheep, White Leghorn fowl, and
guinea hens. The old-time buildings have been

repaired and put in thoroughly efficient shape,

a number of labor saving devices and systems
have been installed, and the general plan for the

development of the farm is certainly making
good. While all the departments receive equal

consideration and attention, the hog raising

phase seems to appeal especially to Mr. Bartho-

lomew and his son, to the extent that he

has become an interesting and convincing en-

thusiast for his favorite animal and his preferred

breed.

DREEDERS of show horses are returning

to first principles. For upward of twenty-

five years experts have been demanding exces-

sive quality and fascinating beauty in prize win-

ners. They are now acknowledging their mis-

take and admitting that young stock has become:

too finely drawn. General usefulness and rug-

gedness of character, coupled with all-around ac-

tion, as distinguished from up-and-down-sensa-

tional action, are to-day the characteristics

which appeal. This has been plainly demon-
strated recently in this country, by the selection

of the stoutly built, heavily boned stallion Tow-
thorpe Cricket, 15.2 hands, and weighing more
than 1,000 pounds, shown by Mr. Alfred Clem-
ents of Willisden Farm, Devon, Pa., in preference

to several stallions of lighter make-up; and, in

England, by judges' choice of the lusty and sub-

stantial stallion Whitegate Commander, 15.35

hands high, bred by Lord Ashtown in Galway,
Ireland, and closely approximating coaching

character. Both are Hackneys, and their selec-

tion distinctly indicates that greater weight in

proportion to height is the desideratum. The
change has long been expected by advocates of

the Hackney for crossing on lighter breeds.

COMPARING horses adapted for sport and

light driving with those used for heavy draft,

it appears that a census of trotting-bred horses

would list about 100,000, including some 69,000

registered or eligible to registration. Percheron

draft horses' come next with 56,000 registered and

unregistered. Closely related to these are 16,000

heavy horses of French extraction. From state-

ments based on observation at farms and in the

markets, it appears that Percheron stallions are

nearly ten times as plentiful in this country as

Shires, and fifteen times more plentiful than

Clydesdales. There are 11,500 registered and

unregistered saddle horses, upward of 10,000

thoroughbreds, including foals and starters in

races, and more than 2,000 Hackneys and Mor-
gans registered and either eligible to record or

closely inbred.
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SUP! RIN I END! N I'OK AN KSTATK
rrnitii.il .iixl Mirnlilii 1 \|>rru-nir on farm tTop*.

MpteblcnrdenirtK, fruit ,•»...« inn,< in ..1 1 1
am n

flower L;.ir.li-iis, . .in- ..I .ill f.irin .inmi.iU Mcchiinii'

ally irulinrtl M.irrinl. viln-r ami industrious

Kkhu kii k M Sum K.Mnnumrnt St .('nncuril, M.is>

LANDSCAPF I) V.V K. I ,01'lVlF.NT

lH>n. (rnilmK. I'l.'inlinn. ohktvIc work, to any extent.

All hr»rHhv». .iitriculturr ami hort uulturr.

H. J. CORFIF.LD
UK Vandfik.ll k««M Bu.ld.n,. SI Kail Und Slr..l. N>» Tnrk

w LISTED
Position .is h state Supt. or Mananer. My rx-

prrienn .in, I nliuation quality me to handle any
larKr proposition. Am es|" > mIU well qualified

in the work of development ol new I st.ms \t

prrsent entailed and am ki\ inn kikhI saristaetion,

but lor Rood reasons wish to in.ik. .1 , li.mi;e tins

fall. I am 4; years old, married and have one

ohild of 11 years. Best of credentials furnished.

Address, Box No. 850, Care Country Life.

SCOTCH l.\KM MR wants |>«>sition as head
gardener or superintendent on a private estate.

Has a t

denim; espoi 1a

;no\vle<h:c ol every phase of «ar

landsi ape .mil. oust rm lion work
Fwent \ one \ ears' evpenetu e in hot h F.urope anil

America Married, no ehildren. Best refcrenro.

Box 840. care Country Life, Garden City, N. Y.

WANTKD
r\»ition Kv a £entleman familiar with farm work, stock and
poultry, wfto wishes to occupy and operate a ranch, farm or

countrv place giving same thorough business miniKrmrnt.
Compensation on basis of participation in net earnings.
Would wish to take charge this fall to obtain best results

next vear. Three to five year conrract desired. Address
Box S4Q, CiH'NTur Lin in Am RieA. Harden City, N. Y.

EXPERIENCED head gardener for country

place. Vegetable and flower garden—not

large. Good salary to right man. Apply,

letter only, F. E. W., 242 Lenox Avenue, New
York City.

East or West
North or South

Large or small, expensive or cheap,

wherever your property may be, you
can reach a probable buyer through
the Real Estate Department in

The New COUNTRY LIFE
The National Real Estate Medium

1 1 West 32nd Street New York

Practical
Real Estate Methods

By Thirty New York Experlt

A unique symposium of some thirty odd chapters dealing with
every branch of the real estate business.

Bit, Inc. .elllnr. tenslnr, renting. Improilng. developing and
nnnrlng rej.1 elate— the,,* and kindred tuple, are dUrut,ed

by men or anility and anowledre.

Net. *i.iO (po,tare •-•<*.)

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & CO.. Garden City. New York

© tl'Kiae & Garden

// you have a house, or are going to have a house; if you own a garden

Of are going to plant a garden, you can save money by consulting

ouse arden
What Vogue has done for women of taste and discernment in matters of dress

and accessories, House \3 dardrn will do for you in matters of interior decor-

ation, architecture, and planning of your garden and grounds.

It is crammed with beautiful things, with lovely rooms,
exquisite gardens, the finest work of skilled artists

and craftsmen in furniture, fabrics, papers, china, fount-

ains, with everything that goes to make up the gracious
and charming home. It shows you just what to do,

how to do it, and best of all, perhaps just how it

looks in other charming homes where it has been done.

House & Garden is a practical help to the home maker, the

final authority on the thousand and one problems of house

building, furnishing, gardening, sanitation and the like, which

at one time or another puzzle the owner of every house.

$1 Invested in House & Garden
A tiny fraction of your loss on a single ill-chosen chair

Will Save You $100
House mistakes are often very costly. You need the advice of experts in

every important house expenditure. Hundreds of dollars— often thousands

may depend on a single decision and expert advice will be invaluable. May
we, therefore, suggest that you take advantage of our special offer and plan

your home expenditure this year with the help of House & Garden.

Special Offer— 5 Issues for $1
(Six if you respond promptly)

If you care to make your own house smart, dis-

tinguished, and representative of your personal

tastes, you will want to take advantage of our /
special offer of five issues of House & Garden

Send no money now unless you wish / ^^j&^J'
for $1 •— six if you mail the coupon now.

Send no money now unless you
to—just mail the coupon to-day
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JERSEYS
The Jersey Breeders represented on this page

are recommended by Country Life. For inform-

ation concerning the Jersey breed, address

Country Life Readers' Service Department
Garden City New York

Where to Buy Them

Brookwood Farms
Jerseys

HERD HEADED BY

IMPORTED GOLDEN FERN'S NOBLE
A. J. C. C 145762

Conceded on the Island of Jersey to be the

winner of more prizes and the sire of more
butter record cows than any other Island Bull.

BROOKWOOD FARMS
Barry ville, Sullivan County, N. Y.

Wm. Ross Proctor
Owner

Morris H. Roberts, Jr.
Supt. of Farms

Hamilton Farm Jerseys

Margaret of H. F.

We are offering for sale

several "typy" cal heifer

calves from Dams now on
Official Register of Merit
tests, all sired by "Pro-
duction" and "Butter"
bulls; also several young
bull calves of exceptional

breeding and individuality.

Write {or Sale List

HAMILTON FARM, Gladstone, N. J.

Sophie Tormentor Jerseys £pjJ)ALE
feRSEYS

The family to which we have pinned our faith for many
years. We have line bred them and the results are a herd

uniform in Type, Size and extreme production.

Hood Farm is the home of one half the World's Jersey
Champions, including a mature cow with a yearly record of

17.557 lbs. 12 oz. milk, 1 175 lbs. 7 oz. butter; a Junior 4 year 4

old with 15,852 lbs. milk, IO44.7 lbs. butter; a Senior 3 year

old with 17,793 lbs. 11 oz. milk, 1071 lbs. 4 oz. butter; a
Junior three year old with 14,954.2 lbs. milk, 975-9 lbs. butter;

a Junior two year old with 13,242.8 lbs. milk, 907.1 lbs. butter.

One Hundred Sophie's Tormentor Cows have records

averaging 12,193 U>K 6 oz. milk, 790 lbs. 10 oz. butter.
We have bred ilie sires of 24 A. J. C. C. Gold Medal winners, out

of 49 awarded in class competition.
If you need a high class foundation herd, cows for improvement, or

a high class bull rich in the blood that produces and reproduces Cham-
pions, visit or write ns for literature giving convincing facts of the
superiority of Sophie Tormentor Jerseys, free on application.

HOOD FARM Lowell, Mass.
N. B. We bred and have in service the two Grand Champion Berk-

shire boars. Swine alt ages for sale, can spare at this time a few lows
due to farrow in the fall.

Fred Huyler, Manager

WHITE HORSE FARMS

One of our kind—Majesty Louise

Record 14,199 lbs. milk, 830 lbs. butter

Bull calf dropped Sept. 30, 1916, sired by Oxford Majesty, for

sale. A limited number of calves by the same sire, out of hish
:esting dams. Also sons and grandsons ofGamboge's Knight.

WM. L. FRY, Manager, Paoli, Pennsylvania

Isn't She A
Beauty?

You'd be delighted with

such a bossy—so full of

breeding, so alert, so clean

of line and limb. And my!
what milk you'd get

—

"nearly all cream."

The Jersey
For The
Family

—every time! Always
gentle, beautiful in color,

and a persistent yielder of

millc so rich in fats and

other solids that no other

can beat her. For over 200

years she was cared for by the

women of the Island of Jerse\

she was almost a part of the

family. And for nearly a century,

developed by dairymen the world

over, she has had no peer for

butter production.
Get our book. The Story ofthe Jersey."

Kead it and you'll be convinced that

the family cow mns/be a Jersey. Write

now—before you forget.

American Jersey
Cattle Club

327 W. 23rd St., New York City

The above picture of "COLT FARM" Jerseys shows our type of "BEAUTY" and "UNIFORMITY."
The CHAMPION winner in each class for the largest production of milk and butter in the state are shown here. The most

wonderful herd of "OXFORDS" ever brought together. For sale—one son of Imp. Golden Tern's noble dam, a daughter of

the World's famous "Imp. Oxford You'll Do." Born April 25, 1917. Price $100—a bargain.

Pappoosesquaw Point COLT FARM Owned by Col. S. P. Colt F. A. Crabb, Mgr. Bristol, R. I.

MERIDALE Jerseys have
furnished the foundations

of many superior herds in the
United States, Canada and
South America. Our descrip-
tive booklet will interest you.

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

ULSTERDORP FARMS
Over 100 Head Jerseys Imported Foundation

Large, Rich Milkers

YEARLY TUBERCULIN TEST

Po'keepsie by Ferry Highland, N. Y.

DOSORIS PARK
offers bull calves from dams with records

of 673 lbs. to 973 lbs. butter in one year.

J. D. PARTRIDGE, Supt.

Glen Cove, N. Y.

An Intelligent Dog Will

Safeguard Your Dairy Animals

Consult Country Life's Dog Department

L Victor Feather
The Live Stock Photographer

Expert on JERSEYS, AYRSHIRES
GUERNSEYS, HOLSTEINS

Stock Farm and Estate Photographer. Every-
thing pertaining to country life

Write at once {or terms and open dates

Address J. VICTOR FEATHER
GLEN COVE NEW YORK

Let Them Lick

Colt As Theydll Want It!

No one can salt your food to suit your taste. No one can salt

food right for horses! Let them salt themseloes—they'll do it as

best suits their condition.
~

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks
in handv holders enable them to have re-

Jined dairy sail—all natural impurities
taken out. No m^re forgetting. Saves
time and work. Ask dealer and write for

free booklet.

Belmont Stable Supply Co.
Patentees and Manufacturers

3«9 Fulton Str«M-i Brooklyn, N. Y.

! ill lii!|iilli!tll|tll|!t| .
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h\ their iritn.il eves lot hlue-rihhon winners.

Alre.iiK tin- .uhlitions to Fit Western henls in-

clude famous sires and cows and heifers whose

breeding qualities them for association with the

best in the world; already from such stock there

are coming out of the West' herds that readily

enter the Register of Merit classes."

\ notable example of such a herd is the collec-

tion of llolsteins on West Kot.i Kami of Belle

Fourche, N. D., owned by Mr. M. J. Smiley.

Duchess Lucy Mercedes, also of the West Kota herd, whose

record ol 46.841 pounds of butter in seven days is the third

highest in the world, at this wnUng

At this writing there are in the world twenty
cow s that have made more than forty pounds of

butter in seven days; of these, three belong to

this herd. Of the five cows that have weekly

records of more than forty-six pounds, three are

owned by West Kota Farm.
Among the meritorious individuals that make

up this remarkable herd are: Sir College Cornu-
copia 97,43;, Grand Champion, South Dakota
State Fair in 1916, and sire of seven A. R. O.

|

daughters (all that have freshened to date) each

w ith .1 record of twenty pounds or more of butter;

Hester Aaltze Korndyke, 133,222, with a record

of 46.786 pounds of butter in seven days and

1,076 pounds in seven months (test still on);

Duchess Lucy Mercedes, with a record of 46.841

pounds, the third highest in the world, and win-

ner in iqi 5-16 of the Holstein Association prize for

four-year-olds; and Star Farm Belle Mercedes

142.539, holder of all records for a cow with but

three quarters of an udder—namely 533 -7 pounds

of milk and 38.362 of butter in seven days,

2,244.1 pounds of milk and 153. 5 of butter in

thirty days, and 4,587.9 pounds of milk and 292.5

of butter in sixty days.

3:

SEND FOR FREE COPY OF

"Specialists' Evidence

In Favor of Holstein

Cows' Milk"

In our undertaking to extend the

use of I lolstein cows' milk for infant

feeding, we are so fortunate as

to have the support of leading

specialists. 1 heir approval has

Im i n i-xpti-ssctl so unreservedly ih.it

nothing remains for us to say on

our own authority. We need only

to give publicity to the best medical

opinions on the choice of cows' milk

for the feeding of infants.

Shall we send you a booklet we have
prepared for the con venience of the busy
Family physician? It is a compilation

of the opinions of leading specialists,

gathered from recent test books, mag-
azine articles and lectures.

Only direct quotations are used, from
sources easily verified. You will find it

a short cut to material that will prove

useful not only in handling infant feeding

problems, but in all cases where the use

of milk is desirable. We w ill gladly send

you this booklet, and other interesting

literature, without charge.

Holstein-Friesian Association

of America

F. L HOUGHTON, See'y.

64-H American Building Brattleboro, Vermont

Where In liny Them

Holsteins
from a herd that is fam-

ous for type and indi-

viduality.

We have animals which
have the qualities for

producing world's
records.

E. LeRoy Pelletier
R. F. D. No. 3

Pontiac Michigan

The Balsams Stock Farm
Herd Sires

finderne Valdessa King Payne 98329

Dutchland Creamelle Pontiac Lad 143837

Balsam Colantha Korndyke King 163 155

Sons for sale from good A. R. O. dams

HENRY S. HALE, Owner

P. A. CAMPBELL, Mgr.

Dixville Notch New Hampshire

GRAY FIELD FARM
Greenwich, N. Y.

Has at the head of its herd one of the choicest sons

of Pontiac Korndyke. Sons and daughters for sale.

HARRY C. GRAY GREENWICH, N. Y.

BroadMeadowsFarms
PAWLING, N. Y.

250 Pure bred Holsteins
Home of Pietje 22nd's Son: K.P. Lyons De Kol: Sir Peter Lyons

Three of the best herd sires in the United States

PAULT. BRADY, Owner, Henry E. Lee, Herdsman

LORENZO FARM
CAZENOVIA, N. Y.

Inquiries asked for A. R. O. Cattle.

CHAS. S. FAIRCHILD

HUBBAVALE QUALITY R
f^

is
D
ter^ H

?
lsteins

HOLSTEINS
George C. Hubbard

Red Hook
Dutchess Co., N.Y.
Aaggie Manor De Kol

662 lbs. milk 7 days,

2639 lbs. 30 days, 30 lbs.

butter 7 days, 1 17.4. lbs.

30 days. Her 8 months
son looks like her. His
dam and sire's dam av-

erage 30.79 butter 606
lbs., milk A.R.Q.7days.

{Order your Hubbahill Apples now)

will be sold at Brattleboro, Vermont, on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY.

OCTOBER 2nd and 3rd
being consignments from many well known herds. Tuberculin
tested, sound, healthy cattle of splendid breeding, at absolute

sale to the highest bidder without protection or by-bidding.

Cows in milk and soon to freshen,

yearlings, two-year-olds, heifer

calves and young bulls
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The Purebred Live Stock Sales Company
of Brattleboro, Vermont, Inc.

Room 4. American Bldg.
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^ THE POULTRY DIRECTORY———————

—

In this department are printed the advertisements of reliable poultry breeders and dealers in poultry supplies. Tl

about poultry which they may desire. Address POULTRY DEPARTMENT, The New Country Life. 11-13 West and Street, N. Y.

Ill

w

Brooder for 50 to 100 chicks

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
The various models of these houses are arranged after the most scientific methods of raising poultry. Years of experience have proved

this. The brooder can be operated outdoors in zero weather. The poultry house is made in sections that can be quickly bolted together

by anyone. The setting coop keeps a hen by herstlf while setting. All neatly painted. Send for illustrated booklet.

Ei-i liAnrPAM f**f\Ti ltJ\k MV Room 301, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Massachusetts
. T. HUDUMJlN LUMrAINl 6 East 39th Street, New York City

'E offer for immediate deliv-

ery the following varieties

of Pheasants: Silver, Golden, Ring-
neck, Lady Amherst, China, White,
Mongolian, Reeves, Swinhoe, Ver-
sicolor, Elliotts, Impeyan, Soemmering
Manchurian Eared, Pea Cock . Melanotus.
Also Wild Turkeys, Japanese Silkies and
Long Tails, Java, Japanese, Blue, White

and Pied Pea Fowl. Crane, Swan, Mandarins. Formosan
Teal, Mallards and other varieties of ducks; also Jack Rab-
bits and Deer. Send 50c in stamps for color-type catalogue
of Pheasants and how to raise.

CHILES & COMPANY Mt. Sterling, Ky.

THE MACKENSEN
GAME PARK

Bob White

Pheasants

—Partridges

Quail

Wild
Turkeys

Deer

Rabbits

Peafowl

Cranes

Swans

Ornamental
Geese and
Ducks

Foxes

Raccoons

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy birds for parks,
menageries, private preserves and collections of fancy fowl.

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Yardley, Pa.

Reiber Bird Homes
are always filled with birds

—

summer and winter—in summer
for nesting—in winter for shelter.

Reiber Bird Baths and Feeding
Stations should occupy a place

in every garden, school grounds,
Park and Estate. The

Reiber Bird Book
describes and illustrates them

—

sent free on request.

Reiber Bird Homes, West y.

G. D. TILLEY, Inc.

Naturalist

"Everything in the Bird Line

from a Canary to an Ostrich '

'

Birds for the House and Porch
Birds for the Ornamental Waterway
Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary-
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park

Special Bird Feeds

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer
in land and water birds in America and have on hand the
most extensive stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY, Inc., Naturalist, Box C, Darien, Conn.

FOR SALE
Pigeons, Rabbits, Guinea Pigs, Young dogs, write

for prices before buying elsewhere, postal will be

sufficient. No stock is kept at this address.

C. RIDGELY
2159 E. 40 Street Cleveland, Ohio

Yama Brook Trout
CCIENTIFICALLY bred by the^ Darwinian theory for vigor, quick
growing to large size and to produce a
large number of eggs—absolutely free of
disease, frequently thriving where others die.

Information in reference to trout breeding
and k'.-i-ping, cheerfully given by our trout
culturist.

Scientific examination made of your condi-
tions for keeping trout at moderate charge.
We have on hand for stocking900,000 Yama

Trout from fry to 2 lbs. Eggs in season.

YAMA FARMS
Napanoch, Ulster County, N. Y.

Maplecroft

S. C. Rhode

Island Reds
Maplecroft Farms

PHEASANTS, PEAFOWLS,
Swans, Wild Ducks, Cranes, Wild Geese, Par-
rots, Canaries, Dogs of all breeds. Persian

Cats. Squirrels, Fancy Pigeons, Doves,
Elk, Deer, Buffalo, Silver Foxes. Mink,
Odorless Skunks, and all other varieties

of Ornamental Birds and Animals
for Country Estates. Parks and Avi-
aries. Big beautiful illustrated cata-

logue 25 cents. Price lists free.

HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA CO.
Dept. C. L. Kansas City, Mo.

Won 1st Pullet at both
New York Shows two
consecutive years. High
Grade utility breeding

stock a specialty. Eggs
for hatching.

Box L Pawling, N. Y-

SQUAB BOOK FREE

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Four Firsts, Four Seconds,

Three Third Prizes, besides
other Awards have been won by
us at a single Madison Square
Garden show.
Highest Grade Breeding and

Exhibition Birds For Sale

—

New York Winners and Birds
Bred from Winners.

Four Firsts at Boston 1917

Illustrated Circular Free

BRADLEY BROS.
Box 811, Lee, Massachusetts

Breed Plymouth Rock squabs; 1917 prices for

killed squabs highest on record. Squab book
free, telling money-making experiences. How to
sell by parcel post, how to get $6 to $8 doz.
Many women customers. Write to-day for this

big free book and price list to the founder of the
squab industry.

PLYMOUTH ROCK SQUAB COMPANY
322 Howard Street Melrose Highlands Massachusetts

WM. COOK & SONS °!ffis%&£
Box 30, Scotch Plains, New Jersey

As we MADE all the Orpingtons irts natural we are RECOGNIZED
HEADQUARTERS for the Best. We have won over fifteen thousand
first prizes and many government laying contests in which our birds
each averaged 259 eggs in a year.

SEND for our new Annual Catalogue and mating list, also hints on
poultry. Advice free. Ornamental land and water fowl for sale.

First Prize Pen Pullet
(Bred and Raised by us)

Improved Parcel Post Egg Boxes

New Flats and Fillers,

New Egg Cases, Leg

Bands, Oats Sprouters,

Butter Boxes, Poultry

Boxes, Shipping Crates.

Catalogue free on request

H. K. BRUNNER
49 Harrison Street New York

Ferris White Leghorns
Great layers. Pullets, hens, breeding

males; eggs for hatching; day old chicks,

from hens laying 200 to 264 eggs. Prices

low, quality guaranteed. Free catalogue and price

list explains all. Write for it.

GEORGE B. FERRIS, 931 Union, Grand Rapid*. Mich.

Write the Readers' Service

for information regarding

Live Stock.

The Readers' Service gives information

about Poultry Keeping

HOMESTEAD SILVER
CAMPINES

The Vigorous Strain

—HOMESTEAD

—

The Word that DOMINATES in

the world of Campines.

Our beautiful new catalogue will

give you full description and
history of this remarkable breed
of fowl. Price 15 cents.

HOMESTEAD CAMP1NE FARMS
Wayland Box C. L. Mass.

First in America, Best in the World, are

Jacobs' Bird-Houses

Over 34 years' continuous endorse-
ment by birds

Direct from our factory to user, the most
successful bird-houses in existence at low-
est factory prices—and JACOBS PAYS
THE FREIGHT to your nearest railroad

frright station.

Twelve l>eautiful designs ofcolony houses
for the Purple Martin. Individual Nest-
boxes for Wrens, Bluebirds, Swallows.
Chickadees, Flickers, Titmice, Wood-
peckers, etc.

Sheltered Feeding Devices and Food
Tables, Cement Bird Baths and Drinking
Fountains. Genuine Government Spanow
Traps.
Over 34 years' experience by the President-
Manager.
Mention this magazine and send ioc forour
beautifully illustrated bird-house booklet.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE CO.
404 South Washington St.

WAYNESBURG Penn'.

Kennel Directory

—

Continued

Insist upon your dealer supply-

ing you with

SPRATTS Dog Cakes
; and Puppy Biscuits
Send stamp for catalogue on Dog Feeding

SPRATTS PATENT LIMITED
Newark, N. J.

Practical Real Estate Methods

By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.50 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

Reuben Clarke
National and International

Judge and Exhibitor for

over 25 years

------ " "1
Largest Stock of

g

GOOD DOGS 1

Every known breed that |
can be had in America.
My Kennels are convenient- |
ly located out of the HIGH
RENT SECTION: |

Moderate Prices _

It is generally known by the m

dog-loving public that I give

the best values in any breed
—imported or domestic

|

NEW YORK KENNELS .

113 East 9th Street 9
(Near Wanamakers) g

TeUfhoneSSSo Sluyvesant
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Well known nun, mIium- nrws carry \srinltt

in the ru-UU of rntlraxoi nwlu.itid. have Out-

lined pl.mx i' .1 kill.1 ted t<> .i«.sure continuity" <>f

product along improved lines. A ti « have
oHerevI tin tin u\e of stallions to he nl.ued in

distiuts tli.it max he desinnateil ohSeially. while

others have ottered to turn oxer their breeding

establishments to the (.iox eminent, regardless "I

Compensation.
Realizing the xital neeessity that compels

xx holes. ilr letreiu'htnent. read nistment of values,

elimination of expensive methods <>! ('reparation

and tminingi as well as non-reservation of much
voting material of prise-winning brand, llaeknev
hunters, at the suggestion of Mr. Reginald C .

Vandcrbilt. president of the American Hackney
HofM Breeding Societv. have agreed to increase

then output and exhibit xxherevei possible, also

to work together for the general distribution of

stallions and mates so that the breed shall become
mon ss 1 1 1 1 l\ recogm/ed as suitable lor general

put poses and army use, as distinguished from
conipetitixe exhibition as high-steppers in show
nngs

All this can be done xxithout tin) drastic drain

upon high-class foundation stink at the leading

establishments. I he idea is to get groups of well

bred young horses M.itt< iid over the country and

into the hands ol small farmers xx ho should be,

and under ordinary circumstances are, the only

persons 1 outside of W estern ranch owners) who
can raise horses economically, since thex crow the

feed and can make the young horses earn part of

xvhat thev consume. Also on farms brood mares,

instead of being turned the year round, as on
l.u-i breeding establishments, are invariably

Worked close up to and soon after foaling.

It ia thorough!) understood that small farmers

cannot undertake the production of army horses,

in addition to the heavy draft stock they DOW
raise, xx ithout substantial encouragement. I hey
must have mares of appropriate kinds tree ol cost,

as well as the use of stallions; be assured a market
for the stock raised to four years old that may be

suitable for army purposes, and be given author-

ity to retain and train for their oxvn use or com-
mercial purposes such stock as (at one to txvo

years' groxvthl may be deemed unsuitable to pre-

pare for military xvork, nominal stallion service

fees to be paid on stock so retained.

There is little, if any. profit to be derived

from army horse breeding on small farms, at

the Government's set price of J&150 for three-

vc.tr-olds. The breeding of big drafters that

brins; from ^250 to £350 at auction is more
attractive. The offers of French buyers of $120
for green young stock to make into cavalry

mounts, and £160 for artillery horses; and those of

British buyers of J&175 for geldings, green and
second-hand from four to fourteen years old,

largely range bred or nondescripts do not appeal

to small farmers.

The recent suspension of purchases by foreign

buyers and the sudden cancellation of U. S. War
Department orders for proposals have had a

stagnating effect upon \\ estern markets. I he L .

S. Government is expected to make another call,

which will be the signal for renexved activity.

A standard price is to be fixed, instead of the

competitive bidding system on the part of con-

tractors; proper security is to be demanded from
contractors, and a portion of the purchase money
is to be xvithheld until horses are delivered. Geld-
ings only are to be specified; light, medium and
heavy weights are to range respectively from

(1) 1,100 to 1,250 pounds and 15J to i6\ hands;

(2) 1,200 to 1.400 pounds, 15J to i6£ hands,

six to ten years old; (3) 1,400 to 1,700 pounds,

16 to 17 hands. Pack and riding mules are to

be 14.J to 15 J hands and to weigh from 950 to

1,150 pounds.

Prices must range much higher than heretofore

for army horses if small farmers are to be expected

to breed them, and Government agents must
deal with the farmers direct, or a reasonable

FOR SALE
Millr Ikmliill III Mi l llllir lllillll lis nlil.

hiiiiHr Iriiliii'il. ImikIiI unit iirtivr

III null)', 1111 i'l v nuirki il. mill IikIiI m rrw
lull lilrnl pill 11111I liuimi- i|<>k I'l In'

|i 1 IK I Miilr 1 hi 1 1| III'* I wi » fin nit Im 0I1 1,

fa&.OUanil up

ACME KENNELS
P.O. Bo. JUS Walarhury. Conn.

Tht motl itrilifur unit nrttplnhl* gift la

Xour twrrlhtiirl ot 1 till)!. / /if ideal

(••it* pelt mid lompanmeta.

BOSTON TERRIERS
AND

FRENCH BULLDOGS
.S'tni/ .S/iiffip lot Calnlngut

SQUANTUM KKNNKLS
I tlaklnUJ IH77 Atlantic, Man.

IRISH TERRIERS
Th. Chllrlren'a Pal

Puppirt ami uftmn ttork for (h i hrrnlinrt or
slum nurpoM*. ' I iijtiirril all around
dug.« for town or lountrv. Kxt-rpr ional prize
winning strain. riill information given con-

n. tin* lirrrd. 25 yean' rsperirnce.

MARCUS BRUCKHEIMER
211S Third Avtnua Naw York

Warren Kennels
Smooth Fox Terriers
We have for sale n few fine

xiiiing il"Ks ami liniixl hitches

Mr. Winthrop Rulhtrfurd, Owner

DONALD CLARK, Manner
.XII ....... I. v Naw Jaraay

BULL TERRIERS
Not the li k li t i n« lirccd Imt a loyal
•tiKirtinit 'low for grown ups or children.
Home of Imparled "Roy Lavender"
aire of Madison Souare Garden prize
winners. Standard bred, housetirolcen
grown dogs our socially. Puppies
always on sale. Nothing hctter obtain-
able. Public stock dogs.

EUGENE E. THOMAS
Anawan Kennels, Ailleboro, Masa.

For Sale—High Class Winning
Wire-haired and Smooth Fox
Terriers, Irish Terriers, Aire-

dale Terriers, Manchester Black

and Tan Terriers, Bull Terriers

and mostly nil breeds for sale,

Apvlu

ALF DELMONT
Laidi Krnntb Wrnniwood. Pa.

Boston Terriers
Young house broken dogs. Also

puppies and stud dogs. All blue

blooded stork.

J. MURRAY
Lonf Acre Hotel

157 Weat 47th St. New York City
Ttl. 7790 Rnanl

IRISH SETTERS
)|>les lor sale by
outof Pal Law's
Kuhy. Ixith sire

.lark red color.

JOHN W.TUCKER
Mineral Point,Wisconsin

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels

of Berry, Kentucky
offer for sale. Setters and Pointers, Fox and
Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds. Coon
and Opossum Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit
Hounds, Bear and Lion Hounds, also Airedale

Terriers. All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser

to judge quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or

money refunded. Sixty page, highly illustra-

ted, instructive and interesting catalogue for

ten cents in stamps or coin.

Snow White Esquimo Puppies
The smartest and cutest dogs on earth.

N atural trick dogs and very comical.

Just the thing for children, affectionate,

playful, and harmless as a kitten. Al-

ways full of "Pep" My puppies are not

raised in a city back yard or crowded
kennels, but on a Kansas farm. They
are full of vigor and the picture of health.

Will ship on approval to responsible par-

ties. Safe delivery guaranteed. Terms
reasonable. $c in stamps brings you a

catalogue of these popular dogs.

BROCKWAYS KENNELS Baldwin, Kansas
Mountain Hart/ and yellow roller canaries. Educated silver tongued singers

The very best that money can buy. Our birds will not dissappoint you.

1
Let us send you

Polk Miller's
Dog Book— Free
America's greatest authority on dogs and
how to treat them. Originator of the

world-famous Sergeant's Dor Remedies.

Polk Miller Drug Co. Inc.
DeDt. 204 Richmond, Va.

"ABOUT DOGS"
is a book every doK-lover will delight in. Its ...

are rich in invaluable su«KC-stions. It is sent FREE
with Hamnle of Austin's
I ><>,'. Fir < ;irl . Your dog will

bo thebet l<:r for your send

y. «-> ji ^ mi' loi it lli eyes bright

BTllll* er, coat glo ier, andmua
Jr J* cle lounder. He'll al oB £T il n thank you in hit own tail

Wagging, wriKKliriK, joyful

way for the better health, digestion and dis|>osition

brouKht to him by Austin's I)oj< Bread, the btst forxl

for dogs. Write and also give your Dealer's Name.
Auatin Dim Bread & Animal Food Co.

303 Maritinal Street Chelaea. Mass.

DOBERMAN PINSCHER
Police and War Dogs

The DofrWilhThe Human Brain
They «Und for integrity. Intelliyenre. grit

and overflfwlnif %)tality. They under«tand
your wlahet anrl have a body and vim to terve
In any capacity. Fond of i ftlldreo. 1 he ideal
'I",: ( a country place. Send for Booklet.

CEORCE M. ANCIER
Waban Massachusetta

Pomeranian Dogs
and Persian Cats

The Ardent Kr for rlltpnul r.

coloun. i.i- i from
tvinnliifr lont(halrr<l
'I Ardent slr.nn nf

ill

D B. CHAMPION
S..rll II..II". Unrlhmlf. risrr.

Hliilm I.Inn. I, .1. V. Tel. iMl Toll
. K. C. S. B. No.

FlKFPl.V

PEKINGESE PUPPIES
From Imported Parents

"Hero of Clenwood" at itud. son of "To To
of Noke." Brilliant red. black mask Lion
shaped body —wonderful bowed legs. Fee $20.

MRS. THOMAS J. HALEY
444 High Street Newark, N. J.

Phone Mulierry 1569

PEKINGESE
Fifty jfrown dotj< and puppies, all asre*.

colors, lar^e number imported. Many
"sleeve" specimens. All Champion Wed
and selerted from the first Kennels ot

Furope and America. Some as low as

j - Write for descri|itions and pictures.

MRS. H. A. BAXTER
Great Neck. L. L, Telephone 418. or

|S*> Hflli \\+. Ti-lfph«nf * :n.d. rl.ilt

FOR SALE
Angora Cats and Kittens. Beautiful, Playful, Affec-

tionate. We have them in all colors. Fine healthy

stock, direct from the farm. Prices from £5.00 up.

MRS. HARRIETT S. WEBBER
Maple Hill Farm Monroe, Maine

HOUNDS
COOX, FOX, WOLF, RABBIT HOUNDS
JEDIGREED AND ELIGIBLE TO REGLSTRY'

Broke dogs sent on ten days' trial. Money back guar-

antee. Nice lot of puppies from 6 to 9 weeks ready

for shipment now.

OTIS SLATER & SONS, Oconee, Illinois

DELCREO for DISTEMPER
The Most Effective Treatment for

Canine Diseases

A non-poisonous germicide for internal use that

is immediately destructive to the distemper bacilli

and other harmful bacteria.

UNEQUALLED AS A C0SDIT10SER
Price $1 .SO per 4 ox. bottle

THE DELSON CHEMICAL COMPANY. INC.

Dept. F 13 Eaat 16th Street, New York City
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HELLO

!

AreYou
There ?

// you long—in the battle

of life
—to become a Busy

Bertha, and to stop being

a small bore, fall in be-

hind our special war time

offer
—an entire winter of

VanityFair,for OneGreen

Dollar. Read the coupon.

This is the Night Operator at

VANITY FAIR
The most cheerful and stimulating of all the new magazines—

a

winter of which will keep you in touch with the social, literary,

dramatic and artistic skirmishes in American life and insure you

against every form of dullness, boredom and intellectual old age.

THIS is a brisk and burning year

—in drama, art, literature, humor,

fashion and sport, as well as in poli-

tics and war—and you can't expect

to keep up with a double-quick win-

ter unless you read a double-quick

magazine—a magazine that can be

read without anesthetics.

DON'T expose yourself to the bombs

of boredom! don't be stifled by

the poison gas of ennui! keep behind

the barrage fire of Vanity Fair, the bus-

iest of all the rapid-fire magazine guns,

the one that invariably looks on the

sunny side of the silver lining of even

the blackest of Life's thunder clouds.

Get the Cheero Spirit—for $ 1

One little Green Dollar Will Bring You the Next Five

Issues of Vanity Fair—and even six, if you mail the

coupon in the righi-hand corner in double-quick time.

Vanity Fair is the only really cheerful and

enlivening magazine in America. It can be

read without anesthetics. It prints humor

—lots and lots of it—by the best of

younger and more unconventional artists

and writers. It views the stage, the arts,

the sports, the gaieties and all the enliven-

ing and highly vitalized sides of modern

life bravely and CHEERFULLY.

Attention! Forward

March! Eyes right!

Salute the coupon I

Tear it off, fill it out

and let Vanity Fair—all Winter—\eep

you in step with the

times.

New York.

SPORTS: An up-to-date bi-

sexual panorama of golf, tennis,

racing, polo and other sports.

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: By
unconventional and stimula-

lating essayists, critics, and
authors. #

what they
sell.

DANCING: Nc
dances and dancers

outdoor dances,

indoor dances, ^
rhythmic ^# <J<
dances. 4*

Every Issue Contains

THE STAGE: Entertaining FASHIONS: The last word

views, reviews, and portraits of from our busy Paris office:

the players. clothes of all discriminating

men and women.
THE ARTS: Illustrated criti- .„„.-,
cisms of the newest and most THE OPERA AND MUSIC
discussed pictures, as sculpture, Stories and portraits of singers,

architecture and books. composers, conductors.

HUMOR: The most amusing DOGS AND MOTORS:
work of our younger humorous Photographs of the best-

writers and artists. bred dogs and the best-

. , built motors. j_
ASSORTED NUTS: Striking . ^
and unusual portraits of the SHOPPING: An ^ O
assorted nuts, writers, dancers, index to the best ^ ^ >p
wits beaux, and celebrities of shops and just ^# .

^° &

c?c.»

margin of profit must be allowed to collectors.

Inspectors' insistence on special types must be
modified and rugged horses of the desired weight
and serviceably sound must be acceptable.

Inasmuch as wealthy horse breeders and own-
ers have indicated a desire to help along the lines

suggested, it would seem as though steps might
be taken by the U. S. Government to take a cen-

sus of stock available and arrange for its distribu-

tion to small farms, using horse show and fair

grounds as collection centres, and extending
financial aid to farmers through federal or state

subsidies.

The "writing on the wall" is plain. Horses
in large numbers are needed for cavalry and
transport. If they are not forthcoming under
present conditions or as a result of methods sug-

gested, the Government will demand seasoned

horses from the cities as well as farming districts.

The whole question simmers down to a test of

horse breeders' and horse owners' patriotism.

They must devise means to cope with the situa-

tion before the War Department undertakes to

do so.

T> EGARDLESS of the call to arms, which will

take hundreds of young horsemen out of the

show ring and away from town and country
stables, the consensus here seems to follow the

line of argument that actuates English breeders

who are continuing horse racing and exhibiting

in spite of the war and the contingent depression.

The abnormal demand for cavalry, artillery,

and general utility horses makes it imperative

that horse breeding shall not be interrupted. In-

asmuch as the production of race horses and
horses adapted to hunting, park and road riding

and driving, timber-topping, and high-stepping at

shows, etc., is acknowledged to have a beneficial

influence upon the output of ordinary material,

owners on this side of the Atlantic are being

urged to enter their speed candidates and show
types for competitive trial more liberally than

heretofore.

The curtailment of thoroughbred racing in

England for the period of the war is an economic
necessity. No such situation exists in the United
States. On the other hand, much English breed-

ing material has been brought over here in order

to conserve the blood and, incidentally, reinfuse

old foundation strains. It has been authori-

tatively stated that sport on this continent will

be unusually gratifying this season, particularly

in the division for three-year-old horses. As the

tendency is to retire young stallions and mares

to stud earlier than formerly, all other branches

of horse breeding that feel the influence of racing

strains will derive additional benefit.

THE news that the London (Olympia)

International Horse Show is to reopen this

season, for the purpose of exploiting the horses

of several European countries, the United States,

Canada, the Argentine, etc., and to greet the

officers of the allied armies, will give renewed

zest to competition and serve as a glorious re-

union. It goes without saying that officers from

this country and the New York National Show
directors will invite their European brothers in

arms to take part in our show at Madison Square

Garden. All who can obtain furlough will gladly

come over, as they will undoubtedly be assured

even greater hospitality than was accorded to

the military representatives of European govern-

ments, whose remarkable horses lent spectacular

and educational value to our hunting classes in

191 1, 1912, and 1913, when entries aggregated

998, 804, and 689, respectively.

The connection of horse shows with the great

agricultural interests of the country, the Clydes-

dale, Percheron, Belgian, Norman, and Shire

heavy draft types put forward at the New York

National and suburban meetings, has demon-

strated their pronounced character, quality, and

great intrinsic value. Men of large means and

owners of country estates have indicated appre-

ciation of the several breeds, both for work on the

land, and for the improvement of near-by draft

material. ^ H. Godfrey.

''i/!'"!"'! 1:"""
:
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Now is the Time to Use

CONCRETE
War Bulletin No. 2, of the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States, says:

"Iron and steel should he used only when the requirement is unavoid-

able. I'.very effort should he m;ide to use wood .mil conneri- in

place of steel whenever this e;in be done, ;ind construction ;ind de-

velopment work requiring steel should he postponed wherever

possible cement m;iy he h id in quantify for con-

crcte work."

Says Cass Gilbert, the New York architect:

" There are hundreds of buildings erected in this country every year

which could be just as well erected without steel, and in hundreds

of others the amount of steel could be greatly reduced. An enor-

mous tonnage could be saved if reinforced concrete, masonry or other

maferi.il wire used. Practically all buildings of moderate height can

be erected without the use of large quantities of structural steel.

Reinforced concrete or old-fashioned masonry can take its place."

Under present conditions, concrete is particularly desirable. All

the materials portland cement, sand, pebbles or crushed stone

—

are staple products, most of them obtainable near by. Concrete is

made with ordinary labor under skilled supervision. Concrete

contractors have developed rapid and efficient methods of con-

struction. There are many engineers, architects and contractors

who specialize in concrete construction. If necessary we can help

you get in touch with them.

CONSIDER TH E ADVANTAGES OF CONCRETE-
Fireproof

Watertight

Durable

Verminproof
Sanitary

Weatherproo]

Rigid

Rapidly Built

No Repairs—No Painting

Concrete is used to-day more generally than ever before. The
smallest job on the farm and the largest engineering works are built

of concrete. Use concrete to build that factory, foundry, shop,

warehouse, bridge, tank or reservoir for storing liquids, coal pocket,

ore bin, grain elevator, garage—any building you are planning.

Let us send you an interesting pamphlet entitled, "Why Build Fireproof?"

Portland Cement Association

ATLANTA
CHICAGO

DALLAS
DENVER
INDIANAPOLIS

Offices at

KANSAS CITY

MILWAUKEE
NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH
SALT LAKE CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CONOR 4" s * A N E N C 6
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THE- TALK- OF -THE - OFFICE

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra.

THE WHISTLING MOTHER

If we had a friend whose boy was to go off

to war (and we have many such) , and who had
a tendency to make it harder for the gallant

young fellow by tears and repinings, there's

a^book we should give him (or her). And
that book is Mrs. Grace S. Richmond's "The
Whistling Mother."
"Your boy, if he is the right kind of a boy,"

says Mrs. Richmond, "has work to do through

a long life. Nothing will happen to him. 'A
man is immortal till his work is done.' There

are exceptions to this rule, as to all others, but

this is still the rule."

"The Whistling Mother" is a little story

of a boy who had a great work to do in the

holy cause of civilization, and how his mother

made things easier for him to break off the

old ties. Of course she cared as much as the

mothers of the other fellows who were weeping

and making every one uncomfortable, but

for the sake of the boy and the nation she bore

up, whistling throughout. It is a little book,

but one to inspire. You will feel a thrill as

you hear the mother's call: "Are you coming,

Jacky dear?" and the boy's reply: "Yes, I'm

here, never fear!"

MRS. NORRIS'S NEW BOOK

is called "Martie the Unconquered." We
think it the great woman's book of the year.

It is an interesting thing to study the ad-

vance made in the sale of Mrs. Norris's books.

The present volume is the third of a series in

which is given the study of a woman's life

and character. The first was "The Story of

Julia Page," followed by "The Heart of

Rachael," and now comes "Martie the Un-
conquered," which is by far the ablest of the

series, and justifies Mr. W. D. Howells's

summing up of Mrs. Norris's work. " She has

the secret," he says, "of closely adding detail

of what another California author called Lit-

tleism, but seems to me to be nature's way of

attaining Largeism."

WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE

has written a piece in his paper, the Emporia
Gazette, of Kansas, which pleases us. The
habit that some papers have of reprinting

complimentary notices seems to us bad and
immodest; but Mr. White expresses the idea

we wish to advance so much better than we
could that we copy a paragraph, with apolo-

gies:

"We know more about the flowers and the birds

and the trees than we knew a generation ago, when only

the modest little old-fashioned garden by the pump or

the well decked the bogies built by the pioneers on these

prairies. And we should know still more. For the

land is full of beautiful garden books and tree books
and bird books. For a few dollars a year one may
have the most exquisitely beautiful and accurately in-

forming magazines devoted to gardening. And every

house should have its garden magazines and its bird

books and flower books as it has its other literature of

life. The publishing house which does the out-of-door

DOUBLE DAY
PAGE &COS
GEOGRAPHICAL

MANUAL
AND NEW

A T L \ 5

thing most tastefully and most valuabry is Doubteday,

Page & Company, of Garden City, Long Island. Their

Country Life in America was a pioneer, and it is easily

the world .leader in garden magazines, while the Double-

day-Page nature books are splendidly simple and com-

prehensive."

He goes on to praise "The Worth Knowing
Series," four volumes devoted to Trees, But-

terflies, Birds, and Wild Flowers, the best

books of their kind we have ever made. But
we will not yield to temptation, though we
must take a few words from what he says

about what we regard (and Rudyard Kipling,

who writes the preface, testifies to this fact)

as a great book—M. Chevrillon's masterful

work, "England and the War":

"A book such as Mr. Chevrillon has written," says

Mr. William Allen White, "is worth many times its

price to every American student of the war—for the

purpose of comparison between the United States and
England, if for no other. England and America have

much in common in the new business of fighting. Be-

fore England could effectively prepare for war, tradi-

tions growing out of a national policy of preparing for

peace had to be overcome. The same is true of the

United States. England has learned the science of

making war by costly experience. Will the United

States profit by the experience of England? Will the

American conscience or intellect help in organizing the

United States for victory, which all but seems assured,

in the opinion of Mr. Chevrillon, by the rise of Eng-

land?"

It is a great regret to us that such a book

should not be distributed and read like a pop-

ular novel. Its price is $1.60, but we should

be willing to supply it for next to nothing if

some large-minded body of citizens would un-

dertake a campaign to have people who need

to read it do so. We cannot always be book

merchants; occasionally we are lifted to ambi-

tion for service by such a book as this.

Is any one interested to help illuminate our

intelligent citizens about our Allies?

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO'S NEW ATLA>

THERE is great need, we believe, for a

new kind of Atlas, since all the world

is affected by the present gigantic

war; and after many months of preparation

we shall have ready in^October a Geographical

Manual which will be more than an Atlas,

containing the most desired and useful infor-

mation made important by the war.

For instance, France has become the centre

of the eyes of the world. In this book you

will find maps more interesting and impor-

tant than were ever thought of before.

Russia has sprung into the white light

of interest. Here is information about the

country, the conditions—physical, economical,

and political— more complete than was
dreamed of a year ago. Even the war rail-

roads, the new fronts and new conditions are

covered.

The Virgin Islands have become a part of

the United States. New maps and text will

tell the new story.

South America interests us now as never

before. These maps show us not only all the

details of the country, but new maps indicate

where the metals, the oil, the rubber and all

the trade goods come from.

Canada has become more important in its

association with the U. S. A. Here are new
maps showing new conditions.

A new independent kingdom has been set

up in Southern Arabia

—

Hajaz. Here are its

maps and its history.

Of Siam—our new Ally—maps and text are

included which you will especially want now.

So we could go on for pages.

Americans are going out into the world's

affairs as never before, and such a book as this

is needed.

Perhaps you will say, "I'll wait to buy an

Atlas until all the world has settled its possible

new boundaries after the war."

You needn't!

With each copy is given a coupon, which

entitles the holder to new maps showing the

changes in boundaries, which will be sent to

the buyer after the war when these changes

have been made. When added to the book

you will have the old and the new boundaries,

and have the use of an indispensable book

meantime.
Price $4.95 when bought on instalments;

$4.50 for cash. Send this coupon.

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.
Please send me, charges prepaid, your "Geographical

Manual and New Atlas." If, after five days' examina-

tion, I decide to keep the book, I will then send you

05c. and $1.00 a month for four months thereafter; or,

if I prefer, $4.50 cash. If the book is unsatisfactory, I

will return at your expense.
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C O U N I R Y

A M O N (II OUR
L I F E

ALLIES
HIS magazine hai

been bka tins nation

Ot «>uis. in DM way;
it has interested it-

self in ou row n home
K.i ulcus, kiii kw n spm t . kiii own v.i 1 icd acri v it ics

of country life. These things have occupied

most of our attention ami have Ictr us little opportunity to

concern ourselves with what was going on out in the world.

The nation has changed. It is developing a hahit of international

thought, observation, and interest. The magazine must do like-

wise It must continue to represent the country life of America,

\n arm-chair journey through countries be-

yond the seas over which the shadows of

wai have settled down to a deadlier ^ray

hut in its broadened form. We
dropped the limiting words from the

title some months ago; the pages

immediately following epitomize the

broadening of our interests. J his

does not mean that we shall attempt to he a magazine of travel

or of international affairs or of anything else that is outside

the held indicated by our title. Naturally the greater part of

our pages will deal with the things nearest our own homes and
our own lives, but when we find these things elsewhere, of interest

and help to all of us, we shall feel free to tell you of them in

word and picture.

Lake Windermere, the heart of England's lake country, and a never failing source of inspiration to the poets of many ages. Wray Castle is seen at the left on Uie point of land

Copyright. 1917. by Doubleday. Page & Co. 27
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One of the show places of the

lake country in England is Mun-
caster Castle, Cumberland The topiary garden at Brockenhurst

Park, England. Topiary work figures

more largely in English gardens than

it does with us in America

Copyright by F. R. Hinkins & Son

A familiar feature of the English

countryside which remains unmolested

by the exigencies of war
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Social aclivitw* in l-orukm now include

•rttcal drilling in garden work at the

ov.il llol.umal l.-inlfii' fkOMplffe l»y t'liderwood A Underwood

Chargers being trained by Mr
Gordon Withers ami assistants

'somewhere in England"

Dorothy Vernon's walk at Haddon

Hall, one of England's most t.imou~

ihow places, and -in ideal specimen ol

the old English baronial mansion

Sherficld Manor, the country seat

of J. Liddell. Esq., near the village

of Basingstoke

Copyright by F. R. Hinkins 3c Sou

The beauty of English gardens in

May tine is proverbial. Here is a

glimpse of one of them
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Copyright by Newman Traveltalks and Brown & Dawson

Copyright by H.C.White Co.

One of the links that bind us to Japan is the fact that
her glorious wistaria was named in honor of an Ameri-
can, Caspar Wistar

A tea house and garden at Miyanoshita, one of the
popular mountain resorts to which the residents of Yo-
kohama flee from sea-level conditions. It has its view
of Fuji-san, of course

In the famous Deer Park of Nara, wherein are several

historic Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples

Copyright by Newman Traveltalks and Brown & Dawson

An avenue of cryptomeria, some
of them centuries old, leading to

the tomb of Ilyasu at Nikko

Copyright by H. C. White Co.

The Kinkaku-ji, or

Golden Pavilion, near

Kyoto. The garden in

which it stands rivals

the Imperial summer
gardens of Katsura and

Shugaku-in

Copyright by H. C. White Co.
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PL
Whniiii iii»"< in liipun I lift i i- I In Ira i errnmny

unialh 111 hniutilul garden setting* l>ui rarely in such a

nagniitcriil one at here

A characterMn im liinol lapun. on Hirixhinui H.iy

looking out Irum the little island of Miyanma The
big vermilion lorn. ficialdini; .i Shinlo simile, is remi-

niscent ol the gnrireous pylons of Kgypt

TV hotel garden on Miyanmii Formerly bir'hs

arul death* win- alike lorlmldeti on the i.l.ind

The Japanese garden

maker does all his work

with consummate skill

but when he utilizes

both his wistaria and
his genius (or achieving

reflections we marvel

Copyright by H C. Whit* Co.

Picturesque as all Japanese archi-

tecture is, it is the roof that defies

analysis and reproduction

A primitive bridge of bamboo
over the Haya-gawa. eaua being

the termination meaning river

Copyright by Newman TraveltalKS and Brown & Dawson



Harvesting wheat in the Riverenia district, New South Wales. Australia is giving of her great resources with both hands in answer to war's need for men and supplies

1^ •

Photograph from Underwood o: Underwood

Dairying is a profitable industry in Australia. The photograph shows one of the big dairy farms near Casino, New South Wales
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:uummi
Cn,.vrli(h« by H. C. White

The fountain* »* «rrn from the cr.twh.ilc Imperial PttM* IVtchnf. Ru«ia
Orphan* at a Rum

The Russian country home of

the late Count Leo Tolstoy

Russian women
gathering tea in the

Caucasus, near

Batoum

Copyright by Underwood & Underwood

Russian villagers

and a typical village

house. The absence

of a chimney gives

rise to painful spec-

ulation as to heat-

ing facilities

•4k-

Copyright t & Underwood
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We may weep over Rheims and the desolation of

northern France, but there remain to the world the

gardens of Italy

Photograph by Robert W. Wheelwright

Once a flat and barren rock, with a

church and a few cottages, Isola Bella

was transformed by Count Borromeo,

who laid out the garden and built a

palace upon the island about 1650

A little villa at Setignano, some four miles to the east

of Florence and overlooking the valley of the Arno. At
the right a garden at Bordighera, a town that is famous
for its floriculture and particularly for its large trade in

palm-branches

3r .5? =
•

Photograph by Robert W. Wheelwright
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No representation ol Italy would be complete without

the Villa d'Este at Tivoli, formerly the property of Arch-

duke Francis Ferdinand but now reclaimer! by Italy

1 M .

In the gardens of the Villa Uernardini,

shown below to the right, one of the

many little-known Hardens of Italy that

in this country would fie the object of

Hardeners' pilgrimages

Photograph by Robert w. Wheelwright

Villa Cicogna (left) at Bisuschio. in the little-known

hill country between the Lake of Varese and Lugano,

giving a vivid idea of an old Italian country house.

Below is the Villa Bcrnardini. near Lucca, reached

through a mile-long avenue lined with ash trees
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Copyright by Underwood & Underwood

A typical Norman cottage. The whole world is

to be congratulated that there are portions of

France which have not felt the blight of German

"Kultur"'

Pierrefonds. the fourteenth century stronghold

of Louis d'Orleans, whose buttresses during the

Great War have been shaken by a mightier can-

nonnade than their builder ever heard

Courtesy of Charles Scribner's Sons The ruins of Chateau Gaillard from the Seine. This

was an English fortress erected as a stronghold by

Richard Cceur de Lion, and destroyed by Henry IV

in 1603

The cabanon of southern France is a Provencal substitute for a bungalow. It is built of stone,

white, pink, or blue lime-washed, and roofed with red, yellow, or green tiles

Courtesy of Charles Scribner's Sons
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urt»sy of Ch«rl»t tl ill'nrr'sM
The Chateau IVO near Moctree. showing the nortn-

a«t owner ol the broad moat which still surrounds its

walls, though built in 1506 Jt has luffered from

mruUlism ..t nm km.l in s.-m-i .1 centuries

m 1 aft
"

At the confluence of the Sevres and the Moine

lie the village of Clisson and the ruins of the

Chateau, both of which were destroyed in 1794

Another of the famous houses of France is Ser-

rant. about ten miles from Angers, built by the

family of Brie in 15-16. The photograph shows the

old bridge from the west

The Gothic fortress of A*ay le R.deau. which ,s now preserved by the French nation m a

relic of feudal time.. It was bu.lt by G.lles Berlhelol some time between 1513 and 1524

Courtesj- of Charles Scribner's Soas



Chateau d'Usse, one of the most interesting of the great houses in the famous valley of the Loire. It is situated on the hills that confine the rivers Loire and Indre, and has dwelt there

in comparative peace and quiet since the sixteenth century

The CHEERFUL BOND BUYER
HE Federal Reserve Bank has asked Coun-
try Life, and we suppose every other

publication, to help spread the idea that

every one in the United States must help

win the war by buying Liberty Bonds, be-

cause before this fight is over the people of

this country will very likely have to buy
and pay for some fifteen billion dollars' worth.

This is nothing to be downhearted about; in fact, one won-
ders how the United States can look itself in the face while,

at this time of horrors beyond conception in Europe, we
prosper.

We have had a few, and a very few, thoughtless people
speak as though it were a hardship to buy United States

bonds. Compare for a moment the sacrifice that England
and France, for example, not to mention other lands, are

making in the financial sense alone to carry on this war. The
billions of dollars' worth of bonds that the English and French

are buying represent money which is going out of the country

—and mostly to this country—and this has been so for nearly

three years. If they ever get this money back, it will only

be done by excessive pain and labor through trading in the

world market.

It is difficult for us to know how to be grateful enough for

what we are spared in this orgy of blood as compared with our

Allies. If we can give of our man power, how quickly and

cheerfully should we buy bonds, thankful that we have the

money to make so splendid an investment.

40



LAN DSC A V K. LINES and (iARI)KNIN(i
M v W A I r E R PRICHARD K A T()N

HKRF arc certain lines,

or compositions of lint s,

in Mturv w hick have a

definite effect on the

spiiit of in. in, inducing a

definite mood; in ognizing this, man has

often matlc conscious use of them in his archi-

trctm.il stuu tuu s. I In h is, for instance, .1 pronounced difference

between the s|>intu.il effect ol .1 vettic.il and .1 hoii/ont.d line,

when thc\ are sttesscd sufficicnth to domin.itc the scene 01 the

Kructure, I lie long horizontal is .1 symhol of peace, the soaring

vertical, of aspiration. It is eas\ to sec why this should he so, the

one remaining plodding and pedestrian, on the cotnfortahle level,

the other leaving the ground ami making for the stais.

Nothing is more peaceful, more soothing to the s|>nit, than .1

canal. Brimming and level, without How or current, it lays its

watery highway through the Hat fields, and life would seem leisurely

as \«<u strolled heside it even if you were unaware that traffic

upon its botoffl is actual)) leisurely. A canal is the apotheosis of the

horizontal, the trees which march by its hank falling into misty

green procession like a perspective of level house tn|>s, the harge

l\ inu horizontal on its Hood, even the driver and the mules and the

cahle falling into a level line as you sec them through a haze of ram,

perhaps, or the morning fog. There was once an unhappy time in

my life when I fought the demon insomnia, and when my nerves

were at the hreaking point I used to take a train to Princeton, and

idle in a canoe up the canal there, with the dreaming towers of the

college rising above the trees on the distant hill, and presently,

a sight of the miaint little whitewashed
loek house with its window boxes of gay
gel alliums. I hat eaiial was In m i than

medicine for me soothing, tranquil,

sleepy.

But how different an effect is wrought hy even so short a vertical

as a ten-fonl dam or natural waterfall. Though the stream is (le-

st ending, the eye takes an upward tilt, catching on the rocks at the

side, or on 1 he smooth, gleaming columns of t he water, and seeing in

iiiiagin.it inn the higher level above. One views such a catarat 1 as

Niagaia, ol'course, with a confusion of emotions, half stunned by its

10.11 and overwhelmed l>\ the volume ol its waters. Yet when
you stand tinder Niagara itself and look up, you feel distinctly the

mood ol aspiration; you are less aware of a descending deluge than
of a beautiful upward-soaring line ending 111 a suave;, glittering curve
that springs our of sight into t he sun and spray. One of the most
perfect examples of the vertical line in nature, perhaps, is furnished

by a pine grove on the shore of a lake, where each tall, straight

trunk stands up companioning its fellow, in stately silhouette

against the sunlit water beyond. Our eyes may not seek the

branches above, the mere passage across the vision of those uprighr

columns beingenough to evokethe mood -a grave, solemn cathedral

mood. I have often wondered if it was not such a grove of trect

which gave to the sculptor of the Parthenon frieze his idea for the

procession of vertical draperies which add such grave stateliness to

that composition.

Man's use of the vertical in his buildings, of course, reaches its

most characteristic expression in Gothic architecture. The mood

' Nothing is more peaceful, more soothing to the spirit, than a canal.

Photograph by Ajnasa Day Chaffee

It is the apotheosis of the horizontal, the trees which march by its bank falling into misty, green procession like

a perspective of level housetops"

41
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Photograph by Faul L. Anderson

" Of all the individual lines that mountains achieve, probably the most beautiful and potent is the dome. It evokes a mood of grave, calm acceptance of infinity .... Curiously enough,

it is most often the doming summit that we hold in affection, too—perhaps because of its benignity
"

of aspiration, so closely associated with all religions, is directly

appealed to alike by the Moslem minaret and the Christian spire,

but it was in the Gothic style that it reached its flower, and the

soaring uprights sprang unbroken into the dim tracery of sky-born

vaults, the innermost skeleton structure of the cathedrals revealing

itself in verticals. One of the chief reasons why an English

cathedral never gives you quite the stirring effect of Amiens or

Chartres is because horizontals have been introduced. Curiously

enough, it was not until Cass Gilbert applied Gothic to our modern
skyscrapers (in the West Street building and the Woolworth Tower,
particularly), that they justified their height esthetically. If you
look attentively at the ordinary skyscraper, you will see that the

various stories are clearly marked by horizontal rows of windows;
the building is a layer cake of horizontals, a scheme which ob-

viously does not comport with its extraordinary proportions. But
by stressing the spaces between the windows into unbroken piers

and thus throwing the windows back and relating each one not to

those on either side, but to those below and above on the same
vertical line, an entirely new effect is achieved. The mood of the

upright is evoked, as befits so tall and narrow a structure, and a true

and fitting beauty is achieved.

We naturally think of mountains as something vertical, but they
are seldom vertical, as a matter of fact; they have a vast variety

of line and of mood. The Berkshire Hills, for example, run in two
parallel ranges east and west of a sweet green valley, with level tops

like the crest of an advancing wave, and the scenery among them is

most often spoken of as "peaceful." It is the peace of the horizon-

tal; the peace, almost, of the slow canal or the long, green marshes
bordering the sea—or would be, were it not for the pleasant contrast

of sloping shoulders.

It is only the sharp peak or the towering pyramid which has
the true vertical aspiration, such a peak as the Matterhorn, or

Chief Mountain in northern Montana (which stands out sharp

and precipitous from the wall of the Great Divide, sentineling

the prairie), or the white-capped cone of Fujiyama, used over

and over in their prints by Hokusai or Hiroshige, like a relig-

ious motive. Mountains, indeed, are rather more frequently dis-

turbing on a near view, because of their broken lines, their half

uprights and shattered horizontals, with the emphasis now on one,

now on the other. Such complete chaos of lines breeds restlessness,

and on a dull day which takes out the color, actual depression.

One of the most miserable days I ever spent was under a cloud in

the pocket canon which holds Cracker Lake, in Glacier Park. The
Divide soared upward into the creeping gray roof with a tremen-

dous, an overwhelming, vertical magnificence, but all around its

base were vast shale slides at an angle half way between vertical

and horizontal, pitching into the flat lake; and behind, through the

canon mouth, was every conceivable tilt and angle of rock and shale

and forest. No line predominated, since the top of the Divide was

buried in scud and could not take the eye up to the blue above. You
felt yourself in the heart of upheaved chaos.

Of all the individual lines that mountains achieve, probably the

most beautiful and potent is the dome. It evokes a mood of

grave, calm acceptance of infinity, and that corresponding sense

of mystery and wonder. Curiously enough, it is most often

the doming summit that we hold in affection, too—perhaps be-

cause of its benignity. It has such amplitude of base, such easy

lines of ascent, such an aspect of monumental solidity, and such

sheer beauty in its sweeping curves, that it is almost invariably our

favorite among its fellows. At least, that is the case with me.

Moosilauke is my best loved mountain in the White Hills of New
Hampshire, and always seems to me a more impressive as well as a

more beautiful pile than Mount Washington, which out-tops it by

1,500 feet. In my own Berkshire Hills, Mount Everett (or the
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Ifcunc. .in it in popnlailv called), in tin soiithvvi stt i n mini'i of

M.iiN.1* Ihim 1

1

n, is m arl) .1 thousand feci lowci th.111 Graylock, in

the northwestern; m i .in you view n hum thl pl.nu !>< low it Mtmi
f.11 men like .1 m.i|oi mountain; 11 actually suggests size .1 rid dig-

mt \ 1 ml eternal loiidit v tu .1 much great ci extent, liei a use it 1 is»-s

in .1 beaut it 11I .iiul pel feet dome nut of I he long rampart of 1 In 1 angc

and lav v .1 ma test it cm \ c against tin western sk v , .1 » 111 vc as sweet

as a woman's hicast, as intiuite as tin- sea rim.

Man, i>t I'lMiisi', li .in used tin dume in Ins st t net 111 es since (In days

of the Romans, undaunted l<\ its di the 11I ties; Briincllcschi, Miehael

\ncelo, Wren, all w test led with its piohlcms in lain times; and to-

da\ it is a svmbol ot the cndniing sohdilv o| the State. Man's

domes ale sprung mote shatplv than natuie's, however, and the

WOf> --\\eet curve ot inhnitv is almost lost m them. ( Mdly enough,

when' that curve in most happily caught in an architectural strnc-

tun is in the span of the old Brooklyn Bridge, springing out ofthe

Itnkoflowei Manhattan, the most architect orally chaotic section

of the (jlohel The new ei h ridges opst ream have missed it, hot the

air-Hong hoolevard of the tirNt great suspension structure rises and
ho \ t 1 s and dip* with the alluringi solemn, and lovely span of the in-

hnitc.

I here is one more line in nature which must not be forgotten

—

the circle. Whether you Itand upon I mountain top or on the deck

of .1 ship 01 in the centre of the New at k marshes ringed by crawling

freight trains and smoking chimney stacks, you have only to

glimpse the horizon in a circle all about you to feel at once a sudden

aw areness of the uie.n dome of the skv overhead. < hoar's inverted

bowl, and t.> sense yourself at the exact centre of the universe, di-

rectlv beneath the zenith. If a plumb line were dropped from the

zenith, it would, yon feel sore, pierce your hat—<>r your In . id,

for at such a time yon remove your hat to

feel the son. as you HII your longs deep with

air. The sensation is decidedly pleasant, with

distinct motor reactions of expansion. Men
the sunshine seems concentrated, here is

the (ok\i\ point of its rays, the pivot of the

bright, bine day.

1 am not a landscape architect, nor even

a skilled horticulturist, but in thinking over

some of these moods I have tried to describe,

evoked more or less directly by the lines and

contours in nature, and in reflecting how such

lines are similarly employed in building con-

struction. I have come to wonder if the natural

landscape does not hold lessons for our garden

makers which at present they have not always

scanned. To be sure, it is pretty well recog-

nized to-day, or so I gather from the gardens

I visit, that a chaos of lines in the ground

plan, whether in beds, walks, or tree speci-

mens, creates restlessness and is quite at vari-

ance with the peace of a long horizontal of

lawn or path, or a flat, unbroken surface. But
it has also seemed to me that our gardens

are somewhat overgiven to the horizontal,

that they are too often ironed out into a

peaceful, flat enclosure, and too little effort

made to catch from nature some of her loveliest

landscape moods and overtones.

The Lombardy poplar, for instance, is a

columnar tree, and eminently adapted to carry

the eye straight up, to evoke aspiration like

a spire. But to plant such trees in groups, or

in rows, is to throw away this effect. That
is like building a whole street of churches,

each spire killing its neighbor. In his book
"What England Can Teach Us About Garden-
ing," W ilhelm Miller prints a picture of the

proper use of this tree, in Kew Gardens, by the

lake shore. Here a single specimen rises out
of the low er foliage, as Ruskin said a cathedral

spire should rise, "dreaming over the purple

crowd of humble roofs." Even in the photo-
graph, it strikes the note of aspiration. In
some of the old Italian gardens a similar note is

•.funk with eoliimnai eveii>ieens; leitatii of out <«dar. 01 aiboi-

vit.es stnke 11 with unpremeditated stall linens on ,1 tockyhill

Hide. But the trees cannot he giouped, not planted in town.

They must he set with a sparing hand, and in distinct relation

to lower masse..

Again, how few garden, one eve 1 ves vvhn h employ pine as

nature employs them, to tlnow a s< teen ol aspiiing uptight', against

a lake 01 a sunny field or a sunset glow of lose and gold. Here
again, the spaced row is fatal, though for a different tcason the

careless composition of nature would he lost. I have- in mind a

pine grove at the end of a large and formal garden, set out at great

expense many years ago and now perhaps thirty feet high. The
trees are spaced as rigidly as line and rule could plant them, and
they do not make a screen, moreover, but a solid mass. Their
lower branches were never trimmed out to make smooth, aspiring

uprights, and the grove is but a poor and formal imitation of a bit of

uninteresting young forest, with rhododendrons growing peakedly

underneath, by the paths, instead of our native, hardy wood
flowers. As this garden is on a hillside (but flattened out into

artificial terraces,), with a lovely prospect of the lower valley

and the sunset over the blue hills beyond, the opportunity for

some fine and imaginative use of pines was great—and it has

been utterly muffed. Yet this estate cost its owner thousands
upon thousands of dollars.

Nor long ago I was passing the home of one of America's leading

sculptors, whose garden is chiefly the native hemlock forest which

he permits to march down the hill upon his studio, and he was in his

shirr sleeves at the foot of his lawn, superintending the construction

of a ha-ha wall. He seemed chiefly concerned with the line on
which the wall was to be laid, which he had carefully staked out,

Photograph by Arthur D. Chapman

Our best architectural example of the long, sweet curve of infinity which characterizes nature's domes is the old Brooklyn

Bridge, "springing out of the Hank of lower Manhattan, the most architecturally chaotic section of the globe!"
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following a gentle undulation of the slope and swinging in an open

arc to its upper base. Here was a man who could appreciate pure

line! A year later I passed again, purposely to see the effect. The

sod above now grew down and covered the top of the wall, so that

from the house you were aware only of the natural undulations.

But from below, or from the road, the line of the wall was visible, a

sweet, gracious curve that might have been sculptured by a full-

flooded river, a line that was nature's own and subtly removed the

taint of formality and tampering. Similarly, the sweep of trees

and shrubbery by a lawn-side, so often now either a matter of ruled

perspective or jagged, broken capes and promontories, might be

planned to a sweeter curve, alike on its ground and its summit lines,

and new emotional values be secured. In such a border, for ex-

ample, sharp-topped trees would be out of place, but a swell and dip

and swell again of round headed foliage, with some great umbrella

elm as the Moosilauke of the range, would give a skyline of per-

petual allure, with a hint of the mountain mystery in its green

bulwark. It is a good deal to have cleared out from so many of our

estates the specimen trees which used to dot the lawns and

slopes like abandoned lunch boxes on the beach at Coney Island.

But need our conscious planning stop with the opened vista? We
have cleared the valley, but we can still arrange the walls.

The mood of the circle is the mood we should feel, it seems to me,

Lombardy poplars are eminently adapted to carry the eye up, to evoke aspiration like a spire, but they must be set with a spar

ing hand and in distinct relation to lower masses

when we stand by a sun-dial. That is the instinct of most people, I

fancy, for dials are most often placed where the garden rings them,

and they are at the focus. A dial huddled up against a wall, or set

at the end of the enclosure, never seems quite right. After all, it

has no utilitarian use to-day; it is a symbol of our tribute to the

sun, and it should be where the sunshine seems to concentrate, so

that, standing beside it, we may remove our hat, fill our lungs, and
feel that delicious sensation of warm expansion. In my ideal gar^

den, I would wish to glimpse from the dial a vista of the horizon to

the four points of the compass, certainly to east and west, that I

might be aware of the world rim and of the great inverted dome of

the sky, with its blue intensity and its lazy cloud flotillas riding to

the zenith directly over the crown of my head. Then, though my
garden be set in lowly places, I would know for an instant the mood
of the peak!

The natural landscape, of course, is seldom a matter of one line

exclusively. Only at the base of a precipice or on the naked

prairie is the vertical or the horizontal supreme. The earth's con-

tours are full of broken lines, of curves and swells, which give con-

trast and variety, and because they are physiographically so inter-

related, they flow one into the other. Even the precipice meets

the valley floor not with a right angle but the lovely curve of

debris. To a certain extent nature looks after our gardens to

achieve the same effect, even when we
are neglectful, tending always, for in-

stance, to throw out^ a debris-curve of

shrubbery and grasses from a group of

trees. But in the gardens that I have

visited (and the more elaborate they are

the greater the extent of this tampering)

I find a widespread tendency to iron out

natural irregularities of ground, to make
a flat floor wherever possible, to terrace a

beautifully sloping hillside, and build a wall

or a rose arbor across a gracious curve.

It seems to me that the loveliest garden is

the better if somewhere in it there is a rise

or dip, untampered with, maintaining its

natural flow of line, to suggest the variety

and contrast and stimulating irregularity

of nature. How otherwise shall we escape

monotony of mood ? I may be quite wrong

in assuming that the best gardens, like

the best literature, ought to seem spon-

taneous and natural, a bit of selected

reality. But if I am right, what some of

our gardeners need are fewer drag scrapers

and more imagination.

Perhaps that is why, too, the older

fashion of bedding out plants is becoming

distasteful. Any flower bed in which the

earth shows between mathematically

spaced plants, or in which there is no art-

less massing, no banking of lower bloom

like a debris-curve to carry the eye to the

taller plants, violates nature, and loses

something precious. Notice the planting

that nature does on the concave side of a

river bend, stepping up from pickerel weed

through wild water pepper, Joe-pye-weed,

red osier dogwood, and the stately willows,

and you will see how the lines of nature,

even in the formal border, have a loveli-

ness and a dignity that man can equal

only by imitating.

Wise is the rnan who buildeth his gar-

den upon a hill, or near it, for it may be

that by some happy planning he can

achieve a lovely curve of lawn, or spray-

crest of rock and columbine to cut the

blue sky, or an inverted curve to slide into

a ferny hollow, and thus know the mystery

and the stimulation of the natural pros-

pect, where peace and aspiration, quietude

and wonder, dwell side by side.
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The ALASKA DOG DERBY
By L. L. LANE

(
>.^--ini Iunmi-v of tin- \l.iska Derby

v * must necessarily commence with

a consideration of the circum-

stances leading up to anil giving

birth to what is now the racing

classic of the far north—the All

Alaska Sweepstakes.

Prior to u>oS. dog races run under the auspices

of any organized body, with strict regulations as

to age. weight, breed, and entry of teams, were un-

known. Writers of fiction have frequently de-

scribed pulling and racing contests held in Alaska,

but. up to ujoS. dogs were rarely ever matched

in races that had their inception in the love for

sport alone.

Occasionally disputant team owners, after racing

their dogs a hundred miles or more—around the

base-burning stoves of their club rooms—would

post small wagers, and immediately, without a

thought as to the condition of the dogs, start on a

"mush" of from ten to fifty miles. Usually these races proved

DOthing as to the proper racing age, weight, and condition of the

dogs—in fact, they settled none of the questions raised.

This was all done away with, howev er, when Albert Fink, Ksq.,

then an attorney in Nome, undertook the task of uniting the dog-

loving and dog-owning people of the camp into a society for the

promotion of dog racing and breeding in Alaska, and for this purpose

organized, in the winter of 1007, the Nome Kennel Club. I his Club
w as founded on the same principles as jockey clubs. Officers were

elected, racing rules promulgated, and a purse of more than $15,000
was made up, to be given to the winners of the All Alaska Sweep-

stakes, under which title the race has been held each spring since

190S.

Since the discovery of gold on the beach at Nome, no other event

has caused the popular interest that this first race did. 1 he subject

was the sole topic of conversation for w eeks in advance, and during

the actual running of the race, stores, offices, and banks were de-

serted, and even the District Court was adjourned, owing to the

non-appearance of witnesses, jurors, and attorneys. Thousands of

dollars were wagered on the dogs and on the men who were driving,

and excitement was kept at a high pitch, as first one team and then

another would take the lead.

It is not an uncommon thing, in this treeless, windswept country,

for dogs to freeze, and several of the racers have brought in dogs

frozen to death. Neither is it an unusual thing to see as many
dogs riding as a twenty-four-pound skeleton sleigh can accom-

modate, with the intrepid driver in harness helping to bring back

to the starting point the dogs that accident or sickness has ren-

dered unable to travel.

The Marathon Don Knee Cup pre-

sented to the Nome Kennel Club by
Mr. John Borden in 1916. Three yearly

winnings of (he small cup entitle a

team to this trophy

It must be here explained that to lose a dog
on the trail is as disastrous as to fail to finish, for

the rules of the Kennel Club provide that each

team must come back to the starting point in its

entirety, after having been certified to at Candle,
the turning point. This does not mean that a dog
must be in harness, but that the team must be

there intact.

Many dogs were carried to the finish in that

first race. The severest weather conditions pre-

vailed at the time of the race, and a team of mala-

mutes, owned by Albert Fink and driven by John
Hegness, were first to finish, making the course

from Nome, on the shore of Bering Sea, to Candle,

across Seward Peninsula, a distance of 205 miles

and back, or a total of 410 miles, in 119 hours, 15

minutes, 22 seconds. The winning team was
closely followed by one driven by "Scotty" Allen,

which made the course in 120 hours, 7 minutes, 52
seconds. The third team arrived three hours later.

It was this narrow winning margin of minutes, in a race taking

days to finish, and the great uncertainty as to the winner, up to the

very end, that made the event a fixture, and from this race sprang

the desire of owners to put into practice and try out the various

theories of conditioning, training, and breeding, which up to this

time had been only a matter of talk.

The purse of $15,000 for this race—which was awarded in the

sum of $10,000 to the winner, $3,000 to the second team, and $2,000

to the one finishing third—was intended to be large enough to

tempt dog owners to become dog fanciers, and to induce the im-

portation and breeding of faster and better dogs. It was in-

adequate, however, to reimburse the owner for the expense of

assembling, training, feeding and conditioning his team, for which

purpose was spent a sum in excess of the total purse.

The personnel of the owners qualifying for the second race

demonstrated that not only were the wealthy dog fanciers factors in

the staging of long-distance racing in Alaska, but that miners, fur

traders, the first delegate to Congress, as well as mail carriers and

professional "mushers," were contenders, and all to be reckoned

with in the finals.

For the second race they developed a much lighter bodied and a

longer legged animal, and lowered the time to 82 hours, 2 minutes,

42 seconds, a cut of 37 hours from the first race, with "Scotty"
Allen driver and winner.

The first man to profit by these races was not an Alaskan, but a

tenderfoot, one Fox Ramsey, brother of the Earl of Dalhousie.

Ramsey entered a team of malamutes in the second race, and, like a

true sport, drove them himself, though he was a Cheechaco and un-

used to the ways of the trail and the handling of dogs. His entry
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was the source ofmuch amusement to the local " mushers," and that

iuwas not unjustified was proven, when, several weeks after the

race was over, Ramsey pulled up to the finishing post and good-

humoredly notified the judges that his team had arrived.

He was not to be a failure, however, and the same bulldog grit

that now places him at the front "somewhere in France" placed

him aboard a chartered schooner bound for Siberia, from which

place he returned with Siberian huskies howling from every porthole

of the schooner. When landed and led to the kennels they fur-

nished the crowd as much amusement as did his racing team of the

previous year.

No interest was shown by the general public in the training of

these dogs, and in April, at the start of the third race, the Siberians

were the long shot on the boards, being quoted at 100 to 1. The

results of the race, in which Ramsey took first and second money

in the record breaking and making time of 74 hours, 14 minutes, 22

seconds, changed all the amusement to admiration, and revolution-

ized existing ideas as to breeds best fitted for such long-distance

running.

It is the fond hope of every fancier to perfect a breed that will

lower the time record of the Siberian dogs and demonstrate beyond

a doubt that the descendants of the wolf are better adapted to the

country. There is a new breed which is receiving much attention,

the stag- and fox-hound, which is supreme for speed in the short

races but which has failed in strength for the gruelling test of the

Sweepstakes.

One of the latest experiments is with the Russian wolfhound,

which bids fair to revolutionize all former ideas

These dogs are being matured and conditioned

for the coming winter. They comman
stant admiration, but only the test of ru

ning can decide their unknown and most

necessary quality—courage.

Since the time of the third race,

the Derby has been a contest be-

tween those who believe in the

superiority of the foxhound, bird

dog, and malamute cross, and

those whose faith, money, and

hopes are pinned to the pure

blooded Siberians.

The records of the different

races since 1910 show that the

Siberian "rats," as they are fondly

called by their supporters, have a

slight advantage, both in running

time and number of contests won,

yet there is still a great difference of

opinion as to the relative merits of the

various breeds, even as much as existed

before the coming of the imported dog.

A word in regard to the conditioning and train

Leonard Seppala and his Siberians, winners in 1915 and 1916 of the eighth and ljf

in^ necessary for the entry of a racing team may not come amiss.

The food consists of dog salmon, corn and oatmeal mush, boiled

rice, and bacon; this is later changed to a more strengthening

diet of chopped beef, mutton, and eggs.

The kennels where the dogs are kept would astonish any one from

the States who had never been to Alaska. In fact, most people

would doubt that the human inhabitants were as well housed as are

these dogs that run the Derby. A large retinue of trainers, drivers,

and helpers are necessary to get a team in fit condition for a race.

The driver who is to pilot the first team of a kennel devotes his time

and attention to the choice few of some twenty or thirty dogs, and

the helpers and second string driver keep the remainder in fit con-

dition, so as to develop and gait material to act as substitutes or to

replace any animal which proves wanting in speed, soundness, or

courage to qualify for the kennel's racing entry. Dogs have de-

veloped from the second string in this manner, whose fame as

sweepstakers has spread all over Alaska and the Outside—as

the United States is known to all Alaskans. Such a dog was
Baldy. Rejected at first as not being of sufficient calibre for

the first team, he won his way from wheel of the second team up

to leader of the first string of the Allen and Darling entry. The
sagacity, courage, and strength of Baldy have won for him a place

in the hearts of the people of Alaska that is approached by no other

canine, unless it be the redoubtable Dubby. Dubby was the first

loose leader ever worked in Alaska, and the best. Running free

from the tow-line, he took his place at the head of the team and

would obey the spoken commands, "Gee" and "Haw," as per-

fectly as though under restraint of tow and lash.

From his position of command at the head of the

team he would at all times encourage his mates

by playful antics and by incessant yelping;

at the same time he punished laggards

by running back and nipping them until

the offenders were only too glad to re-

sume their duties and gait.

Among other dogs winning fame

in the Derby is the majestic,

fierce, and powerful Jack McMillan,

a Fink leader; the pacing Rex; the

two Blatchford Blues, thorough-

bred Llewellyn setters, wonders

for speed and intelligence; and

Kolma, the beautiful black-coated,

white-eyed Siberian and the most

lasting campaigner of them all.

The drivers of these animals were

men versed in dog lore, imbued with

theories of training as varied as the

breeds of dogs, inured to the hardships of

the trail, fleet of foot, and
Dubby, -scotty" gifted with physical endurance

Allen's most famous .

loose leader and courage of the rarest.
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The Ikm known of .ill dog driven is "Scotty" Allen, who has

been in c\ci\ race except the last one, with a team of his own or

one owned bj himself and Mrs. C. F. Darling, President of

the Nome Kennel Club. "Scott v." as he is known to every

man. woman, and child on Seward Peninsula, developed and

owns the leaders Baldv and Duhhy. and the renown of all

three is coextensive.

The French government entrusted to him the responsibility

H choosing and transporting to France more than a hundred of the

Sweepstakes dogs, for curving ammunition and supplies in the

mountains, and it was while on this mission that he missed enter-

ing his hist race since the beginning of the Derby. It is to be re-

gretted that he will also be unable to enter the next race, for the

reason that he has been elected to the Alaska Legislature, which is

in session at the same time that the Derby is held.

Among other drivers of note are the Johnson boys and Leonard

Seppala, who have made good winnings, but less spectacular, as

thev have driven docile Siberians in a long string of from fifteen to

nineteen dogs to the team.

Wonderful records of endurance have been made by these

men. Probably the most notable was the 130 miles made by

Peter Berg, w ithout a stop for food or rest, the last 30 miles

being made on snowshoes and in harness with what was left

of his badly used up team. After hauling part of his frost-

bitten and exhausted dogs to the finishing post, he found

that he had been beaten to third money by a man who
had ridden most of the 400 miles behind his untiring Siberians.

It was hoped in the staging of the All Alaska

Sweepstakes, as the name would indicate, to

have this race develop into an intersectional

affair, but it was necessary to hold the

race in April, just before the spring

break-up. in order to have all winter

for the training and conditioning of

the dogs, and the advantage of the

hard spring trail and betterweather.

This prevented team owners from

Fairbanks, Iditarod, and other

Alaskan towns from competing,

owing to the fact that they could

not very well leave spring clean-

ups and take a chance of the

trail disappearing in early thaws

before they were able to return

home.

Nearly all of the Alaskan towns
have small organizations and they

are all wide awake to the real sport of

dog racing, though the interest shown
has never approached that

taken in the Nome races, ^ c\<x*-uP of Mr..... . Seppala and three of his

either in spirit, purses, Or de- Siberian leaders

velopment of fine dogs. Lovers of sport on the Outside

are taking great interest in the All Alaska Sweepstakes, and

each year sees contributions to the purse sent to the Nome
Kennel Club; and trophies for the different races, consisting of

cups, are nearly all of them furnished by devotees of the sport

in the States who are unable to attend or participate in the

I )i 1 by but w ho take this means of encouraging and helping the

event.

Perhaps the most eagerly sought after cup this year will be the

one sent to the Nome Kennel Club by John Borden, Esq., a

Chicago sportsman, who joined the Club last summer while in

Nome. This cup is for a new contest—extreme speed. The course

to be over 26 miles, 300 yards, and must be run under perfect

climatic conditions, it being the desire of both the Club and the

donor to learn how fast a team of dogs can actually travel. The
winner each year will be given a small cup and the big trophy must
be won three times by the same team owner, before it becomes
his property.

Another race of interest will be the Ladies' Amateur Race, for

which a beautiful bronze and silver cup was given by Norris H.

Bokum, Esq., of Chicago, who spent a part of last summer cruis-

ing in Alaskan waters.

There is no other sport that has resulted in so much good to

Alaska as has the Derby—in fact, no other sport has ever so

benefited any country, for in Alaska the sledge dog is the vital

element of winter communication and transportation. He carries

the mail into regions that but for him would be closed to the out-

side world for many months of the year. His im-

portance in the life of the North can hardly be

overestimated. Naturally anything looking

to his improvement must of necessity

benefit the community as a whole. Not
only has the Derby developed a supe-

rior breed of animals for local use, but

it has materially bettered the con-

dition of all Northern working dogs.

The old rule of feeding an over-

worked team "buckskin soup" no
longer applies, and very few men
have the temerity to abuse a dog.

Drivers have proven beyond a

doubt that better results are ob-

tained by kindness and care than

were ever possible by neglect and
brutal treatment. The dog has

come into his own and rules su-

preme over a kingdom of devoted

subjects from the first fall of snow- until

the breaking up of ice in the spring. May
his reign be a lasting one, and result in

much good to the Northland for many years

to come.



A colony of milkweed, Asclepias syrtaca, at the edge of a field. This is our most familiar variety of milkweed, which grows everywhere. It is known by

its pinkish flower clusters, its milky juice, and its delightful fragrance

The COMMON MILKWEED
and its GRIM PLAN for PERPETUATING itself

The blossoms (three fourths life size) in which the story of life and tragedy lies. The calyx The cluster fly (Pollinia rudis) seven and a half times life size, and milkweed flower with one

is five parted and bent down, while stamens attached to the five-parted corolla bend up and section of the corolla cut away to show the slits through which the insect's feet enter to reach

over, enclosing the pistil in a protective tube the pollen masses
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l*erha|>s in agony at being caught, the fly rcachfei fjut

to another flower and entangles a foot in that. If he is

not siror i(( tie cannot pull away, and so dun

I'hotographs by

.Arthur G. Eldredge

Showing just how I he feel are caught and embedded in

the pollinia. The two dark lines at 2 an' the <'dges of

the slit where the claw enters; at I the claw is securely

embedded; 'i "hows pollen masses. One hundred and
twenly-lwo times life size

Cluster fly caught by milkweed

flower, seven .itul one cinlitli limes life

si.-e The story runs thus: the insect

alights on the flower and. reaching down
a foot to secure a firmer hold, becomes

caught in the slit. Struggles to dislodge

it only serve to wedge the foot more

firmly in the slit

Often he succeeds in pulling away, and
with the last mighty effort dislodges the

pollinia This shows two pairs of pollinia

brought out by one foot. Thirty-seven

times life si*e
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FROM A
COUNTUT W/NDOJV

THE FIELD
OF THE
CLOTH OF GOLD

DURING THESE WEARY DAYS of waiting, the happiest thing

that anybody can do is to play the game of counting the

unconscious blessings that have come

with the War: the lesson of thrift,

for instance; the place that women
are taking; and so you can go on.

Besides, for me, there are the smaller, personal by-products that

I am daily experiencing. I can be shabby and unashamed;

it is the first year that we have ever been able to plant the front

yard to potatoes without criticism and with the resulting benefit

of a green, stretching lawn. Why, even my patriotic project

of keeping hens is being applauded by the neighborhood, and that

I hajd never hoped for in my most optimistic imaginings. But

there is just a wee little cloud threatening my horizon. The

lovely meadow directly opposite us—long ago we dubbed it

"The Field of the Cloth of Gold"—has been ploughed and planted

and lies in long, brown furrows before my eyes, and even though

I do not regret the reason for its use I cannot help but mourn

its lost charms. Somebody hereabouts in distant days, it is

said, experimented with cultivated dandelions, and the seeds,

blown about by summer winds, lighted on this field of ours, and

made the flowers larger and more golden than I have ever seen

them anywhere else—great, gorgeous things that need only rarity

to make them prized; a valiant, blazoned cloth fringed with

emerald. Later, when they had gone by, gray little ghosts of gay

little flowers, they were still as lovely, for at dusk the fireflies, silver

phantoms too, came and flitted among them. Daisies blossomed

next, seas of them, brightened with splashes of buttercups, hum-

ming with busy insects all day; and at night, when a round bubble

moon made white stars of them, a whippoorwill, somewhere in the

wood, flew out and sang to their beauty. Bees and more bees and

butterflies, all the warm, quivering ecstasy of summer, came with

the purple clover, and, if you divided the deep grasses and looked

carefully, you found beds of fragrant wild strawberries. For

years that field has been part of our lives, and we care for it very

greatly, you see. It has helped us to bring up our three children

—

I can shut my eyes and see them now, wading, breast-deep, in its

waves—and it has taught them the gentle lessons of flowers and of

small, fluttering winged things, the kindly tasks of the everyday-

ness of existence. Shall we ever, do you suppose, learn to love the

blossoming tops of a potato patch anywhere nearly so well? I'm

sure I shan't, and it is a cloud certainly, but in complaining thus on

paper I find that I have discovered a silver lining. It is memory.

IT IS CONCEIVABLE that such genial philosophers as John

Burroughs and Dallas Lore Sharp, who find sermons in bean fields,

books in buzzing bees, and good in

everything, might deal with the berry

patch in idyllic prose. But to me,

only a sometime picker of berries, it is

a theme to be chanted in a vindictive hymn of hate.

I can see the old berry patch now—a great splotch of tangled

green in the early, blistering sunshine of those innumerable July

mornings, its blurred, scratchy rows stretching endlessly up the

hillside east of the house. The milk pails gleam in ominous empti-

ness on the side porch. Viola, the nagging hired girl, is donning

her gingham sunbonnet and pulling on her long, black picking

mitts, while mother begins to wonder where "that boy" is. He
doubtless is very busy helping hitch the team to the hay wagon,

hoping against his better judgment that father may for once decide

that he needs him to drive on the load.

"Come, Buddy. That's your mother calling. Run and help

Viola pick berries." "Run and help" "just skip down and

THE PICKING
OF
BERRIES

tell
—

" Why do grown-ups think that injecting the element of

speed into a request assuages its bitterness?

The doom is pronounced. Heartsick with disappointment, I

drag heavy feet—so eager for service at a man's job—toward the

detestable berry patch and the equally detestable Viola.

The most discouraging fact about picking berries is that you are

never through. They" ripen with marvelous rapidity behind you.

Of course, it rained at infrequent intervals—oh, blissful remem-

brance—yet these occasional rains brought dire consequences in a

doubled yield. While it seems now that most of the summers of

my boyhood were marked by long, unbroken droughts that were

an unmixed evil, there was one joyous dry spell that shriveled the

berries on their stalks, thus putting an end to all picking for that

season.

To you who may think of berry picking as one qf the farm de-

lights of which the poets sing, where one sallies forth under broad-

brimmed hat in the dancing sunlight to the gleaming field of

shrubbery, there to pluck luscious berries from long, graceful shoots

bending low with ripened fruit, let me drop a disillusioning hint.

No farm to my knowledge ever had such a berry patch. In fact, I

doubt if berries would do well without an environment of nettles

and mosquitoes.

Yet when the painful picking is finally done, and the berries,

freed from ants, bits of leaves, and small green worms, rest in-

vitingly in a big bowl by mother's plate, with plenty of sugar and

rich yellow cream at hand, we may come to feel that after all the

real proof of the picking is found in the joy of the eating.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING in nature more unqualifiedly raw

than a new stone wall we shall welcome any evidence, horrible as

OLD MOSS
'* must needs be, appertaining thereto.

qj. If there is anything in nature more thor-

NEW STONES ouSn 'y anc^ contentedly at home in its

surroundings and at peace with the world

than an old stone wall, we dare you to name it.

We have just built a new stone wall along one side of our garden

and are now spending an astonishing amount of energy in the

effort to look at something else in the wide sector of landscape into

which that wall raises its ugly head. In more energetic moments

we are planting that wall—filling chink and cranny with stone-

crops and mosses and all the host of exquisite alpines. We might

have known, we suppose, that a vertical garden would require n

times as many plants as its innocent appearing area on the garden

plan

—

n representing the wall's height in feet. However, we

didn't. A nice little row of wiggledy lines on the plan meant

"stone wall," but it surely never conveyed anything like an ade-

quate impression of the hungry maw that now stands there and

fairly yaps for more plants and still more plants. When those

wiggledy little lines were set down upon that garden plan they

were shorthand for one of those beautiful pictures in Miss Jekyll's

book on wall and water gardens—a luxuriant, soft, mellow wall

garden in which a mere stone dared only here and there to show

its face. To make the comparison quite clear in a mathematical

way, let us say that our rock wall is to Miss Jekyll's wall garden as

a new born and very bald baby is to Rabindranath Tagore.

And yet there is a ray of hope in our heart. That rock wall is

not so bad as it might be, if we had, say, used cement in all the

joints, or built it neatly of cement blocks, rock-faced. We know

it is not bad, for we have had a sign. This morning as we came

out into the garden, fully braced for one more blow in the face

from that horrendous vista, we saw the sign and were filled with

peace. A tiny chipmunk had moved into that wall and adopted

it as his home.
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PREPARE NOW for BIGGER CROPS NEXT YEAR
By F. F. ROCKWELL

I IE problems which the grow-

ers of the country had to

face last spring, when called

upon to produce the biggest

crops the country could pos-

sibly grow, will in all proba-

bility be more acute next season than they

were this. Anything that can be done

now—andthere is much that canbedone

—

to meet the situation in advance merits the

attention of every one who is directly or

indirectly an agricultural producer; and
this applies especially to those non-

commissioned officers of the Army of

Food Supply, the owners and operators

of estates and large farms.

Among the most serious of the pro-

ducer's problems have been the matter of

high prices for, and low supplies of, seed,

fertilizer, labor, and machinery, and there

is little or no relief in sight. The world's

reserve supplies not only of food, but of raw ma-
terials of all kinds, are practically exhausted, and

the titanic work of reconstruction which must
follow immediately on the cessation of hostilities

will cause a demand for these things almost as

imperative as that effected by the War itself.

And if the War shall continue beyond the next

planting season, these problems will be much
more critical than they have been this year;

they will constitute a crisis as grave as can well

be imagined.

While the problems looming up ahead are of

course of too broad a gauge to be settled by in-

dividual action, threatening as they do the whole

structure of industrial and political organization,

nevertheless there are certain definite construc-

tive things which every large landowner can do
that will have a concrete effect on next season's

food production; things which should be done

now, and which will help to relieve the pressure

of the situation next spring. The estate owner
in particular is in a position to [take advantage

of these opportunities, and thus not only better

his own work, but indirectly help out those who,
though they may realize the things which ought
to be done, have not the time or the money to do
them.
To get down to specific terms and suggestions,

there are some half dozen different lines for at-

tacking this one big problem of maintaining or

increasing, if possible, our rate of production for

the coming year. They are:

Building up fertility for next season's use.

Doing work ahead to conserve man and horse

power hours for the busy spring season.

Making plans for cooperation, in work and in

buying.

Revising the usual schedule of operations to

cut down on labor requirements.

RAISING WHEAT IN NEW YORK
A CAMPAIGN is on foot to turn a million acres of old

meadows, pastures, and other land in New York Stale

into winter wheat fields this fall. According to ten-year figures,

the state can average twenty bushels per acre, worth perhaps $30
and costing about £17. 50 to produce. This means a great

boost to the nation's wheat supply, a generous profit for farmers

who can and will raise the crop by modern, economical methods,

and a beneficial stirring and refitting of a lot of "hide-bound"

land. The whole plan, originated by the New York State Agri-

cultural Society, is now in the hands of a committee of which

Ex-Commissioner of Agriculture, C. J. Huson, is Chairman.
Field men are being engaged and every possible step will be

taken to assist farmers who join in the campaign. Start now,

find out how many acres of winter wheat you can plant, and get

in touch with the Committee for any information or materials

that you may need. Incidentally, some such plan as this might

profitably be adopted elsewhere in the East.

Employing more machinery, and making more
effective use of that already employed.

Utilizing better varieties and strains, and
selecting and testing seed more carefully.

Of these, the first demands most immediate
attention. What is the prospect for 100 per

cent, crops next season, when for three years

conditions have been so, upset that normal crop

systems and rotations have been interrupted,

and all fertilizer materials have been unpreced-

entedly high, and in some cases not obtainable at

any price ? It will pay to pause a moment to

recall some of the elementary facts about soil

fertility, so that we can get our bearings straight

for attacking this phase of the problem.

The important elements in the various plant

foods purchased, either in the form of ready-

mixed fertilizers, or in the various fertilizer raw
materials, are nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and
potash. Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia,
and similar materials, formerly used as the

chief sources of agricultural nitrogen, are in such

great demand for making explosives and use in

other manufacturing processes that they are

practically out of the market for many farming

purposes. The potash salts, such as muriate

of potash, sulphate of potash, and kainite, with

which Germany formerly supplied the world, are

no longer obtainable, and other potash materials

are in demand for war purposes. Sulphuric acid,

which is one of the chief items of expense in the

manufacture of acid phosphate, the main source

of available phosphoric acid for agriculture, is in

unprecedented demand for war manufacturing.

With the continued displacement of the horse

by the gas motor, not only for road and city haul-

ing, but on the farm itself, the manure supply is

becoming yearly less adequate.

That is the four-fold snag in the way of feeding

the crops to feed the soldiers to doour fight-

ing. The usual methods of maintaining

the fertility of the fields cannot be fol-

lowed; they are either impossible or too

expensive. In the face of this situation,

and the urgent necessity for increasing

our acreage of planted crops, what can be

done ?

There has not yet appeared, nor is it

likely that there will, any new sword with

which to cut this Gordian knot. We must
make use of things already known to us,

but more effective use than ever before.

These things are cover cropping, green

manuring, the use of lime and legumes,

of deep plowing, and of extra thorough

pulverization of the soil. All this is an old

story? Yes, but we must make a new
story out of it! We must adapt the old

knowledge to the new conditions, and in

so doing make a new thing out of it.

Let us take first the problem of the nitrogen

supply. While we are waiting for Congress to

provide a Government air-nitrogen plant big

enough to supply our agricultural as well as our

military needs, there are three ways in which

we can help ourselves to a considerable extent.

First, by seeing that every acre possible is pro-

vided with a growing crop for late fall, winter,

and early spring. This will help provide nitro-

gen for next year's needs by saving and storing

up, in the form of organic matter, much avail-

able nitrogen that would otherwise be lost through

the winter months; and also by forwarding the

process of nitrification in the soil, through which

some of the non-available soil nitrogen will be-

come available, and also be stored up in the

plants grown. Then, wherever possible, one or

more of the legumes, or nitrogen gathering plants,

such as vetch, or crimson clover, should be used,

to add directly to the supply of nitrogen in the

soil by fixing nitrogen from the air.

And what of the needed potash? One good

effect of the war may be to make us learn to rely

more upon the potash in our own farms, and not

so entirely upon the potash mines of Germany.
In most soils there is an abundance of potash

for all crop needs, but it is locked up. What
will unlock it? Lime, thoroughly fining and

breaking up the soil, and the roots of growing

plants, foraging for it far and deep. Scientific

investigators have found roots of rye reaching

several feet below the surface, within a few weeks

after planting!

When it comes to phosphoric acid, the situa-

tion is not quite so bad. It can still be obtained

at a price which, while considerably above the

normal, still leaves it within reach of the practical

farmer. But if you are going to need to buy acid

phosphate, don't wait until next spring. Obtain

Take off this year's crop, whatever it may be—grain, corn, last crop of hay, or potatoes—as soon
as it is ready to harvest

Don't let the cleared ground lie idle, to bake and lose moisture. Concentrate the plow fire on

each field as it is available, and plow deep
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il now. himJ th»n have it used .ill tlii*

till tiul winiri .it .in .iliMnUnt in

hfour Mablet. It will »jvr much of

tin li« > imtnoui i 1 1 • >iii liquid ,
.

th.it would ntherwi*? go WMtti
and will goon tn the l.i ml \miIi the

nanurt in tin- spring. I hc*e method*
(or drawing <>ii the reserve supplies

of nitrogen and of potash in 1 1<< soil

will .iIm> h. if t<< augment tin- supply
«>t >\ iilahlc phosphoric acid in tin

bail

I herr is no startling discovery of

a solution of the serious problem of

plant food shortage in tin- above

fact*, 1 hrv in.iv have .i f.inuli.ir

ring in tlii* cars of tin- awrage farm
owner, but tin- point is tli.it now lie

must make c\cr\ possible effort to

take advantage of tin we Cuts to tile

fullest extent. because the otlu i altcf-

n.itne is no longei i\ ailable. Shortly

after \\.n was declared, .uul the pub-

C «.is beginning to realise the im-

pending food vmsis, I asked Mr
\'nHim.in, the xstistant Secretary of
\giu ult me. w h.it .ul\ lie the Depart-

ment was tnini; in regard to certain problems,

an«l he replied that they were giving the same
idvice as for several years oast—only now the

farmers \\< re actually beginning to act on it!

It is the same here. I he important point is

not only to understand what may be done, and
win. hut to ttt action .' It may be upsetting the

even tenor of the old routine a little to make the

farm manager or foreman understand that every

crop removed now is not the end of the season's

work on that held, but rather the signal for re-

doubled actnitv, to get it fitted and planted for

the winter campaign in search of plant food for

next season's crop. The plows or the disking har-

rows should be at work before the last load of pro-

duce is on its w ay to the barns or the nx>t pit, and
i*en available unit of man, horse, and machine
should be pressed into service for the all-import-

ant work of planting the winter crop that will

gather and store food, producing not only a mass
of humus so beneficial to all soils—and especially

to large fields which do not get heavily manured

—

but the much wanted food supplies that will be-

come available as rapidly as the plowed-under
crop decays.

The cover crops sown now will make consider-
able growth before freezing weather, and be ready
for plowing under early in the spring, for such
crops as potatoes, oats, spring wheat, etc.; while
those put in later, even if they do little more than
germinate this fall, will be ready to begin growth
with the first warm days of spring, weeks before

any planting can be done, and will be ready to
plow under for the later things, such as corn,

root crops, and late potatoes. A mixture
of rye, vetch, and crimson clover, using about
a third of the amount usually sown alone, makes

J
'llicn hrinn up I lie IikIiI horw.au many unit* mean lie commanded. m> us mil

nhlr time ami n*k a counter attack (torn bad weather. The harrow* should work
heels uf the plows

an unsurpassed seeding for this purpose. The
rye and vetch can safely go in up to freezing

weather. For later sowings or in the more
northern states, the crimson clover should be
omitted. I'se a third to a half more seed than
if sowing for a crop to mature, so that a thick

mat of vegetation may be formed quickly. Have
the seed ready to put on before the ground has a

chance to dry after the harrows or the roller,

and your fields will be green again within a few
days alter t hi- season's i nip has been removed.
The work described above should be given pre-

cedence over all other preparatory measures,
but there is much that can be done when this is

finished. If there is any pasture land or stubble

that will be wanted for use next spring, make
every effort to get it plowed now, unless it is so

situated that there would be serious danger of
Washing. I he lime should go on now. L'nless

it is a porous, leachy soil, there will be little loss

in putting manure on now for plowing under.
There are many cleaning up jobs generally done
in the spring that can be attended to before snow
flies, including work on the house grounds, light

pruning, edging walks and drives, etc. Manure,
of course, should be drawn our during fall and
winter, and stacked convenient for the spread-
ers to distribute it in the early spring, without
wasting time going to the pit or sheds. The
method of distributing it daily as it is made is

best under some circumstances.

Remember that during the present crisis

everything you can do to help your neighbor or
acquaintance to producebigger crops, even though
you may have enjoyed trying to beat each other
in normal times, is no less a patriotic duty than
is growing the biggest crops you can yourself.

to low valu-

closc on the

And if you u»c fertilizers, lime, feed,

' >'
, ill large enough lots to nave

on price* and fieighl rates, let

some of your small-farm neighbor*,
who may not be using enough to
get favorable pines, have l In advan-
tage of your pun basing power. Or
bettei still, lend your influent e to the

starting of a lotal farmers' assoiia-

tion, which will enable them to offset

in part tin rising < osts of all the re-

quired things which rhey havi been
purchasing individually.

Usually the plan or schedule for

next year's t rot.s is arranged at least

tentatively as the harvesting draws to

a close. Study your plans more care-

fully than ordinarily this year, and see

if they cannot be adjusted either to

CUt down your man power, to include
more acres in cultivated crops, first

by cutting out the personal or show
projects, and second, by taking up
some of your pasture land or break-
ing into some of your grass land
ahead of the regular rotation. If

half of this extra acreage can be
put into corn or quick-growing annual hay
crops, you can still keep as many animals from
it, and have the extra land for war products,
such as wheat, corn, or potatoes.

Make it your business this fall to bring your
place up to date as far as machinery is concerned.
Here again it may be possible to cooperate on
such things as corn huslcers and shredders, or a
threshing outfit in some locality where wheat is

coming back after many years' absence. And
be a little more free than you would under or-

dinary circumstances to help out any neighbor
who might be able to save a good deal of labor
by using some machine of yours.

And last, but of great importance, too, in-

vestigate carefully to be sure that you are grow-
ing the best varieties or strains of grains and
vegetables that are to be had for your section.

Don't stick to something just because you have
been growing it; and if you are saving your
own corn, or potatoes, or grains for seed, take
more particular pains than usual to have careful

selecting done, and good care taken of the seed

afterward. If you nave extra good stuff that
can be used for seed, don't let it go to the general

market, but get in touch with your county agent,

and let him help you place it where it will do
some good in the neighborhood.

Finally, every estate owner should, as I have
said before, feel that he is an officer in the Grand
Army of Production, and that he is in duty
bound to do all within his power to make the
agriculture of his locality a success. With
that point of view, he must consider it a

privilege to do anything he can to help his

neighbors, even though it may mean a personal

sacrifice of time.

And after the harrows, the roller- a hrmly packed seed bed means better work with the drill and better germination. The drill should immediately follow the roller, to get the seed in while the
•oil is still soft and moist. Such conditions insure a quick start, and green manure next spring with which to stuff the hungry fields with humus and plant food ready to decompose and produce
histy crops in spite of war conditions



Delightfully intimate in

the manner of the Engl

John Kussell Tope, architect

spirit is this country house library, where recessed bookshelves occur at intervals, and in which, after

ish manor house, the rich but informal furnishings at once relate the interior to its natural surroundings

LIVABLE
Dignity is an attribute

of itself; comfort and

are given it through

With text and captions

F WE may liken the hearth to the
heart of the home, the library is

its soul. And one to whom books
mean much could no more build

a house without a library, if only
the smallest retreat with crude

rows of stained shelves lining its walls, than a

mother could picture a house where the voices of

childhood were unknown. Children and books

—

can there be a home in the biggest and finest

sense of the word where the influence of one as

well as of the other is not felt?

The prestige of a book, even of the book which
lies idle on the shelf, has been acknowledged since

the days when a library ceased to be the special

privilege of kings and rich monasteries, and came
to be regarded as a necessity in every gentleman's

home. But the real library, the library where
books are known by their contents rather than
by the value of their covers, has a compelling

sincerity of charm that is born and not made;
a beauty and distinction which can never be

had from the mere presence of costly bindings

and editions de luxe. For distinction springs

from an air of authority, the authority of knowl-

edge and of cultivated taste, and fosters the kind

of dignity which will not be mocked simply by
wealth or art; which cannot be acquired, as can

a merely formal atmosphere, by following certain

lines and rules. Dignity, like tenderness, is

an attribute of strength, and, as in a great man it

is the tenderness underlying the dignity which
wins our hearts, so in a library it is the spirit of

intimate human companionship with the finest

minds of the ages which, beneath the formal re-

serve of the room, gives to it a certain lovable

quality which no other room can quite attain.

Two views in a small

but impressive library,

built for study as well as

to be a haven of inspira-

tion. The dignity of pan-

eled walls (of ordinary

birchwaxedand rubbed to

a warm, colorful brown),

the rough plaster ceiling,

the recessed shelves lining

almost two sides of the

room, the crude refine-

Wlu, Lawrence Buttoniley and Laurence F. feck, architects
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L I B R A R I E S
tli.it v omca t«> .1 libi ai

\

quirt, dccp-toneil minis

the decorator's art

By i#ffir; Ato«r Fairman

Nothing could be further from tin facts than

tint .• library need be. because o| its importancf.

a solemn ... fotbiddmg |dacc. Nowhefl in the

house iv tl.. gladness of sunshine .1 more welcome

decorative note, nowhere is more essenti.il the

subtle charm >-l soft-shaded l.imps. .mil comfort

big, Mil.sl.mti.il comfort .is provided m decp-

CUtmoned solas ,md chairs, with plenty «'! tablet,

Lrge and small. In the strength ami restraint

of the wood-paneled wall, where bookshelves

may not hue .ill four sides of a room, is found a

fitting background for the character of the li-

brary, and the voloi and beauty of hne bindings

jre jhown t>> particular advantage against a set-

ting of o.ik. or walnut, or some othei sympathetic

wood, rubbed to .1 w ,irm. lustrous tone

H1.1t the library should admit in the way of or-

nament nothing w hich detracts from the decora-

tive value of its rows of luniks, goes without

s.i\ ing. as does also the fact that its color scheme

must have sufficient weight, or ar least enough

depth and richness of tone, to support the dignity

of the room. I pholsterv fabrics with hold pat-

terns are apt to become, by their obtrusiveness, as

distracting as loud talking, but the richest of vel-

vets and old. or antiqued, silk stub's seem con-

genial to good books, even to books in buckram

binding. Only remember that curtains must In-

hung with becoming simplicity, and that noth-

ing does more to enhance the beauty of a library

than a glimpse of trees and sky. or an outlook

over the lawn or garden from unencumbered

windows and doors. Heyond these few points,

surelv the following illustrations are proof

that, despite its limitations, the library affords

ample opportunity for the exercise of individ-

ual tasti-.

CharlCT A . I

A small room but exquisitely appointed for its intended use. French windows at the other end. facing the doors

o.m,.l.-- .l' - t-l."« «>f prrlrr. balanc- which gives res.fi.l charm to th,s little library hHong.ng » Mr.

latt. architect

which flank the

C. U. Brokaw

roent of early English and

Italian chairs, with two

highly useful old chests,

and finally the carefully

chosen art objects which

relieve the severity of the

whole, show how few and

how simple things, when

rightly assembled, may
create an atmosphere at

once restful yet stimulat-

ing to creative thought
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When the members of the

French Commission were

entertained in the Washing-

ton home of the Hon. Henry

White, Ex-Ambassador to

France, they found one of

the largest and most famous

private libraries in this

country at there service, one

corner of which is here

shown.

John Russell Pope, architect

Few indeed of the world's great artists have been blessed with a library such as

this splendid room built for the late Reginald De Koven. A mixture of English

and Italian ideas, both in its architecture and its furnishing—the woodwork

being of chestnut and patterned after that in the famous Knole House at Kent—

this room, with its beautifully bound volumes practically covering the walls and

surmounted by a rich old leather frieze, combines dignity with luxurious comfort.

Another Long Island library which savors of an old English manor house is this

in the home of Mr. H. L. Pratt, with its spacious proportions, carved and fluted

oak trim, fine historic paintings and heavy doors. Antique velvet, once red and

now faded to a copper tone, covers the walls above the low bookshelves and hangs

at the windows, lending a warm glow of color to the room.

,| I.

John Russell i —
l

architect
James Brite, architect
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iKh u> the point o( being lav i-h in the beauty of Us architectural detail, as H

room „, Dm Look Island home ol Mr Ormand G Smith, it is but a worthy

,,w tor the lm.lv txwnd volumes and ran- editions which line the walls.

. use of old slate blue and silver .n the color scheme, the decorative valut-

as Chinese porcelains, (he richly veined marble mantel and line overmantel

ument arv other features of interest in this altogether unusual room

A library- familiar to many is this of the Colony Club. New York City, in which

sturdv English oak. relieved with rich touches of crimson in the antique rug and

uphoister.es, has been chosen as a background. An interesting feature is that

the paneling in the wall spaces between the bookshelves may be removed at any

tune, revealing rows ot shelve alre.idv provided lor a library that is meant to grow

Distinguished lioth by its

adaptation of the classic

Adam style and the atmos-

phere of a Southern Co-

lonial mansion is this line

library in the home of Mr.

James Swan Frick in a

suburb of Baltimore. Here

again we find the book-

shelves recessed and made

an organic part of the walls

Delano S: Aldrich, architects
John Russell Pope, architect



The QUEEN of PLANT PARASITES

ATURE students who have, for a

sufficient number of years, studied

the flora and fauna of the New
England and Atlantic States, will

bear me out in an observation tha..

I have frequently made with re-

spect to a curious rotation that often takes place

in many animals and plants as regards their

annual abundance. During some vernal migra-

tions we may note, for example, that scarlet

tanagers are particularly abundant and bluebirds

markedly rare; that there are dandelions every-

where, but hardly any maidenhair fern, even

where there was a quantity of it the year before—

and so on for many other species. Indeed, only a

few years ago, it was pretty generally announced

by ornithologists in the Atlantic tier of states, that

the bluebird was on the verge of extinction; and

yet, two years thereafter, they appeared again in

this very region in somewhat unusual numbers.

A very interesting instance, still further illus-

trating this law of varying abundance, was ob-

served by me in the summer of 1916. For as

ifrany as twenty-five years, I have collected

natural history material, of every description, for

miles around the city of Washington, and in all

this time I never personally came across any

specimen of that curious plant, the Indian pipe,

also called the corpse plant, ice plant, and ghost

flower, the Monotropa uniflora of science. But

this summer I came across groups of the plant in

two different localities in the vicinity of Washing-

ton—once near Great Falls, and again not far

from Cabin John Bridge, Md. In the latter place

we found it growing in great abundance and very

luxuriantly. Never before had I discovered it in

this locality, which was by no means a new one to

me. These ghost flowers grew here in isolated

bunches, several of them within nine or ten feet

of each other, but most often from two to five

hundred yards apart. Nearly all of them had

come to be fully matured or very nearly so.

Many of them grew near the base of some

great tree, or close to a big, rotten log. This,

however, was not always the case, for one of

the finest bunches which I came across that

day was growing well removed from any such

place, on the steepish bank of a tiny stream

that found its way down one of the hill slopes

in this same forest; others grew here and

there not far from it.

To regard these plants as they grew among
the fast rotting oak, chestnut, and beech

leaves, one would never suspect that this

much maligned corpse plant was a parasitic

one. I say maligned, for even Blanchan (in

" Nature's Garden ") passed down into history

this description of them: "Colorless in every

part, waxy, cold, and clammy, Indian pipes

rise like a company of wraiths in the dim forest

that suits them well. Ghoulish parasites, un-

canny saprophytes, for their matted roots prey

either on the juices of living plants or on the

decaying matter of dead ones, how weirdly

beautiful and decorative they are! The
strange plant grows also in Japan, and one

can readily imagine how fascinated the native

artists must be by its chaste charms."
Alice Lounsberry, in her very useful little

work on botany, says: "Few plants are un-

canny, and we therefore shiver slightly when
we take hold of the ghost flower, which is so

clammy and white. It further annoys us by
turning black and decomposing almost in-

stantly after having been touched. Children

and Indians, whose nerves are perhaps more
hardy than those of ordinary mortals, delight

in the plant. The former play with it, and the

latter have some way of using it supposedly to

strengthen the eyesight.

"The whiteness of the plant is owing to the

absence of all chlorophyl grains, or green color-

ing matter; and it may not be inappropriate to

By DR. R. W. SHUFELDT
Illustrated by the Author

mention here that it is through the chemical

change of these grains that we have the varied

tints of the autumn foliage" (p. 170).

The specimens of Indian pipe which I found

growing in Maryland were very perfect, and, in

some instances, grew to be at least ten inches in

height. They ran from five to thirty stalks in

each bunch, and in a pretty circle with a diameter

of about five inches. Strange to relate, most of

those I picked and examined did not immediately

turn black, as is generally reported of them; such

a change came on gradually during the next few

days. As a matter of fact, I dug up with a trowel

three bunches of these quaint plants, and brought

them to my study, perfectly unharmed in any way

Detail drawing of Indian pipe, showing a, oblong petals, b, five-

celled seed ovary, and c, stamens bearing small anthers

The ghost flowers at their best, when between two and three inches high

60

whatever. So much of the earth in which they

flourished in nature did I bring home, that I was
enabled to keep them under close observation in a

convenient porcelain-lined pan for more than a

fortnight. It was most interesting to watch
them develop, gradually raising their heads as the

edges of the bracts and petals turned black, the en-

tire plant finally7 turning as black as charcoal. Al-

though they shriveled up a bit during this change,

they never swerved from their erect attitude; and
when a bunch was entirely black and dead, they

presented by no means an attractive sight, as is

the case with all flowers when they shrivel, turn

dark, and die.

More fortunate field students than I have found

Indian pipe plants upon which grew tzvo flowers

to the stalk; and I believe some botanists state

that occasionally, though very rarely, there may
be three. However, when Linnaeus named this

plant in 1737, he probably had never heard of

there being two or three flowers on one stalk, for

Monof-ropa uniflora refers to a plant with a single

flower, which turns to one side only. Would that

all of our scientific mimes were so well chosen

and so suggestive! It was thought at one time

that the false beechdrops belonged in the same
genus with Indian pipe; but now they are

classified in a genus of their own (Hypopitys).

Indeed, our Indian pipe is the only plant of its

kind in this country.

Sometimes the stems and even a part of the

rootlets of the Indian pipe are tinged with a deli-

cate salmon pink; but this happens with flowers

of other plants, and in no way indicates another

variety in any case.

Perhaps no one of our plants in the Eastern

States is so sensitive to the sunlight as is the one

now being considered, and as I was aware of this,

I took the precaution to keep my study examples

in a very shady corner of my rooms.

Selecting the biggest and finest specimen I

could find in the bunch, I was much inter-

ested to note, in a day or so, that it, in com-

mon with the others in the same group, began

gradually to bring its head into an erect

position. As it did so, the enlarged ovary

became tinged with a buffy, salmon-pink

color, and the usual black emargination of

bracts and petals not only set in, but ex-

tended, in all instances, centrally. At this

stage, with the aid of a hand lens and a

compound microscope, I made an examina-

tion of the various parts of the plant, and I

also made three enlarged drawings of what I

observed. The bracts which take the place

of leaves, as well as the stem, appeared to

some extent translucent and a bit brittle.

On most of the flowers there were five oblong

petals, but occasionally only four. These

were in contact, almost to their peripheral

margins (a), which latter were rugose,

found that the sepals of the weak calyx all

fell off very early, and that the leaves on the

stem were represented only by scaly bracts

that spirally alternated each other at fairly

short and regular intervals, from the flower

down to the root. Most of the plants had ten

or eleven pale, tan-colored, hairy stamens

bearing small anthers (c). It is said that

twelve stamens may occasionally be present,

but I believe that this is rarely the case.

The big, pear-shaped ovary is five-celled and

filled with seeds arranged as in b, where I

have given a horizontal section to show the

interior.

It is commonly said that Indian pipe is

a degenerate species of plant, for the vari-

ous reasons that I have given above with

respect to its structure, life, and general

characteristics; but it seems to me that there

is more to be said on this point, and I trust

that I may hear from some capable botanist I

on the subject.



SHOULD I keep POULTRY in WARTIMK?
By E. K . PARKINSON

i thi

r*flll Kl arc such mul-
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JV <illl|l\ .llltl cl.lSSCS of

.
' i poulli \ i> w n r l v ,

L.) that it becomes .1

difficult lr.it tit un-

tangled web of w bet her

It is wisdom, or folly, to keep .1

Jjict flock of poultry during the

krrst-iit uutowatd condition m(

jitl ins I nfortunatcly, mi the

average large estate possessing

Lbtiinl.int resources nt labor fur

lil I other departments, it seems

mo be .1 foregone conclusion th.it

Ihesc feathered I'hdisttnes arc

|>nl\ .in unimportant ilct.nl, with

lew rei|iiitrinents, and calling for

mo preeminent brain power tn

Lajolc them into .1 profitable and
Imipcr tt actabihtv. \<>\\ this

Idea is comparati\ el\ easy in

lheor\ , hnr its consummation
Is less apparent <>n a closer

ItnaKsis. and is more diffi-

1 ult in actual fact. as we shall

lice from a few figures later

tut. Winn- Mich misleading

henries prevail, our answer as

(to the wisdom of rearing low Is

hinder present conditions is emphatically " no."

I ()n tne other hand, where chickens receive the

[care and intelligent treatment accorded to other

live stock, the owner of a large flock need not he

daunted b\ the present difficulties in his path.

Unhappily, however, rhese conditions are not

the predominating ones, but the reasons there-

tor are not ovetdifficult to understand. I he

common supposition, for instance, that poultry is

easy to raise, brings with it an unpleasant surprise

in the frustrated confidence ot a new owner,
whose M. V degree seems to lnm sufficient proof

that there could have been no lack on his own
part, the deficiency evidently lying entirely with

the poultry; thus the whole brood is promptly
disposed of in entire disgust. Or again, in-

stead of securing an experienced and intelligent

poultryman from one of the larger agricultural

colleges and putting him in charge of a flock of

thoroughbred chickens, the subject is dismissed

Iwith a brief. "Oh, fowls will take care of them-
itKes; we needn't spend much thought in that

quarter." upon which follows a happy-go-lucky
.arrangement in the poultry plant, usually ending
jin disaster.

1 lowe\ er. the more difficult the task, the greater

the satisfaction in accomplishing it, and suc-

cess is always pleasant whether it be to grow
,
a capricious flow er, or to extract a profit where
one's neighbor faced only loss. To take up the

principles, then, essential to economic
success in the raising of poultry, the most
obvious fault with the owners of country
places, w hether large or small, who raise

chickens by proxy, is that they invariably

invest too much capital in the plant,

thus making it difficult for any Hock to

I

meet even the interest, to say nothing of

a net profit. Ir is not usually known to

the amateur, or too often forgotten, that

the rerurns from one hen is very small,

I and that it is only by keeping poultry in

I fairly large numbers that an income of

1
an\ proportions is made. In 191 2, for

example, #1.25 net profit per hen was
considered fair where large flocks were
kept, although, of course, the returns from
a few birds are always proportionately
better, sometimes running up to $2.50
each, often for the reason that the owner
is apt to take a more personal interest in

their welfare, and frequently a part of
the feed is made up of waste from the
household.

Let us assume, then, that the owner of a

Isaultry buildings constructed ti> match I he other architectural features of a place are pleasing to the eye,

liut generally speaking I hey make the interest charges against a thick mount up alarmingly

country place happens to be somew hat interested

in fowls and so decides to have his place handle a

Hock of, perhaps, 300 layers; he at once commis-
sions his architect, who is planning the other farm
buildings, to build a house some 70 x 20 feet, to be
constructed of such material as an architect would
be apt to select, namely, the best. The cost of
such I building with a shingled roof, walls and
doors of a high made of pine, a cement floor, etc.,

and complete with two coats of paint, would cost

to-day in the neighborhood of #1,000, exclusive

of the yards, which would add another #100, and
make the interesr on this alone #66, at the outset.

I he commercial poultryman, on the other
hand, with his practical knowledge, and fore-

warned and forearmed, would use for the walls

and roof of his poultry house common North
Carolina pine boards, covered with some good
rooting paper. As far as the comfort of his flock

goes, this house would prove fully as suitable

as the unnecessarily expensive one of the amateur,
and WOuM cost about a third less, even if he hired

the work done.

There is also another form of needless and
avoidable wasrage very prevalent on large estates,

where, for instance, some one who knows nothing
about such things is told off to purchase the entire

flock. The mistake is too often made of absurd
and gigantic expenditures, unless one looks into

the matter very carefully, and of course these

1 tl I

4 ?3
Tin first im|x>rlanl slep toward profit making is to conserve time by having every

detail of the poultry plant as conveniently arranged as possible

6l

sums of money must be con-
scientiously added to the invest-

ment account. For example, it

is frequently customary to make
a point of being on hand at one
of the leading poultry shows in

order to contract with some
fancier for a flock of most ex-

pensive pullets, pei haps and
some 20 cocks, with which to

start in. Hut for the wise man
then H the happy alternative of

a more modest out In bought by
an intelligent purchaser, where
the total cost of the birds, de-

livered, will amount to about
#660 all told, or some #2 each
for tht: pullets and #5 each for

the cocks, which is a fairly

modest price for high-class thor-

oughbreds. I5ur to srop for a

moment in order to sec just

where, at the end of the year,

these taxes on the profirs leave

the owner of such a nock, housed
in his #1,000 house, fenced in by
suitable wire, and provided with
the adequate feed hoppers, etc.

In 1912 it cost #1.40 to feed

a hen for 365 days, but to-day
it costs about #3.13 for the smaller breeds,
and about #3.50 for the heavier ones; thus if,

with her feed costing #1.40, a hen earns #1.50,
what can she earn with a feed bill against her of
even #3.13? We seem to be dealing in a minus
pronosirion, for our hen is losing about .23 cents

—that is, adding the 191 2 feed bill of #1.40 to the
191 2 maximum profit of #1.50, and subtracting

the total from the 1917 feed bill of #3.13. Where-
upon the outlook is neither bracing nor cheerful,

and the outcome of the whole undertaking is

usually a daily menu of chicken served in every
conceivable form until the last valiant cock has
ceased to crow!

Unfortunately the above is a fairly true sum-
mary, for the most part, of conditions prevailing

on large estates where poultry is kept. If only
the cooperation of the man in charge of the flock

can be depended upon, however, this discouraging
loss may be turned into a modest profit; but we
need not go into details of this latter difficulty,

for it is easier for a camel to make his way
through the proverbial needle's eye than for a

superintendent or foreman to take to economy!
Perhaps the most telling method of overcoming
this rooted objection to saving is for the owner to

offer a small bonus in the form of a percentage
on every dollar showing a net profit on the books
at the end of the year. 1 his very tempting offer

has frequently been known to turn a discouraging

loss of several years into a most cheering

and sudden profit. And we would add
here that the bookkeeping for a flock, of
from 300 to 500 fowls is a very simple
matter, using the single entry system.

But it is never advisable to try to figure

out the cost of labor to the last hour and
minute in such a case; it is better to

strike a fair balance instead. For in-

stance, it is supposed to require about
three full hours daily the year round to

attend properly to a flock of 150 birds,

and to raise pullets enough always to

have on hand a proportion of half pullets

and half yearlings; but it by no means
necessarily follows that exactly double
the time mentioned will be required to

handle a flock double this size.

In this regard, the important fact must
be faced at once that our first step toward
profit making is the economy of time

—

namely, to have every* detail in our poultry
plant conveniently arranged, and all the
necessary furnishings as simple and get-

at-able as possible. The dry-feed hoppers,
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for instance, should be large enough

to hold a week's supply and have

covers which can be closed at night;

the water should be piped into the

poultry house with a labor-saving

spigot in each separate pen; there

should also be a shed, built at one end

of the house, for the proper storage of

manure, and if the house is more
than fifty feet long, a simple overhead

track to convey a hanging feed can,

a very welcome labor-saving device,

which should run from the grain

room through into the manure shed.

Under these circumstances the doors

between the pens should be double

and hung with double hinges. It is

unnecessary to clean the roost plat-

forms more than twice weekly, and
dry earth—instead of land-plaster

—

can be used to sprinkle the plat-

forms when cleaned.

The next important economy to

consider carefully is the much dis-

cussed one of feeding. With the pres-

ent prices of grain one may soon run

the cost of feeding upto the pointwhere all chances
of any profit are out of the question; in fact, the

average amateur, and even experienced com-
mercial men, have been known recently to declare

the cost of certain grains entirely prohibitive. All

commercially prepared feeds, such as mashes,
scratch grains, etc., are almost beyond the purse
of the average man, ranging as they do from #4
to $6 per hundred; however, a little study of the

question will soon convince one that a balanced
ration made up on the place will frequently an-

swer fully as well, and will be immeasureably
cheaper. For instance, at the U. S. Experiment

So far as the comfort of the flock is concerned, a cheap house like this serves the purpose fully

as well as a more expensive one

Poultry Station after a trial of a year and a

half, they have discovered that thirty Leg-
horns averaged 147.5 eggs per pullet year on a

ration consisting of three pounds of corn meal and
one pound of beef scrap for the dry mash, and for

the scratch grain mixture, two pounds of crticked

corn and one pound of oats, which cost for the
year only #1.93 for each hen. Thus this year the
wiser ones are raising hundreds of chicks on a dry
mash made up of a hundred pounds of wheat bran
to twenty-five pounds of the best meat-scraps,

and for the scratch grains, cracked corn alone is

being used with excellent results; these two

economies alonewill be found to mean
much in the slice taken off the
monthly feed bill.

There is also another way by which
a very considerable saving may be
efFected during the present untoward
condition of affairs, which is in the
profitable raising of oats, corn, and
buckwheat, for with these important
grains and a small power grinding
mill one can be quite independent of

the local miller, except, of course,

for bran, an absolute essential in the
feeding of small growing chicks.

As to economy where labor I

concerned, if a plant consists of less

than a thousand laying fowls, the en-

tire time of one man, of course,

never required, so that during the
growing season he might very pro-

fitably be employed in growing, say,

mangelwurzels, for the necessary
supply of succulent green food during
the winter months, as well as in

raising the usual corn, oats, and
buckwheat.

But quite aside from the question of all profit,

surely it is the patriotic duty of every owner of a

bit of land this year to raise chickens, whether it

be in large or small numbers, in order to do his

part in helping out thernuch needed food supply.

Indeed, in this regard, the Department of Agri-

culture in Washington made the statement a few

months ago, that $600,000,000 worth of poultry

products should be added to the United States

food supply this year, and that if every one in a

position to help would only do his or her part, the

poultry products in this country could be doubled
within a year.

DRUG FARMING is not a SHORT CUT
^ITH unfailing regularity, each spring

brings forth some new short cut
to fortune for the farmer. Each
spring, too, my heart lights with
hope that here at last is the an-

swer to my unfailing problem
of too little land. This year it was a glowing
account of the needs of the drug trade which
seized my fancy. Here, at least for the present,

I could find something which ofFered very slight

competition and called for no extravagant equip-

ment; for this one year I would assuredly surpass

my one old stand-by, alfalfa, and give my land

a change. Long, long ago I read that, and I

should have classified it safely by the company
it kept—"energetic and industrious," which I am
not, and "content with a competence," which only

a chronic failure ever achieves.

Forthwith I sought the buyer for the biggest

drug business that I could reach. A cordon of office

managers and telephone girls and clerks and er-

rand boys stood between us—that may be why
w riters on this subject are so ill-informed—but I

stolidly repeated my name and stood my ground
so confidently that I found myself in the hall out-

side his door, and just leaked through the crack
wrhile he was trying to decide not to see me.
"What do you want?" he asked, quite aus-

terely.

"To be convinced." I said as innocently as

might be.

"Convinced of what?" I certainly had his

attention.

"That what you want me to grow will make me
glad that I grew it."

" But I don't want you to grow anything."
He was getting quite warmed up by now.

I looked surprised. "Why aren't you eagerly

snatching at every straw in the effort to continue
healing the ailing multitudes? Aren't you going
to cooperate with me in awaking the farmers to

your needs? Area't you paying fabulous prices

for a mere fraction of the normal herb supply?
Then here am I, ready to accept any fabulous

By E. C. A. SMITH
price that you can offer me. What shall I go
out and grow—an acre or so of arsenic, or per-

haps a few tons of carbolic root? Of course you
will furnish the cuttings."

"Of course I won't," he said dryly. "The
things that this climate is suited to produce take
two years to mature and the War w7

ill be over by
then."

" Meaning?"
"Oh, digitalis; you might get some leaves of

that this season and we'd give 20 cents a pound
(ordinary price 9 cents—), but we don't want
stems in it. You won't get much of a crop

until the second year anyway. Then there's

golden seal. But the price of that will be back
around #4, dried root—it's up to $5 now. There's

Pulsatilla, too—up in the neighborhood of $6,

but New York State sends us all that we want."
"And you have to have a distilling apparatus

for peppermint," I put in cheerfully, bent on
spiking down the lid on the coffin of my dead
expectations. I had a mental picture of myself

on a hot August day, stripping the leaves by hand
off my digitalis stalks, or holding funeral services

for the unwary stock that was moved to partake

of it! "Just where is this war hitting you?"
"Shipments," he explained. "Every time a

ship is sunk it takes that much right out of the

market, but there'd be more ready to ship by the

time this country got to producing any. Besides,

our climate isn't right for most of it. There's

licorice root—that comes from Spain, mostly,

though some of it's Persian. A lot of that has

been destroyed. And we get no Hungarian
chamomile. But I don't advise you to grow it

either, for we've any amount of Japanese.

"What has taken the biggest jump?" I de-

manded. There's always romance lurking be-

hind those magic names of the Orient.

"Senna," he answered promptly. "What we
did get came from Tinnervelly. It's gone from

7 to 25 cents a pound. A whole shipload of that

was sunk. But the very best comes from Alex-

andria. It has to be carried on camels, and the

Germans requisitioned all the camels in that dis-

trict, so that there was no way of getting it out.

Of what little did get through, the siftings that

usually cost 8 cents a pound brought 25, the h;ilf-

leaf, usually around 20 cents cost 45, and the

whole leaf, that ought to bring 30, brought 75
cents a pound. And a perfectly normal supply

is just mildewing on the grower's hands!"
"Is that what ails the price of cascara?"
"Oh no. We get that from the West. It just

dropped so low last year that there was no
profit to be made by collecting it, so they skipped

a year and now the market is bare again. But
it'll be coming in again before long."

"Castor oil?" I could see my back field a forest

of towering stalks.

"India. Just another case of transportation.

There's plenty over there."
" I hear the Allies are shy of iodine," I observed.

"That's made from kelp," he explained,

descending still one more step into the depths of

my ignorance. "All controlled and alloted by an

English firm." Then, gently, "And, you know
carbolic is a coal-tar product."

Then I deliberately set off the last explosive

contained in the dynamic article which had car-

ried me thus far. "What is the smallest quan-

tity you will buy ?

"

"A hundred pounds." His voice gave me
scant hope of wiling him to any reconsideration

in case of a shortage.

Consider, then. If a drug cropped the same aver-

age as hay, about a ton and a half to the acre,

that would mean, allowing the usual 40 per

cent, for stems, 1,800 pounds, fresh-cut, or 1,400

pounds dry, the second year, meaning $126 at

the 9-cent price, or $140 for a half-crop this yeai

at the 20-cent rate. And if that's good money
for such an area of ground, imagine what a ter-

rific accumulated area' of backache and sunburn
would result therefrom. And the care to keep

those fat leaves from mildew, or the dried ones

from shattering!

Alas for another lost illusion.
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T E P E E CAMP
By K. I. I \ k R I NCTON

IS vailed " I'cpec v'amn " because

tilt- In IKK room i\ designed tn

represent t Ik- tepees of the Indians,

m.inv i>l" whom in centuries past

probably camped on or nr.it the

\ci\ spot where Mr. Laurence

Minot of Hoston has erected Ins novel striictiutc.'

The building was planned lor .1 winter camp, to

he used on holidays .mil week-ends, hut has

proved to he such .1 delightful .ihotle th.it it is

actually being use*! for weeks .it .1 tune, especially

III the spi ing anil hill.

Few dwellings have excited so much interest

among architects and house owners, for the camp
is 1cm.1tk.1hlr hecause of the many new and

intcicstmg features which it contains. The Hy-

ing room or tepee comes first m importance, as a

matter of course. It is a circular room twenty-

four feet m diameter and twenty-eight feet to

the highest point of the ceiling. I his celling is in

the form of a COM and is painted a vers dark blue,

the purpose being to create the impression o( the

sk\ at night. 'I he ceiling is studded with tiny

metric lights which represent stars, the bulbs

being hidden. There is no haphazard arrange-

ment of these lights, however. They wne
placed according to a chart laid out with the great-

est accuracy to conform to the exact astrono.nicd

conditions exitting on the

16th day of Marchi which

happens to be the birthday

of a niece of Mr. Minot.

The dipper is especially

conspicuous, but numerous
othet stars appear in their

proper relation and in vary-

ing degrees of magnitude.

The touch of a button, there-

fore, produces a remarkable

and most interesting effect

at night, especially when
there is a merry blaze on the

hearth.

This hearth or open fire-

place, w hich is the most un-

usual feature of the house, and

which is the result of much
thought and many months of

» xpcrimental work, is the con-

ception of Mr. Minot himself

and is placed in exactly the

middle of the room.

It has no chimney what-

ever, the smoke ascending

straight to the highest point

in the ceding, w here it escapes-

through .1 ventilator, such as

is used on modern steam-

ships, which is enclosed in an

outer casing that conceals

its real character. Of course,

some plan had to be con-

ceived to create a draft and
prevent the smoke from be-

coming diffused throughout
the room. This proved a

more serious problem than
was anticipated at first, but it

w-as finally solved in a highly

ingenious manner.
The hearth is made of

brick, and small openings at

regular intervals all the way
around it admit cold air from
a box in the basement, four

conduits leading to this box
from the outside walls. The
fresh air drawn into the room
by this means is quickly

Photograph by D. A. A tub titer

heated and rises to the ceiling, carrying the smoke
with It. Just lllldel thr tool opening there is a ( 11-

1 ul. 11 metal rod which, after being made very hot
by an electric (intent, aids in controlling the
smokecoliimn by at < derating the How of warm air.

Interesting as the mechanics of the fireplace

are, they are forgotten at night, when a lite blaz-

ing on tin- hear tli is creating dancing shadows all

around, and the counterfeit stars overhead are

sinning as brightly as real stars on any crisp

winter night. Then it is easy to imagine that
the walls and the ceiling have vanished altogether,

and that the gteat fire is leaping and crackling

in the open air. I he suggestion of outdoor life

may be carried still further, if desired, for the

hearth contains a "bean bole," a device with
which all woodsmen arc familiar. If a pot of
hi ins he placed in this hole and a hot wood fire

built on the hearth, the beans will be perfectly

cooked in a few hours and possess a flavor hard
to equal by any other method of baking.

I he more conventional details of the living

room include tinted, plastered walls and a tile

floor. Mcsules four long windows, there are two
doors opening upon a brick-paved porch. I he
living room is also used as a dining room, a semi-

circular table being placed at one side of the

fireplace and so arranged that it can be length-

Pour Lo would hardly recognize his humble domicile in this glorilied simulation of ii

ened at will. 'I wo large bedrooms open fiom the
tepee, each having a separate bathroom, and
din 1 tly back of the tepee is the kiti In tl. I here
are two bedrooms and a bathroom on the sei on<l
floor, over the rooms at the real of the house.

Ilcing a w inter camp, to he dosed mm h of
the time, there would seem to be dangei of

frozen pipes, unless tare were taken to shut off

the water and drain the pipes after each visit.

I his danger has been obviated, however, by the
use of ( lei r r it heating units at all the traps, and
electrical heating devices which keep the water in
the pipes moving at all times. All this is more
or less experimental, as it is not known that a
plan just like this was ever carried into effect

before. I'.ach tank is protected with mineral
wool and in addition has over the top a canvas
bag filled with quilted asbestos. I he electric

heat unit which protects each trap is placed just
above it inside the box and is controlled from a
cabinet. The water in all the pipes is heated just
enough to maintain a circulation, and the system
is kept in operation as long as the cold weather
lasts* water being ready at any time. W herever ir

is necessary to have permanent hear, little tell-tale

lights are placed to reveal any possible lack of cur-
rent. I he water supply for the camp comes from
a driven well and is forced into a pressure tank in

the basement by means of an
electrically driven pump.

I here is space in the base-
ment for a coal heater, but
electric heaters and fireplaces

are depended upon for heat
most of the time. Each bed-
room con rains an electric

heater, and similar heaters are
found in the bathrooms. In
order to have a bathroom at

the proper temperature for

the morning bath it is only
necessary to press a button
at the head of the bed. All

the cooking is done by elec-

tricity, an electric range prov-
ing very satisfactory. Indeed,
the electric current is used
even for cleaning, there being
a permanent vacuum cleaner

in the basement, with outlets

in each room.
I he Minot camp is practi-

cally fireproof. 1 he exterior

walls are built of terra cotta

hollow tile, veneered w ith red

brick, and lined on the inside

with plaster blocks, which
are plastered over. All

the interior partitions are

made of plaster blocks, on
which plaster is laid and
tinted. 1 he floors are con-
structed of concrete, with
steel floor tiles for a base, and
faced either with tiles or a

composition flooring. The
roof is covered with slate, and
about all the woodwork to be
found in the house is the
trim and the roof timbers.

It is very interesting to learn,

in this connection, that the
cost of making the house vir-

tually fireproofadded butvery
little to the total. The figures

for the inside construction as

adopted were less than £200
more than those calling for

wire lath on wood studding.
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HEUE AN D T HEM
The Society During a meeting of the

Of the alumni of the New York

Holy Earth St»te College of Agriculture

last winter, there was read

a letter from Ex-Dean L. H. Bailey then travel-

ing in the far East. Though primarily a message
to men who had formerly studied under him and

had received by direct contact the inspiration of

his ideals and precepts, his words carry a message
also to all those whose hearts respond to the call

of the open country, those who realize and accept

the responsibility of the stewardship of the ever-

lasting land. The letter was as follows:

To My Friends, Greeting:
You are they who would excel. To be excellent

in knowledge, to be excellent in the daily work, to be

excellent in yourselves—this is your purpose. I speed
you in that purpose.

How to work with enthusiasm by oneself, and how
at the same time to work with enthusiasm with one's

fellows, compriseth the great problem of life. In-

dividualism as one dreameth of it, fellow service as one
forseeth it, if these may be made compatible, then is the

social problem solved.

We look to a future of great fellowships, vastly

surpassing whatever we have known. We shall build

our new community on the earth. Here let your imag-
inations run, that you and your children may be par-

takers in the prophecy.
Now, therefore, have I proposed a Society of Holy

Earth. Chapters and branches it may have, but its

purpose is not to be organization and its practice is not
to be the operation of parliamentary machinery. It

will have nothing to ask of anybody, not even of Con-
gress. It will have no schemes to float, and no prop-

aganda. It will have few officers and many leaders.

It will be controlled by a motive rather than by a con-

stitution. The associations will be fellowships of the

spirit.

Its principle of union will be the love of the Earth,
treasured in the hearts of men and women. To every
person who longs to walk on the bare ground, who stops

in a busy day for the song of a bird, who hears the wind,
who looks upward to the clouds, who would protect

the land from waste and devastation, realizing that we
are transients and that multitudes must come after us,

who would exercise a keepership over the planet, who
would love the materials and yet not be materialistic,

who would contribute his skill and his excellence to the

common good, who would escape self-centred, com-
mercial, and physical valuations of life—to all these
souls everywhere, the call will come.

Physical Training Perhaps it sounds like

For the carrying coals to New-

Middleaged castl? t0 suggest drill or

physical exercises of any
kind in a magazine the bulk of whose readers is

supposed to be made up of persons actually

engaged in outdoor occupations or sports.

Nevertheless the plan of Mr. Walter Camp's
Senior Service Corps, as it has developed and
succeeded in New Haven, Conn., provides a splen-

did model upon which to build similar but smaller

groups all over the country, and rural districts

can do this as well as urban Cttjtres. The. fea-

tures are few and simple: members must be
more than forty-five years of age and need pass
only a simple physical examination. All that
is required is an hour's work three times a week.
Each period includes ten minutes or so of com-
paratively mild setting-up exercises, and forty-

five to fifty minutes of walking, at first on the
flat and later over hills, each man carrying about
eight pounds of equipment (a bar of iron or some-
thing of the sort). No military organization
and but two officers—a medical director and a

leader or physical director—are needed. The re-

sults of several weeks of this regular, systematic
activity include better carriage, loss of excess

weight, increased vigor and endurance, improved
mental poise and reserve power, a contagious

optimism, and generally increased efficiency.

Regular, systematic, modulated exercise is the

thing; this is the way—simple and practical

above all others—for men of the "second line

of defense" to insure getting it.

pi =m ffi oi— w

What At this writing the food gar-

Of the dens of 191 7 are vastly more

Surplus Crops numerous than those of any
past year have been. Whether

or not a large proportion succumb to the effects

of the summer heat (either on them or their gar-

deners) there is going to be a greater supply of
perishable fruit and vegetables on hand this fall

than ever before. Much will, doubtless, be eaten

at home, fresh. But what of the surplus ? Which
of three possible plans for its utilization are you

What will wc do with these? Don't let food go to waste. What
you cannot eat or preserve, give to some one who will utilize it

going to follow? First, you may can, preserve,

and dry for future use in your household. Good!
Second, you may expect to give away your extra

crops to friends and others in need. Also good—
though it may prove difficult to find people near
at hand without gardens of their own; and some-
times that sort of charity needs considerable tact.

Third, you can help establish a very local ex-

change, to which any neighbor can take a basket

of grapes, some beans, a couple of egg-plants

—

anything that is likely to go unused—leave it

with the knowledge that it will there be picked

up by some one that really wants it, and inci-

dentally obtain in exchange some other bit of

fresh green stuff of which he is particularly fond

but which he has been unable this season to

raise. Such exchange might be on a cash basis,

on a mere trade basis, or the proceeds from the

sale of all such surplus might be donated to the

Red Cross or to some other great work, after the

running expenses of the exchange were met.

Here is a real chance for community organiza-

tion, teamwork, economy, service. Who will be

the first to start it?

Coloring One of the highway improvement

The developments of 1916 which has

Highways certainly come to stay is the segre-

gation of through routes by colors.

This consists simply in assigning to various long

distance roads distinctive colors, bands of which
are painted on the telegraph poles alongside the

right of way. The most extensive development

of this idea has taken place in New England,
where all the principal routes have been rendered
legible in this way. The general practice is to
band every other telegraph pole with a stripe of
the highway's distinctive color—red, blue, yellow,
green, or whatever it may be. It is possible to-

day to travel from one end of New England to
the other without once looking at a route book,
except to find out just what colors are desired
to be followed.

For the past few years, there has been a grow-
ing popularity in the rural districts of what are
called "good roads days." All the farmers and
business men of a given district meet on a set

day and repair a particularly atrocious bit of
road, or they may devote their time to dragging a

given stretch of highway. Such efforts are in-

evitably amateurish and while they do a certain

amount of good in stimulating good roads en-

thusiasm, the actual net benefit to the highways
is probably small. Would it not be a good idea

to direct the efforts of the enthusiastic but un-
skilled good roads enthusiasts, to painting the

distinctive color of their, routes on poles and
fences, instead of wasting effort in amateur
road building? Here is a method by which
good roads days may become practically valua-
ble functions.

After Even before it has definitely been de-

The cided just what the outcome of the Great

War War is going to be, the belligerent na-

tions are making plans to meet certain con-

ditions that already are apparent. A tremendous
readjustment is going to be made necessary by the

return of great multitudes of soldiers to civilian

life. Work must be found for them and social

scientists are endeavoring to divert this potential

quantity of readily available labor to useful ends.

Our Canadian cousins purpose employing their

share of this ex-military labor in road building.

A National Labor Bureau has been formed and is

working in conjunction with the Dominion Good
Roads Association in the formulation of a plan

for an extensive system of highways, built largely

by this soldier labor. There is no other way in

which great quantities of seasoned labor could be

employed that will so quickly react to the benefit

of the entire community as in building good high-

ways. In the end this problem of the readjust-

ment of labor after the War may be one of the

blessings that are now reasonably sure to result

from the appalling conflict.

The Wages Denmark is a country character-

Of Farm lze^ °y thrift, cooperation, edu-

Workers cation, good government, and
general prosperity. Its principal

industry is agriculture, hence the wages paid to

its half million farm workers constitute an inter-

esting and fairly accurate index as to the condi-

tion of the remaining 60 per cent, of its labor-

ing class as a whole. During 1915, men received

on the average $121 plus board and lodging,

and women #72, per annum, which are the high-

est wages ever paid in the country for farm labor.

Temporary male help received on an average

93 cents per day, and female help 69 cents, or

20 per cent, more than the rates five years

ago. In the same time the average work day

has been shortened by one third of an hour.

Turning our eyes toward home, we find that

ten and a half million male farm laborers in this

country received per year, in 191 5, #255.12 and

board, while day labor was worth $1.13, these

figures being respectively 10.5 and 6.6 per cent,

higher than those of 1910.
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Hatbaieray f^^^^l'

THERE is a certain type of community near New York where you
find a great deal of Hathaway Furniture. Young married people,

particularly, live there—people who left the city behind them.

Their houses are never commonplace; their architects were too

clever for that. Their furniture is never commonplace; their tastes are

too unusual for that.

Many people of this kind, expanding from an apartment or moving
into a new home in the country are attracted to Hathaways. They know
that we are perhaps a little more careful about style, a little more dis-

cerning in quality and a little more moderate in charges.

This Louis XVI suite, for instance, may be purchased complete, as

illustrated, for $767.00, It is of beautifully figured American Walnut,
with exquisite carvings of Antique Gold treatment or decorated and
finished in any color enamel you may desire.

W.A. Haibauray Company
62 West 45* Street,NeuAbrfc

—
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CAN while you CAN
i|OST housekeepers are familiar with

some form of canning, generally

restricted, however, to the putting

up of fruits. But this year every

surplus vegetable in the garden
must be preserved in some way for

winter use, if we are to accomplish the task set

us of feeding the world. To this end we have
secured from Mr. Herbert C. Hoover's office

directions which we give below for putting up
the vegetables that are staples in most house-

holds.

Not one grand bout of canning, but a few vege-

tables put up from day to day, as the supply from
the garden exceeds the family's needs, will dispose

of the work in the easiest way, and save the loss

of any garden products from waste.

The first steps in canning consist in the prepar-

ation and cleaning of containers and in the

preparation of the products to be canned, by
washing, paring, trimming, and cutting into pieces

where division is necessary.

Those engaged in the work should start with
clean hands, clean utensils, clean, sound, fresh

products, and pure, clean, soft water. No vege-

tables or fruits which are withered or unsound
should be canned. If possible, only fruits and
vegetables picked the day of canning should be

used. Peas and corn, which lose their flavor

rapidly, should be canned, in fact, within five

hours if a choice product is desired.

Before the preparation of the products is be-

gun, the containers should be washed. If glass

or crockery jars are used they should be placed

in a vessel of cold water over a fire to heat. They
will then be hot and ready for use when the prod-
ucts have been prepared for packing.

After the materials have been cleaned and put
into the shape in which they are to be canned,
and containers have been cleaned and tested, the

canning procedure for most products by the one-
period cold-pack method consists of five steps

—

scalding or blanching, cold-dipping, packing, pro-

cessing, and sealing.

The products to be canned are blanched or

scalded by being placed in a dipping basket,

plunged into boiling water, and allowed to re-

main there from one to fifteen minutes, according
to the canning recipe for that particular product.

In the case of greens and green vegetables, how-
ever, the scalding is accomplished most satisfac-

torily in steam, as volatile oils and other sub-

stances remain in the food under this treatment.

Such products may be put into a colander, set

over a vessel of boiling water, and covered as

tightly as possible. Even better results may be
obtained by the use of a steam cooker.

As soon as the product is removed from the

boiling water or steam it should be dipped into

cold, clean water and immediately removed and
drained for a few moments. The temperature
of the water used for cold dipping should be as

low as possible.

The product should be packed carefully into

hot jars as soon as removed. In the case of

fruits, boiling hot syrup or hot water is then
added. In the case

of vegetables, hot

water usually is used

and salt is added for

seasoning. The
scalded rubbers and
tops of jars are put
into place, and the

containers are placed

in the device for pro-

cessing.

Processing is the

final application of

heat to sterilize the

product, and is con-

tinued for a period

determined by the

character of the pro-

duct and the kind o£
apparatus used. Im-
mediately after the

termination of the
processing period,

This article has bten approved by the Food Administration oj the United States

w lii If the products are still hot, glass and similar

containers must be sealed.

Jars should then be placed upside down in a

tray to cool, and closely examined for leaks. If

leakage occurs, the covers should be tightened
until they are completely closed.

Must products packed in glass jars will either

bleach or darken if exposed to light. It is well,

therefore, to wrap such jars in paper. From
time to time, especially during very hot weather,
the jars should be examined to make certain that
there are no leaks, swellings, or other signs of
fermentation.

The canner shown in the illustrations is of the

steam pressure type, but the same results may be
obtained by using outfits of the hot-water-bafh
or water-seal sorts, only that the processing re-

quires a longer time.

To secure the best results in the operation of
steam-pressure canners, the following precau-
tions should be observed:

Place each jar in hot water or in the canner as

soon as packed.
Have the water come to the platform, but not

above it; add hot water occasionally to prevent
the canner from boiling dry.

Have the canner absolutely steam-tight. .

When the canner has been filled, fasten the

opposite clamps moderately tight; then tighten

each pair of clamps fully.

Allow the petcock to remain open until live

steam escapes from it. Then close it completely.

One way of preserving string beans for winter use is to

salt them down in jars or other containers—a layer of beans

sprinkled with salt, another layer of beans, and so on, with

water poured over the whole; or the brine may be made first

and poured over the packed beans

Force the pressure to the required point before

counting time.

Maintain a uniform pressure during the steril-

izing period. This may be done by turning down
gas or oil flame or moving canner off the stove

partially.

Allow the canner to cool until the steam gauge
registers zero before opening the petcock.

Remove the jars from the canner and tighten

the lids immediately.
Liquid will be lost from jars during the steril-

izing period if steam leaks at the joint and around

A type of steam pressure canner for home use. The cans,

filled and lightly sealed, are placed in the perforated pail, which

is set inside the retort—the large receptacle at the left

the fittings; if the pressure is allowed to fluctuate,

as by running up to twelve pounds, down to seven,
and back to ten; if steam is allowed to flow

from the petcock during or at the close of the
sterilizing period; if a vacuum forms in the
canner; or if the wire bails on the glass-top jars

are so loose that they will not go in with a snap.

CANNING DIRECTIONS

Tomatoes—Scald one and a half minutes or until

skins loosen. Cold dip. Remove stems and cores.

Pack directly into cans or hot jars. Press down
with tablespoon (add no water). Add level

teaspoonful salt per quart. Put rubbers and
caps of jars into position, not tight. Sterilize

for the length of time given below for the particu-

lar type of outfit used.

MINUTES
Water bath 50
Water seal, 214° 18

Five pounds steam pressure 15

Ten pounds steam pressure 10

Sweet Peppers—Use sweet green peppers.

Place the peppers in the oven and bake them until

the skins separate from the meat. Remove the

skins. Pack them solid in hot glass jars. Add
water to fill jar within a quarter inch of top. Add
level teaspoonful of salt per quart. Put the rub-

bers and caps of jars in position, not tight. Ster-

ilize for the length of time given below for the

particular type of outfit used:

MINUTES
Water bath 90
Water seal, 214 75
Five pounds steam pressure 60
Ten pounds steam pressure 40

Remove the jars, tighten the covers; invert the

jars to cool, and test the joints. Wrap jars to

prevent bleaching.

Pumpkin, Squash, andHominy—Prepare and cut

into convenient sections. Blanch three minutes.

Cold-dip; pack closely in hot jars or cans. Fill

with boiling water. Add level teaspoonful salt

per quart. Put rubbers and caps of jars into

position, not tight. Sterilize for the length of

time given below for the particular type of outfit

used

:

MINUTES
Water bath 120

Water seal, 214 90
Five pounds steam pressure 60

Ten pounds steam pressure 40

Sweet Corn—Remove husk and silk. Blanch

five minutes on cob. Cold-dip; cut corn from

cob and pack directly in hot jars (one inch

of top). Fill with boiling water. Add level tea-

spoonful salt per quart. Put rubbers and caps

of jars into position, not tight. Sterilize for the

length of time given below for the particular type

of outfit used:
MINUTES

Water bath 180

Water seal, 214 120

Five pounds steam pressure 90

Ten to fifteen pounds pressure ...... 60

Corn seems to give home canners more trouble

than do most pro-

ducts; but with care

and study, corn may
be canned as easily as

any other product

grown in the garden.

A little experience in

selecting the ear, and

the ability to recog-

nize corn that is just

between the milk

and the dough stage

are important. Cut
the corn from the cob

with a sharp, thin-

bladed knife, and

pack it at once into

sterilized jars. Best

results can be ob-

tained when one per-

son cuts the corn from

the cob and another

one fills the contain-

Then the cover, to which is attached the steam gauge, is put

on. the bolts are adjusted, screws tightened evenly all around,

and the pressure brought up to the required number of pounds
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HE WHO
RUNS MAY READ

YOU and all who see this pa&e must see

at least the name "Firestone." Instantan-

eously the thought "Tires." Then "Most
Miles per Dollar." Then the favorable com-
ments on Firestone Tires from Smith, Jones, Rob-
inson and other car owners flash to mind. So
he who runs, or drives, on any road, highway
or byway, sees the name Firestone in window,
or over door, and feels secure.

That name has come to be a symbol of .•. I

service and bi& value. To attain and hold such

I place in the public confidence requires the

power, the capacity, the vigilance that are char-

acteristic of the Firestone organization.

The tires that serve longer than usual, that sel-

dom puncture, that wear uniformly, that hold

the car steadily, ride easily and look the part of

their hi&h class, such tires are soon recognized by
the collective mind of the motoring world.

Firestone builders set out to win this recogni-

tion seventeen years a&o. The latest example

of that quality building which looks ahead for

the public interest is demonstrated in this

Firestone Cord Tire, the tire of superlative effi-

ciency. Resilient and resistant, it runs li&ht and
fast and lonfc and &ives utmost comfort in riding

with the double saving of Most Miles per Dollar

and economy of fuel.

Year by year sound public faith in the name
Firestone has ferown and spread, until an output of

many thousands of tires a day at present shows how
motorists have responded to this standard of serv-

ice. Not only because of the values built into the

tires, either, but because of the service rendered.

In short, Firestone builders have assumed the

responsibility of anticipating the needs of motor-

ists. They have assumed the responsibility of
delivering a service so broad, so liberal, so thor-

ough, that car owners will naturally free their

minds of tire details.

Just remember the name Firestone because you
know that with that name &oes a square deal.

FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY
Akron, Ohio Branches and Dealers Everywhere
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fiammera Sheet

ofRubber-
And What Happens?

Hammer a Sheet

of Glass-

And What Happens?

NOTHING— your hammer leaves no
impression — why? Because rubber is

elastic. And it is the elasticity of "61*

Floor "Varnish that makes its life so long.

Send for a sample panel. Test it yourself.

Examine the dented wood and the unbroken
varnish film. Then think of the heel-blows
that your floor is called upon to endure, and
you will understand why "

'the varnish that can
stand your hammer can best endure your heel.

'

'

_
WRECKAGE — the glass is shivered

into a thousand pieces— why? Because
glass is brittle. And this in a lesser

degree is exactly what happens to count-
less floors finished with ordinary varnisheS

which crack, check and chip off. A good
varnish doesn't break off — it wears off —

slonvly, but the costly oils and gums used in
"61" preserve its toughness far longer than the

cheap ingredients used in ordinary varnishes.

^FLOOR
oVARNISH

THE English language has been shorn of

adjectives to express floor varnish qual-

ities. Mere beauty of surface, and
resistance to water, hot or cold, should be taken

for granted in any good varnish— but resistance

to abrasion— wear, is the paramount quality

found in "61" Floor Varnish— so often lacking
in others. This resistance to the grind of countless

footsteps is due to its wonderful elasticity and tough-

ness. That is why we say:
Send for Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with "61" and test it with a hammer. "You
may dent the wood, but the varnish won't crack."

OUR GUARANTEE: Ifany Pratt& Lambert Varnish Productfails togive satisfactionyou may haveyour money back.
Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters, specified

by architects, and sold by paint and hardware dealers everywhere.

PRATT & LAMBERT-Inc. VARNISH MAKERS 68 YEARS
113 Tonawanda Street, Buffalo, N.Y. In Canada, 57 Courtwright Street, Bridgeburg, Ontario

! eWHITEENAMEL
VITRALITE, the Long-Life White Enamel,

is not excelled by any enamel in the usual

qualities of surface beauty, whiteness, and
resistance to water. But dogged endurance is its

chief claim to distinction, whether it be used
on the finest of interior work or the most
exposed exterior work. Vitralite is so durable
that it is guaranteed for three years outdoors, as well
as indoors. Inside the house its term of service is

indefinitely long.
Free Booklet and Sample Panel

showing the beautiful and durable finish of Vitralite

will be sent you on request.

Residence. Dr. J. D.-Odeneni. Riloxi, A
Bitoxi. Stained -with Cafiot's Sta

r. H. H. Roof, arch
{see letter belo-w).

Wore Better than Paint
Biloxi, Miss., Feb. 25, 1916.

*'My residence, completed two years ago, stained brown w ith
green roof with your stain. In as perfect condition as the day
stained. Even the salt spray from the fearful storm of Sept. 29
did not injure one plank. The white columns had to be re-
painted, as numerous houses, painted, on the beach, were."

J. D. ODLN1IAL.

Cabot's Creosote Stains
wear as well as the best paints in all climates and better than
paint in the south because they^annot crack and peel off as
paint does there. The colors are soft and rich, much hand-
somer than paint, and the Creosote penetrates and preserves
the wood. You can afford to use Cabot's Stains; they do not

Cost Half as much as Paint
You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send
for stained wood samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemist,, 147 Milk St.. Boston. Mass.
24 W. Kinzie St.. Chicago 523 Market St.. San Francisco

Everybody Lilies A Good
Mystery Story

Perhaps the explanation is (i) that
any mystery story resolves itself

into a chase after some person or
persons who don't want to be
caught; (2) that everybody likes a

race or a chase; and (3) that the
reader of a skilfully told mystery
story takes exciting part, though an
imaginative part, in the chase and
capture. And when a charming
love interest is also added

—

One of the best new mystery stories,

with a fascinating love story invol-

ved, is

THE OTHER BROWN
by Adele Luehrmann

All bookstores. Illustrated. $135.

Published by THE CENTURY CO., New York

ers. If it is necessary for one person to work alone,

he should cut off sufficient corn to fill one jar,

pour on boiling water, add salt, place the rubber
and the cap in position, and put the jar into the
canner or hot water at once. Corn expands a
little in processing, and for this reason jars should
not be filled quite full. Corn that has reached
the dough stage before being packed will have a
cheesy appearance after canning. Corn should
never be allowed to remain in the cold-dip water,
and large quantities should not be dipped at
one time unless sufficient help is available to
handle the product quickly. Water-logged or

soaked corn indicates slow and inefficient packing.
Home Canning of Field Corn—The corn should

be selected between the milk and the dough stage.

Wide-mouthed glass jars or tin cans should be
used for canning this product. Avoid packing
container too full, as the product swells during
the sterilization period. The corn should be
canned the same day it is picked from the field, if

possible. The yellow field corn makes a yellow,

butter-like food product when ground and canned.
Avoid mixing the white and the yellow or Bloody
Butcher corn in the same batch. Secure a good
grade of food chopper for grating the corn.

Small io-cent hand graters can be used, but work
with these is too slow and tedious.

Blanch the corn ears in boiling hot water or
live steam for ten minutes. Remove and dip

quickly in cold water. Cut-the corn from the cob
with a sharp, thin-bladed knife. Feed the corn
to the food chopper and grind to a pulp. Cook
this product in a kettle, add one level teaspoonful

of salt and a little butter to each quart, and
sweeten a trifle with sugar. Cook (stir while

cooking) until the product becomes a thickened
or paste-like mass. Then pack this product im-
mediately in hot glass jars to one fourth inch of the

top. Seal jars by placing rubber and cap in posi-

tion; place in sterilizer and process for the length

of time given below for the particular type of

outfit used:

MINUTES
Hot-water bath 180

Water seal, 214 120
Five pounds steam pressure 60
Ten or fifteen pounds steam pressure .... 50

After this product has been sterilized and cooled

and stored away, it will form a solid, butter-like

mass, which when removed whole from the jars

may be cut in convenient slices for toasting,

frying, and baking purposes, and will make a

delicious food product, palatable, economical,
and nourishing.

Vegetables such as Wax Beans, Stringless Beans,
Okra, Brussels Sprouts, etc.—String or hull. Blanch
in live steam for five to ten minutes. Remove and
dip quickly in cold water. Pack in hot jars and
add boiling hot water until jars are full. Add
one level teaspoonful of salt to each quart. Put
rubbers and caps of jars in position, not tight.

Sterilize for the length of time given below for

the particular type of outfit used:

MINUTES
Water bath 120
Water seal, 214° • . . . 90
Five pounds steam pressure 60
Ten pounds steam pressure 40

Lima Beans, Peas, and other vegetables or com-
binations of them—Blanch in live steam for five to

ten minutes. Dip quickly in cold water. Pack
immediately in hot glass jars, and add boiling

hot water to fill container. Add level teaspoonful

salt per quart. Place rubbers and caps of jars

in position, not tight. Sterilize for the length

of time given below for the particular type of out-

fit used:

_ MINUTES
Water bath 180
Water seal, 214 120
Five pounds steam pressure 60
Ten to fifteen pounds steam pressure .... 40

Remove from the container; tighten cover; invert

to cool, and test the joints. Wrap in paper to

prevent bleaching, and store.

Peas—A cloudy or hazy appearance of the

liquid when peas are keeping well indicates that

the product was roughly handled in blanching

and cold-dipping, or that split or broken peas

were not removed before packing. When peas

are too old and blanching is not done carefully,

the skin becomes cracked and the liquid cloudy.

Some waters of high mineral content have a

tendency to increase cloudiness, also to harden
the peas.

Cauliflower—Use the flowered portion. Plunge
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Car /'tz. America
Paige cars have long since demonstrated their

independence of all "price fields."

American men and women now buy a Paige

—

not because of the price tag which is attached

to it but because of its well established rep-

utation as a fine mechanical product.

On this basis, the Paige will always represent a

"preferred investment" among motor cars.

Its actual cost in dollars and cents will

always be an important, but an altogether

secondary consideration.

Stratford "Six-51" scven-pas°enger
Fairfield "Six-46" seven- passenger
I.inwood "Six-39" five-passenger
Hr<x>klands "Six-51" four-passenger
Dartmoor "Six-W 2 or :i- passenger
Sedan "Six-;t9" five-passenger
Sedan "Six-51" seven-passenger -

Town Car "Six-51" seven-passenger
Limousine "Six-51" seven-passenger

$1595 f. o. b.

$1450 f. o. b.

$1260 f. o. b.

$1795 f. o. b.

$1260 I. o. b.

$1875 f. o. b.

$2400 f. o. b.

$2850 f. o. b.

$2850 f. o. b.

Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company
Detroit, Michigan



The latest books on travel awl biography may
be obtained through the Readers' Service ew COUNTRY LIFE

YA
YALE

Look for that name "Yale"
on the product

And be sure you see it—or you won't get "Yale"

It is a mark of identification—a protection to

the buyer—a guarantee of Quality and Superiority

in material, design, workmanship and service.

Look for the name "Yale" on every Yale prod-

uct—whether it is a night latch, padlock, door

closer, builders' hardware or chain blocks.

That name "Yale" is well worth seeing—as

you will discover in the years to come after the

product bearing it goes into service.

The Yale organization has been making Yale

products for 50 years—50 years devoted to manu-

facturing the best that skill and training and

intelligent understanding of your needs can

produce. Be sure you see that name "Yale."

Yale Products for sale by hardware dealers.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.,
9 E. 40th Street New York City

Chicago Office:
77 East Lake Street

Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd.,
St. Catharines, Ont.

fmt

in YALE

I

Safeguard Your Home
With Plenty of Water
Nothing is more essential to the sanitation and

safety of the country home and the comfort of its

occupants than an abundance of water under good
pressure and ready for use at all times.
Equipped with a Caldwell Cypress Tank and Steel

Tower, you are assured a permanent, dependable
and sanitary water supply for use in house, barns
and garden and a constant safeguard against fire.

Incidentally a il . <:\\ Tank and Tower materially re-

duce insurance rates.

A Caldtvell Cypress Tank keeps the water pure and
tasteless. No rusting, no freezing. The whole structure
is graceful and attractive in design.

Send for Catalogue

W. E. CALDWELL CO.
Incorporated

3310 Brook Street

in 11 11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 i£

I Your House Deserves the Most §

I Modern Building Material.

I Find out about I

I
Natco Hollow Tile

I

1 SAFE—FIREPROOF I

I ECONOMICAL—SANITARY %

I National Fireproofing Company |

432 Federal Street Pittsburgh, Pa.

TlllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllir;

New Jersey^

Z1119
In Paint

makes paint stronger, tougher, more elastic and
more durable. Our booklet "Zinc-in-paint" tells

more about Zinc. A copy is yours for the asking.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
55 Wall Street New York

Established 1848

September, 1917

it into a cold brine (a half pound salt to twelve
quarts of water). Allow the cauliflower to remain
in this brine for one hour. Blanch it three
minutes and dip quickly into cold water. Pack
in hot glass jars. Fill with boiling water and
add a level teaspoonful of salt per quart. Put
rubbers and caps of jars in position, not tight.

Sterilize for the length of time given below for

the particular type of outfit used:
MINUTES

Water bath 60
Water seal, 214 40
Five pounds steam pressure 30
Fifteen pounds steam pressure 20

Remove the jars; tighten covers; invert jars to

cool, and test the joint. Wrap the jars with
paper to prevent bleaching.

Root and tuber vegetables, such as Carrots,

Parsnips, Salsify, Beets, Turnips, and whole Szveet

Potatoes—Grade for size, color, and degree of
ripeness. Wash thoroughly, using vegetable
brush. Scald or blanch in hot water sufficiently

to loosen the skin. Dip quickly into cold water.

Scrape or pare to remove skin. Pack whole
vegetables, slices, or cross-section pieces in hot
glass jars and add boiling hot water until full.

Add level teaspoonful salt to quart. Place
rubbers and tops of jars in position; partially seal,

but not tight. Sterilize for the length of time
given below for the particular type of outfit used:

MINUTES
Water bath T 120
Water seal, 214 80
Five pounds steam pressure 60
Ten pounds steam pressure 40

Remove jars from canner; tighten covers; invert

to cool, and test joints. Wrap in paper and
store.

Greens or Pot Herbs—A large number of cul-

tivated and wild greens are edible, and if canned
by this method will make a succulent and valu-

able food for the winter and spring months.
Among the cultivated greens are Swiss chard,

kale, Chinese cabbage leaves, upland cress,

French endive, cabbage sprouts, turnip tops,

young New Zealand spinach, beet tops, dande-
lion, young dasheen sprouts, native mustard,
Russian mustard, collards, and tender rape

leaves. Among the wild greens are pepper cress,

lamb's quarter, sour dock, smartweed sprouts,

purslane, or "pusley," pokeweed sprouts, dan-
delion, marsh marigold, wild mustard, and milk-

weed (tender sprouts and young leaves).

Can greens the day they are picked. Wash
clean, sort thoroughly, allowing no foreign weed
leaves or other vegetable matter to remain. Rid
the greens of all sand, dirt, dry and decayed or

diseased leaves. Blanch in live steam for fifteen

minutes. Remove the greens and plunge quickly

into cold water. Place on the table and cut into

convenient lengths. Pack tight in hot jars,

add hot water to fill the container, and season to

taste. The product will be slightly improved if a

few strips of boiled bacon or chipped beef are

added. Sterilize for the length of time given

below for the particular type of outfit used:

MINUTES
Water bath 120

Water seal, 214 90
Five pounds steam pressure 60

Ten pounds steam pressure 40

Remove from canner; tighten covers of jars; in-

vert to cool, and test the joints. Wrap in paper

to prevent bleaching, and store.

Corn and Tomato combination—Blanch fresh

corn on the cob five minutes. Cold dip quickly.

Cut the corn from the cob, cutting from tip to

butt. Scald the tomatoes one and a half minutes

and cold dip. Remove the skin and core. Chop
tomatoes into medium-sized pieces. Mix thor-

oughly two parts of tomatoes with one part of

corn. Pack the mixture in hot glass jars and add

a level teaspoonful of salt per quart. Put rub-

bers and caps of jars in position, not tight.

Sterilize for the length of time given below for

the particular type of outfit used:
MINUTES

Water bath 120

Water seal, 214 120

Five pounds steam pressure 60

Fifteen pounds steam pressure 45

Remove the jars; tighten the covers, invert th

jars to cool, and test the joints. Wrap the jars

with paper to prevent bleaching.
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IT'S high time that you decided how to

build that bungalow, garage or other

much-wanted building. Will it be the

usual plans and estimates; dirt, racket

and extra expenses, or will you let

Hodgson help you

—

show you how to

side-step building troubles?

HODGSON"HOUSES
From the Hodgson Catalog you select

the house you want. It's easy. Every
style is described, pictured and priced.

The photos show the houses completely
erected and occupied. The prices are

itemized—and the plans thoroughly
marked with dimensions.

Hodgson Houses withstand the worst
winter weather. They are made of the best lumber—in finished,

fitted and painted sections. Best of all, it is not much more than
a Saturday afternoon job to erect any Hodgson House.

If you pay 25% of the price of your house we prepare and hold
it for you. Then you save money—and you are assured a prompt
delivery. It only takes a postal to send for a catalog—which will

save you dollars and a lot of energy.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 201, 116 Washington Street. Boston, Mass. 6 East 39th Street, New York City

This Beautiful House
is Valsparred

I his most attractive country house
stands in half a mili: of exquisite Italian

gardens at Southampton, L. I., looking
south to the sand and the surf of the

bfoad Atlantic.

The architects have borrowed the art

of the villas of Lake Como with appro-
priate modifications for the Long Island
environment.

f VALENTINE'S

VALSPAR
Hi- V.rnl.h Dial 1,

The varnish used throughout is Val-
spar, chosen because it is the best all-

around varnish— durable, quick-drying
and absolutely waterproof. Also because
it has the paleness to bring out the full

beauty of tine wood.

Valspar will never turn white or spot.

Hot coffee or tea, alcohol, ammonia and
other liquids that are apt to be spilled in

every home, leave no mark on a Valsparred

surface. In fact, the way to clean Val-
spar is to wash it with soap and water.

Valspar is the ideal household varnish

for all furniture and for all exterior and
interior woodwork. It has no substitute.

Special Offer

If you wish to test Valspar send 20c in

stamps to Valentine & Company, 442
Fourth Avenue, New York City, and we
will send you a four-ounce can, enough
to finish a small table or chair.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
Established 1832

Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

New York «a §j a r* a i^iuir*A Toronto

Chicago

Boston

TRADEVA^NIshES" London

Amsterdam

W. P. FULLER & CO., San Francisco and Principal

Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright, 1917. by
Valentine & Company

H. H. ROGERS. Owner

WALKER & GILLETTE. Architects

.1
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When tke Plumb

Comes

Just as truly as you're living, he'll

be back—if you don't make sure

you have the right kind ofplumb-

ing in the first place.

And every reset water closet, every kitchen sink or laundry tub he replaces, will

make you wish you had heeded our word and bought good plumbing. For the

plumber's time is almost half your expense, and no plumbing fixture we make
will cost as much as an inferior one, plus replacement, plus plumber's time.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO.

S I LENT CLOSET

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY

Impervio" China wldeal" Porcelain
is virtually a home insurance. So hard is the glaze baked on that any amount of service

will not mar its beauty and usefulness. A dampened cloth removes any dirt easily because

of this density of the glaze. Pure white, glistening "Impervio" China and "Ideal" Porcelain

will make your bathroom, kitchen and laundry showrooms of your home. This is not nec-

essarily true of all plumbing fixtures. All-clay plumb-

ing fixtures have not the same durability and richness

of glaze. There is only one way to be sure of getting

the right kind. Specify the ware of a reliable manu-
facturer and look for the trade-mark before installing.

I M I M i I I Ik,
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Your architect or plumber
will tell you that you are

buying right if your goods
bear the "Star within the

Circle" trade-mark. Our
interesting and instructive

book, "Bathrooms ofChar-
acter," will aid you in select-

ing the right plumbing fix-

tures. Ask for Booklet
P. 9.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

MAKERS OF THE SILENT SI-WEL-CLO CLOSET

A Short Story—

And Then Fame
Bret Harte wrote a little story and
got it printed, and the way was
instantly opened to fame. A year
or so ago "The Century Magazine"
printed a long short story, entitled,

"The Friends," by Stacy Aumonier,
a young English writer whose name
was then practically unknown in

America; and it was such a quiet,

perfectly astounding achievement
of the story-telling art that editorial

writers all over the world took col-

umns to tell about this one story.

In answer to numerous requests,

The Century Co. is publishing "The
Friends" in a book, which contains
also two other brilliant stories by
the same author.

SOLD AT ALL BOOKSTORES. PRICE $1.00

Fighting The world is

to Save fightIng to save

i-
civilization.

^WlllZatlOn The writer ex-

pressing most vitally and com-

pletely what our Anglo-Saxon

civilization means is Rudyard Kip-

ling. His books contain the herit-

age of the English speaking peoples.

The authorized editions of his works

may be seen at all bookstores, and

are

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, New York

THE STANDARD CYCLOPEDIA OF HORTICULTURE.
By L. H. Bailey. The Macmillan Co., London and New
York. Illustrated with colored plates, 4,000 engravings in
text, and 96 full page cuts; in six volumes, 3,639 pages; 7J
x 10 1 in.; price $6 per volume.

Seventeen years ago (in 1900), when Mr. Bailey
wrote the preface to Vol. 1 of his "Cyclopedia of
American Horticulture," he stated the purpose of
that work to be "to make a complete record of the
status of North American horticulture as it

exists at the close of the nineteenth century,"
and expressed the hope that the cyclopedia would
never be revised, saying that if new issues were
called for, mere errors should be corrected,

but beyond that the plates should be left as they
were. This present cyclopedia, therefore, though
founded upon the former, is not a revision of, but
a successor to it. It is a new work with an en-

larged scope, and its geographical boundaries
are wider, to take in the new tropical connections
of Canada and the United States.

As its title page sets forth, this is "a discussion,

for the amateur and the professional and com-
mercial grower, of the kinds, characteristics, and
methods of cultivation*1 of the species of plants

grown in the regions of the United States and
Canada for ornament, for fancy, for fruit, and
for vegetables; with keys to the natural families

and genera, descriptions of the horticultural

capabilities of the states and provinces and de-

pendent islands, and sketches of eminent horti-

culturists."

As a whole it is a work of lasting and incal-

culable value that will take its place with the

notable literary achievements of the century,

and is a fitting monument to the life's work of

its distinguished editor.

THE LIVABLE HOUSE: ITS PLAN AND DESIGN. By
Aymar Embury II, architect. Moffat, Yard & Co., New
York. Illustrated; 198 pages; 7J x 10 inches; price $2.50
net.

THE LIVABLE HOUSE: ITS GARDEN. By Ruth Dean,
landscape architect. Moffat, Yard & Co., New York, il-

lustrated; 174 pages; 1\ x 10 inches; price $2.50 net.

Volumes I and II in the Livable House series,

edited by Mr. Embury, in which the authors set

forth the practical wisdom gained through years

of experience in planning and designing suburban
houses and gardens.

INTERIOR DECORATION FOR THE SMALL HOUSE. By
Amy L. Rolfe, M.A., Instructor of Home Economics, Uni-
versity of Montana. The Macmillan Co., New York. Il-

lustrated; 151 pages; 51 x 1\ in; price$1.25.

Applying the rules of art to the decorating and
furnishing of homes for people of moderate means.

FOREST FANCIES.
& Co., New York.
$1.50 net.

Seven delightful stories for children, telling of

the life of the trees and of the forest.

THE JOYOUS ART OF GARDENING. By Frances Dun-
can, formerly Garden Editor of The Ladies' Home Journal,
author of "My Garden Doctor," Charles Scribner's Sons,

New York. Illustrated; 239 pages; 5 x 7§ in.; price $1.75.

A delightful gardening book, and a complete

compendium for him who loves to do his own work
among his flowers.

THE MYSTERIES OF THE FLOWERS. By Herbert W.
Faulkner, Ph. B., M. E. Frederick A. Stokes Co. ,New York.
Illustrated; 238 pages; 6 x 8 in.; price $2.

Describing the many varieties of American
wild flowers, their mechanisms, and their meth-

ods of interchanging pollen. The author, who is

well known as artist, botanist, and lecturer, takes

his interpretations of plant life directly from

nature. The illustrations are in color and black

and white.

A VIRGINIAN VILLAGE. By E. S. Nadal. The Mac-
millan Co., New York. 277 pages; 55 x 8 in.; price $1.75.

A collection of articles, dealing largely with

outdoor Southern life, which had their initial

appearance in various leading magazines. The

first of these gives its name to the volume, but

the autobiography which precedes it, and which

occupies about one-fourth of the book, is by no

means the least interesting part of it.

JERRY OF THE ISLANDS. By Jack London. The Mac-
millan Co., New York. Illustrated; 337 pages; 5J x 7! in.;

price $1.50.

The life story of an Irish terrier, giving his real

adventures in the South Sea Islands, where his

lot is cast.

By Lucy C. Kellerhouse. Duffield
Illustrated; 164 pages; 5} x8 in.; price
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The Secret of Ideal Heating

Ask for copy of "Ideal

Heating," our free

book of heating
advice

Sold by all dealers
No exclusive agents

American x Ideal
il Radiators ^Mboilers

j\MEKICANT ÂDIATO^COMPANY

Copy of above in
colors for framing sent
for name and address
of anyone planning to
build.

Write to Dept. 25
Chicago

CYCLONE
Property Protection Fencing
For country estates, country clubs, parks, school grounds, etc.

Our engineers will cooperate with superintendents of estates

and landscape gardeners. Illustrated catalogue on request.

CYCLONE FENCE CO., Dept. 138, Waukegan, Illinois

The Readers' Service gives informa-
tion about Home Decorating

CP* EVERY

lycos
FEVER

THERMOMETER
IS BACKED BY
SIXTY YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN

THERMOMETER
MAKING

Jay/orInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER N.Y.

There's a Jycosor^ytorThermomcter for Every Purpose

POLLO
Galvanized! Roofing

Best protection obtainable from fire, lightning, and storms. Made fro.n

the well known Apollo-Keystone Copper Steel Galvanized Sheets.
These sheets are the highest quality and most durable Galvanized Sheets manufac-
tured, aud are unexcelled tor Culverts, Silos. Tanks, Roofing, Etc. Sold by weight
by leading dealers Look for the Keystone added below regulartrade mark. Owners
of farm buildings should have our "Better Buildings" booklet. Sent upon request.

AMERICAN SHEETAND TIN PLATE COMPANV, Frit* Bldg, Pittsburgh, Pr..

The Readers' Service will give you
information about Gardening

NEW ENGLAND. By Clifton Johnson, author of " High-
ways and Byways of New England," "New England and Its
Neighbors," etc., etc. The Macmillan Co., New York
Illustrated; 371 pages; 5 x 7j in.; price $1.

A general view of the characteristics—in-
cluding the human element—whuch give New
England interest and charm.

WHAT TO EAT AND WHEN (366 pages). THE WOMANWORTH WHILE (217 pages), and LET S BE HEALTHY
IN MIND AND BODY (334 pages) . By Susanna Cocroft
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. Illustrated; 5x7J in •

price, per set of three volumes, $3.95, postpaid.

Practical advice as to exercise, diet, etc., look-
ing to the winning and maintaining of health.

TROUT LORE. By O. W. Smith, Angling Editor of Outdoor
Life. Frederick A. Stokes Co., New York. Illustrated
203 pages; 52 x 8 J in.; price $2.

The author is humorist and philosopher as well

as fisherman, but he contrives to divulge the best
methods of using dry fly, wet fly, bait, and lure.

A GARDEN ROSARY. By Agnes Edwards, author of "To
the House of Friendship." Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston
and New.York. 132 pages; 4J x 7i in.; price $1.25.

A record, in diary form, of the spiritual rather
than of the horticultural aspect of gardening.

TROPICAL AGRICULTURE. By E. V. Wilcox, A.M., Ph
D., (Of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture). D. Appleton & Co ,New York and London. Illustrated; 373 pages; 51 x 7! in :

price, $2.50.

An exposition of the climate, soils, cultural
methods, crops, live stocjc, and opportunities of

the tropics.

THE HUMAN SIDE OF TREES. By Royal Dixon and
Franklyn E. Fitch. Frederick A. Stokes Co., New York.
Illustrated; 199 pages; 51 x 7 J in.; price $1.60 net.

An interesting and convincing recital of many
little-known facts about trees. Uniform with
"The Human Side of Plants."

THE POTATO. (In the Rural Science series edited by L. H.
Bailey). By Arthur W. Gilbert, Ph.D., Professor of
Plant Breeding, N. Y. State College of Agriculture, Cor-
nell University, assisted by M. F. Bairus, Ph.D., Professor
of Plant Pathology, N. Y. State College of Agriculture. Cor-
nell University, and Daniel Dean, ex-President N. Y. State
Potato Association. The Macmillan Co., New York. Illus-

trated; 318 pages; 5 x 7J in.; price $1.50.

An authoritative and practical treatise on the

growing, breeding, and marketing of potatoes.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE FARM AND FARMSTEAD. By
Harry C. Ramsower, Professor of Agricultural Engineering
ill the College of Agriculture, Ohio State University. Cinn
& Co., Boston. Illustrated; 523 pages; 5! x8 in.; price.

$2.25.

A general survey of farm engineering; especial

attention being paid to subjects of particular

interest to those who are, or are preparing to be-

come, practical farmers.

AGRICULTURE AND THE FARMING BUSINESS. By
Oscar H. Benson, of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, and
George H. Betts, of Cornell College, Iowa. The Bobbs-Mer-
rill Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Illustrated; 778 pages; 5}x8i
in.; price, $3.50 net.

A wide range of practical scientific information

directly related to the everyday problems of the

farm and home is here brought together and

translated into simple, non-technical language.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLORS. By George Lindsay
Johnson, M.A., M.D., B.S., F.R.C.S., E. P. Dutton & Co.,

New York. Illustrated; 302 pages; 4J x 7j in. ; price $2 net.

A text book for amateurs and students of

physics, being a new and enlarged edition con-

taining additional chapters on Art in Color Photo-

graphy and Photomicrography in Color.

A LIFE OF HENRY D. THOREAU. By Frank B. SANBORN.
Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston and New York. Illustrated;

542 pages; 5J x 8J in.; price $4.

A final and definitive biography of America's

greatest nature writer, written by the last member
of the Concord group to survive. The author

died before publication of the book, but after he

had read the proofs. The book includes Thor-

eau's college essays and Minnesota notebook,

hitherto unpublished.

SUCCESS IN THE SUBURBS. By John R. McMahon.
With a foreword by O. S. Morgan, of the Department of

Agriculture, Columbia University. G. P. Putnam's Sons,

New York. Illustrated; 355 pages; 5 x 1\ in.; price $2 net.

Mow to locate, buy, and build in the suburbs,

and especially how to garden and grow fruit and

keep fowls and animals there.

THE PRACTICAL BOOK OF EARLY AMERICAN ARTS
AND CRAFTS. By Harold Donaldson Eberlein and
Abbott McClure. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and
London. Illustrated; 339 pages; 65 x 8J in.; price $6 net.

A practical and comprehensive guide to the

arts and crafts of our forefathers, including also a

chapter on early lace, by Mabel Foster Bain-

bridge.
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Fis^t Iron htntts not only aiiurl you tht prirrxy you dtstrt

but will btnuiijy your (rounJi as wtll

FISKE IRON FENCES
Many of our designs arc cxtrrmcly simple, but correct proportion

ami kihhI Morkm.msliip make them distinctive. I licv 1' iid dignity

to any lawn and garden.

More elaborate, more ornate designs can be supplied

from our standard patterns or we will manufacture

from your own drawings if you desire.

Fiske workmanship is beyond criticism materials used are of the

very best. Established over fifty years Fiske Fencing and Fiske

Gates will be found in use on some of the most beautiful residences,

clubs and private estates in America. Many of these installations

built more than a generation ago are to-day as good as new.

Fukr erecting crews will, if you wish, erect your fence complete

for you and we will luumr full responsibility. This service

is reasonable in price and assures you of a perfect installation.

J. W. FISKE IRON WORKS "^fif™
EMtablithtd lass

at

ace
Y.

'^sy EXTRA DENSE LONG-LEAF PINE

THE MORE YOU'LL REALIZE THE
VALUE TO YOU OF INSISTING ON IT.

"BOGALUSA" is the name BY WHICH TO BUY
the BEST LONG-LEAF PINE THAT GROWS.
FOR ALL STRUCTURAL USES, SPECIFY
"BOGALUSA"—that is your guaranty. And if

you don't see "Bogalusa" stamped on EVERY
PIECE or bundle you'll refuse it as "not per order."

WRITE US. (Cutting 1,000,000 feet a day still

leaves us time to take an interest in YOU. ) There's a
real valueforyou in the BOGALUSA BOOK. (Free.)

GREAT SOUTHERN LUMBER COMPANY
MEMBER SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION

1605 Fourth Avenue, Bogalusa, Louisiana.

First in the field and stilt the first

—

Butchers Bo^touIPofehr^
For Fine Floors Interior Woodwork

Furniture
Maintain their 35-year leadership in quality!

In three forms: Boston I'olish (paste) for first and infre-

ciuenl finishing of floors and woodwork; Liquid I'olish, for

(ret|iient 1

1

k li t polishing of floors, woodwork, furniture;
No. 3 Reviver for renovalinn badly worn floors.

()n v\\v nl hiKli clniw hnrflwarc paint, 'IrtiK, fle-

p;irlm<nl ntul other More*— or from ihr maker*—

The Butcher Polish Co..35T> Atlantic Ave.,Bom on

1

THE MORE YOU KNOWABOUT

EXTRA DENSE LONG-LEAF PINE
EXTR \ DENSE LONG-LEAF PINE

"»»' '""

1QUALITY - - PERSONAL SERVICÊ 1

'i

Before deciding upon a Memorial, request

our Booklet F. 72 years of experience

ensure the excellent quality of our per-

sonal service.

HARRISON GRANITE CO.
200 Fifth AOenue, New York City

H. LAWSON. 4927 Osage Avenue. Philadelphia

H. L. DAVIS. O. C. S. B. Building. Syracuse
GEORGE SIMPSON. 1501 Kresge Building. Detroit
R. S. MORRISON. Fine Arts Building. Chicago
HENRY MYERS. 508 North Pennsylvania Street. Indianapolis
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FOLLOW OUR BOYS IN FRANCE
with these war maps in color

Sixteen full-page maps of our battle front showing
more than 5,000 villages with all details indicated

MWorld'sWork
For September All Newsstands

Lr>rd Northcliffe, now in this country as British Commissioner, has written an article on

"Submarines—the Vital Issue;" and Captain Andre Tardieu, the French Commissioner to the

United States writes on "Aeroplanes." Colonel Swinton of the Royal Engineers has an article

on the "Tanks." Hugh Gibson, formerly first Secretary of our Legation in Belgium is, with

the permission of the State Department, writing of his personal experiences in Belgium during

the first days of the war. Burton J. Hendrick has an article on "Man Hunters of the Air,"

accompanied by many diagrams and illustrations showing much of the strategy of the air.

This is the first article of its kind that has been published. Dr. Kellogg, who was in charge

of the Commission for Relief in Belgium continues the inside story of the C. R. B. which

is sure to go down in history as the one authentic report of conditions in Belgium and Northern

France at this time. George Marvin who has just returned from Cuba has a well illus-

trated article on Keeping] Cuba Libre. Mr. Marvin was in Cuba at the time of the recent

"revolution." The United States Government has built the greatest airdrome in the world.

It is at Dayton, Ohio. James Middleton brings out many interesting facts in his story of

this great aviation plant.

Get this number on the news-stand, or better still take advantage of the Introductory

Offer and get the

Next Five Numbers for One Dollar

This saves you 20% and you are sure of getting the magazine promptly on publication

date. There is a "French Appreciation" number coming in October, as our soldiers are fight-

ing in France, with several pages in full color. This is a good time to keep in touch with

The World's Work. Clip the coupon and get the magazine from now until January, ti

THE WORLD'S WORK, Garden City, N. Y.

I enclose $1 .00 for five issues of The World's Work—September to January.

(Name) (Street) (City and State)

Only woman winner of the Nobel Prize
p

for Literature

One of the eighteen immortals
of the Swedish Academy

The Northland Edition of Miss LagerldPs Works
Nine volumes in uniform flexible leather binding of these great short stories and novels. Each volume

net, $1.75. Nine volumes, boxed, net, $15.75.

Translated by Velma Swanston Howard.

JERUSALEM.
THE EMPEROR OF PORTUGALLIA.
THE GIRL FROM THE MARSH CROFT.
THE WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF NILS.

THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF NILS.

Translated by Pauline Bancroft Flach.

THE STORY OF GOSTA BERLING.
THE MIRACLES OF ANTICHRIST.
INVISIBLE LINKS.

Translated by Jessie Brochner.
FROM A SWEDISH HOMESTEAD.

Your bookseller Will be glad to show you these books

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N.Y. 1

THE WOODCARVER OF SALEM. By Frank Cousins and
Phil M. Riley. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. Illustrated;

168 pages; 6} x in.; edition limited to 930 copies; price
$7.50 net.

The work of Samuel Mclntire, architect crafts-

man of Salem in the late eighteenth century, has
become known and appreciated largely through
Mr. Cousins's photographs. These have been
published in this and other magazines during the

past decade and have never failed to increase

public recognition of the great debt that our early

American architecture owes this versatile genius

—architect, sculptor, musician. Mr. Riley has

brought to light many Facts regarding Mclntire
and his work that were in real danger of becoming
lost in oblivion. All in all, the book is a much
needed record, well written, well illustrated, and
well published. Our one regret is the limitation

of the edition, which is already exhausted.

AT PLATTSBURG. By Allen French, author of "The
Hiding Places," etc. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.
310 pages; 5J x 1\ in.; price $1.35.

Somewhat as Ian Hay in his "First Hundred
Thousand" depicted the life of the new English
soldier, so Mr. French gives us a vivid picture of

the life of the Plattsburg rookie.

THE WHITE PINE SERIES OF ARCHITECTURAL MON-
OGRAPHS. Vols. I and II combined. Prepared for publica-
tion by Russell F.Whitehead, formerly editor of The Architec-
tural Record. Published by The White Pine Bureau, St.
Paul, Minn. Illustrated; 8i x lOf in.; price $1.50.

The first nine monographs of the series, issued

first in pamphlet form, each of which is by a

different representative architect. The illus-

trations are a distinctive feature, and include the

most beautiful and suggestive examples of archi-

tecture, old and new, which this country has pro-

duced.

DUMB-BELL OF BROOKFIELD. By John Taintor
Foote, author of "The Look of Eagles," etc. D. Appleton
& Co., New York and London. Frontispiece; 262 pages;
4} x 71 in.; price $1.35.

Mr. Foote is one of the few who can write good
dog stories, as proved by this collection of inci-

dents in the life of a famous winning field-trial

setter.

TURF FOR GOLF COURSES. By Charles V. Piper,
Agrostologist, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, and Russell A.
Oakley, Agronomist, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. The Mac-
millan Co., New York. Illustrated; 262 pages; 5} x 8J in.;

price $2.50.

An authoritative and practical treatise on
growing and maintaining a grass turf, covering

conditions in all sections of the United States.

AGRICULTURE AFTER THE WAR. By A. D. Hall. F. R.
H.S., author of "The Soil," "The Book of the Rothamsted Ex-
periments," etc., etc. Imported by E. P. Dutton & Co.,
NewYork. Illustrated; 137 pages; 4} x 7J in.; price $1.50, net.

Outlining a policy for England to provide im-

mediate employment for all who are able to work,

and eventually to secure such production of food

at home as will render the country secure in time

of war.

MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF BRITISH NORTH AMER-
ICA. By Katharine B. Judson. A. C. McClurg & Co-
Chicago. Illustrated; 211 pages; 6 x 8$ in.; price $1.50 net.

The Indian legends in this volume are represen-

tative ones, chosen from among the authentic ver-

sions of the native tribes of British North America.

THE WAY TO STUDY BIRDS. By John Dryden Kuser.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. Illustrated; 85 pages;

4 x 6J in.; price $1.25.

Identification charts for all of our common
birds.

THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF LEISURE. By James
Peyton Sizer. Richard G. Badger, Boston. 91 pages; 5 x

7 1 in.; price 75 cents.

A plea for the regulation of amusements.

MANUAL OF FRUIT DISEASES (in the Rural Manuals
seriesedited by L. H. Bailey) . By Lex R. Hesler, A.B.. Ph.

D., Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology. N. Y. State

College of Agriculture, Cornell University, and Herbert
Hill Wheuel. A.B., M.A., Professor of Plant Pathology.

N. Y. State College of Agriculture. Cornell University.

The Macmillan Co., New York. Illustrated; 462 pages;

5 x 7 1 in.; price $2 net.

A presentation of all the known facts regard-

ing common diseases of fruit, with practical in-

formation on how to combat them.

BRAZIL TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW. By L. E. ELLIOTT.
Literary Editor of The Pan-American Magazine. The
Macmillan Co., New York. Illustrated; 338 pages; 5| x 71

in.; price $2.25.

A complete and extensive survey of Brazil,

social and economic, and a forecast of its future,

based on a personal knowledge of conditions

there, extending over many years.
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Beautify and Protect

Your Grounds

THIS picture shows the

simplicity, sturdiness and
good appearance of the Excel-

sior Rust Proof Fence. Gives

protection to the lawn, shrub-

bery, flowers, etc., yet permits

complete view from any point.

RUST PROOF
FENCE

is made of heavy wires, dip-

galvanized AFTER making.
Wires are held firmly at every
intersection by our patented

stool clamps. The heavy coat-

ing of pure zinc makes the

whole fence rust proof and
exceedingly long wearing.

Ask your hardware dealer

about Excelsior Rust Proof
FlowerBed Guards, Trellis

Arches, Tree Guards, etc.

Catalogue A. sent on request

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

There was a pause.

It had stopped.

"Had it smelt me?" "Could Cobras

smell ?" "Could they see in the dark ?"

Jebson sat helpless in the pitch black,

with only a signal flag on a bamboo

stick as a weapon.

How he heard the second serpent

approach—and the third and what

happened later are told in

Stories by Colonel Swinlon,

"eye witness" of the early

Jays of the war— inventor

of the British Tank-

Some are of war—allfull of

human interest, excitement

and humor.

On sale at all ioofc/ores

after Sept. Nth. Net.SUS

The

Great

Tab

Dope
CnUnCity DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New York

How Will You Solve

This AlHmportant Problem?
How to have your home "warm ai toast"

during the coldeit blasts of winter is indeed a

problem. And, at the soaring price of coal, it

is a very important one

The Dunham System automatically regulates

the dampers. At bedtime a Dunhamized heat-

ing system automatically cools down ; at getting-

up time it automatically

l _ ^^.j b aaw raises the temperature to

you solve 1
1
!•

|
't

'

.1
1 f2"7/^BBB\l I "'I'mil. No going to

lem depends upon how H/fe^|a^^fl ^T^| H|H the —merely
well acquainted you be- M^^a^^^**^ •»•> s™ SW S» SM » the Dunham Thermostat
COBM with the Dunham | VAPOR HEATING SYSTEM as you would an alarm
Vapor Heating System. clock.

The Dunham System makes every

ounce of coal count. It prevents

overheating as well as underheating.

It quickly and silently delivers the

heat-giving vapor to all the radiators

—and it geti every bit of heat out of

the vapor.

Silent heating means more than mere
comfort— it means economy. Knock-
ing and pounding in radiators, hissing

air-valves and spurting water mean
wasted heat-units. The Dunham
Radiator Trap prevents these wastes.

The DUNHAM
Radiator Trap
It tha gnardlan of tha coal

bin. It la oaa of tha foa-
dataaataJa of th* Dunham
Vapor 8yat«m. It ll known
too world OT«r to heottnf
•nglnetrito th«d«rle» thai
r«Tolntlonlt«d ticiib
tun hooting. Lrodlng ar-

chltoeta •rfwhoro ut It.

The Dunham System maintains the
temperature of the home automatically
at either one of two predetermined
levels—with the minimum of attention

—for it operates the boiler throughout
the day and night, eliminating all care

except putting in the coal and taking

out the ashes.

Free Booklet. Home builders,

tenants, real estate men, contractors

and others should read our latest book—"Dunham Heating for the Home.

"

It is free.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa

Boiton
Roahaatar
Albonr
rhiiidtiphu
Waahlngtoa, D.O.

DIVISION SALES OFFICES: Chicago. New York, San Franciaco

BSAKCHE8:
Birmingham Indlanapolla Darenport
PltUbnrgh LooliTllU Dea Molnaa
Cl.r.land Hllwanaea St. Lovla
Detroit Mlanaapolla Xuul City

C. A. DUNHAM CO.. Ltd., Toronto, Canada
BRANCH OFFICES:

Ottawa

Fort Worth
Dallaa
Daarar
Cheyanna

Bait Laka City
Spokane
Portland, Ora.
Stattla
Lot Angelea

Montreal Winnipeg

Hide your radiators
C^>/~ f A/** ' completely hides un-

Jhe, /az/Va/^ «ghtiy radi«oi
Mr i s a handsome cabinet-

like cover finished to match mahogany, oak,

walnut and white or tinted enamel.

It protects the wall above the radiator from dis-

coloration and automatically controls the room

temperature to any desired degree.

It means improved appearance, better health

and fuel economy.
Catalogue B tells how

THE FULTON CO., Knoxville, Tennessee
141 Broadway, N. Y. Inaurance Exchange, Chicago

if PAGE'SK CHINACEMENT
STANDS HOT AND COLD WATER IO c

"Good OAK FURNITURE is more nearly ' boy-
proof than any other equally fine cabinet-wood."

It's elegance, dignity and artistic adaptability

—

are backed by its sturdy resistance to dents
and scratches. (Really an important point.)

"There is no finer heirloom than good OAK
furniture." There is no more tafe and cnJurini

investment — none better worth imislint upon.

AMERICAN OAK MFRS. ASSN. answers all

letters. Address 1407, 14 Main St., Memphis, Tenn.

CHDCT
-a^-r

The ALL-YEAR Car
Kissel's original idea that

changed the motoring habits

of a nation. Open in sum-
mer—closed in winter.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Hartford. Wuconsin

fiail-widdii^fti Underground Garbage Receiver
"Um -d'. iV^"*

~hm
installed at your home—means less danger from infantile pa-

ralysis germs. Act NOW—for your protection. Eliminate the dirty garbage pail. Be-

fore buying send for our catalogue. It will pay you.

12 years on the market Look .'or our Trade Marks Sold direct factory

C. H. STEPHENSON, Manufacturer. 26 Farrar Street. Lynn. Massachusetts
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First Cost will be Your ONLY
ynr - •/• Jf JT> Expanded
Cost ityou use Ibsto-tSurn MetaiLath

Have You Crossed

"THE SHADOW
LINE'

>5 J

That dim boundary between
youth and maturity?

This lad was twenty-one age-

long days crossing it, in charge

of a fever-stricken ship with
no quinine.

JOSEPH CONRAD
haswritten, as onlyhecan write,

this thrilling sea-story and
penetrating soul-study, which
ranks with his finest work.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES
"Deep Sea" limp leather, net, $1.75. Cloth, net, fi.}S-

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

"We Must because the downfall of

t r ,t Germanism would mean
Vanquish the downfall of hu-

manity." So speaks a leading German pas-

tor in a war sermon. This is but one of the

jewels from William Archer's anthology of

the German war gospels, "Gems (?) of

German Thought." Look it over at your

bookseller's.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New Yor\

Ian Hay HelpS to a better under-

it- J H/f standing or the
You and Me mucn mooted

Irish question, and of "that unhappy but

not undeserving people, the English," in his

new book, "The Oppressed English." Ser-

ious at bottom, but with a bubbling froth

of irresistible humor. Ask your dealer for it.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

POULTRY FEEDING WITHOUT
GRAIN

among amateur poultry raisers

regarding the advisability of dis-

continuing the keeping of a home
flock on account of the prohibi-

tive prices of feed. A solution of

this same problem in England is set forth in an
article by Mr. Will Hooley, F.Z.S., in English

Country Life, and it is so pertinent to our own
needs, that we give it in full below.

"The increasing difficulty of obtaining grain

for poultry feeding is causing much consterna-

tion among poultry keepers, and substitutes are

being very eagerly inquired for. A question

now frequently put to the expert is: 'Are there

any substitutes for grain, or must I give up my
poultry?' And another: ' Do you think one ought
in these times to feed maize, barley, or oats that

might be required for human use?' The an-

swer to these questions is better given Scotch

wise—by asking another—and that is, 'Have
you ever thought that poultry c;in exist without

grain?' And if so, then you ought not to deplete

the country's stock by disposing of your birds.

"Supposing that grain is cut out of the dietary,

would not such drastic measures reduce the egg

supply? Possibly it would, but the eggs would
be produced at a cheaper rate, and there would
be some eggs, and the stock would be saved. The
following may lead to a solution of the most ur-

gent of poultry keepers' difficulties. More than

twenty years in the service of the poultry in-

dustry has brought the writer in touch with many
and sometimes peculiar clients. One comes very

forcibly to mind at the present time—a retired

Colonel with many bizarre views of the world in

general and the subject of poultry feeding in

particular. His theme was that poultry could be

reared without grain, and he very faithfully car-

ried out his theory. Here for nearly two years

the fowls were under the closest observation; a

good number of chickens were reared entirely

without grain, and the adult stock were months
without grain, and never at any time had more
than the smallest supply of it. A sick chicken

or fowl was never seen in his yards. Some will

say he was a 'crank.' Perhaps so, but his crank

was on the axle of a meat-mincing machine, one

provided with good stout cutters that most ef-

fectively dealt with a variety of substances.

May we enumerate them? Banana skins, to-

mato skins, outsides of celery, radish tops, out-

side cabbage leaves, potato peelings, small pork

bones, soft rabbit bones, bits of fat, the heads

and tails of herrings, cod, or any other fish; the

backbone and other bones of all these fishes, egg-

shells, crusts (if any, which was seldom), apple

peelings, all fruit peelings, turnip and carrot

tops and parings; in fact, whatever was 'going'

went through that meat-mincing machine and

came forth in a very nice granulated condition.

Into this he put a handful or two of broad bran

and a handful of 'fine feed'—by which he re-

ferred to middlings. The little chickens had

rather less vegetable food and more of the meat,

fish, bran, and middlings.

"Buff" Orpington chickens reared in this way
weighed between three and four pounds at four

months old, and at that age did not know the

shape of a grain of corn. They were perfectly

healthy and beautifully feathered. The adult

birds were fed in much the same way; from

October to Christmas each had ten ounces of

grain per day in addition to the soft food. After

Christmas they went without because the local

supply of tail corn had finished and it was

against his principles to import it. The egg

average varied because the house scraps varied;

usually two and sometimes three eggs per bird

per week were obtained, but the egg supply never

failed, and the cost per dozen was ridiculously

small. In those days a fowl could be fed for i\d.

per week. The Colonel's scheme was to feed

under a halfpenny—and he did it.

"This method could not be applied to large

farms, but why not save the small stocks: Is

it not worth while to preserve stocks when so

many will be needed to stock France and Belgium?

This is not a time to make money; it is a time to

hang on to things. If all our stocks go, then out

of the Old Country the money will go to refurnish

them.
"The use of the foods before mentioned does

not contravene the Food Controller's orders.

It is simply using waste—what in many cases
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Nothing adds so much to the

charm of the home as beautiful

doors— inside and outside. They
are the barometer of the quality

of the house. A new front door

and a few new inside doors have

made many an old house
attractive.

is your guide to the utmost in doors

—

in beauty, in individuality, in variety of

designs and in lasting satisfaction and

service*

Insist on MORGAN DOORS because of

their beautiful.selected woods, their extra-

thick veneers, their All White Pine Cores

and their Patented Wedge Dowel Con-

struction.

And because they etre guaranteed.

Suggestions for

Beautifying the Home
"Adding Distinction to the Hone" gives

you many suggestions for improving the

present home.

"The Poor Beautiful" is full of ideas on

doors, interior trim and interior decora-

tion for prospective builders.

SenJJor titkrr, or both booklets.

Morgan Sash & Door Company
Dept. C-46, Chicago

Morgan Millwork Co.. Baltimore
Morgan Co., Omhkoah, Wisconsin

Exhibits of inisked Mortan Model Pours in all

principal citirs. Ask /or list.

^

Turn Spare Time
Into Money

Do you spend your evenings aim-

lessly seeking entertainment ? You
can turn them into pleasure and
profit. You can make friends,
broaden your knowledge of the

world's activities, and increase

your bank account. How? Bv
"introducing THE WORLD'S
WORK to new readers. Its timely

appeal makes it easy to sell. Our
liberal commissions net you big

profits. We want representatives

also for New Country Life, The
Garden Magazine, Short Stories

and John Martin's Book. Begin

at once to convert your evenings

into money by writing to, Circula-

tion Department,

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York

There never was a better time to show your

patriotism than now—and no better way th;m

Hying "OLD GLORY" in a proper manner.

Walworth Steel Flag Poles
are not only durable and lightning proof but are

graceful—A worthy addition to any estate, club,

park or building. Furthermore the patented

Ball Bearing Revolving Top
allows the flag to swing with the breeze and

prevents it from fouling the pole. It flies free

at all times. Costs no more than wood—inex-

pensive to maintain. Booklet with details of

sizes, prices and full instructions for erecting,

gladly sent on request.

| Walworth Manufacturing Company
Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK
19-21 Cliff St.

CHICAGO
220 N. Desplaines St.

What She
Wanted

was to live. She ran

away from home, came

to grips with life, and

emerged "Martie the Unconquered"—the

most interesting of Kathleen Norris's hero-

ines. The book is just out and obtain-

able at any bookstore.

{Illustrations by C. E. Chambers. Net, $1.35)

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

WATERPROOFING
f f PASTE a™ POWDER. VJ

Makes concrete walls and cellars absolutely water-
proof and damp-proof, and cisterns, pools, etc., water-
tight permanently.
Prevents discoloration and hair cracks in stucco. It's

the original integral waterproofing material.

Write for illustrated booklet. "MEDUSA WATER-
PROOFING" to-day.

THE SANDUSKY CEMENT CO.
Dept. B Cleveland, O.

ILITIES

BffH- KITCHEN -LAUNDW

Give Water and Light Service Equal to
the Best Public Utility Plants in Cities

The largest or smallest residence, no matter where located, can be equipped with all

the comforts of a city home. The Kewanee is the original air pressure water system,

supplying «ater under strong pressure for bathroom, kitchen, laundry, garden, garage, bams and

stock lix. ellent fire protection. No ele.ated ranks. Anybody can operate. The Kewanee is

built as a complete and compact system in our factory and ready for a life-time of good service as

soon as the shipping crate is taken off. Cost from {45.00 up. according to capacity desired. Our

dealers are high class mechanics and will install a Kewanee System, with our guarantee of

success. KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES give daily sen ice and remove the last objections

to comfort >ble country living.

Water Supply Systems—Sewage Disposal Plants—Electric Light Plants

I

Gasoline Engines—Gasoline Storage Plants Vacuum Cleaning Systems

Send for illustrated bulletins on any or all the above

M
COMPLETE & COMrW

|
uwin miwiLn l^.lu..,

, Sent/ for illustrated bulletins on any or all the above _

I
KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES COMPANY, 402 South Franklin St., KEWANEE. ILL. I
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Are you proud of your floors?

Can you look your floors in the face without a blush? Do
they add to the orderliness and refinement of your home, or

are they a thorn in your side?

Floors repay good treatment. They respond to good varnish.

Your floors will stop making trouble and become a joy to your

eyes if you will have them properly refinished.

Murphy Transparent

Floor Varnish
"the varnish that lasts longest"

covers floors with a beautiful lustrous coating that takes all the wear

and preserves the natural beauty of the wood. Murphy Floors are

great trouble savers. A damp cloth or mop keeps them free from

dust or lint. And they haven't the trick of slipperiness. Murphy
floors are money-savers too; they need refinishing so seldom.

Your painter or dealer keeps our house-finishing products including

Murphy Transparent Interior Varnish Murphy Univernish

Murphy Transparent Spar Varnish Murphy White Enamel

Send for " Beautiful Floors," a serious book humorously illustrated

which contains much you ought to know about floors and varnish.

Murphy Varnish Company
Franklin Murphy, jr., President

Newark New Jersey Chicago Illinois

Dougall Varnish Company, Ltd., Montreal, Canadian Associate

ANA

JUST OUT

"Martie
The

Uncon-
quered"

A
NEW NOVEL

By

Kathleen Nor ris
C First came the "The Story of Julia Page,"

then "The Heart of Rachael," and now
"Martie the Unconquered,"— novels which go
to form a remarkable frilogy depicting the American
woman. In this latest story, Mrs. Norris writes again of

the California she knows so well, and of a woman's struggle

in the maelstrom of New York life.

ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER
Illustrated, Net, $1.35

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

WILLIAM McFEE

T William McFee
is now engineer

officer on a British

transport, and he

writes us that his

new book comes

on slowly in the

midst of very ardu-

ous duties. Mean-
while his first book

—the literary sen-

sation of last year

—continues to gain

new readers.

HAVE YOU
READ

CASUALS OF
THE SEA?
"A novel of undeniable distinction," it "vibrates

with humanity, and convinces the reader that

there are no uninteresting people in the world.

ASK FOR IT AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

would be unavoidable waste—and turning it into

good food. It is quite as legitimate to give it

to poultry as to pigs, and in towns much more
convenient.

" Fish provides good war rations for poultry.

A cod's head is not usually used for human con-
sumption, and there are other kinds of fish waste.

The heads of 'dabs,' or flukes, and other fish, if

well boiled will become so soft that the bones will

crush to powder as the meal is incorporated with
them. Fish given in this way has no appreciable

effect on the eggs; it is shrimps, salmon, mackerel,
and fish containing a good deal of oil that are

likely to flavor eggs if given daily in the diet of

the fowl. In many districts rice with the husk
on can still be obtained; one pound of this will

weigh nearly four pounds when cooked. A cod's

head, one pound of rice (cooked with a very small

lump of fat), a little bran, and some middlings,

and quite a good repast is available for the fowls

—food that chickens, ducks, fowls, or turkeys
will enjoy and on which they will thrive. Meat
bones ought to be boiled with vegetables many
times before being dismissed as useless. One
boiling does not obtain all the nutriment from
them; they yield fat, gelatine, and bone phosphate
in every successive boiling.

"It is to be hoped that the Government will

seek to preserve the breeding stock of this coun-
try, stock that has been scientifically bred until

it is the world's best. Srill, even these cannot be
put in the balance against human requirements,

and one only asks that no stock should be sacri-

ficed without very careful investigation."

THE HAYS THAT HORSES LIKE

HE fundamental and most import-

ant aim in feeding animals is, of

course, to keep their bodies in

such condition that they can main-
tain health and, in addition, grow,

nourish offspring, yield food prod-
ucts, or accomplish work, according to their

several natures and purposes. But these re-

lated results will be obtained only in part, or at

least only at an inconvenient cost, unless the

animals are so fed that they relish and enjoy
their rations. In others words, the chemical
composition of grains and grasses is all important
but so, too, is their palatability. The hay of
which a horse eats ten pounds, only because there

is nothing else available, is in the long run neither

efficient nor economical as compared with the
hay of which it eagerly consumes fifteen or twenty
pounds because it likes it. The latter, it may be
said, is all used constructively; part of the energy
derived from the former must be expended in

destroying or overcoming the horse's distaste

for that particular grass.

To discover in a general way the course of this

line of least resistance, the Ohio State Experiment
Station conducted a series of tests with four

horses and a number of different kinds of hay.

At each feeding half of the daily hay ration con-

sisted of some standard "check" hay (either

timothy or mixed timothy and clover) and the

other half of some one of the other kinds under
investigation. The amounts of each left after a

certain time were weighed, the percentages eaten

were figured, and as a result the various materials

were ranked in order of palatability as follows:

FIRST TEST

ryePerennial

Grass
Timothy
Italian rye grass

Meadow fescue

Tall fescue

Blue grass

Tall oat grass

SECOND TEST

Bromus inermis

Timothy
Orchard grass

Meadow fescue

Blue-grass

Perennial rye

grass

Italian rye grass

Tall oat grass

Redtop

THIRD TEST

Mixed timothy
and clover

Bromus inermis

Timothy
Italian rye grass

Perennial rye grass

Redtop
Orchard grass

Tall oat grass

Blue-grass

On these grounds the Station concludes that

"mixed clover and timothy hay is more palatable

than timothy, or any other one grass. Bromus
inermis (brome grass) stands second, with tim-

othy third. While the rye grasses received high

rank in the first year's test, they did not hold up

as high in the second, and it is probable that

their proper position is intermediate. Tall

oat grass is unmistakably at the bottom as re-

gards palatability, with blue-grass and redtop

close seconds." D. C.
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Good Pictures

In Advertising Are

Half the Battle

A picture at once attracts atten-

tion and holds interest while you

tell your story. We have pho-

tographs for every kind of ad-

vertising and illustrating pur-

pose. Give us the idea you

wfah to express and we will send

suitable material for your selec-

tion from our thousands of pho-

tographs by foreign and domes-

tic artists.

Illustration Department II

Doubleday, Page & Co.
1 1 West 32nd St. New York

In Three " l you
-
when th

j

s

r^. . man rvipling puts people
LJWienSlOnS on paper they are there

in three dimensions and full of action." So

an old Kipling lover writes us apropos of

"A Diversity of Creatures," the new vol-

ume of Kipling's short stories. (Your

dealer has it.)

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City. AW York,

lAUOWAT

GIVES ENDURING CHARM

Send for our illustrated~"
'catalogue of Flower Pots.

Boxes.Vases.Benches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes, Bird Exits and

otherArtistic Pieces for Garden

and InteriorDecoration.

GaeowayTerraCoTta G>.
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

m 'I

HOMF.S of every data, from the man-
sion to the cottage, show more-

interior woodwork to-day than at

any other period since the Middle Ages.
Walls arc panelled from top to hottom.
I lr.ivy beams support the ceiling. Massive
timbers compose the fireplace. Floors are

bate and polished. All this is beautifully

accomplished, and at a reasonable cost,

through the use of North Carolina Pine.

Your New Home In Line
With Present Tendencies

It is a beautiful custom. Artificial materials can never
take the place of wood, which bears evidence of having
one day been alive. Cover it with enamel if you wish

—

and von will find that North Carolina Pine will never
discolor it. Treat it with stains, and you have color

and warmth plus the magnificent figure or grain of the
wood— still visible.

I wo valuable books are yours for the asking. The
flomchuilder's Hook contains pictures, floor plans and
ONI information. The Hook of Interiors shows, in

rich color, the beautiful effects obtainable through the

use of North Carolina Pine. Ask for the books by name
—either or both.
1'"- ( ..unify Life I'rrmanent F*po*ltlon. '".ranrl Central Terminal. New York
City, conulni a bunitalow built throughout of North Carolina Fine.

North Carolina Pine Association

50 Bank, of Commerce Bldg.

Norfolk, Virginia

Write for these two books
which tell all about this

interesting and profitable
work. Game Farming
for Profit and Pleasure" is

sent free on request. It treats

of the subject as a whole; describes

the many game birds, tells of their

food and habits, etc. American
Pheasant Breeding and Shooting" is

sent on receipt of 10c in stamps. It

is a complete manual on the

subject.

HERCULES POWDER CO,
13T) Market Street

Wilmington Delaware

Can you be positive of any other roof that will

last for all time? Have your architect show you
in Sweet's catalogue the illustrations of our slate

produced in one or varied colors.

THE AULD 8c CONGER CO.
ESTABLISHED 1870 CLEVELAND. OHIO
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NO fence or gate will stay permanently
attractive and keep in alignment

unless it is correctly proportioned

and built, and all parts and fittings are of

proper weight, strength, and design.

In Anchor Post Fences and Gates each

part is specially designed for the use to

which it is put. Correct proportions,

superior mechanical design and workman-
ship and an experience of over twenty-five

years, combine to make them the standard

by which all others are judged.

Thousands of installations are evidence of

the durability of Anchor Post design and
construction.

CATALOGUES
Write for any of the following catalogues. You will find

them to be authoritative text books upon the subjects named.

Lawn, Garden and Tennis Fences. Country Estate and
Farm Fences. Special Enclosures for Poultry. Dogs. etc.

Garden Arches. Arbors and Trellises. Wrought Iron
Entrance Gates and Railings.

ANCHOR POST
IRON WORKS

13 Cortlandt St., (13th floor) New York

Railings and Gates

Tennis Fences

Lawn Fences

Every library should contain a complete Kipling

—that is if you plan to afford your children and

yourself the heritage of the Anglo-Saxon family. The

most convenient edition for the home is the Pockd

Edition—this great author's works in pocket size,

bound in flexible, red leather stamped in gold.

Whether you buy the 23 volumes, or only one favorite

title, the purchase will be a lasting source of pleasure.

(23 volumes, boxed, Net, $40.25. Per volume. Net,

$1 .75.) Ask your bookseller to show you this edition.

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. new york

ANSWERS TO QUERIES ABOUT
ANTIQUES

E HAVE two Empire chairs which
we are very partial to, and I am
venturing to send you photographs
for your opinion. The lines and
workmanship are so good and the
design so chaste that we have won-

dered if they might not have come from the shop
of Duncan Phyfe during the best of his Empire

While these chairs may have Been by Duncan Phyfe, there is

little about them to prove it

period. On each cross-piece of the back is a

panel of handsome crotch mahogany. The legs

are perfectly plain.

I am enclosing also a photograph of an old

couch which we bought in Dobbs Ferry as having

belonged to Alexander Hamilton. We are sure

of its having belonged to his son James, whose
home was for many years in Dobbs Ferry, but

the father, I believe, died in 1804, and whether
this couch is as old as that is the question. As
you see, there is little wood exposed. 1 he back

lets down and rests on two small, slender, turned

legs hinged on to the back. The seat cushion

is loose and the back cushion is fastened at the

top with tapes. Can you give me the probable

date of the making of this piece :

Mrs. G. P. H., Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.

These chairs may, of course, have been ex-

amples of Duncan Phyfe' s late style, but there is

very little to prove this. The lines are very grace-

ful and the workmanship apparently good, but

they were probably not made before 1820. Good
chairs of this kind are sold for $15 to $20 apiece.

The couch looks as though it were made not much
before 1840, and has therefore only a moderate

antique value. Such pieces can usually be pur-

chased for less than they originally cost to make.

I HAVE two shelf clocks about which I would

very much like to get some information.

They are of the ordinary shelf type, being about

thirty inches high by fifteen or eighteen inches

wide. One of them is of rosewood veneer,

with columns on each side of the door having a

light-colored mottled finish, evidently stained

plaster of paris. Inside there is the customary

printed poster showing that the clock was made
by the William L. Gilbert Clock Company of

Winsted, Conn.
The other clock is veneered with crotch mahog-

any, and has painted on the lower part of the

glass door a huge weeping willow tree, back of

which may be seen a two-story structure re-

sembling a church. The poster in this clock

shows that it was made by Clarke, Gilbert & Co.

at W-s-ster, Coffh. Some of the letters have

been obliterated, but I take it to be Worcester,

Conn. The poster was printed by Elihu Geer,

job, card, and fancy printer, Hartford, Conn.

Can you tell me about when the makers of these

clocks were in business?

From whom can I purchase "The Old Clock

Book," bv N. Hudson Moore?
C. D. T., Cleveland, Ohio.

You can probably obtain "The Old Clock

Book" through any Cleveland book store. It

is published by the Frederick A. Stokes Com-
pany, New York.
From this excellent book I have just gathered

the following information: William L. Gilbert

was a clockmaker in Winsted, Conn., from 1823
'

to 1866. In 1 841 he went into business in Win-,
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Careful Homebuilders
and Owners

consider the necessity for crystal

rle.u . sale water tluoui^liout then

homes. especially w hen present day

water supplies arc so uncertain.

The result of such consideration

is the use of a

LOOMIS-MANNING
FILTER

This filter provides water which is

white, sparkling, free from discoloration,

odor or taste. Iron stain or hot water

discoloration is removed. The water

is safe to use for all purposes.

Think what an added comfort and

security this would be to your home
in the bath, kitchen, laundry, and as a

protection to fixtures and to the health

of your household.

Leading city and country

homes have used Loomis-

Manning Filters for 25 years

The filter is easily cared for. is not compli-

cated, requires little attention, is substantial and

durable, can be easily installed in houses built

or building. It works splendidly with any water

supply system and does not retard the flow or

reduce the pressure appreciably. It is made in

several sizes to meet large or small requirements.

In writing state the number of bathrooms, the

source and condition of the water supply.

Loomis-Manning Filter Dist. Co.

Est 1SS0 1441 S. 37th St.. Phila., Pa.

oor That's what you'll say,

t J I" half-seriously, half-
Cnglana. humorously, when you

lay down Ian Hay's little book, "The Op-

pressed English." Here a Scot writes for

Americans about England's problem of

the Irish—writes with underlying serious-

ness and delightful humor. Ask your

bookseller to show you this book.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden Ci(y. New York,

YqU and the rest of America face

I j practically the same problems
anu 1 which confronted the English in

1914. That is why you and I and the

others should read Andre Chevrillon's

"England and the War." It helps one to

get one's bearings. Look the book over at

the nearest dealer's.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City. Neu) York,

i \

Sunken gardens of C». W. Wallies, Holtuwovd, Cut.

LOOK at Mr. Wattles' gardens. Note the

_j beautiful concrete work. Observe its

perfect condition. And mark this—Bay
State Coating made and kept it perfect.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating takes

away the blotchy, blue-gray color of con-

crete and gives it a glorious, uniform white—
the beauty that is its due.

This coating makes walls of brick, con-

crete or stucco waterproof, wearproof and
dustproof.

The four houses shown here are good
examples of the Bay Stater's work. They
stand inspection.

Bay State Coating is made in pure white
and a variety of tints. Write for Booklet
No. 1 and a sample of this coating. If you
have a color preference, specify the tint

you desire.

Bay State Cement Crack Filler ia
the firat-atd treatment for walla
that crack. It ia eaaily applied and
not detectable. Sena for a aample.

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Makera

Bay state Boston, Mass.
New York Office: Architects' Bldg.

BAY STATE
Brick and Cement Coating

The New Country Life Readers

are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

Serviceable Attractions for Beautifying Home Grounds

* PERGOLAS"
Garages with Pergola Features. Lattice Fences,

Garden Houses

When icriting enclose 10c in stamps and ask Jot 'Cat. E-30"

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Factory and Main Office: New York City Office:

2155-87 Elston Ave., Chicago 6 East 39th Street

Educate Your
Child in Your
Own Home

THE mother is the natural teacher
of her children. She knows their
peculiarities, their temperaments,

their weaknesses, but untrained as a
teacher, the time comes when she feels

her inability alone to proceed further
with their education. Possibly not
within reach of a really efficient school,

she reluctantly gives them up to be taught with other children.

Now, there has grown up in the City of Baltimore, in con-
nection with a great private day school, a Home Instruction
Department, the high object and purpose of which is the edu-
cation of children from four to twelve years of age, entirely in
their own homes and yet according to the best modern methods
and under the guidance and supervision of educational experts,
who are specialists in elementary education.

The school was established in 1897, and now has pupils in
every state of the Union and 22 foreign countries.

One mother writes: "The system seems to me almost magical
in its results." An-
other, previously per-
plexed by educational
problems, voices her
relief in these words:
"A real Godsend."

A booklet outlining
the plan and courses
of instruction will be
sent on request.

Address Calvert School,
Inc. V. M. Hilljer, A. B.
HarTard

, Headmaster,
8-W. Chase Street,

Baltimore, Md.
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Color Stucco Bungalow
Always delightful, the bungalow gets character and

individuality from the new kind of color stucco. An
almost endless variety of color and surface is obtained

from the richly colored marble or granite chips or mellow-

toned sands or gravels, mixed with Atlas-White Cement.

The bungalow (or semi-bungalow) makes a thoroughly

practical home : convenient to live in, and comfortable all

the year round. The cost of building is less than the

ordinary house. Household work is easier.

A stucco bungalow is cool in summer and easily heated

in winter. It is economical: first cost very little more than

wood; no painting or repairing makes total cost very low.

It is fire-resistant— very important in country or suburbs.

The new kind of color stucco makes the bungalow

as beautiful as it is practical and economical.

Ask your architect about our "aggregate-toned" stucco.

Send the coupon below for free illustrated booklets.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company
Members ofthe Portland Cement A ssociation

New York Chicago Phila. Boston St. Louis Minneapolis Des Moines Dayton Savannah

Atlas-White Stucco Bungalow, Pasadena

J. C. Htllman, Architect

BBBHHB9

ATLAS
H, v.- ^. -- ..-.'I-..

The Ati.as Portland Cement Co., 30 Broad Street, New York or Com Exchange Bank Building, Chicago.

Send to name and address below illustrated book of Information for Home Builders. I expect to build a

« Home; $ Bungalow; $ Garage. l-A-G-9-17

H OLT had carefully prepared the charge, lit the fuse and,

shutting the back door behind him, ran as hard as he

could.

He didn't know that an old man and a boy were in the house

—

not until he collided with Dingby, wet and breathless, half-way

up the slope.

What happened during the next thirty seconds and later

makes a story.

Stories by Colonel Swinton, "eye witness" of the

early days of the war—inventor of the British Tank..

Some are of war—all, full of human interest, excite-

ment and humor.

At all bookstores. Net, $1.25.

Published September Nth

The Great

Tab Dope
Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

sted with Lucius Clarke, forming the firm of

Clarke, Gilbert & Co. Probably Mr. Clarke

dropped out, for the name appears again as W. L.

Gilbert. In 1866, when perhaps Mr. Gilbert

died, the concern was incorporated as the Gil-

bert Manufacturing Company. In 1871 it was
reorganized as the Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Com-
pany. It would therefore appear that your
rosewood clock is quite modern, dating no farther

back than 1871. The mahogany clock, the de-

scription of which would lead me to conclude that

it is much older, is in every respect more desir-

able. It would seem to have been made between
1 841 and i860.

/^AN you help me out with the probable date^ of the following two articles? First, a plate

showing a "View from Ruggles House, New-
burgh, Hudson River." The inscription is en-

closed in a festooned panel printed on the back,

with the initials W. R. under it. Impressed in

the glaze above that is a shield-shaped panel held

by two lions, reading "Opaque granite china, W.
R. & Co." The face of the plate shows only the

view done in black with no border design what-
ever.

Second, a small pitcher or jug printed in brown,
showing on one side a statue of Roger Williams

enclosed in an oval with stalks of corn, and on the

other side Roger Williams being greeted by In-

dians as he lands from a boat, and under this

the date 1636. Under the lip of the jug is an
anchor and a quotation from Williams. On the

bottom is printed "Made by J. Wedgwood &
Sons, Etruria, for Messrs. Warren & Wood,
Providence, R. I."

E. E., Philadelphia.

The plate showing the view from the Ruggles

House, Newburgh, is listed in Barber's "Anglo-
American Pottery," on page 66. This pattern

was printed in black with no border, and in light

blue with a narrow border, and was made by
William Ridgway & Co. William Ridgway was
born in 1787 and died in 1864. The largest num-
ber of his American views were made about 1843,

when his business was at its height. Your plate

was probably made about that time. I can find

no reference anywhere to the Roger Williams

pitcher. I think it must be some sort of Provi-

dence souvenir piece, made in recent years.

WILL you please tell me the value of two
pieces of furniture which I have. The first

is a mahogany veneer secretary. The top piece

is inlaid with an American eagle and eighteen

small stars in two rows above the eagle's head.

There were three wooden ornaments on top, but

they are gone. The top drawer lets down, and
inside is a desk with drawers and pigeonholes,

and a felt covering on the desk. The outside of

the top drawer is inlaid with a piece of some beau-

tiful white wood in oval form. It has wooden
knobs and diamond-shaped glass doors, and is in

fine condition in every way.
The other is a bureau with curly maple front

and Sheraton legs. The rest of it is plain maple.

It has wooden knobs and brass rosettes on top.

The only thing that it needs is refinishing.

Mrs. A. L. W., Gardner, Mass.

I know of one or two collectors who are on the

lookout for these old pieces with the eagle and

stars. As a rule, American secretaries are worth

from #100 to $200, but it is doubtful if it would

bring the higher sum at present. Your bureau

is worth $3 5 or $40.

PRUSSIANIZING THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST SPARROWS
CORRESPONDENT inquires

whether the English sparrow is

being given a square deal in our

Land of Liberty, and we are con-

strained to admit that, in our judg-

ment, it is not. His letter follows:

I am writing a book on birds and ... in dis-

cussing some of the typical winter birds, have planned

to say something about the English sparrow.

Personally I have experienced a change of heart

during the last two or three years with reference to this

little household bird, and am very much of the opinion

that he has not been treated fairly either by Govern-

ment investigators or by ornithologists. I am very

happy to observe that in your book " How to Attract the

Birds" you come to the defense of the English sparrow

and call attention to some popular prejudices, and I am
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Now We Are at

War
Rookis uluiut th»« wnr liuvi' .id. led mrnninK
mul int»>rt*«t. To 1h< wrll-informrd i>ti thr
issuitt of th«« war ami the milliner of it ri'ud:

SK \ \V \KK\KK. h\ Ku.lyar.l Kiplintf.

This master writer's account of the Hntisli

Kle«'t ill the present war. ,\ i7, $1.25.

KUANl'K AT WAR, by Uiidyunl Kipling
Vivid skrtehro of lif«» and conditions on the
western front. S it. 60 raits.

KN'til.AND ANI> TIIK WAU. hy Andre
Cnvvrillon. An analysis of the Knglish mind
in war time, with an introduction hy Ku.l-

yard Kipling. Set, $1.60.

AN I'Nt'KNSOKKH DIARY, hy Km.«sta
Drinker Hullitt. The record of an American
woman's experiences in warrinjt Germany's
diplomatic circles. Nri, $1.25.

THK WAR OF DEMOCRACY might be
called our Allies' otticial statement. Contri-

hutions hv notable men, and an introduction

b> Viscount Mryce. Net, S2.W.

PLTXNQ FOR FRANCK. with the Ameri-
can Kscadrille at Yerdun. is by the late

.lames R. McConnell, sergeant pilot in the

French Flying Corps. Net, $1.00.

MILITARY \NDNAY\L VMKRICA. by
(.'apt. II. S. Kerrick. Yaluable alike to.sol-

dier and civilian. Maps and illustrations.

Srt. $2.00.

WH AT A SOLDIER SHOULD KNOW, by
Major F. C. Rolles and Captains E. C. Jones
and J. S. Vphnm. A soldier's catechism
of things military and naval. Net, $1.00.

GETTING TOGETHER, by Ian Hay. In
which the average Rriton and the average
American talk things over. Net, 50 cents.

(Published with Houghton Mifflin Company.)

THE OPPRESSED ENGLISH, by Ian Hay.
In which a Scot writes for Americans on
the Irish problem, and tells some wholesome
truths. Net, 50 cents.

At Your Bookseller's

Published by

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

GEMS (?)

OF GERMAN THOUGHT
An Anthology of the German war gospels,

compiled by

William Archer
It will help you to understand why we are fighting

to make "the world safe for Democracy."

Net. tUS. At All Bookstores.

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York

Hunzt near Alexandria, firtinia. £. C. Dtan, II ajninglon , D. C, Archiuct

"While Pinein Home-Buildin»"i beau-
tifully illustrated andf ul lol valuable
information and suggestion son home-
building. Send today for thisbooklet
—free to all prospective homc-buildcrs.

"The Helen Speer Book of Children's
White Pine Tori and Furniture"—a fas-

cinating children's plan book, from
which a child may build ita own toys
and toy furniture. Prepared by Helen
Speer. the toy expert. I f there are chil-

dren in your nome, sent free on request.

DON'T postpone building your home.
Building material experts agree that

there can be no decline in building costs

for many years after the war.

Build now. But build wisely. Apply thrift stand-

ards to woods just as you do to your everyday
purchases. Select the woods that have proved
themselves best for the uses to which you put them.

White Pine
Any architect, carpenter or lumber dealer will tell you
that for the outer covering of a house—subjected to the

rigorous onslaught of rain and snow, heat and cold, sun

and wind—no other wood is so durable and holds its place

so well, without warping, splitting, rotting or opening at

the joints, as White Pine.

Address White Pine Bureau,
I915 Merchants Bank Blildino, St. Paul, Minn.

Representing
The Northern Pine Manufacturers*
Association of Minnesota,Wisconsin
and Michigan, and The Associated
White Pine Manufacturers of Idaho

The Readers' Service gives information

about Greenhouses and Sash

COLUMBIA
Graf anolas

$15 to $350
8500 Dealers Everywhere

Smoky

Fireplaces

No payment accepted unlet*
successful.

Made to
Draw

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. N. Y.
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EACH fixture in its own way reflects the best current thought on
modern bathroom comfort and sanitation.

DLavatory. Vitreous China or Solid Porcelain,

with wall brackets of the same materials.

Bath. Light Weight Solid Porcelain, equipped

with Thermostatic valve which controls both

temperature and flow.

Water Closet. Quiet action, yet flushes

thoroughly. Flush operated by a push-button

valve concealed in floor.

Dental Lavatory. A vitreous China fixture

of appropriate shape and height. Supplies

mixed water to the nozzle and cold water to the

flushing rim at the same time.

Scales. Platform counter -sunk in floor.

Weighing mechanism concealed in wall. Dial

face flush with tiling.

Prospective builders will find it an advantage to visit our showrooms below—accompanied by
the architect or plumber. Or, write for Mott's 138-page "Bathroom Book" giving full descrip-

tions and prices of modern equipment, and showing floor plans of 22 model bathrooms, mailed for 4c.

The J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Trenton, N. J.

t Boston
Pittsburgh

fChicago
Atlanta

New York, Fifth Avenue and Seventeenth Street

Los Angeles Dallas ^Toledo Columbia, S. C.

tPhiladelphia fDetroit Portland, Ore. Minneapolis
Seattle tDes Moines ^Washington, D. C. tNew Orleans
Cleveland f Showrooms equipped tt xth model bathrooms Denver

tSan Francisco

tSt. Louis
{Montreal, Can.
San Antonio

<2
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David Grayson says:

"There is no joy comparable to the making of

a friend, and the more resistant the material

the greater the triumph .... no realfriend-

ship is ever made without an initial clashing

which discloses the metal of each to each."

Follow the Friendly R,oa.d

If you welcome books that take you out of the
bicker of daily routine, plant you on a hilltop

in morning air, wash you with the clean rain and
blow upon you with healthy eye-opening winds
—try David Grayson. His books are a philoso-

phy of even, genial, grateful common sense,

teaching a love of the goodly plain things the
Lord has given us, the smells, sights, sounds, touches and tastes of the country; the
wealth of love that lies in the hearts of humble men. You come away from these
books with re-sharpened sense of the colour, perfume and ecstasy of daily living.

Do you hnou) David Grayson's books?

ADVENTURES IN CONTENTMENT THE FRIENDLY ROAD
ADVENTURES IN FRIENDSHIP HEMPFIELD

At all book shops. Cloth $1.50, leather $1.75. Doubleday, Page & Company, Publishers

taking the liberty of quoting a passage on this subject
from this book.

When in Washington last summer I talked with Mr.
H of the Biological Survey and Mr. H of the
Smithsonian Institution, and both seemed of the opinion
that common justice required a further investigation of
this bird and its habits. I will not attempt to present
my argument in favor of the English sparrow in this

letter, but will merely say that so far as my personal
observations go it seldom is responsible for the scarcity

of other birds. While the Government reports show that
it has seriously damaged crops in some sections, this

charge may also be laid at the door of the bobolink,
the robin, and many other birds.

I am interested to know what your personal observa-
tions have been within the last two or three years with
reference to the English sparrow, and whether in your
opinion it has been given a square deal. Do you find

that sparrows really drive other birds away to any great
extent? Isn't the scarcity of other birds about the
homes almost wholly due to the fact that they are not
encouraged and protected?

Do you not think that the English sparrows, from
an economic standpoint, are quite as beneficial as they
are harmful?

It takes some little courage to champion the cause of
the English sparrow, but I feel that under the constitu-

tion he is entitled to his attorney and his day in court,

and I am going to volunteer my services.

When the Department of Agriculture, some of
the Audubon societies, various bird clubs, and
village improvement organizations, not only
sanction but encourage the slaughter of this dirty,

annoying, ubiquitous feathered immigrant; when
sparrow traps are being manufactured wholesale
and small boys are encouraged to train their air

guns against the defenceless sparrow, it would
seem rather late, perhaps, to give the mute
criminal at the bar another trial. Some learned

men in Washington and very many lovers of fair

play elsewhere, however, are not satisfied with the
evidence or the verdict.

It has been said that the sparrow drives away
the song birds. Yes; it often does, to the next
neighbor's, perhaps, but not permanently, cer-

tainly not out of the country, and not even a yard
away where a real effort is made to attract more
desirable visitors by means of fresh water for

drinking and bathing, a free lunch counter regu-

larly and reliably supplied in winter, and plenty

of sleeping places and nesting sites. For these our
native birds contend valiantly and successfully.

Sparrows kill no birds. In England there are

many more songsters to a given area than in

America. Our birds are rapidly learning to adapt
themselves to the ways of these foreigners in

their midst, just as, happily, we humans have had
to learn to live tolerantly and peaceably with

Jews, Italians, Slavs, and many other European
immigrants whose virtues were not at first appre-

ciated.

English sparrows were first imported to rid

New York and Brooklyn of the inch worm, which
they did promptly and effectively. Now that

they are overrunning our country from ocean to

ocean, they are cleaning up countless other insect

pests which are the exclusive diet of their numer-
ous broods until they reach maturity, when the

seeds of many noxious weeds become their staple

diet and of which they are the most destructive

agent. On economic grounds alone, the Supreme
Court of the scientists will yet decide, we think,

that the sparrow is entitled to protection.

But the truth of the words, "Ye are of more
value than many sparrows," was never more ap-

parent than since the Great War of Frightfulness

began. The invasion of Belgium caused the re-

vision of so many ethical standards that we are

suddenly alarmed lest the encouragement of any
form of brutality should Prussianize our children.

Is our human race good enough to withstand the

brutalizing effect of wantonly torturing and kill-

ing even a sparrow? Although it is the only bird

ever seen by children doomed to live in the slums

of big cities, if they are encouraged to stone it to

death, they might just as well grow up in Berlin.

The hardy, adaptable, prolific English sparrow,

being fitted by Nature to survive after aeons

of victorious struggle in the evolution of its spe-

cies, cannot be exterminated, however annoying

some of its aggressive and dirty habits may be.

If, in our ignorance, we bring it across the sea

only to attempt to exterminate it by Prussian

methods, the real destruction will be of some of

those fine ethical qualities—toleration, the love

of fair play, and the seasoning of justice with

mercy—which Americans still hold dear.

Neltje Blanchan.

[Editor's Note: A defense of the English sparrow was published

in Mav, iyi6. Cou ntry Life (page 12:) and in October, 1916 (page

43)1
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All the World
and His Wife

lit in these plays—for yon to

know at first hand. The whole
gamut <>l hum. in pMMOM and

[dealt, ii reflected in

The Drama League
si kii s or i'i \ 1 s

Twenty interest inc pl.iys In mmlt'in

ill .im.it ists. in tliis country .mil

broads in IB attractive, low priced

edition.

Two Volumes Recently Published

Vol. XIX Malvaloca
by Scrafin and Joacitiin Alvarez.

<Juinten>. Tbc <Jutntcrt> Hrothcrs

enjoy a wide F.umpcan reputation,

although tnn i\ their lift play to be

put before FniclUh reader*.

Vol. XX Washington Square Plays

Four our act pla\ <> In Vineru.in au-

thors: The C lod, Overtones, F.ugrn-

ically Speakinc, Melina's Husband.
Doth on the stajtc and as reading

plays these have proved striking suc-

cesses in New York.

OTHER VOLUMES
The ThiefKindling AVnvon

A Thousand Years A(jo

Mat Kaye

The Great Caleoto
Eckfgarav

The Sunken Bell"

Ilauplmann
Her Husband's \\ ill

Thomas
Mary Goes First Jones The Apostle

Change Francis Youth
Patrie! SarJou

Bernstein

My Lady's Dress
Knoblauch

The Trail of the Torch
llerrieu

A W oman's Way
Buchanan

I h'li sun's Choice

Br ifhouse

Loyson
Halbe

A False Saint Curel

Marta of the Lowlands The Mothers
Cut m era llirschjetd

Each in Sroltm Board*, Nmt, 75 Cant*

For Sale at All Bookstores

rubji,hrj DoubleJay^ page & Company

DO YOU
REALIZE
the real value of the material contributed to

The New COUNTRY LIFE? The manuals
in color, for example, represent the work of the

l>est informed persons on the subjects treated.

Each number contains articles that have to do
with every phase of country living. Seventy-
6ve to one hundred subjects are covered in

each issue of the magazine.

Why not keep this information?
You will find it invaluable for reference. Put
your magazines in a'permanent form by letting

us bind them. There are six issues to a volume
and the volumes licgin in May and November.
If you have saved your magazir.es. send them
back to us and we will bind them for $1.50. If

any numbers are missing we w ill supply them at

the regular prices—0O0 a copy. 'Your bound
volumes of The New COUNTRY LIFE give

you an encyclopedia of horticulture; the best

advice on building and remodeling; on interior

decorating and landscape work; on farm stock,

Dogs. Poultry, etc. You will find the volumes
invaluable. Save your magazines, then

bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
GARDKN CITY NEW YORK

The big San h'ramitco firt of li)oh tvat \t pprd In many placet inhere Hed~

vittd building i faced the conflagration— at ihotun by thete Red-wood frame
dwelling! at joth and Minion ttrceti, which were tcorched but refuted to burn.

The telephone po/et are alto Hedtuood.

The safest wood you can use

Uncle Sam says, in the U. S. F'orest Service Circular No. 193:

"Redwood resists fire well, and even when
ignited burns very slowly."

Chief Engineer P. H. Shaughnessy of the San F'rancisco Fire

Department, after 22 years' experience with Redwood, including

the big fire of 1906, said:

"ignites much less quickly"—"burns much
more slowly"—"more easily extinguished."

Sounds like the kind of wood you should use for the new home,
doesn't it I

F'.specially when you add that it resists rot, will not thrink or
warp, is light in weight, easily worked and suitable for every in-

side and outside use except fine floors.

California Redwood
Resists fire and rot

FREE BOOKLETS. Write for "A Test by Fire" and "California Red-

wood Horon") also stained samples of Redwood. They're free. Please give us

the names of your architect, builder and local retail lumber dealers. We want

to be jure they are thoroughly informed about this remarkable wood.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION
715 Call Building, San Francisco

Jltk for the Child" t Story of the "big

treet" ef California—there' I a copy for
every child in the nation.

ft

A LAWN EXPERT
will answer your lawn questions and advise how
to get the best lawns through the Readers' Service.

The Readers' Service gives Building

Information

Century The New Country Life Everybody's Field tc Stream Harper's Red Book Review of Reviews
Scribner't The Canadian World's Work Two Million Copies— Fifteen Million Readers Monthly ELEVENTH YEAR
Write to these advertiseis. Ask Where-to-go Bureau, 8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass., for re'iable travel informal on and advice

AWAY FROM WAR AND WORRY ^
Have you been wondering where you could enjoy a few weeks of

real rest away from war and worry ?

The greatest Health Resort in the world is located in Battle Creek, a quiet, inland

city in picturesque Michigan.

Here you find real " rest " and seclusion, a delicious dietary, health-building baths

and treatments, ample facilities for outdoor diversions and a delightfully informal

social life.

The benefit of a week or two of rest and health-building under ideal conditions

must be experienced to be appreciated.

Write now for free Vacation Booklet.

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM BOX 109-A BATTLE CRE MICHIGAN
MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.

FOR RHEUMATISM
THE PARK

MOUNT CLEMENS, MICH.
Send for booklet. P.O. Box 247

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER
' i' - wit] t i r. Center of things. Taxi fare

Rooms $1 .00 up. with bat h S2 00 up. Home comforts
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL. Mgr.

MAINE
OUANAMCHE

LODGE & CAMPS
famous salmon flT-tUbine is

now in full swine in Grand
Lake A Stream. All comforts.
Booklet W G Rose. Grand
Lake Stream. Mc.

Sebaseo £atatea
Sebaseo, He.

Booklet

Where-to-goforms for Oct. close Aug. 31

OCONOMOWQC WIS.
Home for the aged. A limited nnmbei
of cases. Childishness or old ladies and
gentleman of good familv find a suitable
cheerful home and \17 l JL P,_L
excellent attention at " aianeiul raXK
Oeonomowoc, Wis. For particulars address
Miss Mary L. Kird. Matron.

CANADA

DigbT, N
Free from flies, mosquitos and hay fever.
Golf, Tennis, Boating. Bathing, Fishing.
Garage. Write for booklet.
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THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORV
M jiiilllHH™ Thr»e columns include the advertisements of greenhouses, trees, shrubs, seeds, plants and garden Implements. Each cone

Is known to be reliable and is painstaking in its service to customers, b'vr full information regarding horticulture and garden
hnd anything not advertised here, apply to READERS' SERVICE. The New Country Life. Garden City, N. Y.

Greenhouse Erected for

Louis K. Liggett, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
ANTICIPATING your query—yes, this is

the Louis K. Liggett, head of the coun-

try-wide drug stores bearing his name.
At his all-year-round country place, with

its half-timbered residence delightfully remin-

iscent of England, we erected this greenhouse.

The workroom design reflects that of the

residence.

The greenhouse itself, is our latest improved

Iron Frame construction called the Semi-

Curvilinear.

It is one of those attractive, yet thoroughly

practical houses, so essential nowadays to the

complete country place.

They have long since outgrown the luxury

class and become the necessary.

Our catalogue you are welcome to. A re-

presentative will call only at your request.

Hitchings^fempany
General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK, 11 70 Broadway; BOSTON, 49 Federal Street; PHILADELPHIA, 40 South ISth Street

PETERSON. SINCLAJRE a MILLERd

I our Lawns need attention tkisFall!

We will gladly advise relative to the proper
treatment.
REX IICM IT 8 (the ideal Lawn conditioner),

Carter's Tested Seeds, Fertilizers, etc.

Allow us to quote on any requirement you may have.
We handle only artii les ofundisputed quality—Always

guaranteed to give satisfaction.
Writefor our new booklet. Turf Engineering, also

descriptive Rex Humus book and other catalogues.

PETERSON, SINCLAIRE & MILLER, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York Phone 955 Bryant

Dreer's

Reliable Spring-Blooming

Bulbs
DO NOT miss the joy of having a bed or bor-

der of Bulbs next Spring. Plant them this

Fall as early as you can and success is certain.

We import the very highest grades of the finest

varieties and offer in our Autumn Catalogue
splendid collections of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcis-

sus, Crocus, Snowdrops, etc., etc.

The Fall is also the time to set out Hardy
Perennial Plants, Vines, Shrubs, etc. Our Autumn
Catalogue also- gives a complete list of seasonable
seeds, plants and bulbs for out-doors, window-gar-
den and conservatory.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this magazine

Henry A. Dreer, VhllllSSKS:
Chestnut St.

Pa.

LADDERS FOR FRUIT PICKING
RUIT picking is greatly facilitated

by having the right kind of ladder.

M Indeed, a change in ladders is

vSSI sometimes followed by a consider-
able increase in profits. Moreover,
there is less danger of accidents

with some kinds than with others. A ladder
which is strong enough to hold any weight likely

to be put upon it, and is so constructed that it may
be adjusted to any position quickly and safely, is

the kind to be chosen. The ideal ladder, too,

is so built that it will not damage the trees. The
ordinary ladder is a total misfit in the average
orchard. It is not easily placed in position on
rough ground, it is not readily pushed up among
the branches, and if pressed into a crotch it is

likely to break off" a limb, besides bruising the

bark.

Both short and tall ladders are needed in a
fruit orchard. A step-ladder is best for low work,
but it should be made in the form of a tripod,

having only one brace instead of two. It is

Ladder with pointed top—a good type for fruit picking

almost impossible to set up a common step-

ladder securely on uneven ground. If the soil

is soft it is advisable to nail a short piece of board

at the bottom of the brace, so that the latter will

not sink into the earth. Step-ladders sold for

the use of fruit pickers are widely spread at the

base, and this is the best type to employ.

Many commercial fruit growers are now using

tall ladders with the side rails brought together

at the top, forming a point which is easily set

into a crotch of the tree, where it will be held

securely. Under some circumstances it may be

advisable to wrap a grain bag around the apex of

the ladder to avoid any possible bruising of the

bark. Some fruit growers prefer a ladder which

need not be set against the tree at all, two hinged

braces running from the top of the ladder to the

ground holding it in place. Such a ladder cannot

be very tall, but it is well adapted for use in

picking cherries. It is not quite so stable as a

ladder resting against a tree trunk, but it is

especially useful for gathering fruit from the

ends of small and weak branches.

If the fruit trees are very high, which they

ought not to be, an extension ladder is required,

but it, too, should have the sides brought together

at the top. A single ladder that is longer than

twenty-five feet is difficult to handle, especially

if it is made heavy by paint. Special fruit pick-

ing ladders usually have the legs well spread at

the bottom, which is a distinct advantage, making

for safety as well as for convenience. Strong,

light ladders may be made at home from dead

white pine poles, to which cleats are nailed.

Some fruit growers use ladders mounted on

wheels, and these are very useful about a country

place, their only disadvantage being found in the

fact that considerable space is needed for storing

them. Any discarded wheels may be used, but
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A Dozen Delicious Melons
All within uriii'.i lotijjt ti llml's I lie kiiul of n nil

you ninv r\|»M t from

LUTTON GREENHOUSES
I OCX not cntrr mtn t h*» »•»««*. for LUTTON ri>n«tm< ti<>n permit", rvrry
' ' avs.tlN.ilr •iinlimm rrm h lit*' plant*. Thr uwnrr n "a limit rr of thr WIMv
for he run rrtfuUlr thr trtiiprrahirr mid vrntilntinn perfect ly mi u* In rrprmlurt*

thr nuttiml iTinmhr ron.lilu.it* moit (nvorunlr to (to- «ro*lli of rnrh purtiruUr

I'lir m«Mt «etv«iMe invr«tttirnt in ihrm- tunc* of <l n-n < i« n (trcenhmne mul the
mo*t irtuibJr ly\w of t.reenh«>u«r limit hv thr LUTTON CO. Thin ll not an
rmptv i-lmm, hut i« h«Msl on rrnsoiw (hut wr ran ruMily r* pin in tn you if you will

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
Main Office and Factory, 261-2(7 Kearney Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Show Room, 3d Floor. Crand Central Tirminal. N. Y. City
W.-.t.m trflicr. 710 S>».-< III... k. .Mi.nir»|«.li«. Minn.

Horticultural Architect* and Builder* of Modern Green-
hou***, Contervatorie*. Sun Parlor*, Garden Frame* J

THE FRENCH BINDERS
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

WE have the honor to announce to pa-

trons who are interested in book bind-

ings of the highest class that we have

moved from Cleveland, and in cooperation with

Doubleday, Page & Company have begun work

under agreeable conditions in the Country Life

Press. Garden City, L. 1., N. Y.

It is our firm purpose to adhere to our highest

ideals. For this reason the number of books we

can bind is very limited, and we respectfully re-

quest your cooperation in informing us as far in

advance as possible of any binding you may wish

to entrust to us. Our prices range from $5.00 to

$150.00 and up a volume according to the elabor-

ateness of the design.

We may recall the fact that under the imprint

of "The Club Bindery," "The Rowfant Bindery,"

and lately "The Booklovers' Shop," of Cleveland,

Ohio, our work was well known and is now in no

way inferior, but rather the reverse.

Leon Maillard

Henri Hardy

Gaston Pilon

FARR'S PEONIES
Peonies, thr glory of June, arc thcaristocratsof the hardy garden. Theysurpass thr rho-
dodendron when planter! in maw*, anrl rival the rose in rlelicacy of color and fragrance.

The collection of Peorus* at Wyomissing contains the new anrl rare introductions—
many of them at present found only in the gardens of Peony connoisseurs. I have
marie a iiersnnal selection of sorts Knowing a wide range of colors and type, and here
offer them in collections for fall planting.

Royal Collection, twelve of the grandest
Peontea in existence, regardless of price.

Alb.tr.. White anrl lilac $1.50
Baron. Schroadar. Flesh-
white 1.50

Cermalne Biaot. LilncRose 2.50
Ceorge Washington. Dark-
crimson 1.50

Jama. Kelway. Rose-white 2.00
Karl Ro.snheld. Dark-crimson 4.50
Milton Hill. I.ilac-rose 3.00
Marguerite Garard. Hydrangea
pink 1.50

Mm.. Augusta De.aert. Violet-
rose 2.50

Rosa Bonh.ur. Violet -rose 5.00
Sara Barnhardt. Mauve-rose 4 00
Simmon. Chavaliar. Lilac-rose 2.00

$31.50
Royal Collection complete $27

"Aristocrat" Collection, twelve beaut i-

ful varieties, each an aristocrat
among peonies.

Adolphe Ro.saau. Purple garnet $2.00
Albatrs. White; center lilac rose 1.50
Albert Crouaaa. White, crimson
fleck 1.50
Armandina Mechln. Bright
crimson . 1.50

George Waahington. Fiery
crimson 1.50

Grandiflora. Shell pink : late 1.50
La Tendreeae. Milk white 1.50
L'lnd'.penaable. Lilac white .. . .75
Mile. Ro.aeau. White; Mar r enter 1.50
Mme. Forel. Violet-rose 2.00
Simmone Chevalier. Lilac-rose 2.00
Venus. Hydrangea pink 2.00

$18.75
Aristocrat Collection complete $16

"Royal" anil "Aristocrat" Collections for $40
All the above varieties and hundreds of others in my complete collection at

Wyomissing. are fully described in the 1917-1918 Edition of my book.

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
Money cannot buy a treatise on Peonies and Iris so complete and authoritative,

because no other book of this character is in existence—yet I will mail you a copy free
if you will send me your name and address.

September and October is the best time to plant Peonies, for then with the strong
roots I send, you will obtain a large percentage of bloom the first season.

Bertrand H. Farr—Wyomissing Nurseries Co., 103 Garfield Ave., Wyomissing, Pa.

The Magic of a Summer Garden

Is Wrought with Hardy Plants

HARDY perennials, which live happily and improve from year

to year, give a distinct value to the garden from spring to

fall. These old plants are most admired when the Peonies and
Irises and Delphiniums bring forth their splendid colors and tints.

Even on a small place, there is room for these "care-free flowers."

Six Splendid Peonies for the Summer Garden
Asa Gray. Pale lilac • - $1.00 each

Achille. Mauve-rose - - .50 each

Edulis Superba. Bright mauve-pink - .75 each

Felix Crousse. Bright red 1 .00 each

Mme. it Verneeille. Blush white - .75 each

Festita maxima. Finest white - .75 each

Entire Set of Six Varieties, $4 delivered to you.

All the varieties in this collection are ready for September planting.

Cromwell Gardens Handbook of Perennials, Roses, Trees

A booklet that will be of interest to all who have a garden or greenhouse. Select

varieties only are described and illustrated. A copy will be _
mailed to you on request. 'T'k

A. N. PIERS0N, Inc.

CROMWELL GARDENS
Box II, Cromwell, Conn.
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'^MOON'S'
The Complete Nursery

THE satisfaction you derive
from any planting is in pro-

portion to the improvement it

makes in the appearance of your
house and grounds.

A few of Moon's vigorous trees or plants
will work wonders in transforming a
bare house foundation into a beauty spot
of the neighborhood. At a surprisingly
small cost your house and grounds will
grow more beautiful—enhancing their
value.

You need Moon's Trees and. Plants.
There is a symmetry of form, vigor of
growth, and a preparedness for trans-

planting about them that makes Moon's
Trees not only look well but move well.
Moon's can give you a range of selec-

tion that includes a hardy tree or plant
for every place and purpose.

Ifyou cannot decide what to plant write
us for advice. This is the time of the
year. Ask for Catalogue A. 2.

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
Nurserymen

Morrisville, Pennsylvania

Philadelphia Office ^^^he Moon Nursery Corp.
21S. Twelfth ^^fj^k \* b.tePlain,.,
Street _^k\\\W Wk\\*?t**WW\^ IN . Y

.

BE particular
about the hard-
ware for your

garage. Select it as
carefully as you do
the design of the
building.

For durability,
strength, artistic ap-
pearance and long
perfect service,
specify

STANLEY

X, HARDWARE
This includes Stanley

Garage Door Holder No.
1774 which locks the door
open, preventing injury
to car and occupants
while entering and leaving
the garage; and Stanley
Garage Bolts, Ball Bear-
ing Hinges, Latches, etc.

Samples of Stanley Gar-
age Hardware may be
seen at any first class
hardware store.

Write to-day for illustrated

catalogue on Stanley
Garage Hardware

The Stanley Works
New Britain , Conn.,U.S.A.

New York Chicago

A ladder mounted on wheels is handy about a country glace,

but it requires considerable storage space

rather tall ones, like those from an old buggy, are

best. Two long handles are fastened to the axle,

while two sets of uprights, crossing each other,

extend from the handles to the ladder. The
above illustration shows plainly the method of
construction.

A ladder recently put on the market is far

ahead of any device of this sort previously in-

vented. It has a rigid iron frame and is mounted
on four wheels. It is high, adjustable, and cannot
possibly tip over. Moreover, there is a shorter

ladder at the opposite end of the iron frame, sur-

mounted by a small platform, making it possible

for two men to pick at the same time without
interfering with each other. With this ladder,

fruit on the tops of tall trees, where the limbs

are small and weak, can be harvested without
difficulty. Ordinarily such fruit is largely wasted.

These new ladders can be moved about with

the greatest ease and are as convenient for trim-

ming shade trees as for working in fruit trees.

They may also be used to advantage when the

orchard is being sprayed.

E. I. Farrington.

AN HISTORIC CHILKAT INDIAN
BLANKET

HE study of Indian blankets

results in an unending unfolding

of romance and mystery. To the

average person a blanket is a mass
of color, with a distinct utilitarian

purpose. But to the expert and
the student that is only its obvious, common-
place meaning. All American Indian blankets

have their special significance more or less hidden

from the casual observer.

The accompanying photograph is of a famous
Chilkat blanket whose unique hieroglyphics

tell a story of romance, pathos, and happiness.

It was made in Alaska, and is the only one of its

kind ever made. Not only that, it is one of the

few Indian blankets whose history is known.
There are three prominent colors in the blanket

—green made from copper, yellow from moss,

and black from iron. It was woven from the

wool of the mountain goat by the daughter of a

famous Crow chief of the olden time, when she

was almost seventy years of age. Her family is

supposed to have had its origin, in accordance with

the genealogical ideas of the Kivakiults, in the

crow. When a mere child, this daughter of the

great chief was initiated into the secrets of the

Chilkat Indian weavers, and from them learned

the methods of dyeing and weaving the wool.

When she made this blanket, which is said to

have been her masterpiece, and in fact, her last

blanket, her eyesight was almost gone. She
dressed, carded, and spun the wool herself on a

primitive wheel. The dyes are known as mineral

or "old dyes," which means that all colors were

manufactured by the Indians from the elements

of the earth.

For September
Planting

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper,

Box 60
Chestnut Hill

Phila., Penna.

OUR ability to supply
plants of the highest

quality is not curtailed

by the stoppage of for-

eign shipments. Buy
nursery stock grown at
Andorra.

Prop.

Our catalogue,
"Suggestions for
Effective Planting"
on request.

Horsford's
Cold Weather

Plants
are the best to use where winters are
severe. Don't forget that plants which
have stood Vermont winters can stand
any cold climate where white folks are
willing to live. I grow and sell Trees,
Shrubs, Hardy Flowers of best sorts,

Wild Flowers, Orchids for outside
culture, Hardy Ferns, Lilies (mostly
fresh from the beds), Crocuses, Tulips,
Narcissus, Trilliums, etc.

Before placing your orders drop me a
card and get my spring and fall cata-
logue. Don't fail to see it before order-
ing. Ask for Catalogue M.

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte, Vt.

Fine Box-wood Edging
Will sell 1000 feet, about 20 inches

square, in old garden, 113 Amity Street,

Flushing, N. Y.
C. FAIRCHILD

HOYT'S NURSERIES,Ne
co

a
N
na
N
an '

Large assortment of Ornamental Deciduous trees and Evergreens, all

sizes. Herbaceous Plants, Perennials. Roses, Hedge Plants; everything
to make the home grounds attractive. Deliveries by motor trucks, all

freshly dug stock. Send/or catalogue.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO., Inc.
Telephone 333 New Canaan, Conn.

PLANT DAFFODILS, TULIPS
and PEONIES this fall, for gorgeous blooms next
spring. With ordinary care they are certain bloomers,
giving a continuous display from April to June of wonder-
ful colors seen in no other flowers.

Our Autumn Catalogue describes and illustrates all

the best:— (56 pages)—mailed FREE everywhere.

VAUGHAN'S SEED STORE
81-88 W. Randolph St.. fDept. It. CHICAGO
48 liarclay Street, (Dept. II.) NEW YORK

PEONIES
Get catalogue of our Gold Medal collection

E. A. REEVES South Euclid, Ohio

:its;

Beautify your home by planting a few

evergreens. Don't wait. Every year's

growth will add more and more to the

attractiveness and value of your

property. Our catalog shows you many
beautiful varieties and gives valuable

suggestions. Do you want a fine

hedgerow, some flowering shrubs,
climbing vines, roses? You will find
" these in the catalog, along with the

best things to plant in small and large

fruits. Be sure to write for this book
to help you in your planning. Ad-
dress

The Morris Nursery Company
Box 805 West Chester, Pa.
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THE Pierce-Arrow ofters that rare and unusual service of looking the

part while performing it. To those to whom a motor car is a part of

a carefully thought out and appropriate appanage, the distinction ot the

Pierce-Arrow is valued as highly as its efficiency.

THE PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Have You Joined the

Red Cross?
Have you contributed to the War Fund? Have you made
bandages or dressings for it? Do you want to know how your
money is being spent and how the Red Cross is caring for your
boy at the front, in trenches, hospitals and on ships?

Red Cross Magazine
will tell you. It is the voice of the Red Cross and will speak to
you month by month of the wonderful work of the Red Cross

all over the world.

I
SEPTEMBE

1.017
THE

recviv

CCTTS

:d

cross
MAG VZ1NE

3t

The Story of C. S. Ward by Dale
Carnagey.

Young America Comes To France by
Gertrude Lynch.

Crops and The Red Cross by Ray
Stannard Baker.

Your Red Cross—A Chronicle of the
Month.

The Completed Circle by George Mad-
den Martin, author of "Emmy
Lou."

First Aid by Mildred A. Myers.
Poem by Vachel Lindsay.

Organization of The Red Cross.

The
September Issue
takes its place among the first

magazines of our country in
articles and pictures. Authors
and artists have generously con-
tributed their help because the
profits of the Magazine go to
the Red Cross.

Clarence Underwood contributes
the cover design.

Charles Dana Gibson contributes
the frontispiece.

Sixteen Pages in Full Color express-
ing the artistic war spirit of
many French artists. Text
by Stephane Lauzanne of Le
Matin, Paris.

Henry P. Davison, Chairman of
the War Council, writes on
"The Spirit of Sacrifice."

A Hundred Per Cent. Drive^ the story
of a remarkable Red Cross drive
at Hopewell, Va.

A Chaplain in the Great War by Abbe
Patric Flynn.

The American Spirit by Sophie Kerr.

On the War God's Trail, six sketches
of the daily life on the Western
front by Muirhead Bone, the
official artist of the War Depart-
ment of Great Britain.

A Troubadour of the Trenches by
Constance Johnson.

If you are not already a member—JOIN NOW—The Red Cross needs you. Use this blank.

AMERICAN RED CROSS, Washington, D. C.
(If you prefer, address your local chapter)

Gentlemen:—-! hereby apply for membership in the American Red
Cross in the class checked below, my membership to include a year's
subscription to the Red Cross Magazine. Send the Red Cross Magazine to

Memberships

SUBSCRIBING $2.00
)

CONTRIBUTING 5.00 fefaJiy
SUSTAINING lO.OOJ

LIFE 25.00) One
PATRON 100.00)

Payment

Name

Address

The blanket is divided into three great panels, as
shown in the photograph. The middle panel tells,

in the peculiar hieroglyphics of the Indians of
that tribe, the histoiy of the origin of blanket
weaving. The outer panels give in the upper part
a figure of the weaver's Crow ancestors, as well as

part of the romance or story proper. The panels
are supposed to be from a solid figure split in twain
and laid apart, corresponding to what is known as

a perspective. The main blanket is snowy white,
trimmed on the upper border with otter skin.

The story which the blanket tells has been
translated as follows:

"A beautiful Indian maiden, the daughter of

a great chief, went to the woods berry picking.

There she met a grizzly bear. The grizzly bear,

who is the evil spirit of the Indians, captured her

and married her. In spite of the many fights the

young men of the tribe had with the bear they
were never able to kill him. Repeatedly they
shot arrows through his heart, just in front of

his forelegs and behind it, but never a drop of

blood came forth.

"One day the old grizzly bear wandered far

from his forest toward the sea shore. There he

found a big patch of red huckleberries and in

eating them, for the moment forgot his wife.

All American Ind an blankets are said to have a special sig-

nificance to the initiated, but this Chilkat blanket tells a

connected story of love and romance

She wandered down to the sea and bewailed her

terrible fate to the waves. Suddenly appeared
from the water the great sea bear, and asked her

in a gentle voice why she wept. Struck by his

beauty and aroused by his sympathy, she told

him the story of her capture and imprisonment.
Her story so greatly worked on his feelings that

he immediately fell in love with her and deter-

mined to fight her husband. Having no weapons
he decided to use stones.

"The beautiful Indian maiden also lost her heart

to this brave warrior and confided to him that if he

would but strike the grizzly between the eyes he

would fall dead, for there was his vital spot.

"A fearful struggle ensued. The wife sat on
the banks and watched it with much concern.

Finally, however, the sea bear, by a well directed

blow, stretched the grizzly lifeless upon the sands.

The victor took the grizzly's wife to the bottom
of the sea, where they lived in great happiness.

Soon a child was born to them, but as the child

grew older the father noticed that the mother
was growing pale and sorrowful. He asked her

the cause, and she admitted that although she

loved him dearly, she wished her son to be

brought up by her people. One of the most

sacred customs among these Indians is that the

children shall return to the mother's family. He
consented that she should return temporarily

to earth with her son, but made the provision that

she should weave for him a ceremonial blanket

which would tell the story of their courtship.

"Welcomed back to the circle of her family,

she educated her son and spent her spare time

weaving the promised blanket. In spite of the

greatest secrecy, the other maidens of the village

spied on her, and thus was the secret discovered

and by similar blankets handed down to future

generations. She finally returned to her hus-

band, but left her child with its grandfather."

This blanket is exceptional on account of the

fineness of the weave, the accuracy of the por-

trayed story, and the color scheme. The three

panels represent three separate blankets, woven

all together, at the same time. The photograph

shows plainly the eyes of the grizzly bear, his

heart situated between his eyes; heart and fins

of the sea bear, the face of the son, the heart of

the mother, the face of the grandfather, and other

peculiarly shaped hieroglyphics, all of which

assist in telling the legend.

C. L. Pancoast.
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THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO., Inc.

650 S»«v.rt Block CINCINNATI. OHIO
"The World's Grtiittst Iron Fence Builders"

MILITARY J
andNAVAL w
AMERICA

At all

Book
Stores

is one of the first of the

new order of histories of

this country, which

Tell the Truth

The Whole Truth

And Nothing
but the Truth

About the U. S.

Army and Navy

It is by

Captain H. S. Kerrick
U. S. Army

Ercry chapter in the book has been prepared at Washington with

the assistance of Government officials

Maps, Diagrams, Illustrations, etc. Ntt $2.00

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

For Autumn Planting

Bobbin k &> Atkins
400 ACRES OF NURSERY 500,000 FEET UNDER GLASS

In quality, variety and extent our collections

are unrivalled in America

Evergreens and Rhododendrons

Peonies and Iris

Hardy Old-Fashion Flowers

Spring Flowering Bulbs

Special Catalogue for Fall Planting on request

Visit Nurseries—8 miles from New York,

Rutherford,New Jersey

HH Addresses of

M. Rene Viviani

and Marshal J offre

delivered in the United

States have been translated

by M. Emile Hovelaque and

published in suitable and

appropriate book form by

Doubleday, Page & Com-

pany, and are on sale at all

bookstores.
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Tfo COOLING SYSTEM its RELATION
to ENGINE EFFICIENCY

By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON

EW owners of modern motor cars

realize that these smooth-running,

jS powerful vehicles are only rela-

yflfi tively efficient. Compared with

their precursors of a few years ago,

the motor cars of to-day are mar-
vels of efficiency, but when we come to examine

the ultimate performance in relation to the effort

employed, we find that the modern motor vehicle

is only about 20 per cent, efficient. In other

words, only one fifth of the power actually gener-

ated by the explosion in the combustion chamber
is delivered in the form of driving energy at the

rear wheels. Our children will probably hold up
therr hands in holy horror at the wastefulness of

the automobiles that we to-day consider the last

word in efficiency.

A great proportion of this lost power is blown
out through the exhaust. Some of it is dissipated

in the form of heat in the water of the cooling

system, and still more of this primal energy is lost

in friction during the process of conveying it from
the engine to the driving wheels by way of the

various mechanical units. It will be readily seen

that the task of the designer who attempts to

increase the efficiency of the engine by eliminating

waste from any of these various elements, is one
of considerable difficulty. He cannot interfere

with the free egress of the burned gases from the

engine, and yet every bit of heat that passes out
of the exhaust represents so much wasted energy.

Friction in the mechanical units he cannot en-

tirely eliminate, even by perfect lubrication, if

there were such a mechanical Utopia. Finally,

the nature of the internal combustion engine

compels the employment of a cooling system,

which in fulfilling its appointed function consumes
energy in the form of heat.

However, it is in this last system that the most
favorable opening lies for improvements destined

to increase the relative efficiency of the engine.

Now it is a fact that as far as the fuel efficiency

of the engine goes, the hotter it is the better.

But there is a certain maximum temperature
beyond which the heat breaks down the vital

film of lubricating oil that protects the engine

from sudden death. The designer bent on im-
provement must reconcile these two conflicting

factors. Obviously if he can cause the engine to

be maintained steadily at the highest safe tem-
perature, he will get maximum efficiency and
minimum waste. Within the past year or so

there have been introduced several systems for

controlling the temperature of the engine and
keeping it approximately at this point of maxi-
mum efficiency.

Perhaps by examining the ordinary cooling

system as it is employed on the modern motor car

we may get a clearer idea of just what these

temperature controls attempt to do. Every
tyro knows, of course, that in water-cooled en-

gines a certain volume of the liquid is kept con-

stantly circulating around the cylinders, being
held there by what are termed water jackets.

The cooling system also

comprises a radiator

wherein the cooling

process takes place, af-

ter the water has ab-

sorbed the heat from
the cylinder walls.

Through the interstices

of this radiator the air

is drawn by the action

of a fan, driven from
the crank shaft of the

car.

When we come to

examine the radiator in detail we find that it has

two tanks, one at the top and the other at the
bottom. Between these is the core, that portion

which looks like a section of honey comb. The
water flows down from the upper tank and passes

through the core, where its heat is carried away
by the constant current of air drawn through by
the action of the fan.

In the construction of the radiator's core we
find two distinct types, tubular and cellular. In
the former the water flows down through tubes
and the air passes through spaces between the
tubes. In the cellular core the air passes through
the tubes, while the water flows down through the
spaces between the tubes.

It may be well to note also that the shape ofohe
radiator has something to do with the efficiency

of the part. For instance, in radiators that have
considerable height the water has a comparatively
long journey through the core where cooling

occurs and consequently has more chance to get

rid of the heat that it has collected. For this

reason racing cars, the engines of which get ex-

ceedingly hot in running at high speed, use the
type of radiator with maximum height.

With this understanding it is obvious that the
cooling water must be kept circulating through the
system, and at the present time two entirely

different methods of securing this movement of

the liquid are employed. One of these is a pump
driven by the engine and forcing the water
through the cooling system. The second method
is known as the thermo-syphon system, which in

principle is simply a utilization of the fact that

hot water is lighter than cold and inevitably

forces its way to the top. In the thermo-syphon
system, as soon as the engine has been started

and begins to warm up, the water in the bottom
of the jacket gets warm, struggles upward to

displace the heavier, cold fluid above and soon
the entire volume of cooling liquid is in motion.

The great advantage of the pump system of

circulation is the fact that its operation is positive.

It is able to overcome a certain amount of obstruc-

tion, so that there is small chance of failure of the

circulation of the water. On the other hand, the

thermo-syphon system utilizes a principle of

nature and has the advantage of simplicity. So
long as the system is kept free from obstructions

it cannot fail to operate, as there is no mechanical
unit to get out of order. To be efficient, the

thermo-syphon cooling system must be carefully

designed; it must have larger inlet and outlet

pipes than the pump system, and the radiator

must be placed well above the level of the water
jacket to insure sufficiently rapid cooling to keep
the water rising from the lower part of the system.

This means simply that, there being no positive

means of forcing the water to circulate, the cool-

ing system must offer the least possible resistance

to the movement of the fluid.

Now it will be obvious, with a little considera-

tion, that either of these two methods of cooling

the engine will operate with uneven effect.

That is to say, they will keep on cooling just

as energetically when running conditions are

favorable as when the engine is laboring under

some special difficulty and is getting unusually

hot. Every engine has a certain temperature at

which it runs with maximum efficiency. If the

temperature rises above this point, there is dan-

ger of injury to the mechanism. If it falls

below this point, the power output will be more
or less impaired. Patently then, if some method
can be devised by which the temperature of the

engine may be maintained at or near the point of

maximum efficiency, we shall have solved a por-

tion of the problem of wasted power.

Working with this idea in mind, the engineers
have achieved certain results in the past year or
so that are encouraging, at least. The most im-
portant of these innovations is known as the
thermostatic control of engine temperature.
This system involves the installation of a thermo-
stat, which is simply a special valve in the water
line between the radiator and the water jacket.

To achieve the control desired it was necessary
that this valve should be automatically governed
in its action by the degree of heat existing in the

cooling water at any given time.

Various methods of getting this result have
been employed. Thermostats of a metal having
a high coefficient of expansion have been used, so

that as the water gets hot it is passed into the
radiator for cooling, but when the engine is cool

the water is restricted in its movements. Another
method is that of installing in one of the water
passages a tube filled with a liquid having tremen-
dous expansive qualities, so that when the water
in the system gets hot it causes the expansion of

this fluid, which drives out a plunger opening the

valve, and allows the water free circulation. As
the water cools off, the valve closes gradually

until reheating opens it again.

This is a very ingenious method of accomplish-

ing the object, as it actually compels the tempera-
ture of the engine to create the proper conditions

to enable the power plant to develop its full effi-

ciency. It would be idle to claim that present-

day thermostatic control devices are absolutely

perfect. There is a measurable distance between
theoretical perfection and the same beatific

condition in actual practice. At the same time,

the thermostat systems that are now installed on
many of the better class American cars, abun-

dantly justify their existence and give promise of

producing a high degree of efficiency in the auto-

mobile engines of to-morrow.

The other method of regulating the temperature

of the engine to induce increased efficiency, is the

more obvious one of fitting shutters on the front

of the radiator, with controls on the dash, so that

the operator may limit at will the amount of

cooling air that is drawn through the radiator.

This method is very simple; it enables the driver

rapidly to bring the engine up to working tempera-

ture after the start has been made. It has not

the flexibility of the thermostatic control, nor

is its sphere of usefulness so wide. Moreover, in

this manner of control, the uncertain human ele-

ment enters in, which undoubtedly does not com-

pare favorably with the automatic regulation of

the thermostatic control.

There has recently been announced a system

by which the circulation of the water and the

entrance of air are both automatically controlled.

This may very possibly be the next big develop-

ment in the campaign to eliminate power waste

through heat losses, but it is yet too early to make
any positive statement in this particular.

That the ordinary cooling system is fully up to

the task allotted to it, is attested by the fact that

trouble in the unit is

not common, in spite of

the fact that all the at-

tention which the aver-

age owner ever thinks

of giving it is to pour
in enough water to fill

it. But uncomplaining
as the cooling system
is, it really needs some
little attention, which
we shall try briefly to

indicate below.

To begin with, it is

90
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WHY BUYERS OF ENCLOSED CARS
MOW PREFER THE FRANKLIN

THESE are dayswhen everyone wishes tobe

more self-reliant—when the young men of

the family or the help on the place, are at the

Government call for War or for Industry. It

is the greatest of times for a self-contained car

thatanymemberofthe familycandriveanduse.

Most people think of an Enclosed Car as

something formidable—heavy,hard to handle,

complicated, expensive, and requiring a

mechanician—too much car for these self-

reliant times. And this has been so, concern-

ing the cars they knew.

It was the Franklin that put the new type

of Enclosed Caron the map and inaugurated

—

because it made it possible—the Vogue of the

Enclosed Car for all uses.

The Franklin Enclosed Car is light, flexible,

resilient, easy-rolling—with the economies

and advantages of the Franklin Open Models.

It can be driven as freely over all roads and

in all weathers, and is so easy to handle that

it can be driven all day without fatigue.

Of all the fine enclosed cars, the Franklin

is the most resilient, the most responsive, the

easiest on tires.

Franklin owners' personal reports, over a
five-year period, give the Franklin an average

of 10,203 miles to the set of tires.

Franklin's gasoline economy is a factor of

the greatest importance. On July 13th, this

year, 179 Franklin Open Cars in all parts of

the United States averaged the remarkable

mileage of 40.3 miles to the single gallon of

gasoline.

It is a fact that the Franklin Enclosed Cars

show within a few per cent the same gasoline

mileage and tire mileage as the Franklin

Open Models.

Real saving to-day is in the upkeep of a car,

and your Franklin dealer can give you facts

and figures, the actual Thrift records of

Franklin owners everywhere—the most cheer-

ful and encouraging news to anyone about

to buy a car.

Sedan - - 2610 lbs. $2950.00 Cabriolet - 2485 lbs. $2850.00 Brougham - 2575 lbs. $2900.00
Town Car - 2610 lbs. 3200.00 Limousine - 2620 lbs. 3200.00 All Prices F. O. B. Syracuse

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.
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Kelsey Health Heated residence of Architect \V. A. Delana.Wheatley
Hills, L. I. Member of the firm of Delano and Aldrich, New York.

Talk It Over
With Your Architect

HEALTH
HEAT

WHY give your architect full sway on his designs
and specifications for every part of your house,

and then decline his guidance on the heating?
He is in a position to know heating systems of all

kinds. He is fully informed on their advantages and
disadvantages for various purposes.
Why employ his experience as a safe guard against

paying dearly for experience, that his experience has
already bought; and then proceed to leave him out
when it comes tosoessentially seriousa thingasheating?

When architects in ever increasing numbers put the
Kelsey Health Heat in their own homes; they are in a
position to do you a sincere service in advising it for
yours.

If it should happen that your architect unfortu-
nately does not know full facts about the Kelsey. we
will gladly do our part in sending him particulars. The
sending to us of his name would help to promptly put
us in touch with him.
The Kelsey Health Heat Bookletyou are welcome to.

New York
103-D Park Avenue

Detroit

THE J(E.L5EV
WARM AIR CEHERATOR I

Space 95-D Builders Exch. 231 James Street) Syracuse, New York

Chicago

217-D West Lake Street

Boston

405-D P. O. Sq. Bldg.

The Readers' Service

Department

will be glad

to give you information regard-

ing schools in any part of the

United States or Canada. Since

this Department was established

we have helped hundreds of

parents find the best schools for

their boys and girls. Let us help

you

!

Country Life in America
Garden City New York

"Mum
(as easy to use as to say)

neutralizes body odors

as they occur

in warm weather, in all weathers. It does

not overpower one odor with another nor

check natural normal functions. Keeps

skin and clothing fresh and clean and sweet.

Indispensable to everyone. Quickly applied

—use very little—lasts the day through.

25c—at drug- and department-stores

"Mum" is a Trade Mark registered in U. S. Patent Office

"MUM" MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Phila Pa.

WE WILL HELP YOU
We have helped many young men and women to make money.

If you have the time we have the opportunity. We want new sub-

scribers to the World's Work, the New Country Life and the Gar-
den Magazine. For particulars address Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

TOWNSEND'S
TRIPLEX
Floats over the uneven ground

as a ship rides the waves

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on earth, cuts a
swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. Townsend & Co.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

The public is warned not to purchase
mowers infringing the Townsend Patent
A'«. tjoojig. Dec. 19th. tfit

Send for catalogue illustrating all

types of Townsend mowers.

obvious, from the very nature of the cooling
system and its form, that there must not be any
obstruction in the comparatively constricted pas-
sages that carry the water on its devious jour-
ney. Now water in long continued contact with
the metal walls of the cooling system begets rust
or what is termed scale—a hard, flaky deposit.
Also in the course of service a certain amount
of sand and grit find their way into the system.
All of this helps to cut down the efficiency

of the system, and if it goes far enough, it

may actually cause such overheating that the
pistons freeze up and endless trouble results.

Garagemen say that often in overhauling cars

which have been through a strenuous season's

running, they find as much as a pound of foreign

matter in the radiator.

The care that the cooling system needs is so

simple and withal so easily given that there is no
excuse for the common neglect. The entire

cooling system should be drained once a week or

so and be refilled with clear water—"soft" water
is best. For the benefit of the uninitiated we
may say that rain or snow water is soft water,

and its use largely prevents the formation of
scale. At least once a year the cooling system
should be drained and filled wTith a hot solution

of soda. The engine should then be run for

about twenty minutes, after which the soda
water should be drained out and the system be
flushed through two or three times with clear

water.

The rubber tubing used to make the connec-

tions in the cooling systems should be changed
twice a year. It frequently happens that the
interior material of this tubing partially peels off,

so that long shreds of it float in the water stream,

impeding the circulation. Also bits of the rubber
may flake off and get caught in the constricted pas-

sages of the system, blocking the flow of water.

It does not necessarily follow that because the

engine overheats, something is wrong with the

cooling system. There are many other causes

that induce overheating. Carbon in the cylin-

ders is probably the most prolific cause of all.

Running with an unduly retarded spark will also

produce overheating, as will persistent driving

with wide-open throttle. An incorrectly pro-

portioned fuel mixture produces overheating, and
almost any mechanical failure that puts a drag

on the engine will eventually cause it to run hot.

If the fan belt has stretched so that the fan slips,

the amount of air drawn through the radiator is

reduced, with the inevitable result.

ALFALFA'S PLACE ON THE
HORSE'S BILL-OF-FARE

WO neighbors own horses and alfalfa

fields. One maintains that alfalfa

hay as a roughage feed for horses

has no superior; the other as

emphatically insists that it should

not be fed to them under any

condition. Such conflicting opinions are com-

mon, but which opinion is right? There has been

little, if any, prejudice expressed against alfalfa

hay as roughage for other classes of live stock.

Why, then, has the point been raised in regard to

feeding it to horses? Clearly, the methods em-

ployed have been the principal reason.

On the basis of composition, alfalfa hay should

be considered with the concentrates rather than

with the roughage feeds. Yet how many live-
|

stock feeders realize that, harvested at the proper

stage of maturity and well cured, it contains some

30 per cent, more digestible protein than shelled

corn and only 30 per cent, less digestible carbo-

hydrates? From the standpoint of palatability,

also, alfalfa hay ranks high. Horses will leave

most other feeds for it, and as a result the mistake

is quite commonly made of filling the mangers

two or three times daily and allowing horses to

eat all that they wish. Simply because of these

two valuable properties, nutritiveness and palata-

bility, alfalfa is injurious if improperly fed. 1 et,

how many of the men who condemn alfalfa hay

for horses have used just such methods of feeding

as those described?

Quality in alfalfa hay is oftentimes misjudged.

Both buyers and growers should regard, not the

green color, but the stage of maturity when har-

vested and the freeness from dust as the decisive

Eoints. Some users claim that alfalfa should not

e mowed down until the crop is in full bloom;

as a matter of fact, the growth of the new shoots

from the crowns must be the determining factor.
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FORMALDEHYDE

Uncle Sam's O. K.
The U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

give* its endorsement to the
standard senl disinfectant

—

fORMfjLDeHype
'OT/iw Farmers Frivna

Greatest yield secured first by
ihkliug seed grains of smuts
and fungus growth. Formaldehyde

it the cnrapnl ami hc»t diunfectant

lor «i >t '!<•«, krnnrU. chicken houses and

cellars — k alio kills flic*. Formalde-

hyde in pint bottle*. 35 cents at your

dealer, treats 40 bushels of seed.

Wtrta foe new book reporting U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture's experiments in

seed treatment—FREE on request.

PERTH AMBOY CHEMICAL WORKS
IM WILLIAM STREET NEW TORK

G I L L ETT '

S

Hardy Terns and Flower*
For I'.nU. Shady Pf*0M

riant from August to
early fall for best results

next spring. Beautify your
lawn or grounds.

\ riuaw Willi l"r Hiv page cata-
lYfHjflavlogm- .'i won.litdil fern

.^.^\V^ and tlowvr offers. It's

"v. "\ free. Ask about special^ fall offer of llepatica*.
ninodruot. Wild Meadow Lily
and I'nllium t .r.imlilloruni.

EDWARD UILLETT
5 Main Street. Southwick. Mas.*.

Do You Know
Bow the pin oak gets its name?
What wild flowtr has two distinct

types of blossoms in one season?

The name of our most beautiful bird?

These with hundreds of other interesting facts art told in

The Pocket Nature Library
Its four wonderful volumes will tell you all about birds, the

wild dower*, and the trees. More than 700 color plates. 1000
text paires. A circular showing color illustrations, etc.. will be

Garden City DOUBLEDAY. PAGEA CO. New York

V»U will value Hicks Evergreens now because

they make your place quiet and secluded and
lessen the noise and dust of the street. A wall

of green will help you to live in the country all

winter and save the expense of a city residence.

Evergreens 15 feet high shipped safely 1000 miles.

Order Hicks big ao-year-old shade trees for October

planting. Satisfactory growth guarantitd. Plant mow flower-

ing shnitis and berry-bearing shrubs to attract winter birds.

Hardv flowers in pots for immediate planting. Send to-day

for complete catalogue.

¥¥• 1 1VT • Rut I, PftaaealHicks [Nurseries, itkstbtjry, l. i.

The Economy
of Planting
Evergreens
This Fall

O F FIRST importance — planting

conditions arc in both your and
their f.i\ or.

When Fall p.anted, they become
firmly established and next Spring put
forth a vigorous growth; which means
quick, sure returns for your expen-
diture.

Then there is the help problem,

which is now in your favor. As short

as it has been, it will be shorter yet
in the Spring; shorrer and cost more.

Wifh the usual Fall slacking off of

estate work, you will find more men
available. The thought of frost and
Winter, also makes them less inde-

pendent.

As for the quality of our trees, we
will leave rhat to you or any expert

you may choose to pass on them.

We known them to be a choice lot,

with full vigorous tops and abundant
compact roots.

In variety, few nurseries have as

burgf an assortment, even to the rarer

kinds. Send for our catalogue.

Every worth while nursery
burlaps their evergreen root
balls nowadays. Burlapping
is recognized as essential to
best results. Hut don't lose

sight of the fact that it's

roots you want. Plenty of
compact fibrous roots with
ample clinging undisturbed
soil about them.

These are what we burlap.

J At Tho Sifo ofl

1 Box 12, Ruth.

•RgeKry Cor
ofThg Tjgg

rford N.J.

YOUR SUREST CHANCE TO GET
HOLLAND'S BEST BULBS

is to send for Waterer's Bulb Catalogue—one

of the most complete lists now ready in the

United States for 1917.

Owing to uncertainty of sailings from Hol-

land during early 1917, most dealers felt that

no bulb consignments would reach America

and so issued no catalogue.

We ordered our stock and issued our cata-

logue "as usual" and are reasonably sure that

sailings between the United States and Hol-

land will be continued regularly so insuring

the delivery of our goods.

Get our catalogue and order without

delay

—

now, before you forget.

HOSEA WATERER BULBS
107-109 So. Seventh St. /0%\ PHILADELPHIA

"/ am reading 'The Balance'
all over again from the begin-

ning just to renew my youth."
Alex. Harvey in "The Bang"

Every bookstore has this new novel

Net $1.35. Doubleday, Page & Co.

THE BARTLETT WAY
OF TREE SURGERY

Means safe, sure and lasting results.

It is backed by years of "knowing hou."
Enthusiastically endorsed by Forestry
Schools. Representatives available
everywhere. Send for "Tree Talk."

THE F. A. BARTLETT COMPAXT
535 Main Mreet >t«mford. Conn.
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me Aristocrat of building materials

Porches, Pergolas

Garden Ornaments
One of the reasons why the dignified natural heauty of

Indiana Limestone is no ohstacle to economy is that "The Aristo-
crat of Building Materials" is so easily worked. Porch and
per&ola columns, balusters, urns, pedestals, bird baths, fountains
—a thousand beautiful objects of Indiana limestone—are turned
on a lathe (as in the picture below) with ease and perfection—and
so, at low cost. Indeed, a lar&e, circular Indiana Limestone
column usually costs less than a built up wood or steel one.

And so, since the genuine costs even less than the imitation,

it is quite as unnecessary to permit your &ood taste to be violated
by your pocketbook in building a per&ola or a porch as in build'

in& a whole house.

' PLEASE WRITE. There are three shades of Indiana
Limestone, &ray, buff and variegated; all of wonderful natural
beauty. Sample showing several finishes, and a sensible as well as
beautiful booklet, Vol. I, on request. We shall be happy to

advise with you concerning your special problem if you wish.

INDIANA LIMESTONE QUARRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Box 507, Bedford, Indiana

Indiana Limestone column over 30 feet long and 4feet in diameter

being turned on a lathe.

•Replacemeir

1

ONLY two years after building this home
the owner had to tear out his wooden

porch columns because of splitting and rotting

and replace them with

UNION METAL COLUMNS
" The One* That Last a Lifetime "

Why make yourself this trouble and expense
which is absolutely unpresentable with wood
columns.
Union Metal Columns with their shafts of

heavy steel cannot crack or rot.

Write for booklet 94.

THE UNION METAL, MFG. CO.
Canton. Ohio

the president says, "The War
"The World Must fDemoc-
Be Made Safe for »

is a
Democracy, book that

goes back of the Lusitania out-

rage, the hundred and one
crimes of a nation "running
amuck." - It is the clearest

statement we know of the great

fundamental principles and
ideals for which the allies—for

which we Americans—are

fighting.

Chapters by
Lloyd George
Asquith
Grey

Bryce
Balfour

Barres
• and many others

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

Certainly horses do better on maturer hay than
do cattle, but in no case should the harvest-
ing be delayed after the shoots are more than an
inch above the crowns. Cutting early enough
to avoid the shedding of the leaves is also a
secondary consideration, for the stems are what
appeal to horses, and green forage, while satis-

factory for cattle, makes a feed that is too laxa-
tive for horse feeding. Secondly, the presence
of dust or mold should condemn alfalfa hay if

it is to be fed to horses; both these defects are
largely the result of careless methods of harvest-
ing and storing.

Experiment after experiment has shown the
value of properly cured and properly fed alfalfa

hay. The Kansas Experiment Station compared
a ration of alfalfa hay, corn, and oats which cost

$0.1295 per 1,000 pounds live weight of the ani-

mals fed, with one of oats and prairie hay that
cost $0.2026, with these results: the horses re-

ceiving the cheaper ration did their work just
as well, showed no ill effects, and, on the contrary,
gained 9.3 pounds more than those on the higher
priced ration. And although they were about
two and a half years older than the others, they
received less grain. What can one complain of,

when he can thus obtain more satisfactory results

and save some 36 per cent, in the cost of feeding?

From other tests the Station concluded that in a

properly balanced ration, one pound of alfalfa

hay is usually worth two pounds of prairie or
timothy hay for work horses.

The Wyoming Station fed alfalfa hay and
native hay to six horses for equal periods during
idleness, light work, and heavy work. Sum-
marized, the results indicated that "the six, during
ten one-month periods on alfalfa, showed a total

gain of 203 pounds; while during an equal period
on native hay there was a total loss of 84 pounds.
... It was found that both idle and hard-worked
animals responded better to the alfalfa diet. The
health of all horses was uniformly good with both
hays." Is it any wonder they decided that
"alfalfa is a satisfactory feed for all classes of

horses, and the careful horseman need not hesitate

to incorporate it into the rations he uses"?
The Illinois Station concluded, as a result of a

comparative test, that when a mixed ration of

corn and oats is fed in conjunction with alfalfa

hay, from 20 to 22 per cent, less grain is needed
to maintain the weight of work horses than when
the grain is fed in conjunction with timothy hay.

Why, therefore, do horse owners often pay as

much for timothy as for alfalfa?

As stated before, a concentrated feed like

alfalfa hay must be carefully fed. Just because
horses will eat large amounts of it is no sign that

it will be good for them in such amounts. If the

amount of alfalfa hay that is often fed to a horse

in one day were made to last three days, far more
desirable results would often be obtained. How
many pounds, then, should be fed? About one
pound of hay per 100 pounds of live weight appears

to be satisfactory for horses at normal hard work.

Many feeders find it desirable not to use alfalfa

hay entirely, but to substitute it for a part of the

timothy or prairie hays that they previously fed.

This is especially the case where it is impossible

to obtain hay of the first quality and where the

horses are used more or less for driving. Such a

substitution, even to the extent of making alfalfa

take the place of half the other hay, results in a

marked reduction in the cost of both roughage and
grain, the latter by reducing the amount needed

to supplement the richer roughage.

The best ration for use with alfalfa hay will

depend largely on local supplies and prices.

In any case, it should supply the food constitu-

ents deficient in alfalfa, particularly fats, and, to

a less extent, carbohydrates. Corn or oats, or

both, have been widely used, and bran or shorts

may also be fed.

Experiments show, furthermore, that work
horses getting one pound of alfalfa per 100 pounds

live weight daily will not require more than an

equal amount of grain. Horses weighing 1,200

pounds, for instance, on 8.5 pounds of alfalfa,

1.7 pounds of oats, and 6.8 pounds of corn per

day, showed a slight gain in weight while doing

heavy work. That, however, is less than most
horsemen wish to feed. On the farm where
alfalfa hay is produced and fed, corn will doubtless

prove the most available grain. But the man
who owns driving horses and must buy his alfalfa

hay will certainly find oats best for at least half

of the grain ration, especially if he uses timothy

hay for part of the roughage.

A. C. Hartenbower.



Color Manuals
Country Life will have in October a delightful study of correct

and charming combinations in the painting of country houses.

The color illustrations are by Birch Burdette Long. They are

a conservative departure from conventional styles. The text is

by Aymar Embury, II. It is instructive and thorough. A
broad subject covered completely and ably by an expert with

illustrations that are unsurpassed.

Other Color Manuals Coming in

The New Country Life

^ 1 r>
^his is an opportunity to acquire a knowledge of

Oriental KUgS Oriental Rugs. Mr. Arthur U. Dilley helps you
(In Co or)

to determine different varieties.—November.

A comprehensive study of an interesting

Old Prints (in Color) subject by Mr. Frank Weitenkampf, Curator

for the Country Home °* ^rmts °f tne New York Public Library.

—

December.

Several pages of all breeds and colors of dogs,

Our Own Dog Show fully illustrated. The best dog of every breed

(In Color) as established by the dog shows will be shown.

—January.

Special to New Readers

To become better acquainted with The New COUNTRY LIFE we will send

you the next three issues for $1.00. By subscribing you will be assured of

getting your copy each month. (All of the spring numbers were out of

stock on publication date.) The high ideals of The New COUNTRY Xdoubleday,

LIFE, expressed in both its practical and inspirational articles, will /gJ^wrt
help you to get greater pleasure out of your life in the

m To become acquainted

COUntry. / with The NewCouvTRY
f Life I enclose Si.oo for

f the next three issues.

Doubleday, Page & Company Kamt

.

Garden City, New York
Address.

At newsstands fifty cents -

Yearly subscription price S5.00

I
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TABLE DELICACIES
Gifts for the Soldier's Mess Kit

ANN REMSEN

All good slores

sell Maillard's

RENOWNED for its delicious

flavor, its perfect purity, its

solubility, its nutritious qualities,

and specially for its ECONOMY

The standard of quality

THE going-away steamer basket is

being done-up for sterner service this

year. The bon voyage gifts in fruits

and sweets now have a definite end in view—
the practical need of the soldier-man with the

over-seas command in France, or in a training

camp in this country.

In this topsy-turvy age necessities are

luxuries. On the other hand, a fuller knowl-
edge of food values has made us transfer

many items from the luxury class to that of

indispensables. This fact is nowhere so

striking as in the relation of sweets to the

fighting-man's rations. The importance of

sugar to a man engaged in physical labor is

widely recognized, which is the reason why
the Government is planning to encourage
actively the sending of jams, jellies, etc., to

our men at the front.

Butter is almost an unknown quantity with

the man in the field, as all food must be easy

of transportation. Thus butter becomes a

luxury. In its place for the varied breads

which fall to the share of the Sammies is now
substituted jams, preserves, and marmalade.
The brave array of jellies and even home-made
pickled peaches and brandied cherries and
catsups make the mess kit a thing of envy
for the old campaigner to whom the straight

ration is all that is coming his way, unless he

is fortunate enough to have his lot cast in with

the youngsters—as a veteran put it to me.

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER

Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

LIBERTY BOX
FOR MEN IN SERVICE

ON LAND OR SEA
AT HOME OR ABROAD

To the man in training camp, en route for the
front, in the trenches "Somewhere in France,"
or aboard our warships, Dean's LIBERTY BOX
*vvill be a joy, a comfort and a boon.

TVo 1 conta 'ns Dean's cakes, jams, etc., Khaki Utility Com-
iivf. x for t- j£jt wjth— a novel, writing materials, indelible
pencil, pipe, high grade smoking tobacco, tooth brush, shoe laces,
two puzzles. $5.

"No 2 cont»ins Dean's cakes, jams, etc., a Khaki Utility Com-
- * ™ fort Kit with—writing materials, a novel, soap, tooth
brush, pipe, high grade smoking tobacco, three puzzles, playing
Cards, pocket comb, shoe laces, sewing bag. $10.

TVo 3 contains Dean's cakes, jams, etc., a Khaki Utility Com-
1 * ** fort Kit with—writing materials, fountain pen, latest
novel, soap, tooth brush, pipe, high grade smoking tobacco, pouch,
pipe scraper and cleaner, cigarette papers, three puzzles, playing
cards, service jack-knife, shoe laces, pocket comb, sewing bag. $15.

Shipped direct to any point in the United States by par-
cels post prepaid by us. Transportation charges abroad,
extfft.

628 Fifth Avenue, New York

ESTABLISHED 1838

Clysmic—
Of Course
Because its sales are bound-
ing ahead faster than any
other table water— sparkling

for flavor,lithiated for health.

15 grains of Lithia Salts

to the gallon.

Sold everywhere in splits,

pints and quarts only.

Don't accept ordinary waters.

Insist on genuine

WAUKESHA. WIS.
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KCYPTIAN

DEITIES
LHw Utmost in Cigarettes

TLuh I'.ndorCork'lip

/cof.4c of culture, refit icniet 1

1

and education uwanablu

TREFER Deities to

atuj otlicrciaareite

Makers of flu UnjhiSl Grade Turkish

and tqijptian Ciaarvltes in ihu World

Small jars of currant jellies, jam, and marma-
lade come m the best makes tit tor the purpose,

in si/x- anil delicious flavors for the individual

need. 1 hese glass jars of jellies and jams are

.sanitary and not bulky. A jar or two may be
pi.Kid in the kit, and with a box of biscuits

now put out in a practical form, make a healthful

and delicious bite for the man who needs a relish

to live on, as well as nourishment to tight on.

A noted firm of food packers is putting out
a box for the mess kit containing a wide and well

chosen assortment of delicacies for the soldier

—

peanut butter, sliced bacon, preserves, jellies,

etc. The box is practical and will till the need
of many a portable larder.

If a sift in this line is made for the soldier at

home, I advise small jars in glass.

Approved recipes tVr jellies and preserves for

home-made gifts are as follows:

RED RASPBERRY JAM

Allow three quarters of a pound of sugar to a

pound of fruit. Put the berries on alone and boil

for half an hour, stirring often. Add the sugar
and cook twenty minutes more. Put up in

jars or glasses.

QUINCE JELLY

Wash the quinces, but do not peel them. Cut
in quarters and remove the cores. Put over the
tire in a porcelain kettle; add a very little water;
cover closely and stew until the fruit is tender
and broken. Strain and press through a jelly

bag, but do not squeeze the pulp. The juice must
be allowed to drip through. Allow a pound of
sugar to each pint of the juice. Return the
juice to the tire and, as soon as it boils, pour in

the sugar. Boil all hard until the juice begins
to jelly, skimming off the scum as it rises to the
surface, lest the juice occasionally by pouring
a spoonful upon a chilled plate. As soon as this

quantity begins to jelly about the edge, the ket-

tle may be removed from the fire. Put at once
into jelly glasses.

CRAPE JELLY

Put your grapes over the fire in a large double
boiler, without water. Cover closely and cook
until the fruit is broken to pieces. Rub through a

colander, then squeeze through a flannel bag.

Measure the juice, and to each pint allow a pound
of sugar. Put the sugar in pans and set in the

oven to heat, but not to melt. Stir it from time
to time to prevent scorching. Return the juice

to the fire in a porcelain lined kettle, and bring

to a boil. Cook for twenty minutes, add the

heated sugar, boil up just once and pour the jelly

into glasses set in a pan of hot water.

CRABAPPLE I ELLY

Cut juicy crabapples into quarters and put
over the fire in a preserving kettle. Cover;
bring slowly to a boil and stew until broken to

pieces. Strain and press without squeezing,

through a jelly-bag, and proceed as with peach
jelly. The juice procured by squeezing what is

left in the bag will make a good second-best jelly,

well flavored, but not clear.

ORANGE MARMALADE

Slice two dozen unpeeled oranges, and remove
the seeds. Mix with them two lemons. These,

as well as the oranges, must be shredded very
thin. Measure the juice and add enough water
to make three quarts of liquid. Put all into a

stone crock, cover, and set in a cool place all

night. Turn into a preserving kettle and bring

slowly to the boil. Simmer until the peel is very

tender. Now stir in a pound of sugar for every

pint of juice, and boil until the skin is clear in

appearance. Remove from the fire, and when
cool, turn into jelly glasses.

PRESERVED PLUMS

Wipe the plums carefully, and prick each one
with a fork to prevent bursting. Weigh the
fruit, and to every pound of it allow a pound of

sugar and a pint of water. Cook the sugar

and water to a clear syrup, then lay in the plums
and boil very gently for twentv minutes. Re-
move the fruit carefully, not to break it, and lay-

on dishes to cool. Moil the syrup until thick,

pack the plums in glass jars, fill to overflowing
with the scalding syrup, and seal immediately.

LEMON MARMALADE

Weigh the lemons, and to every pound of them
allow a pound and one-quarter of sugar. Grate
the rind from half of the lemons, and peel the
others. Chop the fruit, removing the seeds as

you do so. Press out all the juice that you can
upon the sugar, add a little water to this, and put
it over the fire. Stir until the sugar is dissolved,

then boil for five minutes, skimming off the scum.
Stir in the chopped lemons and the grated rind,

and boil for half an hour. Put up in jelly glasses.

PEANUT BUTTER

Shell and skin freshly roasted peanuts and
pound or grind them to a fine powder. Mix to a

smooth paste, with half as much butter as you
have peanut powder. If the butter is rather
fresh, add a little salt.

PLUM BUTTER

To every pound of plums allow three quarters
of a pound of sugar. Wash the plums and put
them mto a preserving kettle, with the moisture
still clinging to them. Cover, bring slowly to a
boil, and cook until the fruit is broken to pieces

and is very soft. Rub through a colander to re-

move stones and skins; return the juice and pulp
to the fire, add the sugar and boil until the mix-
ture is very thick. Put up in jars.

PRESERVED GREEN GRAPES

Cut each grape in half, remove the seeds and
weigh the fruit. Allow a pound of granulated
sugar to every pound of the fruit. Put all into a

preserving kettle and bring very slowly to a boil.

Cook until thick, then pour boiling hot into jars,

and seal.
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THE sportswoman en militaire—the wo-
man of to-day—is as trim and smartly

military in her sports clothes as is her

brother fighting man. She is garbed for service

for her bit may not be in the line of surgical dress-

ings. Having been an outdoor creature motor
driving or dispatch duty appeals to her vigorous

youth.
Her trench coat is a slightly less heavy affair

than the man's coat. It has not the wool extra

lining, although it is waterproof and comes in a

soft woolly material, well belted. Although the

pockets are slit, it is a premeditated evil. Dame
Fashion is making a virtue of necessity, and de-

crys any extra material; the collars will be smal-

ler, the skirts will be less full this coming season.

Even the tailors will see to it that men's clothes

will have no waste material, no cuffs on the

trousers, or on the sleeves, and no extra outside

pockets will appear. Rigid economy in wool
makes this imperative, but the trim neatness and
perfect fit appeal to the well turned out man and
woman.
A well tailored suit for service and sports is

in an olive drab serge with plaited skirt. With
this is worn a velvet coat of olive drab, three

shades darker than the skirt, a soft silk shirt in

cream color, and a tie in the service color of her

corps, which makes a striking costume.

A hat to be worn with this suit is a soft cream-
color felt with a band of olive drab velvet around
the crown and a tiny wing, in the color of the

tie, run through the flat bow on the left side.

High-laced tan boots and tan silk stockings com-
plete the costume for this sportswoman.
A regulation khaki suit in olive drab wool has

a shell skirt and knickers, and belted Norfolk
jacket, cut on military lines. With it is worn a

service hat in felt, and puttees. This is a trying

Kit bag in tan leather, which may be folded flat

when not in use. A necessity for the soldier

going over seas

LINDSAY GLEN
Of The Country Life Advertising De-
partment's Service Bureau will be glad

to furnish further information or pur-

chase anj) of the articles mentioned.

Address 11 West 32nd St., New York

Woman's trench coat in a light weight woolen material, slashed
pockets, belt, and strapped at cuffs, worn with soft felt hat in reg-
ulation shape

costume for the truly feminine creature, but if the

exigencies of war have put to use her talent of driving

her own car she must needs dress the part adequately.

The out-of-door woman is in demand. Her bit is the

most active and satisfying.

THE SPORTSMAN THE SOLDIER

PACK your troubles in your old kit bag
and smile, smile, smile," is a bit of French
philosophy which is being sung by T.

Atkins and his cousin Sammy from America with
a cheery good will. The old kit bag in England
is a wonderful hold-all in canvas, which unfolds

to amazing proportions and may easily stow
away the belongings of a peace time traveler.

This makes possible the carrying of a greater

variety of togs, but the fighting man can not
indulge in variety. Thus the smaller of the two
sizes appeals to him. The canvas kit is a roll

or hold-all done in stout brown canvas bound
in leather, with leather straps and various size

pockets and flaps, also bound in leather. This
hold-all is invaluable for the man in the field of
war or sports.

The leather kit bag is less bulky and smarter.

This also comes in two sizes, eighteen and twenty
inches. This bag is strongly made and, when
open, falls wide at the top, so that it may be
readily packed. The leather is soft and pliable,

yet durable. They are of English make and are

the approved regulation kit for the fighting man.

THE TRENCH COAT

The first thing to put in the new kit should

be the trench coat, manufactured in England of
the finest gabardine procurable, military in cut,

with welted seams. The coat has a waterproof
lining, also an extra heavy woolen lining. The
wool lining is detachable, which makes it possible

to wear the coat in the early fall without the
woolen lining, or in the cold winter days with
the woolen lining buttoned in. These coats are

in khaki color, absolutely waterproof, and an
exclusive idea of the famous house which
originated and guarantees them.

{Continued on page 10S)

The hold-all as its name implies can be stretched to con-
tain nearly everything for which the officer could find a use

Tool chest for officer's kit, which folds neatly in
a leather case

Swagger sticks in ebony and rosewood, with polished
silver heads

Toilet set in French ivory, in tan leather case,

so compact that it may be stowed away in kit
bag or overcoat pocket
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FIFTH AVENUE AT 46™ STREET, NEW YORK
WASHINGTON CINCINNATI DULUTH

CLOTHING,
Ortitlfturns Spintiariittn, &ttob$,

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill S800

Clothing for Summer Sport

Ready made & to Measure
Special Garments for Polo, Golf, Tennis

Yachting, Riding, etc.

in light weight Woolens, Crash and Shantung Silk

Exclusive Shirts, Neckwear & Hosiery
Straw & Panama Hats, English and Domestic Shoes

Trunks, Bags & Leather Novelties

Umbrellas, Walking Sticks, Mackintoshes, etc.

Liveries for Stable, Garage or Club

FOR YOUNG MEN AND BOYS!

Complete School and College Outfits

Clothing, Furnishings, Hats and Shoes

Trunks, Kit Bags and Dressing Cases

Uniforms and Useful Articles of Personal Equipment
for Officers in the Service of the United States

in Camp, Afield or Afloat

Send for Check List of above or for
New Illustrated Catalogue

BOSTON SALES- OFFICES
T AC MONT COR. BOYLSTON STREET

NEWPORT SALES-OFFICES
220 BellevuC Avenue

FALL SHOWING OF
FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS

EACH yW brings more general recognition

of the fact that to furnish the home so as to

carry out some artistic idea, period or style in

the relation of furniture to the decorative scheme em-

ployed need not entail an extravagant expenditure.

Our Fall Exhibit includes not only inexpensive

patterns in Flint's Fine Furniture, but also Wall

Papers and Draperies of striking beauty), simple

in design and low in price.

ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC RUGS AND
DRAPERIES

FLINT & HORNER CO., inc.

20 26 WEST 36th STREET

NEW YORK

Linens at

Ret Trade Mark

For sixty years McCutcheon's has been

"The Linen Store of America." It car-

ries the widest assortment of patterns.

It offers sound value and quality.

You don't have to come to Fifth Avenue
to buy. You can have the McCutcheon
Linens by mail wherever you are. This

year our stock presents practically as

great a variety as ever. Our prompt mail

service assures you as much satisfaction

as if you stood before our counters.

Table Cloths and Napkins—every type and quality,

in every size up to the big and unusual.

Fancy Table Linens—Embroidered and Lace-Trim-

med Table Cloths, Luncheon Cloths, Tea Goths, Doi-

lies of Drawn-Work, Napkins, Scarfs, White or colored,

simple or elaborate, low-priced or costly.

Bed Linens—Sheets and Pillow Cases, hemstitched

and embroidered in all sizes.

Towels—Hand Towels, Face Towels, Guest Towels,

Bath Towels, fancy or plain, fine or inexpensive.

Wriu for our new Fall book-

let on Housekeeping Linens

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets, New York
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DECORATING SERVICE
NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS

CONDUCTED BY JAMES COLLIER MARSHALL

NEW CHINTZES AND WALL PAPEKS

Mr. James Collier Marshall
Director of the Decorating Service of The
New Country Life's Advertising Department

will solve your problems of home decoration

—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art

objects and interior arrangements. Mr. Mar-
shall's long acquaintance with the sources of

supply enables him to make, if desired, judi-

cious selections and to obtain most favorable

prices. This service is free to our readers.

Address inquiries to Decorating Service Department

Country Life in America
1 1 West 32nd Street New York

Remarkably good for living room use is this new soft

toned paper

FOR those who are planning to redecorate

their houses or rooms before their winter

occupancy it may be interesting to

remark the various new designs in

chintzes and wall papers to be found
in the shops. Considering conditions,

there are many new patterns of both,

and all of them simple in drawing,
natural in coloring, and altogether

cheerful and pleasing in effect.

As regards the papers though simplic-

ity leads, one may find anything one
desires. The dainty bedroom pattern

seen at the upper right has only a del-

icate black vine on a cream white glazed

ground. The pattern is so inconspicuous

as to permit its use with almost any
type of furniture. It will be charming
with the early American and simple late

English furniture. Muslin curtains

with some light-weight two-tone fabric,

such as sunfast material, for overdrapery
will be correct.

Apropos of the sunfast weaves, let me
interrupt here to say that the newest
of these materials are far superior to

anything heretofore shown. They come in

changeable silk effects in both two and three

colors, either plain woven or patterned. None
of the new fabrics has been so much improved
as this nor does any now offer so much oppor-
tunity to the decorator.

To return to the papers: the classic design

jwers embower the scenic reserves of this fifty-inch chintz,

called Shakespeare's Garden. Price, $5.40

seen at the lower left is in several shades of gray
which makes it admirable for use in large halls;

it is particularly effective over a paneled dado.

When such a design is employed it is better to

use no pictures. Indeed, they are quite un-

necessary and out of place.

The third paper seen here, at the upper left,

shows a new variety of foliage with birds, quite

A black pattern on a glazed white ground makes this an
admirable bedroom paper

interesting for the living room uses. Its colors,

soft and restful, will combine well with prac-
tically everything that might be already
in use.

Most unusual in every way is the
Shakespeare's Garden chintz pattern
pictured in the centre of the page. In
this all varieties of flower blossoms in

their natural tints are seen on a pale

lavender ground. No idea can be had
from this picture of the charm of this

chintz, since the color arrangement can
no more be described than reproduced
here, but some understanding can be
gotten of the distribution of its pattern

and the embowered effect of the scenes

as well as of its width, the whole being

shown here.

Not less effective though entirely

different, is the vine patterned linen at

the lower right, whose ecru ground is

brightened by rich, deep toned flowers

of diverse kinds. Note: We take
pleasure in correcting the spelling of the

name of Mr. M. Parish-Watson to whom
we are indebted for much of the mater-

ial on Chinese Porcelains used in this page in

the August issue of the New Country Life.

lassie beauty of The numerous flowers of this fifty-inch chintz blaze in natural
tints on a cream ground. Cost, $3.75

Note the lights and shadows or this graceful, rich-hued vine

on ecru linen. Price, $4.35
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The Strong Chinese feeling in this conventionalized design is emphasized by the colors employed —gray-blue on a deep blue ground,

the bold touches of yellow and brown in llie border complying ihe unusual and decorative effect.

Seamless Axminster Rugs
designed to meet special requirements as to size, shape,

pattern and coloring.

They are made to order in any length and in any

width up to 30 feet, without seams, as well as in odd shapes

to conform to architectural irregularities in floor plans. We
prepare a design and coloring to harmonize perfectly with

the decorative scheme of which the Rug is to be a part.

Full particulars and prices upon request.

W. & J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY'SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK
WASHINGTON, D. C. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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DREICER SeC°
FIFTH A'VEVLT a/ FOKn'-SKIB

Pearl Necklaces of all
sizes is wide range of
tint and lustre perfect-

ly matched and graded.
The greatest value is

ASSURED

at ch:cago

rinoka
Guaranteed Suxfast
Draperies & Upholsteries

e
kJ LSFAST" when applied to
ORINOKA Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies and Upholsteries is more
than a trade name. It is an ab-
solute guarantee. It means that the colors will not fade when exposed to
sunlight nor run when wet Drape any ORINOKA Guaranteed Sunfast
Fabric at your sunniest windows, launder as frequently as necessary and
the beautiful colors will always remain as fresh as new.

This guarantee is on the ticket attached to every piece of genuine
ORINOKA Sunfast Draperies and Upholsteries:

These floods are guaranteed absolutelyfadeless. Ifcolor changesfrom
exposure to sunlight orfrom washing, the merchant is hereby author-
ized to replace them with new goods or refund the purchase price.

If in doubt, insist on seeing this guarantee. It is worth your while to
know that your draperies will not fade and that you have a money-back
protection.

ORINOKA Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies are made in a great variety
of weaves, from sheer casement cloths to heavy hangings.

Send for our booklet, "Draping the Home. " It contains excellent
suggestionsfor makingyour home most attractive,

ORINOKA MILLS Dept. K, Clarendon Bldg., New York

Some Serviceable Table Articles

THERE is nothing more interesting to the housekeeper than to find
new things for the house, and particularly pleasing is it when these
articles are designed to beautify her dining table.

There are a number of these to be found this summer, and the fall season
will unquestion-
ably yield many
others. Glass
seems to have re-

gained all its old-

time popularity.

It is found in

Berries, Han re most attractive
ng cut glass

every conceiv-
able shape and is

used in number-
less ways. The
table glass is ex-

ceptionally good.
One set, I recall,

after the old \\ aterford" glass pattern, has wide-mouthed goblets and wine
glasses, with simply cut but stout stems that bear well the deep sharply
rising bell which is also plainly cut. It is the more charming in appearance
because of the remarkable clarity of the glass itself.

• There is another set, similarly shaped though not so tall, having its sides

and foot entirely covered with an extremely fine cross cut, except for a three
fourths inch space
on the rim and base
which is left plain,

while on the bell

there is a single

medallion reserve

that gives a touch
of lightness to the
somewhat severe
cutting just des-

cribed.

But not alone do
the goblets claim

one's attention;

there are numerous
bowls that please

and which are in-

tended for many uses, though for berries they are unexcelled. The one
pictured here is quite unusual both in cut and in shape. Instead of having
its rim cut, this is flattened on its outward curve only, while the disk and
line engraved border gives a finish to the crystal-like cutting below it.

Not new though none the less interesting on that account, are the Pyrex
glass vessels for cooking, which not only are practical, sanitary, and easy

to clean, but are

good looking as

well. No photo-
graph does them
justice, but it does
not require an un-
usual imagination
to picture how
appetizing would
be baked custard,

macaroni with
cheese, rice pud-
ding, and even
delectable batter
bread in one of

those dishes. There
are casseroles for

meats stewed with
vegetables, plates

for pies and pots

for baked beans. Thus has another sense been enabled to further human
contentment- These glass dishes may be had either with or without their

metal holders. Indeed they look quite as well without anything more
than a plate under them, and are far more effective than a pottery baking
dish in the usual napkin trussing. A new china pattern very worth while

is Colonial in feeling being decorated only with gold lines that, with its

curious clipped edges, give the effect of cobwebs. Inexpensive as it is

good looking, it sells at $68.50.

Used either for fruit or flowers, this green pottery dish on its iron stand
will mnrii rfktinftinn tn Ihf hwalrfac* tahlf

The epicure, who enjoys the nnpraiJ
in the use of these baking dishes of
saving, and practical

of food as well as its Savor, will find much satisfaction

that are as good looking as they are sanitary, labor
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[crcuf tcr, all Easy Chairs and Settees

manufactured by B.Altman& Co., in their

own workshops, will bear the registered

trademark

This Furniture, made on frames of sea-

soned ash stuffed with carefully- selected

down and hair, and upholstered hy skilled

artisans, represents

THE QUINTESSENCE OF COMFORT

A collection of Super-Easy Furniture

is on permanent exhibition in

The Department of Interior Decoration

S. Altman $c©a
Fifth Avenue Madison Avenue

Thirty-fourth St. Thirty-fifth St.

New York *y,0^
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WELL chosen, indeed, is

the Furniture which not

alone fulfills its utilitarian

purpose, but imparts to the

room decorative distinction,

whilst creating a restful,

livable atmosphere.

f]T The successful solution

of such problems may
be realized quite readily by
recourse to these Galleries.

Here, one may select appro-

priate Furniture for both
formal and informal rooms

—

'mid quiet, harmonious sur-

roundings without the dis-

traction ofirrelevant obj ects,

and at no prohibitive cost.

fTT The extensive collection

on view in this interest-

ing establishment, for two-
score years devoted exclusively

to Furniture and decorative

accessories, is vividly remi-

niscent of every historic

epoch, and includes many
unusual groups and occa-

sional pieces not elsewhere
retailed.

fjj
Suggestions may be gained

jJ from de luxe prints of well-

appointed interiors, sent gratis

upon request.

Grand Rapids Rirniture Company
INCORPORATED

34-36 West 32 "^Street
NewYork City-

War Time Art

RATHER than proving a hindrance, the

War seems to have given an impetus to

the cleverness of our artist designers, as

the dainty decorative articles reproduced here

will testify.
Rarely does one
find as many
beautiful things

in the shops as

are to be found
now. Certainly

there are infi-

nitely more to

be found now
than during the

first two years

of the great
<y > struggle, and it

is indeed a relief

to be freed of*

the bizarre de-

signs and blaz-

ing decorations which emanated from Vienna and
flooded the art world with dizzy primary colors.

That is over. All the new things are artistically

conceived and daintily decorated and, following

the trend of the times, they emulate as closely

as possible the the natural colors.

This feeling will be noted in all the articles

illustrated. Particularly good is the hand-painted

glass jar at the top

of the column which
is intended for aro-

matic smelling salts

for the living or

drawing room. The
old fashion of re-

freshing the air of

the house by this

method has come
again into favor, and
these jars, decorated

with the flowers
their contents re-

present, are sure to

be popular.

The Florentine
plant shelf seen just

below, charmingly
painted in ivory and
gold, speaks for it-

self, though the pic-

ture does not show
that it is really as

well made and ser-

viceable as it is good to look at.

There are a good many of these Italian things

to be seen—tables, boxes of various kinds, lamps
and sconces. All are daintily designed and painted
in warm colors.

Simpler far though not less decorative is the

wrought-iron water lily sconce with hand dipped
candle. 1 he natural grace of the flower has been
cleverly caught in this piece, and the artist had
the good taste to leave it untinted.

O DU PONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

Inspirations in

IVORY
PY-RA-LIN

Exquisite creations for library,

drawing room and milady's

boudoir— rivaling in charm

and chasteness the mellow

tones and delicate graining of

old elephant ivory.

Our distinctive Du Barry

design is the epitome of crafts'

manship in this charming all

American product. A desk

set illustrated.

The better stores show full

assortments.

Brochure upon request

E. I. du Pont de Nemours &- Co.
The Arlington Works

725 Broadway New York

A Book of Permanent Value

The Financial Chronicle says of

Cost of Living
By Fabian Franklin

Associate Editor of the
New York Evening Post

"In the whole United States it is doubtful if

there be another man as capable of enlightening
the popular mind on economic and financial

problems as this brilliant writer. . . . The
book is popular, not in the common sense of being
frivolous and slipshod, but in the better sense of

freedom from unexplained technicalities. . . .

The book is so interesting that he who begins it

will not lay it down till he has finished it. The
style is like that of John Stuart Mill for clearness."

"Cost of Living" is a clear illuminating

discussion of the problem of rising costs

for the average household. It is unique

among books of its kind, for—it con-

tains NO STATISTICS.

All Bookstore*. Net $1.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York
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(Poob ®aste

at tije Hampton ^>fjop^

The Perfect Room, pervaded by an

aristocratic serenity which takes us

hack to statelier days than ours, is

a result of something more than a

w ise selection of its Furniture.

It needs the nicely balanced taste

of such as the Hampton Shops In-

terior Decorators to bring together

these Tables, Chairs and Cabinets

of Italian Walnut and Carven Oak,
to link them together with touches

of wrought metal and dainty bits of

Porcelain and to set them in such ar-

chitectural surroundings as may bring

them all into pleasing relationship.

,9

Furniture Textiles Decoration
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"Undertow" compels attention

and enlists our

sympathies right from the start.

Afterward we realize that Kathleen
Norris has written a novel of liter-

ary distinction as well, which deals

with agrowingproblem in our national

life—the "Undertow" ofextravagance.

Published by

Doubhday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York,

mammimtmamm "::!''!i5:T!

Danersk

Furniture

The Charm-

ins Thing

is Rare-

ly the Usual

Thing

Individual -

ity in furn-^ iture can
best be obtained by buying from the people who
manufacture—DANERSK Furniture is madein our

own factories. We ship daily direct to all parts of

the country beautiful pieces in antique walnut and

old Venetian colorings.

Do not compromise when you can have things just as they

ought to be.

Send for valuable catalogue D-9 or call at Exhibition Rooms.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor

For the complete, correct and perfect

illumination of your home, specify

S. & A. lighting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

"Gems of the CasPar Whi
.

tne y

F,
jrr ft writes us about

USt Water -Gems (?) of Ger-

man Thought," William Archer's anthology

of Kuliur, "These are gems indeed, gems of

the first (Teuton) water, which together

make the most illuminating first aid to

understanding the German mentality that

I have seen." Look the book over at

your dealer's.

Published by

Doubhday, Page & Company
Garden City. New York

A BIRD BATH

on your lawn or among your flowers will attract the birds

and add to the charm of your garden. The bath illustrated

is a new design affording a broad, shallow bathing area

which can be enjoyed by fledglings quite as much as by older

birds since it is but inches from the ground. Repro-

duced in frost proof, Pompeian Stone. Diameter 00
26J inches. Price (F. O. B., N. Y.) T"—
Send for catalogue illustrating all typesof Pompeian Stone

garden furniture. Special facilities for designing in marble.

The ERKINS STUDIOS
22 1 Lexington Avenue New York

Some New Tables

TABLES are as interesting as they are use-

ful. Every new variation of design

finds a ready appreciation, and while

it cannot be said with truth that all the new
patterns are acceptable, many are a great im-

provement on some of the old ones, since they

seem agreeable to any modern setting.

The mahogany folding spool-leg table, pic-

tured here both open and closed, is of particular

interest to those who must conserve space. This,

as will be seen, folds qu^ite closely, having all

the charm of its tip top relative, with a strength

and stability not often found in this last named
type. And it will especially appeal to hostesses

for tea time use since it will easily hold the whole

service. It costs only $17.50.

The mahogany kidney table seen above is

equally handsome and serviceable. This too is

roomy and may be used either for reading, writing,

individual tea, or solitaire. A low rim on the

outer edge gives security to its utilities while

adding to its appearance. Price, $12.

Another attractive table is a slender legged

painted one whose top is a daintily painted tray

about II x 15 inches that gives easy service at

tea, or may be used for holding the first aids to

sewing and other needlework.
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Brings the
Sunshine In

NO lurking shadows! Cheer and optimism everywhere! Rooms that

are companionable, dignified, distinctive!

Flawless, unblemished perfection if the work is done with Banzai Enam-
el—the enamel that flows so easily that the decorator is sure to get

mirror-smooth surfaces—the enamel so tough you can
dent the wood with a hammer blow without fracturing

the finish.

Portfolio of enamel interiors free—like a visit to the most
artistic homes in America,- dainty bungalows or stately country
estates. Write to Pitcairn Varnish Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

AGED manufacturing branch of

floor SPAR PITTSBURG PLATE GLASS CO.
FINISHING SPAR P*mt an<* Varnish factories, Milwaukee, Wis. and Newark, N. J.

PTMT e!H Distributing stock in 26 leading cities. Sold by dealers and re-FLAT FIN I on sponsible painters everywhere.
BANZAI ENAMEL

CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS and SILVERSMITHS

10 wSTiSSSis In New York: 636
>
Fifth Avenue

THl imw eutu In Chicago: 62Z, S. Michigan Avenue

In London: 22, Old Bond Street

OLD ENGLISH SILVER TEA and COF-
FEE SERVICES, Dishes, Platters—rare pieces

acquired from important English collections

—

sold in our New York and Chicago Galleries at

London prices.

Jl lighted lamp is

the most conspicuous

object in a room;
it should be a thing

of beaut]} in com-

plete harmony with

its surroundings.

EDWARD I. FARMER
CHINESE ARTS AND DECORATIONS
5 West Fifty-sixth Street NEW YORK.

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
TOR YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY
'ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS

CHELSEA CLOCK CO. Makers of high grade clocks. 1 State St., Boston, Mass.

Clothes for the Country
(continued from page q8)

VESTED IN GAY COLORS

This fall the usual dull suit of the strictly tail-

or-made woman will have the added touch of a
gay-colored sleeveless vest made quite like a
blouse in front but short in the back. They
show just below the coat, which is short, for the

model is mannish in cut and finish.

Another vest is seen in a stiff figured silk, which
nips in at the waist line, with tabs below the belt

in front. Heavy corded silk in colors is also seen

in vests.

A knitted muffler in pure silk, soft and appeal-

ing, is in the colors of the artillery, infantry,

cavalry, signal corps, and navy. With these

mufflers come ties of the same knitted silk as

the muffler. These two are similar in style to

those worn by British army officers, all of whom
wear their regimental colors. The muffler is

ideal for the man or woman who has some one
at the front and wishes to wear his colors.

THE SWAGGER STICK

"The soldier must have some weapon of defense,

if only a twig," is an old saying which no doubt
will serve as an excuse for the handsome ebony
sticks used by the young sportsmen and officers

in strict military kit. We see finely polished rose

wood sticks with capped silver heads shaped
like a bullet case; dull ebony sticks with plain

heads in silver or gold, or again the ebony is

highly polished, the head topped by a tiny shell.

Some simple sticks are in bamboo or maple.
Whatever the style, the soldier on leave must
have a stick to be smart.

Another gift much appreciated by the military

man is the tool set in black morocco, which con-

tains a monkey wrench, file, awl, small hammer
and screw driver, and knife and pincers, all neatly

tucked away in a small case.

Still another gift, and one which appeals to

the soldier most of all, is the pipe set, in leather

lined with rubber, and folding over smartly.

It has a compartment for the adored pipe.

FOR THE SPORTSMAN

A sports vest on exhibition is made in camel's

hair cloth with sleeves in a heavy twill silk. It

is built especially for golf and shooting and is

roomy, soft, and warm. It is made up in various

colors, but the London smoke—sort of gray color

—and the shades of tan are the most worn.
A cap for sports wear is seen in a mixed ma-

terial imported from England. It has a patented

unbreakable visor, is light in weight, and service-

able and durable for golf or shooting.

We Have the Book
You Want

^TT Long Islanders will

VII find convenient

j\ <C7ie Bookshop

Arcade, Pennsyl-

vania Station. Books

of all publishers up to

the minute. You pass

the door.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Open Evening*

Step Lively! wl?°
1

do«. ?
ot

believe in the Divine

mission of Germany had better hang

himself, and rather to-day than to-mor-

row." So writes one of the German
leaders quoted in William Archer's

"Gems(?) of German Thought." Ask
your dealer to let you see a copy.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York
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CRANE'S CRKATIONS
Some of the Newer Ideas in Stationery to Replenish

Youi VV'riti ml; Disk, and Add t<> the Pleasure

of Your Social Correspondence

T F one VMui lil (» mi u 1 1 m I limit In ing < uiiimi'ii pl.ii r, I I .mi s lilt id I'.in linirnt

I ailniiU tin n|<|i"i t mm \ .
I In- paper i* watermarked with a banket-weave

A. pattern wliuli Kivi-i tin- papit .1 ii>li Imik .uul .in null u nli.idly delightful sur-

face to write on I In* tu Iiiuhi i-l ,i|i|n name 11 « nli.nu • >l l> v linnlits ul |iink,

l>ln. or grcv, relieved by .1 tmu li ul gold on tin- nine. I liii gold 1 • leal gold

not gilt. \>- 1 can Ium tin papit 1
I mi or with .-..M alum- il you like.

Qmnek
cfinen c&te>n

THF very latest idea in writing paper is the

Marginal Fold. The undersheet extends
about hall an inch beyond the upper one.
Correspondence cards are made to fold in

the same way. A smart touch is a mono-
gram designed to go on this extending
edge with the letters gracefully arranged
one above the other. The most approved
torm is the monogram placed thus on the

extending portion of the third page, and
the house address in the usual place on the
front page Marginal Folds may be had
edged with silver alone or with colored
borders added.

CK \NE'S GREYLAWN appeals by its

elegant simplicity. Look closely at a
sheet and you will see that the grey tone is

due to an infinite number of fine grey lines

very close together. The envelopes are

lined with a very thin paper in what is known
as Pekin stripe—black and white, violet

and white, and blue and white.

CRANE'S Linen Lawn is undoubtedly
the autocrat of writing papers. Of tine

ancestry, it makes its appeal by the quality

of its texture, by its goodness as writing

paper. You are acquainted with
_
Crane's

Linen Lawn, but perhaps you know it

only in conservative styles. Ask your
dealer to show you the variety of
Crane's creations—a variety that
affords opportunity for the exercise

of personal taste, with the assurance
the name Crane's always gives.

EATON, CRANE & PIKE CO. New York Pittsfield, Mass.

This nrw inter Inrliilwn »' Ihr OtUntal note iHcrrss/ully amibin, s

restraint with smart individuality

IIow modern designers

express anew the
ideals of past ages

UNTIL recently it has been almost impossible to
furnish a room in the smart decorative furniture

without sooner or later tiring of its foreign note.

In the newest design you can now have the color-
ful dash of Oriental pieces combined with complete
livability, permanent interest, growing enjoyment
and delight.

This peculiarly satisfying interpretation of an art
nearly two thousand years old, we owe to Berkey &
Gay's designers. This is but one example of the
success they attain in the creation of new designs in
which breathes the genius of master furniture makers
of every age. England, France, Spain, Italy have all

contributed their finest inspiration to the develop-
ment of Berkey & Gay pieces.

No matter what your problem may be, no matter
whether you live in a small apartment or formal
town house, you will find in Berkey & Gay furniture
the very pieces you want—pieces that give a delight-
ful new interest to any room.

Ask at your favorite furniture shop for a letter admitting you
to Berkey & Gay's Exhibition Rooms in Grand Rapids or New
York. Their portfolio of twenty room scenes contains invaluable
suggestions about furniture and its arrangement. Send 25c. to
Berkey & Gay Furniture Co., 180 Monroe Avenue, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

BERKEY & GAT
FURNITURE

1

Friendly pitces that would make
even a bleak corner interesting
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MIS SWIFT

ifujjim'mrtuiELiEa inL^i^dr^'us

tmt \"r rri wall akid>

IFLO OIR (DOVIEIIRIIWCGS

ALSO

iUOT<OTnE DECORATIVE AIR1TKCLIES

SUITABLE ^OK ALL IJJTEH^IORS

D

IRANICH
-BACH

1

59 Inches
Long

4

:

I

World's
Smallest
Wtra Quality Grand Piano

Main Office, 235 E. 23rd St.,Newark
Chicago Wareroom, 235 S.Wabash Ave.

s

JF beauty were all you asked

of your furniture, or com'
fort, your choice would not be

difficult. But when you re
quire both beauty and comfort

and that substantial quality

which insures lifelong service

Karpen Furniture
best meets your demands. It

deserves a place in your home
because of its excellent design,

its unique Karpenesque up-

holstery, excellent materials

and workmanship, and very

moderate price.

Send for Book 79 ofKarpen Designs

illustrating period and modern styles

singly and in suites. Mailed on re-

ceipt of 14 cents in stamps.

S. KARPEN 5? BROS.
900 S. Michigan Ave. . Chicago

37th St. and Broadway
New York

K&rpei)

This Chaise tongue is a Chippendale design,

constructed of solid mahogany with pillow
and Karpenesque spring cushion upholstery.

It is a Very desirable piece for bedroom use.
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Chase Mohair Velvets

are the most luxurious

of upholstery fabrics for

closed car interiors.

BEAUTIFUL
DURABLE

COMFORTABLE
SANITARY

Chase Mohair Velvets

are made of pure mo-

hair. Wear comes direct-

ly on the top ends of

the fibres.

No wearing out

in spots—no
sliding o r slip-

ping while riding.

Scores of wonderful de-

signs in fast colors

—

plain, neutral shades

—

stripes and beautiful

tapestry effects.

Write for handsome booklet.

/or

JfotorCars

uxurious c7/pJiolsfei*i
•a /or

Turnitwe,

Made by Set/?fore/ /V///s

a^C^CHASE If CO" BOSTON-
NEWYORK DETROIT CHICAGO

^C&cic/e/'j /n yVcjni//he/ur/'nry ^/nce

Chase Mohair Velvets

for furniture upholstery,

combine rich, decorative

appearance with remark-

able wearing qualities.

Easily cleaned

—not impaired

by pressure—
fast, distinctive

colors.

Chase Mohair Velvets

have been recognized as

the most practical and

durable of upholstery

materials for over a

third of a century.

Patterns for
every home's

requirements.

At your upholsterers'

or interior decorators'

Write for samples
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AT THE NATIONAL DAIRY SHOW

ill! AT is surely one of the greatest in-

spir.itioM.il and educational ex-

positions to be held in the world

r |„s vf.ii whether .iulustr...l or

agricultural »* the N;.t...t, .1

Dm\ Show, t« be hew M the

Ohio State I n. < Mounds. C olumbus. OctobU

iSth to :;th inclusive.

| he barns will be hlled to overflowing with

more than ..sOO representatives the Lading

herd) of leneyt, Ucrns.vs H.dstcins. A>r-

rs..inJ-Hn.«nS«.ss I he heavy t rait horse

,,m ,| b) t he IVrtherons. Belgians and

n'vdesdales. will be shown hs the leading breed-

era. The prtie list is almost as extensive as

that of the International.

\ nmh.lv horse fair will be Riven in the new

0>mmiHl,o.,s cohscum. and the '"'»•
Y^'" r

^jH-ets to make this the greatest horse la.r >f

\nuuva. Ilo.sts that are profitable for the

firmer to produce will he given special pmnu-

, u,, ,|,hough hunters, jumpers, nolo pon.es

cavalry and police mounts, heavy harness , nl

Su^y horaei wM aU.. be shou n on each of the

nine nights of the Show. .
,

"The outstandmc thought of th.s Show , S the

potent.ahty of the dairy industry, of US responsi-

bd.tv of feeding the people of the

world, Twenty-six pet ecnt. ot the

d urv oms of the Country have gone

to the slaughter in the last seven

months, and the m.ss.on of the Show

,s to bring together the men and

women of the dairy world and im-

press on them that a saving of our

da.rv herds to-day means the safe-

guarding and preservation ot the

lives of our children.

THE dairv division of the United

States Department of Agricul-

ture is to cooperate with the Show

this year and will, through the

medium of demonstrations on pro-

duction and manufacture, show how

waste can be turned into profit In

add.tion. the state agricultural col-

leges will demonstrate the part they

are taking in the world's food cam-

paign. Their labors will be blgety

foottd to showing how to increase

production and cheapen it at the

same time.

RESPONDING apparently to th« country s

call i m n Mid product.,,... East Ntwton

\. ||„-, Imp., an Avislii.ccow owned by the I-- A.
l-seiue, imp. — „ ,, . i

R,.V„,a..nlst.te,WI„,l.ng.\V.Va..hasjUNtcom-

ple.etl a yearly A.Ivan.,, I Registry record, pro-
ling. W. '

„..icd Kegi

dmu.g . K.i so pounds milk. 77470 pounds butter-

''V.ast Newton Nellie was bred by J. fc £
Hott.e. Ncvvm.b.s, Scotland, and imported by I'

.

S Peer. She was dropped April, loio, and has

already an official two-year-old record of 0,440

p„„„,ls milk. 407 P»«'»d- f-','! unomeial thret-

'car-old record of 0.0c \
pounds milk, 4HI»^

I,,,. unofficial mature record ol 10,302 P»»nds

milk. 4,8 pounds fat, previous to her official rec-

ord lust completed. She is an easy and per-

sistent milker. Her biggest day s vvork was not

more than <*> pounds and she finished her test

with more than 40 pounds showing a n«ctua .on

of only 10 pounds between her high and low mark.

She has had lour heifer calves.

11,-r K r..ndsires,
Midland Rent Payer and Last

NcwtOII OU Gipsy, are both sons Of the great

S0)„h o.u. Midland Old (..psy, with a record of

, ,.; 10 pounds of milk in nine months.

This record of East Newton Nellie is the sec-

ond record of more than l8,oco pounds milk made

by the Rcvmann Estate herd within the past few

weeks. August l assie, also a seven-year-old,

Ives to Mr. E. Ambrose ( lark of ( 'ooprr.towii,

N. V., the colisid, . .it 1011 hung #8,500.

The two aged cows, Auchlochaii Kpp.e and

Hobsland Tumphic 3rd will be strong contenders

at this year's National Dairy Show and Mr. C lark

is to he congratulated on Ins pun hasi s.

THE recent Ohio State Eair, the Hood

, arm Berkshire herd was shown in ten

classes, winning eight first prizes, eight second

prizes, three third prizes, and two fourth prizes,

besides Senioi and (irand Champion boar on the

|„.,-d sire, Longfellow's Double and first and

second on get of sire. The first prize get was

sired by Lord Premier's Successor, and in, hided

I ongfellow's Double, his brother, and two of his

sisters. The second prize get of sire was four

Junior yearlings, sired by Longfellow s Double.

Four Junior yearling boars, sons of Longfellow s

Double took first, second, third, and fourth in

their class.

THE 30,000-acre plantation of Mr. A. E.

Yaeger, at Mount, La., is one of the best

organized and highest producing estates in the

country. He lives on the place and manages it

himself. In handling the lumber interest on the

place and the cotton, the corn, and the live stock,

more than J^CO darkies are employed.

Mr. Yaeger makes a specialty of

producing beef and pork. He main-

tains a herd of native cows which

have been graded up for a number of

years by the use of good pure bred

bulls from the North; and each year

several thousand head of these cattle

are sent to market. His extensive

herd of Duroc-Jersey hogs has won

many premiums at fairs, and has

been the source of many foundation

herds in that vicinity.

MR. HERBERT HOOVER has

promised to be present at the dairy mass

meeting to be held on October 22nd, to deliver

a message of encouragement to producers ot

milk and manufacturers of its products He

will tell of the part that dairying must play in

serving the people of the world with food, and

how we must be prepared to rebuild the cattle

industry in the war-wasted territories ot stricken

Europe.

THE cattle davs this year at the National

Dairy Show will be October 22nd, 23rd,

24th. and 25th. On account of the great mass

meeting of the dairv industry, called for Monday

morning. October 22nd, the judging of cattle will

not commence until that afternoon. The schedule

of judging, and the names of the men who will

pass upon the cattle are as follows:

Jerseys 2. P. v., Monday, October 22nd, H. H.

Guernseys: 9 A. M.. Tuesday, October 23rd. Robert

Scoville, C. I- HiH, W. Al. McKerrow.

Holstein-Friesian: 9 a. W ednesday, October 24th.

W. T. Moscrip. . -
, , ... „

Ayrshire-,: 2 p. ML, Thursday, October 25th, Will

°Brown Swiss: 2 P. m., Thursday, October 25th, H.

G. Van Pelt.

ZmSZnm* by the L A Reymann Estate. Wheeling. W. Va.

has just completed a record of 19,582 P°unds

milk, 83 1. 5 pounds fat.

ITOLLYLAND NANCY S2457, a two-year-

T old Guernsey heifer bred and owned by

Mr L C. Blandv of Greenwich, N. Y., recently

completed an official year's record of 12,270.9

pounds of milk and 712.60 pounds of butter tat,

her average test being 5 81 P« c
f
nt

-
1 nre

^
weeks after finishing her record she dropped

a fine heifer calf, which is now growing well, bhe

ranks third in butter fat production among two-

vear-old Guernseys. , .. ..^

Her dam, Langwater Nancy 27943- has three

official records and is now making her fourth

As a two-year-old she produced 630 pounds ot

butter fat; as a five-year-old, 735 pounds, and

when a six year old, 862 pounds of butter fat

During the first six months of this, her fourth

record, she has to her credit 556 pounds of butter

fat— 3 pounds more than the World s Champion,

Murne Cowan i 9597, produced during the same

period.

MR P. RYAN of Ryanogue Farms, Brews-

ter N Y., has sold Auchlochan Eppie,

Hobsland Tumphie 3rd, Nether Craig Primrose,

Old Hall Beauty, Gateside Blossom and two

11

MR. JOHN M. PARKER of New
Orleans who has recently been

appointed a member of the Food

Control Commission is one of Louisi-

ana's most prominent farmers. He

owns many thousand acres of Louisi-

ana soil and it is his hobby that

every acre shall show profit. Mr.

Parker has many plantations of cot-

ton as well as of cane but of all his

farming operations, he takes the most

pride in the pure bred live stock

which he and his son are breeding on

the Parker stock farm at St. Francis-

ville, where the summer meeting of

the Louisiana Swine Breeders' Association was

held this year. On this particular farm are

maintained his attractive herds of Hereford

cattle and his Duroc-Jersey hogs.

A BULL calf bred bv Mr. George C. Hubbard,

of Hubbavale Farm, Red Hook, N. Y.,

topped the Sisson sale of pure bred Holsteins in

Poughkeepsie not long since. In entering him

for sale, Mr. Hubbard wrote "I want to keep this

bull near home, hence am offering him here,

but the calf was bought by Mr. F. A Hereux,

of Modesto, Cal., which proves that if you pro-

duce quality stock, the world will find it out.

MR HUGH W. BONNELL'S Jersey Hope

You'll Do 276959, whose record of

12,445.9 pounds of milk and 597-27 pounds of

fat made her Champion Senior three-year-old in

Ohio (until displaced by Mascal), finished the

period milking 30 pounds daily, and made more

fat in the twelfth month than in any other

month after the fifth. She was sired by Oxford

You'll Do, owned by the Colt Farm, Bristol.

R. I., whose Jersey herd is making an excellent

impression among dairymen and live-stock en-

thusiasts generally.
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THE KENNEL DIRECTORY"
In this department are printicl the advert hemcnts of reliable kennels. The Kennel Department invites correspondence and will send to readers any information about dogs

which they may desire. Address KENNEL DEPARTMENT, The New Country Like, 11-13 West 32(1 Street, New York

A WHITE SCOTCH COLLIE
Has no equal as an all around dog. The appeal of their beauty, grace,

faithfulness and intelligence touches the heart and stirs the sympathies of
everyone.

Partner— Playmate—Pet—Protector
White Scotch Collies embody all dog virtues. They are graceful, beautiful, sensitive, com-

rade for young ladies—a protection and solace for the old who are much alone—sympathetic,
knowing companion for men and women. By their playful disposition white collies keep the
kiddies out of doors where fresh air and health abounds. These aristocrats of dogdom, lithe

and active, are not only an adornment to a city or country home, a pet of the entire household,
but of practical worth besides. No dog can equal the Collie for herding Sheep, Cattle, Goats,
Pigs and Chickens, nor as guards of the home and the defenceless. Our collies thrive in any
climate and will raise $300.00 worth of puppies a year. We have a few choice litters ready
for shipment now. Write for photographs.

ISLAND WHITE COLLIE KENNELS, Dept. B, Oshkosh, Wisconsin

BULL TERRIERS
READY

pOR

JV^ARKET

WE Have for sale ready for immediate delivery",

puppies and prize winning grown dogs of

Woross, Williston, Dunblane and Bloomsbury
strains, also tke great Roy Lavender, imported.
HOUSEBROKEN GROWN DOGS RELIABLE
WITH CHILDREN OUR SPECIALTY.
There are no better dogs on the market of this breed.
Illustrated booklet upon request.

EUGENE E. THOMAS
Anawan Kennels Attleboro, Mass.

IlillllllllllllllllllllllllllllliHIllDI

Sealyham and

Cairn Terriers

Two Home Bred Puppies

MRS. BYRON ROGERS
has for sale at very low prices
several pedigree puppies in
both breeds. She recommends
this chance to those who want

to buy a' PET in either of the two most fashionable
terrier breeds in America. All puppies are healthy end
attractive.
Send stamped envelope for full particulars.

LLANDOYLEY KENNELS
Park Avenje Phone 238-R Port Washington, L. I.

Brookwood Kennels
The Property of Mr. W. Koss

Proctor

Sealyham and Welsh
Terriers

Address all communications to

HENRY A. PHILLIPS
120 Broadway, New York

POLICE DOGS
Puppies
A Specialty

Ask for Illustrated
Booklet

Palisade Kennels
Box 20

East Killingly, Conn.

7 he most unique and acceptable gift to

Ijnur sweetheart or child. The ideal
house pels and companions.

BOSTON TERRIERS
AND

FRENCH BULLDOGS
Send Stamp for Catalogue

SQUANTUM KENNELS
Established 1877 Atlantic, Mass.

Boston Terriers
Young house broken dogs. Also
puppies and stud dogs. All blue
blooded stock.

J. MURRAY
Long Acre Hotel

157 West 47th St. New York City
Tel. 7790 Bryant

For Sale—High Class Winning
Wire-haired and Smooth Fox
Terriers, Irish Terriers, Aire-

dale Terriers, Manchester Black
and Tan Terriers, Bull Terriers

and mostly all breeds for sale,
Apply

ALF DELMONT
Leeds Kennels Wynnewood, Pa.

WALLY =WALLY K ENNELS
German Shepherd Police Dogs

Puppies and Grown Stock For Sale

Large grounds and splendid facilities for boarding.

PAUL HUHN, Owner
900 Fingerboard Rd., Grasmere, Staten Island, N. Y.

German Police Dogs
Doberman Pinsckers

For Sale: Puppies bred only from
Imported and Champion Stock.

At Stud: Lord von Spichernberg

ST. MARYCHEL KENNELS
789 Worcester St., Wellesley, Mass.

GERMAN
SHEPHERD DOGS

Puppies For Sale

SENECA FARM KENNELS
Irondequoit York

German Shepherd Dogs
(POLICE DOGS)

PUPPIESIMPORTED
STOCK

ANALOSTAN KENNELS. Deerfield, 111.

Joseph R. Morris, Owner

Hemlock Hill Kennels
Clyde Street Brookline, Mass.

Sealyham Terriers

First Class Puppies for Sale

COLLIE PUPPIES
Tracing from late

J. PIERPONT MORGAN'S
$5,000 Champion Wishaw Clinker, &c.

Choice

Males, $15.

Choicest

Males, $25.

Choice

Females, $10

Perfect health; sahle and white, very handsome; RAISED
Willi CHILDREN; will ship immediately on receipt of
check; money refunded if not absolutely satisfactory; certified
pedigree given.

FIRE, BURGLARS
Many a home has been saved from Fire ami Burglars by the intelli-

gence of a thoroughbred Collie: it is conceded that all evildoers always
avoid a home where a thoroughbred Collie is kept.
We sold thousands of dollars' worth of Collies to the late J. Pieipont

Morgan. We have letters from the late Mr. Morgan to prove this
statement. PINE GROVE COLLI E KKNNKLS, Long Branch,
N. J.; order immediately; directions for feeding with each puppy.

KISH-KE-KOSH
KOLLIES

The dog par excellence; an un-
tiring, unobtrusive, faithful, de-
voted companion and protector.
Write for sales list "C*\

MRS. J. A. SEAMAN
ALBIA IOWA

Arcadia Collie Kennels
(REGISTERED)

Scotch Collies, bred from Imported and
Champion Stock. Satisfaction guaranteed

Miss MAY THOMSON, Proprietor
3805 Lindell Avenue St. Louis, Mo.

Twin-Cedar Airedale Kennels
Spring Valley, N. Y.

Airedales from stock selected for their
intelligence and physical perfection.
Classical specimens of all ages. Bred
and raised for family use. Inspection
of kennels invited. Visitors welcome.

AIREDALES
—mountain bred. Red Raven
Strain. Adult dogs, well broken
at fair prices. Write us for
particulars.

BRANDRETH LAKE FARM
BRANDRETH NEW YORK

Airedale Bitches!
Several well-bred Airedale bitches for sale at reason-

able prices to the right parties. Good typical

specimans for brood matrons, "pals," or guards.

CONTROVERSEY KENNELS
Monroe Conn.

AIREDALE TERRIER*
finest dogs ever bred for the house,
country or farm. A. y latest importa-
tion firayvent Moray Koyalist, at
Stud—Fee, $25.

I SHIP ON APPROVAL
To Responsible Panics

WESTFIELO. N.J.

Oorang Airedale Terriers

The 20th Century

All - Round Dogs

Choice Stock
For Sale

Six Famous Oorangs
at Stud HHH

OORANG KENNELS
Tke Largest Breeders of Airedale Terriers in the World

Dept. P La Rue, Ohio
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Select a Heating System
that Postpones This

At the present high price of coal

it is no joke when we come to the

last of the coal-pile. But don't be
too hard on the coal man—select

the heating system that postpones

this, one that gets more heat out

the coal, one that doesn't WASTE
coal.

The Dunham Home Heating
System is that system. It never
lets the rire get any hotter than is

necessary to keep the house be-

tween two pre-determined temper-
atures. If the weather warms up,

the Dunham System automatically

opens the check damper and shuts

down the tire. As the thermome-

The DUNHAM
Radiator Trap

This device i* one of the fundamentals
of the Dunham Home Heating System.
It is known the world over to heating engi-
neers as the device that revolutionized
Vacuum steam heating. Leading archi-
tects everywhere use it. It makes impos-
sible the presence of water in radiators, it

prevents their pounding and knocking, re-
duces fuel consumption, causes the radia-
tor to heat evenly and quickly, eliminates
the hissing air valve and spurting water.

ter drops, the Dunham automatic-

ally closes the check and opens the

dampers that give more draft.

The Dunham lets the heat die

down at bedtime and raises it again

at getting-up time—a uniform tem-
perature is

maintained
d u r i n g the
day— all of
this absolutely

automatically,

without anybody going near the

cellar to regulate the dampers. You
merely set the Dunham Thermo-
stat (in the living room) as you
would an alarm clock. The Dunham
means saving of fuel by day and

night—it means comfort when you
return from afternoon calls or an
evening at the theatre.

With the Dunham System no rad-
iator will everhiss, gurgleorhammer,
no water will drip or spurt. The

Dunham is a

heating sys-

tem that is

ever equal to

the weather,
automatic in

its damper-regulation and one that

prevents waste. Don't wait till

zero weather is upon you—investi-

gate NOW. Ask your architect or
heating contractor about the
Dunham System.

OF HEATING

Free Booklet. Property owners, tenants, real estate

men, heating contractors, architects and builders should
read our latest book, "Dunham Heating for the Home."

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa
DIVISION SALES OFFICES: Chicago, New York, San Francisco

Boston
Rochester
Albany
Philadelphia
Washington, D. C.

Halifa

BRANCHES

:

Birmingham Indianapolis Davenport Fort Worth
Pittsburgh Louisville Des Moines Dallas
Cleveland Milwaukee St. Louis Denver
Detroit Minneapolis Kansas City Cheyenne

C. A. DUNHAM CO., Ltd., Toronto, Canada

Montreal
BRANCH OFFICES:

Ottawa Winnipeg

Salt Lake City
Spokane
Seattle
Los Angeles

Vancouver
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THE- TALK- OF -THE • OFFICE

EDWARD S. MARTIN

whose editorials in Life have been read by a

generation of kindly critics, has brought to-

gether the chapters to make a charming book,

entitled "The Diary of a Nation. The War
and How We Got Into It," telling how Ger-

many lost her case—a book which will please

people who want common sense, tinged with a

gentle humor and a high vision of righteousness.

A NEW DAVID GRAYSON BOOK

This is what a good friend says about "Great

Possessions," the new book by the author of

"Adventures in Contentment":

"Another of David Grayson's 'Blue Books of Happi-

ness,' pointing out many highways to the joys of life,

and bypaths to great possessions in the world about us.

The same warm, friendly spirit, broadened and en-

riched by new experiences.

"Every true Graysonian will recognize the 'Great

Possessions': the smells, sights, sounds, touches, and
tastes of the country, and the wealth of love that lies

in the heart of common men."

And somewhat in the same delightful field

of nature at its best—that is, in its appeal to

the heart of living things—is a new book by
Walter Prichard Eaton, called

"green trails and upland pastures"

which will be welcomed by all his readers of

"The Idyl of Twin Fires."

It is more than a slight satisfaction, after

stimulating by our best endeavor the love of

out-of-door books and magazines for fifteen

years, to see them rise in public esteem and
popularity. In the so-called "good old days"
a volume classed as a "nature book" was
considered fit for only a small and select com-
pany of the elect, and one doubted if even this

little group really read them. Now, thank
fortune, if a book is good, it has a well defined

audience waiting for it. May we be blessed

with the gift of recognizing the truly worthy,

and find for it its market. It is a source

of great satisfaction that books dealing with
nature in one form or another, published by
Doubleday, Page & Company, have sold to

the tune of millions of copies, and we shall

hope to live to see other millions put forth.

While we are on this subject, it may not be
out of place to give some credit in this field

of widening the market for nature books to our
magazines, Country Life and The Garden
Magazine. When they were started there

were no publications like them. There had
been some feeble attempts along the lines

which they followed, but the public was not
ready, apparently, to welcome magazines
devoted to so new a field. Many were the
prophecies of failure made for both of them,
the details of which are happily forgotten;

and yet they were nfet failures even at first

and for fifteen years have flourished at least

as well as they deserved—we often think

better.

As we write, we are looking the October
numbers in the face, and not spring, as our
mood would indicate. Happy the soul whose

heart rises to meet each season with joy and
thanksgiving, and who has the spirit to find

under the open way its own peculiar beauty

and flavor.

COMPLETE AND AUTHORIZED WORKS OF WALT
WHITMAN

We are glad to welcome among the names
of authors whose works are published .by

Doubleday, Page & Co., that of Walt Whitman
the poet of democracy and of war. His

works have been published in various

and incomplete editions but hereafter by
arrangement with the poet's literary executors,

the only complete and authorized works will

be issued from the Country Life Press. We
have taken over "Leaves of Grass" complete

in leather and cloth binding; Prose in both

library and popular bindings; the de luxe

Camden edition of Poetry and Prose; and the

three volumes by Horace Traubel, "With
Walt Whitman in Camden."
To the United States and to all the other

nations engaged in the world war on the side

of democracy, the poems of Walt Whitman will

come as a new and almost uncanny revelation.

Arty of the poems in "Drum Taps" (which

were written during the Civil War) express so

truly the passionate plea of the author for a

clearer understanding of a great world cause

that one has the feeling that Whitman some-

how has projected himself into the present.

THE RED CROSS MAGAZINE

The officials of The American Red Cross

have entrusted us with the task of making its

official magazine. After a good many months,

we think the October issue comes near to

being a real magazine, chiefly because artists

and authors have enlisted in the effort to

make it so through their very generous con-

tributions. Its circulation is growing so fast

that the average receipt of subscriptions has

been at the rate of 25,000 a week, and the

total circulation now well past the half million

mark. The magazine is sent only to members
who pay $2.00 or more for membership. If

you contributed to the great campaign for

$100,000,000, but did not specify that $2.00 of

your contribution was for a membership, under

the by-laws of the American Red Cross you
would not receive it; but even now, by notifying

your local chapter thatyouwish the sum of $2.00

applied to a membership, this will be done and
the magazine will be sent to you for a year.

No one knows to what extent the circula-

tion will go, but it is the hope of those who work
on it that it will become the great magazine
of humanity and service, sound in text, beau-

tiful in illustration, and inspiring in purpose.

All the profits go to The American Red Cross.

TO PRINT OR NOT TO PRINT

A lady (Miss C.L.D.) writes to "The Talk
of the Office: " "You must have disappointed

authors to read manuscripts submitted to you.

You accept so many poor ones and reject so

many that are good."

Miss C.L.D. is no doubt correct, at least

in that most of us who read manuscripts
even ourselves have suffered the pangs of the

disappointed writer of something at some time

—and very likely for our soul's good; there

are few of us who use the pen who might not
have done more service to the state with the

plow share.

Yet we would say to Miss C.L.D. that we are

on the whole a conscientious lot when it comes
to manuscripts. An author reveals himself to

the practised nerves, usually in a dozen pages,

yet here are twenty people in this shop who
read manuscripts more or less continually

with eager hopes. Ninety-nine of the one

hundred mistakes we make, the Sales Depart-

ment tell us, are the fruits of optimism.

Manuscript readers realize that of the

thousands of manuscripts which come to our

doors voluntarily all represent toil and often

great sacrifice of months and even years. This

being so, we do not enter lightly upon the task

of attempting to find a writer's full audience;

and such a service cannot be done with a large

number of books, even with a large force of

workers.

What carries us cheerfully on is the remem-
brance that we have occasionally succeeded in

welcoming an author before the public had
the opportunity, and with due respect, Miss

C.L.D., we decline to be depressed by your

sweeping observation.

THE DOUBLEDAY-PAGE NEW ATLAS

is just coming from the press as these lines

are printed. The book was described in this

page last month and there is no excuse for

repeating, as we should like to do. We hope

and believe that it will be accepted as the most
useful book of its kind, made to fit a world

changed almost beyond imagination in the

last three years.

The advance orders have been so encourag-

ing that the first edition will be 20,000 copies'

and much of it will be sold before the book is

ready early this month. After the war readers

will be supplied, at no further cost, with new
maps to be inserted, showing changes in bound-

aries. There are 240 pages of colored maps ; the

size is g\ x 13I bound in cloth. They tell us

that we should charge twice as much for this

book to keep pace with other such books. We
add a coupon for those interested. The price

is $4.50 if cash is remitted, $4.95 if paid for in

one dollar instalments.

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, X. Y.

Please fend me, charges prepaid, your "Geographical

Manual and Xew Atlas." If, after five days' examina-

tion, I decide to keep the book, I will then send you

05c. and $1.00 a month for four months thereafter; or,

if I prefer, $4.50 cash.

P. S. In green leather it costs $2.00

more and looks perhaps twice as well.
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Mellor & Meigs, architects

AT CYNWYD, PA. THERE ARE SEVERAL COLOR COMBINATIONS POSSIBLE IN THE LEDGE STONE HOUSES THAT HAVE COME TO BE DESIGNATED A3
PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL. USUALLY A WHITE OR BLACK TRIM AND PERHAPS A GRAY-GREEN ROOF, GO BEST WITH THE GRAY OF THE STONE

26
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IVncil drawing by J. M. Rose

Upon the old Dutch houses of New Jersey one finds almost as much variety in thecolor as in (he materials employed. As with the New England
Colonial type, however, whitr shinnies or clapboards, relieved by brick or stone chimneys and green blinds, with a dark brown or gray shingle roof, is prob-

ably most acceptable

COLOR in COUNTRY HOUSES
By AYMAR EMBURY, I I

Color illustrations by Birch Burdette Long

EXT to the design of a house, there is probably

no element which enters more into the success of

its final appearance than its color, and unfor-

tunately this question is not, as a rule, so care-

fully considered as is the design of a build-

ing. One reason for this is perhaps because

certain colors have come to be traditional

or standard for certain historic styles, and architects either

consciously or unconsciously follow the tradition, proceeding on
the assumption that the colors which have been in general use

have been those best adapted to the particular types of design.

In many cases this assumption is correct, although were there

a sufficient number of examples of any of these types of houses

in some other combination of colors, one might feel it to be

equally true of that combination, for it is impossible to say just

how much one's feeling on the subject of color is influenced by
tradition and how much is due to a just valuation of the color

© 1917, by Doubleday. Page & Co. 27

scheme in comparison with the architecture of the building. Many
architects, myself included, rather hesitate about trying for novel

or startling color schemes. Mr. Long, whose color drawings illus-

trate this article, says that most architects have no color sense;

that they either follow traditional schemes or else their work is in

monotone; and his statement would seem to be justified by obser-

vation of a good many houses. Of course, by "monotone" he

does not mean that the houses are in variations of black and white,

but that they are in variations of a single color or tone, as for ex-

ample many of the stucco houses, with walls tinted buff, trim ivory

white, and roofs brown. These houses convey the impression of

being particolored, but they are in reality a monotone, since all the

shades used are based upon a warm brown, darkened for the roof

and made light for the trim.

That the influence of tradition is not infallible has been proven

by the fact that in two cases, at least, which are matters of common
knowledge, we have departed from tradition. The first is our
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domestic Colonial work in which a number of old houses were

painted yellow or straw color with white trim and green blinds, a

color scheme no longer much employed; and the other is

stucco architecture of the Italian type, for which the Italian

precedent is that the roof is red,

with the stucco any color at all.

Here our roofs are very commonly

made of green tile or even of brown

shades, while the stucco is almost

invariably of gray, the natural ce-

ment color worked up with yellow

ochre to a buff" tone. Even in these

two cases, the departure from tradi-

tion is not perhaps very marked,

since we have rather made a selection

from a number of traditional color

schemes; in other words, from the

two Colonial color schemes of yellow

and of white for the body of the

house, we have chosen the white; and

from the Italian color scheme which

included practically all shades for the

stucco, we have chosen the one which

was easiest to get and safest to

employ. The common American

"practice of limiting the color of

stucco to buff or gray is of modern origin, for many of our earlier

stucco houses were of deep shades of orange or tawny red; the

difference is due perhaps to the fact that our earlier American

stucco houses were tinted after the stucco was applied, while in our

modern work we endeavor to make the color integral with the

material.

In considering color schemes, one must remember that there are

two entirely different ways of arriving at the result. The one, by
selection of materials which come in fixed colors, so that they will

be in harmony; the other, by the coloring or painting of these

materials; and while practically all materials are sometimes painted

to color, the usual procedure is to paint only materials (as wood
or metal) on which paint is needed as a preservative. Stone, for

example, is almost always used in its natural colors, and as stone

comes in a considerable variety of shades, and as these shades

can be modified by mixture with other shades, or by the color of

the mortar joint, it can readily be seen that one's palette (so to

speak) is less limited than would at the outset seem necessary.

In general, any masonry work is left uncolored, or in the case of

materials which are manufactured, the color is the result of the

processes of manufacture and not of something applied afterward.

This is not, however,

an invariable rule, and

brick, stone, and stucco

are all frequently tinted

to other than their na-

tural colors; this is an

old practice. There is

a famous old house at

Germantown—Wyck

—

built during the seven-

teenth century, which

has walls of rather

rough stonework, white-

washed, and I do not

know any house of na-

tural stone in which the

surface of the walls is

more agreeable as a

background for the foli-

age, or which sets off" the

design better. The prac-

tice of whitewashing

stonework was common
in Colonial days in all

parts of the country,

and while there can be

no good structural rea-

son found for it, there is

Drawing by Jonathan Ring

perhaps no white wall which is

pleasanter than a whitewashed stone

wall. Whitewashed stonework has

slight irregularities of surface which
cause variable and interesting shad-

ows where an absolutely dead white
wall would be ugly and disagreeable,

but any wall which has irregulari-

ties may be made white to advan-
tage. This is so generally under-
stood that when an architect has to

prescribe a remedy for a badly
designed old house, in probably three

quarters of the cases the first thing

that he does is to paint it white,

whether it is of stone or shingles

or clapboards; and even brick walls

have been painted white with much
success.

Of course one sees a great many
brick houses which have been
painted (especially in cities), and
the aspect of these houses is gen*

erally unpleasant, although they

may have been marked off with

black or white lines to represent

brick joints. The paint in such cases was applied because the

brick was porous and absorbed moisture, and as the painted

surface repels moisture, there was a very valid reason for its

being used. I have seen certain stone houses which were
painted and had the joints marked off with a different color,

and these also were unsatisfactory. The reason seems to be

that the mind resents imitation, and while it may be right

to paint a masonry wall of any kind, it is not right to paint a

wall and then try to make it look like material of another kind.

Perhaps a common example of bad usage may illustrate this point:

no one objects to woodwork finished with stain or shellac so that its

natural grain shows, but practically all people of good taste dis-

like doors artificially painted to resemble the grain of the wood, al-

though nobody objects to a door painted a flat color; so it may be

fairly said that if color other than natural color is desired, it should

be employed frankly as a color and not in an endeavor to transform

the surface into an appearance of some other kind of surface.

The manufacturers have been trying for a very long time to

broaden the field of colors which can be produced economically

and which are fairly durable, so as to afford more latitude to the

architect in the selection of his color schemes, and also to permit

the architect who has a

particular color scheme
in mind to choose be-

tween them and other

materials. For ex-

ample, an architect may
have in mind a gray

house as peculiarly ap-

plicable to his design,

and may be somewhat
undecided as to the ma-
terial of which it is to be

composed. He knows
that he can use either

gray stone or gray ce-

ment, but he much pre-

fers the stone to the

cement. However, the

difference in cost of the

two materials is such as

to make him hesitate

between them. Then
the brick manufacturer,

with a material more
permanent than stucco,

and scarcely less attrac-

tive than stone, and at

a price between the
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two, finds a place in which he can extend his business

without interfering with his regular lines.

I think, on the whole, that manufacturers have rather

led the architects in producing new colors and new surface

treatments. The architects have, as a rule, assumed too

readily that because certain colors or textures were not

generally obtainable, they could not be used;

and while it is certainly true that the earlier

efforts in modern times to secure special

textures and colors were due to the dissatis-

faction of the architects with materials at

hand, certainly most of the latter experi-

ments have been made by ambitious and

artistic manufacturers of their own initia-

tive. With this wide growth in the variety

of materials at hand, we may expect to see

in the near future a corresponding increase

in the variety of colors applied to well known
traditional architectural themes, and from

these experiments we may find interesting

new varieties of color schemes, although the tried and true ones

will probably continue to be used in the majority of cases.

An excellent example of color secured by combination of materi-

als rather than by artificial coloring is the first of the illustrations

of this article, the house at Cynwyd. This house is of English

precedent, but precedent which has been skilfully adapted to the

local materials—a thing which should be done wherever possible,

since there is unquestionably something in the use of native ma-
terials which tends to make a house constructed of them appear

to be particularly well fitted to its location. This feeling may be

purely sentimental, but its recurrence is so constant that I am
inclined to believe that there is something deeper than mere senti-

ment in it, although I am not able to state definitely the cause.

In this house a very clever color scheme has been employed, which,

with the exception of the woodwork, is due entirely to a selection

of natural colors and not to painted work. The stone is the so-

called Germantown stone, which is a gray ledge stone splitting into

long, narrow blocks, and which for 300 years around Philadelphia

has been laid up in wide white mortar joints, flush with the sur-

face of the stone. As occasional streaks in the stone are of a

warmer color than gray, tending toward buff or even reddish brown,

the surface as a whole is not cold or forbidding, but warm and
pleasant; and since the pieces of stone are small, the scale of do-

mestic architecture is held in the stone work so that one does not

feel that the walls were intended for a public building rather than
for a residence. The chimneys are capped with brick, introducing

a strongly differentiated color as an accent to that important point

;

and the roof, which is of grayish green slate, is an admirable color to

be seen against the sky, as well as sufficiently neutral tinted to

form a bond between the brick and the stonework.

This seems a good place to say that the color of the roof is of

considerable importance, not only because of its combination of

color with the other materials of the building, but also because in

very many cases it is seen against a bright, clear, and uniform back-

ground, and too definite a color against such a background is apt

to make a house look hard and forbidding unless the roof lines are

irregular or ragged. Probably nine tenths of the houses which
have tile roofs of the raw red inseparable from new unglazed tile

are ugly in the ex-

treme because the

house does not fade

into the back-
ground; its outlines

are emphasized to

the last degree, and
as there has scarcely

ever been a house

designed which was
perfect from all

points of view, and
as most houses can

be seen from all

sides, the definition

of color is too in-
g

tense and undesir-

Drawing by O. R. Eggers

Alfred Bussellc, architect

An adaptation from the Georgian, at Great Neck, Long Island

able. The most successful roof colors are

invariably those which pass unnoticed be-

cause they are the expected color, or which
blend into the background of the sky.

Everybody realizes that it is the unexpected
which attracts attention; we pass on the

streets hundreds of dark-clothed individuals

without giving them a second thought,

while if a man comes along with an unusually

bright blue suit, or a girl with a purple and
yellow sweater, attention is attracted to

them, and if the color is not perfectly suited

to combine with the rest of the costume,

comment is bound to be unfavorable; in

many cases it is unfavorable anyway, because

most of us are instinctively conservative.

Therefore the architect who has any doubt
about his color scheme always plays safe,

and in the choice of colors for points which
show up strongly (as the roof does against

the sky), picks colors or materials which are quiet and unobtrusive,

or which pass without notice because we are accustomed to them.

The Manor House at Glen Cove is a splendid example of the

traditional color scheme used to best advantage. We are per-

fectly accustomed to the combination of red brick walls, white trim,

green blinds, and a dark roof, for a house of Colonial design, and
therefore we forget* that a combination of red, white, green, and
purplish gray for slate is in itself rather startling and only to be

accepted because it is very well done or because we are so used

to it that we do not notice it. In this house both of these things

are true. The house is extremely well designed, the color quality

is perfect, and we hardly realize that the color combination is

any stronger than that in the house at Cynwyd. When ones says

"red brick, " some such color scheme as Mr. Piatt has adopted is in-

stinctively expected, but it must not be forgotten that there is as

much room for selection of color within a traditional scheme as

there is for selection of the color scheme itself. In other words,

there are many shades of red which do not look well with many
shades of green, and dead white is rarely perfect with either, so

that to achieve a completely satisfactory result, a very nice

adjustment of colors is needed. The brick must not be too vivid;

the green must be of a more or less neutral quality, while preserv-

ing the impression of green, and the white must be in reality a very

light buff or gray, only thought of as white because we are com-
paring it with other colors and not with anything really white.

Mr. Long has told me that in making a drawing he never attempts

to match samples of the materials of which the building is ac-

tually to be built. What he tries to do is to obtain in the drawing
the same comparative relations between the colors, and he says that

a truer idea of executed work can be obtained in this manner than

by matching colors exactly. There can be no question but that

this is true, since small samples of color seen near by give a very

different impression from large surfaces of the same colors seen at a

distance and perhaps under different conditions of light and at-

mosphere; and the architect is always confronted by the problem of

endeavoring to determine from small pieces of color what will be

the probable effect of large masses of irregular shapes and of some-

times indirect relations with other colors. It is easy enough to find

small samples of

blue and burnt
orange red and olive

green which look ex-

tremely well in com-
bination, but it is a

very difficult task

to know how such

a combination will

strike the observer

when it is on the

surface of a house

rising from the

parti-colored green

of foliage and termi-

nating against a sky

which is generally
Drawing by J. Floyd Yewell
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The home of Mr. Lee Wilson

Dodd, New Haven, Conn., in

which the stucco is a very light

gray, blinds pea green, and roof

dark brown. Aymar Embury, II,

architect; drawing by J. Floyd

Yewell

assumed to be blue but

which in reality varies

through every color of

the palette. When the

roof is broken by
trees or foliage, a

stronger color can be

used without fear of

the result, because the

contrast between the

sky and the roof is

broken and disguised

by the green of the foli-

age during summer, and

even by the branches

when the eaves are no

longer on the trees.

In the Manor House
at Glen Cove a stronger

roof color might have

been employed with-

out detriment had the

architect desired.

Where stonework

for trim is employed,

jpo brilliant a white in

contrast with brick is

undesirable, but fortunately all natural materials quickly lose

their original brilliance when exposed to atmospheric, conditions,

and one must remember in designing a house that the color

at completion is not the probable future color. For example,

soft, light bufF-colored limestone is excellent in combination

with most bricks when a house is new, but as it colors up rap-

idly the contrast is apt to become too slight within a few years;

while marble, which at the beginning is much too bright, generally

attains a perfection of color in a year in a smoky atmosphere, or in

two or three years in a clear atmosphere, which surpasses the ef-

fect of limestone when new. Also in painting the woodwork of a

house where the window sills and key blocks and other features of

masonry trim are of limestone, one must not make the paint too

white or the stone will appear dirty and commonplace; a tone

should be adopted which is somewhere near the stone color—a cross

between gray and ivory.

A very different color scheme is that of Casa del Ponte,* a little

house at Tokeneke, Conn., designed in the Italian manner, and
with marked success. In this case all the colors are applied;

none is native, so that the architects had all the colors in the

world to choose from and were able to depart from conventional

schemes.

Stucco is much more common in warm climates than in cold, be-

cause it is only within the past twenty years that the general intro-

duction of cement has made it possible to build stucco houses that

do not crack or peel off under the influence of frost. Before that

time stucco was made of plaster of paris and lime; it was not dur-

able in cold climates and even washed off in rainy weather. The
Italians and southern Europeans in general, and also builders in the

southern part of the

United States, pro-

tected their stucco by
paint, so we find in

the Italian cities and
also in New Orleans

and Mobile, street

after street of painted

stucco houses; and as

the color of paint is

determined only by
the whim of the
owner, one sees every

* The actual color of Casa del

rontc is not that shown in the
illustration, hut no house of
sufficiently high architectural
quality in this color scheme was
availahle, and as it was desired
to show what could be done with
stucco and tile, the drawing was

"fcfc^- .
-

colored differently from the
house. Alfred Bundle, architect

conceivable hue—pink,

salmon, blue, light

green, and even violet

and brown. The effect

of a street of these

houses which have been

freshly colored is pretty

awful, but after they

have been given time

to soften down, and the

original raw colors have
toned to quiet, dull

shades, there is an exo-

tic charm about them
which is not observable

in houses of soberer

hues; it is this sort of

coloring that Mr. Long
has imitated in the
drawing of Casa del

Ponte.

Stucco can be colored

in either of two ways
—by mixing the colors

in the mortar or by
applying them to the

• surface after the house

is completed. Around New York we no longer use paint for

application to a completed building, but a stain which permeates

the pores of the stucco and assists in making it waterproof. The
one trouble with all stucco stains is their uncertainty. One can-

not be sure in advance that the color mixed in the mortar will pro-

duce exactly the desired result, nor can one be sure that the result

will be permanent; and when the architect and the plasterer

have worked for a long time to produce a mellow, sober, and lovely

tone, it is a very great disappointment to have the house fade into

something indeterminate and neutral.

The color scheme illustrated in Casa del Ponte is for the walls a

dull salmon pink, and this fortunately is one of the colors which is

fairly permanent. Having assumed such a color for the walls,

one must find suitable tones to harmonize with it, and while there

are a number of shades which might be used both for the roof and

for the trim, perhaps the most effective are blues of carefully

chosen tones. Fortunately, tile manufacturers are now making a

deep blue roofing tile which is durable both as to material and to

color, and it is this tile which has been suggested in the illustration.

Other shades might be used; a dull brown would be good, though

less interesting; gray would not be bad; some greens, especially

those of faded hues, might harmonize with the salmon pink of the

walls, but most reds, especially those commonly obtained in tile,

would result in a color scheme much too "hot," as the painters

express it. For the trim, probably another shade of blue, either

darker or lighter than the roof, would be most desirable, though

there are certain browns which might be used to advantage, and a

buff colored paint which suggests white would be far from bad.

Perhaps the principal objection to the use of strong colors in our

country houses is

traditional. We, in

our climate, do not

expect to find the

colors which appear

to us as natural in

warmer countries,

and unless the sur-

roundings and back-

ground are particu-

larly suitable we are

apt to regard them
as bizarre and fool-

ish. It may be be-

cause the foliage in

southern climates is

of hues which blend

better with the

;
by J. Floyd Yewell stronger colors; it
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may be because a certain amount of foliage is always necessary,

and in the north we cannot depend upon it for more than six or

seven months of the year; certainly a house of colors as brilliant

as those shown in the illustration would look rather fearsome

standing up from a field of snow and unbroken except by the

bare limbs of trees. Were it a lady it would be described as a

"bold piece!"

There is one curious thing in connection with this snow; the

white New England houses do not appear cold and bleak and bare

when the snow has drifted around them, nor do they appear hot

and uncomfortable when surrounded by summer foliage. This is

again a result of tradition. We know the warmth and cheer of

the New England farmhouse, and while the white and green tra-

ditionally associated with them is the coolest color scheme that

there is, we rarely think of the houses as being cold in winter, al-

sliiiif;led roofs, although in certain sections of Vermont, New York

State, and Pennsylvania, in the neighborhood of the slate quarries,

the local slate was used. The shingle roofs were left to weather

without any stain or preservative, and under the influence of the

elements they turned to various colors, according to the locality

and climatic conditions around each house. For example, houses

near the seashore had roofs which were weathered to a soft gray;

the houses in damp climates turned a much darker gray, almost

a velvety black, and the rest turned a seal brown. The darkest

of these roofs are not especially attractive, and in our modern

work we endeavor to use a stain for coloring them which will retain

its color after exposure to the air. Very many so-called Colonial

houses have green-stained roofs which is, in my opinion, a mis-

take, since it is very difficult to find a green stain which is in exact

harmony with the green used for blinds and trim; also, the

though we frequently think (uncon-

sciously perhaps) that they appear cool

on the hottest day. The color scheme adopted by the New
England farmers in Colonial time was more or less the result of y'

materials at hand, and not because of any artistic conception of

the fitness of the color scheme to theproportions of the building.

In the early days of this country there were only three or four colors

which were readily obtainable—Paris green, white lead, and

the red of red lead. As Paris green was the most expensive of the

three, it was not used for anything but trim or blinds or doors.

The red we find not uncommon on old houses, and the "old red

barn" will readily be recognized as characteristic of early work.

It was the cheapest of all the paint and the most durable, and as it

showed dirt the least it was generally employed for stables and out-

houses. We are probably inclined to credit our Colonial ancestors

with more color sense than they really possessed, for the quiet,

dull blue-green of the blinds or shutters on old houses was not the

original tone at all, but is the result of time. The houses when they

were first built must have been extremely ugly, for Paris green is

the rawest, vividest, greenest green that there is, and its one saving

virtue is that it fades rapidly, although its final color is impossible

to determine in advance; it may become blue, it may become yel-

low, or it may fade into a quiet, light olive tint.

Old Colonial houses were almost invariably covered with

y

An ingenious utilization of simplified classic detail in an

informal picturesque mass; white walls, green blinds, dark

shingle roof. A design submitted in the recent White Pint

Series Competition for a $12,500 house, by J. H. Scarff

,

J. F. Yewell, and S. Le Paire

greens when new are too vivid, and most of them
rapidly turn black, losing every vestige of green.

The colors which I personally prefer are the softer brown and

light gray stains, which take the raw look off" the new roofs

and which bleach the shingles to some extent, so that they

never get very dark. Certain brown stains eventually turn a

bluish gray, which is the loveliest of all colors for shingle roofs

on a white house, since it supplements admirably the color of

the chimneys, and blends readily with almost any color of blinds

or trim. In Mrs. Sanford's house, illustrated in connection with

this article, the white chosen was not absolutely white but a sort

of oyster gray. The blinds were very h'ght bluish-green, much too

vivid when first painted but which faded rapidly to about the color

shown on the drawing. The roof was stained with one of the

brown fading stains, and is very nearly the same tone given in the

illustration. This color scheme is perhaps the quietest and safest

of all, and if there is no special reason to use other tints, it may be

employed over and over again without becoming monotonous.

Of course there is no heaven-sent fitness in this color scheme; as

before said, many of the old houses had their walls painted straw
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color, or dull, light yellow, with green or white trim, and dark

roofs. This scheme is perhaps not so charming as the white house,

but for situations where foliage is lacking is perhaps preferable.

Certain of our latest Colonial houses have had the blinds painted

blue or black, and in one or two cases reddish brown. These colors

are not traditional, but seem to be good, especially the blue, which

is a dull, solid color, somewhere between gray and robin's egg.

It is not unusual in modern Colonial houses to paint the chimneys
white, or black, or sometimes white with black caps, which is a de-

sirable addition, especially in the case of outside chimneys, since

the red chimneys cutting across the white walls of a Colonial house

are very far from being agreeable, although oftentimes this ar-

rangement is necessary for the conservation of space.

When all is said and done, white seems to be the distinguishing color

of Colonial work, and it is almost impossible to build a Colonial house

able from the point of view of the interiors to make the curtains

uniform, a lining color can always be introduced which is the same
throughout.

In considering the question of the coloring of trim, blinds, etc.,

one should remember that trim of approximately the color

or shade of the interior as seen through glass tends to en-
large the opening; if there are no shades or curtains at the win-
dows, the camera will show the house with the windows in dark
squares, and if the trim is white, cross barred with white strips. If

the trim is dark, the size of the windows will be apparently en-
larged, so that when a house is designed the windows should be kept
a little larger than appears to be correct if the trim is to be white,

or a little smaller than appears to be correct if the trim is dark, es-

pecially if the color selected is of a gray or bluish tone resembling
the color that one sees through glass. In my own practice I have

ftttiwmni Tin \w\ iiriK^n
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in which white does not play an important part. For example, in

the Wurts house (which is a brick Colonial house as distinguished

from the English Georgian type of the Pratt house at Glen Cove)
white has been used for the trim, the trellis, the blinds, the cornices,

the porches, and the piazza, and there is no other relieving color

aside from the window shades, the curtains, and the roof. Even
with such unmixed colors, the house is by no means dismal or

stupid. The variation of form and the shadows cast by the porches
and by the recessed piazza, are sufficient to create the illusion

of a pleasant diversity of materials, and it is probably also true

that the colors of the shades and curtains play some part in the
color design.

It should be said in any discussion of the color of houses that the
colors of curtains and shades are too often considered with relation

to the interiors of rooms only, the decorators forgetting that unless

they are lined, curtain colors can be seen from the outside, and
shades can always be seen. There is perhaps no single thing which
injures the appearance of an exterior more than dark green or dark
blue window shades, and we often find shades of just these colors

used in the second story so that the rooms may be kept dark in the

morning, while lighter colored shades are used on the ground floor.

There is, after all, no one thing in a house which can be considered
by itself; every object bears some relation to the rest of the structure

or to the furnishings, and influences items which would seem to be
apparently remote. I like where possible to see both the shades and
curtains uniform throughout the body of a house, and if it is undesir-

J Floyd Yewell, architect

had occasionally to introduce false transoms over entrance doors

or false side-lights where a question of balance or of proportion was
involved—windows which opened on no room, but were backed
up with boards; and I have found that if these boards are tinted a

sort of slate gray they have exactly the same effect that is produced

by looking through a window into a room from some distance

away. In many of the English cottages, where the walls are

of gray or buff stucco (this being the English practice in contra-

distinction to the southern European practice of coloring the stucco

brightly) the trim is dark, sometimes almost black, and in order to

"keep the windows in their places," that is, to be sure that they

appear as they are intended to appear, the sash themselves are

painted white, while the window trim, the cornices, etc., are dark.

This is the case in Mr. Shaw's house at Lake Forest, and it is inter-

esting to note that he has kept his door to match the trim, rather

than to match the sash of the windows. The moldings, trim work,

and cornices on a house of this character can be of less projection

than would be possible were they to match the walls. In a Colon-

ial house, for example, where the cornices and walls are all white,

we must depend upon the shadows caused by the cornices to ac-

centuate the finish at the top line of the wall. On the other hand,

where cornices are painted or stained a color in marked contrast

to the walls, they are not necessarily so big nor of so much projec-

tion. The cornice, after all. is only a wav of saying "this is where

the wall stops and the roof begins," and if emphasis is laid upon this

by color, shadow is not so necessary. One should therefore know
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in advance the color which is to

be used upon the house, be-

cause a far projecting cornice, if

brought into relief by the use of a

color strongly differentiated from

the house, is apt to look heavy and

overloaded. Cornices and moldings

so small as those on Mr. Shaw's

house would, if they were painted a

color about the same as the house,

lose their value of design and be-

come meaningless.

The part which color plays in

moldings is not very well under-

stood by people in general, and even

by some of our architectural prac-

titioners. Moldings worked in un-

finished wood must be made clear

cut and deeper and sharper than

would be the case with painted

moldings. Painted woodwork, being

uniform in color (or indeed any ma-

terial which is uniform in color),

shows the varieties of shadow much

more clearly than material which

has a natural variation of color, and moldings can be made more

delicate, lighter, and more graceful than in natural surfaces. Of

course, of all the paints, white shows shadows most easily, and

perhaps one reason for the great delicacy of Colonial moldings

was the realization on the part of designers that, executed in

white, they could afford to make the cuts of the moldings shallow

and the curves attenuated and graceful. Moldings such as are

used on Mr. Shaw's house should be bold and solid in comparison

with their size, for much variation of contour is necessary when

the surface itself is varied.

Hitherto the examples which we have discussed have been houses

in which the different portions were variously treated to indicate

to some extent their uses. This is not always necessary, but when

a house has no variation of color it must be of exceptional excel-

lence of line to be even passable, and the gradations of shadows

must approach perfection if the house is to be interesting. Cer-

tain of our seashore cottages are left unfinished to weather in the

salt air, which during a period of years turns the shingles and un-

finished wood a wonderful soft gray—a color which, so far, manu-

facturers of paints and stains have not been able to imitate.

Houses of this character depend for their picturesqueness upon

their adjustment to the landscape, either as they serve <g

as a background for flowers or as they

blend into the natural slopes of the sand

dunes. It would be difficult to imagine a

square, high house, colored as is the

cottage at Grosse Pointe, Mich.,

which would have the slightest

pretense to charm, yet this little

cottage, evidently designed with

respectful admiration of the old

fisherman's cottages along the New
England coast, has soft, low lines

whichleaddown to theground

and blend with the landscape,

and color which harmonizes

with almost any natural tone

of foliage or of flowers, and

is, as well, unobtrusive when
viewed against the sky.

Perhaps the most amusing

of all types of houses, purely

from the question of the color

treatment, is the English type

of half-timber, part of which

is of timber construction. In

the first place, the combina-

tion of colors in the half

timber surface is susceptible

to considerable variation; one

Di awing by Jonathan Ring
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sometimes finds the stucco practically dead white, and the

wooden members almost black, and beginning with this extreme,

we Hnd nearly every gradation, so that some half-timber

houses have both the stucco and
the wood of the same soft brown
tone. There is only one limit to

this variation—the timber must be

at least as dark as the stucco. The
roofs of most English half-timber

houses are of red tile or red slate, but

gray or green slate is perfectly

adapted to this scheme; in fact the

only requirement regarding the roof

is that it shall not be flimsy in

appearance; while shingles are some-

times used, especially when woven
to imitate thatched roofs, they must
be so laid as to give an appearance of

great solidity. With half- timber

work every conceivable material can

be combined—stone or brick or even

shingles or clapboards—but half-

timber should never be superim-

posed over shingles or clapboards.

In the half-timber house illus-

trated in connection with this article, the base^isof gray stone, the

walls of a very light buff cement, the timber of a rather dark brown,

and the roof of red tile. As said before, new red tile are apt to be

raw and uncompromising in color; in this particular case the tile

-used were old Moravian tile which had formed the roof of an Ohio

barn
;
they were removed and reset on this house. Of course, the

greater the contrast between the timber and stucco, the greater the

necessity that the pattern in which the half-timber is set should be

interesting. Half-timber, as it is customarily constructed in this

country, is a purely decorative surface; it is not constructive in

more than one case out of a hundred (this happens to be the one

case), but like all decorations which are founded upon structural

form, the theory of structure must be preserved, and the lines of

support must occur in places where there would actually be lines of

support. These things have

been observed in the gate

lodge illustrated.

The whole question of color

for buildings is like several

other features of house design

—largely a matter of taste or

preference; but no amount of

theory can deny that certain

color schemes look well to

trained minds and certain

ones do not. Good taste in

any type of work may mean
the approval of very distinct

and conflicting ideas. There

is not a single inevitable solu-

tion to any problem which

involves taste, but a consider-

able number, and two archi-

tects or two painters of equal

natural ability and equally

well educated, will often differ

violently as to what is best,

though I have rarely seen

them differ as to what is

bad. Color sense is like good

taste, something which is ob-

tained by cultivation of na-

tural discrimination; and for

people, whether they be

architects or owners, who

f fP^M^Tfl^ cannot fully trust their color

t k IINm&Z sense, there is but one thing

,
to do and that is to follow

jm-hose.i, some standard and accepted

Drawing by J. M. Rose Scheme.
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OLD HOUSES UNDER NEW ROOFS
Remodeling— the national pastime

B v R l
T T H DEAN

HK "antique" business lias grown so Horn ishingly

that worm holes and weather stains are no longer

trustworthy signs of age, and architects are

coming 90 skilfully to imitate the earmarks of old

houses that presently we shall have to demand a

-.worn Affidavit .tlong with the house that we
think we are buying as a Revolutionary landmark.

"Old" as applied to houses in this country usually means those

of Colonial origin built from the middle of the eighteenth to the

middle of the nineteenth century. Few earlier houses still stand,

and we have not yet arrived at the point of calling "old" the houses

built during the V ictorian period.

Possibly something might be done with houses of this era, for

many of these high ceilinged, mansard-roofed structures are not

without a stately sort of dignity and, every once in a while one
comes across a Queen Anne cottage so-called, with battened boards

for a finish, which possesses considerable charm. When the supply

of white-painted farmhouses has given out, perhaps architects

will turn their attention to these later buildings, and the Victorian

period will come into its own.
In the meantime it is easy to find delightful examples of altera-

tions and restorations in the earlier style, and those illustrated here

are a few which show how pleasing is that intangible quality

known as "atmosphere," which makes an old house so desirable.

1

The studio from the garden. This Mr. Baer evolved from an

old two-story stable on the place

A rear view of the Baer house showing the new wing which was built on to serve modem needs, but so cleverly that it

does not detract from the old-fashioned atmosphere of the place

45
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The present dining room was

the kitchen in the old house, and

the original framing was left around

the fireplace. At left is the library

fireplace

A pathway of stepping stones leads

to Mr. Baer's stable-studio

The old fireplace in Mr. Baer's dining room. The original wide floor boards were left undisturbed, but

the paneling is an addition brought from another old Connecticut farmhouse

Above is shown the unpromising

material from which Mr. Archibald

M. Brown developed the delightful

home at the right. The major of-

fensive was the removal of the en-

circling piazza and the building of an

entirely new entrance. The old box

and the locust trees, which are char-

acteristic of the old places on the

North Shore of Long Island, contri-

bute not a little to the charming

effect
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The house of Mrs. Harrison Sanford. at Litchfield, Conn., restored, rather then remodeled,

by Aymar Embury II. The white picket fence is new and supplants the cast-iron pipe which

some practical hand had placed as a barrier at the property line

Mrs. Sanford's house was built

about 1775, and underwent many
detrimental changes twenty-four

years ago. The restoration con-

sisted in removal of the bay win-

dow, reduction of the big dorm-
ers and the bulging piazza, and
taturn of the original entrance

Thatch Meadow Farm, the

home of Mr. George W. Bacon

at St. James, Long Island, re-

modeled by Peabody, Wilson

& Brown, architects

Mr. Bacon*s house (above) as it

was before any alterations were

made. The building was an old

one to which a piazza had been

added across the front. This was

removed, and a circular porch in

keeping with the architecture of the

original house was built on. De-

tail of this porch is shown at the

left. Old boxwood and hollyhocks

help to give an old-time atmosphere
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\ house .it C'haponqua. N Y .

built about IHLMi remodeled by
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.illy the second story was noth-

ins hut an attic, but Mr
Busselle raised the roof to net .i

lull »tory. built an addition mi

the rr»r. removtd a narrow

porch which ran all the way
across the front, and built a now

entrance, using for il the origi-

nal porch columns



Louise Day Putnam Lee, decorator

An effective combination of plain and figured materials. The curtains are mulberry colored taffeta, and the valances cream colored linen with a blue and mulberry design

WINDOW DRAPERIES
By LUCY GATES HARRING

difference between primitive workmanship due to lack of tools, and

that affectation of roughness which is crudity.

For much of this betterment in taste as well as for the increased

means of gratifying it, for the prevalence of well-designed furniture,

for the linens, silks, and cretonnes of such varying and delightful

patterns as are obtainable to-day, we are indebted to the profes-

sional decorator. He, or quite as often she, has supplied the

trained and discriminating taste which, with the cooperation of

intelligent manufacturers, has restored to us many lovely old de-

signs in materials for window draperies, and added more new ones.

The tendency, both in kinds of materials and their use, has been

toward simplification. Plain curtains of net or fine voile or scrim

have replaced elaborate lace for face curtains, and the latter have

been relegated to the realm of dentist's office or hairdresser's shop.

Much-draped and festooned curtains have fallen into disfavor as

well, except for an occasional boudoir where their use seems con-

sistent with a French scheme of decoration.

The proportions of windows, their construction, and the char-

acter of the room which they light, should be the three most im-

portant factors in determining the style of their drapery. If they

are a bad shape, the curtains may be the graceful means of dis-

guising the fact and bringing them back to pleasing proportions.

A deep valance across the top will cut down materially a window

which is too high, and the breadth of an over-wide one may be

reduced by means of side curtains.

Occasionally the structure of a window is such that no amount

of curtaining will beautify it, and more radical steps must be taken

50

jINCE the heyday of Nottingham lace, window
curtains have undergone a profound change.

One of the first "improvements" introduced into

family parlors East and West by the present gen-

eration of daughters returning from school, was
the banishment of these expressions ofthe machine-

made V ictorian era, and the substitution of some
stenciled product of an applied art course. These aids to the

future home-maker (applied art courses) were largely influenced at

this stage of their development by the so-called Arts-and-Crafts

movement, which, although it has much to answer for in the way
of conventionalized crows and rabbits and flowers promiscuously

silhouetted on burlap and coarse linen, was, nevertheless, instru-

mental in rousing us from the unwholesome enshroudedness of the

preceding period. This was the dark age of magnificent window
reveals and five pairs of curtains to the window, outcomes of the

elaboration of architecture and decoration made possible by the

invention of machinery, which closed the door on the simplicity and
dignity of the Colonial period, and ushered in the Victorian era.

Having progressed beyond both of these earlier tastes, we look

back nowadays with incredulity on our tolerance of saw-tooth

black walnut, and ourlater extremes of Thoreau simplicity embodied
in square Mission furniture and burlap hangings. For we have
succeeded to what might be called the decorator's period, in which
the hand of the professional decorator is seen in the furnishings of

the plainest cottage. We are much more sophisticated in our
simplicity than we were ten years ago, and we Iiave learned the
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to make ii m^IuIn Stuh .1 piohlcm was

l>i« M-ntt'tl 111 tin- windows shown in tlx

photogt aph on |>.im ,0 nv hit It n-vr.il no hint

.•I thrii original stair I ht \ wi n in oiu- of

1 In Ix-diooms ot .111 old-fashioned apartment

koMM in \« w York, built 111 the days when
Infill w.is supposed to l>«- sviloliynioils with

^t.indttir. III! \ tAt.Hihil \.IV ncailv 10 tM
ceiling line and writ- suimountcd l<\ transoms

i>t red and ruth .iihI hlur glass, cove rid with

grilles. As the apaitnu-nt house owm-i w.is

averse to .1 change 111 tin- construction of the

windows, the decoi.itoi w.is undei tin- ncces-

sit\ ol devising some way to couce.il the

tiansonis ami lown the windows without re-

huilding them A readv-to-use wall hoard,

painted the same color as the walls, was the

'ill

Mr*. AleiAiirkr Van k lUrnewall. il« oral'.r

A wiihIiiw ilr.i|i -I i<> admil ill I hi- light

imMiblr Tin- uiidrrcurtains are nf

vmlr, Iht- ovrrcurlnin* iif gaucr, iintl

I hi- rftect M light and sunny

upholstered in the same material which suhtly carries

the eve down from the valance to the floor, and unifies

the whole treatment.
W Kite muslin face curtains soften the light and give the room a

kind of sparkling freshness. "Muslin," however, is only a term,
and means anything hut the durable fabric for which it originally-

stood. Lawn, voile, fine net, cheesecloth, swiss, even organdie,

may he known as muslin when the word is used to denote this par-

ticular sort of a curtain.

If the construction and proportion of the window are good, the

curtains should preserve and emphasize structural lines. The
treatment suggested in the sketch for an arched window opening
shown at the left, is a very good example of emphasis of the archi-

tectural treatment of a window, in which the trim is not concealed,

and the lines of the windows are adhered to.

The w indows in the house of picturesque Knglish character (page

52) are curtained very well,hy the use of only one set of curtains in-

side the reveal against the windows. An attempt to use more than
one pair of curtains or curtains and shades on casement windows of

this type usually results in a crowded, complicated looking window

.

Casement windows are almost always comparatively
The* taffeta curtains, with their sma || anJ as a ru le occur j n groups, both of which

shaped valance carry out the feelingof. tie • i » *•

the painted Venetian furniture circumstances plead tor a simple treatment: Many

A very good trralment of

an arched window, in which

the curtains (ollow Ihe lines

of the trim

means of solving the difficulty, and now the

transoms blink their red and green eyes be-

hind the hoard, while the admirers of the win-

dow curtains are unaware of their existence.

The curtains themselves deserve more than

passing mention, both because of their style,

and because of their lovely coloring. This

combination of plain and figured materials

in curtains, part'cularly when both materials

are used elsewhere in the room, is one which,

rightly handled, is very delightful. In this

room the curtains are of mulberry colored

taffeta, and the valances are of linen with a

blue and mulberry design on a cream ground
of the same tone as the walls. The colors

ot the design are emphasized in a blue and
mulberry ruche which edges the curtains,

and the linen is used again in the tie-backs.

Mrs. Lee (who designed the room) says that

it is desirable to recall the linen if possible

in some piece of furniture used near the

windows; in this case it is the chaise longue
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curtains, or cur-

tains and shades,

create an intricate

effect which is very

unpleasing. The
curtains of these

casements serve for

shades as well, be-

ing drawn at night

and pushed back by
day. This is a cus-

tom which decor-

ators are adopting

more and more in

connection with
every kind of win-

dow; shades, which

have always been

regarded as a neces-

sary evil, are being

supplanted wherever

possible by an under-

curtain of silk or

some other opaque
material, which

-serves sometimes in

the double capacity

of shade and face

curtain, and at

other times as the

only curtain necessary.

The character of the room to be curtained is perhaps the most
important influence of the three in determining a suitable style of
curtaining, for while a certain amount of disguise of construction as
well as of proportion is possible, the uses to which a room is to be
put are more or less fixed. The reception room requires a different

treatment from that accorded the living room, and the bedrooms
need to be curtained unlike the sun porch.

Generally speaking, long curtains possess a certain amount of for-

Louise Day Putnam Lee, decorator
A boudoir curtained with fine voile face curtains and taffetta overcurtains. The painted cornice and the smocked valance

are the noteworthy features of this treatment

mality and dignity,

short ones a corres-

pondingly opposite

air of informality.

Chintzes and cre-

tonnes are apt to in-

troduce into a room
a less conventional

atmosphere than
silks and velvets.

Onewould.therefore,

use long curtains

in a drawing room
or any formal room,

of such materials as

taffetas, brocades, or

the more dignified

of the patterned

linens; and for living

rooms or bedrooms,

for which a more
homelike spirit is

desirable, short
draperies chosen

from a wider variety

of materials. Of
course all general

rules are subject to

exceptions, and
however informal

one might wish a room to be, the windows could conceivably be of
the high, stately variety, which would look as absurd in short

curtains as a white haired old lady in skirts above her ankles. On
the other hand, the folly of draping with long curtains such win-
dows as the casements in Miss Siedler's breakfast room is appar-
ent; they would be out of keeping with the cottage type of fur-

niture, the braided rug, and the unpretentious charm of the room.
As a contrast to this style of curtaining, the long taffeta hangings

with their shaped valances which are illustrated in the bedroom

w Julia K SiedJer, decorator
Well curtained casement windows. The use of both shades and curtains, or of more than

one pair of curtains, on such windows produces a too complicated effect

Hettie Rhoda Meade, decorator

A good example of two windows treated as one. The striped shade and the English block

print linen side curtains give a gay effect which is pleasing
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^ rccrpoon ,00m who. dutni.icd mmphcityMM. .hr d-M** «' W«*»S p.ain and Poured .urface,

1

ln a room. The curtain* arc of old Kniilish «lnz«l chintz

on pugr <»• sU "

niirablj ita |«w "

in ,.| llils loom I Ik

,1, toiutol has v aught

vpnii oi the seventeenth

cent on \cnctian linn

Hun km) I
.11110I it out 111

the curtains. Incident"

.ilK tin m diapt lies il-

lustrate another potni

well worth cinphasi/inu.

namely, the dcsiiahilit\

ot balancing plain and

figured surfaces in .i

room. With the painted

furniture, .» patterned

curtain oi wall suilacc

would have resulted in

confusion and rettlesi

ncss As the room st .mils,

the decoration of furni-

ture and ornaments is

offset: bj the plain back-

ground, with very inter-

esting results.

The same idea is illus-
.. I,,.,,,

tratcd in the room shown in the upper picture on page v .
win,

in W English glazed chinta has been used to curtain m a d.gnihcd

manner .reception room. It is easy to imagine the complicated

effect of a figured wall paper with this chintz, and to appreciate,

by contrast, the restful simplicity of the existing treatment

I lu- effectiveness of simple curtaining is nowhere better illus-

trated than in the boudoir shown at the top -.1 page ,2 I he

stx It- .s plain almost to se verity, but the painted corn.ee at the tops

ot ,|n windows and the smocked valances take the edge off its aus-

U I1U and make the curtains altogether delightful, It is often such

details as these, little dressmakers tucks like,;^""BS

;/^"g^J
bindings, which gnc curtains their charm and make then cA, .

nd

desirable. Old fashioned rick-rack b, .nd. dyed to match ovcr-

curtams or some color in the room, edging white muslin, can be a

lasing touch, and ball fringe similarly used, or bright y colored

muslin as a binding on the hem. helps to emphasize an important

color and at the same time give the windows snap and

Trimmings of any sort are useless, of course, if the curtains are

,J r , V made, for nowhere else about the house does good workman-

ship count for so much as in the curtains; they are almos
t
theft st

things we notice upon entering a room, and ,f theyJiang baoMy

or are made in a careless manner, the room is immed ately tamped

on our minds as being shoddy. On the other hand d the w ndows

are well tailored. so to speak, mistakes >n furniture »™ forpvable

S e materials will not bang well unless they ar luied or

1

shines unpleasantly. In

1 hi Ioiiih 1 1 lass are light-

weight fcilks, chintzes,

.ind linens, pai ii< ulaily

when they are used for

long curtains. An ex-

ample of the latter is the

figured linens. I hesi

may be used success! ullv

unlined where they go

over the trim or where

the light does not shim

through them, but theii

effect in front of a win-

dow is poor.

Pongees, china silk,

ind casement cloth

—

which is a silk and wool

material — diffuse the

limhr very pleasantly, and

for this reason all three

make good casement cur-

tains. Pongee is shown

used in this way in the

photograph of a group of

casement windows. On

the upper sash the curtains are kept drawn and so act as
I

shades,

and the amount of light desired may be regulated by pulling the

lower curtains back or forward. The side curtains m this room,

which form a boundary to the group of windows and tie them to-

gether, are of brocade in a dull blue.

A window curtained so as to admit a maximum of light rs the

double window on page 5 I
Fine voile face

curtains of gauze, offer little obstruction to the light and at the

same time clothe the window pleasmgly.

Decorative shades are useful where light is at a premium, or

where for any other reason it is desirable to curtain windows scant-

ily These shades, made of flowered or striped chintz, are some-

times cut straight across the bottom and sometimes shaped like a

v dance. They may or may not be used with other curtains, and

if they are used alone they have sufficient decorative value in

themselves ^ .hown at the lower right on page «,

striped chintz with a scalloped, ribbon-bound edge forms the shade

and an old English block print linen the overcurtain. This photo

P n also furmshes a good example of two window, treats one

A window which needs no curtaining at all rs the English oriel

of the living room at Great Dixter. Knowing when not to drape

a window is'sometimes as important as knowing what materiah
i

to

use when it demands curtaining. F inely leaded glass such as that

illustrated especially if it be used1 in groups.of smal widows, drf-

, hang well unless they are hned or jHustrate^J—J- ^^-^s to make the services of

weighted at the bottom. Umng, are used for™£E£* Si-J.J ** a group of windows certainly needs

ZZ£?£St ITgh
'

fabrrcs through wLh it no ornamental treatment.

iliill

%

Louise Uay Putnam Lee. decorator
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COUNTJIT IV/NDOJV

OLD HOME WEEK this year—not the public gathering of the

clans of a community, but the quiet home-coming of the individual

—must have taken on for many the nature of a
GOING • . . - / .

BACK cerernonia '> a requickening or the perceptions

HOME aKamst tne t'1116 when trench life shall rob the

world of sparkle and beauty. To us the visit

back home is always a little tinged with sadness, for it is inextric-

ably linked with the joyous adventures of a small boy who bore

our name and who must have had a certain family resemblance

to us, but whose most tangible bequest has been a store of happy

recollections. Ordinarily, of course, we thrust the barefoot ad-

ventures of this miniature of ourselves into the background of

our memory where they belong, but on each reacquaintance

with the trees, rocks, and roofs on which he climbed there is no

denying them. Can we look at the church roof with its sheer

drop of forty feet from the eaves, and fail to recall with longing

the days on which we eluded paternal vigilance and played tag

on its steep incline? Or can we envisage the sleek, tanned bodies

of half a dozen youngsters sprawled on the bank of a miry cow

pond without sorrowfully wishing that our capacity for enjoyment

were as expansive or our tastes as elementary as they once were?

But there is much more to the visit home than a heterogeneous

assortment of wistful memories. Although enduringly reminis-

cent of the past, the house with its setting is as unchanging as

youth itself, the accumulation of years seeming only to endow it

with an atmosphere of sempiternity. The June days shine with

accustomed brightness, the west wind blows with its old vigor,

and the bobolinks fling out their cascade of song with all the joy-

ous abandon of two decades—and, we suppose, two centuries—

ago. Down the road a bit is the ruminative calf which always

stands tethered before a certain farmhouse. Reason tells us that

it can't be the three-months calf that first we glimpsed years and

years ago, and have since seen with a regularity as unfailing as

the summer itself, munching the same grass or calling discon-

tentedly for the same mother, the identical white spot at the

end of its tail, the self-same rope round its sable neck. If, per-

chance, the calf has not drunk from the fountain of youth, it is

insignificant in itself, yet somehow it seems to typify the change-

lessness of the old home town.

It is a peaceful reminder that though war may rage, life and

character change, and serenity be banished from our immediate

world, there is always the happy recompense of "back home,"

nestling in its circlet of the hills, calm in its contemplation of the

past, undisturbed by the welter of the present, and so enhearten-

ing in its augury for the future.

IT HAS SOMETIMES SEEMED to me that the old Greeks, with

all their lightness of fancy, their readiness to believe, their fineness

„ mT of artistic perception, their intellectual ver-
ON ....
ORCH 4RD

satmty, just missed the finest thing of all.

WORSHIP
"^ne Greek could worship the sea, he could

build wonderful temples in mysterious glades,

he could see naiads in waterfalls, he could follow the wild bee over

the fields. But the Greek never knew the real meaning of a gar-

den. He admired flowers, to be sure; the hyacinth held for him

the soul of a youth. And he could place outdoor statues and

marble seats effectively, and arrange wondrous parks. But that is

not gardening. What Greek ever knew the joy of messing about

with tulip bulbs ? What Greek ever transplanted a hollyhock with

a yard-long tap-root?

The Greek could appreciate art, but the idea of comfortable, old-

fashioned, homelike, quiet things he somehow missed. He wor-

shipped his Olympians in a shadowy cypress grove, where the

breeze spoke in awesome whispers. I worship in an apple orchard

'
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ON
FADING
VISIONS

behind my barn, where my cow Matilda and my heifer Nancy
graze placidly.

My orchard is not a temple of thundering gods to be pro-

pitiated, but rather the chapel of the domestic Lares and Penates

of barn and byre. The gods of the orchard are, in a way, less

pagan than those of the grove. Orchard worship is not that of

frenzied priestess and oracle, but rather like that of some little,

white-spired village church, with wild flowers on the pulpit steps

and white-frocked little girls in the pews. The peace of a New
England Sabbath reigns in my orchard.

In this not ignoble edifice I arrive as near as a man well can at the

fundamental idea of eternity and divinity in the world. My
preacher is the gnarled old Greening by the bar-way. My chor-

isters are the birds—orioles and robins, ovenbirds and chipping

sparrows, warblers and redstarts, bluebirds and red-winged black-

birds, song sparrows and meadow larks, kingbirds and wood-

peckers, the sleek, bilingual catbird, and even the gorgeous tanager.

No Greek ever knew so tranquil a spot as my orchard. His

instinct was for the awful, the sublime; mine is for the sweet and

gentle. For as I grow older, and the fires of youth burn slower,

I find myself moved less by Niagaras and Sierras and more by

the perfect harmony of a bluebird on a blossoming apple bough.

God speaks no more potently through the whirlwind and the

fire than through the still, small voice of the summer zephyr in my
orchard trees.

I HAVE BEEN dimly conscious of late of a suspicion which I

hope is baseless. It is that country life, the back-to-the-land

movement, is becoming just a little of an old

story with us. Ten or fifteen years ago, it

seems to me, I used to encounter hotter en-

thusiasm for it. Perhaps it is because the

thing has lost its novelty for us. Perhaps it is because we Anglo-

Saxons are prone to become ashamed of our enthusiasms.

Or perhaps I have been misled entirely. I hope so, for one con-

templates fading visions and cooling ardor with something akin

to terror. It means that a quality of youth has gone out of us.

It means that the glory of Greece is gone, that Pan is dead, that

the world and we are growing old.

Shall we, then, take it all for granted, this country life over

which we waxed so enthusiastic and about which we talked so

volubly but a little time since? Shall we think placidly of our

poultry houses and our hardy borders, as we do of our city eleva-

tors and our filing cabinets? Shall we rave no more over great

box trees in old dooryards? Shall we feel no more the thrill of

joy at the sight of a perfect gambrel roof beneath a perfect elm ?

Shall we forget our early zeal in morning gardening, our love

for sprouting corn, our yearning for shy orchids, our belief in

fauns and fairies?

" I'd rather be

A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,

Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;

Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn."

Let me be optimistic. Let me believe that this apparent lower-

ing of the country life mercury is not real, «r is merely the result

of temporary conditions. For my own part I will nurse my rural

enthusiasms, let the world think and do what it will. My gods

of field and wood shall remain authentic to me. Be as cold and

supercilious as you like, my old stone walls shall continue to glad-

den my eye and I shall continue to get excited over the first up-

thrusting asparagus shoot. The world may grow old, if it will,

but as for my garden and me, we will renew our youth with the

coming of each sweet-breathed spring.
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AN OMAR SCREEN

COUNTRY HOUSE DECORATIONS
By

^Arthur Cr'sP
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THREE DECORATIONS CALLED "SUM-
MERTIME," IN THE HOUSE OF MR
SEWARD PROSSER

"THE LAND OF CONTENTMENT"—OVERMANTEL IN THE
HOUSE OF MR. GEORGE H. BROWN



PHILOSOPHY-A LIBRARY DECORATION
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Perspective showing the house from the

end opposite to that appearing in the

photograph immediately below it. This

drawing was made while the property was

PLANNING
before

BUYING

The Hopkins House

Ardmore, Pa.

under consideration but not yet pur-

chased, to determine whether the out-
looks desired for the various rooms were
practicable in connection with the plot

Solving the problems

of an irregular plot

before taking title

Frank Seeburger and
Charles F. Rabenold,
Associate Architects

I'lot plan which Mr. Hopkins also had made before he
purchased, in order that he might see just what he
could hope to do with the irregular piece of ground.

It comprises only an acre, but is so laid out that it

gives the impression of a much larger estate. Note the

long path leading from the porch back through the

lawn, winding in among the trees, and returning to

the garden

The location of the automobile drive (see plot plan)

and the owner's requirement that there should be an

adequate entrance from it, determined the arrangement

of the rooms to a large extent. The lateral placing of

the main stairs made possible the continuity of main
rooms, which gives greater facility for entertaining, as

compared with the more common separation of main
rooms by a central hall

While the house is unmistakably of the Germantown Colonial type, it dis-

plays a free hand in the treatment of the main cornice and in the generous use of

bay windows, which give it an effect of breadth and comfortable proportions
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I'our of thrm on poinl Pointer* owned by Mr. II. P. I VIInws

THE RISE of the POINTER
UK June .mil Jul v issues of Cm mhv

l.i i- i contained a brace of articles

on the setters, .mil it seems fitting

that these shoulil he followed hv a

i oiiMih i .it ion of the pointer, thus
rounding out the general subject

of what ate commonly known as bird dogs.

It is a wonderful story of canine development,
that of the pointer. Once he was a big-limbed,

broad-jointed, heavily muscled, big-skulled, slow,

and often sour-tempered animal of variable color

and instinct, difficult to train as a gun dog; but
time, patience, brains, and money were combined
to produce a clean-limbed, active, swift, reliable,

•>\m i t-tempercd, finely colored dog of remarkable
intelligence and a highly specialized instinct.

In some respects the pointer is the last word in

canine evolution.

Personally, it has never been my giMxl fortune

tn tall in love with a pointer. Not being an en-

thusiastic gunner, I have never had occasion to

use one. But I cannot see how any dog lover can
fail to be filled with admiration at the sight of a

pointer at work in the held. I he lithe grace of

him. the smoothness of his movements, the won-
derful coordination of sense and brain and muscle
are a joy to behold and, to me. a constant marvel.

Perfectly attuned to his natural environment,
his physical beauty, the keenness of his senses, and
his unerring sagacity suggest one of Cooper's
idealized Indians.

My own preference is for the setter, and the

Irish setter at that, but honesty of judgment and
strict impartiality must accord the palm to the

pointer.

I have before me notes taken from no less

than six different authorities on dogs, and I find

in them a considerable difference of opinion as to

the pointer's origin. He undoubtedly strains

back to hound blood in the beginning, and it

has been surmised that the pointer breed, which
became distributed over western Europe before

the days of reliable records, may have had its ori-

gin in Italy. At any rate, there were so-called

partridge dogs there as early as the thirteenth

century, which were related to the later French
and Spanish pointers. In general it may be

said that the pointer was a short-coated dog
possessing certain hound-like characteristics, that

searched for game by scent, and that was trained

to assume a pointing attitude on finding, and to

repress his bark.

As to the English pointer, which is the breed
we know, it is the common theory that it was
developed from the Spanish pointer which was
introduced into England as early as 1700, possi-

bly by British officers returning from Spain.

By WALTER A. DYER
I In- Spanish pointer was a big, heavy dog, with
large ears, large feet, and an ill-formed body,
slow and bad-tempered, but gifted with a keen
scent. T his was about the time when firearms
were beginning to be used for fowling purposes,
and there were English sportsmen who thought
that the Spanish pointer was better suited to this

purpose than the old setting spaniel. According
to this theory, the English pointer was developed
from the Spanish pointer by selection and the in-

fusion of foxhound blood.

William Youatt, writing in the first half of the
last century, stated that the pointer was de-
scended from the hound, with possibly some
spaniel blood added. 1 he origin was obscure,
hi' viid, but not remote. It was a dog found to

be of good scenting powers that was taught to

point like a setter.

I am inclined to think that James Watson
came nearer to the truth. At least, he appears
to have made a more exhaustive investigation of
original sources of information. In his opinion

the pointer was developed independently in Eng-
land before the introduction of the Spanish
pointer, from a dog of unknown qualities, just as

the setter was developed from the spaniel. This
parent dog, according to Watson, w: as from the

same stock as the Spanish pointer—a stock dis-

tributed over western Europe and developed sim-

ultaneously into the pointers of Spain, Erance,

(lermany, Italy, and England—so that the

English pointer is not the descendant but the

first cousin of the Spanish pointer.

This progenitor, according to this authority,

was a finding dog of the hound type that was
used first in conjunction with coursing dogs in

hunting hares and was later trained to the gun.

It became, in short, a pointing hound. But be-

fore we got anything like our modern pointer, it

is probable that Spanish pointer, foxhound, and
setter crosses were all employed. Foxhound
blood is known to have been added about 1750
to secure greater speed. By 1800 more fox-

hound blood had been employed and the ap-

pearance and characteristics of the breed had
been considerably altered. During these years

the pointers were mostly white, or white with

liver-colored spots, though there was one strain,

belonging to the Duke of Kingston, that was per-

fectly black.

Up to about 1810 there was no established type,

bird finding ability being the only criterion.

No single fancier, like Mr. Laverack with the set-

ters, took up the breed in a scientific manner,
and no good historical record of development was
kept as was the case with the setters. It is

known, however, that English noblemen and
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sporting gentlemen between 1810 and i860 kept
kennels of pointers, breeding them more or less

along color lines, and gradually bringing the
pointer up to something like a standard type.

Pictures of pointers of about 1840-50 show dogs
of fairly good type. The pointer was then noted
for pace, stamina, resolution, nerve, and bird

sense, though he was probably not so fast as the
pointer of to-day. Much experimental crossing
was indulged in, but there were some sportsmen
who stuck to line breeding, and the pointer's

evolution progressed steadily if somewhat slowly.

In England there were some prominent breeders
whose kennels became famous after the middle of
the century. In America, however, there were
but few pointers used as early as that. As in

the case of the setters, there were so-called na-
tives here, differing in various localities, and bred
to no common standard. Then came the entry
of the pointer in the field-trial game in England,
and a marked improvement in type followed.

It was about 1875 that we began to get good
pointers over here. The Westminster Kennel
Club, started largely as a pointer club, imported
the famous Sensation. Even better ones fol-

lowed, and some good natives were produced.
In the early '70's Price's Bang, the ancestor of
many later crack dogs, was all the rage in Eng-
land. 1 he first of his family to be brought to

this country was Bow, in 1878, followed shortly

by Croxteth and, in 1 881, by Bang Bang.
Setters were then the more popular shooting

dogs here, but the pointer gained steadily with
the sportsmen and fanciers. In 1879 and 1881
the St. Louis Kennel Club imported several

and boomed the breed mightily. Mr. A. H.
Moore of Philadelphia and others became ardent
and helpful converts.

By 1884 the pointer's place was secure and
his popularity grew rapidly for shooting, field

trials, and the bench. From that time on the
names of famous dogs became numerous. Sev-
eral different strains gained ascendency in turn,

the Jingo and Rip-Rap families becoming perhaps
the most famous at the field trials.

The later history of the pointer in this country,
indeed, has been rather that of families than of
types, and wonderful dogs have figured at the
trials and on the bench. To-day there are prob-
ably better pointers in America than in England.
The history of the American field trials tells the

story of the rise of the pointer. At first the set-

ters had it mostly their own way. Then the

pointers began to figure more and more promi-
nently in the winnings, until at last the two
breeds were fighting neck and neck for suprem-
acy, with the pointer having a little the best
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Fishcl's Frank,

Mr. U. R. Fishers

famous pointer

Mr. William
Zieglcr, Jr's. Mary
Montrose, who
won four derbies in

1916-17. and the

1917. All National

field-trial cham-
pionship, besides

faking first in four

different classes,

and first winners

at the 1917 New
York Show

Mary

of it during recent years. There is some-
thing solid, persistent, and efficient in

the pointer breed, as well as fast, sure,

and enduring, that makes him a difficult

opponent for the most brilliant setter.

The field trial has proved to be a contest

to which he is peculiarly well suited, and
the field trial has been a great factor in

his development. The names of famous
field^trial winners are on the lips of every

pointer fan, and they have been great

dogs in every respect, in character and
beauty as well as in specialized achieve-

ment. There was Hard Cash and the

famous McMurdo strain, and later Man-
itoba Rap and Fishel's Frank snatched

the laurels from the setter's brow.

To-day our field-trial winners include

as 'fine pointers as were ever sired. At
present three sons of Fishel's Frank are in

the limelight—Comanche Frank, the

many times winner, John Proctor, and
the latest star, the liver-and-white Lewis
C. Morris.

As an indication of the present rivalry

between the setters and the pointers, the

record of the past season's field trials is

interesting. At the United States Trials

at Grand Junction, a lemon-and-white
setter, Joe Muncie, made glad the hearts

of the setter fans by winning first place,

with Lewis C. Morris second, and Security, an-

other pointer, third. Setters also won the
derby, Kirk's Buss, a white and orange, being
first and Naponechee second. At the National,
at Calhoun, Ala., Lewis C. Morris won, with
Gibraltar, a white-and-orange setter, second,
and John Proctor third. At the Ail-American
at Denbigh, N. D., Lewis C. Morris was first,

Frank's Den, pointer, second, and Candy Kid, a

tri-color setter, third. In the special champion-
ship stakes at the same place two setters won,
Candy Kid and Joe Muncie. In the New York
and Pennsylvania trials the setters had the best
of it, so that this past year the pointer was cer-

tainly given a run for his money, but on the whole
the pointer is still a bit in the lead. It is a fas-

cinating game, and this rivalry between pointer
and setter is not the least exciting part of it.

In the case of the setter, the complaint is often
made that two types have been developed, and
that the bench-show champion is of little use in

the field, while the field trial winner would cut a
sorry figure on the bench. However true this

may be of the setters, it cannot justly be said of
the pointers if the case of Mary Montrose is any
criterion. Last February she won the blue
at Madison Square Garden, after having won the
cup given for the All-National championship at
Tulsa, Okla., beside four victories at derbies.
Form and performance in the pointer, it seems,
may go hand in hand.

Parenthetically, let me say that all that the aver-
age person could possibly care to know about the
pointer is to be found in "The Pointer and His
Predecessors" (London, 1906), by William Ark-
wright, himself a breeder and owner of winning
pointers.

In the setter family *ve find at least three dis-

tinct varieties, and two more or less distinct

Copyright by Edwin L
Montrose and her brother, Royal Flush, ready to start in the Field

Bob Armstrong, handler

types among the English setters alone; there is

but one variety of pointer, and only one type.
The only division attempted is that of size and
weight. Dogs weighing more than fifty-five

pounds and bitches more than fifty pounds are

usually placed in one class, and those weighing
less in another. For big pointers the usual weight
is about sixty pounds for dogs and fifty-six for

bitches. Among the smaller ones there have
been good ones weighing less than fifty-four and
forty-eight pounds respectively. Size, indeed, is

not considered of primary importance, other
things being equal. A big pointer dog stands

24 or 25 inches at the shoulder. Ch. Bang and
Young Bang were 24! inches high, while the bitch

Price's Belle was 24 inches.

The pointer's skull should be wide between the

ears and long and slanting from the top to the
setting of the nose. The head should be of good
size, but neither snipy nor too heavy. There
should be a decided stop at the brow; cheek
bones prominent; occipital protuberance well

developed.

Nose long and broad, with widely dilated nos-

trils. Mouth large, jaw not undershot, teeth

meeting evenly. The ears are not like those of
the hound, hut are of moderate size, soft and thin,

set low and lying close to the head. Eyes soft

and of medium size; brown in color, varying in

shade with that of the coat. Lips well developed
but not pendulous.

The neck should be gracefully arched toward
the head, long and round, with no suggestion of

dew-lap or throatiness. The chest should be
deep but not too broad, the shoulders sloping

and strong but not loaded. The ribs should be
well sprung, giving depth of girth. Loin, slightly

arched and muscular. Hips wide, quarters
slightly drooping and full of muscle. Haunches

evick

Trials.

long, stifles strong, well bent, and carried

wide. The second thigh is very mus-
cular, the hocks strong and straight and
not turned in or out, the shank below the
hock short.

Good limbs and carriage are very im-
portant. The legs and feet should be
much like those of the foxhound. . The
fore legs should be clean, straight, thin-

skinned, and big-bened, with large knees
and cat-like feet. The elbows should be
well down, carried close to the body, and
turned neither in nor out; the pastern
should be short. These things are not
arbitrary notions of the standard makers;
by simple laws of mechanics they give the

pointer speed and endurance, and that
wonderful grace which goes with them.
The tail is strong at the root, tapering,

and slightly curved, but not hound-like

nor with a curl at the tip.

Good proportion and symmetry, well

developed muscles, and elastic action are

essential characteristics. Big feet, straight

shoulders, and light bone are common
defects.

The pointer's coat is short and soft,

but not silky. A variety of colors are ac-

ceptable—liver and white, lemon and
white, black and white, and other com-
binations in different markings. There

have been pure black pointers and some brick

red and white. Many are ticked and speck-

led. In England there are kennels that have
made a specialty of family colorings, but in this

country we have let the matter of color largely

take care of itself. A white dog, clear or ticked,

with light or dark liver markings evenly distribu-

ted, is perhaps the most favored here, though a

good lemon and white is always admired.

Such are the physical characteristics of the

dog that has been so highly developed from the

second-rate animal of a hundred years ago.

Its field qualities have also steadily improved,
until now, as I have said, the pointer is the set-

ter's keen rival for the sportsman's preference.

It is no easy matter to compare the two breeds.

Their differences are often rather subtle than
obvious. Seventy years ago Youatt attempted
such a comparison, and some of the conclusions

he reached would hold to-day. The setter, he

said, was more active than the pointer, possessed

greater strength and spirit, and stood continued

hard work better. He took to water more read-

ily, his long coat was often a protection, he was
more companionable and affectionate. The
pointer, on the other hand, was credited with a

better nose and a more patient courage. He
was better in hot weather, not as nervous, more
steady and obedient.

William A. Porter, a contemporary of Youatt,

considered the setter superior because he was
hardier and swifter on rough going, with harder,

better feet, and able to stand more work than the

pointer. He admitted, however, that the pointer

could be more easily broken and brought to a

higher perfection of working ability. The setter

was sometimes too impetuous, the pointer too

deliberate. The pointer he described as rather

indifferent to human companionship.
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I hose who know tin- p. .inli i well will .1 1' 1 1 i

that hr llluit Ii.im i banned l"i tin better dining
tin list li ilt iiiiinu, il these estimate* .in v\

Ittoultdcd \iiil indeed In- li.ii, t In mult Ynu.itt

Hill I'lMtCI pi.In. I 1 > I i v\ li lllll'ils nil Will klli'WIl

weaknesses. \ cm Shaw, .1 sninrwll.it later critic,

lOHMilrfrd tin- sctlci tin hcttcl dog for stnftny

Wc.ltllCI .Hid I'll. kill V I.I. MH 11 .IS III ill

.ountcrcd in Scotland I In- pointer, lie s.ml,

stiffened .iiul chilled sooner tli.m tin- setter, Inn

the sritii weaned sooner tiom tin- elicits ul

heat .mil thirst I In pointci was more easily

broken and possessed t In- Ioiikci, surer memory
lot pacr .mil n. isi Shaw found little choice l>«

twern tin- two breeds

In this count r\ t.> d.i\ each ln.nl has its ardent
nlxoi.itcs I In- pointer Is perhaps .i hit more
popul.u m tin- OBMI prairie I.mil .mil whe.it stiih-

blc of the Middle West, uul the Fnglish settel

elsewhere. I think it is nfc to ny tli.it the setter

is the better comp.mion .mil watch dog of the

two. "lull- .is .i spotting iloi; the pointer is easier

tor the .mi.Hint h.inilli-i to in.ui.im-. \s to their

. oinpai.ituc merits in the held, the .ilmost e\en
records of the tri.ils .ire sufficient evidence of

their equality. And perhaps it is safe to say that

more careful breeding is being done with the

pointers than with the setters

Mut let the modern \mcrican sports-

man and fancier speak for himself, the

man who has bred and shot over point-

ers, and setters tin), long enough to know
something about them.

William Ziegler. Jr., owner of the win-

ing Mary Montrose, writes: "My own
piisonal Dent has always been toward
ivnntcrs, probably because 1 started with
them and they have proved more suc-

cessful in the trials and as shooting dogs
in nu own experience. The pointer is at

the present tune at the crest of the wave
and is doing as much winning as the set-

ter did rive or ten years ago. This is

largely due to the fact that there are
several wonderful sires who have gotten

real results in their progeny before the

public to-da\ 1 cannot say this of the

setter, which has been inbred to such an
extent that it has lost immeasurably in

sue and stav ing power. This is not said

with any idea of reflecting on the setter,

for I would be as happy to own a good
setter as a good pointer. The records

in a Mi n> make good on the hem h; thin cannot
I" ml i. . .ins extent of tin held trial setter. It

is trile lll.lt till M lll l is o| ,| mole (lot ill- .mil

allei l ioii. ite disposition, which goes a long way
toward making him a In tin companion, hut,
llom lln standpoint of i Hi. n in v, give me the
pointer every time."

FrOOl Mr. II. I'\ Fellows, owner of I' rank's

Den and other Rood dogs: "My reason for being

partial toward tin- pointer is that as a rule a

bird dog ' in he uead f"i shooting only thirty to
sisty days during tin year, .mil tin- balance of
the time he is to he used as a companion. The
shoit li.iiii .l dm; is mm li pnltiahlc ,is ,i house
dog as he gathers less dirt and is easier to keep
flee from fleas than is a setter, and it takes less

care and attention to have him look lushest
under all conditions. I he appearance of the setter

must he iiimiil in the hunting season, for when
he comes in contact with burrs, his hair has to he
trimmed in order to get satisfactory results from
his work. 1 do not claim that the pointer is

superior in any bird sense, nor has more endurance
than the matured setter, but it is my experience
that he is much more easily developed to mat-
urity than the setter and is not so susceptible to

distemper and other dog diseases."

From Mr. O. A. Kline of Yuma, Colo.: "I

Lewis C. Morns. Mr. flaggin's winning pointer, from a painting by
Osthaus

have raised and hunted both pointers and setters.
In this section of the country tin- pointer is far
ahead of tin s< i tet , as our hum ing is all for prairie
i In. ken, which are hunted in the heat of the day
A good pointer will wear a setter out in a little

while under these conditions, ami I find that the
pointer has the bcttci seeming power, is more
easily handled, and is a better ranger than the
setter, and is not nearly so nervous on point.
As a companion and house dog the pointer is the
setter's equal. He is cleaner, and when shedding
docs not leave mats of long hair about."

Mr. IJ. R. I'ishel, breeder and owner of one of

t lie most celebrated strains in tin- country, w i in s

"
I he pointers have fully convinced the lovers of

bird dogs that more of them are natural born
bird dogs than of the setters. My Ch. Co-
manche Frank, I believe, has sired more real
bird dogs than any other dog that ever lived. He
is the only dog, tetter or pointer, that has ever
sired a dog that could win a national champion-
ship in the derby year."

Says Judge Robert C. Cornell of New York,
well known as a sportsman and a follower of the
field-trial game: "Personally I prefer the pointer
for all-around work, though 1 have as many
Knglish setters as pointers, and I admire and
appreciate both varieties. I have always been

fond of the pointer breed and for years
was the honorary secretary of the West-
minster Kennel Club when we owned
such good dogs as Sensation, Bang Mang,
Haso of Kipnen, and King of Kent. I

have never been without dogs of this

breeding. My shooting is chiefly in

North Carolina, and there pointers are
thoroughly satisfactory as shooting dogs.
I hey work as well in cold weather as in

hot, in thickets and in the open, on rough
ground and on smooth.

"In short, they are cheerful and plucky
and great stayers. The pointer has a char-
acteristic trait in being a one-man dog.
He is indifferent to the caresses of the
stranger, but I do not believe that there
is one of them that would not lay down
his life for his master."
Some discrepancies appear in the fore-

going opinions, but the discerning reader
will be able to gather from them a fairly

clear idea of the pointer's excellences.

Edmund So far as physical features go, it must be
admitted that his short coat is in his

ft* 1
%8

Comanche Frank, another of Mr. Fishel's good dogs

of the past season show
that the pointer has been
placed fully two to one
over the setter, and in

many instances all the dogs
placed were pointers. I

can think of no trial of 1916
in which this can be said of

the setter. The great win-
ning ability of the offspring

of Comanche Frank,
Fishel's Frank, and Mani-
toba Rap stands out in

my mind as a further argu-
ment for the pointer. Many
of the field trial pointers

Judge Cornell's best shooting dog, Don John Proctor, famous son of a famous sire (Fishel's Frank)

Coming candidates for the limelight—pointer puppies bred by Mr. O. A. Kline

favor if he is to be kept as

a companion and house dog
for even a part of the year.

But as to a final decision in

regard to the superiority of

setter or pointer, that must
be left to some impartial

judge of wide experience,

and impartial judges, inview
of our natural enthusiasms,
are rarely found in dogdom.
But if it were officially de-
cided which is the better

dog, would such decision

convince anyone besides the
officiating judges? -



From the house one looks oul over the beauti-

ful terraced rose garden to the waters of Lake
Champlain beyond. The stairway at the left

leads down to the grassy promenade high above

the lake shore

SHELBURNE
FARMS,

SHELBURNE, VT.

on Lake Champlain

The rose garden with its beds

of fragrant blossoms is the glory

of the place
A peony bed in full bloom, with a glimpse of Lake Champlain in the background

Brick walls, broad and low and with a flat tone

coping, form a line of demarcation between the

different parts of the garden. Beds of delphin-

iums and coreopsis make gay masses of color

The GARDEN of

MRS. W. SEWARD
WEBB

Photographs from

Isabelle H. Hardie

The wooded point overlook-

ing Lake Champlain, which

borders the estate for miles
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AMERICAN WINDSOR CHAIRS
^.••V^^STO* >K (In pin poses "I this .11 tu lc, .ill

Jp/Y"Si\l5 mm ttt divided into two classes:

tli.'s, w In i I
.

i

n i \\ iihIsi >rs .mil those
who don't. I -t-t us begin b\ excus-
ing ourselves to the latter (with
apologies and a polite how) nnd

U" on to notf th.it. in mv experience .it h ist,

therv is one fenurk which, more often than am
other, can In counted on from members of the
Windsor-loving class when anv particular speci-

men i- under discussion. It is the exclamation.
"W hv. 1 never noticed that!"

I once knew an old lady who had a pet pun-
It had cabriole legs, a broken-arch tail, the front

elevation of a Dutch lowboy, and a face like

.i icar end collision. It had been her intimate
companion for years, and she loved it. One day
the cook lelt the area door open and the pug
walked out and disappeared. Advertisements
Man put in the paper. Rewards were offered.

Visits were paid to the pound. For a month the
whole family was excited and helpful. And
then the mattvr dropped. That is to say, every
one dropped it except the old lady. She never
abandoned the search. Only—since she had
never "noticed that" her efforts were curiously

handicapped. She knr:v a tiog when she saw one,

but beyond that she couldn't be sure. So she
applied the only test at hand. When she met a

dot. she stopped, stretched out an ingratiating

hand, and called it " lummy." If it answered,
it would be her lost pug. If it didn't, it wouldn't.

And for years, she continued to stop Great Danes,
dachshunds, fox terriers, cocker spaniels, and
chows, and to say " Here Pommy!" to them, add-
ing "It's not he." when they passed on. The
dogs were very nice about it on the whole. Some
of them rather got to know her. One magnificent
white collie who lived in her neighborhood al-

\\ .i\ » wagged his tail courteously when she spoke
to him. And I believe that she suspected his

identity to the day of her death.

I often think of her when I meet Windsor
lovers.

There is nothing that is more likely to be ex-

claimed over and pointed out, say by one's com-
panions on an automobile ride, than a Windsor
on a farmhouse porch. No owner of a specimen

B y J . 1* . KERFOO T*

cm have failed to notice how many visitors will

put a hand on the back of it as they pass and say
"< )h, WNI have a Windsor!"—very much as they
pat .i dog's head and say "Nice doggie!" There
st em to he thousands of people who know Wind-
sor as far as they can see one, by whom no one of
those other quadrupeds that we call chairs are
ever mistaken for them. High-backs, low-backs,
fan-backs, comb-backs, brace-backs, hoop-backs,
clumsy Fnglish types, graceful American, gener-
ous New Jersey, prim New England— all are
instantly recognized as belonging to the genus
Windsor. Hut though hundreds of these recog-

nizers and exclaimers turn out, on being ques-
tioned, to be the owners of a pet Windsor or two
themselves, which they esteem as among their

clearest possessions, one suspects that should
some discriminating burglar deprive them of
their treasure, thev would be even worse off than
the old lady who lost her pug. For not only do
all Windsors look alike to them, but a strayed
Windsor can not answer to its name.
And the existing literature of the subject is

almost as bad. The available books of refer-

ence are only a few degrees more perceptive.

There is not one of them that has any suggestion

to make as to the possible origin of the type, be-

yond quoting the legend of (Jeorge II's finding a

crude specimen in a peasant's hut. Let us see if

we can not, by means of some grouped illustra-

tions and a few well-chosen close-ups, combined
with verbal comment, bring a little tentative

order out of this chaos.

We shall find that the Windsor is almost cer-

tainly descended from a type of chair that imme-
diately preceded it in popular favor both in Eng-
land and America; that the American models
probably owe much less to direct English influ-

ence than is supposed; and that once we famil-

iarize ourselves with six types of back (Figures

i to 6) and with four types of seat (Figures 7 to

10) we have a key for analyzing and identifying

any existing specimen of American Windsor.
Of course the King George legend, at best,

accounts for nothing but the origin of the pres-

ent name. The tacit assumption that the
Windsor in all its variations derives from the

peasant's chair that the King ordered copied for

the palace and thus established as a "Windsor,"
not only gives us no clue to the character of this

parent chair, but ignores the likelihood that this

chair was itself an example or modification of a"n

already existing chair type. Let us dismiss this

legend from our minds, then, and turn to the
chairs themselves for information.
At the end of the seventeenth century—twenty-

five years or so before the beginning of the Wind-
sor vogue in England—a chair called the
roundabout became popular. It was what is

known as a corner chair (see Figure 11); that is

to say, it was built to stand in a corner instead of
against the wall; and its seat was so placed with
reference to its back that one sat in it with one
of its legs between his knees. Its back consisted
of a more or less semicircular wooden rail, sup-
ported by the continuation of three of the chair's

legs, this rail being built in three pieces: a raised

central portion shaped from a solid piece, and
two flat, curved arms, sawed out of plank and
then mortised into the other, as shown in Figure

25. Originally this chair's legs, as well as the
continuations of them that acted as back sup-
ports, were lathe-finished in ornamental designs;

and the legs were braced with rungs (some plain

and some ornamentally turned) placed between
each pair of legs all the way round (see Figure
11). Later specimens of the roundabout show
splats added as ornamental back supports, and
a four-pointed stretcher of peculiar design sub-
stituted for the rungs (see Figure 12). Other
specimens show an extension, or head rest, added
to the low back (see Figure 14). And while these
more ornate roundabouts affected cabriole legs

with ball-and-claw and other feet, they uniformly
preserved the lathe-turned arm supports of the
earlier type (see Figures It, 12, and 14). This
roundabout chair, with its typical and peculiar

back, I believe to be the direct ancestor of the
whole Windsor tribe.

Examine, if you please, Figures 15, 16, and 17.

In Figure 15 we see a chair that, at first glance,

appears to be a roundabout, but when you look

at the placing of its legs, you see that it has
changed from a corner chair into one of the ordin-

ary, front-facing variety. Now look at Figure
16. This is an entirely typical specimen of the

FIg . The low-back seal Fig. 8. The hoop-back seat Fig. 9. The New Jersey fan-back seat Fig. 10. The New England seat

"The photographs illustrating this article arc by the author, from specimens in his own collection and that of Annie B. Hunter.

6S
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Fig. 12*. Roundabout chair with

American low-back

W indsor. There is

no escaping the

family resemblance.

And Figure 17 (a

very early American
chair described and
illustrated by I. VV.

Lyon in his pioneer

volume on "The
ColorfTal Furniture

of New England")
is worth studying as

a missing link be-

tween the round-

about, the American
low-back derivative

from it, and the ulti-

mate American
comb -back. Note
that it has the four-pointed stretcher of the

roundabout; that its seat approximates to

the American low-back seat (Figure 7); that

all its spindles are turned to match the rounda-

bout stretcher points, and resemble no standard

English or American spindle forms; and finally,

that the maker of it has solved in his own fashion

the problem of making the back rail of the round-

about and low-back Windsor chairs. He has

made the foundation of it out of two plank-sawn

pieces joined in the middle, and has achieved the

central rise by adding a third piece which he has

used as the support for his comb spindles. The
top-rail of the comb is also worth looking at.

It simply reproduces the shape of the raised cen-

tre of the back.

Let us turn for a moment, now, to the

English Windsors. Figure 18 shows a

typical early specimen. Note that it has

the characteristic roundabout back rail

(made in three pieces in the orthodox
fashion) with a hooped extension, or head
rest, added. Figures 19 and 20 are mere
refinements of Figure 18. In both, the

curve of the roundabout back rail is pre-

served, but the central rise is abandoned,
and a single piece of bent wood is sub-

stituted for the earlier composite con-

struction. In Figure 20 we see introduced

the ornamental splat so common in

English Windsor designs and never found
in American chairs. Figure 21 shows the
typical English Windsor side chair, which
is not an original form, but was devised

to complement the
armed variety. The
chair shown in Figure
22 is a side chair with
arms added—in other
words, a still later de-

velopment. Our ex-

amination of Ameri-
can chairs will prove
this sequence.

The more we study

the American and
English types in

juxtaposition, ; the
smaller does the
American debt to the

English makers ap-

Fig. 18. Early English Wind-
sor with round back rail

the

lar.

Fig. 17.* Early American comb-

back with roundabout tendencies

pear. The American hoop-back (Figure 3)—or to

be exact, the hoop idea as applied in the American
chairs—and the loop idea as applied in the Amer-
ican loop-back (Figure 6) are evidently derived

from England. The seat of the original American
side chair (Figure 9) is also of English derivation

(compare Figure 23). And there is reason to

assume an occasional English use of the comb-
back idea as afterward developed in America.

That appears to be the total of our indebtedness.

Before, however, we go on to an examination

of the American types, their local genesis and

mutual relation, I

want to call atten-

tion to the points by
which the English
chairs are most
easily identifiable

as such. The
placing of the legs

is one point. The
legs of English
Windsors are in-

variably doweled
into the extreme
corners of the under
side of the seat.

Those of American
chairs are always
placed well in from
the edges. See the

indicative white and
black dots in Figures 23 and 24. Again,

the back legs of English chairs are gen-

erally well raked toward the rear, while

front legs approximate the perpendicu-

Figs. 20. 21, 22. From left to right. English Windsor with splat; typical

English Windsor side chair; and English side chair with arms added

23. Typical English Windsor seat.

White dots show placing of legs

Fig. 24. Early comb-back seat. Black dots

show typical placing of American legs

The legs of American Windsors have a pro-

nounced rake, not only front and rear, but side-

ways. Again, the English legs seldom pierce

the seat, while the American almost invariably

do. The legs themselves are another quick
means of identification. The legs of all English

Windsors follow the same general lines. Once
noted, this basic design will be instantly recog-

nized. And no American legs approximate to

it. Because of this leg design, moreover, the

English rungs and stretcher are placed much
higher from the ground than are the Amer-
ican. The seat itself is a mark of identi-

fication. The English seat is usually

made of hard wood; is very thin through;

and (while differing considerably in finish,

refinement of lines, and amount of "pom-
mel") follows the same essential design

(see Figure 23) from first to last through

all the types. The American seats, on
the other hand, are usually of soft wood;
are always of considerable thickness—at

times as much as three inches—and are

of four well defined and instantly recog-

nizable types. The incurved arm sup-

ports (see Figure 18) are also typical of

the English Windsors; and the back
splat, when present, is an infallible sign.

However, the accustomed eye is seldom
driven to taking separate note of these

marks of difference.

An English Windsor
is just about as much
like an American as

a Chinaman is like a

Jap-
And now for the

American chairs.

I have already s.iul

that once we get six

types of back and

four types of seat

well fixed in our

minds, we can in-

stantly "read the

palm" of any Amer-
ican Windsor. Let

Fig. 25. Showing typical low-back

rail construction

•Figs. II, 12, 14, and 15 arc illustrations from Lockwood's "Colonial Furniture in America," copyrighted by Charles Scribner's Sons, Fig. 17 is from Lyon's "Colonial Furniture of New England;" and Figs. 20,

21, and 22 from Lockwood's "English Furniture of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries."
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Kt« M Kaily Nrw
N»k Willi low luii k

|ri«ry iihiiIi

M II llll • ,11 .

ft. Crude writ inn chair of

thcturly comb-back lypr

us begin by noting these features .is here illus-

trated Figure i shows the back of the low-

back. Figure : shows the b.uk of the comb-
b.uk Figure i shows the kick of the hoop-
b.ick Figure 4 shows the b.u k of the \i M
England inn ch.ur. Figure s shows the b.uk
of the fan-back; .mil Figure (> th.it of the loop-

back As for the sc. its, Figure 7 shows the

srit of the low -back, which appears also in all

the early comb-backs (, Kigure 24). Figure 8

shows the seat of the hoop-back, « hich is a refine-

ment of the earlier form. Figure g shows the

New |erse\ Ian-back seat; and Figure 10 shows
[the rebnement of it that alw ays indicates New

_

England origin and that I shall call the New Eng-M scat In the early stages of American Wind-
sor making, these hacks ,md seats always went
together as indicated by the names by which I

have designated them. Later on,, as we shall see,

they got more 01 less mixed up. I believe that

the low-back was the earliest form of the Ameri-
can chair, and was directly derived from the

roundabout; that the comb-back was the first

(and an almost immediate) development of the

low-back form; that the hoop-back was a some-
what later chair, arrived at by grafting the Eng-
lish hooped head rest on to a refined comb-back
underbody; that the New England arm chair

was a »lill l.m 1 11 liniment

of the hoop-back; that the

lan-kii k w as .111 early de-
\ isi 1111 lit to supply .1 side

chair for the comh-h.uk
aim 1 hall, thai the loop-

h.u k was a late New Eng-
land complement to the

local New I'.ngland arm
tj pe, and that all variation!

from these hasii 1 s pes are

in some degrees mongrel
and can be roughly placed
as to period and locality by
the striictiir.il elements
which they contain. I now
purpose to take these types
up in order, and will give

my reasons for the above
statements as I no along.

1. I he low-back. I RaVe
never seen an English low-

back, nor a picture of one.

I am inclined, therefore, to

think of the chair as a native American adapt-
ation of the roundabout. At any rate it is cer-

tainly the earliest American Windsor type.
I radition assigns this place to it. Hut we are
not dealing with tradition. And my reasons for

the statement are as follows: the American
Windsor industry started in Philadelphia and
for many years—twenty or so probably—the
Philadelphia makers set the fashion and had
a practical monopoly of the trade. Maryland,
lYnnsy \\ am. 1, New Jersi y, and, to .1 large extent,

New York City, w'ere supplied from there. An
overwhelming majority of all low-backs (Figure

1), low-backs with combs (compare Figure 26),

comb-backs with low-back seats (Figure 2), and
Ian-backs of the so-called New Jersey type (Fig-

ure 5) have been found in these states. And little

else is found there except hoop-backs (Figure 3)
and comb-backs with hoop-back seats (Figure 35).
Put the comb-back is, as we shall see in a moment,
merely a low-back with a "comb" extension added
and yvith a bent-wood rail substituted for the
clumsier roundabout and low-back construction.

Anil the fan-back is simply a side chair devised

to match the comb-back arm chair thus arrived

at. The low-back, therefore, must have come
first. And their vogue mi apparently short

lived. Specimens are rare. The comb-back

Pig 2H Similiir lo Plf, 27, Init

Willi li vriwd MTOll

Pig. 29. Late example: of New
Jersey comb-back; low-back seat

modification probably displaced it almost at

once in popular favor. I his is indicated by the

fact that surviving low-backs show no variations

from type. Examine the legs in Figures I and
16. Compare them with the legs of Figure II.

Their design is manifestly intermediate between
the latter and the form (see figure 3 for example)
followed in all latei \merican chairs. \ll low-

backs have these legs. So have most comb-backs
with low-back seats. Moreover, the low-backs
and these early comb-backs alone show the per-

pendicular arm supports (see Figures 1 and 2)

of the roundabouts. These evidences of priority

are, to my mind, decisive.

Figures I and 16 show typical specimens of the

early low-back. Figure 31 shows a rare ex-

ample of a low-back settee "built for two." Note
the odd legs and the total absence of rungs and
stretcher. Figure 30 shows an exceptionally fine

settee of the low-back type; and Figure 3 2 another,

in which the raised portion of the back reaches the

arms, which end in fingers. Figure 13 shows a

writing chair of low-back construction, perhaps
as handsome a specimen of its type as exists.

I hat this elaborate chair is not of the earliest

period is, however, shown by its legs.

2. The Comb-back. The earliest comb-backs
retain the three-piece back rail of the low-

Fig. 30. A seven-foot low-back settee with unusually graceful lines Fig. 31. Two-seated low-back settee Fig. 32. A six-foot low-back settee with fingers

Fig. 33. An old comb-back with

English style of seat and arm sup-

ports. A rare type

Fig. 34. New Jersey comb-
back with early lines, but with

fingers and near-hoop-back scat

Fig. 35. A New Jersey comb-back

with hoop-back seat and fingers. An
early example of the type

Fig. 36. A typical New England

comb-back. Note the earless comb and

the hoop-back seat

Fig. 37. A freak New England
comb-back. Note the cocked ears

and the New England seat
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back, the central portion be-

ing pierced for the spindles

to run through and support

the comb. Specimens are

extremely rare; and, while I

have seen and examined sev-

eral, I am unable to supply

an illustration. Figure 26,

however, will serve. This
shows a writing chair of the

type, probably made some-
what later by a local New
Jersey workman. Note the

legs and the crude arm sup-

ports; also the clumsily fin-

gered arm. The rarity of

this transitional type is probably due to the fact

that the Philadelphia makers hit upon the bent-
wood back rail refinement (see Figures 2 and 24)
almost as soon as upon the comb idea. But the
shape of the seat in these early comb-backs, the
perpendicular setting of the arm supports as well

as their design, and the number of spindles (al-

ways three and sometimes four on a side) that
do not run through the back rail, are too com-
pletely reminiscent of the low-back chair to allow
us to doubt the relationship, as will be seen by
referring to Figures 2, 7, 24, and 29.

Figure 27 shows

TlTTTlf
Fig. 38. Details of comb scrolls. From left to right, simple, elaborate, rare, and Pennsylvania Dutch types

and the English seat. A graceful chair with
a flaring, seven-spindled comb is shown in Fig-

ure 29. The usual number of comb spindles is

nine. Figure 26 shows five; Figure 33 shows six;

Figure 36 shows eight; Figure 37 shows seven.

These are all departures from normal. Figure

35 has nine, although they do not show in the
illustration. Please notice that nine spindles, run
through the back of any low-back here illustra-

ted (Figures 1, 7, and 16), would leave four short

ones on each side. Compare Figure 2 with these.

Later chairs show progressively fewer spindles.

The comb-back, as we have
seen, was a Philadelphia develop-

ment, and in its

early form (with

the low-back seat

Fig. 39. Rare New England hoop- Fig. 40.

back and comb-back combination

A New England hoop-back with a small comb, flanked by a Fig. 41. Profile view of the same
pair of child's hoop-backs interesting chair shown in Fig. 39

arm supports; the comb without ears, or scrolled

ends. Compare with Figure 17. I own the
wreck of another similar chair, evidently made
by the same hand as Figure 27. Both turned up
in New Jersey. Figure 28 is another New Jersey
example with curious ears, showing a reversed
scroll (see Figure 38, third detail). I have seen
three of these, all evidently made by the same
man, and all discovered in New Jersey. The
first two details in Figure 38 illustrate the nor-
mal ears of the typical comb-back. Figure 33
shows a chair of extreme rarity—evidently an
early attempt to make a comb-back chair on
English lines. Note the incurved arm supports

and perpendicular arm supports) seems never to

have been made except in the territory tribu-

tary to that city. When, many years later,

and for the most part after the Revolution, the

New England makers entered the field and took
the leadership in design, they made few comb-
backs, and those made by them were invariably

describable as "hoop-backs with a comb sub-
stituted for the hooped head rest." Examine,
for example, the New England chair shown in

Figure 36. Note the hoop-back seat (Figure

8); the forward rake of the arm supports; and the

two spindles on each side that do not run
through to support the comb. Note, also, the

unscrolled ear of the comb,
which is typical of the New
England practice. An occas-
ional New England comb-
back like Figure 37 is also

found. Note the cocked ears
and the typical New England
seat (see Figure 10). This
chair, of course, is a half-

breed freak. The later New
Jersey comb-backs were also

made with hoop-back seats

(see Figure 35). This ex-
ample shows arm supports
very little raked, and three
spindles on a side before

reaching the comb spindles. It is, therefore, an
early example. Later ones show the typical hoop-
back points. But, like the New England comb-
backs, they are not plenty. The comb-back type
was evidently going out of fashion. Practically

all comb-backs with fingers will be found to

be of this type. Fingers were a later embellish-

ment. Figure 34 shows the closest approach to

a low-back seated Windsor comb-back with
fingers that I have ever seen. Broadly speaking,
this chair is built on early lines. But the seat,

you will notice, is already verging on the
hoop-back type. Beware, by the
way, of hoop-backs with fingers

that Kave been altered into

comb -backs. They show the
filled-in holes where the hoop
ends were originally doweled into

the arms.

3. The Hoop -back. These
chairs (see Figure 3) are more
plentiful than any other Ameri-
can Windsors excepting the New
England loop -back side chairs

(Figure 6). Moreover the hoop-
back is the one Windsor form
that seems to have been made
everywhere, in England and New
England as well as in the Phil-

adelphia-influenced region. And
—perhaps for this reason—it is

the one Windsor as to which the
meagre literature of the subject
offers us a theory. Mr. Lock-
wood claims that it is the earli-

est of the American forms, and
says that the historical sequence

of the illustrated advertisements bears out the
claim. My own searchings of the old Colonial

newspapers do not so indicate. The earliest

Windsor illustration (and the earliest by many
years) that I have found, shows a comb-back
with the low-back type of seat, the curved arm
ends and perpendicular arm supports of the low-

back, and the legs (see Figure 1) of the low-back

orthodoxy. This appeared from April, 1765 till

the end of 1766 in the New York Gazette and
Weekly Post Boy. But at best the testimony
of these advertisements is a poor guide. They
came too late. Prior to 1760 illustrated advertise-

ments were almost unknown in the Colonial press.

Figs. 42, 43, 44, 45, 46. ^From left to right, a mongrel hoop-back, interesting to analyze; typical New England arm chair; brace-back example of same; New England arm chair with comb;
same, but showing a hoop-back seat. The post-Revolutionary New England Windsor makers gradually pushed refinement into foppishness. The adding of small combs to the normal types of

chair was one of their pet devices. As a rule these combs indicate a late eighteenth century New England origin
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back in puitnally identical wild tli.it nl the

early I' nghsh in" chaus (compare Figure \

with Figuic i>)), .mil tli.it this is tin- only

our resemblance existing hcfsvccn tin- I' nghsh

and \im-iii in ill.ins i I In- loop-hack side

cli.nt. which iIm' resembles tin- I nghsh models,
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furnish Mut if thin claim wi n- v.iliil .it its

fact- \ .1 lilt- if tin- hoop-hack w .1 s rcallv the

first \mcru an Inrm and derived directly .mil

Slllcls 1 1 « 'Ml I' llgllsll S.MII.CS ill. se.lfS .lllil

legs "I i-.nK hoop back specimens ought .ilsn

rn thow English influence, .mil tin- low-back

anil early comb-h.ick si.it .mil legs oii(jht to

derive from them. Ncithct of these things

is true. In the hack alone does any American
hoo|v-h.iik resemhle the I' nghsh chairs. \ml

the in\ariablc hoop-bai k seat (see I'icure M
is simply the insatiable low-hack an. I early

comb-back scat (Figures 7 anil 14) with the

coiners roimileil oil I he hoop-back lens, too,

yvhich arc the typical middle-period American
le^s. are simply fin- low -hack legs yvith the spear-

point, or knob, eml iliscanleil ami the plain

portion, into yvhich the rungs yverc always dosv-

cleil. whittled into .1 taper. In other words, 1

believe that the hoop-Pack hrst appeared in

America after the liny-back and the lim-back-

seated comb-hack; and that it y\as arrived at by

grafting the English hoop idea on to a modified

American scat ami leu construction. It is. in-

deed, only by assuming that the Philadelphia

low-backs and their derived comb-backs had had

their day. and had gtyen place to the hoop-backs

and hoop-back-scatcd comb-backs, that one can

explain the exclusive influence of the hoop-back

on the New Fngland makers, yvho came into

their hevday after 1780. And not only did New
I-Upland make hoop-backs as freely as did New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, but all Neyv England

chairs that do not shim the typical New England

seat (see Figures 10, 57, 4;, 51 and 56) invariably

show the hoop-back seat (see Figures 8, 36, 46 and

58). The hoop-back is really the link and com-

mon meeting ground between the late Phila-

delphia school and the early Neyv England

makers.
Figure 40 shosvs a Neyv Fngland made hoop-

back with a three-spindled comb, and two child's

hoop-backs that came from an old Boston family.

Figures 39 and 41 shosv two views of a tine

Neyv Fngland hoop-back-comb-back combination.

Figure 4; shows a curious mongrel that we will

discuss later.

4. The New England .Arm. This is a compar-

atively late (probably post-Revolutionary) and

an exclusively New England form. It is found

throughout New England and in those parts of

Long Island and the Nesv York State mainland
adjacent thereto. Just as the early Phila-

delphia makers substituted a single piece of

bent wood for the three-piece construction of

the low-back rail, so the New England makers
replaced (compare Figures 3 and 4) the tyvo-

piece construction of the hoop-back by a single

piece of expertly bent wood. Figure 4 shoyvs a

typical specimen. Figure 43 shows the same
chair from the side. Figure 44 shoyvs a fine

brace-back example. Figure 45 shoyvs a chair

of this type with a five-spindle comb. All

these chairs, you will note, have the typical

New England seat. Figure 46 shoyvs another
chair of the same kind, also having a five-

spindle comb, but made, you will notice, yvith

the hoop-back seat. Compare the bent-yvood

rail of Figure 45 yvith those of Figures 43, 44,

and 46. Note the easy curves of the latter

and the almost angular effect in Figure 45.

These well-studied angular effects are generally

found in up-state New York chairs. Perhaps

I'm I, (Mil Ni-w |i-rn-v l n>

li.u k. with English type tent unci

linn . Im. k

Fig. 48. A liilc bul handsome
f».iiii|i|i; of On N'W !• 1 ... v I. in

back

they were made there. Perhaps they came
from Connecticut.

The Fan-back. This was one of the early

Philadelphia developments. Put in view of
i.iiimlabout-loyv-b.ick-comb-back evolution, it

seems needless to insist further upon tin fact

mini 111 Mis, thru Inn, .in«l few people had
need of many »ide chairs of the typi .1 >,l

Windsor* for household uM wan a later, New
England, fashion.

I In New England fan h.n k M'igutei, \<), ','>,

and sO are manifest reliucmi-nf s ol tin New
|ersey prototype. Note the New England
scats on these spei imriis. Also the illisi rolled

ears ol the New- England custom. Figure 50
shows a rare ear variant. Figure e.1 is brace-

backed. Ihr. hiaie-hack afirt ration is an

English suggestion (see I'igures 21 and 22)

that seems to have appealed especially to the

late New England makers. If is very rare

on the fan-hacks, but often occurs on loop-

backs. Figure 47 shoyvs an old New Jersey

experiment with an English type of seal and
the brace-back device. Put the Philadelphia

makers never used this form in commercial
practice. I have seen two specimens like.

Figure 47, both bearing structural evidence

of having come from the same work-bench
as the comb-hack shown in Figure 33. Fig-

ure 52 shows a fan-back of characteristic

Pennsylvania Dutch make. Note the low-back

legs (to which these makers clung to the end);

the inappropriate hoop-back seat; and the effec-

tive ears (Figure 38, fourth detail,) devised by
these local workmen.

6. The Loop-back. This is the side chair

Figs. 49, 50, 51. 52. From left to right. New England fan-back of delicate lines and with unscroilcd cars; New England fan-

back with cocked ears: brace-hack New England fan-back; and Pennsylvania Dutch example. Note in the latter the low-back

legs, hoop-back seat, awkward fan, and odd ears

that the fan-back was not an original form,

but yvas devised as a side chair to go with the

comb-back arm chairs. The New Jersey form

(Figures 5 and 48) have the scrolled ears and

the less ornately designed seat shown in Figure 9.

Their rarity is far from being appreciated. They
are little, if any, more common than the comb-
backs themselves. This is doubtless due to the

fact that in the early days Windsors were used as

hall, porch, and garden chairs, and not for dining

room and other living room uses. They did not

(see Figure 6) that the late New England makers
used to supplement the Neyv England arm chair.

It is presumably adapted from the English side

chair. By the time it came into use the Windsor
had become the popular local form for inexpen-
sive household furnishing. They were made and
sold in sets—two arm chairs and enough side

chairs to accommodate the family. And families

were families in those days.

That is why the loop-back is

the commonest of the Windsor

Figs. 53. 54. 55. 56. Left to right. New England loop-back with brace-back; Pennsylvania Dutch example (note low-back front

legs, crude seat, and awkward loop); typical New England loop-back with arms added (Sheraton influence); and a New England

loop-back with arms added, showing a comb
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Figs. 57. 58, 59, 60. Left to right. New England fan-back with arms added (Sheraton influence again) ; another type of same, having

Windsor lines throughout, but a mongrel; still another very late type of same, with comb; and yet another, showing the characteristics of

the New England decadence, with New Jersey ears, Chippendale arms, hoop-back seat, and brace-back conceit

id the

types. I own a set

of two arms and
four sides (Figures

44 and 53) that are

of the brace-back

type and show the

New England
technique at its

most meticulous.

Toward the end
of the pure Wind-
sor period, loop-

back chairs were
made in the old

Philadelphia terri-

tory. This is the

sole instance of re-

flex influence from
New England.
Loop - backs with

New Jersey seats

are not uncommon
in N e w Jersey.

Figure 54 shows a

Pennsylvania
Dutch specimen.

Note the low-back legs in front

"Dutchie" back.

7. Side chairs with arms added. In
speaking of the English chair (Figure

zz) of this type, I said that the Ameri-
can specimens would prove the form to

have been a late development. They
prove it through the fact that they are

all in some degree mongrels, and that

the great majority of them already show
traces of that diluted Sheraton influence

which finally produced the so-called
" Windsors" of the years following 1825.

Figure 55 shows the commonest form of

the American chair. Compare it with

Figure 43. Knowing what we do of the

origin of the New England arm chair

and of the loop-back, we see at a glance

that Figure 55 is a late and lazy-man
method of obtaining the old effect. But
if you doubt this statement, look at the

chairs shown in Figure 61. These are manifest

hybrids, besides being examples of the rarest

and most beautiful chairs known to American
collectors. They are Windsors with a strong

dash of Chippendale blood in their veins.

Note the ladder-back construction. Note the

wavy line of the arm chair back rails. Note
the hint of this wave in the loop-back side

chair. But, more especially, note the shape

of the walnut arms on the painted arm
chairs and the S arm-supports on which they

rest. And then look at the arms and the S

arm supports of Figure 55. Figure 56 is as fine

an example of the type as I have ever seen. But

Fig. 61. Three eighteenth century chairs of extreme rarity. The workman's hand
is that of the Windsor maker, but the voices are those of Chippendale and Sheraton

note the unorthodox form of the comb. This
is evidence of a late origin. And examine the
arms. Note, moreover, the single spindle be-

tween the arm supports and the back. No early

Windsor, comb-back, hoop-back, or New England
arm, ever shows less than two. You will find

that the arm chairs in Figure 61, as well as the

fan-backs with added arms shown in Figures 57,

58, and 59, all show this single spindle.

Figure 57 shows a New England fan-back with
arms added. Note the typical seat and comb.
But mark the modified end spindles devised to

receive the arms; and note the tell-tale arms them-
selves. Figure 58 shows another and less grace-

ful specimen. Here
all the elements

are Windsor ele-

ments. The arms
are Windsor arms,

and the end
spindles of the fan

have not been
modified to accom-
modate them. But
the chair is a mon-
grel, just the same.

It is a fan - back
with a hoop-back
seat. And it has

the single spindle

between the arm-
supports and the

fan. Figure 59 is

too evidently a de-

generate offspring

of a noble race to

require comment.
Its legs show
breeding. Its seat

has a New Eng-
land conscience. But the rest is hodge-
podge and its back already prophesies

of the horrors to come. Its rockers,

however, are not among its original

sins. You can see that they have been
added, as they have been on all Wind-
sors on which they are found. The
rockers on old Windsor chairs, like the

round holes often found in their seats,

are "modern improvements."
Figure 60 is a freak, though a hand-

some one. It has Chippendale arms, a

New Jersey comb, special design end
spindles in its fan-back, and a hoop-
back seat with brace-back attachment.
It represents the flower of the New
England decadence.

And now if you wish to put into

practice the analytical hints supplied

in this article, I commend you to the

amazing mongrel illustrated in Fig-

It has, you will notice, the S shaped
arm-supports and the ladder-back wave to the

comb that mark the final breakdown of the Wind-
sor tradition. But it has, too, the low-back seat of

the Philadelphia golden age. It has also the hoop
of the middle period. Its front legs are set into the

seat almost in the English mode and approximate
to the perpendicular; while its back legs are set

American fashion. Again it goes all the chairs

we have discussed one better by having no
short spindles at all between the arm supports
and the back. And it appears to have been made
by a thumb-handed blacksmith. My pet name
for it is "The Melting Pot."

42.

The REAL SWISS CHALET
By HARRY E. WARREN

LL readers of the magazines devoted
to home building are more or

less familiar with the American
bungalow of the so-

called Swiss chalet type.

A glance at the genuine
prototype, however, would convince
one that we are less well acquainted
with the most attractive ancestors of
this style of house. One would also

realize that a closer study of them in

designing our own, even after adapting
them to our requirements, would in-

evitably lead to more artistic and
picturesque results. The accompany-
ing views, taken about twenty-five
miles from Lucerne, and a description
of the subjects may be interesting and
instructive to those who contemplate
building after this manner.
The Swiss builders are essentially

workers in wood and have developed
to the highest standard their skill and

ingenuity in framing and joinery. Very little

masonry is used except in the low foundations,

while upon the interior, even the plaster so corn-

It is an unusual thing to see a Swiss house with its side to the road, but here is one

monly used in other countries gives place to

wood sheathing. This deprives them in a large

measure of the cold-resisting value of such a

material as plaster which, from its very
nature, seals all cracks and crevices.

To overcome this lack, several methods
are used, such as, in the rougher work,

chinking with plastic materials, and
covering the vertical joints between
the boards with battens or narrow
strips of wood. In many instances,

house and barn are under the same
roof, great protection against the cold

being obtained by storing the hay
around and over the living rooms. This

arrangement is, of course, available

only in the country. In the villages,

the houses are built with greater care

in this particular regard. But anxious

as the Swiss people are to exclude the

winter elements, just as eager are they

to take full advantage of the delightful

summer, and this desire is expressed
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A typical lurite Swiss (nrnihouw Noli- Ihr nmf sheltering the driveway Aniiihrr larmhousc The rial Swiss < lialct m blessed with a wealth of windows

lhe

tn the exteriors of their houses, .is will In shown
later.

I he interior arrangements of these CMMtt
in ot" the simph st. and there is little to he It-.mini
from them for practical application to our prob-

lems. It is the exteriors in which we are mainly

inter—ted.
I he prominent features of almost all houses in

the region where the views were taken are the

hro.ul, unbroken roofs, the

balconies on each story, anil

the many w mdow s. I he

houses .m ver\ wide tor their

length, sometimes, as in the

i.is< of the Hear Inn, nearly

equate. To cover such plans

requires the enormous roots

These are seldom broken or

ornamented by more than

tiny ventilators, and even
these are by no means the rule

great roofs, sweeping down, always

to the top of the first story and
generally over the shc«is or out-

buildings if there are any. are ac-

countable for the characteristic shel-

tering, home-like impression always
created by the Swiss house. The
o\erhang of the roof is usually sev-

eral feet, often six or seven, necessi-

tating very heav y beams and braces

for sufficient support. What little

ornamentation there is, is worked
•^ut on the structural members with

in entire absence of superfluous or

purely decorative features.

It is almost a rule to place the

house with the gable end toward the

street. Correctly speaking, there is

no gable, for the peak of the roof

slopes back from about the ceiling

line of the upper story. On the

rear, the roof generally commences to rise

from the eaves line of the main roof. I he one
illustration where the house is shown with its

suit to the road, on account of the narrow lot

against the hillside, shows clearly the entire roof

arrangement. It is noticeable how often the
slope of the surrounding hills seems identical

with that of the roofs, which is practically the
same angle in all houses of this type.

The wide, overhanging bal-

conies are a necessary part of

every house, and probably the

developement of the great

trouble mortise

anil tenon Nails

have no place in

Swiss construction

Showing one type

of decorative beam
end and support

which is used

A Swiss interior finished entirely in wood

roof projections is due to the desire to shield

the balconies from the weather. This is very

important, inasmuch as the balconies are used

a greater part of the time, not only for recrea-

tion but for all work which the housewife can
perform outside of the house, such as the pre-

paring of meals, washing and drying of clotnes,

airing of bedding, etc. The balconies run the

entire length of the side on
which they occur, those of

the second story being on the

sides and that of the upper
story extending from roof to

roof under the receding gable.

On a four-story house, there

are two balconies along the

sides. Occasionally the bal-

cony of the second story

extends across the front as

Well as along the sides, but

this is the exception, as is also the

absence of a side balcony on the

hillside house already mentioned.
The third prominent characteristic

of the Swiss house is the multiplicity

of windows. Generally the entire

space between the necessary support-

ing timbers is occupied by case-

ments of tiny panes. The projec-

tions of roofs and balconies are

ample to protect the windows, even
when open, from the frequent show-
ers. The many windows not only-

render the house most attractive,

but they are in keeping with the love

of the people for outdoor air, and
are really necessary for light because

of the shadows cast by the heavy
projections. There is little or no wall

surface to be covered with shingles

or clapboards as in our wooden
houses. Where wall spaces do exist,

A hillside site emphasizes the sheltering effect of the long roof line The Bear Inn near Barau. Note arrangement of boards in panels between framing timbers
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A lypical four-story village house with its enormous roof overhang Three-story village chalet. Notice projecting timbers of the balcony support

as in the Bear Inn, the boards

are arranged in a decorative

manner in flush panels be-

tween the framing timbers.

It is~"interesting in this ex-

ample, as well as in others, to

note the ends of the timbers

projecting through the walls

at the intersections of the

floor beams and uprights, and
a closer inspection would
reveal the great oak pins

securing them, the joint

usually being a double mor-
tise and tenon.

The balcony fronts are con-

structed either in long horizontal

panels with heavy cap moldings,

or with wide vertical slats closely

spaced. These slats are often

pierced with good decorative de-

signs which give a sparkle to the

weatherbeaten color of the whole
building. On the Bear Inn, the

slats are inclined in sympathy
with the roof. It will be noticed

that ornamentation is not one of

the characteristics of the Swiss

house. In fact, it is quite devoid
of detail, yet each carved beam-
end or bracket or molding has a

sufficient and telling effect, leaving

nothing to be desired in the way
of decoration.

The small house at Barau,
while not absolutely .typical, is

Some types of balcony railings that one comes across on these old houses

Showing arrangement of brack-

ets supporting roof and balcony.

The great projection of the roof

—six feet—requires a complicated

system ot supports

most charming and worthy
of detailed mention. The
absence of a cellar and a

chimney suggest that it is

occupied only during the
summer. The lower story is

used only for storage, the

rear lean-to being a stable,

while the roof sweeps down
to form a shelter for the

farm carts. A concealed door
at the right end of the front

platform gives access to two
stairways which lead to the

second story. The slopes of these stairs may
be seen, one in front view in the shadow at the

right, and the other in the side view under the

arch. The lower balcony extends across the

front of the house as well as along the sides,

and the posts supporting the upper balcony are

more numerous and heavier than

is customary.
The interior and exterior walls

are built of plank which are four

inches thick and laid on edge;

these are dovetailed into one an-

other at the angles in much the

same fashion as the timbers in a

log cabin. The great sills, which
measure 7x13 inches, and the roof

beams and brackets are plainly

visible in the side view. One can

hardly imagine a house more
charming or richer in sources of

inspiration for design than this

little building at Barau.

Side and front vi small house at Barau. Unlike the larger houses pictured above, there are no windows on the first floor, which is given over to storage, the rear lean-to being a stable,

while the roof sweeps down to form a shelter for the farm carts
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Every Home Owner
and Builder

should consider

The Trenton Potteries Company

Bathrooms ofCharacter
In the first place, we want you to appreciate that

our products are American Premier Products in

their line. The matter of cost is unimportant
compared with the ultimate satisfaction to you from the pos-

session of superior material. Always remember the labor charge,

a big item of the entire cost, is the same in cheap, useless

material as upon the best.

The SI-WEL-CLO

o the uninitiated, plumbing fixtures all look alike—
the difference is one of years. Almost any fixture

is good for a year or two, but after that you will

conclude that the best is none too good.

Ordinary Type of

Water Closet

All fixtures are white. The surface

glazed? Yes. But, The Trenton

Potteries Company China Fixtures

have the enamel baked on a clay

body—very different from what

you may get on a cheaper fixture

(very little cheaper).

Clay products differ. A manufac-

turer who skimps the baking has

a glaze that is soft. We guarantee

our ware is subjected to heat of not

less than 2400 degrees, often more.

It means the hardest possible sur-

face and the hardest possible ware

beneath the surface. It means years

ofservice after poorermade plumb-

ing fixtures are defaced and ham-

mered beyond recognition.

Naturally, you pay a little more

for such fixtures. They cost more

to produce; but your bathroom

and kitchen look so much better.

Water Surface
(Represented by solid black)

The fouling surface in a water closet is but

one difference between a scientifically con-

structed bowl (the Si-wel-clo) and thr ordi-

nary type. The bowl ofthe Si-wel-clo is always

clean and free from soil.

Write for our in-

teresting and in-

structive booklet,

"Bathrooms of
Character." It

shows how to plan

your bathroom
and arrange your

fixtures. Ask for

Booklet P- f

It's rrue home insurance to secure The Trenton Potteries

All-Clay Plumbing Fixtures. Tell any plumber you want
them and look for the trade-mark stamped under the

glaze.

Seal and Water Trap-way
(Represented by solid black)

The Silent Si-wel-clo has other advantages

besides its quiet operation. Ir ha? a much
deeper water-seal—guard against sewer gas;

a much larger trap-way, preventing stoppage

;

and a syphon auxiliary, which causes the

closet to flush more rapidly and positively.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF FINE PLUMBING FIXTURES
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Wire Dragging Oneofthe most interesting of

yOT the peaceful activities of the

Neptune's Secrets Government-and one which

is carried on whether the

peace is kept or not—is the charting of the

waters of our coasts. This is not a job which

when done is finished for all time, for Neptune has

a way of obliterating old channels and digging

new ones where no waterways grew before,

necessitating recharting of the affected areas.

Nor does the wielder of the trident always indi-

cate by surface conditions just where he has

placed dangerous pinnacles of rock to encompass
the destruction of seafarers. It remains then for

the Hydrographic Office to follow his trail and
discover his secrets by means of lead and line and
the wire drag.

Of the two methods of taking soundings, the

drag is much the more efficacious, but it is so

tedious and costly an operation that it is used only

in the most vital spots. Briefly, it consists of

combing harbors at a depth greater than the

deepest draft of vessels using them, by towing a

buoyed drag between two small tugs or motor
boats. A drag may be of any length up to five

miles. The lower steel wire, suspended at a

depth of twenty or thirty feet (or any desired

depth) catches on any pinnacle rising to a lesser

depth and momentarily straightens out the upper
wire and its line of buoys, calling the attention

of observers on the boats, who plot the danger
spot by means of cross angles, and thus fix its

position for future editions of the charts.

Rocks and restricted shoals in New York and
Boston harbors which have eluded the lead and
line for three centuries have been discovered
by the wire drag and charted during the last ten
years, to the eternal satisfaction of deep-water
skippers. One pinnacle picked up in this way in

the East River lies just out of the fairway of
Sound steamers, and it is only by the mercy of
Providence that it hadn't previously been found
by a ship's bottom. During the summer just
past, and continuing up to October 15th, this

highly important work has been carried on by the
Government along the Maine, New Hampshire,

and Massachusetts sea-coast from Cape Neddick
to Cape Ann, including Portsmouth Harbor.

w —w^ ui \u

Prodigal Cleopatra, legend relates, dissolved

Uncle tne two largest pearls in the world

Sam m a w 'ne g' ass of vinegar and drank
the potion in the firm conviction

that she was setting a reckless pace. Nero
dined on dishes of lark's tongues. But these and
other profligates of the ancient world are being
outdistanced by a certain old gentleman known
to fame as Uncle Sam. This prodigal old person-

insists on giving every Mexican peon who crosses

the border a bath in gasolene. This formality is

intended as a precaution to protect the health of
the border country, but consider the profligacy

of one who employs gasolene at its present—and
ever ascending—price for so humble an opera-

tion. We recommend our Uncle to make an
investigation of the comparative cost of attar-

of-roses or tincture of gold dust or some other
inexpensive fluid.

Tags for Last year the motor boatmen of

Motor tne country arose in mighty

Boats wrath, and through the efforts of
their spokesmen in Congress,

succeeded in quashing the Tag Bill before it be-

came a law. By the provisions of this bill, every
motor boat w7ould have been required to wear a

number plate on its white sides, and it was the
offence against the esthetic, rather than the
trouble involved in registering, that aroused
opposition to the bill.

In time of war, however, laws and such have a

way of changing overnight, without reference to

the wishes of the governed. So it happens that
by the simple signing of an executive order a few
months ago, every privately owned motor boat
in American waters was elected to the automobile
class and made to carry a license number. Simple
and sweeping though this order of Secretary
Daniels's is, it has been framed with a wise regard
for the ruffled susceptibilities of the tribe of boat-

men, and the number plates need not be attached
outboard but only carried where they may be
quickly shown to an inspecting (and suspecting)
officer.

Needless to say, the new ruling is a good one,
for it permits the Navy Department to keep
close tab on motor craft, thereby preventing
1 eutonic sympathizers (of which there must be
many, judging superficially from the character of
the rosters of numerous boat clubs) from giving
aid to the enemy.
Numbers are allotted to boats according to

the Naval Districts in which they belong,
numbers 1 to 10,000 being in the First Naval
District, 10,000 to 20,000 in the Second, etc.,

thus facilitating the identification of any boat
by the inspectors.

This license regulation, no less than the orders
forbidding the navigation of certain strategic wat-
ers, is one of merit, and motor boatmen in general
have willingly observed itforthegood of thecause.

«==! »

What Our There is an interesting similarity

Farms in the main problems confronting

Need the farmers in different sections of
the country, according to sum-

marized reports from many county agents. The
requirements for the different divisions are:

Eastern Division of States: The need by the
soil for lime, for the addition of humus, and for

drainage; the growing of alfalfa, proper crop
rotation, seed improvement, and better marketing
methods; and, as to live stock, the introduction
of better sires, improved feeding methods, and
the elimination of unprofitable cows.
Central Division: The need for humus, lime,

and drainage; the growing of legumes, proper
rotation, seed improvement; more live-stock,

improved feeding methods, pure bred sires, and
hog cholera control.

Western Division: The need for humus, drain-

age, and the better management of alkali soils;

proper rotation, control of insect pests and plant
diseases; better sires and feeding methods, and
the elimination of unprofitable cows.

A LETTER FROM HERBERT HOOVER
My Countrywomen:

I ask your help.

The President has laid upon me and has asked
me to assume great responsibility in the con-
servation of the food supplies of our country. It

would be an unbearable burden but for two
reasons:

One is that I am sure every loyal American
will at this time undertake unhesitatingly and
whole-heartedly whatever service is required of
him.

The other reason is—the American woman. I

believe you have only to understand the food
needs of this nation, of the Allies, and in fact of
the entire world, in order to enlist your im-
mediate and intelligent support.

I realize full well that 70 per cent, of our house-
holds are conducted with thrift and without
waste, but even in these we need to secure the use
of equally good food in substitution for those
commodities which are of so concentrated a char-
acter that they can be shipped over the seas in

these times of short shipping.

Among the 30 per cent., it is true enough that
we have deserved the reputation of the most
wasteful housekeeping in the world, and the time
has come to turn our faces squarely in the op-

posite direction, and make our country through-
out a model of economical management.

Indeed, if our American ideal of a square deal
is right, we can do no less.

For three years now the people of the Allied

countries have borne the burden of this struggle

for life and liberty, and are bearing it with
pain and privation. There are millions of women
in Belgium and northern France to-day who for

three years have heard no word of their hus-
bands, their sons, or their brothers, who go about
their daily tasks provided with the most meagre
allowance of food for their children, with a smile

on their lips.

It is for women such as these, for soldiers gal-

lant beyond description, for little children of
Europe, that you now face the immediate duty of
taking up arms, as it were, in your households.

You are a great army drafted by conscience into

what is now the most urgent activity of the war

—

that of increasing and conserving the food supply.

Conditions which have brought about a world
shortage of food ha\^ placed upon the shoulders
of you, the women of America, to a great degree,

the responsibility of winning this war, for the wolf
is at the door of all the world except our own
country, and we have a superabundance.

We are not appealing alone to the women; we
are actively organizing so far as possible without
legislation, the men in trades, hotels, restaurants,

and in food distribution, hoping not only to

eliminate waste, but to moderate the burden of

speculation and extortionate profits.

It stands to reason that your first duty is to the

members of your family. They must have all the

food they require to keep them in good health and
capable of performing efficiently their daily tasks.

Information for your guidance as to the food needs

of the average family will be put in the hands of

every earnest woman in America.
In confidence I turn to you so to conduct your

affairs, and so to influence the activities of your
community, that we may largely pay for the war
as we go along out of our savings in food and in

human productio .

With deep gratitude for the earnest support al-

ready given me, I am,
Faithfully yours,
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EDISON WEEK
October 21st to 21th

AriOlil R :ist l«>17j, th,. <oth annivcr-

Miry of the invention of the incandescent

electric light by I ln>n\as A. Kdison The en-

ure week of Oetober 2 1st will be observed

by a number of the industries founded by Mr.

Kdison.

Mr. Edison's FOVOfitt
Invention

It is well known that the phonograph is Mr.

Kdison' s favorite invention. Hi- has steadfastly

refused to dispose of any of his phonograph

patents; nor \\ ill he permit outsiders to become

interested financially in the manufacturing lab-

oratories where the Kdison Phonograph is

made.

In the United States and C anada there are

37UO merchants who have been licensed by

Mr. Kdison to demonstrate and sell

Tie

NEW EDISON
"Tk* Phomotrafto with a Soul"

These merchants will observe Kdison Week
in various ways that will be announced by

them in their local papers

$2000.00
In Cash Prizes

A great deal has been said about the New
Edison in the newspapers. This new Kdison

invention has been tested before one million

music lovers in direct comparison with thirty

great singers, for the purpose of determining

whether the New Kdison* s Re-Creation of an

artist's voice can be detected from the artist's

real voice. Similar comparisons have been

made with instrumentalists. The music critics

of 500 of America's principal newspapers

have attended these tests and described the

results in their respective papers. Prizes are

now offered for the best patchwork advertise-

ments composed entirely of quotations from

these newspaper accounts. You do not write

a single word yourself. Instead you read what

the newspapers have said about the New Edison

and then piece together a complete advertise-

ment from that material. Perhaps you will

quote from a dozen different papers; possibly

you will confine yourself to two or three. That

is for you to determine. The prizes are as

follows

:

$1000 Cash for best patchwork
advertisement

500 Cash for second best

230 " " third best

100 " '• fourth best

50 " " fifth best

10 " each for ten that earn

honorable mention

Professional advertising writers and -persons con-

nected in any way with the manufacture or sale of

Edison Phonographs are not eligible to the competition.

No advertisement should contain more than

three hundred (300) words. Nothing will

be considered except the actual text of the

advertisement. It is not necessary to send

what is technically known as a ' lay out." The
prizes will be awarded solely on the "wording"

of the advertisements. Even "headings" do

not count.

You pay nothing to enter the contest and

assume no obligation by doing so.

The Edison Week Bureau will give you

complete instructions and send you the book-

let "What the Critics Say," from which you

can select material for your "patchwork" ad-

vertisement.

The Edison Dealer In Your Locality

Will Help You Win a Prize

Go to his store and hear the New Edison.

He may be willing to lend you an instrument

for a few days, so that you can study it at

your leisure in your own home. He may also

be able to give you some good tips about your

advertisement, but don't ask him to help you

compose it, as he will have to certify that he

did not do so.

The Contest Closes

October 27th

Edison Week ends October 27th and the

contest closes the same day. Write today

for Instruction Blank and copy of booklet

'What the Critics Say." Address Edison

Week Bureau, Orange, N. J.
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New Catalogue
Mailed Free

Replenish Your Linen Chest
For The Winter

The orderly and systematic way to keep

track, of the wear and tear on your House-
hold Linen is to count it over and check it

up at the beginning of the winter season.

Then put in a complete order for the nec-

essary new supplies to bring your outfit

up to standard.

Such an annual inventory may save the exces-

sive use of the expensive "best" Linen; it may
disclose undue laundry damage

\\ e carry the largest range of exclusive patterns

to choose from and the widest choice of qualities.

We guarantee that the Linen is Pure Linen.

This sixty-year-old principle of dealing in Pure
Linens only has not been deviated from one

iota even in these difficult times. These facts

combine to make "The Linen Store" the natural

place to come to with your buying list.

Incidentally, we are very slow to discontinue a

desirable pattern once adopted, and your pur-

chase in all probability can be matched five

or ten years hence.

Table Cloths and Napkins
Fancy Table Linens

Bed Linens and Spreads
Blankets and Comfortables

Towels and Bath Mats

Fall Catalogue. Despite the handicap of
war conditions our stocks are so complete that
we have been enabled to issue this year the best

catalogue we have ever published. 64 pages.

Profuselyillustrated. Orders can be made from
it by mail with ease and complete satisfaction.

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Ave. and 34th St.

New York Reg. Trade Mark

The start of a race at San Pedro. Cat, from the Government breakwater and lighthouse

YACHTING/;/ SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
By PAUL JEFFERS

Photographs by J. E. Ward

MggflEajACHTING >n southern California is an experience that, to most
'^O—^S people, would suggest an enchanted world; but it is surprising

i| how few of the fortunates who claim this section of the
country f° r their homes during the whole or a part of the year

,feSgj3t%Kl| avail themselves of the opportunity of proving the charm.
The few who have enjoyed this greatest of outdoor sports in

our south coast waters know that, with a single exception, all the pleas-

ures of yachting may be enjoyed with but few of the disadvantages. The
one thing that is lacking to make this a yachting paradise is the small har-
bors which abound on the Atlantic Coast, especially in New England. To
compensate for this loss, we have ideal weather conditions. Here one need
never worry about squalls. There is never rain during the summer. Fogs
and calms are of rare occurrence. The shallows, shoals, and tides of the
Eastern coast are unknown. Moreover, one can, within a hundred miles of
Los Angeles, find any kind of weather from the gentle zephyrs of San
Diego to the thirty- or forty-mile winds that play around Santa Rosa.

Small harbors that are the delight of the yachtsman are not altogether
lacking. The lee of the Channel Islands affords a quiet anchorage, and
there are a few good harbors on every one, Santa Cruz being espe-
cially attractive in this respect.

\\ eather conditions are almost as regular as the sun throughout the
year. During the yachting season one can nearly always count on light

southeasterly winds during the morning and evening, and winds from the
west or southwest during the afternoon. These latter usually hold until

after sundown and are a source of comfort to those who depend upon sails

alone for locomotion. After the westerly drops, a light land breeze springs

up which is enough to prevent one from having to stay out all night. Dur-
ing the winter months the winds are liable to be light unless it is stormy.
This allows the power-boat man to enjoy the warm winter days in his boat,

but does not provide much amusement for the windjammer.
The opening of the yachting season is about the first of May. As a rule,

the new year is not very far advanced before the crews feel themselves
drawn toward the water, and scraping and punting begin, so that by the
opening of the season the boats are in fine shape. Racing is at its prime
during the first part of the season, as few week-end trips are made before the

La Jolla. one of the fast boats
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JOHNS-MANVILLE
Jransite L / m^ransite

Asbestos ^
ShinglesM

sbestos Shingles
Cannot Burn—They are Fireproof

JOHNS - MANVILLE
Asbestos Shingles are

approved and labeled by
the Underwriters' Labor-
atories, Inc., under the
direction of the National
Board of Fire Under-
writers.

"DECAUSE they're made of Asbestos Fibre combined with Portland cement,
' there's nothing in Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingles to burn, rot, curl, split

or wear out. With these shingles on your roof, your house is safe from roof-

communicated fires. Moderate in first cost, they pay dividends in long years of

service with little, if any, upkeep expense.

You may select your roof color from a choice of Indian Red, Soft Gray or Brown
Shingles; or combinations of these colors for beautiful mottled effects.

Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingles are made in a variety of sizes in

both square and hexagonal shapes and in two thicknesses, with a

choice of rough or smooth edges. They require no special skill to

apply. Your carpenter, roofer or slater can handle them as easily as

wood shingles, tile, or any other applied roofing—and on the same
weight roof rafters— because these shingles are light in weight.

Johns-Manville Roofing Responsibility

By an exclusive system of registration your Johns-Manville Roof is

entered in our records and it is then our obligation to see that it

gives you the full service promised.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
New York City

10 Factories— Branches in 55 Large Cities COVERS
THE CONTINENT

An attractive shingle booklet will be sent free on request
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From Stormy North to Sunny South

the "Great White Fleet" uses Valspar

The United Fruit Company first tried Valspar
on several thousand steamer-chairs. Here the

service was very severe. Standing on the decks
they were exposed to the extreme of cold salt spray,

rain and snow. Almost overnight they went into

the other extreme—tropical sunshine.

VALENTINE'S

ALSPAR
The Varnish That Won't Turn White

This severe test, including rain, snow, salt water,

sun—all ruinous to ordinary varnish—demonstrated
the unusual quality of Valspar. After months of

exposure the varnished surface was as bright as

new, unharmed and unspotted. Imagine how long

your varnished floor or dining-table would last

under this treatment!

The result of practical tests was so conclusive

that the "Great White Fleet" now uses Valspar
on all its steamers for every bit of varnished

work, inside and out.

You need Valspar in your bathrooms, kitchen,

laundry, pantry; in your halls, on the front doors,

and on all your furniture, because it is spot-proof

and water-proof

—

-in fact, the way to keep Valspar
bright and new is to wash it freely. Examine your
woodwork carefully, note the many shabby spots

where Valspar if used would not become shabby.
Valspar has no substitute.

Special Offer

We will supply a small can of Valspar for 20c in stamps,

enough to make a real test in your home. Send to-day, to

Valentine & Company, 442 Fourth Avenue, New York.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
Established 1832

Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World

New York « tit ri i mi i 1 i — Toronto

Chicago TRADE

Boston VOICES mark London

Amsterdam

W. P. FULLER & CO.. San Francisco and Principal
Pacific Coast Cities

Copyright, 1917. by Valentine & Company

Mischief II and Alert, the latter said to be the fastest sailing yacht on the Pacific Coast

first of July. Up to that time the races have many entries. Later in the
summer cruises are more in evidence.

Sometime during July or August there is a regatta at San Diego or Santa
Barbara, at which boats from all the southern clubs are entered.
Yachting about Santa Barbara has had a fluctuating popularity. The

city has no smooth-water anchorage, and it is sometimes difficult to get to
and from the boats; but the club there is composed of enthusiasts w ho are
ever ready to show what they can do ashore and""afloat. The weather
conditions for sailing'are favorable, as they have very little light weather,
and a good sail down breeze is usually in order.

The harbor of Los Angeles boasts three clubs, the Southern California

Yacht Club, which is the oldest and best known, the Los Angeles Yacht
Club, which has its anchorage at Long Beach Harbor, and the Los Angeles
Motor Boat Club, which is the youngest but is fast becoming the largest,

as most of the recruits in the boating game are power-boat men.
The Southern Coast Yacht Club has been a big factor in boosting the

sport. It took over the Trans-Pacific races when the fire made it impossible
for San Francisco to foster them, and carried them on with such success that
at least three boats started in every race. During the Panama-Pacific
Exposition a race was arranged through the efforts of Commodore Soiland
in which five boats made the trip from Los Angeles to San Francisco. The
largest of the five was less than eighty tons, the smallest less than forty.

Off-shore sailing is still popular, as is shown by the fact that there are two
annual races of more than fifty miles, sailed under the direction of the
Southern Coast Yacht Club. These are for the Montgomery Cup and for

the Nordlenger Trophy.
The Los Angeles Motor Boat Club is composed almost entirely of men who

enjoy cruising and fishing. As a result there are few speed boats, but
the enthusiasm of its members makes up for any lack of the excitement of
racing.

A new club has been started at Newport—the Newport Yacht Club. This
club has every chance of becoming one of the leaders, as it has a delightfully

quiet bay unmolested by commerce, and will soon have an easy passage to

the ocean. At Newport it is possible to anchor one's boat at the back of

his summer home, a privilege not enjoyed elsewhere in southern California.

San Diego bay has three clubs, the San Diego Yacht Club, the
Chula Vista Yacht Club, and the Coronado Yacht Club. This insures

plenty of racing and keen competition. There are fewer of the cruising

boats and more of the racing class in the San Diego clubs, as their nearest

point is Avalon, which is seventy-five miles away.
Sailing around San Diego is pleasant but not strenuous. The wind is

seldom heavier than twelve miles per hour, so the boats have enormous
rigs and as a rule very little spray is taken.

On the whole, each year sees a lessening interest in racing. Those who
a few years ago were its backbone have now given up the sport or ow7n

cruising boats, and the younger generation are going in for power boats.

Stern v iew of La Julia, with all sails spread
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STYLE TENDENCIES in NEW FURNITURE
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\ COLLECTION OF INTER-

ESTING PIECES which
snow THE HEIGHTS THE
MODERN DESIGNER IS AT-

TAINING—From Berkey U Cay

Rrttfut informality attends the combination

of tktst nttv, historically inspired puces

TO-DAY there is a decided ten-

dency toward furniture which pre
serves adequately our artistic

heritage in design, and which, at the
same time, is c\prcssi\ e of our vigorous
modern life.

HOW Till SI u son- IS Till LIVING-
room MGKUXAXXB

The more closely we analyze the
modern treatment of the li\ ing-room,
the more clearly we see that the newest
tendency is towards a combination of

varied styles.

That we are attaining in this ctiun-

trv much of the informal, intimate This netc Spa

background of the Fnglish living-room colorful

is due to the ability of our gifted Amer-
ican designers. From Berkey & Gay furniture il ||

|x>xMhle for you to select pieces that are inspired by
different historical periods, yet which have that kin-

ship which makes their combination successful.

A DISTINCT DFPARTVRE. IN THEME FOR THK DINING-ROOM

One designer has struck a genuinely refreshing note in

dining-room furniture as is evidenced by the illustration

in the center.

This style is the latest expression of the originality of

Berkey & (lay's designers. Back to medieval Spain
they went for the motif and so successfully have they

n-V mbrian furniture, with all the dignity and richness of
mediuvul days, fits graciously into the modern home

What room would not gain distinctive charm

from any of these interestingly varied new

pieces, gracefully designed, beautifully carved?

Simple lines and the del irate touch of fine

cartnng recall the beauty of old France

bodied forth their new creation, that
it stands to-day as the most vital

modern representation of Spanish art

in furniture

In every piece of this new Span-
Umbrian furniture, one notices a ma-
terial departure from generally accepted
forms. A delightful court cabinet
replaces the conventional china closet,

while the novel linen chest is con-
venient and extraordinarily attractive.

THESE NEW PIECES FOR THE SI.EEPING-
ROOM EXPRESS FINE OLD IDEALS

Perhaps the most difficult task fash-

ion imposes upon the furniture tie-

signer to-day is the re-creation of

historical ideals. Observe how suc-
cessfully it has been accomplished in this new
conception of the Louis XVI style— that design
whose restful simplicity was welcomed by the
gay court of Marie Antoinette, weary of omate-
ness. Just so, we find in this modern interpre-
tation the welcome simplicity, the harmony,
that give unending satisfaction.

Write Berkey & Gay for the name of a shop
near you where you may see their new work,
or ask at your favorite shop for a letter which
will admit you to their permanent Exhibitions
in Grand Rapids or New York

Their Leaflet Library will save you mis-
takes—costly ones, perhaps. This consists

of intimate talks on the new treatment of

rooms illustrated with over £oo pieces of

furniture. It will be sent to you for $i.oo.

If rite Berkey Ei? Gay Furniture Co., 180
Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan

H

N
N
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Quality is Economy

The Murphy Varnishes
"the varnish that lasts longest"

They are as brilliant as any—more so than most.

They flow as freely as any—more so than most.

They cover as much surface as any—more than -most.

They are as dependable as any—more so than most.

And they last the longest—not as long as any, even the

next best—they last the longest.

Really and truly the longest.

Ask your dealer or your painter

Murphy Varnish Company
Franklin Murphy, jr., President

Newark Chicago

Dougall Varnish Company, Ltd., Montreal, Canadian Associate

Selma Lagerlbf
The Swedish woman novelist whose
fame has spanned the world.

Kipling The Northland Edition Cotirad
A new volume of short stories
the first by this master since "Re-
wards and Fairies," nearly seven
years ago.

jl Diversity

of Creatures
containing fourteen new stories, with
as many new poems, is one of the
literary treats of the year* (Net.
$1.50. Pocket Red Leather Edition,
Net, $1.75.)

Send for Free Kipling Index

presents for the first time in uniform
binding, nine volumes of her works.

Translated by Velma Swanstan Howard:
The Emperor of Portugallia: Jerusa-
lem; The Wonderful Adventures of

Nils; The Further Adventures of Nils;

The Girl from the Marsh Croft.

Translated by Pauline Bancroft Flach:

The Miracles of Antichrist; The Story
of Gbsta Berlin^ : Invisible Links.

Translated by Jessie Brochner:
From a Swedish Homestead,

(in limp leather, each vol., net. $1.75.
Also in cloth editions.)

Send for Free Lagerlbf Booklet

Conrad has written a tale which
ranks with the great sea master-
pieces—"Typhoon," "Youth," and
"Nigger of the 'Narcissus.'

"

The Shadow Line
is the dim border line between youth
and manhood which a young cap-
Uin is three weeks in crossing: with
a fever-stricken ship in the Gulf of

Siam and no quinine in the medi-
cine-chest! (Net. $1.35. "Deep
Sea" Leather, Net, $1.75.)

Send for Free Conrad Booklet

Your Bookseller Will be Qlad o Show You the Works of These Authors

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

WHEN TO PICK THE FRUIT
llNE great advantage in grown'"

one's own fruit is the fact that it

can be picked at exactly the right

time—if one knows when that
time arrives. The quality of
high-grade fruit is often impaired

because it is not harvested at just the right mo-
ment. There are a few simple rules which govern
in this matter. Winter apples, for instance, must
not be picked until they are fully mature, aver-

aging about October loth. They should be of
full size and well colored, but not overripe. Some
people think the Spy is improved by allowing it

to hang on the trees a few weeks after the first

frost. Summer apples are better picked before
they are ripe. They should be mature and well-

colored, but not soft, as a general rule. Apples
should be picked on a bright, airy day, handled
carefully, and stored in a cool place as soon as

possible. The best apple trees are headed low. Mr.

J. H. Hale, the famous Connecticut horticultur-

ist, has hundreds of trees on which 90 per cent,

of the apples may be picked without the use of a
ladder. This means constant cutting back. The
Williams apple is often allowed to drop on straw-

spread under the trees.

Pears are ready to be picked when they can
be readily separated from tne branch by bending
them gently to one side with the hand. They
should break at the spur; if the stem breaks be-

low the spur, picking should be delayed. When
*this rule is followed, it will be found that the
pears are not fully ripe. Some of the best varie-

ties rot at the core if allowed to ripen on the tree.

For home use, the pears should be ripened in the
house. A good plan is to wrap them in porous
tissue paper and store them in a cool place. Just
before they are to be eaten, they should be
brought into a warm room, but not unwrapped.
If there are many of the pears, they may be
placed between layers of woolen blankets in an
unused room in which the windows may be al-

lowed to remain open.

Plums may be permitted to hang on the trees

until they are ready to eat, although some
varieties will submit to earlier picking when it is

necessary to ship them. Those that remain on
the trees until fully ripe are decidedly the best.

Cherries should be ripened on the trees unless

there is some special reason, like rot or small boys,

to encourage their earlier picking. If rot de-

velops just before they ripen, the cherries must
be harvested at once in order to prevent loss.

The late Rev. E. P. Powell recommended planting

a few mulberry trees to absorb the attention

of the birds at cherry-picking time, as the birds

seem to prefer the mulberries.

Grapes do not improve in quality after they
have been picked, as do some fruits, and so should

be allowed to remain on the vines until fully ma-
ture. In many home gardens they need to be

protected from frost, so that they may become
fully ripened on the vines. This protection

may be offered by hanging blankets over the

vines, or by standing corn stalks or pine boughs
around them.

If the grapes are to be kept for some time,

they may be packed in single layers in boxes with

dry cork waste or sheets of cotton. They should

be stored in a cool, dry place, but where they

will not freeze. A damp place is particularly to

be shunned.
Peaches are tested by pressing the thumb

gently against them; if the peach yields to the

pressure, it may be picked with safety. This

test is not needed in the home garden, however,

where it is best to leave the fruit on the tree until

it is fully ripe, for in no other way can the

genuine peach sweetness and flavor be secured.

Some of the early varieties may manifest a tend-

ency to rot, in which case the crop should be

gathered, even though they are only beginning

to get their ripened color. The really luscious

peach, though, is the one which hangs on the

tree until it is just ready to drop, and falls into

the hand when it is touched.
E. I. FARRfNGTON.
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organ, orchestrally voiced, and designed and

built especially for the home. It reproduces

all the tonal effects of a full orchestra, in-

cluding violins, viola, harp, cello, flutes,

reeds, woodwinds, brasses and chimes.

The Estey Organist, an integral part of

every Estey Residence Organ, makes avail-

able the best music of all lands and all ages.

Rolls may be obtained for any musical com-

position, but the mechanism for playing with

rolls does not in the slightest interfere with

the practised organist's unrestricted control

over the instrument.

THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY, Rrnltlrhoro, IWmntit

Studios in

NEW YORK, #J fVeit 45th St. PHILADELPHIA, 1701 Walnut St.

BOSTON, 120 Boyiston St. LOS ANGELES,.??.? South Broadway
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The bridge over Winter's discomfort

Of course you are anxious

to get your year's coal sup-

ply. But the far more im-

portant thing is to buy the

quality of heating outfit

that will get out of the coal

every ounce of its stored- up

heat energy— and which

will distribute that heat

exactly where and when
needed. There's one unfa il-

ing" bridge" to fuel saving

and ideal comfort

—

rT\i /y Irvrif Thousands of families are living

/\ luFDIl A X \7 III A I
comfortably and most economic-

al' lLlXlVj/ll 1 X ll/LilL ally, heating every room in the

il RADIATORS ^BOILERS house without the employment of

extra help, with least attention to
firing the boiler because IDEAL Boilers have generous fire pots to hold enough
fuel to last from 16 to 24 hours in chilly weather.

Ask anyone who went through last Winter with IDEAL-AMERICAN heating

"for his record of results." You will invariably hear that the user was highly

delighted with the little attention and labor and no repairs that his IDEAL
Boiler required.

This is due to the far-sighted quality policy of this company in making these goods just as per-

fect in material and workmanship as can be produced, knowing from many years of experience
in America, Europe, and Japan all the conditions and requirements of an ideal heating plant.

Ask local dealer about IDEAL-AMERICAN heating
Any kind or size of building, old or new, can be successfully equipped. Almost

every town or city of the United States
has one or many buildings successfully

heated by IDEAL-AMERICAN outfits

— residences, stores, apartments,
churches, schools, office buildings,

public institutions, cottages, and gar-
ages. Phone any local dealer today

!

Bridge over Winter's discomforts by
sending for valuable book ( free ):

" Ideal Heating." Don't delay.

IDEAL
pots mi
coal g;
modern
extracti
heat f

Boiler fuel
x the air and
ises as in a
gas mantle,

ng ALL the
fuel.

Showrooms and ware-
houses in all large cities AmericanRadiatoi\ Company

Write Department 25
816-822 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago

Maintain a Health-
ful Temperature
jiri\burHomewith
a

CYCLONE
Property Protection Fencing
For country estates, country clubs, parks, school grounds, etc.

Our engineers will cooperate with superintendents of estates

and landscape gardeners. Illustrated catalogue on request.

CYCLONE FENCE CO., Dept. 138, Waukegan, Illinois

North Pole people and those in mid'Africdn jun61es

do not useWflMrADAMS BRUSHES-because fliey do not useBnishes. <

JulKs in other countries use Brushes, and prefer those made by *

WHITING-ADAMS
BRUSHES and CIVILIZATION are INSEPARABLE

For over five generations, the users of Artists' Brushes,
Painters' Brushes, Toilet Brushes, and ALL KINDS OF
B RUSHES, have come to rely on WHITING-ADAMS for the best
brushesof every style for every purpose. This confidence in WIIIT-/,
ING-ADAMS BKUSIIES has spread wherever Brushes are used.

Whiting-Adams Company makes the BRUSH YOU WANT
If not in your dealer's stock bo will get it promptly

JOHN L. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO., Boston, U.S.A.,Dept.T

Brush Manufacturers for Over 100 Years
Whiting-Adam • Brushes awarded Gold Medal and Official Blue Ribbon, the highest

award at l'anama-I'acific Exposition, 1915

BUSTER

IE FOUND him in a veterinary hos-

pital in New Orleans. He was a

fine, big dog, apparently half bull

and half terrier. His head and jaw
were magnificent, and his body
beautifully made. For six months

he had been kept at this hospital, in a wooden
box about six by two feet, scarcely of a depth to

permit his turning around in comfort. He had
received such occasional exercise as was given him
by the darky who looked after the cleansing of the

kennel, and from long confinement and improper
feeding had become so cross that even the darky
scarcely dared go near him. His unusual ap-

pearance, and the obvious fact of his ill treat-

ment, made us want him badly, and after a little

parley, the veterinarian let us have him for the

payment of his board bill for the six months. He
snid that the owner had left him there six months
before to be boarded, and had never returned
for him. As the dog was very obviously one
which no one would give up, or leave in such a

place unless under grave misapprehension as to

its character, we doubted the strength of this

tale, particularly when the darky brought in

the dog's collar, which bore the name of his

owner. We were in New Orleans for only two
days, and tried to find the man whose name
was on the collar plate, but^ without success,

so we left our name and address at the kennel,

in case he should turn up.

We took Jack, as we called him (the name on his

collar was Buster) to Pass Christian, Miss., and
for some days, the only persons who could ap-

proach him with safety were his new master,

whom he loved at once, and the cook. For the

cook, who fed him every good thing she could

think of in the effort to help us build him up, he

had a blind devotion. After a day or so had
passed, he came to the bed one morning, and laid

his soft black muzzle on his mistress's hand. It

was his first manifestation of affection for her, but
from then on he became her devoted slave. After

about a week had passed, and he was more than
firmly established in the hearts of the family, he

astonished us all by bringing the morning paper to

his master, wagging his tail in a perfect ecstasy

of delight at his knowledge of what to do with it.

Later that same day, he went out from shore and
brought back a lost "bobber" which had fallen

from one of the fishing poles, laying it with great

pride at our feet. He would take his mistress's

skirt, or his master's trouser leg in his mouth, and
lead them wherever he wanted to go at the

moment. Candor compels us to admit that his

journeys usually led to the ice box.

He was perfectly happy when in an automobile.
The faster we drove, the better he liked it. Some
one had loved the dog, and had apparently led

much the same sort of life that we do, for he at all

times exhibited perfect familiarity with every
condition that arose. Trains, automobiles,

steamers, all were one to him. His conduct was
always perfect.

When the time came for our journey to Pan-
ama, Jack was the king of the boat. The sailors

adored him, and spent hours playing with him,

and marveling at his teeth and strength. By this

time he was sleek and plump, with a coat like silk,

and the disposition of an angel. We brought
down two wolfhounds at the same time, and for

them and for Jack we had a concrete kennel con-

structed, which they seemed to like mightily. He
played a great deal, and seemed to enjoy his

swims at the bathing beach more than anything

else. He was bred to a fine bulldog here,

Princessa, the property of Senor Lavilla of

Panama.
After he had been here about six months, the

symptoms of advancing age began to manifest

themselves, and he became a bit crotchety, as tht

old sometimes will. We could not allow him to

go out with his master in the street as he had done.

There seemed to be a fatal attraction which drew
together the brown Panamanian shin and Jack's

jaws. So he became the house guard, and the

well-beloved of all the darkies on the place, to-

ward whom he never displayed the slightest

animus. None, however, could touch anything

which he knew belonged to his master or mistress.

A low growl and a lowering of the massive head
told the offender that he was on dangerous ground.

He formed a fast friendship with three squirrel

monkeys, and his particular bete noir was the little

man who brought our ice. Waking or sleeping,

Jack never failed to hear the wagon when it
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The new kind of color stucco
Yon already know that stucco gives you a better home for your

money than any other material—that it is cool in summer, warm in

winter, resists fire, is moderate in first cost, and requires almost no

repairs or painting.

The new kind of color stucco adds to these advantages a delightful

individuality and infinite variation of color, tone and surface. These

effects are obtained at negligible cost by adding screenings of richly

colored granite or marble or warm-toned sands or gravels to Atlas-

White Cement; and the effects are as permanent as they are beautiful.

Ask your architect about this new kind of color stucco, and write for

our book for home builders, illustrated in actual color.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company
Members of the Portland Cement Association

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston St. Louis Minneapolis Des Moines Dayton Savannah
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THE recent rapid rise in

the price of most building

materials has not extended

appreciably to North Carolina
Pine. The supply is too abund-
ant

;
you can still obtain it, easily

and quickly, at a moderate cost.

Beautiful Interior Woodwork
And Bare Polished Floors

Valuable facts about this extra

ordinary wood are contained in two
beautiful books—either or both of

which are yours for the asking.
The Homebuilders' Book contains pictures

and floor plans of many attractive homes
which can be built of North Carolina
Pine at stated costs. The Book of In-
teriors is devoted to a discussion of North
Carolina Pine's peculiar fitness for all in-

terior purposes. Its great beauty and
the ease and smoothness with which it

takes all stain and enamel treatments are

fully illustrated in colors.

Whether you are planning to ouild or merely
to remodel your present home, you will profit

by reading these books. Send for them to-day.

The Country Life Permanent Exposition, Grand Central Terminal.
New York City, contains a bungalow built throughout of North
Carolina Pine.

North Carolina Pine Association

50 Bank of Commerce Bldg.

k ^ Norfolk, Virginia

3*

I

Smoky

Fireplaces
Made to
Draw

payment accepted unless
successful.

Also expert services on
general chimney work.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

211 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Keystone Copper Steel (Open Hearth)

Roof
'

t

The most satisfactory roofing
Cl
\J^

material obtainable for high
"us1

class city residences, country homes and city or
suburban properties. Fireproof, clean, durable;
these are highest quality plates manufactured.
Look for the stamp "Keystone Copper Steel" in addition to
brand and weight of coating as i ml icated by MB' trade-mark.
We also manufacture Apollo-Kevstone Galvanized Sheets,
Apollo Hoofing Products, .etc. Send forourfree booklets.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

DO YOU
REALIZE
the real value of the material contributed to

The New COUNTRY LIFE ? The manuals
in color, for example, represent the work of the

best informed persons on the subjects treated.

Each number contains articles that have to do
with every phase of country living. Seventy-
five to one hundred subjects are covered in

each issue of the magazine.

Why not keep this information?
You will find it invaluable for reference. Put
your magazines in a;permanent form by letting

us bind them. There are six issues to a volume
and the volumes begin in May and November.
If you have saved your magazines, send them
back to us and we will bind them for $1.50. If

any numbers are missing we will supply them at

the regular price—50c a copy. Your bound
volumes of The New COUNTRY LIFE give

you an encyclopedia of horticulture; the best

advice on building and remodeling; on interior

decorating and landscape work; on farm stock,

Dogs, Poultry, etc. You will find the volumes
invaluable. Save your magazines, then
bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

drove up, and his deep voice did not cease to com-
plain until it had passed from his sight.

In June of this year, he developed that malig-

nant horror, dumb rabies, and had to be given his

passport into the Heavenly Kennel, where we
nope one day to find him again.

We would like to find his former owners, some-
how, were it possible. Everything about the dog
pointed to the fact that some one, somewhere, had
given him loving care, and we have always be-

lieved that either loss or robbery led to the plight

in which we found him. We have two of his

pups by Princessa—beautiful little dogs—and
could we find Jack's former master or mistress,

we would like to give them one. The high in-

telligence of the dog is at least not lost.

Ste\ ens Gauson.

HAVE YOU ANY GOOD SEED TO
SELL?

HE fact that in some sections there

is a shortage of good seed while in

others there is a surplus makes it

possible for the Committee on Seed
Stocks of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture to help in

the distribution of these surpluses. The Com-
mittee wishes, therefore, to locate all available

stocks of good seed of agricultural crops, especi-

ally wheat, oats, rye, crimson* clover (in the hull

or hulled), and hairy vetch. The Committee
will be glad if anyone, farmer or dealer, will send
information in regard to the quantities and prices

of seed of the above sorts which he can offer for

sale f. o. b. his shipping point, bags extra or in-

cluded as the case may be. The information
should give in each case the name of the variety

(especially in the case of grain crops), condition

of the seed as to purity, year grown, and the

price. 1 he Committee will then undertake to

get such information into the hands of those who
want the seed.

1 he Committee hopes that this request will

receive wide circulation and an immediate
response, as it is now time to get seed in the

hands of planters for fall use. Address Com-
mittee on Seed Stocks, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

POULTRY HOUSE FOUNDATION
AND FLOOR

ROPERLY constructed, concrete

makes an admirable floor for a

poultry house. For a permanent
building, a trench two or three

feet deep should be dug for the

foundation of the house, and
filled with small stones or cinders. The founda-
tion wall should be about eight inches thick,

and extend well below the surface. Inside this,

cinders six or eight inches deep may be placed,

and on these, two or three inches of concrete
mixed in the proportion of one part cement, three

parts sand, and five parts cinders. Mix these

thoroughly before wetting, and when all is

thoroughly wet, spread evenly and tamp down
firmly. Finish with a layer about an inch thick

made of one part cement to three parts sand,

leveling it off" perfectly smooth and even. Such a

floor will be vermin-proof, rat-proof, and durable,

A thickness of roofing felt or paper beneath the

concrete will aid in excluding moisture if the

location is such as to render it liable to damp-
ness. A thin layer of asphalt would accom-
plish the same purpose. An inch or two of

dry earth on the floor, with plenty of good
litter, will give excelleftt results. The concrete

work should not be done when it is so cold that

the concrete will freeze before it dries.

F. H. \'ali:ntine.
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Refinement in

IVORY
PY-RA-LIN

1

There is in Ivorv Py ra lin ware

something more definitive of

character than the soft mellow

tones of purest ivory. There is

a refinement a richness a sol-

idity that appeals to the con-

noisseur.

Our charming Du Barry pat-

tern embracing many pleasing

articles de toilette for both lady

and gentleman. Each made of

this exquisite all American pro-

duct and each beautiful in its

purity of design.

The better stores show a gen-

erous assortment.

Brochure upon request

E I. du Pont de Nemours &• Co
The Arlington Works

725 Broadway New York

J i. ... iiiii COUPONj) "'" ""

KEWANEE
SEWACE DISPOSAL P1ANT5

and Water Supply Systems
Give the Country Home Complete

SANITARY EQUIPMENT
and enable you to install in your homo
modern plur bing for bathroom, kitchen.
Sink and laundry.
The construction of the Kewanee System

is extremely simple and most of the material
may be bought at home. The Kewanee Cast-
ings are the .nost necessary and important
parts and are sdjusted to give the best
results. Our Bulletin explains alL
You can't go wrong in the installation

Oi a Kewanee System when the simple
instructions are followed, and the Kewanee
Castings are used.

KEWANEE ErrErrTL
like Public Utilities, givv every city comfort to the country
household. We will furnish plan and work with you for bet
arrangement of the following:

Water Supply Systems Sewage Disposal Plants

Electric Lighting Plants Gasoline Storage Plants

Home Power Plants Vacuum Cleaning Systems

Send for Bulletins, mentioning- the subject you are interested in*

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO.
{Formerly fr* PIMM ll'ntrr Stiffly to.)

402 S. Franklin Street, Kewanee, Illinois

BRANCH OFFICES: 50 Church Street. New York
Marquette Ruilriintr. Chicago

Till Fit 10 CAPRI ES
err AND PUfi

HE UQUfi IfMtGC

TllTANY&CO.
Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

Fin. finest Merchandise and

\ Service or Ex< eptional Merit

Tin: Mail Service wvF.s PROMPT
ATTENTION TO ALL INQUIRIES

FifthAvenue & .^'Street

New York

iriAf>rt*]}n *>°me hundred thousand people read Miti
^ AlU

Marforic Benton Cooke's sparkling story of

1 Qf]Q "Bambi." Thii new book is quite as bright.

but it ii s better piece of work and should

have a larger audience. Will you be one?

Published by

Doublcday, Page & Company
Garden City. N. Y.

IE PAGE'S
L. I glue

STRONGER THAN NAILS IOC

EVCTU wno reao
"

s Kathleen Norris's

j w -
" new novel. "Martie the Un-

v\ Oman conquered" will feel a kinship

for the girl of the first few chapters whose

one desire was to live; and later she will

glory in the triumph of Martie, the woman,

over life's difficulties, and the way in which

she emerges "the unconquered." Your

bookseller carries this big novel, and will

be glad to show it to you.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden Cily, New Yor$
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Five New Century Books Especially Selected
for "Country Life" Readers

CALVARY ALLEY. By Alice Hegan Rice
Another story by the author of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

Patch," introducing a new group of her whimsical, lovable, surprising fic-

tion people. The story tells of the growing up, the falling in love, the

trials and the triumphs of Nance Molloy of Calvary Alley, behind the ca-

thedral which fronted on the grand and gorgeous avenue; and of Mr. and
Mrs. Snawdor, Nance's stepfather and stepmother, making her what
she herself called a "two-step."

4 full-page illustrations. $1.35, At all bookstores. Published by The Century
Co., New York City.

LADIES MUST LIVE. By Alice Duer Miller
By the author of "Come Out of the Kitchen!" The novel is a

sort of pirate story of New York high society. But the pirates are ex-

traordinarily smooth, sleek, well-groomed buccaneers, and they talk and
act most entertainingly. It is impossible not to admire them tremen-

dously. The incredibly clever cutting, thrusting and manoeuvring of the

beautiful pirates, in one of their classic contests for a rich and handsome
man, the author reports with graphic clearness and dramatic intensity.

8 full-page illustrations. $1.25. At all bookstores. Published by The Century
Co., New York City

MRS. HOPE'S HUSBAND. By Gelett Burgess
Before this novel went to press one of the best-known drama-

tists in America had begun making a play from the manuscript, for it

is the liveliest comedy story an American author has produced in a long

time. It is gay, witty, brilliant, swiftly moving. It is short, intense

with suspense, bright with dialogue, and ends with a surprise that is a
delight. It is a love story with no pompous purpose, and its method
is the opposite of the detailed and tiresome.

8 full-page illustrations. $1.00. At all bookstores. Published by The Century
Co., New York City.

DORMIE ONE. By Holworthy Hall
An epic in prose of the golfing amateur. All fiction and full of

color, action and humor. Carries the hero, the type of the golfing

amateur the world over, through a series of various contests with

multitudinous enemies, animate and inanimate, as thrilling as Book
IV of the Aeneid.

8 full-page illustrations. $1.35. At all bookstores. Published by The Century
Co., New York City.

VAGABONDING DOWN THE ANDES. By HarryA.Franck
By the author of "A Vagabond Journey Around the World."

The results of three years' exploring in Latin America, following the

author's usual unconventional and thorough method of traveling and
taking notes. A significant study of half a continent; a book of adven-
ture, color, and incident as entertaining as the Arabian Nights. The
illustrations are selections from several thousand photographs taken
by the author.

175 illustrations and a map.
Century Co., New York City.

$4.00. At all bookstores. Published by The

H OLT had carefully prepared the charge, lit the fuse and,

shutting the back door behind him, ran as hard as he

could.

He didn't know that an old man and a boy were in the house

—

not until he collided with Dingby, wet and breathless, half-way

up the slope.

What happened during the next thirty seconds and later

makes a story.

Stories by Colonel Swinlon, "eye wilness" of the

early days of the war—inventor of the British Tank-

Some are of War—all. full of human interest, excite-

ment and humor.

At all bookstores. Net, $1.25.

The Great

Tab Dope
Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

GOLF SCORING
WENTY years from date I can

write as clear an account of Walter

J. Travis winning the Florida
golf championship last year from
Reginald M. Lewis, the young
Wykagyl wonder, as I did ithe

night of that match. I can do this because the
scoring system which I use records exactly each
play—the nature of the lie, kind of club used,

how far and in what direction the flight went,
was it sliced, pulled, or true, who had the honor
at the tees and what happened on the greens

—

the tell-tale of every match, where hopes are born
anew or die ignoble deaths, be the putter goose-

neck or Schenectady. Every detail of play is

set down so carefully that, had you not been of

the gallery, you could follow the match stroke for

stroke at any time thereafter, with more complete
understanding, I fear, than had you been told

all about it at the nineteenth. Fortunately, the
plan has been put to more practical use than the

mere recording of matches but—more of that
later.

The idea was born of necessity. I had found
the reporting of golf from my notes and score-

cards to be no sinecure. Granted that you can

fill your readers to overflowing with thrills and
pad your story with putting psychology, it is

nevertheless true that your golfer demands that

his golf literature be cold,-diard facts. Reduced,
this means, "Why did So-and-so win?" My
problem was to give the reasons.

This resulted in my improvising a score-card

which was nothing more than a topographic map
of the particular links, which the particular match
I was to report was being played over. Every
worth-while club has such a map. Trace it on

a sheet of cardboard, and you have your score-

card.

Armed with this and three pencils of as

many colors, I defy any golfer to fool me about
his game. When the game is over you have
before you as you write an absolutely accurate

record of everything that the contestants did,

from anticipation to realization. Maybe you
can't punch flaws in the play!

To score a match with this equipment, let us,

for example, take the Travis-Lewis meeting at

Palm Beach last winter. You write Travis's

name across the top of your card with a pencil,

say, a red one, and Lewis's with, say, a blue. All

through the match you must hold to this color

scheme absolutely—the strokes of 1 ravis in red,

those of Lewis in blue. You make needed notes

with your third pencil—a black one.

Scoring the first hole of that match will explain

the scheme. Travis has the honor. Always you
note who has the honor by this method: If the

fairgreen runs across your miniature links, or score

card, the upper stroke leaving the tee is the honor

one. If the fairgreen runs up and down, the

stroke to the right is the honor one. These
strokes, as you will see, are but reproductions

with the colored pencils of the actual strokes

played in the match.
Travis, using a driver at the tee, sends the ball

straight for the right edge of the green and ten

yards short of it. You indicate this by drawing a

red line from the upper corner of this tee (thus

noting the honor) to the point on your map where
the ball is found, marking a "D" under this line

to indicate what club was used. Lewis's tee

shot, made with a midiron, is hooked to the left

into a sand pit 180 yards away. With the blue

pencil you follow the flight of this ball on your
score-card from the lower corner of the tee (to

avoid confusing the honor) to the sand-pit,

indicating the slice by curving your pencil mark
and the fact that a midiron was used by writing

"M-I" under this curved line. Thus you record

each stroke until you get to the putting greens.

It is superfluous to note the club used here. You
do indicate, however, under the line of each putt,

the number of feet from ball to cup. This will

automatically record exactly what the ball does.

Should it sink, the line proves that; and should it

overrun or stop short or go to either side of the

cup, the figure under the next putt will indicate

the exact number of feet that the former putt

missed.

My diagram shows that Travis won the first

hole with a 3 and that he used a putter for his

approach from ten yards ofF the green—the

custom on sand greens. Also, that Lewis s

mashie out of the sand pit crossed the green,

giving him a long putt for a half, which overran
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ECCO
Dependable
Insulated

WIRE
the kind good architects specify

and good contractors use

Son of ar>d the; blind Gray Wolf,

Ka an
^aree §rows to dog's es-

tate in the Northern wild

—a wolf dog in whom two natures

war. He is the hero of James
Oliver Curwood s "Baree, Son of

Kazan." a sequel to "Kazan,'' and

a remarkable dog story in itself,

with an absorbing human romance

for a background. At all book-

stores. Net, $1.35.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.
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I Y \ INT prevents the decay of woodwork
* and zinc postpones the decay of paint.

The best paint will not last forever but

New Jersey*

zinc
in paint

combined with lead improves the best qual-

ities of each ingredient.

A good zinc paint not

only gives greater tough-

ness to the paint film but

also deeply penetrates the

surface painted and firmly

anchors this film to the

wood fibers.

This means greater

weather resistance and

prevents cracking and

peeling.

You can buy zinc paint,

prepared, ready to apply or

if your painter prefers to

mix his own paint, he can

get composite zinc pastes

ground in oil. We will be

glad to send you,on request,

a list of brands of zinc paints,

also a list of manufacturers

who grind composite zinc

pastes in oil.

Write for our booklet, "Zinc in Paint." It contains information

that will enable you to get the most for your paint money.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
55 Wall Street, New York

ESTABLISHED 1848

Branch: Mineral Point Zinc Co., 1111 Marquette Building, Chicago
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Residence at Greenacres,HartsdaU*

JV. Y. \Tann fif McNeille, Archi-

tects.

Made from clay—
baked by fire— it can-

not be destroyed by

fire.

THE man who was wise enough to build a home
not only comfortable, durable, and sanitary—but

safe— everlastingly safe from the fire peril. He
built throughout of Natco Hollow Tile.

Be wise in time. Don't find out—when it is too late.

When you buy or build— insist on Natco Hollow Tile.

Natco is the material that made the skyscraper possible.

Do your children deserve less safety than you get in your

own office?

Natco is the modern way of building—for beauty,

comfort and everlasting safety.

The cost is more than that of criminally dangerous

wood construction, but Natco pays for itself in a few years

on lower maintenance cost, lower coal bills—and it pays

for itself a hundred times a day—in safety.

Cooler in summer—warmer in winter—damp proof,

vermin proof, trouble proof— solid, permanent, and ever-

lastingly safe. That's why Natco is covering the country.

That's why it is the only building material worthy of going

into your home.

Don't make a mistake on this. It may
mean saving life. Be wise in time. So

many have found out—too late.

Send today for the interesting 32-page free

book "Fireproof Houses." It contains photo-

graphs and details of many beautiful Natco
residences planned by leading architects. And
remember— it may save your life and the lives of

those you love.

NATIONAL FIRE PROOFING
COMPANY-

434 Federal Street Pittsburgh, Pa.

DIJjDW-TILE

Acquiring Good Taste
Question and Answer in the New York Evening Post:

E. R.
—

"I will have to furnish a home
in the next few months, and find myself
woefully ignorant as to periods, styles, etc.,

and even the simplest rules of interior

decoration. Could you suggest some books
on the subject for me to study? I am
especially ignorant about the different

periods of furniture making in England,
and the great furniture makers."

"With whatever book you begin this

fascinating study, you will certainly not
stop with it. One leads into another, like

books on gardening.

"The book for which you are looking,

with the 'simplest rules,' seems to be
Frank Alvah Parsons's 'Interior Decor-
ation.' It is profusely illustrated, the style

is clear, and the advice practical."

INTERIOR DECORATION
Its Principles and Practice

By FRANK ALVAH PARSONS
President of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts

69 Illustrations Net, $3.00

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

the cup. Back of Travis's tee shot from the
second, where he used a mashie, are the figures
"3-1" (in red), telling the whole story of the first

hole—that he won it with a 3 and was 1 up.

Thus you score.

Now suppose Lewis had won the fifth with a 4
and was 2 up. Back of the sixth tee you would jot

down "4-2" in blue figures. Or suppose, should
you look at my score of that match and see the
red figures "3-1" at the ninth tee. You are

right, this does mean that Travis won the eighth

and was 1 up starting the ninth.

The black pencil is a great aid. With it you
jot down anything unusual exactly where it

happens. These notes can often be made to

tell the whole story. Here is one such, "Movie
man—W blows." It recalls for all time that at

the tee where the note is written a certain famous
but temperamental player went soaring when the
movie man attempted to register him driving.

• Scoring golf in this way and reading such scores

is not complex. Any player can do either. It is

no trouble whatever to transfer the rough score

thus made to a printed topographical map, which
can be used both for exhibition purposes at the

club or hotel, and as a permanent and infallible

record of the finals of a tournament.
Also the plan can be used by the individual

golfer to aid his game. Small scale topographical

maps of any course can be printed on the regula-

tion score-card, nine holes to each side. On them
any golfer can keep an accurate record of his play

—just what he is doing with each club. No other
critic will be so exacting. One cannot go wrong
with such a system, and not note the errors.

True, the correction of them is another matter
but, after all, golf is like life and he who knows
himself is on the threshold of great accomplish-

ments. Sol Metzger.

A BIRD VISITATION

REMARKABLE and beautiful visi-

tation of birds occurred in Seattle,

Wash., on January 2nd of this

year; great flocks of bluebirds

and robins, intermingling, stopped
in their passage northward over

the city long enough to feast on the berries of the

many madrona trees growing in one of its sub-

urbs on Puget Sound. After feeding, they swept

on to the north, keeping well to the shores of the

Sound, along which the prolific fruit-bearing ever-

green madrona trees are abundant.

On January 4th, about eleven o'clock in the

morning, messages reached the editors of the city

papers that hordes of birds were coming out of the

south, across Lake Washington. The first groups

were reported flying in compact companies, like

swiftly sailing dark clouds, following each other

in quick succession, and speeding north along

the lake shore. But no sooner had they passed

than the air again was darkened by vast numbers
of larger birds which seemed in hot pursuit of the

first flocks. On and on they came in thickly

crowded lines stretched out for blocks.

They were robins, and unlike the birds fleeing

before them, caught the glint of fruit that must
have suggested cherries as they reached the lake

shore. They swept down upon the trees in the

city parks and about the residences of the locality

until they were aflame with the red-breasted chat-

terers. Their noise was amazing as they fed greed-

ily on the various fruit-bearing shrubs and trees

for which Seattle parks and lawns are famous.

After gorging themselves and making profligate

waste until the floors of the parks were red-

strewn with the fruit that fell as they stripped the

clusters, they rose, one flock after another, and
continued their purpose of following or pursuing

the flocks that had preceded them.

But while the invading hosts of robins were

sacking the parks and vicinity of their brilliant

winter coloring, the advance guard of the winged

fleet had invested a strictly residential section of

the city and had taken possession of trees, wires,

lawns, and even the housetops and rafters of

outbuildings there. Messages from that locality

told of the thrilling sight of tremendous numbers
of Bohemian waxwings dining in stately decorum
not only on winter fruit, but gleaning chance in-

sects from the air, and serving one another

daintily with angleworms on the lawns, still wet
with the morning's ram.

The approach of the robins caused the waxings

to rise from their feasts in well-defined flocks and
speed away northward.

By two o'clock in the afternoon, the fruit-
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Beat the High Price of Coal

Escape the discomforts of a cold

house, poor ventilation and
dratty rooms

—

Anticipate the comfort re^uircmcnti of

MM hiMiic MH and insure it in midwinter

oy clipping it with

yMORGANj^r
Combination Storm and

Screen Doors, and
Morgan Storm Sash

Com fort lovine, thrifty home-owners knuw
that Moryan C oM-wcathcr Protection meant
warmth anil comfort on coldest days; that it

makes for LOWl'R FUEL COSTS, fresh air

and family health.

Morgan Combination Storm and Screen

Doors and Storm Sash are made of selected,

well-seasoned materials with the same care

characterizing all Morgan Products. While
built primarily for service, they harmonize
in appearance with standard designs.

Semi todayfsr the

"Cold H eather Protection" Booklet

Morgan Sash & Door Company
Dept. C-47, Chicago

Morgan Co., Oahkoah, Wlnconaln
Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore

Exhibits of tniihed Morgan \foJel Doort in all

principal cities. Ashforlul

Educate Your
Child in Your
Own Home

THE mother is the natural teacher
of her children. She knows their

peculiarities, their temperaments,
their weaknesses but. untrained as a
teacher, the time comes when she feels

her inability alone to proceed further
with their education. Possibly not
within reach of a really efficient school,

she reluctantly Rives them up to be taught with other children.

Now. there has grown up in the City of Baltimore, in con-
nection with a great private day school, a Home Instruction
Department, the high object and purpose of which is the edu-
cation of children from four to twelve years of age, entirely in

their own homes and yet according to the best modem methods
and under the guidance and supervision of educational experts,
who are specialists in elementary education.

The school was established in 1897. and now has pupils in
every state of the Union and 22 foreign countries.

One mother writes: "The system seems to me almost magical
in its results." An-
other, previously per-
plexed by educational
problems, voices her
relief in these words:
"A real Godsend."

A booklet outlining
the plan and courses
of instruction will be
sent on request.

\ddress Calvert School,
Inc. V. M. Hilljrer, A. B.
Harvard), Headmaster,
S-W. Chase Street,

Baltimore, Md.
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MdkeWowfsNotAHouse ButAHome.
Avoid indifferent looking trim. Color in woodwork.whether stained

enameled or painted, is the keynote of taste in home-like rooms.
Daintiness, warmth of tone and artistic effect are totally dependent

upon the kind ofwood onwhich the desired color scheme is carried out.

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE
With its individual physical qualities, is the ideal base lor stains

or enamel. Either finish will retain permanently, its luster or
original whiteness, due to the non-resinous character ofthewood.

Our book on finishing explains why and tells how. A copy will
be sent on request Write today. Arkansas Soft Pine

is TradeMarked and sold by dealers East ofthe Rockies.

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU
820 BANK. OF COMMERCE BUILDING

LITTLE ROCK ARKANSAS

13
Jj..

Ll i

Walls finished with Cabot's Old Virginia White: roofs stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains.
Tooker & Marsh, Architects, New York

The latest thing in color schemes:
Cabot's Old Virginia White, for the Walls

A soft, brilliant white that is as cool and clean as new whitewash, and as lasting as paint,

but hasn't the hard, opaque "painty" look.

Cabot's Creosote Stains, for the Roof
Rich moss-greens, tile-reds or dark grays that look like velvet, wear like the wood itself, and

thoroughly preserve the shingles.

The result is particularly harmonious and attractive, and is especially appropriate for the new
and dignified style of country houses that the leading architects are now designing. This combi-
nation is much cheaper than paint, in both material and labor, and it has so much more charac-
ter and so much finer texture than paint that the artistic effect is beyond comparison.

You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send for samples on wood and name of nearest agent

Samuel Cabot, Inc., Manufacturing Chemists
147 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 523 Market St., San Francisco
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lEgCULES
SmokeJe&?*Shotgiin

f c

Look for the

Name of the Powder
A NY sportsman who gives the matter a moment's
/-A^ thought will agree that the powder contained in

the shotgun shells he uses is a factor of prime
importance to him when shooting either in the field or

at the traps.

-This being so it is a matter of ordinary prudence when
bin ing loaded shotgun shells to specify that they be loaded
with a powder with which you are familiar—a powder
upon which you can depend under all circumstances.

You get such a powder when you specify either Infal-

lible or "E.C."—the two Hercules Smokeless Shotgun
Powders.

Undoubtedly the name of your favorite make of shell

is given in the list at the right. You can obtain either

of these Hercules Powders in that shell by asking your
dealerfor it.

On the top wad of every shell, and on the cover of the

box in which the shells are sold, is printed the name cf

the powder with which the shell is loaded. Look for

this name when buying. See that it is either Infallible

or "E.C."

These powders are of high quality and uniform quality.

They give light recoil, even patterns, and high velocity.

Write for a free booklet which describes them fully.

HERCULES POWDER CO.

Infallible and "E.C."

can be obtained in

all of the following

makes of shotgun

shells.

PETERS

REMINGTON
SELBY

U. S.

WESTERN
WINCHESTER

1009 Market

Wilmington

Street

Delaware

limits TlhhLjt, ?
She is the Heroine of a New Novel

Martie, the Unconquered
By- KATHLEEN NORRIS

The New York Times calls this latest of Mrs. Morris's heroines "the most real and vital of all her
gallery of feminine portraits." The New York World says, "Nobody will deny her rank among the
more interesting feminine figures of fiction." And the Tribune says, "The novel is a masterpiece

It is one of the best half-dozen works of fiction of the present year." (Net, $1.35.)

THE GREAT TAB DOPE
By Lieut.-Col. E. D. Swinton

Short stories, most of them about war and fight-

ing men, by the British "Eye-witness," who is also

the author of "The Green Curve." (Net, $1.25.)

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN
By James Oliver Curwood

The story of a wolf-dog and of the humans in

whose lives he plays a part. A great dog story
and an absorbing novel. (Net, $1.35.)

PARNASSUS ON WHEELS
By Christopher Morley

The whimsical, engaging story of the adventures

of a book-store on wheels, and what happened when
Helen McGill, spinster, bought it. (Net, $1.25.)

TRIVIA By Logan Pearsall Smith

"A rich little nugget of smiling folly, wisdom and
gaiety" made up of essays which are unusual and
arresting in both form and content. (Net, $1.25.)

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE 8s COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

strewn lawns, parks, and parking strips were the
only evidences of the bird visitation. Authori-
ties in ornithology, known bird students and bird

lovers, pioneers, old hunters, and newspaper
men were kept busy on the telephone the re-

mainder of the day listening to descriptions of the

strange and unusual spectacle and to inquiries

as to the meaning of it or what the event might
presage. None could offer an explanation nor

forecast its significance, for not in the history of

the Northwest has such a visitation of birds ever

been witnessed before, even when migration

either north or south is at its height. Further-

more, Bohemian waxwings are but rare or casual

visitants west of the Cascade Mountains in the
St;ite of Washington.
To the delight of many who had not witnessed

the previous aerial pageants, an opportunity was
given them to enjoy the beautiful creatures, for

on the following day the birds were reported en-
tering the city again, this time from the north.

Up to January nth they visited the city daily,

appearing about noon and taking their departure
between two and three o'clock in the afternoon.

While here, they disported themselves among
the trees, robins and waxwings intermingling in

complete harmony. They fed, rested, and made
hurried flights from one feeding place to another.

Whether at rest or in flight, the waxwings held

social intercourse in peculiar high pitched, sibilant

squeaks, very faint, and in a quavering mono-
tone. So faint, in fact, that only the ear of one
trained in bird calls would hear it were he to pass

among trees sheltering many. But this bird holds

first place in the heart of a bird lover for refined

elegance and gentle dignity.

The throngs of robins were like all other robins,

boisterous and cheery. Many indulged in song,

but the notes lacked the unbounded joy of their

springtime lays, and seemed phrased for gray skies

and leafless trees.

Both waxwings and robins preceded their de-

parture from the city each day with a few aerial

movements. The waxwings seemed the better or-

ganized and when fully prepared to make the final

flight, sped away in spherical, compact masses.

Robin's social habits cling to him in every sit-

uation. In the long, loose columns in which
they departed for their night lodges, he would
lag, speed, or play as his fancy dictated.

No word came from any observer concerning

the night shelter of these myriads of birds. It is

thought by those who were greatly interested in

their movements that, judging from the time

they reached the city each day, it must have been
in the deep fir forests some distance to the north.

Susan M. Kane.

Editor's Note: The migration of birds at any
season of the year, with the possible exception of spring,

apparently is determined entirely by the failing of the

food supply. Of just how extensive the migrations are,

and what vast numbers of birds are at times affected

by them, we now and then get a glimpse when the

feathered hosts appear by day, or a morning reveals

the fact that a great catastrophe has overtaken a multi-

tude of them by night.

As the writer has already recorded in "The Bird

Study Book," there appeared one morning in the town of

Georgetown, S. C, thousands upon thousands of wood-
cock. All the birds were in a more or less exhausted

condition and it was possible to pick them up in the

hand, or kill them with sticks. The explanation of this

woodcock inundation was that an unusually prolonged

cold snap had frozen the mud of the swamps along the

three rivers converging at this point, and the birds,

unable to push their bills into the earth, had passed

down to the coast in the hope of finding food.

In August, 1893, probably half a million Wilson's

petrels were driven ashore in a dying condition on the

North Carolina coast between Beaufort and Cape Look-

out, ten miles distant. These birds breed in the South

Atlantic and come North to pass the summer off our

coast. A severe southeast' gale had prevailed for three

days and a flock of petrels of greater numbers than are

usually known ever to gather in any one part of the sea,

had been overcome. What the situation was in refer-

ence to the food supply, that caused so many of them
to be in such a limited area, has never been explained.

On the night of March 13, 1904, Lapland longspurs

in unbelievable numbers lost their lives during a snow
storm in northwestern Minnesota. Evidently the

birds were on their way from the prairies of Iowa to their

breeding grounds in the far North. The numbers
destroyed this one night ran into the millions, as re-

ported by Dr. T. S. Roberts, the most noted ornithol-

ogist of the Northwest.
The extremely heavy snows in the mountains of

Washington and Oregon the past winter will doubtless

prove to be the reason for the unusual appearance of the

waxwings and robins reported by Miss Kane as ap-

pearing in Seattle during the month of January, 1917.

T. Gilbert Pearson.
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Follow Our Boys
In France!

WHI N the papers are full of the brave deeds of our boys in

France—your boy among them will yon be able to follow each
forward drive? When you read "Pershing gained Larorhe"

what will it mean to you? How far have we gone from the Meuse?
I low much more must we gain ? Follow the forward drive of the allied

trOOpI with your boy at the front. Kvery village, every ridge, every
small stream on the western front will be as clear to you as if you were
there, if you have the

Doubleday, Page & Co's.

New Atlas
The Story of the World in Maps

The wonderful details of the western front form only one phase of this

great work. There are 240 pages of maps -Maps Political, Economic,
( ie< (graphic, Vegetation, Population, Language, Racial, Physical, Histor-
ical. There is the Dictionary of Vegetable, Animal, and Mineral Com-
modities. There are Automobile Maps of every state in the Union— Pos-
tal and RailroadCIuide for the United States- Maps of the Battle Fronts.

This is an Atlas with a new idea it doesn't only give the loca-

tion and boundaries— it shows by colored picture maps the story of
this world and the standing to-day of the nations. Take France, for

instance. There are six different and separate maps of France, tell-

ing you, at a glance, whether France is rich in coal and where

—

whether it is rich in iron—what its economic situation is

—

what its climate is—what it grows—what races live there

—

what languages they speak. These are maps that call forth

for you the imagination—the thrill of undiscovered countries.

They are adventure for the man who stays at home.
With the help of this Atlas you may look back beneath the surface

actions of this War and realize the basic racial antagonism that caused it.

You can answer a thousand and one questions that come up as you read.

Here are a few that perhaps you don't know:

What is the Skagerak? Where does it rain every day?
Where is our newest ally—Siam? Where is Russia's new port on the White Sea?

Perhaps you think that Siberia is a cold, frozen place. Perhaps you think the Sahara is an unbroken stretch of thousands
of miles of sand. You are wrong. Look at these maps and learn the truth at a glance.

Wl1.1t is the hottest place in the world?
\\ lu re is Krzerum ?

After the War Maps FREE
To you who order this Atlas—maps showing the changes made after this war will be furnished free

changes are settled.

There will be a place in the Atlas to which you can fasten the new maps so that, while you have
now. your Atlas will still be complete and new when the War is over. It will be very inter-

esting to compare your old maps with your new ones.

This Atlas has a most complete set of war maps of war fronts. Remember that news-

papers sometimes make mistakes. With these maps before you, you can see for yourself

whether we are advancing or retreating. You can follow your boy abroad—you can see

what he sees and hear what he hears and go where he goes.

Special Low Price on One Edition Only
The great men of the world have always studied maps. Cecil Rhodes drew a red line

from the Suez Canal to the Cape of Good Hope where to-day the Cape to Cairo Railroad

grows. Rockefeller drew his oil pipe lines on the map, Harriman dreamed his railroad on
the map and Lord Strathcona built the Canadian Railroad empire on a map. All people

who amount to anything read and study maps.

For one edition the price is the price of an ordinary book, yet this is the life of the world

in maps such as you never saw before. Send the coupon now. It costs you nothing and
brings this big. rich, complete Atlas free for examination. Look it over and find out the true

fascination of map hunting—of reading the news with a map at your side—of interpreting

history with the help of maps. Send the coupon for your copy of this sumptuous Atlas,

now. Send the coupon—now—before the edition is gone.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

of charge, just as soon as these

a complete Atlas of the World
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Doubleday,
Page & Co.

Garden City,
New York

Send me. all charges
prepaid . Geographical

M anu al and New Attas,

measuring 10 x 12* inches

-bound in 6ne, red. silk cloth,

stamped in gold. If it is not satis-

factory I will return ic within 10
days, at your expense. Otherwise I will

send you 95 cents at once and Si.00 a
month for 4 months. (If you prefer yoj

may send $4.50 with this coupon.)

Address

rich limp leather binding, change coupon to 6 months
instead of 4. 50.50 cash instead of >

.
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The CLUTCH

—

its CONSTRUCTION and CARE

ITH the rear axle unit, the clutch of

the modern motor car probably

shares the honor of being the least

understood and most abused me-
chanical element in the make-up
of the vehicle. Possibly the trans-

mission may apply for membership in this select

circle of the neglected, but that does not alter

the fact that the average owner scarcely knows

what type of clutch is used in his car. 1 his

may be cited as a testimonial to the excellence of

design and workmanship embodied in the or-

dinary clutch, which must be efficient to be thus

anonymous. Nevertheless, even the most dur-

able clutch requires some attention to keep it in

good running order, and if every owner of a car

knew something about the construction and op-

eration of the part, he might be tempted to use it

with "a little more consideration than it usually

receives.

There is no need here to do more than allude

briefly to the function and location of the clutch.

The purpose of this part is to act as a flexible

coupling between the power generating unit and

the transmission element. By its means the

power is transmitted to the rear wheels or re-

moved from them, as the driver desires. The
clutch is invariably located between the engine

and the transmission, the logical place at which its

function should be applied.

Another tribute to the general efficency of

modern clutches is to be found in the fact that,

while minor trouble in this part will produce

major effects on the operation of the car, yet

clutch trouble is not among the common com-
plaints of American motorists. Among the de-

mands made upon the clutch are that it shall not

slip in ordinary operation, and yet, on certain

occasions, it must be possible to slip the part as

an actual help in the control of the car. Here
are two very nearly conflicting demands of ser-

vice, yet the average clutch must and does meet
them. The clutch must be so constructed that it

will take hold without grabbing—that is, gradu-

ally, without shock or jar. This too, the average

clutch will do, if it is properly handled. Again
the clutch must not spin—that is, it must not con-

tinue to rotate for a considerable time after it has

been thrown off, otherwise the difficulty of shift-

ing gears will be increased, and in the case of the

average driver, this would be like painting the lily.

Further demands are that the clutch shall be

strong, able to stand punishment, and that it

shall have simple means for making adjustments.

A fairly comprehensive list of requirements and
one that taxes engineering ability to fulfil.

There are to-day three distinct types of clutch

in use—cone, disk, and plate. Of these the cone

clutch is the oldest and it still maintains a hold

on popular esteem, although the past few years

have seen a remarkable increase in the use of disk

and plate clutches. Giving it its historic posi-

tion of predecessor, we shall consider the cone

clutch and the care it needs before proceeding to

the others.

The name "cone" serves very well to describe

this type of clutch. The part actually consists

of a cone, which fits snugly into a hollow in

the fly-wheel, being held in that position by the

action of a spring or

springs. The means of

control of the part is a

pedal, pushing which
draws the cone out
from engagement with
the fly-wheel. When
the pedal is released

the spring forces the

cone into the fly-wheel

member and the power
from the engine is

transmitted back to the

By ALEXANDER JOHNSTON
driving wheels. The surface of the cone is faced

with a band which may be either of leather or

asbestos fabric.

Altogether the cone clutch assembly is a simple

affair, consisting merely of the cone, a clutch

shaft with appropriate bearings, and the spring

or springs to keep the cone in engagement with the

fly-wheel when power is wanted. When only one
spring is used, there is a spring casing to carry

the drive back to the gearset. The other spring

type consists of a number of small coil springs,

which perform in unison the work otherwise

taken by the one big spring. The advantage
claimed for the small spring idea is that the in-

dividual springs are easily adjusted, means to

that end being provided, while with the single

spring type it is necessary to use an adjustment
collar and sometimes even this is lacking, and a
shim or a new spring must be resorted to in mak-
ing adjustments.

The clutch member, of course, requires bear-

ings, the ball type being generally employed.
The usual type of construction places a ball

bearing in the centre of the fly-wheel member.
Another ball bearing is used to take up the thrust

of the spring.

The principal disadvantage charged against

cone clutches is their tendency to grab in en-

gaging. Instead of settling gradually and
smoothly into the fly-wheel member, they seem
to catch too rapidly, so that a shock results as

the power is sent back to the driving wheels.

Innumerable designers have spent sleepless nights

trying to devise means to overcome this char-

acteristic of the cone clutch. The most success-

ful attempts to cure the trouble have taken the

form of flat springs under the leather, plungers

actuated by springs pressing against the under
side of the leather, and circular springs in the

fly-wheel member. The intention is to have
the cone take hold by degrees. Many of the

cone clutch designs are loo per cent, efficient,

engaging smoothly and firmly, with no tendency
to slipping, but the feeling among engineers

seems to be, nevertheless, that the disk and plate

clutch types are even more efficient on the whole,

and there is a decided drift toward their use. A
few years ago the cone clutch had practically a

monopoly of the field, while to-day it is found on
no more than 30 per cent, of the total output
of American motor cars.

Within the past year or so there has been in-

troduced a rather curious variation of the cone

clutch type in the shape of a cone running in oil.

This form of construction has long been familiar

in disk clutches, but it is a distinct innovation in

cone clutch design. The oil cone does not differ

greatly in general form from its dry relative,

but it is enclosed in a housing that retains the es-

sential oil. The facing in this case is of asbestos

fabric. Two popular priced cars have adopted

this design, which seems to be giving reasonable

satisfaction.

Now as to the attention that the cone clutch

requires to keep it in good working order. Ihe
most likely trouble with this type of clutch, as

mentioned before, is grabbing, harsh engage-

ment. Sometimes this may be cured by adjust-

ment of the facing springs or by their replacement.

On the other hand the car owner will often adjust

several times without getting the desired results.

In this case it is better to submit the problem to

an expert, presumably at the local service station

of the car in question. Sometimes the trouble

may lie in the clutch facing; the leather may have

become hardened and a little treatment with

neatsfoot oil may cure the malady. Many mo-
torists find it beneficial to remove the leather,

soak it in oil, and run it through a clothes wringer.

This squeezes out the excess oil present, and makes
the leather pliable and also swells it slightly, which
keeps the clutch from slipping after the facing is

returned to its place, while the oil still present
tends to obviate the grabbing.

This brings us to the second conventional
cone clutch malady, which is slipping. In ap-
plying oil to the facing, care should be taken not
to overdo the application. An excess of oil

naturally makes the part so slippery that it

fails to perform its essential function. In ap-
plying oil to the leather facing with the clutch
in place, the best method is to distribute the
lubricant evenly over the surface with a fine

brush. It not infrequently happens that in the
course of ordinary operation, grease collects on
the face of the cone clutch in sufficient quantity
to interfere with the functioning of the part,

which develops slipping. In this case the cure is

effected by scraping off the grease or gum with a

sharp piece of wood and then applying to the
surface a coating of fuller's earth, which may be
purchased in any drug shop. It is well too, to

give the surface of the fly-wheel member of the

clutch assembly whatever attention it needs
when caring for the cone facing.

The clutch facing will require renewal from
time to time; just how often is hard to say, as

the amount of wear will depend largely on the

driver's method of using the clutch. In certain

cases where clutch trouble has been chronic and
all the efforts made to cure it have proved un-

availing, the change from a leather facing to one
of asbestos fabric has been known to work
wonders. It is worth trying as a last resort.

Asbestos facings may be had ready cut to fit any
clutch.

Another possible location of clutch trouble is

found in the spring or springs that are provided

to keep the part in snug engagement with the

fly-wheel member. The spring may lose its

tension, so that it fails to keep the cone pressed

tightly against its opposite member. An ad-

justment is usually provided to compensate for

just this loss of power by the spring. In cases

where there is no method of adjustment, it will be

necessary to instal a shim behind the spring or

else a new spring must be inserted.

In health the clutch does not require a great

deal of attention, but a certain amount of care

must be given it to prevent trouble from develop-

ing. There are a certain number of bearings in

the clutch assembly which must have lubrica-

tion, plentiful and regular—the bearing at the

throwout collar and the thrust bearing which

takes up the play of the part. Oil or grease cups

are provided to care for this, but they are not

altogether automatic; the car owner must turn

them down and refill them as they need it. On
some cars there is installed a tube reaching from

these bearings to a position on the dash, and this

serves as a constant reminder to the operator

that his clutch is not wholly self-sustaining.

There is still another trouble that afflicts all

clutches, disk and plate as well as cone, and this

is known as spinning. It is simply the tendency

of the clutch to keep on turning over for a con-

siderable length of time after it has been re-

leased from engagement with the fly-wheel mem-
ber which gives it its impetus. Many makers

instal a small brake on the clutch, which acts

automatically to pre-

vent rotation after the

part has been released.

Fitting a brake of this

kind, or some substi-

tute, is about the only

way of curing this

trouble, which intensi-

fies the difficulty of

changing gears.

The next classifica-

tion includes clutches

of the disk type, which
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THRFE TIMES AS MANY PEOPLE ARE NOW
BUYING FRANKLIN ENCLOSED CARS

AftIERICANS" said a foreign critic, "know the

pricirofeverything and the value oi nothing."

That was before we entered the War. To-
day it is a different story. The past few
months have developed a remarkable under-
standing of the National duty to curb needless

waste and extravagance.

A typical illustration is the change in stand-

ards of judging and buying an enclosed car.

Only a short time back this type of car had to

be everything but practical to attract the aver-

age car buyer.

He wasn't interested in upkeep because his

eye was on ponderous mechanism. Gasoline

and tires didn't worry him because he was com-
paring wheel-bases. And selling his old car at a
fire-sale price for a new model of another make
he figured was part of the game.

But to-day economy—both in gasoline and
tires— is being forced daily on the attention of

the motorist by rising costs, by Government
officials, by newspapers and magazines. And
now he is looking for a way to cut his cost in half

and maintain his mileage.

An unfailing gauge of the worth of any fine

car today is the way it is selling today. The
sales facts about the Franklin are interesting.

The present and next building schedule of

Franklin Cars will not catch up with orders on
hand. Franklin Cars are being built at a rate of

three times as many as a year ago and the demand
continues to exceed production.

Franklin Enclosed Cars were bound to be-

come more popular each year, even in normal
times. The War, forcing utility and economy
before everything else, quickened this move-
ment.

To-day, as for fifteen years, the Franklin Car
stands as the most practical, efficient and econom-
ical fine car in America.

Consider the significance of 179 Franklin

Open Cars recording on July 13th, 1917 (under

standard efficiency rules) the remarkable aver-

age of 40.3 miles to the single gallon of gasoline.

High gasoline mileage means economy all along

the line. Owners' tire reports, over a five year

period, average 10,203 miles.

And the same economies of the Franklin

Open Models apply, within a few per cent., to

the Franklin Enclosed Cars.

There is something here for every car owner
to think about and these are days when a car

owner has to think if he wants to ride.

Sedan -

Town Car
2610 lbs. $2950.00
2610 lbs. 3200.00

Cabriolet - 2485 lbs. $2850.00
Limousine - 2620 lbs. 3200.00

Brougham - 2575 lbs. $2900.00
All Prices F. O. B. Syracuse

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
SYRACUSE, K Y., U. S. A.
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Indiana Limtitont Rtiidtna of Thomai Kenyan, Eiq.. Pittibureh. Alden Sf Harlow. ArchiUctt.

What Does a Stone House Cost?

T
k

ZTie Akl6iOCKAT oTTTlHLDING MATERIALS

The richness and fine dignity of
a house built of stone, its solidity

and the peculiar impression of opu-

lence which it conveys can scarcely

be imitated, much less equaled, by
any artificial material.

To build your home of Indiana Limestone, "The Aristocrat of Building

Materials," is to distinguish it from its fellows. "Now, there's the home I'd

like to live in" is the frequent comment upon a Limestone home, perhaps

through unconscious association with many of the greatest houses in the land.

THE PRICE BY NO MEANS HIGH
Indiana Limestone often costs less than artificial materials,

it seldom costs materially more. It is shipped promptly and
easily to every part of the United States and Canada.

SEND FOR VOLUME 1, which is written and illustrated

to interest sensible and tasteful people. A sample of the

stone will comewith it. (Volume 4, treating ofhank buildings

only,is just out. Askforitalso.ifyou happen to be interested.)

INDIANA LIMESTONE QUARRYMEN'S ASS'N
BOX 507, BEDFORD, INDIANA

Serviceable Attractions for Beautifying

Home Grounds

"Pergolas"

Garages with

Pergola Features

Lattice Fences

Garden Houses

When writing enclose 10c.

in stamps and ask for

"Catalogue E-30."

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Factor; A Main Office New York o
KIMon .V' \Vcl»Hter Ave.

CHICAGO
« Eaut 89th

NEW YORK C1TV

Mere's ^ new D0°k you will en-

r-p. joy reading is "Webster
a 1 lp —Man's Man" by Peter

B. Kyne. John Stuart Webster

himself is worth meeting—any man
is who throws over a $30,000.00

job to go to the aid of a friend!

Then there is Billy Geary, "Mother"

Jenks, Dolores, and a Central

American Revolution. Your dealer

has the book, the price $1.35, net.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.

are in turn subdivided into those which run
in oil and those which run dry, though not un-
lubricated in their essential parts. Disk clutches
may have as many as fifty-five of the small
meta! plates from which the type gets its

name. 1 he inside of the fly-wheel member of
this clutch is fitted with a drum, on the inner
surface of which are a series of keys, whose
function it is to maintain the disks in a fixed

position in relation to each other. Attached
to the fly-wheel are a certain number of disks,

known as driving disks, while on the end of the
driving shaft are the driven disks, which fit in
between the driving members. When the clutch is

pressed home, which is accomplished by a spring
or springs, the driven disks are engaged between
the driving disks, and the power is transmitted
back through the mechanism to the rear wheels.
The spring installation with disk clutches dif-

fers little from that used with the cone type.
.Sometimes a single large spring is used, and again
multiple springs may be employed. A design
in which there are three small springs placed at
equal distances around the clutch drum is one of
the most popular. Provision is made for ad-
justing the springs to compensate for wear or
lost tension.

In all disk clutches a method of adjustment is

provided to compensate for the inevitable wearing
of the disks. 1 he principal ill to which the dry
disk clutch is heir is slipping. The cure for this

is flushing out with kerosene, which cuts exces-

sive oil or grease that may be present. Bearings
will need lubrication in the disk clutch just as

in the cone type.

Disk clutches running in oil are practically

identical in construction with their dry brethren,

except that a housing is provided to retain the
oil. The principal trouble with this type is the
difficulty of maintaining constant running condi-

tions. Oil that is satisfactory in hot weather
will be too thick in cold, and vice versa. It re-

quires considerable study and experiment to

keep the clutch at maximum efficiency. Many
of the oil disk clutches have plates fitted with

cork inserts. When these inserts wear they

must be replaced, an operation which involves

squeezing on with a special machine. These are

some of the reasons why the oil disk clutch, in

spite of certain obvious advantages, has not
achieved the popularity of its kindred type.

The last type of clutch to be considered is

that which is known as the plate clutch. This
type is often looked upon as a mere variation of

the disk clutch, but in our opinion its character-

istic features are sufficiently accentuated to

entitle it to a separate classification. Instead

of the numerous small disks, the plate design

has three large plates. One of these is the driving

plate, while the other two are driven. The driv-

ing plate is located on the fly-wheel member, and
the driven plates on the end of the power trans-

mitting shaft. The plates are of metal, one of

them using cork inserts, or all of them may have

fabric facing. There is always some provision

for adjustment of the plates to compensate for

wear. Lubrication should be attended to just as

with the disk clutch. The plate clutch is com-
paratively a new design but it seems to be mak-
ing decided progress in popular esteem.

Finally, we would emphasize the fact that a

heavy proportion of all clutch troubles is due to

bad driving rather than to actun' f il he

part. Very often the clutch pec ly

adjusted; it does not come far <

thereby permitting the clutch t -

Many drivers have the bad habit c t

lightly on the clutch pedal, driv .

just enough to induce slipping,

rapid wear of the part. If slippin;

trouble with the clutch, it will bi

undertaking an extensive overha

assembly, to see whether the pedal

adjusted to allow of complete eng;

also whether or not your method of i

foot is not the basic cause of trouble.
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FIRESTONE Tires are like coin of the

realm in three things: The materials

are as &ood as can possibly be used; the

values are exactly as represented and they

are stamped with authority.

Fix it definitely in your mind: Firestone &ives

Most Miles per Dollar. The latest example
of this well established reputation is the

Firestone Cord Tire. It demonstrates economy
in its highest sense and in every possible form.

You have, first, longer wear measured in

miles covered by the steadfast, durable tread.

You &et a sense of security which makes
every Firestone user a Firestone enthusiast.

Economy in fuel. Here a&ain is a vital

factor of saving with Firestone Cord equip-

ment. The vital, vibrant tread carries your
car ahead on the least possible fuel. It

&ives many a lon&, power-saving coast.

Responsive and full of vim and g,o, this

equipment is ideal for resilient, easy riding,.

Motorists all over the world know that

Firestone building, whether in Cord or
Fabric Tires, is their best dependence on any
road, in all seasons. A satisfied majority of

motorists is daily proving it by experience.

You should not miss the benefits. Your
dealer and the Firestone Branch join to

serve you quickly, reliably and at lowest

possible cost.

FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY
Akron, Ohio Branches and Dealers Everywhere
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The Pleasure of
Clean Water

Loomis-Manning
Filters

A Loomis-Manning Filter

for household use. It

filters all the water.

^ In every home, for all household uses, stain-

less, attractive, safe water is extremely desirable.

Besides its evident value in your bath, in

laundry, kitchen or pantry, filtered water prac-

tically does away with the trouble from leaky

faucets and valves and affords great protection

to your handsome bathroom fixtures, piping,

boilers and mechanical equipment because it is

free from grit, muddiness and suspended matter
of all kinds as well as odor or taste.

1$ Loomis-Manning Filters afford the maximum
of such protection because they are extremely

simple to take care of, they are scientifically

designed to keep in excellent working order and
are made in a substantial, durable manner.

C| These filters can be readily installed without
confusion in new or old houses or buildings.

The parts can be taken through an ordinary

doorway. They cause no appreciable reduc-

tion in the flow of water or in pressure, and are

suited for use with any kind of a water supply
system—either city or country. They are

made in several sizes and types to meet any
water conditions.

•J We have perfected a splendid method for

cleansing discolored hot water and for the
removal of iron rust and stain from either cold

or hot water.

Our list of users will astonish you

LOOMIS-MANNING FILTER
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

1441 South 37th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1889

The New Country Life Readers
are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

The Readers' Service will help you

solve your garden problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

t*otel- REbliRT'&TRAVEL*DEPARTMENTAPf»«ARINO MONTMUTC IN T C IM FAMOUS MAGAUNIS
Century The New Country Life Everybody's Field 8c Stream Harper's Red Book Review of Reviews

Scribner's The Canadian World's Work Two Million Copies— Fifteen Million Readers Monthly ELEVENTH YEAR
Write to these advertisers. Ask Where-to-go Bureau, 8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass., for reUable travel information and advice

LIVE THE SIMPLE LIFE AT HOME
If you want to ~et the most out of life, you must live in accordance with
Nature's laws.

In his Utile book, "THE SIMPLE LIFE IN A NUTSHELL." Dr. Kellogg
tells you how you can live the "Simple Life " at home— and how to

maintain 1 00% efficiency.

The book is free. Send for your copy now.

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM, Box 109c, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
NEW ORLEANS LA.

New Orleans
HOTEL DE SOTO
Million Dollar Home

Rates Notably Moderate

MOUNT CLEMENS MICH.

FOR RHEUMATISM
THE PARK

MOUNT CLEMENS, MICH.
Send for booklet. P.O. Box 247

We have 15,000,000 readers monthly

WHERE-TO-GO combines the belt in adver-
tising with the best in service. Thousands
come to us for travel advice. The kind we
give, with recommendations for the right
hotels, transportation lines and resorts, is

absolutely reliable. Write WHERE-TO-GO
BUREAU , Boston, for our advice and rates.

Where-to-go forms for Nov. close Oct. 1

SEATTLE WASH.
HOTEL BUTLER \*:r«7.
Cafe without peer. Center of things. Taxi fare 25c

Rooms $1.00 up, with bath $2.00up. Homecomforts
to the traveler. A. CHESHIRE MITCHELL, Mgr.

OCONOMOWOC WIS.
Home for the aged. A limited number
of cases. Childishness or old ladies and
gentleman of good family find a suitable
cheerful borne and llf_|JL„;m Park
excellent attention at TT aianeinl raTH
Oconomowoc, Wis. For particulars address
Miss Mary L. Bird, Matron.

A SAND-HILL FOREST

OR those of us who live in wooded
sections of the country, or even in

cities where scattered trees relieve

the monotony of brick and stone,

it is hard to appreciate what a
treeless region really is. Miles

and miles of country in western Nebraska stretch

away from the railroad with scarcely a single tree

in sight, the bunch grass giving way only in spots

to clumps of the sand-hill willow, cherry, wild

plum, and other shrubs. A fair part of this great

sand-hill district, which covers about one fourth

of the entire state, can be used for grazing pur-

poses, a small part indeed for agriculture, while a

third part, composed of choppy hills, has been

considered waste land.

After many years' work in Nebraska, the United
States Forest Service has demonstrated, how-
ever, that forestation is not only not impossible,

but that trees may even be grown to financial

advantage in the poorest sections of the hills.

Three thousand acres of pine trees are indicative

of the success of the undertaking, and those trees

planted in the early days of the project are at-

taining a size suitable for lumber. The Nebraska
National Forest had its beginning in 1902 when

The U. S. Forest Service has demonstrated that sandhills,

which were once considered waste land, can be profitably

utilized for timber raising

two great areas of sand-hill land were set aside

for the development of forests. The Bessey

division, in the central part of the state, com-
prises 92,000 acres, and the Niobrara division, in

the northern part of the hills, 114,000 acres. In

the early history of the work a nursery was
established at Halsey, on the Bessey division, and

during the past year another nursery has been

established on the Niobrara division. Trees

grow slowly, and naturally it has taken time,

not only to determine the ultimate success of

early experiments but to develop methods for

carrying on the work.

Yellow pine and jack pine, it has been found,

are best suited to sand-hill growth. Broadcast

sowing of the seed never proved a success, and

the trees are now started in the nursery and then

are transplanted to the hills. The seedlings are

grown in the nursery for three years, at the end

of the second year being transplanted to other

beds for a final year's growth before being moved
to permanent sites in the hills. What is known
as the trencher method is used for the field

planting. A trencher consists of a V-shaped piece

of iron attached to a plow beam. This imple-

ment makes a slit in the middle of the furrow.

The roots of the trees are placed in the furrow and

the slit is closed by a thrust of the foot. Six

men have set as high as 15,000 trees a day in this

manner. The major part of the operations, both

in the nursery and the field, are carried on during

about six weeks in the spring.

The trees planted in the early history of the

undertaking now give ample proof of its success.

Under favorable conditions 90 per cent, of the

trees survive. The cost of establishing the forest
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It is with great pride and satisfaction that we announce to the

American public a new and very complete line of enclosed

motor cars.

These models—like all Paige cars—are our own original creations.

They embody features that will be found in no other cars on
the market. They are distinctively Paige. That means that

they are "The Most Beautiful Cars in America."

In design, coach work, finish and general appointment we unhesi-

tatingly claim that mere money cannot buy anything better.

We have deliberately set out to produce the last word in

ultra luxurious closed vehicles. That has been our one all ab-

sorbing purpose and we have spared neither pains nor expense

in its accomplishment.

It is impossible in such limited space to supply an adequate

description of even one of the models. As a matter of fact,

We much prefer to follow our usual custom of omitting all

mere word pictures and ask you to see the cars and pass

judgment for yourself.

For the present, we are quite content to rest our case with the

bare announcement that Paige has produced new Sedans,

Coupes, Limousines, and Town Cars.

We are quite confident that you will appreciate the importance

of such an announcement and arrange to inspect these models

at our Dealer's Show Rooms.

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICH.
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HIGH STANDAf
LIQUID PAIN1

THE /.OWF BROTHER^°»"6n oostok ji«'< ?Ti<>RO'<
T'^^•'

r

7"A»j illustration painted for
The Lowe Brothers Company
by D. Latham Kidder

LDL't

'5 5

LOWE BROTHERS
HIGH STANDARD PAINTS

jjjjhese paints ofproven perfbrm-H ance show their qualityby their
looks, life and wear. Results have
proven their certain economy.
Our beautiful portfolio "The House. Outside and In-

side."—enlarqed color plate edition, mailed prompt-
ly on request. State whether interested in out-side or inside decoration

LOOK FOR
THIS SIGN

The juowq Brothers Gotnpatiy
467 East Third Street, Dayton. Ohio.

Boston.NewYork.NewJersey, Chicago, Kansas City,Minneapolis
Lowe Brothers Ltd., Toronto, Canada.

llli

^fHY build a home of brick or
stone for sake of permanence

and then for its most conspicuous
details use a column of wood which
will split, check, rot, or warp in five

years' time at most?

UNION METAL
COLUMNS

"The onet that last a lifetime"

They are as permanent as the brick
itself, correct in every architectural
detail and in keeping with the best
in design.

The shafts are open hearth steel, spe-
cially galvanized and rust proofed.

Thousands of them are in use and
approved by satisfied owners and
architects.

Send for book on columns 94

THE UNION METAL MFG. CO.
CANTON, OHIO

Les A mis will read with stirring

de la pulse "A Green Tent

France in Flanders" by Maud
Mortimer—the daily jottings of an

American woman during her

months of service in those green

tents and gray shacks of a field

Hbpital Militaire. Not "Just

another war book," but a human
record with the substance and form

of literature. At your bookseller's.

Net, $1.25.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.

runs about $15 an acre. As a source of timber
it is believed that the forest at maturity will
allow a net profit of $4 to $5 per acre for each
year that it has been in growth.
Not the least important part of the work con-

sists in the free distribution of trees to property
owners in the hills, who will agree to plant and
care for them. Since this plan was inaugurated
in 191 2, more than 700,000 trees have thus been
distributed. While it is doubtful if Nebraska
will ever have a forest comparable to those of
many natural-timbered states, at least a modest
source of lumber will be left to posterity, humus
will be added to the soil, and gradually stretches
of woodland will relieve the monotony of the
landscape. R. P. Crawford.

IMPRISONED SUNSHINE
HAVE often wondered why more
people do not preserve their

fruits in the sun. Nearly every
one has heard of doing so, but
very few have tried it. Why not?
Why stand over a hot stove on a

sweltering day, stewing yourself as well as the
fruit, when the sun's golden rays are streaming
down outside, waiting to do the work for you
very much better than you can ever do it your-
self? Why not let the sun do it?

The people I have thus questioned have in-

variably replied: "I should like to do it but I

don't know how. It must "be very difficult." It

is partly because of this misapprehension, and
partly because I wish to share with others the
stores of imprisoned sunshine on my pantry
shelves that I write this article.

In the first place, have you ever tasted any real

sun preserves—strawberries, for instance, trans-

parent, plump, luscious, and of a brilliant color,

with a flavor every bit as delectable as the fresh

fruit itself? Or have you simply found a few
recipes on the subject, each one telling a different

way to do the same thing? No wonder that most
people go on cooking their fruit on the stove,

putting up strawberries as they always have

—

flabby, brown, and tasteless.

Now let me tell you how I do it:

Weigh the fruit, and to each pound allow one
pound of sugar. Boil five minutes, pour into

stone platters, cover with glass, and stand in the
hot sun for about four days.

That is all there is to it, except that some fruits

require less cooking than others. Strawberries

should be brought just to the boiling point, re-

moved from the stove for a second, and put back
long enough to come to a boil again. Then they
will remain whole and perfect. Other fruits, like

plums, should be cooked until they can be pierced

easily with a fork—about five minutes.

And the number of fruits that one can preserve

in this way! At the very head of the list I put
strawberries, but raspberries are a close second,

and are of an even more gorgeous color. Peaches,

if they are of the right sort, have a lingering,

flower-like flavor, while blackberries, gooseberries,

plums, white currants, green gages, and cherries

are all unsurpassed when mixed with this liquid

sunshine.

Some authorities advocate not cooking the fruit

at all. They say simply to heat the platters,

cover with fruit and sugar, and stand in the sun.

I have tried this method, but find the fruit apt

to be a little dry and leathery, so greatly prefer

bringing it to a boil with the sugar first. It is

not necessary to add any water, as the juice from
the fruit makes the sugar moist enough; but the

fruit must be perfect and exceedingly ripe.

In the summer I have a large table out of doors,

upon which I place the platters; then I cover

them with an old window sash which fits over

them so tightly that it is not necessary to bring

them in, even should it rain, and I always leave

them out at night. Thus I eliminate the only

drawback to this method—the inconvenience

of carrying the fruit back and forth twice a day.

Each morning I turn the fruit with a silver

fork. When it is first put out the syrup is as

thin as water, but at the end of the fourth day,

provided the weather has been fine, it is as thick as

honey. Then it is ready to be put away, without

reheating, in jelly glasses, and covered with paraf-

fine.

The bottled sunshine that you thus store up
will help to cheer the long winter months, and the

tea or supper table will have an added charm
when graced with this dish of gold or crimson.

Adelaide Ovington.
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IN THE NEAR FUTURE WE PRORARLY SHALL
BE COMPELLED TO ACCEPT ORDERS SUBJECT

TO SUCH CONTINGENCIES AS THE NATIONAL
NEEDS MAY DEMAND- PROMPT ACTION UPON
THE PART OF INTENDING PURCHASERS THERE'

FORE- MAY SAVE CONSIDERABLE DELAY IN

THE OWNERSHIP OF A SIMPLEX CAR AS WE
HAVE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY A LIMITED
NUMBER OF FINISHED CARS EQUIPPED WITH
BODIES BY THE FOREMOST NEW YORK BUILDERS

SIMPLEX AUTOMOBILE CO- NEW YORK

was never more pop-

ular than he is to-day.

In this time of world

conflict his public is

growing, largely because

he stands out as a living

voice of these vital

times.

Collected Verse
of

Rudyard Kipling

Jls selected by himself

Cloth, Net, $2.00. Ooze Leather, Net, $2.50

Illustrated by W. Heath Robinson, Net, $3.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.

The New Country Life

In One Volume

Bach month The New COUNTRY LIFE
treats subjects in which you are interested. The
magazine constitutes a reference book on Home
Building and Decorating, Landscape Gardening,

Sports, Dogs, Poultry, Cattle, the Automobile,

etc. Each color manual is a treatise, with color

illustrations that could not be secured in a book
on the particular subject. For the price of a

yearly subscription you secure eight or ten com-
plete books, exclusive of the color manuals which

could not be bought in book form at any price.

These are worth saving to be referred to

whenever occasion arises. Are they worth $1.50

to you? We will bind them for you in a handy,

durable volume, each volume to contain six issues

beginning with May and November. If there are

any numbers missing we can supply them. Bound
volumes are handy, they dispose of dust covered

magazines, and add to the attractiveness of a

book case. Send your magazines to us and we
will bind them.

The New COUNTRY LIFE
Garden City New York
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First Cost will be Your ONLY
Cost ifyou use Kno-Burn Me^pL^ai

Jk

T1

1 c

*HE cheapest wall base is the
one that unites with plaster or

stucco to make a wall that lasts

for years without any expense for upkeep or

repairs. That's why experienced architects and
builders specify metal lath.

Kno-Burn Expanded Metal Lath is made with a mesh
that clinches the plaster so tightly that it never can
come off. It expands and contracts with the plaster

—

preventing cracks. It forms a fireproof, vermin-
proof, trouble-proof wall.

Send for "Modern Walls and Ceilings"—a book *****
of vital interest to home builders.

it'

mm

Ask for booklet 352

North Western Expanded
Metal Co.

Member
Associated Metal Lath

Manufacturers

935 Old Colony B!dg.

Chicago, 111.

Re:s
't>eni,

Only woman winner of the Nobel Prize
for Literature

One of the eighteen immortals
of the Swedish Academy

The Northland Edition of Miss Lagerlof's Works
Nine volumes in uniform flexible leather binding of these great short stories and novels. Each volume

net, $1.75. Nine volumes, boxed, net, $15.75.

Translated by Velma Swanston Howard.
JERUSALEM.
THE EMPEROR OF PORTUGALLIA.
THE GIRL FROM THE MARSH CROFT.
THE WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF NILS.
THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF NILS.

Your bookseller will be glad to show you these book^s

Published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N.Y.

Translated by Pauline Bancroft Flach.

THE STORY OF GOSTA BERLIN .

THE MIRACLES OF ANTICHRIST.
INVISIBLE LINKS.

Translated by Jessie Brocfiner.
FROM A SWEDISH HOMESTEAD.

APPLE POMACE FOR MILCHCOWS
T IS a fact, although not commonly
known, that apple pomace from the
cide r mills is of no little value in the
feeding of milch cows. Not many
years ago the owners of large
cider mills were often put to con-

siderable expense and difficulty in disposing
of what was then considered wholly a waste
product. In New England, at least, farmers
now come from miles around to haul the pomace
away from the mills, and they pay for it, too.

The price varies in different sections, but prob-
ably averages about #1 a ton, although it is often
sold by the pressing instead of by weight. Last
year the demand was so great that the pomace was
hauled from the mills by the carload, farmers pay-
ing the freight as well as the cost of the feed it-

self. It is not unusual for big loads to be carted
over the road fourteen or fifteen miles.

. A farmer near Acton, Mass., is supposed to have
been the first man to experiment with the feeding
of pomace to dairy cattle, and at first his neigh-
bors called him crazy. After a year or two, how-
ever, other farmers began trying it, and before
long there was keen competition for the output of
the local mill, although a nominal price was put
upon it. What had been waste had become a

valuable by-product.
Apple pomace is largely used as a substitute for

grain and in connection with fodder. Dairymen
who feed it say that it makes a good quality of
milk and seems to keep the cows in condition.

It must be fed regularly, however, and not
in too large quantities. The usual rule is about
half a bushel a day to each cow. Many times the
pomace is put into a silo as fast as hauled from the
mill. There it settles and much of the juice

which remains when it comes from the mill is

pressed out. At first the pomace ferments and
turns sour, but after a few weeks it becomes sweet
and palatable and the cattle eat it freely.

1 he use of apple pomace as a cattle feed does
not seem to be so common in other parts of the
country as in New England. Within the past two
or three years the farmers in Hunterdon County,
New Jersey, have been taught to feed it to some
extent by the owners of a vinegar concern there,

but in times past it has been spread on the land

for a fertilizer. It has given good results, too, but
only when left on top of the ground exposed to the
weather for at least a year. If plowed under
earlier it would make the soil sour.

Farmers who are able to buy it cheaply for

their cows will do well to consider its use. Cer-
tainly it should not be thrown away.

E. I. Farrington.

Editor's Note: While apple pomace, as Mr. Farring-

ton points out, has an established place as a cattle feed

in certain sections, a study of its composition suggests

that it is more valuable as a source of variety and suc-

culence than as a substitute for grain. Its similarity

to corn silage, potatoes, and soiling co- nd indeed its

relatively greater value than either • ^se is shown
by the following figures from " Ba 's Cyclopedia
of Agriculture." Corresponding figures for corn, oats,

and wheat bran, however, show the striking difference

between these standard grain feeds and the pomace,
especially in respect to the amount of dry matter and
total digestible nutrients.

PROPORTION OF DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN ONE POUND

Dry
Matter

Protein
Carbohydrates

and fat

Total
Nutrients

Nutritive
Ratio

Green (soil-

ing) Corn .20 .010 .12$ •135 1:12.5
Corn Silage .21 .009 .129 .138 I:i4-3
Potatoes ... .21 .009 .165 •174 1:18.3
Apple Pom-
ace .223 .011 .164 175 I .14.9

Corn (av.) .

.

.89 .079 .764 •843 1:97
Oats .89 .092 .568 .660 1:6.2

Wheat bran

.

.88 . 122 •453 575 1:3-7
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OAK. as a CABI-
NET WOOD, is

MTKN in its con-
sdous sujH'rionty.

Krom tho aristocratic dignity

of the chateau to the sweet
honuy-noss of tin- cottage or

apartment and from the

earliest middle ages to the

present discriminative mo-
ment OAK, "that sturdy
friend of Art" and "the
world's premier hardwood."
has remained the first choice

of those who combine a knowl-
edge of truly permanent values

with a sense of the highest
artistic adaptability.

Responsive alike to the best

skill of the artisan and the

artist. OAK combines all the

qualities which contribute

most to a home whose FUR-
N ITTRE must (because of

the little folks) at the same
time impart ideas of beauty,
dignity, poise and perman-
ence—and good-naturedly re-

pel the onslaughts of buoyant
youth.

"There is no finer heirloom than
pood OAK furniture." There is

no more safe and enduring invest-

ment —none better worth insisting

upon. Haveyou triedIXSISTING?

AMERICAN OAK MFRS' ASS'N.
writ* personal letters worth getting. Tell us of your special problems.

Address Room 107, 14 Main St.. Memphis. Tenn.
x for booklets

Have You Crossed

"THE SHADOW
LINE'

That dim boundary between
youth and maturity?

1 his lad was twenty-one age-

long days crossing it, in charge
of a fever-stricken ship with
no quinine.

JOSEPH CONRAD
has written, as only hecan write,

th.s thrilling sea-story and
penetrating soul-study, which
ranks with his finest work.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES
"Deep Sea" limp leather, tut, 81.75. Cloth, net, ? 1 .35.

DOUBLE DAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

TEST IT WITH A HAMMER
"YOU may don t the wo or/

hut the varnish won't crack:

CM"FLOOR
.VARNISH

Hammer a Sheet of Rubber Hammera Sheet of Glass
And What Happens? And What Happens?

NOTHING your htimmrr docs not harm the
rubhtr beau 11 rubber is elastic. And that it the
characteristic that makes "61" floor famish
so durable — elasticity.

WRECKAGE— the glass is shivered into a
thousand pieces because it is brittle. And this
same thing in a lesser degree, is ixjhat happens
to ordinary -varnishes.

WHEN you buy varnish don't seek beauty of surface and
water-proof qualities only. These qualities are to be
found in most any good varnish. What you want is

varnish that resists abrasion ; varnish that has the ability to with-
ttand wear. That varnish is "61" Floor Varnish, the varnish
that stands abuse. That is why we say: "Test it with a ham-
mer. You may dent the wood, but the varnish won't crack."

Send for Booklet and Sample Panel
finished w ith "61" Floor Varnish and prove for yourself its wonderful toughness.
V IT R A LITE, the
Ijng Life White En-
amel, has all the com-
mon advantages of
absolute whiteness,
porcelain-like surface

and resistance to water. It has in addition
that uncommon endurance and stamina in

actual service, that has popularized its use
for exterior as well as interior work. While
not excelled as a beautiful interior finish, the

_ long-lasting wear-resis-

*g> tance of Vitralite is so
extreme that it actually

AVT
/aS

't
lon&er

,

than Palnt
toNo urtWlll J Li fclNAiVifcL outdoors. It is guar-

anteed for three years
outdoors as well as indoors. Inside, it lasts so
indefinitely long thata guarantee is superfluous.

Free Booklet and Sample Panel
showing this remarkable enamel will be sent
on request. Write for them now.

OUR GUARANTEE: If any Pratt & Lambert Varnish Product fails to give satisfaction you
may have your money back. Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters, speci-
fied by architects and spld by paint and hardware dealers everywhere.

PRATT & LAMBERT-Inc. VARNISH MAKERS 68 YEARS
1 13 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y. In Canada, 57 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg, Ontario

Dear ls to y°u aD0Ut

i-» i a new novel by a new
Keader: , ,

author, who has some-

thing of the whimsicality of Barrie,

and a talent for sentiment and ro-

mance akin to that of Mrs. Bur-

nett. The novel is called "En-

chanted Hearts,'' the author is

Darragh Aldrich, and you will find

the book on sale at all bookstores.

(Net, $1.35.)

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City. N. Y.

Tinted Stucco That Won't Stain
You can insure the permanent beauty of your tinted or white
stucco home, make it absolutely weather and waterproof
and prevent hair-cracking with

MEDUSA WATERPROOFING
i 1 • / V "I PASTE POWDER, \J

Send for literature. Dept. B
THE SANDUSKY CEMENT COMPANY, Cleveland

STANLEYGARAGE
HARDWARE

is strong, well built, attractive and re-

liable. Specify it for your garage. Send

for catalogue to-day.

New Britain Conn., U. S. A.
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House on Fresh Pcnd Parkway* Cambridge, Mass. Charles R. Greco, Architect, Boston, Mass

"White Pine in Home-Building" is beau-
tifully illustrated and full of valuable

information and suggestions on home-
building. Send today for this booklet

—free to all prospective home-builders.

"The Helen Speer Book of Children's

White Pine Toys and Furniture"—a fas-

cinating children's plan book, from
which a child may build its own toys

and toy furniture. Prepared by Helen
Speer, the toy expert. If there are chil-

dren in your home, sent free on request.

/\LL woods have certain uses for which

l\. they are especially adapted by reason

of the peculiar qualities and characteristics

which nature has given them; and on their proper

selection for these uses, hinges the whole problem
of economy in wood construction.

Three centuries of experience in this country have
demonstrated that no other wood lasts as long or gives

such satisfactory service as

White Pine
for outside finish lumber— siding and corner boards;

window sash, frames and casings; outside doors, door

frames and casings; outside blinds; all exposed porch and
balcony lumber; cornice boards, brackets, ornaments and

mouldings; and other outside requirements, not includ-

ing shingles.

If your lumber dealer is unable to supply White Pine, we should

appreciate the opportunity of being helpful to you in securing it.

Address White Pine Bureau,
2015 Merchants Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Representing
The Northern Pine Manufacturers*
Association of Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Michigan, and The Associated
White Pine Manufacturers of Idaho

Photography, Good Sport
ij but the results are not always satis-

factory. Ask practical help from the

Photo-Man with The Readers' Service.

Parnassus Her Brother was an

lA/L 7 author who was al-
on Wheels a ,

ways going oft ad-

venturing and leaving her to run

the farm. So when Roger Mifflin

came along with hisb ok van, Helen

decided to buy it with the egg

money and adventure herself. Read
Christopher Morley's whimsical

story, "Parnassus on Wheels," to

find out what happens. (At all

bookstores. Net, $1.25.)

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.
Garden City, New Yor\

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.50 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

How Could exclaimed all her

\r 1 % friends when Jean's
You, Jean? , , .

•

J people lost their

money and she took what seemed to

her the best way out. It was a per-

fectly proper, sensible and altogether

interesting way, too, but only a

certain young man understood.

Jean's adventures are chronicled in

Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd's sprightly

novel, "How Could You, Jean?"

At your booksellers'. Net, $1.35.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.
Garden City, New York

THE KINGS OF APPLETREEVILLE

UR new neighbors had built their

home and were housekeeping
before we knew that they had
even selected their site, which
was an exposed branch of a Duch-
ess apple tree standing close be-

side the walk leading to the chicken house. It

was the man of the house that we discovered first,

and Sister Freddy who first noticed him.
"Have you seen that kingbird out there in the

backyard, perched on the tip-top branch of that
dead plum tree?" she asked one day. "I've
noticed him for two, days now, and wonder why
he is there."

This directed our attention to the newcomers,
and soon our whole family was much interested
in them. Any time of the day, we could look out
and see Mrs. King's dark body in the apple tree,

snugly fitted over the large, dish-shaped nest like

a black cover with two handles, and Mr. King
on the plum tree just across the walk, immaculate
in his black evening suit and silver-satin vest and
fashionable pompadour—except for his coat-

tails dipped in flour. Hour after hour he would
perch there, like a big black leaf growing out of
the top of that topmost branch. Sometimes he
would call a sharp "Chink! chink!" like the
squeak of a rusty gate-hinge, to Mrs. King, who
answered him, or not, just as she liked. Usually,

however, each bird sat quiet as though patiently

waiting for time to pass.

Mr. King was always wide awake, though, and
kept a watchful eye all about, even if he did

occasionally stretch a wing or a leg, preen his

feathers, and yawn. Often he would raise his

wings, slide off into the air, make a flutter and a

stop in mid-flight, and then go over to Mrs. King
and poke into her mouth the fly that he had
snapped. And twice we saw him take her place

on the nest while she went away for a short rest,

standing over it with masculine awkwardness, in-

stead of snuggling down on it neatly.

At first, he would chink threateningly at Flossie

and Dossie, the two kittens, as they came to take

their sun bath under their favorite rose bush
near by; but after a few days he stopped calling to

them, although always keeping on the alert while

they were about. And if a flock of sparrows ever

gathered in his plum tree or in the apple tree, he
would scold them roundly as long as they re-

mained, though we never saw him offer to do his

unwelcome callers violence.

One day, when Mother was looking at the nest

through the glasses, she commenced to laugh.

"See that dangling bit of cord, with a tack on
the end? Well, about two weeks ago, I brought
a big handful of cord out to use for sweet pea
supports. I laid it down for a moment, to go into

the house, and when I came back, it was gone.

There is my lost cord. That nest is almost

entirely made of string."

After about two weeks of this patient waiting,

Sister Freddy heard excited bird voices in the

backyard one morning. Looking out, she found
both birds standing on the edge of the nest, gazing

down into it and chirping an animated dialogue.

"One of the princes has arrived," she an-

nounced. "Listen!"
We heard a long, shrill peeping, not one bit like

a sharp chink, but much like a real baby's faint,

hungry wail. And above the edge of the nest ap-

peared a wide-opened, red-lined beak, waving
wildly. At that, the father spread his wings

and hurried off for food, while the mother re-

mained at the nest, talking softly to the fretful

baby. When the father returned with a grass-

hopper, he popped it into his son's mouth. The
little one dropped its head, and the mother
settled down on the nest while the father flew to

his perch on the plum tree. He looked all about,

said a hoarse farewell, and slid off into the air to-

ward the garden. Before long, we noticed that

Father King had a habit of stopping on his perch,

both going to the nest and coming from it, while

the mother always flew straight to and from the

nest.

All day the parents chattered and worked.

Almost any time we looked out, we could see a

wide-opened beak above the brim of the nest,

and hear the prince's call for "Bugs! Worms!
Anything good to eat!"

Then, late in the afternoon, we discovered the

two parents again hovering over the nest, chink-

ing excitedly, and looking into two more red,

hungry mouths. Soon the father was off foraging,

and the next day there was not a moment for him
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All the World
and His Wife

in in these plays— tor you to

know at first hand. The whole
i;.unut of human pttsiona and
ide.ils, is retlei teil in

The Drama League
SERIES OF PLAYS

l\\rnt\ interesting plays by modern
ill .mi.it ists. in tins country .ind

.iIho.uI, in an attractive, low priced

edition.

Two Volumes Recently Published

Vol. XIX Malvaloca
hy Srrafln and loaquin Alvarez

Ouintcro. The ijuinrrro Brothers

rnioy J wiiK- Luropran reputation,

although this is ilinr hr>t pla\ id It

put hi t <
•

> « I unlish Trailers.

Vol. XX Washington Square Plays

Four urn- act plays hv \mrrican au-

thor*: The Clou, Overtones, Kuucn-
iiallv Speaking, Helena's Husband.
Moth on the stage anil as reading
plavs these have proved striking suc-

cesses in New York.

OTHER VOLUMES
Kindling Ktnyon The Thief Rcrntttin

A 1'housand Years \co My Lady's Dress
MacKayc

The (.Ireat Galeoto
Echc^aray

The Sunken Bell

llauptmann
Her Husband's Wife

Thomas
Mary Hoes First /n'lf-. The Apostle

Change Francis Youth llalbe

I'atrie! Sardou A False Saint Curel
Marta of the Lowlands The Mothers

Guimcrd Ilirschftld

Each in Brt>wn Boards, \. f 75 Cants

For Sale at All Bookstores

Knoblauch
The Trail of the Torch

llrrvieu

\ \\ oman's Way
Buchanan

Hobson's Choice
Brithousr

Pubh.hcJ
Doubleday, Page & Company

If Uncle had kept a diary dur-

SdjYl
mt r 'u> time from the

beginning of the

World W ar up to that day in April

191 7 when he rolled up his sleeves

and joined with the Entente, we
wager he would have set down the

same thoughts, emotions, actions

and reactions which Edward S.

Martin has recorded for him in the

brilliant editorial pages of "Life."

That is why we call the book made
up of selections from these editori-

als "The Diary of a Nation." At
all bookstores, net, $>l .50. Ready, Od. 11.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.

Not Every Kitchen
Can Be Tiled—

But every kitchen can be finished in

Enamolin— the tile-like enamel!
Walls, woodwork, furniture, when
finished with Enamolin, take on the
whiteness, the hard, lustrous, sanitary
surface of tiling, which can be
scrubbed with soap and water or
Sapolio, with never a chance of
cracking or peeling.

Dust, smoke, grease, are wiped from
Enamolin's surface with a damp rag, and
your kitchen is easily kept as immaculate
as a white china bowl.

As for your kitchen floor—whether natural
finish, painted or covered with linoleum

—

trust that to Namlac Floor Finish. Namlac
beautifies and protects floors, just as Enam-
olin does walls and woodwork. Hot water,
grease, the tramp of feet, the dragging of fur-

niture, cannot injure its hard, elastic surface.
Enamolin and Namlac Floor Finish are on sale at
the better paint and hardware stores. If you cannot
secure them write to us.

A»k for free copy of "The White Spot" booklet. A
•ample can of either Enamolin or Namlac Floor
Finish tent for 10c. Address Suburban Department.

BMIL CALAIAN I'VO.
I ITARLjaHKD IN IH>°

HlOWilli.imSi !WY»rk

aU

"Live More Retired from Young Women"

George Washington's Version of
" Far From the Maddening Girls "

The following is quoted from a letter written by George Washington in his senti-

mental salad days:

—

"My place of residence is at present at his Lordship's, where T might, was my heart disengaged, pass my time very pleas-

antly as there's a very agreeable young lady lives in the same house. But as that's only adding fuel to the fire, it makes me the
more uneasy, for by often, and unavoidably, being in company with her revives my former passion for your Lowland beauty;
whereas, was I to live more retired from young women. I might in some measure eliviate mv sorrows, by burying that chaste
and troublesome passion in the grave of oblivion or eternal forgetfulness. for as I am very well assured, that's the only antidote
or remedy, that I shall ever be relieved by or only recess that can administer any cure or help to me, as I am well convinced, was
I ever to attempt anything, I should only get a denial which would be only adding grief to uneasiness."

This is only one of the many intimate pictures of Washington's home life found
in Paul Wilstach's charming book

MOUNT VERNON
Washington s Home and the Nations Shrine

The only adequate record of this historic mansion and of George Washington,
the home-loving country gentleman.

Fully illustrated with photographs and reproductions from old portraits and
drawings never before published.

Boxed. Net, $2.00. AT ALL BOOKSTORES

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York
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(YALE

CYALE)
You don't need to take any-
body's word—the trade-

mark "Yale" is on the genuine

Getting what you ask for is a very
simple thing where Yale Products are

concerned.

The trade-mark "Yale" is on every genu-
ine "Yale" product. There is no chance to

go wrong, no need to be guided
by anybody's sayso. You simply
look for that trade-mark "Yale."
If you see it—it is "Yale." If you
don't see it spelled"Y-A-L-E"—
it isn't a Yale product.

So when you go to buy a Yale
cylinder night latch, or padlock, or
door closer, or any kind of builders'

hardware—ask for it. Then look at

it. See the trade-mark "Yale" on it

—and have it wrapped up.

Your responsibility ends with that

—our responsibility to you con-
tinues as long as that Yale product is

in service. And the presence of that
trade-mark "Yale" is our definite

guarantee of your satisfaction in the
quality you have bought and the
service you will get.

Yale products for sale by Hardware
Dealers

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

9 East 40th Street, New York City

Chicago Office: 77 East Lake Street

Canadian Yale & Towne Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont.

Joffre and ma<le some speeches that

!/• ' • wu l g° down in history

' IVIQTH during their triumphant

tour of the United States. Official trans-

lations of these have been brought to-

gether in "Addresses by M. Rene Viviani

and Marshal Joffre," which is just off the

press. Worth reading, pondering, and
giving a permanent place on your book-

shelves. Look it over at the nearest

bookseller's. Net, $1.25.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

In War
Times

one turns more than ever to

such authors as Kipling,

Conrad andSelma Lagerlof

—

authors whose understanding of the human
heart gives them a universal appeal. Ask
your bookseller to show you the new Kip-
ling volume of short stories, "A Diversity

of Creatures," Conrad's "The Shadow
Line," and the Northland edition of Selma
Lagerlof's works.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York.

If You Want Building Information
Write to the Readers' Service Department. Our wide experience
with building problems and the building trades has given us
a valuable fund of information. Advice and help in selecting

materials and equipment, etc., will be cheerfully given free of cost.

Address The Readers' Service, Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, N. Y.

to enjoy his favorite plum tree tip>, for there were
three crying nestlings to feed. The mother com-
menced to help before the third bantling arrived,

though she spent more time about the nest than
did Father King. Busy as they were, the two par-
ents were never both away at the same time. If

Mother King went a-bugging, Father King stood
guard in the top of his own tree; if he were away,
Mother King perched close to the nest, or on it,

covering the little ones from the hot sun. Fre-
quently they took turns foraging, but some-
times Mr. King flew off a second or even a third

time for food, leaving the mother on guard. We
could tell them apart, easily, by their peculiar

mannerisms. Not only did they have different

w ays of flying to and from the nest, but when
about it they appeared quite individual, although
so much alike in color and dress. For the father

was awkward and ungainly, and apparently
nervous and ill at ease so close to his offspring.

Once or twice we caught him trying to hover the
little ones from the sun, and it was laughable to

see his gawky attempts. He half stood, half

squatted above the little ones, with none of that
snuggly, warm wing-spread that Mother King
gave her children.

The very day the third nestling was born, we
witnessed a near-accident to the little family.

We heard a great shrieking and chinking, and
running out, saw one of the birds flying anx-
iously about the trunk of the tree, which a big

gray cat was climbing. -

"Help!" Help!" cried Sister Freddy, and
started to the rescue with the broom. But before

she got there, the cat was running for dear life

toward the alley, and there was Mr. King flying

round and round his head, stabbing furiously at

his eyes and threatening every instant to put them
out if the cat didn't hurry. When the cat was
over the fence, Mr. King came back to his plum
tree twig, chinking triumphantly and fluffing his

feathers angrily. Then, when he had calmed him-
self somewhat, he went over to the nest, where
Mrs. King was now hovering the babies, and they

talked the affair over at some length.

Finally, Mr. King went back to his tree, where
he rested a bit and preened. Then he sailed down
into the grass, and gave chase to a big black grass-

hopper. He bounded in long leaps over the
ground, while just ahead his prey kept out of

reach. But after several jumps, he overtook the

poor fellow in the air, and swooped up to the nest

with it. Three hungry mouths cried and begged
for it, but before letting them have it, Father
King looked them all over carefully, as if trying to

remember which was fed last, or to learn which
stomach was the emptiest.

After ten days of feeding, the nestlings began
to show the effects of their parents' untiring

labor. For early one morning, there was one of

them squatting on the edge of the nest. It was
pretty well feathered, though its wings and tail

were short and stumpy. The little fellow was
dozing, its head laid back till its beak touched the

silky vest gleaming in the sunshine.

When Father King called from his plum tree

perch, the baby didn't answer. But when the

mother flew down close to the nest with food, he

was wide awake and whining for it. But two
other hungry mouths wanted it, too, so with a

spread of his wings, and a fluttering hop, Prince

Silvervest got over on the edge of the nest nearest

his mother, and crowded between her and the two
nestlings. Still his wide-opened beak got no bug,

so after begging a bit more, he took another

fluttering hop that landed him on the branch.

Mother King kept close watch of the venture-

some little prince, and Father King called out

many a warning, or encouragement. Perhaps it

was advice, for Prince Silvervest finally got the

bug. It was plain that Mother King was not

pleased at his coming out of the nest so soon, for

after giving him the bug, she peered tenderly into

the nest and chinked softly to the disappointed

babies there. But Father King was plainly de-

lighted, for he was soon back with a grub which he

didn't even offer to the two nestlings, but

brought straight to Prince Silvervest. As Father

King settled on the branch, it swayed ever so

slightly, and Prince Silvervest teetered danger-

ously.

"Oh, he's falling!" we cried in chorus.

But the little fellow quickly spread his wings,

flapped them several times, got his balance, and

gobbled the titbit. All that morning the

parents were particularly attentive to Prince

Silvervest. When the mother was on guard, she

rested as close to him as she could get, and even
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CASUALS OF
THE SEA?
"A novel of unxlrni.hlr diltinction. it "vibr.tr.

with humanity, and convince thr reader that

thrrr arr no unmtrrrttmg proplr in thr world."

ASK FOR IT AT YOUR BOOKSELLER'S

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NKW YOKK

Vaccination Against
Pessimism

"It will he po«ihlr «nnr iljy to vaccinate against

thr colon bacillus. Then we shall eliminate
vim our pcsMinitui and this will be a mure
jo) I'iiI world. Dr. Robert T. Morris in

TOMORROW'S TOPICS SERIES
In Thr«« Volum*.

Microbes and Men
A Surgeon's Philosophy

Doctors Versus Folks

A well-known professor says, "'Microbes and
Men' speeds alu ad a little too fast tor me, but I

am ruvinit a grand time reading it, galloping

along several pages behind, tongue our, panting

anil cnios mg m\ self." The companion volumes
are tqualN delightful. Each, Net Jsj. 50. Three
volumes. Net $7.50. At all bookstora.

Garden City DOUBLEDAY. PAGE A CO. N*w York

Schrecklichkeit! Deutschlandiiber

D
v

.j 1 Alles! Its all

onnerwetter! triere in William

Archer's "Gems (?) or German Thought."

a startling collection of Teutonic war gos-

pels. We believe that this book gives the

best basis for an understanding of the

German peril to civilization of any volume
which has yet appeared in America. At
your bookseller's.

Published by

Doubleday. Page & Company
Garden City. New York

" CuriOUS ^ heard one man say

r.i >) to another on the
*"e > train. I found that

he was speaking of "The Shadow Line,"

Conrad's new tale of the sea. "Yes," said

his companion, "and a remarkable book.

'The Shadow Line' you know, is the boun-

dary between youth and maturity, and
the story tells how a young sea captain

on his first command crossed that invisible

barrier.

"

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

The Readers' Service will tiWe you helpful

hints in planning your new home

To econo-—and not waste a spoonful!

mize on butter, milk and e^gs is the urgent
business now of every home manager. Not
alone to meet soaring prices, but because kitchen thrift

can be her bi&&est contribution to America's war strength.

Matching this emergency, comes Isko, "the electric ice-

man," to Kelp her stop the spoilage and waste of these costly

foods. An automatic refrigerating unit, put in place in two
hours, it keeps almost any ice-box so cold and dry that the
bacteria which cause decay cannot beftin work in perishable foods. This
danger line where bacteria grow active is 50°. Isko's safe, steady tempera-
ture runge is 44° to 48°. It not only does what melting ice cannot do con-

tinously— it bars out the ice-man and his sloppy product—and thus closes

the avenue of easiest approach for many serious diseases. It also freezes

ice-cubes and desserts for your table—and consumes current only when
fresh cold is needed. See "the electric ice-man" at work at the Isko store

in your town or write for "The New Refrigeration" to Isko, Inc., Detroit.

David Grayson says:

"There is nojoy comparable to the making of

a friend, and the more resistant the material

the greater the triumph . ... no realfriend-

ship is ever made without an initial clashing

which discloses the metal of each to each."

Follow the Friendly R,oa.d

If you welcome books that take you out of the
bicker of daily routine, plant you on a hilltop

in morning air, wash you with the clean rain and
blow upon you with healthy eye-opening winds
—try David Grayson. His books are a philoso-
phy of even, genial, grateful common sense,

teaching a love of the goodly plain things the
Lord has given us, the smells, sights, sounds, touches and tastes of the country; the
wealth of love that lies in the hearts of humble men.

Do you J^now David Grayson's books?

GREAT POSSESSIONS (The New Grayson Book, Published Oct. lltM
ADVENTURES IN CONTENTMENT THE FRIENDLY ROAD
ADVENTURES IN FRIENDSHIP HEMPFIELD

At all book shops. Cloth $1.50, leather $1.75. Doubleday, Page & Company, Publishers
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Redwood dill'

ing room in

white enamel.
Redwood finish

is used throi

out this

handsome home
of H. 0. Harri-
son^ Esq.^ San

Francisco.

Ward&Blohme
Architects

The perfect foundation

for enamel
Nature made California Redwocd free from pitch and resin

and easy to work. It can be sanded to a glassy, smooth surface

that will take paint and enamel perfectly, and remain smooth in-

definitely. No danger of pitch exuding through the enamel, no
trouble with raised grain.

California Redwood is permanent in shape. Redwood trim and panels, if prop-
erly seasoned, will not swell or crack, will not shrink and expose unsightly edges,
will not separate in mitres and joints^ no matter what changes in temperature
or climate may take place.

Redwood also offers protection from fire and decay. It is slow to ignite, slow
burning and easily extinguished, and is permeated with a natural preservative
that resists rot.

For all exterior and interior uses, for maximum service and beauty use

California Redwood
Will not shrin\, swell or warp —resists rot and fire

Write today for "California Redwood Homes," the Child's Story of the
"big trees," and beautiful stained samples. Please give us the names of your archi-
tect, builder and local retail lumber dealers. We want to be sure that they are
thoroughly informed about this remarkable wood.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION
715 Cull Building, San Francisco

The French Binders
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

WE have the honor to announce to

patrons who are interested in book
bindings of the highest class that

we have moved from Cleveland, and in

cooperation with Doubleday, Page & Com-
pany have begun work under agreeable con-
ditions in the Country Life Press, Garden
City, L. I., N. Y.

It is our firm purpose to adhere to our
highest ideals. For this reason the number
of books we can bind is very limited, and we
respectfully request your cooperation in in-

forming us as far in advance as possible of

any binding you may wish to entrust to us.

Our prices range from $5.00 to $150.00 and
up a volume according to the elaborateness

of the design.

We may recall the fact that under the

imprint of "The Club Jiindery," "The Row-
fant Bindery," and lately "The Booklovers'

Shop," of Cleveland, Ohio, our work was
well known and is now in no way inferior,

but rather the reverse.

Leon Maillard
Henri Hardy
Gaston Pilon

For America pays tribute to

France her sister republic in a

book which holds between its

covers some of the best work

of our leading poets, painters,

sculptors, musicians and authors.

Stories by Garland, Tarkington,

and Mary R. S. Andrews; poems by

Masters, Serviss and Seeger;

sketches, paintings, music—to give

a glimpse of the book's contents.

Ask your bookseller to show you

"For France." (Out Oct. 11th.)

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New Yor\

spread a wing about him as though wanting to

hover him. The father would call from the plum
tree, as long as the little fellow would cry back,
and redouble the feeding whenever he dozed.
Along in the afternoon, the wind was blowing

strong, and Prince Silvervest was often seen
flapping his stubby wings for balance. As we
studied his clumsy teeterings, comparing them
with the easy swaying of his father, we decided
that the fledgling had only begun to command the

use of his pinions.

When bedtime came, Prince Silvervest was
about two feet from the nest, and we were all

wondering where he would spend the night. It

was a revelation of bird parent wisdom. Prince
Silvervest had received the most of the breakfast

that morning, but now the two nestlings got nearly

all the supper, and when Prince Silvervest was
allowed a bit, he had to take a step or two toward
the nest in order to reach the morsel. In this

way, he was finally tolled back home and into bed.

The next morning, we found Prince Silvervest

already sunning himself on the home branch, and
a second nestling balanced on the edge of the

crib. It perched there some time, as though tak-

ing a good look at the big world, then it stretched

each wing and leg in turn to get out the kinks,

flapped once or twice, yawned, and settled down
for a nap. An hour or two later, the Princess, as

we named her, tumbled back into bed with the

third baby. After awhile, she climbed to the

edge of the nest, rested, thougntit over, and finally

fluttered clear of her crib and got out on the

branch, and edged slowly along toward the sub-

stantial looking tree trunk.

But Prince Silvervest hitched out near the end
of the home branch, and after spending half the

morning there, suddenly fluttered his wings,

teetered, balanced, and half-flew, half-fell down
upon a branch about a foot away. This short

flight seemed to encourage him, for after awhile

he tried it again, and settled down on a branch
still lower. Father and Mother King didn't

seem to want their brave son on that branch, and
they kept calling and flying back and forth until

he had been coaxed to take several little hopping
flights which brought him up to a branch above
the nest. And there he was at bedtime.

As for the third nestling, the baby, he stayed

quietly at home all day, seeming to care only for

eating and sleeping. And, indeed, the other two
had kept their good appetites, no matter how
much they were fed. The babies all had shining,

clean little vests, and were as round as pats of

butter, but the parents began to show the wear of

parenthood, and were slim and work-worn.

When night came, the parents had coaxed

Prince Silvervest upon the same branch with the

Princess, and there the two birdlings cuddled

close up to the trunk for the night. Mother King
settled down into the nest, with Baby, and Father

King slept beside the two older children. Or so

they were resting when we saw them last.

It stormed in the night, and we wondered how
the Kings were enduring the wind and rain.

Sister Freddy was out early, to find the Baby on
the edge of the nest, the Princess still on her old

branch, and Silvervest in the top of the tree,

basking in the warm sunshine, as though there

had been no terrifying storm in the night. And
soon Prince Silvervest spread his wings, and
fluttered awkwardly, but with a real sail, down
into the top of the kittens' rose bush!

"Chink! chink! chink!" called Father King in

great excitement, dashing from his perch to a

branch just over the rose bush. "Chink

—

chink!" and he flew down beside Prince Silvervest

and back to the branch.

"He mustn't stay there," we decided, and

Sister Freddy offered to put him back.

She slowly approached the rose bush, but she

had no sooner put her hand on the birdling than a

regular storm broke all about her. The Prince

squealed loudly, and flew out from under her hand

to a lower part of the bush. Immediately, the

air above her was full of angry chinks and excited

wings, as Father King flew threateningly about

just above her head. Freddy threw her arms
over her head, to protect her eyes, but al-

most at once Father King was gone, though his

loud cries could be heard farther away. When
we found him, he was swinging back and forth on
the top branch of an apple tree fully a rod away,

and beside him was Prince Silvervest, still squeal-

ing with alarm.

"Well, the little fraud!" laughed Sister Freddy.

"If he can fly that well, he ought to be pretty

safe."
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WE invite correspondence regarding the designing and erecting of

Memorials. Our 72 years of successful experience guarantees an
entirely satisfactory interpretation of your wishes. Ask for Booklet F.

HARRISON GRANITE CO.
200 Fifth Avenue, New \ orY.
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Examine

Your

Window

Shades

Closely

IF
they are streaked, faded, cracked, ravelled or show pin-

holes—they are not the best shades. You can get

thoroughly dependable, long-wearing shades if you ask

for Oswego or Chouaguen (Shoo-A-Gen) Shade Cloth.

Made by the Oswego Mills since 1871, by men of ideals, who

always manufactured the highest quality of shade cloth that

could be produced, and never reduced the quality to meet

a cut price. Your dealer will mount these cloths in a wide

range of exquisite colors. Ask for them by name.

Send to-day for "Shade Craft and Harmonious Decoration" a free

book which tells how to combine colors—rearrange your furniture

—how to make your home more attractive. Address 'Dept /'.

STEWART HARTSHORN COMPANY
250 Fifth Avenue. New York City, N. Y.

SHADE TRADE MARK ROLLERS
with OSWEGO or CHOUAGUEN

SHADE CLOTH
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Concrete Roads Help
the Farmer to"Do His Bit"
The American farmer may win or Lose

i liis war lor the whole nation. He has to

Feed us and our allies in the face of a world-
wide shortage of food. He must make
c \ ery acre yield its utmost in grain, fodder
and fruit.

The farmer's time must be saved so that he can
devote more of it to producing. His horses must
be kept working in the fields. He and they should
spend a minimum of time on the road to and from
market. He must be able to haul quickly, by
motor if he can, and get back to work; and he
must be able to haul in bad weather when he can
not work on the farm.

Concrete Roads Are a Necessity

They enable the farmer to haul produce despite

rain, thaw or snow, in half to a third of the time it

takes to do so through mud, ruts and holes, and
with fewer horses. Heavier loads can be hauled
with less effort and in less time. When motor cars
are used, all the horses can be spared for farm labor.

In war time waste is treason. It helps the enemy to win.
Public funds must not be squandered, as they have been in the

past, in poor and temporary road building. Every dollar raised

by taxation should be wisely spent.

Highways must be able to stand up under the heaviest traffic,

without need of constant repairs. They should be built of con-
crete, which is hard, rigid, unyielding and durable. Concrete
for roads is the same as the material used in building concrete
dams, foundations, bridges and great engineering works like the

Panama Canal, requiring great solidity and strength.

Let Every Patriot Help
by taking a personal and active interest in the huge road problem
confronting the nation. Let every community do its part in con-
structing roads which will endure and which will connect with
the improved roads of its neighbors. Thus the whole country
will be pulled out of the mud. Farm-
ers will answer the call to arms with a

yield that will surpass all records and
win the war for us and our allies.

Inform yourself about concrete—its cost,

its maintenance, its adaptability to your sec-

tion. Agitate for good roads bond issues to

build connected systems of highways. Vote
for the bonds as a patriotic duty, and get
your neighbors to do so. All pull together
for NATIONAL EFFICIENCY in food
production and food distribution.

Write for a free copy of Bulletin No. 136.

CONCRETE ROADS
THEIR ADVANTAGES
No Mud—No Dust
No Ruts—No Hole*
No Slipping
No Skidding
Easy Hauling
Smooth Riding
Long Life—Safety
Always Ready for Uise
Low Maintenance
Moderate Cost

Portland Cement Association
Office* at

ATLANTA DENVER MILWAUKEE
CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS NEW YORK
DALLAS KANSAS CITY PITTSBURGH

WASHINGTON, D. C

SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

| CONCRETE FOR PERMANENCE
S
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The Last Hours of Edith Cavell
For 24 hours prior to the execution of Edith Cavell, Mr. Hugh Gibson pleaded

for her with the Germans. He emphasized the effect that the horror of executing a

woman would have on civilized countries; he ranked it with the burning of Louvain'

and the sinking of the Lusitania. He begged Baron von der Lancken to lay the

case before the Emperor for his decision, to which the Baron replied: "I cannot do
that sort of thing. I am not a friend of my sovereign as you are of yours." Count
Harrach stated his only regret was that they did not have "three or four old English

women to shoot."

THE WORLD'S WORK for October will contain Mr. Gibson's story, the first

complete authentic story that has come from Belgium of the execution of Edith

Cavell. It is a diplomatic document, written in a gripping narrative style.

An Appreciation of France
We have joined the brave men and courageous women of France. We are send-

ing our men to fight with them. Very appropriate is the symposium of America's

appreciation of French genius by her foremost men in Sculpture, Painting, Archi-

tecture, Aviation, Education, and the Drama. There will be 4 pages in color of

Historic Battles of France; 16 pages of actual photographs of Beautiful France;

America's Debt of Gratitude to France, by Ralph W. Page; The French as Colon-

izers, by Chas. Wellington Furlong; France, Battleground of Civilization.

These are some of the articles on France that are coming in October. An
authentic interpreter of current history—concise, instructive, interesting and
analytical. That magazine is

TflEVORLD'SVbRK
For sale on all newsstands. To introduce it into new homes we will offer five

months for #1.00. Return the coupon below to us and you will receive five timely

issues of a very useful publication.

THE WORLD'S WORK, Garden
I enclose $1.00 for the next five issues

City, New York
of I he World's Work.

C. L. 10 17

Name Street City and State

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass Cutter on Earth
—Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the
TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day than
the best motor mower ever made, cut it better and at
a fraction of the cost.
Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn than any three ordinary horse-drawn
mowers with three horses and three men.

Send for catalogue illustrating all type* of
TOWNSEND MOWERS

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Ave. Orange, N. J.

For Safe

Tree Surgery
The Davey Tree Expert Co.

110 Elm St., Kent, O.

"1

Davey
Tree Surgeons

Is Your Country Home for Sale?

The purchaser must be some one whose tastes and
means are on a par with your own. The best field

in which to find such a one is among the other

readers of The New Country Life. The only way
to reach them is through our Real Estate Direc-

tory. For information, address

REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
The New Country Life 11 W. 32d St., New York City

He Stands 7he sea has
!*
ad ma"y

a
j

interpreters, but only
/i LOne one Conrad. "You all

but taste the salt air in his pages." We
have just added "A Personal Record" to

the Deep-sea edition of Conrad's works,

and can now offer this edition complete

—

20 volumes bound in sea-blue flexible

leather. Your bookseller will be glad to

show you the set.

Published by

Doublcday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

Father King and Prince Silvervest finally

quieted down, though from the chatter that went
on when Mother King returned, she was told all

about the narrow escape her eldest child had had.

Then Father King seemed filled with the de-

termination to get Prince Silvervest out of that

tree. He flew to his own perch in the plum tree,

and kept calling and calling. Then he flew back
to Prince Silvervest, and scolded awhile. Prince

Silvervest whined, and opened his mouth for

food. Soon Mother King came with a titbit to

comfort the frightened child, but Father King
spoke a few words and she flew over to his plum
tree with the food, though not on Father Kind's
special twig; she never once went there, that we
ever noticed—wise mate. Father King followed

her, and took his favorite perch, calling. Still

Prince Silvervest would not come, and only
squealed for food. So Mother King took the in-

sect to the Baby, who, during this excitement, had
left the nest entirely and was on the home
branch near by.

Father King went away, and when he returned,

first settled down beside Prince Silvervest, but
would not give him the bug, in spite of his coaxing.

Instead, he took it to the Princess; then went back
to his tree, and chinked commandingly. And
this time Prince Silvervest obeyed. He spread

his wings, squeaked with fright, but came flapping

awkwardly over and alighted several branches
below his father's perch.

We cheered him roundly, and cheered again

when Father King fed Prince Silvervest the next

catch. A very good way to get him to obey, we
agreed.

All that morning, Prince Silvervest stayed

quietly in his father's favorite tree. He seemed
to have had adventure enough for one day, and
was willing to remain where his father bade.

After lunch, we noticed that the Princess was far

out on a limb of the home tree, and that the Baby
had moved farther away from the nest and seemed
ambitious to catch up with his sister.

"Chink! Chink!" called Father King several

times, and soon the obedient Princess gave a

flutter and a flap, and there she was, on the

branch below Prince Silvervest.

We were now curious to know what the Baby
would do, and hovered about. By always feeding

him on the side toward the plum tree, and by mak-
ing him hop toward his food, the parents finally

got him on the tip of the home branch. And at

last the Baby made his first flight, and landed

on a twig just below the Princess. When Mother
King flew in with a bug, she found all the babies in

Father King's tree, looking for all the world as if

posing for a royal family group.

Their domestic affairs were interesting, and
often amusing. Once, Father King went forag-

ing while Mother King fed Prince Silvervest and

mothered them all in turn. When the father re-

turned he was just giving Prince Silvervest the

nice fat bug when Mother King caught him.

"Chink-chink-chink!" she forbade him.

Father King took a step or two away from

Prince Silvervest.

" Wee-ee-ee-ee-ee!" teased the disappointed

Prince.

"Chink-chink-chink!" repeated Mother King
firmly.

And if Father King didn't hop down to the

Princess and give her the bug! It was her turn,

we decided, and Mother King wasn't going to let

the doting father give all his prey to the eldest son,

of whom he was so proud.

That evening, we sat on the porch a long time,

enjoying the birds. The rain of the night before

had brought out millions of gnats and mosquitoes.

The air was full of them, and not only the king-

birds, but other birds as well, found easy hunting.

Whatever direction we looked, we could see birds

darting, from trees, roofs, telephone wires, fence

posts. Each one would flutter a moment in the

air, and return to its perch, either to eat its catch

or wait for more. Sometimes a bird would make
two catches at one flight, but not often. Mr. and

Mrs. King found supper easily prepared that

evening.

As we watched, we noticed that the parents

were both trying to get the little ones out of the

bare plum tree and into a near-by apple tree,

thickly leaved. Each parent, when not foraging.

wou :d perch in this tree, and call. Soon Prince

Silvervest made the trip over, then the Princess,

and lastly the Baby. The leaves were so thick

that the fledglings were well hidden, but we finally

made them out, high up and close to the trunk.

The three little white breasts were as clo^e to-
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*J "She was ii inctcc-n , a tall, strong girl,

already fully developed, and handsome in a

I and heavy way . . . She might have
seemed to her world merely a sweet, big, good-

natured tomboy growing into an eager, amusing,
ignorant young woman.

<J "But there was another Martie—a sensitive, ambitious Martie
who despised idleness, dependence and inaction, who longed to

live a thosuand lives—to conquer all the world."

tj What becomes ol her— this girl with such opposite possioilities?

KATHLEEN NORRIS
has made her the heroine of her new novel

MARTIE The Unconquered
* \s she reads the eyile of Martie's life, every woman will see herself: her own aspirations, ambi-
tions, even many of her own experiences. To a man Martie will stand for womankind.

t isk your bookseller for this big, new novel—"Martie the Unconquered" by Kathleen

Norris. (Net, $1.35.)

Webster-Man's Man Red Pepper's Patients
By Peter B. Kyne

Dot s your ear still answer to tin- ilruni-bf.it of adventure? Do
you enjoy a good romance? Does your pulse respond to a good,

clean story of outdoor life? Then you will like this new novel

by the author of the "Cappy Ricks" stories. (Net, £1.35.

)

How Could You, Jean?
By Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd

Jean did a perfectly proper and sensible thing, and yet all of her
friends said, "How could you, Jean?"—in shocked accents.

Here is an amusing and delectable novel from the pen of the

author of " The Misdemeanors of Nancy." (Illustrated by
James Montgomery Flagg. Net, £1.35.)

The Whistling Mother
By Grace S. Richmond

"Mrs. Richmond has written a touching bit of a story and done
it with tine, restrained, simple art," says The New York Times.
A good-cheer story for America's need of how one mother sent

her son off to "right for Uncle Sam." (Net, 50 cents.)

Enchanted Hearts
By Darragh Aldrich

A novel of Barrie-like charm by a new author who extracts true

romance out of a New York boarding house and shows us a set

of unusual and interesting characters involved in a series of
whimsical happenings. (Net, £1.35.)

By Grace S. Richmond
Red Pepper Hums, Mrs Richmond's most popular character
creation, is back again -Dr. Red Pepper of the flaming hair and
the happy smile and the understanding of human hearts. Re-
new acquaintance with him, and meet his new patients in this

interesting novel. (Net, 551.35.)

Baree, Son of Kazan
By James Oliver Curwood

Another great dog story by the author of "Kazan"—a sequel to
that book, in which Mr. Curwood tells of what happened to the
son of Kazan and the blind Gray Wolf, and to the humans who
came into his life. Baree will rank with "Kazan" and "The
Ca!! of the Wild." (Net, ^1.35.)

The Abandoned Room
By Wadsworth Camp

The author of "The House of Fear" has written another thrilling

mystery story. How did the murderer enter the locked and
sealed room? How did he escape? No answer is given until

the last part of the final chapter. (Out Oct. 26th. Net, £1.35.)

Parnassus On Wheels
By Christopher Morley

The thrice-happy idea of a literary caravan on wheels is one to
capture a considerable measure of popular fancy. A story that
is different, told with unflagging humor. Roger Mifflin and his

travelling bookstore will delight and amuse you. (Net, £1.25.)

These Books are For Sale at all Bookstores

Published by

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York
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What's Your Idea

of a Greenhouse?
Some people think of a greenhouse more as a winter garden than as an

all-year-garden.

LUTTON Greenhouses are in operation as far south as Florida! That
proves conclusively the value of the greenhouse even in mild climates.

LUTTON Greenhouses located in various other parts of the country are

kept in service throughout the entire year—giving remarkable results, such

as can be obtained only by perfect control.

An all-year LUTTON Greenhouse will help you effectively to carry out

your patriotic resolve to be more of a producer than a consumer. And after

the times of stress have passed, your investment will continue to return all-

year dividends in fruits, flowers and vegetables, as well as in pleasure.

We can erect your greenhouse promptly. Why not send to us for full

particulars to-day?

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
Main Office and Factory, 261-267 Kearney Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Show Room, 3rd Floor, Western Office, 710 Sykes Block,

Grand Central Terminal, N. Y. City Minneapolis, Minn.

Horticultural Architects end Builders of Modern Greenhouses

Conservatories Sun Parlors Glass Gardens Garden Frames

The World's Choicest

PEONIES
Including all the New and Rare Varieties

Le Cy^ne, Solange. Therese. La France, Martha Bulloch. Touranpe-
ele, La Lorraine. Primevere, Kosa Bonheur. M. M. Cahuzac. Loveli-

nes, Enchanteress. Jubilee, etc. Send for new catalogue. Now ready.

D. W. C. RUFF Globe Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES
WITH YOUR TREES

Let us take care of them uorv. We will know
what to do and do it right. Iixperts in cavity

filling, blocking, bracing, etc. Representatives
available everywhere. Send for "Tree Talk"

—

the tree lover's manual.

THE F. A. B.VRTLETT COMPANY
585 Main Street Stamford, Conn.

Metropolitan Sectional Greenhouse $150
A price any one can ailord

In this Metropolitan Sectional Greenhouse, size 8 feet 6 inches wide

by 1 2 feet long, you can grow your favorite kinds of flowers and vegr

etables. Can be connected with the residence or garage, or \ ut up
as a detached house. Is glazed on all four sides, has front and rear

doors, plant benches and ventilating system. Anybody who can

handle a hammer can assemble it. Crated complete, with bolts,

screws, hinges, nails, door knobs—in fact everything to finish the

house together with detailed printed instructions for erection. Price

$150 f.o.b. Brooklyn. With heating pipe $50 extra. With heating

pipe and boiler $100 extra.

Metrojb>1itai)MaterialGb
1301-1311 Flushing Avenue Brooklyn, New York

gether as they could prer.s, the heads of the out-

side two pointing one way and the middle one
facing in the opposite direction.

The next day the family moved about con-
siderably, changing trees three times. We
noticed, too, that two of the little ones had learned

to chink, and that Prince Silvervest was now able

to fly from his own branch to meet his parents

when they settled down on another branch with
food, though he did not yet have sufficient com-
mand of his wings to go foraging for himself.

As for the Baby, he dozed and teetered on a

single branch most of the day, and only woke up
for food, or to change trees when commanded to

do so. Along in the afternoon, they were all

herded one by one into an ash in the side yard,

Prince Silvervest leading as usual and the Baby
bringing up the rear. As the family was now
headed south, in relation to the home tree, we
wondered if that was why Father King had re-

fused to let Prince Silvervest remain in the tree

where his first long flight took him, the day he was
so spry in getting out of the rose bush.

All the next day it was rainy, and we saw noth-

ing of the King family, though we searched for

them. But the next morning it was bright and
warm, and we had not been stirring about long

before we heard Father King's familiar chink.

We found him on the peak of the gable, while tit-

tat-toe, lined up along the sloping edge, were the

three little ones! Their shining breasts were
turned full toward the sun, and all were chinking

a greeting, or morning s<3ng, which sounded
much like a rollicking round. Later in the day
we missed them and, after several days, we de-

cided that they had moved on and forgotten us.

But about a week later we heard Father King's

call. There he was, on his old plum tree perch,

sunning himself, swaying gracefully with the

swinging twig, and chinking lazily to himself.

Finally, he spread his wings, and slid off" into the

air, and we never saw him again, to know him.

Later, whenever, in the parks and along the

streets, we saw small flocks of satin-breasted king-

birds, young and old, we took a personal pleasure

in them, as if greeting old friends. Studying one
kingbird family so carefully, day after day, has

given us an especial interest in all individuals

bearing the name, and a great respect for the

dignity and worth of the species as a whole.

Harriett e Wilbur.

HUMANITY AND HORSE
MANAGEMENT
N THESE times of international

strife when one's faith in the milk

of human kindness and the spirit

of brotherly love is sorely put to

the test, it is significant and es-

pecially gratifying to find man's

relations with his animal servants characterized

by a growing and deepening humanity. Farm-
ers, stock raisers, and animal handlers are not

essentially nor, in most cases, intentionally cruel.

But expediency and the impetus of business con-

siderations combined with ignorance have in the

past often created a carelessness, an indifference,

a deadened sensibility that has made the control

of animals a matter of forceful domination, ac-

companied by an entirely unnecessary and unfair

infliction of pain upon the animal.

But times and manners are changing. A re-

cent number of a practical farm journal prints a

dozen or more contributed replies to a corres-

pondent's inquiry as to how to bridle an unruly

horse and break it of a habit of refusing to allow

its head and ears to be handled. Not so long ago

such a group of replies would inevitably have

been characterized by a cold brutality, a beat-

him-till-he-gives-in attitude—largely because the

methods advised therein would have been the

first to suggest themselves to the average farmer.

In this collection, however, but one reply ad-

vocates force—the use of the effective but ex-

cruciatingly painful "twitch" on the upper lip;

two suggest the whirling of the horse until he is

dizzy, when he is less likely to object to being

handled; the balance, 90 per cent, or more, advise

gentleness, a careful examination of the horse

for possible injuries or soreness, and a patient,

intelligent, gradual accustoming of the subject

to the disliked headstall. This is a true test of

the spirit of the average man, in which he is not

found wanting; it bears a welcome message of

e;ood cheer and higher humanity.
E.L.D.S.
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Fruit the Year Around from your own Garden
;uul that K*irclrn need not he ;m\ larger th;m ,.>hct square! Think of gathering deli< ions diet tics, luscious pears aurl
plum .. ti.u;i.mt quinces and the lines! apples rinht in their prime, fresh from your own trees. Imc .Ii IiuiL Jrom early in
lime until I'Vhruaiy. canned fruits until the new crops come to help you materialize all this, we offer

332 Standard and Dwarf Trees, Each a Specimen of its Kind $ 1

2

- I VI i I" .iiiiiti X |>|>l. ( olltc-
n. .us. 12 trrr*

1 AII-SvnHou l>»\ url I'rnr Col-
I. « m.»ii. 6 trvt'N

tearing Trc««>

| Wlillnt \ (rnb Applr.
'Z I .ii ct Mortmort-ury Cherry,

il'or tanning. Sour 1

I MkMMi < lit l I> lll.it I. ,

I Ot»\ . WimxI t lit n \ K«<1 .

s« Mt,
1 Napolrou t lun> Will It- .

I Spanish t li« rr> \ »llm\ .

I Hid J ii iir IMum.
I r'rvnrh Prune.
I Shropshire Diiiiimmi 1*1 iim

.

I N t llow I fill I'lum,

I linp« rl.il Gagi' I'lum. and
1 Or. i nil t IJiiliit t- 1 rt t .

n

In lis entirety,

llils assortment

sOnitls lor all the

fresh li nils,

fellies,

|ams and

preserves

the average family

can eat.

Circular on varieties

free on request.

Even tree m tins iissnrinn-ni i- .i-. line ;i specimen ;is we know how In grow. It has taken Us several years to get ready to make this

oiler Our Ittnt expert took care of it that the kinds included are the choicest for the home garden, assuring high-quality fruit in large
quantities at the earliest possible moment after planting. This is the month to set them out.

Plan "How to Plant Them" FREE
A complete blue print of •above assortment of fruit trees, most advantageously placed in a square plot and most logically arranged in

smallest possible span-, will In- supplied witti each shipment.

Our large catalogue offering a complete assortment of all worth-while fruits and ornamentals free for the asking

Over liflv vears" experience and a strong reputation for fair (haling stand back of every plant , shrub or tree you get from us.

Write or order NOW.

(a.KNBKI)TIIKRS.Inr.(GlenHoo(]Nur.series),Eslabli$hedl866,1817MainSt.,Rochesler,N.Y.

Bobbin k & Atkins
500 ACRES

OF Nl'RSERY
orlcli ^ 500,000 FEET

jflkt UNDER GLASS

erySGre

oducts

Plant in the Autumn:
This is the most pertinent advice a nurseryman
can give his customers. It should he printed in

letters 10 feet high. Nature prepares herself

well in advance. She plants in the Autumn and
so is ready for the first warm rains of Spring.

You can't improve on Nature. Plant In the Autumn
and you will save time and money and secure

better results. Weather, soil, labor conditions

and prices are right—NOW.
Take advantage of natural conditions and always
buy where variety and stock are abundant. Thus
you will secure selected quality, and your plant-

ings will always please and satisfy.

Visit our Xurseries—only 8 milesfrom Xew York-

Catalogue of Autumn plantings on request.

Rutherford,New Jersey

A Garden ofGlory in Early Spring
The Iris, that magic ' Rainbow Flower," will give you a

spring-ful of joy next year if planted in your garden this

fall. The odd-shaped flowers, with tfieir erect standards

and drooping falls, possess so many distinct shades and tints

that, during the blooming season, an Iris garden presents a

dazzling array of beauty.

In our New England Iris Collection are many of the newer

choice novelties, selected from the comprehensive list in the

C romwell Gardens Handbook. This fall is the ideal time to plant

Ihe sorts in this collection.

New England Iris Collection
Maori King, gold and crimson 20 cts. each
Mme. Chereau, white and blue 15 cts. each
Amas, rich blue and violet 25 cts. each
Her Majesty, dark rose 35 cts. each
King of Iris, brown and yellow 35 cts. each
Princess Victoria Louise, Sulphur and creamy

plum, very distinct 35 cts. each

Collection of 18 Plants, 3 of %A$Q
Each Variety, Delivered, for T

Cromwell Gardens Handbook of Perennials, Roses, Etc.

tells about the choice plants grown at Cromwell Gardens. If you have a

garden or greenhouse you need a copy- We will send you oneon request

.

CROMWELL GARDENS, A. N. Pierson, Inc.

Box 11, Cromwell, Conn.
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The Value of

Old Shade
Now Possible to Bring Old

Shade Trees to New Homes

IN our visions of that beautiful country estate

or suburban home we are going to have some

clay, we always dream of a place with old shade.

We picture big trees high enough and far enough

away to permit the cooling breezes to blow

about us, but near enough to give shade and to

make a beautiful setting for our home.

To some of US the broad acres of the estate or

the modest suburban place has become a reality.

But how often we find that the big trees

which were to shade our home and under which

we were to swing our hammocks and set the tea

table on drowsy summer afternoons are missing.

We try to adjust our-

selves to our compara-

tively bare surroundings

as we suffer in the inten-

sity oTthe sweltering heat,

but look with envy at our

neighbors, who. with ten

years' advantage in point

of time, are now enjoying what we so sadly lack.

Summer mornings our east rooms, despite

awnings and every artificial help, are uncom-

fortable from the blinding sun, while for several

hours in the afternoon the west rooms are abso-

lutely uninhabitable. And the sleeping porch

is often useless for the same reason. While the

big trees the children were to play under, and

whose cooling shade we were to depend upon

for comfort, where are they ?

Rightly located old shade would solve the

problems, but old shade takes years to produce,

we say, and we must wait. Not necessarily.

But, what then, is the

secret? Only that just as

an architect will realize

your vision of a completed

house, so the way has been

found to realize all of your

dreams of landscape per-

fection, including your

big trees—and at once.

Of course, living things have to have time to

adjust themselves to new conditions but you can

have big trees transplanted on your property

this fall that will give you shade and beauty

next summer and will give you then, all and per-

haps more than your neighbor has after his ten

years of waiting.

There is a very practical financial angle to

this proposition. It is unquestionable that hun-

dreds and in some cases thousands of dollars would

be added at once to the value of a property

could this old shade, when lacking, be supplied.

Not only an increase in value far in excess of

the proportion to the cost would be added,

but the chance of making a quick and profit-

able sale would be enormously increased by
judicious placing of big trees on properties.

" Lonesomehurst " would be at once changed to

"Shadyview" with a relative enhancement of

value and salability.

Real estate owners, operators and builders are

welcome to our most instructive catalogue which

illustrates in detail the Hicks method of trans-

planting big trees—a method so successful as to

warrant our guaranteeing satisfactory growth.

HICKS NURSERIES
Box L, Westbury, Long Island. Phone 68

A PIANO WITH AN INTERESTING
HISTORY

FIND of unusual interest to musical

^W^?t circles was triat made by Mr. L. T.

j
Sturtevant of Mapleton, a suburb

A \./A of Auburn, N. Y., when he stopped

at a farmhouse in that vicinity

in 191 2. Through an open door

he caught sight of a musical instrument which

looked to him to be very ancient, mainly on

account of its peculiar construction. He made
some inquiries of the lady of the house, and
learned that it was an old piano which had been

The case of the old piano is the length of the ordinary old-

fashioned square, but the keyboard is only six octaves long

given to her children for a plaything, by the

owner of the farm. After some negotiation, the

owner consented to sell the piano for #25. Mr.
Sturtevant hastily sealed the bargain and took
his purchase to his home where he spent several

days in cleaning it up and looking it over.

The case is the length of an ordinary old-

fashioned square piano, although its keyboard

The name plate. The inside front is of sycamore or tulip wood

is only six octaves in length. It is in a good state

of preservation, not a string broken, and the

tone is a clear little tinkle, resembling that of a

mandolin or zither.

The case is of solid mahogany with the inside

front of sycamore or tulip wood. As the picture

shows, it has no legs, but heavily carved end
pieces support the body of the instrument.

These are connected with a solid cross piece

having a beautifully carved lyre in the centre.

Under this lyre is a round pedestal from which
projects the soft pedal.

The outside of the piano is ornamented with

gold griffins on black enamel, one on each side

of the front, and toward each end of the instru-

ment is a drawer for music.

The name plate bears this inscription: "John
Broadwood & Sons, Makers to his Majesty and
the Princesses, Great Pulteney St., Golden
Square, London." The sovereign referred to is

King George IV, and the princesses are the

daughters of King George III.

In his search through the piano, Mr. Sturtevant

f.mnd the manufacturer's number, and this led

to his writing to the firm in London asking for

information concerning this instrument of such

rare build. A letter in reply told him that

number 34,126 was built in the early part of

1817. In October of that year this piano and
three others were shipped to David Brown, in

Boston. Mr. Shedell of Auburn, a dealer in

musical instruments, became the owner of number
34,126, and it was bought by Deacon Healy of

10 KSS Tulips for 25c
Try this test collection and see what beautiful

and stately varieties we have in this new class of
Tulips, that grow 3 to 4 feet tall with enormous
blossoms of the most wonderful colors.
10 large bulbs, 10 sorts named, mailed for 25 cents

Our Big Fall Catalogue Free
Allthe best Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Crocus, Lilies,

Iris and other hardy bulbs. Also Perennial Plants,
Shrubs, Vines, Small Fruits and beautiful window
plants for winter blooming. Over 30 exquisite varie-
ties of Boston Ferns.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc., Floral Park, N. Y.
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Right Now is the Time
to Order Evergreens

SEPTEMBER and October are suc-

cessful months for transplanting
Evergreen Trees and Shrubs. Ground
and weather conditions are good and
the roots have a chance to take hold
and become acclimated.

Evergreen Trees and Shrubs pur-
chased at Andorra are bound to yield

good results because they are grown
right—lifted with a large ball of fine

roots and securely packed for ship-

ment.

No matter what the distance, Andorra
Trees and Shrubs will reach you in

good condition. Our Catalogue

—

"Suggestions for Effective Planting,"
will enable you to order promptly and
satisfactorily by mail.

Andorra Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.
Box 60

GOING TO FLORIDA?
If you think of buying or renting your winter home
this year, it will pay you to look on page 9 of this

magazine where a number of Florida properties are

described. If you don't find what you want there,

write to our Real Estate Department, 11 West 32nd

St., New York City.

M^feris Nurseries!

IB Now is the time for fall plant-

ing. Send your order promptly,
and plant so roots will get set

and trees be ready for an early

start in the spring. Our latest

catalog shows evergreens in

Hrge variety, hedge plants,

shrubs, climbers, roses, shade
trees and the best of everything
in large and small fruits.

A tine book, full of helpful sug-

gestions. Write for it to-day and
don't delay sending order.

THE MORRIS NURSERY CO.
Box 805

West Chester, Pa.
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Moon's Nurseries

TNI HI", must It a plan-

oil vour lawn for I.ilao.

M( M )\'S I .ilacs arc not ami-

mon I .ilurs thry an- \ aried in

form and color. They include

recrnt productions of famous
hybridizers ami old familiar

sort*thatare rnopt dep«*nduhl«*.

N<> modern lawn is com|il«-U*

without Lilac*. You ii«m*<I th«*m

u individual uperiiiuMis; in tin-

shrubbery bottler; in the loliagt-

t«erceii ill. u hidrs u^l\ \i«-w-

lhr\ are valuable in in-arlv every
kind of ix-rmnnt-iit planting. In

addition to tlit-sv indi-[><iwiblr

attributes tln-v add a crowning
virtue of fragrant blossoms in

Mu'x blossoms that art- «|iiit»- us

ns« ful for tutting for houqiut* a-

for bt-autifviiig the lawn.

Autiiiuu is tlx- b<-st time to plant

Lilues. \\ rite us ubout these and
the other hardy trees ami plants

>m' offer for everv plaee and pur-

pose. Send for (Catalogue A-t.

The W in. II. Moon Co.
M l< -« 1 Rl Ml N

Morri-\ tile. Pennm lwmia

Flowers Delivered
Everywhere

I litn .in man y o< t asions anil sudden happenings

that make the telegraphing of flowers to distant

poinls a servite whith exactly lits the moment. At such limes

THE UNITED STATES FLORISTS'GUARANTEE

,i Mires you of the height of quality, t are in pat king and timely

delivery in any city within a few hours after receipt of your order.

Call on or 'phone any of our members given below. If you are at

points remote from t il ies named, money can be telegraphed wilh orders.

MOSTON. MASS
It-tin. the r-'lorml

124 Trrmont St.

WASHINGTON. I).

( iUf!r llriw ( ii
.

I2H K St , N. W.

NKW YOKK. N.
Max SxhlinK.

22 Weal 59th St.

ST LOUIS. Mo.
Ortmm & (rfnly.

7th & WiislniiKto" Am,

( I KVi-XANI), OHIO
J. M. Gaawr Co.,
HX« Euclid Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Mohannrm Floral Co .

70 Kail Moriroi' St.

WHKKLING, W. VA.
Arthur LnnRhana,
1217 ChaplineSt.

SAN ANTONIO. TKXAS
F. C. Suchy.

H19 Navarro St.

HOUSTON, TKXAS
R. C. Kerr Floral Co.,

KJOl Main St.

KANSAS ( 11 Y. MO
Samuel Murray,
1017 Grand Ave.

pfTRprr, mich.
John Mreitmcyer'. Sons,
(iratiot Ave. & I'.'way.

NORFOLK, VA.
(irandy, the Florist,

2fi9 Cranny St.

I NKIW HAVEN. CONN.
John N. Champion & Co.

I
\W> Chapel St.

injf KrowtTS and llonsls of llns country i ndorse greenhouses of

I.OKI) & HUKNIIAM CO.
Muilders of Greenhouse* and Conscrvator-es

12nd St Building. New York City

G I LLETT'S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers
For Dark, Shady Places

Plant from August to
ug? ;arly fall for best results

next spring- Beautify your
lawn or grounds.

Write for HO-page cala-
Iokuc of womlerful fern

and llower offers. It's

free. Ask about special

fall offer of llepaticas,

Bloodroot, Wild Meadow Lily
and Trillium Grandiflorum.

EDWARD GILLETT
5 Main Street, South wick, Mass.

rhiUtrl,.h,. on„ ,-

J! - I -.In I. SlMM-l

Thr MiM»n Nur»crv Corp.
HI,..- I'l,,.,. pi. Y.

FALL PLANTING
Many trees can lie planteil in the Fall as well as in the Spring,

Mich as F ruit trees. Ornamental trees and Shrubbery bushes
Do what you can in the Fall, so the trees will get an early start

in the Spring. Now is the lime to plan and order. We will help

you. if you give us the chance. Send for our catalogue. Address

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO.
Telephone 333 New Canaan. Conn.

Horsford's and
Cold Weather Milium

Bulbs
PlaniS Ready Now
Planted this fall they will

give you beautiful blooms
next spring and summer.

HOLLAND BULBS
in Darwin, and other fine

Tulips, Hyacinths, Daffo-
dils, etc. Autumn Bulb
Catalogue No.Monrequest

.

F. H. HORSFORD
Charlotte Vermont

Delphiniums
Peonies

Irises
Plant these for Spring and
early Summer bloom.

Vaughan's

Special Offers
GOLD MEDAL DELPHINIUMS
12 Plants, splendid as- JO l»fl
sortment. prepaid for. .

,n*

PEONIES
10 Roots, all named, our tf*) OO
selection, prepaid «pY>.VV

HARDY IRISES

12 Plants, all colors, tl Of)
mixed, prepaid «pi.w

BULBS FOR INDOORS
Paper White Narcissus, Chinese Sacred Lillies,

Roman Hyacinth. Freesias. fully described

with cultural directions in our FREE
AUTUMN CATALOGUE.
A SPECIALTY—Trees, Shrub., Fruit Tree.

Vaughan's Seed Store
Cklrajru. S1-8S W. Kandolnh Street.

I
Oenr. B.)

Nrw York. 48 Barclay Street, (Dept. B.)

Dreer's

Reliable Spring-Blooming

Bulbs

DO NOT miss the joy of having a bed or bor-

der of Bulbs next Spring. Plant them this

Fall as early as you can and success is certain.

We import the very highest grades of the finest

varieties and offer in our Autumn Catalogue

splendid collections of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcis-

sus, Crocus, Snowdrops, etc., etc.

The Fall is also the time to set out Hardy
Perennial Plants, Vines, Shrubs, etc. Our Autumn
Catalogue also gives a complete list of seasonable

seeds, plants and bulbs for out-doors, window-gar-

den and conservatory.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this magazine

II A P\ 714-16 Chestnut St.
rienry J\. ureer, Philadelphia, pa .
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The R. S. Bradley greenhouse group at Pride's Crossing, Mass.

An Interesting Greenhouse Instance
Just by Way of Convincement

WHEN Mr. R. S. Bradley bought this place

at Pride's Crossing, Mass., two old-timey

greenhouses were there. When the large one

at the right was almost completed, it made the

old grapery at its left look so regrettable, that

an order was promptly given us for its re-

placement.

It contained several fine old grape vines

• of great value. The demolition and rebuild-

ing was accomplished without injury to them

This, then, is convincement both of the at-

tractiveness of our houses and the painstaking
way we do things.

To help you with your pleasurable thoughts
in greenhouse possessing, send for our new
greenhouse catalogue. A representative will

call at your request only.

General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK, 1170 Broadway; BOSTON, 49 Federal Street; PHILADELPHIA, 40 South 15th Street

PETERSON. SINCLAIRE & MII1ERinc.I1

Your Lawns need attention this Fall!

We will gladly advise relative to the proper
treatment.
KEX II UMTS (the ideal Lawn conditioner).

Carter's Tested Seeds, Fertilizers, etc.

Allow us to quote on any requirement you may have.
We handle only articles ofundisputed quality—Always

guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write/or our new booklet. Turf Engineering, also
descriptive Rex Humus book and other catalogues.

PETERSON, SINCLAIRE & MILLER, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., Netf York Phone 955 Bryant

TURF ENGINEERS

"/ am reading *The Balance'
all over again from the begin-
ning just to renew myyouth."

Alex. Harvey in "The Bang"
Every bookstore has this, novel

Net $1.35. Doubleday, Page & Co.

Plant Evergreens Now*
rjON'T wait till next^ Spring. This is the
ideal time.

Good full rooted, plump top-
ped trees cost so little more
than poor ones, why not have
them.

Send for evergreen
Help Hint Booklet.

Julius* f^gehrS* Cor
At Tho Si

g
h of Th<> Tr«-«.

utWford NJ.

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

A unique symposium of some thirty odd chapters dealing with
every branch of the real estate business.

Bnyinff. selling, leasing?, renting, improving, developing and
Hunting real estate—these and kindred topics are discussed
by men of ability and knowledge.

Net, $2.30 (postage iOt.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City. New York

KING GREENHOUSES
are winter gardens. They are built to capture every bit of sunlight during

the short days and give in zero weather, practically the same growing
conditions which your plants enjoy in summer.
Now is the time to build your winter garden. Just write for our

greenhouse literature and tell us what you would like. Our experts,

without any obligation, will put your ideas into practical shape and
submit plans and estimates.

King Construction Company
380 King's Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

All the Sunlight All Day Houses

BRANCH OFFICES:
New York, 1476 Broadway; Boston, 113 State
Street; Scranton, 307 Irving Ave.; Philadel-

phia, Harrison Bldg., ISth and Market Streets

Sennett, for #1,500, as a wedding present for his

daughter.

Subsequent owners failed to realize the value
of the instrument, until finally it was thrown
aside as worthless, and a newer and later make
of piano was installed in its place. Mr. Sturte-
vant has been offered large sums for this relic

whose worth he appreciates, but so far has re-

fused all offers made.
According to the above mentioned letter, this

type of instrument was invented by Bartolomeo
Cristofore, in 1709, in Italy, and the first time it

appeared in a public performance was in London
in 1767, as shown by an old play bill.

In 1880, there was found in Annapolis, Md.,
a harpsichord hidden in the attic of an old college
building, and the instrument bore this inscrip-

tion: "Burkat Shudi et Johannes Broadwood,
patent No. 955, London, Fecerant 1789, Great
Pulteney St., Golden Square." Parts of this

harpsichord were missing, but were later re-

stored. Most important of the parts missing
was a coat of arms painted on porcelain, the
slender gold frame having excited the cupidity
of the janitor of the building, it is said. Inside
the works were found two gold rings, also an
inscription which proved that the instrument
had at one time belonged to Charles Carroll of
Carrollton, one of the signers of the Declaration
of Independence.
Tom Moore's piano was a mahogany square by

the same makers. This also was a six-octave
instrument, and was numbered 44,513. This he
used when writing his melodies, and it is said to
be the one mentioned in "Trilby."

F. L. A.

HOW TO HIVE DIFFICULT
SWARMS

T IS seldom necessary to cut a limb
from a tree when hiving a swarm
of bees that have alighted on it.

The simplest plan to follow, if the
swarm is atall accessible, is to scoop
it into a peach Ibasket or even a

market basket, and then to throw a square of
burlap or perhaps an old coat over it. If the

basket is held for a few moments in the same
place, most of the bees which did not get inside

will cluster on the outside, sometimes completely
hiding the wood. Then the swarm may be

carried to the hive, and dumped on a sheet spread
in front of the entrance.

If the swarm cannot be reached with a ladder,

a peach basket may be fastened to a pole, and
held underneath it, while the cluster is brushed
into the basket. In an emergency, a frame con-

taining empty comb may be mounted on a stick

and thrust into the swarm, which will usually

cluster on it.

Occasionally the bees swarm on a wire fence

or in some other place where they cannot be

brushed or jarred off. The best way to capture

them when that happens is to place a hive so

that the entrance board will just touch the out-

side bees in the cluster. Usually the insects will

soon begin to go into the entrance, and the swarm
will eventually hive itself.

Water is sometimes very useful in controlling a

swarm of bees. If it happens that the insects

cannot be hived immediately for any reason, they

should be lightly sprinkled, as the moisture on
their wings will prevent their flying away. This
is a good plan to be followed when the beekeeper

is not at home at the time that the swarm issues,

for any member of the family can give the water

treatment without danger. If the bees are not

kept quiet in this way, they are likely to resume
their flight in a short time and escape.

If the beekeeper happens to be in doubt as to

what colony has swarmed, he can get this informa-

tion by a very simple process. It is only neces-

sary to put some of the bees from the cluster into

a vessel, like a tin bucket, and swing it in a circle

several times, afterward throwing the bees into

the air. The bees seem to become bewildered by
this treatment, and will fly to the hive from which

they issued.

E. I. Farrington.
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Comfort for Master, Mistress and Maid
Kvrry mcmbrr of tlir household will appro intr

the comforts ami luxuries of I lie "rain soft" wai< i

that will Ik- supplied you l>y

Qer.r.utit
I Tha Watar Softanlna. Filler
I To /aro Hardnaaa

It will tnke your local wnlrr, however hanl it may be,

ami reduce it to the absolute zero of hardness render

it "velvet soft" make it softer I h.ui the suite, I rain,

with all the sparkle of spring water. Acquaint yourself

with "I'ermutit " Send for the brochure -"Velvet
Water. Velvet Skin."

THE PF.RMUTIT COMPANY
30 Eaat 42nd Slraat, Naw York

u.lrme of Kml ' IVrmnlit" Krpi .1

HODGSON Portable
HOUSES

Are you thinking of erecting a small building? If it's anything

from a bird house to a cottage—listen. Imagine doing away with

the trouble, worry and extra expenses

that go hand in hand with building.

Imff e buying the best lumber all

finished, painted and fitted—ready to

be put together in a jiffy to form the

exact house you want. That's exactly

what buying a Hodgson Portable

House means.

There are Hodgson bungalows,

garages, play houses, screen houses,

chicken houses, doghouses and every

other kind of houses imaginable. Get

a catalog and you'll see them all.

They can be quickly and easily erected

by unskilled workmen. They with-

stand all kinds of weather.

Here is the best way to buy. By paying

25# of the price of your house we will

prepare and hold it until wanted. This

saves you money and insures prompt de-

livery. Our catalog is illustrated with pho-

tographs—and prices, too. Send for it.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY
Room 201, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York City

9^k

Farr's Superb Lilacs

For Fall Planting
Lilac-time is springtime at its best. One can scarcely

conceive of a spring garden without Lilacs; every hush a

m;iss of glorious colors, and tilling the air with delicate

fragrance.

Seemingly [x-rfert, an were the old purple and white sorts, the
in.

i
sli i hybridizer, Victor l.emome, touched them with hiB magic

hand, and to, from them a multitude of glorified forms- and new
colors appeared, with individual flowers and trusses more than
doubled in size; wil h variel les early and varieties late, thus con-
siderably lengthening the blooming season.

Ellen W'illmolt. with pointed trusses a (trot in length and
snow while dowers nearly an inch in diame ter; /{rile dr Nancy,
sod lilac pink .

I he splendid e;irly flowered giant, Leon Gambrltit,
with semi double flowers almost as large and as perfectly formed
as tuberoses. These are but a- few examples of the more than
100 new varieties that I grow on their own roots at Wyomissing.
All these new Lilacs are unusually free bloomers— far surpassing
the old sorts. If you wish these rich blooms in your garden next
spring, the plants must be set this jail.

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
(Sixth Edition, 1917-1918) describes Lemoine's new Lilacs,

Deulzias. I'hiladclphus, Japanese and German Iris, more than
f>00 varieties of I'eonies, Kvergrecns, and Hock-plants. 112
pages of text, .')0 full page illustrations (13 m color). A book of
distinct value to garden lovers. If you do not have a copy of
this Sixth Edition, send for one to-day.

BERTRAND H. FARR, WyomissingNurscriesCo.

103 Garfield Avenue Wyomissing. Penna.

Fencing
the home grounds

As you can see from the illustration, \

RUST PROOF
HNHI

FENCE
is quite sturdy, yet graceful and pleasing in design

It has wonderful rigidity and strength because of the

overlapped loops, interlaced wires and the Excelsior

patented steel clamps which hold vertical and horizontal

wires firmly together. AFTER being made it is dip-

galvanized, which not only makes it rust proof and long

lasting, but firmly binds the whole together.

Send for catalog A and you will have complete and
interesting information.

Ask your hardware dealer for EXCELSIOR garden

necessities, such as

Rust Proof Tree Guards, Tennis Rail-

ings, Gates, Bed Guards, Trellises, etc.

WRIGHT WIRE CO.
Worcester, Mass.

V
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Some Famous Paintings in the Galleries
AN OPINION OF THEIR DECORATIVE VALUES

Mr. James Collier Marshall. Director of the Decorating Service of The New Country Life's Advertising Department, will solve

your problems of home decoration—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art objects and interior arrangement. Mr.

Marshall's long acquaintance with the sources of supply enable him to make, if desired, judicious selections and to obtain

most favorable prices. This service is free to our readers. Address inquiries to Decorating Service Department, T/ie New
Country Life. 1 1 West 32nd St rcct. New York.

WHAT warm satisfaction ti e layman always experiences in

finding that his opinion en art coincides with that of a mas-

ter and with what added interest does he attend his next

exhibition and varnishing day. Without doubt every one senses

this feeling at some perioJ and it seems rather a misfortune that

painters have not been more frank with

the public as to Low they, individually, r.

viewed their profession. Doubtless they

felt it of no consequence, or were too

busy with their work—its style, tech-

nique and so forth—to give the idea

much thought. Yet a word, a written

word, would have attracted public at-

tention, nailed it, so to speak, to the art

of painting as nothing else could do.

And it is to the general public that art

to-day makes its appeal as never before

in its glorious history.

Thus it is pleasing to every one to

learn tha&^many of the great artists ap-

preciated paintings for their decorative

value as much as for those technica'

qualities that appeal chiefly to the

trained taste. Raphael was commis-
sioned to decorate—and with what suc-

cess! His opinion we have in his works.

That Whistler held the decorative idea

very highly may be gathered at once in

both his art and his deliciously pung-

ent criticisms. Yet most clearly of all

did that fine old American, Wm. Morns
Hunt, express himse'f, when he said at

the very end of a long ll
r
s full of honors,

that of all his work he mcsz appreciated

the commission to decorate the Capital

at Albany, as he felt that here was art's

great opportunity. And his opinion is

particularly interesting in that hi vtzC a.

close friend of Millet, of whom he saidl

"He taught me to see nature, to ap-

preciate the Bible; and he gave me
broad ideas of humanity."

Varied as was Hunt's work—all of

it shows his deep feeling for art's dec- flTv a:

orative value. The reproduction Attril

here of one of his late paintings

(1878) makes an

appeal to every

lover of nature and

ho ne through its

absolute natural-

ness and a certain

wistfelness, if one

may employ such

a term regarding

it, that makes for

physical quiet and
spiritua' repose;

while its colors,

lights, and shad-

ows further recom-
mend its use in a

decorative manner.
His work but re-

flected Hunt's var-

ied life and vivid

interests, and his

opinion on German
art in Diisseldorf,

where he studied

in 1845 and which
was then said to be

the art centre of

Europe, will inter-

est all Americans
to-day. After try-

ing to get their

point of view he

llung up his work
in disgust and said,

'.' If this is painting

and it is to lead to

work of the Ger-
man school, I pre-

fer to be a sculp-

tor." And he left

for Pari:;!

Madonna and Child'

Richard Wilson
" Italian Landscape

'

Brilliantly decorative too, and in an altogether different man-
ner is the landscape by Richard Wilson pictured here. In it, tech-

nique, composition, and color impress themselves forcefully on even

the casual observer, and the truthfully painted sky furthers its

desirability as well as its charm as a painting.

In Wilson one meets one of those pa-

thetic characters who, through lack of

public appreciation, the jealousy of his

contemporaries, and, his unconciliatory

disposition, failed to attain the early suc-

cess he deserved, though to-day his

works will be found in the museums of

London, Edinborough, Glasgow, and
Dublin. Born in Montgomeryshire in

1 714, at an early age Wilson began to

draw and at fourteen was sent to London
where he was placed to study with

Thomas Wright, an obscure portraitist.

His success in portrait painting was
marked, and he continued it in Italy

until a landscape done in his leisure

hours was discovered by Zuccarelh, who
urged him to take up this work seriously.

This he did, making great progress. He
wras chosen a foundation member of the

Royal Academy in 1768, becoming librar-

ian of that institution in 1776, which
position he held until retired by ill health.

It is thought that lack of public en-

couragement affected him somewhat.
Be that as it may, few landscapists have
equaled and none excelled him, as is

dearly felt in viewing his Italian Land-
scape seen here. One has only to note

the sky, that shibboleth of painters, to

realize what it will be as the decorative

theme of a living room-
For sheer glory of color, aside from its

many other charms, the Zuloaga paint-

ing, La Morenita, illustrated here,

is amazing. The works of this

celebrated Spaniard are so well

known as to make superfluous any
criticism other than as to their dec-

orative uses, and for this purpose

they are highly and very generally

valued. And it is

interesting toknow
that in at least

two instances in

this country they

not only form the

decorative theme,
but have had
whole settings es-

pecially prepared

for them. One of

these I may men-
tion, The Bull-
fighter, it is an
overmantel decor-

ation in a library

paneled in Circas-

sian walnut, the

painting forming

the centre of one
panel. The effect

is superb. One
realizes at a glance

not only the good
taste of this ar-

rangement, but
that the painting

itself has gained in-

finitely by being

incorporated with

the rich brown
wooden walls.
From the first his

art has been too

strong for ordinary

handling, as was
realized at his early

Parisian hangings.

Imagine the men-
tal attitude of the

Courtesy of Henry Reinhardt & Son. French Academi-
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A small group of Antique Ghiordes and Koula Prayer Rugs displayed in our Galleries

XV! and XVII Century Mosque Rugs

In the development of all the fine arts of the earlier

formative periods, the religion of the people has always
exerted a dominant inspirational influence

The people of the East, with their more primitive environment,
naturally developed a utilitarian art, in which textiles, particularly Rugs,

became a great medium of artistic expression.

The Rugs of the Mosque were woven with patience and a zeal

inspired by the devotional use for which they were intended.

Ornamented with designs evolved from an inherent love of nature,

they stand today as examples of the highest art of that time and that

people.

We cordially invite you to inspect our collection of these masterpieces,

which, in number and merit, stand unrivalled in this country. We
shall be pleased to give any further information.

W. &c J. SLOANE
Direct Importers of Eastern Rugs

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK
WASHINGTON, D. C. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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Ignacio Zuloaga Courtesy of The Kraushaar Galleries

'La Morenita"

cians who found it

necessary to redecor-

ate the entire cham-
bers that were to hold

Zuloaga's exhibi-
tions! Zuloaga's life

story is as vivid and
as varied as those ot

the musketeers.

Though Art has
BHoT' " n '^Hl^^^^^^^B been the mistress for

jHfl whom he has worked,
' ^ESBSl suffered, and won suc-

, j cess, from his early

' youth when his stern

father, the rediscov-

• .» iBS erer tne art °^
i mascene, forced him

to work at his forge,

until a final rebellion

left him free to start

on the long journey

that through many
years took him to

many cities, and
showed him many peo-

ples and many sides

of life. It is his boast

that he had no teacher

but Life, and his work
shows that he learned

her lessons well, for he

gives us not imaginary

studies, but bits of real

life and, best of all, life

in modern Spain. He
tells it in a way that

any one may read and
appreciate with a clar-

ity and heat that are

reminiscent of his arm-
orer grandfather's
swords and his father's

forges. Not only is he

a great painter,
worthy successor ot

Goya—whose spirit

he seems to share, though his color is richer—but with every canvas he has

rehabilitated Spanish art, and wrought a closer understanding of his people

for the world at large.

Not less interesting, but diametrically opposed in every respect to the

Zuloaga, is the Madonna and Child pictured here. This lovely work, long

considered to be by Raphael, is now attributed to his pupil and assistant,

Giulio di Filippo, commonly known as Giulio Romano. Those who know
his Holy Family in Dresden and his frescoes in the Vatican will appreciate

the beauty of this painting, which expresses the tenderness of motherhood
yet has a joyful playfulness that is most unusual in such subjects, and these

qualities adapt it admirably to decorative uses.

The picture belonged to the Pignatelli family whose ancestry included a
Pope, which accounts for the papal coat of arms on the frame. A hundred
years ago it ap-

peared in England,
where it has been

owned by several

different families,

and it has finally

come to this coun-

try to await a new
home.
Art lovers are

always glad when
the lesser known
painters finally win
recognition, and in

this instance it is

Abraham de Vries,

a Dutchman, who
died about 1662,

who is receiving
belated apprecia-

tion. Registered

at the Guild inThe
Hague in 1644, he

did much portrait-

ure in Amsterdam,
and like most 'of

the men of his day
was considerably

influenced by Rem-
brandt. This is felt

in the portrait re-

pro d u c e d here,
though from a

technical point of

view it might well

stand on its own
high merits. The

picture has great charm, the artist having caught that rarely captured

prize, the personal magnetism of the subject, and preserved it and him
for our pleasant acquaintance. Here, again, and of an entirely different

type, have we a masterpiece of art that may be used as a decorative theme.
One finds the name de Vries quite frequently in the annals of Dutch art

of this period, and it would be interesting to learn their relationship.

Contemporary with the portraitist of whom we speak, there was an Adrian
de Vries who made considerable reputation as a sculptor, and examples of

his work in the form of fountains are to be seen to-day in Florence, where
he labored for many years, in Vienna, and other cities of Austria where he

was greatly sought after. There were still others of the name, but none
whose work has enjoyed the lasting and ever-growing fame of Abraham who
was indeed worthy his high place among the Dutch Masters.

It is yet too early to announce definitely the various exhibitions at the
art galleries during the coming season, though three of these may be men-
tioned to inform Country Life readers of the joys awaiting them.

Abraham de Vries
"A Dutch Gentleman"

Courtesy of The Ehrich Galleries

Wm. Morris Hunt
"The Rapids" (Sister Islands Nia

The first will be an exhibition of monoprints by Guarino, October 8th

to 27th inclusive, at the C. W. Kraushaar Art Galleries.

Later, theEhrich
Galleries will pre-

sent a number of
works by the les-

ser known artists,

among whom An-
gelica Kauffman,
Sir Peter Lely, Sir

Godfrey Kneller,

Henry Harlow,
Nicolas Maes,
John Opie, and
Matthew Brown
are notable.

Loan exhibitions

are rare in this

country, and the

one being arranged

by Messrs. Henry
Reinhardt & Son
for the late fall will

find a large and
appreciative pub-
lic. The exact

dates of both these

hangings will be

given later as well

as notices of other
hangings, all of

which promise the

art lover consider-

able- pleasure and
great opportunity
to thosewho desire

such treasures for

their homes.

J. C. M.
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QTljc Cijann of Colonial 2Dapg

at tljc Hampton £>ljops;

TI I E furniture which Dunc an

Phyfc made in Philadelphia

some hundred odd years ago offers,

as does none other, a delightsome

mingling of Colonial freedom and

English Sheraton tradition.

That is why these round mahog-

any Tahles with their curved and

tapering feet, these Chairs made

lor comfort hut of symmetrical

elegance and these serpentine-

fronted Side! >oards seem to demand

as hack grounds such interiors 01

Colonial dignity and grace as

Hampton Shops decorators know

so well how t ) provide.
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Jfurmture of
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Jltetortc Cpocftf

11/k

A visit to these Galler-

ies will reveal every re-

quisite of Furniture and
Decorative Objects appro-
priate to the modern
home.

Ot There are complete
groups which will con-

tribute the dignity and air

of hospitality so intimate-

ly associated with the well-

appointed Dining Room,
and equally charming en-

sembles for the daintily

arranged Chamber and
Boudoir.

Ot In addition, there is pro-

vided for both formal and
informal rooms, a profusion of

unusual occasional pieces—
most of them not elsewhere

retailed, available withal at

no prohibitive cost in this

interesting establishment, for

two-score years devoted ex-

clusively to these industrial

arts.

CT> Suggestions may be gained

from de luxe prints of

well appointed interiors, which

will be sent gratis upon request.

Grand Rapids furniture Company
INCORPORATED

34-36West 32 n
4! Street

NewYork City

Decorative Glass Panels

STAINED glass, like cut glass, seems to

be coming finally into its own after

having suffered a long and unwarranted

eclipse, due to the ill effects of its unwise use

and the frightful examples so commonly seen

during the last years of the past century. Yet
its decorative value remains unapproached by
anything else, and when properly used it is as

suitable to the

simple cottage

as to the large

house. Also, it

can be installed

quite success-

fully in the so-

called Colonial

type of house,

though it is its

misuse in con-

nection with
this very kind

of architecture

that is chiefly

responsible for

its fall from
grace. How-

ever, that is past, and the stained glass to be
found to-day is for the most part very good
looking and in excellent taste.

As might be expected, it is usually designed
to order; that is, the windows are made to order,

with insets of tinted

glass. One rarely

sees whole windows
of stained glass, ex-

cept where the for-

tunate possessor has

been able to acquire

an antique. The
method of using in-

serts admits of many
uses, and of as many
patterns as one de-

sires, though it is

more effective to in-

sert but one medallion to eacn window of mica

glass, whose flaky translucency throws it into

high relief.

Naturally the effect is best in casement win-

dows, yet as nearly every modern house has one
or more of this

type there is

opportunity for

it everywhere,

and it may be

added here that

curtains are un-
necessary with
stained glass, so

that it is a

happy econ-
omy, and for

halls where
every ray of
light possible is

desired. It will

be seen at once
that thistypeof
window is inval-

uable. 1 he de-

signs here speak
for themselves,

though it may be interesting to know that the

round pattern, about ten inches wide, costs only
$10, while the others come at $20 each.

1 he design at the top of the column, while not
a copy of Millet's "The Sower," is the same sub-
ject and has something of its feeling. Its soft

colors have unucual luminosity, the blue being es-

pecially good, while the Italian lettering adds to

its attractiveness. This sort of thing would be
particularly good in a country house hall.

The panel of Moses seen at the foot of the col-

umn is fully as interesting though different in

every manner, the faceand beard being beautifully

painted to simulate fine etching, and their finesse

is heightened by the deep tone green, blue and
gold seen in the vestments and halo.

Escutcheons are always satisfactory for win-
dow use and the round one shown here is an ex-
ceptional example of their decorative value. As
may be imagined, this one has lost much in re-

production here, yet florid as is the design the
work is very good and all the more pleasing when
one learns that it is now possible to order one's
own coat-of-arm's done in this fashion.

"Lighting Fixtures of Merit"
MANUFACTURED BY

The R. C. HEATHER CO.
An inexpensive fix-

ture may be so well

designed that it

excels a far more
costly one.

Lighting fixtures
are seventy-five per
cent ofthe decoration.

Visit our Showrooms

Convenient location.

Hundreds of samples.

Writefor Booklet "D"

The R. C. HEATHER CO.
19 West 36th Street (Near Fifth Avenue) New York City

Ttlephoite: Greeley 2760 2761

DANERSK
Oak and Walnut Furniture is made of beautiful wood that
is sawed in our own mill in the mountains of North Carolina.
We specialize in doing interesting interiors for entire apart-
ments at modest prices, including the draperies and uphol-
stering, as well as the solving of problems at a distance,
such as Hunting Lodges—and the furnishing of homes
worked out from architects' plans.

Write to-day for valuable Catalogue "D-io,"
or call at lixhibition Rooms.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

First Door West of Fifth Avenue—4th Floor
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<AIWAY
GIVES ENDURING CHARM

Send for our illustrated—-'

'catalogue of RowerPots.

Boxes.'Vases.Benches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes, Bird Fonts and

otherArtistic Pieces forGarden

and InteriorDecoration.

GaeowayTerraGdTta (b.
3916TKALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA,

J^eadership in Upholstered

Furniture

The Tuxedo Sofa shown here, at #200. is typical of the
exceptional quality of Hathaway Upholstered Furniture,
at prices that are unusually attractive.

W. A. HATHAWAY CO. 62 W. 45th St., New York

Marble
Mantels
Fountains
Benches
Bird Baths
Sun Dial
Pedestals

S. KLABER& CO.
ESTABLISHED 1849

21 West 39th St., N. Y.
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NATl fRE takes on her annual coat

of tan, and the the. tre of social

recreation simultaneously moves in-

doors. Guests there will be in legion

—

critical, observing guests.

The house must look its best. Par-

ticularly the interior. Wallpaper w ill

put it at its best Newly papered walls

and ceilings lend charm and cheer to

the whole house.

Chase the gloom from every room
with sensible, economical wallpaper.

The change can be made quickly and

at minimum cost

That living-room, that dining-room

—make them smile again. Wallpaper
will do it.

There's probably not a room in your

house but that would welcome the

transforming touch of wallpaper in the

hands of an experienced decorator.

Wallpaper has innumeraole advan-
tages. Carefully chosen patterns con-

ceal all those little irregularities present

in even the best-built homes.

Wallpaper accentuates the beauty of

the woo lwork. It permits that indi-

viduality of expression so essential to

the person of refinement. It meets

every requirement of interior decora-

tion—meets it effectively.

Interior decorators and wallpaper

dealers are now showing authentic 1918

styles in wallpaper. At probably no
other time in the year will their stocks

be so nearly complete, so diversified.

Consult your decorator now with

views to having those rooms repapered

—if not the entire house, at least that

portion of it that seems to need it most.

Remember—wallpaper is the satis-

factory transformer.

Wallpaper Week is October 1st to 6th.

1918 Styles are now on display.

ALLIED WALLPAPER INDUSTRY
Central Office, 169 Madison Avenue, New York
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Patriotism

THE patriotic spirit is

dominant in the re-

cent work of our Amer-

ican Sculptors. Many
notable examples have

been created and have

lately come from their

hands. They are all on

view in the Gorham Gal-

leries.

The Gorham Galleries
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street

New York

Ornamental Stone Furniture can be used to excellent advantage in fur-

nishing the sun parlor, conservatory, enclosed porch or foyer. A few
pieces chosen with care will make the usually ugly city back-yard an
altogetheMdelightful place.
Our collection of over 1500 models includes practically every variety of garden furniture
which wc reproduce in Pompeian Stone an inexpensive composition resembling stone in
color, texture and durability. Send for illustrated catalogue. Our wide experience is at

your command to help you make a selection suited to your requirements.

Factory

Astoria, L. I. THE ERKINS STUDIOS
The Largest Manufacturers of Artificial Stone

Old Things And New

IN
DECORATING the house, one often

needs a point of color to gain the desired

effect, and must frequently look long and
painfully for the correct thing. Often this tone

can only be found in old pieces, those whose ap-

pearance plain-

ly shows the
marks of time.

Such things are

hard to find but are

well worth the search.

Cld silver is highly

decorative, and as few
families have enough
such heirlooms to
serve their various

branches, and it is en-

tirely within the tenets

of good taste to em-
bellish one's board

with fine old pieces that have fallen on evil

days. These can be found in many shops, as

witness the two pieces pictured here, charming
examples in point of design and patine, are good
for many years' service and may be had for #30.

For sheer beauty of design and color but with-

out great utility, the old Italian wash basin and

)

r
ewer of richly decorated pottery seen above can

hardly be excelled. And these would prove

useful too in houses fitted after the old-time

style as accessories to light toilet making. They
would also be excellent for fruits and flowers in

the dining room, since the bowl is wide and shal-

low. They cost only $40 and are very old.

Handsome in form and color are the new Italian

pottery jars at the bottom of the column, de-

signed for jam comfits and preserved rose leaf

scents. The dish with plate nine inches in dia-

meter, decorated in chrome, dark blue, and green,

is $7.50; the smaller jar is $7.50; and the larger

$12, both similarly decorated. J. C. M.

221 Lexington Ave.

New York City

IIIIIIIH
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THIBAUT's ,/

r£sZi Wall Papers
\I VDE TO ORDER

/VI I K \( I IVE styles and colorings designed
* * to match any period of furniture, rugs or

draperies.

Our own exclusive patterns, affording a large

assortment for the discriminating customer to

select, are now ready for delivery.

"All that is usual, much that is unusual"

RICHARD E. THIBAUT, Inc
*JhCadison y/: <\ and 32nd Street

New York
MR ON x

485 WILLIS AVENUE

BOSTON
<)<>-<>S MIHK \l S I K I 1 r

BROOKLYN
FI.ATBUSH & DKKAI.B AVES.

NEWARK
I4I-I45 HALSEY STREET
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Unique Decorations

IT
IS generally conceded that the purelj

decorative object of art has few oppor-
tunities in the modern home. If this be true,

it is doubtless due to the fact that the necessary
accessories of house furnishing are themselves

' I ""HE wonderful grain If century-old
disclosed by the paneling of the walls.

Floors as fine as the finish of the "baby grand".
This is the elegance of tradition.

Entrust the work to one of the better dec-
orators if it is a large job, not merely to the
"lowest bidder".

That kind of a decorator or a higher
grade retail dealer will urge Pitcairn Aged
Finishing Spar for the "standing" work and
Pitcairn Aged Floor Spar for the floors.

Both are varnishes of superior richness and
enduring elegance.

Pitcairn Varnish Company
Newark, Milwaukee, Los Angeles

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Distributing stocks in 26 leading cities

AGED
££OOR SPAR

FINISHING SPAR
, FLAT FINISH
BANZAI ENAMEL

The Blood-Red ofGerman world

Vision supremacy was
deliberately pro-

jected before the eyes of the German
people by their intellectual leaders. Turn
to almost any page of "Gems(?) of

German Thought" and you will under-
stand why this war is a fight for the

life of democracy. Ask your bookseller.

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New Yor^

At The Family Table
For the complete, correct and perfect
illumination of your home, specify
S. & A. liehting fixtures.

For authoritative lighting information
send to-day for free catalogue L.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

The Readers' Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us

your questions.

For Your RESIDENCE, CLUB, AUTOMOBILE, YACHT
and for GENERAL PRESENTATION PURPOSES

"Chelsea"
8-DAY

HIGH-GRADE Clocks
YEARS THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF QUALITY

'ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELLERS
CHELSEA CLOCK CO. Makers of high grade clocks. 1 State St., Boston, Mass.

every day being; perfected to the point of fine art,

and fill the dual role of utility and decoration.
An excellent example of this dual attraction

is seen in the electric bracket lamp pictured

here, whose
richly enameled
gilt bowl holds

a carven medal-
lion of white
jade, while its

silk shade is

paneled with
gilt metal that
gives a fine fin-

ish to the whole.

The sleeping

cat lamp shown
above, with a
hand-painted
paper shade on
which mice are

playing, makes
an amusing
table lamp for

the nursery or

children's
study.

The purely
decorative peas-

ant group seen

at the foot of
the column is a rare bit of Royal Copenhagen
that is exceptional in modeling, color, and glaze.

J. C. M.
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Jl lighted lamp is the most conspicuous object in a room; it should

be a thing of beauty in complete harmony with its surroundings.

STATELY LUXURIOUS

SUGGESTING the great variety of form, the finely blended colors, the symmetry,

beauty and charm of the many distinctive Chinese Lamps and shades here

assembled for your selection. No other single article of furnishing will add equal

distinction and decorative value to your rooms.

EDWARD I. FARMEK and
H
dec

S

oratTons 5 West 56th St., New York
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Russian Table Linen

^FTER many months of waiting, the ship-
/-% ments of embroidered Russian table

*- linen mentioned in these columns have
arrived, and though the photographs in no way
do them justice, it will be seen that they are

well worth waiting for as they are as unusual in

design as they are charming in color.

Kelsey Health Heated residence of E. L. Cutter, Milton, Mass.
Cram & Ferguson, Architects

At Least Two of Its Advantages
Well Worth Careful Consideration

AS soon as you light a fire in a Kelsey, you at once

J\ start getting heat. No waiting for water to

circulate or steam to generate.

In the early, frosty days of Fall and the late, bit-

dampish ones of Spring, you can with surprisingly

little fuel and attention, keep your entire house at

an even, delightful, healthful temperature.

Compare such an ideal condition with homes you
know of, where the fire is started as late as possible,

and allowed to go out as correspondingly early.

What is there so essential to the health and happi-

ness of your family, as the comforts of a dependable

heat? Not only dependable, but healthful.

In order to be healthful, it must heat with freshly

heated, fresh air. It must ventilate while it heats.

The Kelsey does.

Heating air, drives out its moisture. Dry air is

unhealthy. That's why the Kelsey Humidifier is

used to automatically mix the warm air with just the
healthful amount of moisture.

The Kelsey is a fresh air heat. It's a moist air heat.

It's an agreeably delightful heat. It's an economical

heat. Costs no more, but does more, than radiator

heats.

Send for booklet.

New York

103-D Park Avenue

Detroit

Space 95-D Builders Exch.

THE f(EL5EV
WARM AIR GE17ERAT0R I

231 James Street, Syracuse, New York

Chicago

217-D West Lake Street

Boston

405-D P. O. Sq. Bldg.

"THERE'S A DIFFERENCE." BETTER LEARN ABOUT

EXTRA DENSE LONG-LEAF PINE
EXTRA DENSE LONG-LEAF PINE
EXTRA DENSE LONG-LEAF PINE

{"tHekE-S A DIFFERENCE. '

'

)

THEN YOU'LL REALIZE THE VALUE TO YOU OF INSISTING ON IT.

"BOGALUSA" IsthenameBr WHICH TO BUY the BEST LONG-LEAF.
FOII ALL STRUCTURAL USES, SPECIFY that "BOGALUSA" mast be
tamped on EVERY PIECE or bundle or you'll refuse it »a "not per order."

WRITE US. <Cutlino 1.000.000 feet a day still leaves us time to take an
iMarul in YOU.) There's valus in the BOGALUSA BOOK. (Free.) Get it.

GREAT SOUTHERN LUMBER COMPANY
1605 Fourth Avenue Bojralusa, Louisiana

For 3<j Years Leader in Quality

For Fine Floors - Linoleum
Interior Woodwork - Furniture

I THE BUTCHER POLISH CO., Boston

Do You Know
How the pin oak gets its name?

What wild flower has two distinct

types of blossoms in one season?

The name of our most beautiful bird?

These with hundreds of other interesting facts are told in

The Pocket Nature Library
Its four wonderful volumes will tell you all about birds, the

wild flowers and the trees. More than 700 color plates, 1000
text pages. A circular showing color illustrations, etc., will be

sent on request.

Garden City DOUBLEDAY. PAGE& CO. New York

Two Stoves Are
"One Too Many"
No more need for a coal range for

Winter and a Gas or Oil stove for

Summer use. Two Stoves is ''one too

many" for the DUPLEX ALCAZAR
is two ranges in one and does more
and better work than the two could

or would.

In this wonderful stove we find two complete

ranges in one, burning a combination of fuels

either together or singly, requiring no change or

removal of parts. The DUPLEX ALCAZAR
is made in two types: One using coal or wood
and Gas; the other designed for coal, or wood
and Oil.

If you want year-'round kitchen comfort, better

cooking results and decreased fuel bills, use the

DUPLEX ALCAZAR. It is made in a variety

of styles: porcelain, steel and cast iron construc-

tion by a stove factory that makes "QUALITY"
its watchword. The best dealer in your vicinity

is displaying the DUPLEX ALCAZAR. See

or write us, mentioning whether you are in-

terested in the Gas or Oil types.

ALCAZAR RANGE & HEATER
COMPANY

384 Cleveland Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The bottom one, only an end of which is seen,

is unique. Its soft, open weave has insets of

Russian lace and silk, embellished with embroid-

ery. It is 48 x 74 inches, and very rich in effect.

The upper piece, 38 x 40 inches, has a multi-

colored embroidered tan linen centre with white

and blue borders, while the centre cloth, of deep

rose linen, 46 inches square, is stitched with many
colors. All the patterns are ideal for table

covers.

J. C. M.
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THE SUCCESSFUL FURNISHING
OF THE HOME

THE furnishing of the home, whether on a

large or a small scale, can be carried out
with great success at Flint & Horner's because
of the unexampled variety of styles from which
to choose, and the unlimited range in prices.

Because also of the unique facilities at our com-
mand for the carrying out of special decorative

schemes at the lowest possible cost. Consulta-

tion with our artists involves no obligation.

Our Trademark and Seventy-seven Years' Rep-
utation is Your Guarantee.

ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC RUGS AND
DRAPERIES

FLINT C& HORNER CO., Inc.
20-26 West 36th Street

NEW YORK

ormo
Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies & Upholsteries

Our b—kltl, "Draping the H»mt,"

nntaint htlpful luggtstioni en in-

teritr defrating. It wilt b* imt

frte «if rtquttt.

EXPOSURE to the strongest sunlight and frequent washing

will not in the least affect the beautiful colorings and lus-

trous finish of ORINOKA Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies and

Upholsteries. Every color, no matter how delicate, is sold with

this guarantee:

Thisegoods areguaranteed absolutelyfadeless. Ifcolor changesfrom

exposure to sunlight orfrom washing, the merchant is hereby author-

ized to replace them with new goods or refund the purchase price.

ORINOKA Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies and Upholsteries

are made in an endless variety of weaves and designs, from

sheer casement cloths to heavy, luxurious hangings, enabling

you to carry out any color scheme. Ask your merchant to show

you the fabrics bearing the ORINOKA Guarantee Tag.

ORINOKA MILLS, Dept. K, Clarendon Bldg.. New York
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CRICHTON BROS.
of London

GOLDSMITHS and

SILVERSMITHS

In New York: 636, Fifth Avenue
In Chicago: 622, S. Michigan Avenue
In London: 2 2, Old Bond Street

A C HA A Ml HC LITTLI tlLVIN Tf A »OT MAILT FIVE IftCHCt

MICH, MAOC II '.n.n >i r WILLIAM WILLIAMS III I 744.

£3 ®
THE A BOVC HALL HARKS APPEAR ON THE TEA POT

RARE
PIECES

also Tea and Cof-
fee Services of OLD
ENGLISH SILVER
from the Queen Anne
and Georgian periods sold

in our New York and Chi-

cago Galleries at London
prices, because not dutiable.

Reproductions are made by the

House in London from exqui-

site original examples at moder-

ate prices. Also Table Silver in

exclusive patterns—single or complete

services—always ready for delivery

All goods purchased of
Crichton Bros, are delivered

express charges prepaid
throughout the United States.
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THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS. Trenton,
New York, Fifth Avenue and Seventeenth Street Winnipeg. Can.

Seattle tDetroit Portland. Ore. Minneapolis tSan Francisco TMontrea!, Can.
Cleveland tDes Moines twasnineton. D. C. ^Scw Orleans fSt. Louis San Antonio
Dallas tToledo Columbia, S. C. Denver fShowrooms equipped with model bathrooms

c » i -rn -1- ---»- -m--u - - - - - — m--u— l

Toronto, Can.
2 tBoston Atlanta
fi Pittsburgh Los Anereles

g -fChicago t Philadelphia

ANCHOR POST
FENCES andGATES

IN Anchor Post Fences and Gates each
particular part is specially designed
for the use to which it is put. Cor-

rect proportions, superior mechanical de-

sign and workmanship and an experience

of over twenty-five years, combine to

make them the standard by which all

others are judged.

Catalogue on request

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
13 Cortlandt St. (13th Floor) New York, N. Y.

Plenty of Water for

Your Country Home
always under good pressure and assuring you
comfort, sanitation and protection against fire

the year 'round, can best be obtained by instal-

ling a Caldwell Cypress Tank and Steel Tower.
With this equipment an abundance of water

can be kept always on hand ready for use in house,
barns,and gardens. The Caldwell Cypress Tank
keeps the water pure and tasteless. No rusting.

No freezing. The whole structure is graceful and
attractive in appearance. Cost moderate.

Incidentally a Caldwell Tank and Tower will

materially reduce your insurance rates.

Send for Catalogue

W. E. CALDWELL CO.
Incorporated

3210 Brook Street
Louisville, Kentucky

TANKS
ANO

TOWERS

BLASTING TO CORRECT SOIL
\ EROSION

N MONTGOMERY County, Penn-
sylvania, in the spring of 1915, I

ran across a farm on which the
problem of the washing of the
land had been solved in a new way.
The owner is a believer in inten-

sive tillage and deep tillage, and in the use of
explosives to secure the tillage. Quite acci-

dentally, while blasting his soil, he found that
breaking up the bottoms of gullies in a certain

way would result in their filling again to the
level of the surrounding land of their own accord.
The farm in question is about forty miles

northwest from Philadelphia. It is owned by a
physician who perhaps spends half of his time
there, but who will not be named here because he
does not have the time to answer many questions.

The success of his farm methods and practices of
the last six years entitles his experiences to the
consideration of every one who handles similar

problems. The fact that he is a physician with a
strikingly successful practice in medicine is im-
portant in the story only to bring out the point
that he is a trained observer, used to looking at
things from an [intelligent and educated stand-
point. He is familiar with plant nutriment and
soil processes, and is more of a real farmer than
the ordinary man who passes under that classi-

fication—as, for instance, the previous owner of
this particular land.

The soil of the farm is mostly that classed as

Chester loam in the surveys of this section made
by the United States Bureau of Soils, though a
little of it is DeKalb and Landsdale soil. If you
are not familiar with the Survey descriptions and

A small gully running through unblasted ground. Note where

it bends away opposite trees where the ground was dynamited

maps, it may be of value to add that Chester

loam is a brown and rather light soil, well mixed,

in this case, with much finely broken granite.

This composition extends two or three feet down
and is underlaid with a mild or impure clay which
will mold in your hand like putty. All of the land

has considerable slope, and this soil cuts out like

a snow bank whenever water flows over it with

any considerable velocity.

When the present owner bought the farm,

about six years ago, the fields nearly all were

gullied badly. Many of the gullies were big

enough to bury horses in. You could see their

raw edges from miles away. Sheet erosion had
done greater damage, if that were possible, than

the gullying, by carrying away plant food and

surface soil.

Various ways of filling the gullies and stopping

the erosion were tried, without much success.

At first the dirt was plowed in from the sides.

This earth washed out again
—

"like feathers"

one of the men said. Some of the land was seeded

to grass, but even the heavy sod resulting did not

prevent further cutting away of the ground.

And then came the discovery which has brought

about the end of all erosion on that farm.

Sixty acres of the land is in fruit. There are

peaches five and six years old on forty acres, and

apples four and five years old on twenty acres.

The bed for each one of these trees was blasted,

and after the trees were set, the spaces on the

lines of the rows were blasted. One way, the

charges were placed ten feet apart along the lines

of rows, the other way they were placed only five

feet apart. Three or four ounces, or even less, of

explosive was used to a charge, and placed about

three feet deep.

In doing this intermediate blasting one day, a

line of charges necessarily was placed right in the

bottom of a gully. The workman made the

mistake of using whole stick charges instead of
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KALI, is an iilc.il time t<> st.irr on .in all

year 'round .Hi|U.iint.iiue with Lewis ,\

Conner's. Ji'^f at tli« hu^v moment

when vou .in- ri-suniinu housekeepinn asain,

vou will api'it . iate .1 store l.itue enough to

inelude in its stocks all the customary articles

of housekeeping and all the unusual utilities—

.,11 the time and all at once. No matter vvh.it

\..u need or when, you can readily hnd it.

( >ur stocks include hundreds of useful thmK s

for the kitchen, the pantry the dining room,

the hv mi; room, the bedroom, the hath room

for anv and tvtrx room in the houte. 1 hey are

stocks designed to lul[> vou with housekeeping.

JWIS&^OHGErl
4 ;th Street and 6th Avenue New York

PERCOLATORS CANDLESTICKS FIRE SETS *

DREICERA c°
(

/>•//<< /.)

Kirm AVKNI IK KOKTY-8IXT1I

— NKW YOltK —

ManyNecklaces may
BE IMPROVED BY-AD"

ditional Pearls or
a new centre. our
collection of single

Pearls is very large
am) ofi kks a farwid"

BR RANGE OF SELEC-
TION n IAN THE SMALLER

STOCKS s~

BRANCH AT CHICAGO

£hrich (Galleries
Dealers in "Old Masters" Exclusively

707 FIFTH AVENUE, at 55th Street, NEW YORK
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Guardian of Your Home
When your house is buDt, when from roof to base-

ment it jus t suits you—call in the Bay Stater and let

him keep it so.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating covers up walls

of brick, concrete or stucco. It seals every crack and

crevice. Wards off the effects of wear and weather.

The Bay Stater is a day and night, summer and

winter watchman. He has no off days or seasons.

Your house has sure protection in his hands. Sum-

mer's sun and showers; winter's snows and blows

never find him off his guard.

Besides a preservative Bay State Coating is a beau-

tifier. White and a variety of attractive tints offer a

selection that meets individual tastes.

Entrust your house to the Bay Stater's care. Write

for Booklet No. 1 which tells you a lot about "Bay

State" and ask for a sample which will prove all the

book says. Do that today.

Bay State Cement Crack Filler makes cracks

in cement disappear like magic. It makes a patch

that shows no seams. A. sample will prove it.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers, Boston, Mass.

New York Office: Architects' Building

BAY STATE
Brick and Cement Coating Th«

IRON FENCE AND ENTRANCE
GATES OF ALL DESIGNS AND

FOR ALL PURPOSES/
WE INVITE CORRESPONDENCE WITH
THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTED.
The Stewart Iron Works Co., Inc.

"The World's Greatest Iron Fence Builders"
650 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio

IWftlTC FOR BOOK OF DESIGNS

THE PRESIDENT SAYS: "The War
"The World Must ofDemoo
Be Made Safe for racy" is a
Democracy" book that

goes back of the Lusitania out-

rage, the hundred and one
crimes of a nation "running
amuck." It is the clearest

statement we know of the great

fundamental principles and
ideals for which the allies—for

which we Americans—are

fighting.

Chapters by
Bryce Lloyd George
Balfour Asquith
Barres Grey

and many others

Net, $2.00 Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden Cily, New Yorh^

the usual quarter stick or less, with the result
that craters were blown out at these points in-
stead of the ground only heaving or bulging. At
the time this looked like a useless waste. But
two months later, on his next inspection of the
spot, the owner was surprised to find this par-
ticular gully disappearing. Within three months
it had entirely filled up with sediment carried
down by the water and deposited, the same as a
delta is formed in the mouth of a stream.
The method was developed and used all over

the farm. As finally found best, the practice is

to blast along in the bottom of the gully every
six feet or so with four ounce charges placed so as
merely to heave the ground, as for tree beds, and
every forty to sixty feet with whole-stick charges
so placed as to blow out craters. This is the
entire process. This, with no other handling of
material whatever, results in the filling of the
gullies and in the prevention of their formation
at the same points again for at least six years

—

which is the time since the first one was filled in

this way on this farm. The work must be done
when the ground is so dry that it has lost all its

plasticity.

The filling and the prevention of further cut-
ting of earth by water is one of the most in-

teresting processes that I have seen in the
agricultural game for a long time. The blasting
of course loosens the entire bottom and sides
of the gullies. As you look along them, you see
every three or four rods the three-foot craters
made by the larger explosions. These craters
begin to fill first, with the sediment brought down
by the first hard rain. When the filling of the
gully is complete, the space where it was is actu-
ally higher than the surrounding land.

The water descends the slope by gravitation,

but instead of flowing along on the surface, or

along the bottom of the plow furrows, gravitation
sends it down into the loosened, powdered, and
disintegrated soil, where it follows through the

Ground that was originally gullied, but which has filled level

again after being blasted

ground two to four feet under the surface. As it

percolates and filters through the ground, it

gathers a certain amount of the pulverized earth,

especially that near the surface, where the ground
is loosest. When it reaches one of the craters,

the water is forced to a standstill, which permits
the settling and depositing of the particles car-

ried along so far. The water finally fills the
crater, wells over the brim, and then seeps and
oozes and soaks through the pores and small

spaces of the ground to the next one. It does
not cut as it goes along, for it does not have
enough velocity or volume. Its progress down
the hill is justagentle passing through the broken-

up soil, without even enough of a rush or sweep to

be called a trickle.

Observation shows that the craters fill first,

and then they in turn act as retaining walls and
form dams behind which further lodging of ma-
terial takes place. The process keeps up natur-

ally, first one part of the gully filling a little and

then another, till the level of the surface is

reached.

A feature worth special attention is the fact

that the cavities of the gullies are filled with the

richest material in the field. This material not

only has been powdered, but has been acted on by
water and air, and all the chemical reactions that

are necessary to make available the plant food

elements have been promoted. Bacteria should

find in such material a splendid culture ground.

In each one-time gully are many cubic yards of it.

As evidence of the reality and truth of the fore-

going, I had pointed out to me several features of

the surface of the peach and apple orchard when
I visited the farm in February, 191 5, and again

in August.
For instance, there was near the bottom of the
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YAMANAKA & CO.
A54 Fifth Avenue, New York

ANNOUNCEMENT

On November ist

We move to

680 FIFTH AVENUE
(Bet. 53rd and 54th Street)

The OH shop vJill remain open until April ist, 1918

The upholsfred ma-
hogany fireside chair
illustrated, is in
the Chippendale
period, with strap
work carvinfr and
Karpenesqve loose
sprinA cushions. A
comple'e livin/t mom
suite is made in this
desijn.

Karpen

7N the lines of Karpen Furniture

there is as much grace as in a
woman's floating draperies. In its

fine woods and rich fabrics, there is

the same luxuriousness as in her

furs and satins; and in its subdued
elegance, the fitting background for

her beauty.

Karpen Furniture
is the furniture which charming

women choose for their homes—dig'

nified, handsome, splendidly comfort*

able. Its possession is a lasting one;

its beauty outlives changing fashions.

Send forBook 710 ofKarpen Designs
showing modern and period designs, obtainable

singly or in suites. Mailed on receipt
of 14 cents in stamps.

S. KARPEN &? BROS
900 S. Michigan Ave. CMeaftO
37th St. and Broadway, New 1 ork

INTERIOR DECORATION
JOHN WANAMAKER, New York

Au Quatrieme

Tuscan walnut and Venetian lacquer Spanish gilt, Walnut and iron

LouisXVand Directoire rooms Queen Anne and Victorian furniture

REPRODUCTIONS AND ORIGINALITIES A SPECIALTY

HANDEL/
clomps

BEAUTY never leaves a Handel
1 Lamp. She hovers over it

while it stands silent under the

casement moon. She revels in its

soft, glowing colors as the light

streams through the hand-wrought

shade. In vain she challenges day-

light to take away its charm.

The Handel Lamp
illustrated can add a

touch of rare beauty

to your home. Ask
your dealer to show
you lamp No. 6529,
or send for illustrated

booklet.

THE HANDEL
COMPANY

382 E. Main Street

Meriden, Connecticut.
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AreYou
There ?

© Vanity Fair

// you long—in the batik

of life
—to become a Busy

Bertha, and to stop being

a small bore, fall in be-

hind our special war time

offer
—an entire winter of

VanityFair,for One Green

Dollar. Read the coupon.

This is the Night Operator at

VANITY FAIR
The most cheerful and stimulating of all the new magazines—

a

winter of which will keep you in touch with the social, literary,

dramatic and artistic skirmishes in American life and insure you

against every form of dullness, boredom and intellectual old age.

'"PHIS is a brisk and burning year

* —in drama, art, literature, humor,

fashi:n and sport, as well as in poli-

tics and war—and you can't expect

to keep up with a double-quick win-

ter unless you read a double-quick

magazine—a magazine that can be

read without anaesthetics.

DON'T expose yourself to the bombs

of boredom! don't be stifled by

the poison gas of ennui! keep behind

the barrage fire of Vanity Fair, the bus-

iest of all the rapid-fire magazine guns,

the one that invariably looks on the

sunny side of the silver lining of even

the blackest of Life's thunder clouds.

Get the Cheero Spirit—for $ 1

One little Green Dollar Will Bring You the Next Five

Issues of Vanity Fair—and even six, if you mail the

coupon in the right-hand corner in double-quici\ time.

Vanity Fair is the only really cheerful and

enlivening magazine in America. It prints

humor—lots and lots of it—by the best of

younger and more unconventional artists

and writers. It views the stage, the arts,

the sports, the gaieties and all the enliven-

ing and highly vitalized sides of modern

life bravely and CHEERFULLY.

Attention! Forward

March! Eyes right!

Salute the coupon!

Tear it off, fill it out

and let Vanity Fair—all Winter—i\eep

you in step with the

times.

Every Issue Contains

THE STAGE: Reviews of all DANCING: All varieties of

that's going on—and coming off dances, both wild and hothouse

—in the theatre; and portraits and their indoor, outdoor, rhyth-

of who's who in the New York mic and ball-room exponents,

dramatic spot-light. FASHIONS: The last word

THE ARTS: Painless criti-
-pronounced with a P*™>M

cisms and peerless illustrations accent-on the smartest clothes

of all the newest happenings in for the smartest men and the

painting, literature, sculpture
smartest women,

and architecture. DOGS AND MOTORS:
Photographs and life histories

HUMOR: Not the custard- f tne most successful 1918
pie school nor even the Sunday models of well-bred dogs
supplement vein, but the most anj we ||-built motors.

wr:;s
g
and arti°s

f

t,

0Ur y0Unger SHOPPING: The heart

of the blue list shopping

ASSORTED NUTS: Por- district; a pageant of >

traits and revelations of all the its riches; and the

best -known and most carefully shortest and eas- ^t- ^
assorted nuts, and mad hatters, iestwaytoac- *\,° qS

SPORTS: Every known spe- tZjT ^
cies of sports: indoor and out- . s ^3?* »
door, heroically masculine and Xv
politely ladylike. <Uf> vd%^Vf"

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: ^0*1?
The enlivening and unconven- C° vp"*^ 4?
tional output of our most a Si- t,\"iV
akeful essayists, critics. # , «v* v *S*

nd authors. , X «5
V>.S «^

slope a sheet of ice about a hundred yards long
and fifty yards or more wide. The rest of the
orchard was bare, except a little snow sticking

beside a tree here and there, or in the side of a

gully not yet treated. The owner referred to this

place where the ice was as a "dam," and went on
to explain that the ground above had all been
thoroughly broken up, but right where the upper
edge of the ice lay the blasting had been stopped.
The water filtered down the grade, well below
the surface, as it did elsewhere, to this point.

But here it met a wall of earth that was too solid

and compact to penetrate, and it was forced to

rise to the surface. The whole thing was like a

dam, with the edge of the unblasted ground act-

ing as the breast, and the water damming back
up the hill till it reached a level where it would
Sow over the breast. And after it flowed out on
the surface, it of course made an ice sheet on
•down the hill for a short distance.

If this dam were broken up the water would
drain away underneath the icy spot, and the ice

would disappear. On hill slopes many lines of
seepage that are mistaken for small springs, are

actually nothing more or less than the excess

moisture from the land higher up coming to

the surface on account of striking a reef or

dam of solid earth at that point.

In the apple orchard some of the trees have been
planted with no blasting other than that of their

immediate bed, and some others with only the

lines of the rows in one direction. It was inter-

esting to note that small gullies were forming
midway between the lines of blasts, but in no
case on the lines of blasts. In the peach orchard

very small gullies—three or four inches deep

—

were to be noted at a few points, but these always

swung here and there, keeping to the unbroken
ground as accurately as though laid out by the

hand of a workman.
The owner is outspoken in his explanation of

the processes by which the erosion is stopped, and
of the value of this method of accomplishing that

desirable condition. He says that on his farm
erosion carried away every year enough soil and
plant food to pay for the blasting, and that he

never was able to control it by any other means.

The blasting is not productive of a lot of incon-

venient surface fixtures, but on the contrary, as

a by-product, so to speak, it produces a condition

of tilth which very quickly results in much addi-

tional available plant food and increased fertility.

This man probably has observed the actual
" reaction" as he calls it, of the blasting of ground

for fruit trees more closely than any one else in

the country.
]

In his new plantings he is using

five charges for each tree instead of one—one

charge where the tree stands, and the others

spaced around this one, about five or six feet away
—and only two ounces of farm powder to a charge.

His analysis of the subject of natural plant food

in the soil of his farm contains the conclusion

that the top six or eight inches of his soil now,

after 200 years of tillage, is practically ashes or

cinder, with all food elements burned out of it.

The washing of the land is one of the serious

problems which intrude themselves on those

who seek to get profit or amusement from grow-

ing plants through the tillage of the soil. It is

the characteristic mark of poorly cultivated

farms and abandoned farms, and it is at its

worst not when it tears out gullies but in the

hardly visible form of sheet erosion.

J. R. Mattern.

CHECKING THE RUNAWAY
HORSE

HE driver whose horse easily be-

comes frightened and tends to

bolt at slight provocation is al-

ways handicapped by his inability

to venture far from his vehicle

unless the animal is securely tied.

I have found that a simple expedient for effici-

ently deterring horses from running away is to

twist the reins half way round a spoke of a front

wheel, then place the loop, where they buckle,

over the hub. If the horse starts off, the reins

are drawn tight by the revolving wheel and tem-

porarily check the animal until the driver or some

bystander can reach its head. Of course, a stout

pair of lines is essential, but this is always a de-

sirable provision in driving.

This scheme is rather less effective when two

horses are involved; but even then, in pase

they start off together, it is an excellent trouble

preventer. G. H. Dacy.
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Architects-Mills, Rhines. Bellman & Nordhoff.Toledo.

Horn* »{CI*rem* A Karlf. Copeland Height*. Toledo. Ohio.

r*U« *rJ "CREO-D1PT" Stained Shinnies used for Thatched Roof. Color a, weathered straw.

Furnished bv

CREO-D1PT COMPANY. Inc.. North Tonawanda. N. Y.

Sole Manufacturers

m _ ,„„ L. - .r ,«....r. p.. ..,., - -^ »nd—.—— »«— -—
RANICH
ff-BACH

59 Inches
Long

\

World's
Smallest
Wra Quality Grand Piano

Tfcite for Boo/c/et

Main Office, 235 E. 23rd.St.,New^ork

Chicago Warvroom, 235 S. WabasK Ave.

Decorative Metal Grilles

For Radiator Enclosings

BENEATH this window seat is the radiator.

The decorative grille designed in harmony

with the window, allows the heat to pass freely.

Whatever your radiators, or wherever '°cated > A

we can suggest grille enclosings that will rob

them of their obtrusive objectionableness.

Allow us to make suggestions.
t

Our printed matter you are welcome to.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co
52 Yanderbilt Avenue

New York
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TABLE DELICACIES
Saving Wheat for Our Allies

ANN REMSEN

MAILLARdS

BREAKFASI

COCOA

Maillard's

Breakfast

COCOA

Have you tasted Maillard's ? If not why
not try it to-day. Its'deliciously refresh-

ing flavor, its palatability, its nutritious

qualities and its economy are only to be

fully appreciated after an actual trial.

Easy to make—delicious to take

At good »f ore*

WHEN Mr. Hoover asked us to give up
meat two days a week no one grumbled
overmuch, but when white bread was

taboo, the affairs of war took on a more serious

aspect. Habit is everything; fresh white
bread was in the pre-war days the foundation

of the average evening repast. In conserving

flour for the use of our fighting men in France
and those of our Allies, statistics show that the

difference between consumption of bread new
or stale is one loaf in five. From this fact Mr.
Hoover's edict of flourless days was set forth;

brown bread has been substituted for white

bread stuffs, thus releasing thousands of

pounds to be sent abroad. To-day, corn

bread, corn muffins and Southern spoon
breads are served for luncheons.

Boston brown bread is made by the follow-

ing method:

BOSTON BROWN BREAD

Three and three-quarters cups Indian corn

meal, two and one-half cups rye (not flour),

two thirds cup molasses, one quart milk

(either sweet or sour), two even teaspoon-

fuls soda, dissolved in the milk; steam in tin

pudding boiler five hours; take off the cover

and set in oven till morning.

Rice Muffins are very appetizing and are

easily made. A good recipe is:

ROYAL
BAKING POWDER

Made from Cream of Tartar

Absolutely Pure

No Alum No Phosphate

Winter and Summer, the one beverage

that makes everybody happy—Clicquot

Club Ginger Ale.

Buy it for your home by the case. You
can enjoy it to-day with a clear conscience

for it contains no grain or cereal products

needed by our government or its allies.

THE CLICQUOT CLUB COMPANY
Millis, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

Clysmic--

Of Course
Because Clysmic is so far

the aristocrat of sparkling

waters that hospitality

requires it to be on hand
whenever one entertains.

15 stains of Lithia Salts to the gallon.

Sold everywhere in splits, pints and quarts only.

Don't accept ordinary waters

*

Insist on

genuine
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RICK MUFFINS

Take one cup cold boiled rice, one pint flour,

two eggs, one quart milk, one tablespoontu

butter, and one teaspoonful salt; beat very hard

and bake quickly.

CORN BREAD

Four eggs, two cups sour milk, two cups sweet

milk, three tablespoonfuls sugar, one teaspoon-

ful soda, lard sue of hen's egg. which must be

melted before mixing, one teaspoonful salt,

corn meal to make batter thin enough to pour.

Bake in hot, quick oven.

The fish or meat course admits of many deli-

cious dishes; a filet of sole tempts, for instance, if

this bit of sage advice is followed:

FILET OF SOLE

Take the ordinary flounder, lay it on a board,

cut off head, fins, and tail, and scrape off the skin.

Quarter the fish lengthwise and takeout the bone,

leaving four strips of the flesh. Cut these into

pieces about three inches each in length, and dip

first into beaten egg and then roll in cracker

crumbs. Fry in boiling lard or drippings, having

the fat as hot as would be required for doughnuts.

Drain drv by laying on soft white paper. Serve

on a napkin laid" on a very hot dish, and garnish

with bits of parsley and sliced lemon. Pass

quarters of lemon with the fish, as a few drops ot

the juice squeezed over it greatly improves the

taste. This is a capital imitation of the famous

English sole.
. ,

Then a baked halibut is a treat if cooked prop-

erly. Serve with mayonnaise dressing.

BAKED HALIBUT

Order a piece of halibut weighing about four

pounds. Lay it in salt and water for an hour be-

fore cooking.' Wipe drv-, score it across the top

with a sharp knife and lay it in a dripping pan.

Bake about an hour in a steady oven and baste

several times with hot water and melted butter.

When it is done, lay it on a hot dish, strain the

gravy left in the pan, and boil up after adding

two teaspoonfuls of butter rubbed smooth with

two tablespoonfuls of browned flour. Just

before taking from the fire add a tablespoonful of

Harvey's or Worcestershire sauce and the juice

of a lemon. Pour part of the gravy over the

fish and pass the rest in a gravy boat.

A TIMBALE OF NOODLES AND HAM

An old recipe for a timbale of noodles says:

"Very few housekeepers realize all the culinary

possibilities in a piece of cold ham. There are

numberless excellent surprise dishes to be made

from it in the way of an omelet covering a mince

of ham, a scallop of ham and potatoes, a croquette

of veal and ham, and above all a 'weal and ham-

mer,' whose charms Silas Wegg was wont to re-

hearse between those fitful moment^ when he

'rose and fell on the Roman Empire.

Directions for making these things have been

given from time to time in our columns, but a

timbale of noodles and ham is a little more trouble-

some to make. It requires, first, about a pint of

well-made noodles, which should be shredded

very fine, about the size of matches or vermicelli,

rather than in ribbons, as it is usually cut for soup

by the German cook. Drop the noodles into

about two quarts of salted boiling water, stirring

them with a fork to prevent their sticking to-

gether and becoming lumpy. Each piece should

be separate, in order that it may swell to proper

proportions in the boiling water. When the

noodles have boiled eight minutes drain them;

put them in a saucepan with a tablespoonful or

butter and the beaten yolks of two eggs. Add

seasoning of salt and pepper, and pour into a but-

tered quart charlotte-russe mold, or a number ot

small timbale molds. It is much less trouble to

make one large mold than several small ones,

but in either case the same method is followed.

When the mold is cold, scoop out its contents to

within about an inch of the sides and bottom, if it

is a large mold. Egg it and bread-crumb it with

fine bread-crumbs; then plunge it into hot tat

for two minutes to become golden-brown. \\ hen

it is cooled fill it with a preparation of minced

ham and cooked noodles in white sauce.

Another old recipe is for stuffed tomatoes.

STUFFED TOMATOES

Stuffed vegetables are well enough known to

French cookery, but are comparatively rare on

American tables. They are not so difficult to

prepare as is sometimes imagined, and are often

a source of economy. Bits of chicken or any

dainty meats too small to be used in any other

manner may be utilized in this way. Tomatoes

are particula rly nice stuffed with a chicken force-

meat. Select tomatoes of a full firm texture.

Remove the seeds, cutting a little cap off the top-

of the tomato to get to the inside. A little vege-

table scoop, such as is used to cut potatoes in

balls, is just as good as anything to remove the

seeds of the tomatoes with. When the toma-

toes are emptied, prepare a chicken forcemeat

by pounding bits of chicken to a paste. Either

cooked or raw meat may be used for the purpose.

Add as much bread crumbs soaked in milk as

there is meat, and to every cup of this mixture

an egg yolk and a saltspoonful of fresh butter

with salt and pepper to taste. A little nutmeg

may be added, and if the forcemeat is not moist

enough, a little white stock may be used, lo

every cup of forcemeat add also half a teaspoon-

ful of onion juice, six chopped mushrooms, and

the juice and pulp of the tomatoes which have

been scooped out, rejecting the seeds. Lay over

them the covers or caps which have been removed

from the tomatoes, set the tomatoes in a deep

porcelain-lined baking dish, and cook them tor

half an hour in a moderately hot oven.

SPONGE PUDDING

One third coffee cup of flour stirred perfectly

smooth in a half pint milk. Set in boiling water

and stir constantly until the flour is cooked.

When nearly cold, add one half spoonful melted

butter, one' fourth teacup sugar, and yolks ot

three eggs (beaten to a froth) together, lust be-

fore baking add the well beaten whites Have in

the oven a dripping pan half full of boiling water.

Put the pudding in a buttered tin dish, and set

it in the dripping pan. Bake in a moderate oven

fifteen minutes. Serve with sugar and cream or

sauce.
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EQUIPPING the AVIATOR
By LINDSAY GLEN

HOW, then, could I say, if I would, what
America's aviation programme will be for

the next six months or a year," writes Gen-
eral George D. Squier in an article in " Flying" for

August. General Squier goes on to say: "If you
will show me Von Hindenburg's provision for air

attacks during the coming winter and spring,

then I might divulge a few Yankee plans to

counter it." The few Yankee plans will be un-

availing no matter how cleverly conceived if the

flier is not warmly and comfortably

clad—which means with the things

he uses constantly.

As the aviator has been termed

very truly the commuter of the

War Zone, he can possess more com-
forts in his kit than the land fighter

who must carry his kit with him on
a hike. The air man goes out on a

raid, but returns to his base and his

camp when the work has been ac-

complished. He flies light in equip-

ment but that equipment has been

brought-to a high degree of comfort

and efficiency. His clothes are of

course the first thought and should

be made throughout of the best

quality of leather. The coat has a

detachable fleece lining, is belted and
has large bellowed pockets lined with

duck. The trousers are full, with

ample room at the knee and are tied

with narrow thongs at the ankles.

Specially made Llama wool under-

pants may be had to add to the com-
fort of the aviator in high altitudes

and the long flights in the winter raids.

These wool pull-overs are made to

wear under the leather trousers.

LINDSAY GLEN
Of The Country Life Advertising De-
partment's Service Bureau be glad

to furnish further information or pur-

chase any" of the articles mentioned.

Address n West 32nd St., NevJ York

The perfection of equipment of this aviator insures comfort which to the flier is

with safety

AVIATION HELMETS

Leather helmets fit the head snugly and are held

by the chin and stay firmly in place. The ear parts

may be closed by snaps, covering when desired.

A sweater done in mohair yarn made with a

wide collar which, when buttoned up, may be
pulled up over the head and fastened as a hood
is also useful for the flying man. Another
sweater is in khaki colored wool, no collar, as

over it is worn the waterproofed waistcoat in

khaki colored cloth which has a wonderful life-

saver's belt attached which may be blown up in

a moment and adds to the safety of the airman,
who may be so unfortunate as to have engine
trouble over the sea somewhere. These water-

proofed life-saver waistcoats have a pocket in

which chocolate may be stored.

AN AVIATION MIT

A mit which has given much satisfaction for the
flier is made of the finest leather, lined with stock-

inette material. The mit and cuff are lined with
a cold air and rain proofed fabric. The strap at

the edge of the cuff keeps out the wind.

A HYDRO SUIT

The Hydro-suit may be used for aeroplaning as

well as hydro-planing, and consists of a one piece

suit made of fine rubber sheeting worn with a belt

and strapped at the knee and ankle. A knitted hel-

met is worn under the soft leather aviator's cap.

THE EYES OF THE AIR

To protect the ears every aviator carries a pair
of one-piece goggles with gray plush rest to pre-
vent pressure on the ears. A fur-lined face mask
is a wonderful protection for the aviator on win-
ter flying duty.

Waterproof goggles are equipped with unbreak-
able lenses. These goggles are so bent that a
wide range of vision may be had. These goggles

and all the equipment mentioned on
these pages comply with the army and
navy regulations for aviators.

HE WHO FLIES MAY WRITE

The aviator knows the value of
accuracy in his notes. Observations
in the air are jotted down hastily on
any scrap of paper which may be on
hand. It is on returning to camp
they are then gathered up, and may
be put in order for immediate use
by using the modern field typewriter,
which is the greatest of the inventions
for the aviator to-day.

No longer does the harassed aides

have to decode the hasty and often
illegible hand writing of the flying

man. It may now be handed to him
in proper form to be used immed-
iately. This modern typewriter should
be a part of every man's field equip-
ment. The desirable quality is its

smallness, and it is the most complete
machine for field purposes. It meas-
ures six and one half inches high when
in use. When folded for transpor-

tation, it is barely three and three-

quarters incheshigh. Its totalweightissix pounds.
The machine comes in a black leather or pigskin

case. It has a sliding draw for stationery, pens or
pencils which the aviator may chance to need,
and perhaps its most practical quality is its

simple construction and light aluminum frame
which makes the typewriter indestructible. A
folding stand comes with the typewriter which
adds to its value in war time.

ACCESSORIES WHICH TELL

A comfort as well as a necessity for the air man
is the South African water bag. It has no com-
flications, and there is no adjusting to be done,

t holds two gallons of water which is kept clean

and cool. The weight when filled is 16 pounds.
This will be found not only a luxury but a neces-

sity to the airman who may lose his way in flight.

synonymous

Knitted helmet for the aviator, fits snugly
over the hood and shoulders. Made in gray
or khaki colored wool

Life-saving waistcoat for hydro-planing. The life belt is attached
to this waistcoat and in the picture has been blown up for use. The
pocket contains a small water tight flask.

Knitted sweater, sleeveless, made to fit

closely over the body. Regulation for all

men in the service or in the field

Leather suit for aviator with hood and mask,
lining of soft wool. Servicable for winter flying,

to the hood with snap pins

The coat has an inter-

The mask is adjusted
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1. Attman & (Ho.

With the advent off the Aytymn Season
there is a wonderful display off Fashions throughout the Store and the rich=

ness and variety off the Garments ffor day and evening wear are certain to

arouse keen feminine interest.

Extensive preparations have also been made to ffurnSsh the most becoming
styles in clothing for Young Men, Youths and Boys.

Sports Clothes, School and College Outfits are
special features

Jfftftl) Anenue- JtlaiitBmt Atmuw, New $0rk

QIhirtit-fiiurti| &trrrt telephone 7000 murray hill Ql^irtg-frftli Btrett

STABLISHED 1S1B

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill SSoo

Clothing Ready made or to Measure for Autumn

Evening Clothes, Cutaways, Sack Suits

Sporting Clothes and Medium-weight Overcoats

English and Domestic Hats & Furnishings

Boots and Shoes for Dress, Street and Outdoor Sport

Trunks, Bags & Leather Goods

Our Boys' Department

contains everything needed for School Outfits

Clothing, Furnishings, Hats and Shoes

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

We are fully equipped to Furnish Uniforms for

Officers of the Army, Navy and Reserve Forces

BOSTON SALES- OFFICES
Tremontcor. Boylston Street

NEWPORT SALES-OFFICES
2 2 Bellevue Avenue

5™AVE *t 46™ ST.

ARIS ) NEW YORK

The Paris Shop of America'
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The Readers' Service is prepared to

adrise parents in regard to schools The New COUNTRY LIFE Octo her, 1917

anJ lauglvl r le-t old wrinkles come
Shakespeare '• W m

The key to

Xhe situation

The key to a keen and cheerful old age
is vigor.

p^tfeUSER-BUsc^

W REG.U.S.PAT. OFF. TRADE MARK

Liquid-Food-Tonic

is strengthening. It benefits the old and weak
—aids digestion and nourishes without over-
burdening the system. Is there a birthday in
your home whose celebration crowds the cake
with candles? Malt-Nutrine should be taken
at each meal and before retiring.

All Druggists—Most Grocers
Malt-Nutrine declared by U. S. Internal Revenue Department to
be a pure malt product— not an alcoholic beverage. Contains
14.50 per cent malt solids— 1.9 per cent alcohol.

Interesting booklet on request.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH ST. LOUIS. U. S. A.

AGUEST
I

J&rDlNNER

!

I

Never mind.you,have
CHEFSEKvrcE myourHome
ifyou have a few of tKese tins

. onyour shelves.

(RuAA&J.'G'VOtU.
O CREAMED CHICKEN alaktna
7> Vfl LSH RAREBIT 20' 6 IV
O LOBSTER aia NEWBL'RG )*«65'

At jll GocH Groom

URJTY CROSS /nc. Model Kitchen. QKANGE7NAi

Write the Readers' Service

for information regarding

Live Stock.

LISTERINK

For daily use as a mouth
wash after brushing the
teeth, and for application
to cuts and small wounds.

LISTERINE
The Safe Anii septic

A NEW FORCE IN RURAL EDUCA-
TION

TURING the thirteen years of its exis-
tence, the Nashville Agricultural
and Normal Institute of Madison,
Tenn., has acquired neither endow-
ment nor debt and yet has offered
an education free to any student

entering its doors. Founded with the purpose of
developing teachers for the hill country, no less
than twenty-five rural schools throughout Ten-
nessee and the neighboring states are to-day
carrying out the unique traditions laid down by
the mother institution.

Thirteen years ago a group of school men in
the North were imbued with a new idea in rural
education. They went South, and out of their
own funds purchased a 400-acre farm a few miles
from Nashville. From the very first it was de-
cided that the school must make its own wayv
and no money has been invested for other than
permanent improvements. Every student has
the opportunity to earn his own way by working
on the school farm. Ability to do this sort of
work is considered one of the essential qualifica-
tions for a teacher in the hill districts. So far
has the idea of practical training been carried
that the students have erected most of the school
buildings, cottage style.

In order to provide time for both regular school
workandfarm labor, one half of thestudentsattend
recitations in the morning, wnile the other half

'are working in the fields and shops. In the after-
noon this arrangement is reversed. A remarkable
one-study plan has been introduced, each student
taking up but one subject during the term. The
school year is divided into four terms of nine
weeks each, and four terms of three weeks each,
forty-eight weeks in all. In nine weeks' time as
much work is accomplished in one subject as
would be done in an entire year where the time
was divided between several studies. This plan
makes for an intensive sort of work and gives the
student who is able to remain only a short period
the feeling of having accomplished something
definite.

The Madison school was but two years old
when the first of the hill schools was established.
Two of the young men purchased 250 acres on
the "rim lands" and determined to apply scienti-

fic methods. Working like the rest of the people
on the hill, at first they said nothing about a
school. But it was not long until it was dis-

covered that they were teachers, and the school
came as a matter of course. It now enrolls 100
pupils. These two workers proved that tobacco
was not the only crop that could be raised in that
locality, that dairying and poultry raising could
be carried on successfully, that buildings could
be painted, that wells could be dug instead of
having to carry water from distant springs; in

short, that the hill country need be backward
only so long as the people willed it. The erection

of schoolhouses and the teaching of reading, writ-

ing, and arithmetic follow these other things
naturally.

But it is the spontaneity of the work and the
solution of practical problems that has made
the undertaking a success. The teachers, men
and women, going out from the Madison school,

reproduce on a smaller scale the work of the home
institution by actually making living in the hills

a success. Residing there the year round, they
form points of contact that never could be made
under traditional systems. The 200 graduates
of the Madison school now engaged in this unique
undertaking, and owning 6,000 acres of land, are

bringing new light to thousands of people in the
hill districts whom the old system of education

could never have reached.

R. P. Crawford.

Y
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